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1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

0.1  WHY AND HOW? 

0.1.1  The interest of epistolary texts    

0.1.1.1  General    

 

""Since the Messenger's mouth was too slow, and he could not repeat [the message], 

the Lord of Kullab patted some clay and set down the words as on a tablet.  Before 

that day, there was no putting of words on clay; but now, when the Sun rose, it was 

verily so: the Lord of Kullab had verily put words on clay!''1 

 

 If a justification for a study dedicated to epistolography were needed, this 

celebrated passage from Sumerian literature would supply a point of view drawn from 

an intellectual tradition native to ancient West Asia: according to this text, writing 

itself was invented for the explicit purpose of permitting communication of an 

epistolary nature.2   

                                                

 1The passage is from Enmerkar and the Lord of Aratta; translation of H. Vanstiphout, CANE 4 
(1995) 2185.  The editio princeps is S. Kramer, Enmerkar and the Lord of Aratta (1952); see also 
S. Cohen, Enmerkar and the Lord of Aratta (1973).  A recent integral translation is provided by 
T. Jacobsen in Context 1 (1997) 547-550; general introductions to the text may be found in B. Alster, 
CANE 4 (1995) 2316, 2320-2321; and W. W. Hallo, Origins (1996) 32-33.   

 2Compare Jacobsen, Context 1 (1997) 547, ""… when his message was too long for his envoy's 
memory, Emerkar invented the letter for his envoy to take with him to Aratta.''  See also G. Komoróczy, 
AoF 3 (1975) 19-24; H. Vanstiphout, Visible Religion 6 (1988) 159; idem, Studies Sjöberg (1989) 515-
524; and the discussion in P. Michalowski, Letters from Early Mesopotamia (1993) 1-3.    
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 Whatever the historical worth of that tradition,3 the importance of the letter in 

the history of literature in the cuneiform world is also evident from an external, 

empirical point of view.  In statistical terms, the proportion of epistolary texts with 

respect to other genres among the various corpora is considerable.  Certainly also at 

Ras Shamra, the site of the ancient city of Ugarit and the field of study in which my 

own area of expertise lies, tablet finds of an epistolary genre make up, both in terms of 

sheer number of tablets and in terms of textual volume, one of the most important 

literary categories.4     

                                                

 3As Michalowski remarked (ibid., 2), ""The relatively late appearance of letters is paradoxical.  
If the purpose of writing is to bridge the communicative distance and supplement human memory, then 
the letter would seem to be the ideal form of this new technology, and yet this genre comes relatively 
late in the development of written forms of expression.''  An interesting survey of the history of 
speculation into the origins of writing is given in D. Schmandt-Besserat, Before Writing 1 (1992) 1-13.  
For a critique of Schmandt-Besserat's own theory, see P. Zimansky, Journal of Field Archaeology 20 
(1993) 513-517.   

 4In the Ugaritic corpus, the epistolary genre is now represented by over one hundred examples 
(see below, section 0.2.3), which makes it one of the better attested literary genres in terms of number 
of tablets (the corpus of administrative lists, numbering just under a thousand tablets, is perhaps the only 
genre better attested than the epistolary in purely numerical terms).  In terms of amount of preserved 
text, judged by number of (fully or partially) preserved words or signs, the epistolary corpus 
(approximately 4,500 words / 16,000 signs) is inferior not only to the administrative genre (approx. 
20,000 words / 75,000 signs), but also the corpus of narrative poetic texts (that is, the myths and epics: 
approx. 14,000 words / 50,000 signs), and the corpus of texts treating ritual matters (approx. 8,500 words 
/ 29,000 signs).  The numbers just given are, of course, approximate; they are derived from 
manipulation of the data found in J.-L. Cunchillos et al., GSRC-BDFSN (1996) and in computer files 
prepared by D. Pardee which he made available to me (mistakes or misrepresentations of either body of 
data being, of course, my own).  There is, however, another reason for caution in using these figures: 
the criteria for defining some of these genres remain extremely flexible, often combining formal, 
functional, and/or thematic considerations, making in turn the discrete existence of the genre so-defined 
a very tenuous matter.  It is the ritual genre in particular, among the genres cited above, that is most 
vulnerable to this problem, as D. Pardee recognized in his recent re-edition, Les textes rituels (2000) 7-
8.         
 The Akkadian corpus, prior to the fortuitous 1994 season, contained at least 150 letters, the 
entire corpus numbering, perhaps, approximately 1,800 tablets and fragments.  For the number of 
letters, see the information assembled in J.-L. Cunchillos, TEO 2 (1989) 29-41; for the total number of 
Akkadian tablets, a quick count of the documents bearing Akkadian text cited in P. Bordreuil and 
D. Pardee, TEO 1 (1989) 418-422, yields 1,797 items.  The several hundred Akkadian letters recovered 
from recent excavations in the ""House of Urtenu'', and especially the 1994 season, have greatly 
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 A study of epistolography also facilitates a more accurate and better informed 

exploitation of the letters as a historical source.  This is of no small importance, for the 

very nature of epistolary documents lends them a singular significance in 

historiography.  In their portrayal of the events and concerns of daily life, mundane 

and not-so-mundane, the letters, as A. L. Oppenheim once argued, offer  

""… insights into the Mesopotamian society of such an immediateness as no other 

cuneiform texts of the same range of subject matter — no ration list or legal document, 

to mention the most typical representatives — are able to offer.''5   

He insisted that the epistolary texts  

""… illuminate both the writer and the addressee as human beings, shed light on their 

expectations and fears, and on the setting in which they live.  Letters are thus far more 

revealing than the formalized historical and literary texts with their ideological 

narrowness and tradition-determined contents.''6   

In light of these views, when he poses the following question with regard to the letters, 

""Are these the texts that will clearly reveal what those who wrote them, and those for 

                                                                                                                                           
augmented the relative percentage of epistolary texts in the Akkadian corpus; see F. Malbran-Labat, 
SMEA 36 (1995) 103-111; P. Bordreuil and F. Malbran-Labat, CRAIBL (1995) 443-456; and F. 
Malbran-Labat, RAI 42 (1999) 237-244.  The current corpus contains over 400 tablets of an epistolary 
nature, which may make up as much as 20% of the total corpus of Akkadian tablets.     
 An appraisal of the entire Ras Shamra corpus, both alphabetic and logo-syllabic (which does 
not, however, incorporate epigraphic finds post-dating 1973) is provided by W. van Soldt, SAU (1991) 
227.  The table he assembled shows epistolary documents as representing approximately 12.5% of the 
total Ras Shamra corpus in terms of number of tablets; this is roughly on a par with tablets of a juridical 
nature (12.5%), but inferior to the percentages of tablets of an administrative nature (40%) and those of 
a lexical or scholarly nature (20%).    

 5A. L. Oppenheim, Letters from Mesopotamia (1967) 64.  In his foreword (p. v), the author 
spoke of the "" … kaleidoscopic diversity of life as mirrored in these documents,'' offering a "" … more 
intimate and varied image of [the] civilization than that offered by the … epic texts, royal inscriptions, 
and law codes.''    

 6Ibid., 65.  
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whom they were written, thought about themselves, their world, their gods?''7 we might 

infer for him a cautiously optimistic response.8   

Furthermore, in containing extensive passages of prose discourse, and in 

bearing witness to the language of everyday usage,9 Oppenheim's view of the letters 

as ""more revealing'' than other genres applies equally well to their relevance for 

studies of a linguistic nature.  This is of particular significance for Ugaritic studies, 

where the archaic or archaizing idiom of the poetic texts has for so long dominated 

linguistic discussions of the language.10   

 Finally, the study of letters is valuable for purely literary reasons.  The 

epistolary corpora of the Ancient Near East, including the Ugaritic corpus, contain 

examples of carefully crafted texts, full of elaborate rhetorical strategies aimed at 

persuasion.  Such  deliberate and thoughtful written composition, even if in vernacular 

language, leads to the problem of the point at which letters represent literature.   

                                                

 7Oppenheim, Ancient Mesopotamia (1964) 24.   

 8Note also the reflections of M. T. Larsen, with respect to the study of the letters in the Old 
Assyrian corpus with a view to ""grasp the emotions and motivations for some of those myriad acts that 
constituted social reality as reflected in our texts'', in Studies Veenhof (2001) 275-277.    

 9 M. Liverani, Les communautés rurales 2 (1983) 159, characterizes letters as "". . . l'unique 
documentation de ce qui devait être la pratique du dialogue verbal et en général des rapports 
interpesonnels.''     

 10Compare the statement of D. Pardee, JNES 52 (1993) 317, made with reference to analyses 
of the verbal system: ""Instead of setting up categories on the basis of the . . . poetic texts and then fitting 
in the prose forms willy-nilly, the two bodies of texts must be analyzed separately.''    
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Benjamin Foster recently asked this question,11 and proposed that  

""carefully written letters . . . provide an excellent testing ground for the creative 

process that goes into making literature, being cases of careful choice of words, form, 

and figures of speech, though with the intent of persuading only a specific reader.''12  

 

0.1.1.2  A new treatment of Ugaritic epistolography   

 General treatments of the letter-writing tradition in the Ugaritic language have 

been undertaken in the seventies by O. Kaiser,13 S. Ahl,14 A. Kristensen,15 and A. 

Caquot;16 and in the eighties and nineties by J.-L. Cunchillos.17  Given this history of 

research, a new treatment requires some justification.  Above all, it is the information 

provided by the unpublished Ugaritic letters which justifies a fresh approach to 

Ugaritic epistolography: at least twenty of the Ugaritic tablets from the 1994 and 1996 

seasons are epistolary in nature, and of these, at least seven are intact or nearly so.18  

Secondly, apart from Ras Shamra, several other sites, such as Ma�at-Höyük in Turkey, 

Tell Sheikh H̊amad in the Khabur basin in eastern Syria, and Tell Meskene on the 

                                                

 11B. Foster, Studies Hallo (1993) 98: ""Here [in the texts of letters] the reader can see everyday 
(or, at least, non-literary) language being differentiated, rewritten, and artificed, perhaps by amateurs.  
This raises an important question of language and literature: at what point do letters become literature?''    

 12Ibid. 

 13O. Kaiser, ZDPV 86 (1970) 10-23. 

 14S. W. Ahl, Epistolary Texts (1973).   

 15A. L. Kristensen, UF 9 (1977) 143-158. 

 16A. Caquot, SDB 9 (1979), cols. 1413-1417.   

 17See J.-L. Cunchillos, Estudios de Epistolografía ugarítica (1989) 141-234; and idem, TO 2 
(1989) 239-421, but especially the ""Introduction'', on pp. 241-267.  An updated version of the latter was 
published by the same author recently in English in HUS (1999) 359-374.   

 18See below, footnote 23, and section 0.2.3.   
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Euphrates, to name three examples, have yielded new and important Late Bronze 

epistolary corpora which can be profitably compared with the Ugaritic.  This 

comparative aspect is weak in previous treatments, where few attempts were made to 

place the Ugaritic epistolary tradition within its larger context.19   

A partial rectification of this situation was provided by A. Hagenbuchner20 and 

E. Cancik-Kirschbaum,21 each of whom interacted to some degree with the Ugaritic 

tradition in treating Hittite and Middle Assyrian epistolography, respectively.  But the 

perspective of these two specialists is necessarily somewhat external with respect to 

the Ugaritic material, and a view ""from the inside looking out'' would be helpful.  The 

present study attempts to supply such an internal perspective.  The data provided by 

the new letters and their analysis in the wider context of cuneiform letter-writing in 

Late Bronze West Asia help to supplement, update, and at times correct past 

treatments of Ugaritic epistolography.   

 

                                                

 19As an additional reason for a new treatment of the subject, if one is needed, one could cite a 
lack of recent scholarly attention, alluded to by Cunchillos, HUS (1999) 360: ""The study of letters 
written in Ugaritic has not progressed much since Cunchillos 1989a. . . .''   

 20A. Hagenbuchner, Die Korrespondenz der Hethiter 1 (1989).  

 21E. Cancik-Kirschbaum, Die mittelassyrischen Briefe (1996) 49-71.    
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0.1.2  Method 

0.1.2.1  Appropriate to the task  

 In his contribution to a volume honoring William Moran, the British 

Assyriologist W. G. Lambert offered the following reflection on his own methodology: 

""As with archaeological digging and housekeeping, sound principles have always to be 

adapted to the particular job at hand.''22  Despite the levity, and the far-flung nature of 

the comparisons, the point Lambert made seems both reasonable and germane: a valid 

methodology is seldom to be determined a priori, independent of a detailed study of 

the available sources.  In other words, it is the data that are primary, and it is they 

which determine, to very large measure, which methodological approaches will be 

most fruitful, and not the other way around.   

 My method in treating Ugaritic epistolography was established in working 

through the philological and interpretive problems of twenty-one newly recovered 

epistolary documents, the edition of which is currently in preparation.23  This study led 

to two methodological priorities: (1) at the present state of the field, a study of the 

formal features of Ugaritic letters is the most productive means of approaching the 

genre as a whole, and (2) an effective means of digesting and interpreting the diverse 

                                                

 22Lambert, Studies Moran (1990) 289, n. 1.  The surrounding context is well worth reprinting 
here in full: ""The writer has no set method of dealing with newly discovered or previously unedited 
Babylonian literary texts.  As with archaeological digging and housekeeping, sound principles have 
always to be adapted to the particular job at hand.  One major danger to avoid is blind adherence to 
previous conclusions.  Previously available evidence may have led to then justified positions, but new 
evidence always requires an impartial and ruthless reconsideration of old conclusions.  The essential 
equipment is as exhaustive as possible a knowledge at first hand and an understanding of all related 
material.'' 

23P. Bordreuil, R. Hawley, and D. Pardee, ""Lettres (nos 59-79)'', chapter 3 in the volume Textes 
ougaritiques des campagnes de 1994, 1996, 1999, 2000, 2002 (in preparation for publication in the 
series Ras Shamra-Ougarit, Paris, Éditions Recherche sur les Civilisations).  
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body of formal features found in the letters, and of perceiving and evaluating standard 

and variant patterns among them, is provided by typological classification.    

 

0.1.2.2  Form and Content 

 Why study structure?  This is certainly a valid question, especially in light of 

my extensive citation of Oppenheim in the paragraphs above.  He had pointed out that 

the formal aspects of ancient literary genres were more often than not an impediment, 

that rigidity of form can occasionally prevent direct access to the individual humanity 

of the text.24  If Oppenheim's capacity as a historian lead him to privilege content, 

especially that of an individual or distinctive nature, over uniformity of form,25 in his 

role as a lexicographer he would certainly not have claimed that the study of structure 

was unimportant.26  On the contrary, for historian and lexicographer alike, a sound 

grasp of form is essential for perceiving and distinguishing both human individuality 

and literary tradition behind the textual veil.   

 Such a discussion of the respective roles of form and content in interpretation is 

reminiscent of the dichotomy of the hermeneutic circle, the paradoxical notion that the 

whole cannot be understood without reference to the component parts, nor the parts 

without reference to the whole.27  A similar dictum has long circulated in the halls of 

                                                

 24Oppenheim, Letters from Mesopotamia (1967) 65: ""Again, our search for life communication 
is forestalled by the medium: letter and scribe.''   

 25In describing his choice of texts in the foreword (ibid., p. v) he admitted, ""I chose the atypical 
rather than the typical. . . .''   

 26Compare ibid., 63-64, ""The cuneiform tablets exhibit, moreover, the effects of a good number 
of topical and stylistic restrictions, as is natural for any formal literary expression.  To a certain extent 
the pattern created by such restrictions facilitates the prima facie understanding of such texts.''    

 27I have benefited from the accessible discussion of this and other philosophical issues 
involved in J. D. Schloen, The House of the Father (2001) 1-28, esp. 10-12.  
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the Oriental Institute, though in more casual terms: ""You can't read a text until you 

know what it says, and you can't know what a text says until you read it''.28  Beyond 

Assyriology, however, in a more esoteric domain like Ugaritology, the delicate 

balance of this dichotomy is upset, and this for the simple reason that the Ugaritic 

language is still poorly understood, certainly much less well understood than 

Akkadian.29  When this lacuna in the modern linguistic knowledge of Ugaritic is 

coupled with the patterned formalism observable in the tablets themselves, structural 

considerations assume paramount importance in the ongoing interpretation of Ugaritic 

texts. 

 Such an apology for a form-critical approach to Ugaritic texts should not, 

however, be taken to mean that the study of the whole should entirely supplant the 

study of the component parts.  Rather, by emphasizing the limits of our modern 

knowledge of the Ugaritic lexicon and syntax, the study of the whole often informs the 

requisite, if imperfect, study of the parts in a way that is not simply beneficial but 

necessary.30  With respect to the topic studied here, a reasonably accurate 

understanding of the Ugaritic letter-writing tradition, or, less generally, of any given 

Ugaritic letter, necessarily entails, perhaps more than anything else, an adequate 

understanding of the structure of a typical Ugaritic letter.  The structure of epistolary 

                                                

 28D. Pardee, Or 70 (2001) 235, attributes the saying to ""l'un de nos professeurs'', a reference to 
the late I. J. Gelb.    

 29Should such a declaration require argument, it can be said that Akkadian is better understood 
than Ugaritic for at least three reasons.  (1) It has been studied for a longer period of time, and by a 
wider array of scholars; (2) the sources are much more extensive and go far beyond the examples from 
Ras Shamra; and (3) it is written in a graphic system which records the vocalic elements of the 
language much more extensively than does the alphabetic cuneiform system, and thereby communicates 
more grammatical information.    

 30S. Parker, Maarav 2 (1979-1980) 7-41, for example, argues that progress in interpreting 
dificult sections of the Ugaritic texts results only from genre identification.  
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texts, like that of legal or administrative texts, provides an interpretative frame, a set 

of expectations so to speak, which restricts interpretation effectively enough to inspire 

a fair amount of confidence that the documents in question are understood more or less 

accurately.  It is in this sense that structure guides interpretation.  Furthermore, the 

relative effectiveness of such a structural approach in text interpretation is directly 

proportional to the amount of formality present.  Since the formulaic nature of the 

introductory sections of Ugaritic letters has long been recognized, a form-critical 

approach seems, almost a priori, very promising.  Finally, and perhaps most 

importantly, structural analysis works.  In other words, many aspects of the Ugaritic 

epistolary texts are explained by resorting to an analysis of form. 

 

0.1.2.3  The interest of this study    

 After several years of research, my work on Ugaritic epistolography may be 

considered as a contribution toward a formal typology of the Ugaritic epistolary texts; 

by ""typology'' I mean a reasoned classification on the basis of criteria taken to be of 

diagnostic import.   

 In working through the new Ugaritic letters,31 it quickly became evident that 

they could be best appreciated not only through comparison with the rest of the 

Ugaritic epistolary corpus, but also with the contemporary cuneiform corpora from 

other sites in Syria, Anatolia, and Mesopotamia.  Such an undertaking demands a 

typology as a prerequisite, not only to ensure the solidity of ensuing cross-linguistic 

comparisons, but also to appreciate the originality and formal distinctiveness of the 

Ugaritic tradition.    

                                                

 31See above, footnote 23. 
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 More than simply a tool which permits comparative research, however, 

typological classification is also a heuristic aid in the comprehension of the Ugaritic 

texts themselves, for it provides a framework for organizing and conceiving the corpus.  

The filling out of this framework brings to the fore both differences in internal 

structure and similarities.  In this way, typological classification is, in and of itself, a 

way to understand, one way among many others perhaps, but a way that is at once 

useful and practicable.32   

 It is useful on several levels, but first and foremost because it is empirical, and 

therefore less vulnerable to the kinds of error typical of more intuitive approaches.  

This empirical aspect has especial relevance for the establishment of diagnostic 

criteria.  If the criteria by which a typology is organized are valid, the resulting 

classification will bear this out; if not, the imbalance will be noticeable.  The ""forced 

observation'' required by typological classification provides an empirical basis for the 

identification of those formal patterns which may be considered standard or normative 

in the known Ugaritic epistolary tradition,33 as well as those motifs which have few or 

no parallels.  It is naturally these standard formulas, and their composition, that are 

diagnostic in classification.  

 Such form-critical analyses can also contribute extensively to the broader 

interpretation of individual epistolary texts, by an increased critical attention not only 

                                                

 32In proposing that to classify is, in some sense, to understand, one is reminded of J. Goody's 
contributions to cognitive anthropology, and more specifically, of his discussion of the implications of 
list-making (which I take to be one form of typological classification, and incidentally, one that was 
extensively practiced by the ancient Ugaritians) for cognition.  See, for example, his classic formulation 
in The Domestication of the Savage Mind (1977), esp. ch. 5.   

 33While brute statistics can be revealing, the identification of various aspects of the ""standard'' 
Ugaritic epistolary tradition(s) is more credible when supplemented by distributional and contextual 
factors.  With respect to the address formula, for example, see below, section 1.2.1.   
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to the generic identification of letters as such,34 but also to their contextual 

interpretation, especially with respect to the implications of ""non-standard'' formal 

features.    

 Finally, on a practical level, a rigorous typology permits, of course, the 

reconstruction of fragmentary texts.  Typology provides a frame of formal and 

structural expectations which guide the eye in epigraphy.  Here again one finds the 

delicate compromise between form and content in interpretation: formal constraints do 

not replace basic epigraphy, but thanks to these expectations, the epigrapher knows 

what to look for, and where.35      

 These benefits, described above, apply to all Ugaritic texts bearing 

recognizable patterns in the structure of their composition.  In practical terms, this 

includes letters, of course, but also lists of all sorts, tables, contracts, school exercises, 

""scientific texts'' characterized by the protasis-apodosis structure, votive inscriptions, 

rituals, and even the narrative poetic texts.  The limitations of the method are 

indirectly proportional to the amount of formal structure present in the text; the greater 

the formality the more promising the method.   

 

                                                

 34For example, had the typological characteristics of Ugaritic letters been better known, the 
analysis of the text RS 11.772+ (KTU 3.1) as a letter in G. Knoppers, BASOR 289 (1993) 81-94, would 
not have been proposed, much less accepted in subsequent discussions, as in A.-S. Dalix, CRAIBL 
(1997) 819-824; and idem, Semitica 48 (1998) 5-15.  On the generic interpretation of this text, see now 
D. Pardee, Semitica 51 (forthcoming).      

 35An elementary illustration of this methodological compromise, if such be needed, is provided 
by RS 5.274 (KTU 7.54), examined by the writer at the Louvre museum in Paris during the winter of 
1999: the clear reading of the sequence {ykß[...]} in line 2', followed by {¯-˘p¬¯-˘r[...]} in line 3', leads 
directly to the hypothesis that the text is an abecedary.  In turn, the formal expectation of an abecedary 
thus allows the correct reading of two of the signs in line 3': {≤!} (the oblique wedge which constitutes 
this sign was impressed twice, the earlier impression still being visible, thus giving the impression of one 
wedge superimposed upon another) and {q}.        
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0.2  DEFINITION OF THE CORPUS 

 As in virtually any other study of a typological nature, be it textual or material, 

I have proceeded here in a series of steps: (1) the definition of a corpus, (2) the study 

and detailed description of the repetitive characteristics there observable, (3) the 

identification of those criteria by which these repetitive characteristics may be 

understood, (4) the elaboration of various workable nested classifications of the corpus 

accordingly, and finally, (5) a comparative analysis which attempts to replace the 

inner Ugaritic data within a broader external typological context.  This process, of 

course, is not always a neat linear progression, but more often then not recursive, with 

repeated returns to the basic study of the primary data after failed attempts at 

classification or the discovery of striking parallels in the comparative corpora.   

 If the first steps seem relatively easy to accomplish, the final step, comparative 

analysis, is more troubling to a Ugaritologist.  It is thus with a good deal of clumsiness 

that the Akkadian and especially the Hittite sources are dealt with, these being the two 

principal languages of the contemporary epistolary corpora essential for the 

appreciation of the Ugaritic texts.  Nevertheless, in order to render a descriptive study 

such as this one valuable and useful, especially for those who are not Ugaritologists, it 

seemed worthwhile not to turn a blind eye to all that lay beyond the alphabetic 

domain, but rather to attempt to confront the results of an internal study with the 

external data.  In spite of the inevitable shortcomings of such a comparative project, in 

which a specialist pretends to be a generalist, the potential benefits of such an 

undertaking seem encouraging.    
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0.2.1  Elaboration of a definition   

 Typological classification begins by establishing the Ugaritic epistolary corpus.  

This seemingly simple step requires, first and foremost, a workable definition of a 

""letter'', as distinct from other literary genres in the inventory of Ugaritic scribal 

compositions.    

 

0.2.1.1  Ugaritic terminology for written correspondence           

 The terminology employed by the Ugaritian scribes themselves when alluding 

to written correspondence provides an interesting, and perhaps even essential, point of 

departure.  One finds at least four common nouns, for example, which, given an 

appropriate context, can refer to a ""letter''.  In terms of their usage in Ugaritic, as well 

as their etymology, two of these nouns, rgm and t“m, can be connected with the 

semantic field of ""speaking'', and the other two, spr and l“t, with that of ""writing''.      

 The least-marked English gloss of rgm is "word',36 but it occurs in the specific 

sense of "message', probably of the written kind, in the formulaic ""information request'', 

one of the few formulaic motifs to be found in the body of Ugaritic letters.37  A typical 

example of that idiom is rgm ®®b ly,38 literally "Send word back to me!', a request for 

                                                

 36See the data cited in G. del Olmo Lete and J. Sanmartín, DLU 2 (2000) 386-387.  The verb 
with which it is cognate (*ragama / *yargumu), and indeed probably derivative, is the basic verb for 
speaking in Ugaritic.  

 37See below, section 5.3. 

 38As in RS 29.095:8 and elsewhere; see below, section 5.3.  Compare also the sense of 
"message' in the literary text KTU 1.23:52, rgm l •l ybl, "They (then) bring word to ≥Ilu … ,' although in 
this case there is no reason to believe that the ""message'' in question was not an oral one.  
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subsequent written correspondence, probably which specifically incorporates the 

epistolary ""situation report'': ≤mny ßlm, "with me, it is well.'39      

 The noun t“m is best glossed by "message', be it of the written or oral40 variety.  

A textbook example of t“m in the sense of "written message' or "letter' is, of course, 

provided by the epistolary address formula itself, as in t“m mlkt,41 "Message of the 

queen'.  Here the nominal phrase serves as a heading or title of sorts to the written 

message it introduces.42  Another, less formulaic but equally telling instance drawn 

from the epistolary corpus is provided by the phrase ky l•kt bt mlk t“mk hln[y],43 a 

fronted nominal clause which can be translated: "(As for the fact) that you sent your 

message to the royal palace, now then . . . .'    

 Of the two words in the second category, those connecting with the semantic 

field of ""writing'', the most general is spr.44  It is usually best glossed "document', since 

it designates virtually all sorts of texts, from lists to rituals.45  It does occur, however, 

                                                

 39For a more detailed presentation of these two formulaic motifs, which together compose the 
""double formula of well-being'', see below, section 5.3.   

 40If the sense of "oral message' or even "spoken word' for t“m is not immediately apparent in 
the prose texts, it is familiar from the mythological texts; compare the literary « S » motif discussed 
below, section 1.4.2.    

 41As in RS 94.2406:1, RS 94.2580:1, and RS 96.2039:1.  

 42See below, section 1.5.2. 

 43RS 17.434+:5, a letter from a certain pd÷b, almost certainly Pudu”epa, the celebrated Hittite 
queen of that name, to a certain nqmd, almost certainly the Ugaritic king typically referred to as 
""Niqmaddu III'' (S. Lackenbacher, RA 89 [1995] 70, n. 24), but who can now be called ""IV'' in light of 
the expanded canonical sequence of divinized kings published by D. Arnaud, SMEA 41 (1999) 163.   

 44From an etymological point of view, the attribution of spr to the semantic field of ""writing'' is 
questionable since a primitive root *SPR might have denoted enumeration and recitation.  A more 
etymologically explicit gloss for the noun spr would be "an enumeration or recitation (committed to 
writing in the form of a tablet).'  A connection between the noun spr and the semantic field of ""writing'' 
is certainly legitimate, however, from the point of view of inner Ugaritic usage.    

 45See the data collected in del Olmo Lete and Sanmartín, DLU 2 (2000) 407-408. 
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in the explicit sense of "written message' in one of the letters from the 1994 season, in 

the temporal clause k ytnt spr hnd ≤mk,46 ". . . when I dictated (lit., ""gave'') this letter to 

you . . . .'  

 Finally, more marked than spr is l“t, which, because of its etymology, is often 

glossed "tablet'.47  Inner Ugaritic usage, however, is fairly uniform in employing the 

noun l“t specifically to designate a ""letter''.48  A clear example of this is provided by a 

passage from a letter in which the author (the king) replies to a previous request made 

of him by his correspondent (Ṫaryelli, his mother): l“t ßlm k l•kt °my ≤my ht ≤mny kll 

ßlm,49 "As for the letter about well-being that50 my mother sent to me, now then, with 

me all is well.'    

 These four substantives serve as complements to several verbs linked to 

epistolary communication.  These include (1) L≥K, "to send' (G-stem), which is used of 

l“t and t“m, but also in the pregnant sense of "to send (a written message)', without an 

                                                

 46RS 94.2406:4-5. 

 47Compare C. H. Gordon, Ugaritic Textbook (1965), § 1358.     

 48See now G. del Olmo Lete and J. Sanmartín, DLU 1 (1996) 243, though the editors have 
chosen to follow Gordon, ibid., in interpreting l“t as ""pl. tantum''.  One may also interpret l“t as singular 
(perhaps */l¨“atu/ or */lô“atu/), as here.  The argument of J. Tropper, Ugaritische Grammatik (2000) 
298, § 53.331.2, that l“t is (feminine) plural because it occurs accompanied by a relative pronoun, of 
which it is the antecedant, having the form d (and not dt) in RS [Varia 4]:6-7, l“t spr d l•kt, "the 
documentary letter (?) (lit., ""the [epistolary] tablet of (the sort characterized as) spr'') that you sent . . . ,' 
is not adequate proof, since (1) it is not clear that l“t, and not spr is the antecedant of d (cf. RS 17.118:1, 
m•t ßmn d ... , "one hundred [kd-jars] of oil, which . . . ,' where the second term in the construct chain 
appears to be the antecedent); and (2) in any case, other passages are known in which the form d has as 
its antecedent a feminine singular noun, as Tropper himself points out, ibid., § 43.2, p. 237, where he 
mentions RS 15.125:2-3 (KTU 2.19), km ßpß d brt, ". . . just as the Sun, which is ""pure''. . . .'   

 49RS 17.139:5-7. 

 50The Ugaritic passage contains no relative pronoun; one is included here to render the syntax 
less awkward in English.  Literally, the passage reads "(As for) the tablet of well-being, (the fact) that 
my mother sent (it) to me — Now, with me all is well.' 
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explicit accusative complement;51 (2) RGM, "to speak, say' (G-stem), complemented, 

in some sense at least,52 by t“m in the epistolary address formula; (3) Ṫ(W)B, "to send 

back (fi-stem)', used with the noun rgm;53 (4) YTN, "to give' (G-stem), complemented 

by spr, probably in the sense of "to dictate a letter (≤m, to someone)';54 and (5) DBR, a 

less frequent and apparently more highly marked verb of speaking, used with l“t.55   

 Such a survey of the vocabulary of epistolary communication provides an 

""interpretive'' definition of a Ugaritic letter: a document (spr), specifically a tablet 

(l“t), which contains the message (t“m, and rgm, "word') that the sender has dictated 

(YTN, lit. "to give') to a scribe.  The missive is then sent (L≥K) to its destination, 

where it is read aloud (RGM and DBR, both verbs of speaking) to the recipient.     

 

0.2.1.2  Functional and formal definitions   

 Such an ""internal'' functional approach is compatible with a common ""external'' 

functional definition given for a ""letter'': a written message which permits 

communication between at least two persons who can not or will not communicate 

directly.56  A number of problems become apparent in the application of even this 

                                                

 51See the citations given in del Olmo Lete and Sanmartín, DLU 1 (1996) 239.   

 52It is unlikely that t“m is the accusative complement of the imperative rgm in the address 
formula; see below, section 1.6.1.1.  If not linked in an explicitly grammatical sense on the clause level, 
it is nevertheless clear that the implied object of the imperative rgm, "Say!' is, in fact, the actual 
message which follows the address, and to which the address formula itself refers with the noun t“m, 
"message'.      

 53Del Olmo Lete and Sanmartín, DLU 2 (2000) 485.    

 54RS 94.2406:4-5. 

 55Del Olmo Lete and Sanmartín, DLU 1 (1996) 128. 

 56Compare the similar functional definition given by N. Ziegler in her article ""Correspondance'' 
in the recent Dictionnaire de la civilisation mésopotamienne (2001) 202.  
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definition, however.  In the first place, it is founded on function, for which direct 

information is fragile and in any case difficult to control.  Furthermore, according to 

such a purely functional criterion, virtually any text could qualify as a letter.  Even a 

simple list of personal names, and Ras Shamra has produced a good number of these, 

could, in certain situations,57 have fulfilled this function of written communication 

between two persons.   

 It would seem that a uniquely functional definition is insufficient; and it is 

helpful to add a formal element.  Furthermore, it is precisely such a formal element 

which permits typological classification, since the formally stereotyped motifs, or 

formulas, occurring in the letters can be catalogued, described, and compared.  It is 

also these which first allow the epigrapher to identify the literary genre of a new text 

as being a letter.   

 

0.2.1.3  Summary  

 The following composite definition was adopted: a letter is defined as a written 

message between at least two persons, containing formulas which manifest this same 

function.  These formulas are diagnostic of letters in the sense that they are found 

typically or even uniquely in texts of this nature.  

 What then are the formulas in question?  There are several, and chapters 1-4 

are devoted to the detailed study of each.  One is of particular importance in defining 

the corpus: the epistolary address formula, formed on the model ""Message of X:  To Y 

                                                

 57Compare the implications of RS 94.2592, which provides a scenario for the contextual 
interpretation of some such nominal lists; and also the enigmatic text RS 22.003.   
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speak:'', or ""To Y speak:  Message of X.''58  This idiom is at once (1) formulaic, and 

thus amenable to typological analysis, (2) it manifests the epistolary function, and (3) 

it is found almost exclusively in texts of this genre.   

 

0.2.2  Application      

 A preliminary triage of the known Ugaritic corpus yields at least forty-three 

tablets which certainly or almost certainly begin with the standard address formula, 

described above.59   In six other tablets, the presence of this formula is very probable, 

if not certain.60   Finally, as many as eleven other tablets certainly or probably begin 

with address formulas which are, in one way or another, non-standard in terms of 

composition.61   

                                                

 58The address formula is thus a double formula consisting of one component which identifies 
the sender of the letter, and another which names its intended recipient; see the more detailed 
discussion in section 1.2.  These two components are alluded to throughout the following discussions of 
form with the abbreviations « S » and « R », respectively.    

 59Forty-three tablets begin with (that is, contain at the top of one of the two facial surfaces 
which, according to context, must be the beginning of the text) an address formula of standard 
composition.  By ""standard composition'', I mean an address formula consisting of two components, of 
variable order, the one being « t“m <noun phrase(s)> »,  and the other « l <noun phrase(s)> rgm »; the 
former is referred to throughout this work with the abbreviation « S » (that component which identifies 
the sender), and the latter with « R » (the component which identifies the recipient).  These tablets are: 
RS 1.018, RS 1.021 (virtually certain), RS 4.475, RS 8.315, RS 9.479A, RS 11.872, RS 15.008, RS 
16.137[bis], RS 16.379, RS 17.139, RS 17.434+ (virtually certain), RS 18.031, RS 18.038, RS 18.040, RS 
18.113, RS 18.134, RS 18.147, RS 18.286[A], RS 19.102, RS 19.181A (virtually certain), RS 20.199, RS 
29.093, RS 29.095, RS 34.148, RS 34.356 (virtually certain), RS 88.2159, RS 92.2005, RS 92.2010, RS 
94.2284, RS 94.2383+, RS 94.2391, RS 94.2406, RS 94.2429, RS 94.2479, RS 94.2537 (virtually 
certain), RS 94.2545+ (virtually certain), RS 94.2580, RS 94.5003+, RS 94.5009, RS 96.2039, RIH 
77/21A, RIH 78/03+ (virtually certain), and RS [Varia 4].  By the phrase ""virtually certain'' I mean that 
at least one of the components of the address formula is not preserved: l, rgm, t“m, or some indication of 
the noun phrase(s).  The classification of these documents as epistolary, however, is not in doubt.   

 60A standard address formula may be partly or largely restored at the beginning of RS 15.158, 
RS 15.174, RS 16.402, RS 17.327, RS 19.029, and RS 94.2946.  

 61In the case of eight tablets, the presence of a non-standard address formula is certain or 
virtually certain: RS 15.007, RS 16.264, RS 16.265, RS 17.063, RS 18.148, RS 19.011, RS 94.2273, and 
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 In the letters thus isolated, sixty in number, the address formula is very often 

immediately followed by one or more other formulas which also manifest, though to a 

lesser extent than the address, the epistolary function of a written message between 

two parties.  These include not only the ""polite formulas'',62 such as the prostration 

formula,63 the salutation,64 and the benediction,65 but also a double formula dealing 

with the exchange of news about ""well-being''.66  When the beginning of a text is 

destroyed, they may also serve as diagnostic criteria in the definition of the corpus of 

epistolary texts.  At least nine other tablets may be added to the corpus on these 

grounds.67    

                                                                                                                                           
RIH 78/12.  Three other tablets, RS 1.020, RS 3.334, and RS 17.117, probably also begin with non-
standard address formulas: the probability of RS 1.020 and RS 3.334 belonging here is established by 
their comparison with one another; that of RS 17.117 by its resemblance to RS 17.063.   
 At least five ""non-standard'' compositional patterns for the address formula are attested in this 
group, three which mention both sender and recipient (i-iii), and two which mention only the recipient 
(iv-v): (i) « t“m <noun phrase(s)> l <noun phrase(s)> » (RS 16.265, RS 94.2273, and probably 
RS 16.264); (ii) « <noun phrase(s)> l <noun phrase(s)> » (RS 15.007, RS 17.063, and possibly 
RS 17.117); (iii) « t“m <noun phrase(s)> ≤m <noun phrase(s)> » (RS 18.148); (iv) « l <noun 
phrase(s)> » (RIH 78/12, and possibly RS 1.020 and RS 3.334); and (v)  « l <noun phrase(s)> rgm » 
(RS 19.011).  On these patterns, see below, section 1.7. 

 62See below, chapters 2-4. 

 63This formula is abbreviated <pros> throughout this dissertation; for more detailed 
information on it, see below, chapter 2.   

 64Abbreviated <sal>; see below, chapter 3. 

 65Abbreviated <ben>; see below, chapter 4. 

 66Like the address, this is a double formula.  Throughout this study, I often refer to the two 
components of which it is composed in abbreviated form: <s.r.> (for ""situation report) designates the 
one, and <i.r.> (for ""information request'') the other.  For a more detailed discussion, see below, section 
5.3. 

 67Though the address is not preserved, the certain or very probable presence of one of the 
polite formulas (prostration [abbreviated pros], salutation [sal], benediction [ben]); and/or the double 
formula of well-being (situation report [s.r.], information request [i.r.]) at the beginning of the preserved 
text allows the addition of nine tablets to the corpus: RS 3.427 (<¯sal˘ ¯ben˘>), RS 18.075 (<¯sal˘ 
¯ben˘>), RS 18.287 (<¯pros˘ | ¯i.r.˘>; prior to the <pros> formula, a portion of the address, <¯S˘>, may be 
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 Finally, some tablets contain more than one letter.  In other words, secondary 

or ""piggyback'' letters were occasionally appended immediately following a primary 

letter.  Since the context of the second letter is different from that of the first, that is, 

the identity of the correspondents is not the same, nor is the message itself, these 

""piggyback'' letters merit classification as independent and distinct texts.  They too are 

defined by the presence of the diagnostic formulas, the key difference being that it is 

not necessary to insist on the diagnostic formulas appearing at the beginning of the 

tablet.  At least five texts may be added to the epistolary corpus on this basis.68   

 The above considerations yield a preliminary corpus of seventy-four texts, 

classified as epistolary on a combination of formal and functional grounds: the 

presence of certain diagnostic formulas which manifest an epistolary function, that is, 

                                                                                                                                           
restored), RS 18.[312] (<¯pros˘ ¯i.r.˘>), RS 18.[364] (<¯sal˘>, and possibly <¯pros˘>), RS 18.[482] 
(<¯i.r.˘>, and perhaps <¯ben˘>), RS 19.158B (<s.r. i.r.>), RS 34.124 (<¯pros˘ ¯sal˘ ¯ben˘ | s.r. i.r.>), and 
RS 94.2428 (<¯pros˘ ¯sal˘ ¯ben˘>).   

 68At least eight tablets contain repetitions of the introductory epistolary formulas in the middle 
of the text, and not at the beginning (that is, not at the top of the face which must, from context, be the 
recto).  These are RS 16.265, RS 18.140, RS 19.102, RS 34.356, RS 92.2005, RS 94.2406, RS 94.2545+, 
and RS 94.2957.  Of these, I consider it reasonably certain that five represent separate ""piggyback'' 
letters: RS 16.265.2, RS 18.140.2, RS 19.102.2, RS 92.2005.2, and RS 94.2406.2 (I distinguish the 
""piggyback'' letter from the first letter on the tablet by the addition of "".2'' to the tablet number for the 
former, and "".1'' for the latter). 
 RS 16.265.1 (from ""•®tl'' to ""mnn'') is probably a scribal practice letter; the ""piggyback'' letter 
appended to it would seem to represent an imaginary response to the primary letter (the correspondents 
are reversed: the sender is ""mn'' and the recipient ""•®tl'').  The address formula of RS 16.265.2 is, like 
that of RS 16.265.1, non-standard: « t“m ƒ <noun phrase(s)> l <noun phrase(s)> ». 
 RS 34.356 and RS 94.2545+ are difficult cases.  Despite the presence of repeated introductory 
formulas in the middle of these texts, I do not consider them to contain ""piggyback'' letters.  Rather, they 
would seem to represent single letters which contain, for whatever reason, repetitions of certain of the 
introductory formulas.  The following considerations support such a view: (1) the correspondents 
mentioned in the second address formula are the same as those in the first (same sender, same 
recipient); (2) in the case of RS 34.356 the first letter would have contained almost no content prior to 
the beginning of the second letter; (3) in the case of RS 94.2545+, the identity of the correspondents is 
the same as, and the body of the letter closely parallel to, RS 94.2284, which is not a double letter; and 
(4) comparative parallels exist for the repetition of certain formulaic elements within a single letter 
(compare EA 100 and 124, and RS 94.2545+, for example).  
 On RS 94.2957, see the following footnote. 
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which imply, from their semantics and context, that they belong to the literary genre of 

written messages between two parties.  The epistolary classification of this group can 

be considered virtually certain.  However, in epigraphy as in archaeology, the 

boundaries of typological categories are often not black and white, but somewhere 

between various shades of grey.  Thus, the corpus can be augmented by the addition of 

numerous other texts, for the most part fragmentary, which lack the diagnostic 

formulas cited above, but which may nevertheless be classified as epistolary on 

various contextual or logical grounds.  Often, this classification is possible on the basis 

of phrases or vocabulary typical of letters.  The epistolary classification of these 

additional texts ranges from virtually certain to merely plausible.   

 In some cases, the identification on formal grounds of ""piggyback'' letters 

permits the definition of the text which precedes it on the tablet as epistolary, the 

reasoning being that ""piggyback'' letters are appended to other letters, not to texts of 

other literary genres.  This adds two further texts to the epistolary corpus.69 

 The corpus can be supplemented by the addition of fragmentary tablets which 

lack the introductory formulas, but which nevertheless contain motifs and topoi 

typically found in the body of letters, making their classification as epistolary virtually 

certain.  At least twelve texts fall into this category.70   

                                                

 69This applies to RS 18.140.2 (a clear ""piggyback'' letter) and the subsequent definition of RS 
18.140.1 (a fragmentary text preceding the former) as epistolary.  Similar considerations argue for the 
inclusion of RS 94.2957.1 (a fragmentary Ugaritic text) in the epistolary corpus.  It is a special case, 
however, since it contains a ""piggyback'' letter (RS 94.2957.2) written in Akkadian language and in 
logo-syllabic cuneiform script (and thus not included in the ""Ugaritic'' epistolary corpus).   

 70These are RS 1.032, RS 15.098, RS 15.191[A], RS 16.078+, RS 16.394, RS 16.401, 
RS 18.[528], RS 18.[565], RS 94.2457, RS 94.2592, RS 94.5015, and RIH 77/01.  They include the 
following epistolary motifs or topoi: (a) ""put (it) in a document (to me)'' (RS 18.[528], RS 94.2592, RS 
94.2457); (b) ""know!'' at the end of a paragraph (RS 1.032, RS 18.[565], RS 94.5015 [several times, 
once at end of paragraph], RS 15.098); (c) ""sending'' [L≥K] (RS 16.394 [•l±kk, perhaps also ""don't 
worry'' motif, perhaps ""put it'' motif], RS 16.401 [spr ... l•kt]); (d) ""the desire of my lady'' (RS 15.191[A] 
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 Finally, further additions to this corpus may be made on the basis of those texts 

which contain vocabulary typical of epistolary texts.  Of especial importance in this 

category is the use of 1st and 2nd person forms, that is, forms implying direct 

address,71 very often in the form of pronominal suffixes attached to the various nouns 

of social relation.72   At least twenty-three texts may be added to the corpus on the 

basis of vocabulary,73 but it should be noted that the epistolary classification of these 

texts is possible, or at most, probable, and by no means certain.   

                                                                                                                                           
[•rßt ±dty]); (e) non-standard epistolary polite formulas (RS 16.078+ [a non-standard benediction]); and 
(f) ""look'' and / or ""now then'' at beginning of paragraph (RIH 77/01, [“d hlny]).  For a survey of these 
motifs, see below, chapter 5.   

 71Direct address, reflected in the use of 1st and 2nd person forms, is not unique to the 
epistolary genre: it occurs in poetic narrative (mythological texts), in incantations, and would plausibly 
occur in royal edicts and juridical texts, were these genres better attested in Ugaritic.  In practice, 
however, the majority of prose texts showing direct address are epistolary, making its use as a criterion 
legitimate, if carefully controlled.  Epistolary classification made on these grounds, however, is 
provisional and probable, and not certain.  

 72On the noun phrases of social relation, or REL terms, see below, section 0.6. 

 73Nine texts contain not only 1st and 2nd person forms, but also other vocabulary items typical 
of letters.  The classification of these texts as epistolary ranges from probable to possible: RS 2.[026], 
RS 18.285[A], RS 18.286[B], RS 18.[400], RS 18.[566], RS 94.2450, RIH 77/25, RIH 78/21, and RIH 
78/25. 
 At least two, and probably three additional texts may be added on the basis of the presence of 
noun phrases of social relation (see below, section 0.6), with attached 1st or 2nd person pronominal 
suffix (a form of reference typical of letters): RS 16.196 (±dty and ≤bdk) and RS 18.[387] (b≤ly).  The 
possibility that RS 18.[387] contains a portion of the standard address formula, in the middle of the text, 
argues for its classification as a double letter: RS 18.[387].1 and RS 18.[387].2.  Despite the presence of 
such a term in RS 22.003:1 (b≤ly, "my master'), after some hesitation, this text was not included in the 
epistolary corpus: the tablet is complete and the text intact, no standard epistolary formulas are present, 
the content of the text is clearly best understood as an administrative account or invoice of sorts (various 
commodities are mentioned, some with their ""price''), and the first two lines appear to function as a sort 
of heading for this invoice: bd b≤ly ®l”t, "By the agency of Mr. B≤LY I hereby send (the following 
items):'  I would thus classify the text as administrative (note, however, the reedition of the text by P. 
Bordreuil, Syria 58 [1981] 301-311); it seems to reflect the function of an epistolary text, but not the 
form (see above, section 0.2.1.2).     
 Five texts are so classified on the basis of other 1st and 2nd person pronouns, suffixes, and or 
verbal forms: RS 1.013+, RS 1.026+, RS 18.[508], RS 19.181B, and RS 94.2960. 
 Finally, six texts may be classified as possible letters on the basis of vocabulary items typical, 
or at least not inappropriate, for letters: these include RS 1.[084]+ (perhaps the verb L≥K, and perhaps 
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0.2.3  Results    

 These considerations yield a reasoned catalog of Ugaritic epistolary texts, 

inclusive of the 2000 excavation season, which contains one hundred eleven texts.74  

Of these, the classification of eighty-four as epistolary is certain or virtually certain,75 

                                                                                                                                           
±nk); RS 15.107 (the phrase ±dn “wt ... ); RS 18.[380] (l•k); RS 18.[567] (probably the verb M� Y, and 
probably l“t); RS 19.022 (the preposition ≤m, the word sprn, probably the verbal form lq“t); and RS 
19.174G (t“m).  Needless to say, such classifications are tentative. 

 74The Ugaritic letters are as follows (the terms ""probable'' and ""possible'' indicate the 
likelihood, in my opinion, that the text in question is epistolary in genre; the epistolary classification of 
texts without parenthetical comment is here considered virtually certain): RS 1.013+ (probable), 
RS 1.018, RS 1.020 (probable), RS 1.021, RS 1.026+ (possible), RS 1.032, RS 1.[084]+ (possible), RS 
2.[026] (probable), RS 3.334 (probable), RS 3.427, RS 4.475, RS 8.315, RS 9.479A, RS 11.872, RS 
15.007, RS 15.008, RS 15.098, RS 15.107 (possible), RS 15.158, RS 15.174, RS 15.191[A], RS 16.078+, 
RS 16.137[bis], RS 16.196 (probable), RS 16.264, RS 16.265.1, RS 16.265.2, RS 16.379, RS 16.394, RS 
16.401, RS 16.402, RS 17.063, RS 17.117 (probable), RS 17.139, RS 17.327, RS 17.434+, RS 18.031, RS 
18.038, RS 18.040, RS 18.075, RS 18.113, RS 18.134, RS 18.140.1, RS 18.140.2, RS 18.147, RS 18.148 
(probable), RS 18.285[A] (probable), RS 18.286[A], RS 18.286[B] (probable), RS 18.287, RS 18.[312], 
RS 18.[364], RS 18.[380] (possible), RS 18.[387].1 (possible), RS 18.[387].2 (probable), RS 18.[400] 
(probable), RS 18.[482], RS 18.[508] (possible), RS 18.[528], RS 18.[565], RS 18.[566] (probable), RS 
18.[567] (possible), RS 19.011, RS 19.022 (possible), RS 19.029, RS 19.102.1, RS 19.102.2, RS 
19.158B, RS 19.174G (possible), RS 19.181A, RS 19.181B (possible), RS 20.199, RS 29.093, RS 
29.095, RS 34.124, RS 34.148, RS 34.356, RS 88.2159, RS 92.2005.1, RS 92.2005.2, RS 92.2010, RS 
94.2273,  RS 94.2284, RS 94.2383+, RS 94.2391, RS 94.2406.1, RS 94.2406.2, RS 94.2428, RS 94.2429, 
RS 94.2450 (probable), RS 94.2457, RS 94.2479, RS 94.2537, RS 94.2545+, RS 94.2580, RS 94.2592, 
RS 94.2946, RS 94.2957.2, RS 94.2960 (possible), RS 94.5003+, RS 94.5009, RS 94.5015, RS 96.2039, 
RIH 77/01, RIH 77/21A, RIH 77/25 (probable), RIH 78/03+, RIH 78/12, RIH 78/21 (probable), 
RIH 78/25 (probable), and RS [Varia 4].   

 75These are RS 1.018, RS 1.021, RS 1.032, RS 3.427, RS 4.475, RS 8.315, RS 9.479A, 
RS 11.872, RS 15.007, RS 15.008, RS 15.098, RS 15.158, RS 15.174, RS 15.191[A], RS 16.078+, 
RS 16.137[bis], RS 16.264, RS 16.265.1, RS 16.265.2, RS 16.379, RS 16.394, RS 16.401, RS 16.402, RS 
17.063, RS 17.139, RS 17.327, RS 17.434+, RS 18.031, RS 18.038, RS 18.040, RS 18.075, RS 18.113, RS 
18.134, RS 18.140.1, RS 18.140.2, RS 18.147, RS 18.286[A], RS 18.287, RS 18.[312], RS 18.[364], RS 
18.[482], RS 18.[528], RS 18.[565], RS 19.011, RS 19.029, RS 19.102.1, RS 19.102.2, RS 19.158B, RS 
19.181A, RS 20.199, RS 29.093, RS 29.095, RS 34.124, RS 34.148, RS 34.356, RS 88.2159, RS 
92.2005.1, RS 92.2005.2, RS 92.2010, RS 94.2273,  RS 94.2284, RS 94.2383+, RS 94.2391, RS 
94.2406.1, RS 94.2406.2, RS 94.2428, RS 94.2429, RS 94.2457, RS 94.2479, RS 94.2537, RS 94.2545+, 
RS 94.2580, RS 94.2592, RS 94.2946, RS 94.2957.1, RS 94.5003+, RS 94.5009, RS 94.5015, RS 
96.2039, RIH 77/01, RIH 77/21A, RIH 78/03+, RIH 78/12, and RS [Varia 4]. 
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and that of twenty-seven is probable or possible.76   Furthermore, at least thirty of 

these texts represent wholly intact or virtually intact letters.77  

 

0.3  MACROSTRUCTURE 

0.3.1  The importance of macrostructure  

 The epistolary corpus having been defined, its various constituent structures 

may be isolated and interpreted.  This introduces a troubling aspect of the typologist's 

work: the establishment of ""standard'' structural characteristics within a corpus that 

shows considerable heterogeneity.   

 The task is troubling because it is at once necessary and difficult.  On the one 

hand, the identification of such ""standard'' structures is essential for a typology, since it 

is this interpretative step which allows not only credible description of the Ugaritic 

epistolary tradition as a whole, but also meaningful comparison with other epistolary 

corpora.  On the other hand, the structural heterogeneity in the Ugaritic corpus means 

that any such ""standards'' proposed must be approximate rather than absolute, 

describing tendencies rather than universals.       

                                                

 76These are RS 1.013+ (probable), RS 1.020 (probable), RS 1.026+ (possible), RS 1.[084]+ 
(possible), RS 2.[026] (probable), RS 3.334 (probable), RS 15.107 (possible), RS 16.196 (probable), 
RS 17.117 (probable), RS 18.148 (probable), RS 18.285[A] (probable), RS 18.286[B] (probable), 
RS 18.[380] (possible), RS 18.[387].1 (possible), RS 18.[387].2 (probable), RS 18.[400] (probable), RS 
18.[508] (possible), RS 18.[566] (probable), RS 18.[567] (possible), RS 19.022 (possible), RS 19.174G 
(possible), RS 19.181B (possible), RS 94.2450 (probable), RS 94.2960 (possible), RIH 77/25 
(probable), RIH 78/21 (probable), and RIH 78/25 (probable).   

 77Perhaps as many as thirty-three texts may be considered virtually intact: RS 4.475, RS 8.315, 
RS 9.479A, RS 11.872, RS 15.007, RS 15.008, RS 16.137[bis], RS 16.264, RS 16.265.1, RS 16.265.2, RS 
16.379, RS 17.063, RS 18.031, RS 18.038, RS 18.040, RS 19.011, RS 19.102.2, RS 20.199, RS 29.093, 
RS 29.095, RS 34.124, RS 34.148, RS 92.2005.1, RS 92.2010, RS 94.2273, RS 94.2284, RS 94.2383, RS 
94.2406.1, RS 94.2406.2, RS 94.2479, RS 96.2039, RIH 78/12, and RS [Varia 4].   
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 In approaching the structure of Ugaritic letters, it seemed heuristically sound to 

move from general to specific, from larger units toward progressively smaller ones.  

The definition of the epistolary corpus78 represents, in this sense, the most general 

level of such an analysis, while the detailed treatment of the individual epistolary 

formulas and motifs,79 the most specific.  Between these two extremes lies the 

macroscopic structure, or, put another way, the ""mise-en-page'' of Ugaritic letters.  This 

topic is treated here, following the definition of the corpus as a whole, and prior to the 

detailed treatment of the individual formulas, not only because such a sequence 

coincides with a progression from general to specific in interpretation, but also because 

this topic illustrates well the problem of heterogeneity in typological classification, as 

well as a possible means toward its solution.  In this sense, the method elaborated and 

followed here will prove useful below, in treating the individual formulas.   

 Even apart from its potential role in typological classification, macrostructure is 

important.  As argued above,80 any reasonably accurate understanding of a particular 

Ugaritic letter requires an adequate understanding of the general structure of a typical 

Ugaritic letter.  For this, it is necessary to be able to distinguish the constituent 

components of the letters, that is, the parts of which the letter is made up.   

 

                                                

 78See above, section 0.2.   

 79See below, chapters 1-5.   

 80See above, in section 0.1.2.2, where the notion of the ""hermeneutic circle'' is discussed.  It is 
there argued that a structural approach, assuming the priority of form in the interpretation of content, is 
appropriate in the interpretation of Ugaritic texts.  This is taken to be a consequence of the extreme 
deficiency of modern knowledge of the Ugaritic language, a state of affairs which makes intuitive or 
etymological interpretations which do not take account of form notoriously unreliable.    
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0.3.2  Previous studies  

 Past students of macrostructure, however, have not been unanimous in their 

conclusions as to the number and identity of these component parts.  In 1949, Cyrus 

Gordon isolated six potential components of Ugaritic letters.81  Nearly twenty-five 

years later, his student Sally Ahl suggested a three-part structure as standard.82  In 

1989, Jesús-Luis Cunchillos proposed a binary structure,83 and D. Pardee's work in 

Ugaritic epistolography reflects a similar view.84  Finally, in his contribution to the 

                                                

 81C. H. Gordon, Ugaritic Literature (1949) 116: ""Ugaritic letters contain, in varying degree, the 
following elements: 1. Addressee . . . , 2. Sender . . . , 3. (a) Salutation(s) and/or (b) divine blessing . . . 
, 4. Report on senders' welfare . . . , 5. Special message and/or request . . . , [and] 6. Request for report 
on addressee's welfare.''  In the terminology used in this dissertation, elements 1 and 2 correspond to the 
« R » and « S » components of the address formula (see below, chapter 1), respectively; element 3 to 
any or all of the polite formulas (the prostration, salutation, and/or benediction; see below, chapters 2-
4); elements 4 and 6 to the two parts of the ""double formula of well-being'' (see below, section 5.3), the 
""situation report'' and the ""information request'', respectively; and, element 5 to the non-formulaic 
portion of the body of the letter (see below, section 5.3).    

 82Ahl, Epistolary Texts (1973) 131: ""Letters in both Ugaritic and Akkadian include three 
components: the heading, the salutation, and the subject.''  Ahl grouped Gordon's elements 1 and 2 (see 
the above footnote) under her term ""heading'' [that is, the ""address'' in my terminology]; she retained 
element 3 as ""the salutation'' [which corresponds to the three ""polite formulas'' in my terminology, and 
should not be confused with my own use of ""salutation'' for one of these polite formulas]; and she 
regrouped elements 4, 5, and 6 under her term ""subject'' [which corresponds to ""body'' in my 
terminology].    

 83Cunchillos, TO 2 (1989) 243: ""La structure d'une epître ougaritique est simple : à 
l'introduction fait suite le corps du message.''  His category ""introduction'' represents, in a sense, a 
reduction of Ahl's first and second categories (see the above footnote), that is, of Gordon's elements 1-3 
(see two footnotes above): ""Ce que nous venons d'appeler l'introduction se compose à (p. 244) son tour 
de différentes parties qui ne sont pas toujours représentées dans chaque missive. On y distingue 
aisément l'adresse, la proskynèse, la salutation, et les voeux'' (Cunchillos's terms ""proskynèse'' and 
""voeux'' correspond to those formulas I have called ""prostration'' and ""benediction'', respectively).   
 It is clear from this passage, however, that Cunchillos groups the three individual ""polite 
formulas'' on the same hierarchical level as the address; in this sense his classification is different from 
that of Ahl (and of Gordon), who viewed the three polite formulas as a group; moreover, Ahl (though 
not Gordon) placed this group of ""polite formulas'' on the same hierarchical level as the address.    

 84D. Pardee, Les textes épistolaires (manuscript in preparation), ch. 2 (RS 1.018), remarques 
épistolographiques: ""Comme dans nos études précédentes consacrées à l'épistolographie, nous 
employons ici le terme praescriptio pour désigner l'ensemble des formules qui introduisent le corps de la 
lettre.''  Regarding the composition of the praescriptio, Pardee specifies that ""Après les formules 
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Handbook of Ugaritic Studies, Cunchillos returned to the hypothesis of a three-part 

structure,85 though one that is different from that proposed by Ahl.86   

 There are, I believe, at least two reasons for the lack of scholarly accord in 

separating Ugaritic letters into their component parts: (1) the means by which the 

component parts are to be distinguished from one another are not obvious, and, 

(2) whichever criterion is selected, its systematic application produces heterogeneous 

results, owing to the heterogeneity of the corpus, which means that any ""standard'' 

structures which emerge will be, at most, only generally applicable, but not universally 

so.   

 

0.3.3  Horizontal scribal lines  

0.3.3.1  Diagnostic of macrostructure  

 The criteria employed in distinguishing the standard structure of Ugaritic letters 

have included, in various degrees, physical, semantic, and contextual factors.  Of 

these, S. Ahl was certainly correct to have paid special attention to the most obvious 

physical factor, namely the use of horizontal scribal lines during the impression of the 

                                                                                                                                           
d'adresse, le message commence souvent par des formules de politesse'' (ibid.).  This view reflects an 
extension to the Ugaritic epistolary corpus of his conclusions regarding the basic structure of Hebrew 
letters: they consist of a praescriptio and a body; and the praescriptio, in turn, contains an ""address'' and 
""(initial) greetings''.  See D. Pardee, J. D. Whitehead, and P.-E. Dion, JBL 97 (1978) 332.   
 By placing the ""polite formulas'' as a group on a par with the address, Pardee's scheme 
represents, more than does that of Cunchillos (see the above footnote), Ahl's scheme, with her first and 
second elements collapsed into one category.       

 85Cunchillos, HUS (1999) 360: ""Usually, a letter comprises heading, main message and 
ending.''  

 86For Cunchillos, HUS (1999) 361, ""The heading, also called the introduction, comprises the 
address, proskinesis, greetings and wishes'' (Cunchillos's terms ""proskinesis'', ""greetings'', and ""wishes'' 
correspond to those formulas I have called ""prostration'', ""salutation'', and ""benediction'', respectively).  
Thus, the ""heading'' is equivalent to that element which he had labelled ""introduction'' in Cunchillos, TO 
2 (1989) 243 (see three footnotes above).  As above, this category groups collectively the elements of 
Ahl's first and second categories.  
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letter.87  D. Arnaud drew attention to the patterned usage of these lines in the 

Akkadian letters from Ras Shamra.88  Finally, J.-L. Cunchillos, in treating the Ugaritic 

data, also recognized the importance of such lines for the study of structure in 

describing them as ""un des . . . signes de ponctuation que connaît l'ougaritique.''89  Such 

a preference for the native scribal indications of epistolary structure, over analyses of 

an external or functional nature, would seem not only laudable but methodologically 

sound.  Unfortunately, as Ahl recognized, the usage of horizontal scribal lines in the 

Ugaritic corpus is inconsistent and variable,90 leaving this criterion insufficient if not 

strictly controlled.   

Even if the attested usage of the horizontal scribal lines is less than absolutely 

systematic, however, it may still provide a reliable starting point in the search for 

standard epistolary structure by revealing not universals, but tendencies in usage.  

Furthermore, the chances of recognizing such tendencies are greater thanks to the 

increase in the size of the known Ugaritic epistolary corpus since Ahl's 1973 

dissertation.   

                                                

 87Ahl, Epistolary Texts (1973) 61-69 (in the use of scribal lines in the Akkadian letters from 
Ras Shamra) 104-108 (on their use in the Ugaritic letters), and pp. 131-132 (where the employment of 
scribal lines in the two corpora is compared).   

 88D. Arnaud, SDB 9 (1979), cols. 1355-1356, speaks of the usage of "". . . le trait . . . dans les 
lettres en particulier où l'on reconnaît d'un coup d'oeil l'adresse, la salutation et le corps.''  Arnaud's 
allusion to a tripartite epistolary structure is thus consistent with Ahl's view (see above), as well as the 
view argued here; his term ""salutation'' corresponds to Ahl' term of the same name, and to the three 
""polite formulas'' in my terminology.    

 89Cunchillos, TO 2 (1989) 248.  The usage of such scribal lines was neither mandatory nor 
standardized, however, and thus as a kind of ""punctuation'', it differs from the more codified and highly 
prescriptive usage of punctuation in various modern orthographic traditions.  

 90Ahl, Epistolary Texts (1973) 107: ""There seems to have been no rule governing the use of 
scribal lines.''   
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 With this in mind, I would propose that the usage of these scribal lines is 

sufficient to indicate the basic macrostructure of Ugaritic letters, provided the 

following two conditions are met: (1) the statistical predominance of the 

macrostructural pattern hypothetically considered ""standard'', and (2) the lack of 

formal homogeneity among those tablets which do not represent the ""standard'' pattern.  

Later on, contextual factors will be adduced to justify an analysis founded on these two 

conditions.   

 (1) A survey of the epistolary corpus yields over sixty letters in which the 

""mise-en-page'', by means of horizontal scribal lines, is wholly or partially 

perceptible.91  Eighteen of these present certain or virtually certain examples of a 

pattern in which the scribes' use of horizontal lines neatly distinguished three sections: 

(i) the address, in which the recipient of the message and its sender are named; (ii) 

the ""polite formulas'' in which, in which the sender expresses his obeisance toward the 

recipient, solicits the well-being of the recipient,92 or both; and (iii) the body of the 

letter, in which the message itself is to be found.93  This latter section is generally less 

                                                

 91The ""mise-en-page'', by means of horizontal scribal lines, is wholly or partially perceptible in 
the case of at least sixty-four letters, and possibly as many as sixty-six: RS 1.018, RS 1.021, RS 3.427 
(in part), RS 4.475, RS 8.315, RS 9.479A, RS 11.872, RS 15.007, RS 15.008, RS 15.098 (possible), RS 
15.158, RS 15.174, RS 16.137[bis], RS 16.264, RS 16.265.1, RS 16.379, RS 16.402, RS 17.063, RS 
17.117, RS 17.139, RS 17.434+, RS 18.031, RS 18.038, RS 18.040, RS 18.075 (in part) , RS 18.113, RS 
18.134, RS 18.140.2, RS 18.147, RS 18.148, RS 18.286[A], RS 18.287 (in part), RS 19.011, RS 19.029, 
RS 19.102.1 (in part), RS 19.102.2, RS 20.199, RS 29.093, RS 29.095, RS 34.124, RS 34.148, RS 34.356 
(in part), RS 88.2159, RS 92.2005.1, RS 92.2005.2, RS 92.2010, RS 94.2273,  RS 94.2284, RS 94.2383+, 
RS 94.2391, RS 94.2406.1, RS 94.2406.2, RS 94.2428 (in part), RS 94.2429, RS 94.2479, RS 94.2537 (in 
part), RS 94.2545+ (in part), RS 94.2580, RS 94.2957.2 (possible), RS 94.5003+, RS 94.5009 (in part), 
RS 96.2039, RIH 77/21A, RIH 78/03+ (in part), RIH 78/12, and RS [Varia 4].   

 92I consider both the salutation and the benediction to represent solicitations of the well-being 
of the recipient; the difference between them being one of agent, on which see below, sections 3.5 and 
4.5.  

 93These eighteen are RS 4.475 < SR | sal | body | >; RS 11.872 < RS | pros sal ben | s.r. i.r. | 
body | >; RS 15.174 < SR | sal ben | body | body >; RS 16.137[bis] < RS | pros | s.r. i.[r.] ... >; RS 16.379 
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stereotyped in composition than the preceding two sections, and may be composed of 

one or more subsections or ""paragraphs''.94  Eight other letters possibly contained this 

structure, though tablet damage prevents certainty in this determination.95  It also 

necessary to mention twelve other letters which contain no polite formulas, but do 

contain a scribal line separating the address from the body.96  These letters are 

included here because it seems evident that the absence of the ""polite formulas'' is due 

to factors of social context,97 and not to a different underlying structural model: in this 

sense, these letters may be considered as representing the same tripartite structure 

described above, in which the second element is ""zero''.  Finally, four letters represent 

cases in which the scribes involved apparently considered the ""double formula of well-

being'' not as a part of the body, as it is here interpreted, but as another ""polite 

                                                                                                                                           
< RS | pros sal ben | s.r. i.r. | body | >; RS 16.402 < RS | pros sal | body | body | >; RS 17.139 < SR | sal 
ben | body | body> ; RS 18.040 < RS | pros | body | >; RS 18.113 < RS | ben* | body ... > ; RS 18.134 < RS 
| sal ben | body ... > ; RS 18.140.2 < RS | pros | body ... >; RS 18.147 < SR | sal ben | s.r. i.r. | body ... >; 
RS 19.029 < RS | sal ben | body .... >; RS 34.124 < RS | pros sal ben | s.r. i.r. | body | >; RS 92.2005.2 
< SR | sal ben | s.r. i.r. body >; RS 94.2383+ < RS | ben | body | >; RS 94.2479 < RS | pros sal | s.r. i.r. | 
body >; and RS 94.5003+ < RS | pros sal ben | s.r. i.r. | body | body | ... >.   

 94Already one notices the necessity of supplementary criteria in identifying and consolidating 
this structural pattern.  It is context which permits the grouping together of those letters which contain a 
single ""paragraph'' in the body (for example, RS 4.475 < SR | sal | body | >) and those which contain 
more than one (for example RS 11.872, which has two: < RS | pros sal ben | s.r. i.r. | body | >).  What 
becomes important is the consistency in the use of such scribal lines to delimit the formulaic portions of 
the letter; the use of these lines within the less formulaic portions of the body is less relevant.        

 95These are RS 3.427 < [ ... ] ¯sal˘ ¯ben˘ | body |  >; RS 18.075 < [ ... ] ¯sal˘ ¯ben˘ | body | body 
| >; RS 19.102.1 < RS | pros ...  >; RS 20.199 < RS | pros sal ben (?) s.r. i.r. | > (scribal line superfluous 
around edge?); RS 94.2391 < RS | pros sal ... >; RS 94.2428 <  [ ... ] pros sal ben | body ... |  >; RS 
94.2537 < SR | sal ben ...  >; and RS 94.5009 < RS | sal pros ...  >.  

 96These are RS 18.038, RS 18.286[A], RS 19.011, RS 88.2159, RS 94.2284, RS 94.2406.1, RS 
94.2429, RS 94.2580, RS 96.2039, RIH 77/21A, possibly RS 15.098, and possibly RS 94.2957.2.  

 97In general, when a correspondent addresses a social inferior (such as RS 94.2406.1, from 
mlkt, "the queen' to an individual named °rtn, "Urtenu'), he or she more often than not omits the polite 
formulas.    
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formula''.98  In these letters horizontal scribal lines separate the address from the polite 

formulas, and the polite formulas (here including the double formula of well-being) 

from the non-formulaic body.  This yields a group of forty-two letters, representing a 

statistical majority, which certainly or probably reflect, or at least are not inconsistent 

with, the basic macrostructure < address |  polite formulas |  body >.       

 (2) If the forty-two letters discussed above show a more or less homogeneous 

usage of scribal lines, the twenty-four letters which remain do not.  The use of scribal 

lines in this group is heterogeneous.  Two letters make no use whatsoever of scribal  

                                                

 98These are RS 18.031 < RS | sal ben s.r. i.r. | body | >; RS 18.287 < [R]¯S˘ | pros s.r. i.r. | body 
... >; RS 29.095 < SR | sal ben s.r. i.r. | body | >; and RS 92.2005.1 < RS | sal ben s.r. i.r. | body | >.  As 
mentioned below in section 0.3.3.2, the absence of the scribal line in these cases does not necessarily 
indicate that no syntactic break was perceived, but rather that the would-be break, whether or not it was 
perceived, was not marked in the text.   
 If speculation be allowed as to the motivation for the absence of a scribal line between the 
polite formulas and the double formula of well-being, two factors come to mind: (1) in its formulaic 
composition, the double formula of well-being is more reminiscent of the polite formulas than the body, 
which is generally much less formulaic; and (2) in treating the topic of ßlm, "well-being', the double 
formula of well-being is reminiscent of the polite formulas, and especially of two of the polite formulas 
in particular, the salutation and the benediction, both of which incorporate forms of the verb fiLM, "to be 
well (G-stem), to keep (s.o.) well (D-stem).'     
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lines,99 and one contains a scribal line after every line of text.100  Three letters contain 

scribal lines only at the very beginning of the text, and not elsewhere.101  Three other 

letters are alike in containing a scribal line between the two components of the 

address.102  Seven letters contain no line between the address and the polite 

formulas,103 and four contain no line between the polite formulas and the body,104 both 

groups being otherwise standard.  Three letters contain no line between the address 

and the polite formulas, nor between the polite formulas and the body, but do contain 

scribal lines within the body.105  Finally, RS 34.356, though it does make use of scribal 

lines, is unique in containing an otherwise unattested obeisance or submission motifs 

                                                

 99These are RS 15.007 < S* R* body >, which is unique in several other respects, and 
RS 94.2273 < S R* pros* be[n] ... >, probably a scribal exercise.   

 100This is RS 18.148, which is formally unique in other respects.     

 101These are RS 92.2010 < | RS ben pros s.r. i.r.* body >; RS 94.2406.2 < | SR sal body > (a 
""piggyback'' letter); and RIH 78/12 < | R pros body >.  

 102These are RS 1.018 < R | S sal ben* | body | body | body | >; RS 16.264 < S* | R* b | ody | 
body | body | body | body | >; and RS 34.148 < R | S sal* ben body | body || >.  If the scribal line in this 
location in RS 1.018 was misplaced (inadvertently placed between lines 2-3 instead of lines 3-4), this 
letter would represent another example of the ""standard'' tripartite mise-en-page consisting of < address 
| polite formulas | body ... >.  See paragraph (1) in the text above.    

 103These are RS 1.021 < SR ¯sal˘ ¯ben˘ ¯|˘ ¯body˘  >; RS 15.158 < ¯S˘R sal | [b]ody | body...  >; 
RS 16.265.1 < SR ben* | body | body | scribal doodles | >; RS 17.063 < SR polite formulas* | body | 
body >; RS 17.434+ < SR s.r. ¯sal*˘ | body | body... body >; RS 29.093 < RS sal* ben pros | body | 
body >; and RS [Varia 4] < SR ben | body | body| body >.  These examples lend credence to Cunchillos's 
(1989) view of Ugaritic epistolary structure as essentially binary: l'introduction + le corps du message; 
Cunchillos, TO 2 (1989) 243.  The small number of examples showing this structure, however, is a 
problem.  

 104These are RS 8.315 < RS | pros ben s.r. body i.r. | >; RS 9.479A < RS | pros i.r. | >; 
RS 15.008 < SR | sal ben body s.r. i.r. | >; and RS 19.102.2 < RS | pros s.r. i.r. >.   

 105These are RS 17.117, which (along with RS 17.063) is non-standard in several other 
respects; RS 94.2545+, a very unusual text, < SR body RS body pros ben body | body >, probably best 
explained as a draft; and RIH 78/03+, which contains a non-standard address formula.   
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between two address formulas.106  The fact of heterogeneity in this group reinforces 

the ""standard'' status of the tripartite structure described above. 

 

0.3.3.2  Implications of the use of scribal lines  

 It should be noted that the presence of a scribal line indicates not only that the 

scribe perceived a syntactic or thematic break, but also that he wished to mark that 

break in a way visually perceptible for the intended reader.  It follows that the absence 

of a scribal line does not necessarily indicate that the scribe perceived no break, but 

rather may simply indicate that he felt no need for a visually perceptible break marker.  

The reason for the absence of a scribal line thus could be (i) that no break was 

perceived, but also (ii) that a break was perceived but was not considered to be of 

sufficient interpretive importance to be marked graphically.   

 The inconsistent usage of scribal lines by certain scribes is significant in this 

regard.  The two best examples of such inconsistency are to be found in double letters 

where the assumption of a single scribe seems justified.  In RS 92.2005.1 scribal lines 

are used to separate the address from the polite formulas and the double formula of 

well-being from the body, but not between the polite formulas and the double formula 

of well-being: < RS | sal ben s.r. i.r. |  body | >.  In the second letter, RS 92.2005.2, 

(presumably) the same scribe included a line between the polite formulas and the 

double formula of well-being, but none between this latter and the non-formulaic body: 

< SR | sal ben |  s.r. i.r. body >.  In RS 94.2406.1, a scribal line appears between the 

address and the body (there are no polite formulas in this letter, from mlkt, "the queen', 

to °rtn, "Urtenu'): < SR | body | body (etc.) >.  In the attached ""piggy-back'' letter, 

                                                

 106That is, < RS | submission motif(s)?* | RS | body ... >. 
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however, no scribal lines are used, save at the very beginning of the text, marking the 

transition from the first letter to the second: < | SR sal body >.   

 The importance of the consistent, not occasional, absence or presence of scribal 

lines between any two given adjacent components emerges from these considerations.  

In this respect, it is remarkable that the usage of scribal lines affirms the unity of the 

""polite formulas'' section:107 I know of no example in which a scribal line separates 

one of the polite formulas from another.108   

 With these considerations in mind, several of those letters mentioned above in 

paragraph (2) which show a ""non-standard'' disposition of scribal lines may be shown 

to be compatible with, though not strictly indicative of, the ""standard'' tripartite 

macrostructure < address |  polite formulas | body >.  Of particular relevance are the 

seven letters which contain no scribal line between the address and the polite 

formulas, but do contain one between the polite formulas and the body;109 and the four 

which contain no line between the polite formulas and the body, but do contain one 

between the address and the polite formulas.110  In the cases of both of these groups, 

the lack of a scribal line where it might have been expected does not indicate that no 

structural break was perceived, but rather merely that such a break was not marked on 

the tablet, whether or not it was perceived.  In this sense, these two groups neither 

                                                

 107Gordon, Ugaritic Literature (1949) 116, had already recognized this.   

108Such does occur in Hittite scribal practise, however; compare A. Hagenbuchner, Die 
Korrespondenz der Hethiter 1 (1989) 31.  

 109RS 1.021, RS 15.158, RS 16.265.1, RS 17.063, RS 17.434+, RS 29.093, and RS [Varia 4]; 
see above.    

 110RS 8.315, RS 9.479A, RS 15.008, and RS 19.102.2; see above.      
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explicitly affirm nor contradict an underlying tripartite macrostructure; they are merely 

compatible with such a macrostructure, not incompatible with it nor indicative of it.    

 

0.3.4  Tripartite macrostructure as contextually normative 

 The tripartite macrostructure, here suggested as standard on the basis of the 

usage patterns of scribal lines, also finds support on the level of contextual 

interpretation: the letters which explicitly manifest the tripartite macrostructure are for 

the most part connected with known elites of the Ugaritian kingdom.111  Foremost 

among these is the group of letters from the king to the queen mother,112 but one may 

also include those letters from prominent administrative officials, whether these are 

mentioned by administrative title113 or by name.114    

                                                

 111Of the eighteen letters which explicitly manifest the structure < address | polite formulas | 
body > (see the list above), the correspondents are more or less identifiable in sixteen cases (the 
exceptions are RS 18.140.2 and RS 19.029).  Of these, the senders of at least eleven, and possibly 
thirteen, are explicitly linked with the Ugaritian royal administration (see below).  Senders who are 
non-Ugaritians are to be found in as many as three letters: RS 18.134 (from mkl [g]bl, "the king of 
Byblos'); RS 18.147 (from pgn ±bk, "PGN, your ""father'',' presumably addressed to mlk [°grt], "the king 
of Ugarit'); and probably RS 15.174 (sender unknown, but probably addressed to mlkt [°grt ±]”ty, "the 
queen of [Ugarit], my [si]ster').  These do not represent a counterargument; they merely indicate that 
the macrostructural pattern standard in the Ugaritian court was also standard elsewhere, which is not 
particularly surprising in light of the formal parallels observable in the epistolary corpora from Tell 
Meskene, Bo∆azköy, and Ma�at-Höyük, for example.     

 112These are RS 11.872, RS 16.379, RS 17.139, RS 34.124, and RS 94.5003+, in all of which 
the structure < address | polite formulas | body ... > is clear.     

 113This is the case with RS 94.2479 (from skn to mlkt), and perhaps also for RS 18.113 if 
indeed the sender should be reconstructed as rb m•[”d] (compare {LÚ.UGULA URU.KAR} in 
RS 17.465:4, for example, where this title is carried by the well-known individual {dMAfi.MAfi-AD}, 
Raßap-≥Ab¨).  This letter (RS 18.113) is unusual, however, in that its polite formulas' section < pros 
ben* > contains a formally atypical benediction formula.        

 114These are RS 18.040 (from ®p†b≤l, addressed to mlk b≤ly); RS 92.2005.2 (from ≤z•lt, 
addressed to ±by ±”ty); RS 94.2383+ (from ≤®ty, addressed to °rtn ±”y); probably RS 16.137[bis] (from 
•llƒr, addressed to mlkt ±dty); probably RS 16.402 (from •w!r®rm, addressed to [mlkt] ±dty); and perhaps 
RS 4.475 (from •wrƒr, addressed to plsy).     
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 Conversely, those letters which are manifestly incompatible with the tripartite 

macrostructure here taken as ""standard'' show other formal features which are 

statistically atypical.115  In addition, not only is this group more internally diverse than 

the former,116 but it is also, for the most part, less obviously connected with senders 

who represent social-cultural elites of the kingdom.  There are a number of important 

exceptions to this latter observation,117 but the reduced number of this group and their 

atypical nature greatly lessen their interpretative importance.  With respect to the 

internal diversity, mentioned above, a few of the letters in this group may derive from 

formally distinct epistolary sub-genres, hitherto poorly attested in the Ugaritic corpus,  

                                                

 115Foremost among these is RS 18.148, which contains a scribal line after every line of text, 
and which presents many other unique formal features; the sender of this letter is ydn, addressed to mlk 
b≤lh, "the king, his lord'.   
 Another group which is manifestly incompatible with the tripartite macrostructure < address | 
polite formulas | body > consists of those letters which contain atypical or unique formal elements, or 
standard elements in an atypical order.  They include RS 94.2545+ < SR body RS body pros ben body | 
body >, which intersperses elements of the body with the polite formulas; RS 34.356 < RS | unknown 
motifs | RS | ... >, in which two address formulas are present; RS 15.007, which contains no scribal lines 
whatsoever, and which uses a non-standard address formula, and non-standard orthography; RS 16.264 
< S* | R* b | ody | body | body ... >, which contains a non-standard address formula and at least one 
misplaced scribal line; RS 17.063 and RS 17.117, both of which employ non-standard address formulas 
and non-standard polite formulas.    
 The other letters which do not show the superficial structure < address | polite formulas | body > 
are nevertheless not necessarily manifestly incompatible with this tripartite structure.  In many cases, a 
tripartite structure may be implied, but simply not marked by means of scribal lines.    

 116I do not mean simply on the formal level; this group includes international diplomatic letters 
(RS 34.356 for example), letters between private individuals (RS 15.007 for example), and even what 
appear to be unsent drafts of letters (RS 94.2545+).   

 117Compare, for example, RS 16.264 (the address reads {(1) t“m . rgm (2) mlk | (3) l “y•l ... }; 
and RS 34.356 (sent by ≤mrp• [that is, a Ug. king of that name], to [ml]k rb mlk mlk[m], "the great 
[ki]ng, the king of king[s]').  
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and as such would not be representative of that particular genre which constitutes the 

majority of the preserved letters.118 

 Another contextual means of control is the following: the tripartite structural 

division, founded upon the physical aspect of the tablet, finds a sort of confirmation on 

the interpretive level.  It may be said that, in terms of their respective literary 

""function'', the address represents the mutual identification of the correspondents; the 

address and the polite formulas together reflect the social relationship which exists 

between them, at least as expressed by the sender; and the body represents the 

context-bound message itself.  This three-step sequence finds a surprising echo in the 

Ugaritic mythological texts.  One finds in the mythological narratives a stereotyped 

sequence of motifs which treat the sending of a message by one god to another.  Three 

motifs are normally present: (i) the arrival of the messengers chez the intended 

recipient of the  

                                                

 118Such sub-genres might include, for example, (a) letters from a Ugaritic king to a ""great 
king'', a situation which appears to have generated an epistolary formulary of its own (cf. RS 34.356), 
not unlike the one followed in similar circumstances in many letters from the Amarna and Bo∆azköy 
corpora; or (b) unsent drafts of letters in which the formal arrangement ought not be taken as final or 
even intentional (cf. RS 94.2545+).      
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message,119 (ii) their act of prostration before the recipient,120 and (iii) the delivery of 

the message itself.121  In the narrative discourse, these three steps correspond more or 

less precisely, it seems to me, to the tripartite structure of the letters: (1) mutual 

identification of the correspondents, (2) formal gestures which affirm the hierarchical 

social relationship between them, and (3) the message itself.  In this sense, the 

structure of the Ugaritic letter reflects the way in which the Ugaritians themselves 

imagined indirect communication, whether it be of an oral or written nature.   

 

0.4  TYPOLOGICAL PRIORITIES 

0.4.1  The importance of the address and polite formulas   

 While a comprehensive treatment of the Ugaritic letter-writing tradition, in all 

of its aspects, would certainly be laudable, such an undertaking is beyond the skill and 

time available to the present researcher.  Selection being therefore necessary, and 

                                                

 119It would be more accurate to say ""the journey of the messengers'' in which their destination 
is explicitly mentioned, and after which mutual recognition is usually stated or implied.  A typical 
example is the narrative of the arrival of Ba≤lu's messengers at „apªnu, having returned from their 
mission to Môtu, in KTU 1.5:I.9-11: •dk l ytn pnm ≤m b≤l mrym ¬pn, "Then, they (•lm, ""the two gods'', in 
line 9, a reference to Ba≤lu's two divine messengers) set (their) faces toward Ba≤lu, on the heights of 
(Mount) „apªnu.'  Furthermore this motif occurs in two contexts: (1) in commissions, in which the 
sender of the message is dictating instruction to the messengers, and (2) in narrative accounts of the 
fulfillment of these commissions.  For references on both, see the discussion in G. del Olmo Lete, Mitos 
y leyendas de Canaan (1981) 54-55, regarding the motif he labels « orden de marcha ».    
 In some cases, however, actual arrival (in which the implication of mutual recognition is more 
obvious, I believe) is explicitly mentioned; cf. KTU 1.2:I.30: ±”r tm÷yn ml±k ym, "Afterwards, the two 
messengers of Yammu arrive (at Mount Lullu [÷r ll], the site, in this episode, of an assembly [p”r m≤d] 
of the gods).'  Another example of arrival (with implied mutual recognition) is KTU 1.2:III.5: w yb° 
[q]rß ml¯k˘, "Then he (Kô®aru) enters the dwelling (qrß) of the ""King'' (=≥Ilu).'    

 120For references to this motif, both in commissions and in narrative accounts, see del Olmo, 
ibid., under his heading « orden de postración ».   

 121This is marked by a motif in which the messengers announce the message they intend 
subsequently to recite.  As above, this motif can occur in commissions and narratives.  For a survey of 
both situations, with references, see del Olmo, ibid., where he refers to this motif as « mensaje ».      
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given the interest in typological classification expressed above,122 it seems reasonable 

to restrict the present inquiry to those areas of research having direct bearing on this 

subject.   

 With this in mind, it is obvious that the three major subsections of a typical 

Ugaritic letter are not of equal importance in the typological analysis of form.  On the 

one hand, the two sections devoted to the address and the polite formulas are without 

question of primary import: their composition is stereotyped and their distribution 

regular, almost predictable.  Such patterned regularities are, of course, essential for 

typological purposes — it is they which permit the identification, classification, and 

cataloging of attestations, as well as the perception of formal variants.  For this reason, 

the components of the address and polite formulas sections have received a detailed 

treatment in this work, dealing with composition, distribution, important variants, and 

comparative parallels.    

 On the other hand, the third section of a typical Ugaritic letter, the body, is 

much more flexible: the motifs to be found there are more variable in composition and 

often unpredictable in distribution; this part is thus less sensitive to typological 

analysis.  Consequently, apart from a brief catalog of several typical stereotyped 

motifs, I have not developed my study of the body as part of this typological analysis.   

 If the address and the polite formulas are both of primary importance, however, 

their respective value is also unequal.  In one sense, the address is less essential than 

the polite formulas in typological classification since (1) virtually every letter contains 

an address formula, and thus its distribution is generally not of typological interest, but 

also (2) its composition is relatively simple and uniform, the majority of the epistolary 

                                                

 122See above, section 0.1.2. 
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corpora of the cuneiform cultures of ancient West Asia, not simply the Ugaritic, being 

formed on one and the same basic model, and thus the typological value of its 

composition is somewhat, though not entirely, restricted.123  In another sense, 

however, the address is of greater importance than the polite formulas in the 

contextual interpretation of the letter.  If the polite formulas contain data of higher 

formal importance, the information in the address formula provides the fundamental 

criteria upon which a contextual interpretation of the letter must be made.  The address 

provides information essential for an accurate classification of the letter, not only 

formal but also contextual, and thus it cannot be neglected.    

 The procedure followed in this dissertation represents a compromise.  The 

chapters devoted to the polite formulas are the most extensive, and, in the final 

analysis, perhaps the most important from a purely formal point of view.  But I have 

also included a fairly detailed treatment of the address formula.  For the motifs of the 

body, I provide a catalog of the more frequent examples, but none of the details such 

as those supplied for the polite formulas.  In this way, I hope to have exploited to the 

fullest extent those criteria of highest diagnostic important for a formal typology.  

 

0.4.2  The praescriptio  

 Because they are entirely formulaic in terms of composition and distribution, 

the address and the polite formulas are often grouped together under a single cover 

term to distinguish them from the third and final part of the letter, the body, which is 

markedly less formulaic.  The cover term used here for this purpose is 

                                                

 123The variable order of mention of the sender and the recipient in the Ugaritic epistolary 
address formulas (see below, sections 1.2 and 1.5.1) represents one important exception to this 
statement: this aspect is of considerable importance, along with other criteria, in establishing the 
position of the Ugaritic tradition in relation to contemporary and anterior corpora of cuneiform letters.     
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""praescriptio''.124  It is to a certain extent questionable whether this term designates a 

structural unit perceived as meaningful by the ancients.125  I have nevertheless 

retained it in certain cases, as it provides a convenient means of alluding to that 

formulaic part of the letter consisting of the address and the polite formulas.   

 

0.5  FORMAL PATTERNS AND CONTEXTUAL INTERPRETATION 

 The challenge of typology is not simply the task of identifying formal patterns 

and variations in a collection of subjects; this requires patience and little else, and the 

result is little more than antiquarianism.  Rather, the challenge, and that aspect which 

demands certain amounts both of reflection and of luck, is the task of credibly relating 

formal differences to various contextual factors, whether these be chronological, 

geographical, or socio-cultural in nature.   

 The most common application of typological classification in Ancient Near 

Eastern studies is probably the systematic attempt to link changes in form with the 

passage of time.  Since the novel applications of W. M. Flinders Petrie, associating 

ceramic sequences (changes in form) with tell stratigraphy (changes in time),126 the 

importance of this method in the establishment of relative chronologies, especially for 

                                                

 124D. Pardee has also employed this term in his studies of Ugaritic letters, following the 
terminology adopted by J. Fitzmyer in his study of Aramaic epistolography.  

 125A few letters, mentioned above, present a disposition of horizontal scribal lines which could 
be interpreted as affirming such an underlying two-part macrostructure < formulaic praescriptio | 
body >.  These do not represent the statistical majority, however, and furthermore are not necessarily 
incompatible with the statisitically predominant tripartide macrostructure.  See the fuller discussion of 
this question in section 0.3 above.   

 126A brief biographical entry on Flinders Petrie and a survey of his main contributions to 
archeological method, with some anterior bibliography, may be found in N. Silberman's article in 
OEANE 4 (1997) 308-309.      
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material artifacts, can hardly be overestimated.  W. F. Albright pioneered the 

application of typological method to epigraphy, specifically paleography,127 and his 

intellectual descendants in general continue to show a strong interest in typology as a 

tool for not only relative, but sometimes even absolute dating.  Despite the enormous 

progress made in this domain by Albright and his students, the establishment of 

chronological sequences is not, of course, the only application of typological 

classification.128  Indeed, the most trenchant critiques of uniquely chronological 

typologies applied to the paleographical analysis of the West Semitic alphabetic 

scripts of the Iron Age have stressed the neglect of other contextual factors, and most 

especially, of geography.129  This does not, of course, negate the value of much of the 

work done in paleography; it merely demands a greater awareness of the limitations 

inherent in the method, and consequently requires much greater caution in any 

uniquely chronological interpretation of the established sequences.       

 A strictly chronological interpretation of any putative typology drawn from the 

linguistic data in the Ugaritic corpus, whether such be paleographic, orthographic, 

                                                

 127See the memorial of Albright, written by his student F. M. Cross, in the Yearbook of the 
American Philosophical Society (1972) 114; reproduced in Cross, Maarav 3 (1982) 121-122.  As one 
early example of Albright's contributions to paleographic typology applied to the Semitic alphabetic 
scripts, Cross mentions Albright's seminal essay ""A Biblical Fragment from the Maccabean Age: The 
Nash Papyrus,'' published in JBL 56 (1937) 145-176.     

 128Cross's famous ""Alphabets and Pots'' essay, published in Maarav 3 (1982) 121-136, and 
reprinted, with minor changes, in an anthology of essays, From Epic to Canon (1998) 233-245, dwells 
almost exclusively on the chronological application of typological sequences.  Needless to say, I doubt 
that Cross would insist that chronological applications are the only application of such sequences.      

 129The argument offered by S. A. Kaufman, HUCA 57 (1986) 1-14, has lost none of its force, 
even after sixteen years.  An excellent paraphrase of his position appears on p. 3: ""Unlike the 
typological development of American automobiles . . . , the history of the alphabet involves a spatial 
dimension as well as a chronological one.  Even if it were true, and of course it is not, that we possess a 
datable Phoenician inscription from every generation of the First Millennium B.C.E., the fact would 
remain that we do not possess such an inscription from every possible site where that alphabet might 
have been in use.'' 
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morphological, or stylistic in nature, seems, at present, very dubious.  Most of the 

alphabetic tablets are notoriously difficult to date, and the traditional view that the 

Ugaritic corpus spans about two centuries of scribal activity130 is no longer accepted 

without question.131  The chronological provenance of the texts being for the most part 

uncertain, the possibility of distinguishing diachronic stages, in the language and in 

scribal tradition, can only rarely be accomplished on empirical criteria, and hence runs 

the risk of becoming basically an exercise in speculation.  In fact, the suspicion is 

growing among students of the Ugaritic language that the (alphabetic) corpus at our 

disposal derives for the most part from the last generation of occupation at the site.132  

If this is the case, then Ugaritic, as it is presently known, may be described as a ""one-

period'' language.  While the existence of diachronic development in the Ugaritic 

language and in its written traditions is theoretically very likely, as long as such 

fundamental chronological questions remain unanswered it is very difficult in practice 

to establish any sort of chronological chain of development that is both credible and 

non-arbitrary.  In short, I have not attempted to link the formal differences observed in 

the chapters below with any sort of chronological sequence.  This is not to say that 

such is not possible; rather, it is at present indemonstrable by any data known to me, 

and therefore, of limited interest from a critical point of view.    

                                                

 130Compare, for example, Gordon's statement in Ugaritic Textbook (1965), § 1.2.   

 131Compare Pardee's remarks in Context 1 (1997) 241, n. 3; for a cautious paraphrase of the 
problem, see Pardee, BASOR 320 (2000) 80.     

 132Compare Pardee's statement in his description of the Ugaritic language in the Encyclopedia 
of the World's Ancient Languages (forthcoming): ""In recent years it has become clearer that the 
greatest number of texts date from the last few decades of the site and there is, therefore, no basis on 
which to define a ""late'' Ugaritic over against the main body of texts (contra Tropper [UF 25 (1993) 389-
394]), for the main body of texts is late Ugaritic.  The only clear strata of the language are the poetic 
dialect in which most mythological texts are written and the prose dialect used for everyday 
communication and administration.'' 
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 Neither have I attempted to link the observed formal differences in the letters 

with geographical factors.  Here again, there is no doubt that scribal habits varied 

geographically.133  Neither is there any doubt that the cuneiform alphabetic script 

commonly called ""Ugaritic'' was in use outside of the city of that name,134 and indeed, 

outside of the politically unified ""country''135 named after that city from which it was 

governed.136  Rather, as with the chronological factor discussed above, the 

geographical provenance of most letters in the Ugaritic corpus is simply not knowable.  

Much of the corpus almost certainly represents domestic correspondence, and this in 

part justifies a neglect of geography as a factor.137  Furthermore, even in the case of 

those letters in which the sender evidently resided outside of the kingdom, it is not 

clear that the Ugaritic text in question was actually composed on foreign soil: on the 

contrary, many students of these texts have simply assumed that such Ugaritic texts 

represent translations, made locally by Ugaritian scribes, of Akkadian originals.  Such 

                                                

 133Such is obvious in the Amarna corpus, for example.  For a recent contribution on this 
subject, see J.-P. Vita, ZA 90 (2000) 70-77.  H. A. Hoffner, Jr., has informed me (personal 
communication), however, that the paleographic study of Hittite cuneiform in texts from Ma�at, 
Ortaköy, and Ku�akli has shown the signforms did not vary significantly within the Hittite heartland.  

 134I allude to the epigraphic finds from Ras Ibn Hani; and to the tablet find at Tell Sukas, near 
the southern border of the kingdom; see P. Bordreuil and D. Pardee, TEO 1 (1989) 362-377, 382. 

 135I use the word ""country'' as a translation of the Sumerogram {KUR}, and of its Ugaritic 
equivalent, “wt.   

 136Compare the cuneiform alphabetic inscriptions in ""Ugaritic'' script from Tell Nebi Mend 
(ancient Qadeß / Kinza, on the Orontes), from Kªmid el-Lºz (ancient Kumidi, on the Litani), from 
Sarepta on the Mediterranean coast, from Hala Sultan Tepe on Cyprus, and from Tel Taanach, Mount 
Tabor, and Beth Shemesh in Palestine/modern Israel; see Bordreuil and Pardee, TEO 1 (1989) 378-382.   

 137This is valid unless one assumes that provincial centers of scribal training existed within the 
kingdom, outside of and formally distinct from those of the capital.     
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was not necessarily the case,138 but even so, it seems best to defer geographical 

considerations entirely.  As above with chronology, since geographical provenance is 

for the most part simply unknowable, its use as a contextual criterion of classification 

is not only uncontrollable, but introduces an element of arbitrariness which would 

probably only harm the results.   

 In the absence of chronological and geographical controls, the interpretation of 

the formal differences described in the chapters which follow must be made on other 

grounds: the kinds of data accessible in the letters suggest the possibility of an 

interpretation based on social or cultural factors.  In other words, one could propose 

that Ugaritic letters have formal structures connected with certain socio-cultural facts.  

One of the main problems of interpretation is the identification of these latter, which 

may, in turn, permit a credible explanation of the particular formal structures.   

 Such a restriction to socio-cultural factors in the interpretation of epistolary 

form, despite its practical necessity in this case, may not, in fact, be distortive.  

Diachronic formal development during the relatively brief period documented in the 

Ugaritic corpus was probably negligible or nearly so, and the fact that epistolary 

corpora from roughly contemporary Syrian and Anatolian sites, such as Tell Meskene 

and Ma�at Höyük, share the same basic formal structure, suggests that local 

differences, in the sphere of Hittite influence at least, were probably also of restricted 

importance.  The only credible contextual factors which remain to explain the 

observable formal variation are those of a socio-cultural nature.  For both pragmatic 

                                                

 138F. Malbran-Labat, in CRAIBL (1995) 445, mentions an Akkadian letter from the 1994 
season which indicates that a Ugaritian scribe was a resident at the court of the king of Alaßiya 
(Cyprus).  If such a practice was widespread, it is possible that at least some of the Ugaritic letters of 
foreign provenance recovered at Ras Shamra are not local translations of Akkadian originals, as has 
long been assumed, but are genuine Ugaritic compositions by similar Ugaritian scribes residing abroad 
in foreign courts.   
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and theoretical reasons, I classify the formal differences described below by means of 

socio-cultural information; very often this information is empirically observable in the 

address formulas of the letters.    

 Linking the interpretation of form with considerations of social and cultural 

context is not new: Hans Güterbock proposed a connection between the form of the 

address formula and the social status of the correspondents already in 1944 in dealing 

with a Hittite letter,139 and Jean Nougayrol recognized the same in the Ras Shamra 

Akkadian letters in 1955.140  Since these views touch on the question of social status in 

Ugaritian society, it is appropriate to state briefly my approach to such a subject.  

Methodologically speaking, it seems that the lens through which we moderns must 

view the social status of the various correspondents in Ugaritic letters is the conceptual 

social terminology used by the Ugaritians themselves to describe their own 

relationships.  The social relationships revealed in the letters, when described by the 

correspondents themselves, are metaphors drawn from daily life in the household.141 

                                                

 139Cited in P. H. J. Houwink ten Cate, Festschrift Römer (1998) 171: "". . . the formulation of 
the rule preferred by Güterbock in 1944 in his treatment of the first Ma�at letter, . . . [p.] 400: "Dass der 
Briefschreiber sich selbst zuerst nennt, zeigt, dass er von gleichem oder höherem Rang ist als der 
Empfänger.' ''   

 140J. Nougayrol, PRU 3 (1955) 3, ""D'après certains de ces exemples particulièrement nets, la 
formule 1 [= ana B qib≠-ma umma A], qui met en avant le nom du destinataire, distingue, à Ras Shamra, 
les lettres d'un inférieur — de droit ou de fait — à un supérieur, tandis que la formule 2 [= umma A ana 
B qib≠-ma], qui met en avant le nom de l'expéditeur, y est employée entre égaux ou à l'égard d'un 
subalterne. Ce détail nous permet, sans doute, à l'occasion, d'éclairer la position respective des 
correspondants.''  The fact that two orders of mention were present in the address formulas of Ras 
Shamra letters (Ugaritic and Akkadian) had already been observed by J. Friedrich, AfO 10 (1935-1936) 
80-81, who compared similar variation in letters from Bo∆azköy and Amarna; compare also J. 
Nougayrol, Semitica 3 (1950) 19-20.  To my knowledge, however, with respect to the Ras Shamra 
corpus, it was only in PRU 3 (1955) that the connection between the form of the address and the social 
hierarchy of the correspondents was made.   

 141It is to Knutson's credit that he recognized and explicitly articulated this observation (RSP 2 
[1975] 199): ""The "nouns of relation' also show the relative rank of the correspondents.''  These ""nouns of 
relationship'' include the following ""household'' terms: b≤l, "master', and its feminine equivalent, ±dt, 
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 I have attempted in the chapters which follow to establish and document such a 

connection for the formal aspects of the Ugaritic letters.  In particular, I consider the 

social context behind the letters to be directly accessible through the very extensive 

use throughout the letter, but especially in the address, of those terms which express 

the social relationship between the correspondents.  These terms of social relation, 

abbreviated as ""REL terms'', appear to be the most convenient means of explaining the 

formal patterns observable in the letters.142  The presence of these terms in the letters 

has already been studied,143 but they have not, to my knowledge, been exploited as 

the primary contextual criterion in a typological classification.    

 The advantage of using these REL terms is three-fold: (1) they reveal 

differences and equivalences in social status, at least as expressed by the sender, a 

factor which, following Güterbock and Nougayrol, seems formally relevant; (2) they 

introduce an empirical constraint on the identification of such social status, which does 

much to avoid attribution of social status based on circular or intuitive arguments; and 

(3) they reflect social relationships in terms native and important to the society which 

produced the letters under study.     

                                                                                                                                           
"mistress' or "lady'; ≤bd, "servant', and its feminine equivalent, ±mt, "handmaid' or "servant girl'; r≤, 
"compagnon' or "colleague'; ±dn, which, from an etymological point of view, should mean something like 
"lord' (compare its feminine etymological cognate ±dt, above), but the inner Ugaritic usage of which 
clearly favors the meaning "father' (in the biological sense); perhaps ±b, the standard Northwest Semitic 
word for "father'; °m, "mother'; bn, "son'; and finally, ±” and ±”t, "brother' and "sister', respectively.  See 
also J.-L. Cunchillos, TO 2 (1989) 247-248; and Cunchillos, HUS (1999) 361-362.  In the words of J. D. 
Schloen, Patrimonial Household (1995) 172, "". . . "household' is preferable to "kinship' because it 
encompasses master-servant relationships as well as blood ties, and therefore expresses more 
accurately the composition of the patriarchal domain.''  

142Examples will be multiplied in the course of the subsequent chapters; see especially the 
second and seventh sections of chapters 1-3.  

 143See the references cited above in footnote 141.    
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 By giving major attention to these REL terms, I do not wish to neglect other 

social or cultural factors which may have conditioned certain formal aspects of letter-

writing.  Other studies have convincingly drawn attention to various other such 

factors.144  What I seek to do here, rather, is to develop, as fully as possible, the 

evidence for connecting the formal patterns in the Ugaritic epistolary praescriptio with 

the distribution of REL formulas used therein.       

 

0.6  TERMS OF SOCIAL RELATION  

0.6.1  REL phrases in the address  

 The address formulas in particular facilitate the interpretation of the patterns 

which emerge in the form and distribution of the praescriptio.  In a certain sense, they 

can be considered as the key to the typological classification offered here, since they 

provides the contextual information considered diagnostically essential.   

 The address contains two kinds of information about the correspondents: on the 

one hand (1) nouns or noun phrases, common or proper, which identify the sender and 

the recipient as individuals, and on the other (2) noun phrases which characterize the 

social relationship between the correspondents.  For convenience, the former may be 

called ""identifying'' phrases, abbreviated ID, and the latter ""relational'' phrases, 

abbreviated REL.  The latter are of concern here.   

                                                

 144D. Arnaud, Syria 59 (1982) 107, n. 53, for example, has proposed that certain formally 
elaborate benediction formulas among the Ras Shamra Akkadian letters may be best understood as 
reflecting a common ""formation intellectuelle'' among the correspondents; they appear to derive from a 
particularly cultivated scribal milieu.  Working with the Hittite epistolary corpus from Ma�at-Höyük, 
Houwink ten Cate, Festschrift Römer (1998) 163-164, has proposed that certain formal features are to 
be explained by reference to the theme of the letter: if the letter treated military matters, no polite 
formulas were included; if it treated administrative matters, this exclusion did not apply.   
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 The noun phrases of social relationship, or REL phrases, are drawn from the 

basic vocabulary of social life in the household.145  They may be conceived in terms of 

kinship, as when the sender qualifies his correspondent as °my "my mother', ±”y "my 

brother', or the like; or they may be conceived in terms of the power hierarchy within 

the home, as when the sender addresses his correspondent as b≤ly "my master', and 

alludes to himself as ≤bdk "your servant'.146  D. Schloen was correct to observe that 

both series of metaphors find their origin, or ""root metaphor'', in the patrimonial 

household.147   

 Certainly, the ID phrases, which identity the correspondents as individuals, are 

of no small significance for the contextual interpretation of the formal structure of the 

letter.  The REL phrases which frequently accompany them, however, are absolutely 

central in interpretation.  Other contextual factors besides the distribution of REL terms 

bear on form, of course, but in general, the choice of term employed by the sender to 

express his social relationship with the recipient appears to have been directly related 

to the formal composition of the letter, or, at the very least, of the praescriptio.       

 The inventory of REL terms in productive use in the Ugaritic epistolary tradition 

appears to have been small.  Leaving aside the pronominal suffixes attached to them, 

                                                

 145This use of the term ""metaphor'' is not intended to distinguish between ""literal'' and 
""figurative'' usages of given REL phrases.  All of the REL phrases are metaphorical in the sense that they 
allude to a single symbolic setting, that of the patrimonial household, regardless of whether or not the 
sender is literally the biological ""brother'' (for example) of the recipient.  The REL terminology does not 
distinguish between metaphorical and literal usages.  Judging from this, one may legitimately wonder if 
such a distinction was perceived as meaningful by the social actors themselves. 

 146See the survey of the attested forms below, in section 1.2. 

 147J. D. Schloen, Patrimonial Household (1995) 172; idem, The House of the Father (2001) 1, 
45-46.  The only modification to his formulation that I would suggest with respect to the letters is that 
n“l, "heir', is not part of the inventory of household terms used productively to evoke the possible types 
of social relation.   
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as many as eleven such conceptually explicit common nouns, or REL terms, are 

attested.  The bulk of these may be found in the corpus of address formulas; listed 

alphabetically these are: ±b (probably), ±” (and its orthographic variant •”), ±”t, ±dn, 

±dt, bn, b≤l, ≤bd, r≤ (possibly), and °m.  Expanding the survey to the remaining 

epistolary sections yields at least one other such REL term, not yet attested in the 

address: ±mt.148       

 

0.6.2  Two Conceptual Models   

 In surveying this inventory, the two distinct conceptual models may be 

distinguished.149  Some of these terms refer to relationships of biological kinship: 

±b,150 if it is indeed to be included here,151 ±” (and its orthographic variant •”) 

                                                

 148In RS 29.095, lines 12 and 19, the phrase ±mtk, "your maidservant' is evidently a reference 
to one of the (two) senders of the letter.   

 149This applies to the other cuneiform epistolary traditions of West Asia.   

 150I do not know how exactly to gloss ±b.  In earlier Ugaritic lexicography, comparative 
Semitic considerations led to the intuitive assumption that this was the Ugaritic word for "(biological) 
father', as it is in the cognate languages.  It is certainly used in this sense in the myths (see 
G. del Olmo Lete and J. Sanmartín, DLU 1 (1996) 1-2); but Ugaritic prose and the native 
(Mesopotamian-derived) Ugaritian lexicographical tradition itself use another lexeme for this sense: 
±dn in alphabetic, written {a-da-nu} in the Ugaritic column of the Syllabary A Vocabulary (and 
corresponding to the Akkadian entry {a-bu}, and Hurrian {at-ta-ni}); see (two footnotes below), 
J. Nougayrol, Ugaritica 5 (1968) 232-233 (and n. 2), and J. Huehnergard, UVST (1987) 104.   
 It may have been that ±b and ±dn had a similar denotation, "(biological) father', but different 
socio-cultural connotations (cf. Amerian English "father' and "dad'; Pardee once suggested to me an 
analogy from British English which better reflects the etymology of both ±b and ±dn: "father' vs. "gov').  
In any case, ±dn appears to have been the ""least marked'' common noun for denoting biological 
paternity. 

 151I am aware of only one occurrence of this word in a REL phrase: RS 18.147:1 (I think the 
context of RS 15.098:16 is too broken to allow confident interpretation), where, however, the reading of 
the word is not clear, and must be partially reconstructed.     
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"brother', ±”t "sister', ±dn "father',152 bn "son', and °m "mother'.  The others have no 

bearing on kinship, but rather express hierarchical relationships of power: ±dt "lady, 

mistress', ±mt "maidservant', b≤l "lord, master', ≤bd "servant', and perhaps r≤, 

"companion, colleague'.   

 To my knowledge, all of the REL terms found in the corpus of Ugaritic letters fit 

into one or the other of these two conceptual models, that of biological kinship or that 

of hierarchical power.  The use of one model or the other was significant in Ugaritic 

epistolary composition, and for this reason, it is useful to distinguish the biological 

kinship model from the hierarchical power model in a convenient way: the 

abbreviations ""BIO'' and ""POW'', respectively, are employed for this purpose.  

Furthermore, as mentioned above, the inventory of REL terms is unified by the fact that 

all of these terms refer to social roles found in the prototypical antique household, 

whether such roles be those of kinship or those of power.  To my knowledge, no REL 

terms appear in the epistolary corpus which do not derive from this metaphorical 

setting.  The exclusiveness of household terminology for expressing all types of social 

relationship is surely significant, and has been developed elsewhere, and in broader 

terms, by D. Schloen.153   

 The semantics and usage of these terms permit not only the elaboration of the 

basic inventory at the disposal of the scribe for each model, but also some abstraction.  

Both models require, and make use of, three kinds of terms.  The three kinds, defined 

                                                

 152Current data on Ugaritic prose usage seem to indicate that it was generally this term, ±dn, 
which was used to denote biological paternity, "father', or at least was the ""least-marked'' term for such a 
denotation, and not ±b, as had been supposed.  This is evident not only from the symmetry in the address 
formula of RS 92.2005:1-5, where the sender addresses his two recipients as [±]dny, "my father', and 
°my, "my mother', respectively, but also from the lexicographical data cited two footnotes above.  
Compare the remarks of D. Pardee, Context 3 (2003) 52, n. 52.   

 153J. D. Schloen, Patrimonial Household (1995); idem, The House of the Father (2000).  
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by the semantics inherent in the terms, are: (1) those appropriate for use when 

addressing a social superior, (2) those appropriate for a social peer or equal, and (3) 

those appropriate for a social inferior.154  According to this schema, then, one can 

define the theoretical inventory of both BIO and POW relationships, though a small 

amount of reconstruction is necessary in both cases.   

 For the POW model, the inventory is as follows, with the superior, equal, and 

inferior terms occupying the top, middle, and bottom rows, respectively; and the terms 

used for masculine or common grammatical gender given in the left column, and those 

marked for feminine gender on the right.  Unattested relational terms are preceded by 

an asterisk. 

  b≤l, "lord'   ±dt, "lady'  

 r≤, "colleague'   *r≤t (?),155 "(feminine) colleague'  

 ≤bd, "servant'    ±mt, "maid-servant'.  

The BIO model, listed according to the same schema, is as follows.   

 ±dn, "father'   °m, "mother'  

 ±” (•”), "brother'   ±”t, "sister'  

 bn, "son'    *bt,156 "daughter'   

                                                

 154The recognition of three such categories of relationship between the correspondents, and 
their influence on epistolary structure is standard, though not necessarily conceived in the same terms 
employed here: compare, for example, J. Nougayrol, PRU 3 (1955) 3; Ahl, Epistolary Texts (1973) 71-
72; Knutson, RSP 2 (1975) 199; Kristensen, UF 9 (1977) 144; Caquot, SDB 9 (1979), col. 1414; and 
Cunchillos, TO 2 (1989) 245-247.  

 155My proposal for the feminine equivalent of r≤, "colleague', is speculative.   

 156There can be little doubt about this term.  It is explicitly attested in the epistolary corpus; 
most notably in the well known letter RS 34.124, in which the phrase bt mlk ±mr, "the daughter of the 
king of ≥Amurru', occurs several times (lines 17, 24, and 32).  This particular phrase, however, is not a 
REL phrase, but an ID phrase, referring to the person being discussed in the letter in an individual and 
specific way.  
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0.6.3  Conceptual Status   

 A further abstraction, founded on the symmetrical nature of these two 

inventories and on the paired distribution within the letters of the terms which they 

contain, permits a conceptual classification of letters that will be extremely useful in 

the explication of epistolary structure.     

 The distribution of the REL terms allow one to define six possible types of 

conceptual status for any given letter: (1) ""ascending'', (2) ""horizontal'', (3) 

""descending'', (4) ""unmarked'', (5) ""unknown'', and (6) ""mixed''.  The first three are the 

most important from a theoretical point of view, and derive directly from the 

terminological inventory; the latter three were added by necessity, on the basis of the 

unsystematic use of REL terms in the letters as well as the fragmentary state of certain 

tablets.       

 

0.6.3.1  Necessary theoretical categories: ASC, HOR, and DESC   

 Of the six types of conceptual status mentioned in the paragraph above, only 

three are strictly required by the theoretical paradigm.  These three types, whose 

existence is invoked by the nature of the REL terms, are conceptually ""ascending'', 

""horizontal'', and ""descending'' letters.   

 By conceptually ""ascending'' letters, abbreviated ""ASC'', I mean those letters in 

which the sender employs REL terminology appropriate for an ascending social 

relationship between himself and the recipient.  In other words, this category denotes 

(1) those letters in which the sender refers to the recipient with the phrases b≤ly, "my 

lord', or ±dty, "my lady', and to himself (or herself) with the phrases ≤bdk, "your 

servant', or ±mtk, "your maidservant'; and also (2) those letters in which the sender 
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refers to the recipient with the phrases °my, "my mother', or ±dny, "my father', and to 

himself (or herself) with the phrases bnk, "your son', or *btk, "your daughter' (not yet 

attested).  The former may be described as ASC POW letters since they are not only 

conceptually ascending, but also employ REL terms of hierarchical power; in like 

manner letters of the latter type may be described as ASC BIO.  In both of these cases, 

the relationship of sender to recipient may be characterized as conceptually 

""ascending''.   

 By conceptually ""horizontal'' letters, abbreviated ""HOR'', I mean those letters in 

which the sender employs REL terminology appropriate for a relationship of social 

peers or equals between himself and the recipient.  Thus, as above, this category 

denotes those letters in which the sender refers to the recipient with the phrases ±”y, 

"my brother', or ±”ty, "my sister', and to himself or herself with the phrases ±”k, "your 

brother', or ±”tk, "your sister'; such letters may be characterized as HOR BIO, since they 

are not only conceptually horizontal, but also employ REL terms drawn from the 

vocabulary of biological kinship.  In theory, this category would also denote those 

letters in which the sender refers to the recipient with the phrases r≤y, "my colleague', 

or *r≤ty, "my (female) colleague' (unattested), and to himself or herself with the 

phrases r≤k, "your colleague', or *r≤tk, "your (female) colleague' (unattested); and such 

letters would be described as HOR POW, conceptually horizontal letters conceived on 

the hierarchical power model.  In practice, however, no ""pure'' examples of this type 

are known, a fact not without implications for the precise connotations of the words ±” 

and ±”t in the letters.  In all of these cases, the relationship of the sender to the 

recipient may be characterized as ""horizontal''. 

 By conceptually ""descending'' letters, abbreviated ""DESC'', I mean those letters 

in which the sender employs REL terminology appropriate for a descending social 
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relationship with the recipient.  This conceptual category is particularly rare in the 

Ugaritic corpus: only two possible ""pure'' examples are known, and neither of these is 

without epigraphic problems involving the reading of the REL terms.  In the case of RS 

18.147, the sender refers to the recipient with the phrase bny, "my son', and apparently 

to himself with the phrase ±bk,157 "your father (?)', though this is not the standard word 

for "father' in Ugaritic prose.158  If properly interpreted, then, this letter could be 

described as DESC BIO, conceptually descending and conceived on the biological 

kinship model.  In RS 19.181A, the sender apparently refers to the recipient with the 

phrase ≤bdy,159 "my servant', which leads one to speculate that a corresponding REL 

term in which the sender refers to himself as  [b≤lk], "[your lord]', should be restored in 

line 1.160  If understood correctly, this letter can be described as DESC POW, 

conceptually descending and conceived on the hierarchical power model.  In these 

cases, the relationship of sender to recipient may be characterized as conceptually 

""descending''.  The rarity of conceptually descending letters, however, is itself of great 

interest, and is addressed elsewhere.161  

                                                

 157Judging from Pardee's collation, the reading {¯±bk˘} at the end of line 1 is epigraphically 
possible, but not certain; compare his comments in Les textes épistolaires (in preparation), ch. 45 
(RS 18.147), remarques textuelles: ""Les traces de {¯±bk˘} à la fin de la ligne sont claires (nouvelle 
lecture).''   

 158See above, section 0.6.3. 

 159In the editio princeps, Virolleaud read {≤bdy} at the end of line 2, without hesitation 
(though his copy shows some damage to the last three signs in this word): PRU 5 (1965) 177.  The 
readings of Dietrich, Loretz, and Sanmartín {≤¯bdby˘} in KTU2 2.67, and of Pardee {≤¯bdy˘} (his textual 
remarks will be be published in Les textes épistolaires [in preparation]), reflect more uncertainty.         

 160The presence of {¯hl˘ny . ±”¯y˘} in line 4, however, is a potential problem.  This line should 
represent the first line of the body of the letter, and it is not uncommon in such circumstances to employ 
a vocative: "Now then, O my brother. . . .'  If such is the case, the reconstruction of the REL terms in lines 
1-2 must be reconsidered.  

 161See below, for example, in sections 0.6.4 and 1.7.1.3.   
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0.6.3.2  Practical categories: UNMARKED, UNKNOWN, and MIXED   

 Three other types of conceptual status are necessary to deal effectively with 

the Ugaritic epistolary corpus.  Unlike the three terms defined above, these three 

conceptual categories are not required by the nature of the REL terms, but rather by the 

practical distribution of the terms within the letters.  These are conceptually 

""unmarked'', ""unknown'', and ""mixed'' letters.     

 Letters which do not employ conceptually explicit REL terms in references to 

the sender and recipient may be described as conceptually ""unmarked''.  In such letters, 

only ID phrases or simple pronouns, and not conceptually explicit REL phrases, are 

used for such purposes.  Typical examples of this category are provided by the letters 

from the king or queen to named individuals.  In RS 94.2406.1, for example, one such 

conceptually ""unmarked'' letter, the sender identifies herself as mlkt, "the queen', and 

addresses her recipient, by name only, as °rtn, "Urtenu'.  By the definitions employed 

here, both political titles and personal names are ID terms, not REL terms, since they 

refer first and foremost to an individual, and not to a relation.  In fact, no conceptually 

explicit REL terms are used for sender-recipient deixis anywhere in the letter.  In the 

absence of conceptual REL terminology, then, such letters are considered as 

""unmarked''.162   

 In practice, however, some aspects of the social relationship between the 

sender and the recipient are obvious, not from the usage of REL terms, as elsewhere, 

but from contextual considerations.  Such contextual considerations include, most 

notably, the knowledge of certain facts of Ugaritic social organization, facts directly 

                                                

162Conceptually UNMARKED letters are thus unmarked by REL terms. 
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evoked by the words mlk, "king', and mlkt; "queen', for example; but also from the 

semantic content of the body: numerous direct imperatives, threats, and the like are 

more appropriate in the mouth of a social superior addressing a subordinate.  

Considerations such as these require the creation of a category of letters which are 

contextually descending, but terminologically unmarked.  Furthermore, the relatively 

large size of the corpus of such letters, combined with the dearth of letters which are 

explicitly DESC on the basis of REL terminology (see above), is not without 

implications for the scribal habits regarding the use of REL terms when composing 

letters of a socially descending nature.163  Despite the lack of congruity, however, 

between the minimal use of conceptually descending REL terminology and the number 

of letters which obviously derive from socially descending situations, the creation of 

this category of conceptually ""unmarked'' letters seems empirically necessary.  True, it 

makes the identification of those letters which derive from socially descending 

situations a complicated process, but it also forces the student of these texts to 

recognize the distributional differences in the use of REL terms according to context, 

which is surely worthwhile.    

 Secondly, a great many letters are so fragmentary that their conceptual status 

cannot be known with certainty.  This requires the creation of another category, that of 

                                                

 163Compare the comments of M. T. Larsen, regarding a similar distribution of REL terminology 
in the Old Assyrian corpus (Studies Veenhof [2001] 281-282): ""The common phrases "you are my 
brother/father' stand for the normal bonds binding kin and colleagues together. However, it is 
characteristic that only equality or a lower standing can be expressed by the writers; one can refer to 
one's correspondent as ""brother'' or as ""father'' or ""lord'', but it is very unusual for anyone to say that 
someone else is his ""son'', or that he is the ""father'' of his correspondent.  This is true even when it was a 
biological father writing to his son, who would invariably be called his "brother'. Clearly it was 
unacceptable to be open about one's superiority, which could anyway be adequately expressed in other 
ways.''  In a foonote (ibid., n. 42) Larsen elaborates on the last sentence: ""The introductory formula of 
the letters always indicated the relative standing of the correspondents, as the most senior/important of 
the two had to be mentioned first.'' 
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conceptually ""unknown'' letters, which should not be confused with that of the 

""unmarked'' letters.      

 Finally, in some letters, the sender employs simultaneously REL terms 

appropriate for more than one type of conceptual status or model.  This mixed usage 

requires the existence of a category of conceptually ""mixed'' letters.  At least three 

theoretical types of such conceptually ""mixed'' letters may be distinguished: (1) those 

which are ""mixed'' in terms of conceptual model, (2) those which are ""mixed'' in terms 

of conceptual status, and (3) those which are mixed in terms of both model and status.  

The Ugaritic corpus contains examples of the first two types, but to my knowledge no 

clear instances of the third type.  These types are of unequal interpretive value.  

 An example of the first type is provided by RS 16.265.1: in this letter, which 

was probably composed as a scribal exercise, the sender refers to the ""recipient'' as 

both ±”y, "my brother', and r≤y, "my colleague'.  Both terms are conceptually horizontal 

in status, but they are derived from different models, the first being from the BIO 

model, and the second from the POW model.  The letter may thus be classified as HOR 

in terms of status, but MIXED in terms of model.  Furthermore, while it may be taken as 

representative of letters of HOR status generally, it is not relevant as evidence for the 

use of one model or the other.     

 An example of the second type is RS [Varia 4].  In this letter the sender refers 

to the recipient both as bny, "my son, and as ±”y, 'my brother'; and to himself both as 

±dnk, "your father', and as ±”k, "your brother'.  The REL terms of this letter are thus all 

drawn from the BIO model; it is ""mixed'', however, in terms of conceptual status, since 

it simultaneously employs DESC and HOR terminology.  Consequently, this letter may 

be taken as representative of the BIO model, but not of either DESC status or HOR 

status.      
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0.6.4  The inventory and distribution of conceptual categories 

 The inventory of conceptual models and statuses described above yields the 

theoretical potential for at least fourteen distinct conceptual categories.  In practice, 

however, only eleven may be applied to the Ugaritic epistolary corpus,164 at least as it 

is presently known, and only a handful of these are of any statistical importance.165   

 The largest category belongs to those letters which, because of their poor state 

of preservation, are of unknown conceptual classification.  Of the corpus defined 

above, I count forty-six letters which are conceptually UNKNOWN.166  Obviously, these 

are of very limited, if any, use.     

 The remaining conceptual categories are all of greater use, their conceptual 

status being either explicitly unmarked or explicitly marked.  The former, that 

category of conceptually UNMARKED letters, contains at least seven, and possibly as 

many as ten members.167   

                                                

 164These are <UNKNOWN>, <UNMARKED>, <ASC BIO>, <ASC POW>, <ASC MIXED>, <HOR 
BIO>, <HOR POW>, <HOR MIXED>, <DESC BIO>, <DESC POW>, and <MIXED BIO>.  Three theoretical  
categories are at present unrepresented: <DESC MIXED>, <MIXED POW>, and <MIXED MIXED>. 

 165Only five categories are represented by more than one member: these are <UNKNOWN> 
(forty-six members), <UNMARKED> (seven members), <ASC BIO> (eight memebers), <ASC POW> 
(twenty-eight members), and <HOR BIO> (fifteen members).  Obviously, it is only with great 
uncertainty that the structural features of poorly attested conceptual categories may be determined.  

 166These are: RS 1.013+, RS 1.020, RS 1.026+, RS 1.032, RS 1.[084]+, RS 2.[026], RS 3.334, 
RS 3.427, RS 15.098, RS 15.107, RS 16.265.2, RS 16.394, RS 16.401, RS 17.434+, RS 18.140.1, RS 
18.285[A], RS 18.286[A], RS 18.286[B], RS 18.[364], RS 18.[380], RS 18.[387].1, RS 18.[387].2, RS 
18.[400], RS 18.[482], RS 18.[508], RS 18.[528], RS 18.[566], RS 18.[567], RS 19.022, RS 19.029, RS 
19.158B, RS 19.174G, RS 19.181B, RS 88.2159, RS 94.2429, RS 94.2450, RS 94.2457, RS 94.2592, RS 
94.2946, RS 94.2957.ug, RS 94.2960, RIH 77/01, RIH 77/21A, RIH 77/25, RIH 78/21, RIH 78/25. 

 167The seven letters which are clearly unmarked are: RS 4.475, RS 15.158, RS 16.264, 
RS 18.038, RS 29.095, RS 94.2406.1, RS 94.2580.  In addition, three letters which are technically 
""unknown'' on the basis of their state of preservation (and are included in the list of such conceptually 
unknown letters given above) were very probably unmarked: RS 17.434+, RS 94.2429, and RIH 77/21A.  
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 There remain twelve potential conceptual categories, all of which are, in one 

way or another, explicitly marked in terms of conceptual status and model.  The 

category of ASC BIO letters, that is, conceptually ascending letters conceived on the 

biological kinship model, is represented by eight letters.168  There are a far greater 

number of conceptually ascending letters conceived on the hierarchical power model: I 

count twenty-seven such ASC POW letters.169  Finally, three letters are conceptually 

ascending, but incorporate terms drawn from both conceptual models, and thus are ASC 

MIXED.170 

 The vast majority of conceptually horizontal letters are conceived on the 

biological kinship model: these letters, HOR BIO, number fifteen.171  One letter appears 

to represent the category HOR POW: RS 15.007.  Finally, one letter, though clearly 

conceptually horizontal, incorporates terms from both models, and is thus HOR MIXED: 

RS 16.165.1. 

 As mentioned above, relatively few Ugaritic letters are terminologically 

descending.  One letter, RS 18.147, appears to represent the category DESC BIO, and 

another, RS 19.181A, the category DESC POW.   

                                                                                                                                           
These latter, however, should be used with caution, so as to avoid circularity in analysis, since the 
arguments for their definition as ""unmarked'' are in large part contextual, and not empirical.     

 168These are RS 11.872, RS 15.008, RS 16.379, RS 17.139, RS 19.102.1, RS 34.124, 
RS 92.2005.1, and RS 94.5003+. 

 169These are RS 9.479A, RS 15.191[A], RS 16.078+, RS 16.137[bis], RS 16.196, RS 16.402, 
RS 17.327, RS 18.040, RS 18.113, RS 18.140.2, RS 18.148, RS 18.287, RS 18.[312], RS 18.[565], RS 
19.011, RS 19.102.2, RS 20.199, RS 29.093, RS 34.148, RS 34.356, RS 92.2010, RS 94.2391, 
RS 94.2428, RS 94.2479, RS 94.5009, RS 94.5015, and RIH 78/03+.  

 170These are RS 8.315, RS 17.117, and RIH 78/12. 

 171Thee are RS 1.018, RS 1.021, RS 15.174, RS 17.063, RS 18.031, RS 18.075, RS 18.134, RS 
92.2005.2, RS 94.2273, RS 94.2284, RS 94.2383+, RS 94.2406.2, RS 94.2537, RS 94.2545+, and RS 
96.2039. 
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 Finally RS [Varia 4] represents a category which is mixed in terms of 

conceptual status, since both descending and horizontal terminology is employed, but 

consistently employs the biological kinship model.  It is thus MIXED BIO.      

  

0.6.5  The interest of classification on the basis of REL terminology 

 This theoretical framework, generated by the usage of the REL terms in the 

letters, provides a criterion by means of which one may classify and understand the 

formal features of the Ugaritic epistolary corpus, in terms meaningful to the 

civilization that produced these documents.  If such notions of conceptual status and 

model were the only criteria conditioning the formal composition of Ugaritic letters, 

however, one would expect a congruence between a classification of the corpus based 

entirely on REL terminology, and a classification based entirely on form.  Such is not 

the case.  There are a number of ""exceptional'' cases: letters whose formal structure is 

not effectively explained when classified in terms of their REL terminology, and 

conversely, letters which, when classified on purely formal grounds, present 

unexpected or atypical REL terminology.   

 Obviously, the theoretical framework outlined above is not perfect; it does not 

provide once and for all the interpretive key by means of which the structure of all 

known Ugaritic letters becomes entirely comprehensible, even predictable.  Also 

obviously, the employment of REL terminology was not the only factor which 

conditioned structure.  This should not be surprising, of course.  It is ridiculous, in fact, 

to suppose the contrary, that the ancient Ugaritian scribes were mindless robots, 

mechanically generating fixed form letters on the sole basis of a particular 

terminological ""input''.  If we make the assumption that ancient social life was at least 

as complicated as modern social life, then it is not the few exceptional letters which 
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stand out, but the mass of formal uniformity.  What is most striking is the 

pervasiveness of scribal tradition, not the individuality or uniqueness of expression.    

 Despite its imperfections, this approach seems valuable for a number of 

reasons.  First and foremost among these is the fact that a connection between REL 

terminology and formal structure is largely valid, if not wholly so.  In other words, such 

an approach effectively explains a great many of the preserved letters, though not all 

of them.  Furthermore, for my part, I have been unable to find any other theoretical 

approach that is as effective and convincing as this one.  Secondly, attention to REL 

terminology is, in a sense, empirical: the social relationship of the correspondents is 

not determined on the basis of the modern student's vague and intuitive assumptions 

about ancient social structure, but on the basis of the actual meaning-bearing terms of 

relationship employed by the actors themselves.  Finally, this process appears, to me at 

least, to be valid not only for the Ugaritic epistolary corpus, but also for the more or 

less contemporary epistolary corpora of adjacent geo-cultural areas: these include the 

many Akkadian corpora from throughout the ancient Near East, but also the Hittite 

letters from Anatolian sites.  In this way, the broad application of this approach 

provides another means of observing the similarities and differences between the 

various letter-writing traditions. 

 

0.7  FORMAT 

 The five chapters which follow treat successively (1) the double formula of 

address, (2) the prostration formula, (3) the salutation, (4) the benediction, and (5) the 

double formula of well-being.   

 For each chapter, the discussion and analysis of the formula in question is 

divided into seven sections, consisting of (1) an introduction to the formula, (2) its 
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composition, (3) its distribution, (4) the comparative evidence relevant to its 

elucidation, (5) its Sitz-im-Leben or socio-cultural life setting, (6) its grammatical 

analysis, and finally (7) a brief listing of variant patterns.  

 Several of these sections require explanation, apology, or comment.  Sections 2 

and 3, devoted to the composition and distribution of the formula, are intended not only 

to provide an accurate description of the Ugaritic data, but also to attempt to explain 

them by reference to the subjective contextual criteria of conceptual status and 

conceptual model described above.  In some cases such attempts at explanation are 

unsuccessful, or at least are not entirely satisfactory to me.  I felt nevertheless 

obligated at least to attempt to move beyond mere description toward a meaningful 

and (hopefully) legitimate contextual interpretation of the formulas in question.   

 In section 4, I cite such comparative evidence as exists in the hope of gaining a 

fuller understanding of the formula.  In terms of the comparative evidence which 

derives from languages other than Ugaritic, I restricted myself essentially to roughly 

contemporary Akkadian and Hittite epistolary corpora.  This was done in part from my 

own lack of competence in other areas, but I do in any case believe that the Akkadian 

and Hittite material cited is far more relevant to the interpretation of the Ugaritic data 

than is any Egyptian material or any Akkadian traditions anterior or posterior to the 

Late Bronze Age.  It was, above all, in the corpora recovered from Ras Shamra, Tell 

Meskene, Bo∆azköy, Ma�at-Höyük, and el-Amarna that I found formulas structurally 

comparable or identical to the Ugaritic formulas under study.  Should any specialist in 

any of these areas wish to correct any mistakes on my part in this regard, the 

information will be welcomed.   

 I also included in section 4, where appropriate, information drawn from the 

Ugaritic narrative poetic texts that appeared directly relevant to the formula under 
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discussion, which has generally not been exploited to its full potential, in my opinion.  

The value of the Ugaritic literary evidence was especially clear with respect to the 

address and prostration formulas.  

 Section 5 is not intended to be the centerpiece of each chapter; it evolved from 

my own need to situate each formula in its geographical, chronological, and situational 

context.  The discussion of geographical and chronological context is directly relevant 

to subsequent evaluations of the status of the Ugaritic formula.  The influence of form-

criticism as an interpretive approach is, I hope, fairly evident in my work: the inclusion 

of a discussion of the situational context, or Sitz-im-Leben, of each formula is my 

attempt to follow more faithfully the methods of the pioneers in this area, the biblical 

scholars Hermann Gunkel and Hugo Gressmann.172  I am at present unsure of the 

exact worth of these sections; they were, however, particularly fruitful in the 

development of my own thought in dealing with the address, the prostration formulas, 

and the salutation.   

 Section 6, the grammatical analysis of each formula, is really the only area in 

which my formal philological training has left me more or less comfortable.  The 

epistolary formulas are by no means philologically difficult.  There are, however, more 

problems and points of strictly philological interest in them than one would think, in 

surveying the secondary literature.  I have attempted to address here every 

philological point that appeared germane, and especially to do so in the light of the 

information provided by the preceding sections.  The choice to place the grammatical 

analysis after the comparative evidence and the discussion of the Sitz-im-Leben was a 

                                                

 172On form(ula) criticism generally, see G. del Olmo, La religión cananea (1992) 12; the 
useful survey in T. Longman, Fictional Akkadian Autobiography (1991) 3-21, with much anterior 
bibliography; and the remarks of W. F. Albright, BASOR 74 (1939) 12, on the early history of form 
criticism.  
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conscious attempt to emphasize the circular nature of text interpretation, and to 

challenge any linear interpretative approach which assumes that micro-philological 

analysis is somehow logically prior to global interpretation.  

 Finally, section 7 is a somewhat heterogeneous.  It provides a brief tabular 

survey, in order to emphasize the apparent diversity of literary traditions that existed 

in the Ugaritic corpus itself.  
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CHAPTER 1 

THE DOUBLE FORMULA OF ADDRESS   

 

1.1  INTRODUCTION  

 The impersonal nature of epistolary communication would seem to lend itself 

to an inherent formalism.  These formulaic structures insure the explicit clarification of 

the background knowledge necessary for a reasonably accurate contextual 

interpretation of the message.  Ugaritic epistolography is no different from other 

epistolary traditions in this respect, and the most obvious of such structures to be found 

within the corpus of letters, and certainly the most important from a pragmatic point of 

view, is the epistolary formula commonly called ""the address.''1  This formula occupies 

the beginning of the letter.  It contains an identification of the letter's intended 

recipient, and nearly always an identification of its sender as well.  I will refer to this 

formula in two ways: either simply as ""the address,'' following the traditional 

                                                

 1This (and its equivalents in French and German, ""l'adresse'' and ""der Adresse'') is the standard 
appellation.  Compare O. Kaiser, ZDPV 86 (1970) 11; A. L. Kristensen, UF 9 (1977) 144; A. Caquot, 
SDB 9 (1979) cols. 1413-1414; M. Liverani, SDB 9 (1979) col. 1328; J.-L. Cunchillos, TO 2 (1989) 244; 
Cunchillos, HUS (1999) 361; and D. Pardee, Les textes épistolaires (in preparation), passim.  It applies 
to the comparative corpora as well: for the Ras Shamra Akkadian letters, compare J. Nougayrol, PRU 3 
(1955) 2; F. B. Knutson, RSP 2 (1975) 199; and J. Huehnergard, HUS (1999) 375.  E. Cancik-
Kirschbaum, Die mittelassyrischen Briefe (1996) 54, employs the term ""die Anrede'' for this formula in 
Middle Assyrian letters.  Note, however, that in her disseration S. Ahl refers to this formula as ""the 
heading'' (Epistolary Texts [1973] 49, 69-75 [for the Akkadian letters from Ras Shamra], and pp. 99, 
108-115 [for the Ugaritic letters]), which should not be confused with Cunchillos' use of the same phrase 
(HUS [1999] 361), which he defines as follows: ""The heading, also called the introduction, comprises 
the address, proskynesis, greetings and wishes''; in other words, that part of the letter containing both the 
address and the polite formulas, for which the cover term used here is ""praescriptio''.     
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terminology used by past students of ancient epistolary texts, or as ""the double formula 

of address,'' a more descriptive title reflecting the formula's bipartite structure.   

 

1.2  COMPOSITION 

1.2.1  Macro-composition 

 The address formula in Ugaritic is a ""double'' formula in that it normally 

consists of two distinct components, one which identifies the sender of the letter and 

another which identifies its intended recipient.2  I will refer to the former in 

abbreviated form as « S », and to the latter as « R ».   

 The « R » component can be considered as a necessary compositional 

component, since every preserved example of the address, standard and non-standard 

alike, contains one.  The « S » component appears in all but two intact examples of the 

formula.3  Whatever the reason for its absence in these two cases,4 its distribution must 

be considered technically ""optional''.  The statistical predominance of those examples 

                                                

 2On the twofold nature of the address, compare S. Ahl, Epistolary Texts (1973) 110, and J.-L. 
Cunchillos, TO 2 (1989) 245.  Note that in his early work on these texts, C. H. Gordon did not group 
these two components together as one formula (that is, as ""the address''), but classified them separately 
as independent formulas in their own right; see his Ugaritic Literature (1949) 116 (""the addressee'' and 
""the sender'' as two of the formal elements of Ugaritic letters).        

 3These are RS 19.011 and RIH 78/12, which represent in some ways the standard Ugaritic 
epistolary tradition.  Both of these tablets explicitly lack the component in which the sender of the letter 
is identified.  They are mentioned below, in section 1.7, dealing with ""non-standard'' address formulas.   

 4One could assume in these cases that either (1) the recipient would have already known or 
anticipated the identity of the sender without reference to an « S » component (in RIH 78/12, for 
example, the queen would no doubt have been able to guess easily her correspondent's identity, in part 
due to the « REL » terms he employed [esp. °my "my mother' and bnk "your son'], but also from the 
references to mutual acquaintances [≤bdmlk, for example] or mutually understood context), or that (2) 
certain contextual circumstances would have conditioned the exclusion of a normally standard formal 
element (in RS 19.011, for example, the gravity of the calamities reported may have rendered 
formalities superfluous).   
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in which the « S » component is present, however, argue in favor of conceiving it as 

""virtually necessary''.    

 The order of mention of these two components was not fixed in the Ugaritic 

epistolary tradition(s).  Some letters bear the sequence « SR », others « RS ».  This 

compositional flexibility distinguishes the Ugaritic corpus from the contemporary 

epistolary traditions of the Mesopotamian heartland, but aligns it with other cuneiform 

traditions in the Western periphery.5  

 Statistical and contextual considerations allow for the definition of one 

particular ""standard form'' of the Ugaritic address formula, over against a group of 

variant formulas which present atypical compositional patterns.6  In its standard 

manifestation, the Ugaritic address formula contains both components, « S » and « R ».  

The « S » component of the standard Ugaritic address displays the compositional 

structure « t“m NS », where NS represents the noun phrase or phrases identifying the 

sender of the letter; the standard structure of the « R » component is « l NR rgm », 

where NR represents the noun phrase or phrases identifying the letter's intended 

                                                

 5J. Friedrich, AfO 10 (1935-1936) 80-81, was among the first to observe this feature of Ugaritic 
epistolography.  He cited as parallels similar compositional flexibility in the address formulas of some 
Akkadian letters found at Bo∆azköy and el-Amarna.  See below, section 1.4.2.    

 6My means of defining the ""standard'' Ugaritic address formula is statistical and contextual.  
The form described here as standard is (1) the best attested structural pattern of the address formula (by 
my calculations, the formula described here as ""standard'' is attested in well over fifty of the Ugaritic 
letters whose address formula is sufficiently preserved to merit analysis; ); and (2) regularly attested 
with other epistolary formulas which are themselves statisitically standard.  (3) Those address formulas 
which are unambiguously different from the standard formula occur in less than ten Ugaritic letters, and, 
furthermore, do not represent an internally coherent group, but rather several distinct formal patterns.  
Finally, (4) the formula described here as standard is generally found on letters which pertain directly to 
members of the royal family or to aspects of the administration of the kingdom, and as such represent 
the known norms as practised by the socio-political elites in the kingdom (that is, those responsible for 
the bulk of the written documentation available to modern students).  On those letters whose address is, 
in one way or another, nonstandard, see below, in section 1.7. 
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recipient.  As mentioned above, the order in which these two components occur in the 

standard epistolary tradition was not fixed.    

  

1.2.2  Micro-composition of the « S » component 

 The « S » component of the Ugaritic address formula contains an identification 

of the sender of the letter.  Four distinct compositional patterns are attested for the 

« S » component in the Ugaritic epistolary corpus.  These include (1) the most frequent 

pattern « t“m NS »,7 and the rare patterns (2) « t“m ƒ NS »,8 (3) « NS »,9 and (4) « t“m 

rgm NS ».10  In addition, two letters omit the « S » component entirely from the 

                                                

 7This is the most common form of the « S » component (56 examples), explicitly or very likely 
attested in RS 1.018 (very probably), 1.021, 4.475, 8.315, 9.479A, 11.872, 15.008, 16.137[bis], 16.265, 
16.379 (very probably), 16.402 (very probably), 17.139, 17.327, 17.434+ (very probably), 18.031, 
18.038, 18.040, 18.113, 18.134, 18.140.2 (very probably), 18.147, 18.148, 18.286[A], 19.029, 19.102.1, 
19.102.2, 19.181A, 20.199, 29.093, 29.095, 34.148, 34.356 (first address), 34.356 (second address), 
88.2159 (very probably), 92.2005.1, 92.2005.2, 92.2010, 94.2273 (very probably), 94.2284, 94.2383+, 
94.2391, 94.2406.1, 94.2406.2, 94.2429, 94.2479, 94.2537 (very probably), 94.2545+ (first address) 
(very probably), 94.2545+ (second address), 94.2580, 94.2946 (very probably), 94.5003+ (very 
probably), 94.5009, 96.2039; RIH 77/21A, RIH 78/03+, and RS [Varia 4].       

 8This pattern is attested only once, in RS 16.265.2; see below, in section 1.7.2.2.    

 9This structure is attested for RS 15.007, RS 17.063, and RS 17.117 (probably).  All of these 
letters possess other features, strutural and otherwise, which may be characterized as statistically non-
standard with respect to the Ugaritic epistolary corpus.  See below, in section 1.7.2.1.  

 10Only one Ugaritic letter bears this structure: RS 16.264; see below, in section 1.7.2.2.  It may 
be worthwhile to point out a partial parallel between this « S » component and that of several Neo-
Assyrian letters, namely the phrase « amat ßarri » (and variants), "the word of the king', used as the 
« S » component in such letters.  See R. H. Pfeiffer, JAOS 43 (1923) 26; E. Salonen, Die Gruss- und 
Höflichkeitsformeln (1967) 81-82; CAD 1:2 (A, part 2) (1968) 37.  The parallel is not perfect, however, 
for while Akkadian amat ßarri could correspond to Ugaritic rgm mlk, both meaning "word of the king', 
there is no element in the Neo-Assyrian « S » component corresponding to the Ugaritic introductory 
element, t“m.  
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address.11  The first pattern, « t“m NS », is not only by far the most common in 

numerical terms, but is also generally associated with letters which are standard in 

other formal respects and normative in context.  For these reasons, it is taken as the 

paradigmatic form of the « S » component in ""standard'' Ugaritic epistolary tradition.     

 The standard « S » component, « t“m NS », consists of two elements, in a fixed 

order: (1) the common noun t“m,12 and (2) a noun phrase or phrases, designated NS, 

identifying the sender of the letter.  Among the attested variant patterns of the « S » 

component, one, « t“m ƒ NS », is compositionally very similar to the standard pattern, 

the sole difference being the insertion of the relative pronoun between the nominative 

(t“m) and genitive (NS) elements of the noun phrase.  Another variant pattern, « NS », 

consists of only a single element, the noun phrase or phrases identifying the sender.  

Finally, a third variant pattern, « t“m rgm NS », consists of three structural 

components: (1) the common noun t“m, followed by (2) the morphologically 

ambiguous word rgm, understood here as a common noun,13 and (3) the NS element.   

 In all of these patterns, standard and non-standard alike, the composition of the 

NS element of the « S » component is itself complex.  In terms of structure, it may be 

observed that: (1) the NS may be composed of one, two, or, rarely, more than two 

                                                

 11I have found it useful to consider this absence (« S » = Ø) as a distinct formal pattern.  On 
the address formulas of RS 19.011 and RIH 78/12 (RS 1.020 and RS 3.334 may belong here as well), 
see below, in section 1.7.2.3.    

 12See below, in section 1.6.2, for the grammatical analysis of « S ».    

 13The word rgm is attested in Ugaritic both as a substantive, *rigm-, meaning "word', and as a 
productive verb, RGM, meaning "to speak, say' (in fact, RGM seems to be the main, or ""least marked'' 
verb of speaking in the Ugaritic language).  For a detailed history of the discussion of this word in the 
« S » component of RS 16.264, see Pardee, Les textes épistolaires (in preparation), chapter 26 (RS 
16.264), remarques épistolographiques.    
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constituent nouns or noun phrases in apposition;14 (2) these NS elements may be 

subdivided into two potential constituents, ID and REL, which, when both are present, 

always occur in that order;15 (3) the ID element consists of either a personal name or 

an administrative or political title,16 either of which identifies the sender individually 

and specifically; (4) the REL element contains of a social relationship term drawn from 

the conceptual sphere of the household,17 which portrays, in either a literal or 

metaphorical sense, the broader social relationship between the sender and the 

                                                

 14In the case of the standard pattern, « t“m NS », this noun phrase (or these noun phrases in 
apposition) of which NS is composed are governed grammatically by the preceding common noun t“m 
(that is, the noun phrase is in the gentive case).  This applies also to the pattern « t“m ƒ NS », but 
obviously not to the pattern « NS », which must be a free-standing nominal phrase, and not necessarily 
to the pattern « t“m rgm NS », which is ambiguous in terms of morpho-syntax.   

 15From the present data, there are no exceptions to this with regard to NS, unlike the case of 
NR in RS 8.315 and 16.265. 

 16The attested political titles used as the « ID » element in NS include: mlk, "the king' (RS 
11.872 et al.); mlk « GN », "the king of « GN »' (RS 15.158 et al.); mlkt, "the queen' (RS 94.2406.1 et 
al.) (rem RS 17.434+, where we have both a personal name and a title; the title begins mlk[t ... ], "the 
quee[n ...]'); ßpß, "the Sun' (RS 18.038 et al.); rb m•[ ... ], perhaps to be read rb m•[”d], "the chief of the 
harbor' (RS 18.113; compare {LÚ.UGULA URU.KAR} in RS 17.465:4, for example); °®ryn, "the 
≥ußriyanu-official' (RS 19.181A); and skn, "the prefect' (RS 94.2479 et al.).  On the °®ryn, "the ußriyanu-
official', note that in KTU 3.1 (RS 11.772+), lines 28-29, °®ryn is used as the Ugaritic equivalent of the 
functionary designated in syllabic script in RS 17.227, lines 27-28, as {tar-te-ni}, "the tardennu-official', 
a title often thought to designate the Hittite heir apparent.  For both texts, see J. Nougayrol, PRU 4 
(1956) 40-46, and pls. 24-25.   

 17As with NR (see below, section 1.2.3), the attested ""household'' relationship terms used in the 
« REL » element of NS include both terms which describe relationships of biological kinship and those 
which describe hierarchical power relationships.  On the biological model the attested terms in « S » 
include: ±b, apparently "father' (RS 18.147); ±” (and the graphic variant •”), "brother' (RS 18.031 et al.); 
±”t, "sister' (RS 94.2383+); and bn, "son' (RS 11.872 et al.); and, on the power model: ≤bd, "slave, 
servant' (RS 8.315 et al.).  One notices a marked paucity in the use of the « REL » element in NS when 
compared with its usage in NR.  There appears to have been a tendancy for the sender to include the 
« REL » element in NS only in ascending letters and in some horizontal letters, namely, those in which, 
for whatever reason, polite deference is shown to the recipient.  In descending letters the « REL » 
element appears to have been generally omitted from NS.  The single exception being RS 18.147, 
where the fact that the « REL » element is conceived on the biological model may play a role.  No 
descending letters conceived on the power model contain a « REL » element in NS.   
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recipient, as viewed by the sender; and (5) in light of their usage, we may regard ID as 

a necessary component and REL as optional.18    

 These observations allow further classification of the micro-structure of the 

various « S » components.  The most common micro-compositional patterns are (1) 

« t“m ID » and (2) « t“m ID REL ».19  The first pattern, « t“m ID », is represented by 

twenty unambiguous examples,20 of which all but three derive from otherwise standard 

address formulas.21  In terms of conceptual status and model, two of these are 

conceptually UNKNOWN,22 seven explicitly UNMARKED,23 and eleven explicitly 

                                                

 18In other words, the « ID » element is present in every intact example of NS, while the 
presence of « REL » is only occasional, and appears to be conditioned by social factors.  Two means of 
empirically qualifying these social factors are: (1) the order of mention of the correspondents in the 
address, and (2) the conceptual status of the letter as ascending, horizontal, or descending. 

 19In addition to the examples which will be cited below, several letters contain « S » 
components which certainly belong to one or the other of these categories, though tablet damage 
prevents the determination of which.  These are eight in number (RS 18.113, RS 18.140.2, RS 
18.286[A], RS 19.029, RS 19.181A, both of the address formulas in RS 34.356, and RS 94.5009); all 
eight unambiguosly contain the structure « t“m ID [?] », that is, the presence or absence of the « REL » 
term cannot be determined empirically (though in many cases, contextual considerations allow its 
probable reconstruction or omission). 
 In addition, another eight « S » components (RS 1.018, RS 1.021, RS 15.098 [if indeed lines 1-2 
are an address formula], RS 88.2159, RS 94.2545+ [first address], RS 94.2946, RS 94.2957 [if indeed 
lines 1-2 are an address formula], and RS 94.5003+) unambiguosly contain the structure « t“m [?] », that 
is, the nature of the noun phrase which followed the word t“m cannot be determined empirically, 
though, as above, in certain cases contextual considerations allows a probable reconstruction. 
 Finally, in the case of two letters, the micro-structure of the « S » component is simply unknown 
from an empirical point of view: RS 15.174 and RS 34.124.  The latter provides a good example of a 
formula which is empirically unknowable, but which may be reconstructed with a fair amount of 
certainty on contextual grounds.   

 20RS 4.475, RS 15.008, RS 15.158, RS 16.265.1, RS 17.139, RS 17.434+, RS 18.038, RS 
18.148, RS 29.095, RS 92.2005.2, RS 94.2273, RS 94.2284, RS 94.2406.1, RS 94.2406.2, RS 94.2429, RS 
94.2537, RS 94.2580, RS 96.2039, RIH 77/21A, and RS [Varia 4]. 

 21The three exceptions are RS 16.265.1 and RS 94.2273, which omit the imperative rgm from 
the « R » component; and RS 18.148, which also omits the verb, and contains an atypical preposition 
(≤m instead of l) in the « R » component.   

 22These are RS 17.434+ and RIH 77/21A, both of which may probably be interpreted as having 
been conceptually « UNMARKED », for contextual reasons (the identity of the correspondents indicates 
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marked for status and model: three conceptually ascending24 and eight conceptually 

horizontal.25  

 The second pattern, « t“m ID REL », is unambiguously present in twenty address 

formulas, all of standard composition.26  Furthermore, the presence of this pattern in 

another three formulas seems extremely likely, though the ID component must be 

restored in all three cases: « t“m [ID] REL ».27  Of these twenty-three examples, 

obviously, by virtue of the presence of a REL term, all are explicitly marked in terms of 

conceptual status and model.  The vast majority are conceptually « ASC »,28 a handful 

                                                                                                                                           
that they derive from socially descending situations, and socially descending situations are most often 
conceptually « UNMARKED »).   

 23These are RS 4.475, RS 15.158, RS 18.038, RS 29.095, RS 94.2406.1, RS 94.2429, and RS 
94.2580.    

 24RS 15.008 and RS 17.139 are « ASC BIO », and RS 18.148 (non-standard) is « ASC POW ». 

 25All are conceptually « HOR BIO »: RS 16.265.1 (non-standard « R » component), RS 
92.2005.2, RS 94.2273 (non-standard « R » component), RS 94.2284, RS 94.2406.2, RS 94.2537, RS 
96.2039, and RS [Varia 4].  

 26These are RS 8.315, RS 9.479A, RS 11.872, RS 16.137[bis], RS 16.379, RS 16.402, RS 
18.031, RS 18.040, RS 18.134, RS 18.147 (apparently), RS 19.102.1, RS 19.102.2, RS 20.199, RS 
29.093, RS 92.2005.1, RS 92.2010, RS 94.2383+, RS 94.2391, RS 94.2479, and RS 94.2545+ (second 
address formula). 

 27These are RS 17.327, RS 34.148, and RIH 78/03+.   

 28These number eighteen.  Thirteen are « ASC POW » (RS 9.479A, RS 16.137[bis], RS 16.402, 
RS 17.327, RS 18.040, RS 19.102.2, RS 20.199, RS 29.093, RS 34.148, RS 92.2010, RS 94.2391, RS 
94.2479, and RIH 78/03+), four « ASC BIO » (RS 11.872, RS 16.379, RS 19.102.1, and RS 92.2005.1), 
and one « ASC MIXED » (RS 8.315 contains ASC terminology drawn from both models).   
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are conceptually « HOR »,29 and one is apparently conceptually « DESC ».30      

  The group of micro-compositional patterns which remains (1) is internally 

diverse,31 (2) contains no patterns which are represented by more than two 

unambiguous examples,32 and (3) is generally restricted to letters which are otherwise 

non-standard.33     

 

1.2.3  Micro-composition of the « R » component 

 The « R » component of the Ugaritic address formula contains an identification 

of the intended recipient of the letter.  At least three structural variants of this element 

are attested.34   

                                                

 29There are four of these, all conceptually « HOR BIO »: RS 18.031, RS 18.134, RS 94.2383+, 
and RS 94.2545+ (second address).  

 30The reading of the REL term {¯±bk˘} in line 1 of RS 18.147 is not certain.  The reconstruction 
of this line may need to be reconsidered.   

 31Four different compositional patterns for the « S » component may be observed within a total 
of nine letters.  These are (1) « [« S » component absent] » (I think such cases, ""« S » = Ø'', must be 
considered as a genuine compositional variant), (2) « ID », (3) « t“m rgm « ID » l « ID » », and (4) 
« t“m ƒ ID ».     

 32(1) The « S » component is unambiguously absent in two letters, RS 19.011 and RIH 78/12; it 
is possible that two other letters, RS 1.020 and RS 3.334, also represent this pattern.  (2) The pattern 
« ID » is unambiguously present in two letters, RS 15.007 and RS 17.063, and is possibly present in RS 
17.117.  (3) One letter, RS 16.264, presents the pattern « t“m rgm ID », and (4) one letter, RS 16.265.2, 
the pattern « t“m ƒ ID ».   

 33All but one of these nine present formal features of a ""non-standard'' nature, outside of the 
address formula; the exception is RS 16.264 (which can only be empirically qualified as non-standard in 
terms of its address formula).   

 34There is a remote possibility that lines 1-2 of RS 94.2273 should be read and interpreted as a 
fourth variant of the « R » component: {(1, cont'd) ql (2) [l .] °rt®b}, "Say to Uri-Teßßub', thus, « ql l 
NR ».  This is not the only possible interpretation of these lines, however, nor the most likely.  See the 
eventual publication of RS 94.2273, epistolographic remarks: P. Bordreuil et al., Textes ougaritiques 
1994-2002 (in advanced stages of preparation). 
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The most common of these patterns is (1) « l NR rgm ».35  Less well  

attested variants include (2) « l NR »,36 and (3) « ≤m NR ».37  The statistical 

preponderance of the first form, « l NR rgm », and its frequent association with Ugaritic 

letters which are normative in other respects, indicate that it should be considered 

paradigmatic for the ""standard'' Ugaritic epistolary tradition.     

 The standard « R » component is composed of three elements, in a fixed order: 

(1) the preposition l, which governs (2) a noun phrase or phrases, here designated NR, 

identifying the recipient, and (3) the verb rgm.  The two variants of the « R » 

component,  « l NR » and « ≤m NR », consist only of a prepositional phrase 

corresponding to the first two of these elements;38 the verb rgm is there omitted.   

 In all « R » components, standard and non-standard alike, the composition of 

the element NR, the noun phrase or phrases identifying the recipient, is, like the NS 

                                                

 35By my calculations, approximately fifty certain or probable examples of the « l NR rgm » 
structure are attested: RS 1.018, RS 1.021 (very probably), RS 4.475, RS 8.315, RS 9.479A, RS 11.872, 
RS 15.008, RS 15.158, RS 15.174, RS 16.137[bis], RS 16.379, RS 17.139, RS 17.434+, RS 18.031, RS 
18.038, RS 18.040, RS 18.113, RS 18.134, RS 18.140.2 (very probably), RS 18.147, RS 18.286[A], RS 
19.011, RS 19.029, RS 19.102.1, RS 19.102.2, RS 19.181A (very probably), RS 20.199, RS 29.093, RS 
29.095, RS 34.148, RS 34.356, and very probably in the second occurrence of an address formula in RS 
34.356 (lines 9-11), RS 88.2159, RS 92.2005.1, RS 92.2005.2, RS 92.2010, RS 94.2284, RS 94.2383+, 
RS 94.2406.1, RS 94.2406.2, RS 94.2429 (very probably), RS 94.2479, RS 94.2537, RS 94.2580, RS 
94.2946 (probably), RS 94.5003+, RS 94.5009 (very probably), and RS 96.2039; RIH 77/21A, RIH 
78/03+; and RS [Varia 4].   

 36Unambiguous examples include RS 15.007, RS 16.264, RS 16.265.1, RS 16.265.2, RS 17.063, 
RS 94.2273 (if the string {ql} at the end of line 1 is considered external to the « R » component), and 
RIH 78/12.  

 37The only epistolary example is RS 18.148, but such a usage is not without parallel elsewhere 
in Ugaritic; note its occurrence in the literary « R » motif found in the Kirta Epic, as in KTU2 
1.14:III.19-21.  See below, section 1.4.2.  

 38Note, of course, that in the case of RS 18.148, the preposition ≤m appears in the slot normally 
occupied by l.    
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element discussed above, complex.39  The NR element may be composed of one, two, 

or, rarely, more than two constituent noun phrases in apposition, all governed by the 

preceding preposition.  The first noun phrase virtually always identifies the recipient 

individually and specifically, as distinct from other individuals, by means of a personal 

name or an administrative or political title:40 in other words, it is a ID phrase.  If a 

second (or subsequent) element is present, it may be a social relationship term drawn 

from the conceptual sphere of the household, which places the recipient in a broad 

social category which reflects, often metaphorically,41 the recipient 's social 

                                                

 39Since the NS element of the « S » component and the NR element here in the « R » 
component are structurally identical (that is, « ID » phrase + « REL » phrase), the description of NS 
given above also applies, mutatis mutandis, to NR.  The necessary changes involve the pronoun 
attached to the « REL » term: in the NS element, this pronominal suffix is second person; in the NR 
element it is first person.  

 40One exception to this is RS 8.315, where NR contains neither a personal name nor a political 
title, but rather two successive social relationship terms: °my ±dtny, "my mother, our lady'.  Another 
exception is RS 16.265.1, a scribal practice letter where NR is an indefinite pronoun: mnn (mn + n), 
"whomever' (that mnn is here an indefinite pronoun, and not a personal name, seems evident from the 
fictional ""response'' attached to this letter, RS 16.265.2, in which the correspondents are reversed: t“m ƒ 
mn l •®tl, "Message of ""whomever'' to •®tl' — note the absence of the enclitic -n in this example).  The 
attested administrative or political titles used as ID elements in the NR include: mlkt, "the queen' (RS 
9.479A et al.); mlk, "the king' (RS 16.264 et al.); mlk « GN », "the king of « GN »' (RS 18.031); skn, "the 
prefect' (RS 94.2429); rb khnm, "the chief (of the) priest(s)' (RS 1.018); r•ß r≤y y[ ... ], "the chief of the 
shepherds of Y[ ... ]' (RS 3.334; on this title see D. Pardee, Les textes épistolaires [in preparation], 
chapter 9 [RS 3.334], remarques épistolographiques and commentaire); r•[ß ... ], "the chie[f of ... ]'; and 
the international diplomatic letters addressed to ""the Sun'', which present a mulititude of such titles: cf. 
RS 34.356+: [ßpß mlk] rb mlk m¯l˘[km], "[the Sun], the great [king], the King of Kin[gs]' (another such 
letter is RIH 78/03+).  The current consensus on the word ®ryl is that it is a personal name rather than a 
title; see W. van Soldt, SAU (1991) 15-18; I. Singer, HUS (1999) 690-91; and Pardee, ibid., chapter 12 
(RS 8.315) commentaire, and chapter 17 (RS 15.008) commentaire.        

 41Some authors, such as J.-L. Cunchillos, TO 2 (1989) 247-248, and again in HUS (1999) 362, 
insist that the REL terms are always purely metaphorical.  In light of recently discovered ""family letters'' 
such as RS 92.2005, however, the more cautious position of F. B. Knutson, RSP 2 (1975) 199, is 
preferable: ""The use of familial terms . . . does not preclude the possibility that the correspondents are 
actually related, but this is rare.''   
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relationship to the sender, at least from the sender's own point of view;42 in other 

words, it may be a REL phrase.   

 The ID and REL elements, when both are present, virtually always appear in 

that order.43  From the available data, it is justifiable to regard ID as a necessary 

compositional element of the « R » component,44 and REL as optional.  The presence 

                                                

 42The attested ""household'' relationship terms used in the « REL » element include both terms 
which describe relationships of biological kinship and those which describe hierarchical power 
relationships.  The attested terms for the « REL » element of NR include, on the biological model: °m, 
"mother' (RS 8.315 et al.); ±dn, "father' (RS 19.102); ±”t, "sister' (RS 15.174 et al.); ±” (and the graphic 
variant •”), "brother' (RS 18.031 et al.); and bn, "son' (RS [Varia 4]); and on the power model: ±dt, 
"mistress, lady' (RS 8.315 et al.); b≤l, "master, lord' (RS 18.040 et al.); and ≤bd, "slave,servant' (RS 
19.181A).  It is conceivable that the term used for ""equals'' in the power model, namely r≤, "friend, 
companion', known from its use in the body of RS 16.265, is also attested as the « REL » element in the 
« R » component of the address of RS 3.334: {[l] ¯r˘•ß . r≤y . y¯-˘[ ... ]}, "[To] (Mr.) Ra≥ßu, my friend, Y¯-
˘[ ... ]'; yet this interpretation is problematic for at least two reasons: (1) there are no examples of the 
word r•ß used by itself as a personal name, and (2) the string {y¯-˘[ ... ]}, which, from its placement, 
ought to belong to the « R » component, remains unexplained.  A more preferable interpretation is to 
take r≤y as a common noun, plural construct, followed by a partially preserved noun: "[To] the chief of 
the shepherds of Y¯-˘[ ... ]' (It is conceivable that the last word should be restored as {y¯p˘[t]}, on the 
analogy of RS 1.020:2, and interpreted in both places as a common noun for some category of bovid, 
thus "the shepherds of the yp[t]-bovids'; compare the interpretation of the poetic pair ypt // ±lp in KTU 
1.10 III 2-3 in del Olmo Lete and Sanmartín, DLU 2 (2000) 534).   
 In some cases both conceptual models are used concurrently; compare RS 8.315 and RIH 
78/12, where both °m, "mother' and ±dt, "mistress' are used.  On this topic, see also Knutson, RSP 2 
(1975) 199; Cunchillos, TO 2 (1989) 247-248; Cunchillos, HUS (1999) 361-362; and on the theoretical 
background, see Schloen, Patrimonial Household (1995) 170-176 and 216-229. 

 43The one unambiguous exception to this tendency occurs in a letter which is non-standard in 
several other respects: RS 17.063, where the address reads ≤zn bn byy l ±”th ≤®ty, "≤Uzzinu son of BYY 
to his sister ≤Ußtaya'.  It is possible that the second address of RS 94.2545+ represents another potential 
exception: lines 9-10 read w l ±”y [(?)] ¯t˘“m ¯±b˘ny ¯±˘[”tk], "And, to my brother [?]:  Message of 
≥ABNY, [your] si[ster].'  Like RS 17.063, RS 94.2545+ also contains many ""non-standard'' features.  On 
the non-standard epistolary features of RS 17.063, see Pardee, Les textes épistolaires (in preparation), 
chapter 32 (RS 17.063), remarques épistolographiques.  On RS 94.2545+, see below in that tablet's 
publication.  On the second occurrence of the address formula within a single letter (not to be confused 
with the address of the second letter of a double letter), compare RS 34.356; and EA 100 and 124.   

 44It would be more accurate to say ""virtually necessary''.  The exceptions are RS 8.315, where 
the « R » component, l °my ±dtny rgm, "to my mother, our mistress, say,' contains no « ID » element, but 
rather two consecutive « REL » elements (note, however, the possibility that °my is a hypochroristic 
personal name; compare, for example, the name {fum-mi-”e-bi} in RS 16.343:4); and the scribal 
exercise in epistolary form, RS 16.265, where NR consists wholly of the indefinite personal pronoun 
mnn, "whomever'.  The statement of Cunchillos, HUS (1999) 361: ""The personal names of both the 
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of a REL element in NR appears to be linked empirically with two partly overlapping 

factors: (1) the order of mention of the correspondents, and (2) the conceptual status 

of the letter. 

 These distinctions allow for the classification of the micro-structure of the 

various « R » components.  Three micro-compositional patterns are well represented in 

the corpus: (1) « l ID REL rgm », (2) « l ID rgm », and (3) « l ID ».45  The first pattern, 

« l ID REL rgm », reflects one of two common micro-compositional realizations of the 

standard « R » component, « l NR rgm ».  The pattern « l ID REL rgm » is the most 

frequent compositional pattern; it is unambiguously present in twenty-seven address 

formulas,46 and can be partially reconstructed, its presence being (epigraphically) 

                                                                                                                                           
sender and the recipient are quite often replaced by terms denoting relationship,'' is misleading, and 
applies only to RS 8.315, and possibly RS 94.2545+, in the second occurrence of the address formula, in 
lines 9-10: w l ±”y [rgm] ¯t˘“m ¯±b˘ny ¯±˘[”tk], "And, to my brother [speak]:  Message of ≥ABNY, [your] 
si[ster].'  His earlier statement is slightly more accurate, Cunchillos, TO 2 (1989) 247: ""Expéditeur et 
destinataire ne sont pas toujours désignés par leurs anthroponymes respectifs, mais par des appellatifs 
de relation qui remplacent les noms des correspondants ou s'y ajoutent'' (my italics).  Only once (RS 
8.315) does a « REL » element replace an « ID » element; if personal names in the address are ""quite 
often replaced'' by anything, it is by political or administrative titles; see above. 

 45In the case of eight address formulas, it was not empirically possible to distinguish between 
the patterns « l ID rgm » and « l ID REL rgm » for the « R » component: its structure in these letters may 
be characterized as « l ID + [?] rgm ».  All of these letters are otherwise standard: RS 18.147, RS 
18.286[A], RS 34.148, RS 34.356 (both addresses), RS 94.5003+, RIH 77/21A, and RIH 78/03+. 
 Furthermore, several other address formulas are too damaged to provide complete information 
on the composition of the « R » component.  These are (1) those address formulas for which no 
unambiguous information regarding the « R » component is available (RS 17.117, RS 17.327, and RS 
34.124), (2) those formulas for which the perceivable structure of the « R » component may be 
characterized as « l + [?] » (RS 15.098, if indeed lines 1-2 represent an address), (3) those for which its 
composition is « l ID + [?] » (the first address formula in RS 94.2545+), (4) those for which it is « l REL 
+ [?] » (the second address formula in RS 94.2545+), and (5) those for which it is « l + [?] + rgm » (RS 
18.140.1, RS 94.2946, and RS 94.2957.1, if indeed lines 1-2 correspond to an address formula).   

 46RS 1.021, RS 9.479A, RS 11.872, RS 15.008, RS 16.137[bis], RS 16.379, RS 17.139, RS 
18.031, RS 18.040, RS 18.113, RS 18.134, RS 19.011, RS 19.102.1, RS 19.102.2, RS 20.199, RS 29.093, 
RS 92.2005.1, RS 92.2005.2, RS 92.2010, RS 94.2284, RS 94.2383+, RS 94.2391, RS 94.2406.2, RS 
94.2479, RS 94.5009, RS 96.2039, and RS [Varia 4].   
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virtually certain, in five others.47  Of these thirty-two examples, all save one are 

otherwise standard in terms of their epistolary composition.48  The majority of the 

« R » components bearing this pattern are distributed among three conceptual 

categories: (i) six are « ASC BIO »,49 and (ii) thirteen « ASC POW »,50 making for a total 

of nineteen explicitly ascending letters among a group of thirty examples (or 63%) for 

which the conceptual classification is unambiguous.  Finally, (iii) nine are 

conceptually horizontal, all of these being « HOR BIO ».51  Of the remaining examples, 

two of these thirty-two are conceptually UNKNOWN,52 one is apparently conceptually 

descending,53 and one is « MIXED BIO »,54 containing « DESC » and « HOR » 

terminology, both drawn from the « BIO » model.    

 The second well attested pattern mentioned above, « l ID rgm », reflects the 

other common micro-compositional realization of the standard « R » component.  It is 

unambiguously attested in at least eight,55 and possibly as many as ten56 address 

                                                

 47RS 15.174, RS 16.402, RS 19.029, RS 19.181A, and RS 94.2537.  Contextual considerations 
allow the full or partial reconstruction of this pattern in several other letters in which the address 
formula is less well preserved; but these latter are not taken into consideration here.  

 48RS 19.011 must be considered non-standard since it omits the « S » component.  

 49RS 11.872, RS 15.008, RS 16.379, RS 17.139, RS 19.102.1, and RS 92.2005.1.  

 50RS 9.479A, RS 16.137[bis], RS 16.402, RS 18.040, RS 18.113, RS 19.011, RS 19.102.2, RS 
20.199, RS 29.093, RS 92.2010, RS 94.2391, RS 94.2479, and RS 94.5009.   

 51RS 15.174, RS 18.031, RS 18.134, RS 92.2005.2, RS 94.2284, RS 94.2383+, RS 94.2406.2, RS 
94.2537, and RS 96.2039.   

 52RS 1.021 and RS 19.029. 

 53Line 2 of RS 19.181A would seem to imply such; it might be profitable to reconsider the 
reading of this line.   

 54RS [Varia 4].  

 55RS 1.018, RS 4.475, RS 18.038, RS 29.095, RS 88.2159, RS 94.2406.1, RS 94.2429, and RS 
94.2580.  
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formulas.  Of these ten, seven are conceptually UNMARKED,57 two are conceptually 

UNKNOWN,58 and one probably HOR BIO.59     

 The third pattern, « l ID », owing to the absence of the verbal element rgm, 

does not reflect the standard structure.  It is unambiguously present in the address 

formulas of seven letters.60  All are non-standard in other aspects of their 

composition.61   

 A number of other micro-compositional patterns for the « R » component can 

be mentioned.  These are (1) « ≤m ID REL » in RS 18.148, (2) « l ID REL » in RIH 

78/12, (3) « l REL ID » in RS 17.063,62 and (4) « l REL REL rgm » in RS 8.315.  None of 

these is of any statistical importance, and virtually all are found in letters which are in 

other respects non-standard.63   

 

                                                                                                                                           

 56RS 15.158 and RS 17.434+.   

 57RS 4.475, RS 15.158, RS 18.038, RS 29.095, RS 94.2406.1, RS 94.2429, and RS 94.2580.  

 58RS 17.434+ and RS 88.2159.   

 59RS 1.018.  

 60RS 1.020, RS 3.334, RS 15.007, RS 16.264, RS 16.265.1, RS 16.265.2, and RS 94.2273. 

 61RS 1.020 and RS 3.334 apparently omit the « S » component and contain non-standard fiLM 
motifs; RS 15.007 presents a non-standard « S » component and contains orthographic irregularities; RS 
16.264 presents a non-standard « S » component; RS 16.265.2 presents a non-standard « S » component 
and a body limited to scribal exercises (abecedaries and doodles?); and RS 16.265.1 and RS 94.2273, 
probably also scribal exercises, present atypical polite formulas.   

 62The second address formula of RS 94.2545+ may present another example of this pattern; the 
observable structure of the « R » component there is « l REL + [?] ».   

 63The exception is RS 8.315, which is composed entirely of ""standard'' epistolary formulas 
motifs.    
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1.2.4  Inventory of compositional patterns for the address 

 A synthesis of the observations presented above allows for an easier 

interpretation of the data regarding the address formula as a whole.  Among the 

address formulas presenting a standard composition, three main micro-compositional 

patterns may be distinguished:   

 (1) « l ID REL rgm », « t“m ID REL ».  As many as twenty-seven examples of the 

standard address formula in the Ugaritic corpus certainly or very probably present this 

compositional pattern.64  These derive from twenty-six different letters.65  Twenty-

three of these are conceptually « ASC », and three conceptually « HOR ».  Of the 

twenty-three « ASC » letters, seventeen are specifically « ASC POW »,66 and six « ASC 

BIO ».67  The three ""horizontal'' letters are all « HOR BIO ».68   

                                                

 64The following address formulas clearly present this pattern: RS 9.479A, RS 11.872, RS 
16.137[bis], RS 16.379, RS 18.031, RS 18.040, RS 18.134, RS 19.102.1, RS 19.102.2, RS 20.199, RS 
92.2010, RS 94.2383+, RS 94.2391, and RS 94.2479.  Two other letters clearly present the equivalent of 
this pattern, adapted for multiple senders or recipients: RS 29.093, which derives from two senders, and 
RS 92.2005.1, addressed to two recipients.  Finally, eleven other address formulas almost certainly also 
present this pattern, but must be partially or largely restored; these are RS 16.402, RS 17.327, RS 
18.113, RS 18.140.2, RS 34.124 (virtually entirely restored), RS 34.148, RS 34.356 (first address 
formula), RS 34.356 (second address formula), RS 94.5003+, RS 94.5009, and RIH 78/03+.  It is 
possible that RS 19.029 belongs here, but this is by no means obvious (the reconstruction lines 1-3 is not 
certain, and must be reconsidered in light of the composition of its polite formulas — I allude 
specifically to the absence of the « pros » formula, and the composition of the « sal » formula); it is not 
considered here.   

 65Both of the address formulas in RS 34.356, which probably contains only one letter and not 
two, show this pattern.    

 66RS 9.479A, RS 16.137[bis], RS 16.402, RS 17.327, RS 18.040, RS 18.113, RS 18.140.2, RS 
19.102.2, RS 20.199, RS 29.093, RS 34.148, RS 34.356, RS 92.2010, RS 94.2391, RS 94.2479, RS 
94.5009, and RIH 78/03+.   

 67RS 11.872, RS 16.379, RS 19.102.1, RS 34.124, RS 92.2005.1, and RS 94.5003+.   

 68RS 18.031, RS 18.134, and RS 94.2383+.   
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 (2) « t“m ID », « l ID REL rgm ».  Eleven letters contain a standard address 

formula of this pattern.69  Seven of these are conceptually « HOR BIO ».70  Of the 

remaining four, two are « ASC BIO »,71 one apparently « DESC POW »,72 and one 

« MIXED BIO ».73   

 (3) « t“m ID », « l ID rgm ».  As many as eleven standard address formulas 

follow this pattern.74  One expects such addresses, almost by definition, to derive from 

letters of UNMARKED or UNKNOWN conceptual status.75  Seven of these eleven are, in 

                                                

 69This pattern is clear in RS 15.008, RS 17.139, RS 92.2005.2, RS 94.2284, RS 94.2406.2, RS 
96.2039, and RS [Varia 4].  Four address formulas which almost certainly also show this pattern must be 
partially restored: RS 1.021, RS 15.174, RS 19.181A, and RS 94.2537.  The first address in RS 94.2545+ 
may also belong under this rubric, owing to its formal parallels with RS 94.2284; no trace of any « REL » 
term has been preserved, however, and it cannot therefore be distinguished empirically from the 
category which follows.  It has not been included.   

 70RS 15.174, RS 92.2005.2, RS 94.2284, RS 94.2406.2, RS 94.2537, RS 96.2039.  The 
conceptual classification of RS 1.021 is technically unknown, but may belong here as well, if the 
restoration of ±[”y] in line 2 is correct.      

 71RS 15.008 and RS 17.139.   

 72This is RS 19.181A, and the classification is made solely on the basis of the uncertain reading 
{≤¯bdy˘} in line 2.  The incongruency of the « POW » conceptual model in a group otherwise restricted to 
the « BIO » model, as well as the rarity of explicitly « DESC » terminology in the « POW » model (this is 
the only example), may suggest a reconsideration of the reading of this line.    

 73RS [Varia 4] is composed on the « BIO » model, but makes concurrent use of both HOR and 
DESC conceptual terminology.   

 74Six letters clearly belong here: RS 4.475, RS 18.038, RS 29.095, RS 94.2406.1, RS 94.2429, 
and RS 94.2580.  The address formulas of two letters are partially restored, but nevertheless bear this 
pattern (the absence of a « REL » term in the « R » component is obvious): RS 15.158 and RS 17.434+.  
Finally, should contextual considerations be allowed, three other letters almost certainly belong here, 
despite the fact that these address formulas cannot be distinguished empirically from those listed in 
section 1.2.4.2 above: the absence of polite formulas in RS 18.286[A] and RS 88.2159 argues for their 
inclusion here; the probable identity of the sender of RIH 77/21A suggests its inclusion.    

 75I say ""almost by definition'' and not simply ""by defintion'' since it is possible for a letter to be 
explicitly marked in terms of in its conceptual status, and yet contain no « REL » terms in the address 
formula: RS 16.265.1, RS 94.2273, and possibly RS 1.018 are examples of this.   
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fact, conceptually « UNMARKED »,76 and four conceptually « UNKNOWN ».77  

Furthermore, in the case of seven of these eleven letters, the ID terms in the address 

provide sufficient contextual information to interpret the relation between sender and 

recipient as contextually, though not terminologically, descending.78 

 These three compositional patterns just described account for forty-nine of the 

""standard'' address formulas for which the composition is perceptible or may be 

reconstructed more or less accurately.79  There are at least three other compositionally 

standard address formulas80 which do not fit into one of the three patterns outlined 

above.  These are (i) « t“m ID ¯REL˘ l ID [REL] rgm » in RS 18.147,81 (ii) « l ID rgm 

                                                

 76RS 4.475, RS 15.158, RS 18.038, RS 29.095, RS 94.2406.1, RS 94.2429, and RS 94.2580.   

 77RS 17.434+, RS 18.286[A], RS 88.2159, and RIH 77/21A.  Though empirically these letters 
are terminologically unknown, it is likely that they may also belong to the class of « UNMARKED » 
letters.  

 78RS 15.158, RS 17.434+, RS 18.038, RS 94.2406.1, RS 94.2429, RS 94.2580, and RIH 77/21A. 

 79In the case of three letters, the compositional pattern contained in the address is not entirely 
preserved, and while it is possible to perceive the « SR » order of mention, the precise composition of 
the NS and NR elements is unknown (in other words, a « t“m [ ? ] » element precedes a « l [ ? ] rgm » 
element, but little else is clear).  These are RS 94.2946, RS 15.089 (if indeed lines 1-2 represent an 
address formula), and RS 94.2957.1 (if indeed lines 1-2 represent an address formula).  

 80For clarification, by compositionally standard I mean those address formulas containing two 
components, « S » and « R », in which the macrostructure of « S » is « t“m NS », where NS represents 
the noun phrase or phrases identifying the sender of the letter, and that of « R » is « l NR rgm », where 
NR represents the noun phrase or phrases identifying the letter's intended recipient (see above, section 
1.2.1).    

 81The address of RS 18.147 apparently presents this structure.  The order « SR » is clear, but 
this pattern is distinguished from the other standard address formulas of « SR » order by the fact that the 
« S » component apparently contains a « REL » term.  Given the uncertain nature of the reading of the 
latter, however, this compositional oddity, in and of itself, might suggest a reconsideration (based on 
collation, of course) of the reading of line 1.   
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t“m [ ? ] » in RS 1.018,82 and (iii) « l REL REL rgm t“m ID REL » in RS 8.315.83  These 

variant patterns are of limited statistical importance.    

 There also remain thirteen non-standard address formulas which present 

various compositional patterns, all of which are distinct from the three models cited 

above.84  At least two of these, and possibly as many as four, omit the « S » component 

entirely.85  The nine remaining non-standard address formulas contain both 

components.  Of these nine, eight present an order « SR »,86 and one « RS ».87  Of 

these thirteen ""non-standard'' address formulas, it is surely significant that at least 

twelve show compositional features other than the address formula which must be 

characterized as ""non-standard''.88  This is surely significant, and justifies, in my 

                                                

 82The composition of the « R » component of RS 1.018 is clear, not that of the « S » 
component.  The « RS » order is also apparent, but the « R » does not contain any  « REL » term, which 
distinguishes this example from the other standard address formulas of « RS » order.  

 83The address of RS 8.315 is peculiar in lacking an « ID » element in the « R » component.  I 
have no explanation for this compositional oddity.  

 84For a survey, see below, section 1.7. 

 85These are RS 19.011 « l ID REL rgm » and RIH 78/12 « l ID REL REL ».  It would seem that 
RS 1.020 and RS 3.334, assuming that they have been correctly restored, belong here as well: both of 
these present the pattern « l ID ».     

 86These include what appear to be two scribal practice letters, RS 16.265.1 and RS 94.2273, 
both of which reflect the pattern « t“m ID l ID », as well as the apparently fictive ""piggy-back'' letter 
attached to the former, which bears a related pattern: RS 16.265.2, « t“m ƒ ID l ID ».  The remaining 
five examples include RS 16.264 « t“m rgm ID l ID », RS 18.148 « t“m ID ≤m ID REL », RS 15.007 « ID l 
ID », RS 17.063 « ID l REL ID », and RS 17.117 « ID [?] », which may have been compositionally 
identical to RS 17.063.     

 87The second address formula appearing in the letter RS 94.2454+ (for various reasons, this 
tablet should be interpreted to contain one, not two letters) bears this sequence: « w l REL [ ? rgm] [t]“m 
[I]D ¯REL˘ ».     

 88There can be little doubt about the ""non-standard'' nature of RS 1.020, RS 3.334, RS 15.007, 
RS 17.063, RS 17.117, and RS 18.148, not merely in regard to their address formulas, but with respect to 
all or most formulaic aspects (or lack thereof) of their composition, and in the distribution of any such 
formulas.  The thoughout-going ""non-standard'' status of the composition of RS 19.011 and RIH 78/12 is 
less obvious, but they belong here as well.  RS 94.2545+ is peculiar in a great many respects, and its 
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opinion, my partial neglect of these ""non-standard'' letters, at least in attempting to 

isolate the structural features of the ""standard'' Ugaritic epistolary tradition.     

 

1.2.5  Interpretation of the main compositional patterns 

 The three main micro-compositional patterns described above neatly 

circumscribe virtually all of the ""standard'' Ugaritic address formulas.89  Since it is 

above all the compositional and distributional features of the standard epistolary 

tradition that I wish to explicate, the study of these three patterns alone provides a 

convenient means of comprehending the ""standard'' Ugaritic address formula 

generally.   

 In the first place, it seems evident that factors of a socio-cultural nature, 

namely, the differences in social status between the correspondents as expressed by 

the sender, best explain the distribution of these three patterns.  More specifically, the 

conceptual categories established by the distribution of REL terminology correspond 

with remarkable regularity to the three compositional patterns.   

 

                                                                                                                                           
likely status as a ""draft'' may explain much of this variation from the ""standard'' structure.  Finally, 
scribal practice letters represent in some sense a literary genre distinct from that of ""real'' letters; this 
generic difference may acount for the formal irregularities in RS 16.265.1, its ""piggy-back'' letter RS 
16.265.2, and RS 94.2273.  The only exception is RS 16.264, which, apart from its address formula (and 
the unsystematic use of scribal lines), shows no other formally ""non-standard'' features.      

 89These three micro-compositional patterns encompass forty-nine of the ""standard'' address 
formulas in the Ugaritic corpus; three formulas remain which fit the ""standard'' compositional structure 
(« S » = « t“m NS », « R » = « l NR rgm »), but which do not follow one of these three micro-
compositional patterns; see above.  
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1.2.5.1  ASC letters and the pattern « l ID REL rgm t“m ID REL »  

 When a Ugaritic letter bears a compositionally standard address formula and is 

conceptually ASC POW, it employs the pattern « l ID REL rgm t“m ID REL », without 

exception.90  Seventeen of the standard address formulas sufficiently preserved to 

permit unambiguous analysis are conceptually ASC POW; all seventeen show this 

pattern.91  No unambiguous example of a standard address formula in a conceptually 

ASC POW letter exists which does not employ this pattern.   

 When a standard address formula appears in a conceptually ASC BIO letter, it 

most often employs the pattern « l ID REL rgm t“m ID REL ».  Eight such ASC BIO letters 

provide unambiguous evidence for the composition of their address formula; six of 

these show this pattern.92   

 I think it safe to conclude that the model « l ID REL rgm t“m ID REL » was 

appropriate, perhaps even expected, in all conceptually ASC letters, whichever model 

was employed.  When a conceptually ascending Ugaritic letter shows an address 

formula of any other compositional pattern, it ought to be interpreted as a special 

case.93    

                                                

 90RS 18.148 and RS 19.011 do not present a standard address formula, and so do not represent 
exceptions to this statement; see below, section 1.7.   

 91RS 9.479A, RS 16.137[bis], RS 16.402, RS 17.327, RS 18.040, RS 18.113, RS 18.140.2, RS 
19.102.2, RS 20.199, RS 29.093, RS 34.148, RS 34.356, RS 92.2010, RS 94.2391, RS 94.2479, RS 
94.5009, and RIH 78/03+.   

 92These six letters are RS 11.872, RS 16.379, RS 19.102.1, RS 34.124, RS 92.2005.1, and RS 
94.5003+.  The two exceptions are RS 15.008 and RS 17.139, both of which show (unexpectedly, I 
would add) the pattern: « t“m ID l ID REL rgm ».  

 93Sample ""special cases'' include (1) the ""exceptional'' letter represents an epistolary tradition 
different from that of the majority of Ugaritic letters (this applies to the composition of RS 18.148), (2) 
the ""exceptional'' letter was composed in special circumstances, in which adherence to the standard 
pattern was not deemed necessary (this applies, I believe, to RS 19.011), or (3) other socio-cultural 
factors, beyond the conceptual content of the REL terminology in the letter, conditioned the composition 
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1.2.5.2  UNMARKED letters and the pattern « t“m  ID l  ID rgm  »  

 When the state of preservation allows the conceptual status to be determined 

without ambiguity, all address formulas of the pattern « t“m ID l ID rgm » are 

UNMARKED.94  Conversely, all standard address formulas which are conceptually 

UNMARKED bear the pattern « t“m ID l ID rgm ».95  It might be thought that address 

formulas displaying the pattern « t“m ID l ID rgm » would be UNMARKED by definition.  

Such should not necessarily be the case, since a letter may omit REL terminology in the 

address, and yet contain it in the polite formulas or in the body, thus allowing the 

overall conceptual classification of the letter as ascending, horizontal, or descending, 

despite the absence of REL terms in the address.96  Nevertheless, it is true that in the 

                                                                                                                                           
of the ""exceptional'' letter (this applies to RS 17.139, I believe, in which high social status inherent in the 
sender's identity as mlk, "king', allowed for the use of a compositional model not typical of ASC letters, 
despite the fact that the recipient is explicitly identified using such ASC BIO terminology: °my, "my 
mother'; this may also apply to RS 15.008).  Other ASC letters which do not display the expected 
pattern, and which also, therefore, represent special cases, include RS 8.315 (which apparently contains 
no ID phrase in the « R » component, but rather two successive REL phrases; it is otherwise standard: « l 
REL REL rgm t“m ID REL »).    

 94Any address formula of the pattern « t“m ID l ID rgm » is, by definition, a standard address 
formula (two components, « t“m NS » and « l NR rgm »).  The unambiguous examples are RS 4.475, RS 
18.038, RS 29.095, RS 94.2406.1, RS 94.2429, and RS 94.2580.  Despite their technical status as 
conceptually UNKNOWN, it seems virtually certain that RS 15.158 and RS 17.434+ belonged here as 
well (the absence of a REL term in the « R » component of each is obvious).  Finally, I consider it likely 
(though not certain) that RS 18.286[A], RS 88.2159, and RIH 77/21A were also conceptually 
UNMARKED.    

 95This states the obvious: it is true by definition of ""standard address formula'' (two 
components, « t“m NS » and « l NR rgm ») and by definition of UNMARKED conceptual status (REL 
terms absent); I include it here for clarity in describing the data.  RS 16.264 is an example of a 
conceptually UNMARKED letter which bears a non-standard address formula; because it is non-standard, 
it is not included here.  

 96This situation applies to RS 16.265.1 and RS 94.2273, for example, both of which contain 
address formulas of the pattern « t“m ID l ID » (a ""non-standard'' compositional pattern which contains 
no REL terms), and yet contain explicit REL terminology (as it happens, in both cases these terms are 
conceptually HOR in status) elsewhere in the letter.     
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majority of cases in which REL terminology is absent from the address, it is absent 

from the entire letter.  This applies, in fact, to all cases which involve an address 

formula of ""standard'' composition.   

 The conceptual category UNMARKED, however, is an empirical necessity, not a 

social reality.  Unlike the categories ASC, HOR, and DESC, it does not reflect a 

meaningful pattern of social relationship perceived and expressed by the letter writers 

themselves.  It is useful, therefore, to attempt to interpret in a socially meaningful way 

the connection observed above between the pattern « t“m ID l ID rgm » and these 

terminologically UNMARKED letters.  Several lines of evidence allow this to be done 

quite convincingly, in my opinion.  Foremost among these is a consideration of the 

social status implications of the respective identities (that is, of the ID terms) of the 

correspondents in these UNMARKED letters.  Where such information is present,97 it 

consistently suggests a contextually descending social relationship between the sender 

and recipient.98  Of the eleven terminologically UNMARKED or UNKNOWN letters 

which present the compositional pattern « t“m ID l ID rgm » in the address formula, 

                                                

 97The information to which I allude consists of those ID terms which, owing to their semantics, 
have implications for the social relationship between the correspondents.  Of these, obviously the most 
explicit are those ID terms which are political titles, like mlk, mlkt, ßpß, mlk grgmß, and the like, which, 
depending on the ID term of the other correspondent, may very well communicate an inherent social 
superiority.     

 98The following UNMARKED letters may be considered ""contextually descending'' on the basis 
of the social implications of the ID terms which they contain: RS 15.158 (from [mlk g]rgmß to [« PN » 
m]lk °grt), RS 18.038 (from ßpß to « PN »), RS 94.2406.1 (from mlkt to « PN »), and RS 94.2580 (from 
mlkt to « PN »).  The terminological classification of RS 17.434+ (from pd÷b mlk[t ? ] to nqmd), RS 
94.2429 (from mlk[t?] to skn) and RIH 77/21A (from ß[pß mlk] rb to m[ ? ]) is technically unknown; they 
are in all probability UNMARKED letters as well, however, but in any case, should also be considered 
""contextually descending''.  RS 16.264 is also conceptually UNMARKED, and contextually descending 
(from mlk to « PN »); it is not included here, however, since it presents a non-standard address formula.     
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seven may be characterized as contextually descending on this basis.99  In the four 

letters which remain, the nature of the social relationship between the correspondents 

can simply not be determined,100 but a contextually descending social relationship 

cannot be excluded.     

 It seems reasonable to draw two conclusions from the above discussion: (1) the 

standard Ugaritic epistolary tradition generally used conceptually UNMARKED letters 

in socially descending situations,101 and (2) in such socially descending situations, the 

standard Ugaritic epistolary tradition employed the pattern « t“m ID l ID rgm » in the 

address formula.  Two implications follow from these conclusions: (1) when a Ugaritic 

letter appears to bear explicitly descending REL terminology, its reading ought to be 

scrutinized,102 or, if its reading is sound, it ought to be interpreted as a special case.103  

And, (2) when a Ugaritic letter which appears to derive from a contextually 

                                                

 99These are RS 15.158, RS 17.434+, RS 18.038, RS 94.2406.1, RS 94.2429, RS 94.2580, and 
RIH 77/21; see the information in the above footnote.     

 100These are RS 4.475 (from •wrƒr to plsy), RS 18.286[A] (from mlk [ … ] to mlk [ … ], 
perhaps to be reconstructed t“m mlk [grgmß] l mlk [°grt] rg[m], on analogy with RS 15.158?), RS 29.095 
(from tlmyn to pzy), and RS 88.2159 (from [?] to gr[ … ]).    

 101Two arguments support this: (1) the rarity and uncertainty of explicitly descending REL 
terminology in standard Ugaritic letters (only three letters in the corpus appear to contain explicitly 
descending REL terms: RS 18.147 is classified as DESC solely on the basis of the uncertain reading 
{¯±bk˘} in line 1; RS 19.181A solely on the basis of the uncertain reading {≤¯bdy˘} in line 2; and RS 
[Varia 4], though it does contain unambiguous DESC terminology, is conceptually mixed since it also 
contains explicitly horizontal REL terms, and so cannot be taken as representative of DESC status), and 
(2) the fact that in those cases where the ID terms in conceptually UNMARKED letters have implications 
regarding the nature of the social relationship between the correspondents, all suggest a contextually 
descending relationship (see the examples cited above). 

 102This applies to the reading and interpretation of RS 18.147:1 and RS 19.181A:2. 

 103This applies to the status of RS [Varia 4] as a special case: it is conceptually MIXED since it 
simultaneously employs HOR and DESC terminology.  The address pattern in that letter, incidentally, is 
consistent with that employed in the majority of HOR BIO letters (see below).  
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descending situation shows an address formula of any compositional pattern other than 

« t“m ID l ID rgm », it ought to be interpreted as a special case.104        

 

1.2.5.3  HOR letters and the pattern « t“m ID l  ID REL rgm  »  

 A preliminary distributional feature regarding horizontal letters is worth 

highlighting: all of the conceptually horizontal letters containing  a standard address 

formula are specifically composed on the biological kinship model; in other words, 

they are all conceptually HOR BIO.  No examples of the poorly attested HOR POW 

model exist in the group of compositionally and contextually ""standard'' Ugaritic 

letters.105  This has obvious implications for the contextual interpretation of HOR BIO 

terms like ±” and ±”t: if a scribe trained in the standard Ugaritic epistolary tradition 

wished to allude to the sender or the recipient in a conceptually explicit way that was 

neither ascending nor descending, the only ""horizontal'' terms which were in productive 

use and at his disposal were those drawn from the metaphor of biological kinship.  

Obviously, and I believe virtually all Ugaritologists will agree, these biological kinship 

terms cannot always be interpreted literally.106      

                                                

 104This applies to RS 16.264, which employs a non-standard address formula.   

 105RS 15.007 is non-standard in several respects (compositional and orthographic, mainly), 
and RS 16.265.1 contains non-standard address and benediction formulas, and derives from a non-
standard epistolary context (being a scribal practice letter).   

 106This does not, of course, imply that they should never be taken literally.  That at least some 
examples of such BIO terms refer to genuine biological kinship seems evident from the ""family'' letter 
RS 92.2005.  Indeed, since ±” (•”) and ±”t must serve for all social relationships perceived neither as 
ascending nor as descending, and since (genuine) biological fraternity and broad social parity both fall 
under the rubric of such non-ascending non-descending relationships, it follows that ±” (•”) and ±”t must 
serve for both.        
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 When a Ugaritic letter bears a compositionally standard address formula and is 

conceptually horizontal, it most frequently employs the pattern « t“m ID l ID REL 

rgm ».107  Conversely, of the eleven standard address formulas which certainly or 

probably present the pattern « t“m ID l ID REL rgm », the majority are conceptually 

HOR.108  Clearly, the connection between the compositional pattern « t“m ID l ID REL 

rgm » and the horizontal conceptual status is not as clear-cut as the connections 

described above, between the pattern « l ID REL rgm t“m ID REL » and the ascending 

conceptual status, and between the pattern « t“m ID l ID rgm » and those letters which 

are terminologically unmarked but contextually descending.  Nevertheless, the fact 

remains that most standard address formulas in conceptually horizontal letters follow 

this pattern, and most examples of this pattern occur in letters which are conceptually 

horizontal.  Even though they must be considered as tendencies rather than universals, 

the recognition of these distributional facts is surely worthwhile.          

 Even if, however, the pattern « t“m ID l ID REL rgm » is considered to be typical 

of HOR BIO letters, and vice versa, the fact remains that three HOR BIO letters contain a 

standard address formula which follows not this ""typical'' pattern, but the pattern « l ID 

REL rgm t“m ID REL », that is, the pattern generally associated with conceptually 

ascending letters.  Obviously, in the case of HOR BIO letters, a consideration of the REL 

                                                

 107Of those standard address formulas which appear in conceptually horizontal letters, when 
the compositional pattern can be determined with certainty or a high degree of probability (nine cases), 
the pattern « t“m ID l ID REL rgm » appears in six examples (it is clear in RS 92.2005.2, RS 94.2284, RS 
94.2406.2, and RS 96.2039; it is evident, but requires partial reconstruction, in RS 15.174 and RS 
94.2537); RS 1.021 may belong here as well.  The pattern « l ID REL rgm t“m ID REL » occurs in three 
HOR letters (RS 18.031, RS 18.134, and RS 94.2383+).      

 108This applies with certainty to RS 92.2005.2, RS 94.2284, RS 94.2406.2, and RS 96.2039; and 
with a high degree of probability to RS 15.174, RS 94.2537, and perhaps RS 1.021.   
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terminology does not provide, in and of itself, a complete explanation for the 

composition of the address formula.  

 As above, the above discussion permits two conclusions: (1) the standard 

Ugaritic epistolary tradition generally employed conceptually HOR BIO terms in all 

socially ""horizontal'' situations, and (2) in such horizontal letters, the standard Ugaritic 

epistolary tradition employed one of two patterns in the address formula: (i) most 

often « t“m ID l ID REL rgm », but also occasionally (ii) « l ID REL rgm t“m ID REL ».  

Also as above, two implications follow from these conclusions: (1) when a Ugaritic 

letter bears HOR POW conceptual terminology, it ought to be interpreted as a special 

case,109 and (2) when a Ugaritic horizontal letter shows in its address formula any 

compositional pattern other than the two mentioned above, it ought to be interpreted as 

a special case.110 

 

1.2.6  Order of mention in the address: « RS » versus « SR »   

 I have not found it profitable to frame my discussion of the composition of the 

standard address formula purely in terms of the order of mention of the « S » and « R » 

components, as is often done.  My reasons are (1) that the standard address formula in 

Ugaritic comprises three, not two, main micro-compositional patterns; and (2) that 

these three patterns can be more or less convincingly linked to the three main 

conceptual categories of ascending, terminologically unmarked (but contextually 

                                                

 109That is, it should be suspected of being distinct from the standard Ugaritic tradition, which 
employs uniquely HOR BIO terms for expressing all horizontal relations; this applies to RS 15.007 and 
RS 16.265.1.    

 110This applies to RS 16.265.1 and RS 94.2273, both of which employ non-standard address 
formulas, polite formulas of atypical composition, and furthermore, were probably scribal exercices.   
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descending), and horizontal letters.  Nevertheless, previous discussions of this subject, 

couched entirely in terms of order of mention, are by no means invalid. 

 In broad terms, virtually all students of Ugaritic epistolography agree that 

social rank played an important role in the basic structure of the address formula, 

specifically that the correspondent of higher social status was generally mentioned 

prior to the correspondent of lower status.111  A difference of opinion on this matter, 

however, seems to exist concerning the scope of social status as a factor.  Some 

scholars imply that relative social rank is the only important factor in explaining the 

order of mention in the address,112 and others consider it as one factor among 

several.113  Aside from such subtle differences, this widely held opinion is grosso 

modo consistent with my own conclusions, described above, regarding the composition 

of the standard address formula in (i) conceptually ascending letters and (ii) 

terminologically unmarked but contextually descending letters.   

 Another view is represented by Güterbock's 1944 proposal, in publishing the 

Hittite letter ABoT 65, that the « SR » order corresponds not only to descending social 

                                                

 111Kaiser, ZDPV 86 (1970) 11-15; Ahl, Epistolary Texts (1973) 108-110; Kristensen, UF 9 
(1977) 144-147; Caquot, SDB 9 (1979), cols. 1413-1414; Liverani, SDB (1979), col. 1328; Cunchillos, 
TO 2 (1989) 244-247; idem, HUS (1999) 361; Pardee, Les textes épistolaires (in preparation), chapter 2 
(RS 1.018), remarques épistolographiques.     

 112Such is the impression given by F. B. Knutson, ""Literary Genres in PRU IV,'' RSP 2 (1975) 
199: ""In Ras Shamra letters the relative rank of the correspondents can in most cases be determined by 
the sequence of their names and/or titles.  The name of the correspondent of superior rank is first, the 
inferior second.''  Compare also Ahl, Epistolary Texts (1973) 108-109; and Kristensen, UF 9 (1977) 144.  
For the Ras Shamra Akkadian letters, compare the strong statement of J. Nougayrol, Ugaritica 5 (1968) 
66: ""La régle de l'étiquette qui consiste à disposer l'addresse de telle façon que la personne de rang 
supérieur . . . y soit nommée d'abord . . . , est maintenant confirmée par un nombre considérable 
d'exemples sûrs.  Elle paraît si stricte que, dans les très rares occasions où nous ne la jugeons pas 
appliquée, nous avons d'autres raisons de supposer, soit que le scribe n'était pas de bonne classe, soit 
qu'on a délibérément commis cette infraction.''  

 113See Liverani, SDB (1979), col. 1328; Cunchillos, TO 2 (1989) 244-247; idem, HUS (1999) 
361. 
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situations but also to those situations in which the correspondents were of equal 

rank,114 and, by implication, that the « RS » order corresponds to ascending social 

situations.  This view also applies to the composition of the standard Ugaritic address 

formula, described above, with considerable accuracy, though it is slightly different 

from the formulation that ""the name of the correspondent of superior rank is first, the 

inferior second.''115  J. Nougayrol proposed the same compositional distribution as 

Güterbock for the Akkadian letters from Ras Shamra in 1955,116 and S. Ahl did the 

same for the Ugaritic letters in her 1973 Brandeis dissertation.117   

 Despite the broad accuracy of both of these views, however, and especially the 

latter, they encounter a problem when applied to conceptually horizontal letters, which 

show not only the more common compositional pattern « t“m ID l ID REL rgm », (that 

is, the « SR » order), but also, less frequently, the pattern « l ID REL rgm t“m ID REL » 

(the « RS » order).  Nor can my appeal to the usage of REL terminology explain this 

compositional distribution, since both patterns are found on conceptually horizontal 

letters of otherwise standard composition.   

 Two solutions might be proposed: (1) the distribution of these two patterns in 

horizontal letters reflects the social rank of the correspondents, despite the fact that 

                                                

 114Güterbock is cited by P. H. J. Houwink ten Cate, Festschrift Römer (1998) 171, as follows: 
""Dass der Briefschreiber sich selbst zuerst nennt, zeigt, dass er von gleichem oder höherem Rang ist als 
der Empfänger''.  The source of the citation (unavailable to me) is given as H. G. Güterbock, Ankara 
Üniversitesi Dil ve Tarih-Co©rafya Fakültesi Dergisi II 3 (1944) 400.      

 115Knutson, RSP 2 (1975) 199. 

 116Nougayrol, PRU 3 (1955) 2-3. 

 117Ahl tentatively applied this view to the Ugaritic letters in Epistolary Texts (1973) 110.  O. 
Kaiser, ZDPV 86 (1970) 11-15, had not proposed « SR » as the de facto order of horizontal letters, but 
had maintained more generally that the « SR » order was appropriate for descending situations, and 
« RS » for ascending.         
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conceptually horizontal terms are explicitly employed, and thus such status differences 

are not accessible in these cases by means of the REL terms;118 or (2) the distribution 

reflects politeness or simple courtesy on the part of the sender, but not necessarily any 

difference of social status.119  I know of no empirical means of deciding this question, 

but in favor of the former several comments can be made.  (a) Among letters which 

are not conceptually horizontal, it is above all social status differences, usually as 

reflected in the REL terminology, and not considerations of politeness which are 

unrelated to such status differences, that explain the composition of the address 

formula.  As such, one might expect this concern for mapping status differences onto 

formal patterns to extend to the conceptually horizontal letters as well.  In other words, 

even if relative social status were not the only factor conditioning the order of mention 

of the correspondents in the address, it is certainly the most pervasive factor.120  (b) In 

theory, the conceptual status of ""brotherhood'' does not, in the broader ""root metaphor'' 

of the household, necessarily preclude hierarchical status differences within it.  Quite 

the opposite, in fact, as anyone who has had the experience ""big brother'' can attest.  

Finally, (c) in practice, such internal hierarchical gradations within the ranks of 

                                                

 118Nougayrol's position in Ugaritica 5 (1968) 66 (with respect to the Ras Shamra Akkadian 
letters), is consistent with this view.   

 119Compare Liverani, SDB (1979), col. 1328; Cunchillos, TO 2 (1989) 244-247; and idem, 
HUS (1999) 361.  

 120Compare A. Caquot: ""Le formulaire, salutation et adresse même, varie selon le qualité des 
destinataires et surtout selon la différence de statut social qui peut exister entre l'expéditeur et le 
destinataire'' (SDB 9 [1979], col. 1413); and D. Pardee: ""L'ordre de mention des correspondants 
correspond le plus souvent — bien qu'il y ait des exceptions — au rang social des deux personnes, la 
personne de rang supérieur étant mentionnée en premier lieu'' (Les textes épistolaires [in preparation], 
chapter 2 [RS 1.018], remarques épistolographiques).   
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""brothers'' are explicitly attested in the Ras Shamra Akkadian letters, though not yet in 

the Ugaritic letters found at the same site.121    

 In summary, this attempt to classify the formal patterns of the Ugaritic standard 

address formula purely in terms of the type and distribution of the REL terminology 

within these same letters has been only partly successful.  The most convincing 

distributional link is that between conceptually ASC letters and the compositional 

pattern « l ID REL rgm t“m ID REL ».  Also valuable, however, is the identification of 

terminologically UNMARKED letters as contextually descending whenever the data 

allow a determination to be made.  The further recognition that all standard address 

formulas in letters which derive from contextually descending social situations present 

the compositional pattern « t“m ID l ID rgm », invites the thoroughgoing equation of 

UNMARKED conceptual status = contextually descending situation = the composition 

pattern « t“m ID l ID rgm » for the standard Ugaritic epistolary tradition.  The data do 

not allow a categorical insistence on the latter two elements of this equation, but the 

distribution appears highly suggestive.  Finally, somewhat less satisfactory is 

distributional connection of the standard address formula in conceptually horizontal 

letters with two compositional patterns, the first, « t“m ID l ID REL rgm », being the 

more common, and the second, « l ID REL rgm t“m ID REL », being otherwise 

associated with ASC letters.  Thus, in the case of horizontal letters, a classification 

based entirely on REL terminology does not coincide with a purely formal classification 

of the address formulas as neatly as it did above in the cases of (explicitly) ASC and 

(contextually) DESC letters.  It is possible, as has long been assumed, that the 

                                                

 121Two Ras Shamra Akkadian letters attest to the existence of such terminologically 
horizontal, but practically ascending situations: RS 34.164, addressed to two individuals whom the 
sender describes as {fiEfi.MEfi-ia GAL.MEfi}, "my big brothers'; and RS [Varia 25], addressed to an 
individual whom the sender calls {fiEfi-”i-ia GAL}, "my big brother'. 
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distribution of these two patterns in HOR letters reflects hierarchical differences in 

social status within the larger conceptual category of ""brothers''.  But, since such status 

differences are not observable in the REL terminology, it is difficult to evaluate this 

hypothesis in any empirical way.  I consider it probable, and more likely than any 

other contextual explanation, but I do not know how it can be convincingly 

demonstrated.  

 It is noteworthy that the composition of the standard address formula in the 

Ugaritic epistolary tradition seems best explained by a grouping of the corpus 

according to three types of conceptual status: terminologically ASC, terminologically 

HOR, and (terminologically UNMARKED but) contextually DESC letters.  The notion of 

conceptual model, that is, whether the REL terminology was drawn from the BIO model 

or from the POW model, does not seem relevant to the formal composition of the 

standard address.        

 

1.3  DISTRIBUTION OF THE ADDRESS FORMULA    

 The corpus of Ugaritic epistolary texts contains sixty-seven certain or probable 

examples of the address formula.122  Owing to its presence in all letters preserved well 

enough to permit analysis,123 the current data allow one to consider the address 

formula as a ""necessary'' component of Ugaritic epistolary structure.   

                                                

 122Since the presence of an address formula was one of the criteria by means of which the 
epistolary corpus was defined, the relevant data were surveyed in the introduction; see above, section 
1.2.2.   

 123The only possible exception to this statement that I know of is RS 16.078+ (and perhaps 
also RS 94.5015 if its lines 1-2 are to be restored on the analogy of RS 16.078+), which contains no 
address formula at the top of the recto.  Many solutions are possible, but one which allows us to avoid 
classifying this tablet as a letter which omits the address formula is to imagine that the tablet RS 
16.078+ derives from a multiple-tablet letter, of which it does not represent the first tablet, and therefore 
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 Not only is its presence necessary, but also its placement is fixed: it 

consistently occurs at the beginning of each letter,124 and is followed by the polite 

formulas, if such are present, and the body, in that order.  Often, a horizontal scribal 

line separates the address from the following section.125   

 Normally, the address formula occurs only once in each letter.  In two cases, 

however, not only is an address present, as expected, at the beginning of the text, but 

another address formula may be found farther on in the text, separated from the initial 

address formula by intervening elements: these are RS 34.356 and RS 94.2545+.126  

Such a usage is extremely rare,127 however, and its explanation may be found in a 

consideration of the precise epistolary sub-genres which these texts represent.128  

                                                                                                                                           
does not contain the praescriptio (which would have been present on the preceding tablet).  Pardee's 
discussion in Les textes épistolaires (in preparation), ch. 24 (RS 16.078+), remarques épistolaires, 
reflects the problem of the absence of the address formula (and of the entire praescriptio, in fact): ""La 
première question que soulève ce texte est de savoir pourquoi le message commence in medias res.''  
After a detailed discussion (ibid.), he also favors the hypothesis that RS 16.078+ represents the second 
tablet (or in any case, a subsequent tablet) of a multiple tablet letter: ""Il nous paraît nécessaire d'en tirer 
la conclusion que nous ne possédons que la fin d'un message plus long, qui aurait été consigné sur (au 
moins) deux tablettes. Suite et corollaire de cette conclusion : le fait que la praescriptio ne fait défaut 
dans aucune des lettres internationales connues en langue ougaritique indique que cette absence ici ne 
constitue pas une omission voulue qui devait se combler lors de la rédaction du texte accadien, mais le 
résultat du fait que la première partie du texte fut inscrite sur une autre tablette, où l'en-tête aurait été 
présent.''  

 124I consider second or ""piggy-back'' letters to be independent epistolary texts in their own 
right; in these letters as well always begin with an address formula.      

 125See above, section 0.3.3, and the references cited there.  

 126As remarked above, section 0.2.2, for various reasons it is not likely that the second address 
formula in these two tablets represents the beginning of a ""piggy-back'' letter.    

 127The fact that there are only two examples in of a corpus numbering over one hundred shows 
that this usage is very rare in the Ugaritic tradition.  The Amarna corpus appears to contain two 
examples of this usage as well: EA 100 and EA 124.      

 128RS 34.356, for example, is addressed to a ""great king'' (Ug. mlk rb), and this context may 
have conditioned a different epistolary protocol which incorporated a repetition of the address formula.  
Compare EA 100 and EA 124, also with repeated address formulas and addressed to a ""great king''.   
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1.4  COMPARATIVE EVIDENCE FOR THE ADDRESS FORMULA 

 The pages which follow contain a discussion of two types of comparative 

evidence: (1) a survey of the address formulas employed in contemporary and anterior 

epistolary traditions in the Akkadian and Hittite languages, and (2) an overview of 

those Ugaritic literary motifs which present formal and contextual parallels to the 

Ugaritic address formula.    

 

1.4.1  Comparative evidence from Akkadian and Hittite letters 

1.4.1.1  General 

 My goal in this section is to isolate those epistolary traditions which make use 

of an address formula comparable in both distribution and composition to that 

identified above as ""standard'' for the Ugaritic corpus.  Specifically, I wish to identify 

in the various comparative corpora evidence for the existence of epistolary traditions 

which, like the Ugaritic, make productive use of three micro-compositional patterns, 

one in terminologically ASC letters, another in (terminologically UNMARKED) 

contextually DESC letters, and a third pattern which appears, along with some 

examples of the first pattern, in terminologically HOR letters.  Furthermore, I hope to 

establish patterns of compositional similarity between such a set of three micro-

compositional patterns, and the Ugaritic patterns to which they correspond.     

                                                                                                                                           
 RS 94.2545+ is, to a very large extent, parallel in terms of structure and content to RS 94.2284.  
The extent of these parallels, in fact, permits one to classify RS 94.2545+ as a draft (RS 94.2284 is 
probably also, I believe, a draft), rather than a letter that was actually sent.  Perhaps its status as a draft 
explains to some extent the formal liberties taken in its composition.            
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1.4.1.2  {um-ma} in logo-syllabic texts and Ugaritic t“m   

 It is occasionally observed that the Ugaritic address formula is distinguished 

from contemporaneous Akkadian address formulas by the fact that in the « S » 

component the Ugaritic version employs a common noun, t“m, "message', where the 

Akkadian formula has an adverb, umma, "thus'.129  This alleged distinction should not 

be pushed too far, however.  I think all will agree that it is an accurate observation on 

a purely descriptive level, but, if applied to the cross-linguistic comparison of parallel 

formulas in Ugaritic and Akkadian, the ""distinction'' borders on irrelevance: it amounts 

to little more than observing that one formula is in the Akkadian language and the 

other in Ugaritic.  To claim, entirely on the basis of this t“m / umma distinction, that 

the Ugaritic and Akkadian address formulas are not formally parallel, is to suppose 

that semantically equivalent statements in two languages ought to be equivalent at the 

morpho-lexical level rather than at the phrase level.  That such a supposition is faulty 

is clear in any attempt at translation, as St. Jerome recognized long ago.130    

 A second problem in the interpretation of the graphic sequence {um-ma} in 

logo-syllabic texts is the fact that, in texts of western provenance, the word is typically 

                                                

 129See A. L. Kristensen, UF 9 (1977) 144 (""Apart from the use of t“m contemporary Akkadian 
letters from Ugarit and Amarna are strictly parallel''); and J.-L. Cunchillos, TO 2 (1989) 248 (""Le 
substantif t“m « message » différencie les formules ougaritiques des formules accadiennes 
contemporaines (Ougarit même et El-Amarna) où l'on trouve umma « ainsi » à la place de t“m'').   

 130Compare the reflection of A. L. Oppenheim, Letters from Mesopotamia (1967) 67: ""In all 
my translations, however, the inspiring words of the patron saint of all translators, St. Jerome, have been 
before my eyes: Non verbum e verbo, sed sensum exprimere de sensu.''  In other words, languages are 
not substitution codes at the lexical level.  
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followed by a noun phrase declined in the genitive case.131  In standard Akkadian 

usage, of course, umma is an adverb, and is followed by a noun in the nominative 

case: "Thus NS'.132  This (standard) version of the « S » component in Akkadian letters, 

« umma NS » as "Thus NS', while analogous to the Ugaritic « S » component on the 

contextual and phrase level (in introducing the direct speech of NS), is not analogous 

on the morpho-lexical level, since in this case umma does not denote a common noun 

in construct with NS, but rather a sentence level adverb.133  Western scribes working in 

Akkadian, however, appear to have used the sign sequence {um-ma} in the epistolary 

address formula as a logogram of sorts, denoting not the Akkadian adverb expressed 

by the phonemic value of those signs, but rather a common noun, meaning "message' or 

the like.134     

 In short, the fact that Western peripheral Akkadian address formulas, and 

possibly also those in Hittite letters,135 employ the graphic sequence {um-ma} in the 

                                                

 131On the general phenomenon of umma followed by a noun in the genitive case, see 
L. Matouß, AnOr 24 (1957) 381; J. Huehnergard, Akkadian of Ugarit (1989) 144-145, 209; 
W. L. Moran, Amarna Letters (1992) xxii, n. 52; and A. F. Rainey, CAT 2 (1996) 174-180; all with 
anterior bibliography.  A. Goetze suggested a parallel usage in Hittite texts (in R. Marcus, JCS 2 [1948] 
224), but H. A. Hoffner, Jr., has refuted (personal communication) the suggestion (see below, section 
1.6.2). 

 132See, for example, W. von Soden, GAG (1995), §121b.    

 133In all fairness, this is probably the point made by Kristensen, UF 9 (1977) 144; and 
Cunchillos, TO 2 (1989) 248, mentioned above. 

 134Hittitologists have labelled such usages in Hittite texts as ""Akkadograms'', and denote them 
in transcription with italicized upper case letters.  Such a convention was followed by P.-R. Berger, UF 1 
(1969) 218; but note the objections to its appropriateness by A. Rainey, IOS 5 (1975) 22-23, n. 25.  Note 
also the early observation of W. F. Albright, BASOR 87 (1942) 33, n. 7: ""Since umma is followed in 
Akkadian by a nominative, the construction [followed by the genitive] is obviously influenced by 
Canaanite models such as Ugaritic t“m N, "message of N,' Hebrew n@≥ûm N, "utterance of N,' which is 
prefixed to so many prophetic oracles.''  

135The evidence is not clear for the Hittite material; see below, section 1.6.2.  
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slot where Ugaritic addresses have t“m does not, in and of itself, exclude the 

possibility of a formally parallel compositional pattern employed in the epistolary 

traditions of all three languages.  On the contrary, the frequent use of the genitive case 

following {um-ma} in such formulas, especially in the traditions of the Western 

periphery, seems to support the possibility of a single underlying formal structure in 

the address formulas, which is not only parallel on the phrase level, but also on the 

morpho-lexical level: «common noun "message' + NS ».  Such an underlying pattern is 

directly observable in the Ugaritic tradition, and may be plausibly inferred for the 

address formulas in many Western peripheral traditions.  

 

1.4.2  By Corpus 

1.4.2.1  Ras Shamra Akkadian letters 

 The most important body of comparative evidence for the Ugaritic letters is the 

corpus of Akkadian letters found at the same site.   

 The recognition that in the Ras Shamra Akkadian corpus the correspondent of 

higher social status was generally mentioned prior to the correspondent of lower status 

seems to be a valid and useful rule of thumb.136  As above, in my discussion of the 

compositional patterns attested in the Ugaritic corpus, however, I have found it useful 

here to chart the distribution, not of two compositional patterns, that is, those of the 

« RS » order versus those of the « SR » order, but three.137  It will nevertheless be 

                                                

 136On this feature in the Akkadian letters from Ras Shamra, see J. Nougayrol, PRU 3 (1955) 2-
3; idem, Ugaritica 5 (1968) 66-67; Knutson, RSP 2 (1975) 199; and D. Arnaud, SMEA 30 (1992) 184.  

 137See above, section 1.2.6. 
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evident to the reader that these three compositional patterns discussed here translate 

easily into « RS » and « SR » classification, one of the three main patterns being 

« RS », and the other two « SR ».  The apparent insights to be gained by such a 

tripartite division of compositional patterns seem, to me, to justify this departure from 

the traditional discussion. 

 Furthermore, to facilitate the presentation of the evidence, I have organized the 

following survey of the Ras Shamra Akkadian address formulas by conceptual status: 

terminologically ASC, (terminologically UNMARKED but) contextually DESC, and 

terminologically HOR letters, in other words, those conceptual categories found to be of 

diagnostic importance for the classification and comprehension of the Ugaritic address 

formula.  It will be seen that such a presentation coincides more or less convincingly 

with the distribution of the three major compositional patterns.  

 The provisional corpus of Ras Shamra Akkadian letters that I have assembled 

contains 206 texts of an epistolary genre, of which forty-three are conceptually 

UNKNOWN,138 forty-eight conceptually UNMARKED,139 and one hundred fifteen 

explicitly marked in terms of conceptual status and model.  Among this latter group, 

                                                

 138RS 11.794, RS 11.834, RS 12.005, RS 15.018, RS 15.019, RS 15.124, RS 16.116, RS 17.390, 
RS 17.394+, RS 17.398, RS 17.429, RS 17.451, RS 17.456, RS 18.054, RS 18.057, RS 18.268, RS 18.281, 
RS 19.115, RS 20.[438], RS 20.095A, RS 20.130, RS 20.141A, RS 20.141B, RS 20.159, RS 20.189D, RS 
20.191, RS 20.196D, RS 20.200A, RS 20.214D, RS 20.225, RS 20.242, RS 20.244, RS 20.246, RS 
21.006C, RS 21.007C, RS 21.063F, RS 21.201, RS 26.158, RS 34.165, RS 34.180,13, RS 34.180,5, RS 
1980.387, and RS 88.2158.   

 139RS 4.449, RS 8.333, RS 12.033, RS 13.007bis, RS 15.011, RS 15.077, RS 16.003, RS 17.130, 
RS 17.132, RS 17.133, RS 17.239, RS 17.288, RS 17.289, RS 17.292, RS 17.385, RS 17.397B+, RS 
17.423, RS 19.050, RS 20.003, RS 20.013.1, RS 20.015, RS 20.017, RS 20.018, RS 20.021, RS 20.022, 
RS 20.023.1, RS 20.174A, RS 20.212, RS 20.216, RS 20.237, RS 20.239, RS 20.426,14+, RS 22.006, RS 
34.129, RS 34.136, RS 34.137, RS 34.138, RS 34.139, RS 34.143, RS 34.145, RS 34.146, RS 34.158, RS 
34.160, RS 86.2216, RS 86.2230, RS 88.2009, RS 88.2013, and RS [Varia 16].  
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fifty-four letters are conceptually ASC,140 at least forty-three and probably as many as 

fifty conceptually HOR,141 and at least eight and probably as many as ten letters are 

explicitly DESC in their use of REL terms.142  One letter which is conceptually mixed, 

both in terms of status and in terms of model, rounds out the corpus.143        

 

1.4.2.1.1  ASC LETTERS   

 Forty-six of the conceptually ascending letters are composed on the POW model 

(that is, are ASC POW).  The composition of the address formula may be more or less 

clearly perceived in thirty-four of these cases.144  At least twenty-five, and probably as 

many as twenty-eight of these thirty-four ASC POW letters show address formulas 

                                                

 140RS 1.[056], RS 1.[057], RS 15.014, RS 15.178, RS 16.112, RS 17.083, RS 17.143, RS 17.383, 
RS 17.391, RS 17.393, RS 17.422, RS 17.425, RS 17.455, RS 19.006, RS 19.070, RS 19.080, RS 20.016, 
RS 20.019, RS 20.023.2, RS 20.033, RS 20.150, RS 20.151, RS 20.162, RS 20.168, RS 20.178.2, RS 
20.182A+, RS 20.182D, RS 20.184, RS 20.200C, RS 20.219, RS 20.227.2, RS 20.238, RS 20.243, RS 
21.054B, RS 21.064, RS 25.138, RS 25.461, RS 32.204.1, RS 32.204.2, RS 34.135, RS 34.140, RS 
34.142, RS 34.150, RS 34.151, RS 34.152, RS 34.170, RS 34.171.1, RS 34.180,60, RS 88.2011, 
RS 92.2007, RS 92.2017.1, RS 92.2017.2, RS 92.2021, and CK 107.  

 141RS 6.198, RS 10.046, RS 11.723, RS 15.024+, RS 15.033, RS 15.063, RS 17.116, RS 17.142, 
RS 17.144, RS 17.148.2, RS 17.286, RS 17.315, RS 17.428 (probably HOR), RS 17.452, RS 18.089 
(probably HOR), RS 19.053, RS 20.013.2, RS 20.158, RS 20.172, RS 20.178.1, RS 20.182C (probably 
HOR), RS 20.194 (probably HOR), RS 20.200B, RS 20.227.1 (probably HOR), RS 20.232 (probably 
HOR), RS 20.248, RS 21.183, RS 34.134.1, RS 34.134.2, RS 34.141, RS 34.149, RS 34.153, RS 34.154 
(probably HOR), RS 34.161.1, RS 34.161.2, RS 34.163, RS 34.164, RS 34.167+, RS 34.173, RS 34.174, 
RS 34.180,17, RS 86.2212+, RS 86.2221+, RS 86.2232, RS 86.2236, RS 92.2006, RS 92.2017.3, RIH 
81/4, RS [Varia 25], and RS [Varia 26].  

 142RS 11.730, RS 16.111, RS 17.078, RS 17.148.1, RS 17.152, RS 17.247, RS 20.255A 
(probably DESC), RS 25.131, RS 34.133, and RS 34.155 (probably DESC).   

 143This is RS 34.171.2, which uses REL terminology of both HOR and ASC conceptual status, 
drawn from both the BIO and the POW models.   

 144The composition of the address formula is unknown in the following ASC POW letters: 
RS 1.[057], RS 15.014, RS 15.178, RS 20.182A+, RS 20.182D, RS 20.227.2, RS 20.243, RS 21.054B, RS 
34.140, RS 34.171.1, RS 92.2007, and RS 92.2021.  
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which follow the compositional pattern « ana ID REL qib≠-ma umma ID REL »,145 this 

being the precise equivalent in Akkadian of the Ugaritic pattern « l ID REL rgm t“m ID 

REL », typical of ASC POW letters.  Only six ASC POW letters show address formulas of 

a pattern other than this one.146   

 Of the five ASC BIO letters in which the composition of the address formula can 

be perceived,147 at least two and probably three follow the expected pattern « ana ID 

REL qib≠-ma umma ID REL ».148  The remaining two each show another pattern.149     

 The majority of the conceptually ASC letters in the RS Akkadian corpus present 

a compositional pattern corresponding to that of the Ugaritic ASC letters.150   

                                                

 145The pattern « ana ID REL qib≠-ma umma ID REL » is unambiguously present in twenty-five 
ASC POW letters: RS 16.112, RS 17.383, RS 17.391, RS 17.393, RS 17.422, RS 17.425, RS 17.455, RS 
19.006, RS 19.080, RS 20.016, RS 20.019, RS 20.023.2, RS 20.033, RS 20.162, RS 20.184, RS 20.200C, 
RS 20.219, RS 25.461, RS 32.204.1, RS 32.204.2, RS 34.135, RS 34.150, RS 34.151, RS 92.2017.1, and 
CK 107.  It is very probable in RS 1.[056], and the preserved portions of the address in RS 20.151 and 
RS 34.180,60 are consistent with this pattern.   

 146Two of these, RS 21.064 and RS 25.138, present address formulas of a very similar pattern, 
« ana ID REL qib≠-ma umma ID », in which the REL term is absent from the « S » component.  In 
RS 88.2011, the pattern is « ana ID qib≠-ma umma ID » (REL terms are absent from both components).  
These three letters nevertheless preserve the more general pattern familiar from the Ugaritic corpus: the 
order « RS ».  Two other letters, RS 34.142 and RS 34.152, display an address formula familiar from the 
Mesopotamian heartland, as S. Lackenbacher noted in her publication of the former, RSO 7 (1991) 101, 
n. 75, and quite unusual for the Western periphery.  Compare the similar patterns in the ASC POW letter 
published by R. D. Biggs, JCS 19 (1965) 95-102, and above all among the letters from Kassite Nippur, 
for which see H. Radau, Letters to Cassite Kings (1908) 32, pattern (b).  The reconstruction of the first 
line of RS 34.152 proposed by the editor in RSO 7 (1991) 85, n. 4, should be favored.  Finally, the 
address formula of RS 92.2017.2 lacks the « S » component: « ana ID REL qib≠-ma ».        

 147The composition of the address formula of RS 34.170 is unknown; that of RS 20.150 and RS 
20.178.2 reveals little more than the <RS> order of mention.   

 148RS 17.143 and RS 20.238 clearly show this pattern; it is probable in RS 20.168.  

 149RS 17.083 shows the <RS> order of mention: « ana ID REL qib≠-ma umma ID », but the <R> 
component lacks a REL term.  The pattern of RS 19.070, « umma ID ana  ID REL qib≠-ma », is directly 
comparable to the unexpected address formulas in the Ugaritic letters RS 15.008 and RS 17.139, and 
probably to be explained in the same way.  
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1.4.2.1.2  UNMARKED LETTERS   

 Of the forty-eight conceptually UNMARKED letters for which the structure of the 

address formula is more or less observable, all but two151 show a compositional pattern 

which is precisely parallel to that pattern found to be typical of UNMARKED letters in 

the Ugaritic corpus, namely, « t“m ID l ID rgm ».  By far the majority of these show the 

pattern « umma ID ana ID qib≠-ma »,152 but one, from the Hittite king, shows a 

different, but formally similar pattern.153  

                                                                                                                                           

 150At least twenty-seven and possibly as many as thirty-one out of thirty-nine letters in which 
the composition of the address formula is unambiguously or virtually clear show the pattern.    

 151These two are RS 4.449 and RS 20.021, which both present the compositional pattern « ana 
ID qib≠-ma umma ID ».  On the former, note the comments of D. Arnaud, SMEA 37 (1996) 51; and see 
the corpus of Alalakh letters, below.  It may also be worthwhile to compare the Ugaritic letter RS 1.018 
with these two.    

 152Forty-five letters show this pattern: RS 8.333, RS 12.033, RS 13.007bis, RS 15.011, 
RS 15.077, RS 16.003, RS 17.132, RS 17.133, RS 17.239, RS 17.288, RS 17.289, RS 17.292, RS 17.385, 
RS 17.397B+, RS 17.423, RS 19.050, RS 20.003, RS 20.013.1, RS 20.015, RS 20.017, RS 20.018, RS 
20.022, RS 20.023.1, RS 20.174A, RS 20.212 (very probably), RS 20.216, RS 20.237, RS 20.239, RS 
20.426,14+, RS 22.006, RS 34.129, RS 34.136, RS 34.137, RS 34.138, RS 34.139, RS 34.143, RS 34.145, 
RS 34.146, RS 34.158, RS 34.160, RS 86.2216, RS 86.2230, RS 88.2009, RS 88.2013, and RS [Varia 16].   

 153This is RS 17.130, « kunukku? ID ana ID qib≠-ma ».  The interpretation of the first three 
signs of RS 17.130 (and its duplicate RS 18.003, which has not been taken into consideration here) 
seems difficult to me.  The editor had read {abankunukku-ma}, that is, {NA4.KIfiIB-ma}, "the (stone) 
seal'.  A seal impression is present on the tablet, on the upper left corner of the recto, judging from the 
editor's copy.  On formal grounds, however, the (Akkadian) word kunukku, "seal' is unexpected in the 
<S> component: one expects a nominal phrase in which the identification of the sender (which is 
present here), is preceded by a word which clarifies the relationship between the sender and the 
epistolary text which follows.  In Ugaritic, this is more or less the equivalent of a label: t“m mlk, for 
example, which I would freely intrepret as "(the text which follows constitutes) the message of the king'.  
In the traditional Akkadian epistolary style, umma plays the same role: umma ßarri, "Thus the king' - 
umma is an anticipatory ""pro-form'' which refers to the entire message.  In RS 17.130, however, it is 
diffifcult to identify the message itself as a kunukku, "(stone) seal'. 
 Further complicating the problem is the fact that, on the epigraphic level, {KIfiIB} "seal', {UM} 
(as in {um-ma}, "thus'), and {DUB} "tablet' are difficult to distinguish from one another; and had the 
determinative {NA4} not been present, the editor would surely not have hesitated to transcribe {um-
ma}.   
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 Also as in the Ugaritic corpus, despite the explicit absence of REL terminology 

from these letters, the nature of the social relationship between the sender and the 

recipient can nevertheless occasionally be inferred on the basis of contextual 

knowledge.  This permits the identification of the ""contextual'' status of at least twenty-

two, and possibly as many as thirty-one of these unmarked letters.  Where contextual 

factors allow a plausible identification, all of these seem to be socially descending.154  

                                                

 154Among the corpus of terminologically UNMARKED letters, I believe the following twenty-
four letters may be safely assumed to derive from a ""contextually descending'' social situation: RS 8.333 
(from {LUGAL KUR-kar-ga-m[is]} to {ma-[m]is-tam-ri LUGAL KUR-ú-[g]a-ri-it}); RS 12.033 (from 
{[LUGA]¯L?˘ - ma} to {fßar-e-li GAfiAN KUR ú-[g]a-r[i-it]}), RS 13.007bis (from {LUGA[L-r]i-ma} to 
{mam-m[u]-ra-bi LUGAL KUR-ú-ga-ri[-it]}); RS 16.003 (from {LUGAL KUR kar-ga-[mi]s} to {ma-
mis-tam-ri LUGAL KUR ú-ga-ri-it}); RS 17.130 (from {mta-ba-ar-na m”a-at-tu-ßi-li LUGAL GAL 
LUGAL KUR ”a-at-ti} to {mníq-mu-pa}); RS 17.132 (from {dUTU-ßi LUGAL GAL} to {mni-iq-ma-an-
da}); RS 17.133 (from {dUTU-ßi-ma} to {ma-mis-tam-ri}); RS 17.289 (from {LUGAL KUR kar-ga-
mis} to {mi-bi-ra-ni LUGAL KUR ú-ga-ri-it}); RS 17.292 (from {LUGAL KUR kar-ga-mis} to {mi-bi-
ra-na LUGAL KUR ú-ga-ri-it}); RS 17.385 (from {LUGAL KUR k[ar-g]a-mis} to {mi-bi-ra-ni LUGAL 
KUR ú-ga-ri-it}); RS 17.423 (from {LUGAL-ma} to {mi-bi-ra-ni LUGAL KUR ú-ga-ri-it}); RS 
20.013.1 (from {MÍ.LUGAL-m[a]} to {mia-an-”a-[m]u}); RS 20.022 (from {LUGAL KUR kar-[g]a-
mis} to {ma-mis-tam-ri LUGAL KUR ú-[g]a-ri-it}); RS 20.174A. (from {LUGAL-ma} to {LUGAL 
KUR ú-ga-ri-it}); RS 20.216 (from {LU[GA]L-ma} to {LUGAL KUR ú-ga-ri-it}); RS 20.237 (from 
{LUGAL-m[a?]} to {LUGAL KUR ú-ga-ri-it}); RS 34.129 (from {dUTU-ßi-m[a] LUGAL  GAL - ú} to 
{LÚ sà-ki-in-ni}); RS 34.136 (from {LUGAL-ma} to {LUGAL KUR ú-ga-rít}); RS 34.138 (from 
{LUGAL KUR kar-g[a-mis]} to {LUGAL KUR ú-ga-r¯i-i˘t}); RS 34.143 (from {LUGAL-ma} to 
{LUGAL KUR ú-ga-ri-it}); RS 34.145 (from {LUGAL-ma} to {MÍ.LUGAL KUR u-ga-¯ri˘-it}); 
RS 86.2216 (from {LUGAL-ma} to {LUGAL KUR ú-ga-ri-it}; RS 88.2013 (from {LUGAL-ma} to 
{mam-mu-ra-pí ¯LUGAL˘ KUR ú-ga-ri-it}; and RS [Varia 16] (from {LUGAL - ma} to {mam-mu-ra-pi 
L[UG]AL KUR ú-ga-rít}.   
 It seems reasonable to include the following six letters here as well: RS 17.288, from {LUGAL 
KUR URU u[ß-na-ti(?)]} to {LÚ fiÁ.KÍN <KUR?>-ti ßa(?) KU[R-u-ga-ri-it(?) ]}; RS 17.397B+, from 
{mdIM.DI.KUD (2) [LUGA]L URU am?-qí } to {mdU-za-DUGUD (4) LÚ.fiÁ.[KÍ]N ßa KUR URU-u-
ga-[ri-it] }; RS 20.017, from {LUGAL KUR [u]ß?[-na-ti?] } to {mia-ab-n[i-]n[i] }; RS 34.137, from 
{LUGAL KUR PÚ.MEfi-ti} to {mLÚ.fiÁ.KÍN KUR u-ga-ri-[i]t}; RS 34.146, from {LUGAL KUR kín-
za} to {mu¯z-z˘e-e-na LÚ ßá-kín KUR u-ga-ri-it}; and RS 34.158, from {LUGAL KUR URU ¯uß˘-na-ti} 
to {muz-zi-ni}.   
 Finally, three letters from individuals bearing the title {DUMU LUGAL} to various Ugaritians, 
including the king, probably belong here as well: RS 15.077, from {ma-li-”e-eß-[n]i DUMU LUGAL} to 
{LUGAL KUR ú-ga-ri-it}; RS 20.003, from {mßu-kúr-dIM-ub DUMU LUGAL} to {mam-mis-tam-ri (3) 
LUGAL URU ú-ga-ri-it}; and RS 22.006, from {múr-”a-e [DUMU?] LU[GA]L?} to {mia-ab-ni}.  Note 
that {DUMU LUGAL} is an ID term, not a REL term; it does not describe a relationship between the 
sender and the recipient, but between the sender and ""the king'' (this would be, I suppose, the Hittite 
monarch or the king of Carchemish).   
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This, too, parallels the Ugaritic corpus.  Socially descending situations favor not only 

the explicit absence of REL terminology, but also a compositional pattern of the order 

« SR »; that is, « umma ID ana ID qib≠-ma ».    

 

1.4.2.1.3  HOR LETTERS  

 The composition of the address formula of forty-two conceptually HOR letters is 

perceptible with clarity.155  Of these, the vast majority shows a single compositional 

pattern, « umma ID ana ID REL qib≠-ma »,156 which corresponds precisely to the pattern 

most typical of HOR letters in the Ugaritic corpus, « t“m ID l ID REL rgm ».  A second 

pattern is represented by no less than six letters: « ana ID REL qib≠-ma umma ID 

REL »,157 which likewise corresponds to the second most frequent pattern in the 

Ugaritic corpus, « l ID REL rgm t“m ID REL ».  Four other compositional patterns are 

represented among the six HOR letters which remain.158   

                                                

 155The address is missing from six HOR letters: RS 17.116, RS 20.182C, RS 20.194, RS 
20.227.1, RS 34.174, and RIH 81/4.   

 156This pattern is certain or very probable in thirty-one letters.  Twenty-four of these are 
certain: RS 15.033, RS 15.063, RS 17.142, RS 17.144, RS 17.148.2, RS 17.286, RS 17.428, RS 18.089, 
RS 20.013.2, RS 20.158, RS 20.172, RS 20.178.1, RS 34.134.1, RS 34.134.2, RS 34.141, RS 34.149, RS 
34.153, RS 34.161.1, RS 34.161.2, RS 34.173, RS 86.2212+, RS 92.2006, and RS 92.2017.3.  The pattern 
is almost certain in RS 20.200B, and very probable in RS 11.723, RS 15.024+, RS 17.452, RS 21.183, 
and RS 86.2232.  Finally, RS 19.053 represents a special variant of this pattern: « umma ID ana ID REL 
ID qib≠-ma »; that is, the <R> component is not simply ID REL as expected, but ID REL ID.    

 157RS 10.046, RS 17.315, RS 20.248, RS 34.164, RS 34.167+, and RS [Varia 26].   

 158At least two, and probably three letters contain the pattern « ana ID qib≠-ma umma ID »: RS 
20.232 and RS 34.163 are certain.  RS [Varia 25] also appears to have been structured on this pattern, 
though its superficial appearance is distorted by an apparent scribal lapse: « ana ID umma ID qib≠-ma ».  
Regarding the pattern « ana ID qib≠-ma umma ID », compare RS 1.018 in the Ugaritic corpus.     
 The pattern « umma ID REL ana ID REL qib≠-ma » is represented by two letters (RS 6.198 and 
probably RS 86.2236), and the formally similar pattern « umma ID REL ana ID qib≠-ma » by another 
(RS 34.154).  The Ugaritic letter RS 18.147 may be comparable with one or the other of these patterns.   
 Finally, RS 34.180,17 appears to present yet another pattern, « ana ID umma [?] », in which the 
element qib≠-ma is absent.   
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1.4.2.1.4  OTHER CONCEPTUAL CATEGORIES AND PATTERNS  

 The corpus of the Ras Shamra Akkadian letters is distinguished from the 

Ugaritic corpus by, among others factors, the presence of a fair number of letters 

which are unambiguously DESC BIO in terms of their conceptual classification.159  

There are at least eight such letters in which the composition of the address formula is 

clear,160 and all share one and the same compositional pattern: « umma ID ana ID REL 

qib≠-ma »,161 the very pattern found to be most typical of HOR BIO letters in this corpus 

and the Ugaritic corpus.   

 The regular distribution of this pattern in DESC BIO letters is not without 

implications.  In the first place, the pattern « umma ID ana ID qib≠-ma », discussed 

above as being typical of terminologically UNMARKED but ""contextually'' descending 

letters, may perhaps be better imagined as appropriate not for descending social 

situations in general, but specifically for those descending social situations in which 

the distance between the sender and recipient is fairly great, that is, in which the social 

relationship would be more accurately characterized by the POW model than the BIO 

model.  In other words, the pattern « umma ID ana ID qib≠-ma » seems more 

appropriate when, for example, a ""lord'', {EN}, addresses his ""servant'', {ÌR}.162  

                                                

 159The Ugaritic corpus contains only one letter which is DESC BIO, RS 18.147. 

 160The address formula of RS 20.155A is missing.  

 161These are RS 11.730, RS 16.111, RS 17.078, RS 17.148.1, RS 17.152, RS 17.247, RS 
25.131, and RS 34.133.   

 162Because in such situations REL terms were omitted altogether, the grounds for the 
identification of such letters are indirect, based on contextual factors (""contextually descending'' letters, 
discussed above), distributional factors (the complete or virtual absence of explicitly DESC POW 
letters), and reasons of symmetry (a comparison of those letters in which the correspondents are the 
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Secondly, given the presence of two main patterns among conceptually HOR letters, 

and the possibility that the use of one or the other was conditioned by the relative 

social position of the sender with respect to the recipient, it appears plausible that the 

pattern « umma ID ana ID REL qib≠-ma » may be conceived as appropriate for 

expressing social relationships which are contextually ""descending'', thus the 

placement of the « S » component prior to the « R » component, but in which the social 

distance separating the sender and recipient is not so great as to require the complete 

omission of REL terms.       

 Finally, two other letters, despite the fact that their conceptual classification or 

their compositional pattern is atypical, are more or less consistent with the 

distributional patterns discussed above.163     

 

1.4.2.1.5  SUMMARY: THE ADDRESS IN RS AKKADIAN LETTERS  

 Unlike the Ugaritic corpus, the Akkadian letters from Ras Shamra derive not 

only from domestic correspondence, but also encompass a large amount of 

                                                                                                                                           
same, conceptually ASC POW when party X writes to party Y, but UNMARKED when party Y writes to 
party X).      

 163RS 34.155 is probably best described as terminologically UNMARKED but contextually 
descending: the pattern of its address formula is difficult, but apparently « umma ID ana ID qib≠-ma ».  
The editor read the <S> component in line 1 as {¯um-ma˘ mta-pá-≥a-e ¯DUMU LUGAL? EN?-ka˘}.  
Although {¯EN?-ka˘}, "your lord', is indeed a REL phrase, it appears to describe not the relationship 
between the sender and the recipient, but rather that between a third party, ""the King'', {LUGAL}, of 
whom the sender is the son, and the recipient.  As such it does not fit the definition of REL phrase used 
here.  Thus, I prefer to interpret {¯DUMU LUGAL? EN?-ka˘} as one long and complex ID phrase, the 
elements {LUGAL?}  and {EN?-ka˘} being in apposition, and functioning to specify further the 
individual identity of the sender.  If this analysis be legitimate, the form presented in the address 
formula here is typical for the conceptual category represented, that of terminologically UNMARKED 
letters. 
 RS 34.171.2 is conceptually MIXED: both the POW and BIO models appear, and terms 
appropriate for both ASC and HOR conceptual status.  The form of the address follows the pattern « ana 
ID REL qib≠-ma umma ID REL », the pattern typical of conceptually ASC letters.   
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international correspondence sent from, and presumably composed in Anatolia, 

Cyprus, and other sites in coastal and inland Syria.      

 It is evident from the above survey that for the most part, this group of letters 

follows the same pattern of composition and distribution for the address formula as did 

the Ugaritic letters.  The necessary conclusion is that, with respect to the address 

formula, Ugaritic epistolary style resembled that generally in use by the scribes, not 

merely of Ugarit, but of contemporary Hittite Anatolia, Cyprus, Carchemish, and the 

cities of the Levantine coast.   

 Not all address formulas represented in the Ras Shamra Akkadian corpus, 

however, employ patterns typical of the Ugaritic corpus.  Judging from the allusion to 

{KUR ma-ri}, "the land of Mari', in the benediction formula of RS 34.142, one of these 

""variant'' patterns, which is also attested in RS 34.152 and is current in Kassite 

Babylonia, represents a usage practiced along the Euphrates, but to the south and east 

of Emar.          

 

1.4.2.2  Akkadian letters from Tell Meskene 

 The corpus of epistolary texts from Tell Meskene is much smaller than the 

Ugaritic and Ras Shamra Akkadian corpora, numbering, at most, thirty texts.  

Seventeen of these are explicitly ASC in terms of their conceptual terminology, and the 

majority of these display address formulas which present the compositional pattern 

« ana ID REL qib≠-ma umma ID REL », that is, the pattern found to be typical of 

conceptually ascending letters in the Ugaritic and Akkadian corpora from Ras Shamra.  
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At least nine letters certainly present this pattern,164 and it is very probable in two 

others.165  The composition of three other letters may be represented as « ana REL 

qib≠-ma umma ID REL »,166 a pattern which I consider to be a variant of the standard 

pattern: it presents the « RS » order of mention, contains REL terms for both elements, 

and differs only in lacking the ID element of the « R » component.  Three conceptually 

ascending letters remain which present different compositional patterns.167  All 

seventeen of these letters incorporate ASC conceptual terminology drawn on the POW 

model: sixteen are exclusively ASC POW, and one ASC MIXED.168   

 Of the seven conceptually UNMARKED letters for which the composition of the 

address formula is observable, the majority unambiguously present the pattern « umma 

ID ana ID qib≠-ma »,169 that is, the pattern found to be standard for UNMARKED letters 

in the Ras Shamra corpora.  Furthermore, at least two of these four contain contextual 

clues that the social relationship between the sender and the recipient was of a 

                                                

 164These are Msk 7441.1, Msk 7442, Msk 7445, Msk 7452.1, Msk 7497.1, and Msk 74102c, 
recovered in regular excavations; and ME 53.1, ME 54, and ME 127, presumably found at Meskene. 

 165Msk 7454 and Msk 7498d. 

 166This pattern is certainly present in Msk 7451.1 and Msk 7472, and very probably in 
Msk 74270.   

 167The pattern of the address formula in Msk 7451.2 is « ana ID REL qib≠-ma umma ID » (it 
differs from the standard pattern in lacking the REL term in the <S> component); and that of Msk 7474+ 
is « ana ID qib≠-ma umma ID [REL?] » (it lacks the REL term in the <R> component).  Whether or not 
Msk 7452.3 represents a genuinely separate letter is a valid question; in any case, its ""address formula'' 
is unique: {(25) INIM md30-a-bu}, that is « awªt ID » (?); compare Msk 7441:30.  
 Despite the compositional distinctiveness of two of these, Msk 7451.2 and Msk 7452.3, note 
that other letters on these same tablets bear ""standard'' patterns.  Although one hesitates to allow too 
great of interpretive importance to variants in such a small sampling, it would seem the Emar scribes, at 
least in some circumstances, enjoyed a certain amount of flexibility in the composition of address 
formulas.   

 168Msk 74102c incorporates ASC terminology from both models.   

 169These are four in number: Msk 7437, Msk 7461, ME 53.2, and ME 57.   
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descending nature.170  The remaining UNMARKED letters show a diversity of 

compositional patterns.171  One Hittite letter found at Tell Meskene also must be 

mentioned here: it is terminologically unmarked, but must be considered ""contextually 

descending'', and shows the pattern  « UM-MA ID A-NA ID QÍ-BÍ-MA ».172 

 Only one explicitly horizontal letter is to be found among the letters in the 

Emar corpus; and this, RE 83, is not from regular excavations at Tell Meskene.173  

Nevertheless, the pattern of composition in its address formula is the same as that 

found to be typical of hor letters in the Ras Shamra corpora: « umma ID ana ID REL 

qib≠-ma ».   

 Two Meskene letters are explicitly descending; both are conceived on the BIO 

model.  The address of one, Msk 7451.4, seems to present the equivalent of the pattern 

                                                

 170Msk 7437 is from {LÚ.UGULA.KALAM.MA} to two named individuals, {ma-gi5-ia} and 
{md30-GAL}; and ME 57 is from {LUGAL-ma} to {mma-di-dKUR}.  Msk 7461, from {ma-gal9-dUTU 
LÚ x [(x)]} to {mZU-ba-la}, may belong here as well, if the sign following {LÚ} may be read 
{¯UGULA˘.¯x˘[ … ]}, which seems at least possible judging from the editor's copy.  The contextually 
descending status of ME 53.2 is not obvious from the ID elements of the address; but the direct 
imperative in the body and the absence of a <pros> formula are consistent with such a classification.       

 171The pattern of the address formula in Msk 7452.2 is « umma ID »; the <R> component is 
omitted, apparently being understood from context, the sender being one of the two senders of the first 
letter, and the recipients apparently remaining the same.  In this sense, this letter represents a special 
case, and is not like other ""piggy-back'' letters, in which either the sender or the recipient are entirely 
different.   
 The address formula of Msk 73280 is « ana ID umma ID »; this letter is not only formally 
atypical, but also orthographically ({um-ma-a} instead of {um-ma}) and stylistically (new ""paragraphs'' 
are preceded by the word umma, for example, and not anumma or en¨ma, etc.).  
 Finally, it is unsure if the genre of Msk 7441.2 should even be qualified as epistolary in the 
normal sense: it appears rather to report (to the recipient of the first letter) the correspondance of a third 
person by means of the formula {(30) a-wa-at mut-ri-it-te a-na pa-ni-<ia?>}.  It may not be legitimate 
to consider this as an address formula in the same sense as the term is used elsewhere.       

 172A transcription of Msk 73.1097 is provided by A. Hagenbuchner, Die Korrespondenz der 
Hethiter 2 (1989) 40-41.     

 173RE 83 was not recovered in controlled excavations at the site; its provenence is therefore 
conjectural.  
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« umma ID ana ID REL qib≠-ma », this same pattern being frequent among the RS 

Akkadian letters of explicitly DESC BIO conceptual status; it is also the pattern typically 

found in terminologically HOR BIO letters, in the Ugaritic, RS Akkadian, and Meskene 

corpora.  The address of the other, Msk 7497.2, follows the pattern « ana ID REL qib≠-

ma umma ID ».174 

 Finally, Msk 7451.3 appears to be a special case.  The sender apparently 

qualifies the multiple recipients of the letter as {DAM.MEfi-ia}, "my wives (?).'175  

Such a REL term is, to my knowledge, as yet unattested as such in the RS epistolary 

corpora.  Its conceptual status is difficult to determine; one hesitates between DESC 

and HOR.  In any case, the pattern in the address may probably be schematized as 

« ana ID REL qib≠-ma umma ID ».176 

 Although the epistolary corpus from Meskene is small, by and large the 

compositional patterns used in the address formulas are consistent with those found in 

the Ugaritic and Ras Shamra Akkadian letters.   

 

1.4.2.3  Akkadian and Hittite letters from the Hittite Realm 

 Due to the large mass of data involved and to my limited competence in 

Sumero-Akkadian epigraphy, I have not explored the epistolary corpora of Bo∆azköy 

and Ma� at-Höyük with the same thoroughness as those of Ras Shamra.  My intention 

                                                

 174Compare RS 17.083 (ASC BIO).   

 175The editor interpreted {MEfi} here as ""un marquer d'idéogramme, non un véritable pluriel'' 
(D. Arnaud, Emar 6:3 [1986] 263), which may be preferable to the interpretation offered here.  As 
another alternative, is it epigraphically possible to read {NIN.MEfi-ia} instead of {DAM.MEfi-ia} in 
line 30 (see the copy, Emar 6:1 [1985] 191)?  In RS corpus at least, {NIN} appears frequently as the 
feminine equivalent of {fiEfi}, that is, a”ªtu (Ug. ±”t), a HOR term.  

 176See Msk 7497.2 above (also conceptually descending); and compare RS 17.083 (ASC BIO). 
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here is to provide a broad overview of the address formulas in the letters from Hittite 

Anatolia, in order to determine whether here, as in the Ras Shamra corpora, there was 

an observable connection between the three compositional patterns discussed above 

and the three conceptual categories found to be linked to them.       

 

1.4.2.3.1  HITTITE LETTERS FROM MA � AT-HÖYÜK 

 Of the thirteen conceptually ascending letters in the Ma� at corpus that I have 

examined,177 as many as eleven certainly or probably show the compositional pattern 

« A-NA ID REL QÍ-BÍ-MA UM-MA ID REL »,178 that is, the same pattern as that found 

to be typical of conceptually ascending letters in the Ugaritic corpus.179  The other two 

                                                

 177These are HKM 17.2, HKM 27.3, HKM 29.2, HKM 36.2, HKM 46, HKM 47, HKM 48, 
HKM 49, HKM 51, HKM 52.2, HKM 60.2, HKM 62.2, and HKM 81.1.   

 178Note that the letters of the Ma � at corpus regularly use the ""Old Babylonian'' writing of the 
Akkadian imperative qib≠-ma, {QÍ-BÍ-MA}.  The letters from Bo∆azköy, Hittite and Akkadian alike, 
show this spelling as well as the more typical spelling for the Late Bronze western periphery: {qí-bi-
ma}.      

 179These are HKM 17.2 (possibly), HKM 27.3, HKM 29.2, HKM 36.2, HKM 46, HKM 47, 
HKM 48, HKM 49 (possibly), HKM 52.2, HKM 62.2, and HKM 81.1.  The compositional pattern of 
HKM 17.2, if it belongs here, is « A-NA ID [REL] QÍ-BÍ-MA UM-MA ID REL »; is it possible to restore 
the REL phrase in the <R> component at the end of line 38 (even on the edge) or at the beginning of 
line 39?  HKM 49, if it belongs here, is « A-NA ID REL QÍ-BÍ-MA UM-MA ID [REL] »; is it possible to 
restore the REL phrase in the <S> component at the end of line 3 (even on the edge)?  The structural 
interpretation of several of these address formulas is slightly deceptive: note that when the title {BE-LÍ} 
or {BE-LI} is employed without a following pronoun (as in HKM 27.3, HKM 29.2, HKM 52.2, HKM 
62.2, and HKM 81.1), it is an ID phrase, not a REL phrase.  All REL phrases must, by definition, contain 
not only (1) a REL term (such as {BE-LÍ}), but also (2) a pronominal suffix referring to the sender or 
recipient, which clarifies the nature of the relation between the two.  If the pronominal suffix is absent, 
{BE-LÍ}, "the lord' is simply a title, like {LUGAL}, "the king', and therefore an ID term.  Finally, several 
of these address formulas contain a conceptually explicit REL phrase not encountered in the other 
corpora: {MA‡-RI-IA} (HKM 27.3, HKM 36.2, and HKM 52.2) or {MA-A‡-RI-IA} (HKM 29.2).  It 
seems evident that this term is an ascending term; but I do not know if it is drawn from the BIO or POW 
model.  Etymologically, one would think the POW model ("my ""front'' ', that is "my superior'), but usage 
may differ from etymology.      
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ASC letters display atypical patterns.180  These ascending letters are mostly ASC 

POW,181 but also ASC BIO182 and ASC MIXED183 in terms of their conceptual 

classification.    

 The Ma� at corpus contains at least forty-four conceptually UNMARKED 

letters.184  Where the composition of the address formula may be unambiguously 

determined, all of these show the compositional pattern « UM-MA ID A-NA ID QÍ-BÍ-

MA  », that is, the same pattern as that found to be typical of conceptually UNMARKED 

letters in the Ugaritic corpus.  A great majority of these are from {dUTU-fiI}, "the Sun  

                                                

 180The address formula of HKM 51 lacks the <R> component; its structure is « UM-MA ID ».  
The address of HKM 60.2 lacks the <S> component (presumably the sender of the second letter is the 
same as in the first); its structure corresponds to « A-NA ID REL QÍ-BÍ-MA ».   

 181Six ASC POW letters certainly or probably display the ""standard'' pattern, « A-NA ID REL 
QÍ-BÍ-MA UM-MA ID REL »: HKM 17.2 (probably), HKM 27.3 (ASC POW terminology + {MA‡-RI-
IA}), HKM 46, HKM 47, HKM 48, and HKM 49 (probably).  A seventh ASC POW letter, HKM 51, is 
ASC POW, but displays the pattern « UM-MA ID » (the <R> component is omitted).   

 182Three ASC BIO letters show the ""standard'' pattern, « A-NA ID REL QÍ-BÍ-MA UM-MA ID 
REL »: HKM 29.2 (ASC BIO terminology + {MA-A‡-RI-IA}), HKM 36.2 (ASC BIO terminology + 
{MA‡-RI-IA}), and HKM 62.2.  A fourth ASC BIO letter, HKM 60.2, contains the pattern « A-NA ID 
REL QÍ-BÍ-MA » (the <S> component is omitted). 

 183HKM 52.2 and HKM 81.1 contain ASC terminology drawn from both models (the former 
also includes the asc term {MA‡-RI-IA}).  

 184HKM 1, HKM 2.1, HKM 3.1, HKM 4, HKM 5, HKM 6, HKM 7, HKM 8, HKM 9, HKM 
10.1, HKM 11, HKM 12, HKM 13, HKM 14, HKM 15, HKM 16, HKM 17, HKM 18.1, HKM 19.1, HKM 
20, HKM 21, HKM 22, HKM 23, HKM 24.1, HKM 25, HKM 26, HKM 27.1, HKM 30.1, HKM 31.1, 
HKM 32, HKM 34, HKM 36.1 (probably), HKM 37.1 (probably), HKM 38, HKM 39.2, HKM 53.1, 
HKM 54, HKM 59, HKM 60.1, HKM 62.1 (very probably unmarked), HKM 68, HKM 71.1, HKM 72.1, 
and HKM 73.1.  
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god',185 that is, the Hittite monarch, to various subordinates,186 and may thus be 

qualified as ""contextually descending'' despite their terminologically UNMARKED 

status.187    

 I have isolated thirty-two letters in the Ma� at corpus which are certainly or 

very probably conceptually horizontal.188  All of these employ the BIO model.189  This 

                                                

 185Several factors suggest that the writing {DINGIR UTU fiI} in western peripheral texts ought 
to be interpreted as the divinized common noun ßamßu, "sun', in the genitive case; and not as this same 
noun in the nominative case and bearing a 1st person singular pronominal suffix: *ßamßî, *"my divine 
sun': first of all (1) the pervasiveness of the writing {dUTU-ßi} in genitive contexts (after prepositions, 
for example); but also (2) the tendancy of western peripheral scribes to put the noun phrase which 
follows umma in the genitive (see Marcus, JCS 2 (1948) 223-224) and not the nominative; (3) the 
presence of the writing {dUTU-ßu} in a nominative context in some texts; and (4) the presence of a 
genuine writing corresponding to "my divine sun' in a genitive context: {dUTU-ßi-ia} as in certain letters 
from Byblos in the Amarna corpus.  The ""function'' of the syllabic sign {ßi} would rather appear to be to 
clarify the identity of the particular ""sun-god'' in question; that is {dUTU-ßi} indicates the word is ßamßi.       

 186The following thirty-four letters certainly or probably have the structure « UM-MA dUTU-
fiI(-MA) A-NA PN(N) QÍ-BÍ-MA | ( ... body ...) ... »: HKM 1, HKM 2.1, HKM 3.1, HKM 4, HKM 5, 
HKM 6, HKM 7, HKM 8, HKM 9, HKM 10.1, HKM 11, HKM 12, HKM 13, HKM 14, HKM 15, HKM 
16, HKM 17, HKM 18.1, HKM 19.1, HKM 20, HKM 21, HKM 22, HKM 23, HKM 24.1, HKM 25, HKM 
26, HKM 27.1, HKM 30.1, HKM 31.1, HKM 32, HKM 34, HKM 36.1 (probably), HKM 37.1 
(probably), HKM 38.   

 187As many as four other UNMARKED letters, in addition to the thirty-four letters from {dUTU-
fiI}, might also have been qualified as contextually descending situations: HKM 68, from 
{UGULA.NIGIR.ERÍN. MEfi} to {mpal-la-an-na} and {mza-ar-tum-ma-an-ni }; HKM 71.1, from {GAL 
LÚ.MEfi-iß} to {mka-aß-ßu-ú}; HKM 72.1, from {GAL DUB.SAR} to {mga-aß-ßu-ú}; and HKM 73.1, 
from {GAL DUB.SAR.GIfi} to {mga-aß-ßu-ú}.  Note, however, HKM 70, which contains the same 
correspondents as HKM 71.1 (above), and in which the conceptual status is not UNMARKED: the sender 
characterizes the recipient as {fiEfi-IA}, "my brother'.  The address formula of HKM 70 follows the 
pattern « UM-MA IDA-NA ID REL QÍ-BÍ-MA  ».      

 188ABoT 65, HKM 2.2, HKM 3.2, HKM 10.2, HKM 17.3, HKM 19.2, HKM 21.2, HKM 22.2, 
HKM 27.2, HKM 28.2, HKM 30.2, HKM 31.2, HKM 33.2, HKM 36.3, HKM 37.2, HKM 52.1, HKM 
53.2, HKM 56.1, HKM 57, HKM 58.1, HKM 58.2, HKM 63, HKM 64, HKM 65.2, HKM 66, HKM 70, 
HKM 71.2, HKM 73.2, HKM 81.2, HKM 82.2, HKM 84.2 (probably HOR), and HKM 95.2.   

 189In fact, it is standard usage when writing to one's ""brother'' to characterize him as 
{fiEfi.DÙG.GA-IA}, literally "my good brother'.  Only rarely does the phrase {fiEfi-IA}, without the 
attribute for ""good'', appear (HKM 30.2, HKM 56.1, and HKM 70).  In referring to himself, however, the 
sender regularly omits {DÙG.GA} from the formulation; in other words, in the <S> component, REL 
phrases like {fiEfi-KA-MA} are typical.   
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group of letters presents only two compositional patterns for the address, where the 

state of preservation allows a determination to be made.190  The more common pattern 

is « UM-MA ID A-NA ID REL QÍ-BÍ-MA  »,191 that is, the equivalent of that 

compositional pattern found to be most frequent in conceptually horizontal letters in 

the Ugaritic corpus.  Slightly less frequent is « A-NA ID REL QÍ-BÍ-MA UM-MA ID 

REL »,192 that is, the equivalent of that pattern found to be second in frequency only to 

the pattern just mentioned for conceptually horizontal letters in the Ugaritic corpus, as 

well as standard for conceptually ascending letters.    

 Finally, three Ma� at letters are explicitly descending with respect to conceptual 

terminology.193  All show one and the same compositional pattern in the address: 

« UM-MA ID A-NA ID REL QÍ-BÍ-MA  », that is, the pattern described above as most 

typical in conceptually horizontal letters.   

 It seems evident that the scribes responsible for the Ma� at letters shared with 

the Ugaritic scribes not only the same inventory of compositional patterns for the 

address formula, but also the same distributions for these patterns.  The implications 

for these parallels are explored below in section 5.  

 

                                                

 190The address formula has not been preserved in HKM 36.3 and HKM 37.2.  

 191The pattern « UM-MA IDA-NA ID REL QÍ-BÍ-MA  » is certainly or probably present in 
twenty letters: ABoT 65, HKM 19.2, HKM 21.2, HKM 22.2, HKM 27.2, HKM 28.2 (probably), HKM 
31.2, HKM 33.2 (possibly), HKM 52.1, HKM 53.2, HKM 57, HKM 58.1, HKM 63, HKM 65.2, HKM 66 
(possibly), HKM 70, HKM 71.2, HKM 81.2, HKM 82.2 (probably), and HKM 84.2 (possibly).  

 192The pattern « A-NA ID REL QÍ-BÍ-MA UM-MA ID REL » is certainly or probably present in 
ten letters: HKM 2.2, HKM 3.2, HKM 10.2, HKM 17.3 (probably), HKM 30.2, HKM 56.1, HKM 58.2, 
HKM 64, HKM 73.2, and HKM 95.2.   

 193These are HKM 18.2, HKM 56.2, and HKM 65.1.  In the first two of these, the sender 
characterizes the recipient as {DUMU.DÙG.GA-IA}, "my good son'; the third omits the attribute: 
{DUMU-IA}.    
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1.4.2.3.2  HITTITE LETTERS FROM BO∆AZKÖY 

 A fairly large corpus of Hittite letters from Bo∆azköy is available for study.  

The majority of these were published thirty years ago in KBo 18,194 but several other 

volumes also contain such texts.195  A very convenient collection of these letters, in 

transcription and translation, is provided in the second volume of A. Hagenbuchner's 

1989 monograph, Die Korrespondenz der Hethiter, to which the reader is referred for 

further information and discussion.   

 Conceptually ASC POW letters may be found for the most part in chapters 15-17 

of Hagenbuchner's book,196 with a few appearing earlier in ch. 13.197  I have glanced 

at a total of forty-two such ASC POW letters.  The composition of the address formula in 

twenty-four of these certainly or probably follows the pattern « A-NA ID REL QÍ-BÍ-

MA UM-MA ID REL »,198 that is, the pattern found to be typical of ASC POW letters 

(and ASC letters generally) in the Ugaritic corpus.  The address formulas in another 

sixteen letters are not preserved in their entirety, but are nevertheless entirely 

                                                

 194H. G. Güterbock, KBo 18 (1971).   

 195Hittite letters may also be found in H. H. Figulla and E. F. Weidner, KBo 1 (1916); 
H. Otten, KBo 8 (1955); idem, KBo 9 (1957); idem, KBo 13 (1967); H. Otten and C. Rüster, KBo 31 
(2000); H. Berman and H. Klengel, KUB 48 (1977); and A. Archi, KUB 57 (1977).  See also the 
information assembled in E. Laroche, Catalogue des textes hittites (1971) 21-27, and especially the 
concordance in the frontmatter of A. Hagenbuchner, Die Korrespondenz der Hethiter 2 (1989) xxxii-
xliv; both of these sources list both the letters in Hittite and those in Akkadian, those from Bo∆azköy and 
those from other sites.   

 196Hagenbuchner, Die Korrespondenz der Hethiter 2 (1989) 46-162.  

 197Ibid., pp. 1-34: KBo 13.062, KBo 18.045, KBo 18.047, KUB 19.023, and KUB 57.123 are 
conceptually ASC POW. 

 198KBo 8.018, KBo 9.081, KBo 9.084, KBo 15.028, KBo 18.001.2, KBo 18.011, KBo 18.012.2, 
KBo 18.014, KBo 18.015, KBo 18.037.2, KBo 18.045, KBo 18.047, KBo 18.050, KBo 18.054, KBo 
18.054.2, KBo 18.059, KBo 18.060, KBo 18.065, KBo 18.095, KBo 18.132, KUB 19.023, KUB 57.001, 
KUB 57.123, and Mélanges Laroche 3.1.   
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consistent, inasmuch as the preserved portions are legible, with this same pattern.199  

Only two ASC POW letters explicitly contain another compositional pattern, and this is 

not strikingly different from the standard pattern; it differs only in lacking the ID 

phrase in the <R> component.200 

 I have encountered four ASC BIO letters in the corpus.201  Two of these certainly 

or probably present the compositional pattern « A-NA ID REL QÍ-BÍ-MA UM-MA ID 

REL » in the address formula,202 and the other two the pattern « UM-MA ID A-NA ID 

REL QÍ-BÍ-MA ».203   

 All four of the terminologically UNMARKED letters that I have found in the 

corpus certainly or probably bear the pattern « UM-MA ID A-NA ID QÍ-BÍ-MA » in the 

address formula.204  Moreover, the identity of the sender in all four cases indicates that 

all four should also be considered to reflect socially ""descending'' situations.205    

                                                

 199The remaining traces of the address formula in the following sixteen letters are entirely 
consistent with the pattern « A-NA ID REL QÍ-BÍ-MA UM-MA ID REL »: KBo 9.083, KBo 13.062, KBo 
18.013, KBo 18.016, KBo 18.029, KBo 18.052, KBo 18.055, KBo 18.058, KBo 18.062, KBo 18.077.2, 
KBo 18.088, KBo 18.108, KBo 18.113, KBo 18.128, KUB 48.88.2, and Mélanges Laroche 3.2.  

 200KBo 9.082 and probably VBoT 118 represent the pattern « A-NA REL QÍ-BÍ-MA UM-MA 
ID REL ».  Compare the Ugaritic letter RS 8.315.   

 201These are KBo 18.004, KBo 18.005, KBo 18.097.2, and KBo 18.098.  I was unable to find 
any unambiguous ASC BIO letters in ch. 13 of Hagenbuchner, Die Korrespondenz der Hethiter 2 (1989), 
""Die Korrespondenz der Königsfamilie,'' pp. 1-34.  All four examples cited here appear in ch. 18, 
""Schreiben von Personon, die den Adressaten mit familiären Benennungen ansprechen,'' pp. 163-186.   

 202KBo 18.097.2 (probably) and KBo 18.098.  

 203KBo 18.004 and KBo 18.005 (probably).  The similarity with the Ugaritic letters RS 15.008 
and RS 17.139 is obvious.   

 204These are KBo 8.021, KBo 13.063 (probably has this pattern), KBo 18.134 (the remaining 
traces are consistent with this pattern), and KUB 23.085.2.   

 205The sender of KBo 8.021, KBo 13.063, and KBo 18.134 is {dUTU-fiI}; and the sender of 
KUB 23.085.2 {MÍ.LUGAL}.  All four are addressed to named individuals. 
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 Of the sixteen conceptually horizontal letters encountered in the corpus,206 all 

are composed on the BIO model.  The majority of these follow the compositional 

pattern « UM-MA ID A-NA ID REL QÍ-BÍ-MA » in the address formula.207  Two HOR 

BIO letters, however, show another pattern in the address: « A-NA ID REL QÍ-BÍ-MA 

UM-MA ID REL »,208 that is, the pattern typical of ASC letters.  

 On the basis of this limited survey of the Hittite letters from Bo∆azköy, it seems 

clear that the composition and distribution of the address formula in these letters is 

parallel to that of the Ugaritic corpus in every significant aspect.  

 

1.4.2.3.3  AKKADIAN LETTERS FROM BO∆AZKÖY 

 Another large group of letters found at Bo∆azköy is in Akkadian, published for 

the most part in KBo 28,209 KUB 3,210 and KBo 8,211 but also in a number of other 

volumes.212   

                                                

 206KBo 8.017.2, KBo 9.083.2, KBo 18.021, KBo 18.024, KBo 18.035, KBo 18.038, KBo 
18.087, KBo 18.096, KBo 18.100, KBo 18.101, KBo 18.107, KBo 31.040, KUB 3.074, KUB 23.099, 
KUB 23.110, and VS 28.129.   

 207This pattern is certainly or probably present in fourteen letters.  It is certain in five: KBo 
18.024, KBo 18.087, KBo 18.096, KBo 18.107, and VS 28.129; probable in another three: KBo 31.040, 
KUB 3.074, KUB 23.099; and should be partially reconstructed in six (in other words, the remaining 
traces are consistent with this pattern): KBo 18.021, KBo 18.035, KBo 18.038, KBo 18.100, KBo 18.101, 
and KUB 23.110.    

 208This pattern is clear in KBo 8.017.2 and probable in KBo 9.083.2.    

 209H. M. Kümmel, KBo 28 (1985). 

 210E. F. Weidner, KUB 3 (1922). 

 211Otten, KBo 8 (1955).  

 212See the information assembled in Laroche, Catalogue des textes hittites (1971) 21-27; the 
concordance in the front matter of Hagenbuchner, Die Korrespondenz der Hethiter 2 (1989) xxxii-xliv; 
and the concordance in E. Edel, Die ägyptisch-hethitische Korrespondenz aus Boghazköi (1994) 236-
237; all three of these sources list letters in Hittite as well as those in Akkadian; and letters from 
Bo∆azköy as well as from other sites.  
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The coverage given to these letters by Hagenbuchner213 is conveniently 

supplemented by Elmar Edel's 1994 treatment of the large mass of international 

correspondence between ‡atti and Egypt.214     

 It is with some hesitancy that many of these international letters are brought 

into comparison with the Ugaritic letters, which are for the most part domestic in 

nature.  The formal protocol followed in the international diplomatic correspondence 

between ""great kings'' was rather elaborate, certainly more complicated on the 

compositional level than what is found in most Ugaritic letters.  In this discussion of 

the address formula, however, I have nevertheless decided to include these letters 

between ""great kings'', grouped in an undifferentiated way along with other letters.  

My reasoning is that the basic structure of the address formula in all of these is directly 

comparable to that of the address formulas of the Ugaritic corpus: (1) two components, 

« S » and « R », of variable order; (2) the basic structure of « S » being « umma NS »; 

(3) the basic structure of « R » being « ana NR qib≠-ma »; and (4) the elements NS and 

NR being composed of ID and/or REL phrases.  With respect to the address formula, the 

formal differences between international diplomatic letters and domestic letters are 

mainly to be found in the compositional nature of the ID phrases in both the « S » and 

« R » components: in the international correspondence one finds very frequently a 

multiplication of successive ID phrases, all in apposition.  As such, these formal 

expansions found in these international letters do not affect the overall structural 

analysis of the address formula, which is of central concern here.    

                                                

 213Hagenbuchner, Die Korrespondenz der Hethiter 2 (1989), ch. 20, ""Internationale 
Korrespondenz,'' pp. 240-462.  

 214Edel, Die ägyptisch-hethitische Korrespondenz aus Boghazköi (1994).   
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 I have found only ten conceptually ascending letters in the corpus which 

provide information on the composition of the address formula.  Seven of these are 

formulated on the POW model,215 and three on the BIO model.216  Of the seven 

explicitly ASC POW letters, four certainly or probably present the compositional pattern 

« ana ID REL qib≠-ma umma ID REL »,217 and another two, though broken, contain 

traces consistent with this pattern.218  The address of one ASC POW letter, however, 

KBo 28.048, appears to present another pattern, « umma ID ana ID REL qib≠-ma », 

which, in the Ras Shamra corpora, is frequently found on letters conceived on the BIO 

model, and especially those of HOR status, but is not typical of ASC POW letters.219  Of 

the three ASC BIO letters, two certainly or probably show the pattern « ana ID REL qib≠-

ma umma ID REL » in the address formula,220 and one, KUB 3.070, shows the pattern 

« umma ID ana ID REL qib≠-ma ».221   

 Only five letters have come to my attention which are certainly or probably 

UNMARKED in terms of conceptual status.  The address formulas of three of these 

                                                

 215The letters KBo 8.016, KBo 28.048, KBo 28.053, KBo 28.054, KBo 28.055, KBo 28.056, 
and KBo 28.078 are conceptually ASC POW.  

 216The letters IBoT 1.34, KBo 28.065, and KUB 3.070 are conceptually ASC BIO.  

 217These are KBo 28.054, KBo 28.056, and KBo 28.078.  KBo 8.016 very probably presents 
this pattern.   

 218KBo 28.053 and KBo 28.055.  

 219The Ugaritic letters RS 15.008 and RS 17.139 are ASC BIO, and present the Ugaritic 
equivalent of this pattern, « t“m ID l ID REL rgm »; and the (probable) address formula of RS 18.148, 
which is ASC POW, apparently presents a similar though not identical pattern: « t“m ID ≤m ID REL ». 

 220These are IBoT 1.34 and (probably) KBo 28.065.  

 221This pattern is more typical of HOR BIO letters, or, more generally, letters composed on the 
BIO model (compare RS 15.008 and RS 17.139, two ASC BIO Ugaritic letters bearing the equivalent of 
this pattern).  It is also found on KBo 28.048, an ASC POW letter in this corpus (see two footnotes 
above).     
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certainly or probably present the pattern « umma ID ana ID qib≠-ma »,222 and the traces 

of the address formula in the remaining two letters are consistent with this same 

pattern.223    

 Of twenty-nine conceptually HOR BIO letters in which at least part of the 

address has been preserved,224 the compositional pattern « umma ID ana ID REL qib≠-

ma » for the address formula is found in the majority: twelve letters certainly or 

probably show this pattern,225 and fourteen letters, in which the address formula is less 

well preserved, shows traces consistent with this pattern.226  Three HOR BIO letters, 

however, show another pattern: « ana ID REL qib≠-ma umma ID REL ».227   

 I encountered three letters which may be classified as conceptually DESC 

BIO.228  All appear to present the pattern « UM-MA ID A-NA ID REL QÍ-BÍ-MA » in 

the address formula.229  Finally, one letter, KBo 28.082, of unknown conceptual status, 

                                                

 222KBo 1.024+, KBo 28.059, and KUB 3.066+.   

 223KBo 28.040 and KUB 3.068.   

 224KUB 3.035 is conceptually HOR, but its address formula has not been preserved. 

 225The pattern « umma ID ana ID REL qib≠-ma » is certain or probable in ABoT 59+, KBo 
1.009+ (probable), KBo 1.010+, KBo 1.029+, KBo 28.023, KBo 28.049 (probable), KBo 28.050 
(probable), KBo 28.014 (probable), KUB 3.022 (probable), KUB 3.025+ (probable), KUB 3.041, and 
KUB 3.063.   

 226These are FHL 98, KBo 28.004, KBo 28.005 (which is probably conceptually HOR), KBo 
28.017, KBo 28.021, KBo 28.030, KBo 28.031, KBo 28.047, KUB 3.028, KUB 3.044, KUB 3.062 
(probably conceptually HOR), KUB 3.123, KUB 34.002, and Winckler 414. 

 227KBo 8.017.2, KBo 28.066 (probably this pattern), and KUB 3.071.   

 228KBo 28.044+, KBo 28.046, and KUB 4.095+. 

 229The pattern is clear in KBo 28.046, probable in KBo 28.044+, and consistent with the 
remaining traces of KUB 4.095+. 
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appears to present in its address the pattern: « ana ID umma [ID?] ».  It is similar to the 

address formulas of the Middle Assyrian letters.230   

 By and large, the address formulas in the Bo∆azköy Akkadian letters present a 

composition and distribution consistent with that observed for the Ugaritic letters.  This 

observation has a certain significance, since a number of these manifestly derived 

from places other than ‡attußa: several of these letters, for example, come from 

Amurru,231 and from Egypt,232 and a few derive from senders in Assyria233 and 

Mittanni.234  

 

1.4.2.4  Akkadian letters from Tell el-Amarna 

 The contextual interpretation of the Amarna corpus is more difficult to control 

than that of the other comparative corpora discussed thus far.  There are several 

reasons for this: (1) the corpus is relatively large,235 (2) the graphic habits of the 

scribes involved, and the linguistic features denoted by them, are not as well 

                                                

 230See below, section 1.4.  Given the formal patterns observed for the letters found at Ras 
Shamra, Tell Meskene, and Amarna, I do not understand the grounds upon which Hagenbuchner's claim 
of a Syrian provenance for this letter (Teil 2, p. 414) can be based.  Note now the formal parellels 
among the letters from Sheikh H˚amad: E. Cancik-Kirschbaum, Die mittelassyrischen Briefe (1996), 
unavailable to Hagenbuchner. 

 231KBo 8.016, KBo 28.053, KBo 28.054, KBo 28.055, KBo 28.056,  

 232See the data assembled in Edel, Die ägyptisch-hethitische Korrespondenz aus Boghazköi 
(1994). 

 233Compare, for example, KBo 28.059.  

 234For letters from the king of ""‡anigalbat'', compare IBoT 1.34, KBo 28.065, and KBo 28.066.    

 235The corpus contains well over three hundred letters; compare the survey in Moran, Amarna 
Letters (1992) xv-xviii of the introduction.   
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understood as in other peripheral corpora,236 and (3) the geographical provenance of 

the tablets is more varied.  The Ugaritic, Meskene, and Ma� at epistolary corpora are 

largely restricted to domestic correspondence, and the Ras Shamra Akkadian and 

Bo∆azköy letters also contain a high percentage of correspondence of a domestic 

nature.  By contrast, the Amarna letters contain virtually no examples of domestic 

correspondence.237  As a consequence, while geography was a negligible, or, at most, 

a manageable factor in explaining formal variation in the other corpora, in the Amarna 

corpus the geographical provenance of the letters cannot be ignored, and almost 

assumes a central role in interpretation.  Finally, an additional complicating factor is 

the fact that (4) much of the Amarna corpus represents correspondence addressed to a 

""great king'', and this contextual situation in particular appears to have generated a 

formulary all its own.    

 Despite these complications, I have nevertheless decided in favor of continuity 

of format, and the Amarna data are here presented as in previous sections, organized 

primarily in terms of the various conceptual classifications of the letters, as elaborated 

above for the Ugaritic corpus, and the formal compositional patterns associated with 

them.  Those epistolary traditions in the Amarna corpus which clearly follow patterns 

of composition and distribution different from those in the Ugaritic corpus will thus 

stand out, and can then be explained, if appropriate, by an appeal to geographical 

provenance.  By contrast, those letters which fit neatly into the patterns formulated on 

                                                

 236This is not intended to minimize A. Rainey's contribution to the elucidation of these 
problems in his recent four volume work, A. Rainey, CAT (1996).  On the contrary, Rainey's 
encyclopedic discussion of the relevant problems is a valid starting point for entering the discussion, 
whether or not one disagrees here and there with the author's specific interpretive decisions.  

 237Furthermore, the range is very broad, from Anatolia and Cypus to the Mesopotamian basin.  
Most of the correspondence, however, derives from minor kingdoms in Palestine.  See the overview in 
Moran, Amarna Letters (1992) xxii-xxxiii of the introduction.    
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the basis of Ugaritic usage, whatever their geographical provenance be, might be 

taken as representing scribal traditions of broader geographic distribution than the 

specific city from which the letter was sent.  A ""minimalist'' frame of interpretation, 

which I have attempted to follow, is given here: (1) those Amarna address formulas in 

letters of diverse geographical provenance which show a composition and distribution 

consistent with the main patterns present in the Ugaritic corpus cannot be shown on 

those grounds to be representative of an independent epistolary tradition, defined 

essentially in geographical terms; and (2) those formulas which show a composition 

and distribution different from the main patterns present in the Ugarit corpus can be 

assumed to represent an independent epistolary tradition, and this independence is 

possibly, but not necessarily, to be explained by appealing to factors of a geographical 

nature.      

 

1.4.2.4.1  ASC LETTERS IN THE AMARNA CORPUS   

 Due in part to the nature of the archive, the vast majority of the preserved 

letters are conceptually ascending, and most of these are conceived on the POW model.  

Most of these are addressed to the Egyptian pharaoh.238  I count a total of two hundred 

thirty-eight conceptually ascending letters, of which only three are specifically ASC 

BIO,239 and another two ASC MIXED.240  The remainder are ASC POW letters, thus being 

the best represented conceptual category in the entire corpus.    

                                                

 238Exceptions are EA 44, EA 48, EA 59, EA 158, EA 164, EA 178, EA 256, and EA 287.2, 
which do not involve ""great kings''.  

 239EA 44, EA 73, and EA 82.   

 240EA 158 and EA 164 incorporate conceptually ascending REL terminology drawn from both 
models, BIO and POW. 
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 The address formula in one hundred ninety-eight ASC POW letters is well 

preserved,241 and that of another thirty-six letters is sufficiently preserved for a more 

or less reliable restoration.242  This group presents a bewildering diversity of formal 

patterns for the address formula.   

 

1.4.2.4.1.1  ASC letters and « ana ID REL qib≠-ma umma ID REL » 

 The most common formal pattern in this group is « ana ID REL qib≠-ma umma 

ID REL », that is, the Akkadian equivalent of the Ugaritic pattern found to be typical of 

conceptually ascending letters.  At least sixty-five ASC POW letters certainly or 

probably present this pattern,243 and the preserved traces of the address formulas in 

another four letters are entirely consistent with it.244   

 It is worthwhile to note here that the composition of the ID and REL elements in 

these Amarna address formulas also shows remarkable variety.  In many letters 

                                                

 241These are EA 12.2, EA 49-55, EA 59-61, EA 63-64, EA 68, EA 74-79, EA 82-87, EA 90, EA 
92, EA 100, EA 103-109, EA 112, EA 117-119, EA 121-126, EA 130, EA 132, EA 136-141, EA 143-144, 
EA 147-161, EA 164-165, EA 168, EA 170.1, EA 174-175, EA 177-178, EA 182-183, EA 185, EA 187, 
EA 189, EA 191-195, EA 198, EA 201-207, EA 209, EA 211-213, EA 215-217, EA 220-230, EA 232-
235, EA 239, EA 241-244, EA 246, EA 248-250, EA 252, EA 254-256, EA 258-262, EA 264-274, EA 
278-284, EA 286, EA 287.2, EA 288-290, EA 292, EA 294, EA 296-299, EA 301-305, EA 309, EA 314-
315, EA 316.1, EA 317-326, EA 328-331, EA 334, EA 337-338, EA 362-366, and EA 378.  

 242These are EA 48, EA 58, EA 62, EA 65, EA 81, EA 88-89, EA 91, EA 93-94, EA 110, EA 
114, EA 116, EA 129, EA 142, EA 145, EA 184, EA 196, EA 200, EA 219, EA 231, EA 238, EA 253, EA 
257, EA 263, EA 275-276, EA 285, EA 287.1, EA 293, EA 295, EA 300, EA 306, EA 332-333, and EA 
336.  

 243This pattern is certain in thirty-nine letters: EA 55, EA 63-64, EA 87, EA 90, EA 104, 
EA 130, EA 132, EA 141, EA 143, EA 185, EA 195, EA 201-206, EA 209, EA 211, EA 216-217, 
EA 228-229, EA 230 (although the verbal element here is written simply {qí-bi}, without {ma}), 
EA 239, EA 249-250, EA 252, EA 256, EA 262, EA 281, EA 286, EA 287.2, EA 290, EA 294, EA 330, 
EA 337, and EA 363; and probable in another twenty-six: EA 187, EA 192, EA 198, EA 213, EA 220, 
EA 224, EA 242, EA 244, EA 246, EA 248, EA 255, EA 261, EA 266-271, EA 278-280, EA 292, 
EA 296-297, and EA 365-366.  

 244The traces in EA 157, EA 222, EA 226, and EA 243 are consistent with this pattern. 
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addressed to the Egyptian pharaoh, for example, the ID element is expanded to 

comprise multiple distinct ID phrases, all in apposition.245  Such appositional expansion 

also occurs in the REL element.  In some cases only the REL term in the NS element is 

expanded,246 and in other cases only that of the NR element.247  In still other 

examples, the REL terms in both elements are expanded.248  It is particularly interested 

to note the diversity of metaphors used to evoke the social relationship between the 

correspondents.  The inventory of REL terms found in the Amarna letters is not limited 

to the archetypical human relationships in the ""household'', but includes also objects 

found in the household setting.249  Furthermore, in some cases, the writers did not limit 

themselves to the ""root metaphor'' of the household in choosing their terminology, but 

incorporated also metaphors drawn from the celestial and other spheres.250  This 

expansion may be easily interpreted as a polite attempt, on the part of the sender, to 

express the elevated social status of his correspondent, the Egyptian king.  In some 

                                                

 245A typical example is EA 60:1, in which the ID element consists of two distinct noun phrases: 
{mLUGAL dUTU}, "the king, the divine sun'.  

 246Compare the REL terms in EA 195 and EA 330.  The REL phrases in EA 63, EA 64, and EA 
262, also deserve mention: in these cases reference to the recipient is not made by means of a 2nd 
person pronominal form, but rather by an elliptical use of the 3rd person.       

 247Compare EA 104, EA 132, EA 281, EA 294, EA 337, and EA 363.   

 248Compare EA 141, EA 143 (probably), and EA 185. 

 249Compare, for example, the REL terms in the « S » component of EA 195, where the sender 
refers to himself as (i) {ÌR-ka}, "your servant', (ii) {Ifi.MEfi : ip-ri ßa GÌR.MEfi-ka}, "the dust of the your 
feet', (iii) {KI.MEfi ßa ka-bá-sí-ka}, "the grounds (upon) which you tread', and (iv) {GIfi.GU.ZA-ka ßa 
a-ßa-bi-ka}, "the chair (upon) which you sit', and (v) {GIfi.GÌR.GUB : gi-iß-tap-pí ßa GÌR.MEfi-ka}, "the 
footstool at your feet'.        

 250In EA 104, for example, the recipient is called both {EN-ia}, "my lord', and {dUTU-ia}, "my 
divine sun'.  The REL terms in the « R » component of EA 141 are even more elaborate: the recipient is 
called (i) {EN-ia}, "my lord', (ii) {dUTU-i[a]}, "my divine sun', (iii) {DINGIR.MEfi-ia}, "my gods (?)', 
and (iv) {ßa-ri TIL.LA-ia}, "the breath of my life (?)'.  
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cases, the recipient is of such exalted status that none of the household metaphors are 

sufficient, in and of themselves, to express the perceived social distance between 

sender and recipient; in these cases, other metaphors were added.       

 With these considerations in mind, two other compositional patterns found 

among the address formulas of ASC POW letters may be mentioned: (1) « ana ID REL ID 

qib≠-ma umma ID REL »,251 and (2) « ana ID REL qib≠-ma umma ID REL ID ».252  Both 

patterns may be imagined as compatible with the standard pattern « ana ID REL qib≠-

ma umma ID REL », discussed above, in the sense that the « R » and « S » components 

contain both ID and REL terms.  The fact that in these cases additional ID phrases are 

present following the REL phrase is not so much evidence of a distinct compositional 

pattern as it is an example of another means of appositional expansions within the NR 

and NS components.  I think it likely that these two patterns represent expansions of 

the basic pattern « ana ID REL qib≠-ma umma ID REL », and that such expansions were 

conditioned by the high social status of the recipient, being the Egyptian pharaoh, with 

respect to the sender.      

 Two ASC BIO letters in the corpus, EA 44 and EA 82, also show this pattern. 

 

1.4.2.4.1.2  ASC letters and « ana ID REL umma ID REL » 

 The second most common pattern among the ASC POW letters in the Amarna 

corpus is « ana ID REL umma ID REL ».  The pattern is distinguished by its omission 

from the formula of the verb qabûm.  At least thirty-seven letters certainly or probably 

                                                

 251This pattern is certainly or probably present in EA 84, EA 85, EA 118, EA 138, EA 221, EA 
223, EA 232, EA 233, EA 234, EA 235, and EA 241.  In some of these the REL component is expanded 
(several REL phrases, in apposition).   

 252This pattern is probably present in EA 174, EA 175, and EA 183.  In some of these the REL 
component is expanded (several REL phrases, in apposition).  
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show this pattern.253  As above, in many of these, the ID phrases254 or the REL 

phrases255 show appositional expansion.  Such elaboration in the NR and NS elements 

may also explain the presence of three other formal patterns: (1) « ana ID REL ID 

umma ID REL »,256 (2) « ana ID REL umma ID REL ID »,257 and (3) « ana ID REL ID 

umma ID REL ID »,258 which may be interpreted as expansions of the basic pattern 

under discussion here, « ana ID REL umma ID REL ». 

 The two conceptually ASC MIXED letters in the corpus, EA 158 and EA 164, and 

one of the ASC BIO letters, EA 73, also present the pattern « ana ID REL umma ID 

REL ».   

 

1.4.2.4.1.3  Other « RS » address formulas among the ASC letters   

 Another twenty ASC POW letters in the corpus probably represent one or the 

other of the two patterns discussed above, but damage to the tablet has prevented the 

                                                

 253These are EA 49, EA 51, EA 53, EA 59-61, EA 103, EA 136, EA 140, EA 147-149, EA 151, 
EA 153-154, EA 156, EA 159, EA 161, EA 168, EA 177-178, EA 189, EA 194, EA 212, EA 215, EA 254, 
EA 258-259, EA 265, EA 273-274, EA 282-284, EA 315, EA 316.1, and EA 364.  

 254Compare the « R » component of EA 49, in which the ID element contains two phrases in 
apposition: {LUGAL dUTU-ßi}, "the king, the divine sun'.   

 255Compare the « R » component of EA 151, in which the REL element contains two phrases in 
apposition: {dUTU-ia DINGIR-ia DINGIR.MEfi-ia}, "my divine sun, my god, my gods'.     

 256This pattern appears in at least twenty ASC POW letters: EA 138, EA 298-299, EA 301-305, 
EA 319-326, EA 328-329, EA 331, and probably EA 378.  The REL phrases in many of these also show 
appositional expansion. 

 257This pattern probably appears in one ASC POW letter: EA 182.  The REL phrases there also 
show appositional expansion 

 258This pattern appears in at least one ASC POW letter: EA 314.  The REL phrases here also 
show appositional expansion. 
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determination of the presence or absence of the imperative of the verb qabûm at the 

end of the « R » component.259 

 Finally, a relatively small number of ASC POW letters present address formulas 

of the « RS » order which do not fall under the two compositional rubrics described 

above.  This group consists of ten letters, which contain no less than six different 

compositional patterns.   

 Two letters, EA 225 and EA 227, present a composition pattern similar to the 

first main pattern discussed above: « ana ID REL qib≠-ma umma ID ».  The absence of a 

REL phrase from the « S » component, however, justifies a separate classification.  

 Likewise, a number of these letters present patterns similar to the second main 

pattern described above.  Four letters show the pattern « ana ID REL umma ID »,260 and 

one letter, EA 52, the pattern « ana ID umma ID REL ».  As above, the absence of a REL 

phrase in the « S » component of the former, and in the « R » component of the latter, 

justifies a separate listing.       

 Finally, three letters are distinct in presenting compositional patterns which 

incorporate the preterite, iqb≠, rather the imperative, qib≠, of the verb of speaking.  

Three patterns are attested: (1) « ana ID REL » « ID iqb≠ » in EA 260, (2) « ana ID 

REL » « ID REL iqb≠ » in EA 317, and (3) « ana ID REL ID » « ID REL iqb≠ » in EA 318.   

 

                                                

 259The following twenty letters almost certainly contained address formulas in which the order 
of mention was « RS », but in which the presence or absence of the word qib≠-ma cannot be determined: 
EA 50, EA 54, EA 77, EA 86, EA 124-125, EA 139, EA 150, EA 152, EA 155, EA 160, EA 165, EA 207, 
EA 264, EA 272, EA 288-289, EA 309, EA 334, and EA 338.   

 260EA 144, EA 170.1, EA 191, and EA 193. 
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1.4.2.4.1.4  « SR » address formulas among the ASC letters   

 In the paragraphs above, over two hundred conceptually ascending letters are 

discussed which present address formulas of the compositional order « RS ».  Some of 

these represent parallels to the standard Ugaritic address formula not only on the level 

of macro-composition, that is, in showing the order « RS », but also on the level of 

micro-composition, that is, in showing the pattern « ana ID REL qib≠-ma umma ID 

REL ».   

 There remain, however, a group of nearly thirty ASC POW letters which do not 

show the « RS » order of mention, but « SR ».  Nearly all of these derive from Rib-

Haddi of Byblos.261  This uniformity of provenance implies that as least some of the 

scribes of the Byblos court knew and followed an epistolary protocol distinct from that 

which was standard at Ugarit at the beginning of the 12th century.  

 This group of thirty letters may be subdivided into at least seven micro-

compositional patterns, but none of these is comparable to the patterns known in the 

Ugaritic corpus.262  

                                                

 261The exceptions are EA 12.2 and EA 100. 

 262A large number of the Byblos letters follow micro-compositional variants of the macro-
pattern « NS iqb≠/ißtapar ana NR », in which the verbal form (usually qabû but occasionally ßapªru) 
appears as a preterite.  The most common is (i) « ID iqb≠ ana REL ID », attested in EA 68, EA 74, 
probably EA 75, EA 78, EA 79, probably EA 81, probably EA 83, possibly EA 88, possibly EA 89, 
possibly EA 91, EA 105, possibly EA 106, and possibly EA 109.  Often the ID element in the « R » 
component shows appositional expansion.  Other similar patterns include (ii) « ID iqb≠ ana ID » in EA 
76 and EA 107 ({EN-li} in line 2 must be qualified as a ID term, owing to the absence of a pronominal 
suffix referring to the sender); (iii) « ID iqb≠ ana ID REL ID » in EA 92; and (iv) « ID ißtapar ana REL 
ID » in EA 108,  probably EA 116, probably EA 119, probably EA 121, EA 122, and EA 123.  Owing to 
tablet damage, the exact pattern of the address in EA 94, EA 112, EA 114, EA 117, and EA 129 is 
unknown, but all probably belong in one of these four sub-categories. 
 The pattern « ID » « qib≠ ana ID REL » (the « S » component consists only of « ID ») may be 
attested in as many as three Byblos letters: EA 126, perhaps EA 137, and EA 362 (where the verb is 
written qib≠-ma). 
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1.4.2.4.1.5  Summary: the address in ASC letters from Amarna   

 In terms of macro-structure, over two hundred conceptually ascending letters in 

the Amarna corpus show address formulas of the order « RS », while about thirty show 

the order « SR ».  At this level of analysis, the Amarna corpus resembles the Ugaritic, 

where conceptually ascending letters also typically followed the « RS » order. 

 A more revealing comparative portrait, however, is provided by micro-

structural analysis.  Approximately one third of the address formulas in conceptually 

ascending letters in the Amarna corpus show the pattern « ana ID REL qib≠-ma umma 

ID REL », or minor variations thereof.263  This pattern is the Akkadian equivalent of the 

Ugaritic pattern found to be typical of conceptually ascending letters, « l ID REL rgm 

t“m ID REL ».  Furthermore, in many of these cases, the geographical provenance of 

the sender of the letter is known.  Such information should not be interpreted in too 

simplistic a manner however: it is not necessarily legitimate, for example, to conclude 

                                                                                                                                           
 A particularly elaborate pattern appears in the address of EA 100: « †uppi ann¨ †uppi ID ana ID 
REL umma ID ».  Note that this address contains two « S » components, one before and one after the 
« R » component. 
 Finally, a particularly abbreviated address formula is apparently present in EA 12.2 (I would 
interpret {i-sa-ak-ni} in line 24 as a one-word prostration formula, as in the Middle Assyrian tradition).  
It's composition is limited to the « S » component, no « R » component is present: « REL ID ».  One must 
assume that the recipient of the ""piggy-back'' letter was the same as in the main letter.     

 263Eighty-three conceptually ascending letters, out of two hundred thirty-four unambiguous 
examples (or 35%), fall under this rubric (see above, section 1.4.4.4.1.1): EA 55, EA 63, EA 64, EA 84, 
EA 85, EA 87, EA 90, EA 104, EA 118, EA 130, EA 132, EA 138, EA 141, EA 143, EA 157, EA 174, EA 
175, EA 183, EA 185, EA 187, EA 192, EA 195, EA 198, EA 201, EA 202, EA 203, EA 204, EA 205, EA 
206, EA 209, EA 211, EA 213, EA 216, EA 217, EA 220, EA 221, EA 222, EA 223, EA 224, EA 226, 
EA 228, EA 229, EA 230, EA 232, EA 233, EA 234, EA 235, EA 239, EA 241EA 242, EA 243, EA 244, 
EA 246, EA 248, EA 249, EA 250, EA 252, EA 255, EA 256, EA 261, EA 262, EA 266, EA 267, EA 268, 
EA 269, EA 270, EA 271, EA 278, EA 279, EA 280, EA 281, EA 286, EA 287.2, EA 290, EA 292, EA 
294, EA 296, EA 297, EA 330, EA 337, EA 363, EA 365, EA 366.  
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that the epistolary tradition at Byblos in the 14th century264 was identical to that 

practiced latter at Ugarit, merely on the basis of these few address formulas, since 

letters sent by Rib-Haddi show a bewildering variety of formal patterns.  The 

interpretation of this diversity is a delicate matter: perhaps Byblos had no local scribal 

school, or perhaps it had several.  What is legitimate, in my opinion, is a more cautious 

conclusion: at least some of the scribes active at Byblos at this time, but certainly not 

all,265 had been schooled in an epistolary tradition in which the composition of the 

address formula in conceptually ascending letters parallels that which is known in the 

corpus of Ugaritic letters.  Why this was the case is difficult to answer.  Aside from 

Byblos, other localities connected with the senders of these ASC letters in which the 

address presents a formal pattern consistent with that attested among the Ugaritic ASC 

letters include: Amurru,266 Gezer,267 Megiddo,268 Akko,269 Beirut,270 Jerusalem,271 

Qiltu,272 and a number of less well represented cities.273   

                                                

 264The sender of nine of these letters is Rib-Haddi of Byblos: EA 84-85, EA 87, EA 90, EA 
104, EA 118, EA 130, EA 132, and EA 138. 

 265See above, section 1.4.4.4.1.4. 

 266EA 63, EA 64, and EA 157. 

 267EA 266-271, EA 292, EA 294, and EA 297. 

 268EA 242-244, EA 246, and EA 365.  

 269EA 232-235. 

 270EA 141 and EA 143. 

 271EA 286, EA 287.2, and EA 290. 

 272EA 278-281, and EA 366. 

 273These include Qatna (EA 55), ‡a¬or (EA 228), Damascus? (EA 195), Kumidi (EA 198), 
fiakmu? (EA 252), Lakißa (EA 330), Akßapa? (EA 223), ‡aßabu (EA 174), Mußi”una (EA 183), ‡asi 
(EA 175 and EA 185), Enißasi (EA 187 and EA 363), Pi”ilu (EA 255-256), Ru”izza? (EA 192), 
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 The remaining two thirds of the address formulas in conceptually ascending 

Amarna letters show a variety of micro-compositional patterns, none of which find 

precise parallels in the Ugaritic corpus.    

 

1.4.2.4.2  UNMARKED LETTERS IN THE AMARNA CORPUS   

 The Amarna corpus contains at least twelve letters which are certainly or 

probably conceptually UNMARKED.274  These are a diverse group, judging from the 

geographical provenance of the sender: four represent outgoing letters of the Egyptian 

pharaoh to ""vassal'' kings in Palestine,275 another four are from Rib-Haddi of 

Byblos,276 and other letters in this group derive from senders in Anatolia,277 

Assyria,278 and perhaps Babylonia.279 

                                                                                                                                           
„iribaßani (EA 201), fias”imi (EA 203), Qanu (EA 204), T̊ubu (EA 205), Naziba (EA 206), fiaruna 
(EA 241).    

 274EA 12.1, EA 15, EA 31, EA 71, EA 93, EA 95, EA 97, EA 98, EA 99, EA 102, EA 170.2, EA 
316.2, EA 367, EA 369, and EA 370.   

 275EA 99, EA 367, and EA 369-370. 

 276EA 71, EA 93, EA 95, and EA 102. 

 277EA 31. 

 278EA 15.  

 279EA 12.1.  The status of this letter as conceptually UNMARKED is not certain since the 
interpretation of the « NR » element in line 1 is ambiguous: {a-na I BI NI IA}.  One can interpret the 
string as a REL term, {a-na mbé-lí-ia}, "to my lord' (thus the letter would be conceptually ASC POW), or 
as an ID term, {a-na mbi-ni-ia}, "To (Mr.) Biniya' (I see no reason to interpret the string as a 
""Canaanism'', yielding a DESC BIO REL phrase: {a-na mbi-ni-ia}, "to my son').  One may accept the 
presence of the Personnenkeil on the evidence of Knudtzon (J. A. Knudtzon, Die El-Amarna-Tafeln 1 
(1915) 98-99) and Schroeder (O. Schroeder, Die Tontafeln von El-Amarna 1 (1915) 11); Abel appears 
to have missed it (H. Winckler, Der Thontafelfund von El Amarna (WA) (1889-1890) 150).  Knudtzon, 
ibid., obviously considers the Personnenkeil superfluous, in light of his translation of line 1, ""Zu meinem 
Herrn'' (he transcribes the signs ""I(!)bi-lí-ia'').  W. L. Moran, Les lettres d'El-Amarna (1987) 88, follows 
Knudtzon (his translation is ""à mon seigneur''), but notes on p. 89, n. 1, that Landsberger, apud [E. I.] 
Gordon, had suggested reading line 1 as {a-na mbi-ni-ia}.  This suggestion has, in fact, considerable 
merit, including, but not limited to, the following: (1) in other address formulas of the Amarna corpus, 
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 Only one of these conceptually UNMARKED letters shows an address formula 

with a compositional pattern parallel to that found in UNMARKED letters in the Ugaritic 

corpus: this is EA 31, in Hittite, from the king of Arzawa to the Egyptian king.  The 

address represents the pattern: « UM-MA ID A-NA ID QÍ-BÍ-MA ».  Given the formal 

parallels with the Ugaritic address observed above with respect to other epistolary 

texts from Anatolian sites, the composition of the address in this Anatolian letter is not 

surprising.   

 The others all present compositional patterns of the « RS » order.  Two micro-

compositional patterns are attested: (1)  « ana ID qib≠-ma umma ID »,280 and slightly 

less frequently, (2) « ana ID umma ID ».281  Neither occurs among the conceptually 

UNMARKED letters in the Ugaritic corpus.    

 Of particular significance are the four letters from the Egyptian pharaoh to 

political subordinates,282 which clearly represent a contextually descending social 

relationship; the order « RS » is nevertheless employed in the address.  These 

cuneiform scribes transcribing letters for the pharaoh were trained in an epistolary 

tradition different from that of attested in the epistolary corpora of Ras Shamra 

                                                                                                                                           
the Personnenkeil generally precedes proper names, not conceptually explicit <REL> terms like ""my 
lord'', (2) when such a <REL> term is present in the address of conceptually ascending letters (such as 
this one would purportedly be), it would typically follow a <ID>term (for example, {a-na LUGAL EN-
ia}, where the <ID> term is {LUGAL}, "the king'), (3) the inferior status of the sender of conceptually 
ascending letters is virtually always noted in the address with a conceptually inferior <REL> term of the 
type {ÌR-ka} or {GEMÉ-ka}, and (4) the syllabic value /li/ is otherwise noted in this letter with the {LI} 
sign (that is, li: see lines 8, 9, and 19), not with the {NI} sign (that is, lí); this sign is used in this letter 
for the value /ni/ (see lines 22 and 24).  
 For these reasons, I have classified EA 12.1 as conceptually UNMARKED.  In either case, 
however, the compositional pattern in the address formula would find no parallels in the Ugaritic corpus: 
as ASC POW « ana REL qib≠-ma umma ID », and as UNMARKED « ana ID qib≠-ma umma ID ».  

 280EA 12.1, EA 15, EA 95, EA 102, EA 99, EA 367, and EA 370.   

 281EA 71, EA 93, EA 97, EA 170.2, EA 316.2, EA 369.  

 282EA 99, EA 367, and EA 369-370.  
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(including the Ugaritic), Tell Meskene, Bo∆azköy, and Ma� at-Höyük.  Also of interest 

are the five letters, of which four are from Rib-Haddi of Byblos, which contain the 

prostration formula following the address, and yet which make use of no conceptually 

ascending REL terminology whatsoever in the address.283  This feature, too, is atypical 

of the Ugaritic and other epistolary corpora just mentioned.   

 

1.4.2.4.3  HORIZONTAL LETTERS IN THE AMARNA CORPUS   

 At least twenty letters in the Amarna corpus are explicitly horizontal in terms 

of their conceptual classification.284  All of these employ the BIO model.  All represent 

international diplomatic correspondence, mostly between ""great kings''.285  Finally, 

very often this group exhibits the kind of appositional expansion in the NS and NR 

elements described in the paragraphs above.     

 The Ugaritic corpus showed two main compositional patterns in conceptually 

HOR BIO letters.  Both have parallels in the Amarna letters.  The more common 

Ugaritic pattern is « t“m ID l ID REL rgm ».  Only one conceptually HOR Amarna letter 

unambiguously shows the Akkadian equivalent of this pattern, « umma ID ana ID REL 

qib≠-ma »: EA 41, sent from the king of ‡atti to the Egyptian monarch.286  Another 

HOR BIO letter, EA 34, from the king of Alaßiya to the Egyptian king, apparently 

presents a similar pattern, « umma ID ana ID REL », lacking the verbal form.  As such, 

                                                

 283EA 71, EA 93, EA 95, EA 102, and EA 316.2.  

 284These are EA 1-3, EA 6-11, EA 16-17, EA 33-35, EA 37-41, and EA 166. 

 285The exceptions are EA 40 and EA 166, which do not involve ""great kings''.  

 286This pattern is common in the HOR BIO letters found at Bo∆azköy and Ma � at Höyük; see 
above.   
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this pattern finds no parallel in the Ugaritic corpus.287  Though admittedly difficult to 

judge without examination of the tablet, one might nevertheless wonder if this letter 

presents the same pattern as EA 41, the signs {qí-bí-ma} having been imprinted on the 

right edge of the tablet but subsequently obscured by damage.288  

 The majority of the HOR BIO letters in the Amarna corpus show another pattern, 

which also finds a parallel in the Ugaritic corpus: the pattern « l ID REL rgm t“m ID 

REL » is typical of conceptually ascending letters, but also occurs in a minority of HOR 

BIO letters.  At least twelve, and possibly as many as eighteen HOR BIO letters in the 

Amarna corpus show the pattern « ana ID REL qib≠-ma umma ID REL »,289 the 

Akkadian equivalent of the Ugaritic pattern just mentioned.  The senders of these 

letters derive from a variety of localities: Egypt,290 Babylonia,291 Assyria,292  

                                                

 287Note, however, the composition of the address formula in the ""non-standard'' ASC POW 
letter RS 18.148: « t“m ID ≤m ID REL ».    

 288For the presence of {qí-bí-ma} in other letters from Alaßiya, compare EA 35, EA 37-40 (but 
contrast EA 33-34).  For the damage near the right edge on line 1 of EA 34, see the ""autotype facsimile'' 
in C. Bezold and E. A. W. Budge, Tell el-Amarna Tablets in the British Museum (1892) 14. 

 289This pattern is certainly or probably present in EA 1, EA 3 (probably), EA 6 (probably), 
EA 8, EA 9 (probably), EA 16, EA 17, EA 35, EA 37 (probably), EA 38, EA 39, and EA 166.  The 
traces of the address formula in EA 2, EA 7, EA 10, EA 11, and EA 40 are entirely consistent with this 
pattern.  As above, one wonders about the possible presence of {qí-bí-ma} in EA 33 (were this word 
present, this letter would belong here as well).  The copy of Schroeder, Die Tontafeln von El-Amarna 1 
(1915) 30 (though not that of Abel, Winckler, Der Thontafelfund von El Amarna (WA) (1889-1890) 
13) does, in fact, show tablet damage at the end of line 1, allowing the hypothesis that {qí-bí-ma} had 
been impressed on the right edge, at the end of line 1 (see the footnote above).   

 290EA 1.   

 291That is, ""Kara(n)duniaß'': EA 2-3, EA 6-11.    

 292EA 16.  
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Mittanni,293 Alaßiya,294 and Amurru.295  

 The address formulas in HOR BIO letters in the Amarna corpus show strong 

compositional similarities with their Ugaritic counterparts, but not the kind of striking 

congruence witnessed in the Akkadian and Hittite letters from Ras Shamra, Tell 

Meskene, Bo∆azköy, and Ma� at-Höyük.    

 

1.4.2.4.4  OTHER CONCEPTUAL CATEGORIES   

 There remain three conceptually descending letters and eight conceptually 

mixed letters to account for in the Amarna corpus.   

 The conceptually MIXED letters are a fairly uniform group: they derive from 

Tußratta of Mittanni and are address to the Egyptian king, whom Tußratta qualifies as 

both {fiEfi-ia}, "my brother', and {”a-ta-ni-ia}, "my son-in-law'.296  Thus, this letter 

contains both horizontal and descending terms, conceived on the BIO model as well as 

on another model appropriate for kinship through marriage.  All of these show address 

formulas consistent with the pattern « ana ID REL qib≠-ma umma ID REL ».297     

 One of the three conceptually descending letters, one, EA 96, is DESC BIO.  Its 

address formula shows the pattern « ana ID REL qib≠-ma umma ID REL », as in the 

                                                

 293EA 17.  

 294EA 33, EA 35, EA 38-40.  

 295EA 166.  

 296These are EA 19-21, EA 23-24, and EA 27-29.    

 297This pattern is certain or very probable in EA 19-21, EA 23, and EA 28.  The traces of the 
address visible in EA 24, EA 27, and EA 29 are entirely consistent with this pattern.  As above, the NS 
and NR elements in these address formulas contain numerous appositional expansions, as well as 
relative clauses.  Compare, for example, EA 19:2 {[”]a-ta-ni-ia ßa i-ra-≥a-am-an-ni}, "my son-in-law 
who loves me'.  
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mixed letters discussed above.  The DESC POW letter EA 162, to the ""man'' of Amurru, 

and apparently from the Egyptian king, probably shows an address formula of the 

pattern « [ana I]D qib≠-ma [umma] ID REL », a pattern which finds no clear parallels in 

the Ugaritic corpus.298  The other apparently DESC POW letter is EA 30, a very peculiar 

document in which the generalized plurality of recipients is more suggestive of a 

""passport'' than of a typical letter, addressed to a specific recipient.299  Its address 

formula follows the pattern « ana ID REL umma ID », also unknown in the Ugaritic 

corpus. 

 

1.4.2.5  Address formulas in other epistolary traditions 

 Finally, it is necessary to treat the address formulas from other epistolary 

traditions, which bear no striking resemblance to the composition and distribution of 

the formula in the Ugaritic corpus.  I think it necessary to include a fair amount of 

detail in this section because of the prevalence of statements in the literature to the 

effect that the Ugaritic epistolary protocol followed, calqued, or was otherwise derived 

from an Akkadian model.  This may well have been the case, but it only distorts the 

issue to speak of the Akkadian epistolary tradition when there were several, and not 

all of these are attested in the documentation from Mesopotamia proper.     

 

                                                

 298On a macro-compositional level, this pattern is reminiscent of other letters sent by the 
Egyptian pharaoh to subordinates, in which the order of mention was also « RS ».  See above, under 
UNMARKED letters. 

 299Compare Moran, Amarna Letters (1992) 100. 
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1.4.2.5.1  LETTERS FROM TELL ATCHANA (ALALA‡) 

 The corpus of texts recovered from Tell Atchana contains about a dozen letters 

in which the composition of the address formula may be perceived.300  A few of these 

are in Hittite,301 and the remainder in Akkadian.  Formally, the address formulas in the 

two Hittite letters may be treated separately, since only they present the order « SR »; 

all of the Akkadian letters show addresses of the order « RS », regardless of 

conceptual status.302  AT 125 is conceptually unmarked, and presents the micro-

compositional pattern « UM-MA ID A-NA ID QÍ-BI-MA ».  Given the identity of the 

sender, {LUGAL}, "the king', and the fact that it is in Hittite, it seems reasonable to 

place the provenance of this letter in Hittite Anatolia.303  Indeed, conceptually 

UNMARKED letters found at Bo∆azköy and at Ma� at also show this compositional 

pattern, as do the conceptually UNMARKED letters in the Ugaritic and Ras Shamra 

Akkadian epistolary corpora.  The address of AT 124 is damaged; it certainly followed 

the order « SR », however, and the traces which remain are entirely consistent with the 

pattern « UM-MA ID A-NA ID QÍ-BI-MA ».    

                                                

 300These are AT 107-113, AT 115-117, and AT 124-125, published, for the most part, in D. J. 
Wiseman, Alalakh Tablets (1953) 58-62; with copies on pls. 24-27, and in D. J. Wiseman, JCS 8 (1954) 
9-10.    

 301For AT 24-25; see L. Rost, MIO 4 (1956) 340-342, and now A. Hagenbuchner, Die 
Korrespondenz der Hethiter 2 (1989) 387 and 440.  For AT 35, see C. Niedorf, Festschrift Dietrich 
(2002) 517-526.    

 302Compare the comments of D. Arnaud, SMEA 37 (1996) 51, who uses this argument (among 
others) in his proposal for the provenence of RS 4.449.   

 303Compare Hagenbuchner, Die Korrespondenz der Hethiter 2 (1989) 388, with anterior 
bibliography, where the king of Carchemish is also suggested as a possibility.   
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 The address formulas in the Akkadian letters found at Tell Atchana all present 

the order « RS ».304  Given the almost predictable distribution of the various 

compositional patterns of the address formulas in the Ras Shamra, Bo∆azköy, and 

Ma� at corpora, the uniformity of the « RS » order in the address formulas of the 

Alalakh letters is surprising, especially in the case of contextually descending letters 

such as AT 108, addressed to an individual named {mú-ut-ti} from no less a personage 

than {LUGAL}, "the king'; but also with respect to conceptually UNMARKED letters in 

general,305 all of which show the order « RS ».  Among these UNMARKED letters, two 

micro-compositional patterns are attested, neither of which has a parallel among the 

Ugaritic letters: (1) « ana ID umma ID »,306 and (2) « ana ID qib≠-ma umma ID ».307      

 Three of the letters from Alalakh are conceptually ascending.308  One of these 

is ASC POW,309 and the other two ASC MIXED.310  The address formula in AT 113 

                                                

 304AT 107-109, apparently AT 110, AT 111-113, and AT 115-117. 

 305AT 109, AT 111-112, AT 117, and possibly AT 116.    

 306AT 108-109.  The traces of the address in AT 110, as reconstructed by the editor (Wiseman, 
Alalakh Tablets (1953) 59), are consistent with this pattern.      

 307AT 111-112, and AT 117.  The traces of the address formula in AT 115-116 are consistent 
with this pattern.   

 308AT 107, AT 113, and AT 115.   

 309AT 107. 

 310AT 115 incorporates ascending terms from both POW and BIO models; compare {a-bi-ia 
EN-ia} in line 5.  In AT 113, the sender characterizes the recipient as {be-li-ia dUTU-ia}, "my lord, my 
divine sun', a combination frequent in the Amarna corpus (see above), and refers to himself as {ÌR-ka 
du-ßu-mu-ka}, "your servant, your dußumu (??)'.  The latter term is apparently conceptually descending, 
but whether or not its meaning corresponds to "servant' (Wiseman, Alalakh Tablets [1953] 160), is 
difficult to determine.  This, at least, does not appear to be the Hurrian equivalent of {ÌR}: compare the 
Sa Vocabulary with a Hurrian column in RS 94.2939, where the sign {ÌR} in the Sumerian column is 
glossed with {ur-du} in the Akkadian column and {pu-ra-mi} in the Hurrian (see B. André-Salvini, and 
M. Salvini, Nuzi and the Hurrians 9 [1998] 8 and 15, and the legible photo on p. 38; and E. Laroche, 
Glossaire de la langue hourrite [1980] 205). 
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presents the micro-compositional pattern « ana ID REL qib≠-ma umma ID REL », which 

corresponds to the pattern used in conceptually ascending letters in the Ugaritic corpus, 

as well as in such letters from the other comparative corpora discussed above.  It is 

conceivable that AT 107 and AT 115 had this structure as well.311 

 Setting aside the two Hittite letters, which show a compositional pattern well 

attested in similar letters found at Anatolian (Bo∆azköy and Ma� at) and Syrian (Ras 

Shamra) sites, the address formulas in the Alalakh letters are more reminiscent of Old 

Babylonian models than of Syro-Anatolian forms current at the end of the Late Bronze 

Age.  It is true that as many as three conceptually ASC letters may show a 

compositional pattern found also among the ASC letters of the Ugaritic corpus, but this 

resemblance is mitigated by the fact that all of the Akkadian letters found at Tell 

Atchana show address formulas of the order « RS », regardless of their conceptual 

status, a distribution which is incompatible with the Ugaritic corpus.  

 

1.4.2.5.2  MISCELLANEOUS LATE BRONZE EPISTOLARY FINDS AT LEVANTINE SITES  

 Several sites have yielded scattered tablet finds of an epistolary genre.  I have 

glanced at a group of nine such letters, recovered from various sites in the Levant:  

                                                

 311Judging from the editor's copies, the preserved traces of the address in AT 107 correspond to 
« ana ID REL […] qib≠-ma […] umma ID […] ».  A REL phrase such as {ÌR-ka} may have been present 
in the « S » component, at the end of line 3, on the right edge of the tablet (now lost).  Likewise in AT 
115, the preserved structure, « ana ID/REL? R[EL …] qib≠-[ma …] umma ID […] », allows the possibility 
of restoring a REL term in the « S » component, at the end of line 3, again on the right edge of the tablet 
(now lost).  
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Kªmid el-Lºz,312 Tell Taanach,313 Tel Aphek,314 Beth Shean,315 and Hazor.316  Apart 

from the letter from Tel Aphek, in which the sender is in any case a Ugaritian, none of 

these present any striking parallels with the Ugaritic corpus with respect to the 

composition of the address formula.   

 The letter from Tel Aphek317 is conceptually ASC MIXED, addressed to a certain 

‡aya whom the sender qualifies as {a-bi-ia EN-ia}, "my father, my lord'.  The sender 

himself is an individual named Tag”uli(nu), a fairly important and fairly well-attested 

official active in the Ugaritian court during the second half of the 13th century BCE.318  

The address of the letter presents the pattern « ana ID REL qib≠-ma umma ID REL », 

which is typical in conceptually ascending letters in Ugaritic and Akkadian from Ras 

Shamra.   

 All of the remaining letters present address formulas of the order « RS », 

regardless of conceptual status.  That these letters represent a different epistolary 

tradition than that found in the Ugaritic corpus is especially clear in the case of 

conceptually UNMARKED letters: the pattern « ana ID qib≠-ma umma ID » occurs in 

                                                

 312Two letters: Kumidi 1 (Kl 69.277) and Kumidi 2 (Kl 69.279), published in D. O. Edzard, 
Kamid el-Loz—Kumidi (1970) 50-56. 

 313Four letters: TT 1 and 2, published in F. Hrozny``, Tell Ta≤annek (1904) 113-117, 121, and 
Taf. 10; and TT 5-6, published in F. Hrozny``, Nachlese auf dem Tell Ta≤annek (1906) 36-41, Taf. 1-3.  
On the Taanach letters, see now A. Rainey, EI 26 (1999) *153-*162, with anterior bibliography.     

 314One letter, Aphek 52055/1, published by D. Owen, TA 8 (1981) 1-17.   

 315One letter, here provisionally labelled ""IEJ 46.210'', inscribed on a clay cylinder.  It was 
published by W. Horowitz, IEJ 46 (1996) 208-211; a preliminary edition by the same author appeared in 
Qadmoniot 27 (1994) pp. 84-86 (in Hebrew).       

 316One letter: Hazor 16455, published in W. Horowitz, IEJ 50 (2000) 17-18.  

 317Aphek 52055/1.   

 318See I. Singer, TA 10 (1983) 3-25; and now C. Roche, Recherches sur la prosopographie du 
royaume d'Ougarit (2001), vol. 2.  
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such letters from Hazor,319 Tell Taanach,320 and Kªmid el-Lºz.321  The two letters 

from the latter site are especially striking, since they clearly derive from contextually 

descending situations,322 and yet retain the « RS » order.323  A similar pattern, which 

lacks the verbal element, « ana ID umma ID », is known from UNMARKED letters from 

Tell Taanach.324  Neither pattern has a parallel in the Ugaritic corpus.  Finally, a 

conceptually ascending letter from Beth Shean presents the pattern « ana ID REL qib≠-

ma umma ID », and one conceptually horizontal letter from Taanach has the pattern 

« ana ID qib≠-ma umma ID ».  Both are unknown in the Ugaritic corpus.    

 In short, despite the relative geographical and chronological proximity of these 

scattered epistolary finds to the Ugaritic letters, they generally do not represent the 

same scribal habits in the composition of the address formula.  The only exception is 

Aphek 52055/1, which, in any case, was sent from Ugarit.     

 

1.4.2.5.3  LATE BRONZE AGE LETTERS FROM MESOPOTAMIAN SITES  

 Judging from the sizeable corpus of epistolary finds from Nippur, Yorgan Tepe 

(Nuzi), and Tall Sheikh H̊amad (D¨r Katlimmu), the epistolary traditions practiced in 

Mesopotamia proper during the Late Bronze Age do not exhibit striking parallels with 

                                                

 319Hazor 16455.  

 320TT 1.  

 321Kumidi 1-2.   

 322They are addressed to named individuals in charge of particular cities, from {LUGAL}, "the 
king', probably the Egyptian pharaoh.  

 323Compare EA 99, EA 367, and EA 369-370; and AT 108 (discussed above).    

 324TT 5-6.  
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the Ugaritic corpus with respect to the composition and distribution of the address 

formula.    

 For a survey of other Mesopotamian sites that have yielded Late Bronze 

archives, see O. Pedersén, Archives and Libraries (1998), pp. 80-125.  I have 

concentrated on those sites which produced relatively large epistolary corpora.   

  

1.4.2.5.3.1  Yorgan Tepe (Nuzi)  

 Dealing with the Nuzi archives is difficult, owing to the size of the corpus, the 

dispersed nature of the publications, and the fact that many texts are available only in 

cuneiform copy.  My brief and admittedly incomplete survey325 suggests that the 

address formulas in Nuzi letters consistently present the « RS » order, regardless of 

conceptual status.  Particularly telling examples in this regard are letters sent to named 

individuals by {LUGAL}, "the king',326 in which the « RS » order is maintained, 

despite the contextually descending nature of the relationship.  Furthermore, it seems 

that the micro-compositional pattern « ana ID qib≠-ma umma ID » is also standard.327  

                                                

 325R. Borger, HKL 3 (1975) 56, provides references to some of the Nuzi letters.  Convenient 
orientations to the Nuzi tablets now in the Harvard Semitic Museum and at the Oriental Institute may be 
found in the articles of J. Fincke and M. P. Maidman in Nuzi and the Hurrians 10 (1999) 13-24, and pp. 
25-34.  A useful list of text publications is given in P. Negri Scafa, Nuzi and the Hurrians 10 (1999) 74-
80; and a general presentation of the archives from Yorgan Tepe and nearby sites is provided by 
Pedersén, Archives and Libraries (1998) 15-32.     

 326Compare, for example, the letters published by E. Chiera, JEN 5 (1934), no. 494; by R. H. 
Pfeiffer, HSS 9 (1932), nos. 1-3 (compare also nos. 5-6); and by E. R. Lacheman, HSS 14 (1950), nos. 
14, 17, 19.    

 327Compare the letters published in E. Chiera, HSS 5 (1929), nos. 102-106; Pfeiffer, HSS 9 
(1932), nos. 1-6; Chiera, JEN 5 (1934), nos. 494, probably 495, 496, probably 497, 498-499; R. H. 
Pfeiffer, and E. R. Lacheman, HSS 13 (1942), nos. 38, 51, 108, and 405 (in transcription only); 
Lacheman, HSS 14 (1950), nos. 12-17, 19-22, 24-25, probably 26, 27, and 31; and Lacheman, HSS 15 
(1955), nos. 43B, 187, 189, and 291-292.    
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Very few REL terms are to be found in these address formulas.328  In general, the 

address formulas in the Nuzi letters appear to follow the patterns described by E. 

Salonen as standard for letters in the Old Babylonian period.329  They do not present 

compositional or distributional parallels form the Ugaritic address formula.   

 

1.4.2.5.3.2  Nippur and the Kassite Babylonian Tradition  

 For Kassite Babylonia, the largest body of evidence comes from excavations at 

Nippur.330  Well over one hundred letters have been published thus far,331 the majority 

of which in Hugo Radau's 1908 publication Letters to Cassite Kings from the Temple 

Archives of Nippur.332  This sampling is sufficient to indicate that the address formulas 

in the epistolary traditions of Kassite Babylonia differ from those in the Ugaritic 

corpus, both in terms of formal composition and distribution.  In his treatment of a 

fairly large group of conceptually ASC POW letters, Radau distinguished two formal 

                                                

 328An apparent exception is the letter published by Pfeiffer and Lacheman, HSS 13 (1942) 24, 
no. 149 (in transcription only), in which the ID element in the « S » component (a personal name) is 
followed by what appears to be a REL term: {ßu-un-ka4}, "your fiU-UN (??)'.  I have no suggestion for 
its meaning.   

 329Compare E. Salonen, Die Gruss- und Höflichkeitsformeln (1967) 16.  Note also that in 
virtually all of these address formulas the imperative qib≠ is written with the {NE} sign (that is, bí), 
another aspect typical of the Old Babylonian period, and rare in the western periphery (or at least at 
Ras Shamra) during the Late Bronze Age.  

 330For other sites yielding epigraphic finds, see Pedersén, Archives and Libraries (1998) 103-
120; and the catalog of J. A. Brinkman, Materials (1976).   

 331Many more remain unpublished; compare the statement in  K. Nashef, RAI 35 (1992) 151-
152.    

 332Over a hundred letters were published in H. Radau, Letters to Cassite Kings (1908).  
Another significant publication of letters (over a dozen) appeared in H. F. Lutz, Selected Sumerian and 
Babylonian Texts (1919), texts XXIX-XLI, pp. 88-99.  For other letters, which have appeared in 
scattered publications, compare A. Goetze, JCS 6 (1952) 142-145; T. G. Pinches, CT 44 (1963), no. 44; 
R. D. Biggs, JCS 19 (1965) 95-102; and the references in Borger, HKL 3 (1975) 55.    
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patterns of composition in the address formula,333 neither of which finds a parallel in 

the Ugaritic corpus: (1) « ana REL qib≠-ma umma ID REL »,334 and (2) a pattern which 

lacks an explicit « R » element, and in which the « S » element takes the form « REL 

ID ».335   

 A telling example of the address formula in a contextually descending social 

situation in this tradition is provided by letter no. 75 in Radau's treatment.336  The 

letter is conceptually UNMARKED, but given the identity of the sender, {LUGAL}, "the 

king', it ought to be understood as contextually descending.  Despite the high social 

status of the sender, the recipient is mentioned first: « ana ID qib≠-ma umma ID », a 

feature which neatly distinguishes this tradition from the Ugaritic.337  Other 

conceptually unmarked letters, in which the nature of the relationship between the 

correspondents is not clear, also show this compositional pattern.338   

                                                

 333Radau, Letters to Cassite Kings (1908) 32.  Letters 1-74 are conceptually ASC POW; ibid., 
p. 13. 

 334A possible exception is RS 8.315.  Otherwise, Ugaritic address formulas in conceptually 
ascending letters systematically follow the pattern « l ID REL rgm t“m ID REL » (that is, both the NR and 
NS components consist of « ID REL »). 

 335No Ugaritic address formula shows this pattern.  Note, however, the presence of this pattern 
in two Akkadian letters found at Ras Shamra (RS 34.142 and probably RS 34.152).  The address 
formula of the ""piggy-back'' letter EA 12.2 would appear to follow the same pattern.    

 336BE 17/1.75 = CBM 12582, published in Radau, Letters to Cassite Kings (1908), text no. 75, 
pl. 54.  The address formula reads {(1) a-na mLÚ-dAMAR.UTU qí-bi-ma (2) um-ma LUGAL - ma (3) 
um-ma a-na mLÚ-dAMAR.UT[U-ma?]}, that is, « ana ID qib≠-ma umma ID ».   

 337Conceptually unmarked letters in the Ugaritic corpus follow the pattern « t“m ID l ID rgm ». 

 338Radau, Letters to Cassite Kings (1908) 18. 
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 Finally, conceptually horizontal letters show the pattern « ana ID qib≠-ma 

umma ID REL »,339 which is not precisely analogous to either of the Ugaritic patterns 

found among HOR letters.   

 Not only do the letters representing the epistolary tradition(s) of Kassite 

Babylonia present different micro-compositional patterns, however, but also on the 

level of macro-composition, when both correspondents are mentioned in the address 

formulas, the order of mention is consistently « RS »,340 which neatly distinguishes this 

corpus from the Ugaritic corpus in particular, and from the western periphery in 

general.       

 

1.4.2.5.3.3  The Middle Assyrian Tradition  

 Eva Cancik-Kirschbaum published an accessible treatment of the Middle 

Assyrian epistolary tradition in 1996.341  The corpus she studied numbers well over a 

hundred texts, the majority deriving from two sites, Qal≤at aß-fiirqªt (ancient Aßßur) 

and Tall fi´” H̊amad (ancient D¨r Katlimmu).  The epistolary formulas appearing in 

these letters present a number of features familiar from other Mesopotamian 

epistolary traditions, but also some striking formal idiosyncrasies, which should play a 

role in future attempts to affirm a supposed Assyrian provenance for formally similar 

letters found outside of the Assyrian heartland.342  In this sense, Cancik-Kirschbaum's 

                                                

 339Ibid.    

 340See the presentation in Salonen, Die Gruss- und Höflichkeitsformeln (1967) 57-61.    

 341E. Cancik-Kirschbaum, Die mittelassyrischen Briefe (1996) 49-71.   

 342I am thinking of KBo 28.082 (H. Güterbock, AfO Beiheft 7 [1942], no. 3, pp. 36, 83; 
republished by Kümmel, KBo 28 [1985] 24), which is formally similar, though not identical to the 
Middle Assyrian models (the prostration formula employs the writing {ul-tu4-”é-”i-in} instead of 
Middle Assyrian {ul-ta-ka-in}).  Another, equally valuable application of Cancik-Kirschbaum's 
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discussion is especially useful for the non-specialist interested in epistolary form, and 

fills a void in the literature.343    

 It is clear from Cancik-Kirschbaum's treatment that the epistolary address 

formula followed in the Middle Assyrian tradition did not resemble that of the Ugaritic 

letters, neither in composition nor in distribution.  This is especially clear on the 

macro-compositional level: all address formulas, regardless of conceptual status, 

present the order « RS ».344  Letter no. 9 in Cancik-Kirschbaum's publication presents 

a tangible example: despite the explicitly superior status of the sender, the order 

« RS » is maintained.   

 Despite this clear formal difference; the Middle Assyrian corpus also presents a 

surprising parallel to the Ugaritic address formula on the micro-compositional level.  

The address formulas of conceptually ASC POW letters present in the « S » component 

not the expected pattern « umma NS », but rather « †uppi NS ».345  This pattern 

provides a parallel to the Ugaritic « S » component, « t“m NS », both on the 

morphological and semantic levels.  

                                                                                                                                           
discussion is the possibility to exclude, on formal grounds, letters previously ascribed to the Middle 
Assyrian tradition on the basis of purely linguistic criteria; compare RS 6.198 (F. Thureau-Dangin, Syria 
16 [1935] 188-193) which presents an address formula entirely out of keeping with the now known 
Middle Assyrian formulary.   

 343A previous treament is Salonen, Die Gruss- und Höflichkeitsformeln (1967) 76-77.  In light 
of the peculiarities presented by the Middle Assyrian epistolary formulas with respect to other more or 
less contemporary cuneiform corpora, I have been unable to understand the comments of a recent 
reviewer of Cancik-Kirschbaum's work: ""most of the information in this section is pertinent to basic 
Akkadian and not peculiar to Middle Assyrian letters'' (JNES 60 [2001] 57).  On formal grounds, both 
certain variants of the address formula (the pattern « †up-pí NS » in conceptually ASC POW letters) and 
the prostration formula (« ultaka≥≥in », usually written {ul-ta-ka-in}) deserve special treatment, and, at 
least on present evidence, do indeed appear to be ""peculiar to Middle Assyrian letters.''     

 344Cancik-Kirschbaum, Die mittelassyrischen Briefe (1996) 53-56. 

 345""Präscriptio Typ II'' in Cancik-Kirschbaum, Die mittelassyrischen Briefe (1996) 56.  Where 
the second sign of the « S » component is clearly legible ({BI} versus {MA}), the potential ambiguity 
between the readings {UM} and {DUB} for the first sign is resolved.  
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1.4.2.5.4  COMPARATIVE EVIDENCE ANTERIOR TO THE LATE BRONZE AGE  

 I have not explored the epistolary corpora from periods anterior to the Late 

Bronze Age in the same detail as those discussed in the survey above.  Nevertheless, 

even a cursory study is sufficient to indicate a lack of precise parallels for the 

composition and distribution of the Ugaritic address formulas in the Eblaite, Sumerian, 

Old Akkadian, and Old Babylonian epistolary traditions.      

 This is most obvious on the macro-compositional level: all of these traditions 

except the Old Assyrian present a fixed order of mention of the correspondents in the 

address formula, which the Ugaritic formula does not.  In some of these traditions, the 

fixed order is « SR », as in Eblaite,346 Sumerian,347 and Old Akkadian.348  In Old 

Babylonian, however, the fixed order is « RS ».349       

                                                

 346The epistolary texts found at Ebla from the 3rd Millennium BCE appear consistently to 
present « SR » as the order in the composition of the address formula.  The most frequent micro-
compositional pattern is « en-ma ID NI-na ID » ({NI-na} appears to be a writing of the preposition 
≥ana).  Compare the two texts presented in P. Michalowski, Letters from Early Mesopotamia (1993), 
nos. 2-3, pp. 12-18 (I believe these are TM.75.G.2342 and TM.75.G.2367); and at least five other 
epistolary texts mentioned in M. V. Tonietti, Miscellanea Eblaitica 4 (1997) 89-90 (TM.75.G.2561, 
TM.75.G.11696, TM.75.G.1766, TM.75.G.2345, and TM.75.G.2605).  Two other Ebla letters also 
represent the macro-compositional order « SR », but appear, at least on the graphic level, to present a 
slightly different micro-composition: the pattern « en-ma ID si-in ID » in the letter TM.76.G.86 (see P. 
Fronzaroli, Miscellanea Eblaitica 4 [1997] 8); and the pattern « ma”-ma” ID NI-na ID » in 
TM.75.G.1626 (see Tonietti, Miscellanea Eblaitica 4 [1997] 89).  

 347B. Kienast and K. Volk, Die sumerischen und akkadischen Briefe (1995) 4.  The pattern 
cited is « NS-e na-(b)e-a NR(-ra) ù-na-du11 ».  See also the letter CIRPL 46, presented in  
Michalowski, Letters from Early Mesopotamia (1993) 11, no. 1, which also presents « SR »; and the 
numerous references provided by Borger, HKL 3 (1975) 53.    

 348According to E. Salonen, StOr 38 (1967) 12-13, and Kienast and Volk, Die sumerischen und 
akkadischen Briefe (1995) 4-20, Old Akkadian letters display two types of addresses, both of which 
display the « SR » order: (1) « enma NS ana NR », and (2) « enma NS ana NR qib≠ma ».  See also the 
references given in Borger, HKL 3 (1975) 53-54. 

 349Compare Salonen, Die Gruss- und Höflichkeitsformeln (1967) 16-17; and a large collection 
of references in Borger, HKL 3 (1975) 54-55.   
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 The Old Assyrian tradition is less easy to dismiss, since like the Ugaritic 

tradition, the order of mention of the sender and recipient in the address formula is 

variable : both orders are employed, « RS » and « SR ».350  Despite this similarity on 

the macro-compositional level, however, the micro-compositional patterns of the 

address formula in the Old Assyrian tradition(s) are not comparable to those of the 

Ugaritic corpus.  In particular, « REL » terms are generally not used in the address 

formulas of Old Assyrian letters.  The result, adopting the terminology employed in 

this study, is that whatever the contextual relationship of the correspondents might 

have been, the terminological status of many Old Assyrian letters is UNMARKED.  

Apart from questions of explicitly marked conceptual status, however, the distribution 

of one pattern or the other in the Old Assyrian corpus was, like the Ugaritic, 

conditioned by a concern to place the higher-ranking correspondent in first position.351 

 

1.4.3  Comparative evidence from the Ugaritic literary texts  

 The corpus of Ugaritic literary texts352 contains a group of stereotyped motifs 

which treat, in the course of the narrative, the commissioning and delivery of messages 

by means of a third party, or messenger.  These motifs are relevant for the study of the 

epistolary address formulas since they not only exhibit striking formal parallels with 

                                                

 350Compare H. Hirsch, Al-H˚ud“ud (1981) 79-94; and C. Michel, Correspondance des 
marchands de Kaniß (2001) 34-35.   

 351Michel, Correspondance des marchands de Kaniß (2001) 35: "" … le personnage le plus 
important apparaît systématiquement en premier.'' 

 352I am referring to the corpus of narrative texts which exhibit poetic parallelism, especially 
the myths and epics.  For an overview of the corpus, see D. Pardee and P. Bordreuil, ABD 6 (1992) 706-
708; an older treatment, though with more detail, is A. Caquot, SDB 9 (1979), cols. 1365-1403.   
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the latter, but also derive from a similar contextual setting, that of indirect 

communication.353   

 One can distinguish two distinct contextual settings among these motifs: (1) 

those in which the sender of the message directly addresses his messenger(s), 

commanding them to speak to the intended recipient of the message, and (2) those in 

which the narrative fulfillment of this command is related in the 3rd person.  The 

former can be called message ""commissions'', and the latter message ""deliveries''.354  

These two settings have a distinct but unequal importance for the interpretation of the 

epistolary address formula, and for this reason it seems helpful to give an illustration 

of each.    

 The following passage represents an example of a message commission:  

  

KTU2 1.3.III  (11) w . rgm . l btlt . ≤nt (12) ®ny 

. l ymmt . l•mm (13) t“m . ±l•yn . b≤l . hwt 

(14) ±l•y . qrdm 

wa rugumª lê-bat¨lati ≤anati   

  ®anniyª lê-yabimti li≥mi-ma   

ta“mu ≥al≥iyªni355 ba≤li   

  huwwatu ≥al≥iyi qarrªd≠ma 

"So, say to Girl ≤Anatu,  

    repeat to Li≥mu's sister-in-law:  

""Message of Mightiest Ba≤lu,  

    Word of the Mightiest of Warriors:  « MESSAGE » '' '  

                                                

 353J.-L. Cunchillos, TO 2 (1989) 241, uses the term ""ternaire'' (as opposed to ""binaire'') to 
describe this aspect.  On the relationship between the epistolary address formula and these literary 
""message'' motifs, see S. E. Loewenstamm, Comparative Studies (1980) 256-260 (original publication in 
Hebrew, 1968).    

 354These two motifs fall under the rubric ""orden-ejecución'' discussed by G. del Olmo Lete, 
Mitos y leyendas de Canaan (1981) 52-55; and ""instructions and execution'' in Parker, The Pre-Biblical 
Narrative Tradition (1989) 28-31.     

 355The long penultimate vowel may indicate a diptotic inflection for this noun (thus, a 
""genitive'' marked with -a), rather than the standard triptotic inflection.   
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In this commission, Ba≤lu address his messengers directly, and charges them to 

""speak!'' (an imperative) the massage which he then relates.  The command rgm l btlt 

≤nt, "Speak to Girl ≤Anatu!' represents a literary motif formally and functionally 

parallel to the epistolary « R » component; and the first words that the messengers are 

commanded to pronounce, namely, t“m ±l•yn b≤l, "Message of Mightiest Ba≤lu', 

represent a similar parallel for the epistolary « S » component.  Both of the literary 

motifs, « R » and « S », show the parallelistic expansion typical of Ugaritian 

prosody.356   

 A slightly different structure occurs in the narrative account which relates the 

delivery of this same message: 

  

KTU2 1.3.IV  (5) [w] ≤n357 . ÷lmm . y≤nyn . 

l •b . yp≤ (6) l b≤l . ¬rt . l rkb . ≤rpt (7) t“m . 

±l•yn . b≤l . hwt . ±l•y (8) qrdm   

[wa]-≤anâ ÷almªmi ya≤niyªni 

lª-≥êbu yapa≤a lê-ba≤li  

  ¬arratu lê-rªkibi ≤arapªti 

ta“mu ≥al≥iyªni ba≤li   

  huwwatu ≥al≥iyi qarrªd≠ma 

                                                

 356S. Parker, in The Pre-Biblical Narrative Tradition (1989) 28, speaks of the relationship 
between epistolary formulas and their literary adaptations as follows: ""The formulaic monocolon t“m 
PN "message of so-and-so' . . . is built into a bicolon by the creation of a second colon composed of a 
parallel to PN . . . (or) the whole formula: hwt PN2. . . .  But we know from correspondence in the 
various archives that t“m PN is also the opening announcement of the source of a message.  This 
epistolary usage confirms that not only is the formulaic bicolon a poetic extension of a formulaic 
monocolon, but that the latter was adopted directly from the standard language of messengers.''  See 
also Loewenstamm, Comparative Studies (1980) 256-260. 
 For a recent overview of Ugaritic poetry, see Watson, HUS (1999) 165-192, with anterior 
bibliography.  On the various forms and distributions of poetic parallelism, this being generally accepted 
as the most significant structural feature of Ugaritic poetry, see also D. Pardee, Ugaritic and Hebrew 
Poetic Parallelism (1988) xv-xvi and 168-201; and S. Parker, The Pre-Biblical Narrative Tradition 
(1989) 7-59.   

 357KTU2 reads {¯y˘≤n} here; I am following A. Herdner, CTA (1963) 17 and fig. 9, who reads 
{[-]≤n}.  The restoration of {[w]≤n} rather than {[y]≤n} is made solely on the basis of what I consider to 
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[Then], the two lads answered, saying: 

"No enemy has arisen against Ba≤lu, 

    (no) adversary (has arisen) against the cloud-rider. 

Message of Mightiest Ba≤lu,  

    Word of the Mightiest of Warriors: « MESSAGE » '.  

 

This passage relates the speech of Ba≤lu's two messenger lads, having arrived chez 

≤Anatu: prior to delivering the message, they respond to an anxious question regarding 

Ba≤lu's welfare posed to them by the goddess.  Message delivery motifs such as these 

contain no precise formal and functional parallel for the epistolary « R » component.  

They do, however, retain the literary « S » motif, which precedes and announces the 

recitation of the message proper.      

 

1.4.3.1  The order « RS » in the literary texts  

 The most significant general observation to be made with respect to the two 

literary motifs comparable to the two components of the epistolary address formula is 

that when both motifs are present, they always occur in the sequence: « R » « S ».358  

This presents a contrast with the epistolary corpus, where the order of the components 

                                                                                                                                           
be parallel grammatical constructions (I have not seen the tablet, and cannot evaluate the readings on 
epigraphic grounds), such as KTU2 1.6 I 53, {¯w˘ ≤n . rbt . ±®rt ym}, and 1.18 I 22, {w ¬“q . btlt . [≤nt]}.  
For an interesting, though now slightly dated approach to these forms, see D. Marcus, JANES 1/2 
(1968), and p. 59, n. 19, for anterior bibliography.   

 358This sequence is clear or likely in ten literary passages: KTU2 1.1 III 4-6 (partially 
reconstructed); 1.2 I 16-17; 1.2 I 33-34; 1.3. III 11-13; 1.3 VI 21-25; 1.4 VIII 29-34; 1.5 II 8-9; probably 
1.7 25-26 (partially reconstructed); perhaps 1.14 III 19-21 (if lines 20-21 contain a non-standard « R » 
component); and 1.14 V 29-33 (partially reconstructed, with a standard « R » component).  All of these 
derive either from the Ba≤lu Cycle (the first eight citations), or from the Kirta text (the last two 
citations).   
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is variable, largely as a function of nature of the social relationship between the 

correspondents, at least as such was expressed by the sender or the sender's scribe.   

 In a certain sense, however, the fixed sequence « RS » for the literary motifs is 

a matter of course: the « R » motif represents the sender's command to his messengers 

to ""say'' to the recipient the message which follows, and the message which follows 

begins with the « S » component.  If this sequence is a logical one for the literary 

motifs, why is it not also so for the epistolary formula?  The answer, I suspect, is to be 

found in the conflict between origin and usage: the fixed « RS » order is consistent 

with the origins of these formulas and motifs: the practicalities which lay behind 

indirect communication situations, especially those that function on an oral level, as 

seems to be the case for the most part () in the Ugaritic myths and epics.  The variable 

order, « RS » or « SR », however, would appear to represent the development of a 

usage divorced from its original setting.  (a parallel in lexicography comes to mind: the 

respective roles of etymology and contextual usage in determining a word's meaning).   

The kind of communication involved is still indirect, since the two parties are not in 

one another's presence, but the virtual lack of any and all allusions to the messengers 

who must have carried the letter, and the virtual predominance of direct discourse, 

suggest a tendency toward a more binary communication.     

 

1.4.3.2  The literary « R » motif  

 In his discussion of these literary ""message'' motifs, G. del Olmo Lete lists the 

occurrences of the literary equivalent of the epistolary « R » component, all in 
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message commissions.359  Eight of these appear in the ""Ba≤lu Cycle'' of myths, and 

three in the Kirta text.  One message delivery scene, KTU 1.2 I 33, also contains a 

motif superficially similar to these literary « R » motifs.     

 In order to compare these literary « R » motifs with their epistolary equivalents, 

I have found it helpful to classify them typologically, by composition.  In most cases, 

this means temporarily neglecting, or at least accounting for, the parallelistic 

expansion, or « B » line, in the literary version.360  Only two macro-compositional 

patterns are attested: (1) « rgm l NR », "Say to NR!', certainly or probably present in 

eleven passages,361 and the otherwise unique patterns (2) « l yrgm l NR »,362 an 

impersonal volitional clause, "let one (or ""let them'') say to NR', and (3) « rgm l NR », a 

narrative account of the delivery of a message: "the two (of them) said to NR'.363  The 

first pattern is not only the most frequent, but also the most important for comparative 

purposes.  Despite the graphic similarity of the third pattern with the first, I believe it 

necessary to distinguish them, since the latter is precisely parallel to the epistolary 

                                                

 359del Olmo Lete, Mitos y leyendas de Canaan (1981) 54, under the rubric « encargo de 
mensaje » : KTU2 1.1 III 4-6; 1.2. I 16-17; 1.3. III 11-13; 1.3 VI 21-25; 1.4 V 12; 1.4. VIII 29-34; 
1.5 II 8-9; 1.6 III 24; 1.14 V 32-33; 1.16 I 38; and 1.16 VI 28-29.  The status of KTU2 1.1 III 4-6 and 1.14 
V 29-33 as ""commissions'' is plausible, though not certain, given the presence of the literary « R » 
component (only one message ""delivery'' contains the « R » motif: KTU2 1.2 I 33).  S. A. Meier, 
Messenger in the Ancient Semitic World (1988) 184, proposes another passage: KTU2 1.7 25-26, a 
fragmentary section which appears to preserve traces of another literary « R » motif.   

 360It is the « A » line, as in « rgm l NR », "Say to NR!', which parallels the epistolary « R » 
formula in form and function.  The typical « B » line, as in « ®ny l NR », "Repeat to NR!', represents a 
semantic parallel.    

 361The pattern is clear in KTU2 1.2 I 16-17; 1.3 III 11-13; 1.3 VI 21-25; 1.4 VIII 29-34; 1.5 II 8-
9; 1.6 III 24; and 1.16 I 38; and probable in KTU2 1.1 III 4-6 and 1.14 V 29-33.  Allowing for the poetic 
""staircase'' pattern, the structure of KTU2 1.16 VI 28-29 also falls under this rubric.  The broken passage 
KTU2 1.7 25-26 may belong here as well.     

 362KTU2 1.4 V 12.   

 363KTU2 1.2 I 33.   
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« R » component in morphological terms, and the latter not so.  Even in the case of the 

first pattern, however, the parallel with the epistolary « R » component is not perfect: 

though the compositional constituents are the same, their order is not.364      

 On the micro-compositional level, the macro-pattern « rgm l NR » presents two 

variant patterns.  The more common is (1) « rgm l ID »,365 occurring in circumstances 

where the social relationship between the sender of the message and the intended 

recipient is either contextually descending in nature,366 or one of contextual parity.367  

The conceptual category which presents the closest parallel with this group in the 

epistolary corpus is that of UNMARKED letters.  Ugaritic UNMARKED letters may or 

may not be ""contextually descending'', and present a similar micro-compositional 

pattern in the « R » component: « l ID rgm ».  The other micro-compositional pattern 

falling under this category is only attested once: (2) « rgm l ID REL », which appears in 

a rather complicated, conceptually MIXED social context.  Inasmuch as this passage 

                                                

 364In other words, both the epistolary « R » component and the literary « R » motifs described 
by the first pattern consist of three compositional elements: (1) the imperative rgm, (2) the preposition l, 
and (3) a noun phrase or phrases referring to the recipient, NR.  In the epistolary « R » component, the 
imperative follows the prepositional phrase; in the literary motif, the imperative comes first.  

 365This pattern is clear in KTU2 1.3 III 11-13; 1.3 VI 21-25; 1.4 VIII 29-34; 1.5 II 8-9; and 
1.6 III 24; and plausible in KTU2 1.1 III 4-6; 1.7 25-26; and 1.14 V 29-33.  KTU2 1.16 I 38 also belongs 
here, despite the apparent presence of a REL term in ±”tk, "your sister'; this term is in fact an ID term, 
since it has nothing to do with the relationship between sender and recipient, but rather further defines 
the relationship between messenger and recipient.  On the sequence « l ±”tk (personal name) » in an 
address formula, however, compare the second address formula in RS 94.2545+ (to be edited by 
P. Bordreuil et al., Textes ougaritiques 1994-2002 (in preparation).  

 366I have included the following here: (1) messages from Ba≤lu to Kô®aru (KTU2 1.3 VI 21-
25; though perhaps this should be considered a relationship of parity?), (2) from ≥Ilu to fiapßu (KTU2 
1.6 III 24), (3) from ≥Ilu to Kô®aru (KTU2 1.1 III 4-6), and (4) from Kirta to his daughter ®tmnt (KTU2 
1.16 I 38).  I am disregarding the identity of the messengers bearing the message.    

 367I include under this notion messages (1) from Ba≤lu to ≤Anatu (KTU2 1.3 III 11-13), (2) 
from Ba≤lu to Môtu (KTU2 1.4 VIII 29-34 and 1.5 II 8-9), and (3) from king PBL to KRT (KTU2 1.14 V 
29-33).  I have disregarded the identity of the messengers who carried the message.  
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reflects a conceptually ascending relationship between the sender and recipient,368 this 

pattern is comparable to the corresponding pattern typical of the epistolary « R » 

component in conceptually ascending letters, namely, to the extent that in such 

situations the NR element consists of « ID REL ».  The partially preserved literary « R » 

motif in KTU 1.16 VI 28-29 also derives from an ASC BIO setting, and may also have 

displayed the equivalent of the pattern « rgm l ID REL ».369    

 The two remaining patterns, « l yrgm l NR »370 and « rgm l NR »371 (the verb 

rgm here is not an imperative) offer micro-compositional structures more or less 

comparable with the contextual distribution just described.  The first pattern is found in 

a situation where the relationship between sender and recipient is terminologically 

unmarked though either contextually descending or contextually horizontal.372  As in 

the similar situations described above, the NR element here consists only of ID terms.  

The second pattern, however, is found in a context which may be characterized, at 

                                                

 368KTU2 1.2. I 16-17.  The situation is complicated because the sender of the message, 
Yammu, qualifies his (primary) recipient, the god ≥Ilu, as ±b[y], "my father' (for the restoration, 
compare the delivery scene in line 33) here, in the « R » component (thus an ASC BIO situation).  In the 
« S » component, however, the sender but clearly intends to present himself as socially superior to his 
recipient by means of the DESC POW REL terms used there: b≤lkm, "your (pl.) master' and ±dnkm "your 
lord'.  However, the fact that the pronominal suffix is plural indicates that these REL phrases apply first 
and foremost, not to ≥Ilu alone, but to the group alluded to by the phrase p”r m≤d, "the (divine) 
assembly'.  Yammu does not specifically use the phrase b≤lk, "your master' when addressing ≥Ilu 
directly; his claim of lordship is intended rather in regard to the larger group of lesser deities.  In this 
sense, the form of the « R » motif rgm l ®r ±b[y], "Say to the Bull, [my] father' might be taken as 
genuinely reflecting the ASC BIO relationship between Yammu and ≥Ilu, and, as such, comparable to the 
Ugaritic address formulas in ASC letters.  

 369I say ""equivalent of the pattern'' because this passage contains a ""staircase'' structure, which, 
when unraveled, may be understood in the terms described above.  

 370KTU2 1.4 V 12.   

 371KTU2 1.2 I 33.   

 372In KTU2 1.4 V 12, ≥A®iratu commissions a message to be sent to Ba≤lu.   
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least in part, as conceptually ASC BIO.373  As in similar situations described above, the 

NR element here consists of both ID and REL terms.   

 The data are admittedly too few to be conclusive, but the trend revealed here 

indicates both compositional similarities and differences between the Ugaritic literary 

« R » motifs and their epistolary counterparts.  The main difference is to be found at 

the level of word order: in the literary motif the verb comes first, in the epistolary 

formula it comes last.  The compositional similarity is to be found at the level of the 

micro-composition of the NR element.  In those few cases where the literary « R » 

motif contains both ID and REL terms, conceptual terminology of an ascending nature is 

also present.  In those cases when the « R » motif contains only ID terms, the 

contextual relationship between sender and recipient, though terminologically 

unmarked, is often best understood as contextually descending.  These two aspects 

find parallels in the distribution of compositional patterns of the epistolary « R » 

component.   

  

1.4.3.3  The literary « S » motif  

 The corpus of Ugaritic mythological and epic texts contains nearly twenty 

occurrences of the literary « S » motif.374  Since these occur not only in message 

                                                

 373KTU2 1.2 I 33 recounts the delivery of the message commissioned in KTU2 1.2 I 16-17: one 
of the recipients of Yammu's message is ≥Ilu, whom the former qualifies with the REL term ±b, "father'.  
For the complicated social relationships involved in this scene, see the footnote above. 

 374I count a total of nineteen certain or probable « S » motifs, the majority of which are listed 
in G. del Olmo Lete, Mitos y leyendas de Canaan (1981) 54-55, under his rubric « mensaje »: KTU2 1.1 
II 17-18 (partially reconstructed); 1.1 III 5-6 (partially reconstructed); 1.2 I 17; 1.2 I 33-34; 1.3. III 13; 
1.3. IV 7-8; 1.3 VI 24-25 (partially reconstructed); 1.4 VIII 32-34; 1.5 I 12-14; 1.5 II 10-11; 1.5 II 17-18; 
1.6 IV 10-11; 1.7 26 (virtually entirely reconstructed); 1.14 III 21; probably 1.14 V 16-18 (virtually 
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commissions, as was the case with the « R » motifs, but also in message deliveries, the 

greater frequency of this motif is not surprising.  Because the form and function of the 

« S » motif is identical in both message commissions and deliveries, these narrative 

settings have not been differentiated in the following survey.  As above, it is helpful to 

classify the various attested « S » motifs by their composition, first at a macro-level, 

and then at a micro-level.  Also as above, I have paid more attention to the « A » line 

than the « B » line in this motif.375 

 Where the composition may be perceived, all examples of the « S » motif 

exhibit the macro-compositional structure « t“m NS », "message of NS',376 where NS 

represents the noun phrase or phrases referring to the sender of the message.  In this 

respect the composition of the literary « S » motifs is identical to that of its epistolary 

counterpart.  

 On the micro-compositional level, two patterns are attested: « t“m ID » and 

« t“m ID REL ».  The presence of the former, « t“m ID » is clear in eight passages,377 

and possible, though restored, in another two.378  The presence of the latter, « t“m ID 

                                                                                                                                           
entirely reconstructed); 1.14 V 33 (partially reconstructed); 1.14 VI 3 (virtually entirely reconstructed); 
1.14 VI 40-41; and probably 1.17 VI 54 (virtually entirely reconstructed).   

 375As above, it is the « A » line, as in « t“m NS », "Message of NS!', which presents a closer 
parallel to the epistolary « S » component in form and function.  The typical « B » line, as in « hwt NS », 
"Word of NS!', represents a semantic parallel.   

 376On biblical literary parallel « n≥m DN », "saying of DN', see S. A. Meier, Speaking of 
Speaking (1992) 298-314. 

 377KTU2 1.3 III 13-14; 1.3 IV 7-8; 1.4 VIII 32-34; 1.5 I 12-14; 1.5 II 10-11; 1.5 II 17-18; 
1.14 III 21; and 1.14 VI 40-41.   

 378The composition of the « S » motif in KTU2 1.3 VI 24-25 and 1.14 V 33 is unknown, but 
probably to be restored on the pattern « t“m ID » in both cases.  The former is usually reconstructed as 
recounting the commission of a message of Ba≤lu to Kô®aru, via the messengers typically associated 
with ≥A®iratu, but such an arrangement seems odd (why would Ba≤lu not have used his own 
messengers?).  One wonders if the reading of col. vi, line 24 ought to be {t¯“m˘ ±¯®r˘[t … ] }, "Message 
of ≥A®ira[tu … ]'?  The photo in Herdner, CTA (1963), pl. v, is not decisive.   
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REL », is clear in three passages,379 and probable in two.380  The four remaining « S » 

motifs are of unknown composition.381   

 For purposes of comparison with the epistolary formulas, the distribution of 

these two micro-patterns can be charted against the contextual relationships of the 

correspondents.  In the eight passages where the pattern « t“m ID » is certainly present, 

the contextual relationship between sender and recipient is neither one of explicit or 

acknowledged superiority or inferiority, but rather it seems to be one of contextual 

parity, and in some cases, active rivalry.382  On the other hand, in all five passages 

where the pattern « t“m ID REL » is certainly or probably present, the contextual 

relationship between the sender and the recipient contains an explicitly descending 

aspect, judging from the REL terms appearing in the NS element.383      

                                                

 379KTU2 1.2 I 17; 1.2 I 33-34; and 1.6 IV 10-11.   

 380The composition of the « S » motif in KTU2 1.1 II 17-18 and 1.1 III 5-6 is unknown, but 
probably to be restored on the pattern « t“m ID REL » in both cases (on the basis of context, and above 
all, the composition of the B-line: probably hwt l†pn “tkk, "Word of Lu†pªnu, your sire', in both cases).  

 381The precise composition of KTU2 1.7 26; 1.14 V 16-18; 1.14 VI 3; and 1.17 VI 54 is 
unknown.   

 382Contextual parity is represented by KTU2 1.3. III 13-14 and 1.3. IV 7-8, which treat the 
sending of messages by Ba≤lu to ≤Anatu.  The presence of a rivalry in a relationship which seems to be 
essentially one of parity seems likely in KTU2 1.4 VIII 32-34; 1.5 I 12-14; 1.5 II 10-11; and 1.5 II 17-18, 
all of which treat the exchange of messages between Ba≤lu and Môtu; and in KTU2 1.14 III 21 and 1.14 
VI 40-41, which treat the exchange of messages between Kirta and Pabil.  Given the narrative context 
in the latter two passages, it is conceivable that this relationship does not represent ""contextual parity'', 
but the social dominance of Kirta; even here, however, Kirta is not seeking hegemony per se over king 
Pabil: he has simply resorted to the use of force in order to acquire the latter's daughter in marriage.     

 383KTU2 1.6 IV 10-11 treats the sending of a message of ≥Ilu to fiapßu, via ≤Anatu as an 
intermediary.  KTU2 1.2 I 17 and 1.2 I 33-34 treat the commission and delivery of a message of Yammu 
to ≥Ilu and the divine council.  As noted above, the conceptual nature of the relationship between 
Yammu and ≥Ilu is particularly complicated (ASC BIO, but DESC POW, judging from the terms used); 
the use of the plural pronominal suffix in the REL phrase in the NS element (b≤lkm, "your [pl.] master'), 
however, seems sufficient to indicate that Yammu is here claiming a superior status not so much with 
respect to ≥Ilu individually, but with respect to the divine assembly, p”r m≤d, as a whole. 
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 Allowing a certain interpretive prudence in light of the small body data 

exploited here, the trend in usage appears to suggest that the pattern « t“m ID REL » 

was appropriate in narrative contexts in which the sender sought to affirm or simply 

acknowledge his own superior social status with respect to the recipient.  On the other 

hand, the distribution of the pattern « t“m ID » suggests that it was appropriate when no 

such existing social hierarchy was perceived between the correspondents.   

 As above, with respect to the « R » motif, one may observe both similarities 

and differences between the Ugaritic literary « S » motifs and their epistolary 

counterparts.  The similarity is to be found on the compositional level: in both corpora, 

the standard « S » component shows the macro-structure « t“m NS », attested in two 

main micro-compositional variants, « t“m ID » and « t“m ID REL ».  The difference lies 

in the distribution of these two patterns.  In the epistolary corpus, the former pattern 

was typical of contextually descending relationships; here, in the literary texts, where 

relationships of a descending nature are perceptible, the « S » motif follows the pattern 

« t“m ID REL ».  

 

1.5  SITZ-IM-LEBEN  OF THE ADDRESS FORMULA 

 The purpose of this section is to present briefly some inferences regarding the 

Sitz-im-Leben, or contextual setting, of the address formula, based on a consideration 

of the internal and comparative data presented above.  Two main aspects of this 

contextual setting will be explored: (1) the origins and (2) the usage of the address 

formula.  By origin, I mean a consideration of the geographical and chronological 

                                                                                                                                           
 The pattern « t“m ID REL » is probably also present in KTU2 1.1 II 17-18, in which ≥Ilu sends a 
message to ≤Anatu; and in KTU2 1.1 III 5-6, in which ≥Ilu sends a message to Kô®aru.   
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history of the formula; and by usage I mean the situational context to which the 

formula alludes and in which it is appropriate.   

 

1.5.1  Geographical and chronological background 

 This section is not so much concerned with the geographical and chronological 

history of epistolary address formulas in general, as it is with the particular 

compositional patterns found in the Ugaritic address formulas, in their particular 

distribution.  In other words, the central concern here is the geographical and 

chronological distribution of the standard Ugaritic address formula, which employs 

three main micro-compositional patterns,384 distributed over three main conceptual 

categories.385   

 Several sites have yielded epistolary corpora in which this pattern of 

composition and distribution for the address formula is statistically significant: Ras 

Shamra, Meskene (small sample), Ma� at Höyük, Bo∆azköy, and a significant portion 

of the Amarna corpus.  Conversely, the epistolary corpora from a number of other sites 

do not present significant similarity to the Ugaritic corpus with respect to the 

composition and distribution of the address formula: Tell Atchana, various Levantine 

sites, Yorgan Tepe, Nippur, and the various sites yielding Middle Assyrian letters, 

such as Aßßur and Tall fi´” H̊amad.    

 The nature of epistolary texts, however, requires a further consideration, which 

is not always empirically observable: the provenance of the letters is usually different 

                                                

 384See above, section 1.2.4, ""Inventory of compositional patterns for the address''. 

 385See above, section 1.2.5, ""Interpretation of the main compositional patterns''. 
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from their find spot.  For those archives which represent mainly domestic 

correspondence, such as Ma� at Höyük, this consideration has less importance than for 

those which contain a high proportion of incoming letters of international provenance, 

such as the Amarna corpus.  In any case, a brief survey of the provenance of those 

letters which present address formulas comparable with the Ugaritic formulas in terms 

of composition and distribution would be helpful.   

 In the first place, of the corpora mentioned above which contain address 

formulas comparable to the Ugaritic, the Ras Shamra Akkadian corpus, the Meskene 

corpus, and the two Anatolian corpora (Ma � at and Bo∆azköy), all contain a significant 

amount of domestic correspondence.  In these cases the composition and distribution of 

the address formula reflects the local epistolary protocol in the kingdom of Ugarit,386 

the land of Aßtata,387 and the kingdom of ‡atti,388 respectively.   

 Secondly, the corpora of Ras Shamra (Akkadian), Bo∆azköy, and Amarna also 

contain a significant amount of international correspondence.389  For the address 

                                                

 386Akkadian letters from Ras Shamra, presenting an address formula consistent with the 
standard Ugaritic pattern, which derive from Ugarit itself, or at least from senders who are Ugaritians: 
RS 6.112, RS 17.239, RS 17.455, RS 19.070, RS 20.013.1, RS 20.013.2, RS 20.023.1, RS 20.023.2, RS 
20.178.1, RS 20.184, and RS 20.238.  See the arguments given in J. Huehnergard, Akkadian of Ugarit 
(1989) 11-12, and the table on p. 329.  

 387Within the relatively small epistolary corpus from Tell Meskene, most of the letters appear 
to be domestic in nature; only a few suggest an international provenance, and these are from members 
of the Hittite political sphere: The sender of ME 57, {LUGAL}, "the king', is probably the king of 
Carchemish; and Msk 7474+ is from an individual bearing the title {DUMU LUGAL}, "king's son'. 

 388Virtually all of the Ma � at letters are domestic in nature, representing administrative and 
military correspondence between royal officials (including the king) in various Hittite centers in 
Anatolia.  For domestic correspondance in the Bo∆azköy letters, see A. Hagenbuchner, Die 
Korrespondenz der Hethiter 2 (1989), chapters 13-18.  

 389For a recent overview of the internation correspondence from Ras Shamra, see S. 
Lackenbacher, RA 89 (1995) 67-76; for Bo∆azköy, see Hagenbuchner, Die Korrespondenz der Hethiter 
2 (1989), chapters 20-22; and for Amarna, a perusal of the two volume work of M. Liverani, Le lettere 
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formulas of such international letters which show precise formal similarity with the 

Ugaritic address formulas in terms of composition and distribution, it seems that the 

scribes who produced these letters were also trained in, or at least familiar with, the 

same protocol as that found in the Ugaritic letters.  This inference allows the 

geographical horizon for the usage of the address formula protocol standard at Ugarit 

to be expanded to include epistolary composition at a number of other sites.  In the Ras 

Shamra Akkadian corpus, those address formulas of international letters which are 

consistent in terms of composition and distribution with the Ugaritic patterns derive 

from Carchemish,390 from high-ranking officials within the Hittite realm,391 from the 

Hittite emperor himself,392 from Tar”untaßßa,393 from Alaßiya,394 from the Levantine 

kingdoms of ≤Amqu,395 Ußnatu,396 Qadeß,397 Amurru,398 „idon,399 Beirut,400 and from 

                                                                                                                                           
di el-Amarna (1999), which presents the corpus by provenance, gives a useful illustration of their 
geographical diversity.    

 390RS 8.333, RS 16.003, RS 17.289, RS 17.292, RS 17.385, RS 20.022, RS 34.138,  

 391I refer here to the letters from individuals bearing the title {DUMU LUGAL}, "king's son': 
RS 15.077, RS 17.247, RS 20.003, and probably RS 22.006.   

 392RS 17.130, RS 17.132, RS 17.133, RS 34.129,  

 393RS 34.139.  

 394RS 20.018.  

 395RS 17.397B+.  

 396RS 17.083, RS 17.143, RS 17.425, RS 34.158, probably RS 17.288, and probably RS 20.017.   

 397RS 20.016, RS 20.172, RS 34.146, and probably RS 20.200B.  

 398RS 17.152, RS 17.286, probably RS 16.111.   

 399RS 11.723, RS 34.149.   

 400RS 11.730, RS 34.137.   
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Emar in inland Syria.401  In the Bo∆azköy corpus, comparable address formulas are 

found in letters from Egypt, from Amurru, and a few from Mittanni.402  For the 

Amarna corpus, such letters derive from Arzawa in Anatolia, from Assyria, Babylonia, 

Mittanni, Alaßiya, Amurru, and from a large number of local rulers of Levantine cities, 

especially Byblos.403   

 In terms of geographical provenance, then, the composition and distribution of 

the Ugarit address formula is not unique to the kingdom of Ugarit, but seems rather to 

be a feature of an epistolary protocol which was current throughout the ""western 

periphery'', or, put another way, in the Mediterranean centers of cuneiform learning.  

This pattern is not, however, documented for the Mesopotamian heartland; it is 

virtually absent from the roughly contemporary domestic correspondence yielded by 

sites like Nippur, Yorgan Tepe, Aßßur, and Tall fi´” H̊amad.  If a Mesopotamian origin 

is to be proposed for the standard Ugaritic address formula, its empirical justification is 

not to be found in the available textual documentation.   

 Chronologically, the formula under discussion here is restricted to the Late 

Bronze Age.  To my knowledge, none of the anterior cuneiform epistolary traditions 

present precise compositional and distributional parallels.  Within the Late Bronze 

Age, one must acknowledge the chronological priority of the Ma� at and Amarna 

corpora, for example, over the Ugaritic corpus, though this need not, of course, imply 

that the Ugaritic tradition postdates these.  On the contrary, the presence of strikingly 

similar literary versions of the address formula in Ugaritic mythological texts such as 

                                                

 401See the letters of Emariote provenance published by D. Arnaud in RSO 7 (1991) 65-78. 

 402See the references given above, section 1.4.2.3.3. 

 403See the references given above, section 1.4.2.4.1.5, section 1.4.2.4.2, and section 1.4.2.4.3.  
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the Ba≤lu Cycle and in the Kirta Text might be taken to suggest a longer history for the 

local Ugaritic epistolary form than is implied by the chronology of the letters 

themselves.    

 In short, the geographical and chronological origins of the Ugaritic address 

formula are not obvious.  It is clear, however, that the Ugaritic pattern must be 

compared geographically with the epistolary traditions of the western periphery, and 

not, or at least not directly, with those of the Mesopotamian heartland.  It is 

chronologically restricted to the Late Bronze Age, without precise demonstrable 

parallels in the anterior periods.  Given this geographical and chronological framework 

and the political environment in which Ugarit found itself, a historical link between the 

Ugaritic tradition and the cuneiform traditions of the Hittites seems plausible, but until 

the origins of Hittite cuneiform culture itself are better understood,404 it is difficult to 

characterize the address formula discussed here as an old Syrian pattern adopted by 

the Hittites, or vice versa, as a pattern employed by Hittite scribes and later adopted 

by the chancelleries of the Syrian kingdoms under their purview.  In any case, nothing 

excludes the possibility of an long-standing indigenous Syrian epistolary tradition, of 

which the composition and distribution of the Ugaritic address formula would be one 

manifestation.405   

 

                                                

 404Compare the discussion of H. A. Hoffner, Bibliotheca Mesopotamica 25 (1992) 98-99, with 
references.  

 405Note, though, that the Ebla letters present another formal pattern for the address.  The very 
existence of the Ebla archive, however, over a thousand years prior to the Ugaritic texts, amply 
illustrates the possibility of a long-standing native Syrian cuneiform tradition.    
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1.5.2  Situational context  

1.5.2.1  The situational context of the « S » component   

 If the most obvious contextual function of the epistolary « S » component is to 

identify the sender of the letter, we can further nuance and refine our understanding of 

this function by an examination of the Sitz-im-Leben, or real-life contextual setting, in 

which the « S » component and its literary cousins were used.   

 Among the sources at our disposal for conceiving such a contextual setting and 

function of the « S » component, are: (1) the Ugaritic mythological texts, which 

contain a literary motif analogous to, and in some cases identical with, the epistolary 

« S » component;406 and (2) the form and usage of the « S » component of the 

epistolary traditions of other languages of the ancient Near East, contemporaneous 

with, and/or linguistically related to, Ugaritic.407   

 In the context of Ugaritic poetic narrative, the « S » motif represents the 

prefatory words which the messenger speaks as he kneels or stands before the 

recipient of the message, immediately prior to beginning his recitation of the sender's 

message proper.  In this sense, it is at once an integral part of, and yet exterior to, the 

message itself.  This is illustrated by the fact that the « S » motif is found, in identical 

form, in narrative accounts of both the commissioning and the delivery of messages.  

                                                

 406See above, section 1.4.2.  I will refer to the literary version of the « S » formula found in the 
myths as the ""« S » motif'', as a means of distinguishing it from the ""« S » component'' of the letters. 

 407See above, section 1.4.1, in which the Akkadian evidence from Ras Shamra, and the Hittite 
and Akkadian evidence from other roughly contemporary epistolary corpora are explored.  The various 
Northwest Semitic epistolary traditions of the Iron Age are separated from Ugaritic corpus by several 
centuries, and numerous formal differences.  These sources, as well as the Hebrew Bible, of which 
substantial parts probably derive from the Iron Age and which provides some data on the extra-
epistolary usage of the Hebrew formula corresponding to the « S » motif, are nevertheless used on 
occasion in the paragraphs which follow. 
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The « S »  motif is an integral part of the message in the sense that the exact message 

which the sender charges the messenger to ""say'' to the recipient begins not with a 

specific topic-oriented message, but with the « S » motif.   

 An illustration is provided by KTU2 1.3 III 11-14,408 a passage in which the god 

Ba≤lu commissions his messengers with a message for the goddess ≤Anatu.  In this 

passage, the first thing that Ba≤lu charges his messengers to say to ≤Anatu is the 

literary « S » motif: t“m ±l•yn b≤l hwt ±l•y qrdm, "Message of Mightiest Ba≤lu, Word of 

the mightiest of warriors.'  It is only immediately following these words that the 

specific topic-oriented message of Ba≤lu actually begins.  In another sense, however, 

the « S » motif is structurally external to the message.  This aspect is illustrated by the 

account of the delivery of this same message, in KTU2 1.3 IV 5-8.409  In this passage, 

Ba≤lu's two messenger lads have made the journey to ≤Anatu, and when they begin 

speaking, they first respond to an anxious question which ≤Anatu posed to them on 

their appearance.  In this sense it is they, the two lads themselves, who are having a 

direct conversation with ≤Anatu, rather than merely serving in their usual capacity as 

tertiary agents, mouthpieces as it were, in an indirect conversation between ≤Anatu 

and Ba≤lu.  The « S » motif here, which immediately follows the lads' response to 

≤Anatu's question, represents this same narrative voice: it is the lads themselves who 

speak the « S » motif, not Ba≤lu speaking through them.  Only with the beginning of 

the specific topic-oriented message itself in line 8 does Ba≤lu himself begin to speak, 

as it were, through the agency of a third party.    

                                                

 408The passage is cited in full above, in section 1.4.2.   

 409The passage is cited in full above, in section 1.4.2.   
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 Another aspect of the contextual setting of the « S » component revealed by the 

usage of the literary « S » motif is the relative placement of the latter: it is always 

found after the « R » motif, if the « R » is present at all, and immediately before the 

specific topic-oriented message.  This consistent placement after the « R » motif 

accords well with the apparent contextual function of both motifs in the myths: the 

« R » motif represents the sender's initial instructions to the messengers, prior to their 

departure, chez the sender, while the « S » motif represents the messenger's initial 

words to the recipient, upon their arrival chez the recipient.  The necessary 

chronological sequence entailed by these contexts, that is, the fact that departure must 

precede arrival, naturally entails the consistent placement of « R » before « S ».  

 The fact that the Akkadian documents from Ras Shamra are not only 

contemporaneous with the Ugaritic literature, but were produced by the very same 

civilization, and in some cases, by even the same individual ""bi-scriptal'' scribes,410 

makes this literature the most important body of comparative material.411  It is also 

fortuitous, since the Ras Shamra Akkadian corpus is some respects richer and more 

diverse than the Ugaritic corpus.  For example, the Akkadian equivalent of the 

Ugaritic epistolary « S » component, « umma NS », is found not only in letters, but also 

in various other literary genres.  These include such texts as edicts;412 and also 

                                                

 410This has been made clear by W. van Soldt, ALASP 7 (1995) 183-186.  

 411See above, section 1.4.2.1. 

 412Edicts, or binding legal proclamations of the king, often begin with the « S » component: 
« umma N ».  Compare RS 17.334 as representative of this genre, which begins {um-ma LUGAL-ma}, 
""Thus the king''; for this text see J. Nougayrol, PRU 4 (1956) 54-55, and pl. xliii.  The edict itself, which 
follows the « S » component, is in the king's own words; that is, he himself is speaking, often in the first 
person.  It is a message addressed not to one paticular party as in a letter, but rather to all concerned 
parties under his jurisdiction.  The « umma N » formula introduces this direct speech; for those who hear 
the contents of this text secondhand, this formula signals the identity of the speaker, which, being the 
king himself, naturally entails a certain binding authority for the words.  Whatever authority the 
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treaties413 and judicial texts.414  These extra-epistolary uses of the Akkadian « S » 

component shed more light on the formula's contextual setting: in all three genres, the 

motif « umma NS » precedes the direct quotation of a speech made by the personage 

designated by the phrase « NS ».  For individuals physically separated from the actual 

pronouncement of this speech, the motif « umma NS » provides an indication of who 

actually said the speech which followed. 

 In the cases of edicts and treaties, the « S » component introduces the statement 

or speech of a particular individual; and since that individual was often the king, the 

speech itself naturally had a certain amount of authority.  However, it was not 

necessarily the form of the « S » component itself which conveyed any importance to 

the speech; it was rather the person of the speaker, « NS », which gave the speech 

binding authority if such was present.  When the king spoke, people listened; but there 

is no reason to believe that simply attaching the « S » component to the recital of the 

speech of ""the man on the street'' would have conveyed inherent importance to those 

words.  This is illustrated not only by the presence of the « S » component in the 

                                                                                                                                           
pronouncement had was not inherent in the umma element, but rather in the person of the ""N'' 
component. 

 413Treaties also often begin with « umma N ».  Compare, as an example of this genre, RS 
17.338, which begins {um-ma dUTU-ßi mmu-ur-ßi-li [LUGAL GAL LUGAL KUR URU ”a-at-ti . . .]}, 
""word (?) of the Sun, Murßili, [the Great King, the King of the land of the city of ‡atti . . . .]''; for this 
text, see Nougayrol, PRU 4 (1956) 85-87, and pl. xlvii.  As in the edicts, following the « S » component 
are the very words of the ""Sun'', in direct speech.  In second-hand readings of the text, it would have 
been the « S » component which identified the speaker; and such an identification would no doubt have 
been an important factor in measuring whatever binding authority the speech carried. 

 414Unlike edicts and treaties, juridical texts do not begin with the « S » component, « umma 
N »; rather it is found on three occasions within the body of the text; so Huehnergard, Akkadian of 
Ugarit (1989) 209.  Compare, as an example, RS 16.239, line 20, in J. Nougayrol, G. Boyer, and E. 
Laroche, PRU 3 (1955) 79-81, and pl. lxix, {ß[a-ni-]tam um-ma mÌRdi}, ""Furthermore, (this is) the 
statement of ≤Abdu:'' after which comes a verbatim statement which continues until line 25.  On the 
implication of the genitive case after umma, see below, in the section on the grammatical analysis of 
the « S » component.   
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address formulas of explicitly ascending letters,415 but also by the fact that the 

syntagm « umma NS » also occurs in Akkadian in the recounting of verbatim 

statements.416  In such cases it occurs immediately preceding the direct quotation, a 

usage consistent with that of edicts, treaties, juridical texts, and the epistolary address 

formula. 

 It is often pointed out that the phenomenon of prophecy borrows its vocabulary 

and conceptual setting from the milieu of messages and messengers,417 the same 

conceptual setting to which the Ugaritic epistolary genre also bears witness.  As such, 

it is not surprising that one should find, in the epistolary corpus and in prophetic texts 

alike, a formalized means of identifying the sender of the missive in question, be it an 

oral message, a written letter, or an oracle of perceived divine origin, corresponding to 

the structure here called the « S » component.   

In the Hebrew Bible, one of the formulas which identify the ""sender'' of a 

prophetic ""message'' takes the form « n≥m NS »,418 where n≥m is a common noun 

                                                

 415See above, section 1.4.2.1.1. 

 416On this usage in the juridical texts, see above.  I have found no such examples in the 
Akkadian epistolary corpus from Ras Shamra; the following examples have been drawn from Old 
Babylonian letters: see R. M. Whiting, Old Babylonian Letters from Tell Asmar (1987), no. 34, lines 20-
22: {um-ma a-na-ku-ma / at-ta lu be-li-ma / a-na-ku lu wa-ra-ad-kà}, which Whiting translates as, ""This 
is what I said: "you are indeed my lord and I am indeed your slave' ''; and lines 28-30: {um-ma a-na-ku-
ma / a-dì ba-al-†á-ti / at-ta-ma lu be-el-ni}, ""This is what I said: "As long as you are alive, you are indeed 
our lord.' ''  Note that in these cases, the ""N'' element is represented by a personal pronoun (in the 
nominative), a usage which may be revealing for the broken Ug. passage RIH 78/03+, lines 16'-17': 
{(16') [ ... ]¯-˘ . t“m hy . klm . ƒr≤ (17') [ ... ]¯.˘ b . “wt . °grt .}.  In light of the parallel Akkadian usage 
with independent personal pronouns in the nominative case, perhaps this passage means, ""This is what 
she said, "All of the ƒr≤-grain [ ... ] in the land of Ugarit.' ''  Such a usage of the nominative following t“m 
is inconsistent with an understanding of this syntagm, « t“m N », as a construct chain.  

 417Compare, for example, S. Parpola, SAA 9 (1997) lxii, and n. 282; pp. lxiv-lxv, and nn. 289-
290; and esp. no. 2.4, pp. 16-17; nos. 3.4-3.5, p. 25; and no. 5, p. 34.    

 418W. F. Albright, BASOR 87 (1942) 33, n. 7, made this observation: ""Since umma is followed 
in Akkadian by a nominative, the construction is obviously influenced by Canaanite models such as 
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meaning "announcement, utterance',419 in a construct relation with NS, a noun phrase or 

phrases identifying the sender of the message.  It is thus structurally and semantically 

parallel to Ugaritic « t“m NS », western peripheral Akkadian « UM-MA NS »,420 or 

even one of the Middle Assyrian variants of the « S » component, « †uppi NS », all of 

which might be translated "Message of NS'.  Several passages in the Hebrew Bible 

point to a parallel in contextual usage as well, instances in which the formula « n≥m 

NS » occurs immediately preceding the verbatim speech of the sender of a message, 

where its function is apparently to identify for the audience, who were not present at 

the actual commissioning of the message, the speaker of the words which follow.  

Some of the clearest examples include Is 56:8, Ps 110:1, and Zech 12:1; instances 

where poetically expanded421 versions of « n≥m NS » identify more explicitly NS, the 

speaker whose words immediately follow.  Other excellent examples may be found in 

                                                                                                                                           
Ugaritic t“m N, ""message of N,'' Hebrew n@≥ûm N, ""utterance of N,'' which is prefixed to so many 
prophetic oracles.'' 

 419See L. Koehler and W. Baumgartner, HAL 2 (1995) 657-658. 

 420In standard Akkadian usage umma is an adverb, and is followed by a noun in the 
nominative case, ""Thus NS''.  See W. von Soden, GAG (1995), §121b.  This (standard) version of the 
« S » component, « umma NS » as ""Thus NS'', is contextually analogous to the Western usage (in 
introducing the direct speech of NS), but not precisely structurally so, since in this case umma does not 
denote a common noun in construct with NS, but rather a sentence level adverb.  Western scribes 
working in Akkadian, however, appear to have used the sign sequence {um-ma} as a logogram of sorts, 
denoting not the Akkadian adverb expressed by the contemporary phonetic value of those signs, but 
rather a common noun, meaning "message' or the like.  Hittitologists have labelled such usages in Hittite 
texts as ""Akkadograms'', and denote them in transcription with italicized upper case letters.  Such a 
convention was followed by P.-R. Berger, UF 1 (1969) 218; but note the objections to its 
appropriateness by A. Rainey, IOS 5 (1975) 22-23, n. 25.  On the general phenomenon of umma 
followed by a noun in the genitive case, see L. Matouß, AnOr 24 (1957) 381; Huehnergard, Akkadian of 
Ugarit (1989) 144-145, 209; W. L. Moran, Amarna Letters (1992) xxii, n. 52; and A. F. Rainey, CAT 2 
(1996) 174-180; all with anterior bibliography.  Note especially the parallel Hittite usage, outlined by A. 
Goetze in R. Marcus, JCS 2 (1948) 224. 

 421Such poetic parallelism is the single most significant structural feature of Hebrew poetry as 
well as Ugaritic.  See D. Pardee, Ugaritic and Hebrew Poetic Parallelism (1988) xv-xvi and 168-201; S. 
Parker, The Pre-Biblical Narrative Tradition (1989) 7; and [Watson, 1999 #282] 169-185. 
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Num 24 and 2 Sam 23, two passages where it is not difficult to remove the rather 

transparent editorial framework around several discrete literary units; these literary 

units constitute ""messages''422 which begin with the formula « n≥m NS ».  In these 

cases, as in the Ugaritic and Akkadian examples of « S » components, the formula 

« n≥m NS » represents the ""voice'' of a third party, be he messenger or scribe, giving 

the identity of the person whose verbatim speech he is about to convey to an audience 

which was not physically present during the ""actual'' recital, or commissioning, of the 

message.  Also, as in the case of the Ugaritic and Akkadian « S » components, the 

formula immediately precedes the verbatim speech.  In the remaining occurrences of 

the Hebrew formula « n≥m NS », its function remains the same: to identify the sender 

of the message in question for the audience who was not physically present at the 

commission; but the placement of the formula has changed: it often occurs in the 

middle or at the end of the message whose sender it would identify.  I interpret such 

usages as a later literary or poetic stylistic feature, quite analogous to the placement of 

the English phrase « NS said » in the middle or at the end of a quotation of direct 

speech in narrative prose or poetry.   

 With these structural, semantic, and contextual parallels from Ugaritic literary 

texts; Ras Shamra Akkadian edicts, treaties, and juridical texts; and Hebrew prophesy, 

I have hoped to illustrate that the Ugaritic « S » component is not purely epistolary in 

origin or usage, but develops out of the wider context of indirect or tertiary 

communication, that is, communication via messenger.  

 

                                                

 422""Messages'' in the broadest sense; in the Balaam story, these units could more accurately be 
described as ""oracles''; in 2 Sam, as a ""testament''. 
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1.5.2.2  The situational context of the « R » component 

 The obvious practical function of the epistolary « R » component is to identify 

the intended recipient of the letter.  Further light on the usage and possible origin of 

the « R » component comes from an examination of the Sitz-im-Leben, or the real life 

contextual setting, which gave rise to the formula.  Form critically, the « R » 

component does not appear to have been a strictly literary phenomenon.423  One 

insight into its contextual setting comes from the Ugaritic mythological texts, where 

one encounters a literary motif, formally and functionally parallel to the « R » 

component, which treats the commissioning of messages.  The similarity between the 

epistolary « R » component and its literary counterpart, which, for the sake of clarity, I 

will refer to as a motif rather than a component, suggests that the contextual function 

of the « R » motif in the myths can provide an illustration of the contextual usage of 

the « R » component in actual communication, whether or not of an epistolary nature.  

In the myths, the « R » motif represents part of the introductory instructions which the 

sender gives to his messenger(s), prior to reciting the message itself.  As in the case of 

the epistolary « R » component, the purpose of these instructions is to inform the 

messenger(s) of the identity of the intended recipient of the message.424  The 

commissioning of Ba≤lu's message to ≤Anatu in KTU2 1.3:III.11-14 may serve as an 

                                                

 423See the comments of S. E. Loewenstamm, Comparative Studies (1980) 256, with anterior 
bibliography (originally published in Hebrew: Leßonenu 32 [1968] 27-35).  

 424Another imperative in the mythological texts which the sender typically gives to the 
messenger(s) prior to reciting the actual message is the command to fall prostrate in obeisance at the 
feet of the recipient (or explicitly not to do so, as in KTU2 1.2 I 11-19).  The relevance of this literary 
motif to the Sitz-im-Leben of the epistolary prostration formula will be explored in detail below, in the 
section dealing with the prostration formula.   
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example.425  In this passage, Ba≤lu is speaking to his messengers, directing them to 

deliver the message which follows to ≤Anatu.  The formal similarity of this literary 

motif with the epistolary « R » component is obvious: an imperative of the verb RGM, 

"to speak', and a prepositional phrase expressing the indirect object of this verb.426  In 

its literary version, the imperative of the « R » motif is addressed by the sender to the 

messenger(s); such would naturally apply to the epistolary « R » component as 

well.427  As such, the « R » component is the only element of epistolary composition 

which alludes overtly to the third party, that is, the messenger,428 by means of whom 

the message itself was conveyed from sender to recipient.   

                                                

 425The passage is cited in full above, in section 1.4.2.  That these lines contain a commission, 
and not a delivery, is clear since the account of the actual delivery of this same message appears later 
on, in col. IV, lines 7-20.  Note, however, that in the delivery of this message, the « R » motif is not 
present.    

 426The only significant structural differences between the epistolary « R » component and the 
literary « R » motif are (1) the poetic expansion of the literary « R » motif by the addition of a 
synonymously parallel phrase, namely « ®ny l NR », and (2) a different word order in the literary « R » 
motif, namely the placement of the verb before its prepositional complement; see above, section 1.4.3.2.  
Poetic expansion is not surprising since such parallelism is the single most distinctive feature of Ugaritic 
poetry; for a recent overview of Ugaritic poetry, see Watson, HUS (1999) 165-192.  The difference in 
word order can be explained in at least two ways: (i) the difference reflects the genre difference 
between poetry and prose, or (ii) the word order in the epistolary « R » component has been influenced 
by other traditions which carry a verb-final order, namely the southern Mesopotamian epistolary 
tradition (in this case, Akkadian). 

 427Thus the early observation of J. M. Munn-Rankin, Iraq 18 (1956) 98: ""this was a command 
to the messenger who delivered the tablet.''  But contrast the alternate proposal of J. Friedrich, AfO 10 
(1935-1936) 80, who had allowed the possibility that the imperative was addressed to ""the personified 
letter itself'': ""Die Adresse [ist gerichtet] . . . an den Boten, der den Brief überbringt, oder an den 
personifizierten Brief selbst. . . ;'' a suggestion which is adopted by A. L. Kristensen, UF 9 (1977) 144.  
S. A. Meier, Messenger in the Ancient Semitic World (1988) 194, defends a different interpretation, 
made by J. Marty, Mélanges Dussaud (1939) 845-846, understanding the imperative form in the « R » 
component to be addressed to the scribe, chez the recipient, whose task it was to read the letter.     

 428The bibliography on messengers and their role in epistolary and oral communication is 
large.  A fairly recent comprehensive treatment, with extensive text citations and bibliography, is Meier, 
Messenger in the Ancient Semitic World (1988).  A recent summary treatment is G. H. Oller, CANE 3 
(1995) 1465-1473, with a fair amount of anterior bibliography on pp. 1472-1473; and some further 
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 Another literary motif resembling the epistolary « R » component also appears 

occasionally in Ugaritic narrative; it appears in narrative accounts of the delivery of a 

message.  Unlike the « R » motif in the commission, however, this motif is less 

relevant to the Sitz-in-Leben of the epistolary « R » component.  Consider KTU2 1.2 I 

33'-34': 

 

KTU2 1.2 I  (33', cont'd) rgm . l ®r . ±bh . •l . 

t“m . ym . b≤lkm (34') [±d]¯n˘km . ®p† . nhr   

ragamª lê-®ôri ≥ab≠-hu ≥ili  

ta“mu yammi ba≤li-kumu  

  [≥adª]ni-kumu ®ªpi†i nahari   

"They said to the Bull, his (i.e., Yammu's) father, ≥Ilu: 

""Message of Yammu, your master,  

    (message of) your [lo]rd, Judge Naharu: " « MESSAGE » ' '' '  

 

In this passage, the narrative describes the actions of the messengers, having already 

arrived at their destination, and as they stand429  before the intended recipient of the 

letter.  In this example and cases like it, the subject of the verb rgm is the two 

messengers, and the time reference is narrative, describing events as having already 

occurred: "they said'.  This being the case, the form of the verb must be the suffix 

conjugation.  Thus, the usage of this motif is not parallel to the epistolary « R » 

component, for the letter was necessarily composed before it was delivered to the 

recipient, and the literary motif used for the delivery applies only after the messengers 

                                                                                                                                           
bibliographical references, often with particular relevence to the Ugaritic data, may be found in G. 
del Olmo Lete, Mitos y leyendas de Canaan (1981) 55, n. 78; and in J.-L. Cunchillos, TO 2 (1989) 241-
242.       

 429They do not kneel in prostration because, when receiving their commission,  they were told 
not to do so.  This situation probably derives from the context of Yammu's political struggle for 
supremacy.  On this issue, see M. S. Smith, The Ugaritic Baal Cycle 1 (1994) 287-288, with anterior 
bibliography. 
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have arrived at their destination.  Furthermore, unlike the « R » motif in the 

commission, the « rgm l NR » motif is not an essential element of the delivery, as 

illustrated by its absence from the delivery of Ba≤lu's message to ≤Anatu in KTU2 1.3 

IV 5.  This absence is an indication that the « R » motif is in some sense external to the 

actual message: in the myths it was addressed first and foremost to the messengers, not 

to the intended recipient of the message. 

 Accepting this approach to the Sitz-im-Leben of the « R » component as valid, 

one can view the « R » component not as an integral part of the message, but rather as 

an introductory element, prefatory to the message itself.  In light of the usage of the 

corresponding motif in the Ugaritic literary texts, one can even pose the question of 

whether the « R » motif was actually recited aloud when the letter was read before the 

recipient, for in the myths, the « R » motif is not recited when the message is 

delivered.  However, one key difference between the literary « R » motif and the 

epistolary « R » component hints nevertheless at a positive answer to this question, 

despite the evidence from the myths.  In the myths the order of mention in the address 

is fixed, it is always « RS »; in letters one encounters the order « SR » as well as the 

order « RS ».  Since, as I will argue below, the « S » component actually was recited 

aloud before the recipient, common sense seems to require, at least in addresses of the 

order « SR », that the « R » component was recited aloud as well.  Would the scribe 

have stopped his recitation after the « S » component, skipped silently over the « R » 

component, and then resumed reading aloud the portion which followed?  Such seems 

intuitively unlikely.  Further, if the « R » component was recited aloud in addresses of 

the « SR » order, one might venture to suppose it was also recited aloud in addresses 

of the « RS » order.  In this respect, therefore, I propose that the contextual usage of 

the epistolary « R » component differed from its literary counterpart.   
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1.5.2.3  The address formula in its  epistolary usage 

 If the contextual setting of the literary « S » and « R » motifs seems more or 

less evident, the concurrent usage of these two motifs in the epistolary address formula 

would seem to represent a certain departure from these origins.  Unlike the literary 

corpus, in which the « R » motif necessarily precedes the « S » motif, the epistolary 

corpus presents a variable order for these components, this order being conditioned by 

the nature of the social relationship between the correspondents.  To a certain extent, 

this must represent a reanalysis of the contextual setting, especially of the « R » 

component.  No longer does the « R » component represent the sender's initial 

instructions to the messengers, prior to their departure; such an origin has become 

secondary to the emphasis on expressing in graphic form the social differences 

between the correspondents, manifested by the order of mention of the two 

components: « SR » or « RS ».  In fact, the double address formula as a whole would 

seem, at least in Ugaritic epistolary usage, to have assumed a similar contextual 

function as that attributable to the literary « S » motif: a sort of formulaic heading 

which identifies, for those who were not present at the actual commissioning of the 

message, not only the speaker of the words which follow, but also the party to whom 

they are to be addressed.   

 Furthermore, the formal uniformity observable not only in the corpus of 

Ugaritic epistolary address formulas, but in all of the contemporary cuneiform 

epistolary corpora, and especially those of the western periphery, implies, I believe, 

that the address formula was not actually pronounced by the sender in dictating the 

letter.  Rather, it would seem to be the result of a rigorous scribal training: the 
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composition and distribution of the standard Ugaritic address formula was learned by 

apprentice scribes in the course of their training,430 and mechanically inserted by 

professional scribes in the course of the redaction of actual messages.  Had the address 

formula represented the actual words of the sender, it is difficult to explain why the 

same formal pattern would be so widespread in time and space. 

 

1.6  GRAMMATICAL ANALYSIS 

 The paragraphs which follow deal respectively with the problems surrounding 

(1) the syntactic relationship between the « S » and « R » components, and the 

grammatical analyses of (2) the « S » component and (3) the « R » component.   

 

1.6.1  Preliminaries   

1.6.1.1  The syntactic independence of « S » and « R »   

 That the two components of the standard Ugaritic address formula, namely 

« R » and « S », are syntactically independent from each another, and are thus two 

components of a ""double'' formula rather than constituent parts of a single syntactically 

integrated formula,431 is suggested by three factors: (1) the occasional presence of a 

                                                

 430Certain ""form letters'' such as RS 16.265 and RS 94.2273 may represent such exercises. 

 431This is by far the consensus among students of Ugaritic epistolography: O. Kaiser, ZDPV 86 
(1970) 11-13; S. W. Ahl, Epistolary Texts (1973) 69-75 passim, but especially p. 72 (on Akkadian 
letters), and pp. 108-115 passim, but especially pp. 110-111 (on Ugaritic letters); A. L. Kristensen, UF 9 
(1977) 144; and A. Caquot, SDB 9 (1979), col. 1414; and J.-L. Cunchillos, TO 2 (1989), passim in his 
translations.  Compare the remarks of D. Pardee, Les textes épistolaires (in preparation), chapter 2 (RS 
1.018), remarques épistolographiques: "" La comparaison avec les documents épistolaires en accadien —
 de Ras Shamra et d'autres sites et d'autres époques — est utile pour déterminer la fonction syntaxique 
de t“m dans la praescriptio ougaritique. La place du nom commun qu'est t“m est rempli en accadien par 
l'adverbe umma, le premier mot du message tel qu'il est prononcé devant le messager. On en conclura 
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horizontal scribal line placed between the « R » and « S » components,432 (2) the 

syntactically independent nature of these two components in formally parallel 

epistolary traditions, especially in the Akkadian letters from Ras Shamra,433 and (3) 

                                                                                                                                           
que t“m aussi fonctionnait comme le premier mot du message et qu'il était toujours au nominatif, que sa 
position dans la phrase, avant ou après RGM, est sans importance pour son analyse morphologique. La 
traduction des deux principales formes d'adresse sera donc : « Message de NP1 : à NP2 dis : 
MESSAGE » et « A NP1 dis : message de NP2 : MESSAGE », et on n'admettra pas la 
traduction/analyse suivante de la seconde formule, celle qui se trouve dans ce texte-ci : « A NP1 dis le 
message de NP2 : MESSAGE  ».''   

 432The presence of a scribal line placed between the « R » and « S » components in the 
address formulas of RS 1.018, RS 16.264, and RS 34.148, suggests an underlying syntax in which these 
two components are independent from each another.  On the use of scribal lines to mark syntactic 
breaks in the letters, compare S. Ahl, Epistolary Texts (1973) 60-69 (on the use of scribal lines in the 
Akkadian letters from Ras Shamra), and pp. 104-108 (on the same in the Ugaritic letters); J.-L. 
Cunchillos, TO 2 (1989) 248; and idem, HUS (1999) 362.  One must, however, also take note of the 
occasional ""misplaced'' scribal lines, one of which occurs, for example, later on in RS 16.264, between 
lines 5-6; and also in RS 94.2479, between lines 11-12.  Such counter-examples, though, are by far the 
exception rather than the rule, and the statistically preponderance of scribal lines used to mark syntactic 
breaks allows us a certain optimism in interpreting their function.     
 Such a means of graphically separating the « S » and « R » components is also known in the 
Bo∆azköy epistolary corpus, and especially in the Egypt-‡atti correspondence, for which see E. Edel, 
Die ägyptisch-hethitische Korrespondenz aus Boghazköi (1994); and in at least one letter from Emar, 
Msk 7441, for which see D. Arnaud, Emar 6:1 (1985) 182, and D. Arnaud, Emar 6:3 (1986), no. 264, p. 
261.  This usage may also occur in the Ras Shamra Akkadian letter RS 19.006; see Ahl, Epistolary 
Texts (1973) 61.  In the published transcription, the scribal line is not indicated, but in the hand copy, 
the scribal line seems to be not so much following line 2, {[qí]-bí-ma}, as superimposed upon it; see J. 
Nougayrol, PRU 6 (1970), no. 1, p. 2; and pl. 1.  

 433The weight of precise structural parallels between the Ugaritic epistolary formulas and the 
Akkadian and Hittite comparative corpora discussed above (section 1.4.2), especially the Ras Shamra 
Akkadian corpus, suggests that the syntax of the address formula in Ugaritic matched that of these 
Akkadian and Hittite letters.  Were the Ugaritic address formula a syntactically integrated whole, the 
entire « S » element ought to be a noun phrase functioning as the direct object of the verb rgm in the 
« R » component.  In the Akkadian and Hittite comparative corpora, however, the « R » and « S » 
components of the address formula are best understood as syntactically separate, since the « S » 
component begins with the string {um-ma}, which, superficially at least, is the Akkadian clause level 
adverb umma, normally translated "thus' (one may imagine umma as a sort of ""pro-form'', which alludes 
to the entire epistolary message following the address formula).  Note, however, the many examples of 
umma followed by « NS » in the genitive case in the « S » component of western peripheral Akkadian 
letters; on this usage, see below in the syntactic analysis of the « S » component.  Note also the 
occasional peripheral Akkadian letter in which the « S » and « R » components are separated from one 
another by a scribal line; see the above footnote.   
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evidence from the Ugaritic literary texts, where one finds two distinct poetic motifs 

formally related to the two components of the epistolary address formula.434  

 A. Caquot has suggested a different syntactic division for the certain versions 

of the address, specifically pertaining to the interpretation of the  « R » component.435  

He translates addresses of the « SR » order as follows: ""message de N à N'.  Dis'', 

implying a syntactic break between the elements « l NR » and « rgm » in such 

addresses.  In his understanding of the syntax of addresses of the « RS » order, 

however, Caquot is consistent with the majority of Ugaritic scholarship; he translates 

such addresses as ""à N dis : message de N'.''  One must raise the at least three 

objections against Caquot's translation of addresses of the « SR » order: (1) If the 

sequence « l NR rgm » represents a syntactically unified utterance when it occurs 

before the sequence « t“m NS », that is, in addresses of the « RS » order, one wonders 

why such should not be the case when this same sequence, « l NR rgm », happens to be 

placed after « t“m NS », that is, in addresses of the « SR » order.  The components are 

the same; merely their order has changed.  (2) As mentioned above, we have one 

example of an address of the « SR » order which does mark the syntactic break 

between « S » and « R » with a scribal line, RS 16.264: { (1) t“m . rgm (2) mlk . |  (3) l 

“y•l }.  Despite the fact that this particular address is non-standard,436 the placement of 

                                                

 434See above, section 1.4.3.  The different distribution of these motifs, the different contextual 
settings in which they appear, and the poetic expansion observable in their composition all imply the 
syntactic independence of the « R » and « S » motifs.   

 435Caquot, SDB 9 (1979), col. 1414. 

 436This address is unique in two ways: (1) instead of the standard « t“m NS », the internal 
structure of the « S » component of RS 16.264 is « t“m rgm NS »; and (2) instead of the standard « l NR 
rgm », the « R » component of this letter lacks the verbal element rgm.  D. Pardee, Les textes 
épistolaires (in preparation), RS 16.264, remarques épistolographiques, n. 2, comments as follows: 
""Quoi qu'on pense de la place de rgm dans la formule, il ne s'agit certainement pas de l'absence total du 
mot, comme le laisse croire la présentation par Ahl (Epistolary Texts [1973] 115) de ce texte parmi 
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the scribal line, between « t“m rgm NS » and « l NR », nevertheless argues against a 

translation of this address as ""Message (containing) the word of the king to H̊ayya-

≥Ilu.''  Rather, the scribal line seems to require a syntactic break: ""Message 

(containing) the word437 of the king:  To H̊ayya-≥Ilu.''  If this letter is representative of 

the syntax of standard Ugaritic address formulas, the prepositional phrase « l NR » 

ought to be syntactically separate from the noun phrase « t“m NS » there as well.  (3) 

While freely admitting the tenuous value of negative evidence, if there were indeed a 

syntactic break between « t“m NS l NR » and « rgm » in addresses of the order « SR », 

in light of the frequent use of horizontal scribal lines to mark such breaks, especially in 

the praescriptio, one wonders why we do not have a single such letter which has a 

scribal line marking the syntactic break between these elements.  Even if the syntactic 

                                                                                                                                           
ceux où fait défaut rgm.''  He appears to have misrepresented Ahl's view.  She specifically refers to ""the 
directive element rgm'' (ibid.), by which she surely means rgm as an imperative verbal form, a standard 
element of the « R » component, and lacking, as she quite correctly observes, in the address of this 
letter.  It is not feasible to understand rgm in this letter as an imperative; it must rather represent a novel 
element of the « S » component. 

 437Pardee, Les textes épistolaires (in preparation), RS 16.264, remarques épistolographiques, 
has interpreted rgm here as a finite verbal form (in the suffix conjugation), and thus understands the 
« S » component to contain an unmarked relative clause (""Message (qu')a dicté le roi'').  While such 
unmarked relative clauses do occur in Ugaritic (see Sivan, GUL [1997] 220-221), no known example of 
the « S » component contains a verbal element.  In all unambiguous examples, the « S » component is a 
free-standing nominal phrase.  Furthermore, an admittedly incomplete parallel between the « S » 
component here, « t“m rgm mlk », "message of the word of the king,' and the « S » components of many 
Neo-Assyrian royal letters may also be relevant.  The « S » component of Neo-Assyrian royal letters 
frequently carries the forms: « abat ßarri » and « amat ßarri », "word of the king'; and « †uppu ßarri », 
"tablet of the king'.  On such Neo-Assyrian « S » components, see, for example, R. H. Pfeiffer, JAOS 43 
(1923) 26; E. Salonen, Die Gruss- und Höflichkeitsformeln (1967) 81-82; CAD 1:2 (A, part 2) (1968) 
37; S. Parpola, SAA 1 (1987) 4-12; and S. W. Cole and P. Machinist, SAA 13 (1998) 4-6.  The semantic 
parellel between Ugaritic rgm mlk and Akkadian amat ßarri (and variants) presents another argument 
for understanding the rgm element in RS 16.264 not as a verb, but as a common noun, *rigm-, meaning 
""word.''  For a history of the interpretation of rgm in this letter, see Pardee, ibid. 
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break between (standard) « R » and « S » is marked with a scribal line only very 

rarely, such occurrences are at least attested.438 

 

1.6.1.2  One " "double formula' ' or two independent formulas?   

 Granted that the « R » and « S » components are syntactically independent 

utterances, one might ask why they should be treated together at all, as components of 

a larger formula under the potentially cumbersome rubric of ""double formula of 

address,'' as opposed to separately, as independent epistolary formulas in their own 

right.439  Such a question of classification, however, is not particularly crucial for an 

understanding of the structure, function, and meaningful variations encountered in the 

formulas themselves; it is rather a question of organizational convenience and even 

personal preference, and perhaps a largely arbitrary one at that.  My reasons for 

choosing the former method of presentation, namely, that of treating these two semi-

independent formulas together as the ""double formula of address'' are as follows: (1) 

the statistical preponderance of instances where these two are found immediately 

adjacent to one another (that is, not separated by other components) and at the very 

beginning of a letter; (2) the fact that neither constitutes an integral part of the 

message itself, properly speaking, but rather both together constitute a sort of 

preamble or orientation, included for the practical benefit primarily of the party who 

actually delivered the message, and for the party receiving the message (it always 

                                                

 438Three times in Ugaritic: RS 1.018, RS 16.264, and RS 34.148 (see above).  Note also this 
same feature in the RS Akkadian letter RS 19.006, and in the Emar (Akkadian) letter Msk 7441.  On 
this topic, see Ahl, Epistolary Texts (1973) 60-69 and 104-108. 

 439This was C. H. Gordon's early solution, in Ugaritic Literature (1949) 116. 
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helps to know who is talking to whom); and (3), though there are a handful of 

instances in which the scribes placed a horizontal line between the « R » and « S » 

components (as mentioned above), in the vast majority of cases these two components 

were grouped together in a section all their own at the beginning of the tablet, and 

separated from what followed by a horizontal line.440 

 

1.6.2  The grammatical analysis of the « S » component   

 The only significant problem in the morpho-syntactic analysis of the Ugaritic 

« S » component is the word t“m.  All unambiguous inner Ugaritic evidence for t“m 

suggests that the word is a common noun: (1) in poetic texts it is paralleled by ""B-

terms'' which are best understood as common nouns,441 (2) in both poetic and non-

poetic texts the word often carries pronominal suffixes,442 and (3) such an 

understanding as a common noun best fits the overall grammatical and semantic 

context of the passages.  S. Ahl also envisions the possibilities that t“m is a third 

person masculine singular verb or an adverb.443  Against the verbal understanding, it 

                                                

 440See above, and Ahl, Epistolary Texts (1973) 60-69 and 104-108.  

 441The parallel between t“m and its ""B-word'', hwt, "word', in the literary « S » motif in KTU2 
1.6:IV.10-11 (and parallels) was recognized very early by D. H. Baneth, OLZ 35 (1932), col. 452; he 
translated t“m as ""Spruch'' and hwt as ""Wort''.  On the Ugaritic common noun hwt, apparently written as 
{ú-[P]I!?-[t]u4} in the Ugaritic column of the polyglot vocabulary RS 20.189, in the row for which the 
Sumerian and Akkadian entries are reconstructed as [MU] and [zikru], respectively, see E. Laroche, UF 
11 (1979) 477-480; and especially J. Huehnergard, UVST (1987) 120-121.  Note also the parallel 
between the form t“mk, "your t“m', and “kmk, "your wise utterance (?)', in the literary ""flattery'' motif in 
KTU2 1.3 V 29-30 (and parallels). 

 442The passage most directly relevant is epistolary, RS 17.434+, line 5: { | (5) ky . l•kt . bt . 
mlk . t“mk [.] hl¯n˘[ ... ]}, "(As for the fact) that you sent your message to the royal palace, now then [ . . 
. ]'.  See A. Caquot, Ugaritica 7 (1978) 123; and the collation and reconstruction of the text by D. 
Pardee, AfO 29-30 (1983-1984).  Note also the form t“mk in the literary motif in KTU2 1.3 V 29-30.    

 443Ahl, Epistolary Texts (1973) 112. 
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must be pointed out that there is no unequivocal evidence for a verbal root TH̊M in 

Ugaritic.444  As for t“m as an adverb, since any common noun may be used 

adverbially, this being one of the (many) functions of the accusative case,445 such is a 

theoretical possibility, though a nominative inflection of the noun seems more likely.   

 Accepting the status of t“m as a common noun, the internal syntax of the « S » 

component must consist of two noun phrases bound together in the construct relation, 

with the second noun phrase, namely, the NS element, being in the genitive case.  The 

case inflection of the first noun phrase, namely, the common noun t“m, should be 

nominative, consistent with the syntax of other such free-standing nominal phrases,446 

such as those used as headings in administrative lists447 and titles in some ritual 

                                                

 444Incidently, this was the early interpretation of C. Virolleaud, Syria 12 (1931) 355-356, in 
translating the string t“m ±l•yn b≤l hwt in KTU2 1.6:IV.10-11 (and parallels) as ""Aleïn Baal a fixé le 
hwt.''  On the lack of an etymological relationship between Ugaritic t“m and the proto-Semitic root 
T‡M, however, as in the Syriac common noun t@“¨mª, "border', see below.  

 445See J. Tropper, Ugaritische Grammatik (2000), §54.133.2, pp. 310-313; and D. Sivan, GUL 
(1997) 178. 

 446C. H. Gordon, Ugaritic Textbook (1998 [1965]) #345], §13.2, groups phrases of this type 
under the rubrique of the ""simple existential sentence'', which he describes as follows: ""The simplest 
sentences are nominal, expressing existence, and consisting of only one member.''   

 447Compare, as an example, the heading of RS 10.090 (KTU2 4.53), lines 1-2: {(1) mƒr÷lm . d 
•nn (2) msgm . lhm | }, "Mƒr÷l-personnel who have no msg-items:'  A list of personal names follows.  In 
its contextual role as a heading, one may reconstruct the vocalization of the word mƒr÷lm in the 
nominative: /*maƒra÷al¨ma/.  For the (re)publication of this text, see A. Herdner, CTA (1963) 209-210, 
fig. 185, and pl. lxvi.  That such free-standing nominal phrases were conceived in the nominative case is 
clear from (1) examples of headings written in syllabic script, and (2) examples of headings in 
alphabetic script where the quality of the case vowel is illustrated by a {°} sign.  For the former group, 
compare RS 11.602 (CTA 71, KTU2 4.68), a list of towns with numbers, followed by a list of 
professions with numbers.  On the left edge of the tablet is a free-standing nominal phrase, written in 
logo-syllabic script, which functions as the ""heading'' of the list: {(76) †up-pu ERÍN.MEfi ßa (77) 
GIfi.BA[N].MEfi}, ""Tablet (containing a list) of archers''.  Another example is RS 18.102 (PRU 5:34, 
KTU2 4.381), where the heading, though broken, begins {(1) †up-pu Ì.MEfi ¯-˘[ ... ]}, ""Tablet of oil [ ... 
].''  The nominative case vowel carried by the first word of these headings, †uppu, illustrates the syntax 
of such free-standing nominal phrases in Akkadian, and by extension, in Ugaritic.  For the examples in 
alphabetic script, compare RS 18.080A (PRU 5:78, KTU2 4.371), a list of personal names bearing the 
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texts.448  This syntactic similarity between the « S » component and headings and titles 

in other text genres agrees well with the contextual role of the « S » component itself 

as a ""heading'', introducing the speech of the sender. 

 The single datum that causes some pause in this analysis is the fact that the 

internal syntax of the « S » component in the corresponding Akkadian and Hittite 

epistolary corpora is not superficially identical with the syntax of the Ugaritic version 

proposed here.449  This is surprising in light of the widespread morpho-syntactic 

parallels in other components of the epistolary formulary.  In the standard Akkadian 

version of « S », « umma NS », the first element, umma, is not a common noun 

referring to the actual message itself, as is Ugaritic t“m, but rather a deictic particle, 

adverbial in meaning, and often translated, ""thus.''450  In this sense, the standard 

Akkadian « S » component cannot be understood as precisely parallel to the Ugaritic 

« S » component on the morpho-syntactic level, as is the case with the Akkadian and 

Ugaritic versions of the « R » component (see below): the internal structures  of 

Akkadian « umma NS », "thus NS' (with NS in the nominative case), and Ugaritic « t“m 

NS », "the message of NS' (with NS in the genitive case) are morphologically distinct. 

                                                                                                                                           
heading {(1) r•ßym . qn°m}, ""People from Ra≥ßu (who are) qannª≥¨ma.''  On this (standard) usage of 
the nominative case, compare J. Tropper, Ugaritische Grammatik (2000), §54.131, p. 308. 

 448Compare, as an example, the title of the ritual RS 34.126 (KTU2 1.161), line 1: {(1) spr . 
db“ . ÿlm}, "Document of the sacrifice(s) of the shades:'  As a title of the entire ritual, one may vocalize 
the word spr in the nominative: /*sipru/.  See P. Bordreuil and D. Pardee, RSO 7 (1991), no. 90, pp. 151-
163. 

 449See above, section 1.4.1.2.  Compare J.-L. Cunchillos, HUS (1999) 362: ""The noun t“m, 
"message', differentiates the Ugaritic formula from contemporary Akkadian formulae (El Amarna and 
even Ugarit itself) which begin with umma, "thus'.'' 

 450Compare W. von Soden, GAG (1995), §121.b, ""folgendermassen''. 
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 Akkadian usage at Ugarit and other centers in the West, however, is 

significantly different from standard Akkadian with respect to the word umma.451  In 

Western peripheral Akkadian, the particle umma in the « S » component is followed 

by the NS element in the genitive case rather than the nominative, a usage which 

aligns perfectly with our understanding of the internal syntax of the Ugaritic « S » 

component.452  In the « S » component of Hittite letters as well, some have claimed 

that the ""Akkadogram'' UM-MA is followed by the NS element in the appropriate 

grammatical inflection for expressing the genitive relation.453  On the basis of the 

genitive inflection on the NS element, we can suppose that the scribes of Ugarit and 

other western centers, when composing a letter in Akkadian, apparently had a 

common noun, meaning "word, message', or the like, in mind when using the sign 

sequence {um-ma} in the « S » component of a letter.  The alleged Hittite parallel 

cited by A. Goetze,454 in KBo V 2, a text in which an apparent parallel of the « S » 

component occurs two times, once in the form « UM-MA NS » and a second time in the 

colophon in the form « A-WA-AT NS », might suggest that this western tradition, in 

which the umma element of the « S » component was understood as denoting a 

                                                

 451In addition to Ugarit, this observation applies to many of the Amarna letters sent from 
Levantine cities, as recognized by W. F. Albright, BASOR 87 (1942) 33, n. 7, and R. Marcus, JCS 2 
(1948) 224; many of the Amarna letters sent from Mittanni, on which see A. F. Rainey, CAT 2 (1996) 
176; and those from Alaßiya, on which see P.-R. Berger, UF 1 (1969) 218.     

 452 J. Huehnergard, Akkadian of Ugarit (1989) 144-145, n. 112; W. L. Moran, Amarna Letters 
(1992) xxii, n. 52; and A. F. Rainey, CAT 2 (1996) 174-180. 

 453See the comments of A. Goetze in Marcus, JCS 2 (1948) 224.  H. A. Hoffner, Jr., however, 
has expressed (personal communication) strong reservations about interpreting the ""stem forms'' of 
Hittite nouns as ""genitives''. 

 454Ibid. 
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common noun meaning "word' or the like, was operative there as well.455  Apart from 

the Hittite evidence, to characterize this broad pattern of usage in Akkadian texts as a 

""misunderstanding'' on the part of Western scribes456 takes a prescriptive approach to 

language use that is misplaced in the modern study of Late Bronze Akkadian.  At 

Ugarit at least, the scope and depth of Ugaritian scribal compositions in the Akkadian 

language457 suggest that these ancient scholars knew that language quite well, perhaps 

even with something approaching the competence of a native speaker.  Since anything 

close to native speaker competence in Akkadian is hopelessly beyond the abilities of 

even the brightest of modern students, it is perhaps ultimately more profitable to adopt 

a more descriptive approach; and an adequate description of the use of umma followed 

by the genitive would merely point out that such a usage is inconsistent with the usage 

of that particle attested in previous periods and in the Mesopotamian heartland 

generally.   

 Even aside from the peculiar usage of umma in the West, however, the 

differences between the standard Akkadian « S » component and its Ugaritic 

equivalent do not extend far beyond the morpho-syntactic level.  The overall 

contextual function of standard Akkadian « umma NS », "thus NS', is identical with that 

of Ugaritic « t“m NS », "message of NS', namely, to introduce the direct speech of NS.  

                                                

455H. A. Hoffner, Jr., has cautioned against this understanding (personal communication), 
since the two syntagms derive from distinct contexts: the former, « UM-MA NS », is ""entirely 
appropriate in the opening line of a ritual text to indicate the practitioner who speaks the procedure,'' 
while the latter, « A-WA-AT NS », is ""more appropriate than UMMA in a colophon.''  Hoffner drew my 
attention instead to KBo 6.29 i 1-5, where the two syntagms are indeed contextually parallel.  

 456A. Rainey, IOS 5 (1975) 22-23, n. 25.  Note his more cautious presentation in CAT 2 (1996) 
174.  

 457See D. Arnaud, SDB 9 (1979), cols. 1348-1359; and the recent survey of W. van Soldt, HUS 
(1999) 28-45, and references there.  
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In fact, the surface morpho-syntactic dissimilarity should not cause much discomfiture 

in any case.  Its explanation no doubt lies in the fact that languages are not simple 

substitution codes on the lexical level: two different languages may use different 

grammatical structures to express the same basic meaning.458  To express the idea 

behind the « S » component, standard Akkadian simply preferred « adverb umma "thus' 

+ NS », while Ugaritic preferred « common noun t“m "message' + NS »; both Akkadian 

umma and Ugaritic t“m refer directly to the message which followed the address 

formula.   

 The semantics of t“m are well-established, thanks to several factors: (1) the 

inner Ugaritic contextual usage of t“m;459 (2) the specific ""B-words'' found parallel to 

t“m in Ugaritic poetic texts;460 and (3) the cross-cultural parallels for the « S » 

component in which the element corresponding to Ugaritic t“m is a common noun 

                                                

 458A few examples might serve as illustrations, should this statement require defence.  Despite 
the differences in surface grammatical structure between English ""I miss my country'' and French ""mon 
pays me manque,'' no one would deny the semantic equivalence of these two statements.  Another 
illustration is provided by two of the formulas used to introduce prophetic speech in the Hebrew Bible: 
(1) « NS rma hk », ""thus said NS,'' and (2) « NS µan », ""word of NS.''  The second of these, « NS µan », is 
precisely analogous to Ugaritic « t“m N » in both form and function; the first, analogous only in function, 
not in form.  On the relevance of this point for translation in general, compare A. L. Oppenheim's 
citation of Jerome in Letters from Mesopotamia (1967) 67. 

 459By far the most important passage is the letter RS 17.434+, line 5, which reads { | (5) ky . 
l•kt . bt . mlk . t“mk [.] hl¯n˘[...]}, ""(As for the fact) that you sent your message to the royal palace, now 
then, [ ... ].''  This example is particularly significant, for not only does the pronominal suffix and the 
syntax support understanding the word t“m here as a common noun, but the overall context suggests that 
in this letter the noun t“m is being used to refer specifically to the message, probably written, sent by 
the Ugaritic king Niqmaddu to the Hittite court.  Such a usage of the word t“m to refer to the actual 
message itself is consistent with the overall contextual setting of the « S » component, where « S » 
immediately precedes the message.     

 460Namely, hwt, "word' in KTU2 1.3:III.13-14 and parallels (the literary « S » motif), on which 
see above, in section 1.5.2, on the Sitz-im-Leben of the « S » component; and possibly also the word 
“kmk, "your wise utterance', in KTU2 1.3 V 30-31.   
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meaning "message, word,' or the like.461  The semantics resulting from these data, 

namely « t“m NS » as "message of NS', are eminently appropriate for the overall 

contextual function of the « S » component in introducing the actual message itself.   

 In light of the semantics of Ugaritic t“m as "word, message', well-established by 

inner Ugaritic usage, etymological speculation, though interesting, is rendered 

virtually unnecessary.  There is, in fact, no wide-spread agreement on the etymology 

of t“m, and its origins remain mysterious.462  In general, one can distinguish three 

types of etymological proposals: (1) t“m is a loan-word into Ugaritic from a non-

Semitic source;463 (2) t“m has an inner West-Semitic etymology which may be 

                                                

 461These include (a) Western peripheral Akkadian epistolary usage in which the word umma 
of the « S » component is followed by the genitive case, indicating that the sign sequence {um-ma} was 
understood as a substantive, on which see above, this section; (b) a Hittite example of a motif 
comparable to the Ugaritic « S » component, « A-WA-AT NS », "the word of NS', appearing in the 
colophon of KBo 6.29 (column i, lines 1-5); (c) one of the Middle Assyrian versions of the « S » 
component, which takes the form « †uppi NS », "tablet (or message) of NS' (see E. Cancik-Kirschbaum, 
Die mittelassyrischen Briefe [1996] 56); (d) the Neo-Assyrian version of the « S » component in royal 
letters, « amat ßarri », "the word of the king', on which see above, section 1.5; and (e) the version of the 
« S » component used in the Hebrew Bible to introduce prophetic speech, « NS µan », "the utterance of 
NS', on which see above, section 1.5.2, as well as similar constructions such as « NS rbd », "the word of 
NS.'       

 462A recent survey of proposals is that of W. G. E. Watson, UF 30 (1998) 745-749.  

 463See the references cited in Watson, UF 30 (1998) 747-748.  On non-Semitic loanwords into 
Ugaritic in general, see Watson, UF 27 (1995) 533-558; Watson, UF 28 (1996) 701-719; and Watson, 
HUS (1999) 128-131.  On this possibility, it can be said that the semantics of t“m, "word, message', are 
not typical of loan-words from non-Semitic languages, which often tend to be ""Kulturwörter'', technical 
terms for commodities, textiles, or specific political or administrative offices and institutions, etc.; the 
borrowing of such technical terms being easily imaginable as a result of cultural contact.  See ibidem, 
and the majority of the examples cited there.  Note also the statement of J. Barr, Comparative Philology 
(1987 [1968]) 104: ""Non-Semitic words are, it would seem, most likely to be identified if the words are 
nouns and if the reference seems to be to foreign officials, institutions of foreign origin, unusual 
artefacts and foods likely to be transported from distant lands. . . .''  The proposed borrowing of a word 
like t“m, "word, message', the semantics of which are much less marked than the kinds of technical 
words cited in the above sources, would seem to represent a different case.  Are we to assume that the 
ancient Ugaritians themselves did not have a word for ""word'' or ""message'', and therefore needed to 
borrow one?  This seems intuitively unlikely; although, of course, the chaotic and arbitrary nature of 
linguistic evolution admittedly places considerable limitations on any arguments founded on intuitive 
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established by a standard application of the comparative method;464 or (3) t“m has an 

inner West-Semitic etymology, but because of unusual aspects in its development, its 

true etymological cognates do not show the standard consonantal correspondences.465   

                                                                                                                                           
likelihood.  The relative paucity of Ugaritic words lacking a plausible inner Semitic etymology, 
however, does suggest additional caution regarding the idea of identification of loan words. 

 464See the examples cited in Watson, UF 30 (1998) 746, nos. 1- 2.  The first proposal, given by 
E. Ullendorf, Or 20 (1951) 270-271, is a legitimate example of this category in that the Ugaritic graph 
{“} regularly corresponds with the Arabic phoneme represented by {a}, namely /“/.  From the 
presentation in Watson, UF 30 (1998) 746, one would also think that the proposal labelled ""2.'' belonged 
here as well, for he twice gives the Arabic cognate as ""ta“ama'' (sic), and the Akkadian as ""ta“¨mu'' 
(sic).  Gordon, Ugaritic Textbook (1998 [1965]) #345], §19.2542, too, in citing only Syriac t@“¨mª, 
without further comment, gives the impression that he understood the Syriac word to provide an 
example of regular consonantal correspondences with Ugaritic t“m.  Neither does J. Aistleitner, 
Wörterbuch (1963), § 2752, provide any explanatory comment, though he does correctly cite Akkadian 
ta”¨mu and Arabic ta”ama.  Since the Ugaritic graph regularly corresponding to Arabic {b} and 
Akkadian {(-)”(-)} signs is not {“}, but {”}, the proposal of an etymological link between Ugaritic t“m 
and (all) the suggested cognates cited in Watson, UF 30 (1998) 746, no. 2, can be rejected; these latter 
seem to derive from a primitive root T‡M and not from TH˚M.  A similar confusion with respect to the 
Semitic phonemes /”/, /“/, and /h/ is evident in the comments of J.-M. Durand, Miscellanea Eblaitica 2 
(1989) 39-40, though here the problem is probably due at least in part to the Mari team's decision to 
transcribe the sequence of {”} signs with {h} in roman script.   

 465If one allows the possibility that Arabic ta”ama, etc., and Akkadian ta”¨mu represent not 
etymological cognates of Ugaritic t“m, but rather inner Semitic loan words, thus explaining the unusual 
correspondence between Ugaritic {“} and Akkadian and Arabic {”} signs, the proposal cited in Watson, 
UF 30 (1998) 746, no. 2 (see the above footnote), belongs here.  Another proposal that may be placed 
here is the defense of a connection between Ugaritic t“m and Akkadian †´mu and West Semitic †≤m, 
meaning "decree', mentioned in J. C. De Moor, Seasonal Pattern (1971) 102, and recently defended by 
Pardee, Les textes épistolaires (in preparation), chapter 2 (RS 1.018), commentary, line 3: ""Si la 
fonction et le sens général de t“m sont clairs, l'étymologie demeure inconnue . . . .  Le point de 
comparaison le plus utile pour sonder le sens de base de t“m nous semble être l'accadien †´mu, dont les 
acceptions d' “ ordre, jugement, décision » ont été empruntées tardivement en araméen et en hébreu 
(†a≤am). Ce mot ne présente évidemment pas le même phonétisme que le mot ougaritique (T̊≤M au lieu 
de TH˚M), mais le champ sémantique dans les deux langues est similaire, comme le montre l'usage de 
t“m dans les textes mythologiques, où ce mot peut signifier « décision » comme en accadien. Il est 
pourtant impossible pour le moment de dire si le mot ougaritique reflète une transformation locale de la 
racine T̊≤M (dé-emphatisation de l'interdental et désonorisation du pharyngéal) ou une ancienne racine 
perdue dans les autre langues sémitiques ; il est bien connu que T̊≤M comporte deux sens assez 
dissimilaires, celui de « goût » et celui de « décision, etc. », et l'on pourrait envisager qu'elle reflète une 
fusion ancienne de deux racines, TH˚M et T̊≤M.''  S. A. Kaufmann, Akkadian Influences on Aramaic 
(1974) 109, points out that the meaning "order, decree' is already well-established for Akkadian †´mu in 
the Old Babylonian period, and further proposes that this sense entered the West Semitic languages 
from Akkadian during the era of Imperial Aramaic.  Compare also H. Zimmern, Akkadische 
Fremdwörter (1915) 10.  The idea of ""une transformation locale de la racine T̊≤M'' may indeed be 
possible, but explicit knowledge of the phonetic reality of this transformation (""dé-emphatisation de 
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 If an etymological proposal is considered absolutely essential for a thorough 

philological treatment, those proposals based on inner West-Semitic cognates with the 

expected consonantal correspondences would theoretically present the fewest 

methodological and substantive problems; in other words, those proposals which need 

not resort to ""special pleading'' in one form or another, in the absence of explicit 

evidence to the contrary.  In this light, the proposal to align Ugaritic t“m with the 

common Semitic root H̊MM is perhaps slightly more defensible than others, if only on 

methodological grounds, yet still leaves much to be desired.466  Certain manifestations 

                                                                                                                                           
l'interdental et désonorisation du pharyngéal'') is inaccessible, since the writing systems in which 
Ugaritic is attested provide little or no direct evidence for the underlying phonological system (this does 
not, of course, invalidate reconstructions of Ugaritic phonology on the basis of comparative evidence; it 
merely emphasizes their hypothetical nature).  Furthermore, the idea of such a local transformation 
lacks inner Ugaritic parallels: proto-Semitic /*†/ and /*≤/ are regularly realized in Ugaritic with the 
graphs {†} and {≤}, not with {t} and {“}.  The possibility of ""une ancienne racine perdue dans les autre 
langues sémitiques'', however, is entirely plausible, but unverifiable.  A possible mechanism for this 
latter development is provided by the often ambiguous nature of the Sumero-Akkadian writing system.  
If, in fact, there ever existed two distinct common nouns in proto-Akkadian, *ta“m-, "order, decree', and 
*†a≤m-, "taste', the ambiguous syllabic values of the appropriate Sumero-Akkadian signs for writing 
these words could easily have lead to the eventual collapse of a phonemic distinction between them, 
though retaining their distinctive semantics as homonyms.   

 466One should note, however, that by concentrating on the mythological texts, Ullendorf, Or 20 
(1951) 270-271, overlooked the much more general, or ""less marked'', meaning of t“m as "word, 
message', which seems to have been primary.  That is, in the « S » component, « t“m NS », it seems to 
have been the identity and person of NS which lent authority, if any, to the message itself, and not the 
semantics inherent in t“m, which merely refers to the message, regardless of the social status of the 
correspondents.  Compare the comments of Pardee, Les textes épistolaires (in preparation), chapter 2 
(RS 1.018), commentary, line 3: ""Parce que pendant des années on a consacré davantage de ressources 
à l'étude des documents mythologiques qu'à ces humbles documents en prose, les acceptions de mots 
employés dans les deux genres littéraires ont souvent été comprises partout de façon propre aux textes 
mythologiques. . . .  Or les cas que l'on rencontre dans ces textes de messages d'un inférieur à son 
supérieur montrent que le t“m n'a pas en soi la valeur d'un « décret » et que l'autorité de l'expéditeur 
peut être nulle par rapport à celle du destinataire. La comparaison des textes mythologiques avec les 
documents épistolaires montre que le mot désigne au fond la parole, dont la force varie selon les 
rapports entre les correspondants. . . .  [O]n peut expliquer les diverses acceptions du mot t“m que l'on 
peut légitimement reconnaître dans les traductions modernes par la variété des circonstances : t“m n'est 
« décret » ou « décision » que lorsque la parole sort de la bouche d'un être supérieur (dieu, roi …) par 
rapport à celui à qui la parole est adressée.''    
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of this root in Arabic do, in fact, touch the broader semantic field of speaking;467 and, 

unlike the example cited above, this suggestion has the benefit of the expected 

consonantal correspondences.468  Unfortunately, only the meaning "to be hot' is 

attested for this root in Ugaritic; no occurrences of the root show any connection with 

the broad semantic field of speaking.469  Thus, the etymology of Ugaritic t“m remains 

uncertain; fortunately, and more importantly, it is also relatively unimportant. 

 

1.6.3  The grammatical analysis of the « R » component 

 The morphosyntax and semantics of the standard version of the « R » 

component, « l NR rgm », as well as its variants, « l NR » and « ≤m NR », are as well 

understood as most anything can be said to be in Ugaritic, thanks not only to the well-

attested nature of the vocabulary, but also to several contextual aids: (1) the existence 

of an exact parallel to the Ugaritic « R » component in contemporary epistolary 

                                                

 467Compare, in Modern Standard Arabic, the meaning "to decree' for the G-stem, which has its 
own verbal noun, “um¨m- , distinct from the verbal noun of the other G-stem meaning, "to heat', “amm- ; 
see H. Wehr, Dictionary of Modern Written Arabic (1979) 237.  Such may, of course, be a secondary 
development; see below.   

 468The Arabic phoneme /“/ shows a regular correspondence with the Ugaritic phoneme behind 
the graph {“}. 

 469See G. del Olmo Lete and J. Sanmartín, DLU 1 (1996) 177.  Furthermore, the Arabic 
meanings within the semantic field of speaking are plausibly latter developments from the basic 
meaning "to be hot'.  Compare the comments of Pardee, Les textes épistolaires (in preparation), chapter 
2 (RS 1.018), commentary, line 2: ""On peut pourtant se demander si cet usage n'est pas une évolution 
particulière à l'arabe, un élargissement sémantique à partir du sens propre de « donner la fièvre à 
quelqu'un », qui se dit aussi de Dieu, et qui reflète directement le sens de base de la racine H˚MM, « être 
chaud ». Aucun texte ougaritique ne trahit la même évolution sémantique du verbe qu'en arabe, et la 
forme du nom ougaritique serait différente de la forme arabe (t-préformative au lieu de qullat), 
éliminant la possibilité d'une longue transmission d'un usage particulier du nom. D'ailleurs, le sens de « 
parole, message » n'est pas attesté en arabe, et on est donc obligé d'envisager la possibilité que les deux 
mots n'aient en commun que le fait qu'ils peuvent désigner une décision divine, et que le mot arabe n'est 
pas apparenté au mot ougaritique.'' 
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traditions in Akkadian and Hittite, as attested as Ras Shamra and elsewhere, (2) the 

light shed on the « R » component by the literary « R » motif in Ugaritic poetic 

narrative, and (3) the Sitz-im-Leben, or contextual function, of the formula itself in its 

epistolary setting.   

 It has been said that the structure of the Ras Shamra letters, Ugaritic and 

Akkadian, is identical.470  Given the fact that these two epistolary corpora were 

produced by the same civilization, and in some cases, the very same individual scribes, 

these structural similarities are not surprising.471  Yet, even if one does not admit the 

exact equivalence between the Ras Shamra Akkadian and Ugaritic epistolary 

structures, the overwhelming number of precise parallels between these two traditions, 

not only in the address formula, but throughout the other formulaic components of the 

praescriptio, as well as in the motifs of the body, more or less require that the 

interpretation of the Ugaritic formulas lean heavily on the grammatical analysis of the 

better understood Akkadian formulary.  Concerning the epistolary « R » component in 

particular, the value of the Akkadian texts for discerning the morphology and syntax of 

the Ugaritic formulas has been recognized since the decipherment of Ugaritic.  

Already in 1929, Ch. Virolleaud had recognized the equivalence between the Ugaritic 

                                                

 470Knutson, RSP 2 (1975) 198, writes that ""as regards structure, the Ugaritic and Akkadian 
letters are identical.''  For more on this topic, see Ahl, Epistolary Texts (1973) 130-140; Kaiser, ZDPV 
86 (1970) 11; Kristensen, UF 9 (1977) 143-144; M. Liverani, SDB 9 (1979), col. 1328; and Cunchillos, 
TO 2 (1989) 244-247.   

 471That the some Ugaritian scribes wrote in both alphabetic and logo-syllabic cuneiform is 
evident from, among other evidence, the numerous administrative (and other) texts which contain text 
in both systems of writing; see W. van Soldt, SAU (1991) 29, n. 233; especially W. van Soldt, ALASP 7 
(1995) 183-186; and I. Márquez Rowe, UF 28 (1996) 457-462.  It has been suggested that the 
celebrated ≥Il≠-Milku was one such ""bi-scriptal'' scribe; see ibid., p. 185; van Soldt, SAU (1991) 27-29; 
and A.-S. Dalix, Le bilinguisme (1996) 83-90.  Another such candidate is Burqªnu; see van Soldt, 
ALASP 7 (1995) 185.  More generally on the topic of bilingualism, see L. Milano, VOr 3 (1980) 179-
197; and F. Malbran-Labat, Le bilinguisme (1996), esp. pp. 56-61.     
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preposition l and Akkadian ana, used to express the indirect object of the verb in 

Akkadian versions of the epistolary « R » component,472 and not long afterward, E. 

Dhorme correctly observed that rgm was the Ugaritic equivalent of Akkadian qib≠, the 

masculine singular imperative ""say!'' in the address of letters.473  In addition to 

Akkadian qabû, D. Pardee points out the functional equivalence of the Ugaritic root 

RGM and the root ≥MR in the epistolary traditions of the Northwest Semitic languages 

of the Iron Age.474  From these functional correspondences, it is justifiable to conclude 

semantic equivalence, in an epistolary context at the very least, of Akkadian qabû, 

Ugaritic RGM, and later Northwest Semitic ≥MR, all meaning "to say'.    

 Secondly, one can draw on evidence from Ugaritic poetic narrative, where the 

literary « R » motif, used in recounting the commissioning of messages, closely 

resembles the epistolary « R » component, both in form and function.  In the context of 

                                                

 472Virolleaud, Syria 10 (1929) 306-307. 

 473Dhorme, Syria 14 (1933) 236.  On the semantics of RGM, Dhorme cites the earlier 
statement of Baneth, OLZ 35 (1932), col. 452, n. 2 (regarding rgm in the « R » motif of the mythological 
texts): ""rgm . . . heißt nicht "senden' . . . , sondern "sagen', o. ä., was dem akkad. ragªmu ziemlich nahe 
kommt.''  That the scribes of Ugarit themselves understood Ugaritic rgm to be the equivalent of 
Akkadian qib≠ma is shown, among other ways, by the occasional ""expanded'' writing of both forms at the 
very end of the « R » component; the words are written in such a way that the three constituent signs 
occupy an entire line on the tablet.  A. Caquot, SDB 9 (1979), col. 1414, refers to this feature; compare 
now RS 94.2580, among others  For this expanded writing of {qí-bi-ma} in the RS Akkadian letters, 
compare, as examples, RS 16.003:3 and RS 16.112:2: J. Nougayrol, PRU 3 (1955) 3-4, and pl. xxxix.   

 474Pardee, Les textes épistolaires (in preparation), chapter 2 (RS 1.018), commentary, line 2: 
""Par sa fonction dans la langue ougaritique, ragªmu correspond à qabû en accadien et à ≥MR dans les 
autres langues nord-ouest-sémitiques''; and earlier, in remarques épistolographiques: ""L'usage qui 
consiste à employer un verbe signifiant « dire » à l'impératif, précédé par le même verbe au parfait avec 
pour sujet le nom de l'expéditeur, est attesté dans les rares documents épistolaires en phénicien (cf. 
Pardee, et al., Handbook [1982] 165-68), en édomite (Beit-Arieh et Cresson, TA 12 [1985] 97) et en 
ammonite (Yassine et Teixidor, BASOR 264 [1986] 47). Cette formule est presque absente dans les 
documents épistolaires hébreux et araméens (cf. Pardee, et al., ibid., p. 121, 146), bien qu'elle soit 
employée dans d'autres genres de textes (ibid., p. 121). Le double usage du verbe ≥MR en phénicien, 
édomite et ammonite (parfait suivi de l'impératif + l) s'ajoute à l'argument fondé sur la présence de 
l'impératif dans la formule correspondante en accadien pour confirmer que dans la formule ougaritique 
« rgm + l » le verbe est à l'impératif.'' 
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the narrative, the verb rgm in the literary « R » motif, and it's poetic ""B-term'', ®ny, are 

imperatives, addressed to the messengers.  The prepositional compliment represents 

the indirect object of the verb, the party to whom the following message is to be said.  

If one assumes that the commissioning of messages thus described in the myths was 

reflective of the actual practice of commissioning messages, this motif provides further 

evidence for understanding the verb rgm in the epistolary « R » component as an 

imperative.   

 Finally, given the tertiary rather than binary nature of epistolary 

communication in this epoque,475 common sense requires that the sender must have 

explicitly stated the identity of the intended recipient of the message to the 

intermediary, such information being obviously essential for the transmission of the 

message.  That such a statement should contain a verb meaning "to speak, say' (RGM), 

in the form of an imperative directed to the messenger, and a prepositional phrase 

expressing the indirect object of this verb, "to such-and-such', fits this context perfectly.   

 Thus, despite the graphic ambiguity of the morphology of the word rgm, the 

contextual considerations outlined above indicate that it is a verb, a masculine singular 

imperative.476  Some have suggested explaining rgm as a suffix conjugation form, 3rd 

                                                

 475That is, the fact the long distance communication between two parties was not direct, but 
necessarily passed through a third party, an intermediary.  On this issue, see Cunchillos, TO 2 (1979) 
241. 

 476One assumes that the Ugaritic form was singular in number, despite the possibility of there 
having been two or more messengers rather than one (in fact, the most common means of referring to 
messengers in the Ugaritic epistolary corpus is with a collective: ml±kt, "messenger party' or the like; the 
singular ""count'' noun *ml±k, "messenger', is unattested in the letters), on analogy with Akkadian qib≠, 
also singular in number.  Because of the dual character of the messengers in the mythological texts, one 
often vocalizes the verb of the literary « R » motif there as dual in number. 
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person masculine singular, "he said',477 but if such were the case, one wonders why 

letters in which the author is a woman do not show the corresponding feminine form of 

the verb, rgmt, "she said'.  

 As for syntax, the only feature that requires comment is the clause-final 

placement of the verb rgm in the epistolary « R » component, since in the literary « R » 

motif, we notice the opposite order: « verb + adverbial modifier ».478  It is conceivable 

to explain the different word order as an aspect of the difference between poetry and 

prose; but since the Akkadian version of the epistolary « R » component, namely « ana 

NR qib≠ma », is precisely parallel to the Ugaritic, « l NR rgm », one must also admit the 

possibility that the Ugaritic order was influenced by Akkadian usage.   

 There are few problems, if any, with the semantics of the elements.  The 

contextual usage of the verb rgm in the epistolary « R » component, outlined above, is 

consistent with other inner Ugaritic usage for the verb, and there is no reason to doubt 

the standard understanding of the verb as "to say'.479  The use of the preposition l in an 

""allative'' or ""dative'' sense is well-attested for Ugaritic, including its specific usage to 

mark the indirect object of the verb RGM.480  

                                                

 477This morphological analysis of rgm is mentioned by Wansbrough, RAI 30 (1986) 208.  For 
earlier rebuttals of this view, see Pardee and Whiting, BSOAS 50 (1987) 6, n. 13; and Pardee, Les 
textes épistolaires (in preparation), chapter 2 (RS 1.018), remarques épistolographiques.  The 
translation of the « R » component given in O. Kaiser, ZDPV 86 (1970) 12: ""Zu NN spricht'', is a 
misprint, as is clear from context and from the correctly printed translation, ""Zu NN sprich'', on p. 13. 

 478In the (unlikely) event that RS 94.2273, lines 1-2, should be interpreted as a fourth variant 
of the « R » component, {ql / l . °rt®b}, ""Say to ≥Uri-Teßßub,'' this would be the only Ugaritic epistolary 
« R » component to parallel the literary « R » motif in placing the verbal element prior to its 
prepositional complement.  

 479See, for example, Aistleitner, Wörterbuch (1963), §2491; C. H. Gordon, Ugaritic Textbook 
(1965), §19.2307; and G. del Olmo Lete and J. Sanmartín, DLU 2 (2000) 385-386. 

 480See D. Pardee, UF 7 (1975) 369. 
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 If contextual usage of rgm in Ugaritic firmly establishes its meaning, for the 

sake of completeness, not to mention fidelity to the traditional fixation with etymology 

in Semitic philology, one ought perhaps to include a discussion of the word's 

etymology.  In the cognate languages, the root RGM often contains the notion of 

speech in a greater or lesser degree of markedness.481  Ugaritic rgm, "to say', 

represents one of the least marked manifestations of the root, and appears, in fact, to 

be the least-marked verb of speaking in the language.  Semantically, its closest 

cognate appears to be Akkadian ragªmu, which can mean "to call out', although it often 

has very specific legal connotations: "to lodge a claim, to sue, etc.,' as in Ras Shamra 

judicial texts.482  More marked semantics occur in Arabic and Ethiopic, where the verb 

can mean "to curse', but can also refer to death by stoning as well.483  In Hebrew and 

Syriac, only the meaning "to stone' is attested for the verb RGM; no overt hint of the 

semantic field of speaking has survived.484  Semantic evolution can account for much 

of this diversity, though the direction of this evolution is a matter of some 

                                                

 481Compare D. Pardee's etymological comments in Les textes épistolaires (in preparation), 
chapter 2 (RS 1.018), commentary, line 2: ""Du point de vue de la sémantique, le rapport entre le verbe 
ougaritique signifiant « dire » et les acceptions de la même racine dans les autres langues ouest-
sémitiques n'est pas clair, et le verbe ougaritique se rapproche par son sens plutôt de l'accadien, où 
ragªmu signifie « appeler, donner de la voix, crier »,'' with the following footnote reference: ""RGM 
signifie en hébreu et araméen « lapider », en arabe « lapider » et « injurier, maudire » ; cf. l'éthiopien « 
injurier, maudire ». Parfois on a essayé d'expliquer le rapport comme évolution sémantique (Driver, 
JANES 5 [1973] 112-13 [où le verbe ougaritique n'est pas mentionné]), parfois on introduit d'autres 
éléments étymologiques (Stol, Trees [1979] 11, n. 36 : l'ancien RGM serait devenu RGN en hébreu, où 
ce dernier verbe signifie « murmurer »).'' 

 482See CAD 14 (R) (1999) 62-67; and AHw 3 (1981) 941b.  

 483See Wehr, Dictionary of Modern Written Arabic (1979) 381; and W. Leslau, Comparative 
Dictionary of Ge≤ez (1987) 465. 

 484See L. Koehler and W. Baumgartner, HAL 3 (1996) 1187; and J. Payne Smith, A 
Compendious Syriac Dictionary (1903) 529. 
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disagreement.485  Finally, one ought to mention the common noun targ¨m, "translation,' 

and related forms, attested in Aramaic and other languages, the semantics of which 

seem appropriate to the broader semantic field of speaking; this feature may point to 

this word's ultimate derivation as a t-preformative noun from the verbal root RGM.486  

 There is no reason to doubt that Ugaritic rgm, "to say', was in the G-stem,487 as 

in the cognates mentioned above; and, for purposes of vocalization, we can assume a 

/u/ class stem vowel, on analogy with this stem vowel (or its reflexes) in Akkadian, 

Syriac, Arabic, and Modern Hebrew.488  

 

1.7  TYPOLOGICAL CLASSIFICATION OF THE UGARITIC ADDRESS FORMULAS 

 This section presents in tabular form the results of the typological classification 

detailed above in section 1.2.  Its purpose is twofold: (1) to review in a graphically 

accessible way the distribution of the various compositional patterns found in the 

corpus of Ugaritic address formulas, and (2) to describe briefly those address formulas 

                                                

 485See the recent etymological proposal in Koehler and Baumgartner, HAL 3 (1996) 1187: 
""the basic meaning develops from to heap up stones > to stone > to curse > to make a statement.''  Such 
an evolution is difficult to reconcile with the chronology of the respective sources, however (Ugaritic 
and Akkadian are, after all, considerably earlier than Syriac, Arabic, and Ethiopic).  A better suggestion 
is that of Leslau, Comparative Dictionary of Ge≤ez (1987) 465: ""in view of the various meanings within 
Semitic, the development seems to be: "speak, say > speak against, bring legal action against > abuse, 
curse > cast stones'.'' 

 486Such an explanation would require that these forms were reanalyzed as being derived not 
from RGM, but from a quadrilateral root TRGM in later languages; compare the quadrilateral verb 
tarjama in Arabic. 

 487Note Huehnergard's reconstruction of a possible G-stem infinitive of this root, {ra-g[a?]-
[mu?]} (understood as the Ugaritic equivalent of Akkadian zakªru) in Huehnergard, UVST (1987) 177. 

 488On Akkadian irgum, see CAD 14 (R) (1999) 62; on Syriac nergºm, see Payne Smith, A 
Compendious Syriac Dictionary (1903) 529; and on Arabic yarjumu, see Wehr, Dictionary of Modern 
Written Arabic (1979) 381.  Biblical Hebrew contains no evidence for the stem vowel of the imperfect 
and imperative; in Modern Hebrew it is a reflex of /u/: µGor“yI; see R. Alcalay, Complete Hebrew-English 
Dictionary (1981), col. 2404. 
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which present atypical features of a compositional or distributional nature.  Those 

address formulas of ""standard'' composition will be treated first, followed by the 

smaller, more diverse group of ""non-standard'' patterns.  

 

1.7.1  " "Standard' ' patterns 

 The diagnostic features of the ""standard'' address formula in the Ugaritic 

epistolary corpus have been defined above.489  Among the ""standard'' address 

formulas, three compositional patterns are prominent.  These are presented here, 

organized according to conceptual status and model.  Following these, the remaining 

address formulas which are compositionally ""standard'' but do not fall under the rubric 

of one of the three main patterns are listed.   

     

1.7.1.1  « l ID REL rgm  t“m  ID REL »    

« ASC POW » 

RS 9.479A:1-5    « l mlkt ±dty rgm t“m tlmyn ≤bdk » 

RS 16.137[bis]:1-4   « l mlkt ±dty rgm t“m •llƒr ≤bdk » 

RS 16.402+:1-2   « [l mlkt] ±dty [rgm t“]m •rr®rm ≤bdk » 

RS 17.327:1-3   « [l … ]¯-˘n b≤[ly rgm] t“m [ … ] ≤bdk »  

RS 18.040:1-4   « l mlk b≤ly rgm t“m ®p†b≤l [≤]bdk » 

RS 18.113+:1-3   « l mlk b[≤ly] rg[m] t“m rb m•[ … ≤bdk] » 

RS 18.140.2:7'-9'   « l ¯--˘[ … b≤ly] r[gm] t“m ¯--˘[ … ≤bdk] » 

                                                

 489For the definition, as well as the grounds on which this pattern may be qualified as 
""standard'', see above, section 1.2.1.   
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RS 19.102.2:13-16  « l ybn[n] b≤ly rg[m] t“m ≤bd[ … ] ≤bdk » 

RS 20.199:1-3   « l mlkt ±dty rgm [t]“m °r÷t®b ≤bdk » 

RS 29.093:1-5   « l ydrm b≤lny rgm t“m pn“® w yrmhd ≤bdk » 

RS 34.148:1-4   « l m[lk b≤ly] rg[m] t“m [ … ] ≤bdk »  

RS 34.356:1-2   « [l ßpß mlk] rb mlk ml[km] [b≤ly] rgm t“m ≤mrp• [≤bdk] »  

RS 34.356:9-11   « [l ml]k rb mlk mlk[m b≤l kl “]wt mlk mlk[m b≤ly rg]m t“m ≤mrp[• ≤bdk] » 

RS 92.2010:1-4   « l ”ƒmrt b≤ly rgm t“m ±nntn ≤bdk » 

RS 94.2391:1-3   « l mlk b≤ly rgm t“m ≤zn ≤bdk » 

RS 94.2479:1-2   « l mlkt ±dty rgm t“m skn ≤bdk » 

RS 94.5009:1-3   « l mlkt ±dty r[gm] t“m skn [≤bdk] » 

RIH 78/03+:1'-5'   « [l ßpß] mlk rb mlk m¬rm [ … ]m mlk ¬dq [mlk m]lkm b≤l kl “wt [ … ]m rgm 

t“m [≤m®tm]r ≤bdk » 

« ASC BIO » 

RS 11.872:1-4 « l mlkt °my rgm t“m mlk bnk » 

RS 16.379:1-3 « l mlkt °[m]y rgm t“m mlk bnk » 

RS 19.102.1:1-5 « l ybnn ±dny rgm t“m tl[m]yn bnk » 

RS 34.124:1-3 « [l mlkt °my rgm t“m] m[lk bnk] » 

RS 92.2005.1:1-5 « [l °]rtn [±]dny rgm w l bƒ¯-˘r °my rgm t“m ≤z•lt bnkm » 

RS 94.5003+:1-3 « l mlk[t °my] rg[m] t“m [mlk bnk] » 

« HOR BIO » 

RS 18.031:1-3 « l mlk °grt ±”y rgm t“m mlk ¬r ±”k » 

RS 18.134:1-3 « l mlk °grt •”y rgm t“m mlk [g]bl •”k » 

RS 94.2383+:1-3 « l °rtn ±”y rgm t“m ≤®ty ±”tk » 
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The only comment occasioned by this group is of a distributional nature: since the 

pattern in question would seem to be appropriate first and foremost in conceptually 

ascending letters, and since conceptually horizontal letters more frequently employ 

another compositional pattern,490 the presence of three conceptually HOR BIO letters in 

this group might appear anamolous.  Since this same pattern is also used for HOR 

letters in those corparative corpora which present the same composition and 

distribution for the address formula,491 the easiest explanation for the presence of HOR 

letters here is the hypothesis according to which these letters represent social 

situations in which the relationship between the sender and recipient is of an ascending 

nature, but not of such a magnitude to elicit explicitly ascending REL terminology.492    

 

1.7.1.2  « t“m ID l  ID REL rgm  » 

« HOR BIO » 

RS 1.021:1-3   « t“m hl[ … ] l pzry ±[”y] w l gpn r[gm] » 

RS 15.174:1-3   « [t“m] ¯--˘[-]¯-˘[ … l] mlkt °[grt ±]”ty rgm » 

RS 92.2005:23-25   « t“m ≤z•lt l ±by ±”ty rgm » 

RS 94.2284:1-3   « t“m ±bny l °rt®b °rtn ±”y rgm » 

RS 94.2406:31-32   « t“m •lmlk l °rtn •”y rgm » 

                                                

 490The address formula in conceptually HOR letters more frequently follows the pattern « t“m 
ID l ID REL rgm », discussed below in section 1.7.1.2, and, in more detail, above in section 1.2.5.3.   

 491See above, sections 1.4.2.1 (Ras Shamra Akkadian), 1.4.2.2 (Tell Meskene), 1.4.2.3 
(Bo∆azköy and Ma � at), and, to a lesser extent, 1.4.2.4 (Amarna).    

 492See above, section 1.2.6.  Two Ras Shamra Akkadian letters attest to the existence of such 
terminologically horizontal, but practically ascending situations: RS 34.164, addressed to two individuals 
whom the sender describes as {fiEfi.MEfi-ia GAL.MEfi}, ""my big brothers''; and RS [Varia 25], 
addressed to an individual whom the sender calls {fiEfi-”i-ia GAL}, ""my big brother''.   
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RS 94.2537:1-2   « [t“m] ±÷lt®b [l … ]¯-˘yn •”y rgm » 

RS 96.2039:1-3   « [t]“m mlkt l yrmhd •”y rgm » 

OTHER CONCEPTUAL CATEGORIES: 

RS 15.008:1-3   « t“m tlm[y]n l ®ryl °my rgm » « ASC BIO » 

RS 17.139:1-2   « t“m mlk l ®ryl °my rgm » « ASC BIO » 

RS 19.181A:1-2   « t“m °®ryn [l g]rgß ≤¯bdy˘ r[gm] » « DESC POW » (?) 

RS [Varia 4]:1-3   « t“m •wrƒn l •wrpzn bny ±”y rgm » « MIXED BIO » (HOR and DESC) 

 

The presence  in this group of two conceptually ascending letters, RS 15.008 and 

RS 17.139, requires special comment.  The use of this particular pattern in these two 

cases, rather than the pattern typically used in conceptually ascending letters,493 would 

appear to reflect the multi-faceted nature of human social relationships, or, put another 

way, of ""mixed'' social situations.494  The problem is best represented in the Ugaritic 

corpus by the letters between the king and his mother.495  While RS 11.872, for 

example, shows the compositional pattern ""expected'' in such ASC BIO situations, « l ID 

REL rgm t“m ID REL », RS 17.139 shows the pattern « t“m ID l ID REL rgm », atypical in 

such a context.  As recognized by D. Pardee, the formal diversity encountered here is 

                                                

 493The address formula in conceptually ASC letters generally empoys the pattern  « l ID REL 
rgm t“m ID REL », discussed above in section 1.7.1.1, and, in more detail, in section 1.2.5.1. 

 494This is the term used by D. Pardee, Les textes épistolaires (in preparation), chapter 14 (RS 
11.872), remarques épistolographiques, for those social situations in which the correspondents share one 
type of relationship on the biological level, and another type of relationship, not analogous to their 
biological relationship, on the societal level.  This use of the term ""mixed'' for such social situations 
should not be confused, however, with letters of ""mixed'' conceptual classification (the presence in the 
REL terminology of more than one conceptual model or status), on which see above in the introduction 
to part one, section 1.6.4.1.     

 495These include RS 11.872, RS 16.379, RS 17.139, RS 34.124, RS 94.5003+, and RIH 78/12.  
Also of possible relevance are RS 8.315 and RS 15.008.  
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no doubt due to ""un mélange des catégories sociale et familiale.''496  Social situations 

such as this must have been very confusing in an epistolary context, where standard 

usage dictated that the person with higher social status was named first.  On the one 

hand, the recipient is described as the sender's mother, and as such enjoys priviledged 

social status vis-à-vis her son.  On the other hand, the sender of the letter is the king 

himself, who, representing the ultimate authority in the land and the very apex of 

Ugaritian society, ought certainly to receive pride of place.  Although examples of 

both patterns are attested, it appears that in most instances such as these, the 

prevailing notions about a son's inherent subservience to his mother apparently 

prevailed,497 though in the case of RS 17.139,498 the social dominance of the king in 

his role as monarch took precedence over notions about a mother's superior social 

position with respect to her son.  Thus, in general, ""mixed'' social situations apply when 

the correspondents have a particular biological kinship which is not precisely 

                                                

 496Pardee, Les textes épistolaires (in preparation), chapter 4 (RS 1.021), remarques 
épistolaires, n. 5.  He continues, ""Ce mélange des catégories indique des rapports humains compliqués : 
le roi est roi mais il est toujours le fils de sa mère, qui en tant que reine-mère exerce une certaine 
autorité.''  And further, ibid., chapter 11 (RS 11.872), remarques épistolaires: ""Il faudra examiner chaque 
cas pour en être certain, mais à ce stade de notre étude, il nous paraît probable que ces deux formes 
d'adresse reflètent la psychologie de la situation « mixte » plutôt qu'une différence de correspondants.'' 

 497These include RS 11.872, RS 16.379, RS 34.124, RS 94.5003+, and RIH 78/12.  A similar 
but not identical situation is represented by RS 8.315. 

 498RS 15.008 may also belong in this category, if the personal name tlmyn belonged to one of 
kings of Ugarit (in the same sense that the name Ur”i-Teßßub belonged to one of the Hittite kings, 
known in his royal capacity as Murßili [III]); this implies a ""private name'' // ""royal name'' hypothesis, or 
more specifically, that the old Amorite onomastic tradition (Niqmaddu, Niqmepa, ≤Ammurapi≥, etc.) 
was in some sense reserved for reigning monarchs, and that prior to taking the throne (and perhaps even 
afterwards, in certain social contexts) such individuals bore other personal names, not of the royal 
onomastic tradition.    
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analogous to their societal relationship.499  Situations more or less analogous to RS 

17.139 and RS 15.008 are known in the Ras Shamra Akkadian and Bo∆azköy 

corpora,500 with which these Ugaritic examples might profitably be compared.   

 

1.7.1.3  « t“m ID l  ID rgm  » 

« UNMARKED » 

RS 4.475:1-3   « t“m •wrƒr l plsy rgm » 

RS 15.158:1-2   « [t“m mlk g]rgmß [l … m]lk °grt rgm » 

RS 18.038:1-2   « t“m ßpß l ≤mrp• rgm » 

RS 29.095:1-2   « t“m tlmyn l pzy rgm » 

RS 94.2406.1:1-2   « t“m mlkt l °rtn rgm » 

RS 94.2429:1-2   « t“m mlk[ … ] l skn r[gm] » 

RS 94.2580:1-3   « t“m mlkt l °rtn rgm » 

                                                

 499In addition to the letters between the king and his mother, other probable or possible 
examples of ""mixed'' situations include RS 15.008, RS 96.2039, and RS [Varia 4], among others.  There 
are parallels to such situations also in the Hebrew Bible: note the correspondence between Jacob and 
Esau in Gen 32:5, where the correspondents are biological brothers in the narrative, yet Jacob refers to 
his brother as ynda and refers to himself as ˚db[.   

 500All of the following letters certainly or probably display in the address formula the 
compositional pattern « UM-MA ID A-NA ID REL QÍ-BI-MA » and yet are conceptually ascending: 
RS 19.070 « ASC BIO »; KBo 18.001 « ASC MIXED »; KBo 18.002 « ASC MIXED »; KBo 18.004 « ASC 
BIO »; probably KBo 18.005 « ASC BIO »; and KUB 3.070 « ASC BIO ».  It is no doubt significant that all 
of these (including the two Ugaritic letters RS 15.008 and RS 17.139) contain REL terms conceived on 
the BIO model.  
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« UNKNOWN » 

RS 17.434+:1-2   « [t“]m pd÷b mlk[t … l] nqmd rgm » 

RS 18.286[A]:1-3   « t“m mlk[ … ] l mlk [ … ] rg[m] » 

RS 88.2159:1-3   « t“m [ … ] l gr[ … ] rg[m] » 

RIH 77/21A:1-3   « t“m ß[pß mlk] rb l m[ … ] rgm » 

 

Despite the UNMARKED or UNKNOWN terminological status of the letters in this group, 

the nature of the social relationship between the sender and the recipient can be 

determined with some confidence in the majority of cases: in all of these the 

relationship is of a contextually descending nature.501  This fact, along with the small 

number of terminologically descending letters, leads to the likely hypothesis that not 

only was this pattern favored by Ugaritic scribes in socially descending situations, but 

also that in such cases it was not standard usage to emphasize the descending nature of 

the social relationship with conceptually explicit REL terminology.         

  

1.7.1.4  Other " "s tandard' '  address formulas 

 This category covers two groups: (1) those address formulas which are 

compositionally ""standard'' but which do not fall under one the above three 

compositional rubrics, and (2) those formulas which are probably or possibly 

compositionally ""standard'', but of unknown composition on the micro-level.      

 The first group contains three examples: 

RS 1.018:1-3   « l rb khnm rgm t“m [ … ] » 

                                                

 501See above, section 1.2.5.2. 
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RS 8.315:1-3   « l °my ±dtny rgm t“m tlmyn w ±”tmlk ≤bdk » 

RS 18.147:1-3   « t“m pgn ±bk l mlk °grt [ … ] rgm »  

 and the second group, possibly as many as seven: 

RS 15.098:1-2   « t[“m … ] l ¯-˘[ … ] » 

RS 18.[387].2:3'-5'   « [l … ] b≤ly [rg]m [ … ] » 

RS 18.[400]:1'-3'   « [l … ]y [rg]m [ … ] » 

RS 19.029:1-3   « [l … ]k ¯b˘[ … ] rgm t“m wr•[ … ] » 

RS 94.2545+:1-5   « t“m [ … ] l °r[t®b] °rt[n … ] r[gm] » 

RS 94.2545+:9-10   « w l ±”y [ … t]“m ±bny ±[”tk] » 

RS 94.2957.1:1'-2'   « [t“m … ] l [ … ] rg[m] » 

All three of the letters in the first group, RS 1.018, RS 8.315, and RS 18.147, present 

atypical compositional patterns.  The address of RS 1.018 is atypical since it presents 

the order « RS », and yet contains no REL term in the « R » component.  Its 

composition may be compared with that of RS 20.021, a conceptually UNMARKED 

Akkadian letter from Ras Shamra, and perhaps Msk 7474+, a conceptually ASC POW 

letter from Tell Meskene.    

 The address formula of RS 8.315 contains no ID element in the « R » 

component,502 but is otherwise conistent with the compositional pattern typical of 

conceptually ascending letters.  In various respects, its composition may be compared 

with the partially preserved second address formula in the Ugaritic letter RS 94.2545+; 

with that of several Akkadian letters from the Meskene corpus, Msk 7451.1, Msk 7472, 

                                                

 502Note, however, the possibility that °my in line 1 is not, in fact, a REL phrase ("my mother') 
but a personal name (and thus an ID phrase, as expected on formal grounds).  The {-y} hypochoristic 
suffix is well-known in the Ugaritian onomasticon (Gröndahl, PTU [1967] 49-56), and the {°m-} 
element is attested in personal names of Hurrian origin (Ibid., p. 99; compare {fum-mi-”e-bi} in RS 
16.343:4).  
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and probably Msk 74270, which also derive from conceptually ascending letters; and 

also with the conceptually ASC MIXED Hittite letter from Ma � at, HBM 81.1.    

 RS 18.147 is atypical not only in the composition of the address formula, but 

also in distributional terms: it is the only conceptually DESC BIO letter in the corpus.  

Such letters are encountered in the comparative corpora, however, although they 

regularly display the compositional pattern « umma ID ana ID REL qib≠-ma » in the 

address formula.503  This suggests that it is the presence of a REL term in the « S » 

component that is peculiar to the address formula of RS 18.147.   

 

1.7.2  " "Non-standard' ' patterns 

 That multiple scribal traditions were known at Ugarit, even if not part of the 

""mainstream'' training, seems clear from various indications, among which the 

presence at Ras Shamra of an abecedary showing a graphic inventory different, both 

in the shape of the signs and in their canonical order, from that of the standard 

cuneiform abecedary used at Ugarit.504  With respect to the letters, one may easily 

imagine that, in terms of their literary heritage, those few formulas which are 

compositionally non-standard reflect other such traditions which were independent of 

the standard scribal curriculum learned and used at Ugarit. 

                                                

 503Compare the Ras Shamra Akkadian letters RS 11.730, RS 16.111, RS 17.078, RS 17.148.1, 
RS 17.152, RS 17.247, RS 25.131, and RS 34.133; the Meskene Akkadian letter Msk 7451.4 (Msk 
7497.2 presents a peculiar pattern); the Ma � at Hittite letters HKM 18.2, HKM 56.2, and HKM 65.1; and 
the Bo∆zaköy Akkadian letters KBo 28.046, KBo 28.053, KBo 28.055, and probably KBo 28.044+.   

 504RS 88.2215, which received a preliminary treatment by P. Bordreuil and D. Pardee in CRAI 
(1995) 855-860.  
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 At least thirteen Ugaritic letters contain address formulas which are ""non-

standard'' in terms of the composition.505  For the sake of convenience in presentation, 

this group may be further subdivided by a consideration of the composition of the « S » 

component in each case.  Three formal categories emerge: (1) those addresses in 

which the composition of the « S » component is limited to simply the « NS » element, 

(2) those in which it is also contains the word t“m, and (3) those in which the « S » 

component is entirely absent.   

 

1.7.2.1  " "Non-standard' '  addresses in which « S » = « NS » 

 A. Caquot  has described the pattern « NS l NR » as ""la forme la plus simple de 

l'adresse.''506  Notwithstanding its simplicity, this type of address is found only very 

rarely in the epistolary corpus.  Two attestations are certain:  

RS 15.007:1-2   « gnryn l mlkytn » 

RS 17.063:1   « ≤zn bn byy l ±”th ≤®ty » 

This structure is also possibily present in a third letter: 

RS 17.117:1   « ≤zn bn byy ¯-˘[ … ] »507 

The distinctive characteristics of this form, with respect to the standard Ugaritic 

address formula, may be described as follows: (1) all three examples carry the « SR » 

                                                

 505See above, section 1.2.4.   

 506A. Caquot, SDB 9 (1979), col. 1414. 

 507According to Pardee, Les textes épistolaires (in preparation), chapter 33 (RS 17.117), 
remarques épistolographiques, the traces designated here by {¯-˘} are not consistent with the sign {l}, so 
this address formula is not strictly parallel to that of RS 17.063.  Pardee suggests {¯w˘}, implying two 
authors (ibid.), in which case no trace whatsoever of the <R> component would have been preserved. 
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order of  mention,508 (2) the word t“m is absent from the « S » component, and (3) the 

imperative rgm, "Say!' is absent from the « R » component.   

 Like the standard address formula,509 the function of this variant appears to be 

comparable to that of other free-standing nominal phrases used as ""titles'' or headings.  

In such a case, the entire address formula « NS l NR » would function as a heading to 

the entire epistolary text which follows.510   

 I know of no parallels for this pattern in the contemporary epistolary 

corpora.511  

 

1.7.2.2  " "Non-standard' '  addresses in which « S » contains t“m  

 Two letters, RS 16.265.1 and RS 94.2273, exhibit a second important formal 

variant of the address formula, characterized by the structure « t“m NS l NR »:   

RS 16.265:1-2   « [t]“m •®tl l mnn » 

RS 94.2273:1-2   « [t“]m ±bny [l] °rt®b » 

This pattern is distinguished from the standard address formula by the absence of the 

word rgm, normally a standard element of the « R » component.512  In this respect, 

                                                

 508None of the examples permits a determination of whether the <SR> order of mention was 
independent of social variables; a proof text would be an ascending letter bearing an address of this 
type, <NS l NR>.  There are, however, no examples of this pattern which bear a <RS> order of mention. 

 509See above, section 1.5.2.3; for the similar functional role played by the literary « S » motif 
(though not the literary « R » motif), compare section 1.5.2.1.   

 510The administrative corpus contains examples of nominal phrases of composition similar to 
this pattern, that is, exhibiting the pattern « noun phrase + preposition + noun phrase », which also 
function as headings or titles to the text which follows.  Compare line 1 of RS 19.016: {(1) spr . “pr . bnß 
mlk . b yr” •®¯t˘[bnm]}, ""Document of the rations of the king's personnel in the month of ≥IṪT[BNM].''   

 511It is known, however, much later, among a few of the Aramaic letters from the Bar Kochba 
period; see D. Schwiderski, Handbuch des nordwestsemitischen Briefformulars (2000) 247-248. 
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three other ""non-standard'' address formulas, which also lack the verb rgm, may be 

grouped here as well: 

RS 16.264:1-3   « t“m rgm mlk l “y•l » 

RS 16.265:21-23   « t“m ƒ mn l •®tl » 

RS 18.148:1-2   « t“m ydn ≤m mlk b≤lh » 

Taken together, these five address formulas do not form a perfectly coherent group in 

terms of their structure.  RS 16.265.2 is the fewest formal divergences from the pattern 

« t“m NS l NR »: it differs only by the presence of a relative pronoun, here written {ƒ}, 

between the two elements of the « S » component.513  RS 16.264 differs from the 

others in that its « S » component bears the structure « t“m rgm NS » rather than « t“m 

NS »,514 and by the fact the « S » component is there separated from the « R » 

component by a scribal line.515  Finally, RS 18.148 is distinguished from the other 

three letters, and from all other Ugaritic letters in fact, by its use of the preposition ≤m 

rather than l at the beginning of the « R » component,516 and by its use of a third 

                                                                                                                                           

 512See above, section 1.2.3. 

 513See above, section 1.2.2. 

 514It is possible, in theory at least, to harmonize this apparent difference, by interpreting the 
word rgm in the string {(1) t“m rgm (2) mlk } as a G-stem participle (or comparable nominal form), in 
construct with the following word: */ta“mu rªgimi malki/, "Message of the porte-parole of the king.'  
This would yield the pattern « t“m NS l NR ».  In practicical terms, however, there is no evidence (apart 
from this ambiguous passage) for a royal functionary bearing the title rgm mlk, and in the absence of 
such support, it may methodologically preferable to avoid multiplying the ranks of the royal 
administration without warrant.   

 515See above, section 1.2.2.  

 516See above, section 1.2.3.  These peculiarities may require a reconsideration of the precise 
literary genre of the tablet; D. Pardee (personal communication) does not exclude its status as an 
archival record rather than as a letter proper.  
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person pronominal suffix, rather than first person, attached to the REL term in the « R » 

component.517  

 Despite these heterogeneities, all five address formulas are similar in a number 

of key respects which justify grouping them together as variant representations of a 

basic pattern « t“m NS l NR »: (1) presence of t“m in the « S » component, (2) the 

absence of the verb rgm from the « R » component, and (3) the « SR » order of 

mention.  On the basis of RS 18.148 and RS 94.2273,518 and the fact that there are no 

examples of this pattern which bear an « RS » order of mention, one can even suggest 

that the « SR » order of mention in addresses of this type was fixed and independent of 

social variables.  Thus, this variant pattern is distinct from the standard address 

formula not only in terms of composition, but also in terms of distribution. 

 The fact that three of these formulas derive from scribal practice letters519 is 

intriguing, and would seem to imply the existence at Ugarit itself of an actively used 

epistolary tradition which was independent, at least in respect to the composition of the 

address formula, from the mainstream tradition.  Furthermore, allowing equivalences 

of a functional if not purely formal nature, the pattern represented here is in many 

respects comparable with the old Syrian epistolary address formula attested in the 

Ebla texts,520 as well as with the address formula in the Old Akkadian tradition.521  

                                                

 517This feature is also found in the address of RS 17.063: {≤zn bn byy l ±”th ≤t®y}. 

 518RS 18.148 is explicitly ASC POW.  RS 94.2273 is technically HOR POW, but the presence of 
the prostration formula suggests a socially ascending relationship within this broad category of 
""siblingship''.    

 519RS 16.265.1 and RS 16.265.2 (on the same tablet, accompanied by abecedaries and other 
exercises); and RS 94.2273 (accompanied on the verso by a lexical text in syllabic script). 

 520At least three attested compositional patterns for the address formula are comparable in 
certain respects: the most common pattern « en-ma ID NI-na ID », and the less well attested patterns 
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Among the more or less contemporary cuneiform epistolary traditions of the western 

periphery, few parallels are known to me.522  Epistolary traditions posterior to the Late 

Bronze Age also employ similar patterns.523   

 

1.7.2.3  " "Non-standard' '  addresses in which « S » is  absent 

RS 1.020:1-2   « l r•[ß r≤y] ypt ≤¯-˘[ … ] » 

RS 3.334:1   « [l r]•ß r≤y yp[t … ] »524 

RS 19.011:1-2   « l ÷rdn b≤ly rgm » 

RIH 78/12:1-2   « l mlkt °my ±dty » 

Finally, at least two, and possibly as many as four Ugaritic letters contain address 

formulas which contain no « S » component.  At least in the case of RS 19.011 and 

RIH 78/12, however, one hesitates to attribute this omission to an explicitly 

                                                                                                                                           
« en-ma ID si-in ID » and « ma”-ma” ID NI-na ID ».  For further detail as well as bibliographical 
references, see above, section 1.4.2.5.4.      

 521On the Old Akkadian pattern  « enma NS ana NR », see E. Salonen, StOr 38 (1967) 12-13; 
and Kienast and Volk, Die sumerischen und akkadischen Briefe (1995) 4-20.      

 522EA 100, for example, presents a similar, though not identical structure.  Msk 7441.2 may 
present another such parallel.   

 523Compare, for example, Neo-Assyrian « awªt ßarri ana NR  » and Late Babylonian « †uppu 
NS ana NR ».  The Neo-Assyrian model is especially common in letters from the king; compare S. 
Parpola, SAA 1 (1987) 4 (NL 39:1 {¯a˘-bat LUGAL a-na PN}), p. 9 (ABL 305:1-2 {a-bat LUGAL (2) 
a-na PN}), and p. 12 (ABL 306+:1 {a-bat LUGAL a-na PN}); and also S. W. Cole and P. Machinist, 
SAA 13 (1998), nos. 1, 4, and 5, pp. 4-6.  The Late Babylonian form is discussed by E. Salonen, Die 
Gruss- und Höflichkeitsformeln (1967) 81.  

 524On the possibility that the address of this letter lacked a <S> component, compare Pardee, 
Les textes épistolaires (in preparation), chapter 9 (RS 3.334), remarques épistolographiques: ""Si notre 
interprétation de la première ligne s'admet . . . , les formules d'introduction n'ont peut-être pas comporté 
la formule indiquant le nom de l'expéditeur. Pour graver la fin du toponyme ({y¯-˘[…]}) et la formule 
« rgm t“m NP » le scribe aurait vraisemblablement fait déborder l'écriture sur le verso de la tablette.''  
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independent scribal tradition: the circumstances under which these letters were 

composed may also have been a factor.   
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CHAPTER 2 

THE PROSTRATION FORMULA 

 

2.1  INTRODUCTION 

2.1.1  The " "polite formulas' '  in general 

 Following the address and prior to the body of the letter, the scribes of Ugarit, 

depending on the circumstances of the writing of the letter and the social relationship 

between the correspondents, often inserted one or more formulas which may be 

described collectively, on the basis of their tone and content, as ""polite formulas''.1   

                                                

 1Compare the descriptive phrases used by O. Kaiser, ZDPV 86 (1970) 11 (""die den Brief 
eröffnenden Höflichkeitsformeln'', and, throughout, ""die Gruss- und Höflichkeitsformeln''); and by 
A. Caquot, SDB 9 (1979), cols. 1414-1415 (""les phrases de politesse'').  S. W. Ahl, Epistolary Texts 
(1973) 49-50 (on the Akkadian letters from Ras Shamra) and p. 99 (on the Ugaritic letters), refers to 
these formulas collectively as the ""salutation'', a terminology which is also adopted by M. Yamada, UF 
24 (1992) 432, and J. Huehnergard, HUS (1999) 376 [Note, however, that this usage of ""salutation'' by 
Ahl,  Yamada, and Huehnergard is not to be confused with that of this dissertation, in which the term 
""salutation'' is used specifically for the polite formula of the type yßlm lk, "May it be well for you', and its 
variants, and not as a general cover term for all the ""polite formulas'' taken collectively].  Studies of 
other more or less contemporary cuneiform epistolary traditions have employed similar terminology: the 
German term ""Grussformeln'' was adopted by Salonen, Die Gruss- und Höflichkeitsformeln (1967), 
passim, in his study of Akkadian epistolary traditions (note also the more specific phrase used in the 
title of his work), and by A. Hagenbuchner, Die Korrespondenz der Hethiter 1 (1989) 64, in her 
treatment of the Hittite traditions.  E. Cancik-Kirschbaum employs the phrase ""Ergebenheitsformeln und 
Grussformeln'' for a comparable group of formulas in the Middle Assyrian tradition: see her Die 
mittelassyrischen Briefe (1996) 53-61.  
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At least three types of ""polite formulas'' may be distinguished on formal 

grounds: (1) the ""prostration formula'', studied here; (2) the ""salutation'', treated below 

in chapter 3; and (3) the ""benediction'', treated below in chapter 4.2  

 The distribution of these polite formulas varies widely, from the cool and 

distant tone of some letters which contain none of them, to the extreme civility of 

others which contain all three; it appears to be directly linked to at least two factors: 

(1) the conceptual status of the letter as ascending, descending, or horizontal; and (2) 

the specific conceptual model used to characterize the social relationship between the 

correspondents.3   

 The placement of horizontal scribal lines, mentioned above, is another feature 

which aids in the isolation and definition of the ""polite formulas'' as distinct from other 

structural sections of the letter.4  Not only is the section of the letter containing the 

""polite formulas'' often physically separated from the address and the body by the use 

of these lines,5 but also, and perhaps more importantly, such lines are not used 

                                                

 2I am thus in basic agreement with Ahl, Epistolary Texts (1973) 49-50 : "". . . the salutation . . . 
can include as many as three sections:  1) obeisance of the sender to the addressee, 2) greeting, and 3) 
divine blessing, in that order.''  Compare also Yamada, UF 24 (1992) 432.  The status of the ""double 
formula of well-being'', treated below in chapter 5, as a potential fourth component of the ""polite 
formulas'', or, rather, as a highly stereotyped element of the body of the letter, is also treated below, in 
section 5.    

 3On these issues, see above, section 0.6.    

 4Section 0.3. 

 5This feature is found in RS 4.475, 11.872, 15.174, 16.137[bis], 16.379, 16.402, 17.139, 18.040, 
18.113, 18.134, 18.140.2, 18.147, 19.029, 19.102.1, 34.124, 92.2005.2, 94.2383+, 94.2479, and 94.5003+.  
Some caution is required in drawing conclusions from this physical distribution, despite its frequency, 
due to the occasionally unsystematic way in which horizontal scribal lines were employed.  In some 
letters, horizontal scribal lines were used either not at all or to a markedly lesser extent in marking 
structural divisions; compare RS 92.2010, 94.2273, 94.2406.2, RIH 78/03+, and RIH 78/12.  
Furthermore, as mentioned above, in some cases the three ""polite formulas'' described above were 
grouped together along with another formula, the ""double formula of well-being'' (see below, section 
5.3).  Finally, the use of scribal lines between the address and the ""polite formulas'' was not entirely 
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internally within the ""polite formula'' section.  These physical aspects  suggest the 

conceptual unity of the ""polite formulas'' as a distinct structural unit for the Ugaritian 

scribes themselves, and further justifies, perhaps even requires, treating them together 

under a single rubric.6   

 

2.1.2  The " "prostration formula' '  as a polite formula 

 Among the polite formulas is one particular form, the ""prostration formula'', so-

called on the basis of the imagery and vocabulary employed within,7 which 

                                                                                                                                           
consistent either; compare RS 1.018, 1.020, 15.158, 16.265, 17.063, 17.117, 17.434+, 29.093, 34.148,  
and RS [Varia 4] (note that many of these letters contain features which are unique or otherwise non-
standard within the Ugaritic epistolary corpus).  These exceptions should not, however, invalidate the 
statistical tendency to group  these three ""polite formulas'' together physically by means of scribal lines.   

 6The treatment of Ahl, Epistolary Texts (1973) 49-50, 99, shows an awareness of this 
distribution; and in this she is followed by Yamada, UF 24 (1992) 432; and Huehnergard, HUS (1999) 
376 (both treating the Ras Shamra Akkadian letters).  Treatments of Ugaritic, or, more broadly, 
Ugaritian epistolography which do not, however, highlight this physical aspect also tend to overlook the 
conceptual bond between these three polite formulas over against other epistolary formulas and motifs.  
Compare A. L. Kristensen, UF 9 (1977) 143, 147-153, who treats the ""salutation'' (see below, section 3) 
and the ""benediction'' (see below, section 4) together under the rubric ""greetings'', and further places the 
""greetings'' on a conceptual level of parity with the address, prostration formulas, and ""informations 
about . . . well-being.''  J.-L. Cunchillos, HUS (1999) 361, also groups the address, ""proskynesis'' (here 
called the prostration formula), ""greetings'' (here called the salutation), and ""wishes'' (here called the 
benediction) together under a single rubric, the ""heading'' (here called the praescriptio).  These 
descriptions may be valid and useful in some respects, but they neglect the fundamental structural unity 
of the three polite formulas over against the address on the one hand and the body which follows on the 
other. 

 7This is the appellation used by S. E. Loewenstamm, Leßonenu 30 (1966), in the English 
summary (the Hebrew phrase he uses is hywwjtçh twajswn, that is, ""formulas of prostration''; but 
""formulas of prostrations'' in Comparative Studies [1980] 234); also idem, BASOR 188 (1967) 42 
(""prostration''); reprinted in Comparative Studies (1980) 246-248.  Compare also J. Nougayrol, 
Ugaritica 5 (1968) 67 (""prosternation''), referring to the Akkadian letters from Ras Shamra; O. Kaiser, 
ZDPV 86 (1970) p. 13 and following (""[die] Proskynese''); Ahl, Epistolary Texts (1973) 49-52 and pp. 
99-104 (""statement of obeisance''), referring to the Ras Shamra Akkadian and Ugaritic letters; F. B. 
Knutson, RSP 2 (1975) 421-422 (""prostration formula''), referring to the Akkadian letters from Ras 
Shamra; A. L. Kristensen, UF 9 (1977) 147-150 (""prostration formula''); A. Caquot, SDB 9 (1979) cols. 
1415 (""formule de proskynèse''); J.-L. Cunchillos, TO 2 (1989) 244, 249-251 (""la proskynèse''); A. 
Hagenbuchner, Die Korrespondenz der Hethiter 1 (1989) 55 and passim (""die Huldigungsformel''), 
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communicates not merely politeness, but explicit subserviance on the part of the 

sender toward the recipient.  This ""prostration formula'', abbreviated « pros », is treated 

here, first among the polite formulas,8 for two reasons: (1) it occurs prior to the other 

polite formulas in the vast majority of examples,9 and (2) in the situational context of 

                                                                                                                                           
referring to this formula in Hittite letters; E. Cancik-Kirschbaum, Die mittelassyrischen Briefe (1996) 
57 (""die Prosternierungsformel''), referring to middle Assyrian letters; Cunchillos, HUS (1999) 361-363 
(""the proskynesis''); J. Huehnergard, HUS (1999) 376 (""statement of obeisance''), refering to the 
Akkadian letters from Ras Shamra; Yamada, UF 24 (1992) 432 (""Homage: statement of X's obedience 
[sic] to Y''); and D. Pardee, Les textes épistolaires (in preparation), chapter 12 (RS 8.315) and 
throughout (""la formule de prosternation'').   

 8Compare Kristensen, UF 9 (1977) 147-150, and Cunchillos, TO 2 (1989) 249-251, who treat 
the « pros » formula immediately after the address, and prior to the other polite formulas; but contrast 
Kaiser, ZDPV 86 (1970) 20-22, who treats it last of all the polite formulas.  

 9When more than one polite formula is present, the « pros » occurs first in fourteen out of 
seventeen reasonably well-preserved examples: RS 8.315, 11.872, 16.379, 16.402, 18.113 (a non-
standard polite formula follows the « pros »), 20.199, 34.124, 94.2273, 94.2391, 94.2428 (partially 
reconstructed), 94.2479, 94.2545+ (the structure of this letter is unusual: although the ""polite formulas'' 
do not immediately follow the address in this letter, a « pros » formula does occur immediately prior to a 
""benediction''), 94.5003+ (partially reconstructed), and RIH 78/03+ (partially preserved).  In several 
other letters, which lack the polite formulas here called the ""salutation'' (see below, chapter 3) and the 
""benediction'' (see below, chapter 4), but which contain one or both components of the ""double formula 
of well-being'' (see below, chapter 5), the « pros » formula occurs prior to either part of the ""double 
formula of well-being'': RS 9.479A, 16.137[bis], and 19.102.2.  The final five illegible lines following 
the « pros » formula in RS 19.102.1 may also have contained the ""double formula of well-being''.  In at 
least three letters, however, the « pros » formula is not the first of the polite formulas: RS 29.093 (which 
contains a non-standard salutation), RS 92.2010, and RS 94.5009 (which is not perfectly preserved, but 
appears to contain, following the address, a scribal line followed by a ""salutation'' and a partially 
preserved prostration formula).  Although very fragmentary, RS 18.[364] may represent a fourth such 
exception, in having a ""salutation'' formula, {[ ... ]yßl[m ... ]}, prior to the « pros » formula, {[ ... 
]mr¯“˘[qtm]}, however: (1) the letter is too fragmentary for the reconstruction of these formulas to be 
certain, and (2) the would-be ""salutation'' is separated from the would-be prostration formula by a 
scribal line, a physical arrangement which would be unique for the three ""polite formulas'' within the 
Ugaritic corpus.  It is also possible that RS 18.287 does not, in fact, represent a fifth exception; D. 
Pardee, JNES 43 (1984) 239-242, identified two joins in re-collating this text which allowed him to 
improve the readings of the editio princeps, C. Virolleaud, PRU 5 (1965), no. 128, p. 176, and more 
importantly for our purposes, reconstruct the prostration formula prior to the previously published 
portions of the letter.  Prior to the reconstructed prostration formula, Pardee saw a horizontal scribal 
line, and above this, traces of two signs at the end of a preceding line of text, which he reconstructed as 
{[t÷rk . tßl]¯mk˘} (the ""benediction'' formula, see below, section 4).  Although, of course, such would 
need to be verified through collation, formal considerations lead one to expect the two partially 
preserved signs at the end of the first preserved line to belong not the ""benediction'', which occurs prior 
to the prostration formula in only two known examples (RS 29.093 and RS 92.2010, mentioned above), 
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""indirect'' communication,10 as in the scenes portraying the delivery of messages in the 

Ugaritic mythological narratives, the act of prostration, when present, occurs prior to 

any verbal exchange.11   

 

 2.2  COMPOSITION 

 The Ugaritic « pros » formula is a grammatically intact verbal utterance,12 with 

both the predication and an indication of its grammatical subject expressed in the finite 

verbal form, which normally occurs at the very end of the formula.13  Apart from this 

verbal element, the rest of the formula is made up of various adverbial phrases, some 

occurring in all attestations of the formula, others employed only occasionally.   

                                                                                                                                           
and which is to date never separated from the prostration formula by a horizontal scribal line within the 
Ugaritic corpus, but rather to the end of the « S » component of the address, which virtually always 
appears immediately before the prostration formula, and virtually always with an intervening horizontal 
scribal line.  In this light, it may be worthwhile to re-collate this portion, with the reading {[≤b]¯dk˘}, 
"¯your˘ [serva]¯nt˘', in mind as an epigraphic possibility for the first preserved line, rather than 
{[tßl]¯mk˘}—Pardee, ibid., made no textual remarks on the reading of these two signs; this problem thus 
presents an example of the occasional utility of intricately detailed textual remarks, of the type included 
in the tablet publications here.   

 10By ""indirect'' communication, I mean communication between two parties by means of an 
intermediary agent, to be contrasted with ""direct'' communication, which takes place without an 
intermediary agent.  J.-L. Cunchillos, TO 2 (1989) 241, describes these situations as ""ternaire'' and 
""binaire'', respectively.   

 11That is to say, the standard messenger protocol portrayed in the Ugaritic literary texts 
appears to have consisted of (1) actual prostration before the recipient, followed by (2) the 
commencement of verbal exchange, where one should presumably place the situational context of polite 
greetings such as the ""salutation'' and ""benediction'' formulas.  Assuming that the epistolary formulas of 
the praescriptio were to some extent adapted from the polite protocols reflected in this conceptual 
world, the sequence described above may help explain why the epistolary « pros » formula frequently 
precedes other formulas.  For more on the conceptual background of the « pros » formula, see below, 
section 2.5.     

 12In this respect the « pros » is unlike the « S » component of the address, which is described 
above as a ""free-standing nominal phrase''. 

 13The most common verbal form is singular: qlt, "I have fallen prostrate'.  The dual is also 
attested: qlny, "we (two) have fallen prostrate'.  For the grammatical analysis of these forms, see below, 
section 2.6.         
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 The first component of the Ugaritic « pros » formula14 is a prepositional phrase 

composed of the following structural elements: « l p≤n NR », where NR, as in the 

address formula, represents the noun or noun phrase(s) referring to the recipient.  The 

composition of this NR element in the « pros » formula, however, is significantly 

different from that of the address formula.  In the address the NR component virtually 

always contained an ID element,15 and very often a REL element as well.16  In the 

Ugaritic « pros » formulas, the NR component consists of only a REL element.17  This 

                                                

 14The prepositional phrase « l p≤n NR » is the first element of every example of the « pros » 
formula in the Ugaritic corpus preserved adequately enough to permit analysis, with the possible 
exception of RS 94.2273, in which the signs {ql[t]} at the end of line 1 may represent the beginning of 
the formula (see the edition, below, in part 2).  In the « pros » formulas of the Akkadian and Hittite 
comparative corpora, the corresponding phrase, « ana ß´p´ NR », is also very often the first element of 
the « pros » formula.  Nevertheless, exceptions are known from Ras Shamra, Tell Meskene, Bo∆azköy, 
and Amarna, in which the « pros » formulas begin not with this prepositional phrase, but with other 
elements.  Compare, for example, RS 32.204.1, RS 32.204.2, and probably also RS 25.138 from Ras 
Shamra; Msk 7474+ from Tell Meskene; KBo 9.82, 18.01.2, 18.11, 18.12.2, and probably also 18.50 
from Bo∆azköy; and at least twenty-four letters from Amarna: EA 52-53, 55, 88, 147-151, 153-157, 159-
161, 168, probably 200, 211, 215, 282, and 317-318.    

 15By the ID element, I mean that element identifying the recipient individually and 
specifically, by means of a personal name or administrative/political title; see the introduction, section 
1.6.2.  On the ID elements in Ugaritic address formulas, see above, sections 1.2.2-1.2.3.   

 16The nature of the REL element in the « pros » formula corresponds to that of the address: a 
noun phrase which expresses, whether in a literal or metaphorical sense, the social relationship between 
the recipient and the sender, as perceived by the sender.  More specifically, the noun phrase consists of 
a common noun and an attached first person suffix (referring to the sender); the common noun may be 
drawn from one of two conceptual models, that of immediate biological kinship or that of hierarchical 
power relationships, both of which coexist in the broader conceptual model of the ""household''.  On the 
REL element, and on the two conceptual models from which it is drawn, see section 0.6. 

 17As already noted by Cunchillos, TO 2 (1989) 249, n. 26, there is some variation in the 
composition of the NR component of the « pros » formula (this variation is described in the text above).  
What Cunchillos does not explicitly mention is that the ID element of the « R » component of the 
address is, as of the present data, never used in the « pros ».  While he is certainly aware of the 
distinction between the elements here labeled ID and REL (he describes the REL elements as ""des 
appellatifs de relation qui remplacent les noms des correspondants ou s'y ajoutent,'' ibid., p. 247), in 
translating this element of the « pros » as ""aux pieds de X (le destinataire)'' and ""aux pieds de N (le 
destinataire)'', ibid., p. 249, it is not explicitly clear that, in the Ugaritic corpus, this ""X'' or ""N'' is always 
a REL element, never a ID element. 
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REL element may be drawn on the biological kinship model, as in l p≤n °my,18 "at the 

two feet of my mother'; or it may be drawn from the hierarchical power model, as in 

l p≤n b≤ly,19 "at the two feet of my lord', and l p≤n ±dty,20 "at the two feet of my lady'.  

While it is true that the vast majority of these REL elements denote an explicitly 

superior social role, in at least two instances a conceptually ""horizontal'' social term, 

drawn on the biological kinship model, is used: l p≤n ±”y, "at the two feet of my 

brother.'21  Finally, in one instance, the REL element contains no relative social status 

information at all, but is simply a second person pronominal suffix: l p≤nk, "at your two 

feet.'22  Since this prepositional phrase, «  l p≤n NR  », occurs in every intact example 

                                                

 18Compare RS 11.872, RS 16.379, and RS 34.124.  Note that the masculine equivalent l p≤n 
±dny, "at the two feet of my father,' though not yet explicitly attested in any extant « pros » formula in 
Ugaritic, is probably to be restored in the « pros » formula of RS 19.102.1: {| (6) l . ¯p≤˘[n . ±dny] (7) 
q[lt ... ]}.  Compare, in an Akkadian version of the « pros », RS 20.168 (Ug 5, no. 21), { (2') [a-n]a 
GÌR.MEfi a-bi-i[a am-]q[ut]}, "at the feet of m[y] father [I f]a[ll].' 

 19Compare RS 18.040, RS 18.113, RS 18.140.2, RS 19.102.2, RS 92.2010, and RS 94.2391.  
Note also this form with the 1st person common dual suffix in RS 29.093, l p≤n b≤lny, "at the two feet of 
our lord.' 

 20Compare RS 9.479A, RS 16.137[bis], RS 20.199, RS 94.2479, RS 94.2479.  Note also this 
form with the 1st person common dual suffix in RS 8.315, l p≤n ±dtny, "at the two feet of our lady.' 

 21The citation is from RS 94.2273.  Compare also the ""phonetic'' spelling of the same phrase in 
RS 94.2545+:17, [l p]≤n •”y.  Note that such a usage occurs also in conceptually horizontal Ras Shamra 
Akkadian letters: RS 20.232:4, and RS 34.164:5. 

 22RIH 78/12:2.  The same feature is also found in at least two Ras Shamra Akkadian letters: 
RS 20.200C and RS 20.232.  The usage of a pronoun in a REL slot, and the concomitant omission of 
social status information, is consistent with a pattern visible elsewhere in the employment of the 
biological kinship model: less informational content presumably indicates less attention to social status 
differences, and, by extension, a lack of explicit deference.  A similar situation will be encountered in 
the ""salutation'' formula (see below, section 3): yßlm lk, which uses a pronoun for the NR element, may 
be considered less deferential than l ±dty yßlm.   
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of the Ugaritic « pros » formula,23 it may be described as a ""necessary'' element of the 

Ugaritic « pros » formula. 

 Another component of the Ugaritic « pros » formula, as mentioned above, is a 

finite verbal form in the suffix conjugation, inflected in the first person and in number 

appropriate for the sender or senders.24  This verbal component occurs as the final 

element of the Ugaritic formula, without exception.25  As with the prepositional phrase 

«  l p≤n NR  » described above, this verbal element is also attested in every preserved 

example of the « pros ».26  This, combined with the fact that, in containing both the 

subject and verbal predication of the formula, it may be considered essential for the 

grammatical integrity of the utterance, justifies describing the verbal form as a second 

""necessary'' element of the « pros » formula. 

                                                

 23The syllabic « pros » formulas from the epistolary corpora of Ras Shamra, Tell Meskene, 
Bo∆azköy, Tell el-Amarna, Tell Atchana, and Tel Aphek also consistently contain the equivalent of this 
Ugaritic element, normalized in Akkadian «  ana ß´p´ NR  ».  See below, section 2.4.   

 24In other words, when the sender is a single individual (the vast majority of cases), the form 
of the verb is singular, qlt, "I have fallen prostrate'; but when there are two authors (attested twice: RS 
8.315 and 29.093), the verb is inflected in the dual number, qlny, "we (two) have fallen prostrate'.  The 
case of more than two authors is not yet attested in the Ugaritic corpus.  Note the Akkadian letter from 
Emar, Msk 7452, which has two authors, but yet which uses a singular verbal form, amqut, "I have 
fallen', in the « pros » formula.  Contrast this with EA 59 and 100 from the Amarna corpus, for example, 
which have multiple authors, and which use a first person plural form of the verb, spelled {ni-am-qut} 
and {ni-am-qú-ut}, respectively, "we have fallen.'          

 25This statement applies within the Ugaritic corpus.  The « pros » formulas written in syllabic 
script, comparable in composition and distribution to the alphabetic « pros » formulas, also tend to show 
such a verb-final structure, but exceptions are known from Ras Shamra, Bo∆azköy, and Tell Amarna 
which do not show verb final structure: RS 32.204.1 and probably also RS 25.138 from Ras Shamra; 
KBo 9.82 from Bo∆azköy; and, from Amarna, EA 64, 65, probably 200, 209, 213, 224, 232-235+, 263, 
281-284, 298-299, 301, 303-306, 314-316.1, 319-320, 322-326, 328, 330-331, 366, and 378.    

 26In the case of RS 94.2273, lines 1-6, this verbal element occurs more than once, and possibly 
as many as three times (see below, in the publication of that tablet).  Compare also the multiple 
occurrences of amqut in the ""piggyback'' letter, RS 32.204.2 (RSO 7, no. 19), verso, lines 4-5.  Several 
Amarna letters also show multiple verbal forms: EA 63, 184, 209, and 283. 
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 A number of examples of the Ugaritic « pros » formula contain only these two 

elements,27 illustrating that they are the only two components to be considered as 

necessary elements of the formula.  In terms of distribution, such two-element « pros » 

formulas are most often associated with the biological kinship model.28  Such an 

association appears explainable, at least in part, if one admits (1) that two-element 

« pros » formulas, in containing less information, are correspondingly less deferential 

than more elaborate versions of the « pros » formula, and further, (2) that a less 

deferential formulary is not only typical of but more appropriate for the biological 

kinship model over against the hierarchical power model.  In other words, the child-

parent relationship implies less social distance than the slave-master relationship, and, 

generally speaking, the lesser the social distance which separates the correspondents, 

the less elaborate, that is, the less deferential, the corresponding epistolary 

formulary.29 

                                                

 27These include RS 11.872, RS 16.379, RS 19.102.1, RS 34.124, RS 94.2479, RS 94.2545+, RS 
94.5003+, RIH 78/03+, and RIH 78/12.     

 28Of the nine letters containing such two-element « pros » formulas, seven are composed along 
the biological kinship model: RS 11.872, 16.379, 34.124, and 94.2545+; despite the fact that the 
appropriate REL terms of the « pros » formula need to be reconstructed, RS 19.102.1 and 94.5003+ 
belong here as well.  Finally, RIH 78/12, where the « pros » formula uses a pronoun instead of a REL 
term (l p≤nk), is also composed along this model.  The remaining two letters which contain a two-
element « pros » formula are composed along the hierarchical power model: RS 94.2479 and RIH 
78/03+ (partially reconstructed). 

 29This line of inferences allows some further comment on the two letters, mentioned above, 
which contain a two-element « pros » formula, but which are composed along the hierarchical power 
model: RS 94.2479 and RIH 78/03+.  If it is admitted that the social relationships between the respective 
recipients and senders of these two letters are ascending ones (the REL terms used are ±dty / ≤bdk, and 
b≤ly / ≤bdk, respectively), the fact that in both cases the senders also occupy relatively ""elite'' positions 
on a broader social perspective (RS 94.2479 is from the skn of Ugarit to the queen; RIH 78/03+ is 
plausibly from [≤m®tm]r, king of Ugarit, to the ""great king'' of Egypt) may also be relevant in explaining 
the use of a less elaborate, and consequently less deferential two-element « pros » formula. 
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 Other attestations of the Ugaritic « pros » formula, however, contain more than 

two elements.  These additional elements all function adverbially, and are normally 

positioned between the two ""necessary'' components described above.  These may be 

considered ""optional'' elements, and include, in order of their frequency, (1) the word 

mr“qtm,30 (2) an adverbial phrase expressing multiplication, with the structural pattern 

« (numeral)(•)d (w) (numeral)(•)d »,31 and (3) the word hllm, attested only once, in 

RS 94.2273, and of uncertain meaning.  The inclusion of these ""optional'' elements 

appears to have been largely influenced by the social relationship between the 

correspondents, and more specifically, by the conceptual model used to portray that 

                                                

 30In RS 16.402:3, this element of the « pros » is spelled {mr“qm} instead of standard 
{mr“qtm}.  This appears to have been a simple scribal error.  Note, however, the second occurrence of 
the spelling {mr“qm}, in RS 24.277, a text, probably of an ominological nature, inscribed on a lung 
model, published in M. Dietrich and O. Loretz, Ugaritica 6 (1969) 165-172 (photo, p. 101); see now the 
re-edition in D. Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000), chap. 51 (RS 24.277) 712-727 (with comprehensive 
anterior bibliography).  In ""field « 10 »'', lines 26'- 27', Pardee reads: { (26') bt hn bnß yq“ ≤z (27') w 
y“dy mr“qm}, which he translates ""dans la maison (ou : quant à la maison), voici que le(s hommes du) 
personnel prendront une chèvre et ils verront au loin.''  The context is clearly not the same as that of the 
epistolary « pros » formula, but in light of two attestations of the spelling {mr“qm}, it is at least 
conceivable that mr“qm in RS 16.402 was an intentional spelling.  The equivalent of mr“qtm in the 
« pros » formulas of (Syro-)Akkadian letters from Ras Shamra and Tell Meskene is ißtu r¨qiß, "from 
afar'; this element does not occur in the Amarna corpus.   

 31The structure of this phrase can be represented by the following formula: « (numeral)(•)d 
(w) (numeral)(•)d », with the most common element in both numeral slots being ßb≤, ""seven''.  In four 
examples (RS 19.102.2, 29.093, 94.2391, and probably 94.5009), the first numeral slot is occupied by ®n, 
""two'' (with the second occupied by ßb≤, ""seven''); and in one example (RS 94.2273) the final numeral 
slot is occupied by ®mn, ""eight'' (with the first occupied by ßb≤, ""seven'').  The multiplicative particle 
attached to ®n, ""two'', and ®mn, ""eight'', is, without exception -•d.  There are six examples in which both 
numeral elements are ßb≤, ""seven''; in five of these cases (probably RS 16.137[bis], 18.040, 18.113, 
20.199, and 92.2010), both multiplicative particles are -d; in one case the second multiplicative particle 
is -•d (RS 9.479A).  For a grammatical treatment of these components, see below, section 2.6.5.  
Akkadian equivalents to this Ugaritic multiplicative element are attested in letters from Ras Shamra, 
Tell Meskene, and Amarna.  In many respects they exhibit more formal diversity than the Ugaritic 
formula: (1) there is a greater number of numerals attested in the numeral slot (in addition to 7, 2, we 
have 3, 9, 10, and 12); (2) there are examples in which as many as four numerals occur; (3) there is in 
the Amarna corpus a greater diversity in the multiplicative particle; and (4), also in the Amarna corpus, 
there are adverbial elements unattested in Ugaritic versions of the formula.  For the syllabic versions of 
the multiplicative element in more detail, see below, section 2.4.   
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social relationship, as reflected by the REL components employed.  In terms of 

distribution, all but one of the Ugaritic « pros » formulas which contain one or more 

""optional'' elements reflect, at least in part, the hierarchical power model.32  Such a 

distribution is not surprising since this conceptual model is typically characterized by a 

more elaborate, and consequently more deferential, formulary.   

 Upon present evidence for the Ugaritic « pros » formula, when only one 

""optional'' element is present, it is without exception the word mr“qtm.33  In other 

words, every example of a Ugaritic  « pros » formula which contains a multiplicative 

phrase also contains the word mr“qtm.  In « pros » formulas which contain both the 

word mr“qtm and a multiplicative phrase, the multiplicative element very often occurs 

first.34  In RS 94.2273, the single example of a « pros » formula containing all three 

                                                

 32The exception is RS 94.2273, conceived on the HOR BIO model (l p≤n ±”y).  Not only does 
the « pros » formula here appear in a horizontal letter, itself a rarity, but the particular « pros » formula 
used is more elaborate, and consequently, one would suppose, more deferential, than any other « pros » 
formula preserved in the Ugaritic epistolary corpus.  The fact that this tablet is a scribal exercise (see 
the edition below) seems to have been a factor; compare the most elaborate example known of a 
""benediction'' formula, that of RS 16.265.1, also a scribal exercise.  Perhaps that genre, in preparing 
scribes for the potentially delicate protocols of diplomacy which awaited them, encouraged a certain 
ampleness of expression.  RS 8.315 may also represent an exception of sorts, even though the « pros » 
formula itself uses a term drawn from the hierarchical power model (l p≤n ±dtny), since the letter is also 
in part composed along the biological kinship model: one of the two authors elsewhere addresses the 
recipient with the biological kinship term °my.   

 33This type is represented by three Ugaritic letters: RS 8.315, 16.402, and 18.140.2 (partially 
reconstructed); and also by an example in an Akkadian letter from Ras Shamra, RS 34.164: {a-na 
GÌR.II fiEfi.MEfi-ia iß-tu ru-qiß am-qut}, "At the two feet of my brothers, from afar, I have fallen 
prostrate.'  D. Pardee, Les textes épistolaires (in preparation), chap. 12 (RS 8.315), remarques 
épistolographiques, has pointed out that ""on peut aussi s'attendre à ce que l'expression du nombre de 
prosternations soit attestée un jour en ougaritique sans l'adverbe [that is, the word mr“qtm], car la 
formule se recontre sous cette forme précise cinq fois en accadien (RS 20.182, RS 25.461, RS 34.135, 
RS 34.140, RS 34.151).'' 

 34There are three Ugaritic « pros » formulas in which the word mr“qtm precedes the 
multiplicative phrase: RS 18.113 (partially reconstructed), RS 20.199, and RS 94.2273.  In eleven other 
letters, the multiplicative phrase precedes the word mr“qtm: RS 9.479A, 16.137[bis], 18.040, 18.287, 
18.[312] (partially reconstructed), 19.102.2, 29.093, 92.2010, 94.2391, 94.2428 (partially reconstructed), 
and 94.5009 (partially reconstructed).  
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""optional'' components, the order of the elements is (1) hllm, (2) mr“qtm, and (3) the 

multiplicative phrase ßb≤d ®mn•d.   

 At least one ""expanded'' version of the « pros » formula is known, in which one 

of the ""necessary'' components, which would normally occur only once per formula, is 

repeated: in RS 94.2273 the finite verbal form qlt occurs several times. 

 

2.3  DISTRIBUTION OF THE « PROS » FORMULA 

 The « pros » formula is explicitly attested or partially reconstructed at least 

twenty-seven times in the Ugaritic epistolary corpus as it is presently known,35 and 

explicitly absent from at least twenty-seven Ugaritic letters.36  This distribution shows 

that, unlike the address, the « pros » formula is not a necessary component of Ugaritic 

epistolary structure, but an optional one. 

 If optional, however, the distribution of the « pros » formula is not random.  Its 

presence or absence is conditioned by the conceptual status of letter.  Specifically, the 

« pros » formula tends to be used first and foremost with ascending letters,37 tends not 

                                                

 35These include RS 8.315, 9.479A, 11.872, 16.137[bis], 16.379, 16.402, 18.040, 18.113, 
18.140.2, 18.287, 18.[312], 19.102.2, 20.199, 29.093, 34.124, 92.2010, 94.2273, 94.2391, 94.2479, 
94.2545+, 94.5003+, RIH 78/03+, and RIH 78/12.  The « pros » formula is probably present, but needs to 
be partially reconstructed, in RS 19.102.1, 94.2428, 94.5009, and possibly also 17.327, bringing the total 
to twenty-seven occurrences.  The formula may also be present in RS 18.[364]:3'. 

 36These include RS 4.475, 15.007, 15.008, 15.098, 16.264, 16.265, 17.063, 17.139, 17.434+, 
18.031, 18.038, 18.134, 18.147, 18.148, 19.011, 19.029, 29.095, 34.148, 88.2159, 92.2005.1, 94.2284, 
94.2383+, 94.2406.1, 94.2406.2, 94.2580, 96.2039, and RS [Varia 4].  In addition, the « pros » formula is 
very likely explicitly absent from RS 1.021, 15.158, 15.174, 17.117, 18.286[A], 19.181A, 92.2005.2, 
94.2429, and RIH 77/21A, bringing the tentative total to thirty-six letters from which the « pros » 
formula is certainly or very likely explicitly absent. 

 37Of the twenty-seven explicit or plausibly reconstructed occurrences of the « pros » formula 
(see above), all but two (RS 94.2273 and 94.2545+) occur within letters which must be classified as 
ascending on the basis of the REL terms employed therein.    
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to be used in horizontal letters,38 and is not used at all in conceptually unmarked or 

descending letters. 

 Regarding the use of the « pros » formula in horizontal letters, its recent 

appearance in two Ugaritic letters from the 1994 excavations which are 

terminologically HOR BIO, namely, RS 94.2273 and 94.2545+, brings the distribution of 

the Ugaritic « pros » formula in line with that of Ras Shamra Akkadian letters, where 

the usage of the « pros » formula in such letters was already known;39 and makes 

obsolete previous treatments which equated the appearance of the « pros » formula 

uniquely with ascending letters.40  The appearance of an epistolary motif expressing 

explicit subserviance in a letter of which the social terms are horizontal may seem less 

paradoxical if it is granted that even terminologically horizontal relationships could 

display an internal hierarchy in social status, a hierarchy significant enough to 

engender structural features typical of an ascending social situation.  Put another way, 

no social relationship, even that of ""brothers'', is truly equal.41   

                                                

 38About twenty letters in the Ugaritic epistolary corpus are terminologically horizontal.  Of 
these, only two examples employ the « pros » formula: RS 94.2273 and RS 94.2545+. 

 39See RS 20.232 [Ug 5, no. 58], and RS 34.164 [RSO 7, no. 34].   

 40Compare the remarks of D. Pardee, Les textes épistolaires (in preparation), chap. 12 (RS 
8.315), remarques épistolographiques, footnote: ""Les exemples ne sont pas nombreux, mais ils 
permettent de nuancer la description courante de la formule comme employé uniquement dans un 
message provenant d'un personnage de rang inférieur au destinataire.''  As examples of this latter 
approach, Pardee here cites Kaiser, ZDPV 86 (1970) 13 and 20-21; Ahl, Epistolary Texts (1973) 52, 75, 
and 101-102; F. B. Knutson, RSP 2 (1975) 422, n. 1; Kristensen, UF 9 (1977) 147-48; and S. A. Meier, 
Messenger in the Ancient Semitic World (1988) 158.   

 41Pardee, Les textes épistolaires (in preparation), chap. 12 (RS 8.315), remarques 
épistolographiques, footnote, offers the following comment on this aspect of the formula's distribution: 
""En effet, que le rapport soit familial ou social, on peut penser que la formule s'emploie entre 
personnages dont le niveau social est formellement égal mais pratiquement inégal ; cette inégalité 
consiste vraisemblablement en une différence d'âge : par exemple, un frère cadet, un débutant dans le 
commerce ou dans un poste administratif.'' 
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 J.-L. Cunchillos had earlier described the distribution in slightly different terms, 

observing that the « pros » formula ""se trouve, dans l'état actuel de la documentation, 

exclusivement dans les lettres qui utilisent le premier type d'adresse [that is, in 

addresses of the « RS » type].''42  Since Ugaritic letters from a social subordinate to a 

superior, that is, ascending letters, very often contain the « RS » order of mention in 

the address, such a view has substantial overlap with the approach I have taken here, 

namely, proposing a connection between the « pros » formula and ascending letters.  

While this observation remains valid for the majority of examples, however, it no 

longer accounts for all of the currently available data: letters are now known which 

contain the « pros » formula, and yet bear the « SR » order of mention in the address.43  

 Beyond these distributional tendencies, however, the factors governing the 

presence or absence of the « pros » formula are difficult to define in a prescriptive 

way.  Even within the corpus of ascending letters, for example, the « pros » formula is 

not a necessary element, but an optional one.44  Neither does the presence or absence 

                                                

 42Cunchillos, TO 2 (1989) 249; retained in idem, HUS (1999) 361: ""the proskynesis occurs 
only when the first form [= « RS »] is used.''   

 43Just as the existence of two Ugaritic letters from the 1994 season, RS 94.2273 and RS 
94.2545+, required adjustment of the view that the « pros » is associated uniquely with ascending letters 
(these two letters are terminologically horizontal, and yet nevertheless contain the « pros » formula; see 
above), RS 94.2273 also provides an exception to Cunchillos's statement, since it contains the « SR » 
order of mention as well as the « pros » formula.  RS 94.2545+, if it is not considered as a double letter, 
represents another exception—it begins with an address of the « SR » order, and contains the « pros » 
formula in line 15.  The overall interpretation of the epistolary structure of this text remains difficult, 
however (see part 2, below, in the edition of that tablet).    

 44Among the thirty ascending letters for which a standard Ugaritic epistolary praescriptio is 
intact or only partially restored, the « pros » formula is explicitly present or plausibly reconstructed in 
twenty-five instances (these include RS 8.315, 9.479A, 11.872, 16.137[bis], 16.379, 16.402, 17.327, 
18.040, 18.113+, 18.140.2, 18.287, 18.[312], 19.102.1, 19.102.2, 20.199, 29.093, 34.124, 92.2010, 
94.2391, 94.2428, 94.2479, 94.5003+, 94.5009, RIH 78/03+, and RIH 78/12); it is absent from at least 
five terminologically ascending letters for which a standard praescriptio is present and preserved: RS 
15.008, 17.139, 19.011, 34.148, and 92.2005.1.      
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of the « pros » formula appear to be directly dependent on the conceptual model used 

to portray the social relationships within the letters.  That is, the « pros » formula is 

present in the majority of ascending letters composed on the biological kinship 

model,45 and absent from only a few;46 and likewise present in the majority of 

ascending letters composed on the hierarchical power model,47 and absent from only a 

few.48   

                                                

 45Among the eight ascending letters composed on the biological kinship model for which a 
standard Ugaritic epistolary praescriptio is intact or only partially restored, the « pros » formula is 
explicitly present or plausibly reconstructed in five instances: RS 11.872, 16.379, 19.102.1, 34.124, and 
94.5003+.  It is also present in the following letters which are ""mixed'' in using both conceptual models 
at the same time: RS 8.315 (°my ±dtny, "my mother, our lady') and RIH 78/12 (°my ±dty, "my mother, 
my lady').  

 46The « pros » formula is absent from three ascending letters composed on the biological 
kinship model: RS 15.008, 17.139, and 92.2005.1.  It is also absent from RS 17.117, probably an 
ascending letter which is also conceived, at least in part, along the biological kinship model (compare 
bnk in line 3), but which represents an alternate epistolographic tradition; like other such letters based 
on alternative traditions, it too lacks a « pros » formula.  A detailed treatment of the epistolographic 
form of this letter will appear in Pardee, Les textes épistolaires (in preparation), chap. 33 (RS 17.117), 
remarques épistolographiques.   

 47Among the twenty ascending letters composed on the hierarchical power model for which a 
standard Ugaritic epistolary praescriptio is intact or only partially restored, the « pros » formula is 
explicitly present or plausibly reconstructed in eighteen instances: RS 9.479A, 16.137[bis], 16.402, 
17.327, 18.040, 18.113+, 18.140.2, 18.287, 18.[312], 19.102.2, 20.199, 29.093, 92.2010, 94.2391, 
94.2428, 94.2479, 94.5009, and RIH 78/12.  As mentioned above, it is also present in two letters which 
are ""mixed'' in that they incorporate REL terms drawn from both conceptual models: RS 8.315 (°my 
±dtny, "my mother, our lady') and RIH 78/12 (°my ±dty, "my mother, my lady').   

 48The « pros » formula is absent from two ascending letters composed on the hierarchical 
power model: RS 19.011 and 34.148.  It is also absent from RS 19.029, which had previously been 
reconstructed with terms appropriate for an ascending letter; in light of its observable structure, its 
reconstruction ought now to be reconsidered.  It is also absent from RS 18.148, which is also an 
ascending letter conceived along the hierarchical power model (compare l mlk b≤lh in ""lines 1-2''), but 
which represents an alternate epistolographic tradition; like other such letters based on alternative 
traditions, it lacks a « pros » formula.  The « pros » formula is also probably absent from RS 16.078+, 
34.356, and 94.5015, all of which are ascending letters composed on the hierarchical power model; 
although, as mentioned above, these letters may also be archival copies rather than letters that were 
actually ""sent''.   
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 Plausible explanations for the lack of a « pros » formula from at least some 

ascending letters are suggested by distributional considerations.  In the first place, the 

« pros » formula is typically missing from (1) ascending letters which lack a standard 

praescriptio.  These are of two types: (1a) letters which derive from an epistolary 

tradition different from that of the vast majority of Ugaritic letters, a tradition in which 

the « pros » formula was not a standard component of the formulary for ascending 

letters;49 and (1b) archival copies and/or translations of international diplomatic 

letters, a literary form which represents a sub-set of the epistolary genre proper.50  

Secondly, the « pros » formula is absent from (2) ""mixed'' letters which are 

terminologically ascending, but which follow a structural pattern inconsistent with that 

of ascending letters, but consistent with that of horizontal and/or descending letters.51   

 Beyond these considerations, however, one is left with at least three ascending 

letters, containing an otherwise standard praescriptio, which nevertheless omit the 

« pros » formula: RS 19.011, 34.148, and 92.2005.1.  Even in these cases, credible 

                                                

 49Ugaritic ascending letters lacking the « pros » formula which derive from an alternative 
epistolary tradition include RS 17.117, and probably RS 18.148.  The unique formal aspects of RS 
18.148 suggest that it either stems from an epistolary tradition independent of that in which most of the 
Ugaritic letters were composed, in which the « pros » formula was not part of the standard protocol of 
ascending letters, or represents a literary genre (or sub-genre) other than that of most of the preserved 
Ugaritic letters.  A discussion of the formal features of RS 18.148 will appear in Pardee, Les textes 
épistolaires (in preparation), chap. 46 (RS 18.148), remarques épistolographiques.     

 50Two Ugaritic ascending international diplomatic letters, RS 16.078+ and RS 94.5015, contain 
no hint of a standard praescriptio, and as such, lack the « pros » formula.  Another two Ugaritic 
ascending international diplomatic letters, RS 34.356 and RIH 78/03+, do contain a recognizable 
praescriptio:  Of these, RIH 78/03+ contains the « pros » formula; its praescriptio is not strikingly non-
standard in that it contains an address of the « RS » order, a « pros » formula, and a recognizable « sal » 
formula.  RS 34.356 probably does not contain a « pros » formula, but the praescriptio of RS 34.356 is 
non-standard at least for the reason that it contains two distinct address formulas, separated by six lines 
of text which do not contain motifs normally associated with the standard Ugaritic praescriptio.  The fact 
that RS 34.356 contains another self-abasement motif in line 5, ht ±nk ≤bdk m•d, "Now then , I (am) 
indeed your servant!' may offer another, partial explanation for the lack of a « pros » formula.   

 51These include RS 15.008 and 17.139. 
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contextual explanations for the lack of the « pros » formula are not lacking.52  Such 

explanations, however, are often difficult to test empirically, and it may be best simply 

to consider the « pros » formula as a typical feature of ascending letters, though not a 

necessary one. 

 When present, the « pros » formula occurs once per letter.53  The placement of 

the formula within the letter is consistent; it always occurs within the epistolary section 

devoted to the ""polite formulas'', that is, within the epistolary section following the 

address, and prior to the non-formulaic body of the letter.  Within the ""polite formulas''  

                                                

 52In RS 19.011, for example, the catastrophe described in the body of the letter may have 
made polite deferential protocols seem superfluous and irrelevant to the author in light of the gravity of 
his own situation; compare the treatment of this letter in a recent synthesis by I. Singer, HUS (1999) 
726.  In RS 34.148, despite the explicitly ascending terminology, the structure of the praescriptio, 
namely, « RS sal ben body », is consistent with the structure of horizontal letters; perhaps in this sense 
RS 34.148 represents a ""mixed'' letter, terminologically ascending, structurally horizontal.  In RS 
92.2005.1, the biological kinship terms used may have literal meaning, and perhaps among family 
members deferential protocol was less important (when « pros » formulas are used in letters composed 
on the biological kinship model, they do tend to be less elaborate in terms of composition than « pros » 
formulas in letters composed on the hierarchical power model).   

 53I consider RS 94.2273 to contain not multiple « pros » formulas, but rather a single 
""expanded'' version of the standard « pros », the expansion being the repetition of one constituent 
component.  Compare the the ""expanded'' version of the « ben » formula in RS 16.265.1, also a scribal 
exercise.  The « pros » of RS 94.2273 contains multiple occurrences of the verbal component qlt, "I have 
fallen prostrate;' this element occurs at least two, and possibly as many as three times (see below, part 
2, in the edition).  Compare a similar repetition of the verbal element in an Akkadian letter from Ras 
Shamra, RS 32.204.2 (RSO 7, no. 19), verso, {(4) am-qut a-na GÌR.MEfi EN-ia (5) iß-tu ru-qiß 2-ßú 7-ßú 
am-qut}, "I have fallen at the feet of my lord; from afar, two times, seven times have I fallen.'  Repeated 
elements are also known in Amarna examples, as in EA 63, {(5) a-na I GÌR.MEfi mLUGAL-ri EN-ia 
(6) 7 ù 7 ma-aq-ta-ti a-na GÌR.MEfi mLUG[AL] [E]N-[ia a]m-qú-ut}, where both components are 
repeated.  Setting aside the issue of ""expanded'' « pros » formulas with repeated components, there are 
no examples of Ugaritic letters which contain two distinct « pros » formulas, separated by intervening 
elements.   
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section, the « pros » formula may occur either alone,54 or along with one55 or more56 of 

the other polite formulas.  When the « pros » formula appears along with other ""polite 

formulas'', it is most often the first component.57 

                                                

 54The best examples of this are RS 16.137[bis], 18.040, 18.140.2, and RIH 78/12.  RS 9.479A 
and 19.102.2 are also comparable in that, of the ""polite formulas'', they contain the « pros » formula, but 
omit the ""salutation'' (see below, section 3) and the ""benediction'' (see below, section 4); the case of 
these two letters is complicated, however, by that fact that in both, the « pros » is immediately followed 
by the ""request for information of well-being'', without an intervening scribal line, allowing the 
possibility that this latter motif was considered as a ""polite formula'' in these instances.  In the 
comparative corpora, letters which contain the « pros » but omit other ""polite formula'' are very frequent:  
Ras Shamra: RS 17.391, 17.393, 17.425, 20.016, 20.033, 20.095A, 20.151, 20.232, 25.138, 25.461, 
34.135, and 34.150.  Tell Meskene: all of the published letters from Emar which contain the « pros » 
formula show this structure: Msk 7454, 7442, 7452, 7497.1, 7441.1, 74102c, 7451.1, 7451.2, 7474+, 
7472, 7498d (although this letter groups the ""double formula of well-being'' with the « pros », implying 
that, for the scribe, it too belonged among the ""polite formulas''), and, assuming its provenance is Tell 
Meskene, RE 97.  Amarna: This structure is found in EA 51-55, 58, 60, 62-65, 82, 84, 90-91, 93-94, 103-
104, 106, 111, 126, and 129.  Bo∆azköy: This structure is found in two of the Hittite « pros » formulas: 
KBo 18.11 and KBo 9.82; and probably all five Akkadian « pros » formulas: KBo 8.16, KBo 28.56, KBo 
28.54, and probably KBo 28.55 and KBo 28.78.  

 55Ugaritic letters which contain the « pros » and the ""benediction'', but omit the ""salutation'', 
include RS 8.315, 18.113+, 94.2273, and probably also 94.2545+ (though the unique features of this text 
make it difficult to interpret).  Of these three, RS 8.315 represents a special case in that the scribe has 
placed the ""double formula of well-being'' immediately following the ""benediction'', and without an 
intervening scribal line, perhaps implying that the scribe understood this latter motif to be part of the 
""polite formulas''.  Several letters from Amarna also show a ""polite formulas'' section which consists of 
the « pros » and the ""benediction'', but omits the ""salutation'': EA 71, 73, 77, 85-87, 92, 95, 102, 118, and 
125.  This structure is not attested in the letters found at Tell Meskene.   
 RS 92.2010 presents a somewhat unusual case within the Ugaritic corpus, in that the 
""benediction'' there precedes the « pros » (RS 18.287 would also seem to present this structure, but the 
extensive nature of the reconstructions and the presence of a horizontal scribal line between the would-
be ""benediction'' and the « pros » call for a new collation and more careful reconstruction of the 
praescriptio of this tablet).  This structure finds extensive parallels in the Amarna corpus: EA 68, 74-76, 
78-79, 81, 83, 89, 105, 107-110, 112, 114, 116-117, 119, 121-124, 130, 132.   
 Other Ugaritic letters which contain the « pros » and the ""salutation'', but omit the ""benediction'', 
include RS 16.402 and 94.2479, and possibly (though not definitively) RS 19.102.1, 94.2391, and RIH 
78/03+.  Amarna letters EA 48 and possibly also EA 49 show a similar structure. 

 56Compare especially RS 11.872, 16.379, 20.199, 34.124, 94.5003+, and probably also 94.2428.  
RS 29.093 also belongs in this category, despite the fact that the three polite formulas occur in an 
unusual order: ""salutation'', ""benediction'', and « pros ». 

 57Exceptions include RS 29.093, 92.2010, and perhaps also 94.5009, in which cases the « pros » 
is not the first of the ""polite formulas'' (see above).  Compare also parallels for the « pros »-first 
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2.4  COMPARATIVE EVIDENCE FOR THE UGARITIC « PROS » FORMULA 

 Comparative evidence for a deeper interpretation of the form and function of 

the Ugaritic « pros » formula may be drawn from two main sources: (1) Akkadian, and 

to a much lesser extent, Hittite epistolary traditions which contain comparable 

prostration formulas,58 and (2) the Ugaritic literary texts, which contain a prostration 

motif showing strong formal and contextual similarities with its epistolary counterpart.  

These two bodies of comparative evidence provide formal and functional parallels 

which are extensive enough to necessitate their incorporation in a detailed treatment 

of Ugaritic epistolography.  Finally, several additional categories of comparative 

evidence exist, which, because of differences in composition and/or distribution, may 

be considered of lesser importance.  These data will be grouped under a third rubric, 

(3) miscellaneous comparative evidence.   

   

2.4.1  Akkadian and Hittite « pros » formulas of similar composition 

 The comparative material drawn from Akkadian and Hittite epistolary 

traditions is of two types: (1) those epistolary formulas expressing prostration which 

                                                                                                                                           
structure among the polite formulas of the Amarna correspondence: EA 71, 73, 77, 85-87, 92, 95, and 
others; and among the letters found at Bo∆azköy: KBo 18.1.2 and 18.52 (both in Hittite).  

 58Many previous students of Ugaritic epistolography have drawn attention to formulaic 
parallels with the Akkadian letters from Ras Shamra and El Amarna: compare, for example, O. Kaiser, 
ZDPV 86 (1970) 10-21, and A. L. Kristensen, UF 9 (1977) 143-158.  More recently, A. Hagenbuchner, 
Die Korrespondenz der Hethiter 1 (1989), especially pp. 55-63, has enlarged the field of comparative 
evidence, drawing on the epistolary formularies of Akkadian letters from Tell Meskene, and of 
Akkadian and Hittite letters from Bo∆azköy.  Finally, E. Cancik-Kirschbaum, Die mittelassyrischen 
Briefe (1996) 56-59, has highlighted the parallels with formulas from the Middle Assyrian epistolary 
tradition(s).  To my knowledge, no previous treatment has interacted with the (two) prostration 
formulas from Tell Atchana.      
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show a composition and distribution similar to, or identical with, that of the « pros » 

formulas in the Ugaritic corpus, and (2) those of which the composition is markedly 

different from that of the Ugaritic formulas.  The former are of primary importance for 

comparative analysis, and will be treated below in detail; the latter are of peripheral 

interest, and will be mentioned below, though not studied in detail.   

 The composition and distribution of the Ugaritic « pros » formulas, as described 

above, applies, in all or nearly all essentials, not only to the Ugaritic « pros » formulas, 

but also to the vast majority of the prostration formulas found in roughly contemporary 

Akkadian (and Hittite) letters recovered from at least six sites: (1) Ras Shamra 

(ancient Ugarit),59 and (2) Tell Meskene (ancient Emar) in modern Syria,60 (3) Tell  

                                                

 59Among the nearly 150 Akkadian letters published thus far, inclusive of RSO 7 (1991), some 
thirty-seven examples of the « pros » formula are available for study: RS 1.[056], RS 1.[057], RS 
15.014, RS 15.178, RS 16.112, RS 17.383, RS 17.391, RS 17.393, RS 17.422, RS 17.425, RS 17.455, RS 
19.006, RS 19.080, RS 20.016, RS 20.019, RS 20.033, RS 20.095A, RS 20.151, RS 20.162, RS 20.168, 
RS 20.178.2, RS 20.182A+, RS 20.184, RS 20.200C, RS 20.219, RS 20.232, RS 20.238, RS 25.138, RS 
25.461, RS 32.204.1, RS 32.204.2, RS 34.135, RS 34.140, RS 34.150, RS 34.151, RS 34.164, and CK 107  
I was unable to incorporate here the sixteen letters were published by D. Arnaud, F. Malbran-Labat, and 
S. Lackenbacher in Études ougaritiques 1 (2001) 239-290.   

 60The salvage excavations at Tell Meskene recovered as many as sixteen tablets whose 
literary genre was epistolary (three of these tablets bear multiple letters), in which are found eleven 
examples of the « pros » formula: Msk 7441.1, Msk 7442, Msk 7451.1, Msk 7451.2, Msk 7452.1, 
Msk 7454, Msk 7472, Msk 7474+, Msk 7497.1, Msk 7498d, Msk 74102c, and Msk 74270, all published 
by D. Arnaud in Emar 6 (1985-1987).  To these we may add three further examples in letters from 
clandestine excavations whose provenance is thought by some to be found in the vicinity of Tell 
Meskene, though the editor favors a more general ""euphratéen syrien'' provenance (Arnaud, SMEA 30 
[1992] 195): these are ME 53.1, ME 54, and ME 127, also published by Arnaud, in SMEA 30 (1992) 
195-197, and in AuOr 2 (1984) 180-183.  The latter (ME 127) was treated again (as RE 97, with copy) 
by G. Beckman in Vicinity of Emar (1996).    
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Atchana (ancient Alala”),61 and (4) Bo∆azköy (ancient ‡attußa) in modern Turkey,62 

(5) Tel Aphek in modern Israel,63 and (6) Tell el-Amarna (ancient Akhetaten) in 

Egypt.64  The number of data from Tell Atchana and Tel Aphek is relatively small,65 

but the epistolary corpora of Bo∆azköy, Tell Meskene, and especially Ras Shamra and 

Tell el-Amarna, supply a sizable number of examples of the « pros » formula.  Within 

these corpora, the following similarities are notable: 

                                                

 61Three of the letters published in D. J. Wiseman, Alalakh Tablets (1953) 58-62, and pls. 24-
27, may be classified as ""ascending'' letters on the basis of the REL terms used therein (all in Akkadian: 
AT 107, AT 113, and AT 115); and two of these three contain recognizable versions of the « pros » 
formula: AT 107 and AT 115.       

 62From Bo∆azköy come eleven certain or reasonably certain occurrences of the « pros » 
formula, composed according to the same conventions as those formulas attested in Ugaritic, and 
following similar distributional patterns.  Of these eleven letters written in logo-syllabic cuneiform, six 
are written in Hittite and five in Akkadian.  Four of the five Akkadian letters were authored by 
{mZAG.fiEfi}, probably to be identified with Bentaßina, king of Amurru.  The author of the fifth of these 
Akkadian letters is not known, but {mZAG.fiEfi} is mentioned within the body of the letter, suggesting 
in any case a connection with the other four letters.  Thus at least four of these Akkadian letters, and 
probably the fifth as well, reflect not the epistolary conventions of ‡attußa, but rather those of the 
scribes of Amurru: KBo 8.016, KBo 28.054, KBo 28.055, KBo 28.056, and KBo 28.078 (in Akkadian).  
KBo 28.082 is another Akkadian letter which contains a « pros » formula, though not of composition 
similar to the Ugaritic pattern (see below, section 2.4.3.2.1).  What is more striking is the presence of 
genuine « pros » formulas, clearly showing the composition and distribution of those known from Ugarit, 
in six letters written in Hittite: KBo 9.082, KBo 18.001.2, KBo 18.011, KBo 18.012.2, KBo 18.050, and 
KBo 18.052.  The fact that the vast majority of ascending letters in Hittite corpora (including all such 
letters from the Ma � at corpus) omit the « pros » formula suggests that it was not a standard element of 
the main epistolary traditions learned by ‡atti scribes.         

 63Aphek 52055/1, found at Tel Aphek, published in D. Owen, TA 8 (1981) 1-17.  Significantly, 
the Tel Aphek letter was authored by {mta-ku-u”-li-na (5) LÚ fiA.KI KUR URU ú-ga-ri-it}, presumably 
the ""prefect'' (skn in alphabetic script) of Ugarit, making its inclusion among other letters representing 
Ugaritian epistololgraphy a virtual necessity. 

 64Over 250 Amarna letters contain intact examples, partially preserved examples, or traces of 
the « pros » formula: EA 12.2, EA 45, EA 48-56, EA 58-60, EA 62-65, EA 67-68, EA 70-71, EA 73-79, 
EA 81-95, EA 100, EA 102-112, EA 114, EA 116-119, EA 121-126, EA 129-130, EA 132, EA 136-161, 
EA 164-165, EA 168, EA 170.1, EA 171, EA 174-178, EA 182, EA 184-EA 189, EA 191-196, EA 198-
207, EA 209, EA 211-234, EA 235+327, EA 238-239, EA 241-244, EA 246-250, EA 252-290, EA 292-
308, EA 311-312, EA 314-315, EA 316.1, EA 316.2, EA 317-331, EA 333, EA 336-338, EA 362-366, and 
EA 378.    

 65Namely, two examples of the « pros » formula from Tell Atchana, and one from Tel Aphek. 
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 (1)  The « pros » formulas of all these corpora contain a prepositional phrase 

which corresponds precisely to the Ugaritic element « l p≤n NR », having the basic 

structure « ana ß´p´ NR »,66 "at the two feet of NR', in Akkadian letters.67  Like its 

Ugaritic counterpart, « ana ß´p´ NR » may be considered a ""necessary'' element, since 

it is present in all intact examples of the formula in these corpora.68  Also like its 

Ugaritic cousin, « ana ß´p´ NR » very often occurs in first position in these Akkadian 

and Hittite « pros » formulas.69  Finally, the NR component is, in the vast majority of 

                                                

66The element I have normalized as ß´p´ (being the dual construct) is normally written 
logographically, most commonly as {GÌR.MEfi}.  I have not normalized as ß´pªt (being the plural 
construct), since (1) logographic writings of the word with the determinative for ""two'', such as {GÌR.II} 
(as in RS 32.204.1, and 34.164, for example) or {II.GÌR.MEfi} (as in EA 323-326, for example), seem 
to suggest that the {MEfi} sign is not there indicative of plural number as distinct from dual number, but 
is rather indicative of ""multiple'' number, be it dual or plural (though in this case dual), as distinct from 
singular number; (2) the orthography of the corresponding Ugaritic element is never appropriate for 
interpretation as a plural (that is, the spelling *p≤nt is not attested); and (3) the part of the body in 
question ("foot', denoted by the Sumerogram {GÌR}, Ugaritic p≤n) occurs in pairs.  Some variations of 
this structure are attested, in which another element intervenes between the preposition ana and the 
noun phrase « ß´p´ NR »; such variations are attested at Ras Shamra (RS 32.204.1, {(4) am-qut a-na ßa-
ap-la GÌR.II be-el-ti-ia}); Amarna (among other examples, EA 126, {(2, cont'd) a-na KI.TA (3) 
GÌR.MEfi BE-ia}); and Bo∆azköy (compare KBo 18.001.2, {(4', cont'd) A-NA GAM GÌR.MEfi (5') 
GAfiAN-IA}).  On these additional elements, in further detail, see below, in this section. 

 67The few examples of the « pros » formula in Hittite letters from Bo∆azköy (six total) all 
represent this element logographically, with an ""Akkadogram'' for the preposition, {A-NA}, and 
Sumerogram(s) for the noun, {GÌR} or {GÌR.MEfi}.  On the underlying Hittite normalization, see 
Hagenbuchner, Die Korrespondenz der Hethiter 1 (1989) 61.   

 68Specifically, it is explicitly attested or partially reconstructed in all « pros » formulas from 
Ras Shamra, all from Emar, all eleven « pros » formulas from Bo∆azköy, both « pros » formulas from 
Tell Atchana, and the one from Tel Aphek.  The statement also applies to virtually all the « pros » 
formulas from Amarna; the omission of this element in EA 241 probably represents a scribal error.     

 69By ""very often'', I mean about 90% of the examples.  At least three exceptions are known 
from Ras Shamra (RS 25.138, 32.204.1, and 32.204.2), one from Emar (Msk 7474+), one from 
Bo∆azköy (KBo 9.082), and at least twenty-four from Amarna (EA 52-53, 55, 88, 147-151, 153-157, 
159-161, 168, 200, 211, 215, 282, and 317-318).  In addition, four Hittite letters from Bo∆azköy must be 
mentioned (KBo 18.001.1, 18.011, 18.012.2, and probably 18.050), in which this element is preceded by 
a deictic particle, spelled {ka-a-ßa}, which functions to establish the temporal immediacy of the verb 
(see H. A. Hoffner, Jr., JAOS 88 [1968] 531-534).  Fl. Malbran-Labat has informed me of the presence 
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examples from Ras Shamra, Tell Meskene, Bo∆azköy, Tell Atchana, and Tel Aphek, 

composed only of REL terminology, that is, noun phrase(s) characterizing the social 

role occupied by the recipient with respect to the sender.  In other words, ID elements 

are generally omitted from the NR component of the « pros » formulas in these 

corpora, with the notable exception of the Amarna corpus.70  In a few cases, as 

attested once in the « pros » formula of the Ugaritic letter RIH 78/12, the REL element 

of the NR component is not a noun phrase denoting social relationship, but rather a 

second person personal pronoun.71 

 At least two important differences distinguish the composition of this 

component in Akkadian and Hittite letters, especially those from Amarna, from that of 

the Ugaritic corpus: (a) the NR component of the « pros » formula in the Amarna 

corpus very often contains an ID element, and (b) several examples from Bo∆azköy, 

Ras Shamra, and especially Amarna, show an intervening element between the 

                                                                                                                                           
of a « pros » formula in an unpublished Akkadian letter from Ras Shamra, which is also preceded by a 
deictic element, {a-nu-um-ma}.           

 70ID elements are absent from all the « pros » formulas from Ras Shamra, all from Tell 
Meskene, all but one from Bo∆azköy (the exception is KBo 18.052, which reads {A-NA GÌR dUTU-
fiI}), both formulas from Tell Atchana, and the one from Tel Aphek.  By contrast, ID elements are quite 
common in « pros » formulas from El Amarna, alongside REL elements; a typical example is EA 49, 
{(3) a-na UZU.GÌR.MEfi LUGAL dUTU-ßi EN-ia am-qut}, "At the (two) feet of the King, the Sun-God, 
my lord, I hereby fall prostrate,' which contains two ID elements prior to the REL element.  In this 
respect the epistolary formulary as attested at Amarna would seem to distinguish itself from the other 
comparative data.  This apparent difference may be illusory, however, and simply an aspect of 
Levantine epistolary protocol in those ascending letters specifically addressed to a ""great king'' (a 
situation particularly well-attested in the Amarna corpus), and not a feature of the « pros » formula in 
general.  Compare, for example, Amarna letters not addressed to ""the king'', which tend to contain no ID 
element: EA 73, 82, 86-87, 93, 102, 158, 164, and others.     

71This variation occurs in « pros » formulas from Ras Shamra (RS 20.200C, 20.232); from Tell 
Meskene (Msk 7451.2 and 74102c); and in several from Tell el Amarna (EA 71, 93, 102, 153, 230, 
316.2, 333).   
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preposition ana and the logogram for ""foot''.72  The various attested intervening 

elements are:  

 (i) the logogram for the numeral ""2'', written {II};73  

 (ii) the determinative appropriate for parts of the body, written {UZU};74  

 (iii) the sign {PA};75  

 (iv) the sign {GAM}, which can be formally identical to the Glossenkeil;76  

 (v) a single vertical wedge, identical in form to the Personnenkeil or the 

logogram for the numeral ""1'', transcribed as {I};77  

 (vi) the logogram {KI.TA};78  

                                                

 72Such intervening elements are attested in only one letter found at Ras Shamra (RS 32.204.1, 
in Akkadian) and two letters found at Bo∆azköy (KBo 9.082 and 18.001.2, both in Hittite).  This feature 
is found in no less than fifty examples are known from the Amarna corpus (for detailed citations, see 
below). 

 73Known only from the Amarna corpus: EA 50, 234, 244, 256, 260, probably 285, 286, 288-290, 
298-300, possibly 301, 303, 305-306, 314-315, 316.1, 316.2, 317-319, 321, 323-326, and 331.  The 
placement of the logogram for ""2'' prior to the logogram for ""feet'' may reflect more than a graphic 
indication of the dual inflection of the latter noun; it could also represent the presence of the cardinal 
numeral ""two'' prior to the noun, a grammatically ""redundant'' construction of the type /ana ßin´ ß´p´ 
NR/.     

 74Attested only in the Amarna corpus: EA 49, 53, 55, 303-305, 320, 328, and 378.   

 75Two examples: EA 209 and 225.     

 76Attested in two Hittite letters found at Bo∆azköy: KBo 9.082 and 18.001.2.  Probably also 
attested in the « pros » formula of RS 25.138 (a letter which contains several indications of an Anatolian 
provenance; see S. Lackenbacher, Festschrift Sjöberg [1989] 318-320).   

 77This feature appears in EA 63-65, 212, and 228.  Regarding this aspect of EA 65, see now J.-
P. Vita, Festschrift Renger (1999) 619, ""Z. 4 und 6: vor {GÌR} kommt das Zahlwort ""1'' (so auch VAB 
und VS).  Handelt es sich dabei um eine Ligatur {na+2}? Es sei in diesem Zusammenhang auf die 
Ligaturen {I¯Ab˘-[d]i+dINANNA} (Z. 3) und {LUGAL+ri} (Z. 6 und 9) innerhalb dieses Textes 
verwiesen (vgl. dazu auch Moran, LAPO 13, 240; Amarna Letters, 135, Anm. 1 zu EA 63 sowie 136).''  
For another interpretation, see below. 

 78Four examples: EA 126, 137-138, and 362.  For this writing outside of the « pros » formula, 
see the references collected by E. Ebeling in J. A. Knudtzon, Die El-Amarna-Tafeln 2 (1915) 1526-
1527.    
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 (vii) the word {ßa-ap-la};79  

 (viii) the word {up-ri};80 and  

 (ix) the phrase {ßu-pa-li up-ri}.81   

This diversity is reduced somewhat by the fact that {GAM} and {KI.TA} most likely 

represent logographic writings of a common noun meaning "bottom, underside', derived 

from the root fiPL; such common nouns are attested in syllabic orthography as {ßa-ap-

la} and {ßu-pa-li}.82  Furthermore, {PA} in this slot may have been intended as a 

determinative denoting a body part, similar to {UZU}.83 

 (2)  All comparative corpora also contain a second ""necessary'' element: a 

finite verbal form.84  Several different Akkadian verbal forms are attested, as well as 

a significant number of variant spellings for each distinct form.  Beneath this diversity, 

however, the various verbs appearing in the Akkadian and Ugaritic « pros » formulas 

share a host of similarities: (a) semantics connected with "falling' or "prostration',85 (b) 

                                                

 79Attested once in an Akkadian letter from Ras Shamra, RS 32.204.1.   

 80EA 177, {up-ri}, and EA 182, {up-ri ßa}.     

 81EA 175, 363, and probably 174.     

 82According to CAD, volume 17 (fi), part 1, p. 468, ßaplu, ""bottom, underside'' is written 
logographically as {KI.TA}; and according to the same source, part 3, p. 324, ßuplu, ""depth; minimum'' 
is written {GAM} in mathematical texts.  Does one include those examples of {I} in this category as 
well?   

 83Compare the comments of J. A. Knudtzon, Die El-Amarna-Tafeln 1 (1915) 742, note h, 
""Unmittelbar vor ß´pu sind Spuren vorhanden, die nicht gestrichen zu sein scheinen und von einem pa 
herrühren können.  Ist dies richtig, so wird der Schreiber hier ebenso wie 225, 5 das Zeichen für "Esel' 
mit dem für "Füss' verwechselt haben;'' and in the same work, p. 765, note a, ""Was das steht, ist das 
Zeichen f¨r imêru "Esel', das der Schreiber also mit dem für ßêpu "Fuss' verwechselt hat.''     

 84As mentioned above, the omission of the preposition ana and the verb from the « pros » 
formula of EA 241 is most easily explained as scribal error.     

 85Specifically, three different verbal roots are attested, all sharing a similar general semantic 
field, denoting the physical act of falling (for the social purpose of expressing subserviance): MQT in 
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grammatical inflection in the 1st person, the subject being the sender or senders of the 

letter,86 (c) conjugation patterns expressing the same classes of temporal and/or 

aspectual notions,87 and (d) a strong tendency to occur as the final component of the 

« pros » formula.88  The nearly twenty different spellings attested for the verbal forms 

                                                                                                                                           
the G-stem; the difficult (fi)K≥N forms, probably in the fiD stem; and GRR / QRR, apparently in the N-
stem.  For the discussion of each, see below.   

 86Since the vast majority of the letters are authored by a single sender, the vast majority of 
verbal forms are in the singular number.  Letters with multiple senders are known, however, and 
corresponding verbal forms in the plural number are occasionally attested in the Amarna corpus: 
compare {ni-am-qut} in EA 59 and {ni-am-qú-ut} in EA 100, for example.  In other cases a singular 
form was used, in spite of multiple authorship; compare Msk 7452 from Tell Meskene, which has two 
authors, but shows a singular verbal form, {am-qut}.  In Ugaritic, where a dual inflectional number was 
still productive, letters with two authors show a corresponding dual verbal form, qlny.    

 87That is, while the West Semitic system uses the suffix conjugation in this slot, the Akkadian 
system uses the conjugation(s) which correspond(s) to the aspectual and temporal nuances of the West 
Semitic suffix conjugation, namely, the preterite, and perhaps also the perfect.  Certain Amarna letters 
contain verbal forms superficially similar to the Akkadian stative conjugation, but these must be 
understood to reflect not the semantic nuances of the Akkadian stative, but rather the tense/aspect of the 
formally identical West Semitic suffix conjugation.  Whether these verbal  forms express an explicitly 
""past'' temporal nuance, or rather express a ""performative'' nuance of a punctual action (in the ""present'') 
is peripheral to this point (on which issue, see below, section 2.6); what is germane is that the same 
semantic nuances are expressed in Ugaritic (and other West Semitic languages) by the suffix 
conjugation, and in Akkadian by the preterite (or the perfect).  Thus, the correspondences are such as 
one would expect.  

 88There are a number of exceptions to this tendency, especially in the Amarna letters, but the 
statement is otherwise accurate for the comparative data.  The verb-final structure is found in all intact 
examples of the « pros » formula from Tell Meskene, all but one from Bo∆azköy (the exception being 
KBo 9.082, all but two from Ras Shamra (RS 25.138 and RS 32.204.1; RS 32.204.2 also represents a 
special situation in containing multiple occurrences of the verbal element, of which one occurs at the 
end of the formula); the one intact « pros » formula from Tell Atchana; and the one from Tel Aphek.  
There are a number of exceptions in the Amarna corpus, which are of three sorts: (1) « pros » formulas 
which are entirely comparable, in terms of composition, with the other comparative data, and yet which 
are not verb-final (EA 200, 224, 263, and 282 fall in this category), of which EA 224 is representative: 
{(4) a-na GÌR.MEfi LUGAL EN-ia (5) am-qú-ut-me (6) 7-ßu ù 7-ta-a-an}; (2) those Amarna letters 
which contain an element in the « pros » formula not found in the other corpora, namely, an adverbial 
phrase of manner, meaning "(on) the back and (on) the stomach'; in many cases this adverbial phrase 
follows an otherwise ""normal'', verb-final formula (EA 213, 232-234, 281, 284, 298-299, 301, 303, 305-
306, 316.1, 319-320, 322, 325-326, 328, 331, 366, and 378), of which EA 325 is an adequate 
representative: {(6) a-na II.GÌR.MEfi LUGAL EN-ia am-qú-ut (7) 7-ßu ù 7-ta-na (8) lu-ú iß-tu-”u-”i-in 
(9) ¬e-ru-ma ù ka-ba-tu-ma | }; and (3) « pros » formulas which are not verb-final, and which contain, 
following the verb, the aforementioned adverbial phrase of manner along with other elements (EA 314-
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found in these « pros » formulas may be grouped under six historical morpho-phonemic 

normalizations.  The most common, by far, are the forms (a) *≥amqut, and (b) 

*≥ußka≥≥in.  Other less well-attested variants include (c) *≥ußtaka≥≥in, (d) *maqtªti, 

(e) *≥aggarar, and (f) *≥attagarrir. 

 (a)  Historical *≥amqut , or, in a normalization more consistent with 

Assyriological tradition, amqut,  is the G-stem preterite of the root MQT, 1st person 

common singular, "I have fallen', translated as a ""past tense'', or "I hereby fall', 

translated in a performative sense.  It is by far the most common verbal form in the 

corpus of « pros » formulas from Ras Shamra, Tell Meskene, Bo∆azköy, and Amarna; 

and is present in the single example from Tel Aphek.  It is not attested in the two 

examples from Tell Atchana.  The most common writing is {am-qut}, standard at Ras 

Shamra, Meskene, Bo∆azköy, and Aphek; and very frequent at Amarna.  In the Hittite 

letters from Bo∆azköy which contain the « pros » formula, the verbal element is most 

often written this way as well, as an Akkadogram, {AM-QUT}.89  The writing {am-qú-

ut} is rather common in the Amarna corpus,90 but is unattested in the « pros » formulas 

of the other corpora.  Other variant ""Amarna'' spellings include {am-qa-ut}91 and {im-

qú-ut}.92  The fact that, outside of the epistolary prostration formula, the syllabic value 

                                                                                                                                           
315, and 323-324), of which EA 314 is representative: {(5) a-na II.GÌR.MEfi LUGAL EN-ia (6) 
DINGIR.MEfi-ia dUTU-ia dUTU (7) ßa iß-tu dsa-me lu-ú (8) iß-ta-”a-”i-in 7-ßu (9) ù 7-ta-na ¬e-ru-ma 
(10) ù ka-ba-tu-ma}. 

 89Four times: KBo 9.082, 18.001.2, 18.011, and 18.012.2.  On the Hittite verbal form underlying 
this orthography, see Hagenbuchner, Die Korrespondenz der Hethiter 1 (1989) 61. 

 90There are over 80 occurrences of this spelling; it is especially common in letters from Byblos.   

 91EA 212. 

 92EA 317 and EA 318. 
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qut for the sign {TAR}93 was not especially common in the West,94 probably explains 

the scribal utility of the occasional expanded writings {am-TAR-ut}95 and {am-qú-

TAR}.96  

 (b)  The form *≥ußka≥≥in is difficult to parse since it does not correspond to the 

standard patterns of the fi-stem.97  It has often been taken as representing the rare ""fi-

group of quadrilateral verbs''.98  Specifically, according to this view, the form 

*≥ußka≥≥in would be the preterite of a quadrilateral root fiK≥N, in the basic stem (of 

quadrilateral roots), 1st person common singular, "I have prostrated myself', if 

translated as a ""past tense'', or "I hereby prostrate myself', translated in a performative 

sense.99  Morphologically, though not semantically, the form might also be grouped 

with examples of the rare ""fiD-stem'' in trilateral roots, since the conjugation of the fiD-

stem and the fi-group of quadrilaterals follows one and the same morphological 

pattern, the essential differences being semantic.100  In this view, the etymology of the 

                                                

 93Labat and Malbran-Labat, Manuel d'épigraphie akkadienne (1988), sign no. 12. 

 94For Ugarit, compare J. Huehnergard, Akkadian of Ugarit (1989) 353-354. 

 95EA 126 and EA 362. 

 96EA 184. 

 97In other words, the apparent lack of a vowel following the /ß/ element seems to indicate that 
the form is not simply to be considered as an example of the fi-stem, which, in the preterite, would show 
the pattern */≥ufiaCCiC/. 

 98Compare von Soden, GAG3 (1995), § 109, and the paradigm on p. 48*.  The standard 
treatment of such verbs was A. Heidel, Quadrilateral Verb in Akkadian (1940).  See also R. Whiting, Or 
50 (1981) 5; and J. Tropper, WO 30 (1999) 91-94.   

 99Compare M. I. Gruber, Nonverbal Communication (1980) 238-239; W. von Soden, AHw 3 
(1981) 1263; and CAD, volume 17 (fi), part 3, pp. 214-218.  

 100For the forms, see von Soden, GAG3 (1995), §§ 95 and 109, and the paradigms on pp. 12* 
and 48*.  Judging from von Soden's paradigms, the present of the fiD-stem would be ußCaCCaC, and the 
preterite ußCaCCiC.  The perfect for the ""fiD-stem'' is not given, but a good guess would seem to be 
ußtaCaCCiC (or ultaCaCCiC), which is compatible with von Soden's proposal for the fi-group of 
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form might be connected with trilateral roots101 such as *K(W)N,102 or perhaps 

*KN≤.103  In any case, the historical morphology of the word is most easily recognized 

in the orthographic traditions of Old Akkadian and various Assyrian periods, though 

not in the context of an epistolary prostration formula: compare the spellings {uß-kà-

in} and {uß-kà-i-in} in Old Akkadian.104  Babylonian orthography tended as a rule to 

be less conservative, however, and the ""weak'' 3rd radical, denoted, according to 

conventions used by modern Assyriologists, with the « ≥ » symbol in normalizations of 

the Old Akkadian and Assyrian spellings, tended to quiesce in Babylonian forms, with 

contraction of the resulting -*ai- diphthong to -ê-.  It is this phonological development 

which appears to be reflected in the only spelling of the verbal form in a « pros » 

                                                                                                                                           
""quadrilateral roots''.  A familiar analogy for such a morphological connection between the fiD-stem and 
the fi-group of quadrilaterals would be the relationship between standard ""causative'' fi/H-stems and 
""internal'' ones in the West Semitic languages: morphologically identical, semantically different.  This 
topic has probably received the most discussion with reference to biblical Hebrew and classical Arabic 
grammar: see, for example, the presentation of ""internal Hiphils'' in Waltke and O'Connor, Biblical 
Hebrew Syntax (1990) §27.2f, pp. 439-440; and that of intransitive examples of the 4th stem in W. 
Wright, A Grammar of the Arabic Language 1 (1896-1898) 34-35.   

 101The early solutions of J. Knudtzon (OLZ 17 [1914] 489-491) and R. Labat  (L'Akkadien de 
Boghaz-Köi [1932] 128, ""”a”ânu = se courber''), seem untenable since (1) productive verbal roots in 
which the 1st and 2nd radicals are identical are rare in the Semitic languages, and (2) such an analysis 
would not account for the Assyrian forms in which the radical sequence K-≥-N is fairly transparent ({uß-
ka-in}, for example; see below).  

 102Compare the semantics of the hollow root KWN in Arabic, in the 1st and 10th stems: kªna / 
yak¨nu (that is, the 1st, or basic, stem) is the standard verb of existence in classical Arabic, and is thus 
comparable in some respects with Akkadian kânu.  In the 10th stem (≥istakªna / yastak≠nu), however, 
the root is glossed ""to become lowly, humble, miserable; to submit, yield, surrender, humble o.s. abase 
o.s. . . . (Áö�  to s.th.)'' by H. Wehr, Dictionary of Modern Written Arabic (1979) 993-994.  Such a 
semantic relationship is reminiscent of that between the Akkadian verb kânu and the prostration verbs 
under discussion here.     

 103Tropper's proposal, in WO 30 (1999) 91-94, to connect this form with the etymological root 
*KN≤, here having undergone consonantal metathesis, is also plausible (note the semantics of KN≤ in 
Hebrew and Arabic).   

 104See the citations in CAD, volume 17 (fi), part 3, p. 217. 
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formula from Tell Atchana: {uß-ké-en}.105  Setting aside the spelling of this verb in 

this Alala” letter, which presents no particular problems, the writing of the verb in the 

remaining « pros » formulas of interest here can only be described as extremely odd.  

Several different spellings of this verb are attested at Ras Shamra, Tell Meskene, and 

Tell Amarna, and they share in common the unusual use of the signs {‡I} and {KAN} 

in the writing of this word.106  The attested writings107 are:  

 (i) {uß-”é-”i-in},108  

 (ii) {uß-”é-”i-en},109 and  

                                                

 105AT 115:6.  The second sign in line 6 of the copy of Wiseman, Alalakh Tablets (1953), no. 
115, pl. 26, is clearly {GI} (sign no. 85 in Labat and Malbran-Labat, Manuel d'épigraphie akkadienne 
(1988), so ""uß-kè-en'' in AHw, vol. 2, p. 1263, and in CAD, vol. 17 (fi), part 3, p. 217, must be simple 
misprints. 

 106On these forms and their morphology, compare von Soden, GAG3 (1995), §109m, p. 198: 
""Aus den ass. Formen ßukênu wurden im churritischen Bereich zahlreiche entstellte Formen einer dort 
entwickelten Wurzelform *ß””n abgeleitet wie das Prt. uß”e”e/in und als Pf. ißta”a”in, ißti”e”in, 
ißtu”u”in, ußtu”e”in, ußte”e”in usw.  Sie begegnen nie in gut akkad. Texten.''  One understands what 
von Soden means by the phrase ""gut akkad. Texten'', but such a notion probably requires further 
definition in a linguistic treatment that pretends at description rather than prescription.  Other treatments 
of these forms include A. Heidel, Quadrilateral Verb in Akkadian (1940) 37-46; W. von Soden, AHw 
(1965-1981), volume 3, p. 1263; A. Ungnad and L. Matouß, Akkadian Grammar (1992 [1969]) 79-80; 
M. I. Gruber, Nonverbal Communication (1980) 162-171; and CAD, volume 17 (fi), part 3, pp. 214-218.  
According to D. E. Fleming, The Installation of Baal's High Priestess at Emar (1992) 185, note 338, 
""The form ßu”e”unu occurs only in the periphery, at Amarna, Ras Shamra (not texts written at Ugarit 
proper), Boghazkoy, and Nuzi.''  See now Tropper, WO 30 (1999) 91-94. 

 107I provisionally omit from inclusion here Knudtzon's transcription ""[a]s-”i-”i-en'' for EA 214, 
Die El-Amarna-Tafeln 1 (1915) 748-749, since (i) the first sign is broken, (ii) the resultant spelling is 
otherwise unattested, and (iii) the hand copy of O. Schroeder, Die Tontafeln von El-Amarna 1 (1915), 
no. 123, p. 138, would seem to favor the {KAN} sign where Kn. read ""[a]s'', the {KAN} sign being used 
for the syllable ”é elsewhere in the writing of this very word (EA 221, 232, 232, 233, 242, and 366).   

 108The spelling {uß-”é-”i-in} is attested in two Emar letters (Msk 7451.2 and 74102c), two Ras 
Shamra letters (RS 1.[057] and 20.019), and four Amarna letters (EA 221, 232, 233, and 366). 

 109Attested in two Amarna letters (EA 223 and 242).  The {‡I} sign should probably be 
normalized as /”e/, with following {EN}.  
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 (iii) {uß-”i-”i-en}.110   

There are two ""odd'' features: (1) the use of signs whose syllabic values are typically 

associated with the Akkadian phoneme /”/ to represent a syllable containing, at least 

historically, the Akkadian phoneme /k/; and (2)  the use of these same signs, typically 

associated with the Akkadian phoneme /”/, to represent the Akkadian phoneme /≥/, 

without regard to the etymological origin of that particular ""≥aleph''.  Both features, 

though difficult, are not unattested.  The first feature seems to offer the easiest 

explanation.  It would seem to represent a phonetic, rather than phonemic, spelling.  If 

one assumes, on the basis of comparison with living Semitic languages, that the 

Akkadian phoneme /k/ was an unvoiced velar stop, and that Akkadian /”/ was a 

unvoiced velar fricative,111 it is a simple step to postulate a phonological development 

of the phoneme sequence /-ßk-/ to /-ß”-/ under certain specific conditions (unknown to 

me); such a phonological change would be merely the ""fricativization'' of the /k/ to /”/, 

perhaps under the influence of the preceding fricative /ß/.112  The second feature, the 

use of /”/ signs to denote syllables with Akkadian ""≥aleph'', appears more difficult, 

though not unknown.113      

                                                

 110Attested in a single Amarna letter (EA 222).  As above, the {‡I} sign here should be 
normalized as /”e/. 

 111See, for example, Lipiˆski, Outline of a Comparative Grammar (1997) 97. 

 112On this process, see Lipiˆski, ibid., §18.5, p. 138, ""The spirantization or fricativization of 
non-geminated and non-emphatic velar plosives is attested in various Semitic languages.  The 
occasional cuneiform spelling with the ""”'' signs instead of signs with g/k reflects this change, e.g. 
”anªßu instead of kanªßu . . . .''  See also the references cited by Tropper in WO 30 (1999) 93, n. 14.    

 113For the situation at Ugarit, compare Huehnergard, The Akkadian of Ugarit (1989) 45-46, 
""The glottal stop is either (i) not represented by a specific sign, in which case its presence may be 
assumed between vowels of different quality as shown by broken writings, but only suggested as a 
possibility between vowels of the same quality; or (ii) indicated by a specific sign, normally the ≥ sign 
(397), very rarely by a ”-sign (two examples, both in canon. texts).''  He cites, in the same place, (1) ""in 
one lit. example medial /≥/ is written with ‡A (589) = ≥a4: bu-≥a4-ri-ßu Ug. 5 168:10' '' and ""in one lex. 
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 (c)  The parsing of *≥ußtaka≥≥in is also ambiguous.114  Its conjugational pattern 

is either the preterite of an infixed -t- stem,115 or the perfect of a basic stem.116  In any 

case, it is certainly to be linked etymologically with *≥ußka≥≥in, treated above, and its 

inflection is also certain: 1st person common singular.  Given the unambiguous nature 

of other preterite forms in this context,117 the former analysis is perhaps to be 

preferred, as not unnecessarily complicating the problem.  The word is attested in 

Middle Assyrian « pros » formulas, where the spelling more closely reflects the word's 

historical morphology, with one minor and predictable ""phonetic'' feature: {ul-ta-ka-

in}.118  In the comparative data under study here, the attested spellings of the form 

*≥ußtaka≥≥in are no less confusing than those of the related form *≥ußka≥≥in.  Like the 

latter, they are characterized by the use of signs typically associated with the 

                                                                                                                                           
entry syllable final /≥/ is apparently written with A‡ [398] (=ú≥): ßu-¯u”˘(sic)-[r]i IGI.II.MEfi (for ßu≥ri 
""eyebrow'') MSL 10 37ff. A 68.''  Note also the ‡I sign (396) used for ≥ì in middle Assyrian, according 
to Labat and Malbran-Labat, Manuel d'épigraphie akkadienne (1988).       

 114See the discussion in Cancik-Kirschbaum, Die mittelassyrischen Briefe (1996) 56-57, and n. 
41; and Tropper's article in WO 30 (1999) 91-94.      

 115See Tropper, WO 30 (1999) 93, ""als Präterita eines fiDt-Stamms''.  Compare also Cancik-
Kirschbaum, Die mittelassyrischen Briefe (1996) 57, who cites O. Weber and E. Ebeling in J. A. 
Knudtzon, Die El-Amarna-Tafeln 2 (1915) 1508; and A. Heidel, Quadrilateral Verb in Akkadian (1940) 
37-40.    

 116See Tropper, WO 30 (1999) 93, ""als Perfekte des fiD-Stamms'' (Tropper, ibid., had 
envisioned both possibilities: ""Sie lassen sich als Perfekte des fiD-Stamms oder als Präterita eines fiDt-
Stamms erklären.'').  Compare also Cancik-Kirschbaum, p. 56, n. 41, who cites von Soden, GAG3 
(1995), paradigm 38, where ultaka≥≥in is given as a perfect.   

 117Compare (a) *≥amqut, (b) *≥ußka≥≥in, and (e) *≥aggarar, all preterites.   

 118See below, section 2.4.3.2.1, and the references collected in Cancik-Kirschbaum, Die 
mittelassyrischen Briefe (1996) 56, n. 37.  Compare also the citations mentioned in CAD, vol. 17 (fi), 
part 3, p. 218. 
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Akkadian phoneme /”/ to represent syllables which ought, from a historical 

perspective, to contain the Akkadian phonemes /k/ and /≥/.119  The spellings include:  

 (i) {ul-ta-”é-”i-in},120  

 (ii) the broken spelling {Ufi-TE-‡I-[…]} in a Hittite letter,121   

and several spellings showing up only in the Amarna corpus:  

 (iii) {iß-ta-”a-”i-in},122  

 (iv) {iß-ti-”a-”i-in},123  

 (v) {iß-ti-”i-”i-in},124 and  

 (vi) {iß-tu-”u-”i-in}.125   

The obvious superficial phonetic and semantic parallels between these ""unusual'' 

spellings of this Akkadian verb and one of the standard verbs for prostration in the 

West Semitic languages, represented in Hebrew by hwjtçh, and in Ugaritic by 

yßt“wy(n),126 though not of issue here since Ugaritic yßt“wy(n) is not used in the 

epistolary tradition, probably provide an example of a loanword having been 

reanalyzed in the morpho-phonemic system of the borrowing language.      

                                                

 119Compare other examples in CAD, vol. 17 (fi), part 3, p. 218, where the spelling, in a one 
word prostration formula from Bo∆azköy, is mentioned: {ul-tu4-”é-”i-in}; published in H. G. Güterbock, 
AfO Beiheft 7 (1942) 36.   

 120Attested once in a letter from Ras Shamra, RS 34.140.    

 121KBo 18.050. 

 122Attested in 16 examples: EA 298, 304-306, 308 (partially reconstructed), 314-315, 319-324, 
326, 328 (partially reconstructed), and 378. 

 123Attested in 3 letters: EA 301, 303, 329. 

 124Attested once, in EA 302.  

 125Attested once, in EA 325. 

 126The similarity has been recognized before; for bibliography, see Liverani, Le lettere di el-
Amarna 1 (1999) 59, n. 161.    
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 (d)  Despite certain superficial similarities with the morphology of the 

Akkadian stative,127 the verb *maqtªti is almost certainly to be understood as a West 

Semitic verbal form, both in terms of its morphology and in terms of its semantics.  It is 

the G-stem suffix conjugation, 1st person common singular,128 and is attested in 

several Amarna spellings: (i) {ma-aq-ta-ti},129 (ii) {¯ma˘-aq-ta-te},130 and (iii) {ma-

aq-ti-ti}.131   

                                                

 127That is, like the Akkadian stative, it bears the pattern CvCC + inflectional suffix. 

 128The apparent morphology (« CvCC + ª + ti » rather than « CvCvC + ti ») is typical of the 
1st person common singular form in the Canaanite suffix conjugation as attested in the Amarna corpus; 
see already F. M. T. Böhl, Die Sprache der Amarnabriefe (1909) 45-46.       

 129Attested five times: EA 63, 65 (preceded by {GAM}), 282, 283, and probably 336. 

 130Attested once, in EA 138.   

 131Attested twice: EA 64 and 284.  This spelling is interesting, and difficult to interpret.  Does 
one assume an underlying morphology of *maqtªti and a scribe not overly concerned with the vowel 
quality of the syllabic signs used?  Or does one rather accept the spelling as an intentional reflection of 
an underlying morphological pattern?  Most students of these texts appear to have adopted the latter 
solution (compare, for example, Böhl, Die Sprache der Amarnabriefe [1909] 48); but Rainey's 
statement in AOAT 8a (1978) IX, is telling: ""there is little to be gained by an attempt to normalize West 
Semitic EA passages! Akkadian [read: "the Mesopotamian logo-syllabic writing system'] in the hands of 
most West Semitic scribes was only a kind of short-hand (not so short!) in which the words and 
sentences stood for West Semitic originals.  Grammatical niceties such as vowel length, consonantal 
gemination, etc., were seldom of importance.''  I believe it would not be unwise to add vowel quality to 
this list of features often ignored by West Semitic scribes.  I wonder if, already in the Late Bronze Age, 
these Levantine scribes were profoundly influenced by the prejudices of alphabetic scribal traditions, in 
which neither consonantal gemination, nor vowel quantity, nor (with some very few exceptions) vowel 
quantity, were reflected in the orthography.  By this, I do not mean to doubt the utility of the Amarna 
tablets for reconstructing certain details of the substrate languages hidden beneath the logo-syllabic 
orthographies; rather I would only caution against the (naïve) assumption that a Levantine scribe's 
choice of a particular sign necessarily and unquestionably revealed anything decisive about the quality 
of the vowel intended.    
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 (e)  The form *≥aggarar appears to be the N-stem preterite, 1st person common 

singular, of the verbal root GRR (or QRR).132   It is attested only once in the corpora 

under discussion here, written {ag-ga-ra-ar}.133   

 (f)  The only example of *≥attagarrir, written {at-ta-gar-ri-ir}, comes from a 

text in a private collection.134  Given the existence of the form *≥ußtaka≥≥in alongside 

*≥ußka≥≥in in other examples of the Levantine epistolary prostration formula, and the 

fact that the preterite is the only unambiguously attested conjugation, one might 

assume that if the writing {ag-ga-ra-ar} represents a preterite in the N-stem, then the 

writing {at-ta-gar-ri-ir} might very well represent a preterite in an infixed -t- N-

stem.135  Needless to say, the form, as we have it, is inconsistent with the standard 

Akkadian paradigms.   

                                                

 132In his publication of this letter, D. Arnaud, Emar 6:3 (1986) 262-263, transcribes the form as 
{aq-qá-ra-ar }, with the syllabic values aq and qá corresponding to his understanding of the word's 
etymology (QRR).  Whether the underlying root was, in fact, QRR (with Arnaud and von Soden, AHw, 
vol. 2, p. 902), or rather, GRR (with CAD, volume 3 [G] 48), is not particularly important for my 
purposes here.  I assume the latter on the basis of both internal and external evidence.  Internally, the 
writing of a presumably related form of the verb with the {NÍG} sign (sign no. 597 in Labat's Manuel) 
in ME 127, favors GRR since the syllabic reading of this sign as gar is better known in the West during 
the Late Bronze Age than is qár (see Labat, ibid., and, for Ugarit Akkadian, Huehnergard,The Akkadian 
of Ugarit [1989] 414, where the value gar appears once in the sequence gur-gar-gir, but qár is 
unattested).  External evidence comes from cognate forms in other Semitic languages, either in the form 
of a geminate trilateral root GRR, or in another biform of a primitive bilateral root GR (as in Syriac 
gargay, ≥etgargay, "to prostrate oneself'; see Payne Smith, A Compendious Syriac Dictionary [1903] 77).    

 133This form is from the letter Msk 7451.1, from Tell Meskene.  The expected paradigm form, 
however, would be aggarir — compare von Soden, GAG3 (1995), paradigm 9*.  But note the examples 
of this form with an /a/ vowel in the final stem syllable, cited in CAD, vol. 3 (G) 48; and von Soden, 
AHw, vol. 2, p. 902.      

 134ME 127.    

 135The other possibility is that this form represents a perfect conjugation, corresponding to the 
preterite represented by {ag-ga-ra-ar} in Msk 7451.1.  Since such an analysis is not without its own 
problems, and since unambiguous examples of this verbal element are all preterites (see above), I 
prefer to avoid the needless complexity introduced by analyzing this form as a perfect.   
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 These exhaust the ""necessary'' elements of the « pros » formulas in all three 

corpora.  As in Ugaritic « pros » formula, ""optional'' elements are also present; all are 

adverbial phrases, and these adverbial elements are often placed between the two 

""necessary'' components.  These ""optional'' elements include the following elements: 

 (3)  The « pros » formulas of the Akkadian letters from Ras Shamra and Tell 

Meskene contain an adverbial element corresponding to Ugaritic mr“qtm, namely 

ißtu r¨qiß.136  The phrase is relatively frequent in these two corpora,137 but does not 

occur within the comparative material from Amarna, Bo∆azköy, Tell Atchana, or Tel 

Aphek.  While this fact alone highlights the compositional affinities among the « pros » 

formulas found at Ras Shamra (in Ugaritic and Akkadian) and Tell Meskene (in 

Akkadian) over against those of other corpora under study here, the distribution of this 

mr“qtm/ ißtu r¨qiß element among these corpora shows important differences.  In the 

Akkadian formulas, the ißtu r¨qiß element usually appears prior to other ""optional'' 

elements; the opposite is often true for Ugaritic mr“qtm.138  Secondly, in the Ugaritic 

                                                

136The phrase is virtually always spelled {iß-tu ru-qiß}; in one letter from Ras Shamra an 
""Assyrianized'' spelling of the preposition shows up: {ul-tu ru-qiß}, in RS 25.138. Since the etymological 
root is RH˚Q, and since, as a matter of convention, one generally represents the etymological phoneme 
*/“/, which is rarely explicitly noted in Sumero-Akkadian orthography, with a lengthened vowel in 
standard normalization, r¨qiß may be preferred over ruqiß.     

 137Within the epistolary corpus from Tell Meskene, the phrase occurs in eight « pros » 
formulas out of twelve total.  Within the Ras Shamra Akkadian epistolary corpus it is slightly less 
frequent: fourteen occurrences in thirty-eight examples of the « pros » formula.   

 138In the Ugaritic formulas, the multiplicative element normally precedes the mr“qtm-element, 
with three exceptions; see above, section 2.2.  For the formulas from Tell Meskene, the ißtu r¨qiß 
element always precedes the multiplicative element, with no exceptions.  In fact, in one case, assuming 
the editor's (partial) restorations are correct, the iß†u r¨qiß element even appears prior to the « ana ß´p´ 
NR » element: Msk 7474+.  For the Ras Shamra Akkadian « pros » formulas, the ißtu r¨qiß element 
precedes the multiplicative element in all cases but one: the exception being RS 34.150, {(4) a-na 
¯GÌR˘.MEfi EN-ia (5) 2-ßú 7-ßú iß-tu ru-qiß am-qut}.    
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« pros » formulas the word mr“qtm is the more common ""optional'' element,139 while in 

the Akkadian « pros » formulas of Ras Shamra and Tell Meskene the ""multiplicative'' 

element (see below) is the more common.140  Furthermore, although the semantics of 

both phrases are practically identical, the morphology underlying ißtu r¨qiß is almost 

certainly different from that of Ugaritic mr“qtm.141   

 (4)  A second ""optional'' adverbial element in the Akkadian (and Hittite) 

« pros » formulas found at Ras Shamra, Tell Meskene, Tell Amarna, Bo∆azköy, and 

possibly in one of the two formulas from Tell Atchana, is a multiplicative phrase, 

corresponding in structure and meaning to the Ugaritic multiplicative phrase, of which 

a common example is ßb≤d w ßb≤d, ""seven times and seven times''.142  As mentioned 

above, in contrast to Ugaritic letters, this multiplicative element in Akkadian letters is 

the most common of all the ""optional'' elements of the formula, and consequently is 

attested fairly often as the sole ""optional'' element in « pros » formulas, especially in 

the Amarna corpus.143 

                                                

 139See above, section 2.2. 

 140Among the « pros » formulas from Tell Meskene the element ißtu r¨qiß occurs in eight out of 
twelve examples, a multiplicative element in ten out of twelve.  For Ras Shamra Akkadian letters, there 
are fourteen occurrences of the ißtu r¨qiß element, seventeen of the multiplicative element.   

141The Akkadian phrase is a ""doubly marked'' adverbial phrase, containing not only the 
preposition ißtu, but the adverbial affix -iß as well.  Given the apparent absence of a preposition *min in 
Ugaritic generally, the Ugaritic phrase mr“qtm is probably best understood as a m-preformative 
common noun mr“qt with an attached -m affix, as proposed early on by Dhorme (Syria 19 [1938] 143-
144); and not as representing the preposition *min, hidden in the beginning m- element of mr“qtm. The 
Hebrew expression qwjr ˆm might seem to offer idiomatic support for the latter morphology, but no 
amount of cross-linguistic parallels will account for the fact that the preposition *min is not yet attested 
with certainty in Ugaritic, and that the semantic nuances normally expressed by *min in the cognate 
languages are expressed in Ugaritic by other means.  See below, section 2.6. 

 142For this multiplicative element in Ugaritic letters, see above, section 2.2. 

 143Compare this pattern in EA 136, {(4) a-na GÌR.MEfi EN-ia (5) 7 u 7-ta-an am-qú-ut}.  Such 
a structure is not yet attested in Ugaritic.  By contrast, the Ugaritic corpus contains examples of formulas 
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 In terms of composition, the structure of this adverbial element in the Akkadian 

(and Hittite) letters closely resembles that of its Ugaritic counterpart; in most cases it 

may be described by means of the following formula:  « [numeral]+(suffix) 

(conjunction) [numeral]+(suffix) ».  As shown by the formula, one may usually speak 

of two numerical components,144 which may or may not be joined by a conjunction,145 

and each component consisting of a cardinal numeral with an adverbial suffix 

attached.146   

 The integers occupying the numeral slots vary, but certain recognizable 

patterns are noticeable.  The most commonly attested combinations are 2:7, 7:7, and 

3:9.147  The sequence 2:7 is typical of Akkadian formulas from Tell Meskene148 and 

Ras Shamra,149 and appears to have been present in several of the « pros » formulas in 

                                                                                                                                           
in which mr“qtm is the sole ""optional'' element, as in RS 8.315, { | (5) l . p≤n . ±dtny (6) mr“qtm (7) qlny 
}; the equivalent structure is as yet unattested in the Akkadian (and Hittite) comparative material.  See 
above, section 2.2.   

 144While two numerical components are certainly the norm, exceptions are known.  In one 
example (ME 127) there are 4 numerical components; and in at least two formulas from the Amarna 
corpus there is only one (EA 52 and EA 55).   

 145In some examples of the multiplicative component from Amarna, the two numerical 
components are joined not with a conjunction, but with the prepositional phrase ana pªni, probably best 
glossed in vernacular English along the lines of ""by'' or ""in addition to'', etc.   

 146The presence of the adverbial suffix in the orthography was not consistent (see below). 

 147The statement of W. G. E. Watson, WO 24 (1993) 39, ""The form "three times, nine times' is 
unattested elsewhere'', does not take account of the « pros » formulas in Hittite letters from Bo∆azköy, 
in which this sequence occurs; these were discussed in A. Hagenbuchner, Die Korrespondenz der 
Hethiter 1 (1989) 59-60.   

 148Among ten « pros » formulas  found at Tell Meskene which contain a multiplicative 
element, this sequence is attested in six intact or virtually intact examples: Msk 7454, possibly 7442, 
7452, 7441.1, 7451.1, and 7498d, all of which also omit an intervening conjunction.  As a representative 
example, compare Msk 7454, {(4) a-na GÌR.MEfi EN-ia iß-tu ru-qiß (5) 2-ßú 7-ßú am-qut | }.  

 149Seventeen Akkadian « pros » formulas found at Ras Shamra contain a multiplicative 
element; of these as many as thirteen appear to show the 2-7 sequence, all of which also omit an 
intervening conjunction: RS 17.383, 17.391, 17.393, 17.422, possibly 17.425, 20.016, 20.151, 20.219, 
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Akkadian letters found at Bo∆azköy.150  This sequence is attested to date in at least 

three Ugaritic « pros » formulas as well,151 but is not found elsewhere within the 

corpora under study here.  It should also be remarked that all formulas showing this 

sequence also lack an intervening conjunction between the two adverbial phrases.  

The sequence 7:7 is by far the most common combination among the Amarna 

letters,152 and, as mentioned above, is also the most common sequence for « pros » 

formulas in Ugaritic.153  To date, it has not yet appeared in the other comparative 

corpora.  Although the sampling size is very small, the sequence 3:9 would appear to 

be typical of the « pros » formulas of Hittite letters found at Bo∆azköy;154 it also shows 

                                                                                                                                           
25.461, 32.204.2, 34.135, 34.150, and 34.151.  RS 17.383 provides a representative sample: {(4) a-na 
GÌR.MEfi EN-ia iß-tu ru-qiß (5) 2-ßú 7-ßú am-qut}. 

 150The 2:7 sequence is found in KBo 28.054, possibly KBo 8.016, and possibly KBo 9.082 (in 
Hittite).  It has been reconstructed (by Hagenbuchner) in KBo 28.056 and KBo 28.078, but whether this 
or another restoration is to be preferred is an open question, especially in light of the presence of the 
conjunction ù between the numerical elements in KBo 28.078 (the sequence 2:7 is otherwise unattested 
with an intervening conjunction, a fact which may or may not have syntactic implications; see below, 
section 2.6).    

 151The three Ugaritic formulas showing this 2:7 sequence (out of 14 formulas total which 
contain a multiplicative element) are RS 19.102.2, 29.093, and 94.2391.  Compare, as an example, RS 
19.102.2: { | (17) l p≤n . b≤ly (18) ®n•d . ßb≤d (19) mr“qtm (20) qlt }.   

 152I estimate the number of EA letters explicitly containing this sequence to be approximately 
119, by far the majority of those « pros » formulas which contain multiplicative elements.  Formulas 
with and without the intervening conjunction are known.  Compare, as samples, EA 118, {(4) a-na 
GÌR.MEfi EN-ia dUTU (5) 7-ßu 7-ta-an am-qú-ut} (without a conjunction); and EA 258, {(4, cont'd) a-
na GÌR.MEfi LUGAL EN-ia (5) 7-ßu ù 7-ta-a-an am-qut | } (with a conjunction).   

 153Of the 14 Ugaritic « pros » formulas which contain a multiplicative element, only 10 are 
preserved sufficiently enough to determine the exact numerical sequence used.  Of these ten formulas, 
six use the sequence 7:7: RS 9.479A, possibly 16.137[bis], possibly 18.040, 18.113, 20.199, and 92.2010.  
Compare, as a representative, RS 9.479A, { | (6) l . p≤n (7) ±dty (8) ßb≤d (9) w . ßb≤•d (10) mr“qtm 
(11) qlt}.  Most examples of this sequence in Ugaritic would appear to contain the conjunction w; with 
the exception of RS 18.040, Pardee's collation of which is as follows: { | (5) [l .]¯p˘≤n . b≤ly (6) [ßb]¯≤˘d . 
ßb≤¯d˘ (7) ¯m˘[r]“qtm (8) qlt | }. 

 154It appears in KBo 18.01.2, 18.11, and 18.12.2.  As a representative, compare KBo 18.01.2, { 
| (verso, 4') ka-a-ßa A-NA GAM GÌR.MEfi (5') GAfiAN-IA 3-fiU 9-fiU AM-QUT  | }.  The only other 
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up in one Akkadian letter from Ras Shamra,155 but is otherwise unattested to date in 

the comparative corpora.  Other numerical combinations are known,156 but are 

extremely  

                                                                                                                                           
Hittite letter for which the multiplicative element is preserved is KBo 9.82, which shows the 2:7 
sequence, as mentioned above. 

 155RS 25.138: {(4) ¯am-qut˘ a-na GÌR.MEfi GAfiAN-ia (5) ul-tu ru-qiß 3-ßú 9-ßú}.  This letter 
is addressed to the queen of Ugarit from an individual bearing the name {al-lu-wa-ma}.  This and other 
features within the letter suggest an Anatolian provenance.  

 156This statement would appear to present a slight break from ""common knowledge'', judging 
from Watson, WO 24 (1993) 39, who claims ""It is common knowledge that the "prostration formula' used 
in letters from Ugarit (both syllabic and alphabetic), El Amarna and elsewhere contains one of the 
following two numerical sets: (i) 2 times 7 times; (ii) 7 times (and) 7 times.''   
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rare: 7 alone,157 2:8,158 7:8 or 8:7,159 8:8,160 2:3,161 3:7,162 possibly 10:[?],163 and 

2:7:10:12164 (sic).   

                                                

 157EA 52 and EA 55.  Compare also Gen 33:3 from the Hebrew Bible; see S. E. 
Loewenstamm, Comparative Studies (1980) 234, and n. 30.     

 158J. Nougayrol, PRU 4 (1956), pl. 75, copied eight wedges for the second integer of the 
« pros » formula of RS 17.425, but transcribed ""7(!)'' on p. 218.  It is possible that a similar pattern is 
found on CK 107 (collation of C. Roche, July 2001); this document is also referred to as ""RS [Varia 35]'' 
(the designation ""CK 107'' is from D. Arnaud, Textes syriens de l'âge du Bronze Récent (1991), no. 107, 
pp. 219-220).    

 159The only example I have found of the sequence 7:8 appears in the Ugaritic letter 
RS 94.2273, {(2, cont'd) l p≤n[…] (3) ¯±˘”y . hl¯l˘m . (4) mr“qtm (5) qlt . ßb≤d (6) ®mn•d qlt}.  This 
unambiguous (alphabetic) example of the integer 8 in a multiplicative component can be used as a 
corrective to the overly enthusiastic identification of scribal errors in the Amarna corpus, where the sign 
{8} was often interpreted as a poorly written {7!}.  While the sequence 7:8 has not yet been identified 
in the Amarna corpus, the transposed sequence 8:7 would appear to be attested in EA 84-85: compare 
EA 84, {(4, cont'd) a-na GÌR.MEfi dUTU (5) BE-ia 8-it-ßu ù 7-ta-a-an (6) am-qú-ut}.  The epigraphers 
generally agreed in reading {8}: see L. Abel's copy in  H. Winckler, Der Thontafelfund von El Amarna 
(WA) (1889-1890), no. 73, p. 77; the copy of Schroeder, Die Tontafeln von El-Amarna 1 (1915), no. 41, 
p. 52; and the remarks of Knudtzon, Die El-Amarna-Tafeln 1 (1915) 404, note c.  

 160It is not certain that this sequence is genuinely attested.  As many as two witnesses suggest 
that the reading of EA 107 should contain this sequence: {(6, cont'd) a-na GÌR.MEfi EN-ia (7) dUTU-ia 
8?-ßu 8?-ta-an (8) am-qú-ut}.  Regarding the numerals, the copy of L. Abel in Winckler, Der 
Thontafelfund von El Amarna (WA) (1889-1890), no. 41, p. 48, shows {8} and {8} respectively; 
compare the transcription of H. Winckler, Die Thontafeln von Tell-El-Amarna (W) (1896), no. 80, p. 
172.  I suspect Knudtzon, Die El-Amarna-Tafeln 1 (1915) 472, too, saw {8} in both slots as well, for he 
transcribes ""7(!)-ßu 7(!)-ta-an'' (compare his transcription of EA 84, line 5, on p. 404, and note c).  
Judging from his copy, however, Schroeder, Die Tontafeln von El-Amarna 1 (1915), no. 55, p. 67, saw 
{7} in both slots.   

 161This sequence is known from one Akkadian letters from Ras Shamra: RS 34.140.     

 162To date, the sequence 3:7 appears only in letters from Tell Meskene: Msk 7474+, and 
possibly 7442. 

 163The copy in Wiseman, Alalakh Tablets (1953), no. 115, pl. 26, shows the sign {U} in a 
position where a multiplicative element would not be out of place.  Given that the integer ""10'' is 
attested already as a multiplicative element in ME 127, it does not seem extravagant to propose its 
presence in this letter from Alala”: {(4, cont'd) a-na GÌR.¯MEfi˘ [?] (5) a-bi-ia EN-ia 10 [ ... ] (6) uß-ké-
en}.   

 164To my knowledge, the only example of a « pros » formula to contain more than two 
numerical elements in its multiplicative component is ME 127: {(5) a-na GÌR.MEfi EN.MEfi-i[a] (6) iß-
tu ru-¯qíß 2-ßu 7˘-ßu (7) 10-ßu 12-ßu [a]m-qut at-ta-gar-ri-ir | }.  Note the scribe's use of the sign {ßu} to 
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 An integer appearing in the multiplicative component is normally followed by 

an adverbial suffix of which the function may be described as ""multiplicative''.  

Several different adverbial suffixes are known in the Amarna corpus, but only one in 

other comparative corpora containing multiplicative elements: the Akkadian 

multiplicative suffix -ßu.165  This particle appears in « pros » formulas from Ras 

Shamra, Tell Meskene, Bo∆azköy, and Tell el Amarna in at least two different 

writings: {ßú} and {ßu}.166  The spelling {ßú} is standard in the formulas found at Ras 

Shamra,167 Tell  

                                                                                                                                           
denote the multiplicative suffix; this is at odds with the standard usage known from texts recovered in 
controlled excavations of Tell Meskene, where it is written {ßú}.     

 165See von Soden, GAG3 (1995), §71a, p. 117, ""Die Multiplikativzahlen "einmal, zweimal 
usw.' werden durch Anhängung der Adverbialendung -≠ (s. § 113 k) und des Suffixes -ßu "sein' an den 
Stamm der Kardinalzahlen (§ 69 b-d) gebildet''; and Ungnad and Matouß, Akkadian Grammar (1992 
[1969]) #457], §50, p. 59, ""Multiplicatives are formed by adding an adverbial ending -≠ (cf. §90j) and 
the pron. suff. -ßu "its' to the cardinal.''  The fact that the suffix -ßu is preceded by an adverbial suffix, -≠, 
is an important clue that its etymology is not to be found in the pronominal paradigm (contra the 
explanation offered in these standard grammars of Akkadian).  What appears to be an etymologically 
related suffix is attested in Arabic, spelled with etymological /ƒ/: the adverbial suffix ≥iƒin is discussed 
by Lane, Arabic-English Lexicon (1863) 39; and by W. Wright, A Grammar of the Arabic Language 1 
(1896) 292.  The natural reflex of this etymological phoneme (*ƒ) in the Sumero-Akkadian syllabary is 
to be found in the /ß/ sequence of graphs.  Another explanation is offered by Böhl, Die Sprache der 
Amarnabriefe (1909) 38-39 (among other possibilities, he proposes that ßu is an abbreviation for ßan≠tu, 
meaning ""times'').   

 166The presence of a spelling {ßú} alongside {ßu} suggests that the suffix is not a logogram for 
the word qªtu, "hand'.  This is mentioned with respect to the proposal to explain the etymology of the 
Ugaritic multiplicative suffixes {-•d} and {-d} as derived from the Ugaritic word *yad-, "hand'; see, for 
example, C. H. Gordon, Ugaritic Textbook (1965), §7.68, p. 51; and, for a balanced perspective, the 
treatment of the problem in J. Tropper, Ugaritische Grammatik (2000), §65.14, pp. 377-379.       

 167To my knowledge, all of the « pros » formulas from Ras Shamra which contain a 
multiplicative element contain this spelling of the adverbial multiplicative suffix.   
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Meskene,168 the Akkadian formulas found at Bo∆azköy169 and two of the four Hittite 

formulas from the same site.170  To my knowledge, it is not found in the Amarna 

corpus.  The writing {ßu} is standard in the Amarna letters, and is also found in two 

Hittite letters from Bo∆azköy,171 and in one « pros » formula whose provenance is 

thought to be inland, that is, Euphratian, Syria;172 it is not found at Ras Shamra or in 

any of the letters recovered in controlled excavations of Tell Meskene. 

 Variations from the use of the suffix -ßu following the integer in the 

multiplicative component are found only in the Amarna corpus: examples are known 

which show (1) numerical components with no suffix whatsoever,173 and (2) 

numerical components followed by suffixes or phrases unattested in other « pros » 

formulas.  The writing of a numerical component with no suffix whatsoever may be a 

mere orthographic phenomenon rather than a syntactic one: the presence of a 

multiplicative suffix in many cases may have been assumed to lie behind the 

numerical ""logogram''.174  The case of suffixes or phrases other than -ßu, however, has 

                                                

 168In the nine examples of « pros » formulas with the multiplicative element, an adverbial 
suffix is always present, and it is always spelled {ßú}.  This feature distinguishes the « pros » formulas 
recovered in controlled excavations of Tell Meskene from one acquired on the antiquities market: ME 
127, where the formula contains the spelling {ßu}.       

 169All four multiplicative elements sufficiently preserved to permit analysis show this spelling: 
KBo 8.16, 28.54, 28.56, and 28.78. 

 170KBo 9.82 and 18.12.2 show this spelling of the adverbial suffix. 

 171KBo 18.01.2 and 18.11 show this spelling.    

 172ME 127.  

 173These are: EA 52, 55, 63-65, 94, 126, 136, 138, 140-142, 147-151, 153-155, 174-177, 182, 
194, 209, 211, 215-217, 220, 225-226, 228, 239, 257, 263, 281-284, 330, and 362-363.   

 174Note, for example, that a ""multiplicative'' suffix is always attested in alphabetic writings of 
the numerical component.   
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implications for the overall interpretation of the Ugaritic « pros » formula, and will be 

considered here in some detail. 

 On a purely orthographic level, there is a bewildering diversity in the 

representation of these adverbial suffixes.  Allowing for variant spellings of the same 

(or similar) underlying grammatical form(s), however, permits significant reduction of 

this apparent diversity.  At least four types multiplicative elements showing a structure 

other than « (integer) + ßu » appear to be present in the Amarna corpus: (a) examples 

apparently containing the afformative suffix /*-ªn/, by far the most common, and three 

others, markedly less well-attested: (b) examples in which the -ßu suffix is present, but 

is preceded by the {IT} sign, (c) examples apparently containing precise 

morphological parallels for the Ugaritic forms where the multiplicative suffixes are 

spelled {•d}/{d}, and (d) examples in which the integer is followed by a form of the 

particle /*-mil-/. 

 (a)  Two of the most common suffixes in the Amarna corpus are represented by 

(1) {7-TA.ÀM},175 and (2) {7-TA.AN}.176  The spelling {TA.ÀM} is known 

elsewhere in cuneiform literary tradition to represent a distributive suffix following 

numerals.177  Within the Amarna corpus itself, however, the fact that the spellings 

{TA.ÀM} and {TA.AN} appear to have been used almost interchangeably, even 

                                                

 175Compare EA 68, 84, 85, 88, 92, 141, 142 (both), 144, 192, 198, and others.   

 176Compare EA 83, 89, 100, 103-110, 112, 114, 116-125, 130, and others.    

 177Compare R. Labat and F. Malbran-Labat, Manuel d'épigraphie akkadienne (1988), no. 139, 
p. 99, ""TA-ÀM: déterminatif suivant les nombres distributifs''; and C. Rüster and E. Neu, Hethitisches 
Zeichenlexikon (1989), no. 160, p. 167, where he transcribes the signs as {-TA.ÀM}, and comments ""-
TA.ÀM "je' (zur Bezeichnung von Distributivzahlen).''  
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within letters deriving from the same city,178 suggests that {ÀM} is perhaps best read 

as {A.AN}, as was done by early students of the Amarna letters.179  Furthermore, the 

fact that some letters contain {DA.A.AN} instead of {TA.A.AN},180 implies that these 

spellings are to be read syllabically and not logographically.181   It appears difficult to 

avoid the conclusion that these three spellings, {TA.AN}, {TA.A.AN}, and 

{DA.A.AN}, are, in fact, orthographic variants of the same underlying grammatical 

form.  I accept this view, and choose to normalize the initial consonant of the suffix as 

voiced, that is, /d/, rather than unvoiced, /t/, because it seems simpler to me from a 

methodological point of view to connect them etymologically with the Ugaritic 

multiplicative suffix, where the alphabetic writing clearly distinguishes these 

phonemes:182 in this view,  {TA.AN}, {TA.A.AN} and {DA.A.AN} may be 

transcribed as {dá-an}, {dá-a-an} and {da-a-an}, respectively.    Finally, the relatively 

                                                

 178The spellings are both attested in letters sent from the city of Byblos; compare EA 83-85, 
88-89, and 92. 

 179See, for example, Böhl, Die Sprache der Amarnabriefe (1909) 38-39; and Knudtzon, Die 
El-Amarna-Tafeln 1 (1915) 360 and elsewhere.   

 180Compare EA 266-271, 273-280.  Juan-Pablo Vita has recently argued, on the basis of his 
collation of the tablets, in support of the suggestion of Knudtzon in Die El-Amarna-Tafeln 2 (1915) 
1328-1329, that these letters represent the hand of a single scribe to be linked with the Gezer Corpus; 
see Vita's article in ZA 90 (2000) 70-77.    

 181This point was made by R. F. Youngblood in his dissertation, Correspondence of Rib-Haddi 
(1961) 16.  

 182In other words, I consider the fact that the Ugaritic suffix is written {•d} (or {d}), and not 
{•t} (or {t}) sufficient basis to prefer /d/ over /t/ in the normalization of the syllabic writings {TA.AN}, 
{TA.A.AN}, and {DA.A.AN}.  The presence of the final /n/ in the syllabic versions, and its absence 
from the alphabetic writing, is not a serious problem in my opinion: it can be thought of as an ""enclitic'' 
suffix whose presence was regular in some traditions (such as those of the Amarna letters), but not in 
others (those in Ugaritic).   
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infrequent spellings such as {7-an}183 and {7-a-an}184 may be thought of further 

examples of these forms, with only the final syllable noted orthographically.  Taken 

collectively, these assumptions allow for the grouping of several distinct spellings 

under a single grammatical form.  The spellings are: (1) {7-an},185 (2) {7-a-an},186 

(3) {7-dá-an},187 (4) {7-dá-a-an},188 (5) {7-da-a-an},189 (6) {ßi-ib-e-dá-an},190 (7) 

{ßi-BI-dá-a-an},191 (8) {ßi-BI-dá-an},192 and perhaps also (9) {ßi-i[b-]i[-d]á-an}.193  

The latter, fully syllabic, spellings of this multiplicative element provide further hints 

of the underlying morphology of the form, allowing for an interpretation from a 

comparative Semitic point of view.  This multiplicative phrase in the Amarna corpus 

would seem to consist of (1) a cardinal numeral, most often the number ""7'', /*ßib≤-/; 

(2) a short vowel, perhaps the /-a/ of the accusative case,194 used here in an adverbial 

                                                

 183EA 193. 

 184EA 74-76, 78-79, 81, 90, 337 (8 items). 

 185EA 193 (1 item). 

 186EA 74-76, 78-79, 81, 90, 337 (8 items). 

 187EA 83, 89, 100, 103-110, 112, 114, 116-125, 130, and others.   

 188EA 68, 84, 85, 88, 92, 141, 142 (both), 144, 192, 198, and others.   

 189EA  266-271, and 273-280. 

 190EA 215. 

 191EA 196.  One can normalize as /ßib≤êdªn/ (reading {BI} with the value {bé}) or /ßib≤îdªn/ 
(reading {BI} as {bi}).    

 192EA 221.  One can normalize as /ßib≤êdªn/ (reading {BI} with the value {bé}) or /ßib≤îdªn/ 
(reading {BI} as {bi}).  

 193EA 211.   

 194The spelling {ßi-ib-e-dá-an} in EA 215 is the single datum suggesting the presence of /a/ in 
the historical form.  In theory, a quiescence of the intervocalic /≥/ in the hypothetical form /*ßib≤a≥iƒªn/ 
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sense; (3) the multiplicative suffixal morpheme /*-≥iƒ-/, known from the Ugaritic 

tradition; and (4) the /*-ªn/ afformative suffix.195  The result of such speculative 

reconstruction is a historical form /*ßib≤a≥iƒªn-/, which was realized either as 

/ßib≤êdªn-/ or as /ßib≤îdªn-/.196  Finally, one may mention several spellings which 

appear to represent this same morphology, with the addition of a final (short?) vowel: 

(9) {7-dá-na},197 (10) {7-dá-ni},198 and perhaps also (11) {7-dá-an-ni},199 and (12) 

{7-IT-dá-na}.200  

 (b)  The morphological pattern attested by the writings {8-IT-ßu}201 and {7-IT-

ßu}202 would seem to represent another formulation, related to the pattern discussed 

                                                                                                                                           
could have resulted in a contracted /ê/ vowel (/ßib≤êdªn/), as it did in Ugaritic phonology: the spelling of 
the word in EA 215 would be the sole datum reflecting such a development.  An alternative explanation 
for the /e/ spellings such as {ßi-ib-e-dá-an} and {ßi-be-dá-a-an} is that the presence of the etymological 
/*≤/ has, as is often the case, colored the syllabic spelling; see von Soden, GAG3 (1995), §9a, p. 11, and 
§23, p. 24.      

 195On the use of such an afformative suffix for multiplicatives, note the comparative data 
(taken from biblical Hebrew) mentioned in Böhl, Die Sprache der Amarnabriefe (1909) 38-39.  

 196Assuming the correctness of the restoration, the writing {ßi-i[b-]i[-d]á-an} in EA 211 would 
imply a vowel of /i/ rather than /e/ quality between the cardinal number and the multiplicative suffix.  If 
I have correctly understood the morphology of these forms, the spellings with /e/ signs would represent 
the resolution of the /*-ai-/ diphthong (resulting from the quiescence of intervocalic /≥/ in the proto-form 
/*ßib≤a≥iƒªn/) to /-ê-/, while the /i/ spellings would represent an alternate resolution of the same 
diphthong to /-î-/, such as happened in some dialects of Babylonian: see [von Soden, 1995 #337], § 11.   

 197EA 314, 315, 323-326. (6 items). 

 198EA 203-206.  (4 items). 

 199EA 195, 201 (2 items). 

 200EA 235+ (1 item): {7-IT ù (9) 7-IT-TA-na}.  For the latter form, I prefer the normalization 
/ßib≤êdªna/, reading {IT} as {ed}, {TA} as {dá}, and assuming the orthographic gemination of the /d/ to 
represent the long /ª/ vowel (on this latter phenomenon, see the references cited by Huehnergard, 
Akkadian of Ugarit [1989] 48-50, though the author himself is less optimistic on the question), but other 
normalizations are conceivable, including /ßib≤îdªna/, reading {IT} as {id}.    

 201EA 84, 85.   

 202EA 315. 
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above, in rubric (a), and to the pattern discussed below, in rubric (c), in the sense that 

it also would seem to consist of a numeral and the multiplicative suffix /*-≥iƒ-/, known 

from Ugaritic.  In the case of these forms, however, this sequence was not followed by 

the afformative suffix /-ªn/, as above, but rather by another type of afformative, here 

written with the {ßu} sign.  The presence of the {IT} sign between the integer and {ßu} 

would seem to distinguish these forms from the standard Akkadian multiplicative 

formulation, where the afformative -≠ßu immediately follows the cardinal numeral 

stem.203  Like the examples discussed above, one may propose a speculative 

morphology for these writings: perhaps they consist of (1) the stem of the cardinal 

numeral (in these cases, /ßib≤-/ or /®amªnî-/), (2) perhaps a short vowel,204 (3) the 

multiplicative suffixal morpheme /*-≥iƒ-/, (4) perhaps another short vowel, not 

reflected in the orthography,205 and finally, (5) the suffix /-ßu/.  Thus, for these 

                                                

 203For a presentation of the data, see von Soden, GAG3 (1995), § 71.  Von Soden's 
interpretation of the underlying morphology is difficult to accept, however, since, across the Semitic 
languages, pronominal suffixes (he views the {ßu} element as such a suffix: ""sein'') are attached to 
common nouns and to prepositions, not to morphologically-marked adverbs (v.S. understands the -≠- 
element to be an ""Adverbialendung'' attached to the cardinal number).  Furthermore, note that (1) the 
Ugaritic multiplicative suffix is normally written {•d}; (2) the existence (and semantics) of the Arabic 
word e�  (among other cognate evidence) shows that the probable historical phoneme behind the 
Ugaritic sign {d} was /*ƒ/, not /d/; and (3) historical /*ƒ/ was reflected in Akkadian writing with the /ß/ 
sequence of signs.  This chain of facts provides the simplest explanation of the Akkadian multiplicative 
suffix -≠ßu: it is the regular Akkadian cognate of the Ugaritic multiplicative suffix normally written {•d}, 
and it has nothing to do with the pronominal paradigm.   

 204Because of the adverbial function of the multiplicative phrases, I proposed above to 
reconstruct the accusative vowel /a/ here. 

 205The morphology strikes me as odd should one not propose such an intervening vowel.  
Given writings like {7-dá} in EA 362, I propose to reconstruct a short /a/ vowel also in this slot as well.  
Regarding the fact that this putative vowel is not indicated in the orthography, one can compare the 
Akkadian habit of omitting from the orthography the second short vowel in a series of two short 
syllables; on which see von Soden, GAG3 (1995), § 12.  For grammarians of Akkadian, this feature, 
observable in the orthography, is most often assumed to represent an underlying phonological reality in 
which the vowel in question is not pronounced: compare von Soden's ""Vokalausstossung in der 
Wortmitte''.  Whatever the case may have been, a similar process may have been operative in the 
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writings, {7-IT-ßu} and {8-IT-ßu}, perhaps one can transcribe {7-ed-ßu} and {8-id-ßu}, 

reconstruct the historical forms as  /*ßib≤-(a)-≥iƒ-(a)-ßu/ and /*®amªnî-(a)-≥iƒ-(a)-ßu/, 

and normalize as /ßib≤êd@ßu/206 and /®amªnîd@ßu/, respectively.  An alternative 

interpretation, which avoids the problem of the ""missing'' vowel between the {IT} and 

{ßu} signs, is to interpret these forms as identical to those treated below, under the 

rubric (c): they would then represent an underlying form /*ßib≤a≥iƒ-/, which may have 

resolved to /ßib≤êd-/ or /ßib≤îd-/.  In this view, the {ßu} sign must be interpreted not as 

a syllabic sign, but as a quasi-logogram, showing the scribe's effort to link, for his 

reader's comprehension, the West Semitic multiplicative form that he knew and 

employed with the standard Akkadian equivalent which would have been written with 

a {ßu} (or {ßú}) sign.  I have no parallels to present as analogies for such a usage, 

however, and the suggestion must therefore remain purely speculative.    

 (c) Some writings appear to represent multiplicative forms which are identical, 

in terms of morphology, to the corresponding multiplicative forms in Ugaritic, where 

the cardinal numeral is followed by the multiplicative suffix written {-•d} or {-d}.  As 

many as three writings may represent such possible parallels: {7-IT},207 {7-dá},208 and 

perhaps also {7-e-T[I-?]}.209  Given the writing with the {e} sign in the latter example, 

                                                                                                                                           
dialects reflected by the forms used here: for whatever reason, the second short vowel in a series of two 
short syllables was not reflected in the orthography.     

 206One could also normalize as /ßib≤îd@ßu/, reading {IT} as {id}.   

 207EA 235+ (1 item): {7-IT ù (9) 7-IT-TA-na}.  I prefer to normalize the first form as /ßib≤êd/ 
(reading {IT} as {ed}, but /ßib≤îd/ is also consistent with the syllabic orthography (reading {IT} as 
{id}).    

 208EA 362.  (1 item). 

 209EA 214 (1 item).  Given that the {e} is certain but what follows is partially damaged, it may 
be that the writing {7-e-T[I-?]} in EA 214, would be more profitably compared with forms such as {ßi-
ib-e-dá-an} in EA 215.  If the reading of {T[I]} is correct, one can transcribe {dì}, yielding a 
normalization /ßib≤êdi-/.  
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one can propose /ßib≤êd-/ as a possible normalization for all forms, representing the 

resolution of the diphthong /ai/ to /ê/, following a putative quiescence of the 

intervocalic /≥/ from the speculative historical form /*ßib≤a≥id-/.  I have no explanation 

for the a/i variability apparently observable for the final vowel.      

 (d)  At least four spellings are represented forms of the multiplicative phrase in 

which the integer is followed by a form of the word or particle /*-mil-/: (1) {7 mi-

la},210 (2) {7 mi-lí},211 (3) {7 mi-la an-na},212 and perhaps also {7 mi-l[a]-m[a]}.213  

As has long been recognized,214 the obvious point of departure in the interpretation of 

these forms is Akkadian word mala, "once'.215  Ugaritic usage provides no parallel for 

this construction.    

 In addition to the two ""optional'' adverbial elements described above, namely 

(3) the ""from afar'' element, and (4) the multiplicative element, both of which appear 

in Ugaritic letters as well, there is another ""optional'' adverbial element which appears 

in the Amarna corpus but which is attested neither in Ugaritic letters nor in the 

Akkadian (nor Hittite) letters from the other comparative corpora under study here.  

This element will be mentioned here only briefly, though perhaps not without some 

value for the contextual interpretation of the formula. 

                                                

 210EA 65, 282, 284 (3 items). 

 211EA 225 (1 item). 

 212EA 64, 283 (2 items). 

 213EA 330 (1 item).   

 214Böhl, Die Sprache der Amarnabriefe (1909) 39.   

 215On Akkadian mala, see CAD, vol. 10 (M), part 1, pp. 146-147.  This Amarna form mila 
receives an entry in CAD, vol. 10 (M), part 2, p. 66, where it is said to be adverbial, meaning "times' 
following numerals, and of West Semitic origin.  
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 (5)  An adverbial phrase describing the manner of prostration in further detail, 

a common example of which is found in EA 233, {(14) ka-ba-tu-ma (15) ù ¬e-ru-ma}, 

""(on) the belly and (on) the back.''  This element is attested in at least thirty-one 

Amarna letters.216  The specific words referring to the front and the back are 

occasionally preceded by the determinative {UZU} indicating their primary reference 

to parts of the body.  The ""frontal'' element is most often a writing of the Akkadian 

word kabattu(m),217 literally "liver', but apparently extended to mean "belly, front' in 

these Amarna references.218  Other forms used to denote the ""frontal'' element include: 

(i) the logographic writing {UZU.‡AR} in EA 211,219 (ii) the phrase {i-na pa-an-te-e 

: ba-a†-nu-ma} in EA 232, line 10,220 and (iii) EA 316.1, {ka-íb-du-ma}, which, may 

represent the grammatically ""masculine'' version of the common noun kabattu, namely  

                                                

 216EA 64-65, 211, 213, 215, 232-234, 282, 284, 298-299, 301, 303-306, 314-316.1, 319-320, 
322-326, 328, 331, 366, and 378.   

 217Compare the writings {ka-ba-tu-ma} in EA 64, 65, 213, 233, 282, 284, 314, probably 315, 
and 323-326; {ka-bat-tu4-ma} in EA 298, 304-306, 320, 322, 328, probably 331, 366, and 378; {ka-bat-
tum/tu4} in EA 299, 301, and 319; {ka-bat-tu-ma} in EA 234 and 303; and {ka-ba-tu4-ma} in EA 215.  
All of these forms may be analyzed morphologically as the common noun kabatt- followed by a short u 
vowel, probably intended in an adverbial sense here rather than as a marker of the nominative case, 
followed by the ""adverbial'' -ma suffix.  On adverbial -u(m), see B. Kienast, Historische Semitische 
Sprachwissenschaft (2001), § 340.2, p. 389; Lipiˆski, Outline of a Comparative Grammar (1997), 
§32.18, p. 261; and Tropper, Ugaritische Grammatik (2000), §54.41, pp. 326-328; note also the 
comment of  A. F. Rainey, CAT 3 (1996) 232, regarding these forms, ""locative -um reinforced by -ma.''   

 218Compare the comments in CAD, volume 8 (K) 14.   

 219The logogram {‡AR} may correspond to Akkadian kabattu(m); see CAD, volume 8 (K) 
11. 

 220On the word {pa-an-te-e}, see the glosses provided by the editors of CAD, "chest, front of 
the chest' under bamtu B (bandu, pandu) in CAD, volume 2 (B) 78.  The gloss {ba-a†-nu-ma} appears to 
be a West Semitic common noun, /*ba†n-/ (qatl base), meaning "belly', (compare Ugaritic b†n and 
Hebrew ˆf,B,), followed by a short u vowel with adverbial meaning (see above), followed by an 
""adverbial'' -ma suffix (similar morphology as in {ka-ba-tu-ma}, {¬e-ru-ma}, etc.).    
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*kabd-, followed by a short u vowel,221 with an attached ""adverbial'' -ma suffix.222  

The ""dorsal'' element is most often a writing of the Akkadian word ¬´rum,223 "back'.  

The two other forms used are: (i) {zu-u”-ru-ma} in at least six letters,224 and (ii) {ßa-

ßa-lu-ma} in two letters.225 

 

2.4.2  Comparative evidence drawn from the Ugaritic literary texts   

 As was the case with the epistolary address formula,226 there exists in the 

Ugaritic literary tradition a poetic equivalent of the epistolary « pros » formula, 

expanded according to the principles of Ugaritian prosody.227  Although not epistolary 

in genre per se, this poetic adaptation, here termed the literary « pros » motif, exhibits 

striking formal and functional parallels with its epistolary counterpart.  Such parallels 

                                                

 221See the references cited above.   

 222The standard West Semitic word for "liver, belly' is */kabd-/; compare Ugaritic kbd and 
Hebrew db,K,, etc.   

 223Always written {¬e-ru-ma}: EA 213, 232-234, 298-299, 301, 303-305, 314-316.1, 319, 
probably 320, 322-325, probably 326, 328, probably 331, 366, and 378.  In EA 232 this spelling is 
followed by the Glossenkeil and a syllabic spelling of the corresponding West Semitic word: {(11) ù ¬i-
ru-ma : zu-u”-ru-ma}.   

 224EA 64, 65, 282, probably 284, and 306.  In EA 232 this spelling is used as a gloss for the 
more common standard Akkadian noun ¬´ru(m): {(11) ù ¬i-ru-ma : zu-u”-ru-ma}.   

 225EA 211 and 215.  The Akkadian word ßaßallum appears to have been borrowed from 
Sumerian (compare (UZU.)SA.SAL).  It may mean "back'; see CAD, volume 17 (fi), part 2, p. 168.  

 226See above, section 1.4.3.    

 227For a recent overview of Ugaritic poetry, see W. G. E. Watson, HUS (1999) 165-192, with 
anterior bibliography.  On the various forms and distributions of poetic parallelism, this being generally 
accepted as the most significant structural feature of Ugaritic poetry, see also D. Pardee, Ugaritic and 
Hebrew Poetic Parallelism (1988) xv-xvi and 168-201; and S. Parker, The Pre-Biblical Narrative 
Tradition (1989) 7-59.    
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are of especial importance in interpreting the form, meaning, and contextual 

background of the epistolary « pros » formula.228 

 S. Meier identified twelve intact or partially reconstructed literary « pros » 

motifs in the Ugaritic mythological corpus, eleven of these occurring in the ""Ba≤lu 

Cycle'' of myths, and one in the ""≥Aqhatu Text''.229  To these one may add a thirteenth 

occurrence of the motif, in one of the less well known mythological texts: 

KTU2 1.10 II 18.   

 These thirteen literary « pros » motifs may be divided into two groups on the 

basis of their contextual function within the narrative: (1) those that are couched in 

direct speech, and consist of instructions for prostration given to messengers in an 

indirect communication situation230 between two parties, and (2) those that are 

presented in 3rd person narrative voice, and consist of an account of the act of 

prostration, a context which is valid for both direct and indirect communication 

situations.231  This first group of literary « pros » motifs will be referred to as 

                                                

 228To my knowledge, the prostration motif of the literary texts has not been extensively 
exploited in the interpretation of the situational context of its epistolary counterpart; or, if so, by only a 
handful of scholars.  Gruber, Nonverbal Communication (1980) 293-294, for example, mentions the 
parallels, but does not extensively exploit them.  Compare a similar awareness in S. A. Meier, 
Messenger in the Ancient Semitic World (1988) 154-156; and M. S. Smith, The Ugaritic Baal Cycle 1 
(1994) 167-168.    

 229Meier, Messenger in the Ancient Semitic World (1988) 154-156.  These passages are KTU2 
1.1 II 15-17; 1.1 III 2-3; 1.1 III 24-25 (largely reconstructed); 1.2 I 14-15; 1.2 I 30-31; 1.2 III 5-6; 
1.3 III 9-10; 1.3 VI 18-20; 1.4 IV 25-26; 1.4 VIII 26-29; 1.6 I 36-38; and 1.17 VI 50-51.   

 230By ""indirect communication situation'' I mean communication between two parties by means 
of an intermediary or messenger, a situation which generally encompasses Late Bronze Age epistolary 
communication as well.  J.-L. Cunchillos, TO 2 (1989) 241, describes such a situation as ""ternaire''.  
""Indirect communication situations'' are to be contrasted with what I will term ""direct communication 
situations'', by which I mean communication between two parties which takes place ""directly'', without 
the agency of a third party.  Cunchillos, ibid., labels such situations ""binaire''.     

 231A similar distinction between ""command'' and ""execution'' was encountered in literary 
versions of the epistolary address formula; see above, section 1.4.3.  On these and similar contextual 
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""commands'' and the second group as ""narratives''.  Such a contextual distinction 

between command and narrative fulfillment is reinforced by formal differences.232  At 

least four233 prostration ""commands'' are attested: KTU2 1.2 I 14-15;234 1.3 III 9-10;235 

1.3 VI 18-20;236 and 1.4 VIII 26-29.237  These belong, by definition, only to indirect 

                                                                                                                                           
distinctions within Ugaritic poetic narrative, see G. del Olmo Lete, Mitos y leyendas de Canaan (1981) 
52-55 (the rubric ""orden-ejecución''); and Parker, The Pre-Biblical Narrative Tradition (1989) 28-31 (on 
""instructions and execution'').     

 232The verbal forms used in commands, with the exception of forms derived from H˚WY (fit-
stem), bear no prefixes, and thus must be imperatives; verbal forms derived from H˚WY (fit) always 
bear the prefix t-, regardless of gender and number, and are thus, as expected from context, 2nd person 
forms of the prefix conjugation.  Used in a volitional context, we can analyze these forms as ""jussives''.  
By contrast, the verbal forms used in a narrative « pros » motifs are probably all in the prefix 
conjugation.  In a narrative context, such forms can be analyzed as ""indicative''.  KTU2 1.1 III 2-3 
presents a special problem; it is typically understood as narrative rather than direct speech (compare the 
recent treatments of D. Pardee, Context 1 [1997] 244, and N. Wyatt, Religious Texts from Ugarit [1998] 
43), but such an analysis is problematic on the formal grounds just described, for the preserved verbal 
forms (hbr and ql) are such as one finds in commands, not in narrative versions of the « pros » motif 
(where these verbal forms are otherwise universally in the prefix conjugation).  If the formal distinction 
between command and narrative, as described here, is to be maintained, one tentative solution would be 
to interpret the « pros » motif in lines 2-3 as a command (on formal grounds), and to interpret the phrase 
w y≤n k®r w ”ss in line 17 (as well as all subsequent prefix conjugation verbal forms in the remaining 
lines of the column) as being a continuation of the direct speech of •l rather than as a marker of a 
transition into narrative (or a continuation of the 3rd person narrative voice).  Such would require 
consequently translating line 17 as "and (then) k®r w ”ss will reply' rather than "and k®r w ”ss does (then) 
reply.'  Parallels for speeches embedded within speeches are not unknown in Ugaritic poetic narrative; 
compare KTU2 1.14 (from the Kirta Text), for example, where the messages of King pbl (col. 3, lines 
22-32) and of krt (col. 3, lines 33-49) are embedded within •l 's speech (col. 2, line 9 through col. 3, line 
49). 

 233On a possible fifth example, KTU2 1.1 III 2-3, see below.  

 234In KTU2 1.2 I:14-15, ym commands his messengers not to bow before •l and the ""assembly-
council'' (this example is thus a ""negative'' prostration command), and then goes on to entrust them with 
the message they are to deliver.  

 235In KTU2 1.3 III 9-10, b≤l commands his messengers to prostrate themselves before ≤nt, and 
then goes on to recite to them the message they are to deliver.  Interestingly, the expected narrative 
version of the fulfillment of this command is explicitly omitted — Was ≤nt's fearful reaction to seeing 
b≤l's messengers (lines 32 and following) reason enough for them to abandon standard polite protocol?  

 236In KTU2 1.3 VI 18-20, the messengers typically associated with ±®rt, namely qdß (w) ±mrr, 
are commanded to prostrate themselves before k®r; they are then given the message they are to recite.  
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communication situations, since ""commands'' necessarily entail an intermediary agent.  

Prostration narratives, however, may reflect either direct and indirect communication 

situations.  At least eight prostration narratives are preserved.  Of these, six reflect 

direct communication situations. 238  These are: KTU2 1.1 III 24-25;239 1.2 III 5-6;240  

                                                                                                                                           

 237In KTU2 1.4 VIII 26-29, b≤l instructs his messengers to prostrate themselves before mt, then 
goes on to entrust them with the message they are to recite. 

 238The corresponding absence of a literary version of the « S » component of the address 
formula (t“m NS1 hwt NS2) in these cases provides another datum for confirming their identity as direct 
rather than indirect communication situations.  In indirect communication situations, a literary version of 
the « S » component of the address would immediately proceed the message itself (as discussed above).  
It is interesting to note that, at least as far as the social hierarchy among the gods is currently 
understood, by means of the literary context in the mythological references and supported by the order 
of the canonical pantheon lists, five of these six passages reflect ""ascending'' social situations; the sixth, 
KTU2 1.10 II 18, appears in a ""horizontal'' context.   

 239KTU2 1.1 III 24-25 is largely reconstructed, but from context appears to report the 
prostration performed by k®r w ”ss before •l, immediately prior to speaking. 

 240From context, KTU2 1.2 III 5-6 is an account of k®r prostrating himself before •l.   Meier, 
Messenger in the Ancient Semitic World (1988) 155, attributes the act of prostration to ≤®tr; it is true that 
≤®tr is mentioned some six lines later (line 12) , but the narrative context is quite different. 
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1.4 IV 25-26;241 1.6 I 36-38;242 1.10 II 18;243 and 1.17 VI 50-51;244 and at least two 

indirect: KTU2 1.1 II 15-17245 and 1.2 I 30-31.246  KTU2 1.1 III 2-3 also reflects an 

indirect communication situation, be it understood as a narrative or as a command.247  

Given the contextual restraints on the distribution of commands, it is not surprising that 

narrative versions of the « pros » motif are the more common.248 

 A second internal compositional distinction can also be noted among these 

thirteen literary « pros » motifs, apart from the narrative ""voice'' employed, and apart 

from the status of the communication as direct or indirect.  One can distinguish at least 

three formal compositional patterns: (1) one attested only once, in a narrative version 

                                                

 241KTU2 1.4 IV 25-26 is a narrative account of ±®rt prostrating herself before •l prior to 
speaking to him.  Meier, Messenger in the Ancient Semitic World (1988) 155, mistakenly attributes the 
act of prostration to ≤nt.   

 242KTU2 1.6 I 36-38 is an account of ≤nt prostrating herself before •l prior to speaking to the 
latter, informing him of the death of b≤l.   

 243KTU2 1.10 II 18 contains an account of b≤l prostrating himself at the feet of ≤nt prior to 
speaking to her.  This seldom-cited text was published in C. Virolleaud, Syria 17 (1936) 150-173; a 
recent treatment, with anterior bibliography, is N. Wyatt, Religious Texts from Ugarit (1998) 155-160.   

 244KTU2 1.17 VI 50-51 is a narrative account of ≤nt prostrating herself before •l prior to her 
speaking to him, seeking his sanction for her plan of murdering ±qht.   

 245In KTU2 1.1 II 15-17, messengers of •l prostrate themselves before ≤nt prior to reciting the 
message entrusted to them.  

 246In KTU2 1.2 I 30-31, the messengers of ym explicitly do not prostrate themselves before •l 
and the ""Assembly-council'' (p”r m≤d) prior to reciting the message which ym earlier entrusted to them. 

 247KTU2 1.1 III 2-3 is typically  understood as a narrative account of the messengers of •l 
prostrating themselves before [k®r]  (restored from context), and reciting to him the message which •l 
earlier entrusted to them; compare, for example, the recent treatments of D. Pardee, Context 1 (1997) 
244, and N. Wyatt, Religious Texts from Ugarit (1998) 43, each with extensive anterior bibliography.  
As described above, such an analysis is problematic on formal grounds, for the preserved verbal forms 
are such as one finds in commands, not in narrative versions of the « pros » motif.   

 248At least eight ""narrative'' versions (KTU2 1.1 II 15-17; 1.1 III 24-25; 1.2 I 30-31; 1.2 III 5-6; 
1.4 IV 25-26; 1.6 I 36-38; 1.10 II 18; and 1.17 VI 50-51) versus four ""commands'' (KTU2 1.2 I 14-15; 
1.3 III 9-10; 1.3 VI 18-20; and 1.4 VIII 26-29).     
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in KTU2 1.10 II 18; (2) a second pattern attested twice, in both a (negative) command 

and a (negative) narrative version, both occurring in the ""Ba≤lu Cycle'' of myths;249 

and (3) a third pattern attested ten times, in the Ba≤lu Cycle as well as in the ≥Aqhatu 

text, at least three times as a command and at least six times as a narration.  These 

three compositional variants are distinguished from one another by (1) the specific 

verbal roots employed, (2) the total number of verbs present in the motif, and (3) the 

manner in which the NR element is represented in the ""B''-line.  Semantically, the 

differences between these two compositional variants are of negligible importance.  

One may compare the structure of the two ""command'' versions of these literary 

« pros » motifs: 

 (1) « l p≤n N hbr w ql tßt“wy (w) kbd hwt/hyt »,250 

"At the two feet of N bow and fall!  You shall do homage, (and) honor him/her!' 

and, attested only as a negative command, 

 (2) « [l p≤n N1] ±l tpl ±l tßt“wy N2 »,251  

"[At the two feet of N1] do not fall!  Do not do homage (to) N2!'  

as well as that of the three ""narrative'' versions:  

 (1) « l p≤n N y/thbr w y/tql y/tßt“wy(n) w y/tkbd(n)h »,252  

                                                

 249KTU2 1.2 I 14-15 and 1.2 I 30-31. 

 250Attested at least three times: KTU2 1.3 III 9-10; 1.3 VI 18-20; and 1.4 VIII 26-29.  This 
formal structure is probably also to be found in KTU2 1.1 III 2-3, { [l p≤n . k®r] (3) hbr . w ql . ¯t˘[ßt“wy . 
w kbd . hwt]}, which may be a formal clue as to the contextual interpretation of the passage as a 
command rather than a narrative (see above).   

 251Attested only once: KTU2 1.2 I 14-15.  The verbal construction of ±l + prefix conjugation 
(specifically, the jussive) is the normal and expected form of a negative command; see J. Tropper, 
Ugaritische Grammatik (2000), §87.2, pp. 816-817.   

 252This formal structure is attested six times: KTU2 1.1 II 15-17; 1.1 III 24-25 (largely 
reconstructed); 1.2 III 5-6; 1.4 IV 25-26; 1.6 I 36-38; and 1.17 VI 50-51.  
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"At the two feet of N he/she/they bow(s) and fall(s); he/she/they do(es) homage and 

he/she/they honor(s) him/her,'  

and, attested only as a negative account,  

 (2) « l p≤n N1 l tpl l tßt“wy N2 »,253  

"At the two feet of N1 they do not fall; they do not do homage (to) N2.'  

and, the unique example, 

 (3) « l p≤nh ykr≤ w yql »,254 

"At her two feet he stoops and falls.'  

 If, as shown, these thirteen literary « pros » motifs are not precisely identical in 

terms of composition, they do all share certain important similarities, and it is these 

similarities which demonstrate their fundamental formal and contextual affinity with 

the epistolary « pros » formula.   

 Specifically, the ""A-line'' of all the literary « pros » motifs contains two 

components which correspond precisely to the two ""necessary'' structural components 

of the epistolary « pros » formula: (1) a prepositional phrase bearing the structure 

« l p≤n N », where the N element represents the god or goddess honored by the action 

                                                

 253Attested only once: KTU2 1.2 I 30-31.   

 254For a fuller context, the text of KTU2 1.10 II 13-19 is {(13) w yß° . ≤nh . ±l•yn . b≤l (14) w 
yß° . ≤nh . w y≤n (15) w y≤n . btlt . ≤nt (16) n≤mt . ¯b˘n . ±”t . b≤l (17) l pnnh . ydd . w yqm (18) l p≤nh . 
ykr≤ . w yql (19) w yß° . gh . w y¬“}; compare the translation of A. Caquot, M. Sznycer, and A. Herdner, 
TO 1 (1974) 283-284, ""Le Très Puissant Ba≤al élève son regard, il élève son regard et il voit, il voi la 
Vierge ≤Anat, la (plus) gracieuse d'entre les soeurs de Ba≤al.  Il court à sa rencontre et s'arrête.  Il 
s'incline et tombe à ses pieds.  Il prends la parole et déclare. . . .''  On the root ND˙D˙, see G. 
del Olmo Lete and J. Sanmartín, DLU 2 (2000) 318 (there cited as ""/n-d-d/''); and J. Tropper, 
Ugaritische Grammatik (2000), §75.4, p. 626.  On KR≤, del Olmo Lete and Sanmartín, DLU 1 (1996) 
222. 
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of prostration,255 and (2) (a) finite verbal form(s) derived from a root connected with 

the basic semantic field ""to fall''.256 

 Secondly, the order of the constituent components in these ""A-lines'', in all 

cases, parallels that of the epistolary « pros » formula: « l p≤n N + verb(s)-of-

prostration ». 

 Thirdly, like the epistolary « pros » formula which, by its very nature as 

""epistolary'', is necessarily linked with indirect communication situations, so also the 

literary « pros » motif is explicitly linked with contexts of communication, be they 

direct or indirect.  This connection is especially apparent from the frequent association 

of the literary « pros » motif with the literary ""address'' motifs in indirect 

communication situations.257  While, in such situations, the order of mention of these 

two motifs is different from the order of the corresponding epistolary formulas,258 the 

situational context is one and the same. 

                                                

 255The attested elements occupying the N slot in the literary « pros » motifs are divine names 
in all cases but one: ≤nt (KTU2 1.1 II 15 and 1.3 III 9), •l (KTU2 1.2 I 30, 1.4 IV 25, and 1.6 I 36-37), 
k®<r> (KTU2 1.3 VI 18), and mt (KTU2 1.4 VIII 26).  The exception is KTU2 1.10 II 18, where this slot 
is occupied by a pronominal suffix, the antecedent of which is found three lines earlier, in line 15: btlt 
≤nt.  It is of interest to note that in these literary « pros » motifs, the N element is nearly always a single 
divine name (that is, an ID element), and never a social relationship term (a REL element).  This neatly 
differentiates the composition of the literary motif from that of the epistolary formula.     

 256The attested verbal roots used in this slot are HBR and Q(Y)L (a pair always occurring 
together, and in that order); NPL; and KR≤, which also appears alongside Q(Y)L.  On these verbs, see 
the respective entries in del Olmo Lete and Sanmartín, DLU 1-2 (1996-2000).  The forms derived from 
Q(Y)L are of particular significance, since it is this root alone which is used in the Ugaritic epistolary 
« pros » formulas.  It should also be noted that, despite the semantics of these three roots (which are 
entirely congruent with those of the verbs in the epistolary « pros » formulas), neither the verbal root 
HBR nor NPL are known from Ugaritic or Akkadian versions of the epistolary « pros » formula.     

 257The association of the two motifs, in fact, only occurs in indirect communication situations, a 
distribution which underlines the affinity of such literary passages with corresponding epistolary 
structures, epistolary communication also being indirect.  On indirect communication, see above. 

 258The literary « pros » motif normally precedes the literary ""address'' motifs (denoted « R » 
and « S » in the discussion above, section 1.4.3) when both appear together (namely, in indirect 
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 A fourth point of comparison between the literary motif and the epistolary 

formula is less obvious.  Among the ""optional'' elements occurring in the epistolary 

« pros » formulas is one which expresses distance: Ugaritic mr“qtm and Akkadian 

ißtu r¨qiß, both meaning "from afar'.  Many of the Ugaritic literary « pros » motifs occur 

immediately following another literary motif which also expresses distance, this motif 

being « b ±lp ßd rbt kmn », "over (a distance of) a thousand ßd-measures, ten-thousand 

kmn-measures.'259  Since there is virtually no doubt that this motif expresses distance, 

and great distance at that, and since in its distribution it is very often adjacent to the 

literary « pros » motif, one might easily wonder if the motif in question represents a 

poetic adaptation and expansion of this ""optional'' element of the Ugaritic epistolary 

« pros » formula, mr“qtm, "from afar'.260  Its distribution fits the ""optional'' distribution 

of the word mr“qtm in that it does not occur in all attestations of the motif.  However, 

this ""distance'' motif also occurs independent of the « pros » motif proper,261 and its 

frequent association with the literary ""departure'' motif262 suggests that in many, 

                                                                                                                                           
communication situations); the opposite order is attested in epistolary structure (namely, the address 
formula, followed by the « pros » formula).   

 259Compare G. del Olmo Lete, Mitos y leyendas de Canaan (1981) 40, who characterizes the 
motif as the ""formulario predicho y la precisión de la distancia,'' and translates it ""a través de mil 
yugadas, diez mil obradas.''  Note also the variant (unfortunately only partially preserved) in KTU2 
1.1 II, {(14, cont'd) b ±lp . “ÿr (15) [ ... ]}, ""over (a distance of) a thousand court(-length)s, [ ... ].''     

 260Smith, The Ugaritic Baal Cycle 1 (1994) 168, shows himself well aware of this possibility.  
Smith's citation of Loewenstamm, ibid., is slightly deceptive however: no mention of the literary motif «  
b ±lp ßd rbt kmn  » is to be found in the article cited (available in Comparative Studies [1980] 246-248).    

 261As in KTU2 1.3 IV 38; discussed by Smith, The Ugaritic Baal Cycle 1 (1994) 168. 

 262On this motif, see del Olmo Lete, Mitos y leyendas de Canaan (1981) 54-55, there 
described an ""orden de marcha''; and Smith, The Ugaritic Baal Cycle 1 (1994) 165, described as ""an 
expression for departure towards a location.''  
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though not all,263 cases, it functions syntactically as a complement to this latter 

motif.264  M. S. Smith describes this distributional ambiguity well: ""It is evident that 

b±lp ßd rbt kmn constitutes a poetic line that could augment a bicolon into a tricolon, 

either by fronting or following the bicolon.  It could modify bicola describing either 

obeisance or duration of travel.''265 

 A fifth and final point of comparison involves one of the verbs present in the 

""B''-line of the literary « pros » motif.  A suitable example is provided by tßt“wy, "she 

does homage,' in KTU2 1.4 IV 26.  Despite its typical analysis as a rare example of the 

fit-stem of the root H̊WY,266 one is struck by the superficial resemblance267 of (1) this 

verbal form in Ugaritic and Hebrew,268 and (2) the unusual spellings of the 

                                                

 263Compare KTU2 1.4 VIII 24; discussed by Smith, The Ugaritic Baal Cycle 1 (1994) 167-168, 
with anterior bibliography.   

 264Compare del Olmo Lete, Mitos y leyendas de Canaan (1981) 54-55, who includes this motif 
as one component of the ""orden de marcha''.  This would also seem to be the opinion of Pardee, Context 
1 (1997) 243, n. 10: ""the attested formula for expressing the distance of a deity's journey is ±lp ßd rbt 
kmn . . . .''  

 265Smith, The Ugaritic Baal Cycle 1 (1994) 168.  A better characterization would have been 
""distance of travel''; the terms employed, after all, apply first and foremost to distance, and not to 
duration.  Compare also Parker, The Pre-Biblical Narrative Tradition (1989) 23-24: ""The occurrence in 
the poems of stock situations, actions and reactions produces clusters of formulaic cola … .  Frequently 
such clusters will consist of transposable formulaic monocola, but they will also include fixed formulae, 
invariable phrases dependent on contiguous cola for completion of a clause, e.g. b±lp ßd rbt kmn, ≤m + 
nominal phrase.  The poets draw rather freely on the stock of formulae pertaining to a given situation—
that is, they may use fewer or more of the monocola in the traditional stock for that situation, and they 
may vary the order in which these appear from passage to passage.'' 

 266See, recently, Tropper, Ugaritische Grammatik (2000), §74.642, pp. 606-607.   

 267For previous discussions of the resemblance, see the references cited by M. Liverani, Le 
lettere di el-Amarna 1 (1999) 59, n. 2.   

 268On this verb in biblical Hebrew, see L. Koehler and W. Baumgartner, HALOT 1 (1994) 
295-296, with some anterior bibliography; and Gruber, Nonverbal Communication (1980) 90-118, 187-
200, and 303-310, although the minute contextual distinctions he makes often seem arbitrary.    
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""Akkadian'' verbal form *ußtaka≥≥in,269 of which a common example is EA 298, {iß-ta-

”a-”i-in},270 which appear occasionally in syllabic epistolary « pros » formulas 

deriving from the Levant.  One wonders if the resemblance is not merely coincidental, 

for the grammatical form of both verbs is atypical, and the semantics of both are 

nearly identical.  Should speculation be allowed, we might consider the possibility that 

this word represents a productive verbal loanword, a Kulturwort which was part of the 

shared vocabulary of court protocol.  We might explain its various manifestations by 

means of the linguistic phenomena of grammatical reanalysis and paradigm leveling.  

In other words, West Semites encountered the word, and comprehended it within the 

framework of their own morpho-syntactic system, from which the form became 

grammatically productive.271 

 Alongside these similarities, however, the literary « pros » motif also exhibits 

important compositional differences with its epistolary counterpart: (1) poetic 

expansion in the literary motif, (2) differences in the choice of verbal roots and in the 

conjugation of the verbal elements, and (3) the absence of ""optional'' elements known 

from Ugaritic and syllabic comparative material. 

 

                                                

 269The Middle Assyrian tradition preserves a more conservative spelling of this verb: {ul-ta-
ka-in}; see below, section 2.4.3.2.1. 

 270See above, section 2.4.1. 

 271As an example, compare Lipiˆski's statement in his Outline of a Comparative Grammar 
(1997) 558, that ""East Semitic malª”um, "sailor', [was] borrowed from Sumerian má , "ship', and la”4, "to 
transport'.''  Assuming this is correct, the Akkadian abstract common noun malª”¨tu, ""boatmanship'', 
shows a grammaticalization of the borrowed item.  Subsequent reanalysis could have resulted in a 
perceived link with the productive West Semitic verbal root, MLH˚, "to be salty'.    
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2.4.3  Miscellaneous comparative evidence 

 This rubric is used as a blanket to cover the remaining comparative data 

relevant to a study of the Ugaritic « pros » formula.  In general, these parallels differ 

from the Ugaritic « pros » formula in terms of composition and/or distribution, to an 

extent such that they are of lesser importance for interpretive purposes.  These 

remaining categories of comparative evidence include: (1) examples of the Akkadian 

idiom « ana ß´p´ N + (verb of prostration) » outside of the epistolary « pros » formula; 

(2) motifs of prostration, epistolary or otherwise, of which the composition is different 

from that of the Ugaritic « pros » formula, and (3) a collection of some iconographic 

evidence for the practice of prostration. 

 The first group represents usages of the idiomatic vocabulary typical of the 

« pros » formula in other distributional contexts, epistolary or otherwise.  In other 

words, these passages present a composition similar or identical to that of the Ugaritic 

« pros » formula, but a different distribution.  The prostration motifs of the second 

group, however, are dissimilar in terms of composition to those of the Ugaritic formula; 

in terms of distribution they may or may not be comparable.  The third group simply 

provides a few examples of visual representations of the act of prostration.   

 

2.4.3.1  The « pros » idiom outside of the epistolary formulary  

 The two ""necessary'' components of the Ugaritic and syllabic « pros » formulas 

are the prepositional phrase « l p≤n NR » / « ana ß´p´ NR », "at the two feet of NR', and 

the finite verbal form expressing prostration.  An idiom consisting of these two 

elements, « ana ß´p´ N maqªtu(m) » in Akkadian, "to fall at the feet of N,' is not 

limited to the corpus of the epistolary « pros » formulas under study here.  The idiom 
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also occurs (1) within the body of certain Old Babylonian letters, (2) in treaties 

connected with the Hittite realm (from Bo∆azköy and Ras Shamra), and (3) in a ritual 

text from Tell Meskene.    

 The CAD cites three occurrences of this idiom in Old Babylonian sources,272 

all drawn from the body of letters:  

 TCL 17, no. 55, line 21.  {[a-na (?)] ße-pí-ßu am-qù-ut-ma}273   

  "I fell [at] his foot.'   

 TCL 17, no. 74, line 18.  {a-na ße-¯ep˘ « PN » mu-qú-ut-ma}  

  "Fall at the foot of PN!' 

 PBS 7, no. 15, line 7.  {(6) a-na ße-ep « P[N » (?) ] (7) mu-qù-ut-ma}274 

  "Fall at the foot of P[N]!' 

In addition to the presence of both ""necessary'' components, one notes their verb-final 

order, not surprising as it is standard Akkadian syntax, and the use of the preterite in 

the first example.275  The final -ma is also attested in at least one « pros » formula 

                                                

 272CAD, vol. 10 (M), part 1, p. 242. 

 273G. Dossin, Textes cunéiformes du Louvre, volume 17: Lettres de la première dynastie 
babylonienne, tome 1 (Paris: Paul Geuthner, 1933).  In text no. 55, line 21, the phrase occurs in a 
broken context within the body.  In transcribing {ße-pí-ßu} and translating in the singular, I am following 
the normalization ß´p≠ßu, found in CAD, vol. 10 (M), part 1, p. 242; one can compare the use of the 
singular (construct) form in the other OB examples cited here.  Epigraphically, one could also read {ße-
pé-ßu}, in the dual: "I fell at his two feet.'  Such would align with the idiom as it is used in the « pros » 
formulas of Late Bronze Syrian letters.   

 274A. Ungnad, Babylonian Letters of the ‡ammurapi Period, Publications of the Babylonian 
Section of the Museum of the University of Pennsylvania, no. 7 (Philadelphia: The University of 
Pennsylvania Museum, 1915).  I am following the transcription of M. Stol, Altbabylonische Briefe 11 
(1986), text no. 15, p. 10, lines 6-7.  The phrase occurs in a broken context within the body of the letter. 

 275The preterite amqut is the most commonly attested verbal form in the syllabic pros 
formulas.  
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from Amarna.276  Differences include the syllabic writing of the word ß´pu,277 its 

singular number,278 and the use of the imperative in the latter two examples.  

 Treaties from the Hittite Realm often contain a prostration motif within that 

section of the treaty which recounts the historical background of the political 

agreement formalized therein.279  It occurs within a more general ""submission'' 

scenario, which may consist of the following: (1) the would-be vassal ""comes to'' the 

Hittite king, and (2) either (i) prostrates himself at the feet of the great king, or (ii) 

declares ""I am indeed your servant,'' or the like.280  The interchangeability of these 

latter two motifs shows their functional equivalence in the broader discourse scheme 

of the treaty.     

 A Bo∆azköy example of this idiom occurs in the historical prelude of a treaty, 

in its Akkadian version, between fiuppiluliuma of ‡atti and fiattiwaza of Mittanni.281  

A Hittite version of this treaty also exists, but the relevant section corresponding to this 

one has not been preserved.282    

                                                

 276Compare EA 299. 

 277In the epistolary « pros » formulas, the orthography of this element always includes the 
logogram {GÌR}.   

 278Contrast its dual number in the epistolary « pros » formulas. 

 279This section is often the historical prelude, but may also be the conclusion. 

 280Note the Ras Shamra example RS 17.227 and parallels: RS 17.300, RS 17.330, RS 17.347, 
RS 17.372B, RS 17.373, RS 17.446.  Note also the Ugaritic parallel RS 11.772+, which probably 
contains a similar motif in lines 1-5; see the discussion of these lines in Pardee, Semitica 51 
(forthcoming). 

 281The text is KBo 1.3, line 21.  For a translation and anterior bibliography, see G. Beckman, 
Hittite Diplomatic Texts (1996) 44-50 and 172. 

 282The editio princeps of the Hittite version is J. Friedrich, AfO 2 (1924) 119-124.  An 
improved reading, aided by the addition of two small fragments, is found in G. Beckman, ""Some 
Observations on the fiuppiluliuma-fiattiwaza Treaties,'' in M. Cohen, D. Snell, and D. Weisberg, eds., 
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 KBo 1.3, line 21.  {a-na GÌR dUTU-ßi mßu-up-pí-lu-li-u-ma LUGAL GAL 

LUGAL KUR URU ”a-at-ti UR.SAG na-ra-am dU a[m-t]a-qú-

ut}.283 

  "I fell at the foot of the Sun God, fiuppiluliuma, the great king, the king 

of the land of the city of ‡atti, the hero, the beloved one of the 

Storm God.' 

As in the OB examples, one notes the presence of both necessary components and the 

verb-final order.  One also notes that the word ß´pu is spelled without {MEfi},284 the 

« NR » component is extremely elaborate,285 and, assuming the correctness of the 

partial restoration, the verbal form is written {a[m-t]a-qú-ut}.286     

 The example from Tell Meskene occurs in a ritual text documenting the 

""intronisation et marriage de la prêtresse-entu''287 at the inland Syrian city of Emar.  

The text is attested in at least four copies, but only two preserve the portion containing 

the ""prostration'' idiom.  Furthermore, these two copies show different versions of this 

passage.  The passages are: 

                                                                                                                                           
The Tablet and the Scroll: Near Eastern Studies in Honor of William W. Hallo (Bethesda, Maryland: 
CDL Press, 1993) 53-57, esp. pp. 53-54.   

 283I have followed E. F. Weidner, BoSt 8 (1923) 40, in transcribing {a[m-t]a-qú-ut} (for his 
""a[m-t]a-ku-ut'').  On the copy (KBo 1, no. 3), however, the space available for the reconstruction of the 
two signs {a[m-t]a} is quite slim.   

 284Compare the use of the singular in the OB examples. 

 285That is, there are six consecutive ID elements, and no REL elements.  This kind of 
elaboration is reminiscent of the « NR » components of many Amarna letters which are also addressed 
to ""the great king.''    

 286This spelling is unattested in the corpus of epistolary « pros » formulas.  Normally the 
preterite is used for this element.  This form could be the preterite of the Gt stem, or, it could also 
represent the perfect conjugation of the G stem.   

 287This is the title given to the work by its editor; see D. Arnaud, Emar 6:3 (1986), no. 369, pp. 
326-337 (transcription, translation, and epigraphic notes).   
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 A.  Line 44: {LÚ.MEfi ßi-bu-ut URU.KI a-na GÌR.MEfi i-ma-qu-tu4},288 

  "The elders of the city fall at (her) feet,' and 

 B.  Lines 30-31: {[ ... ] (31) a-na GÌR.MEfi-ßi uß-”é-”a-nu},289 

  "[The elders of the city] do homage at her feet.' 

As in previous examples, both necessary components are present, and the order is verb 

final.  A further point of comparison with the epistolary « pros » formulas is the 

spelling of the word for ""foot'': it is spelled logographically, {GÌR.MEfi}, as in the vast 

majority of syllabic « pros » formulas.  In terms of differences, one notes that (1) the 

grammatical subject of the phrase is explicitly expressed and occupies first position in 

copy A, and is probably to be reconstructed in this location in copy B; (2) the « NR » 

component consists of a personal pronoun in copy B,290 and not a social status term, 

and that no  « NR » component is present in copy A;291 and (3) that, although the 

                                                

 288Copy A consists of two joined fragments, Msk 731027 and Msk 74245, the former 
containing the beginning of the text.  The copy of Msk 731027 was published in D. Arnaud, Emar 6:1 
(1985) 100-101—the label of the relevant copy, the ""recto suite,'' apparently contains a misprint: 
""731023'' instead of ""731027''.  Line 44 reads {DU-lak LÚ.MEfi ßi-bu-ut URU.KI a-na GÌR.¯-˘[ ... ]}; 
judging from Arnaud's copy, the {GÌR} sign is followed by the remains of the head of a single vertical 
wedge prior to the tablet break.  The continuation of this line is found on the other fragment, Msk 74245, 
the copy of which was published in D. Arnaud, Emar 6:2 (1985) 566-567.  The editor's join allows for 
certain identification of the sign following {GÌR}; the continuation of line 44 on Msk 74245 reads {MEfi 
i-ma-qu-tu4}.   

 289Copy B is represented by one tablet: Msk 731042, the copy of which was published in 
Arnaud, Emar 6:1 (1985) 123.  The transcription of these two passages in D. Fleming, The Installation 
of Baal's High Priestess at Emar (1992) 19, follows that of the editor.  Fleming also includes epigraphic 
notes on p. 39, a translation on p. 54, and commentary on this passage on p. 185: ""Imbedded (sic) in the 
description of the procession is an encounter with the elders of Emar, who bow down at her feet as to a 
superior.''   

 290The context of this passage is not direct address, and so there is perhaps little need for 
explicit markers of social status accompanying personal deixis or reference. 

 291It has perhaps been accidentally omitted, or else is clear from context, or unnecessary in this 
version of the idiom. 
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verbal forms are derived from roots commonly used in the epistolary prostration 

formulas, they follow a different conjugational pattern, namely, the present.292  

 Although the above examples show a composition quite similar to that of the 

Ugaritic « pros » formula, their distribution is quite different.  The examples from 

Bo∆azköy and Tell Meskene occur not in letters, but in the context of the historical 

prologue of a treaty and the description of a ritual, respectively.  While the idiom in 

the Old Babylonian examples does occur in texts of the epistolary genre, it does not 

occur as part of a formulaic polite protocol of the praescriptio, but rather embedded 

within the non-formulaic body of the letter.      

 

2.4.3.2  Miscellaneous prostration motifs of dissimilar composition 

 Included under this rubric are examples of passages which allude to the act of 

prostration, but which are not precisely analogous to the Ugaritic epistolary « pros » 

formula in terms of composition.  These passages are of several types: (1) epistolary 

prostration formulas which contain a different composition, but a similar, if not 

identical, distribution as that of the Ugaritic formula; (2) non-formulaic prostration 

motifs, of composition dissimilar to that of the Ugaritic « pros » formula, occurring in 

                                                

 292The orthography of the verb of copy A is the easiest to interpret; the presence of a vowel 
between the first and second root consonants indicates that we are dealing with the ""present'' 
conjugation (the gemination of the /q/ is not indicated in the orthography); such a conjugation is not 
inappropriate for a descriptive (or prescriptive) ritual.  Per usual in the periphery, the forms of ßukênu 
are spelled with signs typically connected with the phoneme /”/.  The presence of the {KAN} sign, here 
transcribed with the syllabic value ”é, is not in this case a meaningful indicator of the word's 
morphology, which I would reconstruct, in its historical form, as /*≥ußka≥≥an¨/.  Much more telling is the 
use of the {‡A} sign, which, in indicating an a-quality vowel in the final stem syllable, provides a 
contrast with the i-quality vowel in the spellings of this verb in the epistolary « pros » formulas, such as 
{uß-”é-”i-in}, for example, in RS 20.019.  In peripheral spellings of this verb, this a / i polarity in the 
final stem syllable may be the sole indication of the present / preterite conjugational distinction.  
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epistolary and non-epistolary passages; and (3) literary allusions to prostration in the 

literatures of neighboring areas.  Due to similarities of distribution and situational 

context, the first group is of greater importance for my purposes here than the other 

three.  

 

2.4.3.2.1  EPISTOLARY « PROS » FORMULAS OF DISSIMILAR COMPOSITION 

 While quite a number of Akkadian epistolary traditions make use of formulas 

alluding to prostration, the composition of some such formulas are markedly less 

similar to the Ugaritic data than that of others, and, correspondingly, of less value in a 

comparative analysis.  A large number of letters in the Middle Assyrian tradition, 

recovered from several sites,293 contain epistolary formulas which touch the subject of 

prostration, but in a fashion significantly different from that attested at Ugarit.294  

These ""prostration'' formulas, so labeled on the basis of their semantics, for the most 

part follow a single compositional structure, distinctly different from the alphabetic 

and syllabic cuneiform « pros » formulas described above. 

 The Middle Assyrian ""prostration'' formula consists of a single Akkadian word, 

cited here in the form of a historical morpho-phonemic normalization: *≥ußtaka≥≥in.  

The other ""necessary'' component of the syllabic « pros » formulas studied above, 

namely, the « ana ß´p´ NR » element, is not present in letters of the Middle Assyrian 

                                                

 293These derive from sites not only in Assyria proper, but also southern Mesopotamia, Syria, 
Anatolia, and Egypt.  See the citations in E. Cancik-Kirschbaum, Die mittelassyrischen Briefe (1996) 
49-50.    

 294For a recent and detailed discussion, see Cancik-Kirschbaum, Die mittelassyrischen Briefe 
(1996),  pp. 56-59 (""die Prosternierungsformel'').  See also E. Salonen, Die Gruss- und 
Höflichkeitsformeln (1967) 77; and M. I. Gruber, Nonverbal Communication (1980) 249-252.   
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tradition; nor are any of the three types of ""optional'' components, also described 

above, present.  

 This formula occurs in ascending letters in the Middle Assyrian tradition, of 

which at least twenty-six are known.295  This one-word ""prostration'' formula stands on 

its own in at least one letter,296 but in the vast majority of cases, this it is immediately 

followed by another ""polite formula'', normalized ana dinªn b´l≠ya attalak,297 "I have 

gone as a substitute (dinªnu) for my master'.298  This double motif, which Eva Cancik-

Kirschbaum calls the ""Ergebenheitsformel'', follows the address and precedes the 

body.299  As an example of this double formula, compare the structure of the 

praescriptio of the following letter found at Tell Billa: {(1) a-na « NR » EN-ia (2) tup-

                                                

 295For a list, see Cancik-Kirschbaum, Die mittelassyrischen Briefe (1996) 56, n. 37.   

 296This is KBo 28.082 (from Bo∆azköy), presented as text no. 3 in  H. G. Güterbock, AfO 
Beiheft 7 (1942) 83 (copy), with transliteration on p. 36 (the copy in KBo 28 is that of H. Kümmel).  
The transcription of Güterbock implies a reading of {(1) a-na mbi-la-an-za [ ... ] (2) ù msu-na-i-lum um-
m[a ... -t]a(?)-ma (3) ul-tu4-”é-”i-in lu DI-mu (4) a-na KUR-at ”a-at-te-e(?) lu DI-mu }; Cancik-
Kirschbaum, Die mittelassyrischen Briefe (1996) 58, n. 49, reads line 2 slightly differently: {(2) ù msu-
na-i-lum †up-p[í mX-x]-ta?-ma}.  The reading of the signs following the proper name in line 2 is not 
clear from the copies; those of both Güterbock and Kümmel show a sign seemingly compatible with 
either {UM} or {DUB}.  At Ras Shamra, at least, the {UM} and {DUB} signs are often 
indistinguishable (so Huehnergard, Akkadian of Ugarit [1989] 368, nn. 26-27).       

 297VAT 8851 lacks this element; see Cancik-Kirschbaum, Die mittelassyrischen Briefe (1996) 
56 and part II.2.1.3.  By reason of the frequent pairing of the word *ußtaka≥≥in and the phrase ana dinªn 
b´l≠ya attalak in the praescriptio of middle Assyrian letters, Cancik-Kirschbaum (ibid., p. 56 and 
elsewhere) groups these two syntactic units together under a single rubric, the ""Ergebenheitsformel''.   

 298The translation of the verb attalak with an English past tense is a literal, but slightly 
deceptive rendering (the verb is either the Gt preterite or the G perfect of alªku, "to go', 1st person 
common singular), since in this context the form is best understood in a performative sense (compare 
the discussion in Pardee and Whiting, BSOAS 50 [1987] 1-31), a usage for which Akkadian employs the 
preterite or the perfect, but English the present tense.       

 299In this respect, the distribution of the Middle Assyrian « pros » formula is similar to that of 
the Ugaritic « pros » form and its syllabic Syrian counterparts. 
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pí « NS » | (3) ul-ta-ka-in a-na di-na-an (4) EN-ia at-ta-lak |  « body » }.300  A similar 

motif, including a one word « pros » formula, is attested in a piggyback letter on one of 

the Amarna tablets.301     

 

2.4.3.2.2  NON-FORMULAIC PROSTRATION MOTIFS OF DISSIMILAR COMPOSITION 

 Among the parallels occasionally cited by students of the prostration motif are 

passages which (1) are not derived from the formulaic praescriptio of letters, and (2) 

show a composition different than the Ugaritic « pros » formula.  These motifs are 

relevant because, like the Middle Assyrian « pros » formulas described above, they 

contain a finite verbal form expressing prostration.  Also like the Middle Assyrian 

examples, however, they lack the other ""necessary'' element of the epistolary « pros » 

formula, the prepositional phrase « ana ß´p´ N ».  As such, their composition is 

significantly different from that of the Ugaritic « pros » formula, and their distribution 

further distances these examples from the formula under study here.  In other words, 

these passages differ from the Ugaritic examples both in terms of composition and in 

terms of distribution.  At least three passages which fall under this rubric may be 

mentioned here: a ritual text from Meskene, and two legal documents from Yorgan 

Tepe (ancient Nuzi).   

 D. Fleming has drawn attention to use of a prostration motif in a ritual text from 

Emar.302  In his edition, D. Arnaud transcribed this passage as {a-na dé-a tu-uß-”é-”a-

                                                

 300J. J. Finkelstein, JCS 7 (1953), text no. 62, pp. 135 and 167 (copy).   

 301EA 12.2.  The address formula consists of only an « S » component with the structure « REL 
ID », and is thus reminiscent of the address formulas of conceptually ascending letters from Kassite 
Nippur (see above, section 1.4.2.5.3.2).  The two polite formulas which follow, however, resemble those 
of the Middle Assyrian tradition: « one word prostration formula » + « ana dinªn REL alªki ».   See J. 
Knudtzon, Die El-Amarna-Tafeln 1 (1915) 100-101; and M. Liverani, Le lettere di el-Amarna 2 (1999) 
360, n. 52. 
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an}, and translated ""Elle se prosterne devant Ea.''303  The compositional structure of 

the prostration idiom here may thus be represented as « ana N + verb-of-prostration ». 

 M. Gruber has mentioned ""a Nuzi letter which may be the oldest attestation of 

the verb ß””n "prostrate oneself' in the opening formula of a letter.''304  Gruber's 

characterization of this tablet, SMN 1153,305 as epistolary is curious, however, since 

(1) as an epistolary praescriptio, this passage would have few, if any, precedents in 

the known epistolary traditions of Mesopotamia and Syria, and (2) E. A. Speiser had 

already highlighted the legal nature of the text in his treatment.306  In any case, the 

prostration motif shows a distinctly different composition than that of the Ugaritic 

« pros » formula.307  Gruber also drew attention to another legal text from Nuzi, which 

contains a prostration motif similar in compositional structure to the Emar text 

discussed above.308   

                                                                                                                                           

 302D. Fleming, The Installation of Baal's High Priestess at Emar (1992) 185, n. 338: ""Only one 
ritual text [apart from Emar 369, which Fleming himself is discussing] uses the [prostration] formula: the 
maß≥artu prostrates herself (tu-uß-”é-”a-an) before Ea before addressing him in his temple, following 
the same protocol found in the letters (370.83).'' 

 303The text is Emar 6, no. 370, entitled by its editor ""l'intronisation de la prêtresse-maß≥artu.''  It 
is preserved on a single tablet: Msk 74303a.  The relevant passage is from line 83'.  The cuneiform copy 
of this line is found in D. Arnaud, Emar 6:2 (1985) 646; transcription and translation in D. Arnaud, Emar 
6:3 (1986) 340 and 344, respectively. 

 304Gruber, Nonverbal Communication (1980) 223.  

 305SMN 1153 was published in R. H. Pfeiffer and E. A. Speiser, AASOR 16 (1935-1936), as 
text no. 71, pp. 46-47 (transliteration), and pp. 117-118 (translation and commentary).     

 306Pfeiffer and Speiser, AASOR 16 (1935-1936) 117.  A. Hagenbuchner, Die Korrespondenz 
der Hethiter 1 (1989) 55, had apparently accepted Gruber's identification of the text as epistolary.  

 307Line 2: { « PN1 » a-na pa-[ni] « PN2 » u[ß]-te-”é-in}.  Note Speiser's technical translation of 
the verb {u[ß]-te-”é-in}, "". . . made an appeal,'' AASOR 16 (1935-1936) 117.   

 308In discussing KBo 28.082, Gruber, in Nonverbal Communication (1980) 223, n. 1, remarks 
""see also JEN IV #321, ll. 1-14''.  This text, published in E. Chiera, JEN 4 (1934), text no. 321, appears 
to be legal in nature.  The ""prostration'' passage is found in line 8; Chiera's copy reads {(8) a-na LUGAL 
uß-tu-”é-”i-in}, "he prostrated himself before (ana?) the king.'  See also the comments in P. Koschaker, 
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2.4.3.2.3  EXTRA-UGARITIC LITERARY EVIDENCE FOR THE « PROS » FORMULA   

 Several ancient Near Eastern literary texts also allude to prostration.  Like the 

prostration motifs mentioned above, these passages lack precise compositional 

parallels with the Ugaritic « pros » formula; their distribution in literary texts further 

distances their value.   

 The composition of these literary passages is characterized by the presence of 

a ""prostration'' verb, such as Akkadian ßukênu.  The second ""necessary'' component of 

the epistolary « pros » formula, « ana ß´p´ N », is absent.      

 M. Gruber and S. Meier mention literary prostration motifs from three 

Akkadian sources: (1) Nergal and Ereshkigal,309 (2) Enuma Elish,310 and (3) Atra-

‡asis.311  Samuel Loewenstamm had already drawn attention to a reference from (4) 

                                                                                                                                           
ZA 43 (1936) 205: ""In Nuzi IV 321, 7f. berichtet der Kläger, dass er "hinter dem Gegner her gerufen 
(ina arki ßasû), d. h. mit ihm prozessiert, und sich vor dem König niedergeworfen habe' (ana ßarri 
ußtu”e”in).''  The compositional structure of the prostration idiom, « ana N + verb-of-prostration », is the 
same as that of Emar 6, no. 370, line 83', mentioned above.  

 309Gruber, Nonverbal Communication (1980) 314 and 316, and Meier, Messenger in the 
Ancient Semitic World (1988) 153, allude to two passages; Meier's reference is ""STT 28 I 28'; III 49''.  
The edition is O. Gurney, ""The Sultan Tepe Tablets VII: The Myth of Nergal and Ereshkigal,'' Anatolian 
Studies 10 (1960) 105-131; see now the bibliography accompanying S. Dalley's translation in Context 1 
(1997) 384-389.       

 310Gruber, Nonverbal Communication (1980) 313, and Meier, Messenger in the Ancient 
Semitic World (1988) 153, cite one passage: En¨ma Elish, tablet 3, lines 68-70.  For bibliographical 
references, see E. Speiser's treatment in J. B. Pritchard, ANET3 (1969) 60-72; and, more recently, the 
references given by B. Foster in Context 1 (1997) 390-402.   

 311A standard edition is W. Lambert and A. Millard, Atra-”as≠s: the Babylonian Story of the 
Flood (Oxford: Clarendon, 1969); more recent bibliographical references are given by B. Foster in 
Context 1 (1997) 450-453.  Gruber, Nonverbal Communication (1980) 315, and Meier, Messenger in 
the Ancient Semitic World (1988) 153, cite two passages; Meier 's reference is ""Atra. I 122-4; 134-136; 
p. 54-55'' (the latter referring, presumably, to Lambert and Millard's edition).      
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the Gilgamesh Epic.312  Outside of Akkadian literature, Meier added (5) an example 

from Sumerian literature, in The Marriage of Sud;313 and F. B. Knutson314 added (6) 

two passages from the Hebrew Bible: Gen 33:3315 and Ex 24:1.316  M. S. Smith cited 

(7) the Egyptian story ""Astarte and the Sea''.317  Finally, W. G. E. Watson318 has 

drawn attention to a literary prostration motif in The Song of Ullikumi, a literary work 

characterized by its editor as a ""Hittite version of a Hurrian epic''.319     

 Interestingly, two of these texts, the passages from Gilgamesh and the Hebrew 

Bible, contain components semantically similar to the ""optional'' element mr“qtm in 

Ugaritic « pros » formulas.      

 

                                                

 312S. E. Loewenstamm, BASOR 188 (1967) 41-43; reprinted in Loewenstamm, Comparative 
Studies (1980) 246-248.  The passage is Gilgamesh, tablet 6, lines 152-155; see bibliography and other 
references given by Speiser in Pritchard, ANET3 (1969), no. 85, pp. 72-99, esp. pp. 72-73, and more 
recent refs in B. Foster's treatment in Context 1 (1997) 458-460.  M. S. Smith, The Ugaritic Baal Cycle 
1 (1994) 168, also mentions this passage in connection with the « pros » idiom.    

 313Meier's reference in Messenger in the Ancient Semitic World (1988) 153, is ""Sud 47'', 
referring to M. Civil, ""Enlil and Ninlil: The Marriage of Sud,'' JAOS 103 (1983) 43-66.   

 314F. B. Knutson, RSP 2 (1975) 421-422.  

 315Gen 33:3:  .w� yjiâa;Ad[' /� T¡v]GIAd[' µymi+[;P] [b'v≤¢ h~� x;r“a'~ WjTæ¶v]YI � w" µh≤ -� ynEp]� li rbæ¢[; aWh¡� w“  
""And he [Jacob] moved up in front of them, and prostrated himself to the ground seven times, until he 
reached his brother.'' 

 316Exodus 24:1:  .qjoêr: � me µt≤`ywIj}T'v]hi� w“ lá-r:c]yI ynE∞q]ZI � mi µy[i`b]vi � w“ aWh+ybia}� w" bd:∞n: ˆŸroh}a'� w“ h~T;a' hw: � hy“Ala, hĺ¢[} 
rm'#a; hv,ŸmoAla,� w“ , ""And unto Moses he said, "Come up to the Lord, you and Aaron, Nadab and Abihu, and 
seventy of the elders of Israel, and do homage from afar.'' 

 317See Smith, The Ugaritic Baal Cycle 1 (1994) 189, 288; and, for comments and bibliography 
on this story and its plausible West Semitic background, ibid., pp. 23-25.  For an accessible translation, 
compare Pritchard, ANET3 (1969) 17-18, especially (iii y-2), ""and the lesser ones saw her, and they lay 
down upon their bellies''.   

 318Watson, WO 24 (1993) 41. 

 319For the edition of the text (in transcription), see H. G. Güterbock, The Song of Ullikummi 
(1952).  A recent translation, with anterior bibliography is found in H. A. Hoffner, Jr., Hittite Myths 
(1990) 38-39, 52-61.     
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2.4.3.3  Iconographic evidence for the « pros » formula   

 In principle, one ought to be able to draw at least some information about 

prostration from illustrations the practice in the iconography from Ras Shamra and the 

Near East in general.  By its subjective nature, however, and by my own limited 

experience, the iconographic evidence is difficult to interpret.  I restrict myself to a 

few superficial comments.   

 A. Kristensen has pointed out at least one such datum from Egyptian 

iconography: a relief, from the tomb of Horemheb at Memphis,320 which depicts a 

group of Syrians, identifiable presumably on the basis of their beards and dress, in 

postures of reverence before the Pharaoh.  All have their hands in the air or otherwise 

extended toward the Pharaoh in gestures of adoration; some are standing, many are 

kneeling, but at least one is fully prone on his stomach, and another lying on his back.  

These latter two are strikingly reminiscent of the Amarna ""optional'' element, 

kabattum u ¬´rum, "(on) the stomach and (on) the back.' 

 It may also be possible to pull some data from Ras Shamra itself.  The 

catalogue of P. Amiet contains the photo and drawing of one seal impression which the 

editor describes as follows: ""Un potentat nu-tête est assis sur un siège . . . .  En face : 

orant sans jambes visibles, tendant les 2 bras en avant, au-dessus d'un personnage (?) 

ou animal prosterné.''321  The seal is classified among the ""scènes de culte'',322 

implying that the seated figure be interpreted as a divinity, although, as Amiet notes, 

                                                

 320A. L. Kristensen, UF 9 (1977) 149, n. 49, cites J. B. Pritchard, ANEP2 (1969), no. 5, p. 2.  
On this relief, see also A. Hermann, ZÄS 90 (1963) 49-66, and especially p. 58, ""Abb. 12''; and S. 
Meier, Messenger in the Ancient Semitic World (1988) 158, n. 71, who comments ""note in particular the 
un-Egyptian manner of prostration which Syrians assume before pharaoh.''   

 321Amiet, RSO 9 (1992), no. 205, pp. 91 (description) and 102 (photo and drawing). 

 322Ibid., pp. 87-110. 
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""dans une iconographie dont les normes sont largement oubliées, [les dieux] sont 

souvent dépourvus d'attributs spécifiques, si bien qu'ils ne diffèrent guère de potentats 

purement humaines.''323   

 Although the situational context is different, it would perhaps not be out of 

place to mention also the iconography of prototypical ""smiting'' or ""submission'' scenes, 

where the ""victim'' is in a kneeling posture at the feet of the conqueror, a position 

which is strongly reminiscent of the vocabulary of the « pros » formula.  Perhaps the 

position assumed in such prostration motifs is intended to evoke the type of total and 

abject submission, the vulnerability and humility conveyed by such scenes of military 

defeat.  An example of this motif at Ras Shamra comes from one of the well-known 

ivory bed panels.324  

 

2.5  THE SITZ-IM-LEBEN  OF THE PROSTRATION FORMULA 

 Obeisance of one individual ""at the feet'' of another, as a means of expressing 

various levels of subservience or deference, is, of course, neither limited to Ugaritian 

society in particular, nor to the Late Bronze Age civilizations in general.  Since a 

competent treatment of the ""real-life'' contextual setting of such a pervasive social 

behavior is quite beyond the scope of this dissertation, this section will concern itself 

not with the contextual setting of obeisance as a social behavior, but specifically with 

that of the Ugaritic epistolary « pros » formula.   

                                                

 323Ibid., p. 87. 

 324See A. Caubet and F. Poplin, RSO 3 (1987) 285, for line drawing, and some bibliographical 
information in I. Cornelius, HUS (1999) 595.  Pritchard, ANEP2 (1969) also contains a number of 
images of prostration.  Compare, for example, nos. 440 and 447, pp. 152, 154 (king with conquered 
enemies); nos. 351, 355, pp. 120, 122 (Jehu son of Omri kneeling before Shalmaneser); and no. 371, p. 
129 (defeated inhabitants of Lachish kneel from a distance before Sennacherib).   
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 Furthermore, as another means of control, the basic data for this study will be 

derived from only two sources, one direct and one indirect.  The direct evidence is the 

corpus of the Ugaritic « pros » formulas themselves; the indirect evidence is the 

comparative evidence assembled above in section 2.4.  Especially useful in respect to 

the latter is the body of epistolary « pros » formulas in logo-syllabic script, attested in 

contemporary epistolary traditions, and the literary prostration motifs of the Ugaritic 

mythological texts.  The other types of comparative evidence will be used as well, 

though on an ad hoc rather than a systematic basis.  Finally, the utility of these 

comparative data will be found not only in their compositional and distributional 

similarities with the Ugaritic epistolary « pros » formula, but also in their differences. 

 The available data permit observations on the contextual background of the 

« pros » formula on several levels.  Those exploited here include: (1) the 

geographical, chronological, and literary settings of the formula, and (2) the 

situational context implied behind its usage.  It will be found that considerations linked 

to the composition of the « pros » formula yield certain insights into its contextual 

background, while other insights, often quite independent of these, are only evident 

when one takes into account the distribution of the formula.   

 

2.5.1  Geographical,  chronological,  and li terary background     

 There is no evidence for the Ugaritic idiom « l p≤n NR + Q(Y)L », "to fall at the 

two feet of NR,' beyond its appearance in the alphabetic texts from Ras Shamra and 

Ras Ibn Hani.325  One cannot describe this idiomatic usage as a feature unique to 

                                                

 325According to the editor, RS [Varia 4] almost certainly derives from Ras Shamra as well, 
despite its clandestine origin.  See P. Bordreuil, Semitica 32 (1982) 5: ""elle provient certainement 
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Ugarit, however, for the ""interdialectal distribution''326 of an equivalent idiom in 

Akkadian, « ana ß´p´ N + maqªtu », "to fall at the two feet of N', is known in logo-

syllabic script not only in texts from Ras Shamra, but also in texts from numerous other 

sites in the Levant: Meskene, Atchana, and Tel Aphek.  Many more Akkadian 

examples appear in syllabic texts of Syrian provenance found at Bo∆azköy and 

Amarna.  At this level, at least, the idiom appears to be as much a feature of 

Levantine linguistic usage in general as it is of the Ugaritic language in particular.      

 As shown above in section 2.4.3, however, the Akkadian idiom « ana ß´p´ N + 

maqªtu », "to fall at the two feet of N', is not only attested in Syrian sources, but also in 

sources from Babylonia and Anatolia.  Thus, the ""interdialectal distribution'' of the 

idiom is not demonstrably unique to Syria, but spans several of the literary cultures of 

ancient West Asia.  Neither is this prostration idiom unique to the Late Bronze Age, 

for the Old Babylonian attestations predate those of the epistolary « pros » formulas by 

several centuries.  Furthermore, the idiom was not restricted to epistolary usage; it 

occurs also in a treaty from Bo∆azköy, a ritual from Meskene, and in the Ugaritic 

mythological texts from Ras Shamra.327   

 If the composition of the prostration idiom is unique neither to Syria, nor to the 

Late Bronze Age, nor to the epistolary genre, however, the adaptation of this idiom as 

a formulaic part of the epistolary praescriptio is another matter.  In other words, the 

composition of the « pros » formula presents no distinctively Late Bronze Levantine 

features; its distribution does.   

                                                                                                                                           
d'Ougarit''.  The excavation number ""RS 11.875'', apparently given in the first edition of KTU, is now 
considered fictive, however; see Bordreuil, in the same place, and in n. 3, and P. Bordreuil, and D. 
Pardee, TEO 1 (1989) 379: "" «RS 11.385» est fictif (l'année de la trouv. clandestine est inconnue).''      

 326On this terminology, see C. Cohen, JANES 19 (1989) 9-23, and especially p. 13. 

 327For these occurrences, see above, sections 2.4.2-2.4.3. 
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 As a component of a formulaic epistolary praescriptio, that is, as an epistolary 

""polite formula'', the motif is almost entirely restricted to sources of Syrian provenance 

in the final centuries of the Late Bronze Age.  There are distributional parallels for the 

epistolary « pros » formula in letters of the contemporary Middle Assyrian tradition, 

but these parallels are not exact in terms of composition.328  A few contemporary 

Hittite letters contain prostration formulas which parallel both the composition and the 

distribution of the Ugaritic « pros » formula; these are more problematic since, to my 

knowledge, they exhibit no explicit indication of Syrian provenance.  The vastness of 

the Hittite epistolary corpus, however, combined with the meager attestation of the 

« pros » formula there, show that the « pros » formula is not a feature of standard 

Hittite epistolography.329  The few examples of the « pros » formula in the Bo∆azköy 

corpus must represent the conventions of another epistolary tradition.  In light of the 

attested parallels, a Syrian origin for these features is not implausible.  The distribution 

of the « pros » formula, then, is highly suggestive of a local Syro-Palestinian epistolary 

tradition.    

 Since deferential obeisance as an aspect of social protocol is widely attested 

throughout the cultures of the ancient Near East, the Late Bronze Levantine epistolary 

« pros » formulas, including those in Ugaritic language, can be seen as literary 

representations of this social practice.330  This adaptation of a social protocol into a 

                                                

 328The Middle Assyrian epistolary prostration ""formula'' consists of only one word, the finite 
verbal form *≥ußtaka≥≥in.  This word is also virtually always linked with another polite formula which 
has no correspondent in the Levantine epistolary tradition: the phrase ana dinªn b´l≠ya attalak.  For 
further details, see above in section 2.4.3.2.1.   

 329Note, for example, the absence of the « pros » formula in the letters of the Ma � at corpus. 

 330As the literary parallels make clear, prostration was also an aspect of court etiquette, and, 
as such, a standard part of messenger protocol.  This messenger protocol, too, extended far beyond the 
Levant.  The epistolary « pros » formula, however, alludes only to the sender and the recipient; it does 
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relatively fixed epistolary « pros » formula, and its nearly institutionalized use within 

contemporary epistolary traditions, appears, on present evidence, to be limited to the 

cultures of Syria and Palestine in the final centuries of the Late Bronze Age.   

 Admitting the Levantine usage of the « pros » formula, is it valid to assume a 

Levantine origin for it?  The data are neither abundant nor clear enough to be certain.  

A consideration of the composition of the formula suggests a negative answer to this 

question.  Since the Old Babylonian attestations of the prostration idiom predate those 

of the epistolary « pros » formulas under study here by some centuries, clearly the 

idiomatic linguistic usage attested in the latter is not demonstrably unique.  If not 

unique, one may consider the possibility of a loan translation to explain the 

compositional similarity of the idioms.  But, who borrowed from whom?  Are the Old 

Babylonian occurrences of the idiom, and the presence of a comparable « pros » 

formula in the Middle Assyrian epistolary tradition, to be considered as remnants of a 

West Semitic or ""Amorite'' linguistic heritage?  I know of no explicit support for such a 

hypothesis, unless it be found in the broader currents of Mesopotamian cultural history.  

A loan in the opposite direction is equally plausible: the Ugaritic idiom « l p≤n N + 

Q(Y)L » could be a local calque of the Akkadian expression.331  It may be possible, 

                                                                                                                                           
not mention a third party.  As such, it difficult to insist on a connection between the contextual 
background of the epistolary « pros » formula and the established messenger etiquette beyond a very 
general similarity with ascending social situations.     

 331This point of view has proven very attractive to past students of the Ugaritic letters, and is 
understandable, especially for those working prior to the discoveries at Tell Mard≠” (ancient Ebla), in 
light of widespread assumptions about the pervasive influence of Mesopotamian culture over the 
peripheral areas. Compare, as examples, C. Virolleaud, Syria 19 (1938) 130, ""Il faut reconnaître 
toutefois que l'équivalence de la locution phénicienne [he is speaking of the « pros » formula] avec celle 
des Lettres E.-A. est difficile à établir, bien que la phrase (6-11), prise dans sons ensemble, paraisse 
calquée sur la formule accadienne et en fournir la traduction littérale''; and A. L. Kristensen, UF 9 
(1977) 144, ""The Ugaritic formula is basically the same as the Akkadian formula and must derive from 
it.''  If the « pros » formula was Mesopotamian in origin, however, it has left no trace, to my knowledge, 
in Mesopotamian epistolary traditions other than the Middle Assyrian.      
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however, and even desirable, to dismiss entirely the question of a loan translation.  A 

parallel linguistic evolution of these comparable idioms may be at least as plausible as 

that of direct borrowing in one direction or another.332  Whatever its historical origin, 

the distribution of the « pros » formula is consistent with other observable features of 

Late Bronze Levantine epistolography, features which appear to give special attention 

to differences in social status.333  In this respect, the « pros » formula, in its semantics 

as well as its distribution, is well at home in the cultural milieu of Late Bronze Syria 

and Palestine.    

 

2.5.2  The Situational Context    

 A consideration of the distribution of the epistolary « pros » formula also allows 

for the following observations regarding its Sitz-im-Leben or situational context: (1) 

the type of social situation in which the « pros » formula is appropriate, and, by 

inference, the type of situation in which it is not appropriate; (2) the agent, or 

performer, of the act of prostration; (3) various details surrounding the act itself; (4) 

                                                

 332Such a suggestion is influenced by the ""Held Method'' of comparative Semitic lexicography, 
for which see Cohen, JANES 19 (1989) 9-23; and eventually C. Cohen, Contextual Priority 
(forthcoming, and unavailable to me).  Two principles in particular are especially relevant: (1) that of 
""interdialectal distribution'', namely, the existence of ""corresponding idiomatic phrases even when such 
correspondence involves only semantic and non-etymological equivalents'' (Cohen, JANES 9 [1989] 13) 
; and (2) the principle dealing with the ""identical semantic development of semantically equivalent 
terms even if they are etymologically distinct'' (ibid., p. 17).    

 333Compare, for example, (1) the variable order of mention in address, (2) the variable 
composition of NR and NS elements in the address, and (3) the variable order « yßlm lk » versus « l-N 
yßlm » in the salutation, all governed by differences in social status between the correspondents.  
Although many anthropologists are perhaps no longer quite as cavalier with respect to cultural 
generalizations, J. Nougayrol 's casual remark in  PRU 3 (1955) 2, n. 5, is of interest: ""Les petits pays 
sont toujours pointilleux en matière d'étiquette ou de cérémonial.''   
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the contextual moment at which prostration occurs; and finally, (5) the contextual 

""burden'' or purpose of prostration.   

 

2.5.2.1  The Prostration Formula and Ascending Social Situations    

 The distribution of the « pros » formula in both alphabetic and syllabic letters 

illustrates, first and foremost, that the formula is appropriate in ascending social 

situations and inappropriate in descending situations.  This observation seems all the 

more intuitively evident in light of the self-abasing semantics of the vocabulary used 

within the formula.  The implication of this distribution is that the « pros » formula is 

not only a gesture of respect or politeness toward the recipient,334 but also a tangible 

sign of the subordinate social status of the sender.335  It is in this respect that the 

distribution of the « pros » formula distinguishes itself from that of the other polite 

formulas.336   

 If the distribution and semantics of the formula lead to such an inference, 

further theoretical support has been provided by M. Gruber.337  Drawing from 

information theory, he distinguishes the various types of greetings by means of their 

informational content.  He distinguishes between (1) ""phatic greetings'', or greetings 

with very little if any informational content, intended not so much to inform as to 

                                                

 334Compare J.-L. Cunchillos, TO 2 (1989) 249, ""une formula . . . de respect envers le 
destinataire''; retained in idem, HUS (1999) 362, ""a formula of . . . respect towards the recipient''.  

 335Compare O. Kaiser, ZDPV 86 (1970) 21-22.  

 336Note, however, the distributional overlap of the « pros » formula and address formulas of 
the pattern « RS »; see Cunchillos, TO 2 (1989) 249.   

 337Gruber, Nonverbal Communication (1980) 182-186.   
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""establish links of fellowship'';338 (2) ""deferential greetings'', or greetings in which the 

speaker seeks not only to ""establish links of fellowship'', but also to communicate 

""information concerning the relative status of the speaker and the addressee'', 

specifically, ""that the speaker recognizes that the addressee is a person of higher social 

rank'';339 and finally, (3) ""obeisance formulae'', greetings which  

""tend to be the most elaborate of the three types of greeting for a reason now made 

abundantly clear by information theory, namely that it contains more information.  

Specifically, while the phatic greeting indicates only the desire of the speaker to 

"establish links of fellowship' and while the deferential greeting contains additional 

information concerning the high social rank of the addressee, the obeisance formula 

contains still more information disparaging the low status speaker.''340   

This theoretical framework lends itself well to the three ""polite formulas'' in Ugaritic 

epistolography: the form and usage of the ""benediction'' formula conforms with the 

description of ""phatic'' greetings,341 as do those ""salutation'' formulas which follow the 

pattern « yßlm lk ».342  Salutations of the pattern « l(y)-REL yßlm », however, appear to 

conform better to the description of ""deferential'' greetings, since the REL component 

employed there communicates social status information.  The ""prostration'' formulas, of 

course, belong in the third category, ""obeisance formulae''.   

 The sole problem with an unequivocal association of the « pros » formula with 

ascending social situations is the existence of terminologically ""horizontal'' letters 

                                                

 338Gruber here borrows the phrase used by B. Malinowski, ""The Problem of Meaning'' (1946) 
314. 

 339Gruber, Nonverbal Communication (1980) 182-186. 

 340Ibid.  

 341See below, chapter 4.   

 342See below, chapter 3. 
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which nevertheless contain the « pros » formula.  Such letters from the site of Ras 

Shamra have been known at least since J. Nougayrol published an Akkadian example 

in 1968,343 but appear not to have much affected the study of Ugaritic 

epistolography.344  This pattern is now attested in the Ugaritic corpus as well: two 

letters from the 1994 excavations are terminologically horizontal, and yet carry the 

« pros » formula.345  As D. Pardee comments in his manuscript of Les textes 

épistolaires,346 in speaking of occurrences of the  « pros » formula in horizontal letters, 

""Les exemples ne sont pas nombreux, mais ils permettent de nuancer la description 

courante de la formule comme employé uniquement dans un message provenant d'un 

personnage de rang inférieur au destinataire.''  

 If one accepts that the presence of ""horizontal'' REL terms implies equality of 

social status while the presence of the « pros » formula implies an explicitly 

subordinate social status for the sender, this is obviously an interpretive problem.  

There are at least two solutions.  One approach is to allow that the use of the « pros » 

                                                

 343Nougayrol, Ugaritica 5 (1968), no. 58 (RS 20.232) 154-155, and 399.  He characterizes the 
text (ibid., p. 154) as a ""lettre de Abdi”agab à Iluramu, son « frère ».''  That this letter is indeed a 
horizontal letter, as the editor indicated, seems clear from the appearance of the horizontal REL term, 
spelled {a-”i}, "my brother,' referring to the recipient, in line 20.  On the occurrence of the « pros » 
formula in such a letter, the editor comments, ibid., p. 155, n. 1, ""La prosternation est inattendue dans 
une lettre adressée à un « frère ». . . .  Bien que « frère », le destinataire est donc, sans doute, de rang 
très supérieur à l'expéditeur.''  He envisions the possibility that the recipient is the elder, biological 
brother of the sender.  A second Akkadian example was published by D. Arnaud in RSO 7 (1991), text 
no. 34 (RS 34.164) 73-74 (copy on p. 191).     

 344Pardee, Les textes épistolaires (in preparation), chap. 12 (RS 8.315), remarques 
épistolographiques, footnote, cites the following references: Kaiser, ZDPV 86 (1970) 13, 20-21 ; Ahl, 
Epistolary Texts (1973) 52, 75, 101-2 ; Knutson, RSP II (1975) 422, n. 1 ; Kristensen, UF 9 (1977) 147-
48 ; Meier, Messenger (1988) 158.   

 345RS 94.2273 and RS 94.2545+.  

 346 Pardee, Les textes épistolaires (in preparation), chap. 12 (RS 8.315), remarques 
épistolographiques, footnote. 
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formula in explicitly ascending letters reflects a social inferiority, while the usage in 

explicitly horizontal letters reflects simple politeness; in other words, that the presence 

of the « pros » formula need not necessarily imply social subordination.347  Another 

approach is to allow for multi-dimensional social relationships; in other words, that the 

presence of ""horizontal'' REL terms need not necessarily imply equality on all levels of 

social relation.348    

 To be sure, at least some occurrences of the « pros » formula are to be 

interpreted metaphorically and not literally.  For example, it seems intuitively absurd 

to imagine, if one interprets literally the presence of the « pros » formula in RS 34.124, 

that every time the king entered his mother's presence, he fell at her feet in a gesture 

of submission.  Yet, to equate systematically this ""metaphorical'' usage of the 

prostration formula with simple politeness, with no implication whatsoever regarding 

social status, seems extreme.  By its distribution as well as the imagery employed, the 

« pros » formula is connected with explicit subordination, not merely with mutual 

positive regard.  The formula is an explicit expression of the subordinate status of the 

sender, even if that expression was intended to be interpreted metaphorically by the 

recipient.  If one defines this as ""politeness'', it is ""politeness'' of a very special type 

                                                

 347Compare the comments of Pardee in his manuscript of Les textes épistolaires (in 
preparation), chap. 12 (RS 8.315), remarques épistolographiques, ""l'usage de la formule entre « frères » 
montre que l'infériorité qu'elle exprime au niveau linguistique peut avoir pour fonction d'exprimer la 
simple politesse.''  Pardee, in the same place, supports this possibility with the example of RS 34.124; in 
this letter the king writes to his mother, and includes the « pros » formula in the praescriptio; we are 
invited to interpret the formula as a token of simple politeness, and not as reflecting literally a physical 
gesture practiced by the king whenever he entered into the presence of his mother.   

 348Pardee envisions this possibility as well; compare his remarks in Les textes épistolaires (in 
preparation), chap. 12 (RS 8.315), remarques épistolographiques, footnote: ""En effet, que le rapport soit 
familial ou social, on peut penser que la formule s'emploie entre personnages dont le niveau social est 
formellement égal mais pratiquement inégal ; cette inégalité consiste vraisemblablement en une 
différence d'âge : par exemple, un frère cadet, un débutant dans le commerce ou dans un poste 
administratif.'' 
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which cannot be divorced from explicit overtones of social subordination.  What seems 

necessary is to allow the validity of metaphorical prostration alongside literal 

prostration.  Just as correspondents in the Ugaritic tradition felt no need to distinguish 

between biological and metaphorical ""brotherhood'' in characterizing their own social 

relationships, no need was felt to distinguish between literal and metaphorical 

prostration.  The fact that the sender, or the sender's scribe, chose to employ the 

« pros » formula at all is surely significant for our understanding of the social 

relationships between the correspondents.     

 A much better point of departure, in my opinion, is to allow for the multi-

dimensional nature of social relationships.  This feature manifests itself in the 

epistolary corpus in at least two respects.      

 One tangible aspect shows up in letters which derive from ""mixed'' social 

situations, that is, letters in which the correspondents have one type of relationship on 

the biological level, but another type of relationship on the societal level, where the 

two types are not analogous in terms of hierarchical status.349  Concrete examples of 

such a situation are provided by the correspondence between the king and his 

mother.350  The « pros » formula appears in some letters of this corpus,351 but is absent 

in others.352  When present, the formula must reflect that particular conceptual model 

according to which the sender occupies an explicitly inferior social role with respect to 

                                                

 349On ""mixed'' social situations, see above, section 1.7.1.2; and, for empirically observable 
examples of such situations, see the discussion of terminologically ""mixed'' letters, in section 0.6.4.1.      

 350These include RS 11.872, RS 16.379, RS 17.139, RS 34.124, RS 94.5003+, and RIH 78/12.  
Also of possible relevance are RS 8.315 and RS 15.008.   

 351RS 11.872, RS 16.379, RS 34.124, RS 94.5003+, RIH 78/12, and, if it belongs here, RS 
8.315. 

 352RS 17.139, and, if it belongs here, RS 15.008.  
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the recipient, namely, the biological kinship model where the sender is the son of the 

recipient.  Correspondingly, the absence of the formula in RS 17.139 reflects another 

social model, that of power, where the king is ""master'' of all the realm.      

 A second aspect of the multi-dimensional nature of social relationships is 

represented by the internal hierarchy of social status within nominally ""horizontal'' 

relationships, that is, within the ranks of ""brothers''.  Put another way, behind the social 

fiction of ""brotherhood'' lies a hegemonic reality such that no true equality exists, or, 

exists only rarely.  Genuine social status differences, even if they are more subtle and 

less pronounced than those of relationships characterized by explicitly unequal REL 

terms such as ""master'' / ""servant'', are present even within the ranks of ""brothers'', 

these differences being based on age, gender, political power, experience, or prestige.  

In this sense, such unequal ""horizontal'' relationships are another example of the 

""mixed'' social situation: on the broader conceptual level of brothers, the 

correspondents are equals, but on the practical level there are hierarchical status 

differences between them.353  Such inequality among ""brothers'' is explicitly attested in 

the REL terms employed in two Akkadian letters from Ras Shamra: compare RS 

34.164 and RS [Varia 25], where the senders address their correspondents as 

{fiEfi.MEfi-ia GAL.MEfi}, "my big brothers', and {fiEfi-”i-ia GAL}, "my big brother', 

respectively.  Significantly, the former letter also carries a « pros » formula.  The 

social relationship between the correspondents in that case was apparently ""equal'' 

enough to justify the use of ""brother'' as a REL term, but unequal enough to justify the 

                                                

 353Compare the statement of Pardee, Les textes épistolaires (in preparation), chap. 12 (RS 
8.315), remarques épistolographiques, footnote, ""En effet, que le rapport soit familial ou social, on peut 
penser que la formule s'emploie entre personnages dont le niveau social est formellement égal mais 
pratiquement inégal ; cette inégalité consiste vraisemblablement en une différence d'âge : par exemple, 
un frère cadet, un débutant dans le commerce ou dans un poste administratif. '' 
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inclusion of the « pros » formula, as a token recognition of the superior status of ""big 

brothers''.  In other words, the status of the recipient as {fiEfi}, "brother', of the 

recipient, does not negate the status difference implied by {GAL}, "big'.  Such a multi-

dimensional situation may be behind the other occurrences of the « pros » formulas in 

horizontal letters as well.354         

 One practical tool for detecting such situations is the fact that Ugaritic 

epistolary structure is very often not conducive to expressing equality of status.  In 

many cases the compositional pattern of a given formula is binary, with one formal 

pattern being appropriate for ascending situations, and the other for descending.  Of 

these, the address formula is a convenient example.  There, there is no structural 

pattern associated with ""horizontal'' letters, only the « RS » order, explicitly associated 

with ascending letters, and the « SR » order, explicitly associated with descending 

letters.  This makes the isolation of such ""unequal horizontal'' relationships 

theoretically possible, in that the order of mention, « RS » or « SR », reflects not the 

conceptual fiction of ""brotherhood'', but rather the underlying hegemonic reality as 

expressed by the sender, or, by the sender's scribe.   

 Furthermore, just as not all ""horizontal'' relationships are the same, some 

exhibiting greater social status differences than others, so also some nominally 

ascending relationships exhibit greater social distance than others.  On an intuitive 

level, such a situation seems obvious: a palace slave and the prefect of Ugarit, for 

example, are both subordinate to the king, but the social distance involved is much 

greater in the former case than in the latter.  Likewise, it seems plausible that an 

                                                

 354The phenomenon is certainly not limited to Late Bronze societies.  In the narratives of the 
Hebrew Bible, which date to a much later period, note the exchange between Jacob and Esau in 
Genesis 32:5, where the correspondents are biological brothers in the narrative, yet Jacob refers to his 
brother as ynda and refers to himself as ˚db[.      
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ascending relationship conceived on the biological kinship model, that of  ""son'' to 

""father'', would involve significantly less social distance than an ascending relationship 

conceived on the hierarchical power model, that of ""servant'' to ""master''.  Such an 

intuition finds support in the distribution of the ""optional'' elements of the « pros » 

formula.355     

 In letters composed on the biological kinship model, the « pros » formulas tend 

to be less elaborate.  Often they contain no ""optional'' elements,356 and in one case the 

REL term is a pronoun rather than a social status metaphor.357  By contrast, « pros » 

formulas in letters composed on the hierarchical power model tend to be more 

elaborate, very often containing one or both ""optional'' elements.  Judging from 

information theory, more information implies more deference, more social distance; 

while less information implies familiarity, less social distance.  In fact, the semantics 

of the optional elements themselves may reflect this social distance, as in the optional 

element mr“qtm, "(from) afar', where the allusion to physical distance may operate, on 

some level, to emphasize awareness of the social distance between the two parties.358   

                                                

 355Specifically, the optional adverbial elements tend to be present in ASC POW letters (greater 
social distance), and absent in ASC BIO letters (lesser social distance).  See above, section 2.2; and 
Kaiser, ZDPV 86 (1970) 21.  

 356The appearance of the multiplicative component ßb≤d ®mn•d in RS 94.2273, a 
terminologically horizontal letter composed on the biological kinship model, prevents me from complete 
agreement with Pardee, Les textes épistolaires (in preparation), chap. 13 (RS 9.479A), ""L'expression du 
nombre de prosternations ne s'employait, ni en ougaritique, ni en accadien, lorsqu'il existait un rapport 
familial entre correspondants.''  The interpretation of AT 115 is by no means clear, but if {a-bi-ia} in 
line 5 represents a REL component conceived on the biological model, that is, "my father', and the sign 
{U}, also in line 5, represents the remnant of a multiplicative phrase, "10 [ ... ]', this letter would 
represent another exception.  Apart from these few cases, however, Pardee's statement accurately 
describes the statistical distribution of the multiplicative phrase.   

 357RIH 78/12.   

 358On this word in detail, see below, section 2.6.4.   
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 This familiarity inherent in the biological kinship model perhaps even plays a 

role in explaining the occasional absence of the « pros » formula in ascending 

letters.359  In RS 92.2005.1, for example, and perhaps also in RS 15.008, the biological 

kinship terms used may have literal meaning, and perhaps in such intimate family 

relationships, even if they were hierarchically ascending, deferential protocol was less 

important, or occasionally even unnecessary. 

 These considerations allow the preservation of the general rule that the « pros » 

formula is appropriate for ""ascending'' social situations, and inappropriate for 

""descending'' situations.  The « pros » formula is, first and foremost, an expression of 

subservience, whether that subserviance be literal or metaphorical.  Metaphorical 

subservience may be referred to as deference or politeness, but only so long as such an 

appellation does not mask the inherent social subordination that is present.   

 

2.5.2.2  The Agent of Prostration     

 In the corpus of the epistolary « pros » formulas, the agent ""doing'' the action of 

prostration is the sender himself, as is clear from the 1st person inflection of the verbal 

form qlt.360  Such use of the grammatical 1st person for the sender, and the occasional 

presence of the 2nd person for the recipient, as in l p≤nk, "at your two feet, in line 2 of 

RIH 78/12, show that the « pros » formula, like most epistolary discourse, implies a 

(fictive) direct or ""binary'' communication situation.  This is further illustrated by the 

                                                

 359For some proposals to explain the absence of the « pros » in various ascending letters, see 
above, section 2.3.    

 360In isolation, the Ugaritic word qlt could also be 2nd person singular, or even 3rd person 
feminine singular.  That such is not the case is clear not only from context, but from the unambiguous 1st 
person parsing of the verbal form in the corresponding Akkadian formulas.     
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1st person pronominal suffixes attached to the REL term(s), as in l p≤n ±dty, "at the two 

feet of my lady,' in RS 16.137[bis], for example.  The formula makes no allusion to the 

involvement of a third party.361    

 Since epistolary communication in Late Bronze West Asia was indirect or 

""tertiary'', taking place through an intermediary agent, obviously the direct-address 

situation implied by the « pros » formula is fictive.  In this epistolary fiction, the face-

to-face meeting of the sender and the recipient is imaginary, and at this imagined 

meeting the sender performs the act of prostration in the presence of the recipient.  

This binary scenario would seem to be drawn from a social protocol of everyday 

existence.  Inasmuch as they reflect a native conception of social reality, the Ugaritic 

mythological texts present several examples of prostration as a polite protocol in direct 

communication situations.362   

 Other occurrences of the Ugaritic literary prostration motif, however, represent 

not direct but indirect communication, and in this sense are more analogous to 

epistolary communication, which, in the Late Bronze Age, was also of an indirect 

nature.  If, however, the agent of prostration in the epistolary « pros » formula was the 

                                                

 361Contrast J.-L. Cunchillos, AEPHER 88 (1979-1980) 238, "" … la formula [mr“qtm] fait 
allusion au rite accompli par le messager (au nom de l'expéditeur de la lettre) devant le destinataire.''  
Compare also idem, SVT 32 (1981) 44, where, in speaking of the « pros » formula, he comments: "" … il 
s'agit d'une action immédiate qui vient d'avoir lieu. C'est le mlak qui a fait les gestes protocolaires. C'est 
le mlak qui parle au nom de son maître l'expéditeur.''  Finally, compare idem, TO 2 (1989) 251.  Pardee, 
Les textes épistolaires (in preparation), chap. 12 (RS 8.315), remarques épistolographiques, footnote, 
expresses objections to these interpretations: "" … le messager était sans doute obligé de se prosterner 
(au moins devant un destinataire royal), mais cela ne change en rien la fiction qu'exprime le 
destinataire lorsqu'il prononce en dictant la lettre « je tombe » tout en restant assis ou debout … .  
Puisqu'il s'agit d'une formule épistolaire et d'un rapport entre l'expéditeur et le destinataire, cette 
formule ne règle strictement rien dans le comportement du messager … dont le protocole était celui des 
messagers … .''         

 362These are KTU2 1.1 III 24-25; 1.2 III 5-6; 1.4 IV 25-26; 1.6 I 36-38; 1.10 II 18; and 
1.17 VI 50-51.  See above, section 2.4.2.    
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sender himself, in these literary prostration motifs of an indirect nature, the agent 

performing the prostration is not the sender of the message, but rather an intermediary 

or messenger.  A ""negative'' example is provided by KTU2 1.2 I 14-15, where the god 

Yammu commands his messengers not to prostrate themselves, a command which they 

faithfully carry out in KTU2 1.2 I 30-31.363   

 If the agent of prostration in these cases is the intermediary, the situation is still 

further complicated by the fact that, in performing the act of prostration (or not, as in 

the case above), the intermediary is acting not in his own stead, but as a proxy for the 

sender.  In the mythological episode just mentioned, for example, the behavior of the 

messengers surely reflects the presumed higher social status of their master, the god 

Yammu, and not any attempt to portray themselves, mere messengers, as of higher 

social status than the likes of ≥Ilu, Ba≤lu, and company. 

 Thus, one of the central problems of indirect communication is as follows.  On 

the one hand, the intermediary has a social relationship of his own with the recipient, 

and in this context his behavior ought to be appropriate for his own social status.  But 

on the other hand, he must also play the role of a proxy for the sender, and in this 

capacity his behavior will reflect not his own social position, but rather that which is 

appropriate for the sender with regard to the recipient.  Had Yammu's messengers in 

KTU2 1.2 I 30-31, for example, been so intimidated by the presence of ≥Ilu and Ba≤lu 

as to consequently disregard their master's orders and fall prostrate anyway, thus 

behaving in accordance with their own social status rather than acting as their master's 

proxy, obviously part of the purpose of Yammu's communication would have been 

                                                

 363See above, section 2.4.2.  On these passages as negatives, and not asseveratives, see M. S. 
Smith, The Ugaritic Baal Cycle 1 (1994) 287-288; S. A. Meier, Messenger in the Ancient Semitic World 
(1988) 154-155; and the references given in N. Wyatt, Religious Texts from Ugarit (1998) 58-59, n. 102 
(Wyatt himself opts, mistakenly in my opinion, for the asseverative interpretation).    
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foiled.  Fortunately for the gods, the mythological messengers' complete fidelity to the 

character of the command may be safely assumed; the fidelity of human agents is 

another matter.  

 The fact that the sender is not physically present in front of the recipient means 

that the gesture of prostration must be communicated indirectly.  For this, two solutions 

present themselves.  The sender may rely on a human intermediary to perform the 

prostration in his stead, and/or he may express his gesture in writing, by means of an 

epistolary formula.  The first scenario is often envisioned in the Ugaritic mythological 

texts, and no doubt derives from a general courtly protocol whereby messengers 

regularly performed prostration on behalf of their master, the sender of the message.  

The second scenario is represented by the Levantine epistolary « pros » formula of the 

Late Bronze Age.  Its utility is that it provides the sender with a valable means of 

control over the messenger.  The inclusion of the « pros » formula reduces the power 

and influence of the intermediary agent, since by means of the epistolary « pros » 

formula, the human messenger is no longer the sole mouthpiece communicating the 

politically important gesture of prostration.    

 

2.5.2.3  The Act of Prostration   

 The action expressed in the « pros » formula consists of ""falling'', and, as 

described above, the agent performing this action is the sender.  The second 

""necessary'' component of the formula, the prepositional phrase « l p≤n NR », describes 

the action as terminating ""at the feet'' of the recipient.364  The optional element 

                                                

 364On the terminative nuance of the preposition l in this case, and in general with verbs of 
movement, see below, section 2.6.2.   
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« mr“qtm », "from afar', also refers to distance.  It is probably not purely locative, else 

these two adverbial elements would be contradictory.  Rather, « mr“qtm » appears to 

be ablative, describing the point at which the action of prostration commences.365   

 Those « pros » formulas containing the element mr“qtm allude to a fictional 

scenario in which the sender does not wait until he is directly before the recipient, but 

prostrates himself at a distance.  After commencing his prostration ""from afar'' as it 

were, he nevertheless continues the gesture, or rather, repeats it, as the multiplicative 

phrases invite one to believe, until he reaches a point ""at the feet of'' the recipient.  

This scenario, in which the act of prostration begins at some distance from the 

recipient, finds extra-Ugaritic parallels in three literary texts: two passages from 

Hebrew Bible, namely, (1) Genesis 33:3366and (2) Exodus 24:1-2,367 and (3) a 

mythological text  

                                                

 365On the ablative adverbial nuance of mr“qtm in the « pros » formula, see below, section 
2.6.4.  Compare Pardee, Les textes épistolaires (in preparation), chap. 12 (RS 8.315), remarques 
épistolographiques, footnote, ""Comme Loewenstamm l'a très justement remarqué en commentant le 
parallélisme entre les formules ougaritique et accadienne (BASOR 188 [1967] 42), l'expression « de 
loin » ne désigne pas la distance qui sépare les correspondants . . . , mais celle qui sépare la personne 
qui se prosterne du personnage honoré dans une situation vécue.'' 

 366Gen 33:3 reads w� yjiâa;Ad[' /� T¡v]GIAd[' µymi+[;P] [b'v ≤¢ h~� x;r“a'~ WjTæ¶v]YI� w" µh≤-� ynEp]� li rbæ¢[; aWh¡� w“,  
"And he [Jacob] moved up in front of them, and prostrated himself to the ground seven times, until he 
reached his brother.'  The prepositional phrases w� yjiâa;Ad[' /� T¡v]GIAd[' , "until his reaching as far as his 
brother,' shows that the action was begun at certain distance away, a situation which fits an ablative 
interpretation of Ugaritic mr“qtm.      

 367Ex 24:1 reads: 
        qjoêr:� me µt≤`ywIj}T'v]hi� w“ lá-r:c]yI ynE∞q]ZI � mi µy[i`b]vi� w“ aWh+ybia}� w" bd:∞n: Ÿ̂roh}a'� w“ h~T;a' hw:� hy“Ala, hĺ¢[} rm'#a; 
hv,ŸmoAla,� w“  
"And to Moses he [YHWH] said, ""Come up to YHWH, you, and Aaron, and Nadab and Abihu, and 
seventy of the elders of Israel, and prostrate yourselves from afar.'' '  Verse 2 is essential: 
                   /� Mê[i Wl¡[}y" aløè µ[;È� h;� w“ WvG:–yI alø∞ µh̀́� w“ hw:±hy“Ala, /Ÿ� Db'� l] hv ≤¶mo vG"!nI� w“  
" ""And then Moses alone shall draw near to YHWH.  They [the others] will not draw near, they will not 
come up with him.'' '  Since Moses is invited to approach the recipient (presumably still in an 
appropriate posture, namely, prostrate), the word qjoêr:� me expresses, in his case, not a purely locative 
nuance (the place at which an action occurs), but, like the epistolary « pros » formula, an ablative 
nuance (the place at which an action commences).  For the other actors mentioned here, there is no 
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known from Hittite literature: The Song of Ullikummi.368   

 The archeological remains of the royal palace at Ras Shamra provide a 

concrete setting for imagining such a fictional scenario.369  Upon entering the palace 

complex from the main exterior entrance, one turns to the right, where, across a 

distance of over thirty-five meters, and across a span of three rooms, the visitor could 

have caught a glimpse the throne room, and, if conditions were right, presumably of 

the king upon the throne.  In such a scenario, a particularly deferential visitor would 

conceivably not have waited until he actually entered the throne room, but rather 

would have begun the action of prostrated himself immediately upon catching a 

glimpse of the monarch, ""from afar'' as it were, three rooms and more than thirty-five 

meters away.370       

 If the adverb mr“qtm marks the point at which the action of prostration is 

imagined to begin, and the phrase l p≤n N marks the point at which the action is 

imagined to terminate, another ""optional'' component, the multiplicative phrase, 

                                                                                                                                           
meaningful difference between the categories of purely locative and ablative, since not only are invited 
to begin the action of prostration at a distance, they are also forbidden from progressing any further.  As 
regards the actors other than Moses, this passage represents a situation quite different from the 
prostration act alluded to in the epistolary formula, which always terminates l p≤n N, "at the two feet of', 
the recipient.    

 368See H. G. Güterbock, The Song of Ullikummi (1952); the passages used here come from 
tablet 3, col. 2, lines 17-23 and 30-32.  A convenient recent translation is H. A. Hoffner, Jr., Hittite 
Myths (1990), § 49 and § 50, p. 58; anterior bibliography is found on pp. 38-39.  Hoffner's translation is 
quoted in the text below, section 2.6.5.2.   

 369For convenience, the reader is invited to follow the plan of the Ras Shamra palatial 
complex, which incorporates much of the recent architectural research of O. Callot and others, 
reproduced in M. Yon, La cité d'Ougarit (1997) 47.      

 370Pierre Bordreuil brought this aspect of the palatial architecture to my attention during a visit 
to the site in the summer of 1999.  I wish to thank the archeological team for the hospitality extended to 
me during the summers of 1999 and 2000; Yves Calvet, Jean Margueron, and especially Olivier Callot 
took valuable time from their work on several occasions to explain the archeology and architecture of 
the site to me (misrepresentations of the archeological data remain, of course, my own responsibility).   
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presents a portrayal of the action(s) imagined to occur between these two points: the 

act of prostration was imagined to be repeated as the visitor advanced toward the 

honoree.  The comparative data are not consistent, however, in expressing the manner 

in which this repetition was realized.  At least three ""manners'' of repetition appear: 

(1) the prostration formulas from the Amarna corpus often include the adverbial 

phrase kabattuma u ¬´ruma, "on the belly and on the back,' always accompanied by the 

numerical sequence "seven (times) (and) seven (times)',371 (2) at least two prostration 

formulas, one from Meskene, the other deriving from a private collection, use forms of 

the verb garªru, "to roll oneself over (in the N-stem)',372 and (3) at least one myth from 

the Hittite literary tradition contains a prostration motif which alludes to the repetition 

of prostration on several occasions, the number of repetitions being lowest when far 

away from the honoree, greatest when in close proximity.373  These three ""manners'' 

are not mutually exclusive, but it is the last that is most easily compatible with the 

contextual situation(s) implied behind the other ""optional'' components of the « pros » 

formula.   

 

                                                

 371This phrase occurs in EA 64-65, 211, 213, 215, 232-234, 282, 284, 298-299, 301, 303-306, 
314-316.1, 319-320, 322-326, 328, 331, 366, and 378. 

 372These are Msk 7451.1, and ME 127.   

 373See Güterbock, The Song of Ullikummi (1952), tablet 3, col. 2, lines 17-23 and 30-32; and 
the recent translation of Hoffner, Hittite Myths (1990), § 49 and § 50, p. 58.  Hoffner's translation is 
quoted in the text below, section 2.6.5.2. 
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2.5.2.4  The Moment of Prostration     

 Judging from the literary prostration motifs in Ugaritic,374 the act of prostration, 

when present, occurs prior to any other verbal exchange.  In commands, the prostration 

motif occurs immediately following the departure motif, and immediately prior to the 

address motif.  Narratives show the same pattern as well, with a few variations.  

KTU2 1.2 I 30, for example, inserts the phrase ±”r tm÷yn ml±k ym t≤dt ®p† nhr, "Then, 

the two messengers of Yammu enter, the embassy of Judge Naharu (enters),' 

immediately preceding the prostration motif.  Two other narratives insert the speech-

opening motif immediately after prostration.375  These examples from the conceptual 

world portrayed in the Ugaritic myths situate the act of prostration (1) after arrival, 

and (2) prior to verbal exchange.  The epistolary structure of the majority of letters 

containing the « pros » formula supports such a setting.  The epistolary « pros » 

formula is by and large placed prior to other ""polite formulas'', and always prior to the 

body of the letter.           

 The epistolary and literary portrayals of prostration differ, however, in one key 

aspect: in the epistolary corpus the « pros » formula occurs after the address, while in 

the literary texts, the « pros » motif occurs prior to the literary equivalents of the 

address formula.  There is for this distribution a single explanation, to be found in the 

pragmatics of indirect communication.  In direct communication situations, the act of 

prostration was no doubt literally performed: the recipient (or beneficiary) could have 

no doubts about who is performing the prostration for it is taking place in front of him, 

""at his feet'' as it were.  With respect to the epistolary « pros » formula, however, the 

                                                

 374See above, section 2.4.2. 

 375Compare KTU2 1.6 I 39, tß° gh w t¬“, "She lifts up her voice and declares. . . .' 
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setting is indirect, and the act of prostration was metaphorical or fictive.  The ""agent'' 

performing the action, that is, the sender himself, is not even physically present.  For 

the metaphorical gesture behind the formula to be properly understood, the recipient 

must know who its agent is.  The recitation of the address formula at the beginning of 

the letter provides the necessary interpretative framework for the recipient to 

understand not only the prostration, but the entirety of the letter: it is the sender, he 

who was just named in the « R » component of the address formula, who ""falls at his 

two feet''.   

 Additional caution is required in interpreting the literary references to 

prostration: namely, the prostration motif may be omitted without any apparent 

narrative implications, and for this reason, the literary portrayals should not be taken 

as faithful portrayals of court protocol.  In this sense, only the presence of prostration is 

significant; not its absence, which could be happenstance.  In other words, when it is 

simply not meaningful in a given narrative context to include a prostration motif, such 

was omitted.376  In letters, however, both the presence and the absence would be 

significant.   

 The ""moment'' of the polite protocol of prostration was, in light of the literary 

texts, the meeting of the two parties.  With respect to the epistolary « pros » formula in 

particular, this meeting is a fiction which takes place upon the recital of the tablet.    

 

                                                

 376Compare S. Meier, Messenger in the Ancient Semitic World (1988) 152-153; and p. 156: 
""[inclusion of the literary prostration motif] is thus an optional feature of narrative, exploited for 
verisimilitude and color or to reflect social relationships.''   
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2.5.2.5  The Contextual Burden of the Prostration Formula   

 The semantics of the prostration idiom describe an action of ""falling'', 

performed by the sender.  The action was often portrayed as commencing ""from afar'', 

and often as being repeated, until eventually terminating ""at the feet'' of the recipient.  

The distribution of the formula affirms what is intuitive from such semantics: that the 

formulaic expression of this action is appropriate for ascending social situations and 

inappropriate for descending situations.  Beyond this, however, one might wonder at 

the purpose or goal of such an utterance.  Did it simply affirm the subordinate nature of 

the social relationship?  Such is suggested by the formula's distribution, by the self-

abasing semantics, and by information theory as presented by M. Gruber.377        

 But ""purpose'' and ""function'' are slippery topics, especially liable to positivist 

interpretations which, plausible as they may seem to modern minds, are ultimately 

external to the society and to the social discourse in which the formula was used and 

had meaning.  With this in mind, one can seek a more subjectively meaningful 

interpretation of the formula.  A reasonable approach, as was the case with the address 

formula, would be to survey the semantics of the ""B-words'' used in the literary 

prostration motifs.    

 Several ""B-words'' are attested for the verbal action of prostration in the literary 

motif.  These include verbal forms of the roots HBR, Q(Y)L, H̊WY (apparently in the 

rare fit-stem),  KBD, NPL, and KR≤.  Many of these roots are not particularly common 

                                                

 377Gruber, Nonverbal Communication (1980) 182-186.  The formula fits Gruber's description 
of a genuine obeisance formula: not only is it compositionally ""the most elaborate of the three types of 
greeting for a reason now made abundantly clear by information theory, namely that it contains more 
information'', but also functionally, ""while the phatic greeting indicates only the desire of the speaker to 
"establish links of fellowship' and while the deferential greeting contains additional information 
concerning the high social rank of the addressee, the obeisance formula contains still more information 
disparaging the low status speaker.'' 
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in Ugaritic outside of the literary « pros » motif, and thus the inner Ugaritic usage 

alone is often insufficient determine their underlying semantics.  Context and 

comparative Semitic evidence, however, suggests that most of these verbal roots 

denote movement, in this case movement downward, that is, the action of ""falling'' in 

various permutations.      

 One of these verbs, however, is not a verb of movement: KBD.  Its semantics 

are well established, however, not only by the textual context of the Ugaritic 

prostration motif and by strong comparative Semitic evidence, but also on the basis of 

inner Ugaritic usage.  Transitive in the Ugaritic examples, the D-stem of the root KBD 

in the cognate languages is normally glossed "to honor'; such a meaning fits inner 

Ugaritic usage very well.378  The verb reflects not a concrete action, but the abstract 

""purpose'' of the action:  ""falling at the feet'' of the recipient is a concrete means of 

""honoring'' the recipient.       

 

2.6  GRAMMATICAL ANALYSIS OF THE COMPONENTS 

 The grammatical analysis of the Ugaritic « pros » formula has long been 

reasonably well established.  Thanks to the presence of similar formulas in the 

Amarna corpus,379 Ch. Virolleaud was able to understand fairly well the morphology 

                                                

 378See del Olmo Lete and Sanmartín, DLU 1 (1996) 207.  Apart from literary « pros » motif, 
this verb also occurs in KTU2 1.17.V.20 and parallels; the narrative context is as follows: the craftsman 
god Kothar-wa-‡asis arrives chez Dani≥ilu and presents him with a bow, after which Dani≥ilu's wife 
prepares a meal for the god; it is in this dining context that the verb KBD is mentioned: {ßl“m . ßsqy 
(20) •lm . s±d . kbd. hmt}, "Give food, give drink to the two gods!  Serve (?), honor them!'   

 379Virolleaud's debt to the Amarna parallels is clear in CRAIBL (1937) 353: "" … on y retrouve 
[in RS 9.479A], traduites en cananéen, les formules de salutation qui sont usitées dans les lettres 
babyloniennes d'El Amarna ; la comparison permettra sans doute de préciser la valeur de certaines 
expressions ambiguës, car les termes sont, sauf sur un point, tout à fait équivalents, comme si l'on était 
en présence d'une inscription bilingue.''  
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and semantics of the Ugaritic « pros » formula already in 1937 when he presented the 

first example.380  Since then, subsequent Ugaritic and comparative data have allowed 

a number of refinements.   

 This section will review the grammatical analysis of the following elements: 

(1) the verbal forms qlt and qlny, including a treatment of the usage of the suffix 

conjugation in the context of the « pros » formula; (2) the semantics of the preposition 

l- in the verbal idiom « l p≤n NR + Q(Y)L »; (3) the common noun p≤n; (4) the word 

mr“qtm; (5) the multiplicative phrases; and (6) the unique word hllm.    

 

2.6.1  The verbs qlt  and qlny      

2.6.1.1  General 

 One of the ""necessary'' elements of the « pros » formula is a finite verbal form.  

In the Ugaritic epistolary corpus two forms are attested: qlt, by far the most common, 

and qlny, attested twice.381  The morphology of both forms was understood rather 

quickly: both in the suffix conjugation, qlt as the 1st person singular,382 qlny as the 1st 

person dual.383  No 1st person plural form, the spelling of which would conceivably be 

                                                

 380A preliminary presentation of RS 9.479A was given by Virolleaud to the Académie des 
Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres; see CRAIBL (1937) 352-353.  The editio princeps appeared in 
C. Virolleaud, Syria 19 (1938) 127-131.   

 381RS 8.315:7, and RS 29.093:10.   

 382Virolleaud, Syria 19 (1938) 129, ""qlt, qui tient la place d'amqut, est, comme amqut, la 1er p. 
du prft.''  The spelling qlt is graphically ambiguous, of course—the same orthography is used for the 2nd 
person singular and the 3rd person feminine singular.  That the form is 1st person is clear from context, 
as well as the Akkadian parallels.  

 383Ginsberg, BASOR 72 (1938) 19, n. 9, was apparently the first to propose that qlny in the 
« pros » formula of RS 8.315 was a 1st person dual form.  On the 1st person dual in the Ugaritic verbal 
paradigm, see now J. Tropper, Ugaritische Grammatik (2000), § 73.333.4, p. 469.  As an inflectional 
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*qln, is yet attested in the Ugaritic corpus, but in light of syllabic spellings such as {ni-

am-qut} in EA 59 and {ni-am-qú-ut} in EA 100,  for example, one might also expect 

such forms in Ugarit letters from more than two authors to come to light some day.384    

 Both the Akkadian formulaic parallels and inner Ugaritic usage affirm the 

basic semantics of the root, which, in the Ugaritic orthography is represented only by 

two radicals, Q-L, as ""to fall.''385    

 The fact that the orthography presents only two root consonants also impedes 

the identification of the word's etymology.  The comparative etymological data for a 

radical sequence (-)Q(-)L(-) with the semantics ""to fall'' are not abundant, but the 

presence of (1) Akkadian qiªlu(m), "to fall',386 and (2) Arabic Gv£Gñ / H·√I∫Gû 

, "to take a midday nap (in the G-stem)', "to annul, cancel, dismiss (in the 4th 

                                                                                                                                           
suffix, it is not common in the verbal paradigms of other Semitic languages; compare E. Lipiˆski, 
Outline of a Comparative Grammar (1997), § 40.9, p. 364.  In seeking its phonemic structure, D. Pardee 
alludes to the existence of such a verbal suffix in Eblaite; see Pardee, Les textes épistolaires (in 
preparation), chap. 12 (RS 8.315), commentaire, line 1, and footnotes 100-102, where he speaks of 
""l'orthographe {-a-a} (variante {-e-a}) du même suffixe en éblaïte,'' and cites P. Fronzaroli, Maarav 5-6 
(1990) 119, 123.   

 384Contrast, however, Msk 7452 (D. Arnaud, Emar 6, no. 261), in which there were two 
authors, but the form of the verb was nevertheless singular: {(1) a-na ad-da EN-i[a] (2) qí-bi-[ma] (3) 
um-ma mka-pí-dKUR (4) ù md30-a-bu ÌR-ka-ma | (5) a-na GÌR.MEfi EN-ni iß-tu ru-qiß (6) 2-ßú 7-ßú 
am-qut | }  Note the REL term {EN-ni} in line 7, indicating that both senders were in an ascending 
relationship with the reciepient (is the restoration of {i[a]} in line 1 the best option?  Is {n[i]} possible?).  
Note also EA 170.1, a letter from two senders in which the verb of the « pros » formula is spelled {ni-
am-qut}.  Morphologically, this would appear to be a plural form, not a dual (compare also EA 59 and 
100).  Should this datum be taken as evidence that the 1st person dual was not grammatically productive 
in (1) the substrate language of the scribe of this letter, or (2) Akkadian, the language in which the text 
is ""framed'', or (3) both?  Or, (4) is this ""plural'' spelling simply a reflex of the fact that the scribe had 
imperfect knowledge of the orthography of (rare) dual forms in Akkadian?     

 385Compare Virolleaud already in Syria 19 (1938) 129, "". . . le sens littéral est « tomber », car, 
si ql remplace ici l'acad. maqâtu, il alterne ailleurs . . . avec npl.''  See now G. del Olmo Lete and J. 
Sanmartín, DLU 2 (2000) 364-365, with bibliography.     

 386See W. von Soden, VTS 16 (1967) 295-296; and AHw 2, p. 918.  The verb is also cited in 
the standard dictionaries as ""qâlu II'' or ""qâlu B''. 
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[causative] stem)', and the noun K·√I∫Gõ , "resting place',387 argue in favor of Th. 

Gaster's suggestion of the hollow root Q(Y)L.388   

 Accepting this analysis of the verbs' morphology and etymology, one may 

propose the following phonemic reconstructions for the orthographies: for qlt, 

*/q≠lªtu/;389 and for qlny, */q≠lªnayª/.390      

                                                

 387See H. Wehr, Dictionary of Modern Written Arabic (1979) 942-943; E. W. Lane, Arabic-
English Lexicon (1863), vol. 8, p. 2997; and A. de Biberstein Kazimirski, Dictionnaire arabe-français 
(1860) vol. 2, p. 847-848.   

 388Th. Gaster, Iraq 6 (1939) 127, n. 31.  As D. Pardee points out in his manuscript to Les textes 
épistolaires (in preparation), chap. 12 (RS 8.315), remarques épistolographiques, footnote, the proposal 
goes back to Gaster, despite the fact that ""Ces dernières années on attribue couramment l'identification 
de QL  comme racine mediae infirmae à Von Soden (SVT 16 [1967] 295-96).''  More recently, see M. 
Dietrich and O. Loretz, UF 32 (2000) 177-178. 

 389There are several problems in reconstructing the morpho-phonemic structure of this word: 
(1) the presence or absence of a ""connecting vowel'' (perhaps */ª/; compare B. Kienast, Historische 
Semitische Sprachwissenschaft [2001] 203) between the verbal stem of the hollow root and the 
inflectional suffix in the suffix conjugation; and (2) the quality of the vowel in the inflectional suffix for 
the 1st person common singular.  On the former problem, the existence of spellings for formally 
analogous verbs such as ßtt, "I/you have put' (fi[Y]T), and mtt, "I/you have died' (M[W]T), suggests the 
presence of the */ª/ connecting vowel (assuming that all hollow roots followed the same paradigm); see 
Tropper's discussion in Ugaritische Grammatik (2000) 642.  Regarding the latter problem, in the 
absence of internal data, one must decide on the basis of comparative Semitic evidence.  Standard 
Arabic shows the vowel /u/ in this slot, as do Ethiopic and this form of the Akkadian stative.  Other 
Northwest Semitic languages often show /i/, as in Tiberian Hebrew, Amarna Canaanite, etc.  Choosing 
/u/ allows the paradigm to distinguish between the 1st common singular and on 2nd feminine singular; 
see the discussion in Tropper, ibid., p. 465.   

 390In the absence of internal data, the phonemic reconstruction of this inflectional suffix is 
theoretical.  D. Pardee, in his manuscript of Les textes épistolaires, chap. 12 (RS 8.315), commentaire, 
proposes */-nayª/.  He chooses vowels of /a/ quality on the basis of comparative evidence from Eblaite, 
citing P. Fronzaroli, Maarav 5-6 (1990) 119 and 123 (see above).  With the aid of I. J. Gelb's 
""sequential reconstruction'' theory (for which see I. J. Gelb, Sequential Reconstruction of Proto-
Akkadian [1969]), Pardee further explains the morphological composition of this inflectional suffix: /-
na/ (being the 1st person plural inflectional suffix) + /y/ (being a ""consonne de liaison'', or ""consonantal 
glide'' in Gelb's terminology) + /ª/ (being the dual morpheme).  Pardee points out that ""Le concept 
d'élément de liaison, qui peut être vocalique ou consonantique (cf. le /t/ de « y a-t-il ? » en français), est 
fondamental dans la « sequential reconstruction » de Gelb (1969), et l'on n'a pas manqué de l'évoquer 
pour expliquer l'orthographe du suffixe ougaritique,'' for which he cites Wagner, ZDMG 102 (1952) 231, 
and Fontinoy, Le duel (1969) 208.  Other attempts to vocalize this suffix include E. Lipiˆski, Outline of 
a Comparative Grammar (1997) 364 (*/-nªya/); and Tropper, Ugaritische Grammatik (2000) 469 (*/-
nayª/).       
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2.6.1.2  The usage of the suffix conjugation in the « pros » formula    

 The interpretive problems posed by the use of the suffix conjugation in the 

« pros » formula are evoked by two questions posed by D. Pardee and R. Whiting: ""Did 

the writer really fall? and, When did he fall or not fall?''391  In other words, the issues 

at hand are (1) the literal or metaphorical interpretation of the action described, and 

(2) the temporal / aspectual reference, implied by the use of the suffix conjugation, for 

this action.   

 On the first issue, logical considerations make the metaphorical solution appear 

much more plausible than the literal one.  Strictly speaking, it is not impossible, of 

course, that the sender actually did prostrate himself at the moment of, or prior to, 

dictating this portion of the letter.  What is impossible, however, is that this supposed 

prostration occurred in the manner described in the formula itself.  If the action 

described in the formula is interpreted literally, the action must take place where the 

sender is, for the 1st person grammatical subject of the verb refers to the sender.392  

The fact that the action is also explicitly said to be achieved l p≤n, "at the two feet of,' 

the recipient, is obviously a problem.  The sender and recipient are potentially miles 

apart; how can the sender, without leaving home, literally perform an action which 

terminates at the recipient's feet?   

                                                

 391D. Pardee and R. M. Whiting, BSOAS 50 (1987) 28.   

 392The « pros » formula makes no allusion to the messenger; see above, section 2.5.2.2.     
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Pardee and Whiting continue:393  

"". . . one must ask, with Edzard,394 whether the writer really fell or whether he was expressing 

a respectful fiction.  It appears to us that Rainey has missed the point in responding to Edzard 

by saying that "the sender of the letter is now on his face before Pharaoh; in fact, he was 

forbidden to speak until after he had prostrated himself the regulation 7 x 7 times.'395  The 

writer's messenger certainly had to bow before the Pharaoh, but the writer himself was back at 

home and could not possibly know when to "speak' and when to "bow'.  Edzard is simply saying 

that because of this separation, the self-representation as bowing is a fiction.'' 

This view of the « pros » formula, as expressing a ""respectful fiction'', is consistent not 

only with (1) the distribution of the formula, but also with (2) its situational context.  

In terms of distribution, the presence of the « pros » formula in terminologically 

horizontal letters as well as in ascending letters from the king to his mother also 

strongly favors a metaphorical interpretation.  The question posed by Pardee is 

difficult to answer in the affirmative: ""le roi d'Ougarit tombait-il aux pieds de sa mère 

lorsqu'il entrait en sa présence comme l'interprétation littérale de la formule épistolaire 

                                                

 393Pardee and Whiting, BSOAS 50 (1987) 28-29. 

 394The reference is to D. O. Edzard's review of A. F. Rainey, AOAT 8 (1970), which appeared 
in ZA 62 (1972) pp. 123-125.  The quotation is from p. 124, ""Für amqut und iß-ta-”a-”i-in bzw. iß-”é-”i-
in in der Briefeinleitung müsste statt ""I have fallen'', ""I have prostrated'' eher ""hiermit falle ich nieder'' 
etc. übersetzt werden, da die Fiktion ist, dass der Absender während der Verlesung seines Briefes vor 
Pharao niederfiel.''  

 395The reference is to A. F. Rainey, UF 6 (1974) 305.  The context is as follows: ""In spite of 
Edzard's argument that the context requires ""herewith I fall,'' I still favor the rendering ""I have fallen,'' 
for amqut.  Some WS texts use maqtªti/maqt≠ti and Ug translates qlt (= *qilti) . . . .  To say ""I have 
prostrated myself,'' does mean in these contexts that the sender is now on his face before Pharaoh; in 
fact, he was forbidden to speak until after he had prostrated himself the regulation 7 x 7 times.''  
Obviously Rainey is working under the assumption that the suffix conjugation in the West Semitic 
languages implies past completed action (and only past completed action), and that this form is not used 
for performatives (which, in English, ought not be translated in a past tense).     
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amènerait à le croire (par exemple en RS 34.124) ?''396  In terms of situational content, 

the ""moment'' of prostration is the meeting of sender and recipient; at this meeting, the 

myths situate the act of prostration (1) after arrival, and (2) prior to verbal 

exchange.397  In a literal interpretation of the formula, these conditions are never met.    

 This brings the discussion to the second question posed above, that of temporal 

/ aspectual reference.  In light of the use of the suffix conjugation, can one answer the 

question of when the action described was imagined to have taken place?  The only 

possible logical possibilities would seem to be: (1) at a moment prior to the dictation 

of the letter, (2) at a moment simultaneous with the dictation of the letter, (3) 

sometime after the dictation of the letter, for example, at the moment of the recital of 

the letter, and, perhaps, (4) during a longer period encompassing one or more of the 

previously mentioned ""moments''.   

 The conjugation of the verb, namely the use of the suffix conjugation, is 

certainly relevant to this problem, for, in non-literary or ""prose'' texts, the suffix 

conjugation is generally used with non-stative verbs to denote past completed 

action.398  In other words, in prose texts, the suffix conjugation is most often best 

translated with an English ""past tense''.    

 Reference to the ""past'', however, has meaning only with respect to a fixed 

point of temporal reference, normally the ""present''.  In the case of letters, this fixed 

point of reference is particularly complicated, for an epistolary context necessarily 

                                                

 396Pardee, Les textes épistolaires (in preparation), chap. 12 (RS 8.315), remarques 
épistolographiques. 

 397This situational context is reflected in the position of the « pros » formula in letters, after the 
address and prior to the other polite formulas (see above, section 2.5.2.3).   

 398Compare Tropper, Ugaritische Grammatik (2000), § 76.521, pp. 702-704, on the suffix 
conjugation "". . . zur Darstellung vergangener Sachverhalte in Prosatexten''.     
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involves not one, but two temporal reference points: (1) the ""present'' of the sender at 

the moment of dictating the letter, and (2) the ""present'' of the recipient at the moment 

of hearing the letter.   

 With respect to the first logical possibility mentioned above, namely, that the 

""performative act'' took place prior to the dictation of the letter, the use of the suffix 

conjugation is not problematic; in fact, it is expected.  That actions occurring prior to 

the moment of the dictation of the letter, that is, actions prior to the ""present'' of the 

sender, should be expressed by the suffix conjugation is no surprise: punctual events 

which were in the past at the moment at the composition of the letter necessarily 

remain so at the time of its recital; in these situations, the problem of the point of 

temporal reference is irrelevant.   

 The use of the suffix conjugation for the second logical possibility described 

above, however, is more complicated, for in this case the suffix conjugation would 

have been used to describe an action occurring concurrent with the dictation of the 

letter and prior to its recital.  This category applies in particular to ""epistolary acts 

themselves, such as "writing', "sending', and "commanding'.''399  Are these actions 

portrayed according to the temporal reference point of the sender, in a verbal 

conjugation appropriate for simultaneous action, or, are they portrayed according to 

the temporal reference point of the recipient, in a conjugation appropriate for past 

completed action?  Previous students of epistolary verbal usage have argued in favor 

of the latter: in the epistolary traditions of Hebrew, Akkadian, and Ugaritic, at least,400 

                                                

 399Pardee and Whiting, BSOAS 50 (1987) 1.   

 400This was also the case in the epistolary traditions of Greek and Latin, and of classical 
Arabic; see the references in Pardee and Whiting, BSOAS 50 (1987) 1-31.  On the possibility of a wider 
application in the Ancient Near East, compare D. Pardee, BN 22 (1983) 39-40, ""In this short note I have 
made no attempt to establish the ""epistolary'' perfect as a general Near Eastern phenomenon, but it 
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these ""epistolary acts'', contemporaneous with the dictation of the letter, are 

represented from the temporal point of view of the recipient, by conjugations 

appropriate for past completed action: namely, the suffix conjugation in Ugaritic and 

Hebrew, and the iprus (""preterite'') and iptaras (""perfect'') conjugations in 

Akkadian.401  Fr. Thureau-Dangin, no doubt aware of the ""epistolary'' tenses in Greek 

and Latin, had provided a rationalization for such a usage (in Akkadian) already in 

1935: ""Le lettre n'étant en principe que le texte du discours que le messager doit tenir à 

son arrivée, le moment où elle a été écrite et expéditée est envisagé au passé.''402  

Pardee has termed this grammatical usage the ""epistolary perfect''.403      

 The third logical possibility mentioned above is even more complicated.  Can 

the suffix conjugation be used in letters to represent an action that ""happens'' at the 

moment of the recitation of the letter, a moment which, from the sender's point of 

view, is well in the future?  Taking a cue from the ""epistolary perfect'', discussed 

above, the problem may be clarified by a consideration of the ""epistolary perspective,'' 

the fixed point of temporal reference according to which the ""moment'' of an action is 

defined in a letter.  In this light, the point of view of the sender may be dismissed 

entirely, for it is the temporal perspective of the recipient that is adopted in letters, not 

that of the sender.  This granted, however, can the suffix conjugation be used to 

designate action in the ""present''?  In his recent grammar, J. Tropper answers ""yes'', and 

                                                                                                                                           
appears it may well be one for a casual glance turned up examples immediately in sources as disparate . 
. . as Mari Akkadian, Ugaritic, and Aramaic from Egypt.''   

 401Pardee, BN 22 (1983) 34-40; Pardee and Whiting, BSOAS 50 (1987) 1-31.  

 402Thureau-Dangin, Syria 16 (1935) 192. 

 403As applied to Hebrew epistolography, see D. Pardee, UF 10 (1978) 300 and 311; Pardee et 
al., Handbook of Ancient Hebrew Letters (1982) 35 and 49; and Pardee, BN 22 (1983) 34-40.  On the 
phenomenon in Ugaritic and Akkadian epistolography, see Pardee and Whiting, BSOAS 50 (1987) 1-
31.  A recent treatment of the Hebrew examples is M. Rogland, ZAH 13 (2000) 194-200. 
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lists several types of usage in which the suffix conjugation refers to the ""present''.404  

With respect to the « pros » formula, it is of particular significance that the 

performative usage, namely, that linguistic usage in which utterance and act are not 

only simultaneous but identical,405 is among these categories.406   

 The fourth logical possibility mentioned above refers to the use of the suffix 

conjugation for an action which began in the recipient's ""past'' and has continued right 

up until his ""present''.  That the suffix conjugation could be used in such a case is not 

clear from any Ugaritic data, to my knowledge.  From a comparative point of view, 

such a usage of the suffix conjugation is known in Biblical Hebrew;407 its theoretical 

existence in Ugaritic would present no new problems.      

 If the use of the suffix conjugation allows for all four logical possibilities of 

temporal reference, then, can contextual considerations determine which one of these 

is most appropriate for the formula?  The nature of the available data prevents 

certainty, of course, but a variety of factors argue that the ""action'' expressed in the 

« pros » formula was imagined as having ""occurred'' during a span of time which began 

at the dictation of the letter, but only ended at its recital.  These factors include: (1) the 

situational ""moment'' of prostration, (2) the participants required by the formula, and 

                                                

 404Tropper, Ugaritische Grammatik (2000), § 76.53, pp. 714-716, treating the suffix 
conjugation "". . . für perfektive Sachverhalte der Gegenwart.''  

 405The identity of utterance and act means that the utterance can also be qualified as being 
""effective'' of the act.    

 406Tropper, Ugaritische Grammatik (2000), § 76.531, pp. 715; though not all of his examples 
are unambigously performative.  On the « pros » formula as performative, see Pardee and Whiting, 
BSOAS 50 (1987) 29.  A Hittite datum in favor of a performative interpretation is the deictic kªßa, 
which establishes the temporal immediacy of the verb (see H. A. Hoffner, Jr., JAOS 88 [1968] 531-
534).   

 407Compare B. K. Waltke and M. O'Connor, Biblical Hebrew Syntax (1990), § 30.5.1 c, p. 487.    
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(3) the contextual ""burden'' of the formula, and (4) the implications of the « pros » 

formula as a performative utterance. 

 The situational ""moment'' of prostration408 is (1) after the meeting of the two 

parties, which most often took place chez the recipient, but (2) prior to verbal 

exchange.  The time span suggested above is appropriate for these conditions.  In the 

case of epistolary communication, the ""meeting'' is fictional, of course, but can be 

imagined to have taken place after the recital of the address, if not already with the 

arrival of the messenger, as sender's proxy.  Verbal exchange between the two parties 

is also fictional in epistolary communication, but can be symbolized by the polite 

formulas and body of the letter which follow the « pros » formula.     

 The action expressed by the formula requires the presence of both sender and 

recipient.409  The sender, as the agent of the action, must be present; and the recipient, 

at whose feet the action terminates, must also be present.  In an epistolary situation, 

these circumstances are never met, and therefore must be fictional.  The time span 

suggested above allows for the participation of both sender and recipient.    

 The contextual ""burden'' of the « pros » formula, judging from the use of the 

root KBD in Ugaritic literary parallels, is to ""honor'' the recipient.410  In terms of 

information theory, the « pros » formula communicates information about the high 

social status of the recipient and the low status of the sender.411  These goals can only 

                                                

 408For a more detailed presentation, see above, section 2.5.2.4.   

 409For more detail, see above, sections 2.5.2.2-2.5.2.4.   

 410For a more detailed presentation, see above, section 2.5.2.5.   

 411Compare the presentation in M. Gruber, Nonverbal Communication (1980) 182-186.   
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be fully accomplished when this information is communicated to the recipient, in his 

presence. 

 Finally, granted that the action of prostration ought to be interpreted 

metaphorically, as argued above, the « pros » formula itself is, in the words of Pardee 

and Whiting, ""a prime candidate for performativity, for it is the saying of the formula 

that produces the reality of obeisance on the part of the writer.''412  As a performative 

utterance, the temporal reference of the « pros » formula is not that of a past 

completed action, for, if it were, it would be reporting an event, not effecting one.413  

As a performative, the ""action'' of the « pros » formula occurs in the present,414 since, 

                                                

 412Pardee and Whiting, BSOAS 50 (1987) 29.  These authors also provide a useful history of 
the linguisitic discussion of ""performatives'' on pp. 23-26.  Compare Pardee's comments from his 
manuscript for Les textes épistolaires (in preparation), chap. 12 (RS 8.315), remarques 
épistolographiques, ""Dans notre étude du parfait épistolaire, nous avons présenté les difficultés qui 
entravent la description précise de la fonction de la formule de prosternation (Pardee et Whiting, 
BSOAS 50 [1987] 28-29), préférant l'interprétation qui voit dans cet usage une fiction (l'expéditeur ne 
tombe pas par terre au moment de prononcer la formule) ; la formule épistolaire est donc une sorte de 
performatif (pour l'expéditeur, le fait de prononcer les paroles est l'équivalent de l'acte).'' 

 413Compare Pardee and Whiting, BSOAS 50 (1987) 26: "". . . is the "epistolary perfect, etc.' a 
performative? No, because, it reports an act, it does not effect it.''  

 414Pardee and Whiting, BSOAS 50 (1987) 28-29, did not endorse this interpretation: ""We find 
it unlikely that the epistolary perspective allows the falling to take place during the reading of the letter: 
the fact that the Akkadian uses preterites and perfects to express acts accomplished in conjunction with 
the sending of the letter leads us to believe that the writer is representing himself as having fallen 
during the dictation of the letter.  In this sense, then, the perfect preterite forms are "epistolary', for the 
writer is expressing an act contemporary with the writing of the letter as a completed one.''  Pardee 
(personal communication) considers that the verb in the « pros » formula is ""only performative in the 
sense that the act itself was probably not performed''; for him, it is ""an epistolary perfective expressing 
an epistolary fiction.''  For these arguments to carry weight, however, all Ugaritic suffix conjugation 
verbal forms and all Akkadian preterites and perfects occurring in letters would have to refer to ""acts 
accomplished in conjunction with the sending of the letter''; such would not allow for the ""epistolary 
performative'' to exist in Ugaritic or Akkadian letters.  Furthermore, Pardee and Whiting's position on 
the performative is not entirely consistent.  On the one hand, they classify (with some hesitation) the 
« pros » formula as a performative (pp. 29-30), but on the other hand, they resist situating the action in 
the ""present'' of the recipient, at the moment of the recital of the letter (pp. 28-29).  Rather, they place it 
""during the dictation of the letter'' (p. 29).  If, however, the action took place prior to the recitation of the 
letter, the action is a past completed action from the epistolary perspective, namely, from the temporal 
point of view of the recipient.  In this case the « pros » formula would represent the report of a past 
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like other performatives, speech and act must be synonymous.  The fact that this 

performative occurs in a letter, however, introduces another question: At what moment 

is the sender imagined to ""pronounce'' the phrase?  Is it during the dictation of the 

letter, in the ""present'' from the sender's point of view?  Or, is it during the recital of the 

letter, in the ""present'' from the recipient's point of view?  The answer, I suspect, is 

""both''.  This requires a special category of performative, the ""epistolary 

performative'',415 in which the ""action'' occurs in a special category of ""present'' time, 

which might be termed a ""suspended present''.  In theory, the act itself requires both 

participants: it requires the sender who is imagined to pronounce the formula, and it 

requires the recipient in whose presence the utterance is imagined to be pronounced.  

The separation of these two necessary parties, however, requires an epistolary fiction 

whereby the time intervening between dictation and recitation of the formula ""is not 

taken into account in the formulation of the letter.''416  The time frame proposed above, 

                                                                                                                                           
action.  To be a performative, as defined, however, the utterance itself must effect the action, not simply 
report its occurrence in the past.   

 415Pardee and Whiting, ibid., p. 29, also speak of an ""epistolary performative'' defined in 
slightly different terms: ""a performative that, because of social realities, could only exist in a letter.''  
Their reason was that, "". . . when indeed in the Pharaoh's presence the verbal performative would not 
have sufficed, actual prostration had to take place'' (p. 29).  A brief glance at the distribution of the 
formula, however, shows that it is not used uniquely when addressing a ""great king''; it is used in 
virtually all types of social situations characterized by ascending relational terms, even biological ones; 
and, it is used occasionally in terminologically horizontal situations.  Pardee shows his awareness of this 
in the manuscript of his manuscript of Les textes épistolaires (in preparation), chap. 12 (RS 8.315), 
remarques épistolographiques, where he asks, "". . . le roi d'Ougarit tombait-il aux pieds de sa mère 
lorsqu'il entrait en sa présence comme l'interprétation littérale de la formule épistolaire amènerait à le 
croire (par exemple en RS 34.124)?''  The intuitive answer, of course, is no.  If the portrayal of 
prostration in the myths and in Egyptian iconography shows that not all prostration was metaphorical, it 
certainly does not follow that no prostration was metaphorical.     

 416Pardee and Whiting, BSOAS 50 (1987) 27, n. 79; the context is as follows: "". . . the gap 
between the dictation and the reading of the letter is not taken into account in the formulation of the 
letter.''  Compare also D. Arnaud, Syria 59 (1982) 104, n. 26: "". . . le rédacteur de la lettre se transporte 
idéalement au moment où le destinataire l'aura en main.''  To take an example from a modern language, 
compare the use of the phrase ""je t'embrasse'' in French.  As a performative utterance, the phrase is used 
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that of a ""suspended present'', is appropriate for this, since it situates the ""action'' in a 

moment which comprehends the dictation of the formula and its recitation, but makes 

no grammatical reference to the temporal interval separating them.            

 

2.6.2  The semantics of the preposition l  in « l  p≤n  NR + Q(Y)L »   

 As a verb of motion denoting movement, in this case movement downward, the 

verb Q(Y)L may take a prepositional complement l to denote the location at which the 

movement terminates.417  In this sense, the semantics of the preposition l in this idiom 

are not simply locative, but terminative.  Outside of the « pros » formula, compare 

KTU2 1.2 IV 25-26, yql l ±r¬, "He falls to the earth,' where the ""point of arrival'' is not a 

part of the body, as it is in the « pros » formula; and KTU2 1.19 III 37-38, tql t“t p≤nh, 

"She falls at his feet,' where the terminative notion is expressed not by l, but by means 

of another preposition, t“t.  

 

                                                                                                                                           
in letters (that is, as an ""epistolary performative''), but also in telephone conversations (that is, as a true 
performative utterance).  The context of these two situations (epistolary and telephone) is identical; the 
only significant difference, to my understanding, is that, as in the epistolary usage, there is an interval of 
time which passes between utterance (in this case, written) and comprehension.  In this latter case, this 
span of time is ignored in the formulation of the verb.  In other words, in the use of ""je t'embrasse'' as an 
epistolary performative, the verb appears in the tense appropriate for true performatives (the present), 
not a past tense.  This parallels the use of qlt (the suffix conjugation) in Ugaritic epistolary 
performatives, where it is the status of the utterance as performative that conditions the use of the suffix 
conjuation, not the situation of the action in the past.  Compare the usage of the suffix conjugation in this 
sense (performative, with no reference to past time) in the following prostration motif from the Hebrew 
Bible, 2 Sam 16, verse 4: 
  ytiywE±j}T'v]hiâ a~b;yxi rm,aYoª� w" tv,bo–Aypim]� li rv ≤¢a} lKo¡ Ú+� l] hNE∞hi ab;+xi� l] Ë~l,M,~� h' rm,aYoª� w"   
""The king said to S˚iba, "Everything that belongs to Mepi-Bosheth is (hereby) yours.' and S˚iba replied, "I 
(hereby) prostrate myself!' ''   

 417See D. Pardee, UF 7 (1975) 367 (where the verb is equated with qll); and idem, UF 8 
(1976) 277-278, where several intransitive verbs are listed which take the preposition l as a 
complement in a terminative sense, and p. 292, where ""verb of obeisance + l + part of the body'' is 
treated, with the preposition denoting ""point of arrival at.''  
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2.6.3  The common noun p≤n     

 The common noun p≤n poses no semantic problems.  The meaning "foot' is 

supported by several types of evidence: (1) inner Ugaritic usage, (2) the ""B-words'' 

which accompany p≤n in poetic texts, (3) logographic writings of the corresponding 

element in syllabic « pros » formulas, which use the {GÌR} sign, and, though weaker, 

(4) comparative etymological evidence.418     

 The syntax requires that the noun be in construct with the following noun 

phrase, which designates the recipient.  This being the case, the orthography allows 

that the grammatical number could be either singular or dual.  The plural may be 

excluded for both contextual and grammatical reasons.419     

 

2.6.4  The word mr“qtm     

 The « pros » formulas of the Amarna letters contained no equivalent to Ugaritic 

mr“qtm, and early students of Ugaritic letters had only context and etymology as 

interpretive aids.  The presence of the corresponding syllabic element ißtu r¨qiß in 

letters now known from Ras Shamra and Meskene confirms the early proposal of 

                                                

 418For the third category of evidence mentioned here, namely, the use of the logogram {GÌR} 
in logo-syllabic parallels, see above, in section 2.4.1.  For the other categories of evidence, see now 
del Olmo Lete and Sanmartín, DLU 2 (2000) 342; and also the information collected in L. Koehler and 
W. Baumgartner, HALOT (1994-2000) 952.    

 419On the contextual level, this word is a common noun which refers to a part of the body 
occurring in pairs, and, as such, the dual form would normally have been used when referring to these 
two body parts of a single individual (the vast majority of Ugaritic letters are directed to a single 
recipient).  On the grammatical level, the plural of such nouns denoting parts of the body which occur in 
pairs would, in theory, be morphologically ""feminine'' in gender, and, as such, bear the feminine plural 
morpheme -t in the construct state.  The use of {MEfi} in the parallels in Akkadian letters should also 
not indicate a plural, but a dual form; apparently for the scribes involved, the {MEfi} sign meant ""more 
than one'', not ""more than two'' (see above, section 2.4.1). 
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É. Dhorme for this word,420 and makes superfluous those of Ch. Virolleaud,421 R. 

Dussaud,422 and H. L. Ginsberg.423  Dhorme's semantic and morphological analysis of 

mr“qtm is still largely valable; he translated "de loin', and remarked: ""Quant à mr“qtm, 

de la racine r“q « être loin », nous y voyons un substantif féminin mar“aqat, suivi de la 

terminaison adverbiale am.''424  To this treatment, one may now add the following 

comments: (1) mem-preformative nouns, feminine in grammatical gender, of sound 

roots may have had the structure maq†alt- instead of maq†alat-,425 (2) in light of the 

evidence for a productive case system in Ugaritic,426 and in light of the adverbial 

                                                

 420Dhorme, Syria 19 (1938) 143-144. 

 421Virolleaud, Syria 19 (1938), leaves the word untranslated in p. 128, but see his commentary 
on pp. 129-130 (discussed below).     

 422Dussaud, Syria 19 (1938) 185: ""tout de long''. 

 423Ginsberg, BASOR 72 (1938) 19, n. 7: ""on both lengths''.  

 424Dhorme, Syria 19 (1938) 143-144.  Virolleaud was also aware of the interpretive possibility 
chosen by Dhorme, though he did not favor it; compare his remarks in Syria 19 (1938) 129: ""mr“qtm.  
Le mot, appartenant à la rac. r“q, signifie, en gros ou littéralement, « éloignement » ; mais il reste 
d'expliquer le -m final;'' further, "". . . on attendrait plutôt ici un adverbe;'' and, in footnote 3: ""Adverb en -
am, comme il y en a, en hébreu, quelques exemples. . . .  Si mr“qtm signifie simplement « dans 
l'éloignement (où je me trouve) », Talmayân voudrait dire que, malgré la distance qui le sépare de la 
reine, il ne lui est pas moins soumis qui s'il était à Ugarit même.  On a cependant le sentiment que la 
locution a un sens plus expressif que celui-là.'' 

 425Compare {mar-kab-te}, "chariot' (context is difficult), in RS 16.249, line 28 (see 
J. Nougayrol, PRU 3 [1955] 96-98, pl. lxxiv; and J. Huehnergard, UVST [1987] 179); {ma-a-al-tu4}, 
"bolt (?)' in RS 20.123+, column 2, line 12' (Sa Vocabulary, entry no. 179; see Nougayrol, Ugaritica 5 
[1968], no. 137, pp. 240-249 and 420-423; and Huehnergard, UVST [1987] 153); and {mar-de4-em-tu}, 
"path (??)', in RS 2.[018], line 6 (variant of ‡AR-ra : ”ubullu  lexical series, second tablet; see F. 
Thureau-Dangin, Syria 12 [1931], no. 7, pp. 231-234, pl. xlvii; and Huehnergard, UVST [1987] 177).  
On these forms in general, see Tropper, Ugaritische Grammatik (2000), §51.45e-p, pp. 266-269, and 
§52.2, pp. 278-280; Huehnergard, UVST (1987) 295-296 and 313-315; and D. Sivan, GUL (1997) 71-72 
and 75-76.  

 426For a recent presentation, see Tropper, Ugaritische Grammatik (2000), § 54.1, pp. 302-313, 
who cites two sources of information for the Ugaritic case system: (1) Ugaritic words written in syllabic 
script, and (2) Ugaritic words written in alphabetic script in which the use of one of the three ""≥aleph''-
signs ({±}, {•}, or {°}) is indicative of grammatical inflection.  On the former category of evidence, see 
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function of this common noun in the « pros » formula, we may add  the accusative case 

vowel -a to the nominal stem, and (3) ""enclitic mem'' probably had the phonemic 

structure /-ma/.427   

 Virolleaud had earlier observed the value of Akkadian epistolary formula for 

the interpretation of those in Ugaritic,428 and following up on the assumption of a 

mechanical correspondence between alphabetic mr“qtm and its syllabic counterpart 

ißtu r¨qiß, S. Loewenstamm proposed an alternative morphology for the former:429  

""The morphology of mr“qtm remains doubtful.  Pleonastic ißtu ruqiß430 (preposition ißtu + 

adverbial termination iß instead of standard Babylonian ruqiß [without ißtu] is peculiar to the 

Ugaritic documents. . . . Its interpretation as loan-translation from Ugaritic would not only 

                                                                                                                                           
Huehnergard, UVST (1987) 299-301.  The latter category, the use of alphabetic spellings as evidence 
for the Ugaritic case system, is slightly more complicated.  Unlike the rest of the graphic inventory of 
the Ugaritic alphabet, these three signs are apparently not ""alphabetic'' at all, but rather syllabic.  Their 
exact nature has received much discussion and is not yet entirely resolved, but the hypothesis that has 
gained the most adherents is probably that of H. L. Ginsberg.  According to Ginsberg's model, all three 
signs are polyvalent:  {±} may represent both /≥a/ and /≥ª/;  {°} may represent /≥u/, /≥¨/, and /≥ô/ (a 
contraction of the /*aw/ diphthong);  and {•} may represent /≥i/, /≥≠/, /≥ê/ (a contraction of /*ay/ 
diphthong), and syllable final /≥/.  A history of the discussion is provided in E. Verreet, UF 15 (1983) 
223-226.  For the articulation of the theory, see H. L. Ginsberg, Tarbiz 4 (1933) 381-383 (in Hebrew); 
idem, JRAS 35 (1935) 45; idem, Orientalia 5 (1936) 175-176; and idem, Orientalia 7 (1938),  pp. 2-3.  
A defense of the merits of the theory in all of its essentials can be found in D. Marcus, JANES 1 (1968) 
50-60.      

 427Tropper, Ugaritische Grammatik (2000), §89.21, p. 826. 

 428Compare the paraphrase of Virolleaud's presentation in CRAIBL (1937) 353, with respect 
to the Amarna letters: "" la comparison [between Ugaritic and Amarna formulas] permettra sans doute de 
préciser la valeur de certaines expressions ambiguës, car les termes sont, sauf sur un point, tout à fait 
équivalents, comme si l'on était en présence d'une inscription bilingue.''  Further, Virolleaud, Syria 19 
(1938) 130, on the « pros » formula.  "". . . bien que . . . la phrase [that is, the « pros » formula], prise 
dans sons ensemble, paraisse calquée sur la formule accadienne et en fournir la traduction littérale.'' 

 429Loewenstamm, Comparative Studies (1980) 246, addition to n. 2.   

 430One may reflect the presence of etymological */“/ in the Akkadian word in normalization by 
a lengthened /¨/ vowel; thus ißtu r¨qiß may be preferred over Loewenstamm's ißtu ruqiß. 
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imply the explanation of the second m as an adverbial one, but even that of the first m as the 

preposition min.''   

In the first place, the phrase ißtu r¨qiß is no longer ""peculiar to the Ugaritic 

documents'',431 with the result that a ""loan translation from Ugaritic'' is not likely.  

Secondly, Loewenstamm himself was certainly already aware of another problem with 

his analysis, for he cites scholars who had already pointed out the absence of the 

preposition min in Ugaritic.432  On present data, there is still no unambiguous evidence 

for the existence of a productive preposition m(n) in Ugaritic.433  Finally, despite 

Virolleaud's contention that the Ugaritic « pros » formula appears to be "". . . calquée 

sur la formule accadienne et en fournir la traduction littérale,''434 the parallel 

epistolary formulas do not always show a mechanical morpheme-for-morpheme 

equivalence.  The fact that Ugaritic mr“qtm and its syllabic equivalent ißtu r¨qiß do not 

share the same morphology is not any more of a problem than in the « sal » formula, 

where the syllabic equivalent of Ugaritic yßlm is l¨ ßulmu.435  In both cases, it is the 

utterances that are equivalent, not the individual morphological components.436  Given 

these facts, Loewenstamm's morphological solution introduces unnecessary 

                                                

 431Compare its presence in « pros » formulas from Meskene; see above, section 2.4.1. 

 432Loewenstamm, Comparative Studies (1980) 246, addition to n. 2.  

 433See now Tropper, Ugaritische Grammatik (2000), § 82.22, pp. 762-763, where each of the 
three supposed examples are provided with alternative explanations.   

 434Virolleaud, Syria 19 (1938) 130.   

 435See below, chapter 3. 

 436This aspect of linguistic equivalence between the two parallel formulas shows an ancient 
awareness on the part of the scribes, predating Jerome by many centuries (compare Oppenheim's 
citation of Jerome in Letters from Mesopotamia [1967] 67, mentioned above), of modern translational 
method.   
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complications into the Ugaritic morphology, and may be dismissed on methodological 

grounds. 

 As Dhorme and Virolleaud recognized, one expects mr“qtm to function 

adverbially within the formula.437  This adverbial function may have been 

grammatically marked in more than one way: (1) by means of the accusative case 

vowel,438 and (2) possibly by means of the ""enclitic'' particle -m, often found on nouns 

used adverbially.439  That two adverbial markers could have been present is not 

problematic, in light of the doubly-marked syllabic parallel ißtu r¨qiß, and in light of 

the presence of other doubly-marked adverbials in Ugaritic.440    

 If the linguistic ""denotation'' of the common noun mr“qt- as "distance' is fairly 

straightforward, defining the precise adverbial nuance present in the syntax is more 

difficult and relies heavily on situational context.  At least two possibilities exist for 

the precise adverbial nuance: (1) locative, marking the place at which the action 

occurs, and (2) ablative, marking the place from which the action originated.  If the 

semantics of the preposition l are indeed terminative, as argued above, one would 

                                                

 437Dhorme, Syria 19 (1938) 144; Virolleaud, Syria 19 (1938) 129, "". . . on attendrait plutôt ici 
un adverbe.''  

 438Tropper, Ugaritische Grammatik (2000), § 54.133.2, pp. 310-313.   

 439The enclitic particle -m is found on all parts of speech, and its precise semantics are not 
clear.  Compare M. Pope's statement in JCS 5 (1951) 128:""even when adverbial sense is indicated in 
nouns with enclitic -m, it cannot be proven that the adverbial force is resident in the -m''; and see 
Pardee, Semitic Langauges (1997) 141; and Tropper, Ugaritische Grammatik (2000), §89.21, p. 826.  
Its presence on nouns in the (adverbial) accusative is nevertheless frequent.    

 440Compare, for example, the phrase l ≤nth , "for ≤Anatu' in the ritual text RS 1.005, line 13; it 
is probably a doubly adverbial phrase, in which the adverbial nuance is expressed both by means of the 
preposition l and by the adverbial suffix -h.  See now the discussion in D. Pardee, Les textes rituels 
(2000) 247-248.   
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expect the adverbial nuance of mr“qtm to be ablative.441  Such is perfectly consistent 

with the situational context of the formula, in which prostration can be imagined to 

have begun at some (visible) distance from the recipient, and continued until it 

terminated at his feet.442   

 Several other students of the letters, however, have treated this as a locative, 

as literally expressing the physical distance which separates the correspondents.443  

Such an interpretation is problematic for at least three reasons:444 (1) the distribution 

of the term suggests that its usage was governed first and foremost by social, not local, 

criteria;445 (2) in terms of situational context, the ""moment'' of prostration is the 

meeting of the two correspondents, a meeting which does not occur physically, but is a 

                                                

 441On the ablative interpretation of mr“qtm, see the discussion and the comparative parallels 
cited above in section 2.5.2.3.  I believe this was also the opionion of Loewenstamm, Comparative 
Studies (1980) 247, ""The expression makes better sense and is more picturesque if we assume that the 
sender figuratively represents himself as entering into the presence of his lord and doing hommage to 
him from a distance, which lays additional stress on his reverence.''  Compare also Pardee, Les textes 
épistolaires (in preparation), chap. 12 (RS 8.315), remarques épistolographiques, footnote, ""Comme 
Loewenstamm l'a très justement remarqué en commentant le parallélisme entre les formules ougaritique 
et accadienne … , l'expression « de loin » ne désigne pas la distance qui sépare les correspondants … , 
mais celle qui sépare la personne qui se prosterne du personnage honoré dans une situation vécue.'' 

 442See above, section 2.5.2.3. 

 443Compare Virolleaud, Syria 19 (1938) 129, ""Si mr“qtm [in RS 9.479A] signifie simplement « 
dans l'éloignement (où je me trouve) », Talmayân voudrait dire que, malgré la distance qui le sépare de 
la reine, il ne lui est pas moins soumis que s'il était à Ugarit même.''  D. Pardee, Les textes épistolaires 
(in preparation), chap. 12 (RS 8.315), remarques épistolographiques, footnote, cites two other examples 
of this view: De Langhe, Le Muséon 59 (1946) 108; and Ahl, Epistolary Texts (1973) 76.  This 
interpretation is also present in F. B. Knutson, RSP 2 (1975) 421; and F. Renfroe, Arabic-Ugaritic 
Lexical Studies (1992) 12.   

 444I agree with Loewenstamm's (apodictic) assessment of this position as "" … not convincing 
at all'' (Comparative Studies [1980] 247); but it seems desirable to provide material arguments.    

 445In ascending letters mr“qtm is restricted to those composed along the hierarchical power 
model; ascending letters composed along the biological kinship model do not employ this term.  Had the 
nuance been purely locative, such an uneven ""social'' distribution is not explained.  On the distribution in 
detail, see above, section 2.2.   
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fiction imagined to take place upon the recital of the tablet;446 and (3) a purely 

locative interpretation of mr“qtm would seem to entail, in some sense at least, a 

logical contradiction447 in the semantics of the formula; if the action took place 

mr“qtm, "at a distance', it cannot have terminated l p≤n, "at the two feet,' of the 

recipient.   

 

2.6.5  The multiplicative phrases    

 The morphology underlying the multiplicative phrase is easily described: it 

consists of two ""numerical components'', which may or may not be joined by the 

conjunction w.  Each numerical component, in turn, consists of two elements: (1) a 

numeral, and (2) an ""enclitic'' suffix, spelled either -•d or -d.448  The following section 

treats the grammatical analysis of the individual numerical components, followed by 

that of the multiplicative phrase as a whole.   

 

2.6.5.1  The numerical components ßb≤d, ®n•d,  ßb≤•d, and ®mn•d   

 Only four numerical components are attested.  Listed in order of frequency, 

these are ßb≤d,449 ®n•d,450 ßb≤•d,451 and ®mn•d.452  The form of the numeral may be 

                                                

 446See above, section 2.5.2.4.   

 447Independent of context, however, this is not a strong argument; languages do not necessarily 
follow the rules of propositional logic.  From a methodological point of view in lexicography, it is usage, 
not logic, that determines meaning.    

 448See also above, section 2.2. 

 449This orthography is by far the most common (as many as fifteen times, in no less than 
eleven letters): RS 9.479A (once), 16.137[bis] (at least once), 18.040 (probably twice), 18.113 (twice), 
18.[312] (at least once), 19.102.2 (once), 20.199 (twice), 29.093 (once), 92.2010 (twice), 94.2273 
(once), and 94.2391 (once). 
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assumed to be the cardinal,453 though explicit confirmation of this awaits the 

appearance of either ""4'' or ""6'' in the integer slot of the formula.454  The grammatical 

""gender'' of the numeral in all cases follows the least marked form; that is, the form 

which lacks the -t ""feminine'' morpheme.  Since the cardinal number is treated as a 

noun, it is probable that a case vowel followed it; given the adverbial function of this 

component, the accusative case vowel /a/ is not inappropriate, although the 

comparative data are not unanimous in this respect.   

 The morphology underlying the multiplicative suffixes themselves is more 

complicated.  On a superficial level, the appearance of two distinct orthographies, 

namely, {•d} and {d}, would seem to argue in favor of two distinct underlying 

suffixes.455  Several factors, however, imply that these spellings {-•d} and {-d} 

represent variant orthographies of a single underlying multiplicative morpheme: (1) 

the identical contextual function of both suffixes,456 (2) the highly restricted 

                                                                                                                                           

 450There are as many as four examples of this orthography: RS 19.102.2, 29.093, 94.2391, and 
probably 94.5009. (section 2.2) 

 451One example: RS 9.479A. 

 452One example: RS 94.2273. 

 453In terms of comparative morphology, an adverbial suffix such as -•d would be most 
appropriate following the cardinal numeral, which is treated as a common noun in Semitic syntax, rather 
than the ordinal, which is most often treated as an adjective.  In Akkadian also, the multiplicative suffix 
-≠ßu (on which see below, section 2.4.1), which is probably etymologically cognate to the Ugaritic suffix 
-•d, is used on the cardinal form of the numeral.        

 454These integers are the only ones to distinguish graphically the cardinal and ordinal forms. 

 455Obviously, in light of the very frequent attestation of the form ßb≤d, it is no longer possible 
to appeal to scribal error as an explanation for the spelling of the suffix, as was done by Virolleaud 
when he published the first example in Syria 19 (1938) 129.   

 456In his manuscript of Les textes épistolaires, D. Pardee proposes a functional difference for 
these two suffixes: ""A en juger du fait que le suffixe -•d s'emploie uniquement en deuxième position 
lorsque l'expression est « sept fois (et) sept fois » et uniquement en première position lorsque 
l'expression est « deux fois sept fois [égale quatorze] », c'était par cette forme [namely, -•d]que l'on 
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distribution of the spelling -d, found only in the word ßb≤d,457 and (3) the apparent 

lack, apart from the word ßb≤•d, of any sign sequences consisting of {≤} followed by 

one of the ""≥alif'' signs, throughout the entire Ugaritic corpus.458  Considering that (4) 

with numerals other than ""7'', the suffix is, on present data, always spelled -•d, and (5) 

the cognates (see below) suggest the presence of an etymological /≥/ in the suffix, 

these factors strongly suggest a link between the spelling -d and the final phoneme /≤/ 

in the numeral ßb≤-, lending credence to J. Tropper's suggestion that the spellings of 

the type ßb≤d are ""sehr wahrsch. phonetisch motiviert und zeugen von einer 

progressiven Assimilation des /≥/ an /≤/,''459 if they do not represent simply a ""Schwund 

von /≥/''.460  Assuming the plausibility of these analyses, one may describe the 

morphology underlying each of the numerical components as follows: « cardinal stem 

+ case vowel + •d multiplicative suffix ». 

                                                                                                                                           
exprimait la notion de multiplication en plus de celle de répétition.''  I consider the comparison of the 
pattern ßb≤d w ßb≤d (found on at least three other letters) with ßb≤d w ßb≤•d (found uniquely on RS 
9.479A) sufficient evidence that, in these cases at least, the multiplicative suffixes -d and -•d are 
semantically equivalent.  Furthermore, the form -d is not used on any integer other than ""7'', a fact which 
makes it difficult to identify any semantic differences presumed to exist between it and the usage of the 
more common -•d.     

 457As mentioned above, in section 2.2, the form of the multiplicative -d is found only on the 
integer ""7'': ßb≤d.  This form, ßb≤d, is quite common; it occurs as many as fifteen times, in no less than 
eleven letters (see above, this section).  The spelling ßb≤•d occurs only once, in line 9 of RS 9.479A; it is 
otherwise unattested (in line 8 of this same text one finds the word written with the more common 
orthography, ßb≤d).    

 458Note also the apparent lack of sequences consisting of an ""≥aleph'' sign followed by {≤}.  I 
have attempted an exhaustive search for the strings {≤±}, {≤•}, {≤°}, {±≤}, {•≤}, and {°≤} in two 
databases: (1) J.-L. Cunchillos et al., GSRC-BDFSN (1996), and (2) a database containing previously 
unpublished Ugaritic texts collated by P. Bordreuil and D. Pardee.   

 459Tropper, Ugaritische Grammatik (2000), § 65.145, p. 378.  Compare also ibid., § 33.141, 
p. 157: ""Das Phonem /≥/ kann im Ug. an diversen Silbenpositionen seinen konsonantischen Charakter 
verlieren,'' including the example of ""/≥/ im Wortanlaut vor silbenschliessendem /≤/''.  Compare Gordon, 
UT (1965), § 5.38, p. 34.    

 460Tropper, Ugaritische Grammatik (2000), § 33.141, pp. 157-159.  
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 The semantics of the numerical component are certainly multiplicative,461 in 

light of (1) the clear situational context,462 (2) other inner Ugaritic evidence for the 

multiplicative function of the suffix -•d attached to numerals,463 (3) the well-

established adverbial function of the suffixes which appear on the numerical 

component of the syllabic « pros » formulas,464 and (4) the clear multiplicatives in 

literary prostration motifs from the Hebrew Bible and from Hittite literature.465  Thus, 

the component « numeral + (•)d », in and of itself, expresses repetition of the verbal 

action of prostration.      

 Since the alphabetic writings themselves provide the consonantal 

superstructure, a phonemic reconstruction of the numerical component is, per usual, 

simply a search for vowels.  From the point of view of historical grammar, one needs 

to reconstruct vowels of several categories within each numerical component: (1) the 

stem vowel(s) of the cardinal number, (2) the ""case'' vowel between the integer and 

the multiplicative suffix, (3) the stem vowel of the suffix, and perhaps (4) a vowel 

following the final consonant of the suffix. An attempt at the phonemic reconstruction 

of each of the attested numerical components follows; for each form, the first entry 

provides the orthography, the second a breakdown of the word's historical morphology, 

and the final entry a reconstruction of the Ugaritic phonemic structure: 

                                                

 461On the other means of expressing multiplication in Ugaritic, none of which is found in the 
epistolary formularies, see ibid., § 65, pp. 376-381, including « number + -m », and « p±mt + number » 
and « number + p±mt ».   

 462See above, section 2.5.3.   

 463See the discussion in F. Renfroe, Arabic-Ugaritic Lexical Studies (1992) 11-14; and 
del Olmo Lete and Sanmartín, DLU 1 (1996) 8.   

 464Compare W. von Soden, GAG3 (1995), § 71a, p. 94. 

 465For Gen. 33:3 and The Song of Ullikummi; see above, section 2.4.3.2.3.   
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 ®n•d  ®in + ay 466 + ≥iƒa 467  ®inê≥ida 468 

 ®mn•d  ®amªniy + a 469 + ≥iƒa    ®amªnâ≥ida 470 

 ßb≤•d 471 ßab≤ 472 + a + ≥iƒa  *ßab≤a≥ida (?) 473  

                                                

 466The oblique case is reconstructed here, on the theory that adverbial notions are so expressed 
in the dual (and plural) number(s).     

 467The quality of the vowel which followed */≥id-/ is difficult to ascertain.  The Akkadian 
multiplicative suffix -≠ßu would seem to favor ""adverbial'' /-u/, which also existed in Ugaritic; but at least 
one Amarna spelling suggests /-a/.  EA 362 contains the writing {7.TA} for a numerical component, 
perhaps to be interpreted as */ßab≤îda/ (the syllabic value dá is quite common for the {TA} sign in 
western peripheral texts; compare Huehnergard, Akkadian of Ugarit [1989] 368).  

 468One may simply assume that the use of the {d} sign for historical */ƒ/ reflects, in this case, 
the merger of this phoneme with /d/.  The same situation seems to be present with forms of the deictic / 
demonstrative elements from */ƒV-/.  See Tropper, Ugaritische Grammatik (2000), § 32.144.3, pp. 115-
119.     

 469The data are slim, but one may propose an accusative case vowel in this slot on the basis of 
(1) the adverbial function of the phrase, and (2) the use of the {E} sign in EA 214 and 215 (see below). 

 470The cardinal forms of ""8'' in Ugaritic are not written with the {y} sign (see Tropper, 
Ugaritische Grammatik [2000], § 62.18, pp. 348-349), leading one to reconstruct the Ugaritic base as 
®amªn-, the presence of the historical /y/ being indicated in phonemic reconstruction by means of a 
circumflex accent over the case vowel.  Historically, however, the phoneme /y/ was present in the root 
for ""8'', as shown by the writings of the ""plural'' of ""8'', that is "eighty', written ®mnym.  Had the phoneme 
/y/ been preserved in the singular, one would have expected it to appear in the orthography, for the 
sequence */-iyV-/ does not generally reduce (ibid., § 33.322.2, p. 195).   

 471Tropper, Ugaritische Grammatik (2000), § 33.445, p. 204, offers the possibility that this 
orthography represents a pausal form.   

 472The stem vowels of the numeral ""7'' must be reconstructed on the basis of comparative 
evidence; internal evidence is lacking.  I favor a qatl- base, as implied by the forms in Arabic, Hebrew, 
and Aramaic.  Tropper also proposes a qatl- base in presenting the cardinal numeral (Ugaritische 
Grammatik [2000], § 62.17, p. 348), but finds it necessary to allow for the insertion of an anaptyctic 
vowel into the form in the case of an attached multiplicative suffix (ibid., § 33.116.3, p. 150, /ßaba≤≤ida/ 
< *ßaba≤≥iƒa < *ßab≤a≥iƒa), and § 65.145, p. 378).  Since examples are known of the absence of an 
(etymologically) expected {≥} sign in the environment of {≤}, where one would have expected, from a 
historical morphological point of view, the presence of a vowel between the /≥/ and /≤/ phonemes, it 
appears to me unnecessary to propose anaptyxis, unless such be on the basis of latter vocalization 
traditions for Hebrew and Aramaic.   

 473I remain somewhat suspicious about the valability of (1) accepting {ßb≤•d} as an intentional 
spelling, and (2) attempting a phonemic reconstruction that faithfully reflects each of the consonantal 
phonemes assumed to lie behind this orthography.  Phonological data are very slippery in cases like that 
of Ugaritic, where one must often simply assume the underlying phonology on the basis of the 
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 ßb≤d  ßab≤ + a + ≥iƒa      ßab≤êda 474 

 The etymology of the multiplicative suffix -•d, is probably best to be found in 

the various Semitic adverbial particles deriving from a historical base */-≥iƒ-/, nearly 

all of which refer to time.  Those cognates of highest interest are the enclitic suffixes 

of adverbial function, referring to time;475 and especially the explicitly multiplicative 

particle attached to numerals in Akkadian476 and South Arabian.477  Other usages, 

such as that of a subordinating conjunction, with reference to time, in Arabic, are no 

                                                                                                                                           
orthography, a method which would prove notoriously unreliable should one apply it to the orthography 
of modern languages.  It is conceivable that the use of the graph {•d} in this case (RS 9.479A) is an 
orthographic hypercorrection, presumably stemming from the scribe's own awareness that the 
historically ""correct'' form of the suffix was spelled {•d}.  A parallel from the English orthographic 
traditions would be the use of the article ""an'' with the words ""history'' or ""historical'' in dialects in which 
the /h/ phoneme in this position had not quiesced (as in most North American dialects of English, for 
example).     

 474Tropper, Ugaritische Grammatik (2000), § 65.145, p. 378: "" … von einer progressiven 
Assimilation des /≥/ an /≤/.''   

 475Compare the usage of the Arabic adverbial suffix -≥iƒin, discussed in Lane, Arabic-English 
Lexicon (1863) 39: ""When [-≥iƒin] is adjoined to nouns signifying times, the Arabs join it therewith in 
writing, in certain instances'' (examples cited include sa≤ta≥iƒin, "in that hour', ≤ªma≥iƒin, "in that year', 
and yawma≥iƒin, "on that day'); and W. Wright, A Grammar of the Arabic Language (1896-1898), vol. 
1, p. 292.  Note, however, Renfroe, Arabic-Ugaritic Lexical Studies (1992) 11-14: ""The occurrences of 
the Arabic particle ≥iƒ as a suffix in expressions such as “≠na≥iƒin, "at that time,' … are noteworthy but 
inexact parallels.''   

 476The Akkadian multiplicative suffix -≠ßu is probably etymologically cognate to the Ugaritic 
suffix -•d (*/-≥iƒa/, or perhaps even */-≥iƒu/), and it is also used on the cardinal form of the numeral;  
compare W. von Soden, GAG3 (1995), § 71a, p. 94.  Grammarians of Akkadian have generally not 
interpreted the forms in this way (that is, -≠ßu as an adverbial suffix attached to numerals), but rather 
prefer to analyze the morphology as « cardinal numeral + adverbial suffix  ≠ + ßu (3rd masc. sg. 
pronominal suffix, "his') »; J. Tropper came close to proposing the etymological affinity of Ugaritic -•d 
and Akkadian -≠ßu in Ugaritische Grammatik (2000), § 65.142, p. 377, but ultimately he considered such 
an etymological connection unconvincing, the only reason cited for such being found in the phrase "". . . 
wegen der konsequenten Orthographie von ug. id mit Aleph.''  That Akkadian orthography would not 
indicate the presence of historical inner-vocalic /≥/ is to be expected, however.  While Proto-Semitic 
*/ƒ/, it is true, often shows up in Akkadian orthography written with /z/ series of signs (compare D˙KR, 
"to remember', Akkadian zakªru); it is also occasionally realized with /ß/ series of signs, as in the 
relative pronoun (historical *ƒV, Akkadian ßa).     

 477See J. C. Biella, DOSA (1982) 518; additional references are collected in Tropper, 
Ugaritische Grammatik (2000), § 65.142, p. 377.   
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doubt related, but of less direct interest.478  W. Wright suggested the existence of a 

primitive noun *≥iƒ-, meaning "time',479 which, to my knowledge, is not attested as 

such in any source.  An ultimate derivation from the deictic / demonstrative particle 

*ƒV-, suggested by D. Cohen,480 is plausible, but not as immediately relevant as the 

various *≥iƒ- adverbial particles, which, in any case, were probably derivative of 

*/ƒV-/.  The proposals to connect this word with the common noun yd, "hand',481 may 

be dismissed since, among other reasons, (1) spellings of the adverbial suffix in 

Ugaritic use the {•} sign, not the {y} sign; (2) the etymological cognates bear the 

proper reflexes of consonantal /≥/, not /y/, and of */ƒ/, not /d/; and (3) the use of the 

{ßú} alongside {ßu} in the Akkadian and Hittite parallels shows that these elements 

should not be interpreted as logograms.    

 

2.6.5.2  " "How many times?' '        

 Setting aside the variant orthography of the multiplicative particle in RS 

9.479A, the multiplicative phrases of the Ugaritic epistolary corpus exhibit three 

patterns, each  

                                                

 478See the references collected in D. Cohen, Dictionnaire des racines sémitiques 1 (1970) 10, 
where he refers to occurrences of a subordinating conjunction *≥ƒ, referring to time, in Arabic, South 
Arabian, Hebrew, Aramaic, and Ugaritic data.   

 479Wright, A Grammar of the Arabic Language (1896-1898), vol. 1, p. 292, referring to ""the 
obsolete noun ≥iƒun "time' . . . .'' 

 480Cohen, Dictionnaire des racines sémitiques 1 (1970) 10. 

 481Compare C. H. Gordon, UT (1965), § 7.68, p. 51: ""bound forms of the word "hand'.'' 
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containing two numerical components: (1) « ßb≤d w ßb≤d »,482 (2) « ®n•d ßb≤d »,483 and 

now (3) « ßb≤d ®mn•d ».484  Judging from these patterns, the presence or absence of the 

conjunction w would appear to be conditioned by the sequence of integers used within 

the phrase: examples of the integer sequence « 7 : 7 » contain the intervening 

conjunction;485 examples of the sequence « 2 : 7 » and the unique example of the 

sequence « 7 : 8 » omit it.  The syntactic implications of this distribution are no longer 

clearly discernible, and the overall semantics of the multiplicative phrases thus remain 

difficult to define with certainty. 

 S. Loewenstamm, working with the Ugaritic and Akkadian data available to 

him in 1967, noticed the presence of the conjunction w in the sequence « 7 : 7 », and its 

absence in the sequence « 2 : 7 », and, obviously seeking to harmonize the semantics 

of the two patterns, proposed that the appearance or non-appearance of the 

                                                

 482This pattern is attested in RS 9.479A (with variant spelling of the final component: « ßb≤d w 
ßb≤•d »), probably 16.137[bis], 18.113+, 20.199, and 92.2010.  It may be plausibly reconstructed in RS 
18.287 and 18.[312].  RS 18.040 presents a special problem, owing to the absence of the conjunction, 
and the apparent presence of [ßb]¯≤˘d in the first integer slot (following the collation of D. Pardee).  
Regarding the latter, the single partially reconstructed sign, {¯≤˘}, may be slim evidence for insisting on 
the status of this formula as an exception.  A recollation, with detailed notes on the damaged sign and 
on the possibility of reading {¯•˘}, may be in order.     

 483This pattern is attested in RS 19.102.2, 29.093, and 94.2391.  RS 18.040 (see the above 
footnote) may also belong here.   

 484This pattern is represented uniquely by RS 94.2273. 

 485As mentioned above, on the basis of D. Pardee's collation, RS 18.040 represents an 
exception (he reads line 6 as { [ßb]¯≤˘d . ßb≤¯d˘ }).  In the editio princeps, Virolleaud's copy (and 
transcription) reflects only {[ ... ]d . ßb≤[ ... ]}; see PRU 5 (1965), no. 63, p. 90.  The fact that the 
relevant sign, {¯≤˘}, is partially reconstructed for Pardee and was not seen at all by Virolleaud may 
justify some caution, and perhaps a recollation of this portion of the tablet with the epigraphic possibility 
of {[®n]¯•˘d . ßb≤¯d˘ } in mind, in order to avoid a formally aberrant phrase.   
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conjunction w had translational relevance.486  M. Gruber accepted this proposal, and 

characterized Virolleaud's rendering of ®n•d ßb≤d as "deux fois et sept fois'487 as a 

""mistranslation'', speaking of ""Loewenstamm's demonstration of the untenability of 

Virolleaud's rendering on syntactical grounds. . . .''488  Loewenstamm and Gruber 

imply a syntactic interpretation whereby the pattern ßb≤d w ßb≤d means literally "seven 

times and seven times', that is, a cumulative total of fourteen times, while ®n•d ßb≤d 

means "twice seven times', also totaling fourteen times, not "two times (and) seven 

times', which would amount to nine times total.  Thus, in grammatical terminology, 

these authors have denied the existence of asyndesis for the multiplicative phrases.  

Asyndetic conjunction, however, is well at home in the Ugaritic texts,489 and any 

objection to its presence within the multiplicative phrases must be based on contextual, 

not ""syntactical grounds''.       

 Shortly after the publication of the first examples of the Ugaritic « pros » 

formula in 1938, H. L. Ginsberg found an important clue to the contextual background 

of the multiplicative components in the usage of the adverbial phrase kabattuma u 

¬´ruma, "on the belly and on the back' in the « pros » formulas of the Amarna 

                                                

 486Loewenstamm, BASOR 188 (1967) 41-42, and n. 2, ""The editor [Virolleaud, in PRU 5 
[1965], no. 115, p. 138] explains: "Le serviteur se prosterne ""deux fois et sept fois''.'  But it should read 
"deux fois sept fois' without "et'.''     

 487Virolleaud, PRU 5 (1965), no. 115, p. 138 (the page bears the incorrect excavation number 
for this tablet; it should read ""19.102'').    

 488Gruber, Nonverbal Communication (1980) 233.   

 489See now Tropper, Ugaritische Grammatik (2000), § 96.2, pp. 891-903.  Among the 
epistolary formulas, compare the asyndetic construction in the <ben> formula, of which a typical 
example is •lm t÷rk tßlmk, "May the gods guard you (and) keep you well!'     
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corpus.490  The fact that each of the Amarna letters which contains this adverbial 

phrase also contains a multiplicative component with the numerical combination 

« 7 : 7 »,491 lends credence to Ginsberg's contextual interpretation of Ugaritic ßb≤d w 

ßb≤d, as hinting at ""two sorts of prostration''.  In addition, (1) the well-documented 

presence of the pattern « ®n•d ßb≤d » alongside « ßb≤d w ßb≤d » in Ugaritic letters 

governed by the same body of epistolary conventions, (2) the cleanly marked 

distribution of the conjunction w within these two patterns, and (3) the fact that the 

numerical combination « 2 : 7 », with no intervening conjunction, is by far the most 

common combination in the Akkadian letters found at Ras Shamra, which appear to 

follow the same epistolary conventions as those letters written in Ugaritic, strongly 

favor accepting Loewenstamm's proposal for the interpretation of these numerical 

combinations, and construing these combinations as referring to a total of fourteen 

prostrations, seven on the belly, and seven on the back.   

 However, if Loewenstamm's interpretation is valid, one might expect it to apply 

to other attestations of the multiplicative phrase among the compositionally identical 

« pros » formulas in the Ugaritic and comparative corpora.  The proposal may be 

tested by its application to (1) the multiplicative phrase « ßb≤d ®mn•d » in RS 94.2273, 

and (2) the multiplicative phrases found in the Akkadian and Hittite epistolary 

traditions containing numerical combinations other than « 2 : 7 » and « 7 : 7 », namely, 

                                                

 490H. L. Ginsberg, BASOR 72 (1938) 19, n. 7: ""Virolleaud rightly compares the Amarna 
formula. . . .  However, he fails to note that 7-ß¨ and 7-anni mean literally "seven that' and "seven this' 
and thus apparently indicate that half the prostrations are ventral and half dorsal.  In the Ugaritic ßb≤d 
and ßb≤•d, d and •d are of ocurse also (familiar Semitic) demonstratives, and no doubt likewise hint at 
two sorts of prostration.''  Ginsberg's analysis of the morphology of the multiplicative component, 
however, is no longer tenable (see above).  Virolleaud, Syria 19 (1938) 129-130; and R. Dussaud, Syria 
19 (1938) 185, also allude to this Amarna adverbial phrase, but in the context of interpreting the word 
mr“qtm.    

 491See the references given above, in section 2.4.1.   
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those containing the numerical combinations « 3 : 9 », « 7 » (alone), « 2 : 8 », « 8 : 7 », 

« 8 : 8 », « 2 : 3 », « 3 : 7», « 8 : 7», possibly « 10 : [?] », and « 2 : 7 : 10 : 12 ».492  

Since all of these combinations omit the conjunction between the numerical 

components, a mechanical application of Loewenstamm's dismissal of asyndesis would 

result in a vast diversity in the cumulative number of prostrations expressed, from 

merely six in the case of RS 34.140, to no less than 1,680 in the case of ME 127.493  Of 

especial interest for the Ugaritic epistolary tradition is RS 94.2273, where the 

cumulative number of prostrations, on this theory, would be fifty-six.   

 Either way it be interpreted, as "seven times (and) eight times', that is, fifteen 

times total, or, as "sevenfold eight times', that is, fifty-six times, the phrase « ßb≤d 

®mn•d » lacks the symmetry of the patterns « ßb≤d w ßb≤d », with the conjunction, and 

« ®n•d ßb≤d », without the conjunction.  Without this symmetry, it is difficult to justify a 

contextual interpretation guided by the Amarna phrase kabattuma u ¬´ruma, for the 

only similarity lies in the fact that both phrases contain two components.   

 The Amarna adverbial phrase kabattuma u ¬´ruma also lacks force as a 

contextual aid when used to elucidate those multiplicative phrases in the comparative 

corpora which are composed of only one numerical component, or more than two 

numerical components.  Following Ginsberg's insight, do the multiplicative phrases of 

EA 52 and 55, for example, which contain a single numerical component, hint at only 

                                                

 492For references to these multiplicative phrases, see above, section 2.4.1.   

 493Note that many Amarna examples of the combination « 7 : 7 », ostensibly expressing the 
notion "seven times and seven times', also omit an intervening conjunction.  Compare EA 232-234, and 
366, for example, all which also contain the adverbial phrase kabattuma u ¬´ruma.  If the number of 
prostrations is to be understood as forty-nine, à la Loewenstamm, how many were ventral and how 
many dorsal?  
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one type of prostration; while that of ME 127, which contains four numerical 

components, hints at no less than four types of prostration?   

  Furthermore, past attempts at harmonizing the Amarna adverbial phrases used 

in the « pros » formula with those of Ugarit have proven deceptive.  All of the early 

treatments, for example, interpreted Ugaritic mr“qtm in the light of the Amarna phrase 

kabattuma u ¬´ruma, on the unproven assumption that the context implied by these two 

adverbial phrases was identical.494    

 An alternative situational context, applicable to the multiplicative phrases of 

both the Ugaritic and the comparative corpora, is provided by The Song of Ullikummi, 

a myth presumably of Hurrian origin, known in its Hittite version.  The myth contains 

literary prostration motifs which are accompanied by a version of the multiplicative 

component.  Two scenes are of particular importance; H. Hoffner's recent translation 

of both is given here.495  The first occurs as a volition in direct speech: 

"" [Tasmisu] spoke again to Tessub, "[Hear] my words, my lord Tessub … .  Come, let us go to 

Apzuwa, before Ea. . . .  [When] we come before the gate of the house of Ea, we will bow [five 

times] at Ea's door and [again] five times at Ea's inner door(?).  [When] we come [before] Ea, 

we will bow fifteen times before Ea.  Perhaps . . . Ea [will . . . ] have pity on us … '' 

The second represents the narrative fulfillment of the volitional passage given above: 

                                                

 494See Virolleaud, Syria 19 (1938) 129-130; Dussaud, Syria 19 (1938) 185 (""Le terme mr“qtm 
. . . répond . . . à la prosternation « sur le ventre et sur le dos » des tablettes d'el-Amarna. . . .  nous 
proposons de la comprendre « tout du long ». . . .''); and Ginsberg, BASOR 72 (1938) 19, n. 7 (""The dual 
form [of mr“qtm] and the foregoing data all point to the meaning ""on both lengths,'' i.e., as the Akkadian 
formula states explicitly , on the belly and on the back'').   

 495The translations given here are taken from H. A. Hoffner Jr., Hittite Myths (1990), § 49 and 
§ 50, p. 58; anterior bibliography is found on pp. 38-39.  The edition of the text (in transcription), is 
H. G. Güterbock, The Song of Ullikummi (1952); the passages used here come from tablet 3, col. 2, 
lines 17-23 and 30-32 in Güterbock's edition, p. 41.  The parallel nature of the episode allows for the 
reconstruction of the lacunae.   
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""[When Tessub] heard the words [of Tasmisu], he hastened [and hurried] … .  [Tessub] went to 

the house of Ea.  [He bowed five times] at the first [door], he bowed five times at the inner 

door(?).  [When] they arrived before Ea, he bowed [fifteen times before Ea].''  

 This literary passage provides a context whereby repetition of the act of 

prostration may be imagined successively, on several different occasions.  This is 

entirely compatible with the other adverbial components of the formula.  The adverb 

mr“qtm marks the point at which the action of prostration is imagined to begin, and the 

phrase « l p≤n N » marks the point at which the action is imagined to terminate.  The 

various repetitions would occur, then, in between these points; and the progressive 

augmentation of the number of repetitions is not only consistent with what one 

observes in the epistolary parallels, but intuitively appropriate for expressing greater 

reverence at greater proximity.    

 Judging from a Hebrew literary passage from a much later period which 

portrays prostration , namely, Genesis 33:3, this situational context would apply 

equally well to examples where the number of prostrations is represented by only a 

single numerical component.   

 Gen 33:3:  .w� yjiâa;Ad[' /� T¡v]GIAd[' µymi+[;P] [b'v ≤¢ h~� x;r“a'~ WjTæ¶v]YI� w" µh≤- � ynEp]� li rbæ¢[; aWh¡� w“  

""And he [Jacob] moved up in front of them, and prostrated himself to the ground seven times, 

until he reached his brother.'' 

   The valability of this situational context being granted, the possibility of 

asyndetic conjunction in the multiplicative phrases ought not be dismissed a priori, 

simply in order to achieve a cumulative result of fourteen; rather, it appears necessary 

to allow more variability in the multiplication of prostrations than previously thought.  

Granted, the scribes who authored the letters found at Emar and Bo∆azköy seem to 

have enjoyed greater flexibility in the use of various integers than that which is visible 

in the data from Ras Shamra and Amarna; but this should not prevent us from 
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recognizing the possibility that « ßb≤d w ßb≤•d » and « ®n•d ßb≤d » need not necessarily 

refer to the same situation, namely, the repetition of the act of prostration fourteen 

times total, seven times on the belly and seven times on the back.  This contextual 

interpretation is attractive, to be sure, especially for the numerical sequence « 7 : 7 », 

but its inapplicability in exceptional cases, such as that of RS 94.2273, RS 34.140, and 

ME 127, requires one to admit the possibility that the multiplicative phrase may also 

express the successive repetition(s) of the act of prostration, after beginning the 

gesture mr“qtm, "from afar', and prior to completing it at a point « l p≤n NR », "at the 

two feet of', the recipient; polite protocol apparently encouraged the number of these 

repetitions to increase with increasing proximity to the honoree.  Such an interpretive 

context is consistent with both the Amarna adverbial phrase kabattuma u ¬´ruma, "on 

the belly and on the back', two ""manners'' in which one can lie prostrate, and the 

Akkadian verb garªru, "to roll over',496 which provides a means of not only of moving 

from the belly to the back, but also of progressively approaching the honoree.  It is also 

consistent with all the attested numerical combinations of the comparative corpora, not 

merely those typical of Ras Shamra and Amarna.497      

 In this light, and without further evidence to clarify the context, it is perhaps 

best to translate the Ugaritic phrase ®n•d ßb≤d literally, as "two times, seven times', 

bearing in mind two possible situational contexts: (1) "twice seven times', for a total of 

                                                

 496Compare its presence in Msk 7451.1 (from Meskene) and in ME 127 (from a private 
collection).  

 497The multiplicative components of the syllabic « pros » formulas found at Ras Shamra and 
Meskene are predominatly of the « 2 : 7 » type; and those from Amarna are dominated by the « 7 : 7 » 
combination.  The corpus is small, but Hittite letters from Bo∆azköy show a preference for the « 3 : 9 » 
combination.  The pattern « 2 : 7 » is found in a few Akkadian letters from Bo∆azkoy, probably all of 
which stemming from Bentaßina of Amurru, and thus underlining the Syrian nature of this numerical 
combination.   
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fourteen prostrations, of which seven were conceivably ventral and seven dorsal, or 

(2) "two times, (and then) seven times', alluding to two occasions of prostration, in 

which one augmented the number of prostrations as one approached the honoree. 

 The phrase ßb≤d ®mn•d in RS 94.2273 is also amenable to both interpretations; 

although the editors may be correct in imagining this pattern to be a poetic adaptation 

of the standard ßb≤d w ßb≤d : ""La formule « sept fois, huit fois » reflète 

vraisemblablement la tendance poétique de présenter tout en phrases parallèles, car 

lorsqu'il s'agit du parallélisme numérique la formule habituelle est « x // x + 1 ».''498  

The fact that parallelistic expansions may be considered characteristic of letters 

composed as scribal exercises,499 of which this tablet is probably one, supports such a 

view.      

 

2.6.6  The word hllm    

 The tablet RS 94.2273, probably a scribal exercise in the form of a letter, 

contains the first known occurrence of the word hllm in the Ugaritic corpus.  It appears 

there as a component of the « pros » formula: 

 RS 94.2273, lines 2-6: { l p≤n (3) ¯±˘”y . hl¯l˘m . (4) mr“q¯tm˘ (5) qlt . ßb≤d (6) ®mn•d ¯.˘ qlt } 

 On the level of clause syntax, the word is probably an adverb, considering (1) 

the fact that the verbal predication and an indication of its grammatical subject are 

already present in the verbal forms qlt, (2) the fact that other optional components of 

the « pros » formula in Ugaritic and in the comparative corpora are all adverbial, and 

                                                

 498P. Bordreuil et al., Textes ougaritiques 1994-2002 (in preparation). 

 499Compare, for example, the greatly expanded form of the <ben> formula used in RS 16.265, 
lines 2-6, also probably a scribal exercise. 
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(3) the presence of the ""enclitic'' suffix -m, which is frequently found attached to nouns 

in the (adverbial) accusative case.   

 Assuming a Semitic origin for the word, a preliminary morphological division 

suggests itself: hll + m.  In an adverbial context, the ""enclitic'' suffix -m is not out of 

place.500  The sequence hll, in turn, may be interpreted in at least two ways: (1) as a 

trilateral root HLL, or (2) an agglomeration of several constituent particles.501  

 Despite the fact that several cognate languages contain a productive verbal 

root HLL, with semantics entirely consistent with the contextual burden of the « pros » 

formula,502 the fact that no certain attestation of this root has yet been recognized in 

Ugaritic503 renders this possibility rather weak.   

 A single comparative datum from Tell Atchana offers a tempting, but 

ultimately disappointing, parallel to Ugaritic hllm.  Lines 4-6 of AT 107 read: {(4) a-

na GÌR-pé be-li-ia [(?)] (5) a-li-na-ma LÚ.MEfi [ ... ] (6) i-na URU ku-ßi-pu.KI [ 

                                                

 500On the ""enclitic'' -m suffix with adverbial meaning in Ugartic, see Tropper, Ugaritische 
Grammatik (2000), § 89.21, p. 826; on the same topic in the Semitic languages in general, see Lipiˆski, 
Comparative Grammar (1997) 260-262.   

 501Compare, for example, K. Aartun, Die Partikeln des Ugaritischen 1 (1974) 3; and the 
comments of Bordreuil and Pardee in their unpublished manuscript of the editio princeps of this text, 
where they speak of "" la présence entre l p≤n … et mr“qtm de l'adverbe hllm, forme précédemment 
inconnue qui doit consister en l'adverbe hl, « ici, voici », suivi des éléments d'allongement -l- et -m.…'' 

 502On the root HLL in Arabic, Akkadian, Hebrew, and various Aramaic dialects, see D. Cohen, 
F. Bron, and A. Lonnet, Dictionnaire des racines sémitiques 5 (H-HṪṪ) (1995) 414-415.  The Hebrew 
verb lLehi, "to praise (D-stem)', and the noun hL;hiT], "praise', provide semantics which would fit especially 
well in the « pros » formula. 

 503Some have proposed that the etymology of the word hll in the divine epithet bnt hll, "the 
daughters of HLL (?)', which is used parallel to the k®rt-deities in the mythological texts, be sought in 
this verb, HLL, meaning not so much "to praise' as "to shout' (the notion of "shouting' being considered 
appropriate for goddesses of childbirth).  Other etymological proposals exist, however; see 
del Olmo Lete and Sanmartín, DLU 1 (1996) 165.     
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(?)]}.504  Line 4 is obviously a remnant of the « pros » formula;505 and the item of 

interest here is the word {a-li-na-ma} at the beginning of line 5, which would appear 

to be a deictic particle.506  If indeed it is part of the « pros » formula, it would provide 

a valuable parallel with hllm in RS 94.2273.  Wiseman's transliteration implies that no 

signs have been lost following {be-li-ia} on line 4; and such is consistent with the 

placement of the {ma} sign of {qí-bí-ma} on line 2 in the copy, where these three 

signs are spaced out evenly on the line in such a way that {ma} would be very near the 

right margin of writing.  If such were the case, {a-li-na-ma} and hllm would both have 

been placed immediately following the « ana ß´p´ N » / « l p≤n N » prepositional 

element.  Even if it be allowed that {ma} marks the right margin of the recto surface, 

however, nothing prevents the scribe from having continued the impression of line 4 

past this margin, and onto the right edge, which is now lost.507  Furthermore, given the 

signs which follow on line 5, namely, {LÚ.MEfi}, as well as the unambiguous 

reference to a city on line 6, two phrases which are difficult to explain as components 

of the « pros » formula, it appears best to reconstruct the prostration verb in the lacuna 

following {be-li-ia} in line 4, and consequently to interpret the word {a-li-na-ma} in 

line 5 as marking the transition from the formulaic praescriptio to the body of the 

                                                

 504See D. J. Wiseman, Alalakh Tablets (1953) 58 (transliteration), and pl. 24 (copy). 

 505Compare lines 4-6 of AT 115. 

 506That the form {a-li-na-ma} is Akkadian is not immediately obvious (though compare also 
poorly attested Akkadian deictics alªnumma, and allªnum, both mentioned in CAD); it could easily 
reflect an underlying West Semitic morphology, however, deriving from ""le dialecte parlé dans l'Amq au 
IIe millénaire avant notre ère'' (D. Arnaud, AuOr 16 [1998] 144) rather than from the literary Akkadian 
dialect as used in the western periphery.  To my knowledge, the form is not mentioned by G. 
Giacumakis in The Akkadian of Alala” (1970), nor by D. Arnaud in AuOr 16 (1998) 143-186.  

 507Compare lines 3, 5, and 6 on Wiseman's copy of AT 11, for example.  Wiseman, Alalakh 
Tablets (1953), pl. 25. 
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letter;508 and not as a component of the « pros » formula.  This possibility being 

dismissed, I know of no parallels for Ugaritic hllm in the « pros » formulas of the 

comparative corpora.   

 If a deictic origin of hllm be allowed, the word's morphology may be 

understood in the light of other West Semitic ""deictic'' particles derived from a  *hallV- 

base.509  This category of particles includes the Ugaritic deictics hl, hlm, hln, hlk, and 

hlny;510 the word hllm would appear to represent a new addition to this series. 

 The phonemic structure underlying the morphology is not obvious, but a 

reasonable reconstruction is possible on the basis of both internal and external 

evidence.  The syllabic writing {al-li-ni-ya},511 if John Huehnergard is correct in 

proposing this as the Ugaritic deictic particle corresponding to Sumerian UD and 

Akkadian anumma, and written in alphabetic texts as hlny,512 would appear to provide 

internal evidence of the morpho-phonemic structure of the hl- component: */halli-/.  

This sequence, in turn, may be further subdivided, on the basis of comparative Semitic 

evidence, into the deictic particles */han-/ and */-li-/, the latter of these apparently 

having been repeated in the Ugaritic word hllm.  The final -m on hllm is easily 

                                                

 508Compare a similar function for the Ugaritic deictic particle hlny, and for RS Akkadian 
anumma.     

 509On a broad Semitic level, compare the data assembled in Cohen, et al., Dictionnaire des 
racines sémitiques 5 (H-HṪṪ) (1995) 408-409.  On the Amarna forms, probably also to be derived from 
*hallu-, see now A. F. Rainey, CAT 3 (1996) 159-167 (although Rainey does not reconstruct the 
consonantal phoneme /h/, but classifies these forms under allû, a normalization more familiar to the 
Assyriological tradition).     

 510On these particles, see now del Olmo Lete and Sanmartín, DLU 1 (1996) 164-165.  
J. Tropper, Ugaritische Grammatik (2000), § 81.4, pp. 750-751, classifies these particles as 
""Demonstrative Adverbien''.   

 511J. Nougayrol, Ugaritica 5 (1968), no. 138, line 5'.   

 512J. Huehnergard, UVST (1987) 121.   
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explainable as ""enclitic'' -m, which is often found attached to nouns used 

adverbially.513  A plausible phonemic reconstruction of the word is */hallilima/.   

 Without the benefit of other Ugaritic attestations of this word, its semantics 

cannot be defined on the basis of inner Ugaritic usage, but must rest solely on (1) the 

textual context in which it occurs, and (2) plausible etymological proposals.  

Furthermore, even if its etymology as a compound deictic particle be granted, the 

semantics of hllm are not greatly clarified.  Given the situational context of the 

prostration formula, the adverb hllm ought to describe or elaborate a means of ""falling 

down at the two feet of'' the recipient in some contextually appropriate way.  The 

components l p≤n NR and mr“qtm already communicate two ""local'' adverbial nuances: 

terminative and ablative, respectively.  Does hllm represent a third ""local'' nuance?  

Such is a possibility; another possibility is that hllm is purely deictic, or 

""presentative'',514 like French ""voici''.  It was argued above that the verbal utterance of 

the « pros » formula was a performative occurring in an epistolary context.  Does the 

word hllm represent a lexical marking of this nuance, in a manner similar the optional 

use of the German deictic  ""hiermit'' and English ""hereby'' in marking performatives?   

 

                                                

 513The observation that enclitic -m frequently accompanies nouns in the (adverbial) accusative 
is not to be taken as an attribution of adverbial semantics to the particle; see above. 

 514In speaking of the etymologically related particle hlny, D. Pardee, in his manuscript of Les 
textes épistolaires (in preparation), chap. 10 (RS 3.427), commentaire, ligne 3', comments that ""sa 
principale fonction est d'ajouter à la simple notion de deixis (« voici ») une nuance de lieu (« ici »).''  In 
a footnote he adds ""Nous nous exprimons ainsi parce qu'il nous paraît clair que la fonction des deux 
particules hl- et hn-  était à l'origine et restait en ougaritique « présentative » ; il en va de même de 
hinn´h en hébreu biblique (il ne s'agit pas d'une particule d'existence, mais de présentation).''  Compare 
also the editors' use of ""presentative'' voici in their provisional translation of this formula (P. Bordreuil et 
al., Textes ougaritiques 1994-2002 [in preparation]): ""Aux pieds de mon frère voici de loin je tombe ; 
sept fois, huit fois je tombe.''  
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2.7  CLASSIFICATION OF THE « PROS » FORMULAS BY CONCEPTUAL 

CATEGORY  

 As above with the address formulas, this chapter ends with a brief section 

summarizing the typological classification of the Ugaritic « pros » formulas.  Its 

purpose is to provide a brief review, in tabular form, of the distribution of the various 

compositional patterns found in the corpus of Ugaritic « pros » formulas.   

 

2.7.1  In conceptually ASCENDING letters 

2.7.1.1  « ASC POW »  

RS 9.479A:6-11 « l p≤n ±dty ßb≤d w ßb≤•d mr“qtm qlt » 

RS 16.137[bis]:5-7 « l p≤n ±dty ßb≤d w [ß]b[≤(•)d] mr“qt[m] ql[t] » 

RS 16.402:3-4 « [l p≤n ±]dty mr“qm [qlt] » 

RS 17.327:4-5 « [l p≤n] ¯b≤ly˘ (?) [… qlt] » 

RS 18.040:5-8 « [l] p≤n b≤ly [ßb]≤d ßb≤d m[r]“qtm qlt » 

RS 18.113+:4-5 « l p≤n b≤ly [mr“qtm] ßb≤d w ßb≤d [qlt] » 

RS 18.140.2:10'-11' « l p≤n b≤ly m[r“]qtm qlt » 

RS 18.287:2'-4' « [l p≤n b≤]ly ßb[≤d w ßb≤(•)d] mr“qt[m qlt] » 

RS 18.[312]:2'-3' « [l] p≤n b[≤ly …] w ßb≤d [… qlt] » 

RS 19.102.2:17-20 « l p≤n b≤ly ®n•d ßb≤d mr“qtm qlt » 

RS 20.199:4-7 « l p≤n ±dty mr“qtm ßb≤d w ßb≤d qlt » 

RS 29.093:8-10 « l p≤n b≤lny ®n•d ßb≤d mr“qtm qlny » 

RS 92.2010:6-9 « l p≤n b≤ly ßb≤d w ßb≤d mr“qtm qlt » 

RS 94.2391:4-6 « l p≤n b≤ly ®n•d ßb≤d mr“qtm qlt » 

RS 94.2428:1'-3' « [l p≤]¯n˘ ¯b˘[≤ly … ]d m[r“qtm qlt] » 
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RS 94.2479:3 « [l p]≤n ±dty qlt » 

RS 94.5009:5-6 « w l p¯≤n˘ ±¯d˘[ty ®]¯n•˘[d] ß¯b˘[≤(•)d … qlt] » 

RIH 78/03+:5'-6' « l p≤n [b≤ly q]lt » 

Letters which contain ASC POW relational terminology typically contain the « pros » 

formula.515  The composition of the formula in such letters usually includes one or both 

of the ""optional'' adverbial elements.516  Given these tendancies, special interpretive 

attention should be paid to ASC POW letters which do not contain a « pros » formula, or 

in which the « pros » formula is present but does not include one or both of the 

""optional'' components.   

 

2.7.1.2  « ASC BIO »  

RS 11.872:5-6 « l p≤n °my qlt » 

RS 16.379:4-5 « l p≤n °my qlt » 

RS 19.102.1:6-7 « l p≤[n ±dny] q[lt] » 

RS 34.124:4 « [l p]≤n °my [qlt] » 

RS 94.5003+:4 « l p≤n [°my qlt] » 

                                                

 515The praescriptio of the following conceptually ASC POW letters is entirely or virtually intact, 
but explicitly omits the « pros » formula: probably RS 18.148, RS 19.011, RS 34.148, and probably RS 
34.356.  All but one of these (the exception is RS 34.148) show various features of form or context 
atypical for the Ugaritic corpus.     

 516Two exceptions are RS 94.2479 and RIH 78/03+, which omit both ""optional'' elements.  In 
this respect, their composition resembles that of « pros » formulas in letters conceived on the biological 
kinship model (either ASC BIO or HOR BIO); see below. 
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The majority of conceptually ascending Ugaritic letters conceived on the BIO model 

contain the « pros » formula.517  None of the « pros » formulas present in this group 

contain either of the ""optional'' components.   

 

2.7.1.3  « ASC MIXED »  

RS 8.315:5-7 « l p≤n ±dtny mr“qtm qlny » 

RIH 78/12:2-3 « l p≤nk qlt » 

Two Ugaritic letters employ explicitly ascending relational terminology drawn from 

both conceptual models.  Both of these letters contain the « pros » formula.  The 

pronominal reference to the recipient in RIH 78/12 is unique in the corpus.518   

 

2.7.2  In « HOR BIO » letters 

RS 94.2273:1-6 « ql[t] l p≤n ±”y hllm mr“qtm qlt ßb≤d ®mn•d qlt » 

RS 94.2545+:17 « [l p]≤n •”y qlt » 

Outside of explicitly ascending letters, the « pros » formula is rare.  Its presence is 

certain, however, in the two conceptually horizontal letters cited here.  The two letters 

                                                

 517Exceptions are RS 15.008, RS 17.139, and RS 92.2005.1, which are ASC BIO but explicitly 
omit the « pros » formula. 

 518But compare the same feature in at least two Ras Shamra Akkadian letters: RS 20.200C and 
RS 20.232.  The usage of a pronoun in a REL slot, and the concommitant omission of social status 
information, is consistent with a pattern visible elsewhere in the employment of the biological kinship 
model: less informational content presumably indicates less attention to social status differences, and, 
by extension, a lack of explicit deference.  A similar situation will be encountered in the ""salutation'' 
formula (see below, chapter 3): « yßlm lk », which uses a pronoun for the NR element, may be 
considered less deferential than « l ±dty yßlm ».  
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derive from a similar archeological and prosopographical context.519  The elaborate 

composition of RS 94.2273 may be related to its status as a scribal exercise.520  The 

brevity of the formula in RS 94.2545+ is consistent with its composition in other letters 

composed on the biological kinship model.       

 

2.7.3  In letters of unknown conceptual classification 

RS 18.[364]:3' « […]mr¯“˘[qtm (?) …] » 

The presence of the « pros » formula in this letter is not certain.  

                                                

 519See the editions of these tablets below, in part 2. 

 520Compare the expanded « ben » formula in another scribal exercise: RS 16.265.1; and see 
the edition of RS 94.2273 below, in part 2. 
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CHAPTER 3 

THE SALUTATION FORMULA 

 

3.1  INTRODUCTION 

 Two of the ""polite formulas'' are volitive expressions which communicate the 

sender's desire for the well-being of the recipient.  They may be represented by the 

following well-attested forms: 

 (1)  « yßlm lk », "May it be well for you.' 

 (2)  « •lm t÷rk tßlmk », "May the gods guard you, may they keep you well.' 

The first formula is not only the simpler of the two in terms of grammatical 

complexity, but also the more general in scope.  It is an impersonal volition, expressing 

the sender's hope that ""it be well'' for the recipient.  The verbal predication is derived 

from the root fiLM, the regular verb for expressing the notion of ""well-being'' in 

Ugaritic.  Throughout this dissertation, I will refer to this formula as the ""salutation'',1 

                                                

 1I follow J.-L. Cunchillos, TO 2 (1989) 244, 251-254, in using the term ""salutation'' to refer 
specifically to this short volitional formula, namely Ugaritic yßlm lk and variants, and to no other polite 
formula or group of formulas.  The use of the term ""salutation'' in this dissertation is thus distinct from, 
and not to be confused with, that of S. Ahl, Epistolary Texts (1973) 49-50 (referring to the Akkadian 
letters from Ras Shamra) and p. 99 (referring to the Ugaritic letters), who uses this term to refer 
collectively to the three formulas called in this dissertation the ""polite formulas'' (see above, section 
2.1): "". . . the salutation . . . can include as many as three sections:  1) obeisance of the sender to the 
addressee, 2) greeting, and 3) divine blessing, in that order.''  J. Huehnergard, HUS (1999) 376 (also 
referring to the Akkadian letters from Ras Shamra), follows her in this usage.  J. Nougayrol, PRU 3 
(1955) 5, n. 2 (referring to the Akkadian letters from Ras Shamra), also uses ""les salutations'' in a wider 
sense; as does M. Liverani, SDB 9 (1979), cols. 1328-1329: ""la manque de salutations [in letters] est 
consideré comme grave,'' by which he surely means the omission of not only the formula referred to 
here as « sal » (in RS Akkadian, l¨ ßulmu ana mu””≠ka, and variants), but also others motifs, such as the 
one which is here called the ""request for information'' formula (see below, chapter 5), judging from the 
(Akkadian) examples Liverani cites: RS 13.007B (see Nougayrol, PRU 3 [1955] 6), and KUB 3, no. 74 
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abbreviated « sal ».  It is treated in the pages which follow.  The second formula is 

more grammatically complex and more specific or ""marked'' from a semantic point of 

view.  It will be referred to as the ""benediction'', abbreviated « ben », and will be 

treated below in chapter 4.   

 Some students of Ugaritic epistolography have considered the « sal » and the 

« ben » formulas not as distinct and independent epistolary formulas in their own right, 

but rather collectively, as a single complex greeting formula.2  I have followed 

                                                                                                                                           
(see H. Otten, AfO Beiheft 12 [1970] 64-65), to which one may add RS 15.033 (see Nougayrol, PRU 3 
[1955] 15-16).  Similarly, A. Caquot, SDB 9 (1979), cols. 1413-1415, uses the term ""salutation'' in a 
slightly wider sense, in speaking of ""plusieurs formules de salutation'', a phrase which he uses to 
describe both « sal » and « ben », and other polite formulas; F. B. Knutson, RSP 2 (1975) 199 (referring 
to the Akkadian letters from Ras Shamra), likewise implies a wider understanding of the term: ""one or 
more salutation formulae may be present''; for him the RS Akkadian formula l¨ ßulmu ana mu””≠ka, and 
variants, is just one type of salutation among many.  As for the specific volitional formula here called 
the ""salutation'' or « sal », that is, Ugaritic « yßlm lk » and variants, S. E. Loewenstamm, BASOR 194 
(1969) 52, calls it ""the short greeting'', to be contrasted with ""the complex [greeting] formula'', by which 
he refers to Ugaritic yßlm lk •lm t÷rk tßlmk (a sequence here considered as two distinct formulas, 
namely, the « sal », followed by the « ben »).  O. Kaiser, ZDPV 86 (1970) 15, uses the phrase ""der 
einfache Gruss'', for both the Ugaritic « sal » formula and its Akkadian equivalent.  Cunchillos, TO 2 
(1989) 244, 251-254, as mentioned above, uses ""salutation'', but in the recent English abridgement, HUS 
(1999) 363, he uses ""the greeting''.  Ahl, Epistolary Texts (1973) 49-55, 77-81 (referring to the Ras 
Shamra Akkadian letters), and pp. 99-102, 117-118 (referring to the Ugaritic letters), also calls it ""the 
greeting''.  Note that Cunchillos' and Ahl's use of ""the greeting'' should thus not be confused with that of 
A. Kristensen, UF 9 (1977) 150-153, who denotes with this term both the formula here called the 
salutation (or « sal »), and the formula here called the benediction (or « ben »); that is, he treats these 
two formulas together as ""the greeting''.  Huehnergard, HUS (1999) 375-376 (discussing the Ras 
Shamra Akkadian letters), refers descriptively (and accurately) to the « sal » formula as ""a wish for the 
well-being of the addressee''.  In discussing the formulary of Middle Assyrian letters, E. Cancik-
Kirschbaum, Die mittelassyrischen Briefe (1996) 56, characterizes the Akkadian version of this formula 
as a type of ""Grussformel'', and, p. 59, specifically calls it ""[der] Wunsch nach Wohlbefinden des 
Empfängers'', and more simply ""[der] fiulmu-Wunsch''.  A. Hagenbuchner, Die Korrespondenz der 
Hethiter 1 (1989) 64-67, in discussing this formula in letters of the Hittite realm (in Akkadian and in 
Hittite), classifies it as a ""Briefeinleitungsformel'' (p. 64), and specifically labels it ""Die Wunsch für das 
Wohlergehen einer Person'' (p. 64); she also discusses the Hittite equivalent.  E. Salonen, Die Gruss- 
und Höflichkeitsformeln (1967) 59, mentions a precise equivalent to the « sal » in Middle Babylonian 
(Kassite) letters, which he describes as a type of ""Grussformel''.  Compare also L. Milano, VOr 3 (1980) 
192, who uses the term ""la salutatio'' to denote the ensemble (yßlm lk •lm t÷rk tßlmk) here identified as 
the « sal » and the « ben » formulas: ""La salutatio . . . si articola in due parti, la prima contenente il vero 
e proprio saluto, la seconda intesa ad impetrare la protezione divina sul destinatario della missiva.'' 

 2Kristensen, UF 9 (1977) 150-153, treats the « sal » and « ben » formulas together as ""the 
greeting''.  Loewenstamm, BASOR 194 (1969) 52, who had called the « sal » formula, Ugaritic yßlm lk 
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O. Kaiser,3 S. Ahl,4 and J.-L. Cunchillos,5 however, in treating the « sal » formula 

separately and independently of the « ben » formula, for the following reasons: (1) the 

« sal » formula occurs a fair number of times without the « ben » formula,6 and often in 

                                                                                                                                           
and variants, ""the short greeting'', refers to Ugaritic yßlm lk •lm t÷rk tßlmk as ""the complex [greeting] 
formula'', a chain which will be analyzed here as a sequence of two distinct formulas, « sal ben ».      

 3Kaiser, ZDPV 86 (1970) 15-16: ""Als weitere Grundform ist neben dem Gruss (G) [ = « sal »] 
der Schutzwunsch (SW) ilªnu li¬¬ur¨ka, "Die Götter mögen dich beschützen!' [ = « ben »], anzuführen.''  

 4Ahl, Epistolary Texts (1973) 49-55, 77-81 (referring to the Ras Shamra Akkadian letters), and 
pp. 99-102, 117-118 (referring to the Ugaritic letters); she refers to the « sal » as ""the greeting''. 

 5Cunchillos, TO 2 (1989) 244, 251-254: ""On différencie donc la salutation des voeux à contenu 
religieux exprimés, souvent, immediatement après'' (p. 251). 

 6Cunchillos, ibid., pp. 251-252, had already noted ""la présence de salutation sans voeux dans 
quelques lettres'' (he alludes to KTU 2.10 [RS 4.475]; 2.33 [RS 16.402+]; 2.67? [RS 19.181A]; and RIH 
78/3+30).  We may probably add RS 15.158 (partially reconstructed) to this list; collation has allowed 
the improvement of the reading in the editio princeps (C. Virolleaud, PRU 2 [1957], no. 11, p. 25 [no 
photo]).  Pardee, Les textes épistolaires (in preparation), chap. 20 (RS 15.158), reads {yß¯lm˘ [. lk]} at 
the end of line 2, wrapped around the right edge of the tablet and onto the verso (collation from a 
photograph of the recto would have prevented seeing the end of the line); this reading is also found in 
M. Dietrich, O. Loretz, and J. Sanmartin, KTU2 (1995), no. 2.20.  The new letter RS 94.2406.2 also 
contains a « sal » formula, but no « ben ».  In four of these letters (RS 4.475, RS 15.158, RS 19.181A 
[probably], and RS 94.2406.2) , the « sal » formula is the sole polite formula present (the « pros » 
formula precedes the « sal » in the other two); structural similarities among these four, namely, the fact 
that the order of mention in the address is « SR » (appropriate for conceptually unmarked, descending 
and some horizontal letters), may be significant.  In RS 1.020 and RS 3.334, the « sal » is also the only 
polite formula present, but in both of these, (1) the « sal » is non-standard in composition, either 
showing an unusual volitional form, an unusual expansion, or both; and (2) there is no certain trace of 
the « S » element of the address.  In these (minor) respects, these letters may represent an independent 
epistolary tradition.  As mentioned by Cunchillos, TO 2 (1989) 252, n. 37, several Akkadian letters from 
Ras Shamra contain not only a single polite formula, the « sal », without the « ben » or the « pros », but 
also this « sal » formula is isolated from what precedes and follows by scribal lines (it is, in fact, fairly 
well-attested for the entire group of polite formulas to be separated from the rest of the letter by scribal 
lines; these cases appear to represent the same usage, though with a polite formula section consisting of 
only one element, the « sal »).  Cunchillos lists RS 12.033:4; RS 8.333:4; RS 15.011:4; RS 16.003:4 (all 
of which are published by J. Nougayrol in PRU 3 [1955]); RS 17.289:5; RS 17.292:5; RS 17.385:5; 
RS 17.394+:4; RS 17.423:5 (published by Nougayrol in PRU 4 [1956]); RS 20.003:4; RS 20.162:5; 
RS 20.216:4; RS 20.237:4; and RS 20.248:5 (published by Nougayrol in Ugaritica 5 [1968]); and 
RS 17.452:4 (published by Nougayrol in PRU 6 [1970]).  To these we may add RS 10.046; RS 15.014; 
RS 15.178; RS 16.112 (Nougayrol, PRU 3 [1955]); RS 17.315; RS 17.397B+ (Nougayrol, PRU 4 
[1956]); RS 20.013; RS 20.022; RS 20.168; RS 20.182A,B; RS 20.184; RS 20.200C; RS 20.238; 
RS 20.243; RS 21.064 (Nougayrol, Ugaritica 5 [1968]); RS 17.148.2; RS 17.451; RS 17.455; RS 19.050; 
and RS 19.080(?) (Nougayrol, PRU 6 [1970]).  Many of the subsequently published Akkadian letters 
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fairly specific circumstances; (2) the « ben » formula occurs several times without the 

« sal » formula;7 (3) the two formulas are grammatically independent utterances, with 

different grammatical subjects and predications;8 (4) the differences in the 

composition and distribution of the two formulas show that, for the scribes who 

inscribed these letters, the two formulas were not confused;9 and (5) in terms of 

                                                                                                                                           
also show this structure: RS 34.135; RS 34.136; RS 34.140; RS 34.143; RS 34.145; RS 34.146; 
RS 34.163; RS 34.165; and RS 34.180,60 (published by Fl. Malbran-Labat and D. Arnaud in RSO 7 
[1991]).    

 7Seven example are certain: RS 8.315 (« RS | pros ben i.r. s.r. », [the abbreviation « i.r. s.r. » 
refers to the ""motif of reciprocal well-being'', discussed below in chapter 5]), RS 16.265 (« SR ben | 
body »; the nature of the text inscribed on the verso, and the frivolous content of the body of this letter 
suggest a scribal exercise; the « ben » formula here is an expanded version of the standard « ben »), 
RS 92.2010 (« RS ben pros i.r. s.r. »), probably RS 94.2273 (« SR pros ben »; the method of inscription 
of this tablet, the nature of the two texts inscribed [one on each face], and the structure of the letter all 
suggest a scribal exercise; see below in the edition of this text), RS 94.2383+ (« RS | ben | body »), and 
RS [Varia 4] (« SR ben | body »).  Another probable example is RS 94.2545+ (« SR body RS body pros 
ben body »; the tablet may or may not contain multiple letters.  In the middle of the text, one can 
reconstruct the sequence « pros ben », followed by a non-formulaic section of the body; though the text 
is quite fragmentary in places, no traces of any « sal » formula remain).  RS 18.113 may represent 
another example of sorts; it contains two polite formulas: (1) the reconstructable remains of a standard 
« pros » formula, followed by (2) a polite formula otherwise unattested in Ugaritic, containing an 
apparently declarative statement that the sender has ""spoken'' (±nkn rgmt, "I myself have spoken') 
""before'' (l pn) various gods ""the splendour? of (your) eternal kingship'' (this interpretation of the phrase 
nmry mlk ≤lm follows M. Dijkstra, HUS [1999] 158); no « sal » formula is present.  While this second 
polite formula is substantially different from the standard « ben » formula, it is conceptually similar in 
involving divine parties in the concern for (probably) the recipient's well-being.  

 8One similarity between the two formulas is etymological: the « sal » formula contains a 
jussive form of the root fiLM in the G-stem, yßlm, "may it be well', while the « ben » formula often 
contains a jussive form of the same root in the D-stem, tßlmk, "may they cause you to be well'.  

 9Pardee, Les textes épistolaires (in preparation), chap. 2 (RS 1.018), remarques 
épistolographiques, outlines the difference in usage between the « sal » and the « ben » formulas; he 
claims that this difference ""se remarque par deux aspects principaux de l'emploi de ces formules : (1) là 
où les deux types de vœux se rencontrent dans une même lettre, yßlm l- précède sans exception l'autre 
série ; (2) la formule yßlm l- ne varie que par l'expression de l'objet du vœu, alors que l'autre ne 
comporte pas un seul élément verbal mais jusqu'à trois, et l'ordre des deux principaux composants 
verbaux, N� R et fiLM, n'est pas fixe. Elles varient aussi par leur contenu : le sujet de yßlm est indéfini, 
alors que les verbes de la seconde série ont pour sujet •lm, « les dieux ». Le premier veux constitue donc 
une salutation et les autres des bénédictions. . . .  Les deux aspects d'emploi cités suffisent, nous semble-
t-il, pour distinguer les deux sortes de vœux.''  Pardee, ibid., adds, in a footnote, ""Que les scribes ne les 
aient pas confondues est amplement indiqué par les deux aspects d'emploi mentionnés dans le texte.''   
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information theory, the « sal » shows a higher, and thus different, informational 

content than the « ben ».10   

 This distinction being made, it is also necessary to acknowledge the profound 

conceptual and contextual similarities between the « sal » and the « ben » formulas, 

even if these similarities should not prevent us from recognizing the distinctiveness, 

and independent status, of each:11 (1) both the « sal » and the « ben » are volitional in 

aspect, and (2) both are specifically concerned with the well-being, expressed by 

various forms of the root fiLM, of the recipient.  Furthermore, (3) the two formulas 

share a very similar distribution; when both are present, they are invariably placed 

adjacent to one another, in the order « sal ben ».12  Finally, (4) the two formulas are 

never separated by a horizontal scribal line;13 in fact, they are quite often inscribed in 

an ""enjambed'' fashion, such that the « ben » formula often begins on the same line on 

which the « sal » ends.  In light of these similarities, it may indeed be justified to 

                                                

 10This difference in informational content is manifested in the composition of the « sal » 
formula: the distribution of the compositional patterns reflects an explicit acknowledgement of the 
higher status of the recipient in conceptually ascending letters.  The « ben » formula, on the other hand, 
contains no such informational content regarding the relationship between sender and recipient, but 
merely ""phatic greeting''; see M. Gruber, Nonverbal Communication (1980) 182-186.   

 11Compare the similar statement of Pardee, Les textes épistolaires (in preparation), chap. 2 
(RS 1.018), remarques épistolographiques: ""En décrivant toutes ces formules comme des vœux, nous 
n'avons pas l'intention de nier qu'il y ait une différence d'usage entre yßlm l- et l'autre série.'' 

 12By my calculations, as many as twenty-two Ugaritic letters contain both the « sal » and the 
« ben »; in all of them the two formulas are not only adjacent to one another, but appear in the order 
« sal ben »: RS 1.018, RS 1.021, probably RS 3.427, RS 11.872, RS 15.008, RS 15.174, RS 16.379, 
RS 17.139, RS 18.031, RS 18.134, RS 18.147, RS 19.029, RS 20.199, RS 29.093, RS 29.095, RS 34.124, 
RS 34.148, RS 92.2005.1, RS 92.2005.2, RS 94.2428, RS 94.2537, and RS 94.5003+.  I know of no 
Ugaritic letters in which the « ben » formula precedes the « sal » formula.  

 13This feature, of course, follows from the status of these two formulas as ""polite formulas'', 
since horizontal scribal lines do not occur within the ""polite formulas'' section of the letter.  See above, 
section 0.3.1.     
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distinguish these two elements with a common cover term:14 on a descriptive level the 

cover term ""volitive expressions of well-being'' is accurate.  Even granting the validity 

of such a cover term for the « sal » and « ben » formulas, however, a detailed analysis 

of Ugaritic epistolary structure must also address the dissimilarities in form, meaning, 

and contextual usage between these two formulas, and for this purpose it is convenient 

to treat the « sal » and « ben » formulas separately, and to have a distinct terminology 

for each.15  

 Finally, the « sal » formula is treated here, following the « pros » formula, but 

prior to the « ben », because (1) it more often follows the « pros » formula, when only 

these two formulas are present;16 (2) it always precedes the « ben » formula, when 

only those two are present;17 and (3), when all three polite formulas are present, the 

                                                

 14Compare the discussion in Cunchillos, TO 2 (1989) 253-254.  It is no doubt in this collective 
sense, namely, as a general cover term for any of those volitional formulas which follow the address 
and precede the body, that Nougayrol, PRU 3 (1955) 5, n. 2 (referring to the Akkadian letters from Ras 
Shamra); Liverani, SDB 9 (1979), cols. 1328-1329; Caquot, SDB 9 (1979), cols. 1413-1415, refer to ""les 
salutations''; and Milano, VOr 3 (1980) 192, to ""la salutatio''.  So also Knutson, RSP 2 (1975) 199, 203-
206 (referring to the Akkadian letters from Ras Shamra): ""[the] salutation''.  Salonen, Die Gruss- und 
Höflichkeitsformeln (1967), passim, also uses a convenient cover term, as is clear from the title of his 
work, while discussing individual varieties.     

 15Compare the usage of Cancik-Kirschbaum, Die mittelassyrischen Briefe (1996) 56, who 
characterizes the Middle Assyrian versions of these formulas as ""Grussformeln'', but, p. 59, specifically 
calls the « sal » formula ""[der] Wunsch nach Wohlbefinden des Empfängers'' and more ""[der] fiulmu-
Wunsch''.  Hagenbuchner, Die Korrespondenz der Hethiter 1 (1989) 64-67, in discussing this formula in 
letters of the Hittite realm (in Akkadian and in Hittite), also uses a cover term, ""Briefeinleitungsformel'' 
(p. 64), and specifically labels the « sal » formula ""Die Wunsch für das Wohlergehen einer Person'' (p. 
64).  

 16At present, four letters illustrate this feature; they include RS 16.402 (« pros sal », where 
both formulas are reasonably certain, but have been partially reconstructed), RS 94.2391 (« pros sal 
[?] »), RS 94.2479 (« pros sal »), and RIH 78/03+ (« pros sal [?] », where the « sal » formula, though not 
preserved in its entirety, is a greatly expanded version of the more common pattern).  An exception is 
RS 94.5009, (« sal pros [?] »), if lines 4-6 have been correctly reconstructed (see below, in the edition of 
that tablet).  On RS 18.[364] as another potential exception, see above, section 2.2. 

 17I count sixteen such situations in the known corpus, and no attested exceptions: RS 1.018 
(« sal ben », where both formulas, though reasonably certain, have been partially reconstructed), 
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« sal » formula is regularly placed in the middle, following the « pros », but prior to the 

« ben » formula.18   

  

3.2  COMPOSITION OF THE « SAL » FORMULA    

 As was the case with the address formula, the presence of several distinct 

formal variants of the salutation formula makes it difficult to describe the 

compositional structure of all attested Ugaritic « sal » formulas in a straightforward 

and categorical way.  On the one hand, these variants, taken collectively, show 

sufficient formal and functional similarity to justify their inclusion under the broader 

rubric of ""salutation formula'', but, on other hand, any attempt at describing the 

compositional structure of the internally diverse corpus which results would be not only 

unnecessarily and overly general, but also needlessly complicated.  In order to avoid 

this, I have concentrated on describing that compositional pattern of the « sal » formula 

which is not only statistically preponderant but also contextually normative,19 and have 

                                                                                                                                           
RS 1.021 (« sal ben »), RS 3.427 (« [?] sal ben », where both formulas have been heavily 
reconstructed), RS 15.008 (« sal ben »), RS 15.174 (« sal ben »), RS 17.139 (« sal ben »), RS 18.031 
(« sal ben »), RS 18.075 (« sal ben », where both formulas have been heavily reconstructed), RS 18.134 
(« sal ben »), RS 18.147 (« sal ben »), RS 19.029 (« sal ben »), RS 29.095 (« sal ben »), RS 34.148 
(« sal ben », where the « sal » is slightly unusual in containing an ID element as well as a REL element), 
RS 92.2005.1 (« sal ben ») and RS 92.2005.2 (« sal ben »), and RS 94.2537 (« sal ben [?] », where both 
formulas have been partially reconstructed).  

 18The present corpus yields seven such letters: RS 11.872 (« pros sal ben »), RS 16.379 (« pros 
sal ben »), RS 20.199 (« pros sal ben »), RS 34.124 (« pros sal ben », where the « sal » formula is 
unusual in showing ßlm rather than yßlm as the volitional form, unless a scribal error is involved), 
RS 94.2391 (« pros sal ben », where the benediction has been almost entirely reconstructed), 
RS 94.2428 (« pros sal ben », where all three formulas have been heavily reconstructed), RS 94.5003+ 
(« pros sal ben », where all three formulas have been partially reconstructed).  RS 29.093 represents an 
exception (« sal ben pros »), though in this case the « sal » formula is non-standard, p ßlm l b≤lny, a 
factor which may or may not be significant in explaining the sequence of formulas. 

 19My means of defining the ""standard'' form of the « sal » formula in Ugaritic are thus intended 
to be both statistical and contextual.  The form described here as standard is not only (1) the best 
attested structural pattern of the « sal » formula, but is also (2) regularly attested with other epistolary 
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relegated the discussion of those less well-attested formal variants to section 3.7 

below.       

 The standard « sal » formula in Ugaritic letters is composed of two elements: 

(1) the prefix conjugation verbal form « yßlm », and (2) a prepositional phrase 

expressing the ""beneficiary'' of this predication, having the basic structure « l NR »,20 

where « NR » represents the noun phrase or phrases referring to the recipient.    

 Both constituent components of the formula are ""necessary'' in the sense that 

they appear in all occurrences of the standard « sal » formula that are preserved well 

enough to permit analysis.  At least one ""expanded'' version of the standard « sal » 

formula,21 in which one or both of these components is repeated, is known.22  The only 

significant structural variations encountered within the corpus of standard « sal » 

formulas are: (1) the order in which the two components occur, (2) the orthography 

and underlying morphology of the preposition, and (3) the precise form of the noun 

phrase « NR » governed by the preposition.  All three of these features appear directly 

related to the conceptual status of the letter as ascending or not ascending.23     

                                                                                                                                           
formulas which are statistically standard, and (3) generally found on letters which pertain directly to 
members of the royal family or to aspects of the administration of the kingdom, and as such represent 
the known norms as practiced by socio-political elites in the kingdom (in other words, those responsible 
for the bulk of the written documentation available to modern students).    

 20Two expanded writings of the preposition l are also attested for this element: (1) « ly NR » 
and (2) « ln NR ».  The distribution of the three writings of the preposition in the formula appears to be 
related to the conceptual status of the letter as ascending (the patterns « ly NR » and « ln NR ») or non-
ascending (the pattern « l NR »); see below, this section.   

 21Compare a similar ""expanded'' version of the standard « pros » formula in RS 94.2273, in 
which the verbal component qlt, which normally occurs only once per formula, is repeated.  

 22This is RIH 78/03+, discussed in section 3.7, below. 

 23By ""not ascending'' I mean, of course, those letters which are conceptually unmarked, 
horizontal, or descending.   
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 Within the corpus of Ugaritic « sal » formulas, standard and non-standard alike, 

the verbal form yßlm occurs no less than twenty-six times.24  Only one of these occurs 

in a « sal » formula which must be described as ""non-standard'' in terms of 

compositional structure.25  The several remaining non-standard and poorly attested 

variants of the « sal » formula also contain forms, verbal and nominal, derived from 

the root fiLM, but not in the prefixing conjugation.26  No Ugaritic « sal » formula here 

characterized as ""standard'' lacks the form yßlm.27       

                                                

 24I count at least twenty-six certain or very probable occurrences of the form yßlm within the 
corpus of Ugaritic « sal » formulas: RS 1.018, RS 1.021, probably RS 3.334, RS 4.475, RS 11.872, 
RS 15.008, RS 15.158, RS 16.379, RS 16.402, RS 17.139, RS 18.031, probably RS 18.075, RS 18.134, 
RS 18.147, probably RS 18.[364], RS 19.029, RS 20.199, RS 29.095, RS 34.148, RS 92.2005.1, 
RS 92.2005.2, RS 94.2391, RS 94.2406.2, RS 94.2479, possibly RS 94.5009 (in my collation I believe to 
have seen traces of the {y} of yßlm, which must be otherwise entirely reconstructed), and RIH 78/03+.  
The word yßlm needs to be mostly or entirely reconstructed, though its presence is not generally 
doubted, in RS 3.427 (mostly reconstructed), RS 17.327 (mostly reconstructed), RS 94.2428, RS 94.2537 
(mostly reconstructed), RS 94.5003+, and RS 94.5009 (virtually entirely reconstructed).  I have 
excluded from this list RS 15.174 and RS 19.181A, which also very probably contained the form yßlm.  
In these two letters the first sign of the line containing the « sal » formula is broken and must be 
restored; one reads {[y]ßlm} in both cases (with the editor in the case of RS 15.174, with S. Ahl, 
Epistolary Texts [1973] 462-463 in the case of RS 19.181A).  Such a restoration is not problematic since 
in both cases spatial considerations require the restoration of but a single sign at the beginning of the 
line; but since the salutation in RS 29.093 begins not with yßlm, but with the string {p ßlm}, one cannot 
be absolutely certain of {[y]} as the sole possibility for the restoration.  I have also excluded RS 34.124 
from the list, since the word yßlm is probably not physically present on the tablet, though the editors and 
subsequent students of the text have generally assumed its intended presence.  The orthography is 
believed to contain a scribal error of the eye, the intended phrase being ly °my yßlm, but the scribe 
having written only one instead of two successive {y} signs (haplography), resulting in the visible 
remains {[l]¯y˘.°myßlm} at the beginning of line 5.  Finally, I have also excluded RS 17.063 from this 
list, since the visible text of line 3, {rgml°myßlmb≤lkm}, should be (and has been) divided rgm l-°my 
ßlm b≤l-km, and, unlike the case of RS 34.124, there have been, to my knowledge, no proposals to 
emend the visible text of this tablet to read rgm l-°my «y»ßlm b≤l-km., "Say to my mother: ""May your 
lord be well!'' '   

 25RS 3.334, line 2: {(2) [ß]lm . bnß . yß¯l˘[m ... ]}, *[ßu]lmu bunußi yißla[m], "May the [st]ate of 
the personnel be we[ll]!'  For this motif, see below, section 3.7. 

 26Ugaritic « sal » formulas which certainly contain forms of the verb fiLM other than yßlm 
include RS 1.020, RS 3.334, 17.063, 17.434+, and 29.093; potentially in this category is RS 34.124 
(reading the text as it stands).  RS 1.020, RS 3.334, and 17.063 are clearly non-standard.  RS 17.434+ 
and 29.093 have some standard features but contain unmistakably unique aspects.  RS 34.124 is 
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 The absence of a prepositional phrase « l NR » is here considered sufficient 

cause to eliminate various salutary phrases from the status of ""standard'' « sal » 

formula.28  The orthography of the preposition shows some variation; attested spellings 

include {l},29 {ly},30 and {ln}.31         

                                                                                                                                           
otherwise standard.  The attested alternate forms of the verb fiLM include « ßlm », as in RS 29.093, lines 
5-6, { p ßlm (6) l b≤lny }; and « ßlmt », occurring several times in a poorly preserved multi-component 
« sal » formula in RS 3.334, lines 3-6.  For these non-standard variants, see below, in section 3.7.   

 27This statement necessarily excludes the « sal » of RS 29.093, {(5, cont'd) p ßlm (6) l b≤lny }, 
from the status of ""standard''.  Obviously, such a classification is difficult, since the letter exhibits 
several consistencies with the statistically and contextually ""standard'' Ugaritic epistolary tradition: (1) 
the « SR » order of mention in the address of an ascending letter, (2) the fact that, in the address of an 
ascending letter, both the « S » and « R » components follow the structural pattern « ID REL », (3) the 
letter contains three ""polite formulas'', answering the description of the « sal », « ben » and « pros » 
formulas respectively, which occur immediately following the address and immediately prior to the 
body of the letter, (4) the « sal » formula appearing here is impersonal, like those « sal » formulas 
containing yßlm, and (5) a horizontal scribal line separates the polite formulas from the non-formulaic 
body.  All these features place RS 29.093 squarely within the Ugaritic epistolographic tradition.  On the 
other hand, one can highlight the following departures from standard Ugaritic epistolary habits: (1) the 
verb of the « sal » is not yßlm, (2) the « sal » is preceded by the conjunction p, (3) the letter is an 
ascending one, and yet the prepositional phrase « l NR » is not fronted to the verb, (4) the « sal » and 
« ben » formulas precede the « pros » formula, and (5) there is no horizontal scribal line between the 
address and the polite formulas.  While the decision is a difficult, and to a certain extent, an arbitrary 
one, in light of these differences I elect to classify the « sal » of RS 29.093 as ""non-standard'' « sal » 
formula.  See below, in section 3.7, where this formula is discussed, along with those « sal » formulas 
which exhibit a formal structure more profoundly distinct from the standard Ugaritic pattern: RS 1.020, 
RS 3.334, possibly RS 17.063, and RS 17.434+.   

 28The preposition l is reconstructed, its presence being not generally doubted, in the « sal » 
formulas of: RS 1.018, possibly RS 1.020, RS 3.427, RS 15.158, RS 16.402 (partially reconstructed), 
RS 17.327, RS 18.075, RS 18.[364], RS 34.124 (partially reconstructed), and RS 94.2391.  The 
discussion of the ""non-standard'' salutations of several letters, in which the ""beneficiary'' of the fiLM 
predication is expressed by means other than the prepositional phrase « l NR », is here deferred to 
section 3.7 below: RS 3.334, which probably contains at least five salutatory motifs, probably RS 
17.434+, and perhaps RS 17.063.   

 29This is the typical spelling of the preposition throughout the Ugaritic corpus.  In the « sal » 
formula it is most often found in those « sal » formulas which place the « yßlm » component prior to the 
« l NR » component, that is, in « sal » formulas used in conceptually unmarked, horizontal, and 
descending letters, or in mixed letters whose compositional structure does not reflect an ascending 
social relationship: RS 4.475, RS 15.174, RS 18.031, RS 18.134, RS 18.147, RS 19.029, RS 19.181A, 
RS 29.095, RS 92.2005.1, RS 92.2005.2, RS 94.2406.2, and RS 94.2537.  Though not the norm for « sal » 
formulas used in ascending letters, it does occur occasionally: RS 11.872, RS 29.093, RS 34.148, and 
RS 94.2479.  This writing is also found in two conceptually ascending letters (both ASC BIO) which 
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 The composition of the « NR » component of the « sal » formula shows the 

same diversity as that of the « NR » component of the « pros » formula, though this 

diversity does not manifest itself in the same statistical proportions.  More specifically, 

the « NR » component of the « sal » formula may consist of, in order of frequency:  

(1) a 2nd person pronominal suffix,32 or  

(2) a REL term33 appropriate for an ascending social relationship, with an 

attached 1st person pronominal suffix, referring back to the sender.  The attested REL 

terms include °my "my mother',34 ±dty "my lady',35 and b≤ly "my lord'.36  In one 

example of the « sal » formula, the « NR » component is mlk b≤ly "the king, my lord'.37  

                                                                                                                                           
appear nevertheless to reflect, in certain respects, contextually descending social situations: RS 15.008 
and RS 17.139 (on these two letters, see above, section 1.7.1.2).  

 30Within the corpus of Ugaritic « sal » formulas, this ""expanded'' spelling of the preposition is 
found exclusively in conceptually ascending letters: RS 16.379, RS 16.402 (partially restored), 
RS 20.199, RS 34.124 (partially restored), RS 94.2428, RS 94.5003+, and RS 94.5009.  On the 
morphology underlying this spelling, see below, in section 3.6.    

 31This ""expanded'' spelling occurs once in the corpus of Ugaritic « sal » formulas: RIH 78/03+. 

 32The attested forms include the singular -k and the dual -km.  The singular form -k is 
explicitly present in RS 4.475, RS 15.008, RS 15.174, RS 17.139, RS 18.031, RS 18.134, RS 18.147, 
RS 19.029, RS 19.181A, RS 29.095, RS 92.2005.2, RS 94.2406.2, RS 94.2537; and reconstructed, though 
its presence is not generally doubted, in RS 1.018, RS 3.427, RS 15.158, and RS 18.075.  The dual -km is 
explicitly present in RS 92.2005.1, and reconstructed, though its presence is not generally doubted, in RS 
1.021.  

 33For a definition and discussion of ""REL term'', see the introduction, section 1.6.   

 34The REL term °my, "my mother', appears in the « sal » formulas of RS 11.872, RS 16.379 
(partially reconstructed), RS 34.124, and RS 94.5003+ (partially reconstructed). 

 35The REL term ±dty, "my lady', appears in the « sal » formulas of RS 16.402, RS 20.199, 
RS 94.2479, and RS 94.5009. 

 36The REL term b≤ly, "my lord', appears in the « sal » formulas of RS 29.093, RS 34.148, 
RS 94.2391 (partially reconstructed), RS 94.2428, and RIH 78/03+.  It may be reconstructed in the 
« sal » formula of RS 17.327, line 4.  RS 17.063 does not contain a standard « sal » formula; if the string 
{ßlmb≤lkm} line 3 reflects a ""non-standard'' salutation (outside of an epistolary context as well), the REL 
term is b≤lkm, "your (pl.) lord'. 

 37RS 34.148. 
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The presence of the REL term b≤ly in this example places it within the second category 

described above, but prior to the REL term the scribe inserted the title mlk, "the king'.  

As a political title applicable to a single individual, independent of discourse context, 

this word may be qualified as an ID term,38 an element otherwise unattested among 

the « NR » components of the « sal » formulas, thus setting the composition of the 

formula in this letter apart.  Though no close parallels are to be found within the 

Ugaritic corpus proper, similar usages of noun phrases of the pattern « REL ID » appear 

frequently in the « pros » and « sal » formulas in the Amarna corpus.  In light of the 

social hierarchical context applicable there and here, this usage may be a feature of 

what might be called ""extreme'' ascending situations, in which a sender addresses 

himself to royalty.  In these cases, a royal title,39 which is an ID element, is included 

along with the conceptually appropriate REL term.        

 The most readily observable compositional distinction, however, is, without a 

doubt, the order in which the constituent components occur.  As with the address 

formula, two compositional patterns are possible, and these two patterns appear to 

correspond more or less directly with conceptually ascending letters on the one hand, 

and letters which are not conceptually ascending on the other. 

 In letters which are not conceptually ascending, that is, in letters which are 

conceptually horizontal, unmarked, or descending, the most typical form of the « sal » 

formula is « yßlm lk ».  In this pattern, one notices that (1) the verbal element is placed 

before its prepositional complement, (2) the preposition is spelled simply l, and (3) the 

                                                

 38For a definition and discussion of ""ID term'', see the introduction, section 1.6. 

 39In the cases described, the ID component inserted into the « sal » formula is always a royal or 
honorific title, never a personal name.    
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« NR » element takes the form of a 2nd person pronominal suffix attached to the 

preposition.   

 The structure of the « sal » in conceptually ascending letters, however, is 

different; the pattern « ly ±dty yßlm » may be taken as paradigmatic.  In « sal » 

formulas of this type, one notices that (1) the prepositional phrase precedes the verbal 

form,40 (2) the preposition itself usually shows an expanded spelling, most often ly, but 

once ln,41 and (3) the « NR » element is not represented by means of a pronominal 

suffix, but rather by a conceptually ascending REL term, with attached 1st person 

suffix.42    

 

3.3  DISTRIBUTION OF THE SALUTATION       

 Within the Ugaritic epistolary corpus as it is presently known, a recognizable 

salutation formula, in the broad sense of a formulaic wish for the general well-being of 

the recipient, occurs in at least thirty-three letters.43  Of these, at least twenty-nine 

                                                

 40Despite the prevalence of this feature, at least four conceptually ascending letters 
nevertheless follow the order « yßlm l NR »: RS 15.008, RS 17.139, RS 34.148, and RS 92.2005.1.  
These ""exceptions'' are discussed below in section 3.7.   

 41Despite the prevalence of expanded writings of the preposition in those « sal » formulas in 
which the « NR » element precedes the verbal element, two exceptions are known, which follow the 
pattern « l REL yßlm » (the writing of the preposition is not expanded): RS 11.872 and RS 94.2479.  
These ""exceptions'' are discussed below in section 3.7.   

 42Despite the prevalence of this feature, at least three conceptually ascending letters represent 
exceptions, in which the « NR » element takes the form of a pronominal suffix; all three present the 
order « yßlm l NR »: RS 15.008, RS 17.139, and RS 92.2005.1.  These ""exceptions'' are discussed below 
in section 3.7.  

 43The presence of a salutation formula (in the broad sense) is certain or virtually certain in at 
least thirty three letters: RS 1.018 (partially reconstructed), RS 1.021, RS 3.334, RS 3.427 (partially 
reconstructed), RS 4.475, RS 11.872, RS 15.008, RS 15.158 (partially reconstructed), RS 15.174, 
RS 16.379, RS 16.402, RS 17.139, RS 18.031, RS 18.075 (partially reconstructed), RS 18.134, 
RS 18.147, RS 19.029, RS 19.181A, RS 20.199, RS 29.093, RS 29.095, RS 34.124, RS 34.148, 
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represent salutation formulas which may be characterized as ""standard'', using the 

criteria described above.44   The formula is explicitly lacking from at least nineteen 

Ugaritic letters for which the praescriptio is both well enough preserved to permit such 

an observation and also not anomalous in terms of its composition.45  This distribution 

requires that the « sal » formula be considered an optional component of standard 

Ugaritic epistolary structure.   

                                                                                                                                           
RS 92.2005.1, RS 92.2005.2, RS 94.2391, RS 94.2406.2, RS 94.2428 (partially reconstructed), 
RS 94.2479, RS 94.2537, RS 94.5003+ (partially reconstructed), RS 94.5009 (partially reconstructed); 
and RIH 78/03+.  The presence of a salutation formula (still in the broad sense) is probable in four other 
letters (RS 1.020, RS 17.327 [partially reconstructed], RS 17.434+ [partially reconstructed], and RS 
18.[364] [partially reconstructed]); and possible, though by no means certain in another four (RS 17.063, 
RS 17.117, RS 18.[400] [partially reconstructed], and RS 94.2545+ [partially reconstructed].  This brings 
the total to forty-one potential examples of an epistolary salutation formula in the Ugaritic corpus. 

 44The definition of the ""standard'' « sal » formula is given above, in section 3.2.  At least 
twenty-nine Ugaritic letters certainly or almost certainly contain a ""standard'' « sal » formula: RS 1.018 
(partially reconstructed), RS 1.021 (partially reconstructed), RS 4.475, RS 11.872, RS 15.008, 
RS 15.158 (partially reconstructed), RS 15.174 (partially reconstructed), RS 16.379 (partially 
reconstructed), RS 16.402 (partially reconstructed), RS 17.139, RS 18.031, RS 18.134, RS 18.147, 
RS 19.029, RS 19.181A (partially reconstructed), RS 20.199, RS 29.095, RS 34.124 (partially 
reconstructed, and scribal error assumed), RS 34.148, RS 92.2005.1, RS 92.2005.2, RS 94.2391 
(partially reconstructed), RS 94.2406.2, RS 94.2428 (partially reconstructed), RS 94.2479, RS 94.2537 
(partially reconstructed), RS 94.5003+ (partially reconstructed), RS 94.5009 (partially reconstructed), 
and, in an expanded version of the ""standard'' « sal » formula, RIH 78/03+.  The standard « sal » formula 
is very plausibly present, but needs to be extensively reconstructed, in RS 3.427, RS 17.327, RS 18.075, 
and RS 18.[364], bringing the tentative total to thirty-three plausible occurrences of the standard 
Ugaritic « sal » formula.    

 45Among those Ugaritic letters which contain a standard praescriptio, the « sal » formula is 
explicitly absent from RS 8.315, RS 9.479A, RS 16.265.1, RS 18.038, RS 18.040, probably RS 18.113+ 
(assuming the « sal » was not impressed at the end of line 5, having wrapped around the right edge and 
onto the verso), RS 18.140.2, RS 19.011, RS 19.102.2, RS 88.2159, RS 92.2010, RS 94.2273 (assuming 
all of praescriptio has been preserved), RS 94.2284, RS 94.2383+, RS 94.2406.1, RS 94.2429, 
RS 96.2039, RIH 78/12, and RS [Varia 4].  In addition, the « sal » formula is lacking from as many as 
five other Ugaritic letters which, for one reason or another, contain a praescriptio which is in some 
respects ""non-standard'': RS 15.007, RS 16.078+, RS 16.264, RS 18.148, and possibly RS 94.5015.  
Finally, among the texts for which the praescriptio is less well-preserved, the « sal » formula is very 
likely absent from RS 15.098, RS 16.137[bis], RS 18.286[A], RS 94.2580, and RIH 77/21A; and, with 
much less certitude, possibly absent from RS 15.191[A], RS 34.356, and RS 94.2957.  This brings the 
tentative total to at least thirty-two Ugaritic letters from which the « sal » formula is certainly or 
probably absent.  
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 If the presence of the « sal » formula is optional, is it arbitrary?  As observed 

with respect to the « pros » formula, the distribution of the ""polite formulas'' may be 

linked with two factors: (1) the conceptual status of the letter as ascending, horizontal, 

descending, or unmarked; and (2) the conceptual model used to portray the social 

relationship between the correspondents.   

 The presence or absence of the « sal » formula does not appear to be solely 

dependent on the terminological status of the letter as ascending, horizontal, 

descending, or unmarked.  The standard « sal » formula appears in at least sixteen  
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conceptually ascending letters,46 but is explicitly absent from at least ten;47 it is 

present in at least nine conceptually horizontal letters,48 absent from at least five;49 

and, it is present in at least three terminologically unmarked letters,50 and absent from 

at least five.51  Of the three letters which contain explicitly descending relational 

terminology, the « sal » formula is present in two,52 and absent from one.53   

                                                

 46Conceptually ascending letters which contain the « sal » formula include: RS 11.872, 
RS 15.008, RS 16.379, RS 16.402, RS 17.139, RS 20.199, RS 29.093 (not a ""standard'' « sal » formula, 
however), RS 34.124, RS 34.148, RS 92.2005.1, RS 94.2391, RS 94.2428, RS 94.2479, RS 94.5003+, 
RS 94.5009, and RIH 78/03+ (an ""expanded'' « sal »).  RS 17.327 probably belongs here as well.      

 47Conceptually ascending letters which omit the « sal » formula include: RS 8.315, RS 9.479A, 
RS 16.137[bis], RS 18.040, RS 18.113, RS 18.140.2, probably RS 18.287, probably RS 18.[312], 
RS 19.011, RS 19.102.2, RS 92.2010, and RIH 78/12.  The letter RS 18.148, which presents several 
unusual epistolary features, also omits the « sal » formula.   

 48Conceptually horizontal letters which contain the « sal » formula include: RS 1.018 (a 
""horizontal'' REL term is present in line 19 of the body), RS 1.021, RS 15.174, RS 18.031, RS 18.075 
(""horizontal'' REL terms are present in lines 19', 21', and 23' of the body), RS 18.134, RS 92.2005.2, 
RS 94.2406.2, and RS 94.2537.  RS 19.029 and RS 19.181A may belong here as well.   

 49Conceptually horizontal letters which omit the « sal » formula include: RS 16.265.1, 
RS 94.2273, RS 94.2284, RS 94.2383, probably RS 95.2545+, and RS 96.2039.  RS 15.007, which 
contains a number of features that set it apart from the other letters, also omits the « sal » formula.   

 50Terminologically unmarked letters which contain the « sal » formula include: RS 4.475, 
RS 15.158, and RS 29.095.  RS 17.434+ may also belong in this category; it probably contained an 
""expanded'' « sal » formula.       

 51Terminologically unmarked letters which omit the « sal » formula include: RS 16.264, 
RS 18.038, RS 94.2406.1, and RS 94.2580.  The terminological classification of RS 94.2429 and RIH 
77/21A is technically unknown; they are in all probability ""unmarked'' letters, however, and they too 
lack the « sal » formula.    

 52RS 18.147 (apparently DESC BIO) contains a « sal » formula.  The terminological 
classification of RS 19.181A is not clear; if the editor's reading of line 2, {≤bdy}, is valid, the letter 
would appear to be terminologically descending on the hierarchical power model (the unique example 
in the Ugaritic corpus of this status); it contains a « sal » formula in line 3.   

 53RS [Varia 4] is a ""mixed'' letters, containing relational terminology appropriate for 
(1) descending letters conceived on the biological kinship model (DESC BIO), and (2) horizontal letters 
(HOR BIO).  It does not contain a « sal » formula.     
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 Nor does the distribution of the « sal » formula appear to be solely dependent 

on the conceptual model used to describe the social relationships between the 

correspondents.  The « sal » formula appears on at least seventeen letters composed 

along the biological kinship model,54 and is absent from at least three;55 it appears on 

at least ten letters composed along the hierarchical power model,56 and is absent from 

at least ten others.57 

 If these empirical observations invite a certain amount of pessimism regarding 

the predictability of the « sal » formula, its distribution nevertheless would not appear 

                                                

 54Ascending letters composed on the biological model which contain the « sal » formula 
include: RS 11.872, RS 15.008, RS 16.379, RS 17.139, RS 34.124, RS 92.2005.1, and probably 
RS 94.5003+.  The only explicitly descending letter composed on the biological kinship model is RS 
18.147; it contains the « sal ».  One may legitimately hesitate over the inclusion here of the 
terminologically horizontal letters, since in these letters the biological kinship model, represented by the 
« REL » terms ±” and ±”t, has practically displaced the hierarchical power model, which would 
ostensibly be represented by the terms r≤ and *r≤t, but which are in fact attested very seldom (compare 
RS 15.007; and also the mixed letter RS 16.265, where the hierarchical REL term r≤ is used alongside its 
biological counterpart ±”).  This being the case, the conceptual model used in terminologically 
horizontal letters may turn out to be less useful than that of ascending and descending letters.  
Nevertheless, should one include the horizontal letters here for the purposes of comprehensiveness, nine 
further letters containing the « sal » formula must be listed here (RS 1.018, RS 1.021, RS 15.174, 
RS 18.031, RS 18.075, RS 18.134, RS 92.2005.2, RS 94.2406.2, and RS 94.2537), bringing the tentative 
total to seventeen letters composed on the biological kinship model which contain the « sal » formula.   

 55These are: RS 94.2284, RS 94.2383+, and RS [Varia 4].  The former two are horizontal 
letters; RS [Varia 4] is a terminologically ""mixed'' letter (containing two sets of REL terms composed 
along the biological kinship model, one descending and one horizontal).        

 56Ascending letters composed along the hierarchical power model which contain the « sal » 
formula include: RS 16.402, RS 20.199, RS 29.093 (in which the « sal » formula is slightly atypical), 
RS 34.148, RS 94.2391, RS 94.2428, RS 94.2479, RS 94.5009, and RIH 78/03+ (in which the « sal » is 
""expanded'').  It is possible that RS 17.327 belongs here as well.  RS 17.117 is probably a ""mixed'' 
ascending letter, incorporating ""ascending'' relational terminology drawn from both conceptual models; 
it may contain a ""non-standard'' « sal » formula (on which, see section 3.7).  RS 19.181A is apparently 
an example of a descending letter drawn on the hierarchical power model which contains the « sal » 
formula (present in line 3).     

 57Ascending letters composed along the hierarchical power model which do not contain the 
« sal » formula include: RS 9.479A, RS 16.137[bis], RS 18.040, RS 18.113, RS 18.140.2, RS 18.148, 
possibly RS 18.287, RS 19.011, RS 19.102.2, RS 92.2010; RS 15.007 is apparently a terminologically 
horizontal letter composed along the hierarchical power model; it omits the « sal » formula.       
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to be entirely arbitrary, and does reveal at least one statistical tendency, provided that 

the small number of data exploited here is assumed to be adequately representative: 

with respect to the distribution of the « sal » formula according to conceptual model, 

one may observe that the formula appears in a large majority of letters composed on 

the biological kinship model,58 while it appears only about half of the time in letters 

composed on the hierarchical power model,59 and somewhat less than half the time in 

letters which are terminologically unmarked.60  With respect to the distribution 

according to conceptual status, however, the present data reveal no marked tendencies 

for the presence or absence of the formula; it appears somewhat more than half of the 

time in ascending,61 horizontal,62 and descending letters;63 and somewhat less than 

half of the time in terminologically unmarked letters.64 

 Combining the two categories of data exploited above only serves to reinforce 

these observed tendencies.  Ascending letters composed on the hierarchical power 

                                                

 58For the explicitly ascending, descending, and mixed-status letters composed uniquely along 
the biological kinship model, the « sal » formula is present in eight out of nine (or 89%) unambiguous 
cases (see above).  If one includes the horizontal letters, the vast majority of which contain uniquely the 
biological model, the proportions shift to seventeen out of twenty (or 85%).        

 59At least ten out of twenty letters (or 50%) composed on the hierarchical power model contain 
the « sal » formula (see above). 

 60At least three out of eight (or 38%) terminologically unmarked letters contain the « sal » 
formula (see above). 

 61The « sal » formula is present in sixteen out of twenty-two (or 62%) unambiguous examples 
in the corpus of conceptually ascending letters (see above). 

 62The « sal » formula is present in nine out of fourteen (or 64%) unambiguous examples in the 
corpus of conceptually horizontal letters (see above). 

 63The « sal » formula is present in two out of three (or 67%) unambiguous examples in the 
corpus of letters which contain conceptually descending REL terminology (see above). 

 64The « sal » formula is present in three out of eight (or 38%) unambiguous examples in the 
corpus of conceptually unmarked letters (see above). 
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model contain the « sal » formula roughly half of the time,65 while ascending letters 

composed on the biological kinship model contain the « sal » formula in the majority of 

examples.66  The majority of horizontal letters are composed along the biological 

model; the majority of these contain the « sal » formula.67  Only two letters for which 

the ""descending'' conceptual status is explicitly definable on the basis of the REL 

terminology are known:68 RS 18.147 is composed on the biological kinship model, and 

contains the « sal » formula; RS 19.181A is apparently composed on the hierarchical 

power model,69 and also contains the « sal » formula.  

 If one introduces contextual factors into the analysis, one other seemingly 

meaningful pattern emerges, although the slim amount of data available should urge 

considerable caution: the « sal » formula tends not to be used in terminologically 

                                                

 65At least nine such ASC POW letters contain the « sal » formula, at least nine omit it (or 50%).  
See above.   

 66At least six, and probably seven, ASC BIO letters contain the « sal » formula (see above); I 
know of no such letter which explicitly omits the « sal » formula.  The « sal » formula is not present in 
RIH 78/12 or RS 8.315; both of these are unusual since, they are ""mixed'' ascending letters, containing 
« REL » terminology derived from both the biological kinship model and the hierarchical power model.  
Another such ""mixed'' ascending letter, incorporating ""ascending'' relational terminology drawn from 
both conceptual models, is RS 17.117; it may contain a ""non-standard'' « sal » formula (on which, see 
section 3.7).  

 67At least nine out of fourteen HOR BIO letters contain the « sal » formula (see above).   

 68RS [Varia 4] is a letter of ""mixed'' status; it includes terms (all conceived on the biological 
kinship model) appropriate for both descending and horizontal social relationships.  It omits the « sal » 
formula.    

 69RS 19.181A is somewhat problematic, in my opinion, since (1) D. Pardee's recent collation of 
the tablet revealed the reading of the would-be REL term, {≤¯bdy˘}, in line 2, to be substantially 
damaged (contrast with the editor's reading, {≤bdy}, in the editio princeps); (2) the presence of an 
explicit REL term in the « R » component of the address of a descending letter composed along the 
hierarchical power model is otherwise unprecedented in the Ugaritic corpus; and (3) the body of the 
letter begins with {¯hl˘ny . ±”¯y˘} in line 4, a common motif (presentative particle + vocative) which 
leaves open the possibility that the relationship between the correspondents was a horizontal one: "Now 
then, my brother, . . .'    
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unmarked letters for which contextual factors suggest an underlying descending social 

relationship.70 

 Thus, grosso modo, two distributional tendencies are remarkable: (1) the 

« sal » tends to be used in letters composed on the biological kinship model, whatever 

their conceptual status; and (2) tends not to be used in terminologically unmarked 

letters for which the underlying social relationship is descending.  Beyond these, it can 

only be said that, on present data, the « sal » formula appears about half of the time.   

 The Ugaritic « sal » formula is not known to occur more than once per letter.71  

Its placement is consistent: as a ""polite formula'', it is found in the epistolary section 

which follows the address, but precedes the less formulaic body of the letter.  Within 

this ""polite formula''-section, it may occur either alone, or along with one or both of the 

other polite formulas.  One can speak of at least four distributional categories: (1) 

those letters in which the « sal » formula is the only polite formula present, (2) those 

                                                

 70If one turns to context to aid in the isolation of descending situations among the letters which 
are terminologically unmarked, it would appear that the « sal » formula is absent from five out of six 
cases.  The following terminologically unmarked letters may be considered ""contextually descending'': 
RS 15.158 (from [mlk g]rgmß to [« PN » m]lk °grt), RS 16.264 (from mlk to « PN »), RS 18.038 (from 
ßpß to « PN »), RS 94.2406.1 (from mlkt to « PN »), RS 94.2580 (from mlkt to « PN »), and RS 96.2039 
(from mlkt to « PN »).  Of these, only RS 15.158 contains a « sal » formula; in the others it is explicitly 
lacking.  The terminological classification of RS 94.2429 (from mlk[t?] to skn) and RIH 77/21A (from 
ß[pß mlk] rb to m[ ? ]) is technically unknown; they are in all probability ""unmarked'' letters, however, 
and may be considered ""contextually descending'' as well; they too lack the « sal » formula.  RS 17.434+ 
(from pd÷b mlk[t ? ] to nqmd), which probably contained an ""expanded'' « sal » formula, must be 
mentioned here as a special case.  Assuming the most obvious identification of the correspondents, one 
might have assumed that Queen Pudu”epa, the (grand?)mother of ""the Sun, the Great King'' of ‡atti, 
would occupy a superior role vis-à-vis Niqmaddu (II, in the old system), the king of Ugarit, but such is 
not obvious from the praescriptio, which follows a model familiar from the Amarna corpus for 
international diplomatic correspondence between ""brothers''.  On the usage of the « sal » in this letter, 
see below, section 3.7. 

 71I do not consider an ""expanded'' version of the standard « sal » formula, in which one or both 
of the constituent components are repeated, to represent multiple occurrences of the formula.  RIH 
78/03+ is the sole ""expanded'' standard « sal » formula of which I am aware; it is discussed in section 
3.7.   
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letters in which the « sal » occurs along with the « pros » formula, but without the 

« ben » formula; (3) those letters in which the « sal » occurs along with the « ben » 

formula, but without the « pros » formula; and (4) those letters in which the « pros », 

« sal », and « ben » formulas are all present. 

 Relatively few letters contain the « sal » formula as the sole ""polite formula''.  

The Ugaritic corpus contains at least three: RS 4.475, RS 15.158, and RS 94.2406.2.  

RS 19.181A probably belongs here as well, assuming that no additional ""polite 

formulas'' have been lost in the lacuna at the end of line 3.  A few common features 

are notable within this ""mini-corpus'': (1) the address formulas show the « SR » order 

of mention, and (2) the « sal » formulas follow the pattern « yßlm lk ».  Differences 

are also present: (1) in RS 94.2406.2, for example, the social relationship is explicitly 

horizontal, while in RS 19.181A it is, assuming the reading is correct, explicitly 

descending;72 and (2) three of these letters, namely, RS 15.158, RS 19.181A, and 

RS 94.2406.2, lack a horizontal scribal line between the address and the « sal » 

formula, while such is present in RS 4.475.  

 Letters which contain the « pros » and « sal » formulas but lack the « ben » 

formula are rare in the Ugaritic corpus.73  At least two are known: RS 16.402 and 

RS 94.2479.74  Given the presence of the « pros » formula, it is not surprising that both 

                                                

 72Note also that two of these letters are unmarked as to their conceptual status: RS 4.475 and 
15.158.  Contextual considerations would suggest that RS 15.158 be descending, as the kings of 
Carchemish normally held considerable political authority over the kings of Ugarit during the period of 
textual documentation at Ras Shamra. 

 73To my knowledge, such a structure is also rare in the comparative corpora.  Among the 
Amarna letters, for example, one of the few examples of such a structure, of which I am aware, is 
EA 48.  It is ironic that a ""Ugaritian'' provenance of this letter is occasionally proposed (as, for example, 
by W. F. Albright in BASOR 95 [1944] 30).         

 74I omit RS 18.[364] from consideration here, due to the paucity of the evidence for the 
presence of the « pros » formula in line 3': (1) the string {[ ... ]mr¯“˘[ ... ]} is insufficient to exclude 
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of these (1) are conceptually ascending letters, (2) are conceived on the hierarchical 

power model, and (3) show the order « pros sal » in the ""polite formulas'' section.  

Further similarities which follow from the ascending status include (4) the « RS » 

order of mention in the address, (5) the fact that both the « R » and the « S » 

components of the address formulas consist of a single ID term followed by a single 

REL term, and (6) the fact that the « sal » formulas follow the pattern « l(y) REL 

yßlm ».   

 The ""polite formula'' pattern which contains the « sal » and the « ben » formulas 

but omits the « pros » formula is one of the most common in the Ugaritic corpus.75  At 

least twelve such letters are known, perhaps as many as fourteen.76  Amidst a host of 

diversities,77 one common thread binds this group together: the « sal » formula of each 

shows the pattern « yßlm l-NR », even in those letters which contain REL terms 

appropriate for ascending social relationships.  One can summarize the distribution of 

                                                                                                                                           
reconstructions other than the « pros » formula, and (2) the « sal » formula, followed by a horizontal 
scribal line, followed by the « pros » formula is an otherwise unattested sequence in the Ugaritic 
epistolary corpus.    

 75This pattern is also relatively common in the comparative corpora; see the discussion in 
A. Hagenbuchner, Die Korrespondenz der Hethiter 1 (1989) 77-80 (with reference to this pattern in 
Middle Babylonian letters as well).       

 76These include RS 1.021, RS 15.008, RS 15.174, RS 17.139, RS 18.031, RS 18.134, RS 18.147, 
RS 19.029, RS 29.095, RS 34.148, RS 92.2005.1, and RS 92.2005.2.  Damaged letters for which such a 
pattern is very possible, if not probable, include RS 1.018 and RS 94.2537.  I suspect that RS 3.427 and 
RS 18.075 belong here as well. 

 77The following differences may serve as illustrative of the phrase ""a host of diversities'': 
(1) eight of these letters contain addresses of the « SR » order of mention, six of the « RS » order of 
mention; (2) at least six of these letters contain explicitly horizontal « REL » terms, five explicitly 
ascending; (3) of the ascending letters, this being the only conceptual status for which the following 
observation is relevant, four contain « REL » terms derived from the biological kinship model, at least 
one from the hierarchical power model; (4) the ""motif of reciprocal well-being'' (see below, chapter 5) 
is present in at least six of these letters, absent in as many as five; and (5) the « sal » and the « ben » 
formulas are discreetly separated from the preceding and following parts of the letter by horizontal 
scribal lines in at least six of these letters, but one or both such scribal lines are lacking in as many as 
seven letters.  
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this pattern as follows: it is found (1) at least four times and possibly as many as eight 

times on horizontal letters;78 (2) at least three times on ascending letters composed 

along the biological kinship model,79 but (3) only once on an ascending letters 

composed along the hierarchical power model;80 (4) once on a descending letter 

composed on the biological kinship model;81 and (5) once on a letter containing no 

REL terms.82  Stately all the more briefly, this pattern is not out of place in letters 

composed along the biological kinship model, especially in horizontal letters.  

 Finally, another fairly common pattern for the ""polite formulas'' contains of all 

three formulas: « pros », « sal », and « ben ».  This combination occurs in at least 

seven Ugaritic letters.83  As may be expected from the presence of the « pros » 

formula in this pattern, these letters (1) are conceptually ascending; and, as ascending 

letters, they characterized by (2) the « RS » order of mention in the address, and (3) 

the pattern « ID REL » for both the « R » and « S » components of the address.  

Furthermore, setting aside RS 29.093, which presents an anomalous « sal » formula, 

the remaining letters in this category show (4) the order « pros sal ben », and (5) the 

                                                

 78These include RS 15.174, RS 18.031, RS 18.134, and RS 92.2005.2; and most likely RS 1.018 
and RS 94.2537.  It is my suspicion that line 1 of RS 19.029 has been incorrectly reconstructed, and that 
this letter belongs here as well.  Finally, the reading of the REL term {±[”y]} at the end of line 2 of RS 
1.021 is an entirely plausible, though not a necessary reconstruction. 

 79RS 15.008, RS 17.139, and RS 92.2005.1.   

 80RS 34.148. 

 81RS 18.147. 

 82RS 29.095.   

 83These include RS 11.872, RS 16.379, RS 20.199, RS 29.093 (where the « sal » is atypical) 
RS 34.124, RS 94.2428, and RS 94.5003+.   
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pattern « l(y) REL yßlm » for the « sal » formula;84 and (6), though one ought probably 

to attribute this to happenstance, where the address is preserved, these letters are 

addressed to mlkt, "the queen'.  Finally, one may add the following tendencies: (7) in 

five of these letters the ""polite formulas'' proper are immediately followed by the motif 

of reciprocal well-being,85 and (8) in at least four and perhaps all of these letters the 

string of polite formulas, « pros sal ben », is separated from the preceding and 

following parts of the letter by horizontal scribal lines.86   

 Two of the above categories contained the « pros » and the « sal » formulas.  In 

both of these, the « sal » formula followed the pattern « l REL yßlm ».  In fact, this 

correspondence can be put another way: when the form of the « sal » formula follows 

the pattern « l NR yßlm », where the « NR » slot is occupied by a REL term, the « pros » 

formula is always present as well.87  Conversely, when the form of the « sal » in 

                                                

 84Line 5 of RS 34.124 contains the string  {[l]¯y˘ . °my ßlm}, which the editors correct to {[l]¯y˘ 
. °my « . y  »ßlm}; see the editio princeps, RSO 7, p. 145; and below, in section 3.7.    

 85These are RS 11.872, RS 16.379, RS 20.199, RS 34.124, and RS 94.5003+.  

 86These are RS 11.872, RS 16.379, RS 34.124, and RS 94.5003+.  The address and the 
beginning of the « pros » formula of 94.2428 are not preserved, but the fact a horizontal scribal line 
separates the ""polite formulas'' from the motif of reciprocal well-being on this tablet suggests that a 
similar line marked the division between the address and the polite formulas (note however, that such a 
line is lacking in the anomalous RS 29.093).  RS 20.199 may very well have contained such a scribal 
line as well; the tablet is very poorly preserved between lines 10-11, and, given the distribution of this 
phenomenon, it may be worthwhile to look for the remains of such a scribal line in a future recollation 
of this portion of the tablet.  Even if no such traces are found, however, it is also conceivable that the 
curve of the tablet, between the recto and the lower edge, was considered by the scribe as sufficient to 
mark the structural break, and that the additional impression of a scribal line was considered 
unnecessary.          

 87These letters include RS 11.872, RS 16.379, RS 16.402+, RS 20.199, RS 34.124, RS 94.2391, 
RS 94.2479, RS 94.5003+, and RIH 78/03+.  RS 94.2428, though broken, probably belongs here as well.  
There appear to be no exceptions; the « sal » of RS 34.124 is typically corrected to read {[l]¯y˘ . °my < . 
y >ßlm}. 
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terminologically ascending letters is « yßlm l NR », where the « NR » slot is occupied 

most often by a pronominal suffix, the « pros » formula is not present.88    

 

3.4  COMPARATIVE EVIDENCE FOR THE SALUTATION   

 This section surveys comparative evidence for the interpretation of the form 

and function of the Ugaritic « sal » formula, drawn from two main sources: (1) roughly 

contemporary Akkadian and Hittite epistolary traditions which contain comparable 

""salutation'' formulas, and (2) non-epistolary Ugaritic texts which contain motifs 

resembling, in some fashion, the epistolary « sal » formula.  Unlike the cases of the 

address and prostration formulas, the Ugaritic literary texts contain no motif which 

manifests both formal and contextual parallels with the epistolary « sal » formula.    

 

3.4.1  Epistolary comparative material   

 Several roughly contemporary epistolary traditions make use of a polite 

formula in which the sender expresses his wish for the general well-being of the 

recipient.  These include the Akkadian letters from Ras Shamra, Tell Meskene, and 

Tel Aphek; the Akkadian and Hittite letters from Tell el-Amarna, Bo∆azköy, and Tell 

Atchana; and the Hittite letters from Ma� at Höyük.  I have also included the relevant 

                                                

 88These letters include RS 15.008, RS 17.139, RS 19.029, and RS 92.2005.1.  There appear to 
be no exceptions to the rule, as stated.  At least two letters require comment, however: RS 29.093 and 
RS 34.148.  RS 34.148 is terminologically ascending, conceived on the hierarchical power model, and 
yet lacks the « pros » formula; in the « sal » formula, the « NR » slot is not occupied by a pronominal 
suffix, but rather by an anomalous « ID REL » sequence: « yßlm l mlk b≤ly ».  RS 29.093 is also a 
terminologically ascending letter composed on the hierarchical power model; it contains a « sal » 
formula, though with a non-standard form: « p ßlm l b≤lny », and a « pros » formula is present, though 
not immediately adjacent.  
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data from the Middle Assyrian, Middle Babylonian, and Old Babylonian epistolary 

traditions, which derive from a variety of sites.     

 The magnitude of this comparative material is tempered, however, by its 

heterogeneous nature.  While all such formulas that may be called ""salutations'' in a 

broad sense are relevant to the discussion, only some of them provide close parallels 

for the standard Ugaritic salutation formulas.  In order to isolate those comparative 

data of highest import, I have found it useful to classify the various salutation formulas 

according to criteria of composition and distribution. These criteria permit the 

following classification: (1) those salutation formulas of which the composition and 

distribution are similar or identical to the standard Ugaritic « sal » formula, (2) those 

of which the composition is markedly different from that of the standard Ugaritic 

« sal » formula, (3) those of which the distribution is different, and (4) those of which 

both the composition and the distribution are different.   

 The first category is of primary importance for comparative analysis, and will 

be treated below in detail.  Of all the comparative corpora, this category is represented 

only by the Ras Shamra Akkadian letters.  For this reason, not only is this corpus 

treated first in this section, but it may also be considered of primary importance in the 

comparative study of the Ugaritic salutation.  The latter categories are of more 

peripheral interest, since they are not precisely comparable to the standard Ugaritic 

formula.  A study of them is necessary, however, since they represent models which 

are relevant for the interpretation of several ""non-standard'' Ugaritic « sal » formulas, 

and since these categories are especially common in three of the most important 

comparative corpora for this study, outside of the Ras Shamra Akkadian letters: 

namely, the letters from Bo∆azköy, Ma� at Höyük, and Amarna.  Furthermore, a 

dissection of the salutation formulas attested within these latter corpora permits a more 
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precise identification and description of categories (2) through (4), defined in the 

paragraph above.  One can make the following precisions with respect to the 

classification of the salutation formulas in these three comparative corpora:   

 (2) The second category described above, which contains « sal » formulas 

distinct from the standard Ugaritic formula in terms of composition, is represented by 

what may be called ""expanded salutations'', that is, those salutation formulas which are 

""expanded'' by the addition of supplementary prepositional phrases expressing further 

""beneficiaries'' of the polite volition.   

 (3) The third category, which contains « sal » formulas of a distribution distinct 

from that of the formula in the Ugaritic corpus, is represented by those letters in which 

the « sal » formula is incorporated as the second component of a double formula of 

well-being, the first component being the epistolary motif here called the ""situation 

report''.89   

 Finally, (4) the fourth category, which contains those formulas which are 

dissimilar both in terms of composition and in terms of distribution, is represented by 

« sal » formulas which are both ""expanded'' and conjoined with the situation report as a 

double ""polite formula''.    

 The second category, that of ""expanded'' salutation formulas, is also 

represented by at least one ""non-standard'' Ugaritic « sal » formula.90  The third and 

fourth categories, which together treat those salutations which are conjoined with a 

                                                

 89The standard Ugaritic « sal » formula is not paired with the ""situation report'' in the layout of 
the letter.  On the ""situation report'', see below, chapter 5.  

 90Regarding the ""non-standard'' salutation formula of RIH 78/03+, see below, in section 3.7. 
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formulaic ""situation report'',91 are probably also represented by at least one ""non-

standard'' Ugaritic formula.92  Given the existence of such types, even if rare, within 

the Ugaritic corpus, the comparative examples of these patterns from the Amarna and 

‡atti letters acquire a certain interpretive importance, and for this reason these 

corpora are treated in some detail, following the section on the Ras Shamra Akkadian 

letters.   

 Finally, in the remaining parts of this section, I treat comparative examples of 

salutation formulas of less direct relevance for the interpretation of the standard 

Ugaritic formula.  These include salutation formulas in letters recovered from the 

Levantine sites: Tell Meskene, Tel Aphek, and Tell Atchana; as well as salutation 

formulas from certain Mesopotamian epistolary traditions: Middle Assyrian, Middle 

Babylonian, and Old Babylonian.   

 

3.4.1.1  The syllabic « sal » formulas from Ras Shamra    

 The corpus of Akkadian letters found at Ras Shamra and nearby Ras Ibn Hani 

is the most important body of comparative evidence for the interpretation of the 

                                                

 91A. Hagenbuchner, Die Korrespondenz der Hethiter 1 (1989) 49, has characterized this 
structure as ""Die Amarna-Formel'' (chapter V.3 of her work, pp. 49-55, is devoted to it). 

 92Regarding the ""non-standard'' salutation formula of RS 17.434+, see below, in section 3.7.  In 
fact, the « sal » formula of RS 17.434+ represents the fourth category, since it is both ""expanded'' and 
occurs as the second component of the ""Amarna-style'' double formula of well-being: that is, the 
formulaic pattern « s.r. sal ».  Type (4) is also only very poorly represented in the Ras Shamra Akkadian 
corpus: only two letters display the third pattern: RS 34.139 and RS 34.165.  The third category, those 
« sal » formulas which are conjoined with a ""situation report'' (thus making up an ""Amarna''-style double 
formula of well-being), but which are not expanded, is not represented in the Ugaritic corpus, nor in the 
Ras Shamra Akkadian corpus.   
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standard Ugaritic salutation formula.  The published corpus93 contains ninety-five 

certain or reasonably certain examples of a salutation formula, defined in the broad 

sense of a formulaic wish for the general well-being of the recipient.94      

 

3.4.1.1.1  COMPOSITION    

 Of these ninety-five examples, only one represents a compositional pattern 

entirely foreign to the standard Ugaritic « sal » formula.95  The remaining ninety-four 

formulas are of direct relevance for the interpretation of their Ugaritic counterparts, 

since they are internally unified by several compositional similarities shared with the 

Ugaritic corpus.  These compositional similarities include the following:  

                                                

 93Sixteen letters were published by D. Arnaud, F. Malbran-Labat, and S. Lackenbacher in 
Études ougaritiques 1 (2001) 239-290.  The volume reached for me too late to be taken into account in 
the composition of this section; the data, however, appear consistent with the conclusions drawn from 
the previously published corpus.     

 94These are: RS 1.[056] (partially reconstructed), RS 6.198, RS 8.333, RS 10.046, RS 11.723, 
RS 11.730, RS 12.033, RS 15.011, RS 15.014, RS 15.024+, RS 15.033, RS 15.077, RS 15.178, RS 16.003, 
RS 16.112, RS 17.078, RS 17.083, RS 17.116, RS 17.142, RS 17.143, RS 17.144, RS 17.148.1, RS 
17.152, RS 17.239, RS 17.286, RS 17.288, RS 17.289, RS 17.292, RS 17.315, RS 17.385, RS 17.394+, RS 
17.397B+, RS 17.423, RS 17.451, RS 17.452, RS 17.455, RS 18.089, RS 19.050, RS 19.053, RS 19.070, 
RS 19.080, RS 19.115, RS 20.003, RS 20.013.2, RS 20.015, RS 20.017, RS 20.018, RS 20.021, RS 
20.022, RS 20.023.1, RS 20.023.2, RS 20.150, RS 20.158, RS 20.162, RS 20.168, RS 20.172, RS 
20.178.1, RS 20.178.2, RS 20.182A+, RS 20.184, RS 20.200A, RS 20.200B, RS 20.200C, RS 20.216, RS 
20.237, RS 20.238, RS 20.239, RS 20.242, RS 20.243, RS 20.248, RS 20.255A, RS 20.426,14+, RS 
21.064, RS 21.183, RS 22.006, RS 34.134.2, RS 34.136, RS 34.137, RS 34.138, RS 34.139, RS 34.140, 
RS 34.143, RS 34.145, RS 34.146, RS 34.154, RS 34.158, RS 34.163, RS 34.164, RS 34.165, RS 34.167+, 
RS 34.171.2, and RS 34.180,60 from Ras Shamra; RS [Varia 16] and RS [Varia 25] probably from Ras 
Shamra; and RIH 81/4 from Ras Ibn Hani.   

 95This is RS 17.451, the « sal » of which the editor reconstructed as {(6) b[u]-u[l]-l[u?-u† ... ] }, 
""L[i]v[e] [ ... ]!''  An intact example of this pattern is represented by AT 109 from Tell Atchana (see 
D. Wiseman, Alalakh Tablets [1953] 59): {(3) bu-lu-u† dun-qí-iß}, ""Live well!''.  On the possibility that 
this pattern is attested in several ""non-standard'' Ugaritic salutations, see below, section 3.7.     
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 (1) All ninety-four « sal » formulas are composed of at least two elements: (i) 

an impersonal volition derived from the root fiLM,96 or, in the case of some 

""expanded'' formulas, multiple impersonal fiLM-volitions; and (ii) a prepositional 

phrase expressing the ""beneficiary'' of this volition,97 that is, the recipient of the letter, 

or, in the case of the ""expanded'' « sal » formulas, multiple prepositional phrases which 

express the multiple ""beneficiaries'' of the volition, usually beginning with the recipient 

of the letter.   

 (2) These two elements, the fiLM volition(s) and the prepositional phrase(s), 

are the only ""necessary'' elements of the « sal » formula.  In fact, the majority of the 

« sal » formulas contain only these two elements.  A minority do contain ""optional'' 

elements, however, and these are two types, both of which tend to show up in 

""expanded'' « sal » formulas: (i) nearly all of the ""expanded'' « sal » formulas, and five 

unexpanded « sal » formulas,98 contain the adverbial element danniß, usually spelled 

{dan-níß}; and (ii) the « sal » formulas of two letters,99 both of which are ""expanded'', 

                                                

 96The Akkadian volitional form which corresponds to Ugaritic yßlm is l¨ ßulmu, usually spelled 
{lu-ú ßul-mu}.  It may be observed that, as is often the case in translation, the correspondence is 
semantic, not morphological.  In the Ugaritic version it is the verbal form of the root fiLM which marks 
the volition; in the Akkadian version it is the volitional particle (or ""Wunschpartikel'') l¨.  One may 
imagine the volitional particle l¨ to modify a ""gapped'' verb of being: ""may well-being (exist). . . .''  
Allowing the validity of cross-linguistic parallels, such a verb of being shows up in the corresponding 
formula in Hittite letters ({e-eß-du}, "let (it) be. . . ,' see below), and in a similar salutary expression in 
Biblical Hebrew (Dt. 29:18).     

 97In the Ugaritic version, the ""beneficiary'' of the volition is communicated by means of the 
simple preposition l (which may also appear in ""expanded'' forms: ly and ln).  The RS Akkadian 
idiomatic equivalent is a complex preposition: ana mu””i, usually spelled {a-na UGU-”i}, literally, "for 
the skull of'.  Three letters, all of which probably derive from Carchemish, use a different idiom: ana 
kâßa, that is, the simple preposition ana plus the ""dative'' form of the 2nd person pronoun: RS 34.136, 
RS 34.143, and RS 34.163.   

 98RS 10.046, RS 17.083, RS 17.143, RS 20.150, and RS 34.163.   

 99RS 20.013.2 and RS 34.139.   
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contain, at the beginning of the formula, the deictic particle anumma, spelled {a-nu-

um-ma}.  No known Ugaritic « sal » formula contains an equivalent of either adverbial 

element.100  

 (3) Setting aside those prepositional phrases of ""expanded'' « sal » formulas 

that do not refer to the recipient of the letter, which show a great deal of internal 

variation, the significant structural variations encountered within this corpus of « sal » 

formulas are of only two types: (i) structural variation, in the order in which the two 

""necessary'' elements occur, and (ii) compositional variation within the prepositional 

phrase: specifically, in the composition of the noun phrase(s) which refer(s) to the 

recipient (that is, the « NR » element).  Both of these features appear directly related 

to the conceptual status of the letter as ascending or non-ascending.  

 (4) These ninety-four formulas are characterized by two fundamental structural 

patterns: (i) those formulas which begin with the fiLM-volition,101 and (ii) those which 

begin with a prepositional phrase.102   

                                                

 100Presumably, the Ugaritic equivalent of Akkadian danniß would have been m•d, and of 
Akkadian anumma, perhaps hlny or ht.   

 101Sixty-seven out of eighty-eight (or 76%) of the unambiguous cases show this structure: 
RS 8.333, RS 11.723, RS 11.730, RS 12.033, RS 15.011, RS 15.024+, RS 15.033, RS 15.077, RS 16.003, 
RS 17.078, RS 17.116 (partially reconstructed), RS 17.142, RS 17.144, RS 17.148.1, RS 17.152, RS 
17.239, RS 17.286, RS 17.288, RS 17.289, RS 17.292, RS 17.385, RS 17.394+, RS 17.397B+, RS 17.423, 
RS 17.452 (partially reconstructed), RS 18.089 (partially reconstructed), RS 19.050, RS 19.053, RS 
19.070, RS 19.115, RS 20.003, RS 20.015, RS 20.017, RS 20.021, RS 20.022, RS 20.023.1, RS 20.023.2, 
RS 20.158, RS 20.162 (partially reconstructed), RS 20.172, RS 20.178.1, RS 20.200A, RS 20.200B, RS 
20.200C (partially reconstructed), RS 20.216, RS 20.237, RS 20.239, RS 20.242 (partially 
reconstructed), RS 20.248, RS 20.255A (partially reconstructed), RS 20.426,14+ (partially 
reconstructed), RS 21.183, RS 22.006, RS 34.134.2, RS 34.136, RS 34.137, RS 34.138, RS 34.143, RS 
34.145, RS 34.146, RS 34.154, RS 34.158, RS 34.163, and RS 34.167+; RS [Varia 16] and RS [Varia 
25]; and RIH 81/4.   

 102Twenty-one out of eighty-eight (or 24%) of the unambiguous cases show this structure: 
RS 6.198, RS 10.046, RS 15.014, RS 16.112 (partially reconstructed), RS 17.083, RS 17.143, RS 17.315 
(partially reconstructed), RS 17.455 (partially reconstructed), RS 19.080, RS 20.013.2, RS 20.018, RS 
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 (5) These two compositional patterns show a distribution which appears to 

correspond rather easily with letters which are not conceptually ascending,103 and 

letters which are conceptually ascending,104 respectively.   

                                                                                                                                           
20.150, RS 20.168 (partially reconstructed), RS 20.178.2 (partially reconstructed), RS 20.184, RS 
20.238, RS 21.064, RS 34.139, RS 34.140, RS 34.164, and RS 34.180,60 (partially reconstructed).   

 103By ""letters which are not terminologically ascending'', I mean those which are horizontal, 
descending, or unmarked in terms of conceptual status.  Of the sixty-seven « sal » formulas of the 
pattern « fiLM form + prepositional phrase », the terminological status may be determined in sixty-four 
cases (RS 19.115, RS 20.200A, and RS 20.242 are of unknown status).  Of these unambiguous 
examples, only four (or 6%) are conceptually ascending (RS 19.070, composed on the biological kinship 
model; and RS 20.023.2, RS 20.162, and RS 20.200C, composed on the hierarchical power model).  The 
rest are conceptually horizontal (twenty-two), conceptually descending on the biological kinship model 
(five), or unmarked for conceptual status (thirty-three).  With respect to the four Ras Shamra Akkadian 
letters which are terminologically ascending, but which nevertheless contain « sal » formulas of the 
pattern « fiLM-volition + prepositional phrase » (namely, RS 19.070, RS 20.023.2, RS 20.162, and 
RS 20.200C), in all four cases the « NR » element is not a terminologically ascending REL term (as one 
might have expected in such a situation), but rather a pronoun suffix.  This may suggest a link between 
the composition of the « NR » element and the compositional order of the components.      

 104Of the twenty-one « sal » formulas of the pattern « prepositional phrase + fiLM form », the 
terminological status may be determined in all cases.  Fourteen of these (or 67%) are conceptually 
ascending letters, and seven (or 33%) are not conceptually ascending.  Of the ascending letters in this 
batch, eight are composed on the hierarchical power model (RS 15.014, RS 16.112, RS 17.455, 
RS 19.080, RS 20.184, RS 21.064, RS 34.140, and RS 34.180,60) and six on the biological kinship model 
(RS 17.083, RS 17.143, RS 20.150, RS 20.168, RS 20.178.2, and RS 20.238).  Of the seven letters which 
are not ascending, five (or 24% of the total number of twenty-one) are conceptually horizontal (RS 
6.198, RS 10.046, RS 17.315, RS 20.013.2, and RS 34.164); and two (or 9% of the total) are 
conceptually unmarked (RS 20.018 and RS 34.139).  The weight of the ""exceptions'', the seven non-
ascending letters which nevertheless contain « sal » formulas of the pattern « prepositional phrase + 
fiLM form », may be tempered somewhat by the following observations.  (1) First of all, as many as six 
of these were not composed by Ugaritians, and so the fact that their composition presents ""unusual'' 
features is less surprising: the editor characterized RS 6.198 as ""une lettre assyrienne'' (although, despite 
the examples of ""Assyrian'' orthography, as well as prosopographical considerations, the letter presents 
no striking formal parallels with the presently known corpus of middle Assyrian letters, on which see E. 
Cancik-Kirschbaum, Die mittelassyrischen Briefe [1996], esp. pp. 49-73); the fact that the sender of RS 
10.046 feels it necessary to address his letter to {LUGAL KUR URU ú-ga5-ri-it}, while he himself is the 
subject of another king, indicates that he was not of the kingdom; the editor of RS 17.315 was certainly 
correct, it seems to me, to identify its sender as a foreign king; the editor of RS 34.164 convincingly 
suggests its sender was installed at Emar; and the senders of RS 20.018 and RS 34.139 were installed at 
Alaßiya and Tar”untaßßa, respectively.  (2) Secondly, despite the explicitly horizontal terminology 
employed in RS 34.164 (one of these ""exceptions''), the REL term employed in the address of this letter 
provides an important interpretive clue for the nature of the social relationship between the 
correspondents.  The REL term used there is {fiEfi.MEfi-ia GAL.MEfi}, "my ""big'' brothers'; this reveals 
a ""mixed'' relationship: one that is terminologically horizontal, but functionally ascending within the 
broader category of ""brothers''.  Though less explicit, the elaborate title {fiEfi.DÙG.GA-ia}, "my ""good'' 
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 (6) The structure of the prepositional phrase which refers to the recipient of the 

letter is  « preposition + NR », where « NR » represents a noun phrase or phrases.  The 

« NR » element here presents two main compositional patterns:105 (i) a 2nd person 

pronominal reference to the recipient,106 or (ii) a conceptually explicit REL term with 

an attached 1st person pronominal suffix referring back to the sender.107  As in the 

Ugaritic corpus, further structural variants are known, but poorly attested.108 

                                                                                                                                           
brother', used in RS 20.013.2, may point to a similar hierarchy within the ranks of ""brothers''.  (3) 
Finally, the possibility was suggested in the above footnote of an intimate link between the composition 
of the « NR » element (in the « sal ») and the compositional order of the components of the « sal »; 
specifically, between the « NR » element as a pronominal suffix and the pattern « fiLM-volition + 
prepositional phrase ».  In the case of the opposite pattern, « prepositional phrase + fiLM-volition », the 
converse may be observed, reinforcing such a possibility.  In at least four of the ""exceptions'' (RS 6.198, 
RS 10.046, RS 17.315, and RS 34.164), the « NR » element is not a pronominal suffix, but a 
conceptually explicit REL term; in a fifth case both pronominal suffixes and a conceptually explicit REL 
term are present (in the multiple prepositional phrases of the expanded « sal » of RS 20.013.2).     

 105Of the ninety-four « sal » formulas under discussion here, twenty-two contain ambiguous, 
uncertain, or no information about the composition of the « NR » element: RS 1.[056], RS 11.723, 
RS 15.178, RS 17.288, RS 17.394+, RS 17.397B+, RS 17.452, RS 19.050, RS 19.115, RS 20.013.2, RS 
20.162, RS 20.178.1, RS 20.178.2, RS 20.182A+, RS 20.200C, RS 20.242, RS 20.243, RS 20.426,14+, RS 
21.183, RS 34.165, RS 34.171.2, and RS 34.180,60.  This leaves a corpus of seventy-two unambiguous 
examples.   

 106Fifty-six out of seventy (or 78%) of the unambiguous cases show this composition: 
RS 8.333, RS 11.730, RS 12.033, RS 15.011, RS 15.024+, RS 15.033, RS 15.077, RS 16.003, RS 17.078, 
RS 17.116, RS 17.142, RS 17.144, RS 17.148.1, RS 17.152, RS 17.239, RS 17.286, RS 17.289, RS 
17.292, RS 17.385, RS 17.423, RS 18.089, RS 19.053, RS 19.070, RS 20.003, RS 20.015, RS 20.017, RS 
20.018, RS 20.021, RS 20.022, RS 20.023.1, RS 20.023.2, RS 20.158, RS 20.172, RS 20.200A, RS 
20.200B, RS 20.216, RS 20.237, RS 20.239, RS 20.248, RS 20.255A, RS 22.006, RS 34.134.2, RS 
34.136, RS 34.137, RS 34.138, RS 34.139, RS 34.143, RS 34.145, RS 34.146, RS 34.154, RS 34.158, RS 
34.163, RS 34.167+; RS [Varia 16], RS [Varia 25]; and RIH 81/4. 

 107Sixteen (or 22%) of the seventy-two unambiguous examples show this structure: RS 6.198, 
RS 10.046, RS 15.014, RS 16.112, RS 17.083, RS 17.143, RS 17.315, RS 17.455, RS 19.080, RS 20.150, 
RS 20.168, RS 20.184, RS 20.238, RS 21.064, RS 34.140, and RS 34.164.  

 108In one Ugaritic letter, RS 34.148, the « NR » element of the « sal » formula is mlk b≤ly; that 
is, an ID term followed by a REL term.  This compositional pattern is also attested at least once in the 
Ras Shamra Akkadian corpus: the « NR » element of the « sal » formula of RS 10.046 is {LUGAL KUR 
URU ú-ga5-ri-it (5) a-”u-ia}.  
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 (7) The distribution of these two compositional patterns for the « NR » element 

corresponds roughly to letters which are not terminologically ascending,109 and to 

letters which are terminologically ascending,110 respectively.     

 Several compositional differences between the Ugaritic and Ras Shamra 

Akkadian « sal » formulas are observable as well:  

 (1) A comparison reveals at least two cases where the Ugaritic and Akkadian 

components that are formally parallel are ""equivalent'' only on the semantic level, not 

on a precise morphological level.111  These are (i) the form of the fiLM-volition,112 

and (ii) the composition of the preposition.113 

                                                

 109Of the fifty-six « sal » formulas in which the « NR » element is a pronoun, the conceptual 
status may be determined in all but one case (the status of RS 20.200A is unknown), leaving a corpus of 
fifty-five unambiguous examples.  Of these, fifty-three (or 96%) are not conceptually ascending.  The 
remaining two formulas (constituting 4% of the total) do occur in ascending letters: RS 20.023.2 is 
composed on the hierarchical power model, and RS 19.070 on the biological kinship model.  Of the fifty-
three examples which are not ascending, eighteen occur in conceptually horizontal letters, five in 
descending letters conceived on the biological kinship model, and thirty in letters in which the 
conceptual status is unmarked.  With respect to the two exceptions, RS 19.070 and RS 20.023.2 
(terminologically ascending letters carrying « sal » formulas in which the « NR » element is represented 
by means of a pronoun), the « sal » formulas also display the pattern « fiLM-volition + prepositional 
phrase »; as mentioned above, this distribution may suggest a link between the composition of the 
« NR » element and the order of mention of the components.   

 110Of the sixteen « sal » formulas in which the « NR » element contains a conceptually explicit 
REL term, the conceptual status may be determined in all cases.  Of these, twelve (or 75%) are 
conceptually ascending letters, and four (or 25%) are not conceptually ascending letters.  The ascending 
letters include seven composed on the hierarchical power model, and five on the biological kinship 
model.  Of the four ""exceptions'' (letters which are not ascending), all are conceptually horizontal: 
RS 6.198, RS 10.046, RS 17.315, and RS 34.164.  These letters are familiar from the discussion above, 
and amenable to the same explanations offered there.  I suspect that of especial value in their 
explication is the concept of the ""mixed'' letter, whereby the explicit social terminology employed 
denotes one type of relationship (in this case a horizontal one), while the structural pattern used is 
appropriate for another type of relationship (in this case an ascending one).   

 111See above, section 2.6.4.   

 112Akkadian l¨ ßulmu ≈ Ugaritic yßlm.   

 113Akkadian ana mu””i ≈ Ugaritic l.  
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 (2) In the corpus of Ugaritic « sal » formulas, the orthography of the preposition 

shows significant variation according to the ascending / non-ascending conceptual 

distinction.114  No similar distinction is maintained in the Ras Shamra Akkadian 

letters.   

 (3)  Finally, some Ras Shamra Akkadian  « sal » formulas contain ""optional'' 

elements which have no attested equivalents in the Ugaritic corpus.115   

 Despite the compositional similarities described above, it is not the case that all 

ninety-four examples are precisely comparable in terms of composition with the 

standard Ugaritic « sal » formula.  At least fifteen letters, and possibly as many as 

eighteen,116 contain salutation formulas which are ""expanded'' by the addition of 

(1) further prepositional phrases, expressing further ""beneficiaries'' of the polite 

volition, and sometimes (2) further fiLM-volitions.  If not of paramount importance for 

the interpretation of the standard Ugaritic « sal » formula, this mini-corpus of 

""expanded'' salutations is directly relevant to the discussion of two ""non-standard'' 

Ugaritic salutations: those of RS 17.434+ and RIH 78/03+, discussed in more detail 

below, in section 3.7.  The seventy-six ""unexpanded'' « sal » formulas which remain 

are precisely comparable in virtually every respect with the standard Ugaritic 

« sal ».117   

                                                

 114See above, section 3.2.      

 115These are the adverbs danniß and anumma; see above. 

 116These are: possibly RS 1.[056], RS 15.014, probably RS 15.178, RS 16.112, RS 19.050, RS 
19.080, RS 20.013.2, RS 20.018, RS 20.168, probably RS 20.182A+, RS 20.184, RS 20.200C, RS 20.238, 
RS 20.243, RS 34.139, RS 34.140, RS 34.165, and RS 34.180,60. 

 117Among these are several which are very poorly preserved, but have been restored on formal 
and spatial considerations.  These letters (RS 17.452, RS 17.455, RS 18.089, 19.115, 20.162, 20.255A, 
21.064, RS 34.171.2, and RIH 81/4) yield less detailed information, but are nevertheless included in the 
following list: RS 6.198, RS 8.333, RS 10.046, RS 11.723 (partially reconstructed), RS 11.730, RS 
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3.4.1.1.2  DISTRIBUTION    

 A consideration of the distribution of the « sal » formula in this corpus also 

yields some meaningful insights.  If a salutation formula is present in ninety-five 

Akkadian letters from Ras Shamra, it is explicitly absent from no less than fifty-one 

letters.118  This shows a distribution similar to that of the Ugaritic corpus,119 requiring 

that the « sal » formula be considered an optional element of epistolary structure in 

this corpus as well.  Also like the distribution in the Ugaritic corpus, the « sal » formula 

is part, along with the « pros » and « ben » formulas, of the ""polite formula'' section of 

the letter; this section follows the address and precedes the body of the letters, and its 

boundaries are very often demarcated by horizontal scribal lines. 

                                                                                                                                           
12.033, RS 15.011, RS 15.024+, RS 15.033, RS 15.077, RS 16.003, RS 17.078, RS 17.083, RS 17.116 
(partially reconstructed), RS 17.142, RS 17.143, RS 17.144, RS 17.148.1, RS 17.152, RS 17.239, RS 
17.286, RS 17.288, RS 17.289, RS 17.292, RS 17.315 (partially reconstructed), RS 17.385, RS 17.394+, 
RS 17.397B+, RS 17.423, RS 17.452 (partially reconstructed), RS 17.455 (partially reconstructed), RS 
18.089 (partially reconstructed), RS 19.053, RS 19.070, RS 19.115 (partially reconstructed), RS 20.003, 
RS 20.015, RS 20.017, RS 20.021, RS 20.022, RS 20.023.1, RS 20.023.2, RS 20.150, RS 20.158, RS 
20.162 (partially reconstructed), RS 20.172, RS 20.178.1, RS 20.178.2 (partially reconstructed), RS 
20.200A (partially reconstructed), RS 20.200B (partially reconstructed), RS 20.216, RS 20.237, RS 
20.239, RS 20.242 (partially reconstructed), RS 20.248 (partially reconstructed), RS 20.255A (partially 
reconstructed), RS 20.426,14+ (partially reconstructed), RS 21.064 (partially reconstructed), RS 21.183 
(partially reconstructed), RS 22.006, RS 34.134.2, RS 34.136, RS 34.137, RS 34.138, RS 34.143, RS 
34.145, RS 34.146, RS 34.154, RS 34.158, RS 34.163, RS 34.164, RS 34.167+, RS 34.171.2 (partially 
reconstructed); RS [Varia 16] and RS [Varia 25]; and RIH 81/4 (partially reconstructed).     

 118RS 1.[057], RS 4.449, RS 13.007bis, RS 15.063, RS 16.111, RS 16.116, RS 17.130, 
RS 17.132, RS 17.133, RS 17.148.2, RS 17.247, RS 17.383, RS 17.391, RS 17.393, RS 17.422, 
RS 17.425, RS 17.428, RS 19.006, RS 20.013.1, RS 20.016, RS 20.019, RS 20.033, RS 20.151, 
RS 20.174A, RS 20.212, RS 20.219, RS 20.232, RS 25.131, RS 25.138, RS 25.461, RS 32.204.1, 
RS 32.204.2, RS 34.129, RS 34.133, RS 34.134.1, RS 34.135, RS 34.141, RS 34.142, RS 34.149, 
RS 34.150, RS 34.151, RS 34.152, RS 34.153, RS 34.155, RS 34.160, RS 34.161.1, RS 34.161.2, 
RS 34.173, RS 34.180,17 from Ras Shamra; and RS [Varia 26] and CK 107 (also cited as 
RS [Varia 35]) probably from Ras Shamra. 

 119The ration in the Ugaritic corpus is 29 : 19 (see above, section 3.3). 
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 If optional, it does not appear to be entirely arbitrary, and like the distribution 

of the formula in Ugaritic, the presence of the « sal » in this corpus may be linked with 

two factors: (1) the terminological status of the letter as ascending or non-ascending; 

and (2) the conceptual model used to portray the social relationship between the 

correspondents.  In fact, the distribution of the « sal » formula in this corpus is 

strikingly similar to that observed in the Ugaritic corpus.    

 The ninety-five examples of the « sal » formula in this corpus are distributed as 

follows: (1) fifteen in terminologically ascending letters composed on the hierarchical 

power model,120 (2) seven in terminologically ascending letters composed on the 

biological kinship model,121 (3) twenty-seven in horizontal letters (all of which are 

conceived on the biological kinship model),122 (4) five in terminologically descending 

letters composed on the biological kinship model,123 (5) thirty-five in terminologically 

unmarked letters,124 (6) one in a terminologically mixed letter,125 and (7) five in 

                                                

 120RS 1.[056], RS 15.014, RS 15.178, RS 16.112, RS 17.455, RS 19.080, RS 20.023.2, 
RS 20.162, RS 20.182A+, RS 20.184, RS 20.200C, RS 20.243, RS 21.064, RS 34.140, and RS 34.180,60.  
RS 34.171.2 is terminologically mixed (the sender addresses one of the two recipients as {EN-ia}, the 
other as {fiEfi.DÙG.GA-ia}; he characterizes himself as {fiEfi-ku-nu}); it also contains a « sal » 
formula.   

 121RS 17.083, RS 17.143, RS 19.070, RS 20.150, RS 20.168, RS 20.178.2, and RS 20.238.   

 122RS 6.198, RS 10.046, RS 11.723, RS 15.024+, RS 15.033, RS 17.116, RS 17.142, RS 17.144, 
RS 17.286, RS 17.315, RS 17.452, RS 18.089, RS 19.053, RS 20.013.2, RS 20.158, RS 20.172, RS 
20.178.1, RS 20.200B, RS 20.248, RS 21.183, RS 34.134.2, RS 34.154, RS 34.163, RS 34.164, RS 
34.167+; RS [Varia 25]; and RIH 81/4.  RS 34.171.2 is terminologically mixed (the sender addresses 
one of the two recipients as {EN-ia}, the other as {fiEfi.DÙG.GA-ia}; he characterizes himself as {fiEfi-
ku-nu}); it also contains a « sal » formula.   

 123RS 11.730, RS 17.078, RS 17.148, RS 17.152, and RS 20.255A.   

 124RS 8.333, RS 12.033, RS 15.011, RS 15.077, RS 16.003, RS 17.239, RS 17.288, RS 17.289, 
RS 17.292, RS 17.385, RS 17.394+, RS 17.397B+, RS 17.423, RS 19.050, RS 20.003, RS 20.015, RS 
20.017, RS 20.018, RS 20.021, RS 20.022, RS 20.023.1, RS 20.216, RS 20.237, RS 20.239, RS 
20.426,14+, RS 22.006, RS 34.136, RS 34.137, RS 34.138, RS 34.139, RS 34.143, RS 34.145, RS 34.146, 
RS 34.158; and RS [Varia 16]. 
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letters of unknown terminological classification.126  These numbers acquire some 

meaning when compared with those letters from which the « sal » formula is explicitly 

absent: it is absent from twenty-two ascending letters composed on the hierarchical 

power model,127  from none of the eight ascending letters composed on the biological 

kinship model, from fourteen horizontal letters,128 from the single attested 

terminologically descending letter composed on the hierarchical power model,129 from 

four terminologically descending letters composed on the biological kinship model,130 

and from ten unmarked letters.131  

 The results reveal a distribution of the « sal » formula remarkably similar to 

that of the Ugaritic corpus.  This may be adequately illustrated by simply repeating 

verbatim the distributional tendencies observed above in section 3.3, this time with 

reference to the Ras Shamra Akkadian corpus.   

 With respect to the distribution according to conceptual model, two 

observations are relevant: (1) ""the formula appears in a large majority of letters 

                                                                                                                                           

 125In RS 34.171.2, the sender addresses one of the two recipients as {EN-ia}, and the other as 
{fiEfi.DÙG.GA-ia}; he characterizes himself as {fiEfi-ku-nu}.  Thus, the terminological classification of 
this letter is a mixture of the categories ASC POW and HOR BIO.   

 126These are: RS 17.451, RS 19.115, RS 20.200A, RS 20.242, and RS 34.165.  

 127RS 1.[057], RS 17.383, RS 17.391, RS 17.393, RS 17.422, RS 17.425, RS 19.006, RS 20.016, 
RS 20.019, RS 20.033, RS 20.151, RS 20.219, RS 25.138, RS 25.461, RS 32.204.1, RS 32.204.2, RS 
34.135, RS 34.142, RS 34.150, RS 34.151, RS 34.152; and CK 107 (=RS [Varia 35]). 

 128RS 15.063, RS 17.148.2, RS 17.428, RS 20.013.2, RS 20.232, RS 34.134.1, RS 34.141, RS 
34.149, RS 34.153, RS 34.161.1, RS 34.161.2, RS 34.173, RS 34.180,17; and RS [Varia 26].   

 129RS 34.155. 

 130RS 16.111, RS 17.247, RS 25.131, and RS 34.133.   

 131RS 4.449, RS 13.007bis, RS 17.130, RS 17.132, RS 17.133, RS 20.013.1, RS 20.174A, 
RS 20.212, RS 34.129, and RS 34.160.   
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composed on the biological kinship model,''132 and (2) ""it appears only about half of 

the time in letters composed on the hierarchical power model.''133    

 With respect to the distribution according to conceptual status, it was observed 

in section 3.3 that, for the Ugaritic corpus, ""the present data reveal no marked 

tendencies for the presence or absence of the [salutation] formula; it appears 

somewhat more than half of the time in ascending, horizontal, and descending letters. . 

. .''  The data for the Ras Shamra Akkadian letters are not incompatible with this 

assessment.134    

 In fact, one of the few significant distributional differences between the Ras 

Shamra Akkadian and Ugaritic corpora shows up in the case of terminologically 

unmarked letters.  In section 3.3, it was observed that in the Ugaritic corpus the « sal » 

formula appears ""somewhat less than half the time in letters which are 

terminologically unmarked.''135  The opposite tendency is observable in the Ras 

                                                

 132Twelve out of sixteen (or 75%) of the explicitly ascending and descending letters composed 
along the biological kinship model contain the « sal » formula (see above); the Ugaritic ratio was 8:9 
(or 89%).  If one includes the horizontal letters, all of which are composed on the biological kinship 
model (see above), the proportions shift to thirty-nine out of fifty-seven (that is, 68%); the Ugaritic ratio 
was 17:20 (or 85%).        

 133At least fifteen such letters contain the « sal » formula (see above), at least twenty-three 
explicitly omit it (see above); the « sal » is thus present roughly 39% of the time.  The Ugaritic ratio was 
10:20 (or 50%).   

 134For ascending letters in the Ras Shamra Akkadian corpus, twenty-two out of forty-four (or 
50%) of the unambiguous examples contain the « sal » formula (see above); the Ugaritic ratio was 
16:22 (or 62%).  For horizontal letters for which the data is preserved and unambiguous, twenty-seven 
out of forty-one (or 66%) contain the « sal » formula (see above); the Ugaritic ratio was 9:14 (or 64%).  
Finally, for the descending letters of the Ras Shamra Akkadian corpus, five out of ten (or 50%) of the 
unambiguous examples contain the « sal » formula (see above); the Ugaritic data were 2:3 (or 67%).   

 135The Ugaritic ratio was 3:8 (or 38%).   
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Shamra Akkadian corpus, where a strong majority of unmarked letters contain the 

« sal » formula.136   

 Moreover, this distributional difference carries over into the category of letters 

which are technically unmarked in terms of conceptual status, but ""contextually 

descending''.  Regarding this category in the Ugaritic corpus, it was observed in section 

3.3 that ""the « sal » formula tends not to be used in terminologically unmarked letters 

for which contextual factors suggest an underlying descending social relationship.''  For 

such letters in the Ras Shamra Akkadian corpus,137 the opposite distribution is 

present.138   

                                                

 136Among the unmarked letters, thirty-five out of forty-five (or 78%) of the unambiguous 
examples contain the « sal » formula (see above).    

 137Among the corpus of terminologically unmarked letters, I believe the following twenty-two 
letters may be safely assumed to derive from a ""contextually descending'' social situation: RS 8.333 
(from {LUGAL KUR-kar-ga-m[is]} to {ma-[m]is-tam-ri LUGAL KUR-ú-[g]a-ri-it}); RS 12.033 (from 
{[LUGA]¯L?˘ - ma} to {fßar-e-li GAfiAN KUR ú-[g]a-r[i-it]}), RS 13.007bis (from {LUGA[L-r]i-ma} to 
{mam-m[u]-ra-bi LUGAL KUR-ú-ga-ri[-it]}); RS 16.003 (from {LUGAL KUR kar-ga-[mi]s} to {ma-
mis-tam-ri LUGAL KUR ú-ga-ri-it}); RS 17.130 (from {mta-ba-ar-na m”a-at-tu-ßi-li LUGAL GAL 
LUGAL KUR ”a-at-ti} to {mníq-mu-pa}); RS 17.132 (from {dUTU-ßi LUGAL GAL} to {mni-iq-ma-an-
da}); RS 17.133 (from {dUTU-ßi-ma} to {ma-mis-tam-ri}); RS 17.289 (from {LUGAL KUR kar-ga-
mis} to {mi-bi-ra-ni LUGAL KUR ú-ga-ri-it}); RS 17.292 (from {LUGAL KUR kar-ga-mis} to {mi-bi-
ra-na LUGAL KUR ú-ga-ri-it}); RS 17.385 (from {LUGAL KUR k[ar-g]a-mis} to {mi-bi-ra-ni LUGAL 
KUR ú-ga-ri-it}); RS 17.423 (from {LUGAL-ma} to {mi-bi-ra-ni LUGAL KUR ú-ga-ri-it}); 
RS 20.013.1 (from {MÍ.LUGAL-m[a]} to {mia-an-”a-[m]u}); RS 20.022 (from {LUGAL KUR kar-[g]a-
mis} to {ma-mis-tam-ri LUGAL KUR ú-[g]a-ri-it}); RS 20.174A. (from {LUGAL-ma} to {LUGAL 
KUR ú-ga-ri-it}); RS 20.216 (from {LU[GA]L-ma} to {LUGAL KUR ú-ga-ri-it}); RS 20.237 (from 
{LUGAL-m[a?]} to {LUGAL KUR ú-ga-ri-it}); RS 34.129 (from {dUTU-ßi-m[a] LUGAL GAL-ú} to 
{LÚ sà-ki-in-ni}); RS 34.136 (from {LUGAL-ma} to {LUGAL KUR ú-ga-rít}); RS 34.138 (from 
{LUGAL KUR kar-g[a-mis]} to {LUGAL KUR ú-ga-r¯i-i˘t}); RS 34.143 (from {LUGAL-ma} to 
{LUGAL KUR ú-ga-ri-it}); RS 34.145 (from {LUGAL-ma} to {MÍ.LUGAL KUR u-ga-¯ri˘-it}); and 
RS [Varia 16] (from {LUGAL - ma} to {mam-mu-ra-pi L[UG]AL KUR ú-ga-rít}).   

 138Of twenty-two such letters (see the above footnote), fifteen (or 68%) contain the « sal » 
formula: RS 8.333, RS 12.033, RS 16.003, RS 17.289, RS 17.292, RS 17.385, RS 17.423, RS 20.022, RS 
20.216, RS 20.237, RS 34.136, RS 34.138, RS 34.143, RS 34.145, and RS [Varia 16].  The Ugaritic ratio 
was 1:6 (or 17%).       
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 How is this single striking distributional difference, between two epistolary 

corpora which are otherwise so formally similar, to be explained?  Both formal and 

contextual reasons could be advanced. 

 In theory, one could attribute the distinction observed above to differences 

conditioned by language or script.  In practice, however, there is little evidence for 

believing that the epistolary conventions of Ugaritic letters differed significantly from 

those of Ras Shamra Akkadian letters; nor, by extension, that those of letters written in 

alphabetic script differed significantly from those in logo-syllabic script.  On the 

contrary, the available data point to a whole host of formal similarities between the 

Late Bronze letters found at Ras Shamra (and beyond) and the Ugaritic letters, 

regardless of language or script.  The most appealing explanations, then, would appear 

to be those based on contextual factors.   

 Some casual contextual considerations suggest that the difference may be 

attributed to the local origin of letters.  For the Ras Shamra Akkadian corpus, those 

terminologically unmarked letters presumably composed by Ugaritian scribes tended 

to omit the salutation;139 those presumably composed by foreign scribes, notably those 

of ‡attußa and Carchemish, tended to include it.140     

                                                

 139There is no reason to doubt that, among the Ugaritic letters, RS 4.475, RS 16.264, 
RS 29.095, RS 94.2406.1, RS 94.2580, and RS 96.2039, were composed by Ugaritian scribes.  Given the 
identity of the sender of RS 15.158, apparently someone at the court of Carchemish was responsible for 
its composition.  Is it significant that this is the sole conceptually UNMARKED letter in the Ugaritic 
corpus to contain the « sal » formula?  Among the Ras Shamra Akkadian conceptually UNMARKED 
letters from which the « sal » is explicitly omitted (see above), RS 20.013.1 and perhaps RS 34.160 
conceivably derive from Ugaritian scribes.  This is not to suggest that Ugaritian scribes would never 
have included the « sal » when composing conceptually unmarked letters; such must remain a 
possibility.  Since the sender of RS 17.239 and of 20.023.1 is ""the prefect'', written {msà-ki-in(-ni)}, 
these letters could easily derive from Ugaritian scribes (but is the editor necessarily correct in 
identifying the sender in each case as the prefect of Ugarit?).  Furthermore, several conceptually 
UNMARKED letters between private individuals also include the « sal » formula; these could also easily 
reflect Ugaritian epistolary conventions: RS 15.011, RS 20.015, RS 20.239, and RS 20.426+ (although 
the presence of the « sal » formula in this latter is by no means certain).  It remains, however, that 
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 This distribution may be deceptive, however, for hidden behind the differences 

in local origin are contextual differences of a more profound nature: the Ras Shamra 

letters composed by Ugaritian scribes are, by and large, ""private'' correspondence,141 

while the Ras Shamra letters composed by foreign scribes are, by and large, ""royal''.  

In fact, not only are they ""royal, but they also by and large represent international 

diplomatic correspondence between courts.  In this light, another explanation for the 

unusual distribution observed above appears possible: a « sal » formula is appropriate 

when addressing any ""king'', even one who occupies a relatively lower social position 

with respect to the sender.142  If valid, this would provide another illustration for the 

expediency of polite flattery in international diplomacy.    

 The distribution of the ""expanded'' « sal » formulas is also significant.  Of the 

eighteen probable examples of such formulas, the conceptual status is identifiable in 

                                                                                                                                           
where the data are explicit, conceptually UNMARKED letters presumably composed by Ugaritian scribes 
tend to omit the « sal » formula.     

 140In the Ugaritic corpus, compare RS 15.158 (from [mlk g]rgmß).  In the Ras Shamra 
Akkadian corpus, compare the letters mentioned three footnotes above, as well as the following 
conceptually UNMARKED letters which also contain the « sal » formula: RS 17.288, RS 20.017, 
RS 20.021, and RS 34.158 (all from Ußnatu); RS 17.397B+ (from ≤Amqu); RS 20.018 (from Alaßiya); 
RS 34.137 (from Byblos); RS 34.139 (from Tar”untaßßa); RS 34.146 (from Qadeß); RS 17.394 (from an 
unknown foreign king); and RS 15.077, RS 20.003, RS 22.006, and probably RS 19.050 (from senders 
who characterize themselves as {DUMU LUGAL}).  This is not to suggest that foreign scribes would 
have always included the « sal » formula when composing unmarked letters; indeed such is not always 
the case (compare RS 13.007bis and RS 20.174A from Carchemish; and RS 17.130, RS 17.132, 
RS 17.133, RS 20.212, and RS 34.129 from ‡attußa, all of which are conceptually UNMARKED and 
explicitly omit the « sal » formula).  Rather, these observations are intended to reveal a tendency to 
include the « sal » formula in various letters of foreign provenance; and above all, to point out the lack 
of such a tendency in letters presumably composed according to epistolary conventions current at 
Ugarit.          

 141By my use of the term ""private'', I do not intend to evoke an overarching theory of Ugaritian 
society as being composed of two sectors, ""royal'' and ""private''.  Rather, this observation is intended to 
highlight a formal classificatory distinction based on the identification terms used by the correspondents 
themselves: for example, correspondence between ""PN'' and ""PN'' I consider ""private'', while 
correspondence between ""PN, the king of GN'' and ""PN, the king of GN'' I consider ""royal''.   

 142C. Roche drew my attention to this distributional feature.   
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all but one case.143  The vast majority of these are conceptually ascending; and, of 

these which are ascending, the vast majority are composed on the hierarchical power 

model.144  If one concludes from this that ""expanded'' « sal » formulas are not 

inappropriate for conceptually ascending letters composed on the hierarchical power 

model, such would coincide with the Ugaritic data, where at least one, and possibly 

both, of the two attested ""expanded'' « sal » formulas are also found in such letters.145  

This granted, however, an interesting distributional difference emerges between the 

Ugaritic and Ras Shamra Akkadian corpora: ""expanded'' « sal » formulas are thus very 

rare among the ASC POW letters in Ugaritic, but quite common among the ASC POW 

letters in the Ras Shamra Akkadian corpus.146  Since the two epistolary corpora are in 

other respects so similar, one might assume that the reasons for this difference are 

contextual.147       

 

                                                

 143The conceptual status of RS 34.165 is unknown.  

 144The conceptually ascending letters are thirteen in number (or 76% of the unambiguous 
cases): RS 1.[056], RS 15.014, RS 15.178, RS 16.112, RS 19.080, RS 20.168, probably RS 20.182A+, RS 
20.184, RS 20.200C, RS 20.238, RS 20.243, RS 34.140, and RS 34.180,60.  Of these thirteen, eleven are 
composed on the hierarchical power model (the two composed on the biological kinship model are RS 
20.168 and RS 20.238).   

 145On the « sal » formulas of RS 17.434+ and RIH 78/03+, see below, section 3.7.    

 146Of the fifteen ASC POW letters in the Ras Shamra Akkadian corpus, the character of the 
« sal » formula as ""expanded'' or unexpanded is discernible or probably discernible in all of the 
examples.  Of these, eleven (or 73%) are certainly or probably ""expanded'' (RS 1.[056], RS 15.014, RS 
15.178, RS 16.112, RS 19.080, RS 20.182A+, RS 20.184, RS 20.200C, RS 20.243, RS 34.140, and RS 
34.180,60), and four (or 27%) are certainly or probably unexpanded (RS 17.455, RS 20.023.2, RS 
20.162, RS 21.064).   

 147For an attempt at an explanation, see below, in section 3.7; and compare above.   
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3.4.1.2  Salutation formulas in the Amarna corpus    

 The Amarna corpus contains over forty recognizable examples of the « sal » 

formula.148  Like the ""salutations'' of the Ugaritic corpus, these are formulaic wishes 

for the general well-being of the recipient; what is more, they all follow compositional 

patterns represented in the Ugaritic epistolary corpus.          

 

3.4.1.2.1  COMPOSITION    

 In broad terms, one can describe the corpus of Amarna salutation formulas as 

consisting of two basic compositional patterns: (1) one in which the ""beneficiary'' of 

the salutation is expressed by means of a prepositional phrase, the volition itself being 

impersonal, and (2) another in which this ""beneficiary'' is the grammatical subject of 

the volition.  The former pattern is found in all but one of the salutations in the Amarna 

corpus, and is also typical of the Ugaritic salutation formulas.  The latter is found 

uniquely in EA 34 among the Amarna letters, and apparently in RS 3.334 in the 

Ugaritic corpus.  This ""atypical'' salutation is discussed below, in section 3.7.     

                                                

 148The letters containing « sal » formulas number at least forty-three: EA 1-3, EA 5 (partially 
reconstructed), EA 6, EA 7 (partially reconstructed), EA 8-10, EA 11 (partially reconstructed), EA 12.1 
(two occurrences apparently, of which the first is partially reconstructed), EA 15-17, EA 18 (partially 
reconstructed), EA 19-21, EA 23, EA 24 (partially reconstructed), EA 26 (partially reconstructed), 
EA 27 (partially reconstructed), EA 28, EA 29 (partially reconstructed), EA 31, EA 33-35, EA 37-40, 
EA 41 (partially reconstructed), EA 42.1 (partially reconstructed), EA 44, EA 48 (partially 
reconstructed), EA 49 (partially reconstructed), EA 59, EA 158, EA 166, EA 169 (partially 
reconstructed), EA 170.1, and EA 170.2.  EA 45 may have contained a « sal » formula in lines 4-7, as 
suggested by W. Moran (Les lettres d'El-Amarna [1987] 215-216, and n. 2), but nothing conclusive of 
this is preserved.  EA 382 is also poorly preserved; it too may have contained another example of the 
« sal » formula in lines 5-8.    
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 The remaining forty-one Amarna « sal » formulas which are preserved 

sufficiently well to permit analysis149 are internally unified by at least one 

compositional similarity shared with the Ugaritic corpus: all are composed of two and 

only two ""necessary'' elements: (i) an impersonal volition derived from the root fiLM; 

and (ii) a prepositional phrase150 expressing the ""beneficiary'' of this volition.  In the 

case of ""expanded'' « sal » formulas, one or both of these elements may be repeated.   

 Unlike the Ugaritic « sal » formulas, the order of these two necessary 

components in the Amarna corpus appears to be more or less fixed: the ""beneficiary'' 

phrase occurs prior to the fiLM-volition.  The single exception to this is EA 49, a 

conceptually ascending letter composed on the hierarchical power model, where the 

« sal » formula begins with the fiLM-volition, and continues with the ""beneficiary'' 

prepositional phrase.  If the sender of this letter was indeed one of the kings of Ugarit 

named Niqmaddu, as W. F. Albright suggested,151 this letter represents yet another 

oddity.  Not only is it the only Amarna « sal » formula to begin with the fiLM-volition, 

but it also makes use of a compositional pattern which, judged from the point of view 

of Ugaritic scribal conventions, is expressly inappropriate for conceptually ASC POW 

letters.152  On the whole, it cannot be maintained that the Amarna salutation formulas 

                                                

 149EA 169 is thus omitted.  The composition of the remaining « sal » formulas, even those 
which are partially reconstructed, is discernible.    

 150In the case of EA 31, which is in Hittite, ""prepositional phrase'' does not apply; read instead 
""nominal phrase''.      

 151Albright, BASOR 95 (1944) 31: {níq-ma-dIM}.    

 152While such a situation (a conceptually ASC POW letter in which the « sal » formula begins 
with the fiLM-volition) is not unknown in the epistolary corpora from Ras Shamra, it is by no means 
standard.  In most cases, when conceptually ASC POW letters, both in Ugaritic and Akkadian, employ a 
« sal » formula, they place the prepositional phrase prior to the fiLM-volition.  See above, sections 3.2 
and 3.4.1.1 (Ras Shamra salutations).    
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present compositional patterns which distinguish conceptually ascending from non-

ascending letters, as was the case in the Ugaritic corpus. 

 The orthography of the fiLM-volition in the Amarna corpus shows variations in 

the spelling of both elements: the particle l¨ and the noun ßulmu.  Two writings are 

dominant: {lu-ú ßul-mu}, found in letters of various provenience,153 and {lu ßu-ul-mu}, 

found exclusively in the letters from the kings of Kar(an)duniaß.154  Other writings are 

less common.155   

 The composition of the phrase referring to the ""beneficiary'' also shows 

considerable diversity.  In the Akkadian version of the formula, this is generally a 

prepositional phrase, and variation is encountered both in the orthography of the 

preposition, be it simple or complex, and in the structure of the noun phrase which 

follows, be it a pronoun, a common noun, or a noun phrase.  In ""expanded'' « sal » 

formulas, which contain multiple prepositional phrases, the most variation, in both of 

the categories just mentioned, occurs in the first prepositional phrase encountered, this 

being the phrase which refers to the recipient of the letter.  In other words, it can be 

said that the most variation, in the writing of the preposition as well as the form of the 

noun phrase(s) governed by it, occurs in the prepositional phrase in which the 

""beneficiary'' of the volition is the recipient of the letter.  In these types of phrases in 

                                                

 153This writing, which is also standard among the « sal » formulas of the Ras Shamra corpus, is 
found in EA 1, EA 15, EA 17-21, EA 23-24, EA 26-29, EA 35, EA 38, EA 40-41, EA 42.1, EA 44, 
EA 48-49, EA 59, EA 158, EA 166, and EA 170; also EA 169 and EA 382; and apparently in the 
""situation report'' of EA 5.   

 154This writing is found in EA 2-3, EA  6, EA 8-10, and probably EA 11.  Compare also this 
orthography in Ni 615 and Ni 641: A. Goetze, JCS 6 (1952) 142-145.  

 155These include {lu-ú ßu-ul-mu}, in EA 12 and EA 37 (the latter of which is from Alaßiya); 
{lu ßul-mu} in EA 16 (from Assyria); and {lu-ú ßal-mu} in EA 34 (from Alaßiya).  EA 31, written in 
Hittite, expresses this component with {SIG5-in e-eß-tu} (compare HKM 95.2).  Finally, EA 33 seems to 
show two spellings of this clause: {lu-ú ßul-<mu>} in line 4 and {lu ßul-mu} in line 8.     
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particular, whether the « sal » formula be ""expanded'' or not, several different 

structures and orthographies occur.  The most common writing is (1) {a-na « NR »}, 

where « NR » may be either a pronoun156 or (a) noun phrase(s)157 referring to the 

recipient.  Other attested structures include: (2) {a-na ma”-ri « NR »},158 where « NR » 

is a pronoun; (3) {a-na UGU « NR »}, where « NR » may be either a pronoun159 or a 

noun phrase;160 (4) {a-na UGU-”i « NR »},161 where « NR » may be either a 

pronoun162 or a noun phrase;163 and (5) {a-na ma-”ar « NR »}, where « NR » is 

                                                

 156The attested forms are {a-na ka-ßa} (EA 6, EA 8, EA 12.1, EA 15-16, and EA 38); {a-na 
ka-a-ßa} (EA 2-3, EA 9-11, EA 17, EA 19-20, EA 23-24, EA 27-29), and {a-na ka-a-ßi} (EA 26).  These 
appear to be the productive ""dative'' forms of the 2nd person singular pronouns in active use both in 
Mesopotamia proper (letters from the kings of Karaduniaß [that is, Babylonia] and Assyria) and in the 
western periphery (letters from the kings of Mittanni, Alaßiya, Egypt, etc.).  Judging from usage, kªßa is 
masculine, kªßi feminine.  This would differ from the Old Babylonian paradigm; perhaps paradigm 
pressure (the corresponding independent pronouns are atta and atti) played a role in such a 
development.  

 157At least three formulas show this structure, including EA 7 {a-na a-”i-ia} and EA 37 {[a]-na 
fiEfi-ia}.  The sender of EA 21 refers to his correspondent with a compound nominal phrase: {a-na fiEfi-
ia ù a-na ”a-ta-ni-ia}.  As shown, these noun phrases all consist of REL terms with attached 1st person 
singular suffixes, referring back to the sender. 

 158Compare {a-na ma”-ri-ka} in EA 1, EA 33, and EA 41. 

 159Compare {a-na UGU-ka} in EA 39 and EA 166.   

 160Compare {a-na UGU fiEfi-ia} in EA 35; and {a-na [U]GU LUGAL! dUTU-ßi EN-ia} in 
EA 49.   In both examples the noun phrases contain REL terms with attached 1st person singular 
suffixes, referring back to the recipient; the latter example also includes a ID term: {LUGAL! dUTU-ßi} 
(compare the Ugaritic letter RS 34.148, in which the « NR » element of the « sal » formula also contains 
both ID and REL terms). 

 161This is the standard pattern in the « sal » formulas of the Ras Shamra Akkadian corpus.   

 162Compare EA 170.2 {a-na UGU-”i-ku-nu}. 

 163Compare EA 158 {[a]-na ¯UGU˘-”i a-bi-ia}; and EA 170.1 {a-na UGU-”i EN-ni}.  In both 
of these, the noun phrase consists of a REL term, with attached 1st person singular suffix, referring back 
to the sender.  
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represented by a noun phrase.164  In the single Hittite letter in this corpus, EA 31, the 

reference to the recipient of the letter as ""beneficiary'' of the volition is pronominal.165  

The structure {iß-tu « NR »} is not here considered relevant, despite frequent 

interpretations of this motif in EA 166, for example,166 as part of a salutation formula.  

I consider this to be part of another motif: the ""situation report''.167  In ""expanded'' 

« sal » formulas, the prepositional phrases referring to ""beneficiaries'' other than the 

recipient show less formal diversity.  The most common prepositional structure, by far, 

is {a-na + « noun phrase(s) » }; but {i-na + « noun phrase(s) » } is also attested.168   

 The diverse means of writing the prepositional idioms in the corpus of Amarna 

salutation formulas do not show a distribution which corresponds to differences in 

conceptual status, that is, ascending versus non-ascending, as was the case with the 

Ugaritic salutation.169  However, the manner in which the sender refers to the recipient 

in the « sal » formula, whether by means of conceptually explicit REL terminology or 

by pronominal reference, does appear to correspond, if loosely and with less 

                                                

 164Compare EA 44 {a-na ma-”ar be-lí a-bi-ia}.  The noun phrase consists of an ID term (since 
no suffix is present, this is a contextually independent title, "the lord', and therefore an ID term) and a 
REL phrase, the latter with an attached 1st person singular suffix referring back to the sender.  

 165This component in EA 31 is represented by the writing {du-uq-qa kat-ta} (that is, {tù-uk-ka4 
kat-ta}); compare {tu-uq-qa kat-ta} (that is, {tu-uk-ka4 kat-ta}) in ABoT 65.        

 166Compare, for example, W. L. Moran, Les lettres d'El-Amarna (1987) 406, and n. 1.   

 167See below, chapter 5.  The presence of the particle l¨ is not decisive, as it is also used in 
situation reports (compare such usage in EA 5, EA 24, and EA 35, for example).  In addition to other 
arguments, the distribution of the prepositions in the praescriptio of the Amarna letters: ana (in the 
salutation) and ißtu (in the situation report), parallels that of Ugaritic: l (salutation) and ≤m (situation 
report).   

 168Compare EA 35 {i-na fiÀ-bi KUR.KUR.MEfi-ka}; EA 38 {i-na ma-a-du ERÍN.MEfi-ka (6) 
KUR.KUR-ka LÚ.MEfi.GAL.GAL-ka}; and EA 39 {i-na KUR mi-i¬-ri KUR-ka}.  The « sal » formulas 
of EA 5 and EA 42.1 also contained this preposition. 

 169See above, section 3.2.  
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consistency than was observable in the Ugaritic corpus, with the conceptual distinction 

between ascending and non-ascending letters, respectively.  In other words, when 

conceptually ascending letters contain a « sal » formula, the « NR » element tends to 

be a conceptually explicit REL term,170 but in the « sal » formulas of letters which are 

not conceptually ascending, this « NR » element tends to be a pronoun.171  Such a 

distribution is also found in the Ugaritic corpus.   

 The various ""optional'' elements attested in the corpus of Amarna salutations 

include: (1) the conjunction u, always spelled {ù},172 prefaced to the formula; (2) the 

adverb danniß, occurring in at least four different spellings,173 immediately preceding 

the fiLM-volition; and (3) the noun gabba, written {gab-ba},174 in which the 

                                                

 170In conceptually ascending letters, the « NR » element of the « sal » formula is a 
conceptually explicit REL term in five out of six (or 83%) of the unambiguous cases: EA 44, probably 
EA 48, EA 49, EA 158, and EA 170.1.  The exception is EA 59, where the « NR » element is a pronoun.     

 171In conceptually non-ascending letters (that is, in letters which are conceptually horizontal, 
descending, or explicitly unmarked), the « NR » element of the « sal » formula is a pronoun in twenty-
three out of twenty-seven (or 85%) of the unambiguous examples.  The four exceptions are EA 7, 
EA 21, EA 35, and EA 37, all of which contain conceptually explicit REL terminology in this slot.  What 
is more, all of these exceptions also contain explicitly horizontal REL terminology (EA 21 is 
conceptually mixed, containing both horizontal and descending REL terms; the other three are 
horizontal).  This usage of conceptually explicit REL terminology in the case of four horizontal letters is 
another example of a tendency already observed with respect to the « pros » formula in the Ugaritic 
corpus (see above, section 2.3): namely, the occasional presence, in correspondence between 
""brothers'', of formal structures which are otherwise typical of conceptually ascending situations 
(compare also the Ras Shamra Akkadian examples of this phenomenon mentioned above in section 
3.4.1.1).   

 172Present in EA 34-35, and EA 38-40, all of which were presumably composed in Alaßiya.     

 173These are {da-an-ni-iß}, found in the salutations of letters from Babylonia (EA 2-3 and 
EA 7-11), Egypt (EA 1), and Mittanni (EA 20); {dan-níß}, in the salutations of letters from Mittanni 
(EA 19, EA 21, EA 23-24, and EA 26-29), Alaßiya (EA 35 and EA 38), and ‡atti (EA 41); {MA.GAL}, 
in the salutations of letters from Alaßiya (EA 33-34 and EA 39); and {dá-an-ni-iß} in one letter from 
Mittanni (EA 17).  EA 37 (from Alaßiya) may present a fifth spelling, {KAL}, unless this be a simple 
scribal error: {dan-<níß>}.     

 174This occurs in EA 44.   
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accusative case vowel apparently marks an adverbial usage, "(with respect to) 

everything'.  The Ugaritic corpus of salutations contains a possible equivalent to the 

first,175 but no equivalent for either of the latter two ""optional'' elements.176     

 Thus, the several compositional differences between the Ugaritic and Amarna 

salutations are the same as those already mentioned above for the corpus of Ras 

Shamra Akkadian salutations: (1) the two cases in which the Ugaritic and Akkadian 

components which are formally parallel177 are ""equivalent'' only on a semantic level, 

not on a precise morphological level.  (2) In the corpus of Ugaritic « sal » formulas, 

the orthography of the preposition shows significant variation according to the 

ascending / non-ascending conceptual distinction; such a compositional distinction is 

not maintained in the Amarna letters.  In addition, (3) some Amarna « sal » formulas 

contain ""optional'' elements which have no attested equivalents in the Ugaritic corpus.  

Finally, (4) unlike the Ras Shamra Akkadian salutations, the Amarna salutations do 

not show a compositional distinction in the order of the two necessary components, one 

characteristic of conceptually ascending letters, and the other of non-ascending letters; 

only one compositional pattern is widespread in the Amarna corpus, regardless of 

conceptual status: that in which the prepositional phrase expressing the ""beneficiary'' 

occurs prior to the fiLM-volition.    

                                                

 175Compare RS 29.093, a Ugaritic letter in which the « sal » formula begins with the 
conjunction p; see below, section 3.7.   

 176One can nevertheless guess at the form such an element would take, were it to be found in a 
Ugaritic letter one day: probably Ugaritic m•d ≈ Akkadian danniß, and Ugaritic kll ≈ Akkadian gabb-, 
judging from this correspondence in Ugaritic and Akkadian ""situation reports'' (see below, chapter 5).   

 177These are (i) the form of the fiLM-volition, and (ii) the morphological composition of the 
preposition; see above, section 2.6.4.    
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 A further necessary step in the interpretation of the Amarna salutations is the 

isolation of those « sal » formulas which are ""expanded'' from those which are not.   

In the Ugaritic corpus, ""expanded'' salutations are the exception, not the rule.  The 

opposite distribution is found in the Amarna corpus.178  Of the forty-three examples of 

the « sal » formula in the Amarna corpus, their character as ""expanded'' or ""non-

expanded'' may be determined in all cases but one.179  Of these, thirty-four formulas 

are ""expanded'',180 and eight are not.181   

 The distribution of these two structures appears, strictly on the Amarna 

evidence, fairly straightforward.  Virtually all of the ""expanded'' « sal » formulas are 

found in letters in which both of the correspondents are certainly or almost certainly 

identified as {LUGAL}, "king'.182  On the other had, none of the eight non-expanded 

                                                

 178The reasons for this difference appear to be linked to the geographical and cultural scope of 
the respective corpora, or, in other words, the character of the letters as domestic or international.  The 
majority of the Ugaritic letters appears to represent domestic correspondence; the Amarna corpus, on 
the other hand, is virtually all of an international diplomatic nature.  The ""expanded'' « sal » formula 
appears to be at home in international correspondence, especially of a diplomatic nature, and the non-
expanded « sal » formula at home in domestic correspondence.    

 179The exception is EA 169, of uncertain composition.   

 180EA 1-3, EA 5-11, EA 12.1, EA 15-17, probably EA 18, EA 19-21, EA 23-24, EA 26-29, 
EA 31, EA 33-35, EA 37-39, EA 41, EA 42.1, and EA 49.   

 181EA 40, EA 44, EA 48, EA 59, EA 158, EA 166, EA 170.1, and EA 170.2.   

 182There are two exceptions: EA 12.1 and EA 26.  The recipient of EA 12.1 is possibly a king, 
even if the address does not identify him as such (the letter is addressed to {mBI-NI-ia}), since the 
salutation contains wishes for the well-being of his ""chariots'' and ""men''; the sender identifies herself as 
{DUMU.MÍ LUGAL-ma}.  In EA 26, the recipient is referred to as {[N]IN KUR mi-¯i¬˘-[ri-i?]}, "the 
lady of the land of Egypt' ({NIN} in this context must have connotations of superior power; contrast the 
usage of this sign for "sister' in non-diplomatic correspondence in the epistolary corpora of the western 
periphery); this woman is, for prosopographical reasons, almost certainly the {fte-i-e} mentioned in 
EA 28, and must have wielded a considerable influence, since she is mentioned by name in the 
salutation of EA 28 (no other king's mother is specially mentioned in the salutations of the Amarna 
corpus).   
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« sal » formulas occur in such letters.  Of these latter, in some cases the recipient is 

identified as a  {LUGAL},183 but in none of these does the sender so identify himself.   

 In terms of composition, the eight ""non-expanded'' Amarna salutations are 

comparable to the standard Ugaritic « sal » formulas; the thirty-four ""expanded'' 

salutations are of less importance, though these are of relevant to the discussion of the 

""non-standard'' Ugaritic salutation in RIH 78/03+, discussed below, in section 3.7.    

 

3.4.1.2.2  DISTRIBUTION    

 Like the « sal » formula in the other epistolary corpora discussed thus far, the 

Amarna salutation is an optional component of epistolary structure.184  Nevertheless, 

its presence does not appear to be entirely arbitrary, but may be linked with the 

conceptual status of the letter: it tends to be used in conceptually horizontal letters,185 

and tends not to be used in conceptually ascending186 or descending187 letters.  

                                                

 183The recipients of EA 40, EA 44, and EA 170.1 are identified as {LUGAL}.    

 184This is obvious from the fact that only forty-three letters in a corpus of nearly four hundred 
tablets contain the formula.   

 185The vast majority of EA 1-43 are conceptually horizontal or contain conceptually horizontal 
REL terms (this latter statement applies to the letters of Tußratta, which are generally conceptually 
mixed, containing both horizontal and descending terminology); of these virtually all contain a « sal » 
formula (when preserved sufficiently for such a determination to be possible).   

 186The vast majority of EA 44-378 are conceptually ascending; of these, only a small fraction 
(about five, or less than 2%) contain a salutation.   

 187There are not many letters which contain explicitly descending conceptual terminology (and 
only descending terminology) in the corpus.  I have found four: EA 30, EA 96, EA 162, and EA 369.  
None of these contains a « sal » formula.  The majority of the letters from Tußratta to ""Nimmureya'' 
(=Amenophis III) are terminologically mixed, employing both horizontal ({fiEfi} "brother') and 
descending ({”a-ta-ni-ia} "my son-in-law') terms (these are EA 19-21, EA 23-24, and EA 27-29); in 
terms of structure, these letters resemble the other horizontal letters in this corpus, and, outside of the 
praescriptio, Tußratta always calls his correspondent ""brother''.  Thus, I do not include these ""mixed'' 
letters as examples of ""pure'' descending letters.  
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Terminologically unmarked letters do not show any remarkable tendency with respect 

to the presence or absence of the « sal » formula.188  The distribution of the « sal » also 

appears to be related to the conceptual model employed in the letters to express the 

social relationship(s) between the correspondents: the majority of letters composed on 

the biological kinship model contain the « sal » formula,189 and the majority composed 

on the hierarchical power model omit it.190  This apparent difference may be illusory, 

or, perhaps more accurately, heavily influenced by conceptual status, since the 

majority of letters containing « sal » formulas are conceptually horizontal, and all of 

these are composed along the biological kinship model; and since the majority of 

letters from which the « sal » is absent are conceptually ascending, and nearly all of 

these are composed on the hierarchical power model.    

 Thus, provided that the statistical manipulations presented here are sufficiently 

valid to permit such conclusions, the distribution of the « sal » in the Amarna corpus is 

not noticeably parallel to that of the Ugaritic corpus.  Nevertheless, it does resemble 

                                                

 188Like the conceptually descending letters, the body of conceptually unmarked letters in the 
Amarna corpus is not large.  I have found as many as ten (EA 12.1, EA 15, EA 31, EA 71, EA 97, 
EA 98, EA 170.2, EA 316.2, EA 367, and EA 370), of which four contain a « sal » formula (EA 12.1, EA 
15, EA 31, and EA 170.2).  

 189The majority of EA 1-43 are composed on the biological kinship model.  Of all of these for 
which an identification is possible, the « sal » is present (EA 12.2 and EA 30, from which the « sal » is 
absent, do not represent exceptions since they are composed on the hierarchical power model).  Among 
the rest of the corpus, EA 44, EA 158, and EA 166, are also composed on the biological kinship model, 
and also contain the « sal » (I include EA 44 here because the REL terms are all composed on the 
biological kinship model; the phrase {be-lí}, in lines 1 and 5, is not here used as a REL term to describe 
the relationship between the correspondents, rather it appears to be a ID term, characterizing the 
recipient individually and specifically).  At least one exception should be mentioned: EA 73, composed 
on the biological kinship model, from which the « sal » is absent.     

 190The vast majority of EA 44-378 are, where an identification is possible, composed on the 
hierarchical power model.  The « sal » is lacking from all of these, with the exception of EA 48, EA 49, 
EA 59, and EA 170.1.  EA 44, EA 158, and EA 166 do not represent exceptions, since they are 
composed on the biological kinship model.      
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the Ugaritic data in at least two respects: a disposition for the « sal » to appear in 

letters composed on the biological kinship model, and in conceptually horizontal 

letters.191  Neither should the distributional differences between the Ugaritic and 

Amarna « sal » formulas be exaggerated, however, without taking into account certain 

fundamental contextual factors: the Amarna corpus contains, above all, international 

diplomatic letters between kings on a level of parity, and international diplomatic 

letters from subordinate ""vassal'' kings to a ""great king'' of superior status.  Both of 

these situations are the exception rather than the rule in the Ugaritic corpus, and the 

distributional differences observed above could just as easily be explained with 

reference to these features as by the supposition that the differences imply 

independent epistolary traditions. 

 With respect to the placement of the formula, the distribution in the Amarna 

corpus resembles that of the Ugaritic: the « sal » formula is part of the ""polite 

formulas'' section of the letter, that is, the structural section which follows the address 

and precedes the body of the letter.  As in the Ugaritic corpus, the structural 

boundaries of this section are often demarcated by horizontal scribal lines.  In the 

Amarna corpus, this is nearly always the case for the boundary between the ""polite 

formulas'' and the body of the letter; much more rarely are such lines placed between 

the address and the polite formulas.192 

 Regarding the composition of these ""polite formulas'', however, one may 

observe a remarkable difference between the Amarna and Ugaritic corpora.  In the 

Ugaritic corpus, the ""polite formulas'' are typically composed of a combination of only 

                                                

 191For a discussion of the Ugaritic data, see above, section 3.3.   

 192Compare, for example, this usage in EA 7, EA 16, EA 41. 
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three elements: the « pros », the « sal », and the « ben » formulas.  In rare cases, the 

use of horizontal scribal lines suggests that some scribes also conceived of a fourth 

component as belonging among the ""polite formulas'': the ""motif of reciprocal well-

being'', consisting of a formulaic ""situation report'' and ""information request''.  It is 

important to remark, however, that (1) the « sal » is not part of this Ugaritic ""motif of 

reciprocal well-being'', and (2) the Ugaritic ""motif of reciprocal well-being'' is not, in 

any case, one of the ""polite formulas''; rather it belongs formally to the body of the 

letter, as will be demonstrated below.193  In the Amarna corpus, the ""polite formulas'' 

also consist of the « pros », the « sal », and the « ben » formulas; but they also very 

frequently contain the formula referred to above as the ""situation report''.  

Furthermore, especially in the case of conceptually horizontal letters, the ""situation 

report'' and the « sal » are grouped together in such a way as to suggest that they 

represent another type of ""motif of reciprocal well-being'', in which reference to the 

well-being of the recipient is accomplished not with a formulaic ""information request'', 

as it is in the Ugaritic corpus, but rather with the « sal » formula.194  Thus, it seems that 

in the Amarna corpus, (1) the « sal » is very often part of a ""motif of reciprocal well-

being'', and (2) this Amarna-style ""double-formula of well-being'' must be considered 

as part of the ""polite formulas'' for the scribal tradition(s) which these letters represent.  

These differences are especially significant in the interpretation of the ""non-standard'' 

Ugaritic salutation found in RS 17.434+.    

 It was mentioned above that the Amarna corpus contains only eight « sal » 

formulas which are precisely comparable in terms of composition with the Ugaritic 

                                                

193See below, section 5.3.1.  

 194See A. Hagenbuchner, Die Korrespondenz der Hethiter 1 (1989) 49-55. 
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« sal », these being the formulas which are unexpanded by the addition of further 

prepositional phrases or fiLM-volitions.  Of these eight, at least three, contain, as part 

of the ""polite formulas'', the ""Amarna-style'' double formula of well-being, in which a 

""situation report'' occurs alongside the salutation.  This distributional feature 

distinguishes these three « sal » formulas from the standard Ugaritic « sal », and 

leaves only five Amarna salutations which seemingly resemble the standard Ugaritic 

« sal » in terms of both composition and distribution: EA 44, EA 48, EA 59,195 EA 158, 

and perhaps EA 170.2.196    

 

3.4.1.3  Salutation formulas from Bo∆azköy and Ma � at Höyük    

 A formulaic and impersonal wish for the general well-being of the recipient is 

also a standard part of the praescriptio in roughly contemporary letters from the Hittite 

realm.  However, because of the considerable bulk of the corpus of published letters 

from the Hittite realm,197 because recent treatments of such letters are now 

                                                

 195In the ""polite formula'' section of EA 59, the « sal » formula precedes the « pros »; such a 
sequence is unusual in the Ugaritic corpus, but it is attested (compare RS 29.093).    

 196EA 170.2 appears to be a scribal ""piggy-back'' letter.  It is difficult to know how to interpret 
the motifs following the « sal », since their semantics lend themselves to classification as ""polite 
formulas''.  These are not typical motifs, however, and I prefer to consider lines 40-44 not as a 
mechanically formulaic ""polite formulas'', but as the context-sensitive and non-formulaic ""body'' of the 
letter: the contextual relationship between the ""do not worry'' motifs in lines 40-41 and the ""situation 
report'' in lines 42-43 appears to be contained in the conjunction at the beginning of line 42, which 
appears to me to have causal force: ""Do not distress (lit. "sicken') your heart(s), nor put anything 
(worrisome) on them (that is, "on your heart[s]'), since, here, with your households (it) is very well.''  
The only ""polite formula'' proper of this letter, then, would be the salutation, which, in this case, is not 
separated from the following body by a horizontal scribal line.        

197A. Hagenbuchner, Die Korrespondenz der Hethiter (1989), offers what is by far the most 
comprehensive treatment of Hittite epistolography available, treating over four hundred letters.  
However, even this is selective; she devotes very little attention, for example, to the important corpus of 
international correspondence with Egypt, for which see E. Edel, Die ägyptisch-hethitische 
Korrespondenz aus Boghazköi (1994).  By my estimation, the corpus of Late Bronze epistolary texts 
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available,198 and because of my own limited competence in Akkadian and Hittite 

epigraphy (certain of the published letters being available only in hand-copy), I have 

not surveyed the epistolary structure of all attested letters from the Hittite realm in a 

comprehensive way.  In a certain sense this is unfortunate, since the salutation 

formulas in the corpus of letters recovered from Bo∆azköy and other sites within the 

Hittite realm present not only functional parallels, but also extensive formal parallels 

for the Ugaritic formula.  On the other hand, these parallels, while significant, appear 

to be neither as profound nor as widespread as those of certain other comparative 

corpora, such as those of the Akkadian letters from Ras Shamra.  Furthermore, in her 

recent book on the correspondence of the Hittites, A. Hagenbuchner has already 

devoted considerable attention to the « sal » formula, in its various manifestations.199  

The combination of my own tentative collection of data with hers results in a selective 

corpus which, I believe, is not only adequately representative of the usage of the 

« sal » formula in the epistolographic traditions current in the Late Bronze kingdom of 

‡atti, but also adequately indicative of the parallels of form and function with the 

Ugaritic « sal » formula which make these letters valuable as comparative evidence. 

 The selective corpus contains over sixty reasonably certain examples of the 

« sal » formula, of which many are largely restored.200   

                                                                                                                                           
from Bo∆azköy alone is considerably larger than that yielded by any other site within my purview; and 
to this corpus may be added that of Ma � at Höyük, containing nearly one hundred letters; and those of 
Ortaköy (ancient Sappinuwa) and Ku � aklı (ancient fiarißßa) which await publication.  On these latter 
sites, see, provisionally, O. Pedersén, Archives and Libraries (1998) 56-60.         

 198Hagenbuchner, Die Korrespondenz der Hethiter (1989); and Edel, Die ägyptisch-hethitische 
Korrespondenz aus Boghazköi (1994).  

 199Hagenbuchner, Die Korrespondenz der Hethiter 1 (1989) 49-55 and 65-67.   

 200There are at least twenty-six ""unexpanded'' « sal » formulas (I have added the parenthetical 
remark ""partially reconstructed'' for those formulas of which one of the ""necessary'' components needs to 
be entirely reconstructed): ABoT 65; IBoT 1.34; KBo 8.017.2 (partially reconstructed), KBo 9.083.2 
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3.4.1.3.1  COMPOSITION    

 Within this corpus, one can distinguish two main compositional patterns, both of 

which are attested in the Ugaritic corpus: (1) ""expanded'' and (2) ""unexpanded''. 

 (1) A considerable portion of the letters recovered from Bo∆azköy represent 

international correspondence of a diplomatic nature between the courts of ‡atti and 

other independent kingdoms.201  Owing to their international character, these letters 

are for the most part redacted in Akkadian.202  Like the Amarna and Ras Shamra 

representatives of this sub-genre, they tend to display a salutation formula ""expanded'' 

by the addition of further volitions and phrases to express further beneficiaries of the 

polite wish other than the recipient himself.  Also, this ""expanded'' salutation tends to 

be placed alongside a formulaic ""situation report'', forming a sort of ""motif of 

                                                                                                                                           
(partially reconstructed), KBo 13.062, KBo 18.003, KBo 18.004, KBo 18.006 (partially reconstructed), 
KBo 18.007 (partially reconstructed), KBo 18.013 (partially reconstructed), KBo 18.046, KBo 18.050, 
KBo 18.052 (partially reconstructed), KBo 18.077.2 (partially reconstructed), KBo 18.097.2, KBo 
18.100 (partially reconstructed), KBo 18.103 (partially reconstructed), KBo 28.044+, KBo 28.082; 
HKM 31.2, HKM 33.2 (partially reconstructed), HKM 53.2, HKM 58.2, HKM 82.2 (partially 
reconstructed), HKM 95.2; Mélanges Laroche 3.1, and Mélanges Laroche 3.2 (partially reconstructed).  
It appears likely that, though both need to be restored in places, the « sal » formulas of KBo 28.030 and 
KUB 3.022 should be added to this list.  A comparable « sal » formula would in all likelihood also have 
been present, but now needs to be entirely reconstructed, in KUB 48.88.2.  The ""expanded'' « sal » 
formulas number over thirty, nearly all of which are partially reconstructed: ABoT 59+, KBo 1.009+, 
KBo 1.010+, KBo 1.024+, KBo 1.029+, KBo 2.010, KBo 8.014, KBo 18.018, KBo 18.052, KBo 28.004, 
KBo 28.005, KBo 28.007, KBo 28.008, KBo 28.014, KBo 28.017, KBo 28.021, KBo 28.023, KBo 
28.041, KBo 28.050, KBo 28.065, probably KBo 28.082, KBo 31.040, KUB 3.025+, probably KUB 
3.042, probably KUB 3.044, KUB 3.062, KUB 3.063, KUB 3.066, KUB 3.068, KUB 3.070, KUB 3.071, 
KUB 3.123, KUB 34.002, and KUB 37.114.  The « sal » formula of KBo 28.048, which is all but 
destroyed, may have belonged here as well.  Finally, at least three letters contain « sal » formulas for 
which the ""expanded'' / ""non-expanded'' classification cannot be made with certainty: KBo 28.047, KBo 
28.059, KBo 28.066.   

 201By ""independent'', I mean those kingdoms of which the ruler is not the ""servant'', {ÌR}, of 
another king.  In terms appropriate to this study, this is the correspondence between ""great kings'', 
{LUGAL(.MEfi) GAL(.MEfi)}, who refer to each other as ""brother'', {fiEfi}.      

 202KBo 18.018, KBo 18.052, and KBo 31.040, however, were written in Hittite.    
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reciprocal well-being'' typical of correspondence of this type.203  These subtle 

differences of composition and distribution distinguish such ""expanded'' salutations 

from the standard « sal » formula in the Ugaritic corpus, which is neither expanded, 

nor linked with the situation report.  As such, these types of ""expanded'' salutations are 

not of highest import in a comparative analysis.  They are relevant, however, to at 

least one, and perhaps two non-standard Ugaritic « sal » formulas: those of RIH 

78/03+ and RS 17.434+, discussed below in section 3.7.      

 The distribution of the ""expanded'' « sal » formula in two Ma� at letters appears 

suggestively different from that encountered throughout the rest of this corpus, and in 

the Amarna and Ras Shamra corpora: there is no reason to suppose that HKM 33.2 and 

HKM 82.2 belong to international diplomatic correspondence of any sort.  Rather, it 

seems likely that these ""piggy-back'' letters represent inter-scribal correspondence.204  

These letters are addressed to a single recipient, but contain salutations intended not 

only for the benefit of the recipient himself, but also for the benefit of another party.  It 

is in this sense, in containing two ""beneficiary'' phrases, that these salutations are 

""expanded''.  The ""expansions'' observable in the international diplomatic letters are of 

a different sort, but both there and in scribal correspondence, these ""expansions'' 

appear to represent an ""expanded'' amount of polite deference or concern on the part 

of the sender.  In the case of the scribal letters, solicitude is shown not only for the 

recipient, but also for someone close to the recipient.  Thus, perhaps not only 

                                                

 203Hagenbuchner, Die Korrespondenz der Hethiter 1 (1989) 49, refers to this double formula 
of well-being as ""Die Amarna-Formel'', or, more specifically, as ""Die ausführliche Amarna-Formel''.  In 
her discussion on pp. 49-55, she makes reference to as many as forty such ""expanded'' « sal » formulas, 
some of which are better preserved than others; this alone yields a corpus as important in purely 
numerical terms as that of Amarna.    

 204Compare S. Alp, RAI 34 (1998) 47-48, 51, and 53-54. 
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diplomatic correspondence, but also scribal correspondence, typically made active use 

of ""expanded'' formal variants of the salutation intended to communicate a higher 

amount of deference.   

 (2) Apart from these ""expanded'' salutations, one can also isolate a fair number 

of ""unexpanded'' « sal » formulas which represent closer compositional parallels for 

the Ugaritic formula.205  These ""unexpanded'' « sal » formulas are found in letters 

recovered from Ma� at Höyük as well as from Bo∆azköy,206 written in Akkadian as 

well as Hittite.207   

 

3.4.1.3.1.1  Compositional similarities    

 Despite the fact that the ""expanded'' « sal » formulas represent a compositional 

type less well-attested in Ugaritic than its ""unexpanded'' cousin, both types are 

considered together in the analysis which follows since they show certain features, 

                                                

 205The following twenty-nine letters certainly or probably contain ""unexpanded'' « sal » 
formulas: ABoT 65; IBoT 1.34; KBo 8.017.2, KBo 9.083.2, KBo 13.062, KBo 18.003, KBo 18.004, KBo 
18.006, KBo 18.007, KBo 18.013, KBo 18.046, KBo 18.050, KBo 18.077.2, KBo 18.097.2, KBo 18.100, 
KBo 18.103, KBo 28.030, KBo 28.044+, KBo 28.082; KUB 3.022, KUB 48.88.2; HKM 31.2, HKM 33.2, 
HKM 53.2, HKM 58.2, HKM 82.2, HKM 95.2; Mélanges Laroche no. 3.1, and Mélanges Laroche no. 
3.2.  

 206Six of the formulas listed above are from letters found at Ma � at Höyük: ABoT 65, 
HKM 31.2, HKM 33.2, HKM 53.2, HKM 58.2, HKM 82.2?, and HKM 95.2.  The remainder come from 
Bo∆azköy.   

 207Six of these formulas are in letters written in Akkadian: IBoT 1.34, KBo 8.017.2, 
KBo 28.030, KBo 28.044+, KBo 28.082, and KUB 3.022.  The remainder are in Hittite.  It is no doubt of 
significance to observe that, despite the fact that the « sal » formula in these letters is not ""expanded'', 
four of these six Akkadian letters are international in scope: IBoT 1.34, KBo 28.030, KBo 28.044+, and 
KUB 3.022, making their redaction in Akkadian entirely comprehensible.  In addition, a fifth letter in 
this group no doubt represents inter-scribal correspondence; on the preference of Akkadian for inter-
scribal correspondence with certain Hittite scribes, see Alp, RAI 34 (1998) 47-61; and especially, 
HKM 72, lines 34-36.  The remaining example is KBo 28.082, which, as discussed in the following 
footnote, is more formally akin to the Middle Assyrian epistolary tradition than to the Hittite.      
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here considered diagnostic, which link them with the « sal » formulas of the Ugaritic 

corpus in terms of composition and distribution.    

 The most significant compositional similarity is the fact that, judging from those 

examples of which the composition is clear, all of the sixty-some « sal » formulas 

surveyed here, ""expanded'' and ""unexpanded'' alike, are directly comparable to those in 

the Ugaritic corpus, in containing two and only two ""necessary'' components: (1) a 

well-being volition and (2) a phrase expressing the ""beneficiary'' of this volition, 

virtually always the recipient of the letter.208  ""Expanded'' « sal » formulas differ from 

this only in containing not one, but multiple occurrences of either or both of these two 

components; the additional ""beneficiary'' phrases include, under the purview of the 

well-being volition(s), various people and things intimately connected with the 

recipient.   

                                                

 208The only exception to this statement, of which I am aware, is KBo 28.082.  The « sal » 
formula is slightly anomalous in that, while it does contain both necessary components [(1) an 
impersonal volition of well-being and (2) a prepositional phrase expressing the beneficiary of this 
volition], the first and only ""beneficiary'' mentioned is not the recipient of the letter, as is usual, but 
rather {KUR-at ”a-at-te-¯e?˘}, "the land of ‡atti'.  Additional features which set this particular « sal » 
formula apart from the bulk of the « sal » formulas in the Ras Shamra, Meskene, and ‡atti corpora of 
Akkadian letters include: (1) the spelling of the volitional particle, {lu} instead of the more typical {lu-
ú}; (2) the spelling of the verb, {DI-mu} instead of the more typical writings {ßul-mu} and {ßu-ul-mu}; 
and (3) the repetition of the volitional form, unaccompanied by a corresponding prepositional phrase.  
Outside of the « sal » formula, the letter is further distinguished by its prostration formula; both in the 
form of the verb, {ul-tu4-”é-”i-in} (apparently an unusual spelling of an underlying form: *≥ußtaka≥≥in), 
and in the lack of any prepositional phrases complementing this verb.  Both of these features are 
reminiscent of letters in the Middle Assyrian epistolary tradition(s), for which see E. Cancik-
Kirschbaum, Die mittelassyrischen Briefe (1996) 56-59.  A. Hagenbuchner, Die Korrespondenz der 
Hethiter 2 (1989) 414, however, suggested a Syrian provenance.  For my part, I see no formal features 
in the letter which can be shown to be distinctly Syrian.  If Hagenbuchner is correct in her identification, 
it must be said that the putative ""Syrian'' traits of KBo 28.082 do not particularly correspond with the 
distinctive formal traits typical of the letters from the Ras Shamra, Meskene, and Amarna corpora.  In 
any case, since there are good reasons to suppose that this letter does not reflect the epistolary 
conventions current in ‡atti, and since its distinctive features are not comparable to those found in the 
Ugaritic letters, this formal disparity is not particularly troubling for this comparative analysis.  
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 The form of the well-being volition in Akkadian letters is l¨ ßulmu, and the 

writing of both words shows some variations.209  The most common writings are {lu-ú 

ßul-mu}210 and {lu-ú ßu-ul-mu};211 but the following other spellings are found: {lu ßul-

mu},212 and {lu DI-mu}.213  In Hittite letters the volition is normally written {SIG5-in 

e-eß-du}, or, more rarely, {SIG5-in e-eß-tu}.214    

 The ""beneficiary'' phrase common to all the « sal » formulas is that which refers 

to the recipient of the letter: this is the only such phrase present in ""unexpanded'' 

formulas, but in ""expanded'' versions it is the first of many such phrases.  In Akkadian 

letters, this phrase is prepositional, taking the form « preposition + NR », where « NR » 

represents the nominal phrase or phrases referring to the recipient of the letter.  The 

form of the preposition is most often {a-na}, but two other prepositional idioms occur:  

                                                

 209Sometimes different writings of the volition show up in the same letter: compare 
KBo 1.009+ and KUB 3.068 where both {lu-ú ßul-mu} and {lu-ú ßu-ul-mu} appear.  This variation 
within the same tablet shows the weakness of orthography, when used in isolation, as a diagnostic 
indicator of provenance.     

 210ABoT 59+; IBoT 1.34; KBo 1.010+, KBo 1.024+, KBo 28.023, KBo 28.041, KBo 28.066; 
KUB 3.025+, KUB 3.123, and KUB 34.002.  

 211KBo 1.029+, probably KBo 2.010, probably KBo 28.007; KUB 3.063, KUB 3.066, KUB 
3.070, and KUB 3.071.  This writing appears to have been particularly common in letters sent by 
members of the Egyptian court.     

 212KBo 28.050 and KBo 28.059.  

 213KBo 28.082; compare also this spelling in Tell Billª letter no. 65, line 5, another letter in the 
Middle Assyrian tradition according to Cancik-Kirschbaum, Die mittelassyrischen Briefe (1996) 59.  J. 
J. Finkelstein, JCS 7 (1953) 136 and 168 had read {[lu]-ú DI-mu} here. 

 214Compare this spelling in HKM 95.2, as well as in EA 31 of the Amarna corpus.   
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{a-na UGU-”i}215 and {ma-”ar}.216   

 The composition of the « NR » component is more complicated.  It may be a 

single noun phrase, whether this be a pronoun,217 or a REL term with attached 1st 

person pronominal suffix, referring back to the sender.218  But, more often, it is 

composed of several noun phrases joined in asyndetic apposition.  When this is the 

case, several types of noun phrases are used, including both of those just mentioned, 

but also two other types of noun phrases: (3) political titles,219 and (4) personal 

names.220  These noun phrases occur in various combinations.  When a pronoun is 

present, it invariably occurs first, immediately following the preposition.  When a 

conceptually explicit REL term is used, it is typically the final noun phrase in the series.  

Political titles, when used, thus tend to follow pronouns, and precede REL phrases.   

                                                

 215IBoT 1.34.  Compare also the use of this complex preposition in KBo 28.023 in lines 8-9: {a-
na UGU-”i m”a-[at-tu-ßi-li (?) LUGAL] GAL LUGAL KUR ”a-at-ti (9) fiEfi-ia lu-ú ßul-[mu]}; and, this 
in a « sal » formula which begins {(7) a-na k[a]-[a]-ßi [ ... lu-ú ]ßul-mu}.  Such a distribution might lead 
one to assume that {a-na} was used with pronouns (in the dative form), but {a-na UGU-”i} with names 
and titles.  This may have sometimes been the case, but note also KBo 18.052, where {a-na} is used 
before a title: {(4) A-NA dUTU-fiI BE-LÍ[-IA ]}.     

 216KBo 8.017.2. It is surely relevant that the sender is probably a Hittite scribe, and that, in 
Hittite letters, this portion of the « sal » formula is often rendered with Akkadograms (namely, as {MA-
‡AR}).     

 217Compare {a-na ka-a-ßa} in KBo 1.009+, KBo 1.010+, KBo 28.030, and KUB 3.071; and {a-
na ka-ßa} in KBo 28.065.  The pronominal form used is the ""dative'': the writing {ka(-a)-ßa} for the 2nd 
person masculine singular is standard in international letters on the western periphery; judging from a 
fair number of examples in the Egypt-‡atti correspondence from Bo∆azköy, the feminine form was 
written {ka-(a-)ßi} (the standard grammars give the Old Babylonian form kâßi for both genders).   

 218Compare {ma-”ar fiEfi-ia} in KBo 8.017.2.   

 219For example, {LUGAL KUR mi-ra-a} in KBo 1.024+; {[MÍ.LUGAL G]AL MÍ.LUGAL 
KUR ”a-at-ti} in KUB 3.066; and {dUTU-ßi} in IBoT 1.34 and KBo 18.052.  It may simply be 
accidental, but I know of no « sal » formula in which the recipient of the letter is referred to by means of 
a political title alone; such titles are always accompanied by a pronoun or a REL phrase.  

 220Compare KUB 3.022: {a-n[a ka-a-ßa?] (4) m”a-at-tu-ßi-li LUGAL GAL LUGA[L KUR ... ] 
fiEfi-ia [lu?-ú? ßul?-mu?] | }. 
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 The ""beneficiary'' phrase in Hittite letters is written in two ways, either in 

Hittite or by means of prepositional Akkadograms.  When written in Hittite, the word 

used to express the relation between the volition and its beneficiary is the word katta 

accompanied by a pronominal form.  Two compositional patterns occur: (1) {kat-ti-

ti},221 where reference is made to the recipient by means of the 2nd person pronominal 

suffix -ti; and (2) {tu-uk-ka4 kat-ta},222 where the 2nd person pronoun tukka is fronted 

rather than suffixed.  Two prepositional Akkadograms are used to represent this 

component, {MA-‡AR} and {A-NA}.   

 

3.4.1.3.1.2  Compositional differences    

 Beyond the fact that the salutations in letters found at Bo∆azköy and Ma� at 

contain the same two ""necessary'' components as the « sal » formulas of Ugaritic 

letters, however, there are a host of compositional differences with respect to the 

formula in these two traditions. 

 (1)  Perhaps the most important of these compositional differences, for 

typological purposes, is the fact that the order of these two components appears to be 

fixed in the extant corpus of « sal » formulas in letters found at Hittite sites.  Not only 

conceptually ascending letters, but also conceptually non-ascending letters use the 

order « ""beneficiary'' phrase + volitional form ».223  In the Ugaritic corpus, and in the 

                                                

 221HKM 31.2, HKM 58.2, and probably Mélanges Laroche no. 3.2. 

 222ABoT 65; EA 31 from the Amarna corpus contains a similar form: {tù-uk-ka4 kat-ta}.   

 223As examples of conceptually non-ascending letters in which the ""beneficiary'' phrase 
precedes the volitional form in the composition of the « sal » formula, compare the following.  
""Expanded'' « sal » formulas: ABoT 59+; KBo 1.009+, KBo 1.010+, KBo 1.029+, KBo 28.014, 
KBo 28.017, KBo 28.023; KUB 3.063, KUB 3.066, and KUB 3.071.  ""Unexpanded'' « sal » formulas: 
ABoT 65; KBo 8.017.2, KBo 9.083.2, KBo 18.007, KBo 28.030, KBo 28.044+; HKM 31.2, HKM 33.2, 
HKM 58.2, HKM 82.2, and HKM 95.2.  The only exception to this observation, of which I am aware, is 
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Ras Shamra Akkadian epistolary corpus, the order of these two components varied 

according to this ascending / non-ascending conceptual distinction.   

 (2) It was observed above that the orthography of the preposition, or, in the 

case of some Hittite letters, of the phrase used to express the relationship between the 

""beneficiary'' and the volitional form,224 varied in the « sal » formulas of ‡atti letters, 

as it did in the Ugaritic corpus.  But, this orthographic variation is not patterned along a 

conceptual distinction between ascending and non-ascending letters, as was the case 

for the Ugaritic evidence.  One pattern which does emerge in the letters redacted in 

Hittite is the writing of the Hittite word katta when the ""beneficiary'' of the salutation is 

expressed as a pronoun, but the writing of a prepositional Akkadogram when the 

""beneficiary'' is expressed by means of a conceptually explicit REL term.  This pattern 

is apparently not directly linked to the ascending / non-ascending conceptual 

distinction, however.225   

 (3) The variable composition of the « NR » element was also mentioned in the 

description given above.  In the Ugaritic corpus, this element tended to be a pronoun in 

non-ascending letters, but a conceptually explicit REL phrase in ascending letters.  

Such a patterned difference in the composition of the « NR » element between 

conceptually ascending and non-ascending letters does not appear to be a regular 

                                                                                                                                           
KBo 28.082, a letter atypical in several other respects, and which probably belongs typologically in the 
Middle Assyrian epistolary tradition.     

224I include this cumbersome phrase to account for usages of the Hittite word katta, which is 
not technically a preposition.  Like prepositions, however, it does express various forms of relation.   

 225The variation mentioned appears to be conditioned primarily by the composition of the 
« NR » element, and not the conceptual status of the letter.  Compare KBo 9.083.2, KBo 18.100, 
HKM 33.2, HKM 53.2, and HKM 95.2, which are conceptually horizontal; KBo 18.007, which is 
conceptually descending; and HKM 82.2, which is conceptually mixed (horizontal and descending), 
which nevertheless express the « NR » element not by means of a pronoun, but with a conceptually 
explicit REL phrase. 
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feature for the letters from Bo∆azköy and Ma� at, where one finds conceptually 

explicit REL terms in non-ascending as well as ascending letters,226 and pronouns in 

ascending as well as non-ascending letters.227  Finally, some salutations in Bo∆azköy 

and Ma� at letters contain compositional patterns for the « NR » element which are not 

attested in the corpus of Ugaritic « sal » formulas.228   

 (4) As was observed above for the salutation, as well as for the address 

formula, semantic equivalence between the Ugaritic, Akkadian, and Hittite epistolary 

formulas exists on the phrase level, not on the morpheme level; there is not necessarily 

a morpheme-for-morpheme correspondence in the composition of the formulas.  The 

Hittite version of the volitional component of the « sal » formula provides a further 

example of this aspect: the Hittite equivalent of the fiLM-volition in Ugaritic (yßlm) 

and Akkadian (l¨ ßulmu) is {SIG5-in e-eß-du}.  In this syntagm, the verb itself is not 

derived from a stative verb meaning "to be well', as in Ugaritic, but rather from the 

verb of being, written with the signs {e-eß-}.  The volitional aspect, and the 3rd person 

singular grammatical number of the verb (compare Ugaritic), are conveyed by the 

                                                

 226Compare the use of conceptually explicit REL terms in the following non-ascending letters: 
KBo 18.017.2, KBo 9.083.2, KBo 18.007, KBo 18.100; HKM 33.2, HKM 53.2, HKM 82.2, and 
HKM 95.2; as well as in ascending letters: KBo 18.004, KBo 18.013, KBo 18.050, and KBo 18.097.2.   

 227Compare the use of a pronoun in the conceptually ascending letter, KBo 28.065; as well as 
in non-ascending letters: ABoT 65; KBo 1.009+, KBo 1.010+; KUB 3.071; HKM 31.2, HKM 58.2; and 
Mélanges Laroche no. 3.2. 

 228These include (1) « pronoun + conceptually explicit REL phrase »: ABoT 59+; KBo 1.029+, 
KBo 28.017, KBo 28.030, KBo 28.044+; KUB 3.063 (all of these are conceptually horizontal, save KBo 
28.044+ which is DESC BIO); (2) « pronoun + ID term »: KBo 1.024+ (?), KBo 28.031; KUB 3.028, 
KUB 3.066, and KUB 3.123; and (3) « pronoun + REL phrase + ID term »: KBo 28.014.  A fourth 
pattern, (4) « ID term + REL phrase » is fairly frequent in the letters found in Anatolian sites: IBoT 1.34; 
KBo 13.062, KBo 18.003, KBo 18.052, KBo 28.038; and Mélanges Laroche no. 3.1 (all of which are 
conceptually ASC POW, save IBoT 1.34 [ASC BIO] and KBo 28.038 [HOR?]); this may play a role in 
explaining the single example of this formation in the Ugaritic epistolary corpus (RS 34.148), for which 
see section 3.7.    
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inflectional suffix {-du}.  Since it is not expressed in the verb, the notion of ""well-

being'' is conveyed with a complement, {SIG5-in} "well, in a good state'.    

 (5)  Finally, some Bo∆azköy and Ma� at salutations contain ""optional'' elements 

which have no attested equivalents in the Ugaritic corpus.  One of these optional 

elements occurs in ""unexpanded'' versions of the salutation, that is, those most closely 

comparable to the standard Ugaritic salutation.  It functions as the grammatical subject 

of the volition and its semantics are clear: it is an abstract common noun, meaning "all', 

represented in Akkadian texts by {gáb-bu}229 and in Hittite texts by {”u-u-ma-an}.230  

The presumed Ugaritic equivalent would be kll.231  As was the case in the Amarna and 

Ras Shamra corpora, the ""expanded'' « sal » formulas from Bo∆azköy typically contain 

another ""optional'' element, the adverb danniß, written most often {dan-níß}.232   

 

3.4.1.3.2  DISTRIBUTION    

 As in the Ugaritic epistolary corpus, the « sal » formula in letters found at 

Bo∆azköy and Ma� at is an optional component of epistolary structure.  In the domestic 

                                                

 229This is found in KBo 8.017.2, a ""piggy-back'' letter in Akkadian which follows a primary 
letter written in Luwian.  Aside from any prosopographical considerations, this fact alone would seem 
adequately to illustrate the Anatolian origin of this letter.    

 230Compare KBo 13.062, probably KBo 18.003, KBo 18.004, KBo 18.046, KBo 18.050, 
KBo 18.097.2, KBo 18.100, KBo 18.103; HKM 31.2, HKM 53.2, HKM 58.2, HKM 82.2, HKM 95.2; and 
Mélanges Laroche nos. 3.1 and 3.2.  The writing {”u-u-ma-an} is found in all examples of the « sal » 
formula cited, with the exception of HKM 95.2, where the spelling {”u-u-ma-a-an} appears.     

 231Though unattested in the « sal » formula, this word kll does show up as an optional element 
in the formally similar motif here called the ""situation report''; see below, chapter 5. 

 232The writing {dan-níß} is the most common: ABoT 59+; KBo 1.010+, KBo 28.004, 
KBo 28.005, KBo 28.008, KBo 28.014, probably KBo 28.017, KBo 28.023, KBo 28.041, KBo 28.059, 
KBo 28.066; KUB 3.024+, KUB 3.025+, KUB 3.035, KUB 3.044, KUB 3.068, and KUB 34.002.  Other 
attested writings include {da-an-ni-iß} in KBo 2.010, KUB 3.063, and KUB 3.066; {ta-an-ni-iß} in ABoT 
59+, KBo 28.038, KUB 3.042+, and probably KUB 3.062.  Note that ABoT 59+ contains two different 
writings of the word: {dan-níß} in line 7, and {ta-an-ni-iß} in line 9.     
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correspondence, this corpus being most comparable to the Ugaritic epistolary corpus, 

the « sal » formula is occasionally omitted from conceptually ASC POW letters,233 but 

also from some explicitly HOR letters which contain, in the address, the « SR » order of 

mention.234  Even within the corpus of international diplomatic correspondence, the 

« sal » is an optional, if very frequent, component.  It is absent, for example, from 

vassal letters from Bentaßina, king of Amurru, to the great king or great queen of 

‡atti.235  It is also occasionally absent from diplomatic correspondence between the 

courts of ‡atti and Egypt.236  Another remarkable distributional feature, pertaining to 

both international and domestic correspondence found at Bo∆azköy, is the virtual 

absence of the « sal » formula from letters which contain the « pros » formula.237 

 The placement of the « sal » formula within the letter resembles that of the 

Ugaritic corpus: it is a ""polite formula'', occurring in that formulaic epistolary section 

which follows the address but precedes the less formulaic body of the letter.  This 

                                                

 233Compare KBo 9.082, KBo 18.001.2, perhaps KBo 18.012.2, KBo 28.078; KUB 57.001, and 
KUB 57.123. 

 234Compare HKM 22.2, HKM 65.2, and HKM 66.    

 235Compare KBo 8.016, KBo 28.054, KBo 28.055, and KBo 28.056.   

 236Compare the probable absence of the « sal » formula from KUB 3.026, KUB 3.041, and 
KUB 57.125; apparently all of these are letters from the king of ‡atti to the Egyptian pharaoh.  In the 
latter two, KUB 3.041 and KUB 57.125, the sender refers to his correspondent as {fiEfi-ia}.  The « sal » 
formula is also absent from KBo 28.040 (from the Egyptian pharaoh to the queen of ‡atti), from KBo 
28.046 (from the Egyptian pharaoh to a Hittite prince?), and from KBo 28.048 (apparently from a group 
of high-ranking Egyptian court officials to the king of ‡atti).  

 237These are KBo 8.016, KBo 9.082, KBo 18.001.1, KBo 18.011, KBo 18.012.2, KBo 28.054, 
KBo 28.055, KBo 28.056, and KBo 28.078.  Exceptions include KBo 28.082, a letter already remarked 
for its affinity with the Middle Assyrian epistolary tradition; KBo 18.050 and KBo 18.052, genuine 
exceptions, both.  In spite of these few exceptions, the general pattern of omitting the « sal » formula 
when the « pros » formula is present distinguishes the usage found in Bo∆azköy corpus (none of the 
examples are from Ma � at) from that observable in the Ugaritic corpus, where the « pros » and the 
« sal » formulas frequently occur together in conceptually ascending letters.  
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""polite formula'' section is typically demarcated by horizontal scribal lines,238 but very 

often such lines occur also within the ""polite formula'' section, separating the 

component formulas from one another.239  Also, as can be seen occasionally in the 

Ugaritic corpus, sometimes scribes were less attentive in placing the horizontal scribal 

lines at structural and syntactic breaks in the text; in these cases the horizontal line 

occurs between lines of text which belong together from a structural and syntactic 

point of view.240     

 The composition of the ""polite formula'' section appears to be related to the 

contextual background of the letter.  International diplomatic correspondence between 

courts generally employs an ""Amarna-style'' double formula of well-being as a polite 

formula, consisting of the ""situation report'' followed by a « sal » formula, both of 

                                                

 238In some cases the scribes did not place a horizontal line between the address and the 
beginning of the ""polite formula'' section: compare KBo 1.024+ and KUB 3.068 from the international 
correspondence, and HKM 31.2, HKM 33.2, and Mélanges Laroche nos. 3.1 and 3.2.  In other cases, no 
line was placed between the end of the ""polite formula'' section and the beginning of the body: 
KBo 8.017.2 and KBo 9.083.2 (in this case I am not considering the ""information request'' motif to have 
been part of the ""polite formulas'').   

 239This is typical of the ‡atti-Egypt international correspondence, where a scribal line is 
frequently placed between the two elements of the ""Amarna-style'' double formula of well-being: ABoT 
59+, KBo 1.009+, KBo 1.010+, KBo 1.024+, KBo 1.029+, KBo 8.014, KBo 28.004, KBo 28.005, KBo 
28.007, KBo 28.014, KBo 28.017, KBo 28.023, KBo 28.030, KBo 28.031, KBo 28.038, KBo 28.047, 
KBo 28.050, KBo 28.059, KUB 3.025+, KUB 3.028, KUB 3.035, KUB 3.062, KUB 3.063, KUB 3.066, 
KUB 3.068, KUB 3.070, KUB 34.002, and KUB 37.114.  It also occurs occasionally in the domestic 
correspondence: KBo 13.062.  When the ""situation report'' and the ""information request'' appear together 
(as they do in the Ugaritic corpus), this ""motif of reciprocal well-being'' (which is compositionally 
distinct from the ""Amarna-style'' double formula of well-being) is usually separated from the ""polite 
formulas'' by a scribal line (as is often the case in the Ugaritic corpus as well): KUB 48.88.2 and 
HKM 53.2.     

 240Compare the ""misplaced'' scribal line in KBo 28.047.  A Ugaritic example is RS 16.264.   
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which are usually ""expanded''.241  As mentioned above, this structure is atypical of the 

Ugaritic epistolary corpus.242  

 The domestic correspondence from Bo∆azköy and Ma� at shows combinations 

of ""polite formulas'' which are more familiar to the Ugaritic epistolary tradition: (1) In 

at least two letters the « sal » is the only polite formula present: IBoT 1.34 and 

KBo 28.044+.243  (2) Many letters contain the sequence « sal ben » in the ""polite 

formulas'' section.244  A few letters contain this sequence with slight additions: (3) 

three present a structure which places the ""situation report'' prior to the « sal ben » 

sequence,245 and one which places it after the « sal ben » sequence;246 both of these 

patterns are as yet unattested in the Ugaritic corpus.  (4) At least one other letter is 

known in which the « sal ben » sequence is followed by the ""information request'';247 

                                                

 241This double formula is found in ABoT 59+; KBo 1.009+, KBo 1.010+, KBo 1.024+, 
KBo 1.029+, KBo 8.014, KBo 18.018, probably KBo 28.004, probably KBo 28.005, KBo 28.007, 
KBo 28.014, KBo 28.017, KBo 28.023, KBo 28.030, probably KBo 28.031, probably KBo 28.038, KBo 
28.047, probably KBo 28.050, probably KBo 28.059; KUB 3.022, KUB 3.025+, KUB 3.028, KUB 3.035, 
perhaps KUB 3.044, probably KUB 3.062, KUB 3.063, KUB 3.066, KUB 3.068, KUB 3.070, KUB 
3.123, KUB 34.002, and perhaps KUB 37.114.  Of the preceding letters, the vast majority represent 
diplomatic correspondence between the courts of ‡atti and Egypt.     

 242This is no doubt due to the fact that very few of the extent Ugaritic letters are of an 
international diplomatic nature.  Among those few Ugaritic international diplomatic letters which are 
known is RS 17.434+, which probably contains this ""Amarna-style'' double formula; see section 3.7.   

 243Both of these are composed on the biological kinship model, the first is conceptually 
ascending, the second descending.  In the Ugaritic corpus, the « sal » is the only polite formula in 
RS 4.475, RS 15.158, and RS 94.2406.2.  This is also one of the more common patterns in the Ugaritic 
corpus.   

 244These are KBo 8.017.2, KBo 18.046, KBo 18.077.2, KBo 18.097.2, KBo 18.100, 
KBo 18.103, HKM 31.2, HKM 33.2, HKM 58.2, HKM 82.2, and Mélanges Laroche no. 3.2.  This pattern 
is also very common in the Ugaritic corpus; see above, section 3.3.   

 245ABoT 65; KBo 13.062 (which contains a horizontal scribal line between the ""situation 
report'' and the « sal ben » sequence); and HKM 95.2.  

 246Mélanges Laroche no. 3.1.   

 247KBo 13.062.  
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but this sequence occurs much more frequently with an intervening horizontal scribal 

line,248 suggesting that the ""information request'' was more often perceived by scribes 

not as belonging in the ""polite formula'' section, along with the « sal ben » sequence, 

but as a part of the body of the letter.  (5) As mentioned above, the use of the « sal » 

formula accompanied by the « pros » formula is atypical in these letters; nevertheless 

one letter contains a pattern in which the prostration formula follows the « sal ben » 

sequence, with a scribal line placed between.249  (6) Finally, at least two other letters 

contain the sequence « pros sal », without the « ben » formula.250          

 Thus, like the Amarna corpus, the letters in the Hittite tradition also require 

some arrangement prior to discussing the « sal » formulas.  In addition to 

(1) ""expanded'' salutations, and (2) double formulas of well-being which incorporate 

the salutation as one of its components (the other being the situation report), the ‡atti 

corpus also contains (3) salutations of which the composition and distribution are 

comparable, though not identical, to that of the standard Ugaritic « sal » formulas.    

 

3.4.1.4  Salutation formulas from Tell Meskene   

 The corpus of letters from Tell Meskene presents no more than four possible 

examples of the « sal » formula.251  Two of these letters, Msk 7451.3 and Msk 7451.4, 

contain clear well-preserved examples of the formula; both occur on the same tablet, 

                                                

 248Compare KBo 18.003, KBo 18.004, KBo 18.006, KBo 18.007, and KBo 18.013.  

 249KBo 18.050; compare RS 29.093 from the Ugaritic corpus, though in this letter there is no 
scribal line within the ""polite formulas'' section.   

 250KBo 18.052 and KBo 28.082.   

 251Msk 7451.3, Msk 7451.4, Msk 7497.3; and RE 83. 
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as ""piggy-back'' letters.  A third example of the « sal » formula is probably present, 

though in a very fragmentary state, in Msk 7497.3, another ""piggy-back'' letter.  

Finally, a fourth recognizable version of the « sal » formula occurs in RE 83, a tablet 

now in a private collection, but thought to derive from ""the vicinity of Emar''.       

 The preservation of Msk 7497.3 is not sufficient to permit analysis, but the 

« sal » formulas of Msk 7451.3 and 7451.4 show strong compositional similarities with 

the standard Ugaritic « sal » formulas.  Most notably, (1) both consist of two 

components, corresponding to the two components of the Ugaritic « sal » formulas,252 

and (2) neither is conceptually ascending, and the order of the components in both is 

« fiLM-volition + prepositional phrase », a sequence which, in the Ugaritic corpus, 

typically accompanies letters which are not terminologically ascending and  in which 

the « NR » element is a pronoun.  The « sal » of RE 83, however, resembles neither the 

other two « sal » formulas in the Meskene letters, nor the standard « sal » formula in 

Ugaritic letters.  It does present a resemblance to several of the « sal » formulas 

known from the Middle Assyrian epistolary tradition.253   

                                                

 252For a discussion of the two corresponding components in Akkadian letters, see above, 
section 3.4.1.1.  Note, however, the lack of the ""Wunschpartikel'' l¨ in Msk 7451.4.   

 253See below, section 3.4.1.7.  See especially VAT 8851 (from Assur), CBM 10575 and Nippur 
669 (from Nippur), and perhaps also Tell Billª no. 61, all of which are mentioned in E. Cancik-
Kirschbaum, Die mittelassyrischen Briefe (1996) 59-60.  Note, however, that the « SR » order of 
mention in the address of RE 83 is not typical of Middle Assyrian letters (ibid., p. 55).  If indeed this 
tablet was recovered in clandestine excavations at Tell Meskene, its « sal » formula follows an 
unexpected pattern (the epistolary conventions in the Emar letters generally match those of the Ras 
Shamra letters); in light of the formal similarities, one may surmise that the scribe responsible for this 
letter had been influenced by the Middle Assyrian tradition.  Regarding the distinctive features of the 
""RE'' letters, note also RE 97 (here classified as ME 127), where the use of {ßu} instead of {ßú} 
distinguishes the « pros » formula of that letter from the others found in controlled excavations at the 
site.  The « sal » formulas of RE 83 will be mentioned below in section 3.7, in treating the ""expanded'' 
« sal » formulas. 
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 In terms of composition, then, it may be said that two of the three intact « sal » 

formulas from the Meskene corpus show little or no compositional differences with the 

standard Ugaritic « sal » formula.  The third, that of RE 83, does show significant 

compositional differences, but, since its provenance is unknown, and since it presents 

little formal affinity with the other « sal » formulas in the Meskene corpus, it need not 

represent an exception to the observed compositional similarity between the Meskene 

and Ras Shamra epistolary corpora. 

 Although the relatively small corpus of letters from Tell Meskene admittedly 

requires caution in dealing with distributional tendencies in the form of statistics, some 

remarks on this topic are also unavoidable: the data, such as they are, can be 

discussed, and the few insights which result can be evaluated with the necessary 

prudence.   

 Of the thirty preserved letters in the Emar corpus, only four contain possible 

examples of the « sal » formula.  In light of the strong formal resemblances between 

the Emar and Ugarit epistolary traditions, as observed with respect to the address and 

« pros » formulas, this virtual dearth of « sal » formulas among the Emar letters is 

surprising.  In fact, of the three « sal » formulas that show a composition similar to that 

in the Ras Shamra epistolary corpora, all occur in ""piggy-back'' letters.254  The « sal » 

formula is not so restricted in either of the Ras Shamra corpora.   

 In terms of conceptual status, the Meskene corpus shows a high percentage of 

ascending letters.255  Seventeen out of twenty-nine (or 59%) of the letters in which the 

                                                

 254Msk 7497.3 is also a piggy-back letter.   

 255Seventeen out of twenty-nine (or 59%) of the letters in which the conceptual status is clear 
(the status of Msk 7497.3 is unknown) are conceptually ascending.  None of these contains a « sal » 
formula 
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conceptual status is clear256 are conceptually ascending.  None of these contains a 

« sal » formula.  This distribution presents a contrast with that of the Ugaritic and Ras 

Shamra Akkadian corpora, where roughly half of the ascending letters contain the 

« sal » formula.257  There are eight conceptually UNMARKED letters in the Meskene 

corpus; none of these contains a « sal » formula either.  This may be contrasted with 

the Ras Shamra Akkadian corpus, where a large majority of the conceptually 

UNMARKED letters incorporated the « sal » formula.258  The contrast is less strongly 

marked when applied to the Ugaritic corpus, however, where the « sal » is present in 

UNMARKED letters less than half of the time.      

 In terms of conceptual model, none of the sixteen letters composed on the POW 

model contains the « sal » formula.259  The formula is present, however, in three of the 

four letters composed on the BIO model.  Though the sample is small, this latter 

distributional tendency is consistent with that observed in the Ugaritic and Ras Shamra 

Akkadian letters: the « sal » tends to be present in letters composed in the BIO 

model.260   

                                                

 256The conceptual status of Msk 7497.3 is unknown. 

 257See above, sections 3.3 and 3.4.1.1.2.   

 258The lack of the « sal » in conceptually UNMARKED letters may have a contextual 
explanation: unlike many of the Ras Shamra Akkadian UNMARKED letters, the Meskene UNMARKED 
letters, like the Ugaritic UNMARKED letters (with the exception of RS 15.158, which , incidentally, 
contains the « sal » formula), are generally not of an international diplomatic nature.  It was suggested 
above (section 3.4.1.1.2) that part of the local polite protocol when addressing a foreign ""king'' 
(LUGAL), even one of explicitly subordinate standing (as in the case of the king of Carchemish 
addressing the king of Ugarit), was the inclusion of the « sal » formula in the praescriptio. 

 259All of these are explicitly ascending (ASC POW), and thus the contrast with the distribution 
of the formula in the Ras Shamra Akkadian and Ugaritic corpora remains the same as above: letters 
conceived on the POW model (most of which are also ASC POW) contain the « sal » about half the time 
in the Ugaritic corpus, slightly less than half the time in the Ras Shamra Akkadian corpus.   

 260See above, sections 3.3 and 3.4.1.1.2.  
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Setting aside the lack of « sal » in unmarked letters, which does not appear to me to be 

of great significance,261 the only significant distributional difference is to be found in 

the conceptual category of ASC POW  letters.  This category contains the « sal » in the 

Ugaritic corpus over half of the time,262 and in the Ras Shamra Akkadian corpus 

somewhat less than half of the time.263  I am at a loss to explain the absence of the 

« sal » formula from the Meskene ASC POW letters; this distributional difference 

appears all the more striking in light of the host of other compositional and 

distributional similarities between these three corpora.    

 The placement of all four Meskene « sal » formulas resembles the distribution 

of the ""polite formulas'' in Ugaritic letters; they occur after the address and prior to the 

body of the letter, when the latter is present at all,264 and are occasionally separated 

from these adjacent parts of the letter by means of horizontal scribal lines.265  

However, in no example does either of the other ""polite formulas'' appear grouped 

                                                

 261The lack of the « sal » formula in conceptually UNMARKED Meskene letters appears to me 
to be relatively insignificant for at least two reasons: (1) the corpus (eight UNMARKED letters) is too 
small to be of great interpretive importance, and (2) the frequent presence of the « sal » in the Ras 
Shamra Akkadian corpus appears to be amenable to a contextual explanation, namely, that letters of an 
international diplomatic nature tend to include the « sal », even if conceptually UNMARKED.  Since one 
of the three UNMARKED Ugaritic letters which contains the « sal » is also of an international diplomatic 
nature (RS 15.158), the presence of the « sal » formula in the remaining two (out of eight) Ugaritic 
UNMARKED letters presents a distribution more comparable to that of the Meskene corpus, than to that 
of the Ras Shamra Akkadian corpus.    

 262Section 3.3. 

 263Section 3.4.1.1.2. 

 264In the case of Msk 7451.3, and possibly of Msk 7497.3, the letter ends immediately after the 
« sal » formula; the fact that both of these letters are ""piggy-back'' letters may play a role in explaining 
this feature.  

 265Compare this use of horizontal scribal lines in Msk 7451.3, and in RE 83.  Such lines are not 
present in Msk 7451.4 (contrast the preceding ""piggy-back'' letter), nor probably in Msk 7497.3.    
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together with the « sal » formula in the Meskene corpus.266  This feature too 

distinguishes the Meskene corpus from the conventions observable in the Ras Shamra 

material.       

 Finally, it can be noted that no comparable examples of « sal » formulas of the 

compositional pattern « prepositional phrase + fiLM-volition »267 are attested in the 

Meskene letters.268  In this respect, the small size of the Meskene corpus is 

unfortunate, since the distribution of this pattern with respect to the more common 

pattern « fiLM-volition + prepositional phrase » is particularly important in illustrating 

the distinctiveness of the Late Bronze Syrian epistolary traditions.      

 

3.4.1.5  Tel Aphek    

 A single datum is available from the site of Tel Aphek.269  In light of the fact 

that the sender of this letter was the sªkinu of Ugarit, it is not surprising that it bears a 

salutation formula entirely consistent in terms of composition and distribution with the 

Ugaritic epistolary tradition: (1) the salutation consists of only two elements, a ßulmu-

volition and a prepositional phrase expressing its ""beneficiary''; (2) the ""beneficiary'' 

phrase is placed prior to the volitional form, an order typical of conceptually ascending 

                                                

 266Note, however, Msk 7451.4, where the « sal » is followed by the motif of reciprocal well-
being, a highly formulaic motif which, in Ugaritic letters, is occasionally treated as a polite formula 
rather than as part of the body (see below, chapter 5).   

 267Since the « sal » of RE 83 represents a pattern foreign to the Ugaritic epistolary tradition, I 
do not here consider it ""comparable''.   

 268The absence of this pattern may reflect the same distributional tendency observable in the 
Ugaritic and Ras Shamra Akkadian epistolary corpora: in these latter, the compositional order in 
question is connected with conceptually ascending letters, and none of the eighteen conceptually 
ascending letters in the Meskene corpus contains the « sal » formula (see above).     

 269The letter Aphek 52055/1 was published by D. Owen in TA 8 (1981) 1-17. 
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letters in the Ugaritic corpus; (3) the ""beneficiary'' is expressed by means of 

conceptually explicit REL terminology,270 a structure typical of ascending letters in the 

Ugaritic corpus; and (4) the salutation occurs in the ""polite formula'' section of the 

letter, where it follows the prostration formula, and precedes the benediction, a 

distribution consistent with ascending letters in the Ugaritic corpus.  Thus, in all 

important respects, the salutation of this letter found at Tel Aphek resembles the 

standard Ugaritic « sal » formula, in both composition and distribution.     

 

3.4.1.6  Tell Atchana    

 Among the known letters from Tell Atchana, very few bear recognizable 

salutation formulas.  Those « sal » formulas that are recognizable do not resemble, in a 

precise and detailed way, the compositional patterns attested for the standard Ugaritic 

formula. 

 Three letters contain formulaic wishes for the general well-being of the 

recipient: AT 109, AT 115, and AT 116.271  Of these, the salutary formula {bu-lu-u† 

dun-qí-iß}, "Live well!'272 appears in two letters, AT 109 and AT 116.  This motif does 

not correspond to composition of the standard Ugaritic salutation.273       

                                                

 270There are two such noun phrases, not just one: line 8 reads {a-na mu”-”i a-bi-ia EN-ia}.  
The REL terms are both conceptually ascending, but the models used are mixed: the sender 
characterizes his recipient both as {a-bi-ia} "my father' (biological kinship model) and {EN-ia} "my lord' 
(hierarchical power model).    

 271I do not here consider AT 116 or AT 117 to contain salutations.  Lines 5-7 of AT 116 should 
be classified as a ""benediction'' formula, and the motif contained in lines 5 and following of AT 117 was 
probably part of the body of the letter, concerned with the ßulmªnu, "well-being (gift)'.  Neither of the 
Hittite letters, AT 124 and AT 125, contains the « sal » formula.     

 272I assume {dun-qí-iß} to be a ""phonetic'' spelling of a form derived from the root DMQ, with 
the attached adverbial ending, -iß.  Compare the spelling of this formula, {bu-lu-u† dam-qí-iß}, 
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 Beyond these, two other letters contain salutations which offer a closer 

compositional parallel to the Ugaritic pattern:   

  AT 109  {(4) a-na mi-im-mu-ka (5) lu-ú ßul-mu} 

  AT 115  {(6, cont'd) lu-ú ß[ul ... ] (7) ... (9) lu-ú ßul-mu a-na ... } 

Both AT 109 and AT 115 contain the volitional phrase {lu-ú ßul-mu}, the typical 

Akkadian counterpart of Ugaritic yßlm in the Ras Shamra corpora, accompanied by an 

ana prepositional phrase, no doubt expressing the ""beneficiaries'' of the volition.  

Furthermore, both formulas occur in that section of the letter which follows the address 

but precedes the less formulaic body of the letter, that is, the section devoted to ""polite 

formulas''.  In this respect, the distribution of the « sal » formula in these two letters 

resembles that of the Ugaritic corpus.  In AT 109 the ""polite formulas'' consist of two 

salutations, one patterned around the word bulu†, the other on the phrase l¨ ßulmu.  In 

AT 115, a prostration formula occurs prior to the salutation.  The parallels with the 

Ugaritic salutation, however, end here.    

 The « sal » formula of AT 109 is ""unexpanded'', and no such Ugaritic « sal » 

formula contains a counterpart to the ""beneficiary'' phrase {a-na mi-im-mu-ka},274 "for 

                                                                                                                                           
appearing in Tell Taanach no. 1, line 4 (for which see now A. Rainey, EI 26 [1999] 156, with anterior 
bibliography).  

 273There is a possibility, however, that the Ugaritic word “ytn, attested in at least two letters, 
RS 17.063 and RS 17.117, may be profitably compared with the Akkadian form bulu† in these examples; 
on which see below, section 3.7.    

 274Since the scribe marked case distinctions elsewhere in this letter, one might assume he 
understood the basic principles of the Semitic case system.  The spelling with the {mu} sign, then, could 
represent one of two things: either (1), for this scribe, the word mimmu in this phrase was ""frozen'' and 
uninflected for case, or (2) the spelling with the {mu} sign is an error of the mind for an intended {mi} 
(that is, as a result of a lack of attention the scribe wrote the nominative form instead of the genitive).  I 
know of no reliable means of deciding this question.  Past students of these texts have described usages 
of this type as ""errors''.  Such pronouncements are normative, of course, and assume a conscious 
imitation, on the part of the scribe, of an Akkadian dialect in which the form mimmu would have been 
productively cased.  Such a situation is by no means impossible, and in some cases perhaps even likely, 
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whatever of yours'.  In this formula, the ""beneficiary'' phrase occurs prior to the 

volitional form even though the letter itself is not conceptually ascending; in the 

Ugaritic corpus, such a compositional order is typical of letters which are ascending.  

 In containing at least two ßulmu volitional forms, the salutation of AT 115 may 

be classified as ""expanded''.  It does not appear to represent international diplomatic 

correspondence.  In both of these formulas, the ßulmu volition occurs prior to the 

""beneficiary'' phrase, even though this letter is conceptually ascending; in the Ugaritic 

corpus this compositional pattern is typical of letters which are not ascending.        

 

3.4.1.7  Salutation formulas in the Middle Assyrian tradition    

 Several letters in the Middle Assyrian tradition make use of a formulaic 

salutation in the ""polite formula'' section of the letter, following the address, but prior 

to the less formulaic body of the letter.275  With respect to this particular aspect of the 

distribution of the formula, then, the Middle Assyrian epistolary salutation resembles 

that of the Ugaritic tradition.  Further distributional similarities are rare,276 however, 

                                                                                                                                           
but the ease with which many modern students have passed from description to prescription in their 
analyses is unsettling from a methodological point of view. 

 275A recent survey is E. Cancik-Kirschbaum, Die mittelassyrischen Briefe (1996) 59-60.  She 
discusses twelve examples.  Several salutations from the corpora already surveyed are formally similar 
or identical to this Middle Assyrian pattern, and deserve to be mentioned here.  Ras Shamra: RS 20.018, 
{ | (5) a-na ku-a-ßa KUR-[t]i-ka-ma (6) lu-ú ßul-mu | }; the sender of this letter bears the title {LÚ 
MAfiKIM GAL ßa KUR a-la-ßi-a}.  Amarna: EA 15: {(4) a-na ka-ßa É-ka a-¯na˘ ¯KUR?-ka˘ (5) a-na 
GIfi.GIGIR.MEfi-ka ù ERÍN.MEfi-ka (6) lu-ú ßul - mu }, and EA 16: { | (5) a-na ka-a-ßa a-na É-ka ù 
KUR-ka lu ßul-mu | }; the sender of both of these is {mda-ßur-TI.LA}, the king of Assyria.  From a 
private collection: RE 83 (allegedly from ""the vicinity of Emar''), { | (4) a-na ku-a-ßa É-ka (5) MÁfi-ti-
ka lu ßul-mu! | }.     

 276Exceptions (that is, examples of further distributional similarities with the Ugaritic « sal ») 
include (1) those MA letters in which the sole ""polite formula'' occurring between the address and the 
body of the letter is the « sal » formula, and (2) those MA letters in which the ""polite formulas'' consist 
of the sequence « pros sal ».  Cancik-Kirschbaum, ibid., pp. 60-61, discusses both patterns, neither of 
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since the other formulaic components used in the praescriptio of Middle Assyrian 

letters are not compositionally analogous to those found in the Ugaritic praescriptio.277    

 As to composition, I know of no Middle Assyrian salutation formula which 

contains two and only two components, one being a fiLM-volition, the other a 

prepositional phrase expressing the recipient of the letter as the beneficiary of the 

wish.  All of the examples that I have seen contain a fiLM-volition; but these contain 

not one, but multiple ""beneficiary'' phrases, naming not only the recipient, but also 

various persons or objects associated with him.  Such an ""expanded'' compositional 

structure is not the standard pattern for the « sal » formula in the Ugaritic corpus; and 

the ""unexpanded'' « sal » formula, which is standard in Ugaritic, is entirely absent from 

the Middle Assyrian tradition.  A second compositional feature which distinguishes 

these salutations from those in the Ugaritic corpus is the order of the elements, which 

is fixed: the ""beneficiary'' phrases always precedes the fiLM-form.  In the standard 

Ugaritic salutation the order of the two components varies according to the ascending / 

non-ascending conceptual status of the letter.278  Furthermore, there are very few 

examples of Middle Assyrian salutations in which reference is made to the recipient 

by means of conceptually explicit REL terms.279  This is a key element of the Ugaritic 

                                                                                                                                           
which is very frequent in her corpus.  Both patterns occur in the Ugaritic corpus as well, but are also 
infrequent; see above, section 3.3.          

 277The address formula used in the Middle Assyrian tradition follows a fixed order, « RS », 
unlike the Ugaritic address, where the order varies according to the conceptual status of the letter as 
ascending / non-ascending; the composition of the MA prostration formula is also distinct from that of 
the Ugaritic corpus; and finally, I know of no Ugaritic formula which corresponds to the MA polite 
formula ana dinªn « ascending REL term »-ia attalak.     

 278See above, section 3.3.   

 279D¨r Katlimmu no. 19, line 5, may contain such a reference.  This would apply primarily to 
conceptually ascending letters.  In other ""ascending'' letters reference is made to the recipient only by 
means of the ID term, {LUGAL}; see the examples mentioned in Cancik-Kirschbaum, Die 
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formula in conceptually ascending letters.  Finally, the orthography of the prepositional 

element of the ""beneficiary'' phrase does not vary according to the ascending / non-

ascending conceptual status of the letter, as it did in the standard Ugaritic salutation.   

 In light of the compositional and distributional differences outlined above, the 

comparative evidence provided by the Middle Assyrian salutation formulas is of less 

significance for the interpretation of the Ugaritic formulas than the evidence from Ras 

Shamra, Meskene, Amarna, or the Anatolian sites of Bo∆azköy and Ma� at Höyük.   

 

3.4.1.8  The salutation in letters from Kassite Babylonia  

 The salutation formulas in Akkadian letters of the Middle Babylonian 

(Kassite) epistolary tradition follow the scheme « ana kâßa l¨ ßulmu ».280  In his study 

of these formulas, E. Salonen mentions ten such salutation formulas,281 to which may 

be added those of the two ""Dilmun'' letters recovered from Nippur.282   

 The Middle Babylonian salutation formula is distinguished from its Ugaritic 

counterpart by the fact that its composition is fixed.283  Thus, the order of the 

components does not vary according to the ascending / non-ascending conceptual 

                                                                                                                                           
mittelassyrischen Briefe (1996) 59.  With the exception of RS 34.148, the known Ugaritic salutations do 
not make use of ID elements.   

 280See H. Radau, Letters to Cassite Kings (1908) 17-19; and A. Hagenbuchner, Die 
Korrespondenz der Hethiter 1 (1989) 49: "". . . ana kâßa l¨ ßulmu zählt zu den typischen Grussformeln 
der mittelbabylonischen Zeit. . . .''  

 281Salonen, Die Gruss- und Höflichkeitsformeln (1967) 59-61, mentions five such « sal » 
formulas in ""BE 17/1'' (Radau, Letters to Cassite Kings [1908], nos. 81, 82, 87, 89, 92); and five in ""UM 
1/2'' (H. F. Lutz, Selected Sumerian and Babylonian Texts [1919], nos. 30, 36, 45, 67, and 74).  

 282Compare Hagenbuchner, Die Korrespondenz der Hethiter 1 (1989) 49, n. 35.  These two 
texts were published by A. Goetze in JCS 6 (1952) 142-145.   

 283BE 17/1, no. 82, may represent an exception.  The orthography is also virtually fixed: nearly 
all examples (except BE 17/1, no. 87) are written {a-na ka-ßa lu-ú ßul-mu}.   
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distinction, as in the Ugaritic formula; nor does the composition of « NR » element, that 

is, the noun phrase referring to the ""beneficiary'' of the salutation, vary according to 

this same ascending / non-ascending conceptual distinction, as in the Ugaritic formula.   

 If thus distinguished in its composition, the distribution of the Middle 

Babylonian salutation does show some similarities with the Ugaritic « sal »: both are 

polite formulas, frequently followed by another polite formula, the ""benediction''.  

Since, however, Middle Babylonian letters employ an address formula in which the 

order of mention is basically fixed,284 and since they also make extensive use of polite 

formulas of the pattern « ana d≠nªn b´liya lullik », literally "I would go in my lord's 

stead', that is, "I would lay down my life for my lord',285 which has no analogue in the 

Ugaritic tradition, further distributional similarities are not obvious.         

 

3.4.1.9  Salutation formulas in the Old Babylonian traditions    

 In his discussion of the ""Gruss- und Höflichkeitsformeln'' of Old Babylonian 

letters, Salonen mentions several motifs which can be descriptively qualified as 

salutations in the sense of formulaic wishes for the general well-being of the 

recipient.286  These include, (1) l¨ ßalmªta, "May you be well!' (2) l¨ bal†ªta, "May you 

live!' and, less common, (3) l¨ dariªta, "May you persevere!'  The fiLM and BLT̊ forms 

                                                

 284The address formula used in the Middle Babylonian tradition follows a fixed order, « RS », 
when both correspondents are mentioned; see Salonen, Die Gruss- und Höflichkeitsformeln (1967) 57-
58.  This is distinct from the Ugaritic address, where the order varies according to the conceptual status 
of the letter as ascending / non-ascending; see above, sections 1.2 and 1.4.2.5.3.2.    

 285The idiomatic translation is taken from CAD, vol. 3 (D) 149. 

 286Salonen, Die Gruss- und Höflichkeitsformeln (1967) 30-47. 
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of these salutations frequently occur together.287  Within the letter these formulas are 

used as ""polite formulas'', that is, in the formulaic section of the letter which follows 

the address and precedes the less formulaic body, and often accompanied by a 

""benediction'',288 another ""polite formula'' known also in the Ugaritic tradition.   

 In terms of composition, however, these salutation formulas do not correspond 

to the standard Ugaritic salutation: (1) the Old Babylonian salutations are not 

impersonal as is the Ugaritic « sal » formula, the volitional forms being themselves 

marked for person; and (2) the Old Babylonian salutations have a one-component 

compositional pattern while that of the Ugaritic formula is a two-component pattern.  

These differences also prevent the Old Babylonian formula from formally 

distinguishing the salutation of conceptually ascending letters from that of non-

ascending letters, a feature which is essential to the Ugaritic tradition.  In light of these 

differences, the Old Babylonian salutations are of less value as comparative evidence.  

They do, however, provide early evidence, predating the Late Bronze Age, for the use 

of the salutation as a polite formula in ""Amorite'' epistolary traditions.289   

 

                                                

 287Compare VAB 6, no. 261: {lu ba-al-†a-ta lu ßa-al-ma-a-ta}, and other examples cited by 
Salonen, ibid., pp. 30-47.    

 288Compare the examples cited by Salonen, ibid., pp. 30-47.  Compare also Hagenbuchner, 
Die Korrespondenz der Hethiter 1 (1989) 49, n. 36: ""Beiden Formeln [one of the formulas she is 
speaking of is l¨ ßalmªta] werden aber nicht miteinander verbunden, sondern treten meistens mit der 
altbabylonischen Hauptformel GN u GN liballi†¨ka "GN und GN sollen dich am Leben erhalten' auf.'' 

 289Such a characterization of the Old Babylonian epistolary conventions as ""Amorite'' is a 
speculative attempt on my part to account for the fact that in many respects the Old Babylonian 
epistolary tradition does not resemble its chronological predecessors in Mesopotamia, while it does 
resemble, in certain respects, the epistolary traditions of the ""Amorite'' civilizations of West Asia of 
subsequent periods.  Since this issue of a putative ""Amorite'' heritage for the Old Babylonian tradition, 
however, is not germane to this study, it may be set aside, pending a more detailed demonstration.  
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3.4.2  Extra-epistolary Ugaritic comparative evidence     

 Unlike the cases of the address and prostration formulas, neither the Ugaritic 

literary texts nor any other genre of text other than the epistolary contains a motif 

showing both formal and functional similarities with the salutation formula. 

 A few passages contain motifs that may be functionally similar, however, 

provided these motifs in question are interpreted as wishes of general well-being for a 

certain person or group.  These include: (1) ßlm-motifs, occurring in several texts, and 

(2) a possible salutary motif occurring twice in succession from the Ba≤lu Cycle of 

myths. 

 

3.4.2.1  The syntagm « ßlm + noun phrase(s) »   

 The most important, and best attested, of these possible functional parallels for 

the salutation in non-epistolary Ugaritic texts is represented by the syntagm « ßlm + 

noun phrase(s) ».  At least four texts contain this motif:  
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 (1) the mythological text KTU2 1.23,290 which contains at least three291 

examples;  

 (2) the much-discussed ritual RS 34.126,292 which contains six293 examples;  

                                                

 290KTU2 1.23 is traditionally titled ""The Birth of the Gracious and Beautiful Gods'', ""birth'' after 
the content of the mythological narrative on the latter part of the tablet, and ""the gracious and beautiful 
gods'' after a presumed restoration of the phrase •lm n≤[mm] / w ysmm, "the (two) good and beautiful 
gods', in lines 1-2.  The editio princeps is C. Virolleaud, Syria 14 (1933) 128-151.  Two recent English 
translations, with extensive commentary and anterior bibliography, are D. Pardee, Context 1 (1997) 
274-283; and N. Wyatt, Religious Texts from Ugarit (1998) 324-335.   

 291These are « ßlm mlk » and « ßlm mlkt ≤rbm w ®nnm » in line 7; and « ßlm ≤rbm ®nnm hlkm b 
db“ n≤mt » in lines 26-27. 

 292The editio princeps is P. Bordreuil and D. Pardee, Syria 59 (1982) 121-28; see also the 
preliminary publication in A. Caquot, ACF 75 (1975) 427-429, and the recent re-edition in Pardee, Les 
textes rituels (2000), ch. 71, pp. 816-825, where anterior bibliography may be found.  ""Ritual'' seems 
descriptively appropriate for the genre of the text in light of the seven-fold repetition of the sacrificial 
term ®≤y in lines 27-30, and the directive tqdm ≤¬r ßlm, perhaps "Let them (now) offer up the bird(s)-of-
well-being,' in lines 30-31.  This text is one of the few which actually bear a title in Ugaritic, and this 
may have served as a genre identification of sorts: line 1 reads {spr . db“ . ÿlm}, "the document of the 
sacrifice(s) of the ""shades'' '  Pardee's translation of this phrase, in his recent re-edition of the text in Les 
textes rituels (2000) 818, is more idiomatic: ""livret de sacrifice funéraire''. 

 293These are « ßlm ≤mr[p•] w ßlm bt!h » (two examples) in lines 31-32; « ßlm ®ryl ßlm bth » 
(two examples) in lines 32-33; and « ßlm °grt ßlm ®÷rh » (two examples) in lines 33-34.  The reading 
ßlm bt!h in line 32 is conjectural: the texts reads {b±h}, which would seem to present certain semantic, 
contextual, and structural difficulties, though the verb B≥ does exist in Ugaritic, on which see 
G. del Olmo Lete and J. Sanmartín, DLU 1 (1996) 98-99.  In a literal interpretation of this passage, as it 
stands, the writing with {±} would yield a transitive verbal understanding for ßlm: "Make ≤Ammurapi≥ 
well, and make his ""entering'' well!'  Would b±h, "his entering', then refer to the new king's 
enthronement, or the like?  Emendation is tricky business from a methodological point of view, given 
our general ignorance regarding the Ugaritic language; it is nevertheless tempting in this case, for at 
least two interrelated reasons: (1) the structural parallelism and the sense yielded by emendation are 
too attractive from a structural and contextual point of view to ignore (compare bth with reference to 
®ryl in line 33), and (2) epigraphically an error of {±} for {t} or {n} (another proposed emendation is 
bn!h, "his sons') is a relatively simple one (a matter of one wedge too many or too few, respectively).    
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 (3) the god-list RS 24.271,294 which may contain as many as five295 examples;  

 and (4) the god-list RS 4.474,296 which contains one example.297   

 

3.4.2.1.1  « fiLM + NOUN PHRASE(S) » IN KTU2 1.23 AND RS 34.126   

 It is by no means clear that all examples of this syntagm represent one and the 

same syntactic construction, but I am inclined because of certain structural and 

contextual parallels to interpret the examples of the ßlm-motif occurring in KTU2 1.23 

and in RS 34.126 together.298  Lines 1-29 of KTU2 1.23 are divided into nine discrete 

                                                

 294The editio princeps is Virolleaud, Ugaritica 5 (1968) 583-586; see now the re-edition by 
Pardee in Les textes rituels (2000), ch. 49, pp. 691-706.  As Pardee remarked regarding the literary 
genre of this text (ibid., p. 694), ""La structure principale est celle de la liste nominative divine. Même si 
l'on accepte qu'il s'agisse d'une sorte de prière adressée à ces divinités (une « litanie »), il n'est pas 
moins vrai que la prière s'organise en fonction de la liste des théonymes.''  Notwithstanding the 
plausibility of identifying this text as a ""litany'' or a ""prayer'', addressed to the deities listed therein (on 
which possibility, see the references cited in Pardee, ibid., pp. 694-695, n. 15), I find the ßlm-motifs 
(these being the only elements in the text which are not divine names — in my view, the string 
{“nbn•ldn[ ... ]} in line 15 is of too uncertain an interpretation to constitute much of an argument — and 
thus the only firm data on which the ""litany'' / ""prayer'' identification could be based) in lines 2-3, 28'-30', 
and 33', which are few in number, often fragmentary, and of uncertain syntactic and semantic 
interpretation, to be a rather slim basis for such an identification.  ""God-list'', which is descriptively 
indisputable, seems a safe alternative; compare the editor's ""liste de noms divines'', C. Virolleaud, 
Ugaritica 5 (1968) 584.  Given the identical structure (list, with constituent elements often separated by 
horizontal scribal lines) and content (divine names where recognizable, some of which being 
accompanied by the word ßlm) observable on the recto and verso of this tablet, it seems evident that 
recto and verso should be considered, in the absence of empirical evidence to the contrary, as part of the 
same text; on this issue, see Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 695-696. 

 295Examples which are reasonably certain are « ßlm •l ßr » in line 3; « ßlm •l bt » in line 29'; 
and {ßlm•l”ß¯-˘[...]}, that is, « ßlm •l ”ß¯-˘[...] », in line 30'.  Other plausible examples include {ßlm•[...]}, 
that is, « ßlm •[...] », in line 2; {[-]lmtmrd[...]}, that is, « [ß]lm tmrd[...] », in line 19'; and {¯--˘m•l¯-˘[...]}, 
that is, « ¯ßl˘m •l¯-˘[...] », in line 32'.   

296The editio princeps is E. Dhorme, Syria 14 (1933) 231-235; see now the re-edition, with 
comprehensive anterior bibliography, in Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000), ch. 16, pp. 364-385.    

 297The motif occurs in line 8: « ßlm •l ».   

 298Contra Pardee, who distinguishes the ßlm-motifs in these two texts in Context 1 (1997) 276, 
n. 11.    
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sections by horizontal scribal lines; the ßlm-motifs occur in two of these ""paragraphs'': 

that of lines 1-7 and that of lines 23-27.  It is these two paragraphs which correspond, 

in terms of structure and context, not only to one another, but also to lines 2-34, that is, 

virtually the entire text, of RS 34.126.  The parallels consist of the following:  

 (1) In terms of structure, all three passages begin299 with a form of the verb 

QR≥, "to call, invite (in the G-stem)',300 probably functioning as a sort of invitation, 

summons, or invocation of the divinities concerned.  The QR≥ forms in KTU2 1.23 are 

active, formed from the prefix conjugation with the addition of the /a/ mood vowel, 

that is, the pattern typically called the ""cohortative'': •qr± in line 1, and •qr±n in line 23.  

The forms used in RS 34.126 are, for the most part,301 passive, and formed from the 

suffix conjugation: qr•tm is in the second person, qr± and qr° in the third person.  I do 

not consider the conjugational differences between these forms to be of great import: 

the « yqtl + /-a/ » forms appear to emphasize the volitional aspect of the invitation, 

thus Pardee's translation of "I would call. . .'302 is not inappropriate, while the suffix 

                                                

 299Technically, RS 34.126 begins with a heading or title, inscribed on the upper edge, not with 
one of the QR≥ verbal forms, which begin on the recto.  Since, however, in some sense the title is 
independent of and external to the text itself, I consider the text proper to begin with the QR≥ verbal 
form qr•tm in line 2.    

 300On this usage of QR≥, see G. del Olmo Lete and J. Sanmartín, DLU 2 (2000) 370-371. 

 301The verbal form in line 8 is not passive; line 8 reads {qr° . rp•m . qdmym}.  Because of the 
writing with the {•} sign, the common noun rp•m must be understood in the oblique case, not in the 
nominative, and, consequently, cannot be the subject of the verb qr°.  Since it is the rp•m who 
experience the action described by the verb, and since rp•m is not the grammatical subject, the verb 
cannot be passive.  The construction would thus appear to be an active one, in which the 3rd person 
plural grammatical subject of the verb is impersonal, like the impersonal ""they'' in English ""They say 
you shouldn't look a gift horse in the mouth,'' for example.  Since such constructions are basically 
functional equivalents of the passive (compare the passive Ugaritic verbal forms which parallel the 
active form qr° in the text, and, for the English example given, compare the passive paraphrase, ""it is 
said that you shouldn't look a gift horse in the mouth''), its weight as an exception is minimal.        

 302Pardee, Context 1 (1997) 276 and 279.    
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conjugation forms may emphasize the ""performative'' nature of the utterance,303 "You 

are hereby called. . . ,' rather than completeness of action.    

 (2) All three passages make reference to some sort of divine meal, whether 

this be described purely in terms of human feasts, or rather by reference to technical 

sacrificial terminology.  The verbal forms of line 6 of KTU2 1.23 are seemingly best 

interpreted as imperatives addressed to the gods invoked: l“m b l“m, "Eat the food!' 

and ßty b ”mr yn, "Drink the ”mr yn (a type of wine)!'  In the second passage, that is, 

lines 23-27 of the same text, a reference to a divine meal is present, though less 

explicit: line 27 contains an unmistakable reference to sacrifice in the phrase hlkm b 

db“ n≤mt, "those coming in with the sacrifice-of-goodness'.  Another reference to what 

can certainly also be described as a ""divine meal'' is present earlier in this passage, in 

line 24, where the invited party, •lm n≤mm, "the good gods', are apparently further 

qualified as ynqm b ±p zd ±®rt, "those sucking the nipple(s) of the breast(s)304 of (the 

goddess) ≥A®iratu.'  I am not certain, however, that this passage is as germane to the 

point being made here as are references to sacrifices and feasts.  Finally, not only does 

the third passage, RS 34.126, bear the technical term for a sacrificial feast, db“, as part 

of its Ugaritic title, spr db“ ÿlm, "the document of the sacrifice(s) of the shades', but it 

also makes several technical references to sacrifice in lines 27-31, including the 

                                                

 303It is clear from the usage of the verb qlt in the epistolary prostration formula that 
performatives were expressed with the suffix conjugation in Ugaritic; see above, section 2.6.     

 304Because of the orthographic variation (the spellings zd, ®d, and ƒd are all attested in the 
corpus), it is difficult to know the underlying phonemic structure of this word in Ugaritic.  The context, 
however, here and later in lines 59 and 61 (where the word is spelled ƒd), seems to me sufficiently 
clear for the meaning to be indubitable.  On these allomorphs, see G. del Olmo Lete and J. Sanmartín, 
DLU 1 (1996) 139; and idem, DLU 2 (2000) 487 and 549.  The word ±p means "nose'; in the phrase ±p 
zd here the meaning is idiomatic: "the nose of the breast' must be English "nipple' (idem, DLU 1 [1996] 
43).       
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sevenfold repetition of the ®≤y sacrifice, culminating in the phrase tqdm ≤¬r ßlm, "You / 

they should (now) offer up the bird(s)-of-well-being.'   

 (3)  In all three passage, the reference to the divine meal occurs in connection 

with the ßlm-motifs.  In lines 6-7 of KTU2 1.23, the ßlm-motifs immediately follow the 

commands for the invited gods to eat and drink.  In lines 26-27, the reference to the 

divine meal is actually part of the ßlm-motif.  In RS 34.126, the ßlm-motifs 

immediately follow the references to sacrifice in lines 27-31.305  This latter passage 

also offers a further clue to the contextual relationship between the sacrifice and the 

ßlm-motif: the divine meal and ßlm, "well-being', are linked to such an extent that the 

bird(s) intended to be sacrificed can be described as ""bird(s) of ßlm''.    

 (4) Finally, and obviously, all three passages end with the ßlm-motifs under 

study here.  The compositional order in these motifs is invariable: « ßlm + noun 

phrase(s) ».  It is certainly significant that the noun phrases in question do not denote 

the divinities invited, but rather human parties, for the most part,306 who were probably 

present during the pronouncement of the invitation.  This fact is relevant to the 

contextual interpretation of the ßlm-motifs.  Other interpretive issues of importance are 

the following questions: who is speaking these ßlm-motifs, and to whom are they 

addressed?  

 Granted that the parallels cited above justify grouping these passages 

together,307 the issues at hand in interpreting them on the philological level would be 

                                                

 305The connection between the sacrificial term ®≤y and the word ßlm in lines 27-34 is even 
more striking: ®≤y is repeated seven times, the word ßlm occurs seven times.      

 306The exceptions are °grt, "Ugarit', and ®÷rh, "her gates', in lines 33-34.  

 307I do not follow the reasons on the basis of which Pardee claims, in AOAT 42 (1993) 210, n. 
8, that ""The Ugaritic construction [that is, the ßlm-motifs in RS 34.126] is genitival'', and in Context 1 
(1997) 276, n. 11, that ""The syntax here [he is speaking of the ßlm-motifs in KTU2 1.23] is different 
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the following: (1) the morphological classification of the word ßlm, that is, whether it 

is a noun or a verb, and, if the latter, what type of verb; and (2) the grammatical role 

of the noun phrase (or phrases) which follows ßlm, that is, whether the noun phrase is 

in a genitive or accusative relation with ßlm, or, whether it is syntactically independent 

of ßlm, for example, as a vocative phrase.  Since the two issues are logically 

interrelated, they must be jointly conceived.  It seems possible to imagine at least four 

interpretive possibilities which plausibly fit the context, assuming the motif itself to 

represent direct address: (1) ßlm as a common noun with the following noun phrase in 

the genitive: "Peace of NP!',308 (2) ßlm as a common noun with the noun phrase as a 

vocative: "Peace, O NP!',309 (3) ßlm as a transitive verbal form, in the imperative, with 

the noun phrase as its accusative complement: "Make NP well!',310 and (4) ßlm as an 

intransitive verbal form, in the imperative, with the noun phrase as a vocative: "Be 

well, O NP!' 311    

                                                                                                                                           
from that of RS 34.126:31-34 (ßlm ≤mrp• ... ), where ßlm is a noun in construct with the following word. . 
. .''  I know of no evidence which indicates a syntactic difference between the ßlm-motifs of these two 
texts.  Pardee himself admits, in Context 1 (1997) 276, n. 11, that ""the situation [in KTU2 1.23] is thus 
very similar, though it is expressed differently, to that of RS 34.126.''  If he is correct that the ßlm-motifs 
are ""expressed differently'', it must be said that this putative difference is not empirically observable.   

 308For a recent example of this view, see Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 818-819.  That he 
understood the syntax of the ßlm-motifs of RS 34.126 in this way is clear from his vocalization: for ßlm 
bth, for example, he vocalized /ßalªmu bêtiha/; his translation, however, is idiomatic: "Paix à sa 
maision!'  Such a translation reflects a ""subjective'' understanding of the genitive phrase: it is the noun 
phrase (in this case bth) that is imagined to experience the state denoted by the word ßlm. 

 309The translation given for these three passages in del Olmo Lete and Sanmartín, DLU 2 
(2000) 438-439, implies this understanding.      

 310Pardee offers this interpretation for the ßlm-motifs of KTU2 1.23 in Context 1 (1997) 276.  

 311The imperative would present a personal usage of the root fiLM in the G-stem, providing an 
important formal difference from the epistolary « sal » formula.  A parallel for the semantics of the verb 
in such a case (that is, the personal usage), namely, "to be in a state of well-being (G-stem)' is provided 
by the Ugaritic ßumma izbu text, RS 24.247+, published by A. Herdner in Ugaritica 7 (1978) 44-60.  In 
line 54 of the transcription of this text in KTU2 1.103 (Herdner's line 29), the apodosis reads {mlkn . 
yßlm l •bh }, "(If . . . ), then the king will be in a state of ßlm with his enemies.'   
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 If the ßlm-motifs in these three passages are to be taken as functional parallels 

for the epistolary salutation,312 they ought to represent a phrase spoken in direct 

address, in which the speaker wishes his interlocutor well.  Especially the second and 

fourth of the interpretive possibilities mentioned above, but also the first, are 

consistent with this situation.  If the ßlm-motifs in question were indeed to be so 

interpreted, the invited divinities would be ""speaking'', and the ""beneficiaries'' to whom 

these salutations are addressed would be the human parties who issued the invitation, 

or more specifically, those parties who are mentioned in the ßlm-motifs.  The changes 

of ""voice'' in such a reading, between the human parties who extend the invitation, and 

the gods who would pronounce the ßlm-motif, are not marked.  They may have been 

distinguished in cultic practice, however, by the use of responsive recitation, a practice 

to which specific allusion is made, though probably with respect to a different passage, 

in line 12 of KTU2 1.23: ßb≤d yrgm ... w ≤rbm t≤nyn, "One should say (this) seven times 

. . . , and then those who enter313 should reply.'  Applying this view to lines 1-7 of 

KTU2 1.23, for example, one can imagine line 6 to represent imperatives addressed by 

                                                

 312Compare Caquot, SDB 9 (1979), col. 1367: "". . . une bénédiction addressée au roi , à la reine 
et à des officiants.''    

 313Pardee, Context 1 (1997) 276, n. 12, observes that ""the common cultic use of the verb [≤RB, 
"to enter'] is with a deity as subject. . . ,'' but does not admit such a usage of the verb here in these ßlm-
motifs, reasoning that ""there is no indication here that the ≤rbm are anything but human.''  He is correct 
that the other parties associated with the ≤rbm certainly appear to represent human beings, not deities: 
mlk, "the king', mlkt, "the queen', and ®nnm, "the ®nn-military-personnel (?)'.  Beyond this association, 
however, neither is there any explicit indication that the ≤rbm are human.  One hesitates to dismiss the 
established cultic usage of ≤RB, where it is the deity who ""enters'', since these three ßlm-passages 
themselves deal with a meeting between human and divine, a meeting where actual verbal exchange 
takes place between the human and divine parties.  An entirely speculative proposal, which I will 
simply mention but not defend in detail, is that the ≤rbm represent the human party whose task it was to 
""play the role of the gods'' during the recital of the text, that is, to recite the responsive passages that 
were intended to represent divine speech.  Despite its speculative nature, and the general lack of data 
for proving and disproving hypotheses of this nature, such a suggestion at least has the advantage of 
compromise: it refers to deities inasmuch as deities are being portrayed, and it refers to humans 
inasmuch as those who play this role are humans.     
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the human parties to the gods, as an invitation of sorts: l“m ... w ßty ... , "Eat . . . and 

drink . . . !'  Line 7, in this view, would then represent the gods' response to this 

hospitality, perhaps given by proxy, that is, by another human party present at the 

recital of the text: « ßlm mlk ßlm mlkt …  » perhaps "Be well, O king!  Be well, O 

Queen . . . !'  Such an association would also coincide with the explicit linking of 

sacrifice and well-being found in lines 30-31 of RS 34.126: tqdm ≤¬r / ßlm, "You / they 

should offer up the bird(s)-of-well-being,' which is then followed by the ßlm-motifs, 

and in lines 26-27 of KTU2 1.23: ßlm ... / hlkm b db“ n≤mt, perhaps "Be well, . . . O 

(you) who come in with the sacrifice(s)-of-goodness!'     

 This interpretation of these three ßlm-motifs, as representing ""salutations'' 

spoken by the gods for the benefit of the parties named, is admittedly speculative, but 

has, I believe, a certain amount of internal consistency.  As Pardee points out,314 

""From the standard epistolary formula •lm t÷rk tßlmk, "may the gods guard you and 

keep you well,' it is clear that the effecting of ßlm was considered to be a standard 

function of deities.''  Furthermore, that one could, so to speak, ""bribe'' the gods with 

food in exchange for their services, among which was the effecting of ßlm, is clear 

from, among other evidence, the prayer in lines 26'-36' of RS 24.266: in this passage 

the prayer promises various offerings to Ba≤lu should he drive hostile attackers away 

from the city's gates and walls.315   

 In his translation of KTU2 1.23, Pardee has opted for the third interpretive 

possibility cited above in interpreting these motifs, namely, ßlm as a transitive verbal 

form, in the imperative, with the following noun phrase as the verb's accusative 

                                                

 314Pardee, Context 1 (1997) 276, n. 11.   

315On this passage, see the re-edition in Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 661-685.   
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complement: ßlm mlk in line 7, for example, is translated "Give well-being to the 

king'.316  In favor of this view, it would be unnecessary to postulate a change of ""voice'' 

between lines 6 and 7; the verbal forms l“m, ßty, and ßlm in these lines would all be D-

stem imperatives, addressed to the invited gods by the human party reciting the text.  I 

have neither grammatical nor contextual arguments against this interpretation.  I do 

not find, however, Pardee's arguments against the ""salutation'' interpretation, and thus 

indirectly in favor of his own view, to be convincing.  He advances two arguments 

against the ""salutation'' view:317 (1) he mentions ""the syntactic problem posed by the 

absence of a preposition in this context'', and (2) he claims that ""the usual translation 

of ßlm here as a simple wish ("peace be with...') or greeting ("hail to ...') . . . leaves 

partially unmotivated the invitation tendered to the "gracious gods' in line 1.''   

 The first objection is not relevant to the interpretive possibilities given here for 

« ßlm + noun phrase(s) », where the noun phrase in question is considered vocative.  

Since there appear to be no obvious grammatical objections318 to interpreting « ßlm 

                                                

 316Pardee, Context 1 (1997) 276 and 279.  

 317Both are mentioned in Context 1 (1997) 276, n. 11.  

 318It is true that vocative interpretations of the second, fourth, and sixth ßlm-motifs in lines 31-
34 of RS 34.126 are awkward: « ßlm ≤mr[p•] w ßlm bt!h » "Be well, O ≤Ammurapi≥!  And, be well, O 
household of his!' « ßlm ®ryl ßlm bth » "Be well, O Ṫaryelli!  Be well, O household of hers!' and « ßlm 
°grt ßlm ®÷rh » "Be well, O Ugarit!  Be well, O gates of hers!'  The reason for the awkwardness, I 
suspect, is three-fold: (1) the vocative phrase consists of a two-component noun phrase in which the 
grammatical relationship between the first noun and the second is the genitive relation (that is to say, in 
the phrase bth, "her house', for example, the relationship between the noun bt, "house', and the 3rd 
feminine singular pronoun -h is a species of the genitive, in this case probably expressing possession or 
relation between the two entities); (2) the second element of this two-component noun phrase is not a 
common noun, but a suffixed pronoun; and (3) this pronoun is in the third person.  Judging from attested 
Ugaritic syntactic patterns, neither the first nor the second situation is inappropriate for a vocative.  This 
very text presents several probable examples of two-component noun phrases used as vocatives; 
compare, for example, line 9, qr•tm rp• ±r¬, where the phrase rp• ±r¬ is best understood as a vocative: 
"You are (hereby) summoned, O Rapi≥¨ma-of-the-Earth!'  For other examples, see J. Tropper, 
Ugaritische Grammatik (2000), § 54.221, pp. 317-319.  Secondly, noun phrases which consist of a 
common noun with an attached pronominal suffix may used as vocatives; compare the phrase from lines 
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mlk », for example, in line 7 of KTU2 1.23 as "Be well, O king!' or as "Peace, O king!' 

objections to such an interpretation must rely on contextual arguments.  In this sense, 

Pardee's argument may be taken simply as an observation that in the letters, the 

salutation is formed on the pattern yßlm lk; with the follow-up question: if this phrase, 

ßlm mlk, is indeed a salutation, why does it not resemble the epistolary salutation in 

form?  Beyond remarking that differences of literary genre might very well have 

conditioned differences in the linguistic idiom, I have no explanation as to why, if ßlm 

mlk means "Be well, O king!' or the like, it was not formulated instead as *yßlm l mlk. 

 The second objection involves literary criticism, namely, the motivations, or 

lack thereof, for the invitation extended to the gods.  Inasmuch as these motivations 

are accessible to modern students of these texts, I do not feel the force of this objection 

with respect to the proposals offered above.  If ßlm mlk in line 7 of KTU2 1.23 

represents the response of the invited gods to the ""dinner invitation'' offered to them by 

the human parties involved in the text's recitation, as is suggested above, an 

interpretation of this phrase as a ""salutation'' of sorts, "Be well, O king!' appears 

perfectly to answer the motivations of hospitality.  As argued above, the services of 

                                                                                                                                           
20-21 of the Ugaritic letter RS 16.379: w ±t °my ±l td“¬/l!, "Now then, as for you, O my mother, do not 
DH„˚/L!(?) !' (the orthography of °my implies that it is not in the nominative case, and therefore not the 
grammatical subject of the verb); for other examples, see Tropper, ibid.  It is above all the third aspect 
mentioned above, the vocative use of noun phrases bearing 3rd person pronominal suffixes, as in bth, "O 
house of hers!' that is problematic.  I know of no evidence from the Ugaritic corpus to support their 
existence, and as such, this interpretation may be dismissed as methodologically unsound.  Note, 
however, that such an understanding appears to be behind the translation given in del Olmo Lete and 
Sanmartín, DLU 2 (2000) 439, where ßlm ®ryl ßlm bth is translated "¡salve NP, salve su casa!'  Other 
Semitic languages which are capable of such vocative constructions (of nouns bearing a 3rd person 
pronominal suffix) include classical Arabic and Biblical Hebrew; see W. Wright, A Grammar of the 
Arabic Language (1896-1898), vol. 2, pp. 85-93; and B. K. Waltke and M. O'Connor, Biblical Hebrew 
Syntax (1990) 77.  For the latter, Micah 1:2 is clear: 

 H� a…-løm]� W ≈r<a≤¢ ybiyvi`q]h' µ� L;+Ku µyMi¢[' WŸ[m]vi.   
A literal translation would be "Hear, O Nations, O All of them!  Pay attention, O Earth, and O fullness of 
it!'  Compare also Is 44:23, where the vocative phrase is /� B– ≈[́¢Alk;� w“ r['y"¡, "O Forest, and O every tree 
in it!'     
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the gods could be gained in exchange for food.  Since the effecting of ßlm is within the 

power of the gods, and since such a link between sacrifice and ßlm is clear in all three 

passages under discussion, it seems reasonable to speculate that the ""motive'' of the 

invitation offered in 

KTU2 1.23 was to incite just such a ""salutation'' from the gods.  Given the similar 

format in RS 34.126, it seems to me that such a motivation would be valid there as 

well in explaining the connection between sacrifice and ßlm.        

 

3.4.2.1.2  THE fiLM-MOTIFS IN THE GOD-LIST RS 24.271   

 The ßlm-motifs in RS 4.474 and RS 24.271 are formally and contextually 

distinct from those found in KTU2 1.23 and RS 34.126.  Both of these texts are, 

entirely or in part, lists of divinities,319 and as such, the structure of these texts is 

profoundly different from that of the three ""invitation - sacrifice - well-being'' passages 

discussed above.   

With respect to RS 4.474, the nature of lines 1-11 as a list of divinities (or groups of 

divinities) seems clear.320  Given this context, and the position occupied by the phrases 

“nn •l, n¬bt •l, and ßlm •l, in the middle of the list, it appears best to agree with 

Pardee321 in interpreting these three motifs is as ""trois qualitiés de ≥Ilu présentés 

comme des hypostases, la forme étant « X + •l », où « X » est un terme abstrait.''  I am 

                                                

 319Such an understanding of lines 1-11 of RS 4.474 is implicit in Virolleaud's treatment in Syria 
20 (1939) 129-131.  As for RS 24.271, in his edition, Virolleaud, Ugaritica 5 (1968) 584, characterized 
the text as a ""liste de noms divines''.      

 320See the recent treatment, with anterior bibliography, in Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000), 
ch. 16, pp. 364-385; and the bibliographical information assembled by D. Clemens in Sources for 
Ugaritic Ritual and Sacrifice 1 (2001) 1179-1180. 

 321Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 368.  C. Virolleaud, Syria 20 (1939) 131, had spoken of 
""trois attributs de El''.   
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not inclined to interpret this ßlm-motif as functionally similar to the epistolary 

salutation.    

 The ßlm-motifs of RS 24.271, however, are even less clear.  The text is 

basically a list of divinities, but alongside at least six of the entries in this list, the word 

ßlm appears.  In most of the examples, the motif follows the pattern « ßlm DN »,322 but 

in at least one case the order is apparently « DN ßlm ».323  This variable order also 

distinguishes the usage of the ßlm-motifs here from that of the other texts discussed 

above, where the order is fixed as « ßlm NP ». 

 Since these two elements, divine names and the word ßlm, are the only two 

clear compositional constituents of this text,324 Pardee's observation is incisive: ""Le 

problème qui se pose . . . est de savoir ce que contribue à la structure du texte le mot 

ßlm plusieurs fois répété, au début et à la fin du texte.''325  Most past students of the text 

                                                

 322The abbreviation ""DN'' represents ""divine name''.  For these motifs, see above. 

 323This is « k®r ”ss ßlm [ ... ] » in line 28'.  Other possible examples of this motif are {(1, cont'd) 
w•l¯-˘[...] (2) [-(-)]¯ß˘lm}, that is, « w •l ¯-˘[...] ßlm »,  in lines 1-2; and {[-(-)]¯-˘mßlm[...]}, that is, 
« [...]¯-˘m ßlm », in line 33'.     

 324The possibility has been suggested that the word “n, in the string {“nbn•ldn[ ... ]} in line 15 
constitutes another formal ""prayer'' element.  See this possibility mentioned in a note by 
G. del Olmo Lete, La religión cananea (1992) 230, n. 34 (""¡Favor, dioses de … !''); and in Pardee, Les 
textes rituels (2000) 695, n. 17, and p. 702.  The sense of the line is uncertain, however; and since it 
occurs in a part of the text where other recognizable divine names and double names are listed, one 
divine name or double name per line with horizontal scribal lines separating the lines of text from one 
another, and since more than a few lines in this section apparently present previously unknown divine 
names and double names (compare, for example, lines 5, 12-14 and 16), it seems best to follow most 
previous students of this text in viewing {“nbn•ldn[ ... ]} in line 15 as another previously unknown 
divine name: the first to express this opinion was apparently M. Astour, JAOS 86 (1966) 283; see also 
the other references mentioned by Pardee in Les textes rituels (2000), ch. 49, p. 702, n. 63; and the 
useful information in D. Clemens, Sources for Ugaritic Ritual and Sacrifice 1 (2001) 1179-1180.   

 325Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 695.   
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have seen a ""salutation''-like usage here,326 some explicitly comparing the biblical 

Hebrew expression ßªlºm l@.327  A few others have suggested an identification of this 

word with the sacrificial term normally written ßlmm.328   

 The latter view has gained few adherents.  As a foil to purely speculative 

research, it seems reasonable to interpret an unknown or ambiguous form on the basis 

of established Ugaritic usage; the fact that the sacrificial term, where its presence is 

clear and unambiguous, is written ßlmm, and not ßlm; thus presents a strong argument 

against this view.329   

 Regarding the first view, in the first place it must be said that, as functional 

parallels go, the Ugaritic epistolary salutation yßlm lk would have offered a much 

more meaningful parallel to the motifs of RS 24.271 than the Hebrew salutation ßªlºm 

l@.330  Furthermore, from a purely philological point of view, the Ugaritic expression 

                                                

 326Compare the editor's view: "salut!', Virolleaud, Ugaritica 5 (1968) 585; subsequent 
proponents of this view are listed in Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 696, n. 28, to which may be added 
the view of del Olmo Lete and Sanmartín, DLU 2 (2000) 438-439: ßlm •l bt, for example, as ""¡salve, el 
dios del palacio!''  For K. Spronk, HUS (1999) 275, the text is ""probably best described as a 
benediction.''   

 327Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 696, n. 30, mentions these two references: B. Levine and 
J.-M. de Tarragon, JAOS 104 (1984) 658-659; and J. C. De Moor, UF 2 (1970) 313.  

 328This possibility is mentioned by Dietrich, Loretz et Sanmartín, UF 7 (1975) 542; and 
A. Caquot, SDB 9 (1979), col. 1404.    

 329See Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 696, and n. 29. 

 330As noted in the references cited above, some students of this text have compared this motif, 
« ßlm DN », with the biblical Hebrew salutation ßªlºm l@.  Presumably, this is due to the fact that the 
Ugaritic form ßlm here may very well be a common noun and the biblical form ßªlºm is a common noun, 
while the Ugaritic form yßlm of the epistolary salutation is obviously verbal.  In other words, these 
scholars appear to have sought formal (and in this case specifically morphological) parallels rather than 
functional ones.  If it is formal parallels that are sought, Pardee's objection regarding the absence of the 
preposition l in the Ugaritic motif is legitimate: see Les textes rituels (2000) 696.  On a more general 
level, however, this method of cross-linguistic comparison requires a comment.  For the simple purpose 
of illustrating a given interpretation, in a work directed at an audience more familiar with biblical 
Hebrew than with Ugaritic, I see no problem with making a comparison between Ugaritic « ßlm DN » 
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« ßlm DN » in RS 24.271 could be functionally similar to a ""salutation'' without being 

formally so.  With respect to this motif in line 29', for example, ßlm •l bt, the following 

two translations, both of which are philologically sound, yield functional parallels, in 

the sense of formulaic wishes for the general well-being of the recipient, for the 

epistolary salutation: "Peace, O God-of-the-household!' and "Be well, O God-of-the-

household!'  This granted, the formal dissimilarity between this motif and epistolary 

yßlm lk, namely, the formal difference between ßlm and yßlm, and the absence / 

presence of the preposition l, has little relevance to the potential functional similarity 

of the two motifs.331    

D. Pardee opted for neither of the above views in his recent re-edition,332 but 

interpreted the word ßlm here as an imperative of the D-stem, "donne le bien-être!'; 

with the accompanying divine names as vocatives, the imperatives being addressed to 

them; and with the expected accusative complement of the verb omitted, apparently 

being clear from context.333  In this view, then, the text itself would represent ""un 

genre littéraire mixte, à savoir une prière, consistant en peu de mots, qui est adressée à 

                                                                                                                                           
and biblical Hebrew ßªlºm l@; but as a means of determining the meaning of the Ugaritic expression in 
question, comparison with Hebrew, without reference to Ugaritic contextual usage, runs all the risks of 
any uncritical etymological method in lexicography.  If this motif is indeed a ""salutation'', the first step in 
the search for functional parallels is the Ugaritic corpus, not in the cognate languages; and one need not 
have searched very long, especially since this text was published in 1968, before finding an obvious 
potential functional parallel in epistolary yßlm lk.    

 331Thus the syntactic objections raised by  Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 696, with respect 
to this interpretation of the motif in RS 24.271, and again in Context 1 (1997) 276, n. 11, with respect to 
this interpretation of the motif in KTU2 1.23 and RS 34.126, apply only to proposals which imply formal 
parallels as well as functional ones.  

 332Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 696-697.  

 333Does one imagine, in this view, that the implied direct object of the transitive verb was 
represented, in whole or in part, by the person(s) carrying out the recitation?  
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un grand nombre de divinités,'' and the word ßlm would designate ""le « bien-être » 

qu'on prie les divinités nommées de conférer.''334   

 Pardee's defense of his view appears sound: the epistolary benediction formula, 

of which a typical example is •lm t÷rk tßlmk, "May the gods guard you (and) keep you 

well!' does indeed indicate that ""the gods'' had the power to bestow ßlm, "well-being'.  

His criticism of the ""salutation''-interpretation, however, relies not so much on textual 

evidence as on the theoretical argument that a ""salutation'', as proposed for these 

motifs, addressed to the gods by humans, would seem inconsistent with ""la psychologie 

religieuse de penser''.335  He may be correct, but, from a methodological point of view, 

one may admit a certain skepticism regarding the validity of arguments derived from 

general notions about the psychology of a religious mode of thought.  It will certainly 

be readily granted that the Ugaritic ""mode of religious thought'', inasmuch as such an 

abstraction can be said to exist, ought not to be assumed to conform to a modern 

Western one, in which, I grant, the divine is not generally believed to require human 

wishes of ""well-being'', but rather to bestow ""well-being'' upon humans.  This allowed, 

it will certainly also be granted that any notions about ""la psychologie religieuse de 

penser'' among the ancient Ugaritians would be best derived from evidence left by the 

people themselves, in the form of texts and architectural remains, to name two 

categories of evidence.  On the basis of such evidence, I for my part see no necessity 

                                                

 334Ibid., p. 694, n. 15; and p. 695, respectively.  

 335The context, in Pardee, ibid., p. 696, is as follows: ""On ne peut guère douter que dans cette 
dernière formule [Pardee is speaking here of the formally similar motif ßlm ≤mr[p•] in RS 34.126] il 
s'agisse du génitif objectif : on souhaite que le bien-être soit accordé à ≤Ammurªpi≥ de la part des 
divinités invoquées. Mais en est-il de même lorsqu'il s'agit du ßlm en rapport avec des divinités ? Celles-
ci ont-elles besoin qu'on leur souhaite le bien-être ? Il nous paraît plus conforme à la psychologie 
religieuse de penser, si la structure syntaxique est la même ici, qu'il s'agit du bien-être dont jouissent 
déjà les dieux et que le fidèle voudrait voir devenir sien (génitif subjectif : « le bien-être qui appartient 
en propre à la divinité [et qu'il doit conférer au fidèle] »).'' 
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to conclude from the fact that the gods were able to effect ßlm among humans, that 

they neither needed nor desired these same human subjects in return to do their part to 

effect, as much as possible, a state of well-being among the gods themselves.  

Admittedly, few data are available for the religion of ancient Ugarit, but the 

prominence of sacrifice as a religious act in the preserved textual documentation 

would seem rather to confirm the gods' need of human solicitude, in this case, of food.  

If the gods needed humans to feed them, might not one also suppose that they could 

benefit from a ""salutation'', addressed to them by humans?  Such considerations might 

lead one to answer Pardee's question, ""Celles-ci [the divinities listed in this text] ont-

elles besoin qu'on leur souhaite le bien-être?'' with a hesitant ""yes'': perhaps in ancient 

Ugarit the gods did need to be wished well.336  It is not my intention here to force this 

view, but merely to point out that the theoretical approach is, in my opinion, too 

slippery to be of much use as an argument against the ""salutation'' view. 

 In sum, I see neither grammatical nor contextual objections to viewing the ßlm-

motifs of RS 24.271, like those of KTU2 1.23 and RS 34.126, as salutary motifs, 

functionally parallel to the epistolary salutation.    

 

3.4.2.2  The salutary motif in the Ba≤lu Cycle  of myths    

The mythological tablet KTU2 1.5 II 8-11337 contains a narrative account of Ba≤lu 

addressing his messengers, entrusting them with a message for delivery to the god 

                                                

 336A lack of parallels makes it difficult to endorse this possibility without reservation, however.  

 337The editio princeps is C. Virolleaud, Syria 15 (1934) 305-356.  The re-edition of the tablet 
in A. Herdner, CTA (1963), no. 5, pp. 31-36, also contains a photograph (pl. 11) as well as a 
reproduction of Virolleaud's original hand-copy (fig. 18-19).     
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Môtu.  Following the formal commission of the message338 in lines 8-9, and the 

formulaic identification of the sender of the message339 in lines 10-11, the messengers 

are commanded to say the following to Môtu: bh® l bn •lm mt ≤bdk ±n w d ≤lmk, "BHT˙ 

L the son of ≥Ilu, (namely,) Môtu!  Your servant am I, yours for ever!'340  This 

constitutes the entire message.  A very plausible interpretation of the phrase bh® l bn 

•lm mt in lines 11-12 is as a salutation.341  Such an interpretation can be supported by 

contextual and etymological arguments.  Placed as it is between the formulaic literary 

elements which correspond to the epistolary address formula, and the non-formulaic 

passage ≤bdk ±n w d ≤lmk, which would appear to contain the essentials of the 

message Ba≤lu wishes communicated, the position of this motif reflects rather well 

that of the epistolary polite formulas, which occur between the address formula and 

the body of the letter.  Furthermore, a reasonable guess at the semantics of the phrase, 

on the basis of this context as well as the etymological cognates, would seem to align 

                                                

 338The literary equivalent of the « R » component of the address (see section 1.4.3). 

 339The literary equivalent of the « S » component of the address (section 1.4.3). 

 340My translation of the last phrase is idiomatic.  Literally, w d ≤lmk can be translated "and 
(he) of your perpetuity'.  The relative pronoun d would seem to be genitival in function, and to have as 
its antecedent the noun ≤bd, "servant', of the preceding clause.  This implies an underlying genitive 
phrase *≤bd ≤lm, literally "a servant of perpetuity', for which an idiomatic English translation would be "a 
perpetual servant'.  In constructions such as these, a pronominal suffix attached to the noun in the 
genitive (that is, the last noun in the construct chain) governs not merely that noun, but the entire 
nominal phrase.  Thus, a hypothetical noun phrase *≤bd ≤lmk, literally "a servant of your perpetuity' 
would have the idiomatic meaning "your perpetual servant'.  Compare the presentation in J. Tropper, 
Ugaritische Grammatik (2000), § 91.315, pp. 846-847, including, among others, the following examples: 
mlk ≤lmk, "your eternal kingship' (lit., "the kingship of your perpetuity') in KTU2 1.2.IV:10; and ±®t ¬dqh, 
"his rightful wife' (lit., "the wife of his rightfulness') and mtr”t yßrh, "his legitimate bride' (lit., "the bride of 
his legitimacy') in KTU2 1.14.I:12-13.    

 341See, for example, the discussion in A. Caquot, M. Sznycer, and A. Herdner, TO 1 (1974) 
244, and note g, with allusions to previous treatments.  This view is preferred in three recent English 
language treatments: D. Pardee, Context 1 (1997) 266; M. S. Smith's translation in Ugaritic Narrative 
Poetry (1997) 144; and N. Wyatt, Religious Texts from Ugarit (1998) 121.   
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this idiom with fiLM-salutations: the Ugaritic root BHṪ can thus be understood here as 

sharing a certain amount of semantic overlap with fiLM.342     

 Lines 17-20 of column 2 contain the narrative account of the fulfillment of this 

commission.  The messengers begin speaking in lines 16-17, and they deliver the 

message basically as instructed: their first words spoken identify the sender,343 and the 

message itself is reiterated with only one significant change.  In the commission, the 

message contained the phrase bh® l bn ilm mt; in the delivery, the preposition l has 

been omitted: bh® bn ilm mt.   

 Assuming it does not reflect a scribal error, such variation in the same motif in 

virtually identical contexts is not without implications for the syntactic understanding 

of the two passages: (1) since the context supports a salutation here, (2) since some 

salutations contain vocative phrases, and (3) since the vocative in Ugaritic may or 

may not be marked with l, the easiest explanation of these two passages is that the l in 

line 11 represents the vocative marker l, and that its absence in line 19 reflects an 

unmarked vocative construction.  This granted, the morphology of the word bh® is 

plausibly comparable to that proposed above for the ßlm-motifs in KTU2 1.23, RS 

34.126, and RS 24.271: namely, either a common noun or an imperative of a stative 

verb, with a meaning appropriate for use as a salutation.    

 

                                                

 342See, for example, Caquot et al., TO 1 (1974) 244, note g; G. del Olmo Lete, Mitos y 
leyendas de Canaan (1981) 526; and, for a general overview of the comparative cognates, D. Cohen, 
Dictionnaire des racines sémitiques 1 (1970) 50.  For classical Arabic baha®a, A. de Biberstein 
Kazimirski, Dictionnaire arabe-français (1860) 170, glosses the 1st stem (and the 6th stem) of this verb 
as follows: "accueillir quelqu'un avec un visage riant.'      

 343On the discrepancy between t“m ±l•yn b≤l in the commission in line 10, and t“m ±l•yn bn b≤l 
in the delivery in lines 17-18, compare the explanation of the intervening {bn} in Caquot et al., TO 1 
(1974) 245, n. h': ""très probablement une erreur de scribe''.      
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3.5  SITZ-IM-LEBEN  OF THE SALUTATION     

 This section represents an exploitation of the data presented above in an 

attempt to clarify the Sitz-im-Leben, or contextual setting, of the salutation formula.  It 

consists of two sections: (1) a consideration of the geographical, chronological, and 

literary background of the formula, and (2) a study of the situational context implied 

behind its usage.   

 

3.5.1  Geographical,  chronological,  and li terary background   

 Formulaic wishes pronounced by one individual for the general well-being of 

another are not restricted geographically to the Levant, nor chronologically to the Late 

Bronze Age, nor literarily to the epistolary genre.344   

 With respect to the use of such salutary motifs in letters in particular, the first 

evidence for the regular use of fiLM-wishes as part of an epistolary praescriptio comes 

from the Old Babylonian period.345  Such a historical distribution is not insignificant 

for the cultural history of the ""salutation'' as an epistolary formula, for, if the 

Mesopotamian world of the early 2nd millennium BCE is far from Ugarit in 

                                                

 344Compare the discussion of ""der Gruss des täglichen Lebens'' in the Babylonian world by 
B. Landsberger in MAOG 4 (1928-1929) 298-302.  CAD, vol. 17 (fi), part 3 (1992), contains references 
to other non-epistolary Mesopotamian examples of ßulmu-greetings on p. 251, among which the Neo-
Assyrian tablet VAT 8807 is also discussed.  On the latter, see the edition by W. G. Lambert in 
Babylonian Wisdom Literature (1960) 216-217 and pl. 55-57: the ßulmu-motifs occur on the verso of 
VAT 8807, col. 3, lines 20 and 45.  In speaking of a similar salutation formula used in the Hebrew Bible, 
F. B. Knutson, RSP 2 (1975) 420, is able to suggest that the formula ""was originally oral''.  For him, ""It 
was a greeting, exchanged when two men met.''      

 345Compare Landsberger, MAOG 4 (1928-1929) 300-301; O. Schroeder, RlA 2 (1938) 64-65; 
E. Salonen, Die Gruss- und Höflichkeitsformeln (1967) 14-15; and, more recently, E. Cancik-
Kirschbaum, Die mittelassyrischen Briefe (1996) 59: ""fiulmu-Wünsche als Teil der Briefeinleitung 
haben Tradition seit der aB Zeit und finden sich in den unterschliedlichsten Varianten, sowohl knapp als 
auch ausführlich.''       
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geographical and chronological terms, it is not particularly distant culturally: I refer 

here to the common ""Amorite'' heritage of historic Ugarit and the ruling dynasties of 

the Old Babylonian period, a heritage which is illustrated, among other ways, by the 

shared linguistic history evident in the royal onomastic traditions.346      

 If, however, the usage of the Ugaritic salutation resembles the Old Babylonian 

usage in terms of gross distribution, that is, in the fact that both traditions employ fiLM-

wishes as formulaic elements at the beginning of letters, this resemblance does not 

extend to the compositional level.  The Ugaritic salutations are impersonal, the Old 

Babylonian are not; and the Ugaritic salutations consist of two necessary elements, the 

Old Babylonian of one.   

 These two compositional features which characterize the Ugaritic salutation, 

namely, an impersonal construction and at least two necessary elements,347 are also 

the dominant characteristics of salutations in the other contemporary epistolary 

traditions of Late Bronze West Asia: Middle Babylonian, Middle Assyrian, Hittite, and 

the various western peripheral Akkadian traditions.  In this respect, Ugaritic shows a 

common kinship348 with contemporary cuneiform traditions.   

                                                

 346On the ""Amorites'', see the now classic article of M. Liverani, Peoples of Old Testament 
Times (1973) 100-133.  A more recent presentation, with bibliography, may be found in R. M. Whiting, 
CANE 2 (1995) 1231-1242.  

 347These two features are, of course, interrelated in the sense that the impersonal nature of the 
Late Bronze pattern requires that an additional element be present in order to express the beneficiary of 
the wish.   

 348I would emphasize this ""kinship'' without attempting to draw conclusions regarding priority 
of East or West in tracing the origin of the shared usage.  It is still acceptable, even after the 
considerable 3rd millennium epigraphic finds from the Syrian heartland and from the ‡ab¨r Basin, to 
assume, without apparent hesitation, Mesopotamian priority in all things literary.  While this must 
remain a possibility, perhaps even a probability in most cases, it seems methodologically unsound to 
assume its accuracy a priori, especially in light of the epigraphic data from Ebla and elsewhere.       
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 This kinship, however, though striking, is not of a sort to permit one to assume 

the Ugaritic usage to be merely derivative of an older, better established 

Mesopotamian, or even Anatolian, model.  It may have been the case, but not 

necessarily so, that the origin of the Ugaritic epistolary salutation is to be sought in the 

widespread influence of Mesopotamian ""letters'' and learning during the 2nd 

millennium BCE in the West.   

 Origins aside, however, the standard Ugaritic salutation cannot be directly 

derivative of a known Mesopotamian model for the simple reason that no known 

Mesopotamian epistolary tradition shows a dual compositional pattern like that of 

Ugaritic, where one pattern is typical of conceptually ascending letters, while the other 

is typical of letters which are not conceptually ascending.  This compositional pattern 

for the salutation is, to my knowledge, unique to the local corpora: the Ugaritic and 

Akkadian letters from Ras Shamra.  In light of such a restricted distribution, and in 

light of the fact that this variable order resembles other distinctly Syrian epistolary 

habits, namely, in the tendency to distinguish ascending letters from non-ascending 

letters by formal means, leads one rather to suspect a local Syrian origin for this 

formal attention to social status differences.349  Thus, with respect to its composition, 

the standard Ugaritic salutation formula may, on present evidence, be said to be a 

                                                

 349Compare the comments of D. Pardee, Les textes épistolaires (in preparation), chap. 2 (RS 
1.018), remarques épistolographiques, footnote: ""Comme pour les autres formules épistolaires . . . nous 
hésitons devant l'hypothèse selon laquelle la formule ougaritique constitue l'emprunt de la formule 
correspondante en accadien … parce que cette hypothèse implique qu'il n'y avait pas de tradition 
épistolaire ouest-sémitique et que les formules épistolaires devaient donc être empruntées à une 
civilisation plus avancée en cette matière, ce qui reste à prouver. Pour Huehnergard, l'ordre des deux 
formules yßlm lk et l °my yßlm (par ex.), qui se répète dans ces mêmes formules dans les lettres 
accadiennes de Ras Shamra, serait le résultat de l'influence accadienne sur l'ougaritique (Akkadian of 
Ugarit [1989] 212). Ce savant a pourtant remarqué que l'ordre l¨ ßulmu ana mu”h≠ka est annormal en 
accadien (ibid., p. 211). N'est-il pas tentant par conséquent de voir dans l'ordre accadien le résultat de 
l'influence ougaritique, et non pas vice versa ?''   
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characteristic of epistolary usage in Late Bronze Syria.  The contemporary epistolary 

salutations used in adjacent areas are similar, but not identical. 

 

3.5.2  The situational context of the salutation   

 A consideration of the situational context of the salutation formula yields 

insights into the following issues: (1) the type of social situation in which the « sal » 

formula is appropriate or inappropriate; (2) the nature of the salutation as a ""speech 

act'', including reflections on the ""speaker'' of the salutation, the ""agent'' by whom the 

predication described by the verb yßlm is achieved, and the contextual ""burden'', or 

purpose of the speech act; and (4) the contextually appropriate ""moment'' at which a 

salutation would typically occur.   

 

3.5.2.1  The salutation in its  social setting       

 The distribution of the formula in the Ugaritic corpus permits no clear-cut 

conclusions regarding those social situations in which a salutation was appropriate or 

inappropriate: the formula appears in letters of every conceptual status, and of both 

conceptual models.  Certain distributional tendencies, however, permit some 

speculation.  If the presence of the « sal » formula was theoretically possible in all 

types of conceptual situations, the current corpus does reveal that the presence of the 

formula was (1) especially frequent in letters which employ the biological kinship 

model, regardless of their conceptual status,350 and (2) it was especially infrequent in 

terminologically unmarked letters for which contextual factors suggest a descending 

                                                

 350See above, section 3.3.    
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social relationship.351  When one enlarges the scope of inquiry to include the corpus of 

Ras Shamra Akkadian letters, another feature regarding terminologically unmarked 

letters becomes apparent: (3) if the recipient was a king, even if a low-ranking one 

with respect to the sender, a salutation is appropriate.352 

 A link with the biological kinship model, visible from the data themselves, is 

consistent with M. Gruber's interpretation of greetings, derived from information 

theory.353  The salutation fits conveniently into Gruber's second category:  ""deferential 

greetings'', or greetings in which the speaker seeks not only to ""establish links of 

fellowship''354 but also to communicate ""information concerning the relative status of 

the speaker and the addressee.''355  The sender's choice to employ the biological 

kinship model rather than the hierarchical power model, in and of itself, reveals a 

concern to ""establish links of fellowship''.356  The frequency of the salutation formula 

in these letters serves to reinforce such a concern for establishing and maintaining such 

fellowship.  One cannot infer, however, from the appropriateness of the salutation in 

letters conceived on the biological kinship model, that it was correspondingly 

                                                

 351See above, section 3.3.   

 352See above, section 3.4.1.1. 

 353Gruber, Nonverbal Communication (1980) 182-186.   

 354Gruber employs the expression coined by B. Malinowski, ""The Problem of Meaning'' (1946) 
314.   

 355The dual compositional pattern for the salutation, observable in the Ugaritic and Ras 
Shamra Akkadian epistolary corpora, means that such status information is communicated whichever 
order was used: the presence of the pattern « yßlm lk » (appropriate in situations which are not 
conceptually ascending), for example, indicates a conscious choice not to employ the pattern « ly b≤ly 
yßlm » (which would have been appropriate in situations which are conceptually ascending).   

 356Given the nature of the BIO model, the phrase ""links of kinship'' would be even more 
appropriate. 
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inappropriate in letters conceived on the hierarchical power model: such does not 

agree with the available data.357 

 The « sal » formula is uncommon in terminologically unmarked letters which, 

from context, appear to reflect a socially descending situation.  This distribution, it 

seems to me, also reinforces the inference drawn above: of all possible types of letters, 

that in which the social relationship between the correspondents is unmarked is the 

least deferential, displaying the least concern for ""establishing links of fellowship''.358  

In the case of such letters used in socially descending situations, this lack of concern is 

even more evident: when the king and queen write to their agents,359 for example, 

virtually the only interest they show concerning these underlings is that they execute 

their orders in a timely and competent manner.  This provides a revealing contrast to 

Gruber's ""deferential greeting'': just as the king and the queen show no interest in 

""establishing links of fellowship'' with their correspondents, nor do they employ the 

« sal » formula in such letters.360      

 Extrapolating from this distribution, one might propose the following: a 

salutation is appropriate in those social situations in which the speaker wishes to 

                                                

 357See above, section 3.3. 

 358A lack of concern for ""establishing links of fellowship'' is evident from the very fact that 
these letters are terminologically unmarked: the sender felt no need whatsoever to characterize his 
relationship with the recipient by means of social metaphors, neither by means of kinship terms, nor 
even by means of terms of social hierarchy (b≤lk, ≤bdy).   

 359Letters of this type are well-represented in the corpus by RS 16.264, RS 94.2406, 
RS 94.2429, RS 94.2580, and RS 96.2039.   

 360A special case is RS 96.2039.  In the address, the sender (mlkt, "the queen') addresses her 
correspondent not only with a personal name, but also with a REL term drawn from the BIO model: l 
yrmhd •”y rgm, "To Yarimhaddu, my brother, say:'  Since the queen has written to someone whom she 
characterizes as her brother, one might have expected her to include the « sal » formula as well.  It is 
not present, and the tone (the letter is full of imperatives and other second person volitional forms) 
resembles that of other letters of the queen to her agents.   
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emphasize the ""links of fellowship'', even of kinship, which connect him to the 

recipient, the best examples of such situations being letters composed on the BIO 

model; and the formula is omitted in those social situations in which the speaker 

displays little or no concern for expressing such ""links of fellowship'' with the recipient, 

the best examples of these situations being terminologically unmarked letters which, 

from context, can be said to reflect socially descending situations.   

 One significant problem with such a formulation, as it stands, is represented by 

the usage of the « sal » formula in the Ras Shamra Akkadian letters.  In the Ugaritic 

corpus, the « sal » formula tends not to be used in terminologically unmarked letters 

for which contextual factors suggest an underlying descending social relationship;361 

the opposite distribution is present for such letters in the Ras Shamra Akkadian 

corpus.362  This poses a problem since, in virtually all other respects, the structure of 

these two epistolary corpora is profoundly similar, if not identical, in composition and 

distribution.  The discussion in section 3.4.1.1.2 above surveyed some possible reasons 

for such a distributional difference, finally suggesting the possibility that the fact that 

the letters in question were addressed to a king, even if one of relatively low rank with 

respect to the sender, was relevant to the presence of the « sal » formula.  Applying 

this possibility to the conceptually unmarked but ""contextually descending'' letters in 

Ugaritic is particularly fruitful, as it would explain why a « sal » formula was present 

in two letters: RS 15.158 and RS 17.434+.363  In this sense, the usage of the « sal » 

                                                

 361See above, section 3.3. 

 362See above, section 3.4.1.1.  

 363RS 15.158 is from [mlk g]rgmß to [<PN> m]lk °grt); RS 17.434+ is from pd÷b mlk[t ... ] to 
nqmd.  Even though the recipient of the latter letter is not explicitly called mlk, "king', in the address, it is 
virtually certain that the nqmd in question was in fact a king of Ugarit of that name.     
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formula in conceptually unmarked letters which are contextually descending may 

represent a form of calculated politeness, or flattery, of the sort made expedient by the 

demands of international politics, as, for example, in the diplomatic relations between 

the courts of Carchemish and Ugarit.  It was no doubt politic for the king of 

Carchemish to maintain good relations, or, if such a characterization be permitted, 

""links of fellowship'', with Ugarit; one means of doing this, without surrendering the 

dignity of his station by addressing the Ugaritian king as ""his brother'', may have been 

to employ the salutation formula.  As a ""deferential greeting'' in Gruber's terms, the 

« sal » formula would fulfill the political goal of establishing and maintaining ""links of 

fellowship'', and, at the same time, the social goal of communicating information about 

the relative social status of the sender and recipient.364     

 

3.5.2.2  The salutation as a speech act: " " speaker' '  and " "agent' '    

 The verb fiLM is stative in the G-stem, and thus the verbal form of the 

salutation formula, yßlm, does not describe an action per se, but rather the state of 

""being well''.  The formula does involve an ""act'' however: this act is perceptible, not 

from the semantics of the verb, which is stative, but rather from the pragmatic function 

of the formula within the letter.  On the basis of the epistolary context in which it is  

                                                

 364In this light, the use of the pattern « fiLM-wish + prepositional phrase » represents a 
conscious choice not to use the alternate pattern, « prepositional phrase + fiLM-wish », appropriate for 
ascending social situations.  
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used, as well as the morphology of the verb,365 the linguistic act366 accomplished by 

means of the salutation formula may be called a wish.  With respect to this wish, as a 

speech act, the paragraphs that follow address the questions: who is speaking the 

wish? and by what means is the wished-for state achieved? 

 

3.5.2.2.1  THE ""SPEAKER'' OF THE SALUTATION   

 The formula itself does not explicitly clarify the identity of the person whose 

volition is represented, but from the direct address situation inherent in Ugaritic 

epistolary communication,367 it is clear that it is the sender of the letter who desires the 

recipient to experience the ""well-being'' described by the verb fiLM.         

 

3.5.2.2.2  THE ""AGENT'' OF fiLM IN THE SALUTATION.   

 The benediction formula368 is also a wish, which treats the same basic theme as 

the « sal » formula, namely, that of ""well-being''.  There, however, the fiLM-verb is 

transitive, and the agent(s) intended to bring about this pleasant state are explicitly 

                                                

 365The morphology of the Ugaritic form yßlm is ambiguous: it is clearly a prefix conjugation 
verbal form, but the consonantal orthography shows no indication of the ""mood'' vowel used.  Because of 
their compositional and distributional congruence with the Ugaritic formula, the form of the ""well-being'' 
expression in Akkadian and Hittite salutations provides valuable comparative evidence to supplement 
the context: in both Akkadian and Hittite the forms are explicitly vocative (Akkadian uses the vocative 
particle l¨, and Hittite uses an explicitly vocative form of the verb ""to be'', {e-eß-du}).  It thus seems 
reasonable to reconstruct the Ugaritic form as the ""jussive'' (yqtl + Ø); see below, section 3.6.   

 366Introductory presentations of ""speech act theory'' from university-level linguistics textbooks 
which have been helpful to me in formulating this section may be found in E. Finegan, Language: its 
structure and use, 2nd edition (1994) 333-343 (bibliography on pp. 362-364); and 
Ohio State University Department of Linguistics, Language Files, 6th edition (1994) 228-234.    

 367Compare the 2nd and 1st person pronouns used throughout the epistolary corpus to refer to 
the recipient and the sender, respectively.   

 368See below, in chapter 4. 
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stated as the grammatical subject of the verb(s): •lm, "the gods'.  Unlike the « ben » 

formula, however, in which the main verbs are active and transitive, the « sal » 

formula contains a stative verb.  This being the case, the ""agent'' intended to bring 

about or cause the state of well-being described is not expressed as the grammatical 

subject of the verb.  A reasonable question one may pose regarding the formula is 

thus: who or what is the ""agent'' intended to bring about or cause the state of well-

being solicited by the « sal » formula?   

 Over seventy years ago, B. Landsberger pointed out that in the Babylonian 

world, ""good words'' had their practical effect either in and of themselves, or through 

the agency of the gods.369  This distinction reflects rather well the agency involved in 

the epistolary salutation and benediction, respectively.  Landsberger argued that the 

""self-effectiveness''370 of ""good words'' is implied, if indirectly, by the numerous 

incantations concerned with checking the self-effective power of ""bad words''.371      

 At least two formal incantations372 have been preserved in the Ugaritic corpus.  

Both of these display a concern with dbbm, a group of potential antagonists whose title 

                                                

 369Landsberger, MAOG 4 (1928-1929) 294.   

 370The word he employed is ""Selbstwirksamkeit''; ibid.     

 371Ibid. 

 372I say ""formal incantations'' to refer to that particular literary genre represented by the two 
documents RIH 78/20 and RS 92.2014.  Among other shared formal features, both texts show poetic 
parallelism among the incantory elements; both are full of volitional forms soliciting action (or a 
cessation of action) from the malevolent parties; and the first word of both texts, ydy and dy, 
respectively, is plausibly derived from the Ugaritic root YDY, "to expel (by incantation)' (compare 
del Olmo Lete and Sanmartín, DLU 2 [2000]. p. 523).  On other lexical and thematic features which 
unite these texts, see D. Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000), ch. 73, p. 833 (""conclusions générales'').  
Because of its extensive mythological narrative elements, I exclude RS 24.244, the ""serpent 
incantation'', from this category.  On the two texts RS 92.2014 and RIH 78/20 in detail, see now the 
(re)edition in Pardee, ibid., chapters 73 and 81, pp. 829-833 and 875-893.            
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is most likely derived from a verb of speaking.373  This etymology is, I believe, a clue 

to the effectiveness of this party: it is through the act of speaking, and the power of 

their speech, that they constitute a threat.  An additional illustration of the perceived 

power of the spoken word is provided by RS 92.2014; in lines 8-10 one of the aspired 

goals of the incantation is stated: l t°dn dbbm kßpm hwt rß≤ hwt bn nßm, "May the dbbm 

(and) the kßpm not give ear to the words-of-evil, to the words of human beings!'  This 

incantation was private in nature, belonging to an important functionary named Urtenu 

to whom the house, in which this document and several hundred others were found, 

probably belonged.374  The fact that hwt rß≤ , "word(s)-of-evil', was/were considered a 

formidable enough threat to Urtenu's well-being as to require the commission of an 

incantation suggests, I think, the power inherent in the spoken word for Urtenu and his 

fellows.  Furthermore, if the ""bad word'' has such power, it seems sensible to assume 

that the ""good word'' had a correspondingly beneficial effect.  Indirectly, the very 

existence of incantations in the Ugaritic corpus would seem to support this supposition: 

why would they exist if not for an intended beneficial effect?  More explicit 

clarification of the potentially beneficial effect of the spoken word is attested in RIH 

78/20.  One of the goals of the incantation is stated in line 2: w t¬° l pn ql ®≤y, "So let 

                                                

 373On this etymology, and the reasons for its appropriateness in this context, see Pardee, ibid., 
ch. 81, p. 879, n. 23.  Pardee characterizes the semantic development as ""parler → médire, attaquer par 
la parole''.  An alternative explanation derives the word from D˙BB, "fly', for which see ibid., n. 22.    

 374That the incantation was intended for Urtenu's private use seems clear from the colophon 
(lines 14-15): l °rtn l gbh l tmnth, "(This incantation is intended) for Urtenu, for his ""back'' (gb, a 
euphemism for ""body''?), for his ""form?'' (tmnt).'   
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them375 depart at (the sound of) the voice of the ®≤y-official!'  Whatever the role of the 

®≤y-official at Ugarit was, clearly his voice, ql, was not without power.   

 I consider these examples sufficient basis to argue that the ""agent'' who brings 

about the ""well-being'' to which the salutation formula alludes was the speaker of the 

formula, that is, ultimately, the sender of the letter: it was through the saying, or, in this 

case, the writing and subsequent recitation, of the formula that its desired effect, ""well-

being'', was achieved.     

 

3.5.2.2.3  THE SALUTATION AND THE fiULMªNU-GIFT IN AKKADIAN LETTERS? 

 Beyond the self-effectiveness of the words themselves, was there any 

additional agency involved?  The Ugaritic incantations, which, like the salutation 

formula, are ""speech acts'' in the sense that they represent actions done with words, 

often make reference to physical objects which accompanied, or in some other way 

were connected with, the ""speech act'' itself.  Such objects are prominent in RS 

24.244,376 a literary text which incorporates many incantory motifs in a narrative 

context, and in RS 92.2014,377 an incantation in the formal sense.  In RS 24.244, the 

narrative relates how the central character, °m p“l p“lt, "the stallion's mother, the 

mare,' sends the same message, concerned with snakebite, to eleven different deities 

successively.  Finally, upon sending this message a twelfth time, the recipient, this 

                                                

 375I follow the interpretation of these lines presented in Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 875-
893, where the pronominal subject of t¬° is considered 3rd person masculine plural, with the antecedent 
understood as dbbm d ÷zr, "those who curse the young man' (the genitive may thus be described as 
""objective''), in line 1.  

 376The editio princeps is C. Virolleaud, Ugaritica 5 (1968) 564-572; reedited in D. Pardee, Les 
textes para-mythologiques (1988), ch. 7, pp. 193-226.  A recent translation into English, with 
commentary and anterior bibliography, is D. Pardee, Context 1 (1997) 295-298.   

 377A preliminary edition appeared in Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000), ch. 73, pp. 829-833.  
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time the god H̊ôrªnu, actually performs an incantation by which the venom is expelled.  

As related in the text, H̊ôrªnu's act of expulsion is achieved by means of378 various 

objects, all probably types of wood, trees or plants.379  The newly published 

incantation RS 92.2014 also mentions objects made of wood as accompanying the act 

of expulsion itself: compare the phrase ≤¬ qdß, "the wood-of-sacredness', that is, "the 

sacred wood' in line 3.380   

 Such a link between the incantations themselves, as ""speech acts'', and 

accompanying physical objects provokes an interesting question with respect to the 

                                                

 378I say ""achieved by means of'' because the Ugaritic expression employs the preposition b, 
which, in my opinion, here expresses agency.  

 379I refer to the objects accompanying the verbal actions mentioned in lines 64-67.  Compare, 
for example, line 64, ydy b ≤¬m ≤r<.>≤r, "He expels (it) by means of the wood of the ≤r≤r-tree.  My 
translation should make it clear that I understand ≤¬m ≤r<.>≤r to be a construct phrase, in which the -m 
of ≤¬m (""enclitic -m'') occurs between the two nouns in construct; on this phenomenon in Ugaritic, 
compare the examples mentioned in J. Tropper, Ugaritische Grammatik (2000), § 89.232, pp. 827-828.   

 380The context in lines 1-3 is: y¬“k °zb w ±nk ±¬“k ±mrmrn ≤¬ qdß, which, I believe, can be 
interpreted as "Let one call out to you (with) the hyssop!  Even I myself would call out to you (as?) I 
shake(?) the sacred wood!'  With Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 829-831, I interpret ±mrmrn as a 
verb, in the prefix conjugation, 1st person singular, with an attached energic suffix -n, from a 
reduplicated bi-consonantal root MR (Pardee, ibid., cites the Arabic cognate marmara for the 
semantics).  It seems to me another option would be to interpret ±mrmrn as a common noun, denoting a 
kind of wood: "Let one call out to you (with) the hyssop!  Even I myself would call out to you, (with) 
±mrmrn, the sacred wood!'  I interpret the string {°zb} as a common noun, "hyssop', */≥uz(z)ub-/; 
compare biblical Hebrew b/zae, for which see L. Koehler and W. Baumgartner, HALOT 1 (1994) 27, and 
the etymological data given there.  This would be the first occurrence of this word in the Ugaritic corpus.  
The orthography with {°} would suggest that vowel harmony had occurred in the underlying Ugaritic 
form (the Hebrew cognate with {/} suggests the final vowel could have been /u/); on this phenomenon 
across geminated consonants in Ugaritic phonological development, see J. Huehnergard, UVST (1987) 
267-268.  I prefer this interpretation to that of Pardee, Les textes rituels (2000) 829-831, where he had 
understood ° zb, that is, the conjunction ° + a suffix conjugation verbal form zb (from a geminate root 
ZBB [attested for the first time in Ugaritic], which he translated, on the basis of an Arabic cognate, as 
""et se met à écumer''.  Obviously, since in either case the phrase is a hapax, little about its interpretation 
can be certain.  Nevertheless, I see at least two problems with Pardee's reading: (1) epigraphic: there is 
no word divider between {°} and {zb}, and, elsewhere in this text the use of word dividers, even after 
conjunctions like w, is consistent; and (2) syntactic:  the so-called ""waw-consecutive + perfect'' 
construction is not, to my knowledge, attested with the conjunction ° in Ugaritic; see Tropper, 
Ugaritische Grammatik (2000), § 76.541, pp. 716-717.    
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salutation formula as a ""speech act'': was there a physical object which typically 

accompanied it?  I know of no data which would suggest so in no uncertain terms.  A 

speculative possibility, however, is that the well-being alluded to in the « sal » formula 

should be linked with the ßulmªnu-gift381 so often mentioned in the bodies of 

Akkadian letters found at Ras Shamra.382  That the purpose of these gifts was well-

being seems evident from the etymology; and further, that the well-being of their 

recipient suffered when the gifts accompanying the letter were insufficient is 

suggested by several passages.383  No Ugaritic functional equivalent of Akkadian 

ßulmªnu, in the sense of a gift accompanying a letter, is known,384 however, and this 

absence prevents further pursuit of this question as it concerns the Ugaritic salutation 

in particular.385     

                                                

 381Compare the claim of G. G. Swaim, Grammar of the Akkadian Tablets Found at Ugarit 
(1962) 75, n. 45: ""The word ßulmªnu is actually much more than ""greeting''.  It refers to the gift which 
one person . . . would send to another as a concrete expression of his good wishes for the health and 
welfare of the recipient.''  On the relationship of the letter and accompanying gift(s), see C. Zaccagnini, 
Lo scambio dei doni (1973) 51-58; M. Liverani, SDB 9 (1979), col. 1327-1329, and 1331; and M. 
Liverani, Le lettere di el-Amarna 2 (1999) 324-331.    

 382I have not found a convincing Ugaritic functional equivalent of Akkadian ßulmªnu, in the 
sense of  a common noun denoting a type of gift.  On the equivalence of Ugaritic ßlm and Akkadian 
ßulmªnu in the motif of reciprocal well-being, where both are abstract nouns meaning "well-being', see 
below, chapter 5.     

 383This is somewhat of an understatement; compare, for example, RS 34.136:5-38.   

 384I do not consider the Ugaritic sacrificial term ßlmm of the ritual texts to represent a 
functional parallel for this sense of Akkadian ßulmªnu.  The use of ßlmm in the literary text KTU2 
1.14 III 26-27 may represent such a functional parallel, however.  For a detailed discussion of ßlmm as a 
sacrificial term, with reference to the usage of the terms ßlm and ßlmm in the literary texts, see Pardee, 
Les textes rituels (2000) 42-50.   

 385Even if such a link between the ßulmu, "well-being', of the salutation formula and the 
ßulmªnu-gift(s) mentioned in the body of Akkadian letters be granted (and I have not undertaken to 
demonstrate such a link; I mention it here only as a possibility), would it be reasonable to imagine that 
the « sal » formula was always accompanied by a ßulmªnu-gift?  One can hazard a guess: probably not.  
At most, the ßulmªnu-gift itself was probably no more than a medium through which ""well-being'' was 
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3.5.2.2.4  THE CONTEXTUAL ""BURDEN'' OR PURPOSE OF THE SALUTATION    

 In terms of the semantics of the formula itself, the ""burden'', or purpose, of the 

salutation seems evident: the speaker wishes that his interlocutor enjoy a state of ßlm, 

"well-being'.  As a ""speech act'', the purpose is less clear.  Above I appealed to 

M. Gruber's interpretation of greetings,386 derived from information theory, in an effort 

to explain the distribution of the formula.  The salutation matches the criteria of 

Gruber's second category, ""deferential greetings'', for which Gruber proposes two 

functions: greetings of this type seek not only (1) to ""establish links of fellowship'' but 

also (2) to communicate ""information concerning the relative status of the speaker and 

the addressee.''  The symmetry with which these two ""functions'' match the semantics 

and distribution of the formula lend them a certain credibility.  Whether these 

contextual ""functions'' can be said to be anything more than credible, however, is 

another issue: the available data, in my opinion, do little more than coincide with these 

theoretical functions, they do not demonstrate them.       

 

                                                                                                                                           
assured of being transmitted, perhaps in much the same manner as ≤¬ qdß, "the sacred wood', was a 
physical medium which greatly aided in combating the effectiveness of the hwt rß≤, "the evil word', in RS 
92.2014.  It seems to me that one empirical means of pursuing such a question, which I have not taken 
the time to do, would be to chart the presence of the « sal » formula with respect to the presence of 
""messages d'envoi'' which describe the accompanying item(s) as a ßulmªnu-gift.  If a large number of 
letters containing this latter motif lack the salutation formula, obviously the hypothesis presented here 
can be dropped.  If, on the other hand, such ""messages d'envoi'' typically occur in letters which contain 
the « sal » formula, the hypothesis is still valable. 

 386Gruber, Nonverbal Communication (1980) 182-186.   
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3.5.2.3  The contextual " "moment' '  of the salutation     

 I know of no direct evidence concerning the moment when the speaking of a 

salutation was appropriate or expected, and thus am able neither to confirm nor to 

contradict the confident statement of F. B. Knutson:387 ""this formula was originally 

oral.  It was a greeting, exchanged when two men met.''  

 Indirect evidence, however, tends to support Knutson's statement.  It may be 

observed that the structural organization of the epistolary praescriptio reflects, to a 

certain extent, the sequence of events accompanying the meeting of two individuals: 

(i) the address reflects the appearance and mutual recognition of both parties, (ii) the 

prostration formula reflects the deferential gesture which preceded verbal exchange in 

the case of unequal status, (iii) and the body of the letter reflects the substance of the 

conversation following the exchange of greetings.388  Along these lines, the salutation 

and the benediction, since they both represent ""wishes'' spoken by one of the parties, 

and since both generally follow the « pros » formula, would reflect the pleasantries 

spoken at the beginning of verbal exchange between the parties, but prior to the 

""substance'' of the conversation.  Assuming the passage has been correctly interpreted, 

the salutation-motif occurring in the Ba≤lu Cycle of myths offers further support for 

such a scenario.389   

 This moment, the commencement of speaking at the meeting of two parties, 

would not seem to have been the only contextually appropriate time for saying a 

salutation.  The ßlm-motifs of KTU2 1.23 and RS 34.126 may imply another 

                                                

 387Knutson, RSP 2 (1975) 420.   

 388See above, in the introduction to part 1, section 1.3.1.3.2. 

 389The passage is KTU2 1.5 II 8-20; see above, section 3.4.2.2. 
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contextually appropriate moment: if these motifs are indeed to be interpreted as 

salutations, one might infer that these passages reflect a social reality in which an 

invited guest pronounced a salutation in favor of his host following the meal.390  

Obviously, such a situational context would be distinct from that of the epistolary 

salutation formula.  

 

3.6  GRAMMATICAL ANALYSIS OF THE SALUTATION     

 The structure of the salutation is easily discernible, as is the morphology of its 

components.  The formula consists of: (1) yßlm, a finite form of the verb fiLM in the 

prefix conjugation, and (2) the prepositional phrase, « l(y) NR », where « NR » 

represents a noun phrase, or, very rarely, several noun phrases in apposition.  The 

general morphology being clear, this analysis addresses various problems surrounding, 

respectively, the semantics, the morpho-syntax, and the phonemic reconstruction of the 

formula.   

 

3.6.1  The semantics of the « sal » formula     

 The « sal » formula is a wish, expressed by the sender, that "it be well' for the 

recipient.  Three discrete topics contribute to these semantics: (1) the verb fiLM, (2) 

the prefix conjugation as it is used in the « sal » formula, and (3) the preposition l as a 

complement of the impersonal usage of the stative verb fiLM.      

                                                

 390See above, section 3.4.2.1.1. 
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 The root fiLM is the regular Ugaritic verb for expressing the notion of ""well-

being'' in its various aspects.391  The meaning in the G-stem is stative: "to be well, fine, 

healthy'.  There is no reason to doubt that the « sal » formula employed this stem. 

 Since É. Dhorme's treatment in 1933, the analysis of the verbal form yßlm as 

jussive has been standard.392  That the form is volitional is assured not only by the 

context of the epistolary ""polite formulas'', but also by the formally parallel salutations 

in the Akkadian and Hittite comparative corpora, which employ explicitly volitional 

forms.393  Volitions in Ugaritic could be expressed by means of the prefix conjugation, 

almost certainly with a -Ø marked ""mood vowel''.394  This morphological pattern is 

typically called the ""jussive'', because of this volitional use, and especially with 

reference to the 3rd person.395  The prefix y- denotes the 3rd person masculine 

                                                

 391See G. del Olmo Lete and J. Sanmartín, DLU 2 (2000) 438-439, with bibliography. 

 392Compare Dhorme, Syria 14 (1933) 236, where the author analyzes yßlm in this formula as 
""Troisième personne de l'optatif du verbe ßlm employé comme signifiant « être en bon état » : sit tibi 
salus! ''  As D. Pardee points out in his manuscript of Les textes épistolaires (in preparation), chap. 2 
(RS 1.018), remarques épistolographiques, footnote, ""Dès 1933 Dhorme a comparé la formule 
ougaritique au latin sit tibi salus . . . , et depuis cette date l'accord semble être général pour accepter 
cette analyse.''    

 393The Akkadian parallels employ the volitional particle (or ""Wunschpartikel'') l¨, and the 
Hittite equivalents use a volitional form of the verb ""to be'', {e-eß-du}; see above, section 3.4.1.   

 394J. Tropper, Ugaritische Grammatik (2000), § 73.233.1, p. 443, lists several alphabetic 
spellings of prefix conjugation forms in volitional contexts, many in the 3rd person, which imply a -Ø 
marked mood vowel; these are derived from III-≥ roots (where the use of the {•} sign indicates syllable-
final /≥/) and III-w/y roots (where the absence of any orthographic indication of the ""weak'' consonants 
/w/ or /y/ may have indicated -Ø mood vowel).  An example from a syllabic text shows a -Ø marked 
mood vowel on a 1st person form; for this form, see J. Huehnergard, UVST (1987) 135, and the 
references there.  For a more detailed survey of the use of the prefix conjugation to express volitions, 
see Tropper, Ugaritische Grammatik (2000), § 77.32, pp. 721-725.     

 395There is some confusion in the use of the terms ""jussive'' and ""cohortative'' in modern 
discussions of Semitic grammar.  One sense is purely morphological: « prefix conjugation + -Ø mood 
vowel » as ""jussive'', and « prefix conjugation + -a mood vowel> as ""cohortative''.  Another sense, drawn 
largely from usage in the Biblical Hebrew grammatical tradition, is largely semantic: ""jussive'' for 3rd 
person volitions, ""cohortative'' for 1st person volitions.  This latter usage is not entirely applicable for 
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""subject'' of the verb.  It is generally assumed to be singular in number.396  Since this 

subject prefix y- has no concrete ""real-world'' reference, it may be thought of as an 

impersonal or ""dummy'' subject construction, similar to the ""dummy'' subject pronouns 

in English ""it's going well'', French ""ça va'', and German ""es geht mir gut.''      

 The semantics of l are among the most diverse of any of the prepositions in 

Ugaritic.  Like many other Semitic languages, Ugaritic uses this preposition to mark 

not only spatial and temporal relationships, but also the notion of advantage or 

disadvantage.397  It is this role it plays in the « sal » formula: it expresses advantage, 

                                                                                                                                           
Ugaritic, nor even for Hebrew, where the morphological pattern « prefix conjugation + -Ø mood vowel » 
was apparently used in the 1st person and 2nd person as well; compare the unambiguous 1st person 
forms •sp•, "I intend to eat', in KTU2 1.5 I 5; ±“d, "I intend to look,' in KTU2 1.19 III 4 and 19; and the 
syllabic writing {it-ti-ki la-a a-ßi-ib}, published by J. Nougayrol in Ugaritica 5 (1968), no. 81, line 26, p. 
173, perhaps to be translated "I do not wish to dwell with you'.  For the interpretation of this latter verbal 
form as Ugaritic, see J. Huehnergard, UVST (1987) 135.  The usage of yßlm in the « sal » formula, 
however, is ""jussive'' in both of the senses described above: it is a 3rd person volitional form, and it 
probably carried -Ø mood vowel.    

 396Graphically, the form is ambiguous: yßlm can represent the singular or dual of the 3rd 
person in ""masculine'' grammatical gender; the plural should now be omitted as a possibility, in light of 
J. Tropper's convincing demonstration that, in prose texts (though not in poetry), the 3rd person plural of 
the prefix conjugation follows the pattern tqtl, not yqtl (see the references cited below in section 
4.6.2.1).  In the Hittite epistolary « sal » formulas which correspond to the Ugaritic both functionally and 
formally, the verb of the salutation is 3rd person singular (see above, section 3.4.1).  In Biblical 
Hebrew, the 3rd masculine singular is often found in similar impersonal constructions of stative verbs; 
see the examples cited in B. K. Waltke and M. O'Connor, Biblical Hebrew Syntax (1990) 376-377.    

 397See D. Pardee, UF 8 (1976) 278, where many verbs, both transitive and intransitive, are 
listed which take l as a prepositional complement marking (dis)advantage.  For this sense with the verb 
fiLM, see Pardee, UF 7 (1975) 371.  On the use of l] to mark the ""dative of advantage (or 
disadvantage)'' in Biblical Hebrew, see Waltke and O'Connor, Biblical Hebrew Syntax (1990) 207, 
""marks the person for or against whom the action is directed''; and L. Koehler and W. Baumgartner, 
HALOT (1994-2000), vol. 2, pp. 508-509.         
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in this case, the ""beneficiary'' of the volition.398  Since this function is fulfilled in Greek 

and Latin by the dative case, such a role is often referred to as ""dative''.399   

 

3.6.2  Syntax: " " surface' '  and " "deep' ' s tructure of the idiom yßlm  + l  NR    

 One may omit from a discussion of the syntax of the « sal » formula the 

variation observed in the order of the two components.  This variation does not appear 

to be governed by purely linguistic factors, but rather by the extra-linguistic social 

context in which the formula was used.400  The distribution of the formula shows that, 

by and large, the prepositional phrase was placed first in conceptually ascending 

letters, the verb placed first in letters that were not ascending.401     

 The ""surface structure'' of the « sal » formula is complicated by two factors: 

(1) the fact that the salutation idiom is impersonal, the grammatical subject of the verb 

having no concrete ""real-world'' reference, and (2) that fact that the verb fiLM is 

                                                

 398Such an analysis lies behind Dhorme's treatment in Syria 14 (1933) 235-236.  On the idiom 
fiLM + l, "to be well, satisfactory (for s.o.)', see also Pardee, UF 7 (1975) 371.    

 399The phrases ""dative of (dis)advantage'', or dativus (in)commodi, are convenient means of 
referring to a particular group of functions, and of especial use for those who are already familiar with 
the classical languages; they do not, however, refer to an overtly marked grammatical category of 
Ugaritic syntax: in this sense, they are purely translational.  Compare the similar approach taken by 
D. Pardee and R. M. Whiting, BSOAS 50 (1987) 1; and the cautions voiced by Waltke and O'Connor, 
Biblical Hebrew Syntax (1990) 205.    

 400See above, section 3.2. 

 401The (few) exceptions are explainable in at least two ways: (1) the structure of the « sal » 
formula does not reflect standard Ugaritic epistolary usage, but has been influenced by independent 
scribal traditions, or (2) the letters in question involve ""mixed'' social situations, situations in which the 
REL terms used in the letter point to one type of social relationship between the correspondents 
(ascending, horizontal, descending), while the structure of the address and ""polite formulas'' of the letter 
points to another type of social relationship; as an example of this latter situation, compare RS 17.139, 
where the REL terms (composed on the biological kinship model) are explicitly ascending, but the 
composition of the epistolary praescriptio is such that is used for horizontal and descending letters, not 
ascending ones; on this letter, see above, section 1.7.1.2.     
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stative.  In standard morpho-syntax of stative verbs, even those in a volitional context, 

the person or thing which experiences the state described by the verb is designated by 

the grammatical subject of the verb: compare, for example, KTU2 1.6 I 39-40, tßm” ht 

±®rt, "Let ≥A®iratu now be glad!'  The volition in the « sal » formula, however, is 

impersonal; and in these circumstances, the person who is to experience the state 

described by the verb is expressed not as the grammatical subject of the stative verb, 

but rather as the object of the preposition l.402  In theory, a Ugaritic speaker was surely 

capable of expressing such a notion more directly, as in the poetic example cited 

above, with the ""experiencer'' of the state as the grammatical subject of the utterance.  

Such forms might have been written *tßlm, "May you be well!' or *tßlm ±dty, "May my 

lady be well!'403  For one reason or another, however, such a formation was not 

favored in the case of the epistolary « sal » formula.404   

                                                

 402Several examples of such a usage, namely, impersonal usages of stative verbs which mark 
the person who experiences the state described by the verb with the preposition l, are found in the 
Hebrew Bible; compare the forms listed in Waltke and O'Connor, Biblical Hebrew Syntax (1990), 
§ 22.7, pp. 376-377.     

 403Compare J. Friedrich, AfO 10 (1935-1936) 81, n. 7, who comments on the form yßlm: ""Die 
auf die Adresse folgende Grussformel ist . . . ungewöhnlich kurz, sie besteht nämlich nur aus den zwei 
Worten yßlm | lk, wörtlich "es sei dir wohlbehalten!' d. h. "es möge dir gut gehen!'  Auffällig ist dabei die 
unpersönliche Konstruktion des Verbums, man erwartet eher tßlm "du mögest wohlbehalten sein!' ''  
Compare also the ""personal'' formation of the Babylonian salutation l¨ ßalmªta, "May you be well!', for 
which see E. Salonen, Die Gruss- und Höflichkeitsformeln (1967) 14-15.   

 404In all probability, the ""information structure'' of epistolary polite volitions had a role.  In such 
a case, the informational content of the volition would have been organized and expressed in such a 
way as to lay special attention on the « NR » element (the ""beneficiary'' of the volition).  The 
impersonal construction would have highlighted the role of the beneficiary in the phrase; much less 
focus would have been laid on this ""beneficiary'' had he been expressed merely by means of the 
prefixed subject pronoun t-.  Furthermore, in using a two-element compositional pattern, variation in the 
order of mention of these two components would have permitted a means of distinguishing structurally 
between conceptually ""ascending'' and ""non-ascending'' letters, a distinction which appears to have been 
particularly important in the Ugaritic epistolary tradition(s).   
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 In using the preposition l to denote the one who benefits from the predication 

expressed by the verb, this usage of the preposition l resembles that of other examples 

of the ""dative of advantage''.  On a deeper level, however, this resemblance is 

deceptive.  As discussed above, stative verbs used in impersonal constructions employ 

the preposition l to express not only advantage, but to denote the person who actually 

experiences the state described.  In this sense, yßlm lk and the hypothetical form *tßlm, 

which have two very different surface structures, may share similar ""deep structures'' 

in which their semantics are nearly identical.    

 

3.6.3  The phonemic reconstruction of the « sal » formula      

 A phonemic reconstruction of the Ugaritic « sal » formula involves proposals 

for the following vowels: (1) the stem vowels in the prefix conjugation of the verb 

fiLM, (2) the mood vowel appropriate for the jussive form, and (3) the vocalization of 

the preposition l, and of its ""expanded'' forms ly and ln.      

 There is no internal evidence for the stem vowels of the verb fiLM, in either 

conjugation.405  As a stative verb, the pattern qatil- / yiqtal-406 would not be 

inappropriate.  Such a pattern is attested in several close cognate languages, in  

                                                

 405The syllabic writings of the type {ßal-li-ma} and {ßa-li-ma} found in Nougayrol, Ugaritica 5 
(1968), no. 96, pp. 189-191 (copy on p. 406), probably represent the D-stem according to Huehnergard, 
UVST (1987) 182, since ""the incorrect double writing of single consonants is rare in Ugarit Akk. texts, 
especially in Ugar. forms.''  In his edition, Nougayrol, Ugaritica 5 (1968) 189, n. 1, had normalized these 
forms ßalima, and translated, pp. 190-191, ""achevé'' or ""inachevé'' (for {la-a ßa(l)-li-ma}), implying a G-
stem interpretation.  If Nougayrol's analysis is valid, these forms would provide internal evidence for the 
stem vowels of the suffix conjugation of this verb: qatila.     

 406The discovery that Barth's law (which described the correspondence of yaqtal- and yiqtal- 
patterns) was operative in Ugaritic (in the sense that Ugaritic carried the yiqtal- pattern) is generally 
attributed to H. L. Ginsberg; see the discussion in J. Tropper, Ugaritische Grammatik (2000), § 73.242, 
p. 447; and D. Sivan, GUL (1997) 115.    
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Arabic,407 Hebrew,408 and Syriac,409 for example, and its presence in Ugaritic is 

plausible: */yißlam-/.     

 The mood vowel appropriate for the jussive is -Ø.  Such a conclusion is derived 

from internal evidence from (1) alphabetic spellings of III-≥ verbs which use the {•} 

sign,410 (2) alphabetic spellings of III-y/w verbs in which the final ""weak'' consonant is 

not represented in the orthography,411 and (3) one syllabic spelling.412  Conclusions 

                                                

 407The pattern is salima / yaslamu; compare H. Wehr, Dictionary of Modern Written Arabic 
(1979) 495.  In accordance with Barth's law, the prefix conjugation form in Arabic is yaqtal-, not yiqtal-.     

 408The pattern ßªl´m / yißlam points to the proto-forms *ßalim- / *yißlam- ; compare 
L. Koehler and W. Baumgartner, HALOT (1994-2000), vol. 4, pp. 1532-1533 (including much 
etymological data).   

 409The pattern ßlem / neßlam points to the proto-forms *ßalim- / *yißlam- ; see J. Payne Smith, 
A Compendious Syriac Dictionary (1903) 581.   

 410Compare the forms y¬•, "Let it go out!' (in the 3rd person) in KTU2 1.14 II 32, and •sp•, "I 
intend to eat' (in the 1st person), in KTU2 1.5 I 5, and several other examples assembled in Tropper, 
Ugaritische Grammatik (2000), § 73.233.1, p. 443, where the {•} sign is assumed to represent syllable-
final /≥/.  The essential correctness of H. L. Ginsberg's hypothesis that the {•} sign was used for this 
function (namely, to represent syllable-final /≥/) is generally granted; there are exceptions which 
remain unexplained on Ginsberg's theory, but these are relatively few in number, and have proven 
amenable to ""compromise'' proposals which explain them as ""phonetic spellings''.  See the discussion, 
and especially the data assembled in Tropper, Ugaritische Grammatik (2000), § 21.322, pp. 33-38; note 
that it is not necessary to accept Tropper's own proposal to interpret spellings of the type y¬•, t¬•, etc., as 
matres lectionis (*/ya¬î/, */ta¬î/, etc.).   

 411Such evidence is only valid on the assumption that the historical morphology of third weak 
roots was tri-consonantal (not bi-consonantal); that is, that the ""jussive'' forms of such verbs contained 
proto-phoneme sequences of the type */-uw- + Ø/ and /-iy- + Ø/ which resolved to /-û/ and /-î/, 
respectively.  Compare ±“d, "I intend to look,' in KTU2 1.19 III 4 and 19, and other examples cited in 
Tropper, Ugaritische Grammatik (2000), § 73.233.1, p. 443.    

 412Compare the syllabic writing {it-ti-ki la-a a-ßi-ib} in J. Nougayrol, Ugaritica 5 (1968), 
no. 81, line 26, p. 173 (copy, p. 402), perhaps to be translated "I do not wish to dwell with you'.  For the 
interpretation of this latter verbal form as Ugaritic, see J. Huehnergard, UVST (1987) 135; and Tropper, 
Ugaritische Grammatik (2000), § 73.233.1, p. 443.  
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reached on the basis of this internal evidence are consistent with the implications of 

the comparative Semitic evidence.413    

 The most important datum for the phonemic reconstruction of the preposition l 

is the syllabic spelling {LI-¯e˘}, attested in RS 20.149.414  The text is one example of 

the well known ""polyglot vocabularies'', in which a fixed series of cuneiform signs, 

namely the Mesopotamian lexical series Syllabary A,415 is supplied, in the adjacent 

columns, with lexical equivalents in Akkadian, and, in this case, Hurrian and Ugaritic, 

all these being written syllabically.416  The spelling {LI-¯e˘} in the Ugaritic column 

corresponds to {a-na} in the Akkadian column, confirming that the Ugaritic word there 

represented is indeed the preposition.  To this piece of internal evidence, one can add 

the comparative Semitic evidence, divided between data which suggest */li/ and those 

which suggest */la/ for the preposition, both of these containing short vowels.417  A 

final datum is the ""expanded'' writing of the preposition as ly in several « sal » 

                                                

 413The -Ø marked jussive mood vowel on the prefix conjugation is productive in classical 
Arabic; see W. Wright, A Grammar of the Arabic Language (1896-1898), vol. 1, § 95, p. 60.  The 
remnants of a -Ø marked jussive mood vowel on the prefix conjugation in Biblical Hebrew are 
discussed in W. Gesenius and E. Kautzsch, Gesenius' Hebrew Grammar (1910), § 48, pp. 130-131.    

 414RS 20.149 was published by J. Nougayrol in Ugaritica 5 (1968), no. 130, pp. 232-234 (copy 
on p. 418).  On ""column 3'' of the tablet (the verso), line 5', the editor reads {[ ... ] | a-na | i-di-da | LI-¯e˘[ 
... ]}.  Because of the context, the editor reconstructs the Sumerogram for this line (which has been lost 
in the lacuna on the left side of the verso) as {MU}; see his comments in Ugaritica 5 (1968) 232, n. 7.      

 415On Syllabary A (Sa), see R. T. Hallock in MSL 3 (1955) 1-45.    

 416RS 20.149 is thus an Akkadian-Hurrian-Ugaritic example of the Mesopotamian lexical 
series Sa Vocabulary, for which see B. Landsberger and R. T. Hallock in MSL 3 (1955) 47-87; and 
Huehnergard, UVST (1987) 21-22.       

 417For a survey of data available to the author at the time, see C. Brockelmann, Grundriss 1 
(1908) 495.  Several allusions to more recent etymological data are given by Koehler and Baumgartner, 
HALOT (1994-2000), vol. 2, pp. 507-508.  In some languages, the vocalization varied; so in classical 
Arabic, for example, where one finds at least two allomorphs: li prefixed to nouns, but la- in several 
suffixed forms, as in lahu, "to him', and laka, "to you (m.s.)'.    
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formulas of ascending letters; this expanded writing is not found in the « sal » formulas 

used when the letter is not conceptually ascending.418  This distribution, and the fact 

that the writing of the preposition in the « sal » formula of RIH 78/03+, which is also 

an ascending letter, is also ""expanded'', this time by means of the particle -n, which is 

certainly consonantal, argue against the explanation of the -y in ly as a mater 

lectionis.419   

 In light of these data, a phonemic reconstruction of the Ugaritic preposition l 

must confront the following issues: (1) the quality of the vowel, (2) the quantity of the 

vowel, and perhaps also (3) the existence of context-sensitive allomorphs of the 

preposition, or allophones of the vowel of the preposition, that is, forms or vowels 

which differ according to context, but which do not affect meaning.420   

 In regard to the latter, it seems methodologically best to choose the simplest 

reconstruction that fits the available evidence, and to avoid introducing needlessly 

complicated explanations.  In this light, J. Huehnergard's interpretation of the evidence 

is weak on methodological grounds, for he proposes the existence of two allomorphs of 

the preposition, one, /li-/, found in most contexts, but another, */l≠/, found ""outside of a 

                                                

 418See above, section 3.2. 

 419So D. Pardee, AfO 31 (1984) 215; see also the particle hypothesis of  K. Aartun, Die 
Partikeln des Ugaritischen 1 (1974), especially  pp. 44-47 for enclitic -y; summary in Tropper, 
Ugaritische Grammatik (2000), § 89, pp. 823-835.  For {ly} as a plene writing of /l≠/, see J. Tropper, UF 
26 (1994) 460, n. 14; G. del Olmo Lete and J. Sanmartín, DLU 1 (1996) 234; and Tropper, Ugaritische 
Grammatik (2000), § 21.341.21c, p. 52.  Since, however, both -y and -n are fairly well-attested as 
enclitic particles, and since there are very few clear examples of matres lectionis in Ugaritic, it seems 
best from a methodological point of view to explain the spellings {ly} and {ln}, which are found in 
identical epistolary contexts, in the same fashion, namely, by reference to enclitic particles.    

 420As examples of ""allomorphs'', compare the form of the nota accusativi in Tiberian Hebrew 
(≥´t in isolation, ≥et- in proclitic constructions, and ≥ôt- with suffixes), and the form of the 3rd person 
masculine singular pronominal suffix in Classical Arabic (-hu following the nominative or accusative 
case vowels, -hi following the genitive vowel).   
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normal speech context,'' in isolation.421  The existence of such allomorphs for this 

preposition is certainly not impossible,422 but one must ask if such a proposal is 

preferable.  There is, to my knowledge, no evidence for more than one morphological 

form of the preposition in Ugaritic, and until the phonology of Ugaritic is better 

understood, it appears unnecessary to complicate phonemic reconstruction with 

allophonic variants.  Furthermore, while there may indeed be Mesopotamian examples 

which demonstrate the principle that Huehnergard proposes,423 the two examples he 

has chosen are deficient: with respect to the writing ßa-a, the vowel of the relative 

pronoun was historically long, even if its orthography in Akkadian texts does not 

always reflect this; and the {I} sign in li-i may reflect not a long vowel, but rather an 

orthographic means of differentiating the li value from the le value for the sign 

{LI}.424   

 In the absence of further internal data, then, one may assume a single morpho-

phonemic form for the preposition l throughout the Ugaritic language, regardless of 

context, and not multiple context-sensitive allomorphs.  One may further assume that 

the syllabic spelling {LI-¯e˘}, this being the only internal evidence available, reflects 

this morpho-phonemic structure.   

                                                

 421See Huehnergard, UVST (1987) 53; he summarizes as follows:  "". . . the writing le-e simply 
reflects the pronunciation [l´] for the morpheme /li-/, with its vowel lengthened outside of a normal 
speech context.''     

 422Compare the allomorphs of the preposition in Classical Arabic: li- in most cases, but la- 
when followed by several of the pronominal suffixes, as in lahu, "to him', laka, "to you (m.s.)', etc.   

 423Huehnergard, UVST (1987) 53, n. 8.   

 424Compare this observation in another context in D. Sivan, UF 18 (1986) 309.    
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 These assumptions permit at least one conclusion regarding the quality of the 

underlying vowel: the use of the {LI} sign precludes */la/ as a possibility.425  Students 

of Ugaritic phonology have proposed at least two other solutions, however: 

 (1) Huehnergard has proposed that the phonemic quality of the underlying 

vowel was /i/, but that, in the environment of the sonorant l, this phonemic vowel was 

phonetically realized as [e], and it was this realization which was reflected in the 

syllabic writing.426  If such a proposal cannot be ruled out as impossible, it does 

present methodological flaws of a rather serious nature.  Huehnergard invites us to 

believe that "". . . an examination of [the set of exceptions . . . in which the reflexes of 

*i and *≠ are written with e-signs] reveals that all but one of them occur in a well-

defined phonological environment, namely, before or after the sonorants /l/, /m/, /n/, 

and /y/.  In view of the consistent use of i-signs for /i/ and /≠/ in all other environments, 

we may therefore propose that those phonemes had allophones, [e] and [´] 

respectively, in the neighborhood of a sonorant.''427  The exceptions of which he 

speaks are cited on pages 260-261; they consist of various syllabic spellings of no 

more than twelve different words, of which at least one does not fit the hypothesis 

suggested.428  If this small sampling size alone is not sufficient to produce a good deal 

of skepticism regarding the proposal,429 one may raise the following additional 

objections: (1) as the author himself admits, the supposed phonological development is 

                                                

 425Contra C. H. Gordon, Ugaritic Textbook (1965), § 10.10, p. 97.     

 426Huehnergard, UVST (1987) 259-264.   

 427Ibid., pp. 261-262.   

 428The author admits this exception: {mar-kab-te}, not *{mar-kab-ti} (ibid., n. 208).      

 429Compare the author's own remark: ""the evidence of the lowering of /i/ to [e] around 
sonorants in Ugaritic is admittedly rather sparse'' (ibid., p. 262). 
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not operative in all cases governed by the conditions proposed;430 and (2) the 

supposed examples of phonemic /i/ and /≠/, which Huehnergard claims are realized 

phonetically as [e] and [´], are more often than not purely hypothetical, the presence 

of the underlying phonemes /≠/ or /i/ apparently being assumed purely on the basis of 

the writings with e-signs.431  In short, Huehnergard's proposal is not impossible and has 

the advantage of tidiness; the arguments presented, however, do little to move it from 

the realm of the possible to that of the probable.    

 (2) A second approach to the problem involves accepting the phonemic quality 

of the vowel as /e/, not /i/, in light of the syllabic writing.  This granted, the quantity of 

the vowel can only be long, that is, /ê/,432 since, on present evidence, Ugaritic had no 

short vowel of /e/ quality.433  Though not acceptable in the form presented there, the 

                                                

 430Huehnergard cites two such exceptions (ibid., p. 262): {¯i?-lu˘}, not *{e-lu}, for /≥ilu/ "god' 
and {mi-dá-ar-ú}, not *{me-dá-ar-ú}, for /midar≤u/?, "seed-land'.  To these one may add {¬i-il-yv[ ... ]}, 
written with {IL}, not {EL} (see p. 170); {qi-i-lu}, written with {I}, not {E} (see p. 175); and perhaps 
also {ti-[n]a?-t[u]4}, written with {TI} and not {TE} (see p. 51, where /t≠natu/ is offered as one 
possibility).  Neither is this proposal operative in the environment of the sonorant /r/, a feature 
Huehnergard admits as ""curious'' (ibid., p. 262, n. 208).    

 431Of the ""exceptions'' cited in Huehnergard, UVST (1987) 260-261, why is {¯e?˘-la-PI} 
reconstructed as /≤ilªyi/ and not /≤alªy-/; {”é-yu-ma} as /“iyy¨ma/ and not /“ayy¨ma/; and, of especial 
relevance here, {le-¯e˘} as /li-/ and not */lay-/?  If phonetic explanations are indeed to be sought for 
these writings with e-signs, the phonological environment characteristic of many of the forms cited is the 
presence of the ""guttural'' consonants /≥/, /≤/, /“/, and /”/.  That this was this environment which induced 
the use of the e-signs seems at least as likely as Huehnergard's proposal; compare standard Arabic, for 
example, in which the vocalic phonemes /a/ and /i/ in the environment of /≤/, /“/, and /”/, for example, 
are often realized as distinct allophones, audibly different from the phonetic realization of these same 
vocalic phonemes in other environments; compare also the ""Proto-Akkadian'' phonemic sequence */≤a/ 
which is regularly represented in syllabic script with the {E} sign (as in the writing of the preposition 
{e-li}, from */≤alay-/).      

 432Since this vowel in Ugaritic results, historically, from the contraction of a diphthong */ay/, I 
consider it long and, out of habit, transcribe it with a circumflex accent to indicate its origin as a 
contraction, rather than with a macron, which I use only for historically long vowels.   

 433On the inventory of productive vocalic phonemes in Ugaritic, see now the discussion in 
Tropper, Ugaritische Grammatik (2000), § 32.2, p. 134.      
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essentials of this solution are found in a 1970 article by J. Blau and J. C. Greenfield.434  

The sole problem with this hypothesis is that few, if any, of the cognate languages 

show a long vowel, be it ""pure'' or contracted, for the preposition l.  If unattested for l, 

however, several cognate languages do contain a by-form of l with ""prothetic ≥alif'',435 

where the historical presence of the diphthong /ay/ following the consonant /l/ is 

likely.436  The preposition *≥ilay- is not attested in Ugaritic, but if accepted as a 

legitimate by-form of the preposition l in the cognate languages, the cognate evidence 

for a phonemic structure with */ay/ following the consonant /l/ may provide analogical 

support for the phonemic reconstruction of the Ugaritic preposition l as */lay/.437  If 

such were the case, one would have expected the proto-Ugaritic */lay/ to resolve to 

/lê/, and the expected alphabetic and syllabic spellings of this form are consistent with 

the available evidence: l and {LI-¯e˘}, that is, {le-¯e˘}, respectively.      

 The ""expanded'' writings of the preposition as {ly} and {ln} are probably an 

independent issue, representing forms of the simple preposition l expanded by means 

                                                

 434Blau and Greenfield, BASOR 200 (1970) 16.  This interpretation was championed by 
D. Pardee in JNES 50 (1991) 305, and is now is offered as an ""alternative interpretation'' in J. Tropper, 
Ugaritische Grammatik (2000), § 33.214.1, p. 172.   

 435On *≥ilay- as a by-form of the preposition l (with ""prothetic ≥aleph'' attached to the base), 
compare E. Lipiˆski, Outline of a Comparative Grammar (1997), § 48.6, pp. 461-462.     

 436Compare the consonantal orthography of Arabic ({ÁöZ} = {≥ly}), and the form with 
suffixes, which both imply *≥ilay-.  In Hebrew, the orthographies with {y} and the vocalization of the 
form with suffixes (where the vowel following the /l/ and prior to the suffix is represented with Tiberian 
¬´r´) also imply historical *≥ilay-.       

 437As additional comparative evidence, note the recently published grammar of North Sinai 
Bedouin dialects of Arabic, where several dialects show a form /lay/ for the preposition with attached 
1st common singular pronominal suffix.  Assuming such forms are not examples of analogical leveling, 
they provide evidence of a base */lay/ for the preposition ( */lay + ya (1cs)/ = */layya/, which becomes 
/lay/ with the dropping of the final short vowel); see R. E. de Jong, Bedouin Dialects of the Northern 
Sinai (2000) 167 and 372.   
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of enclitic suffixes,438 and not, in the case of {ly}, plene spellings of the preposition439 

uniquely restricted to the « sal » formulas of conceptually ascending letters.  In the 

absence of more explicit data, one must reconstruct the phonemic structure of the 

enclitic particles -n and -y on the basis of rather sparse evidence.  The internal 

evidence is the syllabic spelling {al-LI-NI-PI}, presumably representing the Ugaritic 

word written in alphabetic script as hlny.440  If one assumes that ""enclitic'' -n and 

""enclitic'' -y particles are among the morphological components of this word,441 the 

signs NI and PI represent the syllabic realization of ""enclitic'' -n and -y, respectively.  

Unfortunately, both signs are multi-valent: NI probably represents né as well as ni;442 

                                                

 438This is consistent with K. Aartun's particle theories; see especially Die Partikeln des 
Ugaritischen 1 (1974) 44-47; such an analysis has since been cautiously defended by Pardee in AfO 31 
(1984) 215; compare D. Pardee, Les textes épistolaires (in preparation), chap. 10 (RS 3.334), comm., l. 
7, n. 31, ""Il nous paraît pourtant nécessaire de décrire toutes les formes avec {y} final comme 
« allongées » et d'y voir un phénomène de la prononciation ({k} = /k≠/, {ky} = /k≠yV/ — la position 
d'Aartun).'' 

 439Tropper, UF 26 (1994) 459-460 and 474; del Olmo Lete and Sanmartín, DLU 1 (1996) 234; 
and Tropper, Ugaritische Grammatik (2000) 51-53.    

 440Huehnergard interpreted the spelling {al-LI-NI-PI} in RS 20.426 B, line 5', published by 
Nougayrol in Ugaritica 5 (1968), no. 138, pp. 249-250 (copy on p. 424), as {al-li-ni-ia}, representing the 
Ugaritic equivalent of Sumerian UD and Akkadian anumma or en¨ma; see Huehnergard, UVST (1987) 
68 and 121.  If legitimate, the writing {al-li-ni-ia} would be entirely consistent with alphabetic hlny, 
which has adverbial functions in many respects similar to those of the Akkadian adverbs anumma and 
en¨ma (see below, chapter 5).     

 441This is also the opinion expressed by Pardee in his manuscript for Les textes épistolaires (in 
preparation) chapter 10 (RS 3.427), commentaire, footnote: "". . . le suffixe -ny est lui-même composite, 
formé de -n- et -y .''  As Pardee points out, this is consistent with the spirit of K. Aartun's ""particle'' 
theory, though Aartun himself considered -ny as a single ""Derivationsmorphem'' (Die Partikeln des 
Ugaritischen 1 [1974] 3).   

 442According to J. Huehnergard, Akkadian of Ugarit (1989) 376, the value né is only explicitly 
clear in a few lexical or literary texts, while ni is used throughout.  The same author points out in UVST 
(1987) 258, n. 191, however, that the NE sign is virtually never used in the Ugarit Akkadian syllabary; 
perhaps we may wonder if some values transcribed as ni represent in fact né?   
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and the PI sign is not vowel-specific for the yV values.443  Assuming that NI reflects 

the underlying quality of the vocalic phoneme and not the ""phonetic'' spelling of an 

allophonic variant,444 */na/ must be excluded for the enclitic particle -n.445  

Comparative evidence for ""enclitic'' -y suggests */ya/.446  In light of these provisional 

suggestions for the enclitic particles -n and -y as */ni/ and */ya/, then, one may 

reconstruct the phonemic structure of the ""expanded'' prepositions ly and ln as 

*/lêya/447 and */lêni/, respectively.   

 

                                                

 443Huehnergard, Akkadian of Ugarit (1989) 391-392.    

 444In light of the insufficiency of the evidence, I do not consider it methodologically sound to 
complicate the phonology of Ugaritic with allophonic variants until such is absolutely necessary.  This 
being said, should one mention the possibility that the phoneme sequence */-nayya/ was realized 
phonetically along the lines of [neyya], and thus written with the NI sign?  Does one compare {KAN-PI-
ma} and {‡I-PI-ma} for */“ayyVma/, both mentioned in Huehnergard, UVST (1987) 261?  I do not 
here promote this suggestion, but one might keep it in mind as further phonological data come to light.   

 445This argument (that the phonemic structure of enclitic -n is */-ni/, not */-na/) need not apply 
to the ""energic'' morpheme(s) written -n in the verbal paradigms, for which other phonemic structures, 
including */-anØ/ and */-anna/, seem likely on comparative grounds.    

 446For the discussion of the comparative evidence for ""enclitic'' -n and -y, see Tropper, 
Ugaritische Grammatik (2000), § 89.1, pp. 823-825, and § 89.3, pp. 833-835.   

 447This reconstruction represents the Ugaritic preposition */lê/ with the enclitic particle */-ya/ 
simply attached at the end.  An alternative reconstruction, */layya/, is perhaps also possible.  Judging 
from Arabic and Hebrew, suffixed forms often followed their own path of phonological evolution , 
independent of non-suffixed forms.  Thus, (i) if the phonemic sequence */ay/ in proto-Ugaritic reduced 
to /ê/ in all cases save in the gemination of the /y/, (ii) if proto-Ugaritic had both */lay/ and */layya/ as 
prepositions, and (iii) if no paradigm leveling had occurred, then it is possible that, while the simple 
preposition */lay/ became */lê/, the form with enclitic suffix retained the structure */layya/.  If, however, 
the existence of */layya/ already in proto-Ugaritic is disputed, the form should be reconstructed on the 
basis of the reduced form of the preposition, */lê/.   
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3.7  TYPOLOGICAL CLASSIFICATION OF THE UGARITIC « SAL » FORMULAS 

 The results of the typological classification of the Ugaritic « sal » formulas, 

detailed above,448 are presented here in tabular form.  In addition to reviewing the 

distribution of the various compositional patterns found in the corpus, this section also 

includes a brief description of those formulas which present atypical features of a 

compositional or distributional nature.  Those « sal » formulas of ""standard'' 

composition are treated first, followed by the smaller, more diverse group of ""non-

standard'' patterns.   

 

3.7.1  " "Standard' ' patterns 

 The diagnostic features of the ""standard'' « sal » formula in the Ugaritic 

epistolary corpus have been defined above.449  Among the ""standard'' « sal » formulas, 

two compositional patterns are prominent.  These are presented here, organized 

according to conceptual status and model.  Following these, the remaining « sal » 

formulas which are compositionally ""standard'' but which do not fall under the rubric of 

one of the two main patterns are listed.   

 

                                                

 448See especially sections 3.2-3.3.   

 449For the definition, as well as the grounds on which this pattern may be qualified as 
""standard'', see above, section 3.2.  Briefly, a standard Ugaritic « sal » formula consists of two, and only 
two, components: (1) the verb  « yßlm », and (2) a prepositional phrase consisting of the preposition l 
(or in its expanded form, ly or ln) and a noun phrase « NR » referring to the recipient.  
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3.7.1.1  « yßlm lk  » or « yßlm lkm »    

« HOR BIO » 

RS 1.018:4   « yßlm [lk] »    « UNKNOWN » (probably « HOR BIO ») 

RS 1.021:4   « yßlm l[km] »    « UNKNOWN » (possibly « HOR BIO ») 

RS 3.427:1'   « [yß]lm [lk] »    « UNKNOWN » (possibly « HOR BIO ») 

RS 15.174:4   « [y]ßlm lk » 

RS 18.031:4 « yßlm lk » 

RS 18.075:1' « yß[lm lk] »     « UNKNOWN » (probably « HOR BIO ») 

RS 18.134:4 « yßlm lk » 

RS 19.029:4   « yßlm lk »    « UNKNOWN » (possibly « HOR BIO ») 

RS 92.2005.2:26   « yßlm lk » 

RS 94.2406.2:33   « yßlm lk » 

RS 94.2537:3   « [yßl]m lk » 

« UNMARKED » 

RS 4.475:4   « yßlm lk » 

RS 15.158:2   « yßlm [lk] » 

RS 29.095:3   « yßlm lk » 

OTHER CONCEPTUAL CATEGORIES: 

RS 15.008:4   « yßlm lk »  « ASC BIO » 

RS 17.139:3   « yßlm lk »  « ASC BIO » 

RS 18.147:4   « yßlm lk »   « DESC BIO » 

RS 19.181A:3   « [y]ßlm lk »  « DESC POW » (or « HOR BIO »?) 

RS 92.2005.1:6 « yßlm lkm »  « ASC BIO » 

The compositional pattern surveyed here is typical of those letters which are not 

conceptually ascending.  Three striking exceptions are observable, however: RS 
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15.008, RS 17.139, and RS 92.2005.1 are conceptually ascending, and yet present a 

« sal » formula of the type « yßlm lk(m) ».  The case of RS 15.008 and RS 17.139 as 

representing ""mixed'' social situations has already been discussed.450  Since 

RS 92.2005.1 presents the pattern « RS » in the address, it seems unlikely that it is 

amenable to the same explanation as that offered for RS 17.139 and RS 15.008.  It is 

conceivable that the explanation for the structure of the « sal » in RS 92.2005.1 is to be 

found in the use of the BIO model.  It seems likely that the sender is literally the 

biological son of the two recipients.  Perhaps it was this intimacy that allowed for the 

use of a less deferential form of the « sal », even in an ascending social situation.   

 

3.7.1.2  « ly REL yßlm  »,  « l  REL yßlm  »,  or « ln  REL yßlm  » 

« ASC POW » 

RS 16.402:4   « [l]y ±dty yßlm » 

RS 20.199:7-8   « ly ±dty yßlm » 

RS 94.2391:7   « ly b≤ly yßlm » 

RS 94.2428:3'   « ly b≤ly [yßlm] » 

RS 94.2479:4   « l ±dty yßlm » 

RS 94.5009:4   « ly ±dty [yßlm] » 

RS 17.327:5-6   « [ … ] b≤ly [ … ] »  

                                                

 450See above, section 1.7.1.2: "" … "mixed' social situations apply when the correspondents 
have a particular biological kinship which is not precisely analogous to their societal relationship.''  The 
case of RS 17.139 is clearest: the sender is the son of the recipient (and thus inferior on the BIO model), 
but he is also the king of Ugarit (and thus superior on the social level).  The conceptually ascending REL 
terms in this letter are appropriate for the biological kinship between the two correspondents, but the 
epistolary structure followed is not appropriate for such ascending situations.  
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RIH 78/03+:6'-11'   « ln b≤ly yßlm [l …-k] l •nßk l “wtk l [ … ]k l mrkbtk [l … -k] l kl d •® 

[l … m]lk rb mlk m¬[rm … ] mlk ¬[dq … yßlm?] »  

« ASC BIO » 

RS 11.872:6-7 « l °my yßlm » 

RS 16.379:5-6 « ly °[m]y yßlm » 

RS 34.124:5 « [l]y °my <y>ßlm »451    

RS 94.5003+:5 « ly °[my yßlm] » 

This pattern is typical of letters which are conceptually ascending.  It is not found in 

letters of any other conceptual status.  The unexpanded form of the preposition, l, in 

the « sal » formulas which follow this pattern should be considered statistically 

atypical.452   

 Only one other formula classed here merits comment: the « sal » formula in 

RIH 78/03+, one of only two Ugaritic letters addressed to a ""great king'' for which the 

praescriptio is preserved.453  The « sal » of RIH 78/03+ follows a pattern otherwise 

unattested in the Ugaritic epistolary corpus.  Following the initial salutation, « ln b≤ly 

yßlm », which presents no striking formal problems,454 a series of additional 

prepositional phrases is perceptible.  Judging from the formal parallels in the letters 

                                                

 451The formal and contextual parallels between this letter and other letters from the king to his 
mother make it likely that the « sal » formula contains a scribal error (haplography).    

 452There are only two clear examples: RS 11.872 and RS 94.2479. 

 453The other is RS 34.356+.  Neither the praescriptio of RIH 78/03+ nor that of RS 34.356+ is 
intact, however.  RS 34.356+ contains no trace of a « sal » formula.  The Ugaritic texts RS 16.078+ and 
RS 94.5015 also represent letters to ""great kings'', but neither of these bears a recognizable praescriptio.   

 454The form of the preposition (ln instead of ly or l) is discussed above in sections 3.2 and 3.6.   
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from the Ras Shamra Akkadian, Amarna, and Bo∆azköy corpora,455 these 

prepositional phrases almost certainly designate additional ""beneficiaries'' of another 

volitional form, « yßlm »,456 probably to be reconstructed in the lacuna at the end of 

line 11'.  The explanation for this expanded composition is probably to be linked with 

the identity of the recipient of the letter: when writing to a ""great king'', an expanded 

salutation was appropriate.457   

 

                                                

 455The body of comparative data directly relevant to the « sal » formula of RIH 78/03+ is 
large: fifteen, and possibly as many as eighteen expanded « sal » formulas from Ras Shamra Akkadian 
letters (possibly RS 1.[056], RS 15.014, probably RS 15.178, RS 16.112, RS 19.050, RS 19.080, 
RS 20.013.2, RS 20.018, RS 20.168, probably RS 20.182A+, RS 20.184, RS 20.200C, RS 20.238, 
RS 20.243, RS 34.139, RS 34.140, RS 34.165, and RS 34.180,60); as many as thirty-four from Amarna 
(EA 1-3, EA 5-11, EA 12.1, EA 15-17, probably EA 18, EA 19-21, EA 23-24, EA 26-29, EA 31, EA 33-
35, EA 37-39, EA 41, EA 42.1, and EA 49); and over thirty from Bo∆azköy (ABoT 59+, KBo 1.009+, 
KBo 1.010+, KBo 1.024+, KBo 1.029+, KBo 2.010, KBo 8.014, KBo 18.018, KBo 18.052, KBo 28.004, 
KBo 28.005, KBo 28.007, KBo 28.008, KBo 28.014, KBo 28.017, KBo 28.021, KBo 28.023, KBo 
28.041, KBo 28.050, KBo 28.065, probably KBo 28.082, KBo 31.040, KUB 3.025+, probably KUB 
3.042, probably KUB 3.044, KUB 3.062, KUB 3.063, KUB 3.066, KUB 3.068, KUB 3.070, KUB 3.071, 
KUB 3.123, KUB 34.002, and KUB 37.114). 

 456Compare l •nßk l “wtk, "(May it be well) for your women?, for your land,' in line 7'; l mrkbtk, 
"(May it be well) for your chariots' in line 8'; and l kl d •® [l ßpß? m]lk rb, "(May it be well) for everything 
that belongs [to the Sun?], the great [K]ing . . . ,' in lines 9'-10'.  In the formal parallels from Ras Shamra 
(Akkadian corpus), Amarna, and Bo∆azköy (see above), the Ugaritic phrase l “wtk corresponds to {a-
na KUR-ka}; Ugaritic l mrkbtk to {a-na GIfi.GIGIR.MEfi-ka}; and l kl d •t [l … m]lk rb to (for 
example) {a-na gab-bi mim-mu-ú ßa EN-ia}.  The Ugaritic phrase l •nßk is more difficult; it is not clear 
to me whether the noun •nß is gender neutral, "people', or semantically (though not grammatically) 
feminine,"women' (inner Ugaritic usage is ambiguous and the cognate languages support both 
possibilities).  If the former is preferred, the phrase might correspond to {a-na LÚ.MEfi-ka} or perhaps 
{a-na ERÌN.MEfi-ka}, but in these cases one might have expected a more common Ugaritic phrase 
(such as l bnßk or l ßb•k).  If the latter proposal is valid (•nß = "women'), it could correspond to the 
enigmatic {a-na SAL.Ufi.MEfi-ka} (see the discussion in CAD, vol. 15 (S) 216-217).     

 457This is consistent with the usage in international diplomatic correspondence from other 
corpora: Ras Shamra Akkadian (see above, section 3.4.1.1),  Amarna (section 3.4.1.2), and Bo∆azköy 
(section 3.4.1.3). 
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3.7.1.3  Other compositionally " "s tandard' ' « sal » formulas 

 This category includes two formulas: (1) that of RS 34.148, in which the « sal » 

formula is compositionally ""standard'' but does not fall under one the two 

compositional rubrics given above, and (2) that of RS 18.[364], in which the 

composition of the « sal » formula is technically unknown, though a ""standard'' 

formulation cannot be ruled out.      

RS 34.148:4-5   « yßlm l mlk b≤ly »   « ASC POW » 

RS 18.[364]:1'   « […] yßl[m …] »  « UNKNOWN » 

Despite its status as compositionally ""standard'', the « sal » formula of RS 34.148 is 

peculiar in at least three respects: (1) the verb precedes the « l NR » phrase, which is 

atypical in conceptually ASC POW letters, (2) the preposition is not expanded, which is 

also atypical for conceptually ascending letters, and (3) the « NR » element contains 

an ID term as well as a REL phrase.  These three aspects suggest that the letter was 

composed by a scribe familiar with a related, though not identical epistolary 

tradition.458  Since the body of the letter alludes to the kingdom of Carchemish,459 and 

since the structure « ID REL » for the « NR » element in a salutation formula which is 

                                                

 458If one assumes that at least some scribes in foreign courts were able to redact letters in 
Ugaritic language and script (a supposition which finds support in [i] the existence of Ugaritic letters of 
foreign provenance [compare, for example, RS 17.434+, RS 18.031, RS 18.038, RS 18.134, and 
RS 18.147], [ii] the indications that a Ugaritian scribe resided at the court of the king of Alaßiya [see 
Bordreuil and Malbran-Labat, CRAIBL (1995) 445], and [iii] the indirect evidence of the Amarna 
corpus, where despite the prevalence of international correspondence in Akkadian, the resident scribes 
must also have been able to read and compose letters in other languages, such as Hittite [cf. EA 31, and 
especially the request in EA 32:24-25]), it is possible that this letter was sent by an individual, perhaps 
the ≥uriyannu official, representing the Hittite emperor or the king of Carchemish; compare the label RS 
17.364 (PRU 2 [1957], no. 171), which alludes to the establishment of boundary stones (p±t, cf. the 
probable Hittite loanword ≤ps, of similar meaning; see DLU 1 [1996] 85, with bibliography) by the 
≥uriyannu official for the king of Ugarit.    

 459RS 34.148:8. 
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otherwise compositionally parallel to the standard Ugaritic « sal » is found in several 

letters from Bo∆azköy,460 the formal idiosyncracies of this letter should probably be 

interpreted in light of scribal habits current in the Hittite realm.    

 

3.7.2  " "Non-standard' ' « sal » formulas  

 This sections treats those formulaic wishes for the general well-being of the 

recipient which do not follow the compositional pattern of the standard Ugaritic « sal » 

formula.  These ""non-standard'' salutations present several divergencies from the 

standard compositional pattern, which may include one or both of the following: (1) 

the grammatical means by which the beneficiary of the salutary wish is expressed,461 

and (2) the morphology of the fiLM form.462  

 

3.7.2.1  Salutations in which the grammatical subject of yßlm  is  

expressed 

 EA 34, a letter from the king of Alaßiya to the king of Egypt, presents a 

salutation formula otherwise unparalleled in the Amarna corpus.   

                                                

 460Two of these are redacted in Akkadian and represent international correspondence: 
IBoT 1.34 (the sender of this letter is the king of ‡anigalbat) and KBo 28.038 (the sender is the 
Egyptian pharaoh); and the rest are in Hittite, and probably domestic in nature: KBo 13.062, 
KBo 18.003 (reconstructed), KBo 18.052, and Mélanges Laroche 3.1.  Nearly all of these are 
conceptually ASC POW, as is RS 34.148 (the exceptions are IBoT 1.34, which is ASC BIO, and 
KBo 28.038, probably HOR).   

 461In other words, while the (statistically) standard Ugaritic tradition expressed the beneficiary 
of the salutation by means of the prepositional phrase « l NR », a few ""non-standard'' salutations place 
the beneficiary phrase as the grammatical subject of the salutary verbal form.   

 462The standard form is « yßlm »; other attested forms include « p ßlm », « p ßlmt », and 
« ßlm ». 
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EA 34:4-7   {(4, cont'd) ù iß-tu ßul-¯mu-ka4˘ (5) ù ßu-lum-ka4 ßu-lum É-ka4 DUMU.MEfi-ka4 

(6) DAM.MEfi ANfiE.KUR.RA.MEfi GIfi.GIGIR-ka4-MEfi 

(7) KUR.KI-ka4 MA.GAL lu-ú ßal-mu } 

 "Now (as) for your (own) well-being, may your (own) well-being, the well-being of 

your house(hold), (that of) your sons, wives, horses, your chariots, 

(and) your land be very well!'  

The volitional predication l¨ ßal(i)m¨, "May (they) be well',463 at the end of the 

formula in line 7, has, as its grammatical subject, a long and complex noun phrase 

beginning in line 5 with the noun phrase ßulum-ka, "your well-being'.  The salutation 

formula of the Ugaritic letter RS 3.334 presents a similar grammatical structure.  

RS 3.334:2   « [ß]lm bnß yßl[m] », "May the well-being of the bnß-personnel be well!' 

The salutary motifs in this letter continue through line 6, but following a different 

structural pattern.464  At least one other Ugaritic letter probably contains a salutation 

formula of comparable structure.  RS 17.434+ is a letter from Pudu”epa, queen of 

‡atti, to Niqmaddu, king of Ugarit.465  Following the protocol used in contemporary 

international diplomatic letters in the western periphery, this letter contains a double 

formula consisting of (i) a situation report and (ii) a salutation.466  The salutation 

                                                

 463Note that the scribe apparently employs a volitional form of the stative verb ßalim, "it is 
well', and not, as is usual, the common noun ßulmu, "well being'.     

 464See below, section 3.7.2.2. 

 465It seems clear that the pd÷b in question is the well-known Hittite queen of the same name, 
the wife of ‡attußili III; and that the nqmd in question must be Niqmaddu III (that is, ""Niqmaddu IV'' 
according to the revised king list published by D. Arnaud in SMEA 41 [1999] 163); for a resume of the 
debate regarding the identity of the correspondents, see I. Singer, HUS (1999) 693-694.   

 466On the ""situation report'', see below, chapter 5; on this double formula, see 
A. Hagenbuchner, Korrespondenz der Hethiter 1 (1989) 49-55.    
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portion of RS 17.434+ is only partially preserved in line 4, but very probably showed a 

compositional structure comparable to that of RS 3.334:2. 

RS 17.434+:3-4   « [ßlmk? … ] w ßlm d “w[t]k w [d] bt mlk [ … yßlm?] »,  

 "[May your well-being …] and the well-being of your country, and (that) of 

the palace [… be well!]'   

 

3.7.2.2  Forms of fiLM other than « yßlm  »   

 As many as three Ugaritic letters contain salutary motifs in which the well-

being volition is not expressed by the form yßlm as it is in the standard formula, but 

rather by the syntagm « p ßlm »: certainly RS 29.093, and probably RS 1.020 and 

RS 3.334.   

 

3.7.2.2.1  « P ßLM L NR »    

 The clearest example of this motif occurs in RS 29.093: 

RS 29.093:5-6   « p ßlm l b≤lny »  « ASC POW » 

The « sal » formula in this letter differs from the standard compositional pattern in two 

fundamental respects: (1) « p ßlm » appears where one would have expected « yßlm », 

and (2) the prepositional phrase « l NR » is placed following the ßlm-motif, despite the 

fact that the letter is conceptually ASC POW.  An additional micro-compositional 

particularity is (3) the presence of the conjunction p prior to the word ßlm at the 

beginning of the formula.467  On a broader level, the polite formulas in this letter also 

present atypical features: (4) the « sal » and the « ben » formulas precede the « pros » 

                                                

 467In the Amarna corpus, several « sal » formulas, all in letters from Alaßiya, also begin with a 
conjunction, in this case u, written {ù}: EA 34-35 and EA 38-40.  
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formula,468 and (5) there is no horizontal scribal line between the address and polite 

formulas.  On the other hand, several consistencies with the standard Ugaritic 

epistolary tradition are also remarkable: (1) the address presents the compositional 

order « SR », typical in a conceptually ascending letter, (2) the composition of both the 

« S » and « R » components follows the pattern « ID REL », also typical of conceptually 

ascending letters, (3) three ""polite formulas'' are present, which, despite minor 

compositional peculiarities, answer the description of the « sal », « ben » and « pros » 

formulas respectively, and these polite formulas occur immediately following the 

address and immediately prior to the body, and (4) a horizontal scribal line separates 

the polite formulas from the non-formulaic body of the letter.   

 The morphology of the phrase « p ßlm » is distinct from « yßlm ».  Since the 

context is clearly volitional, and since the suffix conjugation in Ugaritic prose texts 

does not mark this nuance,469 the construction must be nominal as in the Akkadian 

construction l¨ ßulmu.470  It is difficult to know if the semantics of the conjunction p in 

this case are explicitly volitional, or if the volitional sense derives mainly from 

context. 

 

3.7.2.2.2  « (P) ßLM NP L ßLMT » AND « (P) ßLM NP P ßLMT »    

 The syntagm « p ßlm » probably appears in at least two other salutation motifs.     

RS 1.020:3-4   « p! ßlm […] btk b[…] » 

                                                

 468When all three polite formulas are present, the order is usually « pros sal ben ». 

 469See the discussion of Tropper in Ugaritische Grammatik (2000), § 77.35, p. 727. 

 470Ibid.   
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RS 3.334:2-6   « […] ¯°?˘gr¯t?˘ l ßlmt ßl[m …] bth p ßlmt p ßlm […] dt l bnß trgm […] l ßlmt l 

ßlm b[…] » 

There is no reason to doubt that here, as above in RS 29.093, the word ßlm is the 

common noun *ßalªm-,471 "well-being'. 

 The initial salutation at the beginning of line 2 of RS 3.334, « [ß]lm bnß 

yßl[m] », "May the state of the personnel be well!', has already been discussed.472  RS 

1.020 contains no obvious parallel for this motif.  Both RS 1.020 and RS 3.334, 

however, contain « sal » motifs which incorporate the syntagm « p ßlm », and further 

contextual and literary similarities between these two letters argue in favor of 

interpreting them together.  Unfortunately, the state of preservation of both tablets 

prevents a clear understanding of either passage, and the propositions and 

reconstructions given below must remain largely hypothetical. 

 The repetition of the word « ßlmt » in RS 3.334 suggests that lines 2-6 contain 

several grammatically distinct salutations, though it appears likely that these repeated 

motifs share a similar structural pattern.473  Judging from its repetition in RS 3.334, the 

word « ßlmt » was a central component of this pattern.  There is little evidence for 

""optative'' or otherwise volitional usages of the suffix conjugation in Ugaritic prose 

texts,474 so it seems unlikely that this form means "May you be well!'  At least two 

epistolary formulas, however, employ the suffix conjugation to express ""performative'' 

                                                

 471A qutl base is also possible, as in Akkadian ßulmu. 

 472See above, section 3.7.2.1. 

 473In my attempt to understand these two ""non-standard'' « sal » formulas, I have profited from 
access to D. Pardee's manuscript of Les textes épistolaires (in preparation), ch. 10 (RS 3.334).  

 474Tropper, Ugaritische Grammatik (2000), § 77.35, p. 727.  Some ""optative'' usages of the 
suffix conjugation are known in the poetic corpus, however (ibid., § 77.34, pp. 726-727).  
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utterances,475 and in light of this, the form ßlmt is perhaps best understood in this 

sense.  The context of an epistolary polite formula makes the 1st person singular 

appropriate.476  If the word ßlmt contains the verbal predication in this pattern, the 

common noun ßlm may represent its grammatical complement, in the accusative.477  

Thus, the motif in question seems to consist of two components: (1) the verb « ßlmt » 

and (2) its accusative complement « ßlm NP ».  If the D-stem semantics of fiLM are 

not simply factitive here,478 they may be more specifically declarative.479  In that case, 

the idiom might best be translated "I hereby declare well the state of NP!'     

                                                

 475These are qlt, "(I declare that) I hereby fall!' in the « pros » formula (above, section 2.6.1.2), 
and rgmt, perhaps "(I declare that) I hereby pronounce … ' (see below, section 4.7).  Compare a similar 
usage of the suffix conjugation in the Iron Age Hebrew epistolary formula brktk, "(I declare that) I 
hereby bless you!' (on this latter, see the citations in D. Schwiderski, Handbuch des 
nordwestsemitischen Briefformulars [2000] 38-42).  It seems to me that performative utterances such as 
these, in which the utterance is not only simultaneous of the action but is also effective of it, and 
examples of the ""epistolary perfect'' (see the overview by Pardee and Whiting in BSOAS 50 [1987] 1-
31), in which actions simultaneous with the sending of the letter are in the suffix conjugation, 
representing their status as past completed actions from the temporal viewpoint of the recipient, are two 
different, though occasionally overlapping usages.     

 476In other words, the 1st person reflects the ""voice'' of the sender, as in qlt in the « pros » 
formula, in rgmt in the non-standard « ben » formula of RS 18.113, and generally throughout the letters.      

 477This interpretation follows D. Pardee's interpretation of this motif, discussed in his 
manuscript of Les textes épistolaires (in preparation), ch. 10 (RS 3.334), remarques épistolographiques: 
"" … nous proposons d'analyser la forme comme au schème-D avec vraisemblablement pour complément 
d'objet direct ßlm (/ßallamtu ßalªma/) et que la formule signifie littéralement « rendre entier le bien-être 
(de quelqu'un) ».'' 

 478In other words, if the G-stem means "to be in a state of well-being', the (factitive) D-stem 
would mean "to bring about a state of well-being (+ accusative complement, for s.o. or s.th.).'  Thus, 
« ßlmt » + « ßlm NP » could be translated "(I declare that) I hereby safeguard the well-being of NP!'   

 479Compare the comments regarding such usages of the D-stem in biblical Hebrew, with 
anterior bibliography, in Waltke and O'Connor, Biblical Hebrew Syntax (1990), § 24.2f, pp. 402-403: 
""Jenni refers to such verbs as declarative-estimative, by which he means that the state described is 
attained by a declaration (i.e., "to declare someone to be in a state') or as a result of an estimation (i.e., 
"to esteem someone as being in a state').''   
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 This motif may be present as many as four times in RS 3.334.  The 

reconstructions provided here, however, should be taken as hypothetical. 

RS 3.334:2-3   « [ßlm] ¯°?˘gr¯t?˘ l ßlmt », "[The well-being? of] Ugarit? I hereby declare well!' 

RS 3.334:3-4   « ßl[m … ] bth p ßlmt », "As for the well-be[ing of … (and that?)] of his/her 

household, I hereby declare (it) well!' 

RS 3.334:4   « p? ßlm [ … ßlmt?] »,480 "And the well-being of [ … I hereby declare well]!' 

RS 3.334:5-6   « ¯d?˘t l bnß trgm […] l ßlmt l ßlm b[…] », "What you should say to the bunußu-

personnel: ""[ … ] I hereby declare well, for the well-being of 

[ … ]!'' ' 

The latter example is a relayed salutation, functionally similar, though not formally so, 

to a motif appearing in EA 170.2:43-44 from the Amarna corpus,481 and not very unlike 

the relayed ""situation report'' in the Ugaritic letter RS 17.063:3, « rgm l °my ßlm 

b≤lkm », "Say to my mother: ""Your482 husband (lit. master) is well.'' '   

 I have no explanation for the alternation between the presence of the 

conjunction p and that of the so-called ""emphatic'' l particle483 prior to the form ßlmt in 

these examples, nor any proposal for possible semantic differences between the two 

syntagms. 

                                                

 480It is also conceivable that the first two signs of line 5 should be read as {¯b˘t} rather than 
{¯d˘t} and incorporated into an inverted version of this motif: « p? ßlm[t ßlm … ] bt », "I hereby declare 
well the state of well-being of the … of the household!' 

 481EA 170.2: { ù a-na ma-na-ti (44) ßul-ma qí-bi }, "And say ""Peace!'' to Mr. ≤Anatu.'  Or 
perhaps, "And say a ßulmu-salutation to Mr. ≤Anatu.'  

 482It is difficult to interpret the final -m on b≤lkm.  Since the relayed message is addressed to a 
single individual (l °my), it should probably be interpreted as enclitic -m, of unknown semantics. 

 483Tropper, Ugaritische Grammatik (2000), § 85.8, pp. 811-812, lists a number of examples of 
this particle preceding suffix conjugation verbal forms, including one clear epistolary example (in 
RS 19.011:9).   
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 If the « sal » formula of RS 1.020 is also to be classified here, it too may have 

contained a repetition of this motif.  As above, the following reconstructions should be 

considered hypothetical.  

RS 1.020:3   « p! ßlm [ … ßlmt?] », "The well-being of [ … I hereby declare well]!' 

RS 1.020:3-4   « [(p?) ßlm] btk b[ … ßlmt?] », "[The well-being of] your house (and) [your?] 

B[ … I hereby declare well]!' 

 

3.7.2.3  « “ytn  » in a salutation formula?   

 Salutation formulas containing two volitional forms, one derived from the verb 

balª†u "to live' and the other from ßalªmu "to be in a state of well-being,' are known in 

Old Babylonian epistolary traditions.484  An example is l¨ bal†ªta l¨ ßalmªta,485 "May 

you live, may you be well!'  At first glance, the Ugaritic letter RS 17.063 may seem to 

present a Late Bronze West Semitic parallel to this formulation. 

RS 17.063:2   « “ytn w ßlmtn » 

Not only are the Ugaritic stative verbs H̊Y(Y) "to live (G)' and fiLM "to be in a state of 

well-being (G)' precisely analogous to the semantics of the two Akkadian verbs, but 

they also present a superficially similar morphology: 2nd person forms in a suffixing 

conjugation.  Furthermore, like the Old Babylonian example, the Ugaritic formula 

« “ytn w ßlmtn » occurs in the praescriptio of the letter, following the address formula 

in line 1, and prior to a ""relayed'' situation report in line 3.  The non-formulaic body of 

the letter begins in line 4, and is separated from this praescriptio by a horizontal scribal 

                                                

 484See E. Salonen, Die Gruss- und Höflichkeitsformeln (1968) 30-47. 

 485The example is taken from Salonen, ibid. (VAB 6 261 {lu ba-al-†a-ta lu ßa-al-ma-a-ta}). 
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line.  The formula « “ytn w ßlmtn », then, is reminiscent of the ""polite formulas'' in its 

distribution, as well as its etymology and morphology.     

 If such similarities tempt one to interpret this formula as a salutation, a 

difficulty is encountered in the form of the verbs: the suffix conjugation is not used in 

Ugaritic prose to denote volitions.486  In this light, the verbs in this formula would 

seem rather to be best understood as 1st person forms,487 representing the state of the 

well-being of the sender, and therefore variants of the ""situation report''.  Such an 

interpretation is not inconsistent with the following epistolary motif in line 3, which 

may also be understood as a situation report, though relayed rather than direct.   

 The single problem with the analysis of the verbs “ytn and ßlmtn as 1st person 

forms is the presence of the suffixed particle -n following the standard 1st person 

singular inflectional morpheme -t.488  Beyond this morphological peculiarity, however, 

this appears to be the least problematic interpretation of the motif:   

                                                

 486See above, section 3.7.2.2; and Tropper, Ugaritische Grammatik (2000), § 77.35, p. 727.  

 487That is */“ayyªtu-na wa ßalamtu-na/, "I am alive and I am well!'  

 488In other words, one would have expected the phrase "I am alive and in good health' to be 
written *{“yt w ßlmt}, */“ayyªtu wa-ßalamtu/, without suffixed -n on the verbal forms.  D. Pardee 
comments on this problem in his manuscript of Les textes épistolaires (in preparation), ch. 33 
(RS 17.063), remarques épistolographique: ""Dans notre étude préliminaire [the reference is to Pardee's 
article in AfO Beiheft 19 (1982) 39-53], nous nous sommes senti obligé par notre lecture de la ligne 2 
d'y voir une formule correspondante à celle que nous appelons dans l'étude actuelle « la formule de 
bien-être », dont la forme habituelle est hnny ≤mny kll ßlm, « ici chez moi tout va bien » (avec des 
variantes) … .  Cette interprétation est fondée sur l'analyse de {“ytn} et {ßlmtn} comme des formes 
verbales, 1ère personne du sing., lit. « je suis en vie et je suis bien ». Pour cette analyse, le {n} final 
constitue indubitablement un obstacle, mais jusqu'à présent nous n'avons pas trouvé de meilleure 
solution.  Ce qui convainc que “ytn et ßlmtn ne constituent pas des formes nominales … , c'est les trois 
autres exemples de la forme dans cette lettre et RS 17.117 (ßtntn, ici, l. 4 ; “ytn, RS 17.117:4 ; y®btn, 
ibid., l. 5) et le fait que deux sur trois de ces formes (ßtntn et y®btn) ne sont pas susceptibles de l'analyse 
comme formes nominales.  La question qu'on aurait aimé être en mesure de résoudre est de savoir si ces 
formes reflètent un dialecte d'ougaritique où l'on prononçait toujours le morphème de la 1ère personne 
du sing. au parfait avec /n/ ou s'il s'agit de l'usage affecté de la particule -n par l'auteur de cette 
lettre … .''   
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  « “ytn w ßlmtn », */“ayyªtu-na wa- ßalamtu-na/, "I am alive, and I am in good health!' 

 Two other letters contain motifs with the form « “ytn ».  A similar interpretation 

of this word is valable in these cases as well.   
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RS 17.117:4-5   « “ytn l p<n>489 ßpß y®btn b bt trtn », "I am alive in the pre<sence> of the 

""Sun'' (and) I am dwelling in the house of the tartênu490-prince.''   

RS 94.2545+:(erased but still legible line between present lines 3-4)                

 « “y[tn? … ] », "[I] am alive? [ … ]' 

The « “ytn » motifs in these three letters will be mentioned below as possible variant 

formulations of the epistolary ""situation report''.491 

 

                                                

 489On the correction {l p<n>}, see M. Dijkstra, J. de Moor, and K. Spronk, BiOr 38 (1981), 
cols. 379-380.  It is not grammatically impossible to read the text as it stands: l p ßpß, "according to the 
declaration (lit., ""mouth'') of the ""Sun'' ' (compare the usage of the syntagm « l p N », "according to the 
declaration of N,' throughout RS 1.002).   

 490The individual here designated in alphabetic script as trtn would seem to be the same as the 
{LÚ tar-te-ni} (in a genitive context) and {LÚ tar-te-en-ni DUMU LUGAL} (also genitive) in 
RS 17.227:28 and RS 17.347:28, respectively (see Nougayrol, PRU 4 [1956] 42-44).    

 491See below, chapter 5. 
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CHAPTER 4 

THE DIVINE BENEDICTION 

 

4.1  INTRODUCTION    

 The third and final of the polite formulas in the standard Ugaritic epistolary 

tradition is a volitional utterance in which the sender entreats the direct agency of the 

gods in wishing various manifestations of well-being for the recipient.  A typical 

example is « •lm t÷rk tßlmk », "May the gods guard you, may they keep you well!'  An 

accurate descriptive title for this formula would be the ""divine benediction''; for the 

sake of brevity, however, I will refer to it simply as the ""benediction'', abbreviated 

« ben ».1    

                                                

 1In the previous discussion of Ugaritic letters, various terminology has been used to refer to the 
formula here called the ""benediction'' or « ben »: O. Kaiser, ZDPV 86 (1970) 16, called it ""[der] Schutz- 
und Heilswunsch'' (with reference to those formulas which employ two verbal forms: N� R and fiLM), 
but he also used ""der Schutzwunsch'' (referring to those Akkadian formulas which employ only NS˚R); S. 
Ahl, Epistolary Texts (1973) 49-56, 77-82, and 117-20, called it ""the blessing'' (for Ahl, the ""statement 
of obeisance'' [=« pros »], the ""greeting'' [=« sal »] and the ""blessing'' [=« ben »] together make up the 
""salutation''); and J.-L. Cunchillos, TO 2 (1989) 254, referred to formulas of this type as ""les voeux à 
contenu religieux''.  The same author's treatment in HUS (1999) 363-364, remains substantially 
unchanged: he refers to the « sal » formulas as ""greetings'' and to the « ben » formulas as ""wishes'', or, 
more specifically, ""a wish with a religious content as expressed by the sender in favour of the recipient.''  
In his manuscript, D. Pardee, Les textes épistolaires (in preparation), ch. 2 (RS 1.018), remarques 
épistolaires, also distinguishes the « sal » from the « ben »: ""Le premier veux [referring to the formula 
here called the « sal »] constitue donc une salutation et les autres [the formula here called « ben »] des 
bénédictions.''  Some students of these texts, however, have not rigorously differentiated the « sal » from 
the « ben »; so A. L. Kristensen, UF 9 (1977) 150-153, who groups the « sal » and the « ben » together 
as the ""greetings'': he describes them jointly as "" … a greeting where the sender wishes the addressee 
peace and the protection of the gods.''  Several roughly contemporary Akkadian and Hittite epistolary 
traditions contain a polite formula which is formally and functionally similar to the Ugaritic « ben ».  In 
discussing ""die Grussformeln der Briefe'' (from ancient Mesopotamia), B. Landsberger, MAOG 4 
(1928-1929) 300-301, distinguishes ""die profane (l¨ ßulmu)-Formel'', that is, the « sal », from ""die 
religiöse (Formel)'', that is, the « ben ».  The latter he describes as ""eine lange stets völlig stereotype 
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 The « ben » formula is treated here, last of the ""polite formulas'', for the 

following reasons: (1) when all three polite formulas occur together, the « ben » 

formula most often occurs in final position;2 (2) the « ben » follows the « sal » when 

these two formulas occur together, without the « pros »;3 and (3) the « ben » typically 

follows the « pros » when these two formulas occur together, without the « sal ».4  

 

                                                                                                                                           
Formel, in welcher dem Adressaten Leben und göttlicher Schutz gewünscht.''  O. Schroeder, RlA 2 
(1938) 64, refers to the Old Babylonian polite formula which resembles the « ben » as ""der 
Segenswunsch''.  In treating the letters from the Hittite realm, A. Hagenbuchner, Die Korrespondenz der 
Hethiter 1 (1989) 64 and 67-71, refers to the equivalent of the « ben » formula as ""die Segensformeln''.  
Treating the Ras Shamra Akkadian letters, J. Huehnergard, HUS (1999) 375-376, refers to the « ben » 
as ""an invocation of divine blessing.'' As was the case for the Ugaritic letters, some scholars do not 
terminologically differentiate the « sal » from the « ben »: E. Salonen, Die Gruss- und 
Höflichkeitsformeln (1967) 14-15 and throughout, classifies both « sal » and « ben » together as 
""Grussformeln''; he isolates the different types, but does not give them names.  In treating the Ras 
Shamra Akkadian letters, F. B. Knutson, RSP 2 (1975) 203-206, also groups the « sal » and the « ben » 
together as the ""salutation formula.''    

 2At least six, and possibly as many as nine Ugaritic letters contain all three polite formulas in 
the order « pros sal ben »: RS 11.872, RS 16.379, RS 20.199, RS 34.124, RS 94.2428, and RS 94.5003+ 
certainly contain this sequence; it is possibly present, but needs to be partially reconstructed, in 
RS 3.427 and RS 18.075 (both of which contain the order « [...] sal ben »), and in RS 94.2391 (where 
the order is « pros sal [...] »).  An exception is RS 29.093, where the polite formulas follow the order 
« sal ben pros ».   

 3At least fourteen, and possibly as many as seventeen Ugaritic letters containing the « sal » 
and the « ben » (but omitting the « pros ») follow the pattern « sal ben »: these are RS 1.018, RS 1.021, 
RS 15.008, RS 15.174, RS 17.139, RS 18.031 (in the sequence « sal ben s.r. i.r. »), RS 18.134, 
RS 18.147, RS 19.029, RS 29.095 (in the sequence « sal ben s.r. i.r. »), RS 34.148, RS 92.2005.1 (in the 
sequence « sal ben s.r. i.r. »), RS 92.2005.2, and RS 94.2537; it may also be found in RS 3.427 and 
RS 18.075 (which both display the pattern « [...] sal ben »).  On RS 17.117, see sections 3.7, 4.7, and 5.7.  
I know of no Ugaritic letters which contain the opposite order, *« ben sal ».   

 4Four Ugaritic letters contain a sequence of two polite formulas matching the description « pros 
ben »: RS 8.315 certainly belongs here; and the sequence is found as well in RS 94.2273 (« pros be[n ... 
] » and in 94.2545+ (a formally atypical letter which contains portions of a second praescriptio in the 
middle of the letter, in which the sequence « RS (body) pros ben (body) » is found; see the edition of 
that tablet below).  RS 18.113+ may belong here as well, even though it contains a ""non-standard'' 
« ben »: « RS | pros *ben | body »; see below, section 4.7.  An exception to this pattern, however, is 
RS 92.2010, where the polite formulas follow the order « ben pros ».   
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4.2  THE COMPOSITION OF THE " "STANDARD' '  BENEDICTION   

 The brief description of the « ben » formula, offered above, touches on at least 

three diagnostic aspects of the formula's definition: (1) in terms of distribution, the 

« ben » formula is an epistolary ""polite formula'', occurring in the section following the 

address but prior to the body of the letter; (2) in terms of context and morpho-syntax,5 

it is volitional6 in mood; and (3) in terms of semantics, it solicits the agency of the 

gods in establishing the well-being of the recipient.  This definition applies to several 

formally distinct syntagms in the Ugaritic epistolary corpus.  Only one such idiom, 

however, is both statistically predominant and contextually normative, and it is this 

motif which will be treated in detail in the pages that follow as the ""standard'' « ben » 

formula in Ugaritic letters.  The other functionally similar motifs may be characterized 

as ""non-standard'' benedictions; they are mentioned below, in section 4.7.   

  

4.2.1  The " "necessary' ' components of the benediction     

 The standard « ben » formula in Ugaritic letters is composed of at least three 

elements: (1) a noun phrase containing a plural form of the noun •l, "god', of which the 

most common example by far is •lm, "the gods',7 (2) a prefix conjugation form derived 

                                                

 5The Ugaritic verbs themselves are formally ambiguous as to mood; the prefix conjugation 
serves to mark several semantically diverse nuances in verbs, including, but not limited to, the 
expression of wishes.  It is context, as well as comparative evidence from the « ben » formulas in 
contemporary Akkadian and Hittite epistolary traditions, that indicates the volitional use of the prefix 
conjugation here.  

 6The party whose volition is represented is the sender of the letter; see below, section 4.5. 

 7All of the ""standard'' « ben » formulas save one contain the ""absolute'' form •lm as this 
element, where the state of preservation allows a determination to be made.  The exception occurs in 
the « ben » of RS 15.008, where this element is represented not by the expected •lm, but instead by the 
nominal phrase •ly °grt, "the gods of Ugarit', in which •ly apparently represents an expanded writing of 
the ""construct'' form.  On the writing of the word •ly with the {y} sign, see below, section 4.6.   
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from the verb N�R ,8 namely t÷r(k)(m), normally written with an attached 2nd person 

suffix,9 and (3) an analogous form derived from the verb fiLM, namely tßlm(k)(m),10 

also typically written with an attached 2nd person suffix.  All three compositional 

elements may be considered as ""necessary'' components of the formula.11 

                                                

 8On the etymology of the verbal form t÷rk (and variants), see below, section 4.6. 

 9The attested forms include (1) t÷rk, statistically the most common, where the suffix -k is 
singular, (2) t÷rkm, attested only once (RS 92.2005.1), where the suffix -km is dual, and (3) t÷r, a form 
attested twice (RS 18.134 and RS 94.2545+), which contains no pronominal suffix.  For the writing t÷r in 
the « ben » formulas (•lm t÷r tßlmk) of both of these latter texts (the transcription t÷rk, with suffix, given 
in KTU2 2.44:5 for RS 18.134, would appear to be an error; see the editio princeps [Virolleaud, PRU 5 
(1965) 191] and note that D. Pardee's collation of the tablet confirms the editor's reading at this point 
[see AuOr 16 (1996) 98]), a scribal error in both cases for intended t÷r<k> cannot be ruled out (the 
superficial resemblance between {r} and {k}, in fact, would provide a credible mechanism accounting 
for such an error, namely, haplography), but it is certainly not a necessary assumption, and, in fact, may 
be erroneous.  Note, in particular, RS 92.2005.2, where the « ben » should probably be read {(26, 
cont'd) . •lm (27) [t]ßlm . t÷rk (28) [ ... ]¯-˘mmk | } (with the editors, P. Bordreuil and D. Pardee, Études 
ougaritiques 1 (2001) 372; note that it is conceivable that the first sign of line 27 should be reconstructed 
as {[l .] ßlm} rather than as {[t]ßlm}; compare this phrase in the « ben » in line 7 of the first letter).  Of 
interest here is the lack of a pronominal suffix on the first of a series of verbal forms (on this occasion 
fiLM, not N� R, apparently occurs first), a pattern which fits the cases of RS 18.134 and RS 94.2545+.  
For a discussion of these forms which lack the pronominal suffix, see below, section 4.6.        

 10Three writings are attested: (1) tßlmk, by far the most common, where the suffix -k is 
singular; (2) tßlmkm, attested once (RS 92.2005.1), where the suffix -km is dual; and [t]ßlm, also 
attested once (RS 92.2005.2, positioned prior to t÷rk; but see the above footnote).    

 11That is to say, the Ugaritic epistolary corpus contains no analog to that pattern found in the 
« ben » formulas of the Ras Shamra Akkadian corpus in which only one verbal predication, usually 
derived from na¬ªru (≈ Ug. N� R), is present (as in RS 34.160: { | (4) DINGIR.MEfi PAP-ru-ka | }); for 
further information on the « ben » formulas in the RS Akkadian corpus, see below, section 4.4.  ""Non-
standard'' Ugaratic « ben » formulas are known which contain a single predication, such as that of 
RS 17.117, « b≤l yß°l ßlmk », "May Ba≤lu seek your well-being!', but these represent an entirely different 
compositional pattern, for which, see below, section 4.7.  Hypothetical variants of the compositionally 
""standard'' « ben » containing a single predication, such as *•lm t÷rk, "May the gods guard you!' may one 
day be discovered in Ugaritic letters, at which point the definition of ""necessary'' and ""optional'' 
elements must be adjusted correspondingly; at this point, however, the data indicate that all three 
elements described above should be considered ""necessary''.  Furthermore, since, by their distribution, 
all three components are ""necessary'', it would be conceptually unhelpful, and inaccurate, to describe the 
individual verbal constituents, namely t÷rk, "may they guard you!' and tßlmk, "may they keep you well!' 
as independent formulas in their own right: the Ugaritic « ben » formula is compound in the sense that it 
contains more than one verbal predication, but it is nevertheless a single formula.   
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 Regarding the order in which the ""necessary'' components of the formula occur, 

one may speak both of a consistency and of a variability.  The consistency concerns 

the relative placement of nominal and verbal elements: the noun phrase referring to 

""the gods'' always occurs in first position in the formula, followed by the verbal 

predicates.12  The variability involves the order in which the final two verbal elements 

occur.13  Most of the time the sequence of verbs is N�R -fiLM,14 but in a few instances 

the opposite order is found: fiLM-N�R .15   

 It is unclear, due to the limited nature of the available evidence, whether this 

variable order is to be linked with other empirically observable aspects of epistolary 

composition.  Nevertheless, when sorted according to the criteria of conceptual status 

and model, the data, such as they are, reveal certain patterns.   

 In terms of conceptual status, (1) the sequence N�R -fiLM can be characterized 

as appropriate for ascending situations;16 no example of the sequence fiLM-N�R  

                                                

 12I know of no exceptions to this observation for the ""standard'' « ben » in the Ugaritic corpus.  
At least one ""non-standard'' benediction motifs, however, represents an exception: RS 18.113+. 

 13The poor preservation of the formula in two letters prevents this determination from being 
made: RS 3.427 and RS 94.2391.  This aspect is not applicable, of course, to ""non-standard'' « ben » 
formulas: RS 17.117, RS 18.113+, and RS 16.078+. 

 14As many as twenty-four « ben » formulas show this order: RS 1.021 (probably), RS 8.315, 
RS 11.872, RS 15.008, RS 16.265.1, RS 16.379, RS 17.139, RS 18.031, RS 18.075 (probably), 
RS 18.134, RS 18.147, RS 19.029, RS 20.199 (probably), RS 29.093, RS 34.124, RS 34.148, 
RS 92.2005.1, RS 92.2010, RS 94.2273 (probably), RS 94.2428 (probably), RS 94.2537, RS 94.2545+, 
RS 94.5003+ (probably), and RS [Varia 4]. 

 15This pattern appears in as many as five « ben » formulas: RS 1.018 (probably), RS 15.174, 
RS 29.095, possibly RS 92.2005.2, and RS 94.2383+. 

 16Of the twenty-four « ben » formulas which certainly or probably show the order N� R-fiLM, 
thirteen (that is, 54%) occur in conceptually ascending letters: RS 8.315, RS 11.872, RS 15.008, 
RS 16.379, RS 17.139, RS 20.199, RS 29.093, RS 34.124, RS 34.148, RS 92.2005.1, RS 92.2010, 
RS 94.2428, and RS 94.5003+.  None of the five « ben » formulas which contain the sequence fiLM-
N� R are conceptually ascending.  A further distributional feature linked with ""ascending'' social 
situations may also be remarked: the sequence N� R-fiLM is also found in the « ben » formulas of 
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occurs in an ascending situation.  (2) Both sequences are attested in conceptually 

horizontal letters,17 both in those containing the « RS » order of mention in the 

address,18 as well as those containing the « SR » order.19  (3) Only one conceptually 

unmarked letter contains a « ben » formula;20 the verbal elements there follow the 

sequence fiLM-N�R .  (4) Finally, two letters which contain conceptually descending 

REL terminology employ the « ben » formula;21 both follow the sequence N�R -fiLM.   

                                                                                                                                           
RS 94.2273 and RS 94.2545+; both of these letters are conceptually horizontal, yet, in containing also 
the « pros » formula (the distribution of which is virtually restricted to conceptually ascending letters), 
they reveal an ""ascending'' social relationship beneath the explicitly ""horizontal'' terminology.  

17Of the twenty-four « ben » formulas containing the sequence N� R-fiLM, at least six (that is, 
25%), and possibly eight (that is, 33%) occur in conceptually horizontal letters: RS 16.265.1, RS 18.031, 
RS 18.134, RS 94.2273, RS 94.2537, and RS 94.2545+; the REL terminology in the praescriptio of 
RS 1.021 and RS 18.075 has not been preserved, but certain motifs of the body suggest that they too are 
conceptually horizontal.  RS [Varia 4] (the « ben » formula there follows the order N� R-fiLM) is a 
conceptually ""mixed'' letter which contains both horizontal and descending REL terminology.  The 
conceptual status of RS 19.029 (the « ben » formula there also follows the order N� R-fiLM) is unknown.  
Of the five « ben » formulas which certainly or probably show the order fiLM-N� R, at least three (that 
is, 60%), and probably four (that is, 80%) occur in conceptually horizontal letters: RS 15.174, 
RS 92.2005.2, and RS 94.2383+; the REL terms in the praescriptio of RS 1.018 are not preserved, but the 
content of the body of the letter leads one to consider the letter conceptually horizontal.   

 18The « RS » order of mention is found in the address formulas of (1) RS 18.031 and RS 18.134 
(conceptually HOR letters in which the « ben » formula follows the sequence N� R-fiLM); and (2) 
RS 1.018 and RS 94.2383+ (conceptually HOR letters in which the « ben » formula follows the sequence 
fiLM-N� R).  The epistolary structure of RS 94.2545+ (another HOR letter in which the « ben » formula 
follows the sequence N� R-fiLM) is difficult to interpret: it would seem that two recognizable address 
formulas are present, but certain contextual factors lead me to disfavor the hypothesis that this tablet 
represents a double letter (on which issue, see below, in the edition of that tablet); the address formula 
in lines 1-4 follows the order « SR », but second address formula, in lines 9-10, follows the order « RS ».   

 19The « SR » order of mention is found in the address formulas of (1) RS 1.021, RS 16.265.1, 
RS 94.2273, RS 94.2537, and RS 94.2545+ (conceptually HOR letters in which the « ben » formula 
follows the sequence N� R-fiLM); and (2) RS 92.2005.2 and probably RS 15.174 (conceptually HOR 
letters in which the « ben » formula follows the sequence fiLM-N� R).  On RS 94.2545+, see the 
remarks in the footnote above.       

 20This is RS 29.095.   

 21These are RS 18.147 and RS [Varia 4].  RS 18.147 uses only descending REL terminology; 
RS [Varia 4] is conceptually mixed, containing both horizontal and descending REL terminology.   
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 The distribution of the two compositional patterns according to conceptual 

model is most easily judged without reference to conceptually horizontal letters, since 

all of these are composed, at least in part,22 on the biological kinship model.23  Setting 

aside these conceptually horizontal letters, then, one can observe a preference for the 

sequence N�R -fiLM, both in ""non-horizontal'' letters composed on the hierarchical 

power model,24 and in ""non-horizontal'' letters composed on the biological kinship 

model.25  The sequence fiLM-N�R , on the other hand, occurs, on present data, only in 

letters which are conceptually horizontal and in those which are conceptually 

unmarked.    

                                                

 22RS 16.265.1 is one of two Ugaritic letters (the other possible example is the atypical letter 
RS 15.007) to contain a horizontal REL term which is not conceived on the biological kinship model: r≤, 
presumably "companion, friend', perhaps even "colleague'.  One can assume that this term represents the 
otherwise unattested ""horizontal'' term appropriate for the hierarchical power model: b≤l / ±dt ("master' / 
"mistress'); apparently r≤ / ? ("colleague' / *"[female] colleague'); and ≤bd / ±mt ("servant' / 
"maidservant').  In this letter, however, the REL term r≤ is not used alone, but always occurs alongside 
the more familiar REL term ±”, "brother', drawn from the biological kinship model.   

 23In other words, for expressing conceptually ""horizontal'' relationships, the scribes essentially 
had only one conceptual model at their disposal (that of biological kinship), and not two, as was the 
case for ascending and descending social situations.  This being the case, the choice of model in 
horizontal situations carries little meaning.   

 24Setting aside the conceptually HOR letters, of the sixteen « ben » formulas in ""non-horizontal'' 
letters which certainly or probably show the order N� R-fiLM, five (that is, 31%) are conceived on the 
hierarchical power model: RS 20.199, RS 29.093, RS 34.148, RS 92.2010, and RS 94.2428 (all five are 
also conceptually ascending).  The REL terms of the ""mixed'' letter RS 8.315 (both of which, °m and ±dt, 
are ascending) are drawn from both models.  No « ben » formula containing the sequence fiLM-N� R 
occurs in a letter drawn on the hierarchical power model.   

 25Of the sixteen « ben » formulas in ""non-horizontal'' letters which certainly or probably show 
the order N� R-fiLM, eight (that is, 50%) are conceived on the biological kinship model: these are 
RS 11.872, RS 15.008, RS 16.379, RS 17.139, RS 34.124, RS 92.2005.1, and RS 94.5003+, all seven of 
which are conceptually ASC; and RS 18.147, which is conceptually DESC.  RS [Varia 4], a conceptually 
""mixed'' letter, also contains conceptually descending REL terminology conceived on the biological 
kinship model.  Three, and perhaps four « ben » formulas containing the sequence fiLM-N� R occur in 
letters drawn on the biological kinship model; but all of these are conceptually horizontal, and thus of 
limited value in this respect (on this topic, see above).    
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 If it be permitted to draw general conclusions from this distribution, the easiest 

explanation would appear to be following: the sequence N�R -fiLM was preferred in 

letters which seek, by means of their use of conceptually explicit REL terms, to stress a 

social status difference between the correspondents, while the sequence fiLM-N�R  

was preferred when such differences of social status were not explicitly marked.  

Further interpretation may also be justified: the sequence N�R -fiLM, in paying more 

attention to differences of social status, expressed more polite deference than the 

sequence fiLM-N�R .  Such polite deference was appropriate not only in ascending 

social situations, but also in situations where the sender expressed his relationship with 

the correspondent by means of the more intimate of the two conceptual models, that of 

biological kinship.    

 

4.2.2  The " "optional ' '  components of the benediction 

 In most cases these three elements, •lm, t÷rk, and tßlmk, are the only 

constituents of the formula.  A few « ben » formulas, however, contain additional 

elements whose presence in the « ben » formula may be described as ""optional''.  

There are four compositionally ""standard'' « ben » formulas which contain such 

expansions: RS 1.018, RS 16.265.1, RS 92.2005.1, and the ""piggy-back'' letter 

appended to it, RS 92.2005.2.  The expansions themselves are of two types: (1) 

additional verbal predications, and (2) adverbial phrases.   
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 The ""optional'' verbal forms include (i) t≤zzk, "may they keep you strong!',26 

attested in RS 1.018 and RS 16.265.1; and (ii) the string {[-]¯-˘mmk} in RS 92.2005.2, 

possibly to be read [t]¯t˘mmk, "[may they] keep you ¯comp˘lete!'27  In the « ben » 

formula of all three letters, these ""optional'' predications follow the three ""necessary'' 

components.   

 The ""optional'' adverbial phrases are also two in number; they are found in at 

least two letters, RS 16.265.1 and RS 92.2005.1.28  The former, a scribal exercise, 

contains the compound adverbial phrase ±lp ym w rbt ßnt b≤d ≤lm, "(for) a thousand 

day(s) and (for) a myriad of years, (even) unto perpetuity' at the very end of the 

« ben » formula.29  The latter contains the prepositional phrase l ßlm, "for (the purpose 

of?)30 well-being', placed in the interior of the formula, following the initial •lm 

element, but prior to the verbal predications.31    

                                                

 26As in the form tßlmk and in the reconstructed form [t]tmmk (see in the text above), the verb 
here (t≤zzk) is in the D-stem, this being the factitive stem for a stative G-stem verb; see G. del Olmo 
and J. Sanmartín, DLU 1 (1996) 96.      

 27P. Bordreuil and D. Pardee present this interpretation in their edition of this letter, published 
in RSO 14, no. 49 (M. Yon and D. Arnaud, eds., Études ougaritiques 1 [2001] 374).  

 28Depending on the restoration of the beginning of line 27, RS 2005.2 may also belong here. 

 29The « ben » of RS 16.265.1 thus contains both types of ""optional'' components: the order 
followed is « •lm + t÷rk + tßlmk + the ""optional'' predication t≤zzk + the ""optional'' compound adverbial 
phrase ±lp ym w rbt ßnt b≤d ≤lm ».  

 30It is difficult to judge the semantics of the preposition l here; the RS Akkadian analog is ana 
ßulmªni.  I consider that the use of Ugaritic l / Akkadian ana in these idioms to express purpose is as 
plausible as anything else.  Thus, the basic clause semantics of the idiom l ßlm + N� R could be 
paraphrased: "May the gods protect you for the purpose of (your) well-being'.  On the role of l ßlm as a 
complement to the verb N� R, see below, section 4.6.   

 31In other words, the order followed in the « ben » formula of RS 92.2005.1 is « •lm (first 
""necessary'' component: common noun) + l ßlm (""optional'' adverbial phrase) + t÷rkm + tßlmkm (second 
and third ""necessary'' components: both verbs) ».  A similar compositional pattern is fairly frequent 
among the « ben » formulas of the Ras Shamra Akkadian corpus; compare, for example, RS 34.167+: 
{(3, cont'd) DINGIR.MEfi a-na ßul-ma-ni PAP-ru-[k]a | }; and RS [Varia 25]: {(5) DINGIR.MEfi a-na 
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 The data are too few to permit a determination of the contextual factors 

governing the presence or absence of these optional components.  In terms of 

conceptual status, three of the four letters containing an ""expanded'' « ben » formula 

are conceptually horizontal,32 and one ascending.33  In terms of the conceptual model 

used to express the social relationship between the correspondents, all four letters 

employ, at least in part,34 the biological kinship model, but this fact loses some of its 

weight since three of these letters are conceptually horizontal, and the only model 

productively used to express horizontal relationships was that of biological kinship.  

Other speculations are also possible, provided their tentative nature is kept in mind: 

(1) ""Family letters'',35 such as RS 92.2005.1 and its ""piggy-back'' letter, RS 92.2005.2, 

might be expected to show a warmer tone, and the expansions to the « ben » formula 

could be interpreted as a sign of an ""expanded'' amount of such solicitude or deference.  

(2) Scribal exercises, such as RS 16.265.1,36 might also be expected to display 

                                                                                                                                           
ßul-ma-ni (6) PAP-ru-ka}.  It is conceivable that RS 92.2005.2 belongs here as well, and should be 
reconstructed as {(26, cont'd) •lm (27) [l .] ßlm . t÷rk (28) [tßlmk . t]¯-˘mmk} (the plausibility of this 
proposal depends on the size of the lacuna in line 28).  

 32RS 16.265.1 and RS 92.2005.2 are conceptually horizontal; RS 1.018 is very likely so. 

 33RS 92.2005.1.   

 34RS 16.265.1 employs two REL terms, one, ±”, is derived from the biological kinship model, 
the other, r≤, is otherwise unattested as an epistolary REL term; it may represent a rare usage of the 
""horizontal'' term drawn from the hierarchical power model: "colleague'. 

 35The REL terms of RS 92.2005.1 and RS 92.2005.2 are best interpreted literally.   

 36That the epistolary portion of the tablet RS 16.265 was a scribal exercise is clear on both 
contextual and epigraphic grounds.  On the contextual side, note: (1) the presence of abecedaries and 
word-lists on the same tablet, (2) the plausible interpretation of the ""recipient'' of the letter as indefinite: 
l mnn, "to whomever' (the personal indefinite [usually interrogative] pronoun mn + enclitic n), and (3) 
the frivolous nature of the message itself (tn ks yn w •ßtn, "Give (me) a cup of wine so I may drink 
(it)!').  From an epigraphic point of view, note: (4) the extraneous wedges, as at the end of line 6 
(whether these derive from imperfectly erased previous impressions or were intended to be purely 
decorative; compare the presence of similar wedges on RS 94.2273), and (5) the fact that the two faces 
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expanded forms of typical motifs.37  Finally, (3) the sender of RS 1.018, in addressing 

his letter to rb khnm, "the chief (of the) priest(s)', might, by virtue of the latter's 

position, have considered certain elaborations in the divine benediction to be 

appropriate for his correspondent.    

 

4.2.3  Survey of the attested compositional patterns   

 Given this inventory of ""necessary'' and ""optional'' components, it is possible to 

catalog the various combinations of these different components among the attested 

« ben » formulas.  The purpose of such a survey is that it allows one to recognize, 

among the theoretically possible compositional patterns, those which may be regarded 

as typical or atypical for the Ugaritic corpus.  This will prove useful in interpreting the 

data derived from comparative corpora, especially that of the Ras Shamra Akkadian 

corpus.   

 Among the thirty Ugaritic « ben » formulas which may be considered 

compositionally standard,38 the compositional structure is perceptible in all cases but 

one.39  Of these twenty-nine unambiguous examples, twenty-five display a 

compositional structure consisting of all three ""necessary'' components and no other 

components: 

                                                                                                                                           
of the tablet were impressed in different orientations (the side containing the letter is impressed ""height-
wise'', but the word-lists are impressed ""width-wise''; the faces of RS 94.2273 were also impressed in 
different orientations).   

 37Compare the expanded ""request'' motif in lines 7-16 of this letter, and the expanded « pros » 
formula on RS 94.2273. 

 38Thus, I omit the « ben » formulas of RS 17.117 and RS 18.113+ from this triage.  

 39The fragmentary state of RS 3.427 prevents any identification of its compositional pattern.  
This applies also to RS 94.2931, which may contain traces of a « ben » formula in line 8. 
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 (1) twenty-two show the order « [•lm] + [N�R ] + [fiLM] »,40  

 and (2) three show the order « [•lm] + [fiLM] + [N�R ] ».41  

The four « ben » formulas which remain unaccounted for42 all contain optional 

components.  Among these, at least three distinct compositional patterns are attested:  

 (3) « [•lm] + [l ßlm] + [N�R ] + [fiLM] », attested once, in RS 92.2005.1;  

 (4) « [•lm] + [N�R ] + [fiLM] + [≤ZZ] + [temporal adverbial phrase] », attested 

at least once, in RS 16.265.1, and possibly also in RS 1.018;43  

 and (5) « [•lm] + [fiLM] + [N�R ] + [ ? ] + [TMM?] », apparently attested once, 

in RS 92.2005.2.44      

 

4.2.4  Reference to the recipient in the benediction   

 A further aspect of note regarding the composition of the Ugaritic « ben » 

formula involves the means by which reference is made to the recipient: the formula 

                                                

 40These are RS 1.021 (probably), RS 8.315, RS 11.872, RS 15.008, RS 16.379, RS 17.139, 
RS 18.031, RS 18.075 (probably), RS 18.134, RS 18.147, RS 19.029, RS 20.199 (probably), RS 29.093, 
RS 34.124 (probably), RS 34.148, RS 92.2010, RS 94.2273 (probably), RS 94.2428 (probably), 
RS 94.2537 (probably), RS 94.2545+ (probably), RS 94.5003+ (probably), and RS [Varia 4].   

 41These are RS 15.174, RS 29.095, and RS 94.2383+.   

 42These are RS 1.018, RS 16.265.1, RS 92.2005.1, and its ""piggyback'' letter RS 92.2005.2.   

 43The observable pattern of the « ben » of RS 1.018 can be characterized as « [ ? ] + [N� R] + 
[fiLM] + [≤ZZ] + [temporal adverbial phrase?] + [further verbal form?] ».  The last two components, 
here characterized as ""[temporal adverbial phrase?]'' and ""[further verbal form?]'', are informed guesses.  
It is also possible that the « ben » formula of this letter ended with the form t≤zz[k], and that the two-
and-a-half lines which follow contained instead a concise version of the ""double formula of well-being''; 
such a formulaic pattern (including the disposition of the horizontal scribal lines) is found in RS 18.031, 
RS RS 20.199, RS 29.095, and RS 92.2005.1.   

 44This is the pattern understood by the editors (P. Bordreuil and D. Pardee Études ougaritiques 
1 [2001] 371-374).  That the second element, however, is indeed a verbal form, [t]ßlm, and not a 
prepositional phrase, [l] ßlm, as above in the first letter, RS 92.2005.1, is not evident.    
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always makes use of a 2nd person pronominal suffix to refer to the recipient, 

regardless of the conceptual status of the letter, and never a conceptually explicit REL 

term or even a 3rd person pronominal form.  It is above all this usage of the 2nd person 

in the « ben » formulas of conceptually ascending letters that is striking here, since 

reference to the recipient in such ASC letters is generally accomplished, not only in the 

body of the letter but also in the other formulas of the praescriptio, using 3rd person 

grammatical forms: conceptually ascending REL terms and 3rd person pronominal 

forms.   

 Such a usage may be characterized as ""atypical'' for the Ugaritic epistolary 

tradition in general, where the presence of formal differences between ascending and 

non-ascending letters are so frequent as to be almost diagnostic.  When this fact is 

situated alongside other indicators, such as the word order followed in the formula, 

where the grammatical subject always precedes the verbal predications, and the 

presence of a formally similar polite formulas in Old Babylonian letters, one wonders 

if the Ugaritic « ben » formula does not preserve, in its syntax as well as its means of 

reference, certain conventions of an older or foreign epistolary tradition.    

 

4.3  DISTRIBUTION OF THE BENEDICTION FORMULA       

 The ""standard'' « ben » formula appears as many as thirty-one times within the 

corpus of Ugaritic letters,45 and is explicitly or probably absent from at least twenty-six 

                                                

 45The following thirty-one letters contain a recognizable ""standard'' « ben » formula (the 
parenthetical notation ""partially reconstructed'' is added when one or more of the necessary components 
of the formula need to be reconstructed): RS 1.018 (partially reconstructed), RS 1.021 (partially 
reconstructed), RS 3.427 (partially reconstructed), RS 8.315, RS 11.872, RS 15.008, RS 15.174, 
RS 16.265.1, RS 16.379, RS 17.139, RS 18.031, RS 18.075 (partially reconstructed), RS 18.134, 
RS 18.147, RS 19.029, RS 20.199, RS 29.093, RS 29.095, RS 34.124 (partially reconstructed), 
RS 34.148, RS 92.2005.1, RS 92.2005.2, RS 92.2010, RS 94.2273, RS 94.2383+, very probably 
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letters.46  Like the other ""polite formulas'', it is an optional component of Ugaritic 

epistolary structure.  No known Ugaritic letter contains more than one « ben » formula. 

 

4.3.1  The benediction in conceptually UNMARKED letters       

 As was also the case with the other ""polite formula'', the presence or absence of 

the « ben » formula appears to have been linked to the choice of conceptual 

terminology used to express the social relationship between the correspondents.  One 

of the most important terminological categories in the Ugaritic corpus is represented 

by those letters which employ no conceptual terminology whatsoever, that is, 

conceptually UNMARKED letters.  The Ugaritic epistolary corpus contains at least 

seven,47 and possibly as many as ten48 such letters.  Of these, only one contains the 

« ben » formula: RS 29.095.49   

 If one takes the respective identity of the correspondents into consideration, it 

is clear that conceptually UNMARKED letters were very frequently used in what may be 

                                                                                                                                           
RS 94.2931 (partially reconstructed), RS 94.2428 (partially reconstructed), RS 94.2537 (partially 
reconstructed), RS 94.2545+, RS 94.5003+, and RS [Varia 4]; RS 18.[482] may belong here as well.  At 
least three letters contain a ""non-standard'' polite formula answering the description of the « ben »: 
RS 16.078+, RS 17.117, and RS 18.113+.   

 46RS 4.475, RS 9.479A, RS 15.007, RS 15.158 (probably), RS 16.137[bis], RS 16.264, 
RS 16.402, RS 17.063, RS 17.434+ (probably), RS 18.038, RS 18.040, RS 18.140.2, RS 18.148, 
RS 18.286[A], RS 19.011, RS 19.102.2, RS 88.2159, RS 94.2284, RS 94.2406.1, RS 94.2406.2, 
RS 94.2429, RS 94.2479, RS 94.2580, RS 96.2039, RIH 77/21A, and RIH 78/12.  RS 18.287 probably 
contains no trace of the « ben » formula; see above, section 2.1.2.    

 47These are RS 4.475, RS 15.158, RS 16.264, RS 18.038, RS 29.095, RS 94.2406.1, and 
RS 94.2580.   

 48Three other Ugaritic letters, of which the conceptual terminology is technically ""unknown'' 
due to tablet damage, were probably conceptually ""unmarked'' as well: RS 17.434+, RS 94.2429, and 
RIH 77/21A.  None of these contains the « ben » formula.   

 49Compare the marked infrequency of the « ben » formula among conceptually UNMARKED 
letters in Hittite recovered from Bo∆azköy and Ma � at; see below, section 4.4.4.2.5. 
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described as ""contextually descending'' social situations.  Of the eight Ugaritic letters 

which may plausibly be placed in this category,50 none contains a « ben » formula.   

 

4.3.2  Distribution according to conceptual status       

 The conceptually explicit relational terminology used in the letters may be 

distinguished according to two criteria, that of status and that of model.  In principle, a 

triage according to either or both of these could reveal recognizable patterns in the 

distribution of the « ben » formula.  Since distinctions of conceptual status prove to be 

especially useful in explaining (1) the order of the components in the address formula, 

(2) the presence or absence of the « pros » formula, and (3) the order of the 

components of the « sal » formula, it would not be inappropriate to seek to explain the 

distribution of the « ben » formula by similar means.    

 The most common conceptual status in the Ugaritic epistolary corpus is that of 

ascending letters.  As many as forty conceptually ascending letters may be 

identified;51 the state of preservation of the praescriptio of twenty-nine52 of these is 

                                                

 50The following terminologically unmarked letters may be considered ""contextually 
descending'': RS 15.158 (from [mlk g]rgmß to [<PN> m]lk °grt), RS 16.264 (from mlk to <PN>), 
RS 18.038 (from ßpß to <PN>), RS 94.2406.1 (from mlkt to <PN>), and RS 94.2580 (from mlkt to 
<PN>).  The terminological classification of RS 94.2429 (from mlk[t?] to skn) and RIH 77/21A (from 
ß[pß mlk] rb to m[ ? ]) is technically ""unknown'', though in all probability they are conceptually 
""unmarked'' letters, and may also be considered ""contextually descending'' as well.  The conceptual 
terminology of RS 17.434+ (from pd÷b mlk[t ? ] to nqmd) is also technically unknown.  The most 
obvious identification of the correspondents, however, leads one to assume a contextually descending 
social setting (Note, however, that the praescriptio of this letter follows a model familiar from the 
Amarna corpus for international diplomatic correspondence between ""brothers'', not for descending 
relationships).   

 51See section 0.6.5. 

 52Of the known conceptually ascending letters, the praescriptio is entirely missing from nine 
(RS 15.098, RS 15.191[A], RS 16.078+, RS 16.196, RS 18.[387], RS 18.[565], RS 18.286[B], 
RS 94.5015, and RIH 77/01), and too damaged to be revealing in four (RS 18.[312], RS 19.102.1, 
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sufficient to yield information on the presence of the « ben » formula: fifteen 

conceptually ascending letters contain the « ben » formula,53 and fourteen omit it.54        

 Of the eighteen Ugaritic letters which contain explicitly horizontal relational 

terminology,55 the « ben » formula is present in thirteen,56 and omitted from five.57   

 Three Ugaritic letters certainly or apparently contain explicitly descending REL 

terminology.58  Of these three, the praescriptio of RS 19.181A is not sufficiently 

preserved to yield meaningful data, but the « ben » formula is present in the other two 

letters.  Despite this fact, however, the small inventory of descending letters, the 

""mixed'' status of one of these, and the use of different conceptual models among these 

three letters, ought to caution against a conclusion that the « ben » formula was 

appropriate in conceptually descending situations.   

                                                                                                                                           
RS 94.5009, and RIH 78/03+); this leaves a corpus of twenty-nine ascending letters for which the 
presence or absence of the « ben » formula is observable.     

 53RS 8.315, RS 11.872, RS 15.008, RS 16.379, RS 17.139, RS 18.113, RS 20.199, RS 29.093, 
RS 34.124, RS 34.148, RS 92.2005.1, RS 92.2010, RS 94.2391, RS 94.2428, and RS 94.5003+.    

 54RS 9.479A, RS 16.137[bis], RS 16.402, RS 17.117, RS 17.327, RS 18.040, RS 18.140.2, 
RS 18.148, RS 18.287, RS 19.011, RS 19.102.2, RS 34.356, RS 94.2479, and RIH 78/12. 

 55See section 0.6.5.  Several letters which, because of their poor state of preservation, are 
technically ""unknown'' may also have been conceptually horizontal: RS 1.020, RS 3.334, RS 3.427, 
RS 18.286[A], RS 19.029, perhaps RS 19.181A [but see below], and RS 88.2159.  Of these, three are too 
poorly preserved to be of much use (RS 1.020, RS 3.334, and 19.181A), two contain a « ben » formula 
(RS 3.427 and RS 19.029), and two omit it (RS 18.286[A] and RS 88.2159).   

 56These are RS 1.018, RS 1.021, RS 15.174, RS 16.265.1, RS 18.031, RS 18.075, RS 18.134, 
RS 92.2005.2, RS 94.2273, RS 94.2383+, RS 94.2537, and RS 94.2545+; as well as RS [Varia 4], a 
""mixed'' letter which contains horizontal as well as descending REL terminology.   

 57RS 15.007, RS 17.063, RS 94.2284, RS 94.2406.2, and RS 96.2039.   

 58RS 18.147, apparently RS 19.181A, and RS [Varia 4].  RS 18.147 is DESC BIO; RS 19.181A 
is apparently DESC POW; and RS [Varia 4] is of mixed status, containing both horizontal and descending 
terminology (both drawn from the BIO model).   
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 The results of this triage by conceptual status are not revealing for conceptually 

ascending and descending letters: about half of the known ascending letters contain 

the « ben » formula, the other half omit it; and as mentioned, the data for the 

descending letters is deficient.  In fact, the only conceptual status which shows a 

noticeable pattern in the distribution of the « ben » formula is that of the horizontal 

letters: on present data, thirteen out of seventeen (or 76%) of the unambiguous 

examples contain the formula.  Since, apart from the horizontal letters, the distribution 

of the « ben » formula shows no obvious links with differences of conceptual status, 

and since letters of conceptually horizontal status virtually always made use of the 

biological kinship model,59 one's attention is immediately drawn to the possibility that 

the distribution of the formula is to be linked first and foremost with differences of 

conceptual model.  Such a suspicion is borne out by the data. 

 

4.3.3  Distribution according to conceptual model       

 The REL terms used in Ugaritic letters are drawn from two conceptual models: 

that of biological kinship and that of hierarchical relationships of power.  Twenty-five 

Ugaritic letters employ REL terms derived from the biological kinship model.60  Of 

                                                

 59Unlike the case of ascending and descending letters, in which the scribes made productive 
use of two different conceptual models to express the relationships between the correspondents, there is 
no indication that any model other than that of biological kinship was productively used to express 
""horizontal'' relationships. 

 60See section 0.6.5.  Of these twenty-five, eight are conceptually ascending in terms of status 
(RS 11.872, RS 15.008, RS 16.379, RS 17.139, RS 19.102.1, RS 34.124, RS 92.2005.1, and 
RS 94.5003+), fifteen are horizontal (RS 1.018, RS 1.021, RS 15.174, RS 17.063, RS 18.031, RS 18.075, 
RS 18.134, RS 92.2005.2, RS 94.2273, RS 94.2284, RS 94.2383+, RS 94.2406.2, RS 94.2537, 
RS 94.2545+, and RS 96.2039), one descending (RS 18.147), and one of mixed status (RS [Varia 4] 
makes use of BIO terms appropriate for two different statuses: horizontal and descending).     
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these, the presence or absence of the « ben » may be determined in twenty-three 

cases:61 nineteen letters contain the « ben » formula,62 and four omit it.63  Those from 

which the « ben » formula was certainly omitted are all conceptually horizontal letters.  

Since conceptually horizontal letters do not effectively represent the conscious choice 

of the BIO model over the POW model,64 they carry less weight in analysis than letters 

which contain conceptually ascending or descending REL terms drawn on the BIO 

model; in these latter cases the presence of the « ben » formula is, on present data, 

universal.65   

                                                

 61RS 19.102.1 (ASC BIO) and RS 18.075 (HOR BIO) contain no information regarding the 
presence or absence of the « ben » formula.   

 62These are RS 1.018, RS 1.021, RS 11.872, RS 15.008, RS 15.174, RS 16.379, RS 17.139, 
RS 18.031, RS 18.134, RS 18.147, RS 34.124, RS 92.2005.1, RS 92.2005.2, RS 94.2273, RS 94.2383+, 
RS 94.2537, RS 94.2545+, RS 94.5003+; and RS [Varia 4]. 

 63These are RS 17.063, RS 94.2284, RS 94.2406.2, and RS 96.2039.  RS 17.063 shows many 
features which are not consistent with the ""standard'' Ugaritic epistolary tradition.  In addition, 
RS 94.2284, RS 94.2406.2, and RS 96.2039 all present address formulas of the order « SR », which 
probably indicates that, despite the presence of explicitly HOR terminology, these letters derive from 
effectively ""descending'' social situations.  Two other letters, which must be considered conceptually 
""unknown'' due to their state of preservation, may also have been horizontal (and thus, by default, drawn 
form the BIO model): RS 18.286[A] and RS 88.2159.  Neither contains the « ben » formula. 

 64The Ugaritian scribes used the biological kinship model for horizontal letters more by default 
than by conscious choice.  Though horizontal REL terms drawn from the POW model may have existed 
(such as r≤, "colleague'), they were not in productive use: only one set of REL terms (±” / ±”t) was 
available for expressing horizontal relationships.  This being the case, it is only with difficulty that the 
structural features of horizontal letters, virtually all of which are drawn on the BIO model, can be 
assumed to be representative of the BIO model over against the POW model.   

 65I know of no exceptions to this statement: every ASC BIO letter for which such a 
determination is possible contains the « ben » formula (these are seven in number: RS 11.872, 
RS 15.008, RS 16.379, RS 17.139, RS 34.124, RS 92.2005.1, and RS 94.5003+); and the single DESC 
BIO letter and the single MIXED BIO letter both contain the « ben ».   
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 As many as twenty-nine Ugaritic letters contain REL terms drawn from the 

hierarchical power model.66  Of these, twelve contain no data regarding the presence 

or absence of the « ben » formula,67 leaving a corpus of seventeen letters drawn from 

the POW model for which explicit data on the distribution of the « ben » is available.68  

In these seventeen letters, a recognizable « ben » formula is present in as many as six 

cases,69 and absent from eleven.70  

 The data are relatively clear: the « ben » was especially appropriate in letters 

composed on the biological kinship model; it was rare71 in letters composed on the 

                                                

 66See section 0.6.5.  Of these, twenty-seven are conceptually ascending (RS 9.479A, 
RS 15.191[A], RS 16.078+, RS 16.137[bis], RS 16.196, RS 16.402, RS 17.327, RS 18.040, RS 18.113, 
RS 18.140.2, RS 18.148, RS 18.287, RS 18.[312], RS 18.[565], RS 19.011, RS 19.102.2, RS 20.199, 
RS 29.093, RS 34.148, RS 34.356, RS 92.2010, RS 94.2391, RS 94.2428, RS 94.2479, RS 94.5009, 
RS 94.5015, and RIH 78/03+), apparently one conceptually horizontal (RS 15.007; this letter is unique 
in the Ugaritic corpus), and apparently one conceptually descending letter (RS 19.181A; such letters are 
extremely rare not only in the Ugaritic corpus, but also across the contemporary cuneiform epistolary 
traditions).    

 67RS 15.191[A], RS 16.078+, RS 16.196, RS 17.327, RS 18.287, RS 18.[312], RS 18.[565], 
RS 19.181A, RS 94.2428, RS 94.5009, RS 94.5015, and RIH 78/03+.  In addition, three letters which are 
technically of ""unknown'' conceptual status probably belong here as well, though the praescriptio is not 
preserved: RS 18.286[B], RS 18.[387], and RIH 77/01.      

 68RS 9.479A, RS 15.007, RS 16.137[bis], RS 16.402, RS 18.040, RS 18.113, RS 18.140.2, 
RS 18.148, RS 19.011, RS 19.102.2, RS 20.199, RS 29.093, RS 34.148, RS 34.356, RS 92.2010, 
RS 94.2391, and RS 94.2479. 

 69These are RS 20.199, RS 29.093, RS 34.148, RS 92.2010, and possibly RS 94.2391.  
RS 18.113+ also contains a « ben » formula, though of ""non-standard'' composition; see below, section 
4.7.   

 70These are RS 9.479A, RS 15.007, RS 16.137[bis], RS 16.402, RS 18.040, RS 18.140.2, 
RS 18.148, RS 19.011, RS 19.102.2, RS 34.356, and RS 94.2479. 

71Those few POW letters which contain a « ben » formula are often not without other unusual 
features: the « ben » of RS 18.113+ is ""non-standard'', the order of the ""polite formulas'' in RS 29.093 
(« sal ben pros ») is otherwise unattested in Ugaritic, and RS 34.148, though an ascending POW letter 
addressed to mlk, contains no « pros » formula, and the « sal » formula displays a compositional order 
typical of non-ascending letters.  Finally, the presence of a « ben » formula in RS 94.2391 is by no 
means certain.  This leaves only two letters, RS 20.199 and RS 92.2010, which not only contain ASC 
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hierarchical power model, and rare in those letters for which the conceptual 

relationship between the correspondents was unmarked.  In light of this distribution, 

one may speculate that above all else the « ben » formula denotes intimacy or 

familiarity of one sort or another; its presence in a letter would seem to indicative that 

the sender wished to express his closeness to the correspondent, either as kin (shown 

by the prominence of the « ben » in BIO letters) or as a social equal (shown by the 

prominence of the « ben » in conceptually horizontal letters). 

 

4.3.4  The placement of the benediction among the " "polite formulas ' '     

 The placement of the « ben » formula in the letter is fairly consistent: it is a 

""polite formula'', occurring in that section of the letter which follows the address but 

precedes the body of the letter.72  Within this ""polite formula'' section, it may occur 

either alone, or along with one or both of the other polite formulas.   

 One can speak of at least four distributional categories: (1) those letters in 

which the « ben » formula is the only polite formula present,73 (2) those letters in 

which the « ben » occurs along with the « pros » formula, but without the « sal » 

                                                                                                                                           
POW terminology but also display structural patterns entirely consistent with other ASC POW letters, 
which contain a « ben » formula.   

 72The single exception is RS 16.078+.  The standard praescriptio is not present, but a motif 
resembling the benediction is found within the body of this letter, in lines 15-24.  This motif does not 
resemble the standard « ben » formula, however, neither in composition nor in distribution; see below, 
section 4.7.   

 73There are three such letters (the structure of the praescriptio is given in angled brackets): 
RS 16.265.1 « SR *ben | », RS 94.2383+ « RS | ben | », and RS [Varia 4] « SR ben | ».  Compare this 
category in the RS Akkadian (RS 15.063, RS 16.111, RS 17.148.2, RS 20.174A, RS 25.131, RS 34.133, 
RS 34.134.1, RS 34.141, RS 34.153, RS 34.160, RS 34.161.1, RS 34.161.2, RS 34.173, and RS 34.180,17; 
compare also RS 4.449 in which the « ben » is the only ""polite formula'' present but is not separated from 
the adjacent sections by scribal lines) and Meskene (Msk 7461 and ME 53.2) corpora.    
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formula,74 (3) those letters in which the « ben » occurs along with the « sal » formula, 

but without the « pros » formula,75 and (4) those letters in which the « pros », « sal », 

and « ben » formulas are all present.76  

 Its placement shows certain consistencies: (1) the « ben » formula always 

occurs immediately following the « sal » formula when both appear together,77 and (2) 

the « ben » formula tends to occur following the « pros » formula when both appear 

together, whether or not the « sal » formula is present.78 

                                                

 74Two patterns are probably attested for this category: (1) the order « pros ben », and (2) the 
order « ben pros ».  The order « pros ben » is found in RS 8.315 « RS | pros ben », probably in 
RS 94.2273 « ¯S˘R *pros be[n ... ] » (I say ""probably'' because there are no known examples of Ugaritic 
letters in which a « sal » formula follows the « ben », and thus its presence is unlikely), and 94.2545+ 
(an atypical letter, which contains portions of a second praescriptio in the middle of the letter; this 
second praescriptio follows the order « RS (body motif) pros ben (body) »).  RS 18.113+ may belong 
here as well, even though it contains a ""non-standard'' « ben »: « RS | pros *ben | ».  The order « ben 
pros » is found in only one letter, RS 92.2010 « RS ben pros ». 

 75Only one pattern is known for this category, and it is a common one: « sal ben ».  No known 
Ugaritic letter displays the pattern « ben sal ».  The pattern « sal ben » is attested in at least fourteen, 
possibly as many as seventeen letters: RS 1.018, RS 1.021, RS 15.008, RS 15.174, RS 17.139, 
RS 18.031, RS 18.134, RS 18.147, RS 19.029, RS 29.095, RS 34.148, RS 92.2005.1, RS 92.2005.2, and 
RS 94.2537.  This structure is possibly to be found in RS 3.427 and RS 18.075 (which are both « [...] sal 
ben »).  On the praescriptio of RS 17.117, which probably  does not contain a salutation, see above, 
section 3.7.    

 76Two patterns are attested for this category, (1) « pros sal ben », by far the most common, and 
(2) « sal ben pros », attested once.  The pattern « pros sal ben » is found in six, and possibly as many as 
nine letters: RS 11.872, RS 16.379, RS 20.199, RS 34.124, RS 94.2428, and RS 94.5003+.  This structure 
is possibly present, but needs to be reconstructed, in RS 3.427 and RS 18.075 (both of which contain the 
order « [...] sal ben »), and in RS 94.2391 (« pros sal [ben] »).  The pattern « sal ben pros » is found only 
in RS 29.093.   

 77I know of no exceptions to this tendency.   

 78There are two exceptions: RS 29.093 « RS2 *sal ben pros | », in which all three polite 
formulas are present, and RS 92.2010 « RS ben pros », from which the « sal » is absent.  Elsewhere, the 
« pros » precedes the « ben » formula.  
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 Among the polite formula structures which omit the « ben » formula, at least 

three patterns are known, though each is rare: (1) the structure « sal »,79 which omits 

both the « pros » and « ben » formulas; (2) the structure « pros sal »,80 which omits 

only the « ben » formulas; and (3) the structure « s.r. sal »,81 representing an ""Amarna-

style'' double formula of well-being composed of a formulaic ""situation report'' 

followed by a salutation, which also omits both the « pros » and « ben » formulas. 

 

4.4  COMPARATIVE EVIDENCE FOR THE BENEDICTION   

 The most important comparative evidence for the interpretation of the Ugaritic 

benediction formula derives from roughly contemporary cuneiform epistolary 

traditions which employ a similar polite formula which parallels the Ugaritic « ben » in 

both composition and distribution.  This evidence is treated in the section which 

immediately follows.   

 An eventual study of the Sitz-im-Leben of the « ben » formula, however, must 

also move beyond the epistolary genre in its attempt to place the formula in its 

                                                

 79One example: RS 15.158 « ¯SR˘ ¯sal˘ | » (probably conceptually unmarked, though 
contextually descending). 

 80Letters which contain the « pros » and « sal » formulas but lack the « ben » formula are rare 
in the Ugaritic corpus: at least two are known: RS 16.402 and 94.2479.  Given the presence of the 
« pros » formula, it is not surprising that both of these are ascending letters, and conceived on the 
hierarchical power model.  I omit RS 18.[364] from consideration here, due to the paucity of the 
evidence for the presence of the « pros » formula in line 3': (1) the string {[ ... ]mr¯“˘[ ... ]} is 
insufficient to exclude reconstructions other than the « pros » formula, and (2) the « sal » formula, 
followed by a horizontal scribal line, followed by the « pros » formula is an otherwise unattested 
sequence in the Ugaritic epistolary corpus.  To my knowledge, this structure, « pros sal » is also rare in 
the comparative corpora.  Among the Amarna letters, for example, the only parallel of which I am 
aware is EA 48 (a ""Ugarit'' provenance of this letter is occasionally proposed; compare W. F. Albright in 
BASOR 95 (1944) 30-33).   

 81One example: RS 17.434+ « SR ¯s.r.?˘ ¯sal˘ | » (probably conceptually unmarked, though 
contextually descending).  
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contextual setting in everyday life, and so must consider other types of literary 

parallels.  I know of very few Ugaritic benediction motifs outside of the epistolary 

corpus which are formally parallel to the « ben » formula.  A number of functionally 

comparable motifs, that is, motifs which contain volitional expressions addressed to an 

individual, soliciting the agency of the gods in promoting the well-being of the 

addressed individual, are recognizable, however, in other literary genres in the 

Ugaritic corpus.  A selection of these functional parallels are treated following the 

epistolary evidence.      

 Finally, this section also treats a selection of those benediction motifs in 

Akkadian and Hittite sources which are at once formally parallel to the standard 

Ugaritic epistolary « ben » formula, and derive from non-epistolary sources.  

 

4.4.1  The « ben » formula in other epistolary traditions          

 If such non-epistolary benediction motifs, which offer functional but not formal 

parallels to the epistolary « ben » formula, are valuable in considering the contextual 

setting of the formula, the corpus of those roughly contemporary Akkadian and Hittite 

« ben » formulas which offer both formal and functional parallels for the Ugaritic 

« ben » is particularly crucial for an appreciation of the Ugaritic epistolary tradition 

itself, and of its kinship with these foreign traditions.     

 In order to facilitate this study, some selection was required.  I have limited my 

purview to those formulas which present the closest formal parallels with the 

""standard'' Ugaritic « ben » formula.  Thus, this survey is not so much concerned with 

the presence in other epistolary traditions of polite motifs which fall under the general 
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definition of a ""benediction'',82 as it is with those particular formulas which not only 

satisfy such a definition, but also show precise compositional parallels with the 

standard Ugaritic « ben » formula.  In this sense, certain comparative corpora reveal 

themselves as more important than others: as might have been expected, the closest 

compositional parallels for the Ugaritic « ben » are to be found in the Akkadian and 

Hittite letters from western peripheral sites: Ras Shamra itself, Tell Meskene, 

Atchana, Bo∆azköy, Ma� at Höyük, and other sites which have yielded minor 

epigraphic finds.  The « ben » formulas from these corpora are treated in the following 

pages, beginning with the most important corpus, those formulas occurring in letters 

recovered from Ras Shamra.  

 

4.4.1.1  Ras Shamra Akkadian letters         

 Of the one hundred ninety Ras Shamra Akkadian letters taken into 

consideration in this study,83 seventy-three contain a recognizable ""benediction'',84 

                                                

 82See above, section 4.2. 

 83Sixteen letters, distributed over fourteen tablets (one of these contains three letters), were 
published by D. Arnaud, F. Malbran-Labat, and S. Lackenbacher in Études ougaritiques 1 (2001) 239-
290.  The volume reached for me too late to be taken into account in the composition of this section; the 
data are in any case consistent with the conclusions drawn from the previously published corpus.    

 84RS 4.449, RS 6.198, RS 11.723, RS 11.730, RS 12.005, RS 15.024+, RS 15.033, RS 15.063, 
RS 15.077, RS 16.111, RS 16.116, RS 17.078, RS 17.083, RS 17.116, RS 17.142, RS 17.143, RS 17.144, 
RS 17.148.1, RS 17.148.2, RS 17.152, RS 17.239, RS 17.286, RS 17.288, RS 17.390, RS 17.397B+, 
RS 17.429, RS 18.089, RS 19.053, RS 19.070, RS 19.115, RS 20.015, RS 20.017, RS 20.021, 
RS 20.023.1, RS 20.023.2, RS 20.150, RS 20.158, RS 20.172, RS 20.174A, RS 20.178.1, RS 20.178.2, 
RS 20.200B, RS 20.225, RS 20.227.1, RS 20.239, RS 20.242, RS 20.255A, RS 21.007C, RS 21.183, 
RS 21.201, RS 22.006, RS 25.131, RS 34.133, RS 34.134.1, RS 34.134.2, RS 34.137, RS 34.141, 
RS 34.142, RS 34.153, RS 34.154, RS 34.158, RS 34.160, RS 34.161.1, RS 34.161.2, RS 34.163, 
RS 34.164, RS 34.167+, RS 34.173, RS 34.180,17, RIH 81/4, RS [Varia 16], RS [Varia 25], and 
RS [Varia 26].  RS 12.005 is a special case: it resembles the Ugaritic text RS 16.078+ in that a 
recognizable, but not compositionally standard, « ben » formula is present in the preserved body of the 
letter, and not within the formulaic praescriptio.     
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seventy-two explicitly omit it,85 and forty-five are not preserved well enough for its 

presence or absence to be known.86    

 All but one of the seventy-three letters which contain a recognizable 

""benediction'' fit the broad three element definition of the « ben » formula given 

above:87 (1) they occur in that section of the letter devoted to the ""polite formulas'', 

(2) they are volitional in mood, and (3) in terms of content, they solicit the agency of 

the gods in establishing the well-being of the recipient.88  For these seventy-two 

letters, the distribution of the formula may be mapped against the classificatory criteria 

of conceptual status and conceptual model.      

 

                                                

 85RS 1.[056], RS 1.[057], RS 8.333, RS 10.046, RS 12.033, RS 13.007bis (probably), 
RS 15.011, RS 15.014, RS 15.178, RS 16.003, RS 16.112, RS 17.130, RS 17.132, RS 17.133, RS 17.247, 
RS 17.289, RS 17.292, RS 17.315, RS 17.383, RS 17.385, RS 17.391, RS 17.393, RS 17.394+, RS 17.422, 
RS 17.423, RS 17.425, RS 17.428, RS 19.006, RS 19.050, RS 19.080, RS 20.003, RS 20.013.1, 
RS 20.013.2, RS 20.016, RS 20.018, RS 20.019, RS 20.022, RS 20.033, RS 20.151, RS 20.162, 
RS 20.168, RS 20.184, RS 20.212, RS 20.216, RS 20.219, RS 20.232, RS 20.237, RS 20.238, RS 20.243, 
RS 20.248, RS 21.064, RS 25.138, RS 25.461, RS 32.204.1, RS 32.204.2, RS 34.129, RS 34.135, 
RS 34.136, RS 34.138, RS 34.139, RS 34.140, RS 34.143, RS 34.145, RS 34.146, RS 34.149, RS 34.150, 
RS 34.151, RS 34.152, RS 34.155, RS 34.165 (probably?), RS 34.180,60, and CK 107 (= RS [Varia 35]).  

 86RS 11.794, RS 11.834, RS 15.018, RS 15.019, RS 15.124, RS 17.398, RS 17.451, RS 17.452, 
RS 17.455, RS 17.456, RS 18.054, RS 18.057, RS 18.268.  RS 18.281, RS 20.[438], RS 20.095A, 
RS 20.130, RS 20.141A, RS 20.141B, RS 20.159, RS 20.182A+, RS 20.182C, RS 20.182D, RS 20.189D, 
RS 20.191, RS 20.194, RS 20.196D, RS 20.200A, RS 20.200C, RS 20.214D, RS 20.227.2, RS 20.244, 
RS 20.246, RS 20.426,14+, RS 21.006C, RS 21.054B, RS 21.063F, RS 26.158, RS 34.170, RS 34.171.1, 
RS 34.171.2, RS 34.174, RS 34.180,13, RS 34.180,5, and RS 1980.387.   

 87See above, section 4.2. 

 88The exception is RS 12.005, which, like the non-standard Ugaritic ""benediction'' of 
RS 16.078+, not only presents an atypical compositional pattern, but also occurs within the body of the 
letter, not within the formulaic praescriptio.   
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4.4.1.1.1  DISTRIBUTION 

 Sixteen of the seventy-two « ben » formulas in the Ras Shamra Akkadian 

corpus occur in conceptually unmarked letters,89 and eight in letters of unknown 

conceptual status.90  This leaves forty-eight examples of the formula which occur in 

letters in which the conceptual relationship between the correspondents is explicitly 

stated; such letters may be sorted according to both status and model.  In terms of 

status, seven of these forty-eight « ben » formulas occur in conceptually ascending 

letters,91 thirty-three in conceptually horizontal letters,92 and eight in conceptually 

descending letters.93  In terms of model, forty-six of the forty-eight « ben » formulas 

occur in letters conceived on the biological kinship model,94 and two in those 

conceived on the hierarchical power model.95  

                                                

 89RS 4.449, RS 15.077, RS 17.239, RS 17.288, RS 17.397B+, RS 20.015, RS 20.017, RS 20.021, 
RS 20.023.1, RS 20.174A, RS 20.239, RS 22.006, RS 34.137, RS 34.158, RS 34.160, and RS [Varia 16].   

 90RS 16.116, RS 17.390, RS 17.429, RS 19.115, RS 20.225, RS 20.242, RS 21.007C, and 
RS 21.201.   

 91RS 17.083, RS 17.143, RS 19.070, RS 20.023.2, RS 20.150, RS 20.178.2, and RS 34.142.  Of 
these, at least two are composed on the POW model: RS 20.023.2 and RS 34.142; the rest are composed 
on the BIO model.  RS 34.142 represents an epistolary tradition foreign to local conventions.   

 92RS 6.198, RS 11.723, RS 15.024+, RS 15.033, RS 15.063, RS 17.116, RS 17.142, RS 17.144, 
RS 17.148.2, RS 17.286, RS 18.089, RS 19.053, RS 20.158, RS 20.172, RS 20.178.1, RS 20.200B, 
RS 20.227.1, RS 21.183, RS 34.134.1, RS 34.134.2, RS 34.141, RS 34.153, RS 34.154, RS 34.161.1, 
RS 34.161.2, RS 34.163, RS 34.164, RS 34.167+, RS 34.173, RS 34.180,17, RIH 81/4, RS [Varia 25], 
and RS [Varia 26].   

 93RS 11.730, RS 16.111, RS 17.078, RS 17.148.1, RS 17.152, RS 20.255A, RS 25.131, and 
RS 34.133.   

 94These forty-six letters include five of the seven ASC letters which contain the « ben » 
(RS 17.083, RS 17.143, RS 19.070, RS 20.150, and RS 20.178.2), all thirty-three of the HOR letters 
which contain the « ben » (see above), and all eight of the DESC letters which contain the « ben » (see 
footnote).  

 95Both of these are conceptually ascending: RS 20.023.2 and RS 34.142.  The latter represents 
an epistolary tradition foreign to local conventions.   
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 Among the seventy-two letters in the Ras Shamra Akkadian corpus which 

explicitly omit the « ben », twenty-eight are conceptually unmarked,96 and one is of 

unknown conceptual status.97  The forty-three remaining letters contain explicit 

information on status and model.  Sorting by status, thirty-four of these forty-three are 

conceptually ascending,98 seven conceptually horizontal,99 and two conceptually 

descending.100  Sorting by model, ten of these forty-three are composed on the 

biological kinship model,101 and thirty-three on the hierarchical power model.102       

 Interpreted, the distributional patterns revealed by these data dovetail neatly 

with those observed above for the Ugaritic corpus, where the formula was described as 

being "". . . especially appropriate in letters composed on the biological kinship model; . 

                                                

 96RS 8.333, RS 12.033, RS 13.007bis, RS 15.011, RS 16.003, RS 17.130, RS 17.132, RS 17.133, 
RS 17.289, RS 17.292, RS 17.385, RS 17.394+, RS 17.423, RS 19.050, RS 20.003, RS 20.013.1, 
RS 20.018, RS 20.022, RS 20.212, RS 20.216, RS 20.237, RS 34.129, RS 34.136, RS 34.138, RS 34.139, 
RS 34.143, RS 34.145, and RS 34.146.   

 97RS 34.165.   

 98RS 1.[056], RS 1.[057], RS 15.014, RS 15.178, RS 16.112, RS 17.383, RS 17.391, RS 17.393, 
RS 17.422, RS 17.425, RS 19.006, RS 19.080, RS 20.016, RS 20.019, RS 20.033, RS 20.151, RS 20.162, 
RS 20.168, RS 20.184, RS 20.219, RS 20.238, RS 20.243, RS 21.064, RS 25.138, RS 25.461, 
RS 32.204.1, RS 32.204.2, RS 34.135, RS 34.140, RS 34.150, RS 34.151, RS 34.152, RS 34.180,60, and 
CK 107 (= RS [Varia 35]).  All but two of these are composed on the hierarchical power model; 
RS 20.168 and RS 20.238 are composed on the biological kinship model.   

 99RS 10.046, RS 17.315, RS 17.428, RS 20.013.2, RS 20.232, RS 20.248, and RS 34.149.  
Notable features among these HOR letters include the following: (i) RS 20.232 contains a « pros » 
formula (thus indicating an ascending aspect behind the conceptually HOR terminology), and (ii) 
RS 10.046 and RS 20.013.2 are addressed to {fiEfi.DÙG.GA-ia} rather than {fiEfi-ia} (perhaps 
indicating the same).    

 100RS 17.247 (composed on the BIO model) and RS 34.155 (composed on the POW model). 

 101These ten consist of two of the thirty-four ASC letters which lack the « ben » (RS 20.168 and 
RS 20.238), all seven of the HOR letters which lack the « ben » (see above), and one of the two DESC 
letters which lack the « ben » (RS 17.247).   

 102These consist of thirty-one of the thirty-four ASC letters which lack the « ben » (see above), 
and one of the two DESC letters which lack the « ben » (RS 34.155). 
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. . rare in letters composed on the hierarchical power model, and rare in those letters 

for which the conceptual relationship between the correspondents was unmarked.''103  

In particular, the disposition for the « ben » formula to be present in BIO letters and 

absent in POW letters is immediately apparent in the relative proportions of these two 

models in the corpus of those letters which contain the formula, and in that of those 

letters which omit it.  In other words, among the forty-eight letters which contain the 

« ben » formula, forty-six (that is, 96%) follow the BIO model; only two follow the 

POW model.  Of the forty-three letters which explicitly omit the « ben » formula, only 

ten (that is, 23%) follow the BIO model, thirty-three follow the POW model.104  In 

addition, however, the patterns observed for the Ugaritic corpus with respect to the 

distribution according to conceptual status, which is not mentioned in the passage cited 

above, also apply very well to the Ras Shamra Akkadian letters.  Thus, the distribution 

of the formula in Ugaritic applies, grosso modo, to that of the « ben » formula in the 

Ras Shamra Akkadian corpus.  In order for these distributional similarities with the 

                                                

 103See above, section 4.3.3.  

 104Excluding the HOR letters from this consideration, on the grounds that the horizontal 
conceptual status only makes uses of the BIO model, and thus that the choice of this model is not a 
meaningful choice to use this model and not to use the POW model, does not mitigate these ratios: 
thirteen of the fifteen ascending and descending letters containing a « ben » formula (that is, 87%) 
follow the biological kinship model (All eight conceptually descending letters containing the « ben » are 
composed on the BIO model: RS 11.730, RS 16.111, RS 17.078, RS 17.148.1, RS 17.152, RS 20.255A, 
RS 25.131, and RS 34.133; and five of the seven conceptually ascending letters which contain the 
« ben » are composed on the BIO model: RS 17.083, RS 17.143, RS 19.070, RS 20.150, RS 20.178.2, and 
RS 20.225); only two (or 13%) show the hierarchical power model (Both are conceptually ascending: 
RS 20.023.2 and RS 34.142).  Of the thirty-six ASC and DESC letters which omit the « ben », only three 
(or 8%) follow the BIO model (RS 20.168 and RS 20.238, both conceptually ascending, and RS 17.247, 
conceptually descending); thirty-three (that is, 92%) follow the POW model (Thirty-two of these are 
conceptually ascending: CK 107, RS 1.[056], RS 1.[057], RS 15.014, RS 15.178, RS 16.112, RS 17.383, 
RS 17.391, RS 17.393, RS 17.422, RS 17.425, RS 19.006, RS 19.080, RS 20.016, RS 20.019, RS 20.033, 
RS 20.151, RS 20.162, RS 20.184, RS 20.219, RS 20.243, RS 21.064, RS 25.138, RS 25.461, 
RS 32.204.1, RS 32.204.2, RS 34.135, RS 34.140, RS 34.150, RS 34.151, RS 34.152, and RS 34.180,60; 
and one is conceptually descending: RS 34.155).   
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Ugaritic corpus to stand out in more detail, one can offer a more explicit analysis of 

the distributional data: (1) in conceptually unmarked letters, and according to (2) 

conceptual status, and (3) conceptual model.      

 Among the conceptually unmarked letters of the Ras Shamra Akkadian corpus, 

the « ben » formula is relatively uncommon, occurring in sixteen out of forty-four,105 or 

36%, of the unambiguous cases.106  A more striking comparison with the Ugaritic data, 

however, results when one charts the presence of the formula in those terminologically 

unmarked letters which represent ""contextually descending'' situations.  One can 

isolate at least twenty-two unmarked but ""contextually descending'' letters in the Ras 

Shamra  

                                                

 105There are a total of forty-five ""unmarked'' letters in the RS Akk. corpus; the presence or 
absence of the « ben » may be determined in all but one of these, the exception being RS 20.426,14+.   

 106The Ugaritic ratio was 1 : 8, or 13% (see above, section 4.3.2).   
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Akkadian corpus.107  Of these, only two, or 9%, contain a « ben » formula.108  The 

others explicitly omit it.  None of the comparable Ugaritic ""conceptually descending'' 

letters contains a « ben » formula.109      

 In terms of distribution according to conceptual status, the « ben » formula is 

uncommon in ascending letters, common in horizontal letters, and common in 

descending letters.  The latter two statements apply equally well to the Ugaritic 

corpus.  Specifically, among ascending letters in the Ras Shamra Akkadian corpus, the 

« ben » formula is present in seven out of forty-one,110 or 17%, of the unambiguous 

cases;111 among horizontal letters, in thirty-three out of forty,112 or 83%, of the 

unambiguous cases;113 and, among descending letters, in eight out of ten, or 80%, of 

the unambiguous cases.114  The only striking distributional difference here is that of 

conceptually ASC letters: on present data, the « ben » formula occurs in such letters 

approximately 52% of the time in the Ugaritic corpus, but only 17% of the time in the 

Ras Shamra Akkadian corpus.  No explanation for this apparent difference is offered 

here.   

                                                

 107See above, section 3.4.1.1.2.  

 108These are RS 20.174A and RS [Varia 16], both of which are from {LUGAL-ma}, and 
addressed to the king of Ugarit.   

 109See above, section 4.3.1.     

 110Of the forty-nine total conceptually ASC letters in this corpus, the presence of the « ben » is 
not knowable in eight instances: RS 17.455, RS 20.182A+, RS 20.182D, RS 20.200C, RS 20.227.2, 
RS 21.054B, RS 34.170, and RS 34.171.1.   

 111The Ugaritic ratio was 15 : 29, or 52% (see above, section 4.3.2).   

 112Of the forty-four total conceptually HOR letters in this corpus, the presence of the « ben » is 
not knowable in four instances: RS 17.452, RS 20.182C, RS 20.194, and RS 34.174.   

 113The Ugaritic ratio was 13 : 17, or 76% (see above, section 4.3.2).    

 114The Ugaritic ratio was 1 : 1, or 100% (see above, section 4.3.2).   
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 In terms of distribution by conceptual model, the pattern observed with respect 

to the Ugaritic corpus is present here as well: the « ben » formula is extremely 

common in letters composed on the BIO model, and rare in letters composed on the 

POW model.  Where a determination is possible, the « ben » formula is present in forty-

six out of fifty-six,115 or 82%, of the BIO letters,116 and in two out of thirty-five,117 or 

6%, of the POW letters.118  Even if one excludes the HOR letters from this analysis, on 

the grounds that, since conceptually horizontal letters make use of only the BIO and not 

the POW model, the choice of the BIO model over the POW model in these instances is 

not a meaningful one, the pattern remains the same: the « ben » formula is present in 

thirteen out of sixteen, or 81%, of the BIO letters where a determination of the 

presence or absence of the formula is possible.119 

 

4.4.1.1.2  COMPOSITION 

 If these extensive distributional parallels represent further illustrations of the 

fundamental kinship of the main epistolary traditions represented in the Ugaritic and 

                                                

 115Of the sixty-one total BIO letters, five contain no information for the presence or absence of 
the « ben »: RS 17.452, RS 20.182C, RS 20.194, RS 34.170, and RS 34.174.     

 116The Ugaritic ratio was 19 : 22, or 86% (see above, section 4.3.3). 

 117Of the forty-two total POW letters, seven contain no information for the presence or absence 
of the « ben »: RS 17.455, RS 20.182A+, RS 20.182D, RS 20.200C, RS 20.227.2, RS 21.054B, and 
RS 34.171.1. 

 118The Ugaritic ratio was 6 : 17, or 35% (see above, section 4.3.3). 

 119The Ugaritic ratio was 9 : 9, or 100%: seven of eight Ugaritic ASC BIO letters explicitly 
contain the « ben » (RS 11.872, RS 15.008, RS 16.379, RS 17.139, RS 34.124, RS 92.2005.1, and 
RS 94.5003+; the presence of the « ben » formula is unknown in the eighth ASC BIO letter, 
RS 19.102.1); and both the single Ugaritic DESC BIO letter (RS 18.147) and the single Ugaritic BIO 
letter of mixed status (RS [Varia 4] contains both horizontal and descending BIO terminology) contain 
the « ben » formula.  
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Ras Shamra Akkadian corpora, such is not immediately evident from a superficial 

comparison of the composition patterns of the formulas of each corpus.  In particular, 

no single Ras Shamra Akkadian « ben » formula shows an equivalent of the standard 

Ugaritic compositional pattern « •lm t÷rk tßlmk ».120  Given the extensive formal 

parallels observable elsewhere between the two corpora, such a lack is striking.121  

This apparent difference should not be exaggerated, however, and, if no Akkadian 

parallels exist for this particularly common Ugaritic compositional pattern, detailed 

and extensive parallels do exist in the Ras Shamra Akkadian corpus for each and 

every one of the ""necessary'' and ""optional'' components found in the « ben » formulas 

of the Ugaritic corpus.  It is this basic symmetry in terms of compositional inventory 

which reveals the common heritage underlying these two corpora.    

 

4.4.1.1.2.1  Necessary components   

 Collectively, the seventy-two « ben » formulas in the Ras Shamra Akkadian 

corpus are unified, not only by their conformity to the broad functional definition of the 

« ben » given above, but also by certain shared formal features, namely, the presence 

                                                

 120Such an equivalent would take a form comparable to *{DINGIR.MEfi PAP-ru-ka li-ßal-li-
mu-ka}, for example, with no additional ""optional'' elements attached.      

 121On the assumption that a precise Akkadian compositional equivalent of Ugaritic « •lm t÷rk 
tßlmk » must exist, many students of these texts interpret the Akkadian phrase « ana ßulmªni » as the 
cross-linguistic equivalent of Ugaritic tßlmk in the benediction formula (compare, for example, 
S. Loewenstamm, Comparative Studies [1980] 362; and S. Ahl, Epistolary Texts [1973] 138).  Thanks to 
the « ben » formula now known from RS 92.2005:7-8, however, it seems likely that these two phrases 
(Ug. l ßlm and Akk. ana ßulmªni) represent in fact two different compositional components in the 
formula, and that each possesses a precise morphological parallel in the other language; that is, the 
cross linguistic equivalent of Akkadian {a-na ßul-ma-ni} is to be found in Ugaritic l ßlm, and the cross-
linguistic equivalent of Ugaritic tßlmk is represented by, for example, the syllabic spelling {li-ßal-li-mu-
ka}. 
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of compositional components which are ""necessary'' in the sense that, where such a 

determination is possible, every attested example of the formula contains them.    

 While the standard Ugaritic « ben » formula was characterized by three 

""necessary'' compositional components,122 the Ras Shamra Akkadian « ben » formulas 

are characterized by only two such ""necessary'' components: (1) a noun phrase 

referring to ""the gods'', which functions as the grammatical subject of the utterance, 

and (2) a verbal predication derived from the Akkadian verb na¬ªru, "to guard'.  No 

example of the « ben » formula in this corpus explicitly omits either of these 

elements.123   Unlike the Ugaritic « ben » formula, a volitional form derived from the 

verb fiLM is not a ""necessary'' component of the « ben » in the Ras Shamra Akkadian 

corpus.   

 

4.4.1.1.2.1.1  The noun phrase referring to ""the gods'' 

 As was the case in the Ugaritic corpus, there is some internal variation in the 

makeup of each of these ""necessary'' elements.  For the noun phrase referring to ""the 

gods'', two Ugaritic variants are attested: •lm, "the gods', by far the most common, and 

•ly °grt, "the gods of Ugarit', attested only once.  Equivalents of each of these patterns 

are attested in the syllabic corpus, but the compositional variation observable there is 

                                                

 122These are (1) a noun phrase referring to ""the gods'' (typically •lm), (2) a verbal predication 
derived from N� R (typically t÷rk), and (3) a verbal predication derived from fiLM (typically tßlmk); 
see above, section 4.2.   

 123The noun phrase {[DINGIR.MEfi]} needs to be entirely reconstructed in RS 21.201, though 
its presence is extremely likely.  The na¬ªru verbal form needs to be entirely, or almost entirely 
reconstructed in three letters: RS 20.178.2 {[PAP-ru-ki]}, RS 20.225 {[PAP-ru]-ka}, and RS 20.227.1 
(no reconstruction attempted due to the very fragmentary state of lines 2'-4'); in none of these cases is 
there any reason to doubt the presence of the verb, however.    
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much greater than that of the alphabetic corpus, and numerous additional variants, 

unattested in Ugaritic, are also known.   

 Among the « ben » formulas of the Ras Shamra Akkadian letters, the noun 

phrase referring to ""the gods'' may take any of several forms.  Two of these have just 

been mentioned, as being attested in Ugaritic as well: (1) purely logographic as well 

as logo-syllabic writings which are equivalent to the pattern represented in Ugaritic by 

•lm, that is, various writings of the plural absolute form of a common noun meaning 

"gods', of which a common example is {DINGIR.MEfi};124 and (2) logo-syllabic 

writings which are equivalent to the pattern represented in Ugaritic by •ly °grt, that is, 

noun phrases of the structure « [plural absolute form of the common noun meaning 

"god'] + (ßa) + [noun phrase, most often being a geographical proper name, in a 

genitive relation with the preceding noun] », of which an example is RS 34.164, {(7) 

DINGIR.MEfi ßa KUR ú-ga-ri-it}.125  Actually, only three letters represent more or 

less precise parallels to the Ugaritic « ben » formula which contains the pattern •ly 

                                                

 124This pattern is represented in forty-two « ben » formulas.  The noun phrase is written 
entirely logographically, as {DINGIR.MEfi}, in thirty-nine instances: explicitly in RS 11.723, 
RS 11.730, RS 15.063, RS 15.077, RS 17.078, RS 17.142, RS 17.144, RS 17.286, RS 19.053, RS 19.070, 
RS 19.115, RS 20.015, RS 20.021, RS 20.023.1, RS 20.023.2, RS 20.150, RS 20.158, RS 20.172, 
RS 20.174A, RS 20.178.2, RS 20.239, RS 20.242, RS 21.183, RS 22.006, RS 25.131, RS 34.134.2, 
RS 34.154, RS 34.158, RS 34.160, RS 34.161.1, RS 34.161.2, RS 34.167+, RS 34.173, RS 34.180,17, and 
RS [Varia 25]; and very probably in RS 17.390, RS 20.255A, RS 21.007C, and RS 21.201, where this 
component must be partially or entirely reconstructed.  In three cases, however, this component is 
written logo-syllabically, twice {DINGIR.MEfi-nu}: RS 17.397B+ and RS [Varia 16], and once 
{DINGIR.MEfi-ni}: RS 20.017 (a prescriptivist approach would interpret this latter form as a 
grammatical ""mistake'' for the ""correct'' form, {DINGIR.MEfi-nu}).  

 125This pattern for the ""gods'' component is present in as many as eighteen letters: RS 6.198, 
RS 15.024+, RS 15.033, RS 16.111, RS 16.116, RS 17.116, RS 17.429 (probably), RS 20.178.1, 
RS 20.200B, RS 20.225 (one may consider the string {EN.II URU ”a-zu-ra.KI}, "the two lords of ‡azor', 
in line 2', to represent this pattern as well), RS 20.227.1 (possibly), RS 34.134.1, RS 34.141, RS 34.142, 
RS 34.163, RS 34.164, RIH 81/4, and RS [Varia 26].  Note also the possible presence of this pattern for 
this component in the ""non-standard'' benediction of RS 12.005.     
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°grt.126  In the other cases, when this component takes this form and only this form,127 

it occurs not once, as is the case in this Ugaritic letter,128 but twice129 or even three 

times,130 and thus is not parallel, strictly speaking, to the Ugaritic form in question.131    

 In addition to these two patterns, which have Ugaritic analogs, at least three 

other compositional patterns for this ""necessary'' component referring to ""the gods'' are 

attested in the Ras Shamra Akkadian corpus, which have no known equivalents in 

Ugaritic.  These are listed in order of statistical frequency: (3) logo-syllabic writings of 

a noun phrase consisting of « 1 + [the construct form of the cardinal numeral 1000] + 

                                                

 126These are RS 6.198 {DINGIR.MEfi-nu ßa KUR URU ú-ga-ri-ta}, RS 15.033 {DINGIR.MEfi 
KUR ú-ga-ri-it}, and perhaps RS 16.116 {[DINGIR.MEfi] ßa KUR u-ga-r[i-it]}.   

 127I say ""this form and only this form'' because the « ben » formulas of at least six letters 
(RS 17.116, RS 20.225, RS 34.134.1, RS 34.142, RIH 81/4, and RS [Varia 26]) contain this pattern 
alongside other compositional patterns for this component; on which see below.  As many as twelve 
letters contain this and only this pattern for the ""gods'' component, whether or not this component is 
repeated: RS 6.198, RS 15.024+, RS 15.033, RS 16.111, RS 16.116, RS 17.429 (possibly), RS 20.178.1, 
RS 20.200B (probably), RS 20.227.1 (possibly), RS 34.141, RS 34.163 (probably), and RS 34.164.   

 128The entire « ben » formula of RS 15.008 reads {(4, cont'd) . •ly (5) °grt . t÷rk (6) tßlmk}.    

 129Compare the following four letters, in which this component occurs twice: RS 16.111 {(4) 
DINGIR.MEfi ßa KUR u-ga-ri-it (5) ù DINGIR.MEfi ßa KUR a-mur-ri}, RS 20.200B (probably) {(5) 
[DINGIR.MEfi ßa KUR kín-z]a? DINGIR.MEfi [?] (6) [ßa KUR u-ga-ri-i]t}, RS 34.163 (probably) 
{DINGIR.MEfi ¯-˘[ ... ] (5) ù KUR ú-g[a-ri-it]}, and RS 34.164 {(7) DINGIR.MEfi ßa KUR-ú-ga-ri-it 
(8) ù DINGIR.MEfi ßa É-ti †up-pi}.  Notice that in the final example the genitive noun phrase is not a 
geographical proper name, but a common noun phrase, "the tablet-house'.   

 130This pattern occurs three times in the following two letters: RS 15.024+ {(5) DINGIR.MEfi 
ßa KUR a-mur-ri (6) DINGIR.MEfi ßa KUR u-ga-ri-it (7) ù DINGIR.MEfi ßa-a LUGAL EN-ka}, and 
RS 20.178.1 {(5) DINGIR.MEfi ßa KUR-ti pa-at (6) ù DINGIR.MEfi ßa KUR u-ga-rít (7) ù gab-ba 
DINGIR.MEfi ßa É a-b[i-ni?]}.  As above in the cases of RS 34.141 and 34.164, both of these examples 
show genitive noun phrases which are not geographical proper names: {DINGIR.MEfi ßa-a LUGAL 
EN-ka}, "the gods of the king, your lord' in RS 15.024+, and {gab-ba DINGIR.MEfi ßa É a-b[i-ni?]}, "all 
of the gods of our father's house' in RS 20.178.1. 

 131There are contextual considerations which help to explain such a distribution, notably, that 
the local affiliation of the deities is typically mentioned in international contexts, and in such cases the 
sender frequently did not limit himself to invoking only the gods of the recipient, or only his own gods, 
but often included them both.     
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[the plural absolute form of the common noun meaning "god'] », of which a common 

example is RS 17.152:5, {li-im DINGIR.MEfi};132 (4) a divine proper name or 

names,133 which may or may not be followed by common noun phrases serving as 

titles,134 as in {dé-a EN DUGUD} in RS 34.134.1:5;135 and (5) a combination of any or 

all of the last three of the patterns here described.136   

 

4.4.1.1.2.1.2  The na¬ªru verbal form 

                                                

 132This pattern for the ""gods'' component is present in as many as twelve letters: RS 17.083, 
RS 17.116 (possibly), RS 17.143, RS 17.148.1, RS 17.148.2, RS 17.152, RS 17.239, RS 17.288, 
RS 18.089 (possibly), RS 34.133, RS 34.137, and RIH 81/4.  Of these twelve, nine contain only this 
pattern (RS 17.083, RS 17.143, RS 17.148.1, RS 17.148.2, RS 17.152, RS 17.239, RS 17.288, RS 18.089, 
and RS 34.137); three contain this pattern among others for this element (RS 17.116, RS 34.133, and 
RIH 81/4).  The Ugaritic equivalent of this pattern is unattested; it might have taken the form *±lp •lm. 
(compare ±lp ymm in RS 16.265:4 and ±lp “ÿm in KTU 4.169:2).    

 133The most frequently cited deities are (1) the storm god ({dIM} in RS 4.449, RS 17.116, 
RS 20.225, and RS 34.142) and (2) Ea ({dé-a EN DUGUD} in RS 34.133 and RS 34.134.1, {dé-a BE 
DUGUD} in RS [Varia 26], and {da-a EN DUGUD} in  RS 34.153).  Other divinities occurring in this 
pattern include (3) {dpí-id-ra-i} in RS 17.116, (4) {dAG EN GI.DUB.BA.A} in RS 34.133 (Note that 
the ""non-standard'' benediction motif in RS 12.005 also mentions {dAG}), (5) {dda-gan} and (6) {dú?-
tar?-mi-ri} in RS 34.142, and probably (7) {[deß18]-tár} in RS 20.225.    

 134Compare {EN DUGUD} and {BE DUGUD}, "the honored lord' (or "the lord of honor(?)') 
(on this title in Hittite, see below, section 4.4.4.2.1), for Ea in RS 34.133, RS 34.134.1, RS 34.153, and 
RS [Varia 26]; and {EN GI.DUB.BA.A}, "the master of the stylus', for Nabû (dAG) in RS 34.133.    

 135This pattern for the ""gods'' component is present in as many as eight letters: RS 4.449, 
RS 17.116, RS 20.225, RS 34.133, RS 34.134.1, RS 34.142, RS 34.153, and RS [Varia 26]; note also its 
presence in the ""non-standard'' benediction motif of RS 12.005.  Of these eight letters, two contain only 
this pattern (RS 4.449 and RS 34.153), and six contain this pattern among others for this component 
(RS 17.116, RS 20.225, RS 34.133, RS 34.134.1, RS 34.142, and RS [Varia 26]).  No statistically and 
contextually ""standard'' Ugaritic « ben » formula contains this pattern, but at least one ""non-standard'' 
benediction does show it: compare b≤l in RS 17.117:2.      

 136Seven letters contain such combinations: RS 17.116, RS 20.225, RS 34.133, RS 34.134.1, 
RS 34.142, RIH 81/4, and RS [Varia 26].  These include combinations of all three patterns, that is, those 
patterns described here as (2), (3), and (4): RS 17.116; but also combinations of two of these three 
patterns: « (2) + (3) »: RS 17.116 and RIH 81/4; « (2) + (4) »: RS 20.225, RS 34.134.1, RS 34.142, and 
RS [Varia 26] (Note that the ""non-standard'' benediction motif in RS 12.005 also appears to contain this 
combination); and « (3) + (4) »: RS 34.133.     
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 The Ugaritic corpus contains three variants of this ""necessary'' component: 

« t÷rk », by far the most common, « t÷rkm », attested once, and « t÷r », attested twice.  

In these examples, the variations observed are all related to the means by which the 

formula makes reference to the ""direct object'', or ""patient'',137 of the verbal action, that 

is, the recipient of the letter. In the forms t÷rk and t÷rkm, this is accomplished by 

means of 2nd person pronominal suffixes, singular and dual, respectively; the two t÷r 

forms, however, contain no such suffixes, and as such must either represent scribal 

errors for intended t÷r<k>, or forms in which the direct object of the verb is 

unexpressed, being clear from context.   

 In any case, the « ben » formulas of the Ras Shamra Akkadian corpus also 

contain variations of this nature, and these variations may be sorted into two 

categories: (1) « ben » formulas in which the direct object of the verb is a 2nd person 

pronominal suffix, attached to the verb, this pattern being by far the most common 

pattern in the Ras Shamra Akkadian corpus138 as well as in the Ugaritic; and (2) 

                                                

 137The semantics of a transitive verb like na¬ªru, "to guard, watch over (s.o.)', necessarily 
entail an ""agent'' (he who does the guarding) and a ""patient'' (he who is guarded).  In this case, these 
terms, ""agent'' and ""patient'', correspond to the more familiar syntactic categories ""subject'' and ""direct 
object''.       

 138Sixty-five out of seventy-one unambiguous examples (the composition of this component of 
RS 20.227.1 is unknown) certainly or probably use this pattern.  These include sixty-one examples in 
which the pronoun is 2nd person masculine singular: RS 6.198, RS 11.723 (probably), RS 11.730, 
RS 15.024+, RS 15.033, RS 15.063, RS 15.077, RS 16.116 (probably), RS 17.078, RS 17.083, RS 17.116, 
RS 17.142, RS 17.143, RS 17.144 (probably), RS 17.148.1, RS 17.148.2, RS 17.152 (probably), 
RS 17.239, RS 17.286, RS 17.288, RS 17.390 (probably), RS 17.397B+, RS 17.429, RS 18.089, 
RS 19.053, RS 19.070, RS 19.115, RS 20.200B (probably), RS 20.015, RS 20.017, RS 20.021, 
RS 20.023.1, RS 20.150, RS 20.158, RS 20.172, RS 20.174A, RS 20.225 (probably), RS 20.239, 
RS 20.242 (probably), RS 20.255A, RS 21.007C (probably), RS 21.183, RS 21.201 (probably), 
RS 22.006 (probably), RS 25.131, RS 34.133, RS 34.134.2, RS 34.137, RS 34.154, RS 34.158, 
RS 34.160, RS 34.161.1, RS 34.161.2, RS 34.163 (possibly), RS 34.167+, RS 34.173 (probably), 
RS 34.180,17 (uses the {QA} sign!), RS [Varia 16], RS [Varia 25], RS [Varia 26], and RIH 81/4; and 
three in which it is 2nd feminine singular: RS 16.111, RS 20.178.1, and RS 20.178.2 (probably); and one 
in which it is 2nd common plural: RS 20.023.2. 
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formulas in which the direct object is not expressed directly by means of a pronoun, 

but by a common noun phrase, of which all attested examples include the word 

napißtu, "life, self';139 this category is unrepresented in the Ugaritic corpus.         

 A second compositional variation for this component in the Ras Shamra 

Akkadian corpus deals with the orthography of the verbal form itself.  Most often it is 

written logo-syllabically,140 but entirely syllabic writings are also attested.141  

Obviously, because of the nature of the alphabetic writing system, this criterion is not 

applicable to the Ugaritic data. 

 

4.4.1.1.2.2  Optional components 

 Aside from these two ""necessary'' components, the composition of the « ben » 

formulas of the Ras Shamra Akkadian corpus is characterized by a host of ""optional'' 

components.  Some of these represent the Akkadian equivalents of components known 

from the Ugaritic « ben » formulas, such as the verbal form lißallim¨ka, "may they 

                                                

 139Six of seventy-one unambiguous examples use this pattern: RS 4.449 {na-pí-iß-ta-ka}, 
RS 34.134.1 {ZI!-ka}, RS 34.141 {ZI-ka}, RS 34.142 {nap-ßa-ti be-lí-ia}, RS 34.153 {nap-ßa-ti-ka}, and 
RS 34.164 {nap!-ßat ßa fiEfi.MEfi-ia}.   

 140Sixty-five of seventy-one unambiguous examples use the writing logo-syllabic writing 
{PAP-ru-} for the verbal element: RS 11.723 (probably), RS 11.730, RS 15.024+, RS 15.033, RS 15.063, 
RS 15.077, RS 16.111, RS 16.116 (probably), RS 17.078, RS 17.083, RS 17.116, RS 17.142, RS 17.143, 
RS 17.144 (probably), RS 17.148.1, RS 17.148.2, RS 17.152 (probably), RS 17.239, RS 17.286, 
RS 17.288, RS 17.390 (probably), RS 17.397B+, RS 17.429, RS 18.089, RS 19.053, RS 19.070, 
RS 19.115, RS 20.200B (probably), RS 20.015, RS 20.017, RS 20.021, RS 20.023.1, RS 20.023.2, 
RS 20.150, RS 20.158, RS 20.172, RS 20.174A, RS 20.178.1, RS 20.178.2 (probably), RS 20.225 
(probably), RS 20.239, RS 20.242 (probably), RS 20.255A, RS 21.007C (probably), RS 21.183, 
RS 21.201 (probably), RS 22.006 (probably), RS 25.131, RS 34.133, RS 34.134.1, RS 34.134.2, 
RS 34.137, RS 34.141, RS 34.154, RS 34.158, RS 34.160, RS 34.161.1, RS 34.161.2, RS 34.164, 
RS 34.167+, RS 34.173 (probably), RS [Varia 16], RS [Varia 25], RS [Varia 26], and RIH 81/4.        

 141Six of seventy-one unambiguous examples use entirely syllabic writings for this component: 
RS 4.449 {li-i¬-¬ur}, RS 6.198 {li-SU-ru-ka}, RS 34.142 {li-i¬-[¬u-]rù}, RS 34.153 {li-i¬-¬u-ur}, 
RS 34.163 {li-i¬-¬u-[ru-ka]}, and RS 34.180,17 {li-i¬-¬i-ru-kà}.     
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keep you well!' which corresponds to Ugaritic tßlmk, and the adverbial phrases ana 

ßulmªni, "for well-being' (compare Ug. l ßlm), and, more loosely, adi dar≠ti, "unto 

perpetuity' (compare Ug. b≤d ≤lm).  Others, however, have no attested Ugaritic analog.  

These include vocative phrases, adverbs, and various verbal predications.  

 Each of the ""optional'' components is discussed below; those which have 

analogs in the Ugaritic corpus are treated first, in order of their statistical frequency in 

the Akkadian letters, followed by those which represent compositional elements 

unattested in the Ugaritic ben formulas, also treated in order of statistical frequency. 

 

4.4.1.1.2.2.1  The prepositional phrase ana ßulmªni   

 The prepositional phrase ana ßulmªni is the most common of the ""optional'' 

components in the Ras Shamra Akkadian corpus.142  Among seventy-one unambiguous 

examples,143 it is certainly or probably present in the « ben » formulas of forty-eight 

letters,144 and absent from twenty-three.145  The relative frequency of this component 

                                                

 142The orthography of this component is virtually always {a-na ßul-ma-ni}.  Only two 
exceptions are known: RS 20.255A, in which this component is apparently written {i[-na] ß[u]l-ma-[n]i} 
(Nougayrol's copy agrees with his transcription); and RS 34.180,17, in which this component is written 
{a-na DI-ma-ni}. 

 143The presence or absence of this element in RS 20.227.1 cannot be determined.  Note also 
that there is no sign of this element in the ""non-standard'' benediction motif of RS 12.005.   

 144RS 11.730, RS 15.024+, RS 15.033, RS 15.077, RS 16.111, RS 16.116, RS 17.078, 
RS 17.083, RS 17.142, RS 17.143, RS 17.144, RS 17.148.1, RS 17.148.2, RS 17.239, RS 17.286, 
RS 17.288, RS 17.390, RS 17.397B+, RS 17.429, RS 19.053, RS 19.070, RS 20.015, RS 20.021, 
RS 20.023.1, RS 20.023.2, RS 20.150, RS 20.172, RS 20.174A, RS 20.178.1, RS 20.178.2, RS 20.239, 
RS 20.242, RS 20.255A, RS 21.007C, RS 21.201, RS 22.006, RS 34.133, RS 34.134.2, RS 34.154, 
RS 34.161.1, RS 34.161.2, RS 34.163 (probably, although the phrase needs to be entirely reconstructed), 
RS 34.167+, RS 34.173, RS 34.180,17, RIH 81/4, RS [Varia 16], and RS [Varia 25].   

 145RS 4.449, RS 6.198, RS 11.723, RS 15.063, RS 17.116, RS 17.152, RS 18.089, RS 19.115, 
RS 20.017, RS 20.158, RS 20.200B, RS 20.225 (probably), RS 21.183, RS 25.131, RS 34.134.1, 
RS 34.137, RS 34.141, RS 34.142, RS 34.153, RS 34.158, RS 34.160, RS 34.164, and RS [Varia 26].  
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in the syllabic corpus, being roughly 68% of the unambiguous examples, is striking, 

especially in light of the infrequency of its Ugaritic equivalent, l ßlm.146   

 In fact, this correspondence is one element of an interesting problem.  In most 

respects, the formulary of the Ugaritic and Ras Shamra Akkadian epistolary corpora is 

structurally parallel to such a point that one may often speak of translational 

equivalence.  Yet, the standard Ugaritic « ben » formula contains a ""necessary'' 

compositional element, tßlmk, "may they keep you well!', which is only very rarely 

attested in the form an Akkadian equivalent in the letters from Ras Shamra, as in {li-

ßal-li-mu-ka} in RS 34.133.147  Conversely, the Akkadian element ana ßulmªni, "for 

well-being', discussed here, which is very frequent among the « ben » formulas from 

Ras Shamra Akkadian letters, is only attested once in the form of a Ugaritic equivalent 

in a « ben » formula: l ßlm in RS 92.2005.  This apparent problem is probably to be 

resolved by acknowledging the primacy of semantic equivalence, and denigrating the 

importance of morphological equivalence.  In other words, it seems reasonable to 

maintain that the statistically predominant forms of the benediction, Ugaritic « •lm t÷rk 

tßlmk » and Akkadian « ilªnu ana ßulmªni li¬¬ur¨-ka » represent, in a certain sense, 

semantic equivalents at the clause level.148  On the other hand, the infrequent 

presence of the adverbial element l ßlm in Ugaritic « ben » formulas and of the verbal 

element li¬¬ur¨-ka in Akkadian formulas, probably points to the awareness, on the part 

of certain scribes, of the lack of morphological symmetry between the functionally 

                                                

 146A single example of the Ugaritic equivalent of this element is now known: the phrase l ßlm 
occurs in the « ben » formula of RS 92.2005.1: {(7) •lm . l . ßlm (8) t÷rkm . tßlmkm }.   

 147See below, section 4.4.1.1.2.2.2. 

 148Compare S. Ahl's view (Epistolary Texts [1973] 138): ""The second verb in the Ugaritic 
blessing, tßlm, seems to convey the same thought as the Akkadian phrase ana ßulmani.''  See also 
S. Loewenstamm, Comparative Studies (1980) 362. 
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equivalent « ben » formulas in the two languages.  The scribes responsible for adding 

the elements l ßlm or li¬¬ur¨-ka may have simply wished to show off their philological 

competence by employing precise morphological equivalents.  

 

4.4.1.1.2.2.2  The ßullumu verbal form   

 If the ""optional'' component « ana ßulmªni » is notable for its high frequency 

with respect to its Ugaritic analog « l ßlm », the opposite situation applies to the 

presence, in the « ben » formulas of the Ras Shamra Akkadian letters, of a verbal 

predication derived from ßullumu (D-stem), "to keep (s.o.) well.'  A verbal component 

of this type occurs in the « ben » formulas of no more than five letters;149 such an 

infrequency is surprising since, as stated above, the Ugaritic equivalent of this 

component, which takes the form of « tßlmk(m) », constitutes one of the ""necessary'' 

components of the « ben » formula in that corpus.   

 The orthography shows a considerable amount of variation for so few 

examples.  Three patterns are attested: (1) {li-ßal-li-mu(-ka)}150 in RS 34.133 and 

RS 34.164; (1) {¯li˘-ßal-la-mu-ka} in RS 20.225 and RS 34.154; and (3) {li-iß-la-mu-

ki} in RS 20.178.1.  

Since, in most dialects of Akkadian, the expected stem vowel pattern in such forms 

would be /-CaCCiC-/,151 the first spelling ought to be considered ""standard'' for 

                                                

 149RS 20.178.1, RS 20.225, RS 34.133, RS 34. 154, and RS 34.164.   

 150This component in RS 34.164 does not contain an attached pronominal suffix, as is standard 
in Ugaritic (and typical in RS Akkadian) « ben » formulas.  Instead, the direct object of the verb is 
expressed with a noun phrase: {(9) nap!-ßat ßa fiEfi.MEfi-ia PAP-ru (10) ù li-ßal-li-mu }, "May they 
guard and may they keep well the ""lives'' of my brothers!'  This type of structure is frequent in letters 
composed at Emar, as this one probably was (see the editor's presentation in RSO 7 [1991] 65-66). 

 151Compare W. von Soden, GAG3 (1995), paradigm 10, p. 10*.  
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Akkadian orthography, in spite of only two attestations here out of five.  The other two 

spelling patterns are more difficult to explain.  Should we consider them as relatively 

""careless'' writings of the single expected underlying form, namely lißallim¨ka, in spite 

of their superficial appearances to the contrary?  If so, these two patterns would 

present further examples of western peripheral scribes' relative inattention to 

consistent indications of vowel quality and gemination in the use of syllabic signs.152  

Or, do these two spellings indicate the intentional representation of two distinctly ""non-

standard'' underlying forms, lißallam¨ka and lißlam¨ka, respectively?  To be sure, the 

first form is less troubling, since similar spellings are known elsewhere in the Western 

periphery.153  But, the third spelling, {li-iß-la-mu-ki} in RS 20.178.1, is particularly 

odd, since a superficial interpretation would suggest an underlying G-stem form, with 

attached pronominal suffix, and the G-stem of fiLM is intransitive, both in Akkadian 

                                                

 152Note that western inattention to such features could only have been encouraged by the 
conventions of contemporary alphabetic writing, where consonantal gemination and vowel quality were 
generally not indicated in the orthography. 

 153I refer to certain verbal forms in the Amarna corpus, which would appear to represent D-
stem verbs, and which also appear to reflect the stem vowel pattern /-CaCCaC-/, as here in RS 20.225 
and RS 34.154, for preterite (or precative, etc.) forms, instead of expected /-CaCCiC-/; see the forms 
cited in A. F. Rainey, CAT 2 (1996) 136, 139, 157, 169, 171, and 174.  Regarding the two letters under 
discussion here, the sender of RS 20.225 was probably in ‡azor, judging from the re-edition of this text 
by D. Arnaud in AuOr 16 (1998) 27-35; and in the editio princeps of RS 34.154, F. Malbran-Labat 
suggests that the sender of this letter was a Hittite princess, perhaps even a daughter of the king of 
Carchemish (see RSO 7 [1991] 48).   
 Even if the locality of the sender is established, however, it seems unwise to draw the 
conclusion too hastily that observable formal variants are attributable to a distinct ""local'' dialect of 
Akkadian, since, (1) in any case, it was the sender's scribe and not the sender himself who was 
primarily responsible for the form of the letter, and (2) there is often little direct evidence for the local 
background of the various scribes responsible for the preserved letters.  The mechanical assumption 
that, if the sender of a particular letter was situated in a particular place, then the scribe responsible for 
the writing that particular letter was a local resident of that place, and therefore, that the literary habits 
observable in the work of this scribe reflect the conventions current at that particular place, may 
frequently yield correct results, but the assumptions inherent in this line of reasoning need to be 
acknowledged in such cases.      
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and in the West Semitic languages.154  With this in mind, and without arguing this 

point further, I am inclined to suspect the former option mentioned above, namely, that 

Syrian scribes, steeped as they were in the alphabetic tradition, paid relatively little 

attention, when compared to their counterparts in Mesopotamia proper, to matters of 

vowel quality and consonantal gemination in their habits of usage of syllabic signs.  

This granted, the D-stem interpretation presents no problems.      

 

4.4.1.1.2.2.3  Temporal adverbial phrases  

 At least one, and probably two known Ugaritic letters bear « ben » formulas 

which contain, as an ""optional"' component, a temporal adverbial phrase.155  

RS 16.265, a letter which was part of a scribal exercise, provides the only intact 

example of this element: lines 2-6 read •lm t÷rk tßlmk t≤zzk ±lp ym w rbt ßnt b≤d ≤lm, 

"May the gods guard you, may they keep you well, (and) may they keep you strong for 

a thousand days and a myriad of years, (even) unto perpetuity!'  This compound 

adverbial phrase, ±lp ym w rbt ßnt b≤d ≤lm, has no precise equivalent among the 

« ben » formulas of the Ras Shamra Akkadian letters, but three such letters do contain 

                                                

 154The sender of RS 20.178.1, {mrap-a-na}, is apparently the well-known Ugaritian, Rap≥ªnu.  
Assuming the scribe of this letter was Ugaritian (but see the above footnote), there is no reason to 
attribute the unusual spelling to ""substrate influence'', since the G-stem of the verb ßalªmu was 
intransitive in Ugaritic as well as in Akkadian. 

 155These are RS 16.265, and probably also RS 1.018, where such a phrase must be partially 
reconstructed.  On the reconstruction of RS 1.018:4-6, see M. Dijkstra et al., BiOr 38 (1981), col. 379; 
and the comments of D. Pardee, Les textes épistolaires (in preparation), ch. 2 (RS 1.018), remarques 
épistolographiques: ""Par comparaison avec RS 16.265:4-6, où la formule temporelle b≤d ≤lm se rapporte 
à la formule verbale t≤zzk, on voit que la restitution partielle ici de la même formule est vraisemblable.''  
Pardee continues, ibid., n. 29, ""Cette formule correspond à l'usage d'ana dar≠ti en accadien. . . . Comme 
nous l'avons signalé dans les remarques textuelles, le texte restitué ici et à la ligne suivante dans 
KTU/CAT n'aura aucun attrait jusqu'à ce que de pareilles formules soient attestées (ces auteurs 
restituent ici et à la ligne suivante la double formule de retour de nouvelles … , mais sous une forme 
inattestée).''    
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partial parallels to this ""optional'' component: RS 20.178.1, RS 20.225, and 

RS 20.227.1.  In these letters, the relevant phrase is adi dar≠ti, "unto perpetuity', which 

is more or less the Akkadian verbatim equivalent to Ugaritic b≤d ≤lm.  One of these 

letters, RS 20.225, contains a slightly more elaborate version, unattested among the 

Ugaritic « ben » formulas:156 {(6, cont'd) [ul-t]u (7') i-na-an-na a-di da-ri-ti |  }, "from 

now unto perpetuity'.157   

 

4.4.1.1.2.2.4  ""Optional'' components with no Ugaritic equivalents  

 Among those ""optional'' components of the Ras Shamra Akkadian « ben » 

formulas which have no analog in the Ugaritic corpus are (1) vocative phrases, 

(2) adverbs, and (3) various verbal predications.   

 The most frequent of these is a vocative phrase:158 twelve letters contain such 

an element.159  Its placement within the formula is fairly uniform: in all cases but one 

it is fronted.160  The composition of the vocative phrase is also consistent: it all cases it 

is composed of a REL term drawn from the BIO model with an attached 1st person 

                                                

 156A Ugaritic equivalent of such an idiom is attested, albeit in poetic form, in a curse motif 
from the ≥AQHT epic: see KTU2 1.19.IV:5-6, l ht w ≤lmh l ≤nt p dr dr, literally "from now and unto 
perpetuity, from now and (unto) every generation' (see the idiomatic translation of N. Wyatt, Religious 
Texts from Ugarit (1998) 307: ""henceforth and forever, now and for all generations!'').      

157See the re-edition of this text in Arnaud, AuOr 16 (1998) 27-28.    

 158While no Ugaritic analog of this is known, a vocative phrase is, however, a regular element 
in « ben » formulas of letters found at Bo∆azköy and Ma � at Höyük in the Hittite realm; see below, 
section 4.4.1.4.   

 159RS 6.198, RS 17.143, RS 17.148.1, RS 17.148.2, RS 25.131, RS 34.133, RS 34.134.1, 
RS 34.141, RS 34.161.1, RS 34.161.2, RS 34.173, and RS 34.180,17.   

 160The single exception, where the vocative phrase is not fronted to the formula, is RS 6.198: 
{(5) DINGIR.MEfi-nu ßa KUR.URU-ú-ga-ri-ta (6) fiEfi-ia li-SU-ru-ka | }, "May the gods of the land of 
the city of Ugarit guard you, O my brother!'  In this example, the vocative follows the noun phrase 
referring to ""the gods''.    
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pronominal suffix.  The most frequently attested examples are conceptually horizontal 

terms, that is, {fiEfi-ia} and the like,161 but descending and ascending terms are also 

attested.162 

 One « ben » formula, that of RS [Varia 26], contains an adverbial component 

otherwise unattested for this formula: the phrase {dan-níß dan-níß}, "very much', which 

modifies the na¬ªru predication.     

 In addition to the verbal predications derived from N„R and fiLM, which have 

clear parallels in the Ugaritic « ben » formulas and which have already been 

discussed, several other verbal predications occur in the « ben » formulas of the Ras 

Shamra Akkadian letters, if only infrequently.      

 ""Optional'' verbal predications derived from ≤ZZ, and perhaps from TMM, 

occur in the Ugaritic « ben » formulas; note also that no equivalents to these 

predications are to be found among the « ben » formulas of Ras Shamra Akkadian 

corpus.     

 There are four of these rare verbal predications, which may be catalogued here 

by verb: (1) kubbudu (D-stem of kabªdu), "to honor (s.o.) (in the presence of s.o.)';163 

                                                

 161Eight of the twelve examples of vocative phrases are conceptually horizontal.  The 
following forms are attested: (1) {fiEfi-ia}, "O, my brother', in RS 6.198, RS 17.148.2, RS 34.161.1, 
RS 34.161.2, and probably RS 34.180,17; (2) {fiEfi.DÙG.GA-ia}, "O, my ""good'' brother', in RS 34.141 
and RS 34.173; and (3) {fiEfi-”i-ia}, "O, my brother', in RS 34.134.1.  On this latter spelling, J. 
Huehnergard, Syria 74 (1997) 218, offers the suggestion that it should be read instead {fiEfi.DÙG-ia}, 
"O, my ""good' brother'.       

 162Four of these twelve vocative phrases are not conceptually horizontal; they include three 
conceptually descending terms: {DUMU-ia}, "O, my son', in RS 17.148.1, RS 25.131, RS 34.133; and 
one ascending: {a-bu-ia}, "O, my father', in RS 17.143.  

 163Two « ben » formulas contain this element: RS 34.133 and RS 34.153.  The « ben » of 
RS 34.133 reads as follows: { | (4) DUMU-ia 1 li-im DINGIR.MEfi (5) a-na ßul-ma-ni PAP-ru-ka (6) li-
ßal-li-mu-ka (7) ù dé-a EN DUGUD (8) dAG EN GI.DUB.BA.A (9) ma-'-da-a a-na pa-ni (10) 
EN.MEfi-ka li-ka-bi-du-ka | }, "O, my son, may the one thousand gods protect you (and) keep you well, 
for (the purpose of your) well-being; and may Ea, the honored lord, and Nabû, the lord of the stylus, 
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(2) ßubbû (D-stem of ßebû), "to satisfy (s.o.) (with respect to s.th.)';164 (3) ßalªma 

ßakªnu, "to establish peace (for s.o.)';165 and (4) qªta ¬abªtu, "to hold the hand (of s.o.) 

(in the presence of s.o.).'166    

                                                                                                                                           
honor you much in the presence of your (own) lords!' and that of RS 34.153, as follows: { | (4) da-a EN 
DUGUD nap-ßa-ti-ka (5) li-i¬-¬u-ur (6) a-na pa-ni LUGAL be-li-ka (7) ù KUR ú-ga-rít (8) li-kab-bi-id-
ka | }, "May Ea, the honored lord, protect your life (and) may he honor you in the presence of the king, 
your lord, and (in) the land of Ugarit!'      

 164Two « ben » formulas contain this element: RS 20.178.1 and RS 20.225.  The former is 
sufficiently well preserved to serve as an example: RS 20.178.1: {(5) DINGIR.MEfi ßa KUR-ti pa-at-
<ru?-na?> (6) ù DINGIR.MEfi ßa KUR u-ga-rít (7) ù gab-ba DINGIR.MEfi ßa É a-b[i-ki/ni?] (8) a-na 
ßul-ma-ni PAP-ru-ki (9) ù li-iß-la-mu-ki (10) ù li-ßi-bu-ki ßi-bu-ta (11) a-na pa-ni DINGIR.MEfi ßa É a-
b[i-ki/ni?] (12) a-di da-ri-ti | }, "May the gods of the land of Pat<runa?> and the gods of the land of 
Ugarit and all the gods of [(y)our?] father's house protect you for (the purpose of your) well-being, and 
may they keep you well, and may they grant you old age before the gods of [(y)our?] father's house, 
unto perpetuity!'  Since both « ben » formulas which contain this verbal element also contain the adi 
dar≠ti element, RS 20.227 (a fragmentary letter in which the « ben » also contains the adi dar≠ti 
element) may belong here as well.   
 The orthography of the verb, {li-ßi-bu-(ki/ka)}, with the {ßi} sign in both examples, remains to 
be explained.  The underlying historical form ought to be /*lißabbi≤¨/, and one can posit a ""standard'' 
Akkadian normalization lißebbû, showing the typical phonological coloring of /a/ to /e/ in the 
environment of historical */≤/.  The value {ße20} for {IGI} is rare in the West, however, (for Ugarit, for 
example, see H., pp. 53, and 399) and it is conceivable that the spelling is either (1) only approximate, 
reflecting the inattention to vowel quality typical of western scribes, or (2) reflects vowel harmony in 
the underlying form (that is, /lißebbû/ —> /lißibbû/).    

 165Two « ben » formulas contain this element: RS 34.142 and RS 34.163.  Both of these letters 
display formal features (such as otherwise unattested polite formula) which isolate them from the main 
body of RS Akkadian letters; RS 34.142, moreover, bears contextual indications (the gods invoked in 
the « ben ») that its sender was affiliated with Mari.  Unfortunately, neither of these « ben » formulas is 
intact. I cite, as an example, RS 34.142: {(2, cont'd) dIM dda-gan ù (3) dú?-tar?-mi-ri DINGIR.MEfi 
GAL-tu4 (4) ßa KUR ma-ri nap-ßa-ti be-lí-ia (5) li-i¬-[¬u-]rù a-na na-¬a-[ri] (6) ku-ul [ ... ] ßa be-lí-ia 
[li?- ... ] (7) a-na É-ti be-lí-ia ki-i[b-si] (8) ù tal-la-ak-ti ßa b[e-lí-ia] (9) ßa-la-ma liß-ku-nu}, "May the 
Storm God, Dagan, and Utar-Miri, the great gods of the land of Mari, protect the life of my lord, in 
(order to?) prote[ct?  . . . ] of my lord [ . . . ]!  May they establish peace for the house of my lord, (for 
every) step (taken) and (for every) path (followed) by my lord!'  Note that in line 7 the prepositional 
complement to ßalªma ßakªnu appears to be ana, not ana mu””i (as restored for RS 34.163:6 in RSO 7 
[1991], no. 39, p. 83).        

 166This element occurs in one « ben » formula: RS 34.141: { | (4) fiEfi DÙG.GA-ia 
DINGIR.MEfi ßa KUR ú-ga-ri-it (5) ZI-ka PAP-ru ù DINGIR.MEfi «x» (6) ßa LUGAL EN-ka fiU-ka a-
na pa-ni (7) LUGAL EN-ka li-i¬-ba-tu4 | }, "O, my ""good'' brother, may the gods of the land of Ugarit 
protect your life, and may the gods of the king, your lord, hold your hand in the presence of the king 
your lord!'  Several analogs for this element occur in the « ben » formulas of letters from the Hittite 
realm; see below, section 4.4.  
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   Other ""miscellaneous'' verbal predications occur along with the « ben » 

components just described; these are not treated in detail here, however, because they 

do not fit the definition of the « ben » formula, in the sense that they do not invoke the 

agency of ""the gods''.  These motifs may be considered not as ""benedictions'', but as 

miscellaneous polite formulas.167  None of them have analogs among the Ugaritic 

« ben » formulas.168   

     

4.4.1.1.2.3  Attested compositional patterns    

 In the paragraphs above, I have attempted to demonstrate the depth of affinity 

between the « ben » formulas in the Ugaritic and Ras Shamra Akkadian epistolary 

corpora, both in terms of distribution and in terms of compositional components.  In 

light of these demonstrable affinities, it is striking that so few parallels of 

compositional structure are to be found.  I am referring here to the incongruity which 

exists between these two corpora in terms of typical compositional patterns, that is, in 

                                                

 167Four such ""miscellaneous'' polite formulas can be distinguished, occurring in three different 
letters (RS 34.142, RS 34.163, and RS [Varia 26]).  These should be classified apart from the 
components of the « ben » under discussion here:  
 (1) RS [Varia 26]: {(13) a-na LUGAL EN-ka (14) lu-ú at-tu-ka}, "May you belong to the king, 
your lord!'   
 (2) RS [Varia 26]: {(15) ù i-na bi-ri ßa (16) LÚ.MEfi ki-na-ta-ti-ka (17) IGI.MEfi-ßú ßa! 
LUGAL li-id-gu8-la-ka | }, "And, among (all of) your colleagues, may the king's eyes look upon you (in 
particular)!'  
 (3) RS 34.163: {(9) man-nu pa-ni-ka ba-nu-ti li-mur (10) ù da-ba-ab-ka †a-ba liß-me}, "Who 
would (not) want to see your beautiful face and hear you good word?'  Compare also RS 34.142: {(11, 
cont'd) man-nu pa-n[i ba-nu-ti] (12) ßa be-lí-ia li-mur [ù] da-b[a-ba] (13) DÙG.GA ßa be-lí-ia liß-[te-
e]m-mi},   
 and (4) RS 34.142.  {(9, cont'd) a-na a-[ma-ri] (10) ßa be-lí-ia lìb-bi ma-≥-[da] (11) i¬-¬i-”a-an-
ni}, "My heart would (?) rejoice much at the sight of my lord!'   

 168Note, however, the resemblance, even if remote and imprecise, between the 
""miscellaneous'' polite formula present in RS 34.163:10 and RS 34.142:12-13 (see ""type (3)'' in the 
above footnote) and the reference to ßm≤ rgmk n≤m, almost certainly a participial phrase, "those who 
hear your good word', in the ""information request'' of the Ugaritic letter RS 92.2010:17-19.    
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terms of the statistical frequency of various combinations of ""necessary'' and ""optional'' 

components.    

 The Ugaritic corpus presents one main compositional pattern, consisting of 

three and only three components: (1) a noun phrase referring to ""the gods'', (2) a 

verbal form derived from N�R , "to guard, protect' in the G-stem (≈ Akkadian na¬ªru), 

and (3) a verbal form  derived from fiLM, "to keep (s.o.) well' in the D-stem (≈ 

Akkadian ßullumu).169  Individual equivalents for each of these three components 

exist among the syllabic « ben » formulas from the RS letters; in fact, the Akkadian 

equivalents of two of these components may be considered as ""necessary'' components 

of the « ben » formula in the Ras Shamra Akkadian corpus.  Despite this, however, 

only one single Ras Shamra Akkadian example of this compositional pattern may be 

found: RS 34.164; and this, in a corpus of seventy-two ""standard'' « ben » formulas.  

Furthermore, even this parallel is valid only on the general level, and does not apply to 

the particular composition of each component.170  

 Among the few Ugaritic « ben » formulas which do not show this pattern, three 

""variant'' (and statistically infrequent) compositional patterns may be recognized.171  

                                                

 169For details, see above, in section 4.2. 

 170I am referring here to the fact that, while the standard Ugaritic pattern may be represented 
by « •lm + t÷rk + tßlmk », for example, the individual Akkadian components which correspond to each 
of these three elements are not precise morpheme-for-morpheme parallels.  In other words, (i) while 
the Ugaritic noun phrase referring to ""the gods'' is generic (•lm, "the gods'), that of RS 34.164 is specific 
(ilªnu ßa ugar≠t(a) u ilªnu ßa b≠ti †uppi, "the gods of Ugarit and the gods of the tablet-house'); and, (ii) 
while both Ugaritic verbal forms refer to the recipient of the letter (who is the direct object of the verbal 
forms in question) by means of pronominal suffixes (t÷rk, "may they guard you', and tßlmk, "may they 
keep you well'), RS 34.164 accomplishes this by means of a common noun phrase incorporating 
conceptually explicit REL terminology (napßªt ßa a””≠ya li¬¬ur¨ u lißallim¨, "may they guard and keep 
well the life [lit., lives] of my brothers'), a means of reference which does not occur in any known 
Ugaritic « ben » formula.   

 171See above, section 4.2.   
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One of these, that of RS 92.2005, is also found in a single Ras Shamra Akkadian 

example: RS 34.154.  The pattern followed consists of four components, in the 

following order: (1) a noun phrase referring to ""the gods'' (Ug. •lm ≈ logographic 

{DINGIR.MEfi}), (2) a prepositional phrase meaning, literally, "for well-being' (Ug. l 

ßlm ≈ Akk. ana ßulmªni), (3) a predication derived from a verb meaning "to guard, 

protect' (Ug. N�R , G-stem ≈ Akk. na¬ªru), and (4) a predication derived from a verb 

meaning "to keep (s.o.) well' (Ug. fiLM, D-stem ≈ Akk. ßullumu).  Unlike the case of 

RS 34.164, however, discussed in the paragraph above, these two « ben » formulas, 

Ugaritic RS 92.2005.1 and Akkadian RS 34.154, represent precise, morpheme-for-

morpheme parallels.      

 None of the other micro-compositional patterns found in the Ugaritic « ben » 

formulas are attested in the Ras Shamra Akkadian corpus.  As stated above, this lack 

of formal parallels is curious between two corpora otherwise so similar.  

 Apart from the two Ras Shamra Akkadian « ben » formulas discussed above, 

there remain seventy « ben » formulas in the corpus which follow micro-compositional 

patterns unattested in the Ugaritic corpus.  Four of these compositional patterns are 

recurrent; they are listed here, in order of statistical frequency.  

 (1) The most common compositional pattern, attested in thirty-seven 

examples,172 consists of three components: (i) a noun phrase referring to ""the gods'', 

                                                

 172Internal structural variation among these thirty-seven formulas is found mainly in the form 
taken by the ""gods'' noun phrase.  Twenty-eight examples express this element generically, with the 
logogram {DINGIR.MEfi} (RS 11.730, RS 15.077, RS 17.078, RS 17.142, RS 17.144, RS 17.286, 
RS 17.390, RS 17.397B+ {DINGIR.MEfi-nu}, RS 19.053, RS 19.070, RS 20.015, RS 20.021, 
RS 20.023.1, RS 20.023.2, RS 20.150, RS 20.172, RS 20.174A, RS 20.178.2, RS 20.239, RS 20.242, 
RS 20.255A, RS 21.007C, RS 21.201, RS 22.006, RS 34.134.2, RS 34.167+, RS [Varia 16] 
{DINGIR.MEfi-nu}, and RS [Varia 25]); and nine examples specify the deities involved, either by 
means of including the numeral "1000', that is, {li-im DINGIR.MEfi} (RS 17.083, RS 17.239, and 
RS 17.288), or by means of including the local affiliation of the deities (RS 15.024+, RS 15.033, 
RS 16.111, RS 16.116, and probably RS 17.429), or both (RIH 81/4).  In terms of conceptual status, this 
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(ii) the prepositional phrase ana ßulmªni, and (iii) a predication derived from the verb 

na¬ªru.  RS 20.015, {(6) DINGIR.MEfi a-na  ßul-ma-ni (7) PAP - ru - ka |  }, presents a 

typical example of this pattern: literally "May the gods guard you for well-being!'     

 (2) The second most frequent pattern, found in fourteen examples,173 displays 

a two-element composition: (i) a noun phrase referring to ""the gods'', and (ii) a 

predication derived from na¬ªru.  A representative example is RS 15.063, {(4) 

DINGIR.MEfi PAP-ru-ka |  }, "May the gods guard you!'   

 (3) A third pattern, less frequent, is represented by the « ben » formulas of 

seven letters;174 it consists of (i) a noun phrase used as a vocative, (ii) a noun phrase 

referring to ""the gods'', (iii) the prepositional phrase ana ßulmªni, and (iv) a 

predication derived from the verb na¬ªru.  A representative is RS 34.161.1, {(4) fiEfi-

ia DINGIR.MEfi a-¯na ß˘ul-ma-ni (5) PAP - ru - ka |  }, literally, "O my brother, may 

the gods guard you for well-being!'  

                                                                                                                                           
pattern is distributed as follows: Of thirty-one unambiguous examples (the conceptual status of six of 
these thirty-seven examples is unknown), eleven are conceptually unmarked, eleven HOR, four DESC 
BIO, five ASC (of which four ASC BIO).   

 173Among these fourteen, variation is encountered mainly in the form taken by the noun phrase 
referring to ""the gods'': eight letters express this phrase generically, with the logogram {DINGIR.MEfi} 
(RS 11.723, RS 15.063, RS 19.115, RS 20.017 {DINGIR.MEfi-ni}, RS 20.158, RS 21.183, RS 34.158, 
and RS 34.160); and six specify the deities involved, by means of including the numeral "1000' {li-im 
DINGIR.MEfi} (RS 17.152, probably RS 18.089, and RS 34.137), by means of logographic 
identifications (RS 4.449), by means of including local affiliations of the deities (RS 20.200B), or by 
both of the latter (RS 17.116).  Most of the examples of this pattern are conceptually horizontal (six 
examples) or unmarked (five examples).   

 174Structural variation among these seven is encountered in the form taken by the ""gods'' noun 
phrase: four letters express this phrase generically, with the logogram {DINGIR.MEfi} (RS 34.161.1, 
RS 34.161.2, RS 34.173, and RS 34.180,17), and three specify the deities involved, by including the 
numeral "1000' {li-im DINGIR.MEfi} (RS 17.143, RS 17.148.1, and RS 17.148.2).  In terms of 
conceptual status, these seven are distributed as follows: one is ASC BIO (RS 17.143), five are HOR 
(RS 17.148.2, RS 34.161.1, RS 34.161.2, RS 34.173, and RS 34.180,17), are one DESC BIO 
(RS 17.148.1).   
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 (4) Finally, one can mention a relatively infrequent, if recurrent, three-

component pattern, attested in three letters,175 consisting of (i) a noun phrase used as a 

vocative,176 (ii) a noun phrase referring to ""the gods'', and (iii) a predication derived 

from na¬ªru.  RS 25.131 serves as an example: {(4) DUMU-ia DINGIR.MEfi PAP-ru-

ka |  }, "O my son, may the gods guard you!'   

 Setting aside the « ben » formulas which display one of these four patterns, 

there remain nine Ras Shamra Akkadian letters which contain what may be described 

as ""atypical'' compositional patterns, ""atypical'' not only in the sense that they are 

particularly elaborate in terms of composition, but also in the sense that no more than  

                                                

 175These are RS 6.198, RS 25.131, and  RS 34.134.1.  Variation is encountered among them in 
the form taken by the ""gods'' noun phrase: one of these formulas expresses this phrase generically, with 
the logogram {DINGIR.MEfi} (RS 25.131), and the other two specify the deities involved (RS 6.198 
and RS 34.134.1).   

 176One of the formulas representing this pattern occurs in a slightly different order: RS 6.198 
shows « [""the gods'' noun phrase] + [vocative phrase] + [na¬ªru predication] ».        
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one example of each pattern is attested in the corpus.177  Despite the unique structure 

of each, however, this group is not without internal similarities.  Two of these 

formulas, for example, are distinctive in that they are ""expanded'',178 containing not 

one, but two components corresponding to the ""gods'' noun phrase: RS 34.133 and 

RS 34.141.  Regarding the formal similarities among three others, namely, RS 20.178, 

RS 20.225, and RS 20.227, J. Nougayrol posed the question ""Sont-elles [the distinctive 

benedictions used therein] le signe distinctif d'un même secrétariat?''179  He envisaged 

a positive response, and tentatively suggested that this ""secrétariat'' was that of 

Rap≥ªnu.180  Further data, however, unavailable to Nougayrol, suggest that the best 

interpretation of these ""atypical'' formulas, not only of the three of which he spoke, but 

perhaps of all nine discussed here, is probably to be found not simply in the 

                                                

 177RS 20.178.1:  [""the gods'' noun phrase] + [ana ßulmªni] + [na¬ªru predication] + [ßullumu 
predication] + [adi dar≠ti ßubbû predication];   
 RS 20.225:  [ ? ] + [""the gods'' noun phrase] + [na¬ªru predication] + [ßullumu predication] + 
[adi dar≠ti ßubbû predication];   
 RS 20.227.1: [""the gods'' noun phrase] + [ ? ] + [adi dar≠ti ßubbû predication?];  
 RS 34.133: [vocative] + [""the gods'' noun phrase] + [ana ßulmªni] + [na¬ªru predication] + 
[ßullumu predication] + [""the gods'' noun phrase] + [kubbudu predication];  
 RS 34.141: [vocative] + [""the gods'' noun phrase] + [na¬ªru predication] + [""the gods'' noun 
phrase] + [qªta ¬abªtu predication];  
 RS 34.142:  [""the gods'' noun phrase] + [na¬ªru predication] + [ ? ] + [ßalªma ßakªnu 
predication];   
 RS 34.153 : [""the gods'' noun phrase] + [na¬ªru predication] + [kubbudu predication];  
 RS 34.163: [""the gods'' noun phrase] + [ana ßulmªni ?] + [na¬ªru predication] + [ ? ] + [ßalªma 
ßakªnu predication]; and  
 RS [Varia 26]: [""the gods'' noun phrase] + [danniß danniß] + [na¬ªru predication]. 

 178I use the term ""expanded'' in the sense used above, in section 3, to refer to those formulas in 
which one or more of the ""necessary'' components is repeated.   

 179J. Nougayrol, Ugaritica 5 (1968) 132, n. 1.   

 180Ibid., p. 151, n. 3: ""Les salutations de grand style de [RS 20.178] et [RS 20.227] portent 
peut-être la marque de son [that is, Rap≥ªnu's] secrétariat.''     
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idiosyncratic tendencies of the scribes of a particular locality,181 but rather in the 

distinct socio-cultural sphere in which the correspondents in question, who may have 

resided in various localities at various times,182 lived and moved.  In this vein, D. 

Arnaud has emphasized the ""formation intellectuelle'' of this social sphere: whatever 

their local affiliation, these correspondents were unified by their participation in a 

common literary culture.183  I believe Arnaud is essentially correct when he speaks of 

these « ben » formulas, ""fort originales'', as belonging more properly ""au monde des 

scribes avant celui du roi''.184   

                                                

 181Arnaud's re-edition of RS 20.225 in AuOr 16 (1998) 27-35, suggests that the sender of this 
letter was affiliated with ‡azor.  Furthermore, in the same article, p. 30, n. 14, he proposes, on the basis 
of the local affiliations of the deities mentioned in the « ben » formula, that the sender of RS 20.178 was 
situated not at Ugarit, but at Pat<r¨na>.  Thirdly, prosopographical considerations, as well as the 
mention of the local affiliations in the « ben » formulas, suggest that the senders of RS 34.141, 
RS 34.153, and RS [Varia 26] ought to be linked with Emar.  Thus, for the formal similarities in these 
letters at least, the hypothesis of distinctive local scribal habits is not fully satisfactory. 
 This is not to suggest that geography is never relevant to explaining diversity in epistolary 
habits.  On the contrary, at least one letter in the group under discussion here, RS 34.142, shows a 
compositional pattern in the address which is unfamiliar to local patterns, a pattern which, in this case, 
seems most easily explained by reference to the locality of the sender, which seems to have been, 
judging from the deities mentioned in the « ben » formula, Mari in inland Syria.  Rather, the point to be 
made here is that the link between local and formal diversity is not a necessary or automatic one.        

 182Compare, for example the movements of {mKUR.EN} referred to in RS [Varia 26]:19-20, 
and those of Zu-Aßtarti in RS 34.153:9-23; and see the comments of the editor in RSO 7 (1991) 65.  
Given the amount of ""international'' travel shown by these and other texts and, above all, the ambiguous 
nature of the data, it seems premature, at this point, to attach this or that epistolary habit to a particular 
local scriptorium.        

 183D. Arnaud, Syria 59 (1982) 107, is more specific: ""la culture écrite accadienne''.  On the 
specific geographical and cultural background of these formulas and their formal variations, a 
background which appears to me to be adequately characterized under the rubric of ""the cuneiform 
culture(s) of Syro-Anatolia'', see below, section 4.5.    

 184Ibid., p. 107, n. 53.  In the spirit of J. D. Schloen, The House of the Father (2001), the 
solidarity of these diverse correspondents, of which Arnaud speaks, can be expressed in terms of their 
common membership in a single ""household''; further, the common household in question was not that of 
a particular local king, but was rather an over-arching ""scribal'' household, headed by appropriate 
""scribal'' patriarchs, like Ea ""the honored lord'', and Nabû ""the lord of the stylus''.     
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 In Akkadian, Ugaritic,185 and Hittite186 letters alike, it appears to have been in 

just such a literate, and even ""scribal'' milieu in which elaborate formulaic expansions 

of the « ben » formula, such as those here discussed, were not out of place.   

 

4.4.1.2  Akkadian letters from Tell Meskene        

 Among the thirty-some letters which may be certainly or tentatively linked with 

Tell Meskene, only two contain a « ben » formula: Msk 7461 and ME 53.2.   

 Msk 7461  { |  (4) DINGIR.MEfi a-na ßul-ma-ni PAP-¯ru˘-k[a] |  }187   

 ME 53.2  { |  (26) DINGIR.MEfi PAP.MEfi-ku-nu-ßi |  }188 

In terms of composition, both of these are obviously very similar to those known from 

the Ras Shamra corpus: the noun phrase referring to ""the gods'' is written 

{DINGIR.MEfi}, the na¬ªru verbal form is written with the {PAP} sign, and one of 

them, Msk 7461, contains the adverbial phrase {a-na ßul-ma-ni}.   

                                                

 185Compare the compositionally unique but similarly elaborate « ben » formula of the Ugaritic 
letter RS 16.265, which is almost certainly a scribal exercise of sorts.   

 186See below.   

 187The transcription given in the editio princeps (D. Arnaud, Emar 6:3 [1986] 265) is {PAP-
ur}, that is, a singular verbal form, li¬¬ur, "may he guard!' in spite of the writing {DINGIR.MEfi} at the 
beginning of the formula.  Compare the editor's remarks, ibid., n. 4, and note also a similar ""plural of 
majesty'' in the (formally different) « ben » formula of EA 96: {(4, cont'd) DINGIR.MEfi-nu (5) ßu-lum-
ka ßu-lum É-ka (6) li-iß-al}).  Unlike the Amarna example just cited, however, in this formulation of the 
« ben » formula, {DINGIR.MEfi a-na ßul-ma-ni PAP-ur}, the accusative complement of the verb would 
be unexpressed, which would be atypical for this pattern.  Moreover, in making his copy (Emar 6:1 
[1985] 196), the editor would seem to have favored the more typical reading of the formula: the three 
closely spaced signs at the end of the line might be read {PAP-¯ru˘-k[a]}, that is, the standard writing of 
the verb in the formula in the RS Akkadian corpus.    

 188D. Arnaud, AuOr 2 (1984) 180 and 182-183, no. 1, second letter; idem, Textes syriens de 
l'âge du Bronze Récent (1991) 150, no. 96.   
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 The « ben » formula of ME 53.2, however, displays a number of unique formal 

features with respect to the Ras Shamra formulas.  It expresses the na¬ªru predication 

with {PAP.MEfi-ku-nu-ßi}, a writing which presents two features unusual for the 

« ben » formula: (1) the plurality of the underlying verbal form, li¬¬ur¨, "may they 

guard!' is apparently expressed by means of the {MEfi} sign, and (2) the attached 

pronominal suffix, which refers to the three recipients of the letter, would appear to 

present a ""dative'' form, unexpected in this context.189  On the other hand, the « ben » 

formula of Msk 7461, assuming the reading given above is valid, presents a form 

entirely consistent with the most common form of the « ben » formula in the Ras 

Shamra Akkadian letters.  

 In terms of distribution, both of the examples of the « ben » formula are found 

in conceptually UNMARKED letters; a remarkable distribution, since in the Ras Shamra 

corpora the formula was found to be particularly rare in letters of this type.  The 

« ben » formula is explicitly omitted from five other letters which are conceptually 

UNMARKED.190  In addition, one can mention the absence of a « ben » formula (1) 

from all seventeen conceptually ascending letters in the Meskene corpus,191 including 

                                                

 189To my knowledge, distinct dative forms of the pronominal suffixes are, in any case, rare in 
the western peripheral corpora; for the situation at Ugarit, for example, see J. Huehnergard, Akkadian 
of Ugarit (1989) 132-134; and more generally in Middle Babylonian and Middle Assyrian texts, see 
W. von Soden, GAG3 (1995), § 42e.  On the use of a classical dative form by a western scribe in a 
context where one would have expected an accusative, one may, if speculation be permitted, invoke the 
linguistic concept of a ""hypercorrection'': the scribe, perhaps proud of his knowledge of the classical 
Akkadian pronominal paradigm and wishing to display it, used the distinctive dative form without 
regard for its contextual usage.   

 190Msk 7437, Msk 7441.2, Msk 7452.2, Msk 73280 (which represents, in any case, an 
independent epistolary tradition), and ME 57. 

 191Msk 7441.1, Msk 7442, Msk 7445, Msk 7451.1, Msk 7451.2, Msk 7452.1, Msk 7452.3, 
Msk 7454, Msk 7472, Msk 7474+, Msk 7497.1, Msk 7498d, Msk 74102c, Msk 74270, ME 53.1, ME 54, 
and ME 127.  Of these, all employ terms drawn from the ASC POW model; one letter, Msk 74102c, 
employs conceptually ascending terms drawn from both the BIO and the POW models. 
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Msk 74102c, which also incorporates ASC BIO terminology, (2) from the single known 

conceptually HOR letter,192 and (3) from the two conceptually descending letters, both 

of which employ the BIO model.193      

 Finally, in both of these letters, the « ben » formula is the only ""polite formula'' 

present, and in both cases it is neatly separated from the surrounding sections by 

horizontal scribal lines, a disposition known also in the Ras Shamra Akkadian and 

Ugaritic corpora.194   

 

4.4.1.3  Benedictions in the Amarna corpus 

 Polite formulas fitting the definition of the « ben » formula, as applied here, are 

known, but by no means frequent in the Amarna corpus.  Because of the unwieldiness 

of the corpus, which includes well over three hundred letters, I have found it helpful, in 

my own attempt at comprehension, to stress the predominance of two conceptual 

""types'' of letters among the whole: these are (1) conceptually horizontal letters, in 

which the sender characterizes himself as the ""brother'' of the recipient, and (2) 

conceptually ascending letters, in which the sender characterizes himself as the 

""servant'', or, more rarely, as the ""son'' of the recipient.  In practical terms, these 

                                                

 192RE 83.   

 193Msk 7451.4 and Msk 7497.2.   

 194There are three letters in the Ugaritic corpus in which the « ben » is the only ""polite 
formula'' present (RS 16.265 « SR *ben | », RS 94.2383+ « RS | ben | », and RS [Varia 4] « SR ben | »), 
but in only one of these (RS 94.2383+) do scribal lines both precede and follow the « ben ».  In the 
RS Akkadian corpus this pattern (« ben » formula as sole ""polite formula'', separated from preceding 
and following sections by scribal lines) is more common: compare RS 15.063, RS 16.111, RS 17.148.2, 
RS 20.174A, RS 25.131, RS 34.133, RS 34.134.1, RS 34.141, RS 34.153, RS 34.160, RS 34.161.1, 
RS 34.161.2, RS 34.173, RS 34.180,17; and note also RS 4.449 in which the « ben » is the only ""polite 
formula'' present but is not separated from the adjacent sections by scribal lines.    
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categories translate, more or less accurately, into two main contextual groupings: (1) 

royal international diplomatic correspondence between ""great kings'' and (2) royal 

international diplomatic correspondence from ""vassal'' kings in Syria and Palestine 

addressed to the ""great king'' of Egypt.195   

 To my knowledge, none of the letters in the first group contains a 

benediction.196  This absence provides a striking contrast with the distribution of the 

« ben » formula among the conceptually HOR letters in the RS Akkadian and Ugaritic 

corpora, where the formula is common.197  It may be worthwhile to point out 

contextual differences between these corpora, which may help to explain, at least in 

part, this seeming distributional discrepancy.  One such contextual difference lies in 

the fact that the international ""court-correspondence'' between the ""Great Kings'' of the 

Late Bronze Age is a well represented genre in the Amarna corpus, but not so in the 

RS Akkadian or Ugaritic letters.  This granted, one is tempted to believe that the 

""international'' epistolary conventions employed in ""brotherly'' correspondence differed 

from the local Syro-Anatolian habits employed for conceptually similar ""brotherly'' 

letters.  Some support for such a suggestion is found in the near complete absence of 

the « ben » formula from the sizable ‡atti-Egypt inter-court correspondence of the 

same period,198 but its frequent presence in domestic correspondence.199   

                                                

 195M. Liverani highlights this contextual difference in the subtitles of his book, Le lettere di el-
Amarna (1999): ""Le lettere dei « Grandi Re »'' (vol. 2) and ""Le lettere dei « Piccoli Re »'' (vol. 1).  

196The « ben » formula is explicitly or probably absent from the following thirty-two Amarna 
letters of this category: EA 1-3, EA 5-11, EA 15-21, EA 23-24, EA 26-29, EA 33-35, and EA 37-42.  It is 
also absent from EA 166, a conceptually HOR letter which is not part of the correspondence between 
""great kings''.  I have found no conceptually HOR letter in this corpus which contains a « ben » formula.    

 197For the distribution of the « ben » formula in conceptually HOR letters in the Ugaritic corpus, 
see above, section 4.3.2; for the RS Akkadian corpus, see above, section 4.4.1.1.   

 198E. Edel, Die ägyptisch-hethitische Korrespondenz aus Boghazköi (1994). 
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 Among the much more numerous letters of the second group,200 namely, those 

conceptually ASC letters which represent, for the most part, correspondence from the 

""little kings'' of Syria-Palestine sent to the Egyptian pharaoh, the presence of ""polite 

formulas'' which match the description of the « ben » formula in the praescriptio is 

infrequent, but not inexistent: a recognizable benediction formula may be found in as 

many as thirty-three letters of this group,201 but is explicitly or probably absent from 

nearly two hundred others.202  The distribution of the « ben » formula in the letters of 

this class provides one of those few cases for which a convincing explanation, beyond 

mere statistical approximations, is possible: all of the letters in this group certainly or 

almost certainly derive from a single sender, Rib-Haddi203 of Byblos.  Moreover, in 

the letters of which he is the sender, two compositional patterns for the ""benedictions'' 

                                                                                                                                           

 199I refer to the frequent presence of the « ben » formula in the many Hittite letters from 
Bo∆azköy and Ma � at-Höyük; see below, section 4.4.1.4.    

 200The corpus contains over three hundred such letters; the greater part of EA 44-338 and 
EA 361-378 represent this category.    

 201The following thirty-three Amarna letters are certainly or probably conceptually ASC, and 
contain a recognizable benediction formula: EA 68, EA 73-79, EA 81, EA 83, EA 85-87, EA 89, EA 92, 
EA 105, EA 107-110, EA 112, EA 114, EA 116-119, EA 121-125, EA 130, and EA 132.    

 202I count one hundred ninety-eight conceptually ASC Amarna letters which explicitly or 
probably omit the « ben » formula: EA 44, EA 48, EA 51-55, EA 58-60, EA 62-65, EA 82, EA 84, 
EA 90-91, EA 93-94, EA 100, EA 103-104, EA 106, EA 111, EA 126, EA 129, EA 136-161, EA 164-165, 
EA 168-170, EA 174-175, EA 177-178, EA 182, EA 184-185, EA 187, EA 189, EA 191-196, EA 198, 
EA 200-207, EA 209, EA 211-235+, EA 238-239, EA 241-244, EA 246, EA 248-250, EA 252-276, 
EA 278-290, EA 292-306, EA 308, EA 314-331, EA 333, EA 336-337, EA 362-366, and EA 378.   

 203Following general convention, I would like to cite the personal name in its nominative form, 
but the attested orthographic variation makes it difficult to understand the name's grammatical 
inflection.  I adopt ""Rib-Haddi'' as the nominative form on the basis of EA 92: {(1) mr[i-i]b-ad-di iq-bi 
(2) a-na LUGAL be-li-ßu}; the forms of the name which follow umma should not be assumed to 
represent the nominative case since, in the West, umma was generally followed by the genitive 
(R. Marcus, JCS 2 [1948] 223-224).  The grammar underlying such the form cited above seems 
comprehensible: the name appears to be West Semitic in origin, of a dialect in which the ""construct'' 
state of a common noun was not productively cased (the *r≠b- element shows no case vowel); this form 
shows haddi as the genitive of the divine name haddu.    
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are apparent: one when Rib-Haddi writes to a ""superior'' other than the pharaoh, and 

one when writing to the pharaoh himself.    

 The benediction formulas of the letters of the first group may number as many 

as four,204 and are exemplified by EA 73: {(4) dNIN ßa URU gub-la ti-din (5) ba-aß-

ta-k[a] i-na pa-ni (6) LUGAL-ri EN-ka}, "May the Mistress of Byblos give you 

honor205 before the king, your master!'  Either one or two divinities may be invoked: 

"the Mistress of Byblos',206 "(the Egyptian god) Amun, [the god of the king,] your 

master' 207 or both: "Amun and the Mistress of Byblos.'208  The benedictory idiom itself 

consists of (1) a 3rd person volitional form of the verb nadªnu, "to give', having the 

god(s) mentioned above as its grammatical subject, accompanied by (2) an accusative 

complement in the form of the noun phrase bªßta-ka, "your honor',209 and (3) an 

adverbial complement in the form of the prepositional phrase ina210 pªni ßarri b´lika, 

                                                

 204EA 73 is ASC BIO and EA 87 ASC POW.  Because of the identity of the recipient of EA 77 
and of EA 86 (in both cases the same as EA 73), these two may belong here as well; the fragmentary 
state of the praescriptio prevents certainty.    

 205My translation is idiomatic; literally, "May the Mistress of Byblos give (in the sense of 
""establish'' or ""put'') your honor before the king, your master!'  

 206EA 73:4 {dNIN ßa URU gu-ub-la}.       

 207EA 86:3-4, {(3) da-ma-n[a ... ] (4) EN-ka}, should probably be restored in light of EA 71:4, 
{da-ma-na DINGIR ßa L[UGA]L [be?-li?-k]a?}, as J. Knudtzon proposed in Die El-Amarna-Tafeln 1 
(1915) 412, note f.  For the « ben » formula of EA 71, which is probably a conceptually UNMARKED 
letter, see the paragraphs which follow.    

 208EA 87:5-6 {(5) da-ma-na ù dNIN (6) ßa URU gub-la}.  Very probably, EA 77 belongs here 
as well; W. Moran's reconstruction in Les lettres d'El-Amarna (1987) 257, n. 1, seems formally 
plausible.   

 209This noun phase is written syllabically in EA 73:5 {ba-aß-ta-k[a]}, but logographically in EA 
86:4 and 87:7 {UR-ka}, as probably EA 77:5 {U[R-ka]}.       

 210EA 87:7 shows {a-na pa-ni}.  
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"in the presence of the king, your211 master.'  Though the formulation here is different, 

this idiom may be profitably compared with the kubbudu idiom, present in the « ben » 

formulas of a few Akkadian letters from Ras Shamra.212      

 The benediction formulas of the letters of the second group, that is, in the 

letters from Rib-Haddi to the (Egyptian) king, are more numerous, at twenty-nine.213  

EA 68 provides a convenient example: {(4) [d]NIN ßa URU gu-ub-la (5) ti-id-di-en du-

na (6) a-na LUGAL be-li-ia }, "May the Mistress of Byblos give strength to the king, 

my master!'  In this group, the deity invoked is always ""the Mistress of Byblos''.  As 

above, the verbal idiom here also consists of (1) a 3rd person volitional form of the 

verb nadªnu, "to give',214 having the goddess just mentioned as its grammatical subject, 

accompanied by (2) a direct object in the form of the common noun dunnu, 

"strength',215 and (3) an indirect object in the form of the prepositional phrase ana ßarri 

b´liya, "to the king, my master'.  Again, the formulation is different, but a semantically 

similar idiom is known, though rare, in Ugaritic « ben » formulas: t≤zzk, "May they 

(that is, the gods) strengthen you!'216  

                                                

 211So EA 73:6 and EA 86:5, which both have {EN-ka}, "your master'; but EA 87:7 reads {BE-
ia}, "my master'.    

 212See above, section 4.4.1.1.2.4. 

 213EA 68, EA 74-76, EA 78-79, EA 81, EA 83, EA 85, EA 89, EA 92, EA 105, EA 107-109, 
probably EA 110, EA 112, EA 114, EA 116-119, EA 121-125, EA 130, and EA 132.   

 214The orthography of this form varies: compare, for example, EA 68:5 {ti-id-di-en}, EA 74:3 
{ti-di-in}, EA 75:4 {ti-din}, and EA 76:4 {ti-di-en}.    

 215This element is written syllabically, as in EA 68:5 {du-na}, for example; but more often 
logographically: either {KAL.GA}, as in EA 75:4, for example, or, less frequently, {GA.KAL}, as in EA 
74:3, for example.    

 216See above, section 4.2.3. 
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 These two categories, those of conceptually HOR and ASC letters, do not 

exhaust the corpus, however: there remain a few conceptually UNMARKED letters and 

a handful of conceptually DESC letters from Amarna as well, some of which contain 

""benediction'' formulas.    

 At least thirteen Amarna letters may be classified as conceptually 

UNMARKED.217  Among these, five contain recognizable ""benediction'' formulas.218  A 

link between the use of epistolary benediction formulas and Rib-Haddi of Byblos 

continues to be perceptible in this category: three of these five letters were sent by 

him.219  These three letters, and the benediction formulas they contain, follow, in all 

essentials, the compositional patterns of EA 73, 77, and 86-87, also sent by Rib-Haddi, 

described three paragraphs above.220   

                                                

 217These are EA 12.1, EA 31, EA 71 (probably), EA 95 (probably), EA 97 (probably), EA 98-
99, EA 102 (probably), EA 170.2, EA 316.2, EA 367, EA 369, and EA 370.  The conceptually 
""unmarked'' category encompasses a rather wide variety of letters in the Amarna corpus, including 
(i) letters from the Egyptian pharaoh to rulers of Levantine city-states (compare EA 99, EA 367, 
EA 369, and EA 370), (ii) ""person-to-person'' letters in which the correspondents are often identified 
only by their personal names (compare EA 71, EA 97-98, EA 102), (iii) letters from individuals 
addressed to imperial officials (EA 95), and (iv) ""piggy-back'' letters possibly reflecting scribal 
correspondence (compare EA 170.2 and EA 316.2); there is the possibility of overlap among the final 
three categories.    

 218EA 12.1, EA 71, EA 95, EA 97, and EA 102.    

 219EA 71, EA 95, and EA 102.    

 220In terms of formulaic structure all seven of these Rib-Haddi letters (EA 73, EA 77, and 
EA 86-87, which are certainly or probably conceptually ASC; and EA 71, EA 95, and EA 102, which are 
UNMARKED) display a pattern: « RS pros *ben body ».  Furthermore, the « ben » formulas of each of 
these three letters show essentially the same compositional pattern as EA 73, EA 77, and EA 86-87; the 
description of the benediction formulas of these letters, given three paragraphs above, applies also to 
the formulas of EA 71: {(4) da-ma-na DINGIR ßa L[UGA]L [be?-li?-k]a? (5) ti-di-nu UR-ka i-na 
(6) pa-ni LUGAL be-li-ka }; EA 95: {(3, cont'd) da-ma-na ù (4) dNIN ßa URU gub-la (5) ti-di-nu UR-
ka i-na pa-ni (6) LUGAL-ri EN-li-ka-ma}; and EA 102: {(5) dNIN ßa URU gub-la (6) DINGIR LUGAL 
BE-ia li-din (7) UR-ba-ka a-na pa-ni LUGAL be-li-ku}.     
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 The two conceptually UNMARKED letters containing benediction formulas 

which are not connected with Rib-Haddi of Byblos, namely EA 12.1 and EA 97, follow 

compositional patterns unlike those thus far surveyed:  

 EA 12.1: {(7) DINGIR.MEfi ßa mb[u]r-ra-¯bur?˘-[i]a-aß (8) it-ti-ka li-li-ku}221   

 EA 97: {(3) [DINGIR.M]Efi ßu-lum!-ka li-[iß?-a]l?}222 

 The former formula is otherwise unique in the Amarna corpus, but the later has 

parallels not only elsewhere in this corpus,223 but also in several other roughly 

contemporary epistolary corpora, in Akkadian and in Ugaritic.224    

 The remaining conceptual category is also represented the least in the corpus: 

there are, to my knowledge, three letters which make use of explicitly descending REL 

terminology: EA 30, EA 96, and EA 162.  One of these, EA 96, a conceptually DESC 

BIO letter, contains a benediction formula.  In formal terms, it parallels the benediction 

of EA 97, mentioned above.225  Also worth pointing out is another link between the 

                                                

 221"May the gods of Burraburiaß go with you!' 

 222Given the singular form of the verb, the best translation is probably "May the god! seek your 
well-being!'  As below, in EA 96, the writing with the {MEfi} sign apparently does not indicate a 
grammatically plural entity; should these examples be considered as ""plurals of majesty'', as in the use 
of µyhla, treated as a singular, in Hebrew?  Compare A. Rainey, CAT 2 (1996) 215. 

 223EA 96:4-6.    

 224See below, in the discussion of the ""non-standard'' « ben » formula of RS 17.117:2, section 
4.7; and note the observations of J.-L. Cunchillos, AuOr 1 (1983) 61-62 (with respect to RS 17.117, EA 
96, and the letter TT 1 from Tell Taanach [see below section 4.4.1.5.2]).   

 225EA 96:4-6 {(4, cont'd) DINGIR.MEfi-nu (5) ßu-lum-ka ßu-lum É-ka (6) li-iß-al }, "May the 
god! seek your well-being, and the well-being of your household!'  On the use of the {MEfi} sign and 
the singular form of the verb, see above, regarding EA 97.           
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Amarna benediction formulas and Rib-Haddi of Byblos, to whom this letter is 

addressed.226     

 Among the thirty-nine ""polite formulas'' surveyed above which may be 

qualified as ""benediction formulas'' in the broad sense,227 there is not one which 

resembles the standard Ugaritic « ben » formula in terms of composition.  In particular, 

the Amarna benedictions do not employ the verb na¬ªru, neither do they employ a 

verbal form derived from ßalªmu, both of which are ""necessary'' components of the 

standard Ugaritic « ben » formula.  In this respect, the epistolary traditions reflected in 

the Amarna letters differed from those reflected in the Ugaritic and Ras Shamra 

Akkadian epistolary corpora.         

 If not directly comparable in terms of composition, the Amarna letters which 

contain benedictions do show formulaic patterns in the disposition of the ""polite 

formulas'' which are more or less familiar to the Ugaritic tradition.228  Among these 

letters, the most common pattern is « ben pros », which occurs frequently in letters 

which bear address formulas of the order, « SR »,229 and less commonly in those of the 

                                                

 226Note, however, that the benediction of this letter, addressed to Rib-Haddi, does not follow 
the same formal pattern as those letters sent by Rib-Haddi, discussed above.   

 227The following thirty-nine Amarna letters contain polite formulas fitting the description of 
the ""benediction'' formula offered above, in section 4.2: EA 12.1, EA 68, EA 71, EA 73-79, EA 81, 
EA 83, EA 85-87, EA 89, EA 92, EA 95-97, EA 102, EA 105, EA 107-110, EA 112, EA 114, EA 116-
119, EA 121-125, EA 130, and EA 132.      

 228An exception is EA 12.1, which contains ""polite formulas'' which have no known equivalent 
in the Ugaritic epistolographic tradition.  

 229As many as twenty-one Amarna letters show the structural pattern « SR ben pros body »: 
EA 68, EA 74-76, EA 78-79, probably EA 81, EA 83, EA 89, EA 105, EA 107-109, EA 112, probably 
EA 114, probably EA 116, EA 117, EA 119, and EA 121-123.  All of these are conceptually ASC POW, 
and all were certainly or probably sent from Rib-Haddi of Byblos to the Egyptian pharaoh.    
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« RS » order.230  A single Ugaritic letter shows a comparable pattern.231  A second 

common pattern is « pros ben », which occurs with both orders of mention in the 

address,232 and for which several parallels are known in the Ugaritic corpus.233  A 

third pattern, less common, contains only the « ben » formula among the ""polite 

formulas'';234 this pattern, too, has analogs in Ugaritic.235   

 

4.4.1.4  The « ben » formula in letters from Anatolian sites     

 My treatment of the « ben » formula in epistolary texts found at sites in the 

Hittite realm incorporates data drawn from three major corpora: (1) the corpus of 

                                                

 230Four Amarna letters display the pattern « RS ben pros body »: EA 110 (probably), EA 124 
(which contains a repeated address formula, following the polite formulas), EA 130, and EA 132.  
These four are also conceptually ASC POW, and were certainly or probably sent from Rib-Haddi of 
Byblos to the Egyptian pharaoh.   

 231RS 92.2010 shows the pattern « RS ben pros body ».  The praescriptio of RS is similar, but 
not directly comparable since it also contains a salutation formula: « RS *sal ben pros | body ».   

 232The structural sequence « RS pros ben body » occurs in ten Amarna letters: EA 71, EA 73, 
EA 77, EA 85-87, EA 95, EA 102, EA 118, and EA 125.  All of these certainly or probably have Rib-
Haddi of Byblos as their sender; three of them are conceptually ASC POW and addressed to the pharaoh 
(EA 85, EA 118, and EA 125); four others are certainly or probably conceptually ASC, but are 
addressed to individuals other than the pharaoh (EA 73 ASC BIO, EA 87 ASC POW, and EA 77 and 
EA 86, both of which are probably conceptually ascending); and three are conceptually unmarked, 
addressed to individuals other than the pharaoh (EA 71, EA 95, and EA 102).  The sequence « SR pros 
ben body » occurs in a single Amarna letters: EA 92, conceptually ASC POW, sent by Rib-Haddi of 
Byblos to the pharaoh.   

 233There are four possible parallels: RS 8.315 « RS | pros ben body », RS 18.113+ « RS | pros 
*ben | body? », probably RS 94.2273 « ¯S˘R *pros be[n ... ] », and 94.2545+ (an atypical letter, which 
contains portions of a second praescriptio in the middle of the letter; this second praescriptio follows the 
order « RS (body motifs) pros ben body »).     

 234Two Amarna letters show the pattern « RS ben body »: EA 96 and EA 97.  EA 96 is 
conceptually DESC BIO (addressed to Rib-Haddi of Byblos by an unnamed official); and EA 97 is 
conceptually unmarked (addressed to PN from PN).       

 235Compare RS 16.265 « SR *ben | body », RS 94.2383+ « RS | ben | body », and RS [Varia 4] 
« SR ben | body ».   
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Akkadian letters from Bo∆azköy, (2) the corpus of Hittite letters from Bo∆azköy, and 

(3) the corpus of Hittite letters from Ma� at-Höyük.  Within these corpora, it is possible 

to isolate those ""benediction'' formulas which meet the tripartite definition offered 

above in section 4.2,236 to survey their composition and distribution, and to enumerate 

those patterns which have formal parallels in the Ugaritic corpus.   

 Some letters from sites in the Hittite realm contain ""benediction'' motifs which 

occur not in the epistolary praescriptio, but in the body of the letter.237  These will be 

mentioned here, but not studied in detail.  Of four ""benediction'' motifs isolated from 

the corpus of Akkadian letters recovered from Bo∆azköy, three represent this 

category,238 and at least three such motifs may be found in the corpus of Hittite letters 

from Ma� at-Höyük.239  Not only do the ""benediction'' motifs in these letters occur in 

the body of the letter and not in the formulaic praescriptio, but also they present 

compositional patterns which must be classified as ""non-standard'' with respect to the 

those displayed by the epistolary « ben » formulas.     

 These passages aside, there remain nearly fifty « ben » formulas which I have 

examined, which meet all three definitional criteria: twenty-nine of these are drawn 

                                                

 236I reprint it here for convenience: "". . . the « ben » formula . . . encompasses at least three 
aspects: (1) in terms of distribution, it is an epistolary ""polite formula'', occurring in the section following 
the address but prior to the body of the letter; (2) in terms of context, and morpho-syntax, it is volitional 
in mood; and (3), in terms of semantics, it solicits the agency of the gods in seeking the well-being of 
the recipient.''   

 237Compare the similar motifs in the Ugaritic and Akkadian corpora from Ras Shamra (as in 
RS 16.078+ and RS 12.005, respectively). 

 238KBo 28.048:13-17, KUB 3.070:17-22, and probably KUB 34.002:16-18.   

 239HKM 18.2:29-30; HKM 33.1:27'-28'; and perhaps also HKM 53.2:17-18.   
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from the corpus of Hittite letters from Ma� at,240 seventeen from the corpus of Hittite 

letters from Bo∆azköy,241 and one example from the corpus of Akkadian letters from 

Bo∆azköy.242  This collection is not intended to be comprehensive; I do, however, 

consider it to be adequately representative of the composition and distribution of the 

formula in the major epistolary tradition(s) represented in these archives.    

 Since the Hittite and Akkadian versions of the « ben » formula require separate 

treatment, I will deal first with the single Akkadian example in the paragraphs which 

follow, and then with the Hittite examples.   

 

4.4.1.4.1  IN THE BO∆AZKÖY AKKADIAN LETTERS 

 The standard « ben » formula would appear to be very rare in the corpus of 

Akkadian letters from Bo∆azköy.  To my knowledge it occurs only in KBo 8.017.2:   

 KBo 8.017.2  {(12') ù fiEfi-ia li-im D[INGIR.MEfi . . . ] (13') i-na EGIR u4-mi  li-i[¬-¬u-ru]} 

Such a restricted distribution for the formula is striking given the considerable size of 

this corpus.  The fact that it occurs here in a ""piggyback'' Akkadian letter, appended to 

                                                

 240The following letters from Ma � at contain the « ben » formula: ABoT 65 (probably from 
Ma � at); HKM 2.2, HKM 3.2, HKM 10.2, HKM 17.2, HKM 17.3, HKM 21.2, HKM 27.3, HKM 28.2, 
HKM 29.2, HKM 31.2, HKM 33.2, HKM 36.2, HKM 36.3, HKM 52.1, HKM 52.2, HKM 53.2, 
HKM 56.1, HKM 56.2, HKM 57, HKM 58.1, HKM 58.2, HKM 60.2, HKM 63, HKM 64, HKM 71.2, 
HKM 73.2, HKM 82.2, and HKM 95.2.   

 241The following Hittite letters from Bo∆azköy contain the « ben » formula: KBo 9.083.2, 
KBo 13.62, KBo 18.003, KBo 18.004, KBo 18.006, KBo 18.007, KBo 18.013, KBo 18.046, KBo 18.050, 
KBo 18.077.2, KBo 18.097.2, KBo 18.100, KBo 18.103; KUB 48.88.2; Mélanges Laroche 3.1, Mélanges 
Laroche 3.2, and VS 28.129.  Compare A. Hagenbuchner, Die Korrespondenz der Hethiter 1 (1989) 67-
71.  

 242Only one « ben » formula among the Akkadian letters from Bo∆azköy is known to me: 
KBo 18.017.2.    
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a principal letter written in Luwian,243 and the fact that the correspondents both bear 

Akkadian names, would seem to be strong indications that this letter represents scribal 

correspondence.244  This consideration, along with the ""horizontal'' nature of the REL 

terms employed in the letter, must be taken into account in explaining the appearance 

of the « ben » formula here.  Conversely, the absence of the formula from the other 

Akkadian letters found at Bo∆azköy can also no doubt be credibly explained: for the 

most part these are international letters of a diplomatic nature, and « ben » formulas 

are rare in such letters,245 as was observed with respect to the Amarna corpus where 

this genre is also well-represented.246   

 A number of structural characteristics pertinent to the « ben » formula are 

noteworthy in KBo 8.017.2.  With respect to the structure of the praescriptio, for 

example, it may be observed that (1) the « sal » formula and the « ben » formula are 

joined on the clausal level by the conjunction {ù}.247  With respect to the « ben » 

formula in particular, one notes that (2) the formula begins with a vocative phrase, 

{fiEfi-ia}, "O my brother!'  (3)  The noun phrase referring to the gods shows a pattern 

attested occasionally in the RS Akkadian corpus: {li-im D[INGIR.MEfi]}, "the 

thousand g[ods]'.  (4) It contains the adverbial phrase {i-na EGIR u4-mi}, "to length of 

                                                

 243See the treatment of this letter in A. Hagenbuchner, Die Korrespondenz der Hethiter 2 
(1989), no. 109, p. 165, with anterior bibliography. 

 244On the phenomenon of Anatolian scribes bearing Akkadian names, see S. Alp, RAI 34 
(1998) 47-61, with some anterior bibliography.  See also G. Beckman, JCS 35 (1983) 97-114. 

 245For example, to my knowledge, not one single example of a genuine « ben » formula is to 
be found among the sizable number of such letters presented in E. Edel , Die ägyptisch-hethitische 
Korrespondenz aus Boghazköi (1994).   

 246See above, section 4.4.1.3. 

 247Compare the regular presence of the enclitic conjunction nu in this slot in Hittite « ben » 
formulas (see below). 
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day(s)'.248  (5) There appears to have been only one verbal component in the formula, 

or at least only one that has been partially preserved; this component is spelled 

entirely syllabically,249 {li-i[¬-¬u-ru]}.  (6) Finally, and this assumes that the 

restoration just given of the verbal form is correct, and more particularly, that the 

accusative complement of the verb was not attached in the form of a 2nd person 

pronominal suffix, one may reasonably reconstruct the direct object of the verb in the 

lacuna at the end of the preceding line, perhaps as {[na-ap-ßa-ti-ka]}, or, more briefly 

{[ZI-ka]}, a compositional pattern for which parallels are known from Ras Shamra.250   

 In sum, even if the « ben » formula of KBo 18.017.2 shows some unusual 

features, it is well at home, in terms of composition and distribution, among the family 

of « ben » formulas represented in the Ugaritic letters, the Akkadian letters from Ras 

Shamra and Tell Meskene, and the Hittite letters from Bo∆azköy and Ma � at-Höyük.  

This particular formula does not, however, represent an exact micro-compositional 

parallel to any of the Ugaritic « ben » formulas.    

 

                                                

 248A phrase with comparable semantics occurs in the ""non-standard'' benediction motif (""non-
standard'' in the sense that [1] it occurs in the body of the letter rather than in the praescriptio, and that 
[2] it presents a compositional pattern unknown among the epistolary « ben » formulas) of a Ugaritic 
letter, RS 16.078+, line 20.  The benediction motif in which this adverbial phrase occurs is lengthy and 
only partially preserved; but excerpts from lines 18-21 provide a suitable paraphrase of the syntax: [±]rß 
... °rk ym b≤ly l pn ±mn, ". . . I am wishing for a lengthening of the days of my lord before (the god) 
Amun. . . .'  As an element of the epistolary « ben » formula proper, this phrase is also known in at least 
two Hittite letters: KBo 18.050 and KBo 18.097.2 (on which, see below, section 4.4.1.4.2).  For this 
particular formulation, as an adverbial phrase, compare Ps. 23:6 in the Hebrew Bible: 
µymiây: Ër<ao∞� l] hw:� hy“ � Atybe� B] yTiàb]v'� w“, "And I shall dwell in the house of YHWH forever (lit., ""to length 
of days'').'   

 249It is more typical for spellings of this particular form to include the logogram {PAP} for the 
verb na¬ªru in the « ben » formula.   

 250See above, section 4.4.1.2.1.2.   
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4.4.1.4.2  IN THE HITTITE LETTERS FROM BO∆AZKÖY AND MA � AT-HÖYÜK  

 As the Hittite letters from Bo∆azköy and Ma� at-Höyük reflect basically the 

same epistolary conventions, these two corpora are treated together in the paragraphs 

which follow.  I have selected forty-five Hittite examples of the « ben » formula to be 

treated here, seventeen from Bo∆azköy,251 and twenty-nine from Ma� at.252  All of 

these formulas occur within the formulaic praescriptio section of the letter.  

Compositionally, they are not identical; they do share certain structural regularities, 

however, and it is in this sense that one can speak of a ""standard'' epistolary « ben » 

formula in these corpora. 

  

4.4.1.4.2.1  Composition: necessary components 

 As in previous sections, I have found it useful to classify the various 

constituents of the Hittite « ben » formula as either ""necessary'' or ""optional''.  Three 

components may be considered as ""necessary'' in the sense that all attested examples 

of the formula contain them.  These are (1) the noun phrase referring to ""the gods'',253 

functioning as the grammatical subject of the verb(s) in the formula, (2) one or more 

                                                

 251KBo 9.083.2, KBo 13.62, KBo 18.003, KBo 18.004, KBo 18.006, KBo 18.007, KBo 18.013, 
KBo 18.046, KBo 18.050, KBo 18.077.2, KBo 18.097.2, KBo 18.100, KBo 18.103, KUB 48.88.2, 
Mélanges Laroche 3.1, Mélanges Laroche 3.2, and VS 28.129.   

 252ABoT 65, HKM 2.2, HKM 3.2, HKM 10.2, HKM 17.2, HKM 17.3, HKM 21.2, HKM 27.3, 
HKM 28.2, HKM 29.2, HKM 31.2, HKM 33.2, HKM 36.2, HKM 36.3, HKM 52.1, HKM 52.2, 
HKM 53.2, HKM 56.1, HKM 56.2, HKM 57, HKM 58.1, HKM 58.2, HKM 60.2, HKM 63, HKM 64, 
HKM 71.2, HKM 73.2, HKM 82.2, and HKM 95.2.   

 253The absence of such a noun phrase from the « ben » formula of HKM 56.2:24-25 would 
seem to indicate that this component should not be considered as a ""necessary'' component of the 
formula.  It seems clear, however,  as the editor's translation implies (S. Alp, Hethitische Briefe aus 
Masat-Höyük [1991] 227), that these lines contain a scribal error: the scribe simply neglected to write 
{DINGIR.MEfi} between {nu-ut-ta} and {aß-ßu-li}; otherwise, the third person plural subject of the 
verbal form {pa-a”-ßa-an-ta-ru} would not have been identified.  
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verbal predications, in which the verb is volitional in mood, and 3rd person plural, 

having the noun phrase referring to ""the gods'' as its grammatical subject, and (3) a 

phrase indicating the ""beneficiary'' of the formula, which in most cases is simply the 

recipient.    

 

4.4.1.4.2.1.1  ""The Gods'' element 

 Three patterns are attested for the noun phrase referring to ""the gods''.  In order 

of frequency, they are (1) {DINGIR.MEfi},254 "the gods', (2) {LI-IM 

DINGIR.MEfi},255 "the thousand gods', and (3) {(DINGIR.MEfi) dÉ-A-aß(-ßa) ”a-at-

ta-an-na-aß LUGAL-uß},256 "(the gods) (and) Ea, the king of wisdom.'  The first of 

these has an attested equivalent among the Ugaritic « ben » formulas, but not the 

                                                

 254The writing {DINGIR.MEfi} for this component is found in as many as twenty-five of the 
forty-five examples surveyed here: KBo 13.062, KBo 18.004, KBo 18.006; KUB 48.88.2; Mélanges 
Laroche 3.1 and 3.2; ABoT 65; HKM 10.2, HKM 21.2, HKM 27.3, HKM 28.2, HKM 31.2, probably 
HKM 33.2, HKM 36.2, HKM 36.3, HKM 52.1, HKM 52.2, HKM 53.2, HKM 57, HKM 58.1, HKM 58.2, 
HKM 63, HKM 73.2, HKM 82.2, and probably HKM 95.2.  Four other letters (HKM 17.3, HKM 56.1, 
HKM 64, and HKM 71.2) also represent this structural pattern, though in these cases the phrase is 
written with an attached enclitic -ta, a 2nd person singular pronoun which marks the accusative 
complement of the verb: {DINGIR.MEfi-ta}, "the gods (nominative) + you (accusative)'.  An example 
with a 2nd person plural pronominal suffix is VS 28.129:5, {DINGIR.MEfi-ma-aß}.     

 255This component is written {LI-IM DINGIR.MEfi} in as many as ten letters: KBo 9.083.2, 
KBo 18.003, probably KBo 18.013, KBo 18.046, KBo 18.050, KBo 18.077.2, KBo 18.097.2, 
KBo 18.103; probably HKM 29.2, and HKM 60.2.   

 256Two of the Ma � at letters contain this pattern: HKM 2.2 {d¯É-A˘-aß ”a-at-ta-an-na-aß 
LUGAL-uß}, and HKM 3.2 {DINGIR.MEfi dÉ-A-aß-ßa ”a-at-ta-an-na-aß LUGAL-uß}.  The former is 
curious, since only one god is mentioned (Ea), and yet the following verb is plural, {pa-a”-ßa-an-ta-ru}, 
"May they guard!' (the ending {-an-ta-ru} indicates the 3rd plural).  One might assume, on the analogy 
of HKM 3.2, that the phrase {DINGIR.MEfi} was accidentally omitted by the scribe (compare the 
editor's restoration, S. Alp, Hethitische Briefe aus Masat-Höyük [1991] 122), perhaps by haplography; 
but this would leave unexplained the absence of the enclitic conjunction -a in HKM 2.2 {dÉ-A-aß}, in 
view of its presence in HKM 3.2 {dÉ-A-aß-ßa}, "and Ea. . . .'  A better explanation, it seems to me, is 
that the singular ""(the god) Ea'' is intentional, but that the scribe wrote the plural form of the verb as a 
matter of habit.  It would seem that these two letters present a rendering in Hittite of the same title 
given to Ea in the « ben » formulas of three RS Akkadian letters: RS 34.133, RS 34.153, and RS [Varia 
26].  
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others; all have analogs in the Ras Shamra Akkadian corpus.257  One notes the 

absence of patterns which include the local affiliation of the deities invoked, an 

absence reminiscent of the Ugaritic corpus.  One might surmise that the mentioning of 

the local affiliation of deities is especially relevant for letters which are international 

in scope; such letters are infrequent in the Ugaritic and Hittite epistolary corpora alike.    

 

4.4.1.4.2.1.2  Two verbal idioms 

4.4.1.4.2.1.2.1  The verbal idiom « pa”ßandaru » 

 The Hittite « ben » formulas surveyed here contain between one and three 

verbal predications; all are 3rd person plural volitional forms.  The most commonly 

attested verb, by far, is pa”ß-, "to guard'.258  In the « ben » formula, it always takes the  

                                                

 257The corpus of Ras Shamra Akkadian letters contains parallels for all three formations; see 
above, section 4.4.1.2.1.1.    

 258Among the forty-five examples of the Hittite « ben » formula surveyed here, thirty-six 
certainly or probably contain this verb: ABoT 65, HKM 2.2, HKM 3.2, HKM 10.2, HKM 17.2, 
HKM 21.2, HKM 27.3, HKM 28.2, HKM 29.2, HKM 31.2, HKM 33.2, HKM 36.2, HKM 36.3, 
HKM 52.1, HKM 52.2, HKM 53.2, HKM 56.1, HKM 56.2, HKM 57, HKM 58.1, HKM 58.2, HKM 60.2, 
HKM 63, HKM 64, HKM 71.2, HKM 73.2, HKM 82.2, HKM 95.2, KBo 18.003, KBo 18.004, 
KBo 18.046, KBo 18.050, KBo 18.077.2, KBo 18.097.2, Mélanges Laroche 3.1, and Mélanges Laroche 
3.2.  In a thirty-seventh case, that of KBo 18.013, this verb was probably present, but needs to be 
entirely restored.  This verb is explicitly absent from only two formulas in this corpus: KBo 13.62 and 
KUB 48.88.2.  Its presence or absence cannot be determined in six cases: KBo 9.083.2, KBo 18.006, 
KBo 18.007, KBo 18.100, KBo 18.103, and HKM 17.3.  The status of pa”ßandaru (from pa”ß-) as the 
Hittite equivalent of Ugaritic t÷r (from N� R, "to guard' in the G-stem) and Akkadian li¬¬ur¨ (from 
na¬ªru, "to guard' in the G-stem) is assured by the logographic writing of the verbal root in KBo 18.004:7 
and KBo 18.077.2:18': {PAP-an-da-ru}.     
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form « pa”ßandaru », although at least three different writings are attested: {pa-a”-ßa-

an-da-ru},259 {pa-a”-ßa-an-ta-ru},260 and {PAP-an-da-ru}.261  This form represents a 

precise morphological and semantic equivalent, in Hittite, of the Ugaritic verbal 

element t÷r- and Akkadian li¬¬ur¨-, all meaning "May they guard!'262  Because of its 

absence from the « ben » formulas of two letters,263 this particular verb cannot be 

considered as a ""necessary'' component of the Hittite formula, unlike the corresponding 

verbs in the Ugaritic and Akkadian « ben » formulas.  If not ""necessary'', however, it is 

certainly present in the statistical majority of examples.264   

 

                                                

 259This spelling is used in the « ben » formulas of twenty letters: ABoT 65, HKM 10.2, 
HKM 17.2, HKM 21.2, HKM 27.3, HKM 31.2, HKM 33.2 (probably), HKM 36.3, HKM 52.1, 
HKM 53.2, HKM 57, HKM 58.1, HKM 58.2, HKM 60.2, HKM 73.2, HKM 95.2, KBo 18.003, 
KBo 18.046, KBo 18.050, and KBo 18.097.2. 

 260Eleven letters contain this spelling: HKM 2.2, HKM 3.2, HKM 36.2, HKM 52.2, HKM 56.1, 
HKM 56.2, HKM 63, HKM 64, HKM 71.2, Mélanges Laroche 3.1, and Mélanges Laroche 3.2. 

 261Two letters use this spelling: KBo 18.004 and KBo 18.077.2.  

 262A. Hagenbuchner, Die Korrespondenz der Hethiter 1 (1989) 67-69.  Compare, for example, 
the editor's translation of the idiom in HKM 3:18,20 ""(Dich) sollen (die Götter) … schützen!'' (S. Alp, 
Hethitische Briefe aus Masat-Höyük [1991] 125); and the recent English treatment of H. Hoffner, 
"" … may (the gods) keep you … !'' (Context 3 [2003] 46).  

 263KBo 13.62 and KUB 48.88.2.   

 264That is, in thirty-six out of thirty-eight unambiguous cases (see above). 
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4.4.1.4.2.1.2.2  The verbal idiom « TI-an ”arkandu » 

 The second most frequent verbal idiom is « TI-an + ”ark- », literally "to hold 

(someone) in life'.265  It is attested in at least twenty letters,266 and the spelling of the 

idiom is consistent: {TI-an ”ar-kán-du}, "May they keep (you) alive (?)!'  It seems 

essential to distinguish this idiom from other, less well-attested verbal idioms of the 

« ben » formula which also employ the verb ”ark-, "to hold'.267  For the idiom under 

consideration here, the complement {TI-an} is a necessary element, not an optional 

one.  A second necessary complement of this idiom is the phrase, usually pronominal, 

expressing the ""beneficiary'' of the volition, in this case the recipient.  Thus, the 

formula {nu-ut-ta DINGIR.MEfi TI-an ”ar-kán-du}, as in ABoT 65:4 and HKM 10.2:45, 

for example, may be effectively translated "(And) may the gods keep you alive!'268  

 If the sense of the logogram {TI} is to be connected with the Akkadian 

common noun bul†u, or its probable Ugaritic equivalent “(y),269 I know of no verbal 

idiom among the « ben » formulas of the Ugaritic and Ras Shamra Akkadian corpora 

which would correspond, on a morpheme-for-morpheme level, with this Hittite 

                                                

 265For the value of {TI} here, compare Hagenbuchner, Die Korrespondenz der Hethiter 1 
(1989) 69; Ph. Houwink ten Cate, Festschrift Römer (1998) 171.   

 266ABoT 65, HKM 10.2, HKM 27.3, HKM 36.2, HKM 52.1, HKM 52.2, HKM 53.2, HKM 56.1, 
HKM 57, HKM 64, HKM 71.2, HKM 73.2, HKM 82.2, HKM 95.2, KBo 13.62, KBo 18.077.2, 
KBo 18.100 (probably), KUB 48.88.2, Mélanges Laroche 3.1, and VS 28.129.    

 267I refer in particular to « fiU.‡I.A-uß ara”zanda aßßuli ”ark- », "to hold (one's) hands (around 
s.o.) favorably', known in at least three letters: Mélanges Laroche 3.1:8-11; HKM 73.2:21-22; and 
HKM 81.1:6-7.  

 268H. Hoffner, Context 3 (2003) 48. 

 269My guess is that the Ugaritic common noun “(y), "life', provides the best approximation of 
the core semantics of Akkadian bul†u, as "life' in the sense of existence (as opposed to non-existence).  
Akk. bul†u can have other senses, including that of "health' (that is, a qualitative state, as opposed to 
"unhealth', another qualitative state), for which Ug. “(y) is not the most appropriate correspondence.    
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expression.  The closest parallel would seem to be found among the « ben » formulas 

of the Old Babylonian period: {dUTU li-ba-al-li-i†-ka}, "May fiamaß keep you 

alive!'.270  If, however, one allows a correspondence of the logogram {TI} with the 

root fiLM in Ras Shamra Akkadian and Ugaritic, instead of BLT̊ / H̊Y(Y),271 or in 

other words, an English translation of {TI} which emphasizes the notion of "health' 

rather than "life', it is possible to find functional analogs for this frequent Hittite idiom 

among the « ben » formulas of the Ras Shamra corpora.  If this be allowed, one may 

imagine that the frequent Hittite idiom, TI-an ”ark-, corresponds, on a broad semantic 

level if not a precise morphological one, to the Ugaritic idiom fiLM (D-stem) and the 

Ras Shamra Akkadian ßullumu (D-stem), both meaning "to keep (s.o.) well / healthy' 

in the « ben » formula.   

 Several other verbal idioms are known but extremely rare in the Hittite « ben » 

formulas.272  None has obvious parallels among the Ugaritic formulas.    

 

4.4.1.4.2.1.3  Reference to the recipient 

 The third ""necessary'' component of the Hittite « ben » formulas is the phrase in 

which the beneficiary of the formula is mentioned.  In most cases this is simply the 

                                                

 270Compare the citations in E. Salonen, E.  Die Gruss- und Höflichkeitsformeln (1967) 22; 
Hagenbuchner, Die Korrespondenz der Hethiter 1 (1989) 70, n. 26.  

 271Akkadian BLT̊, as in the noun bul†u, for which a logographic writing with {TI} would not be 
surprising, can itself denote "health' (a qualitative state of existence) in addition to "life' (existence); see, 
for example, CAD, vol. 2 (B), 311-312.  In the « ben » formulas of the Ugaritic and Ras Shamra 
Akkadian letters, however, such a notion is not denoted with Akkadian BLT̊ (or its Ugaritic equivalent, 
H˚YY); rather, verbal or nominal derivations of the root fiLM, the Semitic root par excellence for 
expressing all notions connected with health and prosperity, are used instead for this sense.     

 272One, which also employs the verbal root ”ark-, is attested at least three times (Mélanges 
Laroche 3.1:7-11; HKM 73.2:20-22; and HKM 81.1:5-7).  Two other idioms are present in the « ben » 
formula of a single Hittite letter, KBo 13.62:5-6.  On these and other non-standard benediction idioms, 
see Hagenbuchner, Die Korrespondenz der Hethiter 1 (1989) 82-86. 
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recipient of the letter, but in at least one letter another individual is mentioned 

alongside the recipient.273  In the Ugaritic « ben » formulas, this component is 

represented by the 2nd person pronoun suffixed directly to the verbal forms; as such it 

is not considered as an independent compositional element.  Furthermore, this element 

of the Ugaritic « ben » formulas is always a 2nd person pronominal suffix, regardless 

of the social relationship between the correspondents.  In the Hittite examples, several 

patterns are attested, and sometimes two patterns in a single formula.  The conceptual 

status of the letter appears to have conditioned the choice of pattern employed.  

 The most common pattern incorporates a 2nd person pronominal suffix, as in 

Ugaritic and Akkadian.  Unlike these latter, however, the Hittite pronominal 

complement is not suffixed to the verb.  It is most often suffixed to the clause level 

conjunction nu, as in {nu-ut-ta},274 "and you (acc. sg.)', and {nu-uß-ma-aß},275 "and you 

(acc. pl.)', but is also attested suffixed to the noun phrase referring to ""the gods'', as in 

{DINGIR.MEfi-ta},276 "the gods (which must be nom.) + you (acc. sg.)', and 

{DINGIR.MEfi-ma-aß},277 "the gods (nom.) + you (acc. pl.).'  In either case, the 

                                                

 273HKM 2.2:21.    

 274The « ben » formulas of at least sixteen letters employ this pattern and only this pattern: 
compare, for example, HKM 3.2, HKM 10.2, HKM 21.2, HKM 27.3, HKM 28.2, HKM 29.2, HKM 31.2, 
HKM 36.3, HKM 52.1, HKM 52.2, HKM 53.2, HKM 56.2, HKM 58.1, HKM 58.2, HKM 63, and 
HKM 73.2; it should probably be reconstructed in Mélanges Laroche 3.2.  The « ben » formulas of 
several other letters employ this pattern along with another: KBo 13.62 uses {nu BE-EL-DI-IA} (a REL 
term, conceptually ASC POW) and later {nu-ut-ta}; ABoT 65 employs first {nu-ut-ta} and then {nu 
SAG.DU-KÀ} (a noun phrase meaning "your head'); and three letters, HKM 56.1, HKM 64, and 
HKM 71.2, contain first the pattern {DINGIR.MEfi-ta}, followed by {nu-ut-ta}.   

 275Compare HKM 57, HKM 60.2, HKM 82.2.  Probably to be restored in KBo 9.083.2.   

 276This pattern is found in HKM 17.3, HKM 56.1, HKM 64, and HKM 71.2.  The latter three 
contain this pattern as well as another: first {DINGIR.MEfi-ta}, then {nu-ut-ta}.   

 277VS 28.129:5.   
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phrase containing the pronoun is clause-initial.  These differences, however, should 

probably be treated as aspects of Hittite syntax, and not as evidence of an epistolary 

tradition independent from that represented in the Ugaritic corpora.   

 A second common pattern, which has no parallels among the Ugaritic « ben » 

formulas, incorporates conceptually explicit REL terminology, followed by the 

pronominal Akkadogram {-IA}, "my', as a means of referring to the recipient.  Such 

patterns are attested most often for conceptually ascending letters,278 but at least once 

each for conceptually horizontal279 and descending280 letters.  Letters addressed to the 

Hittite king incorporate an ID element as well as a REL element of ASC POW status.281   

 

4.4.1.4.2.2  Optional compositional elements 

 I will treat here only those phrases which are optional complements of the two 

most common verbal idioms in the Hittite « ben » formula: pa”ß-, "to guard (s.o.)', and 

TI-an ”ark-, "to keep (someone) in life'.  The best attested of these optional 

components, and certainly also the most important from a comparative perspective, is 

                                                

 278Conceptually ASC POW terms are most common.  These include {nu BE-LÍ-IA} in 
KBo 18.050:3 (partially restored) and perhaps to be restored in KBo 18.077.2:17'; {nu BE-LU} and {nu 
BE-LÍ} in HKM 36.2:40-41; probably {nu EN-IA} in KUB 48.88.2:2'; {nu BE-EL-DI-I[A]} in 
KBo 13.62:5; and {nu GAfiAN-IA} in KBo 18.013:4.  Two letters addressed to the Hittite king also 
incorporate such ASC POW terminology along with the typical imperial title, an ID term; see below.  
 Conceptually ASC BIO terms are more rare: KBo 18.004:6 {nu A-BI-DÙG.GA-IA} and perhaps 
also KBo 18.006:2', where this component should be restored as {[nu AMA.DÙG.GA-IA]}. 

 279Compare KBo 18.100:5 {[n]u fiEfi.DÙG.GA-IA}.  It is possible that KBo 18.046:4 belongs 
here as well: {[nu ... ]-DÙG.GA-[I]A}. 

 280Compare KBo 18.007:3' {nu DUMU-IA}.  

 281These are {[nu dUTU]-fiI EN-IA} in KBo 18.003:3' (partially restored) and {nu dUTU-fiI 
(7) BE-LÍ-IA } in Mélanges Laroche 3.1:6-7 (see also lines 8-9 and 11-12).  
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{aß-ßu-li},282 "good, well,' appearing frequently as an optional complement to the pa”ß- 

verbal idiom.283  Compare, for example, KBo 18.004: {(6) nu A-BI-DÙG.GA-IA (7) 

DINGIR.MEfi aß-ßu-li PAP-an-da-ru | }, "And may the gods keep my ""good'' father in 

well-being!'  The semantics and even the morphology of aßßuli correspond more or less 

precisely to those of the optional component ana ßulmªni in the « ben » formulas of the 

Ras Shamra Akkadian letters, and probably also to the single instance of l ßlm in the 

Ugaritic « ben » formula of RS 92.2005.1:7.  Furthermore, like Hittite aßßuli, Akkadian 

ana ßulmªni and probably Ugaritic l ßlm are optional complements of the respective 

Akkadian and Ugaritic verbs which correspond to Hittite pa”ß-, namely na¬ªru and 

N�R .  Finally, the case inflection in the Hittite form, being the dative-locative, 

provides an important datum for understanding the semantic relationship of this 

component to the verb, and correspondingly, of the relationship of Akkadian ana 

ßulmªni to the verb na¬ªru, and of Ugaritic l ßlm to the verb N�R .   

 A second optional complement to the benediction verb pa”ß- is an adverbial 

phrase, written logographically, with a combination of Akkadograms and 

Sumerograms: {I-NA EGIR U4-MI}, "during a long span of days (lit., in a length of 

                                                

 282When used as an optional component of the pa”ß--idiom in the « ben » formula, this is the 
regular spelling.    

 283The word aßßuli complements the verb pa”ß- in the « ben » formulas of at least twenty-six 
letters: HKM 2.2, HKM 3.2, HKM 10.2, HKM 28.2, HKM 29.2 (partially restored), HKM 31.2, 
HKM 33.2, HKM 36.3, HKM 52.1, HKM 52.2, HKM 53.2 (partially restored), HKM 57, HKM 58.1, 
HKM 58.2, HKM 60.2, HKM 63, HKM 71.2, HKM 82.2 (partially restored), KBo 9.083.2, KBo 18.003, 
KBo 18.004, KBo 18.006 (partially restored), KBo 18.013, KBo 18.077.2, KBo 18.097.2 (partially 
restored), and KBo 18.103.  It was probably present, though needs to be entirely reconstructed, in four 
additional letters: KBo 18.007, KBo 18.046, KBo 18.050, and Mélanges Laroche 3.2.  This word also 
appears as a complement in the less-well attested verbal idiom, fiU.‡I.A-uß ara”zanda aßßuli ”ark-, "to 
hold (one's) hands (around s.o.) favorably', known from the « ben » formulas of at least three letters: 
Mélanges Laroche 3.1:8-11; HKM 73.2:21-22; and HKM 81.1:6-7. 
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days).'284  As an element of the « ben » formula, this phrase is also known, in exactly 

the same form, in a ""piggy-back'' Akkadian letter known from Bo∆azköy.285   

 Both of the optional components surveyed here are complements of the verb 

pa”ß-.  Despite its frequent appearance in the « ben » formula, I know of no optional 

complements to the idiom TI-an ”ark-.       

 

4.4.1.4.2.3  Two main predications 

 Given this compositional inventory, one may speak of two ""grammatically 

intact'' verbal predications which are commonly present in Hittite « ben » formulas: 

 (1) The most common consists of pa”ß-, the verb, accompanied by the 

following possible complements: (i) If this predication is the first of several in the 

formula, then the following is present.  Otherwise it is understood, a noun phrase 

referring to ""the gods'' (understood in the nominative, as the grammatical subject of 

verb) (this phrase is necessary in the « ben » formula as a whole, but generally occurs 

only once per formula, as part of the first predication mentioned; in subsequent 

predications the grammatical subject of the verb is understood to be the same as the 

preceding predication; in this sense (and others) the « ben » is a single formula, not 

several), (ii) a phrase referring to the recipient (in the accusative, the direct object 

complement of the verb), and (iii) an optional adverbial phrase aßßuli (dative-locative, 

probably expressing goal or purpose).  (iv) an optional adverbial phrase I-NA EGIR 

U4-MI, (the Akkadogram is a prepositional phrase, expressing duration of the action).  

                                                

 284This component appears in the « ben » formulas of KBo 18.050:3 and KBo 18.097.2:4.  

 285On the « ben » formula of KBo 18.017.2, see above, section 4.4.4.1. 
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The order of these components is highly patterned: [nu+NR] (gods) (I-NA EGIR U4-

MI) (aßßuli) [pa”ß-].    

 (2) The second common predication consists of the verb ”ark-, complemented 

by (i) (in those cases when this predication begins the ben) a noun phrase referring to 

""the gods'' (understood in the nominative, as the grammatical subject of verb) (this 

phrase is necessary in the « ben » formula as a whole, but generally occurs only once 

per formula, as part of the first predication mentioned; in subsequent predications the 

grammatical subject of the verb is understood to be the same as the preceding 

predication; in this sense (and others) the « ben » is a single formula, not several), (ii) 

a phrase referring to the recipient (in the accusative, the direct object complement of 

the verb), and (iii) the common noun {TI-an}.  

 

4.4.1.4.2.4  Distribution of Compositional Patterns 

 The order in which these two main predications occur is not fixed.  Two main 

patterns, however, are statistically predominant: (1) one, the most common, which 

consists of the pa”ß- prediction alone,286 and (2) a second which consists of the TI-an 

                                                

 286As many as twenty-three « ben » formulas may certainly or probably represent this pattern; 
these may be grouped into three compositional sequences: 
 (i) [nu+NR]+[gods]+[aßßuli]+[pa”ß-]: This sequence is certainly or probably represented in the 
« ben » formulas of fifteen letters: HKM 31.2, HKM 33.2 (partially restored), HKM 36.3, HKM 58.1, 
HKM 58.2, HKM 60.2, HKM 63, KBo 18.003, KBo 18.004, KBo 18.013 (partially restored), 
KBo 18.046 (partially restored), KBo 18.103 (partially restored), and Mélanges Laroche 3.2 (partially 
restored).  HKM 2.2 and HKM 3.2, in which ""the gods'' noun phrase is expanded, also show this 
sequence.  It is possibly present, but needs to be partially reconstructed in the « ben » formulas of four 
other letters: KBo 9.083.2, KBo 18.006, KBo 18.007, and HKM 17.2.   
 (ii)  [nu+NR]+[gods]+[I-NA EGIR U4-MI]+[aßßuli]+[pa”ß-]: Two formulas show this structure, 
with the insertion of the optional adverbial element I-NA EGIR U4-MI, "for length of days': KBo 18.050 
and KBo 18.097.2.    
 (iii)  [nu+NR]+[gods]+[pa”ß-]: Finally, at least one, and perhaps two formulas show this 
sequence without either optional element: HKM 21.1 certainly belongs here, and HKM 56.2 probably 
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”ark- predication followed by the pa”ß- predication.287  Several other structural 

patterns are known,288 but none is attested in more than three examples.    

 

4.4.1.4.2.5  Distribution of the « ben » formula  

 As in previous sections, the distribution of the « ben » formulas in these corpora 

may be mapped against the conceptual status and model used within the letters.  Of 

the nearly fifty Hittite « ben » formulas treated here, none occurs in a conceptually 

unmarked letter.  Such a dearth is significant in light of the size of this conceptual 

class: over forty conceptually unmarked letters are known from the Ma � at corpus 

                                                                                                                                           
does as well, though in this latter the ""gods'' noun phrase, {DINGIR.MEfi}, needs to be reconstructed (its 
omission seems to have been the result of a scribal error).   

 287At least fifteen « ben » formulas certainly or probably represent this structure; they may be 
grouped into four compositional sequences: 
 (i)  [nu+NR]+[gods]+[TI-an ”ark-]+[nu+NR]+[aßßuli]+[pa”ß-]: This sequence, in which the 
pa”ß- predication contains the optional element aßßuli, is the most common, attested in eight letters: 
HKM 10.2, HKM 28.2, HKM 29.2, HKM 52.1, HKM 52.2, HKM 53.2, HKM 57, and HKM 82.2. 
 (ii)  [nu+NR]+[gods]+[TI-an ”ark-]+[nu+NR]+[pa”ß-]: a second sequence, in which the 
optional element aßßuli is omitted from the pa”ß- predication, is slightly less frequent, at five examples: 
ABoT 65, HKM 27.3, HKM 36.2, HKM 56.1, and HKM 95.2.  
 Finally, two other sequences are represented which are, in fact, variations of (i) and (ii), in 
which the formula itself does not begin with the clause-level conjunction nu, but with the ""gods'' phrase: 
(iii) the sequence [gods+NR]+[TI-an ”ark-]+[nu+NR]+[aßßuli]+[pa”ß-] is found in HKM 71.2, and (iv) 
[""the gods''+NR]+[TI-an ”ark-]+[nu+NR]+[pa”ß-] is found in HKM 64.  Though not entirely preserved, 
HKM 17.3 {DINGIR.MEfi-t[a ... ]} may also have contained one of these sequences. 

 288The following patterns are attested: 
 (i)  [nu+NR]+[gods]+[TI-an ”ark-]: A « ben » formula which consists of the TI-an ”ark- 
predication alone is known from one letter, KUB 48.88.2. 
 (ii) The « ben » formula of KBo 18.077.2, [ ? ]+[gods]+[ ... ]+[TI-an ”ark-], provides a possible 
examples of a « ben » formula in which the pa”ß- predication precedes the TI-an ”ark- predication; the 
presence of the latter seems certain, but the former must be almost entirely reconstructed (there is no 
way to know, in fact, beyond its statistical frequency in this formula, that the pa”ß- predication was 
present). 
 (iii) [nu+NR]+[gods]+[TI-an ”ark-]+[nu+NR]+[fiU.‡I.A-uß ... ”ark-]+[nu+NR]+[pa”ß-]: There 
are as many as three examples of this particular sequence of three verbal predications: HKM 73.2, 
HKM 81, and Mélanges Laroche 3.1. 
 And, finally, (iv) [nu+NR]+[gods]+[TI-an ”ark-]+[nu+NR]+[irman nammad-
]+[nu+NR]+[”attula““-]: KBo 13.62 shows another sequence of three verbal predications, which does 
not contain the pa”ß- idiom.   
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alone.289  The distribution observable for this class in the Ugaritic and Ras Shamra 

Akkadian corpora is comparable, though much less decisive from a statistical point of 

view.290  With respect to conceptual status, at least eighteen conceptually ASC letters 

contain the  

                                                

 289Conceptually unmarked letters in Hittite from these two corpora generally do not contain 
the « ben » formula, nor any polite formulas for that matter.  These include not only letters from the 
Hittite king to various subordinates, which are conceptually unmarked, but may also be considered as 
""contextually descending'' (HKM 1, HKM 2.1, HKM 3.1, HKM 4-HKM 9, HKM 10.1, HKM 11-
HKM 17, HKM 18.1, HKM 19.1, HKM 20-HKM 23, HKM 24.1, HKM 25-HKM 26, HKM 27.1, 
HKM 30.1, HKM 31.1, HKM 32, HKM 34, HKM 36.1 (probably), HKM 37.1, and HKM 38), but also 
other conceptually unmarked letters (usually from PN to PN), for which there is no evidence for a 
contextually descending relationship (HKM 39.2, HKM 53.1, HKM 54, HKM 55, HKM 59, HKM 60.1, 
HKM 62.1, HKM 68, HKM 71.1, HKM 72.1, and HKM 73.1).  Provisional total: forty-five. 

 290See sections 4.3.1 and 4.4.1.1, above. 
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« ben » formula.291  It is omitted from seven such letters.292  At least twenty-five 

conceptually HOR letters contain the formula,293 and eight omit it.294  And finally, of 

the four conceptually DESC letters, two contain the « ben » formula,295 and two omit 

it.296  Sorting by conceptual model, at least thirty-two BIO letters contain the « ben » 

                                                

 291These include eight ASC POW letters: KBo 13.62, KBo 18.003, KBo 18.013, KBo 18.050, 
KBo 18.077.2, KUB 48.88.2, Mélanges Laroche 3.1, and HKM 17.2; three ASC BIO letters: KBo 18.004, 
KBo 18.006, and KBo 18.097.2; and one conceptually ascending letter which contains both models (thus 
ASC MIXED): HKM 81.1; as well as the following ""miscellaneous'' ascending letters: Mélanges Laroche 
3.2, which contains what is obviously a conceptually ascending REL term, {MA‡-RI-IA}, conceivably 
derived from the biological kinship model, "my elder (kinsman)' (?); HKM 27.3, which contains ASC 
POW terminology as well as the term {MA‡-RI-IA} (thus ASC MIXED); and, finally, three conceptually 
ascending letter which incorporate not only the term {MA‡-RI-IA}, but also typical ascending REL 
terms from both the BIO and POW models (thus, also ASC MIXED): HKM 29.2, HKM 36.2, and 
HKM 52.2.  One other letter containing the « ben » formula, HKM 60.2, is also conceptually mixed, 
being addressed to two recipients, one termed {A-BI-DÙG.GA-IA}, and thus ASC BIO, and the other 
termed {NIN.DÙG.GA-IA}, and thus HOR.  Provisional total: eighteen letters which incorporate 
conceptually ASC terminology contain the « ben » formula. 

 292These include six ASC POW letters: KBo 9.082, KBo 18.001.2, KBo 18.011, KBo 18.052, 
KUB 57.001, KUB 57.123; and one ASC BIO letter: HKM 62.2.     

 293These include KBo 9.083.2, KBo 18.100, ABoT 65, HKM 2.2, HKM 3.2, HKM 10.2, 
HKM 21.2, HKM 28.2, HKM 31.2, HKM 33.2, HKM 36.3, HKM 52.1, HKM 53.2, HKM 56.1, HKM 57, 
HKM 58.1, HKM 58.2, HKM 63, HKM 64, HKM 71.2, HKM 73.2, HKM 81.2, HKM 82.2, and 
HKM 95.2.  Several other letters, which are technically conceptually unknown, may have belonged here 
as well: KBo 18.046, KBo 18.103, and HKM 17.3.  

 294These include KBo 31.040, HKM 19.2, HKM 22.2, HKM 27.2, HKM 30.2, HKM 65.2, 
HKM 66, and HKM 70.  Two other letters, conceptually unknown both, may also have belonged here: 
KBo 18.018 and KUB 57.125.  The absence of the « ben » formula from three of the letters cited here, 
KBo 18.018, KBo 31.040, and KUB 57.125, is not surprising in light of the fact that these are 
international letters, which followed a tradition in which the « ben » was not standard (see below for the 
Amarna letters, and the similar situation represented by the important Egypt-‡atti correspondence from 
Bo∆azköy).  

 295KBo 18.007 and HKM 56.2. 

 296HKM 18.2 (no « ben » in the praescriptio at least) and HKM 65.1. 
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formula,297 and eleven omit it.298  At least eight POW letters contain the « ben »,299 and 

six omit it.   

 Interpreted, three distributional similarities stand out with respect to the « ben » 

formula in the Ugaritic and Ras Shamra Akkadian corpora: (1) the « ben » is rare or 

unknown in conceptually unmarked letters,300 especially those which are ""contextually 

descending'',301 (2) the « ben » is very common in conceptually HOR letters,302 and (3) 

in letters which employ the BIO model, generally speaking.303  Despite these 

similarities, several distributional differences are noticeable as well, especially as 

                                                

 297These include three ASC BIO letters (KBo 18.004, KBo 18.006, and KBo 18.097.2), two 
DESC BIO letters (KBo 18.007 and HKM 56.2), and all twenty-five conceptually HOR letters mentioned 
above.  To these may be added HKM 60.2, which contains BIO terms of ASC and HOR status (thus 
MIXED BIO), and probably also Mélanges Laroche 3.2, which contains a conceptually ascending REL 
term, {MA‡-RI-IA}, which is possibly to be derived from the biological kinship model, "my elder 
(kinsman)'.   

 298Of these, HKM 62.2 is conceptually ASC BIO, eight others are conceptually HOR (and thus 
BIO by definition) (KBo 31.040, HKM 19.2, HKM 22.2, HKM 27.2, HKM 30.2, HKM 65.2, HKM 66, 
and HKM 70), and two are DESC BIO (HKM 18.2 and HKM 65.1).     

 299All of these are conceptually ASC POW: KBo 13.62, KBo 18.003, KBo 18.013, KBo 18.050, 
KBo 18.077.2, KUB 48.88.2, Mélanges Laroche 3.1, and HKM 17.2.  I have found no examples of 
conceptually explicit HOR POW or DESC POW letters in the corpora from the Hittite realm.     

 300None of the forty-five such letters contains the « ben » formula.  This is comparable to the 
Ugaritic corpus (see above, section 4.3.1), where the ratio of unmarked letters with the « ben » to total 
unmarked letters is 1 : 11 (or 9%); but less comparable to the RS Akkadian corpus (see above, section 
4.4.1.1), where the « ben » formula is more common in conceptually unmarked letters (16 : 44, or 36%), 
but see the footnote below. 

 301None of the thirty-four ""contextually descending'' conceptually unmarked letters in the 
Ma � at corpus, and none of the nine such letters in the Ugaritic corpus (see above, section 4.3.1), 
contains the « ben » formula; and for the RS Akkadian corpus (see above, section 4.4.1.1), the ratio of 
the number of such letters containing the « ben » to the total number of such letters is 2 : 22 (or 9%).    

 302For the Hittite letters from Bo∆azköy and Ma � at, the ratio of HOR letters with the « ben » to 
total HOR letters is 25 : 33 (or 76%); compare the comparable rations from the Ug. corpus (13 : 17, or 
76%; see above, section 4.3.1), and the RS Akk. corpus (33 : 40, or 83%; see above, section 4.4.1.1).   

 303For the Hittite letters, the ratio of BIO letters with the « ben » to total BIO letters is 32 : 43 
(or 74%); compare the comparable rations from the Ug. corpus (19 : 22, or 86%; see above, section 
4.3.1), and the RS Akk. corpus (46 : 56, or 82%; see above, section 4.4.1.1).  
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regards the occurrence of the formula in conceptually ASC letters,304 and in letters 

conceived on the POW model generally.305   

 

4.4.1.5  Miscellaneous Syrian Corpora    

 Epistolary formulas falling under the general rubric of ""benedictions'' are also 

attested in letters recovered from Atchana, Taanach, Hazor, and Aphek.  Some of 

these present meaningful compositional parallels to the standard Ugaritic « ben » 

formula; others do not.  

  

4.4.1.5.1  COMPARABLE TO THE STANDARD UGARITIC « BEN »    

 Of the six letters discussed here which are comparable to the standard Ugaritic 

« ben » in terms of composition, three come from excavations at Taanach.306 

TT 2  {(2) … EN DINGIR.MEfi-nu (3) ZI-ka lí-i¬-¬ur}  

TT 5  {(3) dIM ZI-ta-ka li-i¬-¬ur}  

TT 6  {(3) [dIM] ZI-ta-ka li-i[¬-¬ur]}  

The compositional similarities include: (1) the presence of an explicitly volitional form 

of the verb na¬ªru, "to guard (G)', at the end of the formula, and (2) the presence, at 

                                                

 304The « ben » formula is rather common in conceptually ASC letters from the Bo∆azköy and 
Ma � at corpora (18 out of 25 such letters, or 72%, contain the formula); less frequent in this conceptual 
class in the Ug. corpus (15 out of 29 letters, or 52%; see above, section 4.3.1); and rare in this class of 
letter in the RS Akk. corpus (7 out of 41 letters, or 17%; see above, section 4.4.1.1).    

 305The situation is similar to that described in the above footnote: the « ben » formula is rather 
common in Hittite letters which employ the POW model (8 out of 14 such letters, or 57%, contain the 
formula); less frequent in such letters in the Ug. corpus (6 out of 17 letters, or 35%; see above, section 
4.3.1); and rare in such letters in the RS Akk. corpus (2 out of 35 letters, or 6%; see above, section 
4.4.1.1).   

 306See the convenient republication of TT 1-2 and TT 5-6 by A. Rainey in EI 26 (F. M. Cross 
volume) (1999) *156-*160. 
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the beginning of the formula, of the grammatical subject of this verbal form, a noun 

phrase referring to a divinity.   

 But the compositional differences are at least as important, if not more so, than 

the similarities: (1) the verb is singular, not plural, corresponding to (2) a 

grammatically singular,307 not plural, subject; (3) furthermore, not only is this subject 

phrase singular here, but the reference is also specific, and not generic as in the 

Ugaritic formula (•lm, "the gods'); (4) only one, not two, predicates are present; and 

(5) reference to the recipient of the letter in the formula, is indirect, not direct.308  

 Two309 « ben » formulas in Hittite letters from Tell Atchana show 

compositional patterns which are similar, though not identical, to those found in the 

standard Ugaritic « ben » formula.310   

                                                

 307Obviously, {EN DINGIR.MEfi-nu} is a problem.  Rainey translates ""Ba≤lu the deity'', 
explaining that the sign {EN} is ""taken here as the DN Ba≤lu with the plural ilªnu in apposition, plural 
of majesty'' (ibid., pp. *157-*158); compare already idem, IOS 7 (1977) 50, n. 87 (""Evidently a plural of 
majesty'') and the references to similar phenomena in EA 71:5 and EA 86:4.  Equally possible is the 
editor's solution: his translation of the string, "der Herr der Götter', implies the use of {nu} for expected 
{ni} (F. Hrozny`, Tell Ta≤annek [1904] 115); a solution also adopted by W. F. Albright in BASOR 94 
(1944) 20 ("the lord of the gods').  

 308In other words, the verbal complement is not a reference to the recipient himself, as in the 
Ugaritic formula (t÷rk, "May they guard you!'), but rather the more elliptical napißta-ka li¬¬ur, "May he 
guard your life!'  Such a formulation is also known among the « ben » formulas in Akkadian letters from 
Ras Shamra and Tell Meskene (see above, sections 4.4.1.1 and 4.4.1.2). 

 309The other Hittite letter(s) (a double letter, in fact: AT 35.1 and AT 35.2) from Atchana 
treated by C. Niedorf, Festschrift Dietrich (2002) 518 (and see also n. 3) and 526 (copy), do(es) not 
preserve the « ben » formula.  

 310The Ugaritic morpheme-for-morpheme equivalent of the « ben » formula of AT 125 would 
have been *« •lm l ßlm t÷rk », a pattern unattested as such, though all of the constituent components are 
familiar (in other words, the following individual equivalences are well-established: {DINGIR.MEfi} ≈ 
•lm, {aß-ßu-li} ≈ l ßlm, and {PAP-RU} ≈ t÷r-).  The exact Ugaritic equivalent of the Hittite benediction 
idiom TI-an ”ark- is not clear.  Given the structural similarity observable between the Hittite and 
Ugaritic epistolary formularies, and the frequency of the idiom TI-an ”ark- in Hittite « ben » formulas, it 
seems probable that the Ugaritic idiom tßlm-, "may they keep (s.o.) well,' represents a ""translational'', 
though  not morphological nor etymological, equivalent of Hittite TI-an ”ark-.  If so, the Ugaritic 
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AT 124  { |  (3) DINGIR.MEfi-ta TI-an [”ar-kán-du] |  } 

AT 125  { |  (3) DINGIR.MEfi-eß-da aß-ßu-li PAP-RU |  } 

Both of these « ben » formulas represent variants of compositional patterns attested in 

the Hittite letters from Bo∆azköy and Ma� at,311 and in the various Akkadian corpora 

surveyed above.312  The latter formula, however, that of AT 124, does present two 

otherwise unattested orthographies: (1) {DINGIR.MEfi-eß-da} instead of the more 

typical {DINGIR.MEfi-ta}, and (2) {PAP-RU} for the verb pa”ßandaru, "May they 

guard!'313  This formula also corresponds to the most common compositional pattern 

for the « ben » in the RS Akkadian corpus: « ilªnu ana ßulmªni li¬¬ur¨-ka ».       

                                                                                                                                           
""equivalent'' of the « ben » formula in AT 124 would have been *« •lm tßlmk », a pattern unattested as 
such, though composed of familiar components.    

 311See above, section 4.4.1.4.2.4.  

 312The Akkadian equivalent of the compositional pattern represented by the « ben » formula of 
AT 125 (that is, formulas of the type « DINGIR.MEfi a-na ßul-ma-ni PAP-ru-ka ») is the most common 
compositional pattern in the Ras Shamra Akkadian corpus; see above, section 4.4.1.1.2.3.  I know of no 
precise morphological Akkadian equivalent for the Hittite benedictory idiom TI-an ”ark-.  However, the 
Akkadian ""translational'' equivalent of the Hittite idiom may have been the verb ßullumu, "to keep (s.o.) 
well', which is a fairly frequent component of the « ben » formulas in the Ras Shamra Akkadian corpus 
(compare the above footnote, and see above, section 4.4.1.1.2.2.2).      

 313Rost interprets the {RU} sign as an Akkadogram — {PAP-RU} would represent li¬¬ur¨ in 
Akkadian, rather than as a syllable — that is, {PAP-ru} for the final syllable of pa”ßandaru.  At least 
one other Hittite « ben » formula uses the Sumerogram {PAP} for the verb pa”ß-, KBo 18.004:7 {PAP-
an-da-ru}.  In either interpretation, the writing is thus far unique for this element of the formula.    
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 One other « ben » formula that should be mentioned here is that of the letter 

found at Tel Aphek314 which was sent by the Ugaritian royal functionary315 Tagu÷linu 

to a high-ranking official316 named ‡aya:  

Aphek 52055/1  {(9) … DINGIR.MEfi ßa LUGAL GAL EN-ka (10) ù DINGIR.MEfi ßa KUR URU 

ú-ga-ri-it (11) lu-uk-ru-bu-ka (12) li-i¬-¬u-ru-ka}.   

This « ben » formula is comparable to the standard Ugaritic « ben » (1) in its use of the 

phrase {DINGIR.MEfi}, "the gods', comparable to Ugaritic •lm; (2) in its use of two 

verbal predications; and (3) in referring to the beneficiary of the benediction directly, 

by means of 2nd person pronouns attached to the verbal forms.  Differences are 

noticeable as well: (i) the identities of ""the gods'' are further specified as being those 

of the addressee's overlord (the Egyptian pharaoh) and those of Ugarit; and (ii) the 

first verbal predication, {lu-uk-ru-bu-ka}, "May they bless you!', does not correspond 

etymologically to the Ugaritic element tßlmk, "May they keep you well!'  However, 

these apparent differences seem negligible, since lukrub¨-ka and tßlmk could easily be 

translational, or at least functional, equivalents even if they do not share the same 

etymology; and since the kind of specification visible in the noun phrases referring to 

""the gods'' is easily explained in light of the international nature of this letter.  The 

marked similarities with the Ugaritic epistolary tradition with respect to the other 

                                                

 314D. Owen, TA 8 (1981) 1-17. 

 315The sender describes himself as {LÚ fiA.KI KUR URU ú-ga-ri-it}, " ""prefect'' (the Ugaritic 
equivalent is skn) of the Ugarit city-state.'   

 316The sender addresses the recipient by name, by title {LÚ GAL}, literally "big man', and by 
means of conceptually ascending REL terms: {a-bi-ia EN-ia}, "my father, my lord'.  Given the high status 
of Tagu÷linu at Ugarit and at Carchemish, ‡aya must have been important indeed to merit such 
attentions.  On these prosopographical matters, see Owen, TA 8 (1981) 1-17; I. Singer, TA 10 (1983) 3-
25; and now C. Roche, Recherches sur la prosopographie du royaume d'Ougarit (2001), ch. 3.   
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formulas, and the sender's connection with Ugarit serve only to reinforce the likelihood 

that this « ben » can be profitably compared with the Ugaritic examples. 

 

4.4.1.5.2  NOT COMPARABLE TO THE STANDARD UGARITIC « BEN »    

 Many of the « ben » formulas in letters found at Levantine sites, however, do 

not show such formal parallels with the standard Ugaritic « ben » formulas.  Three 

such formulas come to mind here, one from Tanaach,317 one from Atchana,318 and one 

from Hazor:319 

TT 1  {(5) DINGIR.¯MEfi˘ li-iß-a-lu (6) ¯ßu˘-lum-ka ßu-lum (7) É-ka DUMU.MEfi-ka}, "May the 

gods seek your well-being, the well-being of your house(hold), (and that of) your sons!'   

AT 116  {(5) dIM ßu-lum!-ka [?] (6) ßu-lum DUMU.MEfi-ka ¯ù˘ [?] (7) KUR-ti4-ka li-ip-p[u-u]ß }, 

"May the Storm God effect your well-being, the well-being of your sons, and (that of) your 

land!' 

Hazor 16455  {(4) DINGIR.MEfi ù dUTU ßu-lum-ka (5) ßu-lum É-ka DUMU.MEfi-ka (6) KUR-ti4-

ka li-iß-a-lu}, "May the gods (in general) and the Sun God (in particular) seek your well-

being, the well-being of your house(hold), (that of) your sons, (and that of) your land!'  

If these « ben » formulas do not resemble the ""standard'' Ugaritic « ben », however, 

they do show certain similarities with at least one ""non-standard'' Ugaritic letter.320  

Inasmuch as these formulas solicit a particular deity, in this case, the storm god, in a 

matter regarding the ""well-being'' of the recipient, they do resemble the 

                                                

 317A. Rainey, EI 26 (1999) 156* (with anterior bibliography). 

 318D. J. Wiseman, Alalakh Tablets (1953) 60, and pl. 25 (copy). 

 319W. Horowitz, IEJ 50 (2000) 17-18. 

 320See below, section 4.7. 
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compositionally ""non-standard'' « ben » formula of RS 17.117:2, b≤l yß°l ßlmk, "May 

Ba≤lu seek your peace!'  The « ben » formulas of TT 1 and Hazor 16455, like those of 

EA 96 and EA 97 in the Amarna corpus,321 represent rather precise parallels in 

Akkadian for this Ugaritic idiom.322  That of AT 116, on the other hand, represents a 

functional if not a precise etymological parallel, in its use of the idiom ßulma ep´ßu, 

literally "to do, make (someone's) well-being'.   

 

4.4.1.6  Middle Assyrian Epistolary Tradition   

 One of the features which distinguishes the Middle Assyrian epistolary 

tradition from contemporary traditions in the West is the absence of a polite formula 

corresponding to the « ben » formula; E. Cancik-Kirschbaum, Die mittelassyrischen 

Briefe (1996), pp. 53-60.  If one accepts the currently known corpus of Middle 

Assyrian letters as representative, the obvious conclusion is that the « ben » formula 

was not a typical element of Middle Assyrian epistolary composition.      

 

4.4.1.7  Middle Babylonian (Kassite) Letters    

 In his publication of a sizable collection of letters from Kassite Nippur, Hugo 

Radau pointed out the occasional presence in the praescriptio of a formulaic divine 

benediction.323  In form, these Middle Babylonian « ben » formulas bear a strong 

                                                

 321EA 96:4-6 reads {(4, cont'd) DINGIR.MEfi-nu (5) ßu-lum-ka ßu-lum É-ka (6) li-iß-al }; see 
above, section 4.4.1.3.   

 322J.-L. Cunchillos, AuOr 1 (1983) 61-62, with respect to EA 96 and TT 1. 

 323H. Radau, Letters to Cassite Kings (1908) 17-19.  ""greeting, which is coupled in some 
instances with an invocation to the gods to bless and protect the addressee'' (p. 18).  ""In many cases 
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resemblance to those of the Old Babylonian period; A. Kristensen's description of the 

« ben » formula of Old Babylonian letters applies equally well to those of the Kassite 

period: ""In older Akkadian letters we do not find the rather stereotype greeting formula 

of the Ugaritic letters or the Akkadian letters from Ugarit and Amarna.  Instead we 

find a great variety of formulas, often referring to numerous gods, mentioned by 

name.''324   

 There are formal similarities with the standard Ugaritic « ben » formula, the 

most striking being a preference for the verb na¬ªru "to guard',325 but the formal 

differences should be emphasized: (1) the « ben » formulas of Akkadian letters from 

Kassite Nippur consistently identify the deities involved, either specifically326 or 

descriptively.327  In other words, we do not find an equivalent of the more general 

designation •lm, "the gods' (unspecified), used in the Ugaritic tradition.  (2) Reference 

to the beneficiary of the formula is consistently made, not directly, as in the Ugaritic 

idiom t÷rk, "May they guard you!', but indirectly, using a circumlocution involving the 

noun napißtu, "life', as in napßªti-ka li¬¬ur¨,328 "May they guard your life!'  Finally, (3) 

                                                                                                                                           
there is coupled with this greeting an invocation to the gods of the writer's city in the form of a prayer 
for the well-being and protection of the addressee.  These invocations are of the highest importance, 
both for determining the exact domicile of the writer and for a correct understanding of the religion of 
the Babylonians [ref. to no. 89:4f., 24, 26]. . . .'' 

 324A. L. Kristensen, UF 9 (1977) 153. 

 325Akkadian na¬ªru "to guard' corresponds to Ugaritic N� R "to guard', both on the level of 
etymology and on that of usage.  

 326Compare, for example, the gods { din-za-ag (8) ù dmes-ki-la-ak } mentioned in the « ben » 
formula of Ni 641, lines 7-8 (A. Goetze, JCS 6 [1952] 142-145).  

 327Compare the phrases { DINGIR.MEfi ma-at! be-lí }, "the gods of the lord's country', in 
H. Radau, Letters to Cassite Kings (1908), text no. 5, line 8; and { ßar-rat URU ¯x x˘ [.KI] }, "the queen 
of the city of ¯X˘', ibid., text no. 38, line 3.    

 328Ibid., no. 89, line 6.  
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despite the regular usage of the verb na¬ªru, the « ben » formulas in the letters from 

Kassite Nippur only rarely employ a second verbal form.329   

 

4.4.1.8  Old Babylonian Traditions      

 The use of formulaic « ben » formulas in the various epistolary traditions of the 

Amorite kingdoms of the Old Babylonian period is well documented.330  By and large, 

the Ugaritic standard « ben » formula resembles the Old Babylonian examples in its 

general form and function: that of a formulaic wish invoking divine intervention for the 

well-being of the recipient.  But on the more detailed level of comparison with which 

this section is concerned, the various Old Babylonian corpora, like the epistolary 

corpus from Kassite Nippur discussed above, do not offer precise formal parallels for 

the standard Ugaritic « ben » formula.  The most important of these differences may 

be described as follows: (1) the Old Babylonian formulas generally identify 

specifically the god or gods invoked, usually by name; and (2) they do not generally 

employ two and only two verbal predications, na¬ªru and ßullumu.    

 If not, then, of direct import for the immediate comparative background of the 

Ugaritic « ben » formulas, many of the Old Babylonian epistolary traditions, including 

those of the peripheral areas such as Mari, do present compositional models which 

show up again later in the Late Bronze  epistolary corpora.  This is especially 

                                                

 329An exception is the « ben » formula in Radau, ibid., which contains, in lines 6-7, the 
sequence { nap-ßa-ti-ka li-i¬-¬u-ru (7) ki-bi-is-ka li-ßal-li-mu }, "May they guard your ""life'', may they 
keep your ""foot(-steps)'' in well-being!'  In employing the verb ßullumu alongside na¬ªru, this « ben » 
formula resembles the Ugaritic verbal combination t÷rk tßlmk, "May they guard you, may they keep you 
well!', which is a standard part of the « ben » formula in the Ugaritic tradition. 

 330E. Salonen, Die Gruss- und Höflichkeitsformeln (1967) 20-54; Kristensen, UF 9 (1977) 153. 
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interesting with regard to the various statistically ""non-standard'' formulas found in the 

Ugaritic, Ras Shamra Akkadian, and Hittite corpora.  

 

4.4.2  Non-epistolary comparative evidence for the « ben » 

 A study of the Sitz-im-Leben of the Ugaritic epistolary « ben » formula must, of 

course, look beyond the epistolary genre in its attempt to place the formula in its 

contextual setting in day-to-day life.  For this reason, other types of literary parallels 

are here considered.  The breadth of the subject, however, prevents a detailed 

surveyed of all available comparative evidence.  This section will consequently 

restrict itself to a discussion of the seemingly pertinent comparative data from the 

Ugaritic corpus, with only occasional allusion to other comparative material where 

especially relevant.  Ugaritic functional and formal parallels are discussed first, 

followed by those Akkadian and Hittite parallels deemed especially important.   

 

4.4.2.1  Functional parallels,  mostly Ugaritic 

 In sifting through the imposing body of potential comparative data, one must 

distinguish between general functional parallels to the standard Ugaritic « ben » 

formula, that is, volitions for well-being mentioning the gods, and more precise 

parallels in which one finds not only such functional similarity, but also extensive 

formal equivalency.  The former are valuable for an overview of the distribution of 

similar types of well-wishes, and for the insight they lend into the structure and 

function of the « ben » formula; these are treated first, in the paragraphs which follow.  

The latter parallels, however, those of a formal as well as a functional nature, are of 
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greater import in interpreting the contextual setting of the Ugaritic « ben » formula; a 

survey of these concludes this section.    

 Quite a number of different non-epistolary passages provide general functional 

parallels to the benediction formula.331  Discussions of Ugaritic literature or religion 

often collect these under the rubric ""blessings and curses.''  Prior to discussing these 

passages individually, however, I prefer to clarify a number of contextual criteria, all 

essential to the definition of the epistolary «ben » formula, which will help not only in 

evaluating the interpretive importance of the parallels, but also in clarifying the nature 

of the « ben » formula as an utterance.  Five factors seem germane: (1) that the mood 

of the passage be ""volitional'', that is, expressing a wish or desire; (2) that the wished-

for action or state require divine agency for its achievement; (3) that its effect be 

beneficial for the ""patient'' undergoing or experiencing it; (4) that the wish be 

addressed directly to this ""patient'', and not to any other party; and finally, (5) that the 

speaker be a third party, neither the divine agent, nor the ""patient'' intended to 

experience beneficial effects.    

 

4.4.2.1.1  WISHING AND TELLING: KTU2 1.15 II 19 AND RS 24.266:34'-36' 

 The relevance of the first factor mentioned above is apparent when one 

examines ""blessings'' that are indicative in mood rather than volitional.  One such 

""counter-example'' comes from the Kirta text.  In KTU2 1.15 II 19, the story narrates 

Ilu's conferral of a blessing upon the protagonist:  

                                                

 331See the discussion of G. del Olmo Lete, Mitos y leyendas de Canaan (1981) 47-48, 57.  
Literary parallels are discussed by N. Wyatt, HUS (1999) 569-573; and parallels in the legal and 
scholarly texts (and others) have been collected by D. Clemens in Sources for Ugaritic Ritual and 
Sacrifice 1 (2001) 148-259, 1080-1083, and 1118-1123.  Both of these works provide anterior 
bibliography.     
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  « ybrk •l krt », "≥Ilu blesses332 Kirta.'     

Since the text eventually continues with the words of the blessing spoken by ≥Ilu,333 

this passage has an added interest: it also illustrates the Ugaritic verbal idiom for 

""blessing'' someone, and thus suggests one possibility for the native Ugaritic term for 

the « ben » formula itself.334  The narrative nature of the passage, however, entails 

one other contextual aspect relevant for comparison with the « ben » formula: as 

narrative, the statement « ybrk •l krt » is not, of course, addressed directly to the 

""patient'' of the divine action,335 as the epistolary « ben » is.    

 A better illustration, then, of the pertinence of ""volitional'' mood for the « ben » 

formula, comes from ritual text RS 24.266.336  The final portion of the text337 gives 

(ritual) directions for delivering the city of Ugarit from hostile forces.  The wording of 

this part is in the 2nd person, though it is not clear who the persons (plural) addressed 

are.  One possibility is that the directions are directed specifically to individuals named 

at the head of this section, in line 25': « b≤l mtk mlkm », perhaps cultic officials, "Those 

                                                

 332The use of the prefix conjugation to advance the storyline in narrative poetry corresponds 
more or less to the so-called ""historical present'' in English or French.  

 333For this ""blessing'' motif, see below, section 4.4.2.1.5. 

 334In other words, since the verbal idiom employed the root BRK, it is conceivable that the 
Ugaritic name for the « ben » formula itself (and other ""blessings'' of that type) employed a nominal 
manifestation of this same root: perhaps *brkt (/*barakatu/), a form known from other Semitic 
languages (compare Arabic ÊòÆÖ, and Hebrew hkrb), or even *tbrkt (/*tabraktu/), using a 
nominal base attested in Ugaritic for abstract nouns (a probable example is found in the syllabic 
spelling {ta-ap-de4-tu4}, "exchange', from PDY, as in RS 16.343:9 and elsewhere; cf. Huehnergard, 
UVST [1987] 166).  

 335This is the fourth criterion discussed above; see below, section 4.4.2.1.4. 

336See D. Pardee's re-edition in Les textes rituels (2000) 659-685, with bibliography.  

 337Lines 26'-36'. 
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in Charge of Royal Libations.'338  In any case, the passage directs those addressed, in 

the event of an attack,339 to pray to Ba≤lu for deliverance, with promises to perform 

various ritual acts for the benefit of that deity.340  Should this prayer be made, Ba≤lu, it 

is claimed, will deliver the city from peril.  It is this latter phrase341 which is of interest 

here:  

 « [b]≤l … ydy ≤z l ®÷rkm », "[B]a≤lu … will drive the strong (foe) away from your gate.'   

Like KTU2 1.15 II 19, this passage is indicative, and not volitional, in mood.  Unlike the 

former, however, but like the epistolary « ben » formula, it is addressed to the 

potential ""beneficiary'' of divine benevolence.    

 

4.4.2.1.2  GODS AND MEN: KTU2 1.15 II 21-23 AND KTU2 1.19 II 17-18 

 The second criterion under discussion here, the issue of the divine agency of 

the benevolent act, may also be illustrated by examining counter-examples.  One of 

the components of ≥Ilu's ""blessing'' in the passage of the Kirta text already mentioned 

may serve this purpose, KTU2 1.15 II 21-23, in which ≥Ilu promises the following 

blessing:  

 « ±®t [tq]“ y krt … tld ßb≤ bnm lk »,  

 "(As for) the wife (that) [you will ta]ke, O Kirta, … she will bear you seven sons.'  

                                                

 338Line 25'.  Placed as it is, following the horizontal scribal line that apparently marks the end 
of the previous section, and at the beginning of a new ""paragraph'' consisting of twelve lines of text 
grouped together on the tablet (that is, not separated by horizontal scribal lines), this phrase may 
represent, then, an introduction of sorts for this paragraph: "(The following passage is intended) (for) 
""(the cultic official)s in Charge of Royal Libations.'' '  Pardee (ibid., pp. 679-680) discusses other 
interpretations.     

 339Lines 26'-27', including « k gr ≤z ®÷rkm », "When a strong (foe) attacks your gate … .'  

 340Lines 29'-34', including, for example, « •br y b≤l nßqdß », "A bull, O Ba≤lu, we will sanctify!' 

 341Lines 34'-36'.  
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Although it is admittedly difficult to know whether the verbal form tld represents the 

volitional (jussive)342 or the indication mood,343 this question is not particularly 

meaningful here, since even if the mood of the verb tld were indicative, ≥Ilu's 

""declaration'' of the future still would still represent, in some sense at least, his own 

desire (or volition) of how things should be.  For this passage, then, more important 

than the question of volition is the question of agent.  Despite ≥Ilu's power to dictate 

the future, the grammatical subject, and the agent of the action described by the verb 

YLD "to give birth to (children),' is not ≥Ilu, but rather Kirta's wife-to-be.  It is thus not 

divine intervention that is wished for here, but future human events that are described.  

In this sense this passage represents a slightly different situation than the epistolary 

« ben » formula.  

 Another ""blessing'' passage which may serve as a counter-example, to illustrate 

the divine nature of the agency in the epistolary « ben » is KTU2 1.19 II 17-18, from the 

≥Aqhatu text.  Unlike the Kirta passage discussed in the preceding paragraph, this 

passage resembles the context of the epistolary « ben » in all but one respect: it is not 

divine agency that is wished for, but human.  The protagonist of this section of the text, 

Dªni≥ilu, utters the following blessing when, during the course of inspecting fields 

parched by drought, he comes across one of the few surviving plants.  He addresses the 

plant directly:       

 « t•spk yd ±qht ÷zr tßtk b qrbm ±sm »,  

 "May the hand of valiant ≥Aqhatu reap you (and) put you inside the silo!'344 

                                                

 342That is, */talid/, "Would that she bear (sons) … !'  

 343That is, */talidu/, "She will bear (sons) … !'   

 344In this agricultural context, the common verbs ≥SP "to gather' and fi(Y)T "to put' evidently 
have technical meanings connected with the harvest and storage of grain, respectively.  
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The situational context of this passage differs from that of the epistolary « ben » 

formula in invoking human, and not divine, agency in wishing the well-being of the 

""beneficiary''.345   

 A final counter-example to this criterion may be taken from a difficult and 

poorly preserved text: RS 15.134:12.346  This passage serves equally well as a 

transition to the following section, since it also provides a counter-example to the 

contextual criterion discussed there, that of beneficial effect.  Though much about this 

text remains elusive,347 what is clear is that it is poetic in structure,348 that it mentions 

various divinities,349 and that, among other things, it is concerned with snakes350 and 

wood.351  Given these observations, and the fact that many of the deities mentioned 

are elsewhere connected with serpents,352 it seems reasonable to connect this text with 

other incantations.  The passage in question occurs in line 12:   

 « ≤pr btk tgrßk », "May the dust of your (own) house chase you out!'  

Despite the non-divine nature of the agent in this passage, and despite the adverse 

effects of the wish for the ""patient'', the presence of this motif in a text containing 

                                                

 345Compare another contextual setting in KTU2 1.4 V 15-17.  

 346KTU2 1.82. 

 347See the recent treatment (with anterior bibliography) of G. del Olmo Lete, La religión 
cananea (1992) 251-255; translated with some modifications in Canaanite Religion (1999) 373-379.    

 348The frequent presence of semantic parallelism between adjacent lines suggests this.  

 349A number of deities are mentioned by name, among whom H˚ôrªnu, fiapßu, Ba≤lu, ≤Anatu, 
Raßap, « ÿÿ w km® •lm » ("the two gods ÿÿ and km®'), probably the Rªpi≥¨ma, and probably Môtu. 

 350Note the terminology: tnn, b®nm, b®nt, “mt, br“., and perhaps [n]“ß. 

 351The word ≤¬m is repeated several times, for example.  Note also the presence of the word 
“ÿ "arrow', and the repetition of the term pr†l, which some take to be an herb.  

 352Especially H˚ôrªnu, but many of the other deities also have such associations.   
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characteristics of incantations reveals another interesting aspect of volitions such as 

this: their practical power.   

 

4.4.2.1.3  BLESSING AND CURSING: KTU2 1.19 III 30-32 AND IV 5-6 

 Another close functional parallel to the epistolary « ben » is provided farther on 

in the ≥Aqhatu narrative.  This ""curse'' motif provides a counter-example to the third 

criterion under discussion, that of positive effect for the ""patient'' of the action.  After 

finding and burying the remains of his son ≥Aqhatu, Dªni≥ilu sets out to curse the 

various localities situated near the site of the latter's murder.  Some of these curses 

mention no agent, and are thus less comparable to the « ben ».  Note, however, the 

curse pronounced against qrt ±blm, "the city of ≥Ablama', in KTU2 1.19 IV 5-6:   

 ≤wrt yßtk b≤l  "Blind may Ba≤lu render you,353 

 l ht w ≤lmh  "now and to eternity, 

 l ≤nt p dr dr    "in the present and (for) generations (to come)!' 

Not only is the situational context of this example similar to that of the epistolary 

« ben » in all but one respect, namely, the nature of the effect for the ""patient'', but it 

also employs adverbial complements that highly resemble, in sense and function if not 

in form, the adverbial phrases found in certain epistolary « ben » formulas, such as that 

of the Ugaritic scribal exercise letter, RS 16.265:2-6, « ±lp ym w rbt ßnt b≤d ≤lm », "for a 

thousand day(s) and a myriad of years, (even) unto eternity'.  This resemblance of 

motifs prompts a further series of observations.  Like nearly all of these ""blessings and 

curses'' drawn from the literary corpus, the curse in KTU2 1.19 IV 5-6 is poetic in 

                                                

 353It seems easiest to interpret the pronominal suffix -k on yßtk as a dative (that is, as the 
indirect object; on this usage, see J. Tropper, Ugaritische Grammatik [2000], §73.7, p. 506), and the 
noun ≤wrt, "blindness', as the accusative complement of the verb: literally, "May he put blindness to you'.  
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form.354  While the epistolary formulas are generally quite prosaic, some of the more 

elaborate « ben » formulas in the Ugaritic corpus, such as that of the scribal exercise 

letter mentioned above, do show a fair amount of parallelism, not only of a 

grammatical,355 but also of a semantic nature.  The « ben » formula of RS 16.265 

provides good examples of both types of parallelism: the repetition of formally similar 

verbs such as « t÷rk tßlmk t≤zzk », "May they protect you, may they keep you well, may 

they strengthen you,' is a kind of grammatical parallelism; and the adverbial phrase 

already mentioned above, « ±lp ym w rbt ßnt b≤d ≤lm », "(for) a thousand day(s) and 

(for) a myriad of years, (even) unto eternity', represents a kind of semantic 

parallelism.  The scribal nature of RS 16.265 would seem to be no coincidence; its 

elaborations and embellishments are reminiscent of the literary ""blessings,'' and imply 

scribal familiarity with the Ugaritic and broader West Asian literary traditions in which 

similar parallelistic benedictions frequently appear as literary motifs.   

 The Kirta narrative also contains a passage which presents the same functional 

similarities and the same difference as the passage discussed in the preceding 

paragraph.  This passage, KTU2 1.16 VI 54-57,356 follows what has been called the 

""staircase'' pattern.357  Kirta curses his son in the following terms: 

 y®br “rn y bn  "May H˚ôrªnu break, O (my) son, 

 y®br “rn r•ßk  "May H˚ôrªnu break your head! 

                                                

 354By ""poetic in form'' as applied to Ugaritic, I mean characterized by the phenomenon of 
""parallelismus membroram'', that is, the presence of parallels of a semantic, grammatical, or other 
nature between the individual lines.   

 355Note the repetition of formally similar verbs, such as « t÷rk » "May they protect you!', 
« tßlmk » "May they keep you well!', and « t≤zzk » "May they strengthen you!'    

 356KTU2 1.2 I 7-8 probably contained another example of this same motif. 

 357E. L. Greenstein, UF 9 (1977) 77-86.  
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 ≤®trt ßm b≤l qdqdk! "(May) ≤A®tartu ""Name-of-Ba≤lu'' (break) your skull!' 

Here again, as in KTU2 1.19 IV 5-6 from ≥Aqhatu, discussed above, the only significant 

contextual difference with regard to the epistolary « ben » formula is the negative 

intent of the wish.   

 Another ""curse'' motif from the ≥Aqhatu text provides yet a further counter-

example for this criterion of ""positive effect''.  In the narrative, prior to cursing the 

environs of his son's murder, as in the passage discussed above, Dªni≥ilu, already 

informed of ≥Aqhatu's demise, embarks on a search for his physical remains.  His 

intention takes the form of an autopsy of the stomach contents of various carrion-

eating birds, called nßrm in Ugaritic.   In order to carry out the examinations, however, 

he obviously needs to have the birds in hand, and to accomplish this, Dªni≥ilu utters his 

wish that the god Ba≤lu break the wings of the birds so that they fall at his feet.  An 

example is KTU2 1.19 III 30-32:   

 knp ¬ml b≤l y®br  "The wings of (the bird named) „ML may Ba≤lu break! 

 b≤l y®br d•y hyt  "May Ba≤lu break her pinions?!358  

 tql t“t p≤ny    "May she fall at my two feet!' 

Obviously, like the example discussed above, the immediate effects of this volition 

would not be positive for the ""patient'' who experiences the action evoked.  Perhaps 

more of interest for the interpretation of the situational context of the epistolary 

« ben » formula, however, is the fact that this ""curse'' is actually fulfilled a few lines 

farther on in the narrative.359  Furthermore, not only is the curse fulfilled, but it is 

                                                

 358Literally, "the pinions of her'.  The pronoun employed is an independent form used for the 
genitive and accusative, hyt.  Such a construction was apparently considered more appealing on a 
literary or aesthetic level than the more banal formulation with attached pronominal suffix, *d•yh.  

 359KTU2 1.19 III 36-38.  
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fulfilled immediately, the curse having not even fully left the speaker's mouth.360  

Inasmuch as this passage may be compared with the epistolary « ben », then, the 

efficacy of the latter might also have been imagined as immediate.  Finally, this 

""curse'' provides a convenient transition to the following section.  Not only is the effect 

of this volition not positive for the ""patient'' of the action, but it is also not addressed 

directly to the ""patient'' of the action, and is thus a counter-example to the fourth 

criterion mentioned above. 

 

4.4.2.1.4  BLESSINGS AND PRAYERS: KTU2 1.15 II 13 AND OTHER PASSAGES 

 The Kirta text also contains a ""blessing'' motif which illustrates, by way of 

exception, the fourth criterion, that the ""patient'' of the act be directly addressed.  This 

passage, KTU2 1.15 II 13, is drawn from the section immediately preceding ≥Ilu's 

blessing of Kirta, discussed above.361  Here, the god Ba≤lu intercedes with ≥Ilu on 

Kirta's behalf, petitioning the elder god for the blessing described above.362  This 

intercession also resembles the epistolary « ben » formula in many respects, though 

not in regard to the party addressed:   

 « l l†pn … l tbrk [krt] », "O Lu†pªnu,363 … you should bless [Kirta]!'     

Since the beneficiary of the volition is referred to not directly, as in the epistolary 

« ben » formula, but indirectly, in the 3rd person, this example is not so much a 

blessing as a solicitation for a blessing.  Although it may be more appropriate, given 

                                                

 360KTU2 1.19 III 35: « b ph rgm l y[¬]± ».  

 361The blessing motifs of KTU2 1.15 II 19-23 are discussed in sections 4.4.2.1.1 and 4.4.2.1.2. 

 362Section 4.4.2.1.2. 

 363An epithet of ≥Ilu. 
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the fact that it is spoken by the god Ba≤lu, to characterize this solicitation as an 

""entreaty'', in the mouths of mortals such an utterance could be called a ""prayer''.     

 Some of the other Ugaritic texts considered to be ""prayers'' are not easily 

included here, since their structure and function are often not apparent, and 

consequently the various interpretations given to them are frequently more than a little 

subjective.364  One ""prayer'' passage, however, which does seem to be somewhat clear, 

though still difficult, is RS 24.252:24'-27'.365  These lines are addressed to a (single) 

divinity; the parallelism between these lines and those immediately preceding366 

seems to favor identifying that deity as one of the ""rªpi≥¨ma'', that is, the ghosts367 of 

dead kings.368  Here is an excerpt:  

 « ≤zk ƒmrk … b tk °grt l ymt ßpß w yr” w n≤mt ßnt •l » 

 "(May) your strength (and) your protection … (be) in Ugarit for (the duration of) the days of 

fiapßu and Yari”u, and (for the duration of) the best of ≥Ilu's years!' 

                                                

 364Some of the god-lists (such as RS 4.474 and RS 24.271) fall into this category.  

365See the re-edition of D. Pardee, Les textes para-mythologiques (1988) 75-118, and the 
more recent treatments of N. Wyatt, Religious Texts from Ugarit (1998) 395-398, with anterior 
bibliography; 

 366I refer to the repetitive parallelism between lines 21'-23' and lines 24'-25'.   

 367""Shades'' may be a better term; they are specifically characterized as such (ÿlm) in the title 
of the royal funerary rite RS 34.126.  

 368One is tempted to go further, and interpret the epithets « rp° mlk ≤lm », "Rªpi≥u, the king of 
eternity', and « rp• ±r¬ » as semantically (and poetically) parallel.  In this case, the latter would be 
singular, "Rªpi≥u of the Earth' rather than plural (the same phrase in RS 34.126:2,9 is evidently plural), 
but this presents no interpretive problem (for example, the plural noun phrase « mlk °grt », "the kings of 
Ugarit', does not preclude the existence of the same phrase in the singular, « mlk °grt », "the king of 
Ugarit').  Thus, for poetic and contextual reasons, the phrase « l r[p]• ±r¬ », which straddles lines 23'-24', 
could easily be a vocative phrase, addressed to the single deity (elsewhere called « rp° mlk ≤lm ») to 
whom allusion is made during the remainder of the ""prayer''.    
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The interpretive importance of this passage for the « ben » formula is lessened by the 

formal disparity between them.  Nevertheless, if interpreted correctly, this ""blessing'' 

can be compared with the « ben » inasmuch as it meets all but one of the criteria 

discussed above, the exception being the fourth criterion, that of being addressed to the 

""patient'' who experiences divine benevolence.    

 A further passage which may be might presented as a counter-example of this 

criterion comes from a tablet probably used in scribal training, RS 22.225:8-9.369  It is 

not unambiguously clear that the passage cited below is volitional, but such is certainly 

one possibility.  

 « ≤n ®÷r l ®÷r t®b », "May the ""Eye''370 of the gatekeeper return to the gatekeeper!'  

This passage actually fails to meet more than one of the criteria under discussion here: 

(1) it is not clear that the entity « ≤n ®÷r » should be considered divine, (2) it is not 

clear that the action evoked is to be considered beneficial for the ""patient'',371 and, 

relevant here, (3) the ""patient'' is not addressed directly.  As such, then, its value as a 

contextual parallel to the epistolary « ben » formula is correspondingly diminished. 

 A more legitimate example of a ""blessing'' which presents strong contextual 

similarities with the epistolary « ben », but which nevertheless represents a counter-

example to the criterion discussed here, is the ""blessing'' clause as used in legal texts 

                                                

 369KTU2 1.96.  The ""scribal'' nature of this tablet seems clear from the presence of the 
elementary syllabary « tu-ta-ti » on one side; see W. van Soldt, SAU (1991) 749-750; idem, ALASP 7 
(1995) 171-212.  For two recent studies of the text, each interpreting the text very differently, but both 
supplying the essential anterior bibliography, see del Olmo Lete, La religión cananea (1992) 255-259, 
translated into English in Canaanite Religion (1999) 379-384; and M. Dietrich and O. Loretz, Mythos 
und Ritual (2000) 227-261.  

 370For Dietrich and Loretz, Mythos und Ritual (2000) 234, the word ≤n here is to be rendered 
""der Quelle''.    

 371Nor is it even evident that a ""patient'' (one who experiences the action) is involved.  
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such as treaties.  Unfortunately, no Ugaritic documents of this type have been 

preserved well enough for analysis.372  However, one of the Akkadian treaties 

between a Ugaritic king and the Hittite emperor, on a tablet found at Ras Shamra, 

does preserve this motif: RS 17.353: v 14'-17'.373  The ""blessing'' is found at the end of 

the text; it is intended for the benefit of the Ugaritic king in the event that he ""protects'' 

or ""keeps'', {i-na-¬ur}, the terms of the agreement.  It is a volition that the gods 

mentioned early in the treaty ""protect'' the Ugaritic king: 

  {li-i¬-¬ú-ru-ßu}, "May they protect him!' 

Again, all criteria under discussion here save one are present: the ""beneficiary'' of the 

blessing is not addressed directly in the 2nd person as in the « ben », but indirectly, in 

the 3rd person.   

 Since, however, this blessing probably does not reflect Ugaritic usage proper as 

much as it does the diplomatic scribal habits current in imperial ‡attußa,374 it may be 

helpful to consider another example, closer to Ugarit in geographical and cultural, if 

not chronological, terms.  The autobiographical inscription on the statue of Idrimi of 

Alala”375 carries also carries a scribal colophon.376  After giving his name, the scribe 

                                                

 372RS 11.772+ has irrefutable formal parallels with several Akkadian treaties found at Ras 
Shamra (see D. Pardee, Semitic 51 [forthcoming]); it has no formal epistolary characteristics (contra 
G. Knoppers, BASOR 289 [1993] 81-94).  No section corresponding to blessings and curses has been 
preserved, however.    

 373See J. Nougayrol, PRU 4 (1956) 90 and pl. lvi; and now S. Lackenbacher, Textes akkadiens 
d'Ugarit (2002) 78-85, with anterior bibliography.  

 374For further parallels in Hittite treaties, see below, section 4.4.2.3.3. 

 375See S. Smith, The Statue of Idri-mi (1949); the treatment of M. Dietrich and O. Loretz, UF 
13 (1981) 201-269 (especially the copies and the photographs); and the recent translation, with anterior 
bibliography, in T. Longman, Context 1 (1997) 479-480.     

 376Lines 99-101.   
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includes a blessing intended for his own benefit.  A portion of this blessing runs as 

follows:  

 {DINGIR.MEfi ßa AN u KI (100) li-bal-li-†u-ú-ßu li-na-¬a-ru-ßu … }, 

 "May the gods of heaven and earth keep him alive (and) protect him … !' 

Like the other examples discussed here, this ""blessing'' is not addressed directly to the 

""patient'' of the benevolent action.  However, much more than any of the examples 

discussed thus far, this passage is formally very similar to the epistolary « ben »: (1) it 

begins with a plural noun phrase referring to ""the gods'',377 and (2) it ends with several 

successive volitional verbs of blessing.  This formal and contextual similarity lends 

value to this passage in interpreting the situational context of the « ben » formula.  In 

particular, the fact that the scribe inscribed a benediction for his own benefit may 

imply, not so much that merely uttering these words made them effective, but above 

all that writing them did.  This, too, may lie behind the persistence of the « ben » as an 

epistolary formula: ""benedictions'' in writing effective.   

 

4.4.2.1.5  SPEAKER: KTU2 1.15 II 21-23 AND OTHER PASSAGES 

 The epistolary « ben » formula does not represent the words of the divine agent 

who performs the action, nor those of the human ""patient'' who benefits from it.  The 

words of the « ben » formula are those of a third party, and one that is not directly 

involved as a participant in the act described: the sender of the letter.  This brings up a 

fifth criterion in evaluating the comparative ""blessing'' motifs: the speaker.  The 

                                                

 377The second benediction phrase (lines 100-101), however, is not addressed to multiple gods, 
but to the sun god alone: {dUTU EN e-lu-ti (101) ù ßap-la-ti EN … e-†em-mi}, "fiapßu, the lord of the 
upper and lower (realms), the lord of the e†emm¨-spirits.'  
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relevance of this criterion may again be illustrated by examining counter-examples.  

At least three such passages come to mind; all have been cited already.   

 In the first, KTU2 1.15 II 21-23,378 the god ≥Ilu addresses Kirta, the ""beneficiary'' 

of the blessing, directly:    

 « ±®t [tq]“ y krt … tld ßb≤ bnm lk »,  

 "(As for) the wife (that) [you will ta]ke, O Kirta, … she will bear you seven sons.'  

Another passage which may, in some sense, serve as a counter-example for this 

criterion of ""speaker'' is the benediction in RS 24.252:24'-27'.379    

 « ≤zk ƒmrk … b tk °grt l ymt ßpß w yr” w n≤mt ßnt •l » 

 "(May) your strength (and) your protection … (be) in Ugarit during the days of the fiapßu and 

Yari”u, (during) the best of ≥Ilu's years!' 

The ""beneficiary'' of the blessing is ""Ugarit'', but since the speakers of the blessing 

were almost certainly residents of that city-state, it follows that the real ""beneficiaries'' 

are the residents of Ugarit.380  As such, the party that speaks this blessing, and the 

party that benefits from it are one and the same.  

 A final example comes not from Ugarit, but Alala”: the self-blessing formula 

added to the Idrimi inscription by the scribe: lines 99-101, for example.381  

 {DINGIR.MEfi ßa AN u KI (100) li-bal-li-†u-ú-ßu li-na-¬a-ru-ßu … }, 

 "May the gods of heaven and earth keep him alive (and) protect him … !' 

                                                

 378See above, section 4.4.2.1.2. 

 379See above, section 4.4.2.1.4. 

 380In other words, this is a case of one party being designated by means of an extended 
metaphor, as in the use of the phrase ""the crown'' as a designation for a ruling monarch, or ""the White 
House'' or ""10 Downing Street'' as designations for the current government administration in Washington 
and London respectively.  

 381See above, section 4.4.2.1.4. 
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It is the scribe who is blessing himself here, even if the self-allusion is made in the 

third person.   

 

4.4.2.2  Formal and functional parallels in Ugaritic 

 The discussion in the preceding section was concerned primarily with 

identifying contextual and functional parallels for the epistolary « ben » formula.  

None of the examples discussed above, however, were found to meet all five 

contextual criteria outlined at the beginning of that section.  For that reason, it might 

be useful to cite one passage which apparently does meet all five of these criteria, 

KTU2 1.24:38-39. 

 « w yr” y±rk », "and may Yari”u illuminate you!'   

I have followed A. Caquot, M. Sznycer, and A. Herdner382 in deriving the verb from 

the ""hollow'' root ≥R, "to be bright, to shine', rather than ≥RK, "to be long'.  A volitional 

rendering of the verb,383 followed here, is a possible, though not a necessary 

interpretation.  The volition would be addressed to a single entity,384 probably the 

protagonist's new bride.385     

                                                

 382A. Caquot, M. Sznycer, and A. Herdner, TO 1 (1974) 395, note a.  

 383G. del Olmo Lete, Mitos y leyendas de Canaan (1981) 460: ""¡Que Yar”u te ilumine!'' 

 384It is not the only example of such direct address (2nd person singular); compare « ¯±˘qrbk » 
in line 27 and « lk » in line 29, but these occur in passages in which Yari”u is himself speaking.  It may 
seem awkward that Yari”u should also be speaking in this passage, since he would be referring to 
himself in the 3rd person, but this does occur elsewhere in the text: lines 16-18 read « yl±k 
yr” … ≤m … mlk qÿ tn nkl yr” ytr” », "Yari”u … (then) sends (a message) to … the King of Summer: 
""Give (me) Nikkal (in marriage)!  Yari”u will pay the bride-price … !'' '    

 385For Wyatt, Religious Texts from Ugarit (1998) 340, n. 25, it is the listener that is addressed: 
""Thus the power of the myth is invoked for other marriages.''  
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 Beyond examples such as this, however, a few passages may be mentioned 

which resemble the epistolary « ben » formula not only contextually or functionally, 

but also on a formal level.  The extent of the formal similarity may vary from one 

passage to another.  Some of these have already been discussed.    

 An example of very minor formal parallelism, for example, may be noted with 

respect to the various adverbial phrases expressing duration which appear in at least 

one epistolary « ben » formula and in two contextually similar non-epistolary motifs 

discussed in the preceding section.  This parallelism is weak, however, not only 

because it concerns a single ""optional'' component of the « ben » formula, but also 

because it is only operative on the level of semantics and grammatical role (adverb of 

duration), and not on the morphological level.   
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RS 16.265:4-6 « ±lp ym w rbt ßnt b≤d ≤lm »  "(for) a thousand day(s) and (for) a myriad of 

years, (even) unto eternity'  

RS 24.252:26'-27' « l ymt ßpß w yr” w n≤mt ßnt •l »  "for the days of the fiapßu and Yari”u, and (for) 

the best years of ≥Ilu'  

KTU2 1.19 IV 5-6 « l ht w ≤lmh l ≤nt p dr dr »  "from now and to eternity, in the present and 

(for) generations (to come)'   

Such similarities are noteworthy, perhaps, but not extensive enough to justify 

speculation regarding a common contextual origin.  

 More striking on the formal level, but unfortunately not entirely preserved, is 

the apparent benediction motif in KTU2 1.6 IV 22-24, from the Ba≤lu Cycle of myths.  

As mythological narrative, the passage is poetic, of course; its specific parallelistic 

structure being the so-called ""staircase'' pattern.386   

                                                

 386Greenstein, UF 9 (1977) 77-86.  
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 ±n l ±n y ßpß  "No matter what,387 O fiapßu, 

 ±n l ±n •l y÷¯r˘[k]  "No matter what, may ≥Ilu prote¯ct˘ [you]! 

 t÷rk ß¯lm˘388 [•lm?]389 "May [the god]s? protect you (for)390 w¯ell-being˘!' 

Unfortunately the state of preservation of line 24 prevents the full force of this 

potential parallel from being felt.  What is noteworthy is (1) the presence of the verbal 

form « t÷rk », which is probably plural here as it is in the « ben », rather than feminine 

                                                

 387I consider the phrase « ±n l ±n » to be adverbial in meaning, and thus in a certain sense 
grammatically parallel to the adverbial accusative ß¯lm˘, "(for) well-being' in the third poetic line of this 
unit (accepting the reading of KTU2).  In light of this (supposed) parallelism, I wonder if the expression 
« ±n l ±n » also expresses manner or purpose, and not location ("wherever').  In form, it is superficially 
reminiscent (cf. J. De Moor, UF 7 [1977] 204) of the Old Babylonian idiomatic expression « ann≠tam lª 
ann≠tam », literally "this (one), not this (one),' that is, "one way or another' (cf. CAD 1 [A], part 2 [1968] 
137, where {a-ni-tám la a-ni-tám} is cited, and glossed "whether or not').  Such an interpretation for the 
Ugaritic particle « ±n », however, disregards the most obvious West Semitic etymological cognates, 
which favor a locative sense ("where', "wherever').  The inner Ugaritic data themselves do not provide 
much support for either view (locative or adverb of manner).  A particle ±n, of seemingly adverbial 
sense, is present in the ≥Aqhatu text (KTU2 1.19 II 15,22).  If this is the same word, manner seems more 
likely than location for its semantic nuance.  See the proposals and bibliography in G. del Olmo Lete 
and J. Sanmartín, DLU 1 (1996) 37.  Another possibility is that the particle ±n may be used in an 
exclamatory (perhaps affirmative) sense: "O Indeed!' or the like.  Such semantics would be appropriate 
not only for the particle in the idiom « ±n l ±n », but perhaps also for the idiom « ±“l ±n » in the ≥Aqhatu 
passage mentioned above.     

 388I have followed the text as given in KTU2. 

 389The poetic B-terms which parallel « •l » elsewhere in the literary corpus are either epithets 
of ≥Ilu, and thus singular (such as l†pn, ®r, ±b) or else the collective term p”r m≤d, "the (divine) 
assembly-council' (as in KTU2 1.2 I 31, for example).  Since the poetic division or versification was 
consistently taken into account by the scribe in his lineation of column IV, the grammatical subject of 
the verb t÷rk should be restored at the end of line 24.  I would hesitate to restore the phrase p”r m≤d 
there, however, not so much because of space considerations (the line could have wrapped onto the 
edge as elsewhere in this column), but rather because it is not evident that p”r m≤d would take feminine 
agreement (t÷rk, unless the form is plural, and agrees in sense but not in form).  I prefer tentatively to 
restore [•lm], and to take t÷rk as a plural, but would note that the parallel •l // •lm is, to my knowledge, 
unattested.  Note also, however, the use of •lm, "the gods' following p”r, "assembly', in the god-lists 
RS 1.017:29 (p”r •lm, "the assembly of the gods'), RS 24.264+:28 (p”r •lm), and RS 20.024:28 (dpu-”ur 
DINGIR.MEfi).   

 390In my view (compare also Tropper, Ugaritische Grammatik [2000], § 54.133.2d, p. 312), the 
adverbial nuance of the noun ß¯lm˘ here would express goal or purpose (much like prepositional phrase 
of the epistolary benediction, « l ßlm »), and not instrument (contra Wyatt, Religious Texts from Ugarit 
[1998] 140, n. 101).     
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singular; (2) the divine nature of the agent of the action evoked by the verb, at least in 

line 23 (•l); and (3) the possible presence of the noun ßlm, "well-being', in line 24.  

Thus, if correctly interpreted, this passage appears to contain elements which 

correspond, semantically,391 and to a more limited extent, morphologically,392 to each 

of the three ""necessary'' components of the standard epistolary « ben » formula.   

 Another possible formal parallel, though here the possibility is more remote 

given the state of the text, is found in the fragment RS 24.652 D.  The reading given in 

KTU2 contains, in line 4, the string {[ … ]¯-˘ t÷r . •[ … ]},393 for which the authors 

suggest reading « t÷r •[l(m) … ] », "May the god(s) protect … !'  Unfortunately, little 

about this text is certain, neither in form, nor in content.        

 

4.4.2.3  Akkadian and Hittite parallels 

 Outside of the Ugaritic corpus proper, several striking parallels to the epistolary 

« ben » formula could be pointed out.  The Akkadian ""blessing'' formula in the Ugarit-

‡atti treaty RS 17.343 has already been mentioned, as has another Akkadian example, 

the ""self-blessing'' formula added to the Idrimi autobiographical inscription by the 

                                                

 391Not just semantically, but also etymologically: (1) « •l » and perhaps « [•lm] » ≈ « •lm »; 
(2) « y÷¯r˘[k] » and especially « t÷rk » ≈ « t÷rk »; and (3) possibly « ß¯lm˘ » ≈ « tßlmk ».   

 392The only clear example is « t÷rk » ≈ « t÷rk », both probably "may they protect you!'  As for 
the other elements,  « [•lm] » ≈ « •lm » is conceivable, but cannot be demonstrated; and « ß¯lm˘ » is 
grammatically much closer to epistolary « l ßlm » (as in RS 92.2005:7) than it is to the volitional form 
« tßlmk », "may they keep you well!'  Note, however, that the statistically most frequent compositional 
pattern in the Ras Shamra Akkadian corpus of letters is « DINGIR.MEfi » + « a-na ßul-ma-ni » + « PAP-
ru-ka », which presents a striking parallel to the (partially reconstructed) third ""step'' in the poetic 
staircase discussed above: t÷rk ß¯lm˘ [•lm?], "May [the god]s? protect you (for) w¯ell-being˘!' 

 393KTU2 7.164:4. 
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scribe.394  These passages are but two of many formal parallels which might be cited 

from the abundant literature in Akkadian, not too mention potential parallels in Hittite, 

which have not yet been mentioned.  Although limitations of time and competence 

prevent a comprehensive survey of such examples in these corpora, several passages 

were felt to be of such significance for a comparative study that they could not be 

passed over.   

 Three ""benediction'' motifs will be briefly discussed here.  Each has relevance, 

I believe, in situating the standard Ugaritic epistolary « ben » formula in a wider 

cultural context.  Furthermore, each provides a parallel of a slightly different nature, 

and thus, of different interpretive value.  The three motifs are the following: (1) the 

Akkadian (and Sumerian) benediction formulas preserved in the literary work 

Blessings upon the King395 known from Tell Meskene and Ras Shamra, (2) a 

benediction formula which appears in the Gilgamesh Epic, and (3) one of the 

benediction motifs used in the ""blessings and curses'' portion of Hittite treaties.    

 

4.4.2.3.1  THE « BÉNÉDICTIONS SUR LE ROI » AS KNOWN AT EMAR AND UGARIT 

 Among the several hundred cuneiform documents recovered from Tell 

Meskene is the tablet Msk 74243,396 of relatively large size and beautifully 

preserved,397 which contains a bilingual literary text in Akkadian and Sumerian, 

descriptively characterized by D. Arnaud as « les bénédictions sur le roi ».  The editor 

                                                

 394For both, see above, section 4.4.2.1.4.  

 395This is a descriptive title provided by the editor (""Bénédictions sur le roi''), not an incipit. 

 396D. Arnaud, Emar 6:4 (1987), no. 775, pp. 371-374; idem, Emar 6:2 (1985) 564 (photo).  

 397Its size, state of preservation, and the legibility of the orthography permitted the editor to 
omit a hand-copy from the publication; ibid. 
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was further able to identify two other manuscripts of this same literary work among the 

tablets from Ras Shamra: one small fragment in Akkadian398 and a sizable fragment in 

""syllabic'' Sumerian.399  Only a selection of benediction motifs from the Akkadian 

version400 which will be treated here: 

   (4b) « dnin-líl i-na pí-ßa †à-a-bi li-ik-ru-bu-ka »  

  "May Ninlil bless you by her (own) good mouth!'  

 (5b) « DINGIR.MEfi KALAM.MAßa ma-ti li-ik-ru-ba-ak-ku8 »  

  "May the gods of the country bless you!'   

 (6b) « dbe-le-et DINGIR.MEfi be-el-tu4 ra-bi-tù ku-uz-ba li-ze-en-kà » 

  "May the Mistress of the Gods, the Great Lady, adorn you with potency!'   

 (7b) « dAMAR.UTU be-el na-ag-bi na-ga14-ab-ßu <li>-ip!-te-ku » 

  "<May> Marduk, Lord of the Spring(-waters), open his spring(s) to you!' 

 (10b) « dUTU re-i ma-ta-ti ki-ma U4-mi ßa nam-ri li-na-me-er-ka » 

  "May fiapßu, Shepherd of the Lands, illuminate you like a day of brilliance!'  

 (11b) « dna-bi-um be-el qa-an-†up-pí U4.MEfi-ka EGIR-ku-ti liß-†ur »  

  "May Nabû, Lord of the Stylus, write down your lengthy days!'   

 (12b) « qar-ra-du4 dnin-IB e-mu-qí-ka <li>-dan5-nin! »   

  "<May> the Hero Ninurta augment your force!' 

                                                

 398RS 79.025 « B »; D. Arnaud, Syria 59 (1982) 212-213 (copy and transcription); idem, Emar 
6:4 (1987) 376 (variant readings with respect to the Emar version).   

 399RS 79.025 « A »; Arnaud, Syria 59 (1982) 209-213 (copy, transcription, translation); idem, 
Emar 6:4 (1987) 374-376.  

 400In any case, the Akkadian text appears to be primary.  Compare the editor's comments in 
Syria 59 (1982) 209; and in Emar 6:4 (1987) 376.   
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These benediction motifs provide contextual parallels to the standard Ugaritic « ben » 

formula,401 but not precise formal or semantic parallels.402  However, it seems to me 

that many of the individual blessings are nevertheless of comparative interest, since 

they exhibit a structural pattern familiar from those Akkadian and Hittite « ben » 

formulas most closely related to the Ugaritic tradition,403 and, to a lesser extent, 

familiar from certain of the Ugaritic « ben » formulas themselves.404  This structural 

resemblance takes the form of the following sequence of clause components: 

 « DIVINE AGENT » + « VERBAL COMPLEMENT » + « VOLITIONAL VERBAL FORM » 

Such a syntactic sequence is, of course, typical of a great many epistolary benediction 

motifs: not only those from the Western periphery405 but also those from the 

Mesopotamian core area;406 not only those in Akkadian, but also those in Hittite407 

                                                

 401By this, I mean that these motifs meet the five criteria discussed above in section 4.4.2.1.   

 402Specifically, none of them invokes ""the gods'' in general rather than specifically (A partial 
exception is the benediction of verse 5, which invokes {DINGIR.MEfi KALAM.MAßa ma-ti }, "the gods 
of the land'), and none contains the verbs na¬ªru and ßullumu.   

 403In other words, these benedictions are structurally reminiscent of the most common patterns 
of the « ben » formula in the Ras Shamra Akkadian letters and in Hittite letters (from Bo∆azköy, 
Ma � at Höyük, and Atchana); see sections 4.4.1.1.2.3 (Ras Shamra Akkadian corpus), 4.4.1.4.2.4 
(Hittite letters from Bo∆azköy and Ma � at Höyük), and 4.4.1.5.1 (Atchana).    

 404Specifically, the « ben » formulas in the letter RS 92.2005.  

 405In addition to those cuneiform epistolary traditions in which the « ben » formula is 
compositionally similar to that of the Ugaritic tradition, compare also those in which it is not: this same 
syntactic pattern is followed, for example, in the « ben » formulas of the Amarna corpus; see above, 
section 4.4.1.3. 

 406Compare, for example, the following formula from Kassite Nippur: Radau, Letters to 
Cassite Kings (1908), text no. 89, which contains, in lines 5-7, the structure { « DIVINE NAMES » nap-
ßa-ti-ka li-i¬-¬u-ru … }, "May [VARIOUS NAMED DEITIES] protect your life … !'  

 407In the Hittite « ben » formulas, the element which refers to the beneficiary of the blessing is 
not suffixed to the verbal form, but is sometimes fronted, sometimes placed after the {DINGIR.MEfi} 
element.  Aside from that the structural pattern described here is valid.  Compare, for example, the 
« ben » formulas of HKM 31.2 (from Ma � at), {(23, cont'd) nu-ut-ta DINGIR.MEfi (24) aß-ßu-li pa-a”-
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and Ugaritic;408 and finally, not only those from the Late Bronze Age, but also those 

anterior to it.409  Despite the pervasiveness of this pattern, then, what is interesting 

about this text is not so much the structural similarity between these benediction motifs 

and those of various epistolary traditions, as it is the Syrian provenance of the copies.  

Benedictions of this structure, whatever their ultimate origin, were already an 

established part of Syrian and Anatolian scribal tradition, both in letters and in 

literature, and regardless of linguistic medium.  This is an important point in evaluating 

the occasional claim that the Ugaritic epistolary formulas were ""translated'' from 

Akkadian.    

 

4.4.2.3.2  A BENEDICTION IN THE GILGAMESH EPIC 

 A striking formal parallel to the standard Ugaritic « ben » formula comes from 

the Gilgamesh Epic.  The passage occurs in the context of the city elders addressing 

Gilgamesh directly, beseeching him to take care of himself, and expressing their wish 

that Enk≠du watch over him and keep him safe:    

 { dEN.KI.DÙ ib-ri li-i¬-¬ur tap-pa-a li-ßal-lim }410 

 "May Enk≠du protect (his) friend, may he keep (his) companion safe and sound!!' 

                                                                                                                                           
ßa-an-da-ru | }, of AT 125 (from Atchana), { | (3) DINGIR.MEfi-eß-da aß-ßu-li PAP-RU | }.  (and see 
section 4.4.1.4.2.4., 4.4.1.5.1, 

 408Compare RS 92.2005:7-8, « •lm l ßlm t÷rkm … »; probably also to be restored in lines 26-28, 
« •lm [l] ßlm t÷rk … ».  

 409A great many Old Babylonian examples are collected in Salonen, Die Gruss- und 
Höflichkeitsformeln (1967) 14-29.  

 410Tablet III, line 9 in the Neo-Assyrian version (see below); line 228 may contain this same 
motif.   
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The passage cited here is drawn from the Neo-Assyrian version of the Epic, from 

Nineveh.411  One tablet which preserves this portion of the text in its Old Babylonian 

recension,412 however, shows a slightly different formulation: instead of the elders' 

entreating Enk≠du to keep his companion safe and sound, they simply declare that such 

should be the case: { tap-pa-a ú-ßa-lim }, "(his) companion he should keep safe and 

sound!'  The elders then go on to invoke divine blessings on the pair, but the form of 

these ""benedictions'' is not comparable to the above example.  Despite the formal 

disparity between the Neo-Assyrian and Old Babylonian versions of this episode, 

however, it is still reasonable to suppose that the date of composition of the Neo-

Assyrian version goes back to an earlier period; and a provenance during or anterior to 

the Late Bronze Age is a strong possibility.413   

 Assuming, then, that this passage is contemporaneous or anterior to the Ugaritic 

epistolary corpus, the parallel is valuable because it is valid not only on the contextual 

level,414 but also on a formal level: (1) two volitional verbal forms, one derived from 

na¬ªru and the other from ßullumu, appear, and in that order; and (2) and the divine 

agent of the wished-for actions is mentioned first.  This formal parallelism is not 

                                                

 411S. Parpola, SAACT 1 (1997) 15 (cuneiform text), and p. 79 (transliteration). 

 412M. Jastrow and A. T. Clay, YOS 4/3 (1920) 94 (transcription and translation), pl. 6 (copy), 
line 255. 

 413J. Tigay, Evolution of the Gilgamesh Epic (1982) 131; and S. Dalley, Myths from 
Mesopotamia (1989) 47.  

 414It can be argued that all five of the contextual criteria outlined above in section 4.4.2.1 are 
here satisfied.  The only criteria that could be considered problematic are the second (divine agency) 
and fourth (addressed directly to ""patient'' of benevolent act).  However, that the agent of the 
benediction is, in some sense, divine seems clear from the determinative preceding his name: 
{ dEN.KI.DÙ }.  And, even though the ""patient'' is expressed in the 3rd person, this passage represents 
the speech of the elders to Gilgamesh himself: the use of the 3rd person in direct address is intended to 
show respect.   
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complete, however: (3) the ""gods'' phrase mentions one particular deity, by name; and 

(4) reference to the beneficiary is not made by means of 2nd person pronominal 

forms.415   

 This passage does not, of course, show that the standard Ugaritic « ben » 

formula was Babylonian in origin, but it does show that volitions of this type were at 

home in Babylonian literary compositions.   

 

4.4.2.3.3  SOME BENEDICTIONS FROM THE HITTITE TREATY TRADITION 

 A third and final comparative parallel may be drawn from the ""blessing'' 

clauses which appear as components of treaties imposed by imperial ‡atti on its 

vassals, both those written in Akkadian and those in Hittite.416  Like the ""blessing'' 

formula in the treaty RS 17.343, already mentioned above,417 these benediction motifs 

appear as the apodosis of a conditional sentence.  The basic form may be paraphrased 

as "If (you, the vassal king, keep the terms of this treaty … ), then (may the gods 

protect you)!'    

 These benedictions often contain a motif which resembles the standard Ugaritic 

« ben » formula on both functional and formal levels.  An example attested in several 

Akkadian treaties is the following:   

                                                

 415On both of these points, compare the « ben » formula from the following Akkadian letter 
from Kassite Nippur: Radau, Letters to Cassite Kings (1908), no. 89, lines 5-7. 

 416Owing to structural similarities with the Deuteronomic covenant narratives in the Hebrew 
Bible, the formal structure of Hittite treaties has been extensively studied.  Compare E. Bickerman, 
Archives d'histoire et du droit oriental 5 (1950-1951) 153-155, and G. E. Mendenhall, Law and 
Covenant (1955).  Later, more detailed studies are D. McCarthy, Treaty and Covenant (1978), and 
especially G. Kestemont, Diplomatique et droit international (1974), who studied the treaties on their 
own terms rather than as a vehicle of biblical interpretation.    

 417See above, section 4.4.2.1.4.     
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   « DINGIR.MEfi an-nu-tu4 li-i¬-¬ú-ru-ku-nu »418  

  "May these (same) gods419 protect you!'  

A more precise420 parallel to the epistolary « ben » formulas, however, occurs in the 

Hittite version of this same motif:   

 « nu-ut-ta … NI-Ifi DINGIR.MEfi aß-ßu-li pa-a”-ßa-an-da-ru … »421 

  "May the oath-gods keep you in well-being … !'  

Another example is found on the bronze treaty tablet: 

 « tu-uk-ma … DINGIR.MEfi aß-ßu-li pa-a”-ßa-an-ta-ru … »422 

  "May the gods keep you in well-being … !'  

The most obvious point to be noted is the formal identity of this benediction clause in 

Hittite treaties with the epistolary « ben » formula as attested in Hittite letters from 

Bo∆azköy, Ma� at, and Atchana.423  Equally striking, however, are the cross-linguistic 

                                                

 418KBo 1.01 verso 72 (CTH 51, a treaty between fiuppiluliuma [I] of ‡atti and fiattiwaza of 
Mittanni).  See the copy in H. H. Figulla and E. F. Weidner, KBo 1 (1916) 8; the edition in 
E. F. Weidner, BoSt 8 (1923) 34; as well as the recent treatment, with anterior bibliography, in 
G. Beckman, Hittite Diplomatic Texts (1996) 37 and 172.  The same motif occurs in numerous other 
examples; compare those cited in G. Kestemont, Diplomatique et droit international (1974) 180 (Type 
1).     

 419The gods referred to are those listed as witnesses to the treaty, and agents in the curse-
motif, in the preceding sections.  

 420The only reason it is ""more precise'' is the presence of the adverbial phrase « aß-ßu-li », 
which corresponds formally and semantically to Akkadian « a-na ßul-ma-ni » and Ugaritic « l ßlm ».  
It is likely that comparable ‡atti treaties in Akkadian existed which contained « a-na ßul-ma-ni » here.  

 421KBo 5.03 or 5.12 ii 11-12 (CTH 42, a treaty between fiuppiluliuma [I] of ‡atti and ‡uqqªna 
of ‡ayaßa).  See the copy in F. Hrozny`, KBo 5 (1921); the edition in J. Friedrich, Staatsverträge des 
‡atti-Reiches in hethitischer Sprache 2 (1930) 114; and the recent treatment, with anterior 
bibliography, of Beckman, Hittite Diplomatic Texts (1996) 29 and 171.  For other examples of this 
motif, see Kestemont, Diplomatique et droit international (1974) 180 (Type 1).   

 422H. Otten, Die Bronzetafel aus Bo∆azköy (1988) 26, col. 4, line 14; Tafel II (photo), and 
Autographie Rs. IV (copy).  

 423See above, sections 4.4.1.4.2.4 and 4.4.1.5.1.  
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parallels with Akkadian « ben » formulas: this pattern is statistically standard for the 

« ben » formula in the Ras Shamra Akkadian corpus,424 and is attested in at least one 

of the few « ben » formulas known from Meskene epistolary documents.425  Finally, 

this pattern now has at least one clear counterpart among the Ugaritic « ben » 

formulas,426 and also corresponds in a fairly straightforward way to the standard 

Ugaritic « ben » formula, although this correspondence is operative on a translational 

level, not on a morpheme-for-morpheme basis.    

 

4.5  SITZ-IM-LEBEN  OF THE BENEDICTION FORMULA 

 This section contains a number of observations and speculations drawn from 

the internal and comparative data presented above, all of which touch on the Sitz-im-

Leben, or contextual setting, of the standard Ugaritic epistolary « ben » formula.  Two 

main aspects of this contextual setting are considered here: (1) the origins of the 

formula; and (2) the situational context implied by and behind its usage. 

 

4.5.1  Origins  

 In the first place, it may be observed that formulaic benedictions, pronounced 

by one individual, and entreating divine intervention to promote the well-being of 

                                                

 424Compare the « ben » in RS 20.015, {(6) DINGIR.MEfi a-na ßul-ma-ni (7) PAP-ru-ka }; and 
see above, section 4.4.1.1.2.    

 425See above, section 4.4.1.2. 

 426RS 92.2005:7-8, « •lm l ßlm t÷rkm … »; and probably in lines 26-28, « •lm [l] ßlm t÷rk … ». 
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another, are not restricted geographically to the Levant,427 nor chronologically to the 

Late Bronze Age,428 nor literarily to the epistolary genre.429  Because of the breadth 

and unwieldiness of this subject, then, this section will pay special attention to those 

formulas which not only fall under a functional definition of ""benediction'', but also 

present significant formal parallels with the standard benediction motif used in 

Ugaritic letters.  In other words, this section is concerned not so much with the origins 

of the widespread phenomenon of divine benedictions used as epistolary formulas as it 

is with that of the specific formula here defined as standard for the Ugaritic tradition: 

« •lm t÷rk tßlmk », "May the gods protect you, may they keep you well!'  It is the 

particular geographical, chronological, and literary background of this standard 

Ugaritic benediction formula that is considered here, and not that of epistolary divine 

benedictions in general.  Finally, this section interacts essentially with comparative 

evidence from the cuneiform cultures of West Asia, and not with sources in 

Egyptian.430     

                                                

 427See above, sections 4.4.7-4.4.8 (benediction motifs in Mesopotamia, epistolary and 
otherwise); and sections 4.4.1.4 and 4.4.2.3.3 (benediction motifs in Anatolia).  For epistolary 
benediction formulas in Egyptian, see E. Wente, Letters from Ancient Egypt (1990) 10, and the 
references cited there.     

 428For epistolary benedictions from the Old Babylonian period, for example, see the references 
cited above in section 4.4.8.  Several epistolary benediction motifs appear in Egyptian documents 
antedating the Late Bronze Age; see Wente, Letters from Ancient Egypt (1990), nos. 1 and 9, for a few 
examples from early texts.   

 429For benediction motifs in literary works, see above, section 4.4.2.2 (Ugaritic literary texts), 
and sections 4.4.2.3.1 and 4.4.2.3.2 (Sumero-Akkadian literary texts); for benediction motifs in the 
Ancient Near Eastern (and especially Hittite) treaty tradition, see above, section 4.4.2.3.3.         

 430Even a priori, such a restriction is not necessarily illegitimate for the Ugaritic material.  The 
intellectual contact of Ugaritian culture with Mesopotamian traditions was much more profound than 
with those of Egypt.  Not only were a great many Ugaritian scribes able to write Mesopotamian 
languages, using Mesopotamian scripts, but they used these tools in local, domestic contexts.  
Furthermore, the scholastic cursus followed by the Ugaritian scribes was more or less identical to that 
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 The above precisions having been made, the question of origin may be 

approached from at least three different points of view: (1) literary, (2) chronological, 

and (3) geographical.  To a certain extent, each of these reveals an independent 

aspect of the background of the formula.  

 

4.5.1.1  Literary Background 

 The literary setting of the « ben » formula can be dealt with first, since it is 

fairly straightforward.  The formal parallelism between the standard Ugaritic 

epistolary « ben » formula and the benediction motifs found in the Ugaritic 

Ba≤lu Cycle of myths, in Hittite treaties, and in the canonical Akkadian Gilgameß 

Epic, all of which are described above,431 is empirically sufficient to confirm what 

already seems intuitively likely: that the origin of the benediction formula need not be 

sought uniquely in the epistolary genre.  These diverse literary settings share two 

features in common: a desire on the part of the speaker for the well-being of the 

""beneficiary'', and the absence of the speaker from the beneficiary's presence.  On this 

basis one might speculate that the appropriate literary setting of the Ugaritic « ben » 

formula would be any in which such conditions are met, with the epistolary genre 

providing the most frequently encountered example.   

 

                                                                                                                                           
known for the Mesopotamian heartland during the Old Babylonian period: the Ugaritian scribes knew 
and copied the same canonical lexical lists and literary works as their counterparts in Nippur several 
centuries earlier.  This does not mean, of course, that Egyptian parallels are either invalid or 
uninteresting, but simply that the cultural and intellectual relationship of the Ugaritians with 
Mesopotamian culture is much more evident than the Egyptian contacts.  For these reasons, in addition 
to the writer's incompetence, then, the Egyptian data will not be treated here.  

 431Sections 4.4.2.2 and 4.4.2.3.  
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4.5.1.2  Geographical and chronological background 

 It may be of some significance for our understanding of Ugaritic literary 

heritage that the earliest evidence for the regular use of formulaic divine benedictions 

in cuneiform epistolary texts comes from the Old Babylonian period.432  This 

observation, assuming its accuracy, is relevant to the extent that the ""benediction'', as a 

stereotyped epistolary formula in the cuneiform traditions of West Asia, might be 

viewed as a vestige of the common ""Amorite'' cultural and intellectual heritage that the 

Ugaritic tradition shares with the numerous Old Babylonian traditions.433      

 On a more precise level, however, close attention to patterned compositional 

structure allows a more nuanced perception of the background of the standard Ugaritic 

« ben » formula.  In compositional and distributional terms, the most important clues to 

the historical background of the standard Ugaritic « ben » formula are found not so 

much in the East, in Mesopotamia during the periods of ""Amorite'' political domination, 

but rather in the West, in Syria and Anatolia during the era of Hittite hegemony in the 

Late Bronze Age.    

 To my knowledge, the epistolary corpora which present the closest 

compositional and distributional parallels to the Ugaritic « ben » formula are: (1) the 

Ras Shamra Akkadian letters, (2) the Hittite letters from Bo∆azköy, Ma� at Höyük, 

and Tell Atchana, and, to a lesser extent, (3) the Akkadian letters from Meskene.  

While few of these present precise parallels on the morphological level,434 the 

pervasiveness of the equivalence of these Ugaritic, Akkadian, and Hittite versions of 

                                                

 432E. Salonen, Die Gruss- und Höflichkeitsformeln (1967) 22.         

 433See above, section 3.5.1; and see below. 

 434The Ras Shamra Akkadian corpus contains a few exceptions. 
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the « ben » formula is evident, both in terms of parallel distribution and of semantic 

equivalence:   

 Ugaritic example:  « ≥il¨ma ta÷÷ur¨-ka taßallim¨-ka »  

 Akkadian example:  « ilªnu ana ßulmªni li¬¬ur¨-ka » 

 Hittite example:  « nu=ta DINGIR.MEfi aßßuli pa”ßandaru »  

Given this translational equivalence, the absence of precise equivalence on the 

morphological level is not necessarily evidence for the independent status of the 

Ugaritic formula,435 but it does show that the latter was not simply a loan-translation, 

or calque, from either Akkadian or Hittite.436      

 Those epistolary traditions which do not present striking parallels to the 

standard Ugaritic « ben » formula include (i) the Amarna corpus, (ii) the various other 

epistolary traditions of the Levant, and (iii) the Middle Assyrian tradition in 

Mesopotamia.  Some Old Babylonian letters (from various sites), and some letters 

from Kassite Babylonia do present certain formal parallels to the Ugaritic « ben » 

formula, but these parallels generally lack the compositional precision of the corpora 

mentioned above, and, more importantly, they lack distributional regularity.       

 With this in mind, it is not at all obvious to me that the Ugaritic « ben » formula 

was ""translated from Akkadian.''  Such is a possibility, of course, and in any case there 

was certainly a fair amount of ""cross-pollination in cultural matters'', to quote a phrase 

of Lambert.437  Furthermore, it is also true that, apart from possible Egyptian evidence, 

the earliest examples of the formula come from the Old Babylonian period.  Since, 

                                                

 435J.-L. Cunchillos, TO 2 (1989) 254, neglects the existence of verbal hendiadys in Ugaritic.   

 436On these issues in more detail, see above, section 4.4.1.9. 

 437W. G. Lambert, Babylonian Wisdom Literature (1960) 10. 
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however, there was certainly an epistolary tradition in the West prior to the 

2nd Millennium BCE,438 it seems reasonable to assume the continuous existence of 

local, western scribal cultures on the Mediterranean coast from the late 3rd 

Millennium until the end of the 2nd Millennium.  Given their shared intellectual 

heritage with the Mesopotamian East, the existence of formal parallels in Eastern and 

Western scribal compositions does not seem surprising, much less evidence for an 

explicit borrowing during the Late Bronze Age.  To be sure, the literary heritage of 

Babylonia enjoyed a great deal of cultural prestige in the West, and perhaps this 

sentiment lies behind the assumption that the Ugaritic epistolary formulas must be loan 

translations from Akkadian.  But had the Ugaritian scribes genuinely wished to pattern 

their epistolary usage after a Babylonian model, they certainly could have done a 

better job of it.  They were able to transmit the canonical lexical lists and various 

literary compositions with some fidelity.  Had they wished to parrot Babylonian usage 

in epistolary form as well, it seems necessary to conclude that they would have been 

capable of such, but for some reason chose not to.    

 The existence, alongside the canonical Mesopotamian compositions, of a local 

literature, in the local language, written with a local script, may be of some importance 

here.  Whatever their reverence for all things Babylonian, the Ugaritian scribes were 

also conscious of their own cultural identity.  What is more, this reverence for 

Mesopotamian culture alongside a pride in local heritage was not perceived as 

contradictory; in other words, ""Babylonian'' scribal culture was not perceived as 

something foreign, but, on the contrary, part of an indigenous heritage.  If this is 

allowed, the thread that would bind East and West together is the ""Amorites''.  The 

                                                

 438The stereotyped structure in the letters from Ebla suggests this.  For the patterns of the 
address formula, for example, see M. Tonietti, Miscellanea Eblaitica 4 (1997) 89.  
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recently published list of divinized Ugaritian Kings makes clear, if there were any 

remaining doubts, that the kingdom of Ugarit was part of the widespread ""Amorite'' 

political revolution of the early 2nd Millennium BCE.  This heritage was strong 

enough to affect the royal onomastic tradition nearly a thousand years later.  

Furthermore, the scientific manuals complied and copied at Ugarit parallel, but do not 

necessarily derive from, the corresponding divination traditions of the Mesopotamian 

heartland.  Finally, the mythological traditions of Mesopotamia and Ugarit share at 

least one motif which finds its probable « mise-en-scène » on the Mediterranean coast.    

 The point of these speculations is that it may be somewhat deceptive to 

imagine literary and intellectual influence as originating in Babylonia and slowly 

filtering out towards peripheral centers.  In general, as well as with respect to the 

« ben » formula in particular, a plausible scenario is one in which ""Amorite'' scribal 

culture was cultivated over most of the Fertile Crescent in the first half of the 2nd 

Millennium BCE.  Inasmuch as Ugaritic usage resembles certain Old Babylonian 

traditions, one may imagine that one of the most significant moments of shared 

cultural contact occurred in this period.  As historical and social circumstances 

changed, for example, with the decline of Mittanni and the advent of Hittite power in 

Syria in the West, and the installation of a Kassite dynasty in southern Mesopotamia, 

different ""Amorite'' areas followed different paths.  On this hypothesis, then, the 

striking similarities observable between Syrian and Anatolian corpora from the Late 

Bronze Age would reflect the common development of the ""Amorite'' scribal cultures 

under Hittite political domination.    

 The most evident and tangible geographical and chronological background that 

can be attributed to the Ugaritic « ben » formula is suggested by the formal similarities 

described above.  The common thread that unites the parallel « ben » formulas in the 
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documentation from Bo∆azköy, Ma� at, Atchana, Ras Shamra, Ras Ibn Hani, and 

Meskene is the geographical area of Anatolia and northern Syria during the period of 

Hittite political domination in the final centuries of the Late Bronze Age.    

  

4.5.2  The situational context of the « ben » formula 

 A study of the situational context of the « ben » formula touches on the 

following issues: (1) the type of social situation in which the « ben » formula is 

appropriate or inappropriate; (2) the nature of the benediction as a ""speech act'', 

including reflections on the ""speaker'' of the formula, the ""agent'' by whom the 

predication described by the verbs t÷rk tßlmk is achieved, and the ""patient'' or 

""beneficiary'' intended to experience the wished-for actions; and (3) the contextual 

""burden'', or purpose of the speech act. 
 

4.5.2.1  The « ben » in its social setting  

 Judging from the distribution of the formula, the standard « ben » is especially 

appropriate in (1) letters composed on the « BIO » conceptual model,439 but also, to a 

lesser extent, in (2) letters of « ASC » conceptual status, regardless of model.440  It is 

inappropriate in socially ""descending'' situations, most of which are conceptually 

UNMARKED in terms of their use of REL terminology.441       

                                                

 439See above, section 4.3.3. 

 440See above, section 4.3.2. 

 441See above, section 4.3.1. 
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 Thus, the internal evidence, derived from the distribution of the Ugaritic 

« ben » formula, suggests two aspects of its contextual appropriateness: as a mark of 

familial intimacy, and as a mark of polite deference.  The comparative evidence for 

the formula is complimentary; this distributional pattern corresponds rather well with 

that observable for the « ben » formula in the most important comparative corpora: 

Akkadian letters from Ras Shamra,442 and Hittite letters from Ma� at and Bo∆azköy.443  

 In addition, non-epistolary comparative evidence allows for some further 

speculation.  Two examples are considered here: the Idrimi inscription from Alala”, 

and the treaty tradition of the Hittites.  

 The statue of Idrimi bears three lines of text on the figure's cheek and beard, 

"" … giving the impression that these words were uttered by the figure represented by 

the statue.''444  These lines,445 containing an utterance phrased in the 1st person:  

 { (102) MU.30.KÁM.MEfi LUGAL-ku }, "For thirty years I was king.'  

 { (103) ma-na-a”-ti-ia a-na DUB-ia aß-†ú-ur }, "I inscribed my labor(s) on my inscription.'    

 { li-d[à]g-gal-ßu-nu (104) ù a-na UGU-ia li-ik-ta-na-ra-bu }, "One should look on them and 

(consequently) pronounce (repeated) benedictions on my behalf.'    

The sequence of propositions is very probably intended to convey a relationship: one 

should bless Idrimi since he not only reigned as king, but also because he 

commemorated his acts in the form of a statue.  This illustrates two aspect of the 

                                                

 442See above, section 4.4.1.1.1.  Note, however, that, unlike the distribution in Ugaritic, the 
« ben » is not common in conceptually « ASC » letters in the Ras Shamra Akkadian corpus.  

 443See above, section 4.4.1.4.2.5.  

 444T. Longman, Context 1 (1997) 479.   

 445See E. Greenstein and D. Marcus, JANES 8 (1976) 59-96; and M. Dietrich and O. Loretz, 
UF 13 (1981) 201-269.  The latter also contains a sign-list and useful photographs (ibid., pp. 231-241 
and 262-268).  
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contextual motivations of benedictions: it is appropriate to pronounce blessings in 

someone's favor (1) in the case of high social standing ({LUGAL-ku}, ßarrªku, "I am 

king'), (2) owing to the accomplishment of commendable acts, such as erecting 

commemorative statues.  This linking of benedictions with high social status is 

reminiscent of the distribution of the « ben » formula. 

 A quite different motivation for the « ben » formula, and one not apparent from 

the epistolary data, is suggested by the usage of benedictions in Hittite vassal treaties.  

There, the blessings are coupled with curses.  Both of these would apply to the vassal: 

the former in the event of the vassal's observation of the terms of the treaty, the latter 

in the event of non-observance.446  The use of benedictions and curses as positive and 

negative sanctions, or as Beckman put it, as the ""ideological glue which held the 

Hittite Empire together'',447 shows an aspect of the formula's use not directly obvious in 

the letters: the formula was not mere verbiage; it was considered effective.448   

 

4.5.2.2  The « ben » as a speech act: speaker,  beneficiary,  and agent   

 If the « ben » formula is considered as a ""speech act'', that is, an action 

performed with words, it is possible to speculate further on various aspects of this act, 

including speaker, agent, beneficiary, and purpose.  

 The ""speaker'' of the formula is the sender of the letter.  This is clear from the 

epistolary context, from the use of the 2nd person, in addressing the recipient, but also, 

                                                

 446Compare, for example, G. Beckman, Hittite Diplomatic Texts (1996) 3-4.  

 447Ibid. 

 448See below.  Note that, as a vehicle of legal or juridical control, benediction and curse motifs 
have a long history in Mesopotamia, well prior to the Hittite usage; compare the Code of Lipit-Ißtar, a 
Sumerian composition (see M. Roth, Context 2 [2000] 410-414, for translation and bibliography).   
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for example, from the benedictions of ""non-standard'' letters such as RS 18.118+ and 

RS 86.2230, in which the motif is actually portrayed as being ""spoken'' by the 

sender.449     

 The ""beneficiary'' is alluded to in the second person.  In an epistolary context, 

this refers to the recipient of the letter.    

 The ""agent'' responsible for the beneficent action described by the formula is 

not the speaker, but rather a third party, the gods.  In the standard Ugaritic « ben » 

formula the noun phrase referring to the divine agent is most often generic: •lm, "the 

gods'.450  In fact, the generic nature of this phrase in the Ugaritic tradition is so 

pervasive that it seems a useful criterion for differentiating the Ugaritic epistolary 

« ben » formulas from those of the Mesopotamian traditions, in which the gods in 

question are frequently identified by name.451   

 At least twice, however, and possibly a third time, the gods invoked in the 

Ugaritic « ben » formula are identified: once by name, and in the other instances by 

geographical provenance.  The former practice occurs in RS 17.117, a letter that is 

formally and contextually non-standard.452  The latter device is certainly found in 

RS 15.008, and perhaps also in a fragmentary passage in RS 18.[482].453  

RS 15.008:4-6   «  •ly °grt t÷rk tßlmk »   

                                                

 449See below, section 4.7.2.   

 450See above, section 4.2.1.  

 451See above, sections 4.4.7 and 4.4.8. 

 452See below, section 4.7.2. 

 453If lines 3'-5' of RS 18.[482] do indeed contain a « ben » formula, the structure of this letter 
must be considered atypical, since the preceding motif is most probably the « double formula of well-
being », and, as part of the body, this generally follows, and does not precede, the polite formulas 
section (which includes the « ben »).  
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RS 18.[482]:3'-5' « [ … ]¯-˘ ±mr [ … ]¯-˘ ”t [ … ] t÷rkm [ … ] »454   

Though the reconstruction remains necessarily speculative, the last passage cited is 

plausibly to be restored « [ … •]¯l˘ ±mr [ … w •]¯l˘ ¯”˘t [ … ] t÷¯rkm˘ [tßlmkm] », "May 

[ … the gods] of Amurru [ … and the gods] of ‡atti [ … ] guard you [and keep you 

well]!'   

 Nevertheless, the practice of providing the geographical affiliation of the 

divinities involved remains statistically non-standard in the Ugaritic corpus, despite its 

occasional presence in the Ras Shamra Akkadian letters.455  In any case, these two 

rare formulations of the phrase do not affect the general observation that the agent of 

the action in the formula is always divine, and most often the generic phrase •lm.    

 

4.5.2.3  The contextual " "burden' '  or purpose of the benediction     

 On a superficial level, the ""purpose'' of the formula is clear.  Not only is evident 

from the semantics of the components, but at least one Ugaritic « ben » formula, that 

of RS 92.2005:7-8, contains the prepositional phrase « l ßlm », in which the preposition l 

probably expresses purpose.  The formula, then, is intended *lê ßalªmi, ""for well-

being''.    

 If the ""denotational'' purpose of the « ben » is to promote well-being, however, 

one may still speculate on the ""connotational'' function of the formula, that is, its 

purpose as used in mundane social communication.  This type of contextual meaning is 

                                                

 454D. Pardee's collation of these lines is as follows: {(3') [… ]¯-˘ . ±mr (4') […   ]¯y”˘t 
(5') [ … ]t÷¯rkm˘ [ … ]}.  The reading I have given is not identical; it should be taken as a speculative 
proposal, to be checked in a future collation.  

 455See below, section 4.7. 
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difficult to define for any Ugaritic phrase with precision, and the epistolary « ben » 

formula is no different.  There is a fair amount of diversity among the hypotheses 

advanced by past students of Ugaritic, from minimalist views, in which the « ben » 

would be merely a ""phatic greeting'' with little informational content,456 to maximalist 

interpretations, according to which the « ben » formula would provide a clue to the 

religious beliefs of the ancient Ugaritians.457  

 The question is not an easy one, however.  On the one hand, accepting the 

« ben » formula as data for the religious beliefs of the Ugaritians seems to neglect the 

formulaic aspect of the motif, both in terms of composition and distribution, which 

implies a distinction between denotation and connotation.  In other words, it neglects 

the possibility that the « ben » formula is merely a ""phatic'' greeting, with little or no 

informational content, and more generally neglects what seems intuitively evident: 

that formulaic expressions, such as the Ugaritic « ben » formula, do not necessarily 

shed any light on personal religious sentiment.  On the other hand, neither is it easy to 

deny the informational content for the formula, since the inherent efficacy of verbal 

utterances, the idea that words had power in and of themselves, seems to be a 

legitimate supposition for Ugaritian thought.458      

                                                

 456This position is typified by M. Gruber, Nonverbal Communication (1980) 182-184.  

 457A frequent advocate of this latter position has been J.-L. Cunchillos; see AEPHER 90 
(1981-1982) 237-239; idem, TO 2(1989) 244-263; idem, Estudios de Epistolografía ugarítica (1989) 
195-234.  

 458On this aspect of Mesopotamian thought, see, for example, B. Landsberger, MAOG 4 
(1928-1929) 294-321; and J. Bottéro, RlA 7 (1987-1990) 207-208.  It appears to me legitimate to 
postulate as much for Ugaritian thought as well; see above, in section 3.5, and compare N. Wyatt, HUS  
(1999) 569: ""Just as vows have their rationale in the potency of the spoken word, so blessings are 
believed to be efficacious by the mere fact of utterance.''    
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 A compromise position seems best.  It is not legitimate to deny that the Ugaritic 

« ben » formula was perceived, in certain circumstances, as having an inherent 

efficacy.  In Ugaritic mythology, as in Dani≥ilu's blessing of Pu÷atu in the ≥Aqhatu 

text, for example, it is evident that the pronouncement of a blessing was probably not 

superfluous, but was likely conceived as playing a role in the ultimate success of 

Pu÷atu's mission of vengeance: 

KTU2 1.19 IV 32   «  l tbrkn ±lk brktm », "You must bless me, (so that) I may go (away in a) 

blessed (state)!'      

Despite the fact that the benediction eventually uttered459 is not comparable to the 

epistolary « ben » formula, in some sense or another, the fact that the blessing was 

uttered verbally was imagined as having a tangible effect on outcome of events.  In 

this sense, to deny the informational content of the formula seems extreme. 

 However, if such assumptions about the efficacy of the spoken word were 

universally operative with respect to the epistolary « ben » formula, one would expect 

it to be consistently present, especially in conceptually « ASC » and « BIO » letters, 

which generally show the greatest amount of solicitude for the recipient's well-being; 

and this is not the case.   

 

4.6  GRAMMATICAL ANALYSIS OF THE BENEDICTION    

 The semantics and the grammatical structure of the standard « ben » formula 

have been well-understood since Édouard Dhorme published the first intact example in 

1938: he accurately translated the « ben » formula appearing in lines 7-9 of RS 8.315, 

                                                

 459KTU2 1.19 IV 36-40. 
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•lm t÷rk tßlmk, as ""Que les dieux te gardent, qu'ils te sauvegardent!''460  His translation, 

and the brief commentary he offered on it,461 reflect, for the most part, the current 

consensus among modern students of the grammar of the formula: (1) the word •lm is 

a common noun, masculine in grammatical gender, plural in number, and absolute in 

state,462 meaning ""(the) gods'', and functioning as the explicit grammatical subject of 

the two verbs which follow; and (2) t÷rk and tßlmk are both prefix-conjugation verbal 

forms, 3rd person masculine plural, volitional in ""mood'',463 derived from the transitive 

                                                

 460E. Dhorme, Syria 19 (1938) 143.  Because of the completeness of RS 8.315, Ch. Virolleaud 
was able to identify the fragmentary « ben » formula in RS 3.427:1-2, published in the same volume: C. 
Virolleaud, Syria 19 (1938) 343.  Working earlier, and with fewer data, Dhorme, RB 40 (1931) 50-51, 
had quite obviously been looking for a ""benediction'' formula among the first fragmentary Ugaritic 
letters found at Ras Shamra, and he nearly succeeded in identifying accurately the remnants of the 
« ben » formula in RS 1.018:5-7 — he had read line 7, for example, as { [ ... yß]lmk} and translated "". . . 
te gardent en bonne santé''.   

 461Dhorme, Syria 19 (1938) 144: ""Nous avons ici [in lines 7-9 of RS 8.315] deux cas très clairs 
de la 3e pers. pl. masc. de l'imparfait avec le préfixe t, au lieu de y. . . .  Il s'agit ici [he is referring to the 
verbal form t÷rk] du verbe Æ∂ú « garder ».  La forme tßlm représente le pi"el ou l'hiph"il de ßlm « être 
sain et sauf, en bonne santé ».''  Dhorme's understanding is also clarified in a citation by A. Herdner, 
Revue des Études Sémitiques 1938 (1938) 80, ""M. Dhorme a bien voulu me signaler, dans une lettre 
provenante de Ras-Shamra [the letter in question must be RS 8.315], dont la publication est très 
prochaine : t©rk, « qu'ils te gardent » ; tßlmk, « qu'ils te maintiennent en bonne santé » ; le sujet est 'ilm, 
« les dieux ».''   

 462By the phrase ""absolute in state'' I refer to the ""unbound'' character of the noun •lm, which is 
not joined to a following genitive.  Students of Akkadian grammar should note that in Northwest Semitic 
philology, the phrase ""absolute state'' corresponds to what is traditionally referred to as the ""status 
rectus'' in the (modern) Akkadian philological tradition, that is, the inflected but syntactically unbound 
form of the noun, and not to the so-called ""status absolutus'', the form of the noun which is uninflected 
for case.  On these issues, see the treatments in J. Tropper, Ugaritische Grammatik (2000), § 54.6, pp. 
336-338 (on the question of a ""zero-marked'' case in Ugaritic [≈ Akkadian ""status absolutus''], and § 55, 
pp. 338-340 (on the unbound state [≈ Akkadian ""status rectus'']).      

 463I do not mean to imply by this that Dhorme envisioned orthographically distinct forms for 
the various moods (indicative, volitional, etc.) of this verb in the prefix conjugation.  Rather, he 
recognized that the context required interpreting the (formally ambiguous) prefix conjugation of this 
verb as volitional.      
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verbs N�R  (in the G-stem) "to guard (s.o.),' and fiLM (in the D-stem)464 "to keep (s.o) 

well,' respectively, both having as their explicit grammatical subject •lm, and to both of 

which are attached pronominal suffixes expressing the accusative complements of 

these verbs.  Given this analysis, it is possible to offer a plausible phonemic 

reconstruction of the formula: */≥il¨ma ta÷÷ur¨-ka taßallim¨-ka/.465           

 Several aspects of this analysis have been questioned at one time or another, 

however; in addition, subsequently discovered ""variant forms'' of the standard Ugaritic 

« ben » formula have raised grammatical questions unaddressed in Dhorme's early 

treatment.  It is worthwhile, therefore, to comment briefly on certain of these 

grammatical topics here.  Since these issues may be further categorized into sub-

topics, in this case, of orthography, morphology, syntax, and etymology, such an 

organization provides a convenient means of presenting the relevant issues in a 

coherent way.   

 

4.6.1  Orthography: grammatical implicat ions of the writing •ly °grt     

 Given what can be known of Ugaritic morphology, one would have expected 

the Ugaritic equivalent of the noun phrase ""the gods of Ugarit'' to be written *•l °grt.466  

                                                

 464As mentioned above, Dhorme, Syria 19 (1938) 144, also allowed the possibility that the 
form tßlmk represented ""l'hiph"il de ßlm'', a position which, though perhaps more understandable in 
Dhorme's time, is not tenable; see below.    

 465In the absence of inner Ugaritic evidence, I vocalize the G-stem prefix conjugation of N� R 
as yaqtul, on the basis of (1) the transitivity of the verb in the G-stem, and (2) the presence of the 
reflexes of this pattern (yaqtul) in the cognate languages.  On my vocalization of the D-stem prefix 
conjugation as yaqattil- (and not yuqattil-), see the discussion in section 4.6.2.  

 466Compare, for example, the orthography of the plural construct form, that is, {•l}, in the 
phrases •l m¬rm (dt t÷rn npß ßpß), "the gods of the two Egypts (who protect the life of the Sun)' in RS 
16.078:22; and kl •l ±l®y, "all of the gods of Alaßiya' in RS 18.113:8.  It is worth pointing out that both of 
these examples occur in epistolary ""benediction'' motifs, albeit ""non-standard'' ones (see below, section 
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Such a writing is not attested, however, and when the phrase appeared for the first, 

and, to my knowledge, the only time to date in alphabetic script, in RS 15.008:8, it took 

the form •ly °grt.     

 In publishing this text, Ch. Virolleaud sought to elucidate this orthography by 

an appeal to the form ßmym, appearing where one might have expected ßmm, in two 

passages from the Ba≤lu Cycle of myths.  He drew attention to ""ely ugrt, qui postule 

pour el un pl. cstr. elym, à côté de elm; comp. ⋲mym « cieux », au lieu de ⋲mm, dans I 

Danel, 186 et 192.''467  One wonders what Virolleaud meant by the abbreviation ""pl. 

cstr.''  If he meant ""pluriel (à l'état) construit'', the suggested parallel is not illuminating, 

since in both places in the myth the noun ßmym is most probably in the absolute, not 

the construct state, and thus the writing ßmym would have no relevance to a purported 

link between the presence of the {y} sign and the construct state.  Since Virolleaud 

himself did not interpret the form ßmym as a construct form in his own treatment,468 

one might conclude that for him ""pl. cstr.'' here referred to ""pluriel construction'', that is, 

he was suggesting that •lm and *•lym, both meaning "the gods', would simply be 

orthographic variants of the same word, in the same manner as ßmm and ßmym, both 

"the heavens'.    

  Virolleaud was not more explicit than this.  Those who tended to approach 

Ugaritic philology from the perspective of the West Semitic languages of the Iron Age 

were quick to suggest that the spelling •ly °grt corresponded to the plural construct 

                                                                                                                                           
4.7).  Compare also the same orthography in plural construct forms in other prose texts (non-epistolary): 
•l ¬pn, "the gods of (Mount) „apunu' in RS 1.017:1; •l ”yr, "the gods of (the month of) ‡iyyªru', and •l 
lb[-]n, "the gods of LB[-]N' (compare the writing {DINGIR.MEfi la-ab-a-na} in RS 26.142:17') in RS 
24.643:23 and 43; and •l bldn, "the gods of BLDN (the countryside?)' in RS [Varia 20]:1.     

 467C. Virolleaud, PRU 2 (1957) 30.  The passages to which he referred, "" I Danel, 186 et 192'' 
are KTU 1.19.IV:24 and 30.      

 468See C. Virolleaud, Danel (1936) 173-174.   
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form of the corresponding Hebrew noun la, "god'; that is, Ugaritic « •ly [GN] » ≈ 

Hebrew « [GN] ylea », "the gods of [GN]'.469  Such a suggestion necessarily entails 

interpreting the sign {y} in the phrase •ly °grt not as a consonantal phoneme, but 

rather as a mater lectionis, representing an underlying vowel.470  Proposals for the 

quality471 of this  

                                                

 469Compare, for example, the Hebraicized vocalization proposed by C. H. Gordon, Ugaritic 
Textbook (1965), § 4.5, p. 18: ""(1015:4) ily (5) ugrt = 'ilê 'ugarita "the gods of Ugarit'.''         

 470S. Loewenstamm was apparently the first to draw this inference for the form in question, in 
S. Loewenstamm, IEJ 8 (1958) 139, n. 8.  Other ""classic'' statements in favor of the existence of matres 
lectionis in Ugaritic which deal with this form include Gordon, Ugaritic Textbook (1965), § 4.5, p. 18 
(see the above footnote); J. Blau and S. E. Loewenstamm, UF 2 (1970) 20, n. 5, and p. 25; M. Dietrich, 
and O. Loretz, UF 18 (1983) 114, n. 31; J. Tropper, UF 25 (1993) 391; J. Tropper, UF 26 (1994) 459-
460; and, most recently, Tropper, Ugaritische Grammatik (2000), § 21.341.21, pp. 51-53, and § 
54.121.2, pp. 306-307 (where the author also allows the possibility that {y} is consonantal, representing 
an enclitic particle, on which see below).  For further bibliography, see D. Pardee, Les textes 
épistolaires (in preparation), ch. 18 (RS 15.008), commentaire, ligne 4.          

 471Since the form in question is almost certainly plural (or, in any case, not singular), it is 
generally agreed that the quantity of the case vowel should be long.   
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vowel have included /ê/472 and /≠/.473  The obvious problem with either of these 

approaches is that, since the noun phrase •ly °grt occurs in a context where one would 

expect the nominative, neither /ê/ nor /≠/ is appropriate for the nominative case vowel 

of masculine plural nouns in the Ugaritic case system.  Consequently, those who seek 

to explain the {y} sign in •ly °grt as a mater lectionis are obliged to argue for a 

                                                

 472Out of habit, I transcribe the ""long'' Ugaritic vowel of /e/ quality with a circumflex accent to 
reflect its origin as a resolved diphthong (<*/ay/) rather than as a historically long vowel, which would 
be transcribed in this system with a macron.   
 As examples of those who interpret the {y} sign here as a mater lectionis for such a vowel, /ê/, 
compare M. Liverani, RANL 8:19 (1964) 179; Gordon, Ugaritic Textbook (1965), § 4.5, p. 18; S. 
Segert, SEL 5 (1988) 202, n. 39; F. Israel, RSO 11 (1993) 259; and A. Rainey, UF 27 (1995) 706 (""In 
the form ≥ily ≥ugrt one might seek evidence that the bound oblique dual form has also supplanted the 
bound nominative of the plural, just as it did in biblical Hebrew'').       
 Pardee, Les textes épistolaires (in preparation), ch. 18 (RS 15.008), commentaire, ligne 4, n. 
15, offers a critique of this approach worth repeating here in full: ""Or, adopter cette vocalisation du 
pluriel construit laisse entendre non seulement que le système casuel avait disparu d'usage, mais aussi 
que le duel avait disparu comme nombre grammatical (/≥ilê/ < /≥ilay/ duel, cas oblique). L'ougaritique 
aurait déjà suivi la même voie que les langues nordouest-sémitiques du premier millénaire, où la perte 
du duel comme nombre grammatical a permis à la désinence du duel oblique à l'état construit de 
remplacer celle du pluriel oblique à cet état (/dabar≠ malk/ → /dibrê melek/ en hébr.). Mais en 
ougaritique il est clair que le duel fonctionnait toujours dans les textes administratifs comme nombre 
grammatical, et ces textes reflètent la langue parlée vers la fin du royaume d'Ougarit. Les données 
linguistiques des textes ougaritiques les plus tardifs interdisent donc la vocalisation /≥ilê/ tout comme 
/≥il≠/, et l'on ne peut admettre que « la comparaison avec l'état construit de l'hébreu et de l'araméen 
s'impose d'elle-même » (Israel, ibid.). Voir déjà la critique des deux analyses par Rainey, UF 3 (1971) 
162, propos toujours valables (quand, en 1995, il préconise que /≥ilê/ représenterait le nominatif, il met 
la forme au compte de « some of the scribes [who] were already speaking a dialect in which the dual 
had really lost its original nominative » et pour qui « the bound oblique dual form has also supplanted 
the bound nominative of the plural » [UF 27, p. 706] — or, tirer cette conclusion d'un nombre de formes 
qui ne peut être qualifié que d'infime, lorsqu'il existe en même temps un grand nombre de formes qui 
vont à l'encontre de cette conclusion et une particule capable d'expliquer les formes rares, nous paraît 
relever d'une méthode inadmissible).  Pour Jirku [the reference is to A. Jirku, Der Mythus der 
Kanaanäer (1966) 49], •ly serait un véritable duel et signifiait « deux dieux ». Pourtant, comme De 
Moor l'a signalé [the reference is to J. C. De Moor, BiOr 26 (1969) 103], l'usage exclusif du pluriel dans 
la formule attestée dans les lettres en langue accadienne infirme cette interprétation.''  

 473Compare, for example, Blau and Loewenstamm, UF 2 (1970) 25, n. 35; Tropper, UF 25 
(1993) 391; Tropper, UF 26 (1994) 459-460; and, most recently, Tropper, Ugaritische Grammatik 
(2000), § 21.341.21, pp. 51-53, and § 54.121.2, pp. 306-307 (Tropper also allows the possibility that {y} 
is consonantal here, representing an enclitic particle; see below).     
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weakening of the productive case system in Ugaritic.474  Since the putative plene 

writings are often used as evidence for such a weakening of the case system, the 

argument quickly becomes circular.475    

 The best means, it seems to me, of avoiding not only circular argumentation but 

also the necessity of introducing questionable typological distinctions such as 

""Spätugaritisch'' in order to explain unexpected writings,476 involves a consideration of 

                                                

 474First presented by Liverani, RANL 8:19 (1964) 179-180 (for ""non-literary'' Ugaritic); 
compare also Tropper, UF 25 (1993) 391-392 (for ""late'' Ugaritic); and Rainey, UF 27 (1995) 705-706.  
On the productivity of the Ugaritic case system, see, for example, J. Huehnergard, UVST (1987) 299-
301, with references to the previous discussion.  
 The majority of the evidence for the Ugaritic case system, however, suggests that it was fully 
productive: (1) the spellings of common nouns of III-≥ roots, and (2) syllabic spellings of Ugaritic 
common nouns.  A summary of the evidence may be found in Tropper, Ugaritische Grammatik (2000), 
§ 54.111, pp. 302-303 (for common nouns of singular number); § 53.212-213, pp. 289-290 (of dual 
number); and § 53.312, pp. 293-294 (of plural number).            

 475The fact that matres lectionis are not fully productive in Ugaritic orthography, neither for 
historical diphthongs, nor for historically long vowels (that is to say, even for those who defend the 
existence of matres lectionis in Ugaritic, examples are few and far between), further weakens the 
hypothesis.  A additional weakness is that this view neglects particle accretion as an important aspect of 
Ugaritic morphology, on which see below.  

 476For some, such typological distinctions are a means of reconciling perceived contradictions 
in the available evidence.  The argument generally runs as follows: (1) the unambiguous evidence for a 
fully productive case system reflects an older, more conservation stage of the Ugaritic language, while 
(2) data which are not compatible with the Ugaritic case system, that is, examples of ""incorrect'' case 
endings (interpreted on the basis of syllabic writings, alphabetic writings with the ""≥aleph'' signs, matres 
lectionis, etc.), represent a later stage of the language, in which the case system was falling out of 
productive usage.  Statements which reflect this line of thinking include Liverani, RANL 8:19 (1964) 
179; S. Segert, Basic Grammar of the Ugaritic Language (1984), § 13.1, p. 15; Israel, RSO 11 (1993) 
255-262; and the more detailed presentations in Tropper, UF 25 (1993) 389-394; and Tropper, 
Ugaritische Grammatik (2000), § 54.113, pp. 305-306, and § 54.121.2, pp. 306-307.           
 Against this view, it seems germane to make two points: (1) Differences of literary genre are 
often accompanied by differences of linguistic register, and such differences might easily be reflected in 
varying orthographic habits.  Thus, if it is true (and this remains to be proven) that certain prose texts 
contain more ""unexpected'' orthographic usages of the {y} sign (whether these be interpreted as matres 
lectionis or as enclitic particles) than do certain literary texts, it does not necessarily follow that the 
literary texts are older than the prose texts; on the contrary, it does not seem necessary at all to arrange 
these differences into a tidy linear diachronic development. (2) Many of the examples presented as 
evidence of ""incorrect'' case vowels are of ambiguous syntactic interpretation, and thus are of 
questionable worth as evidence for a putative ""late Ugaritic''.  Pardee, Les textes épistolaires (in 
preparation), ch. 18 (RS 15.008), commentaire, ligne 4, n. 18, voices similar objections, rejecting 
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the use of ""enclitic particles'' in Ugaritic morphology.  Since the evidence for the 

existence of an enclitic particle -y, attached not only to nouns, but also to verbs, 

pronouns, and adverbs, is fairly strong,477 it seems reasonable, and methodologically 

sound, to interpret the writing •ly °grt in this vein: */≥il¨-ya478 ≥ugar≠ta/.479  It seems to 

me that a strong argument for this view is to be found in the literary text KTU 1.23, 

                                                                                                                                           
""l'affirmation que la forme •ly constitue un élément du « Spätugaritisch » [he refers here to Tropper,UF 
25 (1993) 391] capable de prouver que la langue tardive avait perdu le système casuel (comme nous 
l'avons plusieurs fois signalé, presque tous les textes ougaritiques sont « tardifs », c'est-à-dire qu'ils 
datent des dernières décennies du royaume, et ce qu'on dit au sujet de RS 15.008 doit donc être valable 
pour au moins les neuf dixièmes des textes ougaritiques).''     

 477A recent analysis of the available evidence can be found in Tropper, Ugaritische 
Grammatik (2000), § 89.3, pp. 833-835; see also J. Tropper, UF 26 (1994) 480-481.  The early 
champion of this view was K. Aartun, Die Partikeln des Ugaritischen 1 (1974) 44-47; see also D. 
Pardee, AfO 31 (1984) 221 and 229, and n. 53; and D. Pardee, AfO 33 (1986) 136, and n. 151.          

 478I vocalize the particle as */ya/, but this arbitrary, being unsupported by any inner Ugaritic 
data that I know of.  The polyvalent nature of the {PI} sign (in the writing {AL-LI-NI-PI} in RS 
20.426B:5') prevents it from being much use, in my opinion, for any reconstruction of the Ugaritic 
phonemic structure, contra Tropper, Ugaritische Grammatik (2000), § 89.3, p. 833.    

 479Tropper offers this explanation as ""möglich'' in Ugaritische Grammatik (2000), § 89.35, p. 
835 (he also considers the mater lectionis explanation as possible, however: ibid., § 54.121.2).  Pardee, 
Les textes épistolaires (in preparation), ch. 18 (RS 15.008), commentaire, ligne 4, is more decided in 
favor of the enclitic particle: "". . . il nous paraît nécessaire de privilégier le connu par rapport à 
l'inconnu : on frôle l'arbitraire en affirmant que la forme •ly (avec ymy en RS 24.247:34' si l'on adopte 
cette interprétation de la forme) est suffisante pour faire croire que le système casuel était tombé 
d'usage en ougaritique alors qu'une particule -y existe dont la fonction précise est inconnue et qui peut 
donc servir pour expliquer la forme •ly .''  Further, Pardee, ibid., n. 18, criticizes Tropper, UF 26 (1994) 
474-475, for not having classified the phrase •ly °grt as an example of enclitic -y: "". . . dans son étude de 
la particule -y [he refers here to Tropper, UF 26 (1994) 473-482] il fait le partage entre matres lectionis 
et la particule -y sans déclarer sur quels critères les décisions se font (ce qui serait difficile vu que la 
fonction de la particule est inconnue). Ce que les spécialistes qui choisissent l'analyse comme mater 
lectionis dans ce cas et dans plusieurs autres n'ont pas remarqué est que cet usage orthographique se 
réduirait en ougaritique en grande partie au signe {y}, qui a fournit la plupart d'exemples cités (peu 
d'exemples de {≥}, encore moins de {w}, presque tous les exemples cités pour {h} reflètent soit la 
particule locative/adverbiale soit la forme ≤ßrh du nom de nombre « dix »). Or il est évidemment 
possible que l'usage de matres lectionis ait commencé avec le signe {y}, pour devenir ensuite plus 
général (plus tard et dans d'autres langues !) ; mais il est également possible, et à notre avis plus 
conforme aux données de la langue qui sont bien attestées, que l'une des caractéristiques les plus 
frappantes de l'ougaritique, à savoir l'usage très répandu de particules enclitiques, soit à l'origine des 
orthographes en question (et que les deux cas cités de {h} constituent des morphèmes comportant la 
consonne /h/).''  
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where one finds two writings, both noun phrases used in nominative contexts which are 

otherwise equivalent in terms of their semantic denotation, one of which employs the 

""expected'' writing ±®t •l,480 "the two wives of ≥Ilu', and the other of which attaches the 

enclitic particle -y to the noun in the construct state: ±®ty •l,481 still "the two wives of 

≥Ilu'.  Does the first writing reflect ""classic'' orthographic conventions, while the second 

one, with its use of {y} as a mater lectionis, reflects ""late'' developments?  Such a 

hypothesis would seem to introduce more problems than it solves.  Better by far, it 

would seem, to view the {y} as an example of ""enclitic -y'',482 the existence of which 

seems certain.  But, granting the existence of enclitic -y, what is its function?  Josef 

Tropper483 may be correct to seek the function of enclitic -y not on a local semantic 

level, but on a broader discourse level; his proposal, however, namely, viewing it as a 

marker of direct speech, is not applicable to the phrase •ly °grt, treated here.  Beyond 

offering the tentative proposal that the presence of -y here may have played a role, not 

on the level of semantic  ""denotation'', but rather on the level of socio-linguistic 

""connotation'',484 I have no explanation to offer for this problematic spelling.        

                                                

 480KTU 1.23:42.  Contextual considerations indicate that the noun was dual in number, and in 
the nominative case; one can thus reconstruct the phonemic structure as  */≥a®®atª ≥ili/.  

 481KTU 1.23:60.  As above, contextual considerations indicate the nominative case and dual 
number: */≥a®®atª-ya ≥ili/.   

 482So Aartun, Die Partikeln des Ugaritischen 1 (1974) 44-45.   

 483Tropper, UF 26 (1994) 475-482.    

 484Hani Hayajneh has pointed out to me (personal communication) that the ""enclitic particle'' 
situation in Ugaritic appears to resemble that of the Old South Arabian languages, for which see N. 
Nebes, Mélanges Ryckmans (1991) 133-151: several enclitic particles are known, which are found 
attached to virtually all parts of speech, but which are notoriously difficult to pin down in terms of 
semantics, to the point where one may even speak of a lack of informational content in terms of 
linguistic ""denotation''.  If the -y in the case of •ly °grt is similarly ""empty'' in terms of semantic 
denotation, the alternative, it seems to me (unless one wishes to suggest the presence or absence of the 
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4.6.2  Two morphological issues    

 The two questions of morphology dealt with here are (1) the breadth of usage 

of t- prefix forms of the verb for the 3rd person masculine plural in Ugaritic prose 

texts, and (2) the verbal stem of the form tßlmk.   

 

4.6.2.1  The scope of taqtul¨(na) for the 3rd m pl     

 Sixty-some years after Andrée Herdner's article on the subject,485 subsequent 

textual discoveries have shifted the discussion from simply highlighting the existence 

of t- preformative forms of the 3rd masculine plural in the prefix conjugation,486 to 

considering seriously the possibility that such forms were the sole productive pattern in 

these cases.487   

                                                                                                                                           
particle is purely arbitrary), is to seek the ""meaning'' of the particle on a broader level, either in terms of 
its role in the discourse (cf. Tropper's hypothesis, mentioned above), or in terms of putative socio-
linguistic ""connotations'' carried by it.   

 485Herdner, Revue des Études Sémitiques 1938 (1938) 76-83.   

 486Herdner, ibid., p. 76, n. 2, credits this observation to H. L. Ginsberg, Kitv´ Ugarit (1936) 25, 
31-32, and 63 (notes); H. L. Ginsberg, Orientalia 5 (1936) 188; and U. Cassuto, Orientalia 7 (1938) 
278, n. 4.  Z. S. Harris, Development of the Canaanite Dialects (1939) 12, n. 27, notes this phenomenon 
as well, and cites H. L. Ginsberg, Tarbiz 4 (1933) 166; and A. Goetze, JAOS 58 (1938) 290.       

 487Goetze, JAOS 58 (1938) 290, n. 128, was tentative in offering this hypothesis: ""As to the 
prefix t- it should be added that taqtulªni seems to be the normal form of the 3rd plural. . . ,'' but as D. L. 
Dobrusin, JANES 13 (1981) 5, n. 2, points out, it is clear that Goetze also allowed for the existence of 
yaqtul¨(na) forms: cf. his interpretation of ymr° on p. 294 and of ytk on p. 300.  It was not until 
Dobrusin's article, ibid., pp. 5-14, that the claim was made in a categorical way: compare p. 5: ""the basis 
for a 3rd masculine plural prefix with y cannot be established with any certainty'', and p. 14: ""The 
examples of 3rd masculine plural with y preformative are few in comparison and inconclusive. . . . the 
3rd masculine plural prefixed form of the Ugaritic verb is formed only by preformative t.  Any examples 
of y preformative are suspect and should be scrutinized for alternative interpretations.''            
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 The early discussion was prejudiced by the predominance in the known corpus 

of literary texts in parallelistic poetic narrative style.488  It was generally admitted that 

taqtul¨(na) forms existed in these myths,489 but they were assumed to coexist in free 

variation alongside ""expected'' yaqtul¨(na) forms.490  D. Dobrusin attempted to 

explain away all the yaqtul¨(na) examples in the poetic corpus as amenable to 

alternative explanations,491 but J. Tropper's more cautious position,492 that taqtul¨(na) 

is statistically standard, but a few yaqtul¨(na) forms do exist in the poetic texts, which 

may be viewed as a ""morphologisches Fossil'', analogous to the taprus pattern for the 

3rd f. sg. preterite in Akkadian literary compositions, is equally plausible.    

 Unlike the situation in the literary texts, however, where taqtul¨(na) appears to 

be standard and a  few yaqtul¨(na) examples are often thought to exist, the situation in 

Ugaritic prose is fairly straightforward: as Tropper has recently shown,493 all 

                                                

 488Because of this, all but one of the examples discussed by Herdner are taken from poetic 
narrative; the single prose form is mentioned on p. 80: ""Ces formes ne se rencontrent pas seulement 
dans les textes poétiques.  M. Dhorme a bien voulu me signaler, dans une lettre provenante de Ras-
Shamra [the letter in question must be RS 8.315], dont la publication est très prochaine : t©rk, « qu'ils te 
gardent » ; tßlmk, « qu'ils te maintiennent en bonne santé » ; le sujet est 'ilm, « les dieux ».''  

 489Since fairly clear examples of taqtul¨(na) for the 3rd m pl are now generally admitted from 
Mari (Old Babylonian), from Amarna (Late Bronze), and perhaps also from Ras Shamra syllabic texts 
(for Mari examples, see J.-M. Durand, MARI 1 (1982) 79-89; and D. O. Edzard, Mélanges Birot (1985) 
85-86; for Amarna, see W. L. Moran, JCS 5 (1951) 33-35; S. Izre'el, UF 19 (1987) 79-90; and A. F. 
Rainey, CAT 2 (1996) 26-28 and 43-45; for the putative RS syllabic examples, see J. Tropper, 
Ugaritische Grammatik (2000), § 73.223.31, p. 432), it is no longer necessary to speculate that the 
formally ambiguous Ugaritic tqtl forms represent 3rd f. sg. forms used for plural entities, as in Arabic 
where all non-human plurals are treated grammatically as f. sg.     

 490Compare Herdner, Revue des Études Sémitiques 1938 (1938) 76: "" … les formes tq†l(n) qui 
ont été expliquées jusqu'ici comme des 3e m. pl. sont peu nombreuses … .''     

 491Dobrusin, JANES 13 (1981) 5-14.   

 492Tropper, Ugaritische Grammatik (2000), § 73.223.33, p. 433.   

 493Ibid., §73.223.3, pp. 432-38. 
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unambiguous examples of the 3rd masculine plural in the prefix conjugation show 

taqtul¨(na).494  If this holds, this is an important insight, since it dramatically reduces 

the interpretive possibilities for yqtl verbal forms when encountered in poorly 

preserved prose texts.  

  

4.6.2.2  tßlmk:  D-stem or fi-stem? 

 Working with the data available to him in 1938, it is not particularly 

troublesome that Dhorme hesitated between ""le pi"el ou l'hiph"il de ßlm'' in explaining 

the form tßlmk.495  Since that time, however, not only is it clear that the causative stem 

in Ugaritic bore a fi-prefix, not H-, ≥-, or Y-,496 but also that a short vowel occurred 

between the /ß/ of the causative prefix and the first radical of the verbal root.  A survey 

of the examples of fi-stem prefix conjugation forms derived from I-fi, but also from I-

T,̇ roots, has made this clear.497   

                                                

 494The example of the form ydk from the hippiatric tradition (compare, for example, RS 
17.120:14) need not be plural; compare the ""impersonal'' singular translation of D. Pardee, Les textes 
hippiatriques (1985) 25, "on doit broyer [the following ingredients together]', retained in his recent 
English translation, D. Pardee, Mélanges Dion 3 (2001) 248, "one should bray [the following ingredients 
together]. . .' (in this technical context, the verb DK(K) apparently means "to mix together by smashing', 
as with a mortar and pestle, for example).  The verb ym÷yk in RS 3.334:8 (probably a letter) is also 
ambiguous; Dijkstra's interpretation, "[Children] will come to you', in M. Dijkstra, HUS (1999) 152, is 
speculative.  In a recent English translation of RS 34.148, D. Pardee, Context 3 (forthcoming), letter 
no. 23, and n. 132, divided line 7 differently (than it was divided in the editio princeps, RSO 7 [1991] 
163-164): w lny kn p±t / ≤m ml<k>t grgmß, translated, "Now for the two of us, the border with the 
ki<ng>dom of Carchemish is holding solid.'   

 495Dhorme, Syria 19 (1938) 144.   

 496See J. Tropper, Kausativstamm (1990) 113-182; Tropper, Ugaritische Grammatik (2000), § 
74.612, p. 586.   

 497See Tropper, Kausativstamm (1990) 60-67, and Tropper, Ugaritische Grammatik (2000), § 
74.622.1, p. 587-588, and § 74.622.3, pp. 593-594, for the examples of I-fi and I-Ṫ roots.  
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 Consequently, it is clear that tßlmk is not a fi-stem form,498 and therefore ought 

to be classified as a D-stem: */taßallim¨ka/.499   

                                                

 498As Pardee remarks in D. Pardee, Les textes épistolaires (in preparation), ch. 2 (RS 1.018), 
remarques épistolographiques, footnote 26: ""L'accord semble être général maintenant pour analyser 
tßlmk comme au schème-D.''  References follow, beginning with C. H. Gordon, Ugaritic Grammar 
(1940), § 14.825, p. 109; recently, see Tropper, Ugaritische Grammatik (2000), § 74.412.27, p. 555.  As 
mentioned above, Dhorme, Syria 19 (1938) 144, considered the causative stem as possible, but he 
envisioned ""l'hiph"il'', not the fi-stem; so also E. Hammershaimb, Das Verbum im Dialekt von Ras 
Schamra (1941) 17, who mentioned ""Hif"il ('Af"el)''.  J.-L. Cunchillos, as in J.-L. Cunchillos, TO 2 
(1989) 255, retained in J.-L. Cunchillos, HUS (1999) 364, appears to have been the only student of 
these texts to consider tßlmk as a genuine fi-stem.  From the examples mentioned in the above footnote, 
however, it is clear that if this verb had been in the fi-stem, it would have been written *tßßlmk, not 
tßlmk.      

 499On methodological grounds, I favor inner Ugaritic evidence, when such exists, over 
comparative Semitic evidence in phonemic reconstruction.  The inner Ugaritic evidence for the 
reconstruction of this word consists of alphabetic spellings of D-stem prefix conjugation verbal forms 
which contain one of the ""≥aleph'' signs.  I know of no syllabic evidence relevant to the reconstruction of 
this form (on the validity of personal names as evidence, see below).  Tropper, Ugaritische Grammatik 
(2000), § 74.412, pp. 544-557, presents the alphabetic evidence, which permits a reasonable 
reconstruction of all three pertinent vowels.  The two stem vowels are the easiest to deal with: (1) the 
consistent use of the {±} sign in the writing of I-≥ roots in the D-stem prefix conjugation forms (such as 
t±rßn in KTU 4.370:2; for the other examples, see Tropper, ibid., § 74.412.21, pp. 546-548) suggests /a/ 
for the stem vowel between the 1st and 2nd root consonants; and (2) spellings with {•} for verbs of this 
type derived from II-≥ roots (see the examples given in Tropper, ibid., § 74.412.22, p. 548; note 
especially the forms from the root L≥K, for which the opposition between G-stem tl±k and D-stem tl•k is 
fairly well understood) suggest that the stem vowel between the 2nd and 3rd root consonants was /i/.  
For (3) the vowel of the prefix, the only inner Ugaritic evidence comes from 1st person forms: the 
attested 1st person forms, all written with {±} (for the forms, see Tropper, ibid., § 74.412.26, pp. 550-
552), have been interpreted as evidence that the prefix vowel was /a/, not simply in the 1st person, but 
across the paradigm; Tropper, ibid., p. 545, cites C. H. Gordon, Ugaritic Textbook (1965), § 9.35, p. ; S. 
Segert, Basic Grammar of the Ugaritic Language (1984), § 54.41, p. ; and Verreet, p. 33).  I also 
advocate this view, and in its defense, would point out that it is not only consistent with the available 
inner Ugaritic evidence, but also, being the simplest explanation of the available data, does not 
introduce unwarranted complications into the verbal system. 
 Tropper's proposal is considerably more complicated: he suggests that the prefix vowel was 
originally /u/ across the paradigm, but that in the 1st person, /*≥uqattil/ was phonetically realized as 
[≥aqattil], the /a/ quality in the prefix vowel perhaps being the result of vowel harmony; elsewhere in 
the paradigm, as in the 3rd person, for example, */yuqattil/ was phonetically realized as [y™qattil], with 
a ""Murmelvokal'' in the prefix syllable.  Tropper's preference for /u/, against the uniform alphabetic 
evidence for /a/, comes from his consideration of several lines of evidence, both inner Ugaritic and 
comparative Semitic.  In addition to the methodological criticism that his proposal is needlessly 
complicated, I would offer the following substantive criticisms: (1) the syllabic writings of the personal 
name {mu-na-”i-mu} (nominative) and {mu-na-”i-ma} (genitive) (for citations, see Tropper, ibid., § 
74.415, p. 562) can only be admitted as evidence with great difficulty; the use of personal names as 
evidence in the reconstruction of Ugaritic has been justly criticized by J. Huehnergard, UVST (1987) 8-
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4.6.3  Three syntactic questions     

 This section treats (1) those examples of « ben » formulas in which one of the 

verbal forms lacks a pronominal suffix, (2) the grammatical scope of the adverbial 

phrase l ßlm in the « ben » formula, and (3) the consistent « S V O » word order in the 

« ben » formula.   

 

4.6.3.1  " "Anticipatory gapping' '  in •lm t÷r tßlmk  and •lm tßlm t÷rkm     

 The « ben » formulas of three letters share a syntactic feature I have 

provisionally labeled ""anticipatory gapping'':   

 (i) RS 18.134:4-5, •lm t÷r tßlmk;  

 (ii) RS 92.2005.2:26-28, •lm [t]ßlm t÷rk [t]tmmk;500 and  

                                                                                                                                           
9; (2) Admitting that two of the four spellings of verbs of this type which show {w} as the 1st radical 
(examples listed in Tropper, ibid., § 74.412.14, p. 545) probably represent the D-stem (ywp®n and 
ywsrnn are plausibly D-stem, but the other two, twt“ and tw“ln, are intransitive, and so are unlikely to 
have been in the D-stem; see Pardee, AfO 31 (1984) 221).  It is by no means as clear to me as it is to 
Tropper that spellings of this type are more likely to represent an underlying vowel sequence /uwa/ 
rather than /awa/.  If one takes verbal forms of III-w roots as examples, ±twt and ≤rwt (Ibid., § 75.531b, 
p. 653, where Tropper himself plausibly reconstructs these forms as /≥atawat/ and /≤ara/uwat/, 
respectively) would seem to imply that, in some cases at least, Ugaritic tolerated /awa/.  (3) Finally, the 
Ugaritic verbal paradigms need not follow Arabic and Akkadian paradigms; on the contrary, these 
languages both show /u/ for the prefix vowel of the 1st person for the prefix conjugation in the D-stem 
(≥ufa≤≤ilu and uparris), while Ugaritic, judging on present data, did not.  Tropper's proposal could very 
well turn out to be correct, but I see no empirical reason to adopt it on present evidence.  

 500Because of the unusual nature of the « ben » formula carried by the first letter on this tablet, 
the restoration of this formula (which belongs to the second, ""piggy-back'' letter) is difficult.  The editors 
(Bordreuil and Pardee, Études ougaritiques 1 [2001] 371-374) read these lines as {(26, cont'd) •lm (27) 
[t]ßlm . t÷rk (28) [-]¯-˘mmk }}.  The « ben » of the first letter is epigraphically clear: {(7) •lm . l . ßlm 
(8) t÷rkm . tßlmkm}, which leads one to wonder if the correct restoration of the beginning of line 27 
ought not be {[l .] ßlm} instead of {[t]ßlm} (compare D. Clemens, Sources [2001] 568, n. 2179).  
Furthermore, it may be worthwhile double-checking the reading of line 28: can {[tß]¯l˘mk} (instead of 
{[ ]¯-˘mmk}) be definitively ruled out?  This question provides an example of the utility of detailed 
epigraphic notes for every signed damaged to the extent that its value is not beyond doubt (in other 
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 (iii) RS 94.2545+:16-17, [•]lm t÷r tßlmk. 

These three formulas are characterized by the omission of the pronominal suffix -k 

from the first of two (or more) successive transitive verbal forms, the suffix in question 

being the expected accusative complement of each of the verbs in the « ben » formula.  

In each of these three examples, the gapping of the suffix is ""leftward'', regardless of 

the order of verbal components.501  Given the occurrence of no less than three 

examples, it seems reasonable to accept this syntax as a legitimate and intentional 

device,502 a literary devise which is also attested in Ugaritic poetry.503  A poetic 

example of such ""anticipatory gapping'' is provided by the following passage from the 

Kirta text, KTU2 1.17.V:19-20: ßl“m ßßqy •lm s±d kbd hmt, "Feed (the two gods), Give 

drink to the two gods!  Serve? (the two of them), honor the two of them!'    

     

                                                                                                                                           
words, every sign which carries half-brackets, {¯x˘}, in transcription, merits prose description of the 
visible remains).   

 501Two examples (RS 18.134 and RS 94.2545+) show the order « N� R-fiLM », one shows the 
order « fiLM-N� R(-TMM) » (RS 92.2005.2).   

 502That is, three examples of the same scribal error seem unlikely.  RS 18.134 is the only 
example of this pattern already published: C. Virolleaud, PRU 5 (1965), no. 159, p. 191, had read line 5 
{t÷r . tßl[m]k}, but offered no comment.  M. Dietrich, O. Loretz, and J. Sanmartín, KTU (1976), no 2.44; 
and M. Dietrich, O. Loretz, and J. Sanmartín, KTU2 (1995), no. 2.44, read {t÷rk . tßlmk} on line 5, 
against the editio princeps; it is not clear that they envisioned a scribal error here, however, for their 
transcriptions do not contain the <> signs typically used for inserting omitted signs into a defective text.  
J. Tropper, AuOr 13 (1995) 235, read {t÷r . k . [t]¯ß˘lmk}, apparently working from photographs (ibid., 
p. 231); his reading has been justly criticized for this reason by D. Pardee, AuOr 16 (1998) 98, who in 
turn reported his own collation of the line, {t÷rk . tßlmk}, which by and large conforms to Virolleaud's 
reading.       

 503On this feature in Ugaritic poetry, see W. G. E. Watson, HUS (1999) 172-173 (""ellipsis''); 
for similar constructions in biblical Hebrew poetry, see M. O'Connor, Hebrew Verse Structure (1980) 
404-405.  Ugaritic poetry (like that of the Hebrew Bible) is characterized, above all, by the 
pervasiveness of parallelism in its various semantic and grammatical distributions.  Since the standard 
Ugaritic « ben » formula shows parallelistic constructions both on the semantic level (compare the 
semantic overlap among the verbs N� R, fiLM, ≤ZZ, and TMM) and on the grammatical level (all verbal 
forms in the formula are 3rd m pl prefix conjugation forms used in volitional context), the presence of 
further ""poetic'' features in the corpus of the « ben » formulas may not be purely coincidental.     
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4.6.3.2  The scope of the adverbial phrase l  ß lm     

 The « ben » formula of RS 92.2005.1:7-8, •lm l ßlm t÷rkm tßlmkm, presents, in 

the form of the prepositional phrase l ßlm, the first attestation of the Ugaritic 

component corresponding to a frequent component of the « ben » formula in the Ras 

Shamra Akkadian letters, namely, the prepositional phrase ana ßulmªni, literally "for 

well-being'.504  A legitimate grammatical question relates to the scope of this 

adverbial phrase: does it modify only one of the several verbal predications present in 

the formula, or is it operative rather on the clause level, modifying them all?   

 Due to the limited nature of the Ugaritic evidence, it does not appear possible, 

at this point, to provide a confident answer to this question, presented on the basis of 

and supported by a sufficiently convincing amount of textual data.  If some uncertainty 

is therefore unavoidable, it does not follow that one's interpretation of this phrase 

should be arbitrary.  For this reason, comparative material may be exploited in an 

attempt to argue, in an informed if still provisional way, for the more probable of the 

interpretive possibilities.  Among the comparative corpora, I single out the RS 

Akkadian material for the simple reason that the formal parallels between the Ras 

Shamra Akkadian and Ugaritic epistolary corpora are sufficiently pervasive, and 

sufficiently profound, not only to justify seeking a single answer to this question that is 

valid for both corpora, but perhaps even requiring it.    

 With this in mind, I propose that in the « ben » formula the phrase l ßlm / ana 

ßulmªni is an adverbial complement to the N�R  / na¬ªru predication, but to none of the 

                                                

 504See above, section 4.4.1.    
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other verbs occurring in the formula.505  I lean in this direction for the following 

reasons:  Not only (1) does every occurrence of l ßlm / ana ßulmªni occur in a « ben » 

formula which also contains the N�R  / na¬ªru predication, but also (2) when the 

former is present, it is always immediately followed by the latter.  Furthermore, (3) in 

the RS Akkadian corpus, the phrase ana ßulmªni is used most often with na¬ªru as the 

sole verbal predication,506 showing that an Akkadian idiom ana ßulmªni na¬ªru, "to 

protect (s.o.) for well-being', is not only conceivable, but statistically standard.  

Finally, (4) the phrase l ßlm / ana ßulmªni is comparatively rare in « ben » formulas 

which contain, in addition to N�R  / na¬ªru forms, verbal predications derived from 

other roots.507   

 Provided that the comparative method employed here be legitimate, I consider 

that the RS Akkadian evidence is sufficient to suggest that the grammatical scope of 

the phrase l ßlm is confined to the N�R  verbal predication, and is not operative on the 

broader level of a multi-predication clause.  Since not all examples of the verbal 

predication N�R  / na¬ªru are accompanied by the phrase l ßlm / ana ßulmªni, the latter 

would seen to be an ""optional'' elaboration of the N�R  / na¬ªru predication, perhaps "to 

protect (s.o.) for (the purpose of) well-being'.   

 

                                                

 505In other words, I suggest that both Ugaritic and Akkadian possessed an idiom, meaning 
loosely "to protect (s.o.) for well-being', which was frequently used in the « ben » formula in the 
epistolary traditions of LB Syria.  Not only were these two idioms virtual semantic equivalents, but they 
were also virtual morphological equivalents, displaying a precise morpheme-for-morpheme 
correspondence among their components.    

 506See above, section 4.4.1.   

 507In at least four « ben » formulas, l ßlm / ana ßulmªni and a verbal predication derived from 
fiLM (D-stem) / ßullumu are both present (three of these are Akkadian letters: RS 20.178.1, RS 34.133, 
and RS 34.154; and one Ugaritic: RS 92.2005.1); in each of these, however, a N� R / na¬ªru verbal form 
is also present, immediately following the prepositional phrase.   
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4.6.3.3  The « S V » order of syntactic components   

 Since it is still fairly common to attribute, often without supporting arguments, 

various aspects of Ugaritic epistolary structure to ""Akkadian influence'',508 and since 

classical Akkadian syntax tends to be verb-final while West Semitic syntax, though 

showing considerable variation, is very often not, it seems worthwhile to draw 

attention to examples of ""genuine'' Ugaritic syntax in an effort to stave off the 

ascertain that, for example, the respective positions of subject and verb in the Ugaritic 

« ben » formula, namely, •lm t÷rk tßlmk = « S V V », reflects Akkadian influence.   

 For this purpose, I have found the presentation of data assembled recently by 

J. Tropper,509 and, to a lesser extent, D. Sivan,510 useful.  Two points seem germane: 

(1) the ""subject-initial'' status of the Ugaritic « ben » formula presents nothing unusual 

for attested Ugaritic syntactic patterns, in both poetry and prose;511 and (2) even if an 

as yet undiscovered Ugaritic « ben » formula should turn up one day which showed the 

                                                

 508Compare A. F. Rainey, Proceedings of the Israel Academy of Sciences and Humanities 3 
(1968) 135, ""The epistolary style was strongly influenced by the standard forms in Akkadian'' 
(apparently as an example of a ""standard Akkadian epistolary form'', he cites a typical prostration 
formula from an Amarna letter).  More recently, compare Sivan, GUL (1997) 210, ""most of the prosaic 
texts are formulaic and are in fact imitations of Akkadian legal epistolary [sic].''  Tropper, Ugaritische 
Grammatik (2000), § 93.424, p. 876, describes the Ugaritic epistolary « pros » formula as an 
""Übersetzung eines akk. Formulars''.   

 509Tropper, Ugaritische Grammatik (2000), § 93.4, pp. 869-881.   

 510Sivan, GUL (1997) 210-212.   

 511See the examples collected in Tropper, Ugaritische Grammatik (2000), § 93.422.1, pp. 872-
873.  Two volitional examples from epistolary prose, both cited by Tropper, ibid., include RS 15.008:10-
11, w °m tßm” m±b, "May my mother cause M≥AB to rejoice!' (or, if emendation of {m±b} to {m±d!} be 
allowed, "May my mother rejoice very much!!'); and RS [Varia 4]:10-12, w ht ±”y bny yß±l ®ryl, "Now 
then, let my brother, my son ask Ṫaryelli!'   
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order « S O V »,512 this pattern is also attested in Ugaritic, certainly in poetry and 

probably in prose,513 and therefore should not be assumed a priori to reflect Akkadian 

influence.   

 My belaboring this point is not intended to deny categorically the possibility of 

Akkadian influence on Ugaritic syntax.  On the contrary, given the broad and profound 

impact of Mesopotamian culture on Syria, Akkadian influence on Ugaritic literature 

seems plausible.  Rather, what I am criticizing here is the mechanical and uncritical 

nature of the assumption that Ugaritic prose is a mere imitation of Akkadian prose 

style.  Such may have been the case, but any statement to this effect which is 

advanced without argument is clearly unacceptable, especially in those cases for 

which Akkadian parallels for the putatively ""Akkadianizing'' Ugaritic syntax do not 

exist.  It seems to me that the working assumption should be that a given Ugaritic 

literary pattern reflects genuine Ugaritic syntax, and that the burden of proof lies on 

those who wish to propose Akkadian influence for this or that syntactic pattern.   

 

                                                

 512As a hypothetical example, one may imagine a putative Ugaritic version of a « ben » 
formula resembling those found in the Akkadian letters from Meskene: *•lm npßk t÷r (or perhaps *•lm 
“(y)k t÷r), "May the gods protect your life!'    

 513Compare the poetic example (KTU 1.2.IV:11) given in Sivan, GUL (1997) 211 (but note 
that the putative prose example given on p. 210, KTU 4.125:8, seems extremely unlikely: the string yd 
lmdhm is almost certainly not a noun phrase, "the hands of their apprentice' (ibid.), functioning as the 
subject of the verb, but rather more likely a prepositional phrase "along with their apprentices' (cf. G. 
del Olmo Lete, and J. Sanmartín, DLU 1 (1996) 226).  Tropper, Ugaritische Grammatik (2000), § 
93.423, pp. 874-875, has collected several more examples from poetry, and, in § 93.424, p. 876, two 
examples (although in these an adverbial component is present: « S O A V ») from epistolary prose, 
though Tropper insists that these (both are from RS 18.031) represent ""evtl. Übersetzung eines akk. 
Originals''.  Tropper also cites A. Farber's doctoral dissertation, Genetic Subgroupings of the Semitic 
Languages, University of Texas (Austin) (1980) 44-50, which surveyed two Ugaritic literary texts, and 
found, for example, that 30% of the sentences therein displayed « S V » order, and 6% « S O V » order.           
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4.6.4  The etymology of t÷rk  and related forms    

 The semantics of the verbal form t÷rk, "May they guard you!' are clear, thanks 

to the convergence of lines of evidence drawn from (i) the context in which the 

formula occurs, (ii) the Akkadian parallels derived from na¬ªru, "to guard, protect (in 

the G-stem)', and (iii) any of various formally plausible etymological proposals 

consistent with the semantic context and with the sequence of consonantal radicals, -

÷r-, visible within the form t÷rk.  To my knowledge, these etymological proposals have 

included at least two different roots: (1) Proto-Semitic *NZ̊R, represented in Ugaritic 

as N�R ,514 and (2) the Proto-Semitic hollow root *� (Y)R, represented as such in 

Ugaritic, but in Hebrew as ≤(Y)R.515    

 Since, from a methodological point of view, one must give priority to inner 

Ugaritic evidence in resolving any question regarding Ugaritic lexicography, only the 

former proposal is tenable: the existence of Ugaritic N�R , "to guard, protect (in the G-

                                                

 514In certain cases, the phoneme represented by Ugaritic {÷} corresponds etymologically to 
that of Hebrew {¬}, Aramaic {†}, and classical Arabic {ÿ}, from which data (among others) one may 
speculate, following the comparative method, that the ""Proto-Semitic'' (hereafter ""PS'') phoneme in 
question was */ÿ/.  Tropper, Ugaritische Grammatik (2000), § 32.123.31, pp. 94-95, also mentions 
Ugaritic ÷r "mountain' and � M≥, "to be thirsty (G-stem)' for this class of correspondences.  The case of 
Ugaritic M� Y  is more confusing because of the Arabic and Hebrew forms, but probably belongs here as 
well: in this case, Ug. {÷} ≈ Aram. {†} ≈ probably Hebrew {¬} (though the Hebrew verb axm shows III-≥ 
not III-y) ≈ Akk. {¬} (ma¬û) ≈ Arab. MD˚Y (not MZ̊Y!).  It is clear that this view, namely, that the 
Ugaritic form t÷rk should be connected with a I-N root cognate with Arabic NZ̊R, was held by E. 
Dhorme, Syria 19 (1938) 142 and 144, despite the fact that he had not yet adopted the current 
convention of transcribing this particular Ugaritic sign as {÷} (he used instead ""ÿ'' in transcription).        

 515H. L. Ginsberg, BASOR 72 (1938) 19, n. 11, was apparently the first to propose this 
etymology of the form t÷rk of the « ben » formula; in this view he was followed by H. N. Richardson, 
JBL 66 (1947) 322; and by B. Hartmann, Festschrift Baumgartner, VTS 16 (1967) 102-105, who 
includes a good deal of the anterior bibliography.   
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stem)' is clear,516 but there is no unambiguous evidence for the existence of a 

semantically appropriate hollow root *� (Y)R in Ugaritic.    

 

4.7  TYPOLOGY OF THE UGARITIC BENEDICTION FORMULAS 

 A typological classification of the Ugaritic « ben » formula is presented below, 

organized according to form and conceptual classification.  The ""standard'' formulas 

are treated first, followed by ""non-standard'' patterns.   

 

4.7.1  Compositionally standard formulas   

4.7.1.1  Unexpanded benedictions 

 The vast majority of the Ugaritic « ben » formulas contain three and only three 

compositional elements: (1) a noun phrase referring to ""the gods'', (2) a 3rd person 

plural finite verbal form derived from N�R , with attached 2nd person pronominal 

suffix, and (3) an analogous verbal form derived from fiLM, also with an attached 2nd 

person pronominal suffix.     

                                                

 516Compare G. del Olmo Lete, and J. Sanmartín, DLU 2 (2000) 320-321.  Compare also 
Pardee, Les textes épistolaires (in preparation), ch. 2 (RS 1.018), remarques épistolographiques, n. 27, 
and the bibliography assembled there: ""Vu les formes n÷r dans ces lettres . . . et les translittérations 
syllabiques {na-”i-ru […]} (PRU VI 136:9) et {ni-i”-ru} (Ugaritica VN 137 I 11'), il n'est plus loisible 
de douter que la racine du verbe est N� R (voir les éléments bibliographiques réunis dans AfO 34 [1987] 
429-30, 459, auxquels on ajoutera Albright, BASOR 72 [1938] 19, n. 11 ; Gaster, JAOS 70 [1950] 10 ; 
Aistleitner, WUS [1963], § 1811 [p. 209] ; Von Soden, SVT 16 [1967] 290-94 ; Rainey, « Scribe » [1968] 
136 ; Pardee, BiOr 34 [1977] 3, 5 ; Margalit, Matter [1980] 174 ; Ajjan, Notes [1983] 23-26 ; Cunchillos, 
Misterio [1983] 72 ; idem, AEPHER 92 [1983-84] 260 ; idem, RHR 201 [1984] 230-34 ; idem, Simposio 
[1984] 120, 122 ; idem, TO II [1989] 255-56 ; Avishur, Word Pairs [1984] 432-33 ; Murray, Or 53 [1984] 
307-10 ; Sivan, Grammatical Analysis [1984] 253 ; Huehnergard, Vocabulary [1987] 362 ; Segert, UF 
20 [1988] 295-96 ; Verreet, Modi (1988) 114 ; Tropper, JNSL 20/2 [1994] 24).''   
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 The formulas which contain these three, and only these three, elements may be 

classified by compositional pattern.  Three patterns are known within this group.  The 

most frequent is (1) that in which the noun phrase is « •lm » and the sequences of 

verbal predicates N�R -fiLM.  The other two patterns are much less well attested: 

(2) that in which the noun phrase is « •lm » and the predicate sequence fiLM-N�R , and 

(3) that in which the noun phrase is « •ly °grt » and the sequence of predicates N�R -

fiLM.    

 

4.7.1.1.1  « •LM T÷RK TßLMK »  

« ASC BIO » 

RS 11.872:7-8 « •lm t÷rk tßlmk »  

RS 16.379:6-7 « •l[m] t÷rk tß[l]mk » 

RS 17.139:3-4 « •lm t÷rk tßlmk »  

RS 34.124:5-6 « [•lm t]÷rk tßlm[k] »   

RS 94.5003+:6-7 « •lm t[÷rk] tß[lmk] »  

« ASC POW » 

RS 20.199:9-10 « [•]lm t÷rk [tßl]mk »   

RS 29.093:6-7   « •lm t÷rk tßlmk »  

RS 34.148:6   « •lm t÷rk tßlmk »   

RS 92.2010:4-5 « •lm t÷rk tßlmk »   

RS 94.2391:8   « [•l]¯m˘ ¯t÷r˘[k tßlmk] »517   

RS 94.2428:4'   « [•lm t]÷rk t[ßlmk] »   

                                                

 517The consistent presence of this compositional pattern in other conceptually ASC POW letters 
renders the reconstruction given here likely, though still hypothetical. 
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« HOR BIO » 

RS 1.021:5-6   « •lm [t÷rkm t]ßl[mkm] »    « UNKNOWN » (possibly « HOR BIO ») 

RS 3.427:1'-2'   « [•lm] t÷rk [tßlmk] »518    « UNKNOWN » (possibly « HOR BIO ») 

RS 18.031:4-5 « •lm t÷rk tßlmk »   

RS 18.075:1'-2' « [•lm] t÷[rk tßlm]k »     « UNKNOWN » (probably « HOR BIO ») 

RS 18.134:4-5 « •lm t÷r tßlmk »   

RS 19.029:5-6   « •lm t[÷]rk tßlmk »      « UNKNOWN » (possibly « HOR BIO ») 

RS 94.2273:7   « •lm t÷rk tß[lmk … ] »   

RS 94.2537:4-5 « [•lm] t÷rk [tß]lmk »   

RS 94.2545+:18-19 « [•]lm t÷r tßlmk »   

OTHER CONCEPTUAL CATEGORIES: 

RS 18.147:4-5   « •lm t÷rk tßlmk »       « DESC BIO » 

RS [Varia 4]:4-5   « •lm t÷rk tßlmk »       « MIXED BIO » 

RS 8.315:7-9   « •lm t÷rk tßlmk »    « ASC MIXED » 

 

                                                

518The reconstruction is not certain, of course, but follows the compositional pattern and ""mise-
en-page'' attested in as many as twelve other letters (RS 8.315, RS 11.872, RS 16.265.1, RS 16.379, 
RS 17.139, RS 18.031, probably RS 18.075, RS 18.134, RS 18.147, RS 29.093, RS 34.124, and 
RS 92.2005.2).  The ""mise-en-page'' in question consists of (1) the first element of the « ben » formula, 
« •lm », as the last word of the line which also contains the « sal » formula, and (2) the first predication 
of the « ben » formula, « t÷rk » as the first word of the subsequent line.   
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4.7.1.1.2  VARIANT OF •LM ELEMENT, OTHERWISE STANDARD 

RS 15.008:4-6   «  •ly °grt t÷rk tßlmk »      « ASC BIO » 

The correct reconstruction of RS 18.[482] remains elusive:  

RS 18.[482]:3'-5' « [ … ]¯-˘ ±mr [ … ]y ”t [ … ] t÷rk [ … ] »519  « UNKNOWN » 

 

4.7.1.1.3   « •LM TßLMK T÷RK »  

RS 15.174:5-6   « [•l]m tßlmk [t]÷rk »      « HOR BIO » 

RS 29.095:4-5   « •lm tßlmk t÷rk »       « UNMARKED » 

RS 94.2383+:4-5   « •lm tßlmk t÷rk »     « HOR BIO » 

 

4.7.1.2  Expanded benedictions 

 A handful of Ugaritic « ben » formulas contain not only the three necessary 

components, but also additional elements, whether these be predications or adverbial 

phrases.  This small group of expanded « ben » formulas is not internally unified in 

terms of composition.    

 

                                                

 519On the analogy of RS 15.008:4-6, it is easy to imagine lines 3'-5' here as a « ben » formula, 
perhaps to be restored « [•l]¯y?˘ ±mr [ … w •l]y ”t [ … ] t÷rk [ … ] », "May [the gods] of ≥Amurru [ … 
and the god]s of ‡atti [ … ] protect you [ … ]!'  This passage, however, follows what seems clearly to be 
the « I.R. » motif, which would not normally precede a « ben » formula.  Atypical sequences of the 
epistolary formulas are known, of course (compare RS 94.2545+), but often seem to derive from 
specific contextual circumstances (RS 94.2545+, for example, is probably an unsent draft).  It 
occasionally happens that the ""double formula of well-being'' ends the letter.  If such were the case here, 
the horizontal scribal line following line 2' could mark the division between two letters, a main letter 
and a ""piggy-back''.  This leaves little room, however, for the reconstruction of the address formula and 
probably a salutation prior to the traces best understood as a « ben » formula.  
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4.7.1.2.1  ADDITIONAL ADVERBIAL ELEMENT L ßLM, OTHERWISE STANDARD 

RS 92.2005.1:7-8 « •lm l ßlm t÷rkm tßlmkm »     « ASC BIO » 

 Apart from the additional component, the formulation otherwise resembles that 

of other « ASC BIO » letters.  The ""piggy-back'' letter appended to this tablet may also 

contain the « l ßlm » phrase.520  

 

4.7.1.2.2  ADDITIONAL PREDICATION, OTHERWISE STANDARD 

RS 92.2005.2:26-28 « •lm [t]ßlm t÷rk [t]¯t˘mmk »    « HOR BIO » 

 This formal variant adds a third predication, derived from the verb TMM, "to 

render (someone) complete (D-stem)'.521   

 

4.7.1.2.3  ADDITIONAL PREDICATIONS AND ADVERBIAL PHRASES 

RS 1.018:4-8   « [ … ] tßlm[k t÷]rk t≤zz[k … ]lm [ … ]mk [ … ] »  « UNKNOWN »522  

RS 16.265.1:2-6 « •lm t÷rk tßlmk t≤zzk ±lp ym w rbt ßnt b≤d ≤lm »   « HOR MIXED » 

 

4.7.2  Compositionally non-standard « ben » formulas   

4.7.2.1  The « ben » formula in RS 17.117 

RS 17.117:2   « b≤l yß°l ßlmk »      « ASC MIXED » 

  "May Ba≤lu seek your well-being!'  

                                                

 520D. Clemens, Sources 1 (2001) 568, n. 2179.  

 521P. Bordreuil and D. Pardee, RSO 14 (2001) 374.  

 522Possibly « HOR BIO ».  
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 In a 1983 article, J.-L. Cunchillos discussed the comparative parallels of this 

non-standard Ugaritic benediction.523  Among the contemporary parallels, he cited 

letters in Akkadian from Amarna and Tell Ta≤anak:  

 EA 96:4-6  « DINGIR.MEfi-nu524 ßu-lum-ka ßu-lum É-ka li-iß-al »525  

 TT 1:5-7   « DINGIR.¯MEfi˘ li-iß-a-lu ¯ßu˘-lum-ka ßu-lum É-ka DUMU.MEfi-ka »526  

Several other Akkadian parallels from Late Bronze Levantine corpora may be added, 

some more precise than others:  

 EA 97:3  « [DINGIR.M]Efi ßu-lum!-ka li-[iß?-a]l? »527 

 AT 116:5-7 « dIM ßu-lum!-ka ßu-lum DUMU.MEfi-ka ¯ù˘ [?] KUR-ti4-ka li-ip-p[u-u]ß »528 

 Hazor 16455:4-6  « DINGIR.MEfi ù dUTU ßu-lum-ka ßu-lum É-ka DUMU.MEfi-ka KUR-ti4-ka 

li-iß-a-lu »529 

                                                

 523Cunchillos, AuOr 1 (1983) 61-66.  

 524Given the singular form of the verb here and below, the best translation is probably "May 
the god! seek your well-being!'  As below, in EA 97, the writing with the {MEfi} sign apparently does 
not indicate a grammatically plural entity; is it marking an ideogram, or should these examples be 
considered as ""plurals of majesty'', as in the use of µyhla, treated as a singular, in biblical Hebrew?  
Compare A. Rainey, CAT 2 (1996) 215. 

 525A recent treatment with references to editions, facsimiles, and anterior bibliography may be 
found in M. Liverani, Le lettere di el-Amarna 1 (1999) 186.  

 526Published by F. Hrozny``, Tell Ta≤annek (1904) 113-114 (cuneiform copy, p. 120; photo, 
Taf. 10).  See now A. Rainey, EI 26 (1999) *156-*157, with transliteration, translation, commentary, 
and anterior bibliography.   

 527For references, see Liverani, Le lettere di el-Amarna 1 (1999) 242. 

 528D. J. Wiseman, The Alalakh Tablets (1953) 60 (copy on pl. 25).  The use here of the verbal 
idiom « ßulma ep´ßu », literally "to do (someone's) well-being', rather than « ßulma ßa≥ªlu », "to seek 
(someone's) well-being', distinguishes this formula from the others.  

 529W. Horowitz, IEJ 50 (2000) 17-18.  
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This idiom is also one of the few formulas to have continued in productive epistolary 

usage, mutatis mutandis, in the Iron Age.530     

 

4.7.2.2  The « ben » formulas in RS 16.078+ and RS 18.113+ 

RS 16.078+:15-24 « w ±n[k … ] ±rß [ … ßpß] mlk r[b b≤l]y p l “y np[ßh ±]rß l pn b≤[l] ¬pn b≤ly w 

°rk ym b≤ly l pn ±mn w l pn •l m¬rm dt t÷rn npß ßpß mlk rb b≤ly 

[ … ] » 

 "Now, (as for) m[e, … ] I am making requests [ … for the well-being? of … the Sun] the gre[at] 

king my [master]!  (More precisely), [I] am making requests for the life of [his] 

""sou[l]'' before Ba≤lu of (Mount) „apunu my master!  (I am making requests) for a 

lengthening of the days of my master before Amon!  (I am making requests) before 

the (other) gods of Egypt, (requests) which (are as follows): ""May they guard the life 

of the Sun the great kong my master … !' 

RS 18.113+:6-9    « ±nkn rgmt l b≤l¬p[n] l ßpß ≤lm l ≤®trt[…] l ≤nt l kl •l ±l®y […] nmry mlk ≤lm » 

  "(As for) me, I hereby say to Ba≤lu of (Mount) „apunu, to the eternal? fiapßu, to 

≤A®tartu […] to all the gods of Alaßiya […] NMRY (of?) the eternal king!'  

These two non-standard « ben » formulas occur in « ASC POW » letters.  In RS 18.113+, 

the formulation of the praescriptio is otherwise standard.  The verbal clause « ±nkn 

rgmt l DN … » there finds formal parallels among the Ras Shamra Akkadian 

letters,531 and more distantly, in Akkadian letters from the Old Babylonian period532 

                                                

 530Cunchillos, AuOr 1 (1983) 61, nn. 5-6, cites the parallels in Aramaic and Hebrew letters.  

 531RS 86.2230:7-9 { | (7) a-na-ku a-qa-ab-bi a-na da-ma-ni (8) a-na dUTU dIM DINGIR.MEfi 
ßa KUR mi-i¬-ri (9) ma-a li-i¬-¬u-r[u … ] | }; published by D. Arnaud in RSO 14 (2001), 278-279, text 
no. 18 (copy on p. 289).  
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and in Egyptian letters.533  A fuller interpretation of both of these Ugaritic formulas 

must involve not only internal philological arguments, but also these and other 

comparative data.534  

 

                                                                                                                                           

 532Compare the citation given in J.-M. Durand, Doc Épist 3 (2000) 388, no. 1194, [X 3], lines 
40-42: {an-na-tum ßa IGI dd[a-g]an ak-ta-na-ra-ba-k[u]m um-ma-mi « PN » lu ßa-li-im-ma}, translated 
"Voici la constante prière que j'exprime devant Dagan: Puisse PN être en bonne santé!'  

 533For possible Egyptian parallels, compare E. Wente, Letters from Ancient Egypt (1990), nos. 
132 (""Now I am calling upon Amon. . . .''), 138-140, 152-154, 156, 158, 164, for example.  

 534In particular, the parallels suggest that the final request was a prayer that the named gods 
keep the recipient in the favor of or under the protection of NMRY, the "eternal king'.  
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CHAPTER 5 

FORMULAIC ASPECTS OF THE BODY  

 

 The third and final section of a standard Ugaritic letter is the ""body''.1  Like the 

address, but unlike the polite formulas section, the body appears to be a necessary 

compositional element.2   

 It is here where the sender communicates his or her purpose for writing.  Thus, 

of the three epistolary sections, the body carries the highest ""information content''.  No 

doubt for this reason, namely, its capacity to communicate a greater amount of 

information, the body is also markedly less formulaic than either the address or the 

polite formulas section.  Only one motif of the body is both sufficiently schematic in 

terms of its composition and sufficiently regular in terms of its distribution to merit 

consideration as a potential ""formula'': the motif of reciprocal well-being, treated 

below in section 5.3.  The other elements of the body display formal variety and 

distributional irregularity, which excludes them from the status of ""formulas''.   

 Because of the formal and distributional variety in the corpus of passages 

drawn from the body of Ugaritic letters, then, my treatment of this section will differ 

                                                

 1For the terminology used for this part of the letter in past studies, see above, section 0.3.2.    

 2The only example known to me of a Ugaritic letter which lacks a body is RS 94.2273, almost 
certainly a scribal exercise.  It is possible, however, to imagine the eventual discovery of ""piggy-back'' 
letters in Ugaritic which contain only the address and the polite formulas, and lack the body, similar to 
two ""piggy-back'' letters from the Emar corpus: Msk 7451.3:27-32 (D. Arnaud, Emar 6:1 [1985] 191 
[copy]; idem, Emar 6:3 [1986], text no. 266, p. 263 [transcription and translation]) and Msk 7497.3:41-42 
(idem, Emar 6:1 [1985] 236 [copy]; idem, Emar 6:3 [1986], text no. 263, p. 260 [transcription and 
translation]).  In the event of such a discovery for the Ugaritic corpus, this formulation would have to be 
modified.   
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substantially from that of the previous two sections.  With the exception of the motif of 

reciprocal of well-being, mentioned above, which does display a certain amount of 

formal and distributional regularity, the various motifs of the body will be surveyed, 

classified, and analyzed in a more superficial way; they are not discussed in the 

amount of detail accorded to the formulas discussed in the preceding chapters.   

 Though not formulaic in a regular and predictable sense,3 many motifs found in 

the body of Ugaritic letters nevertheless do show recognizable structural patterns.  

These, in turn, may be classified, and potentially exploited for typological purposes.  

This section is a preliminary attempt at such a structural analysis.   

 

5.1  MACRO-STRUCTURE  

5.1.1  The " "message''  as the primary macro-structural unit   

 In defining the main compositional elements of the body, it seems best to begin 

on the macro-structural level.  Here, both the grammatical integrity of the text as well 

as its « mise-en-page »4 help to isolate the largest discrete structural unit in the body: 

what will here be termed a ""message''.5  A good example of the convergence of these 

two criteria occurs in RS 94.2580:25-27.  

 « … |  (25) w l gtn (26) w l klby (27) ¯kt˘ l“m tn lhm |  … » 

                                                

 3On the motif of reciprocal well-being, see below, section 5.3.   

 4By ""mise-en-page'' I mean the scribe's use of horizontal lines to separate the sections of the 
letter from one another; see S. Ahl, Epistolary Texts (1973) 65-69 (on this usage in the Ras Shamra 
Akkadian letters) and 106-108 (on the same in Ugaritic letters).    

 5I adopt Ahl's terminology; ibid., p. 102 (Note, however, that Ahl's ""subject'' corresponds to my 
use of ""body'', and her ""salutation'' corresponds to my phrase ""polite formulas'').   
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Here, by means of two horizontal lines traced across the facial surface of the tablet, 

the scribe has separated this portion of the body both from what precedes and from 

what follows, confirming the grammatical analysis of this string of words as 

constituting a single coherent unit:  

 " Now, as for Mr. Gatênu and as for Mr. Kalbiya, give them a kt-jar of food! ' 

Accepting the existence of discrete ""messages'', then, such as the passage just cited, as 

the largest compositional units of the body, it may be further observed that Ugaritic 

letters may contain just one message, or more than one.   In theory, each message 

would thus represent a distinct and individual communication: a report, a request, 

a demand, and so forth.   

 This view is deceptively simple, however, since in practice, the two criteria 

used for isolating discrete messages from one another, namely grammatical analysis 

and the scribal « mise-en-page », are not entirely satisfactory.  Often the scribes did 

not employ horizontal scribal lines to separate distinct messages.6  What is worse, 

sometimes the placement of the horizontal lines is incompatible with the seemingly 

evident grammatical integrity of sequential lines.7   Finally, sometimes particularly 

complex ""messages'' are subdivided into discrete subsections by means of scribal 

lines.8  All of these factors contribute to the questionable reliability of such lines as a 

                                                

 6Compare, for example, RS 15.008:4-20, from which horizontal scribal lines are absent.  They 
are used neither within the body (lines 7-20), to separate the distinct ""messages'' from another, nor even 
between the polite formulas section and the body itself (between lines 6-7).   

 7A good example of this occurs in RS 16.264, in which horizontal scribal lines are (1) absent 
from obvious structural transitions (as between the address and body in lines 3-4), but (2) present 
between the lines of a single grammatically integrated message (as between lines 5-6).   

 8S. Ahl, Epistolary Texts (1973) 131-132 (with special attention paid to the Ras Shamra 
Akkadian texts).  Although she (correctly) characterized this usage as less common in the Ugaritic 
epistolary corpus, a number of examples are known; compare, for example, RS 16.264:9-16.   
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criterion in the isolation of discrete messages.  Furthermore, the grammatical analysis 

of a string of lines in a given Ugaritic letter is often ambiguous.  In spite of such 

inconsistencies with respect to definitional criteria, however, I see no other solution 

than to retain the ""message'' as the most convenient means of describing the main 

macro-structural unit of the body, and thus, the structural concept which permits the 

observation of more precise patterns on the micro-structural level.   

 

5.1.2  The analysis of messages in terms of function and form  

 Due to the diversity of message types and content, the ambiguity surrounding 

their grammatical analysis, and their varying degree of preservation, it is difficult to 

define a priori the compositional structure of a typical message.  The attempt seems 

worthwhile, however, if for no other reason than for potentially better organizing, and 

thus better understanding, the diverse corpus of Ugaritic messages.   

 Although I have not succeeded in elaborating a fully satisfactory typological 

classification of the attested messages in the Ugaritic corpus, my own study of the 

corpus has benefited from two insights which, I believe, merit reiteration here.  The 

first is (1) that ""speech act theory'' provides a convenient supplement to traditional 

philological analysis in defining and classifying the pragmatic function of a given 

message in the context of epistolary discourse; and the second, (2) that the 

prototypical form of a given message is best and most often characterized by the 

information structure « topic : comment ».    
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5.1.3  A typology of messages in terms of pragmatic function 

 For the Ras Shamra material, the attempt to classify the various messages 

according to their pragmatic function in the epistolary discourse is not new.  When 

J. Nougayrol published the sizable group of Akkadian letters from the Rap≥ªnu archive 

in 1968, he also proposed just such a typology of message types: « lettre de politesse », 

« lettre d'introduction », « lettre d'envoi », « lettre d'information », and « lettre 

d'injonction ».9  Shortly thereafter, in her 1973 Brandeis dissertation, S. Ahl was able 

to adopt and adapt10 this typology of pragmatic function to the Ugaritic letters in 

alphabetic script as well.11  Ahl's formulation also had a terminological advantage 

over Nougayrol's by focusing on the message rather than on the letter as a whole.12   

 The attempt below to refine such a typology of the pragmatic functions of 

messages relies on the foundations laid by Nougayrol and Ahl.  However, it also 

introduces a « speech act » theoretical framework, which has proven particularly 

helpful, not only in distinguishing the pragmatic function of a given message from its 

                                                

 9Nougayrol, Ugaritica 5 (1968) 67-68.  

 10Ahl, Epistolary Texts (1973) 83, mentions six ""kinds of topics'' in the Ras Shamra Akkadian 
corpus: four which correspond to those already defined by Nougayrol (Ahl's « situation report », 
« message of introduction », « message of information », « message of direction »), one composite type 
(« message of information and direction »), and one type not mentioned by Nougayrol (« message of 
inquiry »).  

 11Ibid., p. 120.  For the Ugaritic epistolary corpus, she mentions five ""kinds of messages'': 
« situation report », « message of introduction », « message of information », « message of information 
and direction », and « message of inquiry ».  The sixth type, « message of direction », was, at the time, 
""not yet attested'' (ibid., p. 540, n. 56).   

 12This follows from Ahl's recognition that many letters contain not one, but several messages 
(ibid., pp. 83, 103).   
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surface grammar, but especially in clarifying the relationship between these two levels 

of analysis.13   

 This relationship is an interesting one, since the correspondence between 

linguistic form and pragmatic function is not always straightforward.14  That these two 

levels of analysis are often distinct may be illustrated by three messages taken from 

Ugaritic letters:   

 RS 19.011:12-13  « qrtn ”lqt w d≤ d≤ »,  

  " … Our city has perished!  Know (this)!  Know (this)!' 

Despite the presence of an imperative form at the end of this message, it is clear that 

its pragmatic function is best classified, not under a functional rubric « message of 

direction », as if such were defined solely on the basis of the imperative form, but 

rather as a « message of information », since its evident purpose is to inform the 

recipient.   

 In a second example, assuming the appropriateness of the given interpretation 

given below,15 the main verbal forms are in the suffix conjugation, ostensibly 

describing past actions: 

 RS 15.098:8-10  « … |  l yblt ”b®m ±p ksphm l yblt |  … »,  

                                                

 13The difference between these two levels of analysis is brought to the fore through the study 
of so-called « indirect speech acts »; see J. R. Searle, Syntax and Semantics 3 (1975) 59-82. 

 14Searle puts it well in Language 52 (1976) 970: ""The problem of indirect speech acts is that of 
how one can say one thing, mean what one says, and also mean something more.  Thus when we 
say … (3) Can you shut the door? [or] (4) Will you be quiet? … we often mean what we say, but we 
also mean … (5) Shut the door [and] (6) Be quiet.  The explanation of how these utterances work is 
fairly simple in broad outline, though complicated if you try to work it out in any detail.'' 

15It is also possible to interpret the verbal forms in the 1st person, and the l particles as 
asseverative instead of negative, in which case the pragmatic function of this message would be quite 
different (cf. Nougayrol's « message d'envoi »): "I hereby do indeed deliver the ”b®-personnel (to you); 
Also their money I hereby indeed deliver.'  The use of the suffix conjugation in this sense is expected 
(cf. Pardee and Whiting, BSOAS 50 [1987] 1-31).   
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  "You have not brought the ”b®-personnel.  Nor even have you brought their money!'  

The verbal forms would seemingly suggest an informative function for the message 

itself, but a consideration of the discourse context in which this phrase occurs renders 

such an intuitive classification improbable: surely the information reported would 

already have been known to the recipient.  Much more likely, it seems, that the 

pragmatic function of this message is to reprimand inappropriate conduct on the part of 

the recipient, or, at the very least, to express the sender's dissatisfaction about the 

event or situation described.   

 Finally, a third example, assuming it too has been correctly reconstructed and 

interpreted below,16 would seem, on the basis of form, to represent an inquiry: 

 RS 15.174:10-14  « hnkt rgmt [•]¯k˘y l •l±k [≤m]¯k˘ ≤my [l ß]lm w lm [•l]¯±˘k ¯≤˘mk », 

  "Now then, (in a previous letter) you said (something regarding) [h]ow (it is that) I do 

not send [y]ou (messages) — With me it is [not w]ell!  So, why should [I 

s]end you (messages)?'  

Again, it seems clear from the discourse context that the sender is not genuinely 

seeking an answer to this question.  Rather, these lines are intended for quite a 

different pragmatic purpose: again, apparently to communicate to the recipient the 

sender's dissatisfaction.  This, in turn, adds weight to the following utterance, 

                                                

 16While many of the restorations given here were proposed by M. Dijkstra in UF 19 (1987) 40, 
I find D. Pardee's general interpretation of this passage (manuscript of Les textes épistolaires [in 
preparation], ch. 22), more convincing on several points, both on epigraphic and contextual grounds.  
My understanding does differ from Pardee's, however, in one respect: in the interpretation of the string 
« hnkt rgmt » in line 10 (which Pardee translates ""Celle-là [referring to the queen of Ugarit] dit :'').  The 
queen, however, is in all likelihood the recipient of this letter; and since her correspondent is clearly not 
her social subordinate (note the order of mention in the address, and the identity and form of the polite 
formulas, for example), third person forms for direct address would be unusual.   
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apparently an attempt to exact financial payment from the recipient: « [t]ßlm kspy », 

"[You must] repay my money!'17   

 These examples are sufficient, it seems, to show, had there been any doubt, 

that a valid typology of the pragmatic function of the various Ugaritic messages cannot 

be done solely on the basis of form; the discourse context must also be taken into 

account.  Such should be obvious from common sense, of course, but an explicit 

recognition of such brings to the fore the potential value of speech act theory as a tool, 

other than intuition, for the typological classification of pragmatic function that takes 

account of both factors.18    

 I do not pretend to have followed the various technical intricacies introduced 

and discussed by the numerous speech act theorists who have contributed to the 

literature on the subject since the sixties.  Rather, I have merely drawn on three 

insights expressed in the early, classic formulations of the theory, all of which strike 

me not only as valid, but also and especially as useful for any attempt to understand 

and classify the corpus of Ugaritic messages:    

                                                

 17On progressions of successive pragmatic functions, see below.    

 18For the early formulation of speech act theory, see J. L. Austin, How to Do Things with 
Words (1962) (drawn from his 1955 lecture series of the same title); the second edition of the same 
work, published in 1975; and especially the publications of J. R. Searle: Speech Acts (1969); idem, 
Language, Mind and Knowledge (1975) 344-369; and idem, Language in Society 5 (1976) 1-23.  The 
ulterior bibliography on the subject is immense: K. Bach and L. M. Harnish, Linguistic Communication 
and Speech Acts (1979), for example, expand and refine Austin and Searle's formulations.  A brief but 
useful orientation to linguistic approaches to discourse analysis in Ancient Near Eastern texts (in this 
case, the Hebrew Bible) may be found in M. O'Connor, Congress Volume, Basel 2001 (2002), esp. pp. 
20-21, 25-27.   
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 (1) Epistolary messages, like all linguistic utterances in general, serve to 

accomplish many things,19 and not merely the assertion of propositions.20  These 

""things'' accomplished by epistolary messages, which are here descriptively 

characterized as ""pragmatic functions'',21  are ""speech acts''.  

 (2) The relationship between grammatical form and pragmatic function is not 

always straightforward.22    

 (3) Finally, and most importantly for typological purposes, all epistolary 

messages, like all ""speech acts'' generally, fall into one of five basic functional 

categories.  These five categories, in turn, serve as a convenient basis for the 

typological classification of Ugaritic messages according to pragmatic function.  

                                                

 19Compare the title of J. Austin's 1955 Harvard lecture series, ""How to Do Things with Words,'' 
published posthumously in 1962 (second edition, 1975). 

 20Austin was not, of course, the first to notice this diversity (B. Smith cites a very telling 
statement from Aristotle's De Interpretatione in his ""Towards a History of Speech Act Theory,'' Speech 
Acts, Meanings and Intentions [1990] 29: ""Every sentence is significant […], but not every sentence is a 
sentence-making sentence, but only those in which there is truth or falsity. There is not truth or falsity in 
all sentences: a prayer is a sentence but is neither true nor false … . [17 a 1-5 Edghill translation]''), but, 
since his formulation has launched much of the recent discussion, he provides a convenient starting 
point.   

 21Austin himself distinguished ""locutionary acts'' from ""illocutionary acts'', which J. R. Searle 
defined as ""an utterance with a certain [literal] meaning'' and ""an utterance with a certain [intentional] 
force'', respectively (The Philosophical Review 77 [1968] 408).  The use of the phrase ""pragmatic 
function'' here corresponds, I believe, to this second entity, which is the ""Speaker Utterance Meaning'' 
(to use another of Searle's terms), which may or may not correspond to the ""Literal Sentence Meaning''.  
See also Searle's Expression and Meaning (1979).   

 22Compare especially Searle's category of ""indirect speech acts'' (Syntax and Semantics 3 
[1975] 59-82).  
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Following Searle,23 the five functional categories are (i) « directive », 

(ii) « assertive », (iii) « commissive », (iv) « expressive », and (v) « performative ».24     

 With these premises drawn from the conceptual framework of speech act 

theory in mind, then, (4) a list of the Ugaritic messages representing each of these 

categories may be drawn up, and (5) a survey of the common structural features within 

each group, or across groups, may be attempted.    

 

5.1.4  Survey of the five speech act categories,  with Ugaritic examples 

 Since the five principle categories of speech acts are to play an important role 

in the typological classification of the Ugaritic messages in terms of their pragmatic 

function, it seems worthwhile to present a Ugaritic example of each category, for 

purposes of illustration.  

 

5.1.4.1  « Directives »  

 « Directives » are messages in which the sender attempts to elicit action from 

others, and especially from the recipient.  In many respects, then, this category 

resembles Nougayrol's « lettre d'injonction » and Ahl's « message of direction ».25  It is 

                                                

 23Searle, Language, Mind and Knowledge (1975) 344-369. 

 24Searle (ibid.) labels this category ""declarative''; I have followed J. Sadock's more appropriate 
label, ""performative'' (Journal of Symbolic Logic 54 [1989] 301).   

 25As above with Nougayrol's typology, examples from several of Ahl's categories would fall 
under the speech act rubric of directive; compare her ""Message of Information and Direction '' (Ahl, 
Epistolary Texts [1973] 96-97 and 126-128), ""Message of Inquiry and Direction '' (ibid., 129), and her 
comments on the ""Message of Introduction '' (ibid., 89-91),which "". . . presents the person who comes to 
the addressee and commonly tells the purpose for which he comes.  It also frequently includes 
directive(s) for action to be taken in behalf of this person.''    
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also one of the most frequently encountered speech act categories in the Ugaritic 

epistolary corpus.  An example has already been cited above:   

 RS 94.2580:25-27   « w l gtn w l klby ¯kt˘ l“m tn lhm »,  

  "Now, as for Mr. Gatênu and as for Mr. Kalbiya, give them a kt-jar of food!' 

This passage employs an imperative form, but prefix conjugation forms in the jussive 

mood are also frequent for this type of speech act: 

 RS 9.479A:12-15   « ≤m ±dty mnm ßlm rgm t®®b l ≤bdh »,  

  "With my lady, (as for) whatever (news of) well-being (there is),26 may she have 

word (of that) returned to her servant!'  

However, the absence of a volitional form does not necessarily mean that a message is 

not directive.  A sizable number of messages which are interrogative in form, for 

example, should probably also be classified under this rubric.  Despite the absence of a 

grammaticalized marker of the sender's volition, many epistolary questions are, in fact, 

veiled directives: the interrogative form hides an implicit attempt to elicit action from 

the recipient.  An example is the following: 

 RS [Varia 4]:6-9   « •ky l“t spr d l•kt ≤m ®ryl m hy rgmt »,  

  "How about the letter that I sent to Ṫaryelli — what did she say?'  

Here, an action of the part of the recipient is implicitly solicited: a response of some 

sort informing the sender of that matter about which he is curious.  For thematic 

reasons, Nougayrol included this category under his rubric « lettre d'information »,27 

                                                

 26Students of Ugaritic are not in complete agreement on the interpretation of this motif.  For a 
grammatical analysis of this formula, which justifies the translation given, see D. Pardee, 
Studi Fronzaroli (forthcoming), and below in section 5.3.6. 

 27Nougayrol, in Ugaritica 5 (1968) 68, alludes to three types of « lettre d'information »: 
""donnée'', ""promise'', ""demandée''.  Setting aside the thematic unity of such messages (all have to do with 
""knowing''), the approach taken here would classify these three types as three different speech acts: 
assertive, commissive, and directive.   
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while Ahl put it in a category all its own, « message of inquiry ».28  I prefer, however, 

to follow the speech act theorists, and classify certain29 formally interrogative 

utterances as functionally directive.  

 Finally, neither does the presence of an unambiguous volitional form, in and of 

itself, signal the necessary identification of that message as a « directive » category.  

As mentioned above, many messages containing the imperative d≤, "Know!', have, as 

their pragmatic function, not to elicit action, but rather to inform.  This introduces a 

second statistically important category of speech act in the epistolary corpus, that of 

« assertives ». 

 

5.1.4.2  « Assertives »  

 « Assertive » messages are those in which the sender asserts the truth of a 

proposition.  The category thus includes such things as descriptions, reports, 

statements, and claims which portray or represent a state of affairs, and which are 

falsifiable.  This category, too, is one of the most frequently encountered speech act 

categories in the Ugaritic epistolary corpus.  It corresponds in many respects to 

Nougayrol's sub-group « lettre d'information (donnée) »30 and to Ahl's category 

« message of information ».31  .   

                                                

 28Ahl, Epistolary Texts (1973) 97-98, 128-129.   

 29Not all, since some formal questions function as expressives; see below.  

 30Nougayrol, in Ugaritica 5 (1968) 68; the first element of his « lettre de politesse » also 
belongs to this category.  Note, however, that the sub-groups « lettre d'information (promise) », and 
« lettre d'information (demandée) » do not belong here.   

 31Ahl, Epistolary Texts (1973) 84-94, 120-126.  The first element of Ahl's « situation report » 
also belongs to this category.    
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The frequent inclusion of volitional forms derived from the verb YD≤, "to know', has 

already been mentioned.  Another example is: 

 RS 15.008:6-10   « °my td≤ ky ≤rbt l pn ßpß w pn ßpß nr by m•d »,  

  "May my mother know that I have been32 in the Sun's presence, and the countenance 

of the Sun shone on me very much.'   

This compositional tendency provides internal evidence for the native understanding 

of the pragmatic function of this category: such messages were intended to inform.    

 The formulaic motifs in which the sender reports his or her state of well-being 

to the recipient belong here as well: 

 RS 18.038:3-4   « ≤m ßpß kll m•dm ßlm »,  

  "With ""the Sun'', everything is very well.' 

This corresponds to the first elements of Nougayrol's « lettre de politesse »,33 and Ahl's 

« Situation Report ».34  Owing to its formulaic structure, this motif is treated in more 

detail below, in section 5.3. 

 A number of other types of messages also belong in this category.  One such 

example is the category represented by Nougayrol's « lettre d'envoi »,35 which S. Ahl 

correctly identified as a sub-type of her category « message of information ».36  An 

example is: 

                                                

 32Literally, "I entered into the presence of the Sun.' 

 33Nougayrol, Ugaritica 5 (1968) 67-68. 

 34Ahl, Epistolary Texts (1973) 84-88, 120-125, refers to this motif as the ""Report of the Well-
Being of the Sender'', the first part of her ""Situation Report''.  

 35Nougayrol, Ugaritica 5 (1968) 67-68. 

 36Ahl, Epistolary Texts (1973) 91-94, 125-126, placed both the ""message of dispatch'', which 
gives information about accompanying delivery, and the ""message of factual information'' under her 
rubric ""message of information''.   
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 RS 94.2479:11-21   « [w] hln … d znt ±dty kllm ßtnt »,  

  "[Now] then,  … (the commodities listed herein) … , which (form part) of my lady's 

provisions, in (their) entirety, I hereby deliver.'37 

Nougayrol was correct, however, to separate this motif from reports of events, since 

not only is it easily recognizable and quite frequent in the epistolary corpus, but it also 

has structural characteristics of its own,38 and derives from distinct contextual 

circumstances.39    

 A final sub-category of this type of speech act corresponds to Nougayrol's 

« lettre d'introduction » and Ahl's « message of introduction ».40  I have found no 

unambiguous Ugaritic examples, but the following passages is possibly41 to be so 

interpreted: 

 RS 94.2580:4-6   « hlny klby w gtn y•t ≤mk »,  

  "Here, Mr. Kalbiya and Mr. Gatênu are on their way42 to you.' 

                                                

 37Literally, "I caused to be given.'  The use of the suffix conjugation to express an action 
accomplished concomitant with the writing, sending, or delivery of the letter is typical of the ""epistolary 
perfect'' (see Pardee and Whiting, BSOAS 50 [1987] 1-31).   

 38The most notable structural characteristic is the use of the suffix conjugation (or, in 
Akkadian, of the preterite or perfect) to represent ""Koinzidenzfall''.  See Pardee and Whiting, ibid.   

 39The information communicated by such messages is for the purposes of verification.  In case 
of any doubt about the original contents of the shipment of goods, this ""invoice'' could be consulted.   

 40Nougayrol, Ugaritica 5 (1968) 67-68.  For Ahl, Epistolary Texts (1973) 89-91, the ""message 
of introduction … presents the person who comes to the addressee and commonly tells the purpose for 
which he comes.  It also frequently includes directive(s) for action to be taken in behalf of this person.''  
She cites a number of Akkadian examples of this motif.   

 41The verbal form may also be volitional (*ya≥tû, "let them come!'), as if the two messengers 
were at the same locale as the recipient, but had not received an audience.  The orthography (y•t 
instead of y•tn) may be another argument for a volitional interpretation (the short form of the prefix 
conjugation is generally jussive, the long form indicative).  

 42Literally, "they (are going to) come.' 
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This message is formally and, to a lesser extent, contextually similar to Nougayrol's 

« lettre d'envoi » and Ahl's « message of dispatch », identifying the persons, however, 

rather than the commodities which have been sent.   

 

5.1.4.3  « Commissives » 

 « Commissives » are messages in which the sender commits himself or herself 

to a future course of action, as in the following example: 

 RS 16.264:7-8   « p ±nk ±tn ≤¬m lk »,  

  "Now, I myself will provide you with the lumber.'43 

Alongside « directives » and « assertives », this category is one of the more common in 

the corpus of epistolary messages.  It has no direct correspondents in the typologies of 

Nougayrol and Ahl; both subsume « commissive » messages under the broader rubrics 

treating informative messages.44  Such a connection is not without merit from a 

thematic point of view, however, since « commissive » messages, like « assertives », 

are also frequently marked by the presence of a volitional form of the verb YD≤, "to 

know':   

 RS 17.139:28-29  « ybl ßdh … d≤ k ß¬° ±ß¬!° »,  

  "(As for) his fields' produce … , know that I will indeed45 have (it) harvested!'46 

                                                

 43Literally, "I (will) give the logs/trees (plural) to you.'  

 44Compare Nougayrol's « lettre d'information (promise) » (Ugaritica 5 [1968] 67-68), which 
would represent one type of « commissive ».   

 45This is the so-called ""infinitive absolute'' used as an adverbial modifier to a cognate finite 
verbal form; an awkward, but literal rendering is " … causing (it) to go out, I will cause (it) to go out!'  

 46Literally, "I (will) cause (it) to go out.'  The verb Y„≥ in the fi-stem is not the regular verb for 
expressing the sending of commodities from the sender to the recipient; judging from statistical usage, 
YTN (fi) or YBL (G or D) would be expected in such cases.  Another letter, however, RS 15.007:5, does 
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In fact, the scribes did not always rigidly distinguish « commissive » messages from 

« assertive » messages, no doubt since both function essentially to inform.  An 

example of such a hybrid usage is the following: 

 RS 94.2406:3-11   « hlny ±nk … b ym hnd ±nk b mlwm btt w ≤lm ±dnyh … w d≤ »,  

  "Here, (as for) me, … today47 I was lodging in MLWM, but tomorrow (I will be 

lodging) in Adana … , so know (this)!' 

In a certain sense, this message crosses the boundary from « assertive » to 

« commissive », since the queen first describes to her correspondent her factual 

whereabouts during the preceding night (assertive), but then commits herself to a 

planned itinerary for several nights to come (commissive).   

 Such mixed examples are rare, however, and as a working hypothesis, 

« assertives » may be taken as referring to a state of affairs already existing, while 

« commissives » allude to a state of affairs which the sender intends to bring about in 

the future.  This criterion also allows for easy formal differentiation of the two 

categories, since the former would normally employ the suffix conjugation, and the 

latter the prefix conjugation.   

 

                                                                                                                                           
employ Y„≥ in the fi-stem with •dn (semantics uncertain) as its apparent accusative complement, but 
this letter's ""non-canonical'' status and the unlikelihood that •dn refers to an agricultural commodity, 
make its comparative value uncertain.  In an agricultural context, I wonder if the expression "to cause (a 
field's produce [ybl]) to go out' might not be an idiom for the harvest.   

 47Literally, "on this day'.  The pairing of this phrase with ≤lm (itself plausibly a ""phonetic 
spelling'' of etymological ≤l ym [cf. RS 17.156:2], much like the writings bd and b yd), "on (the 
following) day', implies "today' and "tomorrow' as the best idiomatic translations.  
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5.1.4.4  « Expressives » 

 « Expressives » are messages which communicate the emotions, the 

psychological state, or the attitude of the sender regarding a given situation.  A 

paradigm example from the letters is the expression of dissatisfaction with a given 

situation.   

 RS 34.124:10-16  « lm tl•kn ”p® hndn p mßm≤t mlk •nn … w tlkn ®n ®nm ≤my w t®brn lby »,  

  "Why would you send (merely) this ”up®u(-troop), and not the royal guard?! … Now, 

should a pair (of) just any (soldiers)48 come to me, you will break 

my heart!' 

Often the force of the dissatisfaction expressed is such, that, assuming an appropriate 

social relationship as existing between the correspondents, it may have the force of a 

reprimand, often for past inappropriate conduct on the part of the recipient.  

 RS 18.038:13-16  « ht [±]t ßpß b≤lk yd≤m l yd≤t ≤my ßpß b≤lk ßnt ßntm lm l tlk »,  

  "Now, as for [yo]u, indeed you have not acknowledged the Sun, your master!  Year 

(after) year, why do you not come to me, the Sun, your master?!' 

This category is particularly revealing for the relationship between morpho-syntactic 

form and pragmatic function invoked by speech act theory: in form many of these 

« expressive » messages contain utterances which are obviously interrogative: 

                                                

 48The construction « ®n ®nm », literally "two, two' or "a pair, a pair', is apparently an indefinite 
idiom analogous to the better known examples « bnß bnßm » and « mnk mnkm » in the juridical texts.  
See the other examples of this phenomenon (but not this one) cited in J. Tropper, Ugaritische 
Grammatik, § 89.26, pp. 830-831; and the first identifications of these constructions by 
S. Loewenstamm, Leßonenu 23 (1959) 76 (English translation in Comparative Studies [1980] 61-62), 
and M. Liverani, RSO 39 (1964) 199-202.  A different interpretation was offered by the editors 
(P. Bordreuil and D. Pardee, RSO 7 [1991] 142-150). 
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RS 16.264:4-21  « lm tl•k ≤my •ky ±ßkn ≤¬m l bt dml »,  

  "Why are you (continually) sending me (messages asking,) ""How am I to provide the 

trees for the Temple of DML'' ?! '    

RS 29.093:11-19  « w lm ®b bn ≤yn w lq“ ®qlm ksp bd ±mtk »,  

  "Now, why has Mr. BN ≤YN again taken two shekels of silver from (me,) your 

maidservant!?' 

In function, however, it seems intuitively unlikely that in any of these cases the 

senders really sought an answer to their questions.  The obvious intent of such 

passages, despite there interrogative form, is disciplinary,49 remonstrative,50 or the 

like. 

 Not all « expressives » are interrogative in form.  Many resemble, in terms of 

their form, « assertives »:   

 RS 15.098:8-10  « l yblt ”b®m ±p ksphm l yblt »,  

  "You have not brought the ”b®-personnel!  Nor even have you brought their money!' 

Often it is possible to deduce the pragmatic function of such formally ambiguous 

examples on the basis of context and intuition.  In the message just cited, for example, 

since the information communicated was surely already known to the recipient, it 

seems evident that the pragmatic function of the message was to express the sender's 

dissatisfaction with the stated information, and not merely to assert its truth.  

 In other cases, however, the distinction between the two categories 

« assertive » and « expressive » is less intuitively evident: 

                                                

 49As in the case of contextually descending social situations. 

 50As in conceptually ascending situations.  
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 RS 94.2284:34  « l yd≤t lby k mr¬ »,  

  "You have not acknowledged that51 my heart is sick!' 

 RS 94.2284:7-11  « w lb ±”tk mr¬ ky … †b” ±lp mr° w •n d ytn ly »,  

  "Now, the heart of your sister is sick, since … a fattened ox was slaughtered, but no 

one gave me (any)!' 

In these examples, it is difficult to decide whether the sender genuinely wished to 

assert the truth of these propositions, or if she intended to communicate her own 

attitude about the situations described.  In such cases, it is perhaps deceptive to 

attempt to define pragmatic function in a polar way, as either (i) asserting the truth of 

a proposition, or (ii) expresssing the sender's emotions.  Rather, it may be more helpful 

in such cases to attempt to determine (i) whether a given message merely asserts the 

truth of a proposition, in which case it is best classified as « assertive », or (ii) whether 

it not only asserts the truth of a proposition, but also communicates the sender's 

emotional attitude about it,52 in which case it is best classified as « expressive ».  

Whatever the case, this category remains one of the more difficult to define on purely 

formal grounds.  

 

                                                

 51Ugaritic, in both poetic and prose texts, expressed such notions in a particular idiomatic way: 
with respect to the situation that is or is not ""acknowledged'' (YD≤), its grammatical subject is fronted as 
the accusative complement of the verb YD≤ in an independent clause, while the predication follows in a 
subordinate clause.  Thus, literally, "You have not acknowledged my heart, the fact that it is sick!'  It is 
important to distinguish this usage of the subordinating conjunction k(y) from that of a relative pronoun.   

 52Compare Searle's statement in Language 52 (1976) 970: ""The problem of indirect speech 
acts is that of how one can say one thing, mean what one says, and also mean something more.''  
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5.1.4.5  « Performatives »  

 Finally, « performatives » are messages in which the sender effects, by means 

of the message itself, instantaneous changes in the state of affairs described or named.  

In a natural speech environment, this category would group together speech acts such 

as declaring someone innocent, calling a base-runner ""out'', pronouncing a couple ""man 

and wife'', knighting someone, etc.  In all of these cases, a spoken statement brings 

about, simultaneous with its utterance, a certain change in the state of affairs.  In an 

epistolary context, however, the performative category is an especially problematic 

one, primarily because there, the simultaneous nature of utterance and act is difficult 

to establish.  In my treatment of the prostration formula above,53 I followed Pardee 

and Whiting54 in admitting the existence of epistolary performatives, but differed from 

them in accounting for the simultaneous aspect of utterance and action, which is 

required, by definition, for performative utterances.  My tentative solution was that 

epistolary performatives treat the real time interval between written expression chez 

the sender and comprehension chez the recipient as if it did not exist, or perhaps 

better, as if it resembled the interval between performatives in spoken conversation.   

 Whether or not this explication of the mechanics of epistolary performatives be 

valid, the existence of messages belonging to this category is another issue.  This 

category is certainly the rarest of the five surveyed here, but I believe several valid 

examples exist.   

 The clearest comes, not from the body, but from the prostration formula in the 

polite formulas section: 

                                                

 53See above, section 2.5. 

 54Pardee and Whiting, BSOAS 50 (1987) 1-31. 
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 RS 11.872:5-6  « l p≤n °my qlt »,  

  "At my mother's feet I hereby fall!'   

 A number of verbal usages in the body, however, are also very possibly 

performative:  

 RS 16.265:7-16   « •rßt ±rßt l ±”y … tn ks yn w •ßtn »,  

  "I hereby make a request of my brother: … Give me a cup of wine so I can drink it!'   

 RS 94.2406:27-28  « w gpm ≤dbm w l ≤rbt bk l ≤rbt »,  

  "And (as for) the prepared GP items, (I hereby declare that) I do not guarantee you.  

I do not!'   

 RS 19.029:7-12  « lm l l•kt ß•l ßlmy [b]d r°ß ¯w˘ ly l l•kt ±nk ≤¯m˘[k] … ß•l ß[lmk] »,  

  "Why did you not send (me), by the agency of Mr. R≥Ufi [the messenger], an inquiry 

about my well-being?!  [So then], as for me, I myself hereby send 

you no … inquiry about your well-being!'   

In these examples, by means of the verbal phrases « •rßt ±rßt », "I hereby make a 

request'; « l ≤rbt bk », "I hereby refuse to guarantee you!'; and « l l•kt », "I hereby send 

you no (message)!' the sender effects an instantaneous change in the state of affairs 

described.   

 

5.1.5  One pragmatic function per message? 

 A great difficulty with the functional typology elaborated above arises in the 

case of long and complex messages.  In order to classify the ""message'' as a whole, and 

not merely its component sentences, it is necessary that each message correspond 

essentially to one and only one functional category.  For messages which consist of 

only one sentence this poses no problem.  For messages which consist of several 
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sentences, however, the question is more acute, since it would appear that in many 

such cases the constituent sentences often represent distinct speech acts.  If several 

distinct pragmatic functions are thus represented in a single message, how is the 

overall functional classification of the message to be determined?   

 S. Ahl's solution was the creation of composite categories, such as « message of 

information and direction »,55 or « message of inquiry and direction ».56  Such recourse 

to description may ultimately be the safest solution, but it also introduces what may be 

needless complications into the typological classification.  Another tentative solution, 

which is offered here as a working hypothesis, is that by a shift of perspective from 

description at the sentence level to rhetorical strategy at the message level, it is 

possible to avoid composite categories.   

 The basis premise, which holds for many complexes messages that I have seen, 

is that the overall pragmatic function of complex messages is generally equivalent to 

that of the final speech act communicated in the message.  In other words, the 

arrangement of arguments within the message followed a linear rhetorical strategy 

such that background information and supporting arguments are given first, followed, 

at the end of the message, by that utterance which best encapsulates its overall 

functional purpose.  Should this hypothesis prove valid, a convenient means of 

determining the overall pragmatic function of complex messages is found in the 

analysis of the final independent clause. 

                                                

 55Ahl, Epistolary Texts (1973) 96-97, 126-128.  

 56Ibid., p. 129. 
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 The message contained in RS 29.093:11-19, discretely separated from the 

adjacent parts of the letter by horizontal scribal lines, is presented here as an 

illustration.  These lines subdivide neatly into four successive and distinct speech acts: 

 RS 29.093:11-12  « hlny bn ≤yn yßt±l ≤m ±mtk » 

  "Here, Mr. Binu-≤Ayyªni is continually making demands of (me,) your maidservant!'  

 RS 29.093:13  « w l±k lh w k“dnn » 

  "So, send him (a message) and (therein) reprimand him!'  

 RS 29.093:14-16  « w ±nk “rß lq“t w “wt hbt » 

  "Now, for my part, I have taken on an artisan, and have repaired? the? house.'  

 RS 29.093:16-19  « w lm ®b bn ≤yn w lq“ ®qlm ksp bd ±mtk » 

  "So, why has Mr. Binu-≤Ayyªni again taken two shekels of silver from (me,) your 

maidservant?!'  

The pragmatic function of these four constituent clauses of the message are easily 

identifiable as « assertive », « directive », « assertive », and « expressive », 

respectively.   

 In classifying the pragmatic function of these lines, there appear to be at least 

three solutions:  (1) These lines contain several distinct messages, representing 

different speech acts, but all treating the same subject matter.  (2) The lines contain a 

single message, marked off from its surroundings by horizontal scribal lines, which 

corresponds to not one, but to several different pragmatic functions.57  Or, (3) the lines 

contain a single message which, despite its complexity, corresponds best to a single 

pragmatic function.   

                                                

 57In other words, this message represents a composite category.   
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 While I believe that the problem remains unsolved, it appears best to me to 

favor the third possibility, that the pragmatic function of the message cited above is 

essentially « expressive ».  The sender wished, above all, that her dissatisfaction be 

known; the preceding elements may be interpreted as reinforcing the sender's distress, 

which is the central concern here, either by supplying background information or 

supporting evidence,58 and/or by proposing a tangible means of alleviating certain 

aspects of it.59  

 This question will be addressed again in the following section on micro-

structure.   

 

5.2  MICRO-STRUCTURE: INTRODUCTION 

 The approach described above pays attention essentially to pragmatics, not 

primarily to semantics, nor even primarily to the grammatical structure of the Ugaritic 

passages.  This is admittedly dangerous for a dead language, since the correct 

interpretation of pragmatic function must depend essentially on an intuitive 

comprehension normally accessible only through native speaker competence.  While I 

believe that our modern understanding of Ugaritic, though it does not approach 

anything resembling native speaker competence, is in some cases sufficient to 

distinguish unambiguously between, say, directive, commissive, and representative 

messages, this is certainly far from being always, or even often, the case.  In order to 

                                                

 58Both of the assertive utterances, « hlny bn ≤yn yßt±l ≤m ±mtk » in lines 11-12 and « w ±nk “rß 
lq“t w “wt hbt » in lines 14-16, provide background information: the first supports the following 
directive, the second the final expressive utterance.  

 59The directive utterance « w l±k lh w k“dnn  » in line 13. 
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proceed further, it is necessary to complement the study of pragmatic function with 

considerations of formal structure, a topic much more empirically accessible. 

 

5.2.1  The pervasiveness of the formal structure « topic : comment » 

 In studying the compositional structure of Ugaritic messages, one is 

immediately struck by the pervasiveness of the casus pendens,60 or fronted nominal 

clause, constructions.  If defined in terms of information structure, the descriptive 

characterization of the function of such a pattern, by 20th century linguists and by 

medieval Arab grammarians, as « topic : comment »61 and « mubtada≥ : ”abar »,62 

respectively, is accurate.63  In fact, the most convenient means I have found of 

approaching the micro-structure of Ugaritic messages is through this dichotomy of 

« topic » and « comment ».  The presence of fronted topicalizing elements is so 

                                                

 60The phrase used in German treatments of the subject is ""Pendenskonstruktion''; see, for 
example, W. Gross, Die Pendenskonstruktion im Biblischen Hebräisch (1987); and J. Tropper, 
Ugaritische Grammatik (2000), §94, p. 882.  

 61See the references cited by C. L. Miller, Verbless Clause in Biblical Hebrew (1999) 6-7, and 
esp. n. 15.  

 62S≠bawayhi (8th century CE) discusses both terms as the two parts of ≥al-jumlatu l-≥ismiyyatu, 
the ""nominal sentence'', that is, one that begins with a nominal phrase and not with a verb (Note that this 
definition of ""nominal sentence'' is quite different from one that implies the lack of a verb, for which one 
may use the term ""verbless sentence'').  See G. Troupeau, Encyclopédie de l'Islam 7 (1993) 285; and H. 
Fleisch, Encyclopédie de l'Islam 4 (1978) 928, both of which cite the primary sources.  The term 
mubtada≥ refers to the ""preliminary'' information, while ”abar designates the ""new'' information.      

 63The explicit comparison of these two terminologies (« topic : comment » and « mubtada≥ : 
”abar  ») is made by D. Michel, ZAH 7 (1994) 217; but such an identification is implicit elsewhere, as 
in Waltke and O'Connor, Biblical Hebrew Syntax (1990) 76, n. 13, for example.  
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frequent that one may legitimately speak of systematic topicalization64 in Ugaritic 

epistolary composition.   

 

5.2.1.1  « Topic : comment » on the sentence level 

 The information structure « topic : comment » is very frequent in the epistolary 

corpus.65  Its presence is occasionally clear and unambiguous, as in the following 

passage:  

 RS 4.475:16-19  « mnm rgm d tßm≤ ®mt w ßt b spr ≤my »,  

  "(As for) whatever news that you hear there, put (that) in a letter to me!' 

More often, however, the syntactic separation of the « topic » and « comment » 

elements is graphically unmarked, and the presence of the structure is therefore 

ambiguous:  

 RS 29.093:11-12  « bn ≤yn yßt±l ≤m ±mtk »,  

  "(As for) Mr. Binu-≤Ayyªni(,) he is continually making demands of your maidservant!' 

Finally, the role of the « topic » element is not limited to noun phrases; prepositional 

phrases or other adverbial phrases can also fill this role:  

 RS 94.2580:25-27  « w l gtn w l klby ¯kt˘ l“m tn lhm »,  

  "Now, as for Mr. Gatênu and as for Mr. Kalbiya, give them a kt-jar of food!' 

 RS 15.008:14-15  « ≤mny ßlm kll »,  

  "(As for the situation) with me, everything is well.' 

                                                

 64J. Tropper alluded to this feature in his study of word order in the divinatory texts in UF 26 
(1994) 469-471.  See now Tropper, Ugaritische Grammatik (2000), § 94, pp. 882-884; and also 
D. Pardee, EWAL (forthcoming), section V (on syntax).   

 65Compare J. Tropper's treatment in Ugaritische Grammatik (2000), §94, pp. 882-884, in which 
ten out of the sixteen passages cited come from the body of letters.   
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 RS 18.031:6-7  « hnny ≤mn ßlm »,  

  "(As for the situation) here, with me, it is well.'   

It should be clear from the preceding examples that the topicalizing element may fill 

various syntactic roles.  One finds not only the grammatical subject as a fronted 

element, but also the direct object of the verb, the indirect object, and other adverbial 

modifiers.  This favors, I believe, the present attempt at explaining Ugaritic message 

composition in terms of « topic » and « comment », rather than in terms of the word 

order of the sentence constituents.  

 

5.2.1.2  « Topic : comment » on the level of two sentences 

 This brief introduction to the « topic : comment » information structure applies 

essentially to sentences, that is, to individual grammatically independent clauses.  

Sometimes epistolary messages are composed of a single sentence, as in 

RS 94.2580:25-27, mentioned above.  Many Ugaritic messages, however, consist not of 

one, but of several sequential sentences.  In these cases, the structure « topic : 

comment » may still be perceived, though the identification of the « topic » and 

« comment » elements must be transferred from the clause constituent level to a higher 

level of the hierarchical structure within the message.  In other words, the information 

structure « topic : comment » may also be perceived at the level of successive 

independent clauses, with some clauses functioning as « topic » elements and others as 

« comment » elements.   

 The pattern may occur, for example, in a string of two clauses: 

 RS 16.379:16-18  « hm ”t ≤l w l•kt ≤mk »,  

  "If the Hittite (delegation?) comes up, then I will send you (a message).' 
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Here, each of the two constituent clauses has grammatical integrity.66  The particles 

« hm » and « w » function to mark the constituent clauses as « topic »67 and 

« comment » elements, respectively.   

 

5.2.1.3  « Topic : comment » on the level of multiple sentence messages 

 The applicability of the « topic : comment » information structure is not limited 

to messages which consist of two sentences.  It may also apply to strings of more than 

two sentences: 

 RS 29.093:11-13  « hlny bn ≤yn yßt±l ≤m ±mtk w l±k lh w k“dnn »,  

  "(As for the situation) here, Mr. Binu-≤Ayyªni is making continual requests of your 

maidservant!  So send him (a message) and (thereby) reprimand 

him!' 

It seems clear that this passage consists of two parts.  The first consists of a single 

grammatically intact utterance: « hlny bn ≤yn yßt±l ≤m ±mtk ».  It is essentially 

« assertive » in terms of speech act theory; it asserts the truth of a proposition.  The 

second part of the passage consists of two grammatically intact utterances: « l±k lh » 

and « k“dnn ».  Taken together, these two clause are clearly « directive » in pragmatic 

function: they elicit action from the recipient.  The relationship between the two parts 

of this message seem clear: taken as a whole, the message must be considered as 

« directive », with the necessary background information provided initially, as « topic » 

                                                

 66I mean by this that the utterances « ”t ≤l », "the Hittite has come up', and « l•kt ≤mk », "I sent 
you (a message)', are grammatically intact and may stand alone; that is, they are ""sentences''.   

 67Conditional clauses are, by definition, topic elements, though of a particular type: ""In the 
event of the situation described by the following clause, « X », then the following comment, « Y », 
applies.''   
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information, in order to add weight to the request and to place the requested action in a 

comprehensible context.   

 Many messages, however, are even more complex.  One passage from 

RS 15.174, for example, contains the following sequence of clauses: 

 RS 15.174:10-12  « hnkt rgmt [•]¯k˘y l •l±k [≤m]¯k˘ », 

  "Now then, (as for the fact that in a previous letter) you said (something about) [h]ow I 

do not send [y]ou (messages),' 

 RS 15.174:12-13  « ≤my [l ß]lm », 

  "With me it is [not w]ell!' 

 RS 15.174:13-14  « w lm [•l]¯±˘k ¯≤˘mk », 

  "So, why should [I s]end you (messages)!?'  

 RS 15.174:15  « [w t]ßlm kspy », 

  "[Now, you] must pay back my money!'  

 RS 15.174:16-17  « [®]® m±t ≤mnkm w l ttnnnn », 

  "(As for) the [s]ix hundred (shekels which) you have,68 now you must give it (to me)!'  

Despite the uncertainty surrounding the correct reading of these lines,69 the presence 

of several successive grammatically intact clauses is clear.  More importantly, despite 

this complexity, two basic parts may be recognized: those which provide « topic » or 

preliminary information, and those which provide « comment » information.  The three 

clauses in lines 10-14 are necessary background for correctly interpreting the 

« comment », which is communicated by the final two clauses of the message, in lines 

15-17.  A further point of interest here is the presence of the « topic : comment » 

                                                

 68Literally, ""the [si]x hundred with you (m. pl.)''.   

 69I have followed the essentials of the interpretation given by D. Pardee in his manuscript of 
Les textes épistolaires (in preparation), chapter 22.  
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structure on several levels at once: on the message level, as just described, but also on 

the level of certain individual clause constituents, as in the final sentence, for 

example.  This multivalence is significant; it shows that the identification of a given 

element as « comment » on one level does not preclude its status as a component of a 

« topic » element on a higher level of the discourse structure. 

 The proportion of those messages which may be convincingly analyzed in 

terms of the functional sequence « topic : comment » is such that this pattern should be 

described as the most common information structure employed in the body of Ugaritic 

letters.  It may even be worthwhile to advance a hypothesis which goes even farther: 

virtually all Ugaritic messages can be imagined as bearing the information structure 

« topic : comment », in that order.  Where one element is unambiguously absent, it 

may be considered as implicitly present, or understood, from the immediate context of 

the epistolary discourse.      

 

5.2.1.4  Stereotyped features within the pattern « topic : comment » 

 Granted that the information structure « topic : comment » may be perceived 

not only at the sentence level but also at the paragraph level, it becomes necessary for 

typological purposes to identify those aspects of the pattern which are more or less 

stereotyped in structure, since it is the identification and classification of such 

patterned elements which would provide the basis of an eventual structural 

classification.  

  In the first place, whatever the grammatical complexity of the message, the 

« topic » element precedes the « comment » element.   
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 Secondly, there are, in fact, three, and not two, structural components within 

messages: (1) « topic » elements, (2) « comment » elements, and also (3) conjunctive 

elements which mark the boundary between the two other categories, as well as that 

between adjacent « topic : comment » sequences.   

 The respective function of each of these three elements is stereotyped: (1) the 

« topic » element provides preliminary or background information which facilitates the 

intended interpretation of (2) the « comment » element, which contains the linguistic 

expression of the main speech act accomplished by the message.  (3) « Conjunctive » 

elements mark the boundaries between « topic » and « comment », as well as those 

between larger units.   

 Finally, at the clause level, the form of all three elements is stereotyped: 

certain formal patterns are typical of « topic » elements, others of « comment » and 

« conjunctive » elements.   

 

5.2.2  Inventory of « topic  »,  « comment »,  and « conj » motifs 

 Assuming that most or all Ugaritic messages exhibit the information structure 

described above, sometimes in nested hierarchical levels, and further assuming a 

certain formal uniformity among the grammatical markers of these elements, a 

typological approach seems very promising.  The development of a full, mature 

typology of these three constituent elements is not possible here, given the constraints 

of this dissertation.  It is possible, however, to offer a preliminary inventory of the 

main stereotyped structural features of each.  Such could provide a basis for a future 

typology, itself a means of better perceiving, and better understanding, the micro-

structural patterns within Ugaritic messages in general.   
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5.2.2.1  « Topic » elements 

 The following paragraphs discuss both the function and the form of topicalizing 

motifs in messages.  Function is treated first, then form, with typical functions 

attributed to each form, where possible.  The analysis is carried out on « topic » 

elements at the clause level; the typological classification of topicalizing elements at 

higher structural levels is not attempted here.  

  

5.2.2.1.1  THE FUNCTION OF « TOPIC » ELEMENTS 

 Topicalizing elements convey a fair amount of informational content, namely, 

that background or preliminary information deemed by the scribe, or by scribal 

tradition, to be necessary and helpful in interpreting the primary message clause(s).  

Such « topic » elements situate the following comment in any several ways.  They 

offer precisions and clarifications regarding virtually any attribute of the speech act 

represented in the « comment ».  Such precisions and clarifications may concern  
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(i) persons,70 (ii) places,71 (iii) things both concrete72 and abstract,73 and even 

(iv) events and situations,74 past and non-past, real or potential.  

 

5.2.2.1.2  THE FORM OF « TOPIC » ELEMENTS 

 There are four main formal categories applicable to « topic » elements: 

(i) noun phrases, (ii) prepositional phrases, (iii) adverbial particles, and (iv) entire 

verbal clauses.  The formal inventory of each is explored below.  

 

5.2.2.1.3  THE DISTRIBUTION OF « TOPIC » ELEMENTS 

 As mentioned above, « topic » elements precede « comment » elements within 

messages.  Even at the clause level, there may be one or several topicalizing elements 

prior to the comment:   

                                                

 70The person topicalized is typically the sender or the recipient, but third parties are also 
attested.  As an example of this function, the topicalizing phrase « ±nk » in RS 18.075:20' indicates that 
the following « comment » element (a request for a gift) concerns a particular person (±nk, "me', a self-
reference to the sender), and not someone else.   

 71In RS 29.093:11, for example, the topicalizing phrase « hlny » implies that the following 
« comment » element (a report on the activities of another individual) concerns a certain place (hlny, 
"here', that is, where the sender is located), and not somewhere else.  

 72The topicalizing element « ®n ”pnm » in RS 17.117:16', for example, specifies that the 
following comment element (a directive to ""Give!'') concerns those particular objects (®n ”pnm, "two 
”pn-garments'), and not something else.  

 73By abstract things, I mean, for example, pieces of information.  Compare the topicalizing 
phrase « m≤nk w mnm rgm d tßm≤ ®mt », "your account and whatever (other) word that you hear there', 
in RS 4.475:15-18, which implies that the following comment (a directive to put something in writing) 
concerns that particular piece of news, and not some other matter.  

 74All conditional clauses are topicalizing elements, communicating that the following comment 
applies in one particular situation, and not necessarily in other circumstances.  In RS 94.2284:20-21, for 
example, the conditional clause « hm ±k¯÷˘ •qn± ßtt bhm », "If Ms. ≥AK�  has put the lapis(-beads) into 
them … ', is a topicalizing element: it specifies that the following « comment » element (a directive to 
dispatch the messenger) applies under the conditions described.  
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 RS 18.031:10-13  « ±nykn dt l•kt m¬rm hndt b ¬r mtt »,  

  "(As for) your fleet, which you dispatched toward Egypt, that (one) perished at Tyre.' 

In this passage it is a single item, a fleet belonging to the king of Ugarit, which is 

topicalized.  

 RS 17.117:16'-17'  « b¯≤˘ly ®n ”pnm w tn ly »,  

  "O my master, (as for) the two ”pn-garments, give (them) to me!' 

There are two topicalizing elements in this passage: the person to whom the directive 

is addressed is topicalized, as is the thing about which a demand is made.  

 Some passages, however, show more than two topicalizing elements at the 

clause level:  

 RS 29.093:20-22  « w ®n ≤bdk ®mt ≤mnk … tn ±kl lhm »,  

  "Now, (as for) your two servants, there, with you, give … (some) grain to them!' 

Here, the first noun phrase topicalizes the persons making the request, that is, the 

senders of the letter; the second topicalizes the place concerned; and the third the 

person concerned by the following comment, a directive to provide food.   

 RS 11.872:11-13  « ®mny ≤m °my mnm ßlm w rgm ®®b ly »,  

  "There, as regards my mother, (as for) whatever well-being (there is), return word (of 

that) to me!'  

In this passage, the first phrase topicalizes the place concerned; the second the person 

concerned; and the third the piece of information concerned by the following comment.    

 

5.2.2.1.4  TOWARD A FORMAL TYPOLOGY OF « TOPIC » ELEMENTS 

 The inventory given below concentrates on form, with occasional comments 

regarding function, as appropriate.  The four main formal categories of « topic » 
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elements were identified above:75 (i) noun phrases, (ii) prepositional phrases, 

(iii) adverbial particles, and (iv) entire verbal clauses.  They will be treated in that 

order, with examples given for each.  Where possible, the associated functions76 

attested for each formal pattern are identified.   

 

5.2.2.1.4.1  Noun phrases    

 Noun phrases are the most frequently encountered « topic » elements in the 

Ugaritic corpus, and exhibit the widest formal and functional diversity.   

 

5.2.2.1.4.1.1  Function    

 Fronted noun phrases serve to topicalize (1) persons, such as the recipient, the 

sender, but also third parties; (2) concrete things like objects, commodities, money, 

and even epistolary correspondence, anterior and ulterior; and (3) abstract things like 

well-being.   

 

5.2.2.1.4.1.2  Form    

 Such a functional classification may be refined by close attention to formal 

composition.  In terms of form, one finds the following types of noun phrase used as 

« topic » elements: (i) pronouns; (ii) common nouns and noun phrase, such as « REL » 

phrases, political titles, or indefinite noun phrases; and (iii) personal names.  

Examples of each are given below.    

                                                

 75See above, section 5.2.2.1.2. 

 76Any of several aspects associated with the « comment » may be topicalized; four such 
functional categories were identified above, in section 5.2.2.1.1: (i) persons, (ii) places, (iii) things both 
concrete and abstract, and (iv) situations, real or potential.  
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 RS 18.075:20'-22'  « w ±p ±nk mnm ”srt w °”y y≤msn ®mn »,  

  "Now, for my part, (as for) whatever I lack, my brother should have it loaded up there 

(and sent to me)!'  

Here, the first noun phrase, ±nk, is a 1st person pronoun, referring to the sender.  

Pronouns are frequently employed to topicalize the recipient as well:  

 RS 16.379:20-21  « w ±t °my ±l td“¯¬˘ », 

  "And (as for) you, O my mother, do not be in state of agitation!' 

 Common nouns are also employed as « topic » elements, as in the following 

example:     

 RS 4.475:11-13  « w yd •lm p k77 mtm ≤z m•d »,  

  "And, (as for) the « hand of the god(s) »,78 the dead are very numerous!79 

Two such common noun phrases are present in the following passage: 

                                                

 77There is no word divider between {k} and {m}; since the usage of word dividers elsewhere 
in this text is systematic, it might seem preferable to interpret the string {kmtm} as a single word.  The 
adverb kmt, "so also … ', however, appears elsewhere to be coordinate with a preceding km, "just as … ', 
and I have found no other credible interpretation of the string kmtm as a unit.  Since the conjunction k is 
sometimes not separated from the following word by a word divider, even in letters which make 
systematic usage of word dividers (as in RS 29.093:23, 25), it seems reasonable to imagine this 
possibility here.   

 78There is no evidence, apart from this passage (which, in any case, is of uncertain 
interpretation and therefore cannot serve as proof), for the existence in Ugaritic of a proximal local 
adverb p, "here', as in Hebrew.  Ugaritic generally, and Ugaritic epistolary discourse in particular, 
express this notion with the hn- and hl- sequences of adverbial particles; see J. Tropper, Ugaritische 
Grammatik (2000), § 81.1, pp. 737-739.  The conjunction p, on the other hand, of which the productive 
existence in Ugaritic is not in doubt, is quite commonly used in epistolary messages to mark the 
transition between « topic » and « comment » elements; see below.   

 79Literally "they are very strong', reading */≤azz¨/, a 3rd masc. pl. suffix conjugation form of 
the stative verb ≤ZZ, "to be strong'.  The metaphorical extension of the semantics from "to be strong' to "to 
be numerous' is suppositional, and should be taken as a suggestion.  
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 RS 94.5015:22'-25'  « w ßpßm mlk rb b≤ly yd≤ ky ß•sp ±rt®b ≤prm ≤mnh »,  

  "And, may the Sun, the Great King, my master, know that Mr. ≥Ari-Teßßub has 

assembled the ≤Apiru-people unto himself … .'  

In this case, both are political titles, and serve to topicalize the recipient.   

 Another very frequent type of « topic » element which incorporates common 

nouns is the « REL » phrase, also typically used to refer either to the recipient, as with 

the phrase b≤ly, "my master', in the example cited above, or to the sender, as in the 

following example:    

 RS 29.093:20-22  « w ®n ≤bdk ®mt ≤mnk klt tn ±kl lhm »,  

  "And, as for (us,) your two servants, there, where you are, give them everything (they 

need) for food!'  

Not all common nouns with attached pronominal suffixes are « REL » terms, however: 

 RS 4.475:15-19  « m≤nk … w ßt b spr ≤my »,  

  "(As for) your account (of a given matter) … , put (it) in a letter (to be sent) to me!'  

The same message also illustrates the use of an indefinite common noun phrase as a 

« topic » element: 

 RS 4.475:16-19  « w mnm rgm d tßm≤ ®mt w ßt b spr ≤my »,  

  "And, (as for) whatever word that you hear there, put (that) in a letter to me!'  

This example includes not only an indefinite noun phrase, mnm rgm, "whatever word', 

but also a following relative phrase which modifies it.  Some other topicalized noun 

phrases are also grammatically quite complex: 

 RS 17.139:5-7  « l“t  ßlm k l•kt °my ≤my ht ≤mny kll ßlm »,  

  "(As for) the well-being letter, (the fact) that my mother sent (it) to me, now, with me 

all is well.'  
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Here the topicalized noun phrase is l“t ßlm, "the letter of well-being'.  The subordinate 

clause which follows, however, is also part of the noun phrase: the conjunction k 

nominalizes the entire verbal clause l•kt °my ≤my, "my mother sent (it) to me', and this 

nominalized clause functions in a certain respect as an attributive adjective, modifying 

the antecedent noun phrase l“t ßlm.  

 Proper nouns such as personal names may also appear as « topic » elements.  I 

have found no examples in cleft sentences, but the personal names in the following 

example are nevertheless fronted for topicalization: 

 RS 94.2580:4-6  « hlny klby w gtn  y•t ≤mk »,  

  "Here, (as for) Mr. Kalbiya and Mr. Gatênu (, they) are going80 to come to you.'  

 

5.2.2.1.4.2  Prepositional phrases    

 A fair number of « topic » elements in messages take the form of prepositional 

phrases.  An apparent problem in treating this usage is the question of verbal rection: 

verbs associated with certain prepositional complements.  In the following passage, for 

example, do the prepositional phrases function as « topic » elements, or do they 

represent the prepositional complement of the verb?  

 RS 4.475:5-8  « l tr÷ds w l klby ßm≤t ”t• n”t° »,  

  "Concerning Mr. Tar÷uddasi and concerning Mr. Kalbiya, I have heard (that) they 

were indeed81 smitten.'  

                                                

 80I have no explanation for the use of the ""short form'' of the prefix conjugation (y•t = */ya≥tû/) 
in what is apparently an indicative context.  Had the adverb hlny not been present (which topicalizes a 
locality; "here' refers to the sender's location), a volitional interpretation of this message ("Let them 
come into you[r presence]!') would have been more consistent with the apparent verbal morphology.   

 81The construction clearly involves a cognate accusative.  Assuming that the basic semantics of 
the verb ‡T≥ are "to beat, to strike' (appropriate in this context; for etymological support compare 
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The combination of the verb fiM≤ "to hear' and the preposition l may or may not 

constitute an idiom: "to hear (something, accusative) concerning (someone, l)'.82  But 

even if it does, this does not affect the issue of the fronting of the phrase for purposes 

of topicalization.  It is frequent, in fact, for grammatically ""required'' complements of 

the verb in the « comment » element to be fronted for topicalization.  This is especially 

clear in the case of cleft sentences, as in one passage from the same letter: 

 RS 4.475:15-19  « m≤nk w mnm rgm d tßm≤ ®mt w ßt b spr ≤my »,  

  "(As for) your account (of a certain matter) and whatever (other) word that you might 

hear there, put (that) in a letter to me!'  

The fronted noun phrase is the accusative complement of the imperative ßt, "Put!'  

Further, since the cleft structure clearly indicates the topicalizing function of the 

fronted phrases, it is clear that the question of whether a given phrase is or is not the 

idiomatic complement of the verb in the « comment » element has no bearing on the 

identification of the former as topicalizing in function.  A given phrase can be both 

fronted for topicalization and the grammatical complement of the verb in the 

« comment » element.    

 

5.2.2.1.4.2.1  Function    

 In terms of function, fronted prepositional phrases serve to topicalize 

(1) persons, such as the recipient, the sender, and third parties; (2) concrete things, 

(3) places, and (4) moments.   

 

                                                                                                                                           
Akkadian ”atû), a literal rendering would be something like "(with) smiting blows they were smitten (N-
stem for passive voice).'  

 82Compare, for example, D. Pardee, UF 8 (1976) 270.   
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5.2.2.1.4.2.2  Form    

 Three formal patterns are attested: (i) « ≤m NOUN PHRASE », (ii) « l NOUN 

PHRASE », and (iii) « b NOUN PHRASE ».  If the question of verbal rection, introduced 

above, is not essential for the identification of the information structure of a given 

message as « topic : comment », it is much more relevant to the choice of one 

preposition over another in determining the composition of the prepositional « topic » 

element.   

 

5.2.2.1.4.2.2.1  « ≤m NOUN PHRASE »    

 The first preposition cited above, ≤m, is often attested for topicalizing a person, 

especially the sender or the recipient.   

 RS 18.031:6-7  « hnny ≤mn ßlm »,  

  "'Here, with me, it is well.'  

In this situation report, and in the many examples like it, the prepositional phrase ≤mn, 

"with me', topicalizes the sender.  In addition, however, it also seems clear that the 

preposition ≤m is a grammatical complement of the verb fiLM; the idiom is « fiLM + 

≤m » "to be well for (≤m, someone).'83   

 RS 17.139:7-9  « ®mny ≤m °my mnm ßlm w rgm ®®b ly »,  

  "There, with my mother, (as for) whatever well-being (there is), have word (of that) 

returned to me!'  

In this formalized information request, and in others like it, the preposition ≤m marks 

the person concerned (the recipient) by the following request, which is about ßlm, 

                                                

 83Compare Pardee, UF 7 (1975) 371. 
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"well-being'.  Although the form ßlm is probably nominal here, and not verbal,84 the 

choice of this particular preposition for topicalization might have derived from its 

association with the root fiLM in the verbal idiom.   

 RS 94.2479:7-10  « ®mny ≤m ±dty  mnm w rgm t®®b ≤m ≤bdh »,  

  "There, with my lady, (as for) whatever (piece of information there is), may she have 

word (of that) returned to her servant!'  

In this example, unless one supposes a scribal error, the preposition ≤m is used without 

an associated verb or verbal root, to topicalize the person concerned in the following 

request.   

 RS 29.093:20-22  « w ®n ≤bdk ®mt ≤mnk … tn ±kl lhm »,  

  "And, (as for) your two servants, there, with you, give … (some grain) to them!'  

Here again, the preposition ≤m marks the recipient, whose action is solicited in the 

following request.   

 

5.2.2.1.4.2.2.2  « l NOUN PHRASE »    

 Like ≤m, the preposition l is also used to topicalize persons.  In addition to 

RS 4.475:5-8, cited above,85 compare:   

 RS 34.148:7-8  « w lny kn p±t ≤m ml<k>t grgmß »,  

  "And, as far as the two of us (are concerned), the border(-stone)s with the kin<gd>om 

of Carchemish are in place.'86  

                                                

 84The formal parallels in Akkadian make this clear; see below. 

 85See above, section 5.2.2.1.4.2. 

 86This interpretation follows that of D. Pardee, Context 3 (2002) 105.   
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 RS 15.007:6-7  « l  ßmn … p •”dn … »,  

  "Concerning Mr. fiamunu … , I will seize him … !'  

Unlike ≤m, however, the usage of l is not limited to persons: 

 RS 16.264:17-18  «  w l ≤¬m tspr »,  

  "And, as for the logs,87 you must count (them)!'  

 RS 18.148:3  « w l ±nyt  tßknn »,  

  "And, as for the fleet, you must prepare it!'  

In these two examples, apparently the accusative complements of transitive verbs are 

fronted for topicalization, and marked with the preposition l.    

 

5.2.2.1.4.2.2.3  « b NOUN PHRASE »    

 Finally, the preposition b is also attested in « topic » elements.  Unlike ≤m and 

l, it topicalizes neither persons nor things, but places and moments.  

 RS 94.2479:5-7  « hlny hnn b bt mlk  kll ßlm »,  

  "Here, in the royal palace, all is well.'  

The presence of b here instead of ≤m, especially in a motif as formulaic as the 

situation report, indicates that when a place rather than a person is topicalized, b is 

preferred over ≤m, at least for the complement to the stative verb fiLM.  

 RS 18.040:9-12  « ≤bdk b lwsnd ¯±˘b¬r88 ≤m mlk »,  

  "(As for) your servant, in Lawasanda, I am watching over the king.'  

This passage shows a fronted preposition phrase with b as a local complement to 

another verb, B„R, "to watch (over someone, ≤m)'.   

                                                

 87The noun is plural, so literally "trees' or "logs'.   

 88Reading with Pardee, Context 3 (2002) 104, n. 123.  
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 A few examples of b topicalize moments rather than places: 

 RS 94.2406:3-7  « hlny ±nk … b ym hwt ±nk b mlwm btt »,  

  "Here, for my part … , on this day, I was lodging at MLWM.'  

Here it is a particular day that is topicalized.  A similar example probably also occurs 

in the following poorly preserved passage: 

 RS 16.402:14  « ¯w˘ b ym k ybt mlk  … »,  

  "And, on the day when the king lodges … '  

 

5.2.2.1.4.3  Adverbial particles  

 Adverbial particles are also fronted as « topic » elements in epistolary 

messages.  Their functions and their form are considerably stereotyped. 

 

5.2.2.1.4.3.1  Function    

 In terms of function adverbial particles as « topic » elements serve to topicalize 

location.  More precisely, there are two main series of locative adverbs used in this 

way: (1) one which topicalizes a proximal locality, that is, where the sender is, and 

(2) another a distal locality, where the recipient is.  Reference is made to the locality 

of a third party in only a few cases.  

 

5.2.2.1.4.3.2  Form   

 The two main functional categories described above, proximal and distal, are 

echoed in two main formal categories: (1) those which represent expansions of the 

""proximal'' particular base *han- and (2) expanded forms of a corresponding ""distal'' 

base *®amm-.  The motif of reciprocal well-being presents a context, formally and 
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semantically symmetrical, which serves to confirm the classification and semantic 

analysis of these two series of adverbial particles as essentially proximal and distal.  

 

5.2.2.1.4.3.2.1  hln(y) and hnn(y) in the reciprocal well-being motif   

 Working within the corpus of examples taken from the motif of reciprocal well-

being, the proximal series presents the following formal variants.  

 RS 16.379:  « hlny  ≤mny [ß]lm »,  

  "Here, with me, it is [w]ell.'  

The particle hlny is one of the more common forms to appear in this slot, but other 

closely related forms also occur here: 

 RS 92.2005:9-10  « ¯h˘ln  ¯hn˘ ≤mn ßlm »,  

  "Here, with me it is well.'  

The writing hln is clearly to be related to hlny; but the presence of the final -y on the 

latter is difficult to explain.  Either it should be interpreted as ""enclitic -y'', of uncertain 

semantic content, or as a historical spelling.89  The word following hln in the example 

cited, hn, is also difficult to interpret.  Since its primary function in prose texts is 

presentational, one wonders if it serves here to mark a sort of transition between 

« topic » and « comment » on a certain level: ""(As for the situation) here—now then 

with me it is well.''   

 A second pair of proximal adverbs shows the same interpretive problems:  

                                                

 89Assuming for the moment that rare examples of matres lectionis exist in the alphabetic 
Ugaritic sources (and this assumption entails a good many problems), the syllabic writing of the word 
hlny as {a-li-ni-PI} (Huehnergard, UVST [1987] 121) suggests that the {y} in the alphabetic 
orthography was not a mater lectionis.  What is possible is that hlny and {a-li-ni-PI} both represent 
historical spellings, while hln represents a phonetic spelling (*hallin≠ya as the historical form, and 
perhaps *hallinê as its latter phonemic realization).  
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 RS 18.147:6  « hnny ≤mn ßlm »,  

  "Here, with me, it is well.'  

Again, the formulaic and symmetrical nature of the motif of reciprocal well-being 

confirms that the semantics of hnny here must be closely related, if not identical, to 

those of hlny and hln in the preceding examples: a local adverb of proximity, to be 

contrasted with symmetrical local adverb of distance.  Like the hln(y) series, this word 

too shows orthographic variation: 

 RS 92.2010:9-11  « w hnn ≤m ≤bdk m•d ßlm »,  

  "And, here, with your servant, it is very well.'  

The same pair of explanations to this orthographic variation may be advanced here as 

well: either the -y on hnny represents an enclitic particle -y of uncertain semantic 

content, or the spelling hnny reflects the word's historical morphology while hnn 

reflects the word's contemporary phonemic realization.90   

 A final example may, in fact, belong with the conjunctive elements: 

 RS 94.2479:5-7  « hlny hnn b bt mlk kll ßlm »,  

  "Here, now then, in the royal palace all is well.'  

As above in RS 92.2005:9-10, the local adverb of proximity here is surely hlny.  The 

following word, hnn, represents either a synonymous repetition or plays a role more 

akin to the presentation particle hn: perhaps marking, on a certain level,91 a transition 

from « topic » to « comment ».  

                                                

 90That is, hnny may reflect a historical form *hannin≠ya, but hnn a later phonemic rendering 
*hanninê.  On the basis of (i) the semantic equivalence of hnn(y) and hln(y) in these formulaic motifs, 
(ii) the probable syllabic evidence {a-li-ni-PI} for the morphology of hlny, and (iii) the general rarity of 
unambiguous examples of plene spellings in Ugaritic orthography, the possibility that -y in hnny 
represents a mater lectionis seems quite slim.  

 91At another level the following prepositional phrase is also topicalizing: ""(As for the situation) 
here—Now then, (as for the situation) in the royal palace—All is well.''  
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5.2.2.1.4.3.2.2  ®mn(y) in the reciprocal well-being motif   

 The sequence of distal equivalents to hln(y) and hnn(y) shows a parallel 

orthographic variation:  

 RS 11.872:11-13  « ®mny ≤m °my mnm ßlm w rgm ®®b ly »,  

  "There, with my mother, (as for) whatever well-being (there is), have word (of that) 

returned to me.'  

 RS 92.2005:10-13  « ¯w˘ ®mn mnm ßlm rgm ®®b ≤my »,  

  "And, there, (as for) whatever well-being (there is), have word (of that) returned to 

me.'  

There possibilities for interpreting the -y on distal ®mny are the same as those offered 

above for proximal hlny and hnny. 

 

5.2.2.1.4.3.2.3  Proximal adverbs outside the reciprocal well-being motif   

 The forms inventoried thus far, proximal hln(y) and hnn(y), and distal ®mn(y), 

are found in the motif of reciprocal well-being; but local adverbs are used as « topic » 

elements outside of this stereotyped motif as well.  Of those forms just cited, only hlny 

is frequent in this function; hnny and ®mny are, to my knowledge, not yet attested.  As 

in the formulaic motif of reciprocal well-being, hlny in other messages topicalizes a 

proximal locality, that is, the sender's location.    

 RS 29.093:11-12  « hlny bn ≤yn yßt±l ≤m ±mtk »,  

  "Here, Mr. Binu-≤Ayyªni is continually making demands on your maidservant!'  

 RS 94.2406:3-7  « hlny  ±nk … b ym hwt ±nk b mlwm btt »,  

  "Here, as for me … , on this day I was lodging in MLWM.'  
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The form of the word with the short orthography is also attested in this function: 

 RS 94.2479:11-21  « [w] h !ln  … d znt ±dty kllm ßtnt »,  

  "[And], here, I hereby deliver in (their) entirety … (the commodities listed) … which 

(constitute) my lady's provisions.'  

In some examples, it is not clear whether the semantic force of hlny is locative 

(proximal) or merely presentative.  Given the clear evidence of the locative usage of 

this word, combined with the lack of any unambiguous examples of a presentative 

usage, it seems best to interpret the unknown in light of the known.      

 RS 94.2580:4-6  « hlny  klby w gtn y•t ≤mk »,  

  "Here, Mr. Kalbiya and Mr. Gatênu are going to come to you.'  

Finally, this extremely frequent usage of hlny as a fronted « topic » element may also 

provide plausible solutions to certain difficult texts: 

 RS 34.148:7-8  « w <h> lny kn p±t ≤m ml<k>t grgmß »,  

  "And, <h>ere, the border(-stone)s with the kin<gd>om of Carchemish are (now) set 

up.'  

 

5.2.2.1.4.3.2.4  Distal adverbs outside the reciprocal well-being motif   

 The distal counterpart of hlny in non-formulaic messages is ®mt.  

 RS 29.093:20-22  « w ®n ≤bdk ®mt  ≤mnk … tn ±kl lhm »,  

  "And, as for your two servants, there, with you, … give (some) grain to them!'  

This example is especially interesting because of the semantic similarity of two of its 

« topic » elements to two of the components of the formulaic information request, as in 

« ®mny ≤mk », "there, with you.'  Not all examples of ®mt function independently as 

fronted « topic » elements, however:  
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 RS 4.475:16-19  « w mnm rgm d tßm≤ ®mt  w ßt b spr ≤my »,  

  "And, (as for) whatever word that you hear there, put (that) in a letter to me!'  

 In general, the *han- and *®amm- series of adverbial serve to topicalize the 

location of the sender (proximal) and recipient (distal), respectively.  When it is a 

third party whose locality is topicalized, another adverb is employed, ±®r.  Unlike the 

particles surveyed up to this point, ±®r is not formed by particle accretion, but is 

originally a common noun, "place'.  Only two examples are known to me: 

 RS 18.038:33-35  « ¯±˘dm ±®r •® bq® w ßtn ly »,  

  "As for a (qualified) man, (in whatever) place he be, seek (him out) and have (him) 

sent to me!'  

The orthography of the following passage is non-standard, but the word involved is the 

same: 

 RS 15.007:6-7  « l ßmn •®r hw p •”dn … »,  

  "Concerning Mr. fiamunu, (in whatever) place he (be), I will seize him … !'  

 

5.2.2.1.4.4  Verbal clauses  

 Entire verbal clauses also appear frequently within « topic » elements, often 

playing syntactic roles similar to those played by simple noun phrases.  The precise 

syntactic role of the clause was often, but not always, formally marked by a 

subordinating conjunction or some other particle prefixed to the clause.  This rubric 

surveys the attested functions and forms of these clauses. 

 

5.2.2.1.4.4.1  Function    

 Attested verbal clauses in « topic » elements show one of two functions.  Either 

(1) they provide additional information about a preceding noun phrase, and thus 
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resemble attributive adjectives in function; or (2) they are nominalized such that the 

entire clause is treated in much the same way as a noun phrase, that is, as a unit.  

Unlike fronted noun phrases, however, such nominalized verbal clauses do not 

topicalize persons or things, but rather events or situations, whether these be real or 

potential, past or non-past.  Finally, (3) a few verbal clauses appear to be idiomatic, 

serving not so much to topicalize a particular situation as to reinforce a following 

comment element: 

 RS 1.018:19-20  « yßm≤ °”y l gy »,  

  "May my brother listen to my voice!'  

This verbal clause apparently draws particular attention to the requests which follow.  

It is, perhaps generally as well as in this specific instance, an idiomatic means of 

signaling a following « directive » message.  

 The most important of these three functional categories is the second, (2) those 

verbal clauses which are nominalized, and function akin to noun phrases, topicalizing 

an entire event or situation relevant to the predication in the following « comment » 

element.  This clause may refer, locally, to an event or situation where the recipient is, 

where the sender is, or where a third party is located.  The topicalized event or 

situation may be past, present, or future (or potential).  Finally, contextually, it may be 

known or unknown to the sender.   

 

5.2.2.1.4.4.2  Form    

 Subordinate verbal clauses in « topic » elements are either marked or 

unmarked.  The various particles attested as prefixed markers include: (1) the relative 

pronouns d and dt, (2) subordinating conjunctions k and ky, and the related series •k 

and •ky, and (3) the conditional particles hm and •m.  
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5.2.2.1.4.4.2.1  Relative pronouns   

 When verbal clauses in « topic » elements are governed by a relative pronoun, 

they almost always function as adjectival attributes of a preceding noun phrase.  

 RS 18.075:17'-19'  « mnm •rßtk d ”srt  w ±nk ±ßtn l •”y »,  

  "(As for) whatever request you have,92 (for something) that you lack, for my part I 

will have (that thing) given to my brother!'  

 RS 18.031:10-13  « ±nykn dt l•kt m¬rm hndt b ¬r mtt »,  

  "(As for) your fleet which you sent (to) Egypt, that (one) perished at Tyre.'  

 RS 94.2284:31  « hn ksp d y tnt ly  … »,  

  "Now, (as for) the money that you had given me, … '  

 RS 96.2039:4-6  « l“t hn bnßk d lq“t w … »,  

  "(As for) the (letter)-tablet about that ""man'' of yours, whom you had taken, now … '  

The attributive adjectival role of such verbal clauses closely resembles that of noun 

phrases used in similar constructions: 

 RS 17.434+:4  « w ßlm d “w[t]k … »,  

  "And, (as for) the well-being of your country … '  

 RS 94.2284:28-29  « “dm hyn d znt  ly l ytn »,  

  "Look! (As for) that wine which (was part) of the provisions, it was not given to me!'  

 

5.2.2.1.4.4.2.2  Conditional clauses marked by hm and •m  

 While verbal clauses within relative phrases, surveyed above, function 

adjectivally, all of the remaining formal types of verbal clauses within « topic » 

                                                

 92Literally, "whatever request of yours.' 
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elements function as noun phrases, topicalizing an event or situation instead of a 

person or thing.  One of the larger formal categories within this latter group is the 

corpus of conditional clauses marked by the fronted particles hm or •m.  

 Both particles may be employed with either finite conjugation.  The following 

examples employ the suffix conjugation: 

  RS 94.2284:20-22  « w hm ±k÷ •qn± ßtt  bhm w grß bn•l »,  

  "And, if Ms. ≥AK�  has put the ""blue''93 into them (the garments), then dispatch Binu-

≥Ili!'  

  RS 34.124:20-24  « •m … l b m¬qt y®bt qrt p mn l•kt ±nk l“t bt mlk ±mr »,  

  "(Now), if the city … was94 not in anguish, then why, (after all,) did I myself send the 

message regarding the King of Amurru's daughter!?'  

The prefix conjugation is also used in conditional clauses: 

  RIH 78/12:19-22  « hm ymt  w •l“mn ±nk »,  

  "If he dies, then shall I go on fighting (alone)!?'  

  RS 15.007:8-10  « •m mlkytn yrgm ±”nnn w •”d »,  

  "If Mr. Milkiyatanu says (so), then I will ‡N(N) him/it and seize (him/it)!'  

In most cases, the employment of a particular conjugation is explicable in terms of 

standard prose usage, but in some cases the rationale for the usage of the suffix 

conjugation is not evident: 

                                                

 93The substance designated by the word •qn± is either blue dye, used with wool, or blue semi-
precious stones, that is, lapis lazuli.  Clear instances of both occur in Ugaritic; see del Olmo and 
Sanmartín, DULAT 1 (2003) 93-94.  Whatever option is preferred, the passage must be interpreted 
jointly with RS 15.004:4-5 (KTU2 4.132) « ktn d ¬r p“m bh w ®qlm ksph », "A ktn-tunic of Tyr(ian 
origin/style), (with) ""red'' in it, and its price is two shekels.'  The mention of Tyre in the latter passage 
leads one to think of the dyeing industry.  

 94Literally "sat'; or, possibly "is/was sitting', if y®bt is understood as a participle.  
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 RS 16.379:16-20  « w hm ”t ≤ l  w l•kt ≤mk w hm l ≤ l  w l±km •l±k »,  

  "Now, if the Hittite (delegation) comes up, then I will send you (a message); and if 

they do not come up, I will certainly still send (you a message).'  

 RS 94.2284:27-28  « hm •bt  w ±tn ®n ”pnm »,  

  "If I perish, shall I then (be able to) give you two ”pn-garments!?'  

 

5.2.2.1.4.4.2.3  The k- series of subordinating conjunctions  

 The subordinating conjunctions k and ky are the most common means of 

substantizing verbal clauses.  The resulting unit functions as a noun phrase, and may 

occupy any of the various syntactic roles that noun phrases occupy.  In the following 

examples, the k(y) clause is the predicate nominative, and direct object, respectively:    

 RS 18.565:7'-9'  « w n≤m k yd≤  b≤ ly rgm hwt  »,  

  "Now, it is good that my master know (about) this matter!'  

 RS 15.008:6-8  « °my td≤ ky ≤rbt l  pn ßpß »,  

  "O my mother, may you know that I had an audience95 with the Sun.'  

Also like noun phrases, k(y) clauses are often fronted as « topic » elements, in which 

the situation or event described by the verbal clause is itself topicalized, as such.  

Within the epistolary corpus, one such type of event to which frequent allusion is 

made, and which is frequently topicalized, is anterior epistolary correspondence.  

 RS 94.2406:33-36  « k l•k¯t˘ ≤my  … w ht ±nk rg<m?>t l pn mlkt … »,  

  "(As for) the fact that you sent me (a message saying ""X''), now then, for my part I 

have spo<k>en? before the queen … .'  

                                                

 95Literally, "I entered into the presence of', or "I entered before'.   
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 RS 17.434+:5-7  « ky l •kt bt mlk t“mk hln[y ”]r¬ ±rgmny [≤m] ßpß ßtn[t] w ±t … »,  

  "(As for) the fact that you sent your message to the royal palace, ""Her[e], as for the 

[g]old (which constitutes) my tribute, [I] (hereby) deliver it [to] the Sun!''96—

Now, as for you … '  

 RS 18.147:9-14  « ky l•k bny l“t ±kl ≤my … w bny hnkt yßkn ±nyt ym yßr¯-˘[…] »,  

  "(As for) the fact that my son sent me (that) letter regarding grain,97 … now let my 

son prepare sea-ships, and let him [ … ]!'  

Often, these verbal clauses which topicalize past correspondence are placed 

immediately following noun phrases referring to the letters themselves.  In these 

cases, the relationship between the noun phrase and the following nominalized verbal 

clause is reminiscent of the relationship between a noun and a following attributive 

adjective: 

 RS 18.140:21'-23'  « w l“t ±lpm “r®m k rgmt ly b lym ±lpm ±rßt lk »,  

  "And, (as for) the letter regarding plow oxen, (as for) the fact that (therein) you said to 

me, ""The oxen are exhausted''—(Now), I had made a request of you!'  

 RS 17.139:5-7  « l“t ßlm k l•kt °my ≤my ht ≤mny kll ßlm »,  

  "(As for) the well-being letter, the fact that98 my mother sent (it) to me —Now, with 

me, all is well. '  

                                                

 96The structure « hlny (items delivered) … ßtnt »is a typical format for messages 
accompanying the delivery of goods; compare the same motif in RS 94.2479:11-21, « hln (list of 
commodities) … ßtnt ».   

 97Etymologically, the word means "food', but contextual usage in the administrative and 
epistolary texts indicates that ±kl was used to denote "grain'; see del Olmo and Sanmartín, DULAT 1 
(2003) 44.  

 98The translations given here and below for k(y) are intentionally literal, in an effort to 
emphasize the (morphological) fact that these passages involve the subordinating conjunction k(y), and 
not the relative pronoun d(t).  A English translation with a relative pronoun is much more fluid: "As for 
the well-being letter that my mother sent me … .' 
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 RS 18.038:17-21  « w l“t ±kl ky l•kt ≤m ßpß b≤ lk  … ßpßn t¯°b˘d […] »,  

  "And, (as for) the letter regarding grain, the fact that you sent (it) to the Sun, your 

master, … Now, the Sun is perishing … !'  

 RS 34.124:17-19-24  « w l“t bt mlk ±mr ky tdbr °my l pn qrt  … »,  

  "Now, (as for) the letter regarding the King of Amurru's daughter, (as for) the fact that 

my mother is going to speak? (of it) in front of the city … '  

 RS 17.434+:14  « … rgm ky l•kt bt mlk  … »,  

  " … (as for) the message, (as for) the fact that you sent (it) to the royal palace … '  

Past epistolary correspondence is not the only event alluded to in this manner.  In the 

following passage, for example, it is apparently a past conversation that is topicalized: 

  RS 16.078+:1-3  « w k rgm ßpß … l  ≤ ® t[y w l?] ml±kt ≤bdh  »,  

  "And, (as for) the fact that the Sun said (the following) to ≤TṪ[Y and to] his servant's 

messenger-delegation … '  

Furthermore, k(y) clauses are used not only to topicalize events or situations in the 

past, but also those in the future:  

 RS 29.093:25-29  « w k ym÷y ≤bdk l  ßlm ≤mk p l yßb≤l ”pn l b≤ly mnm •® l ≤bdk »,  

  "Now, (as for) the fact that your servant is going to come to you99 for (the purpose of) 

the ""well-being (gift)'',100 now then, (for that) he shall indeed have a ”pn-

                                                

 99The verb M� Y "to come, arrive' often takes ≤m as a complement in the epistolary corpus; 
compare RS 16.078+:8; RS 18.566:6'; RS 34.356:4; and probably RS 88.2159:16.  

 100In the formulaic motif of reciprocal well-being, Ugaritic ßlm is used where the parallel 
formula in Ras Shamra Akkadian letters has ßulmªnu, both with the abstract meaning "well-being'.  Also 
in Ras Shamra Akkadian letters, the sense of ßulmªnu may be concrete, "well-being (gift),' apparently 
even in texts of local composition, such as RS 17.354:10 (PRU 6, no. 150), where a list of luxury items 
(including garments, {túg GAD}) is characterized as {ßul-ma-ni MÍ.LUGAL-ti}.  Compare also 
RS 34.171:9'-10' (RSO 7 no. 20), also concerning garments, {2 TÚG}, ana ßulmªni, "as the ßulmªnu-gift' 
(cf. l ßlm in the Ugaritic text here); and RS 34.141:13 (RSO 7 no. 32), with the same usage by Emariote 
scribes.  RS 17.247 (PRU 4, p. 191) is not of local composition either, but illustrates this sense for 
ßulmªnu in the Hittite chancellery. 
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garment made for my lord —(It will be made from) whatever your servant 

has101 (on hand).'  

 A further sub-class of the usage of k(y) occurs in citations of passages from 

anterior correspondence.  Like the examples cited above, k(y) in these cases also 

governs the following clause or clauses; and the event(s) and situation(s) described 

therein are thus topicalized as a nominalized unit.  The citations may be either indirect 

or direct; each is represented below: 

 RS 18.038:17-21  « w l“t ±kl ky l•kt ≤m ßpß b≤lk ky ±kl b “wtk •nn ßpßn t°bd[…] »,  

  "Now, as for the letter regarding grain, the fact that you sent (it) to the Sun, your 

master, (to the effect) that ""there is no grain in your country'' —The Sun is 

perishing!'  

 RS 94.2406:33-36  « k l•k[t] ≤my ky “ß w l±k  w ht ±nk rg<m?>t l pn mlkt »,  

  "As for the fact that [you] sent me (a message), (to the effect) ""Hurry up and send 

(back a message)!'' —Now then, for my part I have spoken before the 

queen … .'  

 Finally, the •k- series of particles should be included here as well, owing to 

their functional and etymological102 similarity to subordinating conjunction k(y).  

Several messages include verbal clauses fronted by the particle •ky, in which the event 

or situation described by the clause is topicalized as such.  In terms of semantics, the 

prothetic ≥ may add an interrogative sense to the topicalized clause:   

                                                

 101As in other Semitic languages, possession in Ugaritic is expressed with the copula and a 
prepositional complement l.  

 102The particles k(y) and •k(y) appear to share a common etymology, the latter containing 
prothetic /≥-/.  
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 RS 15.174:10-14  « hnkt rgmt [•]¯k˘y l  •l±k  [≤m]¯k˘ ≤my [l ß]lm w lm [•l]¯±˘k ¯≤˘mk »,  

  "Now then, you said (something about) [h]ow (it is) that I do not send you (messages) 

—With me it [is not w]ell!  So, why [should I s]end you (messages)!?'  

 RS 16.264:4-8  « lm tl•k ≤my •ky ±ßkn ≤ ¬m l bt dml p ±nk ±tn ≤¬m lk »,  

  "Why are you sending me (messages) (to the effect) ""How can I provide the trees for 

the Temple of Damala?'' —Now, I myself will give you the trees!'  

In both of these cases it may be noted that the particle •ky also marks the beginning of 

a citation from previous correspondence, indirect discourse in the first example, direct 

in the second.  This usage also resembles that of ky.103    

 In a final example, •ky is fronted to a noun phrase104 rather than a verbal 

clause:  

 RS [Varia 4]:6-9  « •ky l“t spr d l •kt ≤m ®ryl  m hy rgmt »,  

  "How about the letter-tablet that I sent to Ṫaryelli —What did she say?'  

 The particle •d is seemingly used once in a manner quite like the subordinating 

conjunction k(y).  This passage is included here for convenience: 

 RIH 78/12:3-7  « •d l•kt ≤ky npl† ≤bdmlk … w lb bnk l yßqp »,  

  "When you sent (the messenger) ≤Akkuya (with the message), ""Mr. ≤BDMLK was 

saved! … ''  Now, the heart of your son will not be seized105!'   

                                                

 103See above, this section.  

 104The verbal clause « d l•kt ≤m ®ryl », "(the one) that I sent to Ṫaryelli', is a subordinate 
attribute of the noun phrase l“t spr, "letter-tablet'.     

 105The verb YPQ (or PQ, as a hollow root) means "to acquire (acc., something)', so fi-stem 
should, in theory, be doubly transitive: "to make (someone) acquire (something).'  The present passage 
shows no accusative complements for the verb, so one might suppose it to be passive: "your son's heart 
will not be caused to be ""seized up'' (by the potentially sad event).'  Whatever the precise semantics, the 
expression apparently communicates the sender's relief at the good news that « npl† ≤bdmlk », 
"≤Abdimilku was saved!'.  
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5.2.2.1.4.4.2.4  Unmarked subordinate verbal clauses  

 Finally, verbal clauses fronted for topicalization are occasionally unmarked.   

This is the case, for example, in the protases of some conditional sentences:    

 RS 29.095:9-12  « hnk tßm≤m ≤dn yßt±l ≤mnk pm yq“ bk »,  

  "Now then, you shall listen to106 the ≤DN-official.107  Should he make requests of you, 

let him take from you (what he wants).'  

It is also the case in some citations from anterior correspondence: 

 RS 18.140:21'-23'  « w l“t ±lpm “r®m k rgmt ly blym ±lpm ±rßt lk w ly […] »,  

  "Now, (as for) the letter regarding plow oxen, (the fact) that you (therein) said to me 

(words to the effect) ""The oxen are worn out'' —I had made a request of you, 

but to me […]! '  

 

5.2.2.2  « Comment » elements 

 This section explores the function and form of « comment » elements.  

Functional aspects are surveyed first, then formal patterns.  As above with the « topic » 

elements, this analysis pays attention essentially to « comment » elements on the 

                                                

 106The idiom is often fiM≤ + l, "to listen to (l, something, someone)'.  There is, however, a good 
deal of overlap between the prepositions l and ≤m,in epistolary prose as generally in Ugaritic, especially 
with verbs of motion such as M� Y and ṪB (see D. Pardee, UF 8 [1975] 288), but also with transitive 
verbs such as ≥Rfi and L≥K.  If such an overlap be allowed for fiM≤, one might imagine a scribal error as 
having occurred here in line 9, due to haplography; perhaps read « tßm≤ <≤>m ». 

 107The word is used as the poetic parallel of skn in KTU2 1.12 II 52-53; its etymology has to do 
with storage (see del Olmo and Sanmartín, DULAT 1 [2003] 150-151).  If the orthography ≤tn 
represents a variant spelling of the same function, one version of this title, ≤tn ”rd, "the ≤TN of the army', 
was born by Talmiyªnu, a member of the royal family, in RS 15.008:13. 
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simplest, most basic structural level, that of the ""sentence'', or smallest grammatically 

intact utterance.   

 

5.2.2.2.1  THE FUNCTION OF « COMMENT » ELEMENTS 

 It was supposed above108 that each epistolary message corresponds essentially 

to one of the five categories of pragmatic function elaborated by the speech act 

theorist J. Searle.  When a message appears to represent more than one category,109 

the successive speech acts therein may often be interpreted in a subordinate way, such 

that the first speech act(s) serve(s) primarily to reinforce or add credibility to the final 

speech act.  It is usually this final speech act which communicates and encapsulates 

the pragmatic function of the overall message.110  In complex messages and in simple 

messages alike, however, the identification of constituent speech acts in a message 

corresponds, in essence, to the analysis of the various « comment » elements.  This 

correspondence is important for a study of form and function, and provides a link 

between macro-structure and micro-structure.  Each « comment » element may thus be 

identified with one of the five speech act categories surveyed above: assertive, 

commissive, directive, expressive, or performative.   

 

                                                

 108See above, sections 5.1.3-5.1.4.  

 109Compare, for example, S. Ahl's category of « message of information and direction » 
(Epistolary Texts [1973] 96-97, 126-128), which corresponds to the sequence « assertive : directive ». 

 110In the example given in the footnote above (Ahl's category of « message of information and 
direction », ibid.), the first speech act, « assertive », serves to reinforce the second, « directive », such 
that the message as a whole is one of direction, in which the initial « assertive » provides background 
information. 
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5.2.2.2.2  FORMAL PATTERNS IN « COMMENT » ELEMENTS 

 In order to elaborate a workable formal and functional typology for 

« comment » elements, attention must be paid essentially to those components which 

are regular in distribution and patterned in composition.  The most obvious of these is 

the linguistic expression of predication within the utterance: it is a necessary 

compositional element in terms of distribution, and its composition follows a small 

number of stereotyped patterns.  Finite verbal forms are the most common: 

(1) imperatives, (2) verbs in the suffixing conjugation and (3) in the prefixing 

conjugation.  However, (4) several other non-finite predications also occur, whether 

these be (i) quasi-verbal, such as verbal adjectives (participles), verbal nouns 

(infinitives), or particles which predicate existence; or (ii) non-verbal.  

 

5.2.2.2.3  THE DISTRIBUTION OF « COMMENT » ELEMENTS 

 In many messages, the « comment » element is represented by a single verbal 

predication, usually at the end of the message, following the « topic » element(s): 

 RS 18.038:3-4  « ≤m ßpß kll  m•dm ßlm  »,  

  "With the Sun, everything is very well.'  

 RS 9.479A:12-15  « ≤m ±dty mnm ßlm rgm t®®b l  ≤bdh  »,  

  "With my lady, (as for) whatever well-being (there is), may she have word (of that) 

sent back to her servant.'  

Some messages, however, contain two or more verbal predications within a single 

« comment » element.  The relationships between these predications are diverse.  The 

following passages, for example, illustrate examples of sequential, resultative, and 

hendiadys relationships:  
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 RS [Varia 4]:15-18  « w h¯t˘ ±”y … yß±l ®ryl  w rgm ®®b l  ±”k  … »,  

  "Now then, let my brother … make (this) request of Ṫaryelli!  And then return word 

(about what happened) to your brother … !'  

 RS 29.093:11-13  « w l±k lh w k“dnn  »,  

  "So send him (a message) and reprimand him (therein)!'  

 RS 94.2406:34  « … ky “ß w l±k  … »,  

  ""Hurry and send (a message)!''111  

Finally, a number of messages are more complicated in terms of their structure, 

containing several successive sequences of the « topic : comment » information 

structure.  These are often related to one another in a coordinate way, but in some 

cases the relationship seems to be subordinate, such that the initial « comment » 

elements serve to reinforce or provide additional background information for the final 

speech act.  In RS 15.174:12-17,112 for example, the sequential verbal predications in 

the « comment » elements plausibly relate to one another in a subordinate way, 

leading up to the final « comment », for which the previous predications provide both 

supporting evidence or background information.  In this case, the essence of the 

message, which concerns an unpaid monetary debt, is expressed in the final verb of 

the message: ttnnnn, "You must give it!'  Many clause sequences within complex 

messages can be interpreted in a similar manner: 

 RS 18.075:17'-19'  « mnm •rßtk … w … ±ßtn l  •”y  », 

  "(As for) whatever your desire (is) … , I will have (that) given to my brother!' 

                                                

 111This clause is a quotation from previous correspondence. 

 112Cited above in section 5.2.1.3. 
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 RS 18.075:20'-22'  « w ±p ±nk mnm …  w °”y y≤msn  … », 

  "And for my part, (as for) whatever (desire I have) … , may my brother have (that) 

loaded up (for delivery) … !' 

 RS 18.075:23'  « w [°]”y ±l yb≤rn  », 

  "Now, may my brother not abandon113 me!'  

Here, the final « directive », ±l yb≤rn, "Let him not abandon me!', encapsulates the 

essence of the message in typical epistolary hyperbole: as far as the sender is 

concerned reciprocal gift exchange with the recipient must continue.  

 The examples of complex messages cited thus far are essentially « directive », 

but other pragmatic functions are also found.  The following example is « assertive »: 

 RS 11.872:14-15  « bm ®yndr114 •® t  ≤mn mlkt »,  

  "In (the city of) Ṫiyindara,115 I am (there) with the queen.'  

 RS 11.872:16-17  « w rgmy l lq<“?>t  »,  

  "And, (as for) my words, she did indeed acce<pt>? (them).'  

 RS 11.872:17-18  « w pn mlk nr  bn »,  

  "And, (as for) the king's countenance, (it) shone upon us.'  

Finally, a « commissive » message may also be cited: 

 RS 15.007:3-4  « “nny l pn mlk ß•nk •tn  », 

  "Favor me before the king,116 (and as for that) matter of yours, I will agree117 (to it)!' 

                                                

 113The potential failure of the recipient to reciprocate in a gift exchange is here alluded to with 
a verb which means "to burn', "to destroy', and "to abandon' in Ugaritic; see del Olmo and Sanmartín, 
DULAT 1 (2003) 212.  Such hyperbole is common in epistolary discourse. 

114The string {®yndr} should be read as a unit, as indicated by the scribal placement of word 
dividers, used consistently in this text.  

115On this city, see the interpretation of J.-L. Cunchillos, TO 2 (1989) 289; and the data 
collected in J. Belmonte Marín, Orts- und Gewässernamen der Texte aus Syrien (2001) 356-357.  
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 RS 15.007:5-7  « r≤ yß¬± •dn ly l ßmn … p •”dn  … », grant 

  "My colleague should have a •dn-announcement sent out to me, (and then), as for Mr. 

fiamunu … I will seize him … !'  

 RS 15.007:8-10  « •m … yrgm ±”nnn w •”d  », 

  "If (my colleague) says (so), I will ‡NN him (Mr. fiamunu) and seize (him)!'   

This message consists of a sequence of three « topic : comment » structures; in each it 

is an event as such that is topicalized.  The overall function of the message seems to 

be contained in •”d, "I will seize (him)!'  The semantic repetition here is typical in 

sequences of « topic : comment » units in complex messages.118  Such parallelism also 

serves to reinforce the main communicative purpose of the message.    

 The subject of the structure of complex messages is difficult, and could be 

developed at much more length in a treatment of rhetorical strategy within epistolary 

composition, for example.  It will not be explored further here.    

 

5.2.2.2.4  A PROVISIONAL TYPOLOGY OF THE « COMMENT » ELEMENTS 

 The typology proposed here consists of an inventory of those formal patterns 

attested for the predication of the « comment » element, and an associated attempt to 

link these forms with the set of five pragmatic functions discussed above.  Of the main 

formal categories within « comment » elements, finite verbal forms are the most 

                                                                                                                                           

 116Here the « topic » element is the first verbal clause, an imperative and thus a « directive » 
speech act.  In terms of function, this sentence resembles a conditional sentence in which the protasis 
contains an entire verbal clause which topicalizes an event or situation.  See above, section 5.2.2.1.4.4, 
and in particular 5.2.2.1.4.4.2.2.   

 117Literally, "I will give'.  Unexpected writings with the {•} sign, as in •tn and •”d(n), are 
among the orthographic peculiarities of this ""non-canonical'' letter.  

 118Compare, for example, the semantic parallelism between « [t]ßlm kspy » "You must pay 
back my money!' and « ttnnnn » "You must give it!' in RS 15.174:15,17.  
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important and will be treated first, followed by those predications which do not contain 

finite verbs.  Examples are given for each, with the associated pragmatic functions 

identified where possible.    

 

5.2.2.2.4.1  Imperatives  

5.2.2.2.4.1.1  Function   

 One of the most frequent formal patterns within « comment » elements are 

imperatives.  In terms of pragmatic function, they are easily aligned with the speech 

act category of « directives ».  The unique exception to this correspondence between 

imperative form and « directive » function occurs with imperatives of the verb YD≤, "to 

know', which are often used in conjunction with « assertive » and « commissive » 

messages:   

 RS 94.2406:5-10  « … w b ym hwt ±nk b mlwm btt … w d≤  »,  

  " … Now, today I am spending the night in MLWM … .  Know (this)!'  

 RS 94.2406:7-10  « … w ≤lm ±dnyh … w d≤  »,  

  " … but tomorrow, (I will be spending the night) in Adana … .  Know (this)!'  

In fact, the frequency of this usage suggests that « assertive » and « commissive » 

epistolary messages were perceived as being special types of directives: directives to 

""know'' about a stated assertion or commitment to act.  This native perception does not, 

however, affect the theoretical integrity of assertives and commissives as categories.  

 

5.2.2.2.4.1.2  Form 

 Imperatives are often formally ambiguous as regards distinguishing them from 

the suffix conjugation.  In such cases their identification must rely on context: 
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 RS 18.038:33-35  « ¯±˘dm … bq® w ßtn ly »,  

  "(As for) a (qualified) man, … seek (him) out and have (him) sent to me!'  

 RS 94.2946:5'-7'  « ”pn “t® … bd yßn ßt[n ly] »,  

  "(As for) the ”pn-garment (in the style) of ‡attußa … , have (it) se[nt to me] in the 

care119 of Mr. Yaß≠nu (the messenger)!'  

For ""1st weak'' verbal roots, however, imperatives are formally unambiguous: 

 RS 29.095:17-19  « “pr ≤dn dd ±kl m¯t˘r tn lh », 

  "(As for) the ≤DN-official's rations, give him a dd-jar of the mtr-grain!' 

 RS 19.011:12-13  « qrtn ”lqt w d≤  d≤  »,  

  "Our city has perished!  Know (this)!  Know (this)!'  

 

5.2.2.2.4.2  Suffix conjugation  

5.2.2.2.4.2.1  Function  

 In Ugaritic prose, the suffix conjugation is commonly used for actions and 

situations which are aspectually complete or situated temporally in the past.  This 

usage corresponds to the « assertive » category of speech act.  The expression of past 

complete actions or achieved states is the most common function attested for suffix 

conjugation forms in Ugaritic epistolary messages:   

 RS 96.2039:10-12  « w ht hn bnß h[w] ≤mm ±®th btk ®b  »,  

  "Now then, as for that bnß-man, he, along with his wife/wives, has returned (to) your 

household.'  

                                                

 119Literally, "in the hands of'.  
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Other pragmatic functions, though less common, are known however: « expressives »; 

less frequently, « performatives », and at least one « commissive ».  These functions 

are illustrated by passages cited below, in the following section. 

 

5.2.2.2.4.2.2  Form 

 Suffix conjugation verbs are often graphically identical to other forms.  Owing 

to this graphic ambiguity, they must be identified as such on the basis of context.  

Again, ""1st weak'' verbal roots provide typical examples: 

 RS 34.124:25-29  « ybnn hlk ≤m mlk ±mr w ybl  hw m•t ”r¬ … l mlk ±mr »,  

  "(As for) Mr. Yabn≠nu, he went to the king of Amurru, and brought him120 

100 (shekels) of gold'  

 RS 34.124:29-32  « w lq“ hw ßmn b qrnh w y¬q hw l r•ß bt mlk ±mr »,  

  "Then, he took oil in his ""horn'', and he poured (it) on the head of the King of Amurru's 

daughter.'  

In the 1st and 2nd person, however, both of which are frequent in epistolary discourse, 

as well as in the 3rd feminine singular, suffix conjugation verbs are formally 

unambiguous.121 

 RS 94.2391:15'-16'  « w ±nk qdßh m÷t  »,  

  "Now as for me, I have arrived in Qadesh.'  

 RS 15.008:6-10  « °my td≤ ky ≤rbt  l pn ßpß w pn ßpß nr by m•d »,  

  "O my mother!  May you know that I entered into the Sun's presence, and his 

countenance shown on me very much. '  

                                                

 120Literally, "he brought … to the king of Amurru.' 

 121Context is still primary, of course: it is context that implies that a given word is a finite 
verbal form, and not a common noun, for example.  
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Thus far, all cited examples have been « assertive ».  A number of suffix conjugation 

verbal forms occur in messages which seem to be « expressive » in function.  Often, 

these are formally characterized by the presence of an interrogative particle, such as 

lm, "Why?'  

 RS 16.402:22-24  « w mlk b≤ly ht lm ßkn  hnk l ≤bdh ±lpm ¢¢wm »,  

  "Now, (as for) the king my master, why did he thus122 impose upon his servant (the 

obligation to provide) 2000 horses!?'  

 RS 16.402:25-26  « lm l  ytn  hm mlk ≤ly »,  

  "Why indeed did the king put123 them (as an obligation) upon me!?'  

 RS 19.029:7-9  « lm l  l•kt ß•l ßlmy »,  

  "Why did you not send an inquiry about my well-being!?'  

It seems that in all of these examples, the sender is not so much seeking information as 

expressing his or her own emotional state of dissatisfaction.  

 « Performative » usages of the suffix conjugation are difficult to distinguish 

from « assertive » usages, owing to their formal identity and contextual similarity: 

 RS 16.265:7-16   « •rßt ±rßt  l ±”y »,  

  "I hereby make a request of my brother!'   

 RS 94.2406:27-28  « w gpm ≤dbm w l ≤rbt  bk l  ≤rbt  »,  

  "Now, as for the prepared gp-items, I hereby refuse to guarantee124 you.  I refuse!'  

                                                

 122I am uncertain of the precise semantics of the deictic particle hnk.  Other interpreters have 
rendered it "that (thing)' or "this (thing)'; see the bibliography in del Olmo and Sanmartín, DULAT 1 
(2003) 344.    

 123Literally, "give'.  

 124The idiom "to guarantee (someone)' was expressed in Ugaritic with the verb ≤RB ("to 
enter'), with the person guaranteed referred to with a prepositional complement b.  Thus, a more literal 
rendering of this passage would be "I do not hereby guarantee you!'  
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 RS 19.029:7-12  « lm l l•kt ß•l ßlmy … l  l •kt ±nk ≤¯m˘[k] … ß•l ¯ß˘[lmk] »,  

  "Why did you not send an inquiry about my well-being!? … For my part (therefore) I 

hereby refuse to send125 you an inquiry about your well-being!'  

Finally, in one passage which occurs in a particular morpho-syntactic environment,126 

a suffix conjugation verbal form functions as a « commissive »: 

 RS 16.379:16-20  « w hm ”t ≤l w l•kt ≤mk w hm l ≤l w l±km •l±k »,  

  "Now, if the Hittite (delegation) arrives,127 then I will send you (a message); but if it 

does not arrive, I will certainly still send (you a message).'  

 

5.2.2.2.4.3  Prefix conjugation  

5.2.2.2.4.3.1  Function  

 Finite verbal forms in the prefixing conjugation present the most diversity, both 

in terms of pragmatic function and in terms of form.  Credible examples may be cited 

for four of the five speech act categories: directive, assertive, commissive, and, less 

frequently, expressive.  Only performatives are not attested with prefix conjugation 

forms.  

 

                                                

 125Literally, "I do not hereby send'.  

 126The form occurs at the head of the apodosis of a conditional sentence, following the 
conjunction w, which marks the transition from protasis to apodosis.  This environment thus resembles 
that of w@-qª†altí forms in biblical Hebrew, which may also be « commissive »; see Waltke and 
O'Connor, Biblical Hebrew Syntax (1990) 519-539.   

 127Literally, "if it has come up'. 
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5.2.2.2.4.3.2  Form 

 As with the other classes surveyed above, prefix conjugation verbal forms are 

occasionally formally ambiguous, as with ""1st weak'' verbal roots.  Their identification 

in such cases must rely on contextual criteria:  

 RS 18.040:18-19  « w mlk b≤ly yd≤  »,  

  "Now, may the king my master know (this)!'  

 RS 94.2580:11-12  « … ±lp p“m … [±]lp •qn• w ≤my ybl  »,  

  " … (Now as for) the 1000 (shekels?) of red(-dyed wool) … (and) the [1]000 

(shekels?) of blue(-dyed wool), let them bring (that) to me!'  

The inconsistent use or absence of word dividers can also lead to ambiguity regarding 

a possible prefix conjugation form.  In the following passage, for example, a lack of 

legible word dividers on this portion of the tablet allows at least two possible 

interpretations to the string {lnykn}, « lny kn » and « ln ykn ».  The latter, of course, 

would yield a prefix conjugation form: 

 RS 34.148:7-8  « w ln ykn p±t ≤m ml<k?>t grgmß w ±nn± •l±k b ml±kt ≤mk »,  

  "Now, (if) the border(-stone) with the kin<gd>om of Carchemish is128 not129 in place, 

then (as for) Mr. ≥Anana≥a, I will send (him) to you with the messenger-

delegation.' 130 

 Even when the orthography permits one to exclude the possibility of an 

imperative or suffix conjugation form for a finite verb, the formal question is still not 

                                                

 128Assuming in this case that p±t is singular.  There would in any case also be a problem of 
gender agreement between the verb as ykn  and its grammatical subject p±t, "border (stone)', which is 
morphologically feminine.  Perhaps the noun could take masculine agreement (del Olmo and 
Sanmartín, DULAT 2 [2003] 659). 

 129Interpreting ln as the negative particle l, with enclitic -n, of uncertain semantic content. 

130A different interpretation of this passage was proposed above, in section 5.2.2.1.4.2.2.2.  
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settled for prefix conjugation verbs, since Ugaritic had at least three formal sub-

systems, called ""moods'', within the broader rubric of the prefix conjugation.  For 

convenience these will be referred to as « yqtl+ø », « yqtl+u », and « yqtl+a », 

respectively.  Taking the verb Y„≥ as an example, hypothetical representatives of 

these three are, respectively: (1) y¬•, for /*ya¬i≥/, "let him go out!', (2) y¬°, for 

/*ya¬i≥u/, "he goes out, he will go out', and (3) y¬±, for /*ya¬i≥a/, apparently similar to 

y¬• in being primarily volitional in sense.131    

 The frequent formal ambiguity as to mood is unfortunate, since there is a 

straightforward correspondence between mood and pragmatic function.  The moods 

« yqtl+ø » and « yqtl+a » are directive:   

 RS 1.032:2'  « … [±]l  t ¬• b b[t]k … »,  

  "Do not go out of your house!'  

 RS 94.2406:21-22  « w ±t b pk ±l y¬• mnk ≤d m÷[y] »,  

  "Now, (as for) you, let nothing escape from your mouth until my arrival!'   

 RS 15.007:5  « r≤ yß¬±132 •dn ly »,  

  "May my colleague have a •dn-announcement sent out to me!'  

The « yqtl+u » mood, on the other hand, is quite broad in terms of its function.  It is 

employed frequently for « commissive » messages: 

                                                

 131The semantics of the formal pattern « yqtl+a » are still not well understood, but several 
unambiguous examples appear to be volitional in semantics rather than grammatically subordinate; see 
J. Tropper, UF 23 (1991) 341-352; D. Pardee, JNES 52 (1993) 314-17; and Tropper, Ugaritische 
Grammatik (2000), § 73.26, pp. 455-457.   

 132This word division is not certain; equally possible is « r≤y ß¬± … », "O my colleague, have 
(X) sent out … !' in which the so-called ""emphatic'' form of the imperative (qtl+a) is used. 
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 RS 17.139:30-31  « hn mr® d ßtt ±ß¬°  b ddtk »,  

  "Now then, (as for) the mr®-plot that you planted,133 I will have (it) harvested (and 

put) in with your ddt-pots!'  

It is also employed frequently for « assertive » messages: 

 RS 94.5015:24'-27'  « … ±rt®b … w yßdd  “wt ≤bdk »,  

  " … (as for) Mr. ≥Ari-Te®®ub … , he is destroying your servant's country!'  

Finally, « expressive » messages with prefix conjugation forms probably also 

employed the mood « yqtl+u ».  In such messages the verb was often accompanied by 

an interrogative particle: 

 RS 16.264:4-8  « lm tl •k ≤my •ky ±ßkn ≤¬m l bt dml p ±nk ±tn ≤¬m lk »,  

  "Why are you sending me (messages) (to the effect) ""How can I provide the trees for 

the Temple of Damala?'' —Now, I myself will give you the trees!'  

 RS 18.038:16  « ßnt ßntm lm l t lk  »,  

  "Year (after) year, why do you not come!?'  

In certain cases, prefix conjugation forms in a potentially « expressive » context 

contain no interrogative particle.  Given the link between interrogative form and 

« expressive » function observed elsewhere, however, one might wonder if these 

forms were unmarked interrogatives.  These too probably employed the mood 

« yqtl+u »: 

                                                

 133Literally, "that you put'.  It is possible that fiT has a technical agricultural meaning here.  
The meaning of mr® is unclear; perhaps, in light of the preceding context, compare Akkadian m´reßu, 
"cultivated land'.   
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 RS 16.402:27-29  « w hn •bm ß¬q ly p l  ±ßt  ±®ty n≤ry ®h l pn •b »,  

  "Now then, (as for) the enemy, he has constricted me!134  So, shall I now offer135 my 

(own) women and little (one)s (as) tribute before the enemy!?'  

 RIH 78/12:20-22  « hm ymt w •l“mn ±nk »,  

  "If he dies, shall I then fight on alone?!'136  

 RS 94.2284:27-28  « hm •bt w ±tn ®n ”pnm »,  

  "If I have perished, shall I then (be able to) give you two ”pn-garments!?'  

 

5.2.2.2.4.4  Predications not containing finite verbal forms   

 The corpus of Ugaritic messages also contains a number of comment elements 

in which predication is not expressed by means of a finite verbal form.  Such non-finite 

predications include both non-verbal and ""quasi-verbal'' sentences.  The latter category 

includes such things as verbal adjectives (participles), verbal nouns (infinitives), and 

particles which predicate existence or non-existence.  These are ""quasi-verbal'' forms 

of predication since in some respects they resemble non-verbal sentences, but in 

certain other respects, such as form, function, or both, they are reminiscent of finite 

verbal forms.    

 

5.2.2.2.4.4.1  Function 

 In terms of pragmatic function, non-verbal predications are generally assertive, 

but may also be expressive.   

                                                

 134Literally, "he has had pressure put on me'. 

 135Literally, "I will indeed put'. 

 136Literally, "I will fight, (I) myself'. 
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5.2.2.2.4.4.2  Form 

 Non verbal predications take three basic forms: (1) particles which predicate 

existence or non-existence, (2) predicate nouns, and (3) predicate adjectives.   

 

5.2.2.2.4.4.2.1  Predicators of existence and non-existence 

 Ugaritic epistolary prose employs two predicative particles, one which 

expresses existence and another non-existence: •® and •n, respectively.  

 RS 94.2284:10-13  « w †b” ±lp mr° w •n  d ytn ly … hm •®  d ytn l[y] »,  

  "Now, a fattened ox was slaughtered, but there did not exist (anyone) who gave me 

(some)! … (May the gods curse me) if there existed (anyone) who gave me 

(some)!'  

On a semantic level, such predications of existence are reminiscent of stative verbs in 

the suffix conjugation, also usually « assertive » in function, the state expressed in the 

case of the former being "to be existent' or "to be inexistent': 

  RS 19.011:10-12  « ±p krmm ”lq  qrtn ”lqt  »,  

  "Even the vineyards have perished!  Our city has perished!'   

This similarity may also extend to a formal level.  At least one of these particles, •®, 

occurs in a form that is plausibly interpreted as bearing an inflectional marker137 of 

gender, number, and person, as with stative verbs, following the morphology of the 

suffix conjugation:   

                                                

 137Compare Akkadian baßû, "to exist', and Arabic laysa, "to be inexistent', which are also 
inflected for person, number, and gender.  
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 RS 11.872:14-15  « bm ®yndr138 •® t  ≤mn mlkt »,  

  "In (the city of) Ṫiyindara,139 I am (here) with the queen.'  

 RS 16.379:12-14  « hlny ≤mn mlk b ®yndr140 •® t  »,  

  "Here, with the king in (the city of) Ṫiyindara (is where) I am.'  

This morphological aspect is not shared by the particle •n, however.  Its inflection is 

marked by means of pronominal suffixes:  

 RS 18.038:19-20  « ±kl b “wtk •nn141 »,  

  "(As for) grain, in your country there is none.' 142  

 RS 94.2383+:6-7  « ®l® ymm k ¯•nn˘143 ±kl ¯b˘ btk »,  

  "(As for) three days (ago), (when you sent me the message) that there is no grain in 

your house, … .'  

 RS 94.2592:3'-5'  « w ±nk •nny144 yd≤t kl bnßm dt ”b® ®mn »,    

  "Now, for my part, I do not know145 (the names of) all of the ”b®-personnel there.'  

 

                                                

 138The string {®yndr} should be read as a unit, as indicated by the scribal placement of word 
dividers, used consistently in this text. 

 139On this interpretation, see J.-L. Cunchillos, TO 2 (1989) 289; and the data in 
J. Belmonte Marín, Orts- und Gewässernamen der Texte aus Syrien (2001) 356-357.  

 140Read {®yndr} as a unit; see the above footnotes. 

 141The morphology is /≥ên(a)/ "there is not' + /-(a)n-/ (""energic'' ending I) + /-hu/ "him'.  

 142Literally, "it does not exist'.  

 143In this case the pronominal suffix -n (-(a)nnu, "it, him', < *-an+hu) attached to •n is 
""proleptic'' —It refers to the following word, ±kl, "grain'.  

 144The morphology is /≥ên(a)/ "there is not' + /-(a)nna-/ (""energic'' ending II) + /-ya/ "me'. 

 145Literally, "it is not me (who) knew … ' or "it is not me (who) is cognizant of … .' 
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5.2.2.2.4.4.2.2  Predicate adjectives 

 Some predications are expressed adjectivally:  

 RS 18.038:33  « sprn †hrm  »,  

  "Our documents are uninscribed. '146  

Owing to certain facts of historical morphology, such predicate adjectives are very 

often graphically indistinguishable from stative verbs:  

 RS 4.475:11-13  « w yd •lm p k mtm ≤z m•d »,  

  "Now, (as for) ""the hand of the gods'', indeed death is very strong!'  

 RS 94.2284:7  « lb ±”tk mr¬  »,  

  "Your sister's heart is sick.'  

 RS 18.031:24-25  « w ±nyk ®t by ≤ky ≤ryt  »,  

  "Now, (as for) your fleet, it is moored in Acco; (it is) denuded (of rigging).'  

In terms of morphology and syntax, participles are also adjectives: 

 RS 15.098:11-14  « w ht l°k ≤m ml[±kty] p÷sdb ßmlßn w tb≤  ±nk ≤m ml±kth »,  

  "Now then, Mr. P� SDB fiMLfiN is being sent (to you) with [my] (messenger)-

dele[gation], but I am departing with his (messenger)-delegation.'  

 

5.2.2.2.4.4.2.3  Predicate nouns 

 In other cases, non-verbal predications are expressed equationally, with 

predicate nominatives: 

 RS 15.008:13  « ≤ tn ”rd ±nk »,  

  "I am the ≤tn-officer147 (in charge) of the ”rd-corps.'  

                                                

146Judging from the word's etymology, the literal meaning is "clean' or "pure'.  

 147The writing ≤tn should perhaps be interpreted as a variant spelling of ≤dn, a person or group 
mentioned in the epistolary corpus.  In one poetic text (KTU2 1.12 II 52-53), the phrase « ≤dn ≤dnm » is 
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 RS 18.038:11-12  « ht [±t] l ßpß … sglth  ±t »,  

  "Now then, [you] (belong) to the Sun … .  You are his property!'  

 RS 96.2039:8-9  « w ht hn bnß hw b gty ”b®  »,  

  "Now then, (as for) that bnß-man, (he is) a ”b®-worker at my gt-rural estate.'  

From a morphological and syntactic point of view, ""quasi-verbal'' usages of verbal 

nouns or infinitives belong here as well: 

 RS 18.031:21-23  « w ±klhm bd rb tmtt lq“t w ®®b ±nk lhm »,  

  "Now, (as for) their grain, I took (it) from the chief (officer in charge) of shipwrecks, 

and I had (it) return(ed) to them.'  

 RS [Varia 4]:10-13  « w ht ±”y … yß±l ®ryl p rgm l mlk ßmy »,  

  "Now then, (as for) my brother … , may he make (that) request of Ṫaryelli, namely, 

(that she) mention my name to the king.'  

 

5.2.2.2.4.4.2.4  Prepositional phrases as predicates 

 In messages containing the particles •® and •n, the main predication is often 

expressed with prepositional phrases: 

 RS 16.379:12-14  « hlny ≤mn mlk b ®yndr •®t »,  

  "Here, I am with the king in (the city of) Ṫiyindaru'  

 RS 17.434+:31'  « … w p“m b bty •n[n … ] »,  

  "Now, (as for) red(-dyed wool), there isn't [any] in my house […]!'  

Such predicative usages of prepositional phrases also occur in non-verbal sentences: 

                                                                                                                                           
used in poetic parallelism with « skn sknm »; such implies the plausible interpretation of ≤dn as a title, 
an interpretation which fits the epistolary examples quite well.  On ""phonetic'' (as opposed to 
""historical'') spellings which involve the signs for the dental phonemes /d/ and /t/, see J. Tropper, 
Ugaritische Grammatik (2000), § 33.112.52, p. 140; the writings kd and kt may also belong here.   
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 RS 18.038:11-12  « ht [±t] l  ßpß », 

  "Now then, [you] (belong) to the Sun!' 

 RS 16.264:7-12  « p ±nk ±tn ≤¬m lk ±rb≤ ≤¬m ≤ l  ±r  w ®l® ≤ l  °br≤y  », 

  "Now then, I myself will provide you with the logs!  Four logs (are the obligation) on 

(the city of) ≥Aru, and three (logs) on (the city of) ≥Ubur≤aya.' 

 

5.2.2.3  Conjunctive elements  

5.2.2.3.1  FUNCTION 

 Ugaritic messages also contain a variety of particles which tend to convey little 

informational content, but rather mark lexically the transition from one section of the 

body to another.  Such particles may be characterized as presentative, conjunctive, and 

disjunctive in function; they are operative on a number of hierarchical levels, from the 

macrostructure of the body to the microstructure of individual « topic » and 

« comment » elements.  They typically introduce « topic : comment » sequences, as 

well as separate them from one another when adjacent.  They also frequently mark the 

transition from « topic » to « comment » within a given message, and may even mark 

the boundary between the constituents of individual « topic » and « comment » 

elements.  

 

5.2.2.3.2  FORM 

 In terms of form, this category includes those particles generally called 

conjunctions or disjunctions, such asw, p, and ±p; as well as those considered as 

presentative particles, such as hn, ht, hnk, and k.  
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5.2.2.3.3  DISTRIBUTION OF CONJUNCTIVE AND PRESENTATIONAL ELEMENTS 

 None of these particles is a necessary element.  This is clear from a survey of 

formulaic motifs in which the presence of such elements varies.  The conjunction w, 

for example, occasionally marks the transition from topic to comment in the formulaic 

request for information regarding well-being: 

 RS 11.872:11-13  « ®mny ≤m °my mnm ßlm w rgm ®®b ly »,  

  "(As for the situation) there with my mother, (concerning) whatever well-being (there 

is), have word (of that) returned to me.'  

 RS 20.199:14-17  « ®mny ≤m ±dty mnm ßlm rgm ®®b l ≤bdk »,  

  "(As for the situation) there with my lady, (concerning) whatever well-being (there 

is), have word (of that) returned to your servant.'  

The presentational particle hn also irregularly marks this transition in the formulaic 

situation report:  

 RS 92.2005:9-10  « hln ¯hn˘ ≤mn ßlm »,  

  "(As for the situation) here, now then, with me, it is well.'  

 RS 11.872:9-10  « hlny ≤mny kll ßlm »,  

  "(As for the situation) here, with me, all is well.'  

A third example is the presentational particle ht, which occasionally marks the 

transition from topic to comment following a stereotyped allusion to anterior 

correspondence: 

 RS 17.139:5-7  « l“t ßlm … ht ≤mny kll ßlm »,  

  "(As for) the well-being letter (that you sent) … , now then, with me, all is well.'  

 RS 18.140:21'-23'  « w l“t ±lpm “r®m … ±rßt lk »,  

  "Now, (as for) the letter about plow oxen (that you sent) … , (now) I had 

(specifically) made a request to you (about them)!'  
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5.2.2.3.4  PRELIMINARY TYPOLOGY  

 This section represents merely a first step toward a more developed typology of 

these conjunctive, disjunctive, and presentational particles.  As such, it consists of a 

representative inventory of the particles belonging to this category, and a survey of the 

primary functions of each.  

 

5.2.2.3.4.1  w  

 The particle with the widest distribution and the broadest inventory of functions 

is the conjunctionw.  It occurs at the micro-structural level, linking constituents within 

« topic » or « comment » elements, for example:    

 RS 4.475:5-8  « l tr÷ds w l klby ßm≤t … n”t° »,  

  "Concerning Mr. Tar÷udassi and concerning Mr. Kalbiya, I heard (that) … they have 

been smitten.'  

 RS 15.008:8-10  « ≤rbt l pn ßpß w pn ßpß nr by m•d »,  

  "I entered into the Sun's presence and his countenance148 shone on me favorably.'  

Another frequent usage is to mark the transition between « topic » and « comment »: 

 RS 18.075:17'-19'  « mnm •rßtk … w ±nk ±ßtn l •”y »,  

  "(As for) whatever your request (is) … , for my part I will have (that thing) sent to my 

brother!'  

 RS 16.379:16-20  « w hm ”t ≤l w l•kt ≤mk w hm l ≤l w l±km •l±k »,  

  "Now, if the Hittite (delegation) comes up, then I will send you (a message).  

(Even) if they do not come up, I will certainly still send (you a message).'  

                                                

 148Literally, "the face of the Sun'. 
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Finally, the particle can be employed at a higher level of information structure, 

introducing « topic : comment » sequences, or separating them from one another: 

 RS 16.402:22-24  « w mlk b≤ly ht lm ßkn … l ≤bdh ±lpm ¢¢wm »,  

  "Now, (as for) the king my master, why did he … impose upon his servant (the 

obligation to provide) 2000 horses!?'  

 RS 29.093:11-19  « hlny bn ≤yn … w l±k lh w k“dnn w ±nk … lm … lq“ ®qlm ksp bd ±mtk »,  

  "Here, (as for) Mr. Binu-≤Ayyªni … , send him (a message) and (thereby) reprimand 

him!  Now, (as for) me, … why … has he taken two shekels of silver 

from your maidservant!?' 

 

5.2.2.3.4.2  p 

 The particle p is used less frequently than w, and seems to have been more 

highly marked on the semantic level.  Its most common function, by far, was marking 

the transition from « topic » to « comment »: 

 RS 4.475:11-13  « w yd •lm p149 k mtm ≤z m•d »,  

  "And, (as for) the « hand of the gods », the dead are very numerous!' 150  

 RS 15.007:6-7  « l ßmn … p •”dn … »,  

  "Concerning Mr. fiamunu … , I … will seize him!'  

The same usage is also found in motifs which resemble polite formulas: 

                                                

 149Unlike Hebrew and Phoenician, there is no evidence in Ugaritic (apart from this passage 
which cannot be considered as proof since its interpretation is uncertain) for a local adverb p, "here'.  
Since, however, the existence of the conjunction p is well-established, and since that interpretation is 
applicable here, there is at present no reason to postulate the existence another word written p.  

150On this interpretation, see above, in section 5.2.2.1.4.5.2.  
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 RS 16.078+:17-19  « mlk r[b b≤l]y p l “y np[ßh ±]rß l pn b≤[l] ¬pn … »,  

  "(As for) the gre[at] king my [master], [I] am (continually) making [re]quests for the 

life of [his] ""sou[l]'' before (the god) Ba≤[lu] of (Mount) „apunu … !'  

As noted above, the information structure « topic : comment » was also extended to a 

higher level of discourse organization, one in which the « topic » and « comment » 

elements are each grammatically intact sentences.  Here, too, the particle p marks the 

transition from « topic » to « comment »: 

 RS 16.264:4-8  « lm tl•k ≤my •ky ±ßkn ≤¬m l bt dml p ±nk ±tn ≤¬m lk »,  

  "Why do you keep sending me (messages) (to the effect of) ""How can I provide the 

logs for the Temple of Damala?'' —Now, I myself will give you the logs!'  

 RS 16.402:27-29  « w hn •bm ß¬q ly p l ±ßt ±®ty n≤ry ®h l pn •b  »,  

  "Now then, (as for) the enemy, he has constricted me!  So, shall I now put up my 

(own) wives and little (one)s as tribute before the enemy!?'  

 RS 29.093:25-29  « w k ym÷y ≤bdk l ßlm ≤mk p l yßb≤l ”pn l b≤ly … »,  

  "Now, (as for) the fact that your servant is going to come to you for (the purpose of) 

the ""well-being (gift)'',151 now then, (for that) he shall indeed have a ”pn-

garment made for my lord.'  

 RS 29.095:9-12  « yßt±l ≤mnk pm yq“ bk »,  

  "(Should) he make requests of you, then let him take from you (what he wants).'  

 RS 34.124:20-24  « •m … l b m¬qt y®bt qrt p  mn l•kt ±nk l“t bt mlk ±mr »,  

  "(Now), if the city … had not remained in anguish, then why, (after all,) did I myself 

send the message regarding the King of Amurru's daughter!?'  

                                                

 151See above, section 5.2.2.1.4.4.2.3. 
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 RS 94.2545+:30-32  « w lb ±”tk m•d [mr¬] p  bn•l ß“ß … w yq“ t[≤nk] »,  

  "Now, your sister's heart is very sick, so hasten (the return) of (the messenger) Mr. 

Bini-≥Ilu, … and let him take (along) your reply (to this letter)!'  

In a few passages, p is used on a ""lower'' level of textual organization, to mark 

precisions or contrasts within the « topic » or the « comment »:    

 RS 94.2592:12'-14'  « w ”p® p mnm h¯w˘ w b spr ßtnn »,  

  "Now, (concerning the composition of) the ”p®-troop, (as for) whatever it (is), put it in 

a document!'  

 RS [Varia 4]:10-13  « w ht ±”y … yß±l ®ryl p  rgm l mlk ßmy »,  

  "Now then, (as for) my brother … , may he make (that) request of Ṫaryelli, namely, 

(that she) mention my name to the king.'  

 RS 34.124:10-12  « lm tl•kn ”p® hndn p mßm≤t mlk •nn »,  

  "Why did you send (merely) this ”p®-troop, and not the royal guard!?'  

 In the praescriptio of one letter, the particle appears to mark the transition 

between address and salutation:  

 RS 29.093:3-6  « … t“m pn“t w yrmhd ≤bdk p  ßlm l b≤lny … »,  

  " … Message of Ms. Pin“a®u and Mr. Yarimhaddu, your two servants.  Well-being to 

our master! … '  

Since the canonical form of the verb in the salutation is yßlm and not ßlm, however, the 

string « p ßlm » may represent an idiomatic usage, such that « p ßlm » "and well-being!' 

is more or less semantically equivalent to yßlm "may it be well.'  If such were the case, 

this idiomatic usage should be distinguished from independent occurrences of the 

particle. 
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5.2.2.3.4.3  ±p 

 Another particle which is fairly frequent in Ugaritic letters is ±p. It probably 

shares a common etymology with p,152 and its function in epistolary discourse is 

similar to the latter in many respects.  Like p, further precisions within a « comment » 

element may be marked by ±p: 

 RS 8.315:10-14  « hnny ≤mny kll m•d ßlm w ±p  ±nk n”t »,  

  "(As for the situation) here, with us, all is very well —Moreover, for my part I have 

rested.'  

 RS 15.098:8-10  « l yblt ”b®m ±p ksphm l yblt »,   

  "You have not brought (me) the ”b®-personnel!  Nor even their money have you 

brought!'  

 RS 16.379:20-24  « w ±t °my ±l td“¯¬˘ w ±p mhkm b lbk ±l tßt », 

  "Now, (as for) you, O my mother, do not be in state of agitation!  Moreover, put no 

(worries) whatsoever in your heart!' 

In each of the above examples, ±p joined grammatically independent clauses within a 

single « comment » element.  This usage also appears on a ""higher'' level of textual 

organization, between adjacent « topic : comment » sequences: 

 RS 18.075:17'-19'  « mnm •rßtk … w ±nk ±ßtn l •”y w ±p ±nk mnm … w °”y y≤msn ®mn »,  

  "(As for) whatever your request (is) … , for my part I will have (that thing) given to 

my brother!  Moreover, as for me, whatever (I want) … may my 

brother have it loaded up there (and sent to me)!'  

                                                

 152A number of particles appear in Ugaritic in two by-forms: the particle itself and with 
""prothetic ≥''.  In addition to p and ±p, compare k and •k/±k/°k, and d and •d.   
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  RS 19.011:8-11  « ±kln b grnt l b≤r ±p  krmm ”lq »,  

  "(As for) our grain on the threshing floor, he did indeed burn (it)!  Even the vineyards 

he destroyed!' 

Finally, ±p is also used on a ""lower'' hierarchical level of message structure, within a 

« comment » element: 

 RS 94.2406:38  « w d≤ k y¬±[t] ±p mlkt »,  

  "Now, know that even the queen has departed!'  

 

5.2.2.3.4.4  ht 

 One of the most heavily used presentational particles in Ugaritic epistolary 

discourse is ht.  Etymologically, it is likely related to the many other Ugaritic deictic 

particles composed from the particle base *han-.153  It is attested over twenty times, in 

nearly twenty different letters.  Functionally, ht occasionally marks the transition from 

« topic » to « comment » within this information structure: 

 RS 16.402:22-24  « w mlk b≤ly ht lm ßkn … l ≤bdh ±lpm ¢¢wm »,  

  "And, (as for) the king my master, now then, why did he … impose upon his servant 

(the obligation to provide) 2000 horses!?'  

 RS 94.2406:33-36  « k l•k¯t˘ ≤my ky “ß w l±k w ht  ±nk rg<m?>t l pn mlkt … »,  

  "(As for) the fact that you sent me (a message saying) ""Hurry up and send (a 

message)!'', now then, for my part I have spo<k>en? before the 

queen … .'  

Even when the « comment » element is complex, ht may mark this transition: 

                                                

 153Presumably, the historical morphology of ht may be represented as /*hantV/, that is, *han + 
enclitic -t.  Given the particle's adverbial function, the accusative case vowel /a/ seems appropriate; thus 
a plausible proposition for the word's phonemic structure is /*hatta/. 
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 RS 17.139:5-7  « l“t ßlm k l•kt °my ≤my ht ≤mny kll ßlm »,  

  "(As for) the well-being letter, (the fact) that my mother sent (it) to me, now then, (as 

for the situation) with me, all is well.'  

In this example, the role played by ht may also be understood on another level: it 

introduces the ""micro-level'' « topic : comment » sequence ≤mny kll ßlm, "(As for the 

situation) with me, all is well.'  This function, that of marking the transition from one 

« topic : comment » sequence to another, is very frequent and clearly attested in 

several passages: 

 RS 17.434+:12-13  « ht hln ”r¬ [ … l?] ßtnt ≤my ≤m ßpß ßtn », 

  "Now then, here, (as for) the gold [ … ] you did [not?] have (it) delivered to me —

Have it delivered to the Sun!'  

 RS 18.038:11-12  « h¯t˘ [±t] l ßpß … sglth ±t »,  

  "Now then, [you] (belong) to the Sun … .  You are his property!'  

 RS 18.038:13-14  « h¯t˘ [±]t ßpß b≤lk yd≤m l yd≤t », 

  "Now then, (for) [y]ou(r part), (as for) the Sun your master, you have not at all 

acknowledged (him)!' 

 RS 18.040:13-15  « w ht mlk syr ns » 

  "Now then, (as for) the king, he has hastened off to (the place) SYR.' 

 RS 94.2592:6'-10'  « ht ±t kl bnßm dt ”b® ®mn by spr ßt w ßtn hndh ≤my »,  

  "Now then, (for) you(r part), (as for) all of the ”b®-personnel there, put (their names) 

in a document and have that (document) sent to me!'  

 RS 96.2039:8-9  « w ht hn bnß hw b gty ”b® »,  

  "Now then, (as for) that bnß-man, he (is) a ”b®-worker at my gt-rural estate.'  
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 RS 96.2039:10-12  « w ht  hn bnß h[w] ≤mm ±®th btk ®b »,  

  "Now then, (as for) that bnß-man, he, along with his wife, has returned (to) your 

household.'  

This function for ht is also attested when the « topic » element is complex, being itself 

a grammatically intact verbal predication: 

 RS 16.402:30-36  « ht  hm yrgm mlk … w … bnß bnny ≤mn ml±kty hnd yl±k ≤my » 

  "Now then, if the king … says (""X''), then … , (as for) Mr. Bunaniya the bunußu, let 

(the king) send (him) to me along with this messenger-delegation of mine!'  

 RS 15.098:11-14  « w ht l°k ≤m ml[±kty] p÷sdb … ßm≤h », 

  "Now then, Mr. P� SDB …  is being sent (to you) with [my] (messenger)-

dele[gation] … .  Obey him!' 

 RS 1.018:19-21  « [w] ht  yßm≤ °”y l gy w yhb† bnß w ytn •lm bdhm », 

  "Now then, may my brother listen to my voice: May he invest some personnel with the 

status of hb†n-officials, and may he then entrust the two divine 

(statuette)s into their care!'  

These passages also illustrate an extension of the function discussed above, that of 

marking the transition from one message to another: 

 RS 29.095:13-15  « ht  ±t dbr hmhkm b l<b>k ±l tßm », 

  "Now then, (for) you(r part), put no matter whatsoever on your heart!'  

 RS [Varia 4]:10-13  « |  w ht ±”y … yß±l ®ryl p rgm l mlk ßmy »,  

  "Now then, (as for) my brother … , may he make (that) request of Ṫaryelli, namely, 

(that she) mention my name to the king.'  

 RS [Varia 4]:15-18  « |  w h¯t˘ ±”y … yß±l ®ryl w rgm ®®b l ±”k … »,  

  "Now then, let my brother … make (this) request of Ṫaryelli!  And then return word 

(about what happened) to your brother … !'  
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Finally, in at least one passage, ht is operative not on the clause level but on the 

phrase level.  It occurs within the « topic » element, and presumably has adverbial 

meaning: 

  RS 34.124:20-24  « •m ht l b m¬qt y®bt qrt p mn l•kt ±nk l“t bt mlk ±mr »,  

  "If the city has not remained in anguish, then why, (after all,) did I myself send the 

message regarding the King of Amurru's daughter!?'  

 

5.2.2.3.4.5  hn 

 The particle hn, probably etymologically related to ht, is another common 

presentative particle in epistolary prose.  Like ht, it often precedes « topic » elements, 

thus marking the transition from one « topic : comment » sequence to another: 

 RS 16.402:27-29  « w hn •bm ß¬q ly p l ±ßt ±®ty n≤ry ®h l pn •b  »,  

  "Now then, (as for) the enemy, he has put pressure on me!  So, shall I now put up my 

(own) wives and little (one)s as tribute before the enemy!?'  

 RS 17.117:3  « hn °nk bnk »,  

  "Now then, (as for) me, (I am) your son!'  

 RS 17.139:30-31  « hn mr® d ßtt ±ß¬° b ddtk »,  

  "Now then, (as for) the mr®-plot that you planted,154 I will have (it) harvested (and 

put) in your ddt!'  

 RS 94.2284:31-34  « hn ksp d ytnt ly … lm tß”r »  

  "Now then, (as for) the silver which you gave to me,  … why are you spending? (it)!?' 

This function is also attested in spellings of this particle which are ""phonetic'' rather 

than etymological: 

                                                

 154For this interpretation, see above, in section 5.2.2.2.4.3.2.   
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 RS 17.063:8-9  « h ®l® lg rq“ […] ßtn tzn ±“d ly »,  

  "Now then, (as for) the three lg-jars of perfume(d oil) [ … ], have one (of them) given 

to me (as part of my) provisioning.'  

 RS 94.2284:28-29  « “dm h yn d znt ly l ytn », 

  "Look!  Now then, (as for) the provision-wine, they did not give (it) to me!'  

In addition to these usages, which operate on the clause level, hn also functions on the 

phrasal level, apparently as a lexical marker of definiteness with noun phrases: 

 RS 96.2039:4-6  « l“t hn  bnßk d lq“t w … »,  

  "(As for) the (letter)-tablet (about) that ""man'' of yours, whom you had taken, now … '  

 RS 96.2039:8-9  « w ht hn  bnß hw b gty ”b® »,  

  "Now then, (as for) that bnß-man, he (is) a ”b®-worker at my gt-rural estate.'  

 RS 96.2039:10-12  « w ht hn bnß h[w] ≤mm ±®th btk ®b »,  

  "Now then, (as for) that bnß-man, he, along with his wife, has returned (to) your 

household.'  

 RS 16.402:31-32  « tm÷yy hn  ±lpm ¢¢wm hnd »,  

  "You will bring me those two thousand horses!'  

This usage, too, of the particle is possibly also attested in ""phonetic'' spellings, 

providing a plausible explanation of the origin of the preposed definite article h- as it 

later developed in Phoenician and Hebrew:  

 RS 29.093:14-16  « w ±nk “rß lq“t w “wt hbt », 

  "Now, for my part, I have taken on an artisan and have renovated155 the! house.'  

 RS 29.095:13-15  « ht ±t dbr hmhkm b l<b>k ±l tßm », 

  "Now then, (for) you(r part), put no matter whatsoever on your heart!'  

                                                

 155Literally, "I have brought (the house) back to life'. 
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5.2.2.3.4.6  Other particles 

 Several other particles are used occasionally to mark relationships between 

« topic » and « comment » elements, and between adjacent « topic : comment » 

sequences.  Their distribution is markedly less frequent than the particles already 

surveyed, and they are therefore treated here collectively.  Two categories are 

reasonably well represented: (1) deictic particles containing the sequence hnk-, and 

(2) imperative forms of the verb H̊DY, "to look, see.' 

 The function of the latter is fairly straightforward: imperatives meaning "Look!' 

are used as presentative particles introducing « topic » elements, and thus functioning 

as a marker of the transition from one « topic : comment » sequence to another:  

 RS 94.2284:28-29  « “dm hyn d znt ly l ytn »,  

  "Look! (As for) that wine which (was part) of the provisions, it was not given to me!'  

 RIH 77/01:8'-9'  « “d hlny … bnß b•r[t … ] »,  

  "Look!  Here, … the men of Beirut … '  

 The function of the former category is more difficult to define.  That Ugaritic 

made productive use of demonstrative adjectives formed from the base hnd is well 

known.  Such adjectives follow standard adjectival syntax when used attributively: 

they follow the noun modified.  None of the occurrences of hnk or hnkt is attributive.  

Furthermore, since the hnd series of demonstrative adjectives may also be used as 

demonstrative pronouns: "this (one)', "these (ones)', etc., it is also striking that there are 

no unambiguous examples of hnk or hnkt which illustrate a corresponding usage: all 
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putative examples may also be interpreted adverbially.  These factors lend credibility 

to K. Aartun's proposal to interpret hnk and hnkt as presentative particles.156    

 Such a view is applicable to a few of the usages of the particles hnk and hnkt in 

messages.  In some cases, hnk and hnkt appear to mark the transition between 

adjacent « topic : comment » sequences, much like the similar function observed for hn 

and ht:   

 RS 29.095:9-12  « hnk tßm≤m ≤dn yßt±l ≤mnk pm yq“ bk »,  

  "Now then, you shall obey the ≤dn-official.  Should he make requests of you, let him 

take from you (what he wants).'  

 RS 15.174:10-12  « hnkt rgmt [•]¯k˘y l •l±k [≤m]¯k˘ ≤my [l ß]lm w lm [•l]¯±˘k ¯≤˘mk », 

  "Now then, (as for the fact that in a previous letter) you said (something regarding) 

[h]ow (it is that) I do not send [y]ou (messages) —With me it is [not w]ell!  

So, why should [I s]end you (messages)!?' 

Also like ht and hn, hnk and hnkt appear to operative on the phrasal level.  In such 

cases, they may have an adverbial sense: 

 RS 16.402:22-24  « w mlk b≤ly ht lm ßkn hnk l ≤bdh ±lpm ¢¢wm »,  

  "Now, (as for) the king my master, why did he thus? impose upon his servant (the 

obligation to provide) 2000 horses!?'  

 RS 18.147:9-14  « ky l•k bny l“t ±kl ≤my … w bny hnkt  yßkn ±nyt ym yßr¯-˘[…] »,  

  "(As for) the fact that my son sent me (that) letter (about) grain, … now (as for my 

son), let him thus? prepare sea(-going) ships, and let him [ … ]!'  

 RS 94.5015:10-11  « ±p hnkt ¯l k˘nt ml“mt b “wt ≤bdk »,  

  "And thus? there was no war in your servant's country!'  

                                                

 156Aartun, Die Partikeln des Ugaritischen 1 (1974) 70. 
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The infrequent number of attestations of these particles in clear contexts prevents 

further comprehension of their function.  

 

5.3  THE MOTIF OF RECIPROCAL WELL-BEING  

5.3.1  Introduction  

 Within the corpus of Ugaritic messages are two motifs which are sufficiently 

stereotyped in composition and regular in distribution as to be amenable to a treatment 

similar to that applied to the formulas of the epistolary praescriptio in the preceding 

sections.  The two motifs are (1) an « assertive » message, consisting of a positive 

statement about the sender's well-being, and (2) a « directive » message, containing a 

request for information regarding the well-being of the recipient.  For convenience, 

these two motifs are referred to in abbreviated form: « S.R. » for ""situation report'', and 

« I.R. » for ""information request''.157  The following passages represent typical 

examples: 

 RS 18.038:3-4  « ≤m ßpß kll m•dm ßlm »,  

  "With the Sun, all is very well.'  

 RS 9.479A:12-15  « ≤m ±dty mnm ßlm rgm t®®b l ≤bdh »,   

  "With my lady, (as for) whatever well-being (there is), may she have word (of that) 

returned to her servant!'  

Furthermore, more often than not these two motifs are joined: 

                                                

 157The message contained in RS 19.029:7-13 probably expresses the sender's dissatisfaction 
about the explicit absence of an « I.R. » motif from a previous letter sent by the recipient: « lm l l•kt ß•l 
ßlmy … l l•kt ±nk ≤¯m˘[k] … ß•l ¯ß˘[lmk] », "Why did you not send an inquiry about my well-being!? 
… For my part (therefore) I hereby refuse to send [you] an inquiry about [your] we[ll-being]!'  
Assuming the accuracy of this interpretation, this passage provides a native Ugaritic allusion to the 
motif: it is called « ß•l ßlm », "an inquiry about (someone's) well-being.'   
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 RS 11.872:9-13  « hlny ≤mny kll ßlm ®mny ≤m °my mnm ßlm w rgm ®®b ly »,  

  "Here, with me, all is well.  There, with my mother, (as for) whatever well-being 

(there is), have word (of that) returned to me!'  

 RS 34.124:7-9  « hnny ≤mn ßl[m kl]l ®mny ≤mk mnm ßlm rgm ®®<b> ly »,  

  "Here, with me, [al]l is we[ll].  There, with you, (as for) whatever well-being (there 

is), have word (of that) retu<rn>ed to me!'  

These two motifs were not only frequently joined in this manner, but they were also 

very often separated from adjacent sections of the letter by horizontal scribal lines, as 

in the two examples cited above.  This testifies to their conceptual unity, at least in the 

minds of a good number of Ugaritian scribes.  The sequence « S.R. I.R. » is thus not 

merely a double formula, but also a double message, « assertive directive », with 

integrity as a stereotyped unit of epistolary composition.  The discussion in this section 

centers on this formulaic pair of message motifs, here referred to collectively as the 

""(double) motif of reciprocal well-being''.158   

                                                

 158The name(s) given to these motifs depend naturally on one's grammatical understanding.  
O. Kaiser, ZDPV 86 (1970) 19, referred to the motifs here called « S.R. I.R. » as ""die Frage nach seinem 
Wohlergehen und die Bitte um Auskunft.''  In her dissertation, S. Ahl, Epistolary Texts (1973), refers to 
« S.R. » as the ""Situation Report'', containing a ""Report of the Well-Being of the Sender'' (pp. 84-88, 120-
125) and to « I.R. » as a ""Request for Information about Well-being of Recipient.'' (ibid.).  
A. Kristensen, UF 9 (1977) 153-156, speaks of the ""Well-being of Sender'' and ""Well-being of 
addressee'' formulas.  A. Caquot, SDB 9 (1979), col. 1413, is probably alluding to the double motif 
« S.R. I.R. » (among other ""salutations'') when he speaks of ""ces expressions conventionelles de 
politesse'' in Ugaritic letters; compare also col. 1415: "" … une autre formule conventionelle venant en 
supplément, par laquelle l'expéditeur fait part au destinataire de sa bonne santé « ici, chez nous » et 
souhaite que « là bas », chez son correspondant, tout aille bien.''  J.-L. Cunchillos, TO 2 (1989), 
perceives the ""structure dialogique'' of these two motifs (p. 257), describes « S.R. » as a motif in which 
""l'expéditeur donne des nouvelles de son environment'' (p. 258), and « I.R. » as ""l'expression d'un souhait 
de la part de l'expéditeur « que tout aille bien auprès de N » … (p. 259).''  The author's treatment in 
HUS (1999) 365-366, presents similar views.  D. Pardee refers to the sequence « S.R. I.R. » as ""la 
double formule d'état de bien être des correspondants'' in Studi Fronzaroli (forthcoming), and in the 
manuscript to his Les textes épistolaires (in preparation), ch. 8 (RS 8.315), remarques 
épistolographiques: the individual components, « S.R. » and « I.R. » are called, respectively, ""le rapport 
sur l'état de l'expéditeur'' and ""la demande de retour de nouvelles sur l'état du destinataire.''   
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 Some of the scribes who composed letters in Ugaritic seem to have conceived 

of the sequence « S.R. I.R. » as a ""polite formula'' since they physically grouped the 

double motif together with other polite formulas by means of horizontal scribal 

lines.159  This is important since it represents a native perception of Ugaritic epistolary 

structure, and one that is apparently at odds with the analysis proposed here.  A host of 

arguments, however, converge against grouping the motif of reciprocal well-being 

with the polite formulas.  In the first place, (1) as observed above,160 it is the presence 

of scribal lines that is important, and not necessarily their absence: the presence of a 

scribal line indicates that a structural break was perceived,161 while the absence of a 

line has no such implications.162   

(2) The motif « S.R. I.R. » always follows the polite formulas, and never 

precedes them.163  In one case, intervening messages separate the polite formulas 

from the « S.R. I.R. » motif.164   

                                                

 159Compare, for example, RS 18.031:4-9 « | sal ben S.R. I.R. | », perhaps RS 20.199:4-17 « | pros 
sal ben S.R. I.R. | », RS 29.095:3-8 « | sal ben S.R. I.R. | », and RS 92.2005:6-13 « | sal ben S.R. I.R. | ».   

 160See above, section 0.3.3.2.   

 161Compare this « mise-en-tablette » not only in RS 11.872 and RS 34.124, cited above, but 
also in RS 16.137[bis], RS 16.379, RS 17.139, RS 18.147, RS 92.2005.2, RS 94.2479, and RS 94.5003+. 

 162This is clear from the double letter RS 92.2005.  In the first letter the motif of reciprocal 
well-being is grouped with the polite formulas (RS 92.2005:6-13 « | sal ben S.R. I.R. | »), but in the 
second letter it is separated from them (RS 92.2005:26-32 « | sal ben | S.R. I.R. | »).  Since the tablet was 
written by a single scribe, it follows that that scribe perceived a structural break between the polite 
formulas and the motif of reciprocal well-being, but only marked it graphically in one instance.    

 163D. Pardee, Studi Fronzaroli (forthcoming).  

 164Ibid., RS 15.008:6-13.  Compare also RS 4.475:14-19, where a motif reminiscent of « I.R. » 
occurs at the very end of the letter, following a salutation and other non-formulaic parts of the body.  
This motif, however, linked as it is to the specific content of the letter, should be distinguished from the 
formulaic « I.R. »; D. Pardee makes this point in the manuscript of his Les textes épistolaires (in 
preparation), chapter 12, remarques épistolographiques.  
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(3) In terms of function165 and form,166 the « S.R. » and « I.R. » motifs align 

easily with other Ugaritic messages, but not with the polite formulas.  (4) In one letter, 

a non-formulaic assertive message, namely « w ±p ±nk n”t », "Now, (as for) me, I have 

gotten some rest,' is inserted within an otherwise standard version of the double motif 

« S.R. I.R. ».167  Finally, (5) on a theoretical level, it is best to consider « S.R. I.R. » as 

part of the body purely in terms of the informational content contained therein.168  

 D. Pardee has treated this double motif in some detail in his recent contribution 

to a volume honoring P. Fronzaroli.169  Since it serves little purpose simply to repeat 

here the data, history of discussion, and analysis provided there, this section will 

concentrate on those aspects of the double formula either not mentioned by Pardee or 

which continue to pose problems of interpretation.  Owing to the formulaic nature of 

                                                

 165« S.R. » is an assertive message, and « I.R. » directive; see above. 

 166Both « S.R. » and « I.R. » bear the information structure « topic : comment »; moreover the 
form of the topicalizing motifs is entirely consistent with that of other messages; see above, and note in 
particular the formal (and functional) similarity between the stereotyped topicalizing element « ®mn(y) 
≤mk » in « I.R. » and the similar element « ®mt ≤mnk » in a non-formulaic directive message: 
RS 29.093:20-24, « w ®n ≤bdk ®mt ≤mnk … tn ±kl lhm », "Now, (as for) your two servants, there, with you, 
… give (some) grain to them!'  Compare also RS 17.139:5-10, where the double motif « S.R. I.R. » is 
preceded by a topicalizing element commonly used to introduce comments regarding anterior 
correspondence within the body of the letter: « l“t X », "(As for) the tablet regarding (the subject of) X, 
(which you sent me) … .'   

 167Pardee, Studi Fronzaroli (forthcoming).  

 168Compare M. Gruber, Nonverbal Communication (1980) 182, who cites R. Firth, Essays A. I. 
Richards (1972) 11: "" … (a) lack of informational content is characteristic of greetings.''  Gruber 
provides further references to general informational theory.  That the motifs « S.R » and « I.R. » were 
not devoid of informational content is clear from those letters which contain only these motifs in the 
body section (Pardee, Studi Fronzaroli [forthcoming]): RS 9.479A, RS 19.102.2, RS 20.199.  Judging 
from the RS 17.139:5, such ""lettres de politesse'' were referred to with the phrase « l“t ßlm », 
"(epistolary) tablet about well-being.'  

 169Pardee, Studi Fronzaroli (forthcoming), made available to me by the author, along with the 
text of his lecture ""An Epistolary Formula in Ugaritic and Akkadian Letters from Ras Shamra,'' given at 
the Society of Biblical Literature Annual Meeting, Boston, November 21, 1999.  My access to these 
studies is gratefully acknowledged here.     
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the double motif, the organization of this section will follow that applied to the 

formulas of the praescriptio in the preceding chapters.  

 

5.3.2  Composition 

 The « S.R. » and « I.R. » each occur separately on occasion, but such is rare.170  

When either of these stereotyped motifs are present, the other is usually present as 

well.171  Furthermore, the two motifs are virtually always adjacent,172 and their the 

compositional order is fixed: « S.R. I.R. ».173  This compositional integrity justifies 

speaking of one ""double motif'', that of reciprocal well-being. 

 

                                                

 170The « S.R. » occurs without the « I.R. » in RS 18.038:3-4, and perhaps also in RIH 77/21A:4-
8.  The opposite case, « I.R. » without « S.R. », is attested in RS 9.479A:12-15, RS 19.102:20-24, and 
probably in RS 18.287:4'-6'.  When an information request has to do with another subject discussed in the 
body, other than ßlm "well-being', it may naturally occur without an associated « S.R. »: compare 
RS 4.475:14-19, RS [Varia 4]:6-19, and probably RS 94.2457:17'-23'.  

 171Twenty-six Ugaritic letters certainly or probably contain at least one component of the 
double motif.  Of these, the immediate context of six (RS 17.434+, RS 18.287, RS 18.[312], RS 18.[400], 
RS 18.[482], and RIH 77/21A) is too poorly preserved to permit analysis.  This leaves twenty letters, of 
which seventeen contain the double motif « S.R. I.R. »: RS 8.315, RS 11.872, RS 15.008, RS 16.137[bis], 
RS 16.379, RS 17.139, RS 18.031, RS 18.147, RS 19.158B, RS 20.199, RS 29.095, RS 34.124, 
RS 92.2005.1, RS 92.2005.2, RS 92.2010, RS 94.2479, and RS 94.5003+.  Only three contain but one 
element: RS 9.479A « I.R. », RS 18.038 « S.R. », and RS 19.102.2 « I.R. ».  

 172As mentioned above in section 5.3.1, in the example of the double motif in RS 8.315:10-18, a 
non-formulaic assertive message, « w ±p ±nk n”t », "Now, (as for) me, I have gotten some rest,' was 
inserted between otherwise standard versions of the « S.R »  and « I.R. » components. 

 173Given the marked tendency observable elsewhere in the composition of Ugaritic epistolary 
formulas to distinguish formally conceptually « ASC » letters from those which are not « ASC », this 
compositional rigidity is singular.  On the analogy of the compositional structure of the address and 
salutation formulas, for example, one might have expected the double motif of reciprocal well-being to 
show the structure « I.R. S.R. » in letters which are conceptually ascending, but « S.R. I.R. » in those 
which are not (and especially in those which are contextually descending); but such is not the case.  
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5.3.2.1  Composition of the « S.R.  » 

 In terms of pragmatic function, the « S.R. » motif is an assertive message.  This 

is clear from one of the two necessary compositional elements in the motif, the stative 

verb ßlm,174 "it is well.'   

 Like most other epistolary messages, the « S.R. » motif displays the information 

structure « topic : comment ».  Both elements are represented by one ""necessary'' 

constituent in the composition of the motif: (1) the stative verb ßlm, "it is well,' 

mentioned above, is the comment element; (2) the fronted topicalizing element is a 

prepositional phrase which usually175 takes the form « ≤m NS », "with NS,' where the 

« NS » element176 refers to the sender.177    

 Both « topic » and « comment » often contain ""optional'' compositional 

elements.  One of the most common optional components in the « topic » element is a 

deictic adverb of local proximity: hln(y) or hnn(y), "here'.178  These are formed from 

the *han- particle base and refer to the locality of the sender.179  These two 

                                                

 174This element must be entirely reconstructed in RS 16.137[bis], RS 17.434+, RS 92.2005.2, 
and RIH 77/21A, but, for reasons of space as well as form, its presence is not generally doubted.  

 175In RS 94.2479:5-6, this slot is represented by the prepositional phrase « b bt mlk », "in the 
royal palace,' topicalizing a location rather than a person.   

 176« NS » is a pronoun, noun, or noun phrase.   

177In RS 17.434+:2-3, this prepositional phrase refers to another member of the sender's 
entourage as well as the sender herself: « [≤m] ßp[ß (mlk rb)] w ≤m mlkt », "[with] the Su[n], [(the great 
king)?] and with the queen'.   

 178Nineteen of the twenty-one attestations of the « S.R. » motif contain this component (or 
traces of it); it is explicitly absent from only two formulas: RS 15.008 and RS 18.038. 

 179See above, section 5.2.3.  These forms represent the ""proximal'' counterpart to the local 
adverb of distance, ®mn(y), "there', which often fronts the « I.R. » motif (see below).  Together, these 
two adverbs constitute a binary pair, which, like other forms of epistolary reference to the respective 
correspondents, reflects the deixis inherent in epistolary communication.   
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topicalizing elements, the one necessary and the other optional, are conceptually 

reminiscent of the distinction made above between the « ID » and « REL » semantic 

functions in the address formula.  The prepositional phrases are individualizing, while 

the local adverbs are relativizing.   

 Another optional element, also formed from the deictic base *han-, is less 

frequent: the particle hn(n).  Judging from the usage of hn elsewhere in Ugaritic 

messages, its semantics here are probably not local, but presentational: "Now then!'  It 

seems necessary to differentiate this particle from a potential homograph, the local 

adverb hnn.180  

 Within the topicalizing element, the constituent order is fixed: first the local 

adverb, then a presentational particle if such was present, then the prepositional 

phrase.    

   Two other optional components occur within the « comment »: the adverb 

m•d(m),181 "very', and the word kll, "all'.182  In contrast to the « topic » element, the 

order of the components in the « comment » element is not fixed.183  Several 

                                                

 180The local adverb may be spelled hnn (without enclitic -y), as in RS 94.2479:5; the 
presentational particle (usually hn) may be written with enclitic -n, that is, hnn, as in RS 19.158B:2'.      

 181This component occurs in as many as four formulas: RS 8.315 (m•d), RS 18.038 (m•dm), 
probably RS 20.199 ([m•]d), and RS 92.2010 (m•d).  

 182This component is certainly attested in at least eight examples of the « S.R. » motif: 
RS 8.315, RS 11.872, RS 17.139, RS 17.434+, RS 18.038, RS 20.199, RS 94.2479, and RIH 77/21A 
(partially reconstructed); and may possibly have been present, though now needs to be entirely restored, 
in RS 16.137[bis].  When present, it apparently functioned as the explicit grammatical subject of the 
stative verb ßlm: "all is well' (there is some ambiguity here; see Pardee, Studi Fronzaroli [forthcoming], 
and below, section 5.3.6). 

 183Pardee, Studi Fronzaroli (forthcoming). 
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sequences are attested: (i) « kll ßlm »,184 but also (ii) « ßlm kll »;185 (iii) « m•d 

ßlm »186 but also (iv) « kll m•d(m) ßlm ».187   

 In terms of micro-composition, it is the prepositional phrase of the topic 

element that is the most interesting.  Judging from the available data, this phrase 

employs the preposition ≤m when it governs a personal reference to the sender, but b 

when the governed noun phrase is a place, not a person.188  On present evidence, the 

latter situation is attested only once;189 all other attested examples of this component 

use ≤m.190  In each of the cases where ≤m is used, the governed noun phrase refers to 

the person of the sender: either to the sender alone, as in most cases,191 or to the 

sender and another individual in the sender's immediate entourage, a pattern attested 

                                                

 184RS 11.872, RS 17.139, and RS 94.2479. 

 185RS 15.008 and probably RS 34.124. 

 186RS 92.2010.  

 187RS 8.315, RS 18.038, and probably RS 20.199.    

188Such a distinction, sensitive to the personal / impersonal nature of the governed noun 
phrase, finds a parallel in English usage, where the idiom ""to be well'' (for example) would be 
complemented by ""with'' or ""for'' in references to persons with whom or for whom ""it is well'', but by ""at'' 
or ""in'' if referring to a place at which or in which ""it is well''.    

 189The reference is to the phrase b bt mlk, "at the royal palace', in RS 94.2479:5-6.   

 190These are fifteen certain examples: RS 8.315, RS 11.872, RS 15.008, RS 16.379, RS 17.139, 
RS 17.434+ (partially reconstructed), RS 18.031, RS 18.038, RS 18.147, RS 19.158B, RS 29.095, RS 
34.124, RS 92.2005.1, RS 92.2005.2, and RS 92.2010.  Given this pattern, the preposition ≤m was 
probably present, though now needs to be entirely restored, in five other cases: RS 16.137[bis], RS 
18.[400], RS 20.199, RS 94.5003+, and RIH 77/21A.   

 191RS 8.315, RS 11.872, RS 15.008, probably RS 16.379, RS 17.139, RS 18.031, RS 18.038, RS 
18.147, RS 19.158B, RS 29.095, RS 34.124, RS 92.2005.1, RS 92.2005.2, RS 92.2010, and probably RIH 
77/21A.  A comparable structure was probably present, though now needs to be entirely restored, in 
three other cases: RS 18.[400], RS 20.199, and RS 94.5003+. 
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once.192  The compositional variation observable for the « NS » element has been 

surveyed by Pardee.193  In sum, the « NS » may be (i) a title as in « ≤m ßpß »,194 "with 

the Sun', (ii) a conceptually explicit REL phrase as in « ≤m ≤bdk »,195 "with your 

servant', or (iii) direct pronominal reference as in « ≤mn(y) »,196 "with me'.  As noted 

above for the variable forms of reference in the address and polite formulas, this 

variation is best explained in light of the social relationships between the 

correspondents.197  In the present case, one might suppose that « ≤mn(y) » was 

avoided when the sender wished to emphasize a great difference in social status.198    

 

                                                

 192The legible portion of the sender's name in RS 17.434+:1 is pd÷b mlk[t ... ], "Pudu”epa, the 
quee[n]' — perhaps to be restored, with E. Lipiˆski, OLP (1981) 81, n. 9, as {pd÷b . mlk[t . rbt . ml]¯kt˘[ 
. ”t]}, "Pudu”epa, the [great] quee[n, queen of ‡atti],' but note the pattern observed in the cuneiform 
letters addressed to Pudu”epa from various members of the royal court of Egypt, KBo 1.029+, KBo 
28.023, and KBo 28.049: {MÍ.LUGAL GAL ßa KUR < GN >}, which should perhaps incite a recollation 
of this line with the restoration {pd÷b . mlk¯t˘[ . rbt . dt . “]¯wt˘[ . ”t]} in mind.  By using the term 
""entourage'', I do not intend subservience of any sort on the member of the entourage in question, who in 
this case is ßp[ß (mlk rb)], "the Su[n (the great king)]'.    

 193Studi Fronzaroli (forthcoming).  

 194RS 18.038:3.  Compare also « [≤m] ßp[ß (mlk rb)] w ≤m mlkt » in RS 17.434+:2-3; as well as 
RIH 77/21A:4-5, where « [≤m ßpß mlk] rb » should probably be reconstructed. 

 195RS 92.2010:10. 

 196This is the most common pattern: RS 8.315, RS 11.872, RS 15.008, probably RS 16.379, RS 
17.139, RS 18.031, RS 18.147, RS 19.158B, RS 29.095, RS 34.124, RS 92.2005.1, RS 92.2005.2, and RS 
92.2010.  A comparable structure was probably present, though now needs to be entirely restored, in 
three other cases: RS 18.[400], RS 20.199, and RS 94.5003+.  

 197Social structure, in turn, is most often accessible through the ""household'' metaphors 
employed as REL terms for designating all types of relationships.  See above, section 0.5.   

 198In RS 18.038, RS 17.434+, and RIH 77/21A, the vast social distance between the Hittite 
emperor (or his queen) and his subject is stressed.  In RS 92.2010, one might suppose that the superior 
station of the recipient is stressed.  
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5.3.2.2  Composition of the « I.R. » 

 The volitional predication in the « I.R. » motif shows that its pragmatic function 

is directive: a typical form is « rgm ®®∫ ly »,199 "Have a word sent back to me!'   

 Like the « S.R. » motif, and most Ugaritic messages for that matter, the « I.R. » 

motif shows the information structure « topic : comment ».   

 One may isolate seven distinct components which may appear in the « I.R. » 

motif.  Three of these belong to the « topic » element, three to the « comment » 

element, and one which may occur between them.  This inventory may be divided into 

""necessary'' and ""optional'' components.   

 Of the three topicalizing elements, two may be considered as necessary: (i) a 

prepositional phrase « ≤m NR », "with NR,' where « NR »200 refers to the recipient,201 

and (ii) an indefinite noun phrase « mnm ßlm », "whatever well-being',202 which 

topicalizes the subject concerned in the motif.203  The third element, (iii) the local 

                                                

 199In RS 11.872:13, for example. 

 200« NR » is a pronoun, noun, or noun phrase.   

 201This phrase is explicitly absent only from RS 92.2005.1 and RS 92.2010.  In the latter, it is 
""replaced'' by a functional equivalent in the fronted noun phrase b≤ly, "(as for) my master.'  In the 
former, its apparent absence is more problematic; was it written around the right edge, now too 
damaged to be legible?   

 202On the grammatical analysis of this phrase, see below, section 5.3.6.  

 203The noun phrase mnm ßlm is explicitly absent from RS 29.095, RS 92.2010, and RS 94.2479.  
Again, RS 92.2010 is not problematic since ""standard'' mnm ßmn has a functional equivalent in this ""non-
standard'' « I.R. » in the noun phrase « ßlmh … w ßlm bth … », "his (that is "of my master') well-
being … a the well-being of his house … .'  Owing to the presence of mnm in RS 94.2479:8, one may 
suppose a scribal omission.  The absence of the phrase from RS 29.095 is problematic, however: this is 
the only conceptually UNMARKED letter to contain the motif of reciprocal well-being, and it would not 
be inappropriate in such a case to employ a terse, less deferential version of the formula, such as we 
have here.  
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adverb of distance, ®mn(y), is technically optional,204 but usually present when the 

« I.R. » is used in conjunction with a preceding « S.R. » as a double formula.   

 The comment element also contains two necessary elements: (iv) a volitional 

form of the verb Ṫ(W)B in the fi-stem, "to have (something) returned,'205 and (v) its 

accusative complement, the common noun rgm, "word'.206  The third element is 

optional: (vi) a prepositional complement expressing the goal of the action noted by 

the verb,207 taking either the form « l NS »208 or « ≤m NS ».209   

 Finally, (vii) the seventh component, the conjunction w, often marks the 

transition from topic to comment;210 it is also optional.211     

 The order of these components is consistent.  Within the topic element the 

sequence is generally: the adverb ®mn(y), when present, followed by the prepositional 

                                                

 204It is explicitly absent from RS 9.479A, RS 15.008, RS 19.102.2, and RS 92.2010.  All of 
these, however, are atypical in one way or another: the « I.R. » motif occurs alone in RS 9.479A and 
RS 19.102.2, making its absence in those cases comprehensible (in terms of local deixis, ®mn(y) and its 
""proximal'' correspondent hln(y)/hnn(y) in the « S.R. » form a binary pair; the absence of one may thus 
condition the omission of the other).  The placement of the « S.R. I.R. » in RS 15.008 is odd (following 
the non-formulaic body); and it contains several compositional peculiarities.  Finally, the « S.R. I.R. » 
motif in RS 92.2010 is non-standard in terms of composition.   

 205No examples of the « I.R. » motif explicitly omit this element.  

 206This element is explicitly omitted from RS 92.2010, which, in any case, is a compositionally 
non-standard version of the « I.R. ».    

 207This prepositional phrase is explicitly omitted from RS 18.031 and RS 94.5003+, two 
otherwise standard versions of the motif.  

 208On statistical and contextual grounds, this should probably be considered the standard form, 
attested in ten examples: RS 8.315, RS 9.479A, RS 11.872, RS 16.379, RS 17.139, probably 
RS 19.102.2, RS 19.158B, RS 20.199, RS 29.095, and RS 34.124. 

 209Four examples: RS 15.008, RS 92.2005.1, RS 92.2010, and RS 94.2479, of which two 
(RS 15.008 and RS 92.2010) are non-standard in other respects.    

 210That is, the so-called ""waw of apodosis''.  See above, section 5.2.3.  

 211Four examples: RS 11.872, RS 16.379, RS 17.139, RS 94.2479. 
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phrase « ≤m NR », and finally the noun phrase « mnm ßlm ».212  Within the comment 

element the compositional order is also basically fixed: first rgm, then the verb, 

followed by the prepositional phrase.213 

 On the micro-compositional level, several variations are relevant: (1) the form 

of « NR » in the topicalizing phrase « ≤m NR », and in the comment: (2) the form of the 

verb, and (3) the form of « NS » in that verb's prepositional complement « ≤m/l NR ».  

As above, the variation is usually best explained in light of the social relationships 

between the correspondents.  In the present cases, one observes patterns of formal 

composition quite consistent with those noted for other formulas: the use of 

conceptually explicit REL phrases over direct pronominal reference generally implies a 

concern to emphasize the social relationship.  Finally, the use of jussive forms over 

imperatives seems to reveal a similar concern for differences of social status: in 

conceptually ASC letters the sender often took care to express directive messages 

indirectly.   

 

5.3.3  Distribution 

 Twenty-six Ugaritic letters contain at least one component of the double motif: 

either « S.R. », or « I.R. », or both.214  Of these, the full motif of reciprocal well-being, 

                                                

 212RS 15.008 (in which the placement of the motif is non-standard) is an exception: « mnm ßlm 
≤m °my ».  RS 92.2010 is compositionally non-standard, but not a true exception if one takes account of 
the ""functional equivalents'' of the components; in this case the stated order is followed.  

 213RS 15.008 is once again an exception « ≤my t®®b rgm ».  The ""functional equivalents'' of the 
motif in RS 92.2010 follow the stated order.  

 214RS 8.315 « S.R. … I.R. », RS 9.479A « I.R. », RS 11.872 « S.R. I.R. », RS 15.008 « S.R. I.R. », 
RS 16.137[bis] « S.R. I.R. » (partially reconstructed), RS 16.379 « S.R. I.R. », RS 17.139 « S.R. I.R. », 
RS 17.434+ (probably « S.R. »), RS 18.031 « S.R. I.R. », RS 18.038 « S.R. », RS 18.147 « S.R. I.R. », 
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« S.R. I.R. » certainly or possibly occurs in twenty letters.215  Thirty-eight letters contain 

neither motif,216 and the state of preservation in fifty-one cases prevents an 

unambiguous determination.217 

 When present, the « S.R. I.R. » double motif almost always218 occurs following 

the polite formulas section, and preceding the non-formulaic part of the body.219  This 

                                                                                                                                           
RS 18.287 (probably « I.R. », partially reconstructed) , RS 18.[312] (possibly « S.R.+[?] »), RS 18.[400] 
(possible traces of « S.R. I.R. », largely reconstructed), RS 18.[482] (probably « [?]+I.R. »), RS 19.102.2 
« I.R. », RS 19.158B « S.R. I.R. » (partially reconstructed), RS 20.199 « S.R. I.R. », RS 29.095 
« S.R. I.R. », RS 34.124 « S.R. I.R. », RS 92.2005.1 « S.R. I.R. », RS 92.2005.2 (probably « S.R. I.R. », 
partially reconstructed), RS 92.2010 « S.R. *I.R. » (the latter is formally non-standard), RS 94.2479 
« S.R. I.R. », RS 94.5003+ « S.R. I.R. » (partially reconstructed), and RIH 77/21A (probably « S.R.+[?] ».   

 215RS 8.315 « S.R. … I.R. », RS 11.872, RS 15.008, RS 16.137[bis] (partially reconstructed), 
RS 16.379, RS 17.139, RS 18.031, RS 18.147, RS 19.158B (partially reconstructed), RS 20.199, 
RS 29.095, RS 34.124, RS 92.2005.1, RS 92.2005.2 (partially reconstructed), RS 92.2010 (« S.R. *I.R. », 
the latter being formally non-standard), RS 94.2479, and RS 94.5003+ (partially reconstructed).  Its 
presence is possible, but needs to be reconstructed, in RS 18.[312] (possibly « S.R.+[?] »), RS 18.[400] 
(possible traces of « S.R. I.R. », largely reconstructed), and RS 18.[482] (probably « [?]+I.R. »). 

 216RS 3.334 (probably), RS 3.427 (probably), RS 4.475 (the ""information request'' here is not 
formulaic, and not explicitly about ßlm), RS 15.007, RS 15.158 (probably), RS 15.174 (probably), 
RS 16.078+ (probably), RS 16.264, RS 16.265, RS 16.402, RS 17.063 (the ""situation report'' here is non-
standard) and RS 17.117 (""situation report'' non-standard), RS 18.040, RS 18.075 (probably), RS 18.113 
(probably), RS 18.134 (probably), RS 18.140.2 (probably), RS 18.148 (probably), RS 18.286[A] 
(probably), RS 19.011, RS 19.029 (probably), RS 19.181A (probably), RS 29.093, RS 34.148, 
RS 88.2159, RS 94.2273, RS 94.2284, RS 94.2383+, RS 94.2406.1, RS 94.2406.2, RS 94.2428 
(probably), RS 94.2429 (probably), RS 94.2545+, RS 94.2580, RS 94.5015 (probably), RS 96.2039, 
RIH 78/12, and RS [Varia 4].   

 217RS 1.013+, RS 1.018, RS 1.020, RS 1.021, RS 1.026+, RS 1.032, RS 1.[084]+, RS 2.[026], 
RS 1-11.[118], RS 15.098, RS 15.107, RS 15.191[A], RS 16.196, RS 16.394, RS 16.401, RS 17.327, 
RS 18.140.1, RS 18.250[D], RS 18.285[A], RS 18.286[B], RS 18.[364], RS 18.[380], RS 18.[386], 
RS 18.[387], RS 18.[443], RS 18.[500], RS 18.[508], RS 18.[528], RS 18.[565], RS 18.[566], 
RS 18.[567], RS 19.022, RS 19.102.1, RS 19.174G, RS 19.181B, RS 24.660G, RS 34.356, RS 94.2391, 
RS 94.2450, RS 94.2457, RS 94.2537, RS 94.2592, RS 94.2946, RS 94.2957, RS 94.2960, RS 94.5009, 
RIH 77/01, RIH 77/25, RIH 78/03+, RIH 78/21, and RIH 78/25. 

 218RS 15.008, in which the « S.R. I.R. » motif follows a series of non-formulaic messages, is an 
exception.    

 219In RS 20.199, the motif « S.R. I.R. » constitutes the entire body, and thus ends the letter 
(RS 8.315 is comparable, with the exception of the non-formulaic assertive message appended to the 
« S.R. » in lines 13-14).  Such letters, entirely concerned as they were with ßlm, "well-being', were 
apparently referred to as l“t ßlm, "well-being letter(s)' (RS 17.139:5). 
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sequence is observed even in those cases where  « S.R. » or « I.R. » occur 

separately.220  

 A number of observations regarding the distribution of the double motif may be 

made with respect to conceptual status and model.  First and foremost, one may 

mention the « ASC BIO » conceptual category, which is represented by eight members 

in the Ugaritic corpus.  Where a determination can be made,221 all of these contain the 

double motif, « S.R. I.R. »,222 and in its standard form.223  This fact has clear relevance 

for the correct reconstruction of fragmentary letters of this type.224 

 A similar situation may also apply to the « DESC BIO » category, which contains 

a single member in the Ugaritic corpus: RS 18.147.  This letter also contains the double 

motif « S.R. I.R. » in its standard form.225  Unfortunately, the size of the sample makes 

the distribution of the motif in this category difficult to evaluate.226   

                                                

 220RS 9.479A « RS | pros I.R. | », RS 18.038 « SR | S.R. | body », RS 18.287 « [R?]¯S?˘ | ¯pros˘ 
[?] ¯I.R.˘ | body », RS 19.102.2 « RS | pros I.R. », and probably RIH 77/21A « SR | ¯S.R.˘ body ».  

 221The state of preservation of RS 19.102.1 does not permit a determination (but see below).  

 222RS 11.872, RS 15.008, RS 16.379, RS 17.139, RS 34.124, RS 92.2005.1, and RS 94.5003+. 

 223The form of the « S.R. I.R. » motif in RS 15.008 is standard, even if its position is not (it ends 
the letter, following several non-formulaic messages). 

 224RS 19.102.1 is the text concerned.  The distribution observed above and the space available 
on the tablet make it virtually certain that lines 10-12 contained the « S.R. I.R. » motif, making of this 
missive another l“t ßlm, "well-being letter.'   

 225Another letter which contains explicitly « DESC BIO » terminology is RS [Varia 4], which 
explicitly omits the motif of reciprocal well-being.  This letter is conceptually mixed, however, also 
containing « HOR BIO » terms, so the lack of « S.R. I.R. » is not necessarily connected with the presence 
of DESC BIO terminology.  

 226The « DESC POW » category is also apparently (the reading of the REL term in line 2 is not 
clear) represented by a single example: RS 19.181A.  The state of preservation prevents a 
determination of the presence of the double motif.  
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 A striking contrast appears when the conceptually HORIZONTAL categories are 

examined.  Fifteen Ugaritic letters, for example, belong to the « HOR BIO » 

category.227  In light of the consistent presence of the « S.R. I.R. » motif in other 

categories composed on the « BIO » model, it is surprising to note that, of the twelve 

instances in which the state of preservation allows a determination to be made,228 only 

two « HOR BIO » contain the double motif.229  Furthermore, the motif does not occur in 

the few letters of the « HOR MIXED »230 and « HOR POW »231 conceptual categories.       

 One of the best represented conceptual categories in the Ugaritic epistolary 

corpus is « ASC POW ».  Of the twenty-seven letters which may be so classified, the 

presence of the « S.R. I.R. » motif may be determined in nineteen cases.232  Of these 

unambiguous examples, five letters certainly or probably contained the full double 

motif,233 three contain only the « I.R. » motif,234 and eleven explicitly omit both 

                                                

 227See above, section 0.6.5. 

 228The presence of the motif in RS 1.018, RS 1.021, and RS 94.2537 cannot be determined.  

 229RS 18.031 and RS 92.2005.2 contain the « S.R. I.R. » motif.  It is explicitly absent from 
RS 15.174, RS 17.063 (the statistically standard « S.R. I.R. » is absent), RS 18.075, RS 18.134, 
RS 94.2273, RS 94.2284, RS 94.2383+, RS 94.2406.2, RS 94.2545+, and RS 96.2039. 

 230Only one letter is concerned here: RS 16.265.1, which explicitly omits the « S.R. I.R. » motif.   

 231In RS 15.007, a letter which is ""non-standard'' in many respects, the sender employs the REL 
term r≤, "colleague,' apparently belonging to the poorly attested « HOR POW » conceptual inventory, to 
refer to his correspondent.  The « S.R. I.R. » motif is explicitly absent.  

 232The presence of the motif cannot be determined in eight instances: RS 15.191[A], 
RS 16.196, RS 17.327, RS 18.[565], RS 34.356, RS 94.2391, RS 94.5009, and RIH 78/03+. 

 233RS 16.137[bis], probably RS 18.[312] (assuming that the reading of line 4' is {[…] ≤m¯n˘ 
ß¯l˘[m…]}), RS 20.199, RS 92.2010, and RS 94.2479. 

 234RS 9.479A, probably RS 18.287, and RS 19.102.2. 
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motifs.235  Finally, of the three conceptually ascending letters which incorporate REL 

terms drawn from both conceptual models, one contains the « S.R. I.R. » motif,236 and 

two explicitly omit it.237  

 Of the ten Ugaritic letters which are certainly or probably conceptually 

« UNMARKED », only one contains the full double motif « S.R. I.R. »,238 three contain 

the « S.R. » element but omit « I.R. »,239 and six explicitly omit both.240  

 Finally, one letter of unknown conceptual status probably contained at least the 

« I.R. » motif: RS 18.[482].  

 

5.3.4  Comparative evidence 

 In his 1967 Johns Hopkins dissertation, S. Parker explicitly identified the formal 

structure of the Ugaritic motif of reciprocal well-being with a corresponding Akkadian 

                                                

 235RS 16.078+, RS 16.402, RS 18.040, RS 18.113, RS 18.140.2, RS 18.148, RS 19.011, 
RS 29.093, RS 34.148, RS 94.2428, and RS 94.5015.  

 236RS 8.315.  

 237RS 17.117 and RIH 78/12.  

 238RS 29.095. 

 239RS 18.038.  RS 17.434+ and RIH 77/21A are very probably conceptually UNMARKED; both 
also probably contained « S.R. » but omitted « I.R. ».   

 240RS 4.475, RS 15.158, RS 16.264, RS 94.2406.1, RS 94.2580, and RS 94.2429. 
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idiom appearing frequently in the Ras Shamra epistolary corpus.241  D. Pardee has 

now conveniently catalogued the published examples.242  

 Pardee also noted that a further formal parallel for the motif occurs in the 

Akkadian letters from Tell Meskene.243  At least nine244 clear examples of the motif 

of reciprocal well being, « S.R. I.R. »,245 have been preserved.  They are listed here for 

convenience: 

 Msk 7442:6-8  « |  (6) it-ti-ia ßul-mu aß-ra-nu (7) it-ti EN.MEfi!-ia mi-nu-me-e (8) ßul-ma-nu †é-

ma li-te-er-ru-ni |  »246  

                                                

 241Parker, Ugaritic Prose Texts (1967) 27.  A similar formal identification was made a few 
years later by O. Kaiser in ZDPV 86 (1970) 19-20, but the grammatical analysis and translation given 
there for both the Akkadian and Ugaritic idioms can no longer be accepted (see below, section 5.3.6).    

 242Pardee, Studi Fronzaroli (forthcoming); he also lists occurrences of the « S.R. » and « I.R. » 
motifs when used alone.  Twenty occurrences of the double formula (« S.R. I.R. ») are transcribed: 
RS 17.383, RS 17.428, RS 18.089, RS 19.050, RS 20.023.1, RS 20.023.2, RS 20.178.1, RS 20.178.2, 
RS 20.189D, RS 20.227.1, RS 20.227.2, RS 21.201, RS 32.204.1, RS 34.134.1, RS 34.134.2, RS 34.141, 
RS 34.161.1, RS 34.164, RS 34.173, and RS [Varia 26].  To these a likely twenty-first occurrence should 
be added: RS 13.007B:4-7 (Ch. Virolleaud, Syria 28 [1951] 53-54; J. Nougayrol, PRU 3 [1955] 6), which 
should probably be read as {(4) e-nu-ma it-ti LUGAL! (5) ßul-mu [aß]-ra-nu (6) [ … it-ti]-ka (7) [ … ]}.  
None of the letters published in RSO 14 (2002) contains the double motif.  

 243Ibid. 

 244These derive from six tablets recovered in excavations (one of these tablets, Msk 7497, 
contains two examples of the motif); and two acquired on the antiquities market.  A probable tenth 
example may be reconstructed in Msk 74270:5-6 (see the edition of D. Arnaud in Emar 6:2 [1985] 586; 
idem, Emar 6:3 [1986] 267, no. 272.  

 245The Emar corpus also contains several examples of the « I.R. » motif used alone, a situation 
which finds formal parallels in the Ugaritic letters RS 9.479A and RS 19.102.2: Msk 7441:7-8 
(D. Arnaud, Emar 6:1 [1985] 182; Emar 6.3 [1986] 261, no. 264),  Msk 7451:6-7 (ibid., vol. 1, p. 190; 
vol. 3, pp. 262-263, no. 266), Msk 7451:24-26 (ibid.), Msk 7452:7-9 (ibid., vol. 1, p. 192; vol. 3, p. 257, 
no. 261), and ME 127:8-9 (idem, SMEA 30 [1992] 195-197, no. 1; see also G. Beckman, Vicinity of 
Emar [1996] 120-121 (with cuneiform copy in appendix), who assigns the tablet a different number, ""RE 
97''). 

 246D. Arnaud, Emar 6:1 (1985) 183 (copy); idem, Emar 6:3 (1986), text no. 260, pp. 256-257 
(transcription and translation).    
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 Msk 7451:40-42  « (40) [it-]ti-ia ßul-mu aß-ra-nu (41) it-ti-ku-nu mi-nu-me-e ßul-ma-nu (42) †é-

ma li-te-er-ru-ni »247  

 Msk 7454:6-9  « |  (6) e-nu-ma [it-ti-i]a ßul-mu |  (7) aß-ra-nu [it-ti] EN-ia (8) mi-nu-me-e [ßul-

m]a-nu (9) †é-ma [l]i-t[e]-er-ru-ni |  »248  

 Msk 7497:7-12  « |  (7) [e-nu-ma it-ti] fiÀ É EN-ia (8) [ù it-ti] fiÀ a!?-li (9) [gáb-bá dan-n]íß ßul-

mu (10) [aß-ra-nu] it-ti E[N-ia] (11) [mi-nu-me-e] ßul-ma-[nu] (12) 

[†é-ma] li-te-er-[ru-ni] |  »249  

 Msk 7497:33-37  « |  (33) e-nu-ma it-ti-ia ßul-mu (34) aß-ra-nu it-ti LÚ.UGULA KALAM.MA 

(35) it-ti-ka mi-nu-me-e (36) ßul-ma-nu †é-ma (37) li-te-er-ru-

ni »250  

 Msk 7498d:8-12  « | 251 (8) a-nu-ma it-ti-ia (9) dan-níß ßul-mu aß-ra-nu (10) it-ti GAfiAN-ia 

(11) mi-[nu-m]e-e ßul-ma-nu (12) †é-[ma] li-te-er-ru-ni |  »252  

 Msk 7474+:11-15  « |  (11) it-ti (12) mlu!-da!-ti (13) mi-nu-me (14) ßul-ma-nu (15) †é-ma li-te-

ru-ni | |  »253  

                                                

 247Arnaud, ibid., vol. 1 (1985) 191 (copy); vol. 3 (1986), text no. 266, p. 263 (transcription and 
translation).  

 248Arnaud, ibid., vol. 1, p. 193; vol. 3, text no. 258, p. 255.    

 249Ibid., vol. 1, pp. 235-236; vol. 3, text no. 263, pp. 259-260.   

 250Ibid.   

 251The scribal line, visible in the copy, was inadvertently omitted from the transcription.   

 252Ibid., vol. 1, p. 239; vol. 3, text no. 270, pp. 265-266.    

 253Msk 7474 + 7475.  Ibid., vol. 1, p. 197; vol. 3, text no. 267, pp. 263-264.   
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 ME 53:7-10  « |  (7) i-na fiÀ KUR ù i-na fiÀ (8) É EN-ia dan-níß ßul-mu (9) it-ti EN-ia mi-nu-

me-e (10) ßul-ma-nu †e4-ma li-te-ru-ni |   »254  

 ME 54:8-12  « |  (8) e-nu-ma i-na fiÀ KUR URU e-mar (9) gáb-bá dan-níß ßul-mu (10) aß-ra-nu 

it-ti EN-ia (11) mi-nu-me-e ßul-ma-nu (12) †e-ma li-te-ru-ni |  »255  

 Finally, A. Hagenbuchner described the formally equivalent motifs in Hittite 

letters in her 1989 monograph.256  Letters composed by scribes in the Hittite realm 

show that formal equivalents of both « S.R. » and « I.R. » were in productive used as 

separate epistolary motifs.  Their joint use as a double motif « S.R. I.R. », however, is 

surprisingly rare.  I have found only three examples, all in Hittite,257 and all appearing 

on scribal ""piggy-back'' letters.  These are cited here:  

 KBo 18.001.2: verso 6' - left edge 3  « |  (6') ka-a-ßa MA-‡AR dUTU-fiI (7') Ù MA-‡AR 

DUMU.SAL GAL (8') ”u-u-ma-an SIG5-in (left edge, 1) [MA-‡AR SAL.LUGAL 

GAfiAN-IA aß-ß]u-ul (2) [ku-it ma-a”-”a-an] (3) [nu-mu EGIR-pa ”a-at-]ri-eß-ki »258  

                                                

 254Published by D. Arnaud, AuOr 2 (1984), no. 1, first letter (lines 1-22) 180-183 (copy on p. 
180); the editor made a small number of corrections to the editio princeps in Textes syriens de l'âge du 
Bronze Récent (1991), no. 96, pp. 149-150 (transcription, translation, and a few epigraphic notes).   

 255Idem, AuOr 2 (1984), no. 3, pp. 186-188 (copy on p. 187); also appears in idem, Textes 
syriens de l'âge du Bronze Récent (1991), no. 94, p. 148.  The statement in G. Beckman, Emar: History, 
Religion, and Culture (1996) 12, erroneously implies that the letters called ""AuOr 2, no. 3'' and ""TBR 
94'' are two different documents.   

 256Hagenbuchner, Die Korrespondenz der Hethiter 1 (1989) 71-77. 

 257Given the Akkadian parallels from Ras Shamra and Tell Meskene, where the double motif 
« S.R. I.R. » is quite common, the apparent absence of this motif from the Akkadian corpus from 
Bo∆azköy is remarkable.    

 258Published by H. G. Güterbock in KBo 18 (1971) 1 (copy only).  Transcription, translation, 
commentary, and bibliography in Hagenbuchner, Die Korrespondenz der Hethiter 2 (1989) 3-4, 84-85.  
This missive is a ""piggy-back'' letter; the main letter is from ""the Sun'' to his mother (Hagenbuchner, 
ibid., p. 4, identifies these correspondents with Tut”aliya IV and Pudu”epa, respectively).     
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 KUB 48.88.2: verso 3'-4'  « |  (3') [ka-a-ßa MA-‡AR ÌR?-KA? ”]u-u-ma-an SIG5-in (4') [MA-

‡AR EN-IA aß-ßu-ul ku-it GIM-an nu-mu EGIR-pa ”a-at-r]i-iß-ki-ßi |  »259  

 HKM 3.2:21-26  « |  (21) ka-a-ßa I-NA É-K[A] (22) fiAL-MA MA-‡AR DAM-KA ”u-u-ma-

a[n] (23) SIG5-in … (25) fiEfi.DÙG.GA-IA[[-IA]]-mu EGIR-pa (26) aß-ßu-ul ”a-at-ra-a-

i »260  

Tell Atchana represents a somewhat comparable situation.  No formal equivalent of 

either motif has been identified in the Akkadian corpus; but one Hittite letter contains 

two examples of the « I.R. » motif, used alone.261   

 The Amarna corpus contains no precise formal equivalent to the Ugaritic motif 

« S.R. I.R. ».  Several letters, however, do show a kind of reciprocal well-being 

formula, which follows a pattern different from that of Ugarit.  The Amarna double 

formula is composed of an Akkadian equivalent of the « S.R. » motif and a following 

« sal » formula.262  An example is:  

                                                

 259Published by H. Berman and H. Klengel in KUB 48 (1977) 28 (copy only); full treatment in 
Hagenbuchner, Die Korrespondenz der Hethiter 2 (1989) 18.    

 260M�t. 75/40.  Cuneiform copy in S. Alp, Hethitische Keilschrifttafeln aus Ma�at-Höyük 
(1991) 3; transcription and translation, idem, Hethitische Briefe aus Ma�at-Höyük (1991) 124-125.   

 261AT 35.  See the recent treatment of C. Niedorf, Festschrift Dietrich (2002) 518 
(transcription) and 526 (copy).  The « I.R. » motif is reconstructed in lines 4-6: { | (4) [MA-‡AR … aß-
]¯ßu-ul˘ ku-it (5) [ma-a”-”a-an nu-mu … EGI]R-pa (6) [”a-at-ra-a-i … ] }; and, in the ""piggy-back'' 
letter, in lines 9'-10': { | (9') [MA-‡AR fiEfi-I]A aß-ßu-ul ku-it (10') [ma-a”-”a-an] nu-mu fiEfi-IA EGIR-
p[a ”]a-at-re-eß-ki | }.   

 262This ""Amarna-formel'' (Hagenbuchner, Die Korrespondenz der Hethiter 1 [1989] 49-55) 
occurs over thirty times in the corpus: EA 1-3, EA 5-11, EA 17, probably EA 18, EA 19-21, EA 23-24, 
EA 26-29, EA 31, EA 33-35, EA 37-39, probably EA 40, probably EA 41, and probably EA 42.  In all but 
one (EA 40) of these, the « sal » component is ""expanded''.    
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 EA 38:3  « a-na ia-ßi ßul-mu ù a-na ka-ßa lu-ú ßul-mu … »263  

  "For me, it is well.  For you, may it be well … !'  

This motif is also well-attested in the Akkadian corpus from Bo∆azköy,264 and is 

known in Ugaritic from a few examples.265  

 I know of no other formal parallels to the Ugaritic « S.R. I.R. » motif among the 

cuneiform epistolary corpora of Late Bronze West Asia.  Among chronologically 

anterior sources, Old Babylonian letters contain functional, though not formal 

parallels.266 

 

5.3.5  Sitz-im-Leben 

5.3.5.1  Geographical,  chronological and literary background 

 A consideration of the geographical and chronological background of the motif 

of reciprocal well-being requires a fuller study of the comparative evidence.  In the 

Late Bronze Age, the « S.R. I.R. » double motif was regularly present not only in the 

Ugaritic corpus, but also in the Akkadian letters found at Ras Shamra and Tell 

Meskene; it is occasionally present in Hittite letters from Bo∆azköy, Ma�at, and Tell 

                                                

 263VAT 153.  For the transcription, see J. Knudtzon, Die El-Amarna-Tafeln 1 (1915) 292-295; 
cuneiform copies in O. Schroeder, Die Tontafeln von El-Amarna 1 (1915), no. 14, p. 31; and, earlier, 
L. Abel's copy in H. Winckler, Der Thontafelfund von El Amarna (1889-1890), no. 11, p. 10.  For the 
secondary literature, see now M. Liverani, Le lettere di el-Amarna (1999).  

 264Hagenbuchner, Die Korrespondenz der Hethiter 1 (1989) 49-55. 

 265See below, section 5.3.7.  

 266E. Salonen, Die Gruss- und Höflichkeitsformeln (1967) 52; A. Hagenbuchner, Die 
Korrespondenz der Hethiter 1 (1989) 49, nn. 35-36; D. Pardee, Studi Fronzaroli (forthcoming).   
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Atchana.267  Given the apparent absence of the double formula from Kassite 

Babylonian letters,268 from Middle Assyrian letters,269 and even from the Amarna 

corpus,270 the present evidence suggests that the « S.R. I.R. » motif was at home in 

North Syrian epistolary practice, was known but less used by Hittite imperial scribes, 

but was not productively used elsewhere.  The fact that the Late Bronze usage of the 

« S.R. I.R. » motif was essentially North Syrian, however, does not necessarily imply a 

local origin.  This question remains open for the present. 

  In terms of its literary background, the « S.R. I.R. » motif appears epistolary in 

origin, in contrast to the address and polite formulas studied above.  Among other 

factors, the local deixis of the parallel pair hln(y)/hnn(y), "here', and ®mn(y), "there', 

implies a situation in which the correspondents are physically separated; and the 

binary nature of the personal references, such as ≤mn(y), "with me', and ≤mk, "with 

you', with no direct allusion to a third party,271 may imply that the correspondence was 

of a written rather than oral nature.   

 

5.3.5.2  Situational context and speech acts 

 If a more developed treatment of origins requires a more extensive 

comparative study, certain aspects of the situational context implied behind the « S.R. 

                                                

 267See above, section 5.3.4.  

 268I found no examples, for example, in H. Radau, Letters to Cassite Kings (1908). 

 269E. Cancik-Kirschbaum, Die mittelassyrischen Briefe (1996) 49-71.  

 270See above, section 5.3.4. 

 271Contrast the imperative rgm, "Say!' in the address formula, which points to an origin in oral 
communication, by means of a third party (see above, section 1.5.2.2).    
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I.R. » motif are accessible through the internal Ugaritic data.  Two preliminary remarks 

may be made, regarding (1) the type of social situation in which « S.R. I.R. » is 

appropriate or inappropriate, and (2) the character of both motifs as ""speech acts''. 

 The close association of the « S.R. I.R. » double motif with the « ASC BIO » and 

« DESC BIO » conceptual categories indicates that the motif is especially appropriate in 

situations of familial intimacy, and more particularly in correspondence between 

parents and their children, whether such relations be biological or figurative.  Judging 

entirely from the distribution of the motif, the regular giving and receiving of news 

about well-being was an integral element of what was considered acceptable behavior 

between parents and children.   

 The absence of « S.R. I.R. » in « HOR BIO » letters does not detract from this 

formulation.  On the contrary, since the horizontal conceptual status effectively 

disposed of only one conceptual model, that of biological kinship, to express all types 

of ""horizontal'' relationships,272 the rarity of the « S.R. I.R. » there serves rather to 

reinforce the connection of the motif with deliberate expressions of familial intimacy.  

This is not to suggest that « S.R. I.R. » is never appropriate in conceptually horizontal 

letters.  Rather, on those occasions when it does occur, one may suppose that the 

formula is intended to evoke the kind of familial intimacy typical of « ASC BIO » and 

« DESC BIO » letters, where the motif is regularly present.  This line of reasoning also 

provides a plausible explanation for the presence of the motif in several « ASC POW » 

letters.  If the sender was not at liberty in such cases to present his or her social 

                                                

 272Only in letters which were conceptually ASC were two models in productive use: « ASC 
BIO » and « ASC POW ».  But a conceptual dichotomy is also attested with descending letters, though not 
directly: the « DESC BIO » category was used productively, but probably not « DESC POW ».  Rather, 
conceptually descending relationships in which the terminology of biological kinship was inappropriate 
were most often not explicitly articulated; thus many conceptually « UNMARKED » letters reflect 
implicit « DESC POW » situations (see above, section 0.6.4.1 and 1.7.1.3).  
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relationship with the recipient in familial terms, a subtler means of bolstering the 

sender's social link with the recipient was available in the form of the « S.R. I.R. » 

motif.  By including the « S.R. I.R. », the sender implies that the relationship with the 

recipient, even if nominally one of servitude, was nevertheless intimate.  The sender 

portrays himself not as merely a servant, but as a servant who enjoys a privileged 

relationship, almost on a par with kin.  Less blatant attempts to insist upon such 

intimacy in « ASC POW » situations are found in examples which omit the « S.R. » 

altogether, thus manifesting the concern typical of a child toward a parent, but without 

imposing reciprocity from the recipient.  

 Finally, in terms of speech act theory, the context implied by the « S.R. » 

resembles in many respects that of any assertive message.273  In like manner, that of 

the « I.R. » resembles directive messages.274   

 

5.3.6  Grammatical issues 

 Of the grammatical questions which remain unresolved,275 the most significant 

for the overall interpretation of the motif involves the correct interpretation of the 

phrase « mnm ßlm » in the « I.R. » motif.  Two lines of argument now suggest that 

H. Ginsberg was essentially correct when, in 1938, he interpreted the first published 

                                                

 273See above, section 5.1.4.2. 

 274See above, section 5.1.4.1. 

 275Two other problems of less consequence involve the correct interpretation of the words ßlm 
and kll in the « S.R. » motif.  The former may be understood as (i) a stative verb in the suffix 
conjugation, /*ßalima/, "it is well' (compare H. Ginsberg, BASOR 72 [1938] 19), or (ii) a common noun, 
/*ßalªmu/ or /*ßulmu/, "well-being' (compare S. Loewenstamm, Biblica 56 [1975] 112).  The latter may 
be understood in the nominative or accusative (adverbial) case.  D. Pardee, Studi Fronzaroli 
(forthcoming), has surveyed the anterior bibliography on these issues. 
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example of the Ugaritic « I.R. » motif to mean ""what welfare''.276  D. Pardee has 

summarized both lines of evidence.277  In sum, the analysis of « mnm ßlm » as an non-

personal, indefinite pronoun with a following common noun, "whatever well-being', is 

consistent not only with the established usage of mnm in Ugaritic prose,278 but also 

with the comparative parallels in Akkadian and Hittite.279   

 

5.3.7  Catalog of the formulaic well-being motifs 

 This section lists the occurrences of the motif of reciprocal well-being, 

« S.R. I.R. », in Ugaritic letters, along with formal and functional variants.  It is 

arranged according to categories of conceptual status and model.  The statistically and 

contextually ""standard'' versions of the motif are treated first, followed by ""non-

canonical'' variants.  

     

                                                

 276Ginsberg, BASOR 72 (1938) 19. 

 277Pardee, Studi Fronzaroli (forthcoming).   

 278See now J. Tropper, Ugaritische Grammatik (2000) 243, § 45.122; G. del Olmo and 
J. Sanmartín, DULAT 2 (2003) 563. 

 279On Syro-Akkadian {mi-nu(-um)-me(-e) ßul-ma-nu}, see the analysis proposed by 
G. Swaim in his 1962 Brandeis dissertation, Grammar of the Akkadian Tablets Found at Ugarit, 22-23 
(for further bibliography, see del Olmo and J. Sanmartín, DULAT 2 [2003] 563; and Pardee, Studi 
Fronzaroli [forthcoming]).  On the Hittite string {aß-ßu-ul ku-it}, see Hagenbuchner, Die Korrespondenz 
der Hethiter 1 (1989) 73.   
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5.3.7.1  « S.R. I.R.  », the standard motif of reciprocal well-being  

In « ASC BIO » letters: 

RS 11.872:9-13   « hlny ≤mny kll ßlm ®mny ≤m °my mnm ßlm w rgm ®®b ly » 

RS 15.008:14-20   « ≤mny ßlm kll w mnm ßlm ≤m °my ≤my t®®b rgm »   

RS 16.379:8-11   « hlny ≤mny [ß]lm w ®mn ≤m [°]my mnm ßl[m] w rgm [®®b]280 ly » 

RS 17.139:5-9   « l“t ßlm … ht ≤mny kll ßlm ®mny ≤m °my mnm ßlm w rgm ®®b ly »   

RS 34.124:7-9   « hnny ≤mn ßl[m kl]l ®mny ≤mk mnm ßlm w rgm ®®<b> ly » 

RS 92.2005:9-13   « hln hn ≤mn ßlm w ®mn mnm ßlm rgm ®®b ≤my »  

RS 94.5003+:8-12   « hnn[y ≤mn(y)] ßlm [®mny] ≤m °[my mnm] ßlm r[gm] ®®[b] »  

As noted above,281 there is no known example of a Ugaritic « ASC BIO » letter which 

explicitly omits the double motif « S.R. I.R. ». 

   

In « ASC MIXED » letters: 

RS 8.315:10-18   « hnny ≤mny kll m•d ßlm … ®mny ≤m ±dtny mnm ßlm rgm ®®b l ≤bdk »282   

 

In « ASC POW » letters: 

RS 16.137bis:8-12 « [hnn]y [≤m]ny [kll ßlm] ®m[ny ≤m] ±[dty] mnm [ßlm (w)] rgm [®®b l ≤bdk] »   

RS 20.199:11-17   « [hnn]y [≤mn] kll [m•]d ßlm ®mny ≤m ±dty mnm ßlm rgm ®®b l ≤bdk »283  

                                                

 280Reconstructed on the analogy of RS 11.872:13, which provides the closest formal, 
conceptual (ASC BIO), and contextual parallel.  

 281See above, section 5.3.3.  

 282The double motif here is ""non-standard'' in some sense, owing to the inclusion of the phrase 
« w ±p ±nk n”t », "and also I have rested,' between the formulaic « S.R. » and « I.R. » elements.  

 283The formulation is almost exactly identical to that of RS 8.315.  
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RS 94.2479:5-10   « hlny hnn b bt mlk kll ßlm ®mny ≤m ±dty mnm284 w rgm t®®b ≤m ≤bdh » 

RS 18.[312]:4'-5'   « […] ≤m¯n˘285 ßl[m … ] » 

RS 92.2010:9-20   « w hnn ≤m ≤bdk m•d ßlm w b≤ly ßlmh w ßlm nkly w ßlm bth w ßlm ßm≤ rgmk 

n≤m ±t ®®b ≤m ≤bdk »286   

    

In « HOR BIO » letters: 

RS 18.031:6-9   « hnny ≤mn ßlm ®mny ≤mk mnm ßlm rgm ®®b »  

RS 92.2005:29-33   « […] hnn ≤mn [ßlm ®]m¯n˘ [mnm ß]¯l˘m [rgm] ®®b [?] »   

      

In « DESC BIO » letters: 

RS 18.147:6-8   « hnny ≤mn ßlm ®mny ≤[m] bny mnm [ß]lm rgm ®®b [ly] » 

        

In conceptually « UNMARKED » letters: 

RS 29.095:5-8   « hnny ≤mn ß[l]m ®mny ≤mk rgm ®®b ly »  

    

In letters of unknown conceptual classification: 

RS 19.158B:2'-6'   « [hln]y hnn ≤mn ßlm ®mn ≤mk mnm ßlm [r]gm ®®b l[y] »   

 

                                                

 284Probably reconstruct « mnm <ßlm> »; and explain the scribal error as a result of 
haplography (of the sign {m}).   

 285D. Pardee reads {≤m¯k˘} (collation).  On (purely!) formal grounds however, this is 
surprising: (1) one would have expected « ≤m b≤ly » in this slot in a ASC POW letter such as this, and 
(2) one would have expected « mnm ßlm » in the « I.R. » and not « ßlm », following the prepositional 
phrase.  It may be worthwhile to recollate line 4' with an imperfectly preserved « S.R. » motif in mind.   

 286The « I.R. » motif in particular contains numerous departures from the ""standard'' form.   
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5.3.7.2  « S.R. » alone 

In conceptually « UNMARKED », contextually « DESCENDING » letters: 

RS 18.038:3-4   « ≤m ßpß kll m•dm ßlm » 

RIH 77/21A:4-9   « hlny [≤m ßpß mlk] rb k[ll ßlm …] d m¯-˘[…] “w[t …] ¬b[• …] ¯--˘[…] »287  

RS 17.434+:2-4   « h¯l˘[ny…≤m] ßp[ß mlk rb] w ≤m mlkt kll [ßlm] »288 

 

5.3.7.3  « I.R.  » alone 

In « ASC POW » letters: 

RS 9.479A:12-15   « ≤m ±dty mnm ßlm rgm t®®b l ≤bdh »  

RS 19.102:20-24   « ≤m b≤ly mnm ßlm rgm [(t)®®]b [l] ≤bdk »  

RS 18.287:4'-6'   « [≤m b≤ly] mnm [ßlm rgm (t?)]®®b [l289  ≤b]dk »  

 

5.3.7.4  Imperfectly preserved 

In letters of unknown conceptual classification:  

RS 18.[400]:4'-6'   «  […]¯-˘ny […] ßlm […] … »   

RS 18.[482]:1'-2'   « … [… rg]m ®®b […] »  

 

                                                

 287The continuation of the « S.R. » motif in lines 6-9 is fragmentary, but probably represents an 
expansion similar to those found in the Amarna, Bo∆azköy Akkadian, and Ras Shamra Akkadian 
corpora; see above, section 3.4.1, and Hagenbuchner, Die Korrespondenz der Hethiter 1 (1989) 49-55.  

 288On the motif which follows the « S.R. », which is a formal variant of the « sal » formula, see 
above, section 3.7.2.1.  

 289This reconstruction requires that a blank space had been left between the preposition l at the 
beginning of the line and the noun phrase ≤bdk at the end; such exaggerated spacing in the final line of 
the « S.R. » is rare, but not unattested (cf. RS 94.5003+:12). 
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5.3.7.5  Possible " "non-standard' ' s ituation reports 

RS 17.063:2   « “ytn w ßlmtn »  

  "I am alive, and I am in good health!'  

RS 17.117:3-4   « hn °nk bnk [?] “ytn lp ßpß »  

  "Now then, (as for) me, your son … I am alive by the word290 of the Sun!'  

On the interpretation of these two passages, see the discussion in section 3.7.2.3 

above. 

                                                

 290Literally, "mouth'. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

 The studies in Ugaritic epistolography presented here treat two bodies of data: 

(1) the formulas of the praescriptio, and (2) the patterned motifs found in the body.  

A different approach was necessary for each.   

 The former are superficially well understood, and have been the subject of 

various synthetic treatments.1  Chapters 1-4 build on this previous research both 

materially and contextually: by incorporating data from unpublished letters, by 

approaching the formal analysis from the wider perspective of cuneiform letter-writing 

in Late Bronze West Asia, and by consistently attempting to interpret the patterns of 

formal variation in terms of social facts drawn from the letters themselves.   

 The detailed study of the address, prostration, salutation, and benediction 

formulas presents a contrast with the coverage, of a much more preliminary nature, 

accorded to the second category of data.  Chapter 5 treats the body of Ugaritic letters, 

relying on the functional analyses done by J. Nougayrol2 and S. Ahl,3 but also paying 

particular attention to stereotyped patterns of compositional structure.  The resulting 

dual emphasis on form and function is ultimately intended to complement a more 

                                                

 1O. Kaiser, ZDPV 86 (1970) 10-23; S. Ahl, Epistolary Texts (1973); A. Kristensen, UF 9 
(1977) 143-158; A. Caquot, SDB 9 (1979) 1413-1417; J.-L. Cunchillos, Estudios de Epistolografía 
ugarítica (1989) 141-234; idem, TO 2 (1989) 241-267 (revised English translation in HUS [1999] 359-
374).   

 2Nougayrol, Ugaritica 5 (1968) 67-68. 

 3Ahl, Epistolary Texts (1973) 99-129. 
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traditional philological approach in the ongoing interpretation of Ugaritic epistolary 

prose.    

 

6.1  EPISTOLARY FORMULAS  

6.1.1  Standard and non-standard traditions 

 The statistical predominance of certain formal patterns and their association 

with culturally normative contexts allow the definition of a ""standard'' formulary over 

against a diverse group of ""non-standard'' traditions.  Both corpora deserve study, but 

the mainstream tradition takes precedence, since it provides the formal and contextual 

standards against which variants are defined.  Chapters 1-4 treat essentially the 

""standard'' Ugaritic epistolary formulas; the discussion of variant traditions is 

peripheral. 

 

6.1.2  The standard Ugaritic epistolary tradition 

 Four epistolary formulas in the praescriptio and one highly formalized motif in 

the body provide the basis for a formal definition of the ""standard'' Ugaritic epistolary 

tradition.  Each formula presents distinctive aspects of composition and distribution.   

 The address formula is characterized by three main compositional patterns, 

which dovetail neatly with three distinct conceptual categories:  

  (1) « l ID REL rgm t“m ID REL », appropriate in conceptually ASC letters;  

  (2) « t“m ID l ID rgm », employed in conceptually UNMARKED letters;  

  and (3) « t“m ID l ID REL rgm », frequent in conceptually HOR letters. 

 The prostration formula is distinguished by its distribution more than its 

composition: it occurs in conceptually ASC letters, but otherwise generally not.   
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 The salutation formula pairs two main compositional patterns with a 

corresponding conceptual distinction: 

  (1) « l(y/n)+REL yßlm », appropriate in conceptually ASC letters; 

  and (2) « yßlm l+PRONOUN », employed in other situations.  

 The benediction formula is standardized in composition, the most frequent 

pattern being « •lm t÷r+PRONOUN tßlm+PRONOUN ».  Its distribution is also patterned: 

the formula is (i) especially appropriate in letters which are conceptually HOR in status 

or which follow the BIO model, (ii) not inappropriate in ASC POW letters, and 

(iii) generally not used in UNMARKED letters.  

 Finally, the distribution of the motif of reciprocal well-being also shows a 

pattern: it is especially appropriate in letters in which the relation between the 

correspondents is expressed with the REL terminology of parents and children.  

 

6.1.3  An appreciation of the Ugaritic tradition 

 An accurate evaluation of the Ugaritic epistolary tradition requires that 

attention be paid not only to the formal parallels shared with contemporary Akkadian 

and Hittite traditions, but also to the compositional and distributional features that 

render the Ugaritic scribal usage unique.  Both contribute to a meaningful internal and 

comparative analysis of the tradition.  

 

6.1.3.1  The independence of the Ugaritic  tradition 

 On a superficial level, considerations of script and language affirm the 

independent status of the Ugaritic epistolary tradition.  Demonstrating independence 

on a formal level is more difficult, since the five epistolary formulas productively used 

in Ugaritic letters were also known and widely employed in contemporary Akkadian 
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and Hittite epistolary traditions.  Even here, however, the existence of three precise 

formal parallels in the Ugaritic literary corpus provides a strong argument for the 

independent status of the standard Ugaritic epistolary tradition.  The micro-

compositional components of the address and prostration formulas find clear parallels 

in the local mythological tradition; the literary motifs corresponding to the « pros » 

formula, and to the « R » and « S » elements of the address formula, are as follows: 

 « R »:  literary « rgm l ID (REL) »  ≈  epistolary « l ID (REL) rgm »  

 « S »:  literary « t“m ID (REL) »  ≈  epistolary « t“m ID (REL) »  

 « pros »:  literary « l p≤n N … (QL) … » ≈  epistolary « l p≤n N … QL »  

In addition, the contextual usage of these literary motifs generally echoes, and perhaps 

even reflects, local epistolary protocol.   

 The existence of such formal and contextual parallels requires, at the very 

least, that the contextual interpretation of the Ugaritic epistolary address and 

prostration formulas be intimately linked with that of the corresponding literary 

parallels in the Ugaritic mythological texts.  If the two epistolary formulas are to be 

explained as translations from an original Akkadian protocol, for example, then the 

corresponding literary motifs ought to be explained in like manner.  Since the latter 

appears unlikely, however, it is reasonable to suppose a certain independence for 

these aspects of the local epistolary tradition.    

 These parallels also have implications for the antiquity of the Ugaritic 

epistolary tradition.  Inasmuch as the literary motifs derive from the context of 

epistolary communication, the chronological origins of the corresponding epistolary 

formulas must be pushed back, at least as far as the date of redaction of the literary 

texts in which they appear.  Since the literary « R », « S », and « pros » motifs are 

found predominantly in the Ba≤lu Cycle of myths, the date of redaction of this 
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particular literary work would provide a plausible terminus ante quem, not only for the 

address and prostration formulas, but also for the tradition of which they formed an 

integral part.   

 

6.1.3.2  Comparative parallels 

 The emphasis in the preceding paragraph on the independence of the Ugaritic 

epistolary tradition is not intended to contradict the clear and far-ranging formal 

parallels found in contemporary Akkadian and Hittite traditions, but rather to aid in 

dealing with the latter in an informed and reasonable way. 

 Shared formal traits between one scribal tradition, « X », and another, « Y », 

can be interpreted in at least three different ways, including any combination thereof: 

(1) tradition « X » inherited the shared traits from tradition « Y », (2) traditions « X » 

and « Y » share a common ancestor, or (3) formal resemblances between « X » and 

« Y » are coincidental.   

 The extensiveness and magnitude of the comparative parallels observed in 

chapters 1-4 above render the third possibility unlikely in most cases.  The first 

interpretation, on the other hand, would seem to require the demonstrable existence of 

formal parallels in earlier traditions.  This observation assumes importance when one 

attempts to evaluate critically the occasional claim that the Ugaritic epistolary 

formulas were ""translations from Akkadian.''  Until the existence of precise 

compositional and distributional parallels to the five Ugaritic epistolary formulas can 

be demonstrated in chronologically anterior traditions, the second hypothesis offered 

above should be favored.   
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6.1.3.2.1  SIBLING TRADITIONS IN LETTERS FROM RAS SHAMRA AND MESKENE 

 In terms of the composition and distribution of the formulas deemed diagnostic 

of the Ugaritic epistolary tradition, the closest comparative parallels are without a 

doubt offered by the corpus of Akkadian letters from Ras Shamra.  No significant 

compositional or distributional differences are evident.  The implications of this 

extensive formal similarity become clear when one considers the local provenance of 

the Ras Shamra Akkadian letters: the formal parallels are found not only in letters 

which derive from domestic correspondence within the kingdom of Ugarit, but also in 

those which reflect correspondence within the northern Levant generally.   

 This broader horizon implies, at the very least, that the Ugaritic epistolary 

tradition was one manifestation of a common tradition which included other scribal 

centers in North Syria.  The formal parallels between the Ugaritic formulas and those 

attested in the Akkadian letters from Tell Meskene bear this out.  The size of the 

Meskene corpus is admittedly more modest than that of Ras Shamra, and the 

compositional and distributional parallels with the Ugaritic tradition less extensive, but 

the productive presence of all five diagnostic epistolary formulas is unmistakable.  In 

matters of epistolary usage, the scribal habits represented there share a common 

heritage with those known from Ras Shamra.  

 

6.1.3.2.2  COUSIN TRADITIONS FROM HITTITE ANATOLIA AND THE SOUTHERN LEVANT 

 After Ras Shamra and Meskene, the next most significant comparative corpora 

for the contextual appreciation of the Ugaritic tradition come from sites in Hittite 

Anatolia.  The Hittite letters from Ma�at Höyük and Bo∆azköy attest to traditions that 

are unmistakably related to those of northern Syria.  All five diagnostic formulas have 

precise compositional parallels that were in productive use.  Significant differences of 
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composition and distribution must also be mentioned, however, implying a more 

distant kinship than within the contemporary north Syrian group: (1) the prostration 

formula, though attested in Hittite letters, is rare; (2) the salutation formula follows 

essentially one compositional model, not two as in the Syrian corpora; and (3) the 

reciprocal motif of well-being is very rarely attested as such, although the individual 

components were both productively used independently.  In other formal respects, 

however, the traditions attested in the Ma�at and Bo∆azköy letters align with those of 

Ras Shamra and Meskene.  

 Various Levantine epistolary traditions which show remarkable formal 

parallels with Ugaritic usage are also known from the Amarna corpus.  With respect to 

the five epistolary formulas studied here, however, these letters of diverse provenance 

generally show fewer and less extensive compositional and distributional parallels 

than the Hittite corpora.  The prostration formula, rare in the Hittite traditions, is an 

exception: well over two hundred « pros » formulas appear in conceptually ASC letters 

in the Amarna corpus, and these find extensive formal parallels in Ugaritic letters and 

in the Akkadian letters from Ras Shamra and Tell Meskene.  The address formula in 

some of the traditions attested in the Amarna corpus also resembles the composition 

and distribution of its Ugaritic counterpart, but such is not the case for the « sal » or 

« ben » formulas.  Furthermore, the Amarna corpus contains no parallel to the Ugaritic 

motif of reciprocal well-being.  Despite certain indications of a common scribal 

heritage with the traditions of their northern neighbors, the epistolary usages employed 

in the diverse cities of the southern Levant present parallels to the Ugaritic corpus 

which are nevertheless more distant, both formally and contextually, than those in 

letters from Anatolian sites.   
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6.1.3.2.3  DISTANT KIN IN MESOPOTAMIA: A SHARED AMORITE HERITAGE 

 Significant formal parallels between the Western scribal traditions described 

above and the epistolary formulas used in contemporary Mesopotamia are few and far 

between.  The Middle Assyrian and Kassite Babylonian epistolary traditions alike 

(i) lack precise compositional and distributional parallels to the Ugaritic address 

formula, (ii) productively employ certain ""polite formulas'' unknown to the Ugaritic 

tradition, and (iii) in those rare cases where a « pros » formula appears, contain one 

that is significantly different from the Ugaritic pattern. 

 Such formal similarities as do exist between the Ugaritic formulas and their 

counterparts in Middle Assyrian and Kassite Babylonian letters, such as the basic form 

of the salutation and benediction, are also shared with epistolary traditions of the Old 

Babylonian period.  Clearly, no direct influence from contemporary Assyria or 

Babylonia was involved in the form of the Ugaritic address formula, prostration 

formula, and the motif of reciprocal well-being.  For the « sal » and « ben » formulas, 

formal similarities are probably best explained as a result of a shared ""Amorite'' 

heritage, rather than direct influence in one direction or the other.  

 

6.2  STEREOTYPED MOTIFS OF THE BODY 

 Chapter 5 includes a discussion of the pragmatic functions which may be 

attributed to messages in the body of Ugaritic letters, as well as a treatment of the 

formal patterns found there.  These studies represent a contribution of an entirely 

different nature than chapters 1-4.  Where the latter aim at exhaustive coverage, the 

former is preliminary in nature, and intended to lay the groundwork for further 

research in Ugaritic epistolary prose.   
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 In particular, a more detailed treatment of the stereotyped motifs found in the 

body of Ugaritic letters, cataloging not only their form but also their contextual 

function, would pave the way for an eventual comparative study, along similar lines as 

that undertaken for the epistolary formulas of the praescriptio.  Judging from its 

importance in chapters 1-4, a controlled comparative approach could prove 

complementary to a more traditional philological treatment in the contextual 

interpretation of those Ugaritic messages which have thus far eluded a convincing 

decipherment.  Beyond potentially providing for a better understanding of Ugaritic 

epistolary prose, however, expanding and developing the formal study of the body also 

has merit on a broader level, by allowing a more subtle analysis of the position of the 

Ugaritic epistolary habits within the contemporary scribal traditions of the Late Bronze 

Age, and especially those of Syria and Anatolia, and thus permitting a better 

understanding of the position of the Ugaritic scribal tradition in its wider cultural 

environment.   
 






























































